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Claim new beauty for your own Brf6
with your \first cake of Camay!

Mrs. Michael Piel. the former
AliceBridal
Jackson
Baileyby of\6J-J&ArMa£/>
Glen Head, 1. I.
portrait

HOW

ROMANCE

CAME

TO THIS CAMAY

When your skin is soft and smooth, romance is at your

BRIDE!

beck and call! And you can win lovelier skin— with your
very first cake of Camay! Just change to regular care— and use
Camay and Camay alone. Let no lesser soap touch your
skin. Your complexion will be fresher and clearer— actually
younger-looking— with your first cake of Camay!

A Ring for Christmas

Mike played Santa at the Stork Club
— with an engagement ring for
lovely Alice. A Camay complexion
has such winning ways! Alice says:

Where in the world will you find a finer beauty soap than
Camay? Camay is so mild. It caresses your cheek with
its gentle, creamy lather. And no other soap has ever

"Camay is the only beauty soap for
me. That creamy Camay lather is
so-o-o gentle!"
Wedding

Bells in the Fall!

Golfing at White Sulphur Springs
on their honeymoon, Mike caddied
and Alice scored — with her glorious Camay complexion! She says:

quite captured Camay's flattering fragrance. No wonder
Camay is called "The Soap of Beautiful Women"— it
can bring you new beauty with your very first cake!

' 4-t £^

"I won a softer, smoother skin with
my very first cake of Camay. And
you can, too!"

Camay, the soap
c\ f
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by Janey Brown
Bickering Won't Hurt Your Marriage
by Peg Lynch
Nora Drake Asks: Should You Help Others— Even If You're Hurt Yourself?
Special Section on Arthur Godfrey and His Friends
Arthur
Godfrey
Starts Something !
Here's How To Begin To Play The Ukulele As Arthur Godfrey Does
Here's How You Can Win A Ukulele Like Arthur Godfrey's
A Picture-Life of Arthur Godfrey
An American's Pledge
Tony Marvin, Announcer Plus
Archie Bleyer, M.D
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Now try Stopette— the deodorant
that changed a nation's habits!
Millions now spray perspiration worries
away with amazing Stopette Deodorant
in the famous flexi-plastic bottle.
A quick squeeze checks annoying perspiration, stops odor. You never touch
Stopette . . . hardly know it touches you.
Wonderfully economical, harmless to
normal skin or clothes.
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Wonderful for men, too!
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MADE

BY A REVOLUTIONARY

NEW

LATEX

PROCESS,

PLAYTEX

PINK-ICE

DISPELS

BODY

HEAT. SLIMS

YOU

IN COOL

COMFORT.

NOW! The newest Playtex Girdle is the most talked about in the U.S. A.!

.nv,,le PLAYTEX* PINK-ICE

This is the amazing figure-slimming girdle that is causing such
a stir all over America . . . the
girdle acclaimed by designers as
perfect for slender summer styles

. . . the girdle that's cheered by
women from coast to coast.
Made by a revolutionary new
latex process, playtex Pink-Ice
dispels body heat . . . slims you
in cool comfort. It's the only girdle you can wear under your
swim suit, pat dry, wear immediately under your street clothes.

Without a single seam, stitch or
bone, playtex Pink-Ice melts
away inches at waist, hips and
thighs with a natural, all-way action stretch. It gives complete
freedom of action— fits with second-skin smoothness. And it's
absolutely invisible— even under
the scantiest bathing suit.
Today, discover the wonderful
things Pink-Ice can do for your
summer figure— see how you can
wear it all day, under all your
clothes, and forget you have it on.

In SLIM, shimmering pink tubes,

PLAYTEX

PINK-ICE GIRDLES .. $3.95 to $4.95

PLAYTEX

LIVING® GIRDLES . . $3.50 to $3.95

In SLIM, silvery tubes,

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large
Extra-large size slightly higher
At all department stores and better specialty shops everywhere
INTERNATIONAL

| Playtex Park

LATEX

CORPORATION

©1950

Dover Del.
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This shot was taken in 1945 when Eva Le Gallienne (1.) and the
late Dame May Whitty visited the 10:15 A.M. Mon.-Fri. program.
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time.

commentat
the
from or
a long way
was bornwomen's
Deane, WOR's
MarthaYoung,
Marian
metropolitan radio microphone that has become her trademark and a newspaper career that
Reichstag and a speaker's
Germany's
intowith
her
took
Mrs. Roosevelt.
dais shared
Star working
Lake, NewherYork,
Marian'sSt.home
town.
After
way isthrough
Lawrence
University, she taught eight grades of a country
school for a year to save enough money to come to
New York City.
In 1930,
werehear
almost
scarce
as the
teeth
you jobs
always
aboutas but
never
see,hens'
but
Marian was lucky. She joined the NEA service
of the Scripps Howard Syndicate — as a telephone
operator. Just when she was beginning to despair
of ever getting closer to editors than their extension numbers, one recognized her ambition and
made her her assistant. In 1934 Marian was named
Woman's Editor and her globe trotting began.
For the seven years before she came to WOR in
1941, New York, Hollywood and Europe were her
beat. In 1935 she was assigned to report on German labor camps for women and she got the first
and only interview Magda Goebbels ever granted
to a reporter. She was the only woman present in
the German parliament when Hitler announced his
troops had invaded the Rhineland.
Back in America, she continued her syndicated
column on subjects of interest to women and
the
York for
Newspaper
Women's
Club awarded
her New
first prize
this in their
1938 competition.
More and more, however, Marian was becoming
convinced that American women wanted to hear
from generals and statesmen as well as beauticians
and
designers.
When shethese
became
WOR's
Martha
Deane,
Marian brought
world
leaders
and
world beaters to her microphone.
When a home life is added to Marian's daily
routine, it's a wonder the cook doesn't find herself
in the soup. Up at 6:15 in her Plandome, Long
Island, home, she breakfasts with her nine-yearold twins, William Boling Taylor, Jr., and Marian
Nicole. With her husband, an advertising executive, she catches the 7:40 train and starts her office
day at 8: 30. A staff of four assistants help her, but
the job of keeping up to date on politics, art, foreign affairs, entertainment and the rest is her own.

Coming Next Month

Awake or asleep -FILM is
gluing acid to your teeth !

In August: Crosby and his boys
rough it on their Nevada ranch.

for relaxation on a
Recipe
sultry day: one hammock
strung in the shade of
leafy trees, one pitcher of
cooling drinks nearby and
one copy of Radio Mirror.
Lacking the hammock and
the trees, you can still find
pleasure with Radio Mirror,
whether you improvise with
a fan and easy chair, or a
blanket on the beach. One
thing you can be certain of,
however, is that the August
Radio Mirror will take your
mind off any heat wave. Its
contents have been designed
for delightful reading and
there's
lineup of hbig name
features a well
wort waiting
for: a Come and Visit to the
home of Gene Raymond and
Jeanette MacDonald, who
still live as romantically as
they did in the early days of
their marriage. You won't
want to miss seeing the color
pictures of Gene, who is
radio's Amazing Mr. Malone,
and his amazing, redheaded
wife. While in a visiting
mood, you can also drop in
on the Elko, Nevada ranch of
Bing Crosby. Here Bing and
his boys live life as casually
as any of the hands who help
them run it— in fact, the boys
pitch in and do as much
duty as any hired man. It's
a refreshing, down-to-earth
story, with pictures, of a refreshing and down-to-earth
family. Equally down-toearth is the story of Walter
Kiernan and his slightly unorthodox but nevertheless
sound ideas on women. It's
a one man view but you'll
probably agree that the world
would be a lot better if more
men shared it.
As a steady reader of Radio
Mirror you've certainly been
aware of the exciting new
features that have been incorporated into the magazine's format. Next month's
issue will bring another one,
the Home Page, featuring
your favorite daytime serial
characters giving tips on how
they keep house. Watch for
this new feature in next
month's Radio Mirror, on sale
Wednesday, July 12.

Pepsodent removes FILMhelps stop tooth decay !
Tooth decay is formed by acid that film holds against your
teeth— acid formed by the action of mouth bacteria on many
foods you eat. When you use Pepsodent Tooth Paste right after
eating, it helps keep acid from forming. What's more,
Pepsodent removes dulling stains and "bad breath"
germs that collect in film.
FILM NEVER LETS UP! It's forming night and day on
everyone's teeth. Don't neglect it. Always brush with film-removing
Pepsodent right after eating and before retiring. No other tooth paste
can duplicate Pepsodent's film-removing formula. No other
tooth paste contains Irium* or Pepsodent's gentle polishing agent.
Don't let decay start in your mouth! Use Pepsodent every
day— see your dentist twice a year.

YOU'LL HAVE BRIGHTER TEETH AND CLEANER BREATH when you
fight tooth decay with film-removing Pepsodent!

•Irium is Pepsodent's Registered

ANOTHER

FINE PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS

COMPANY

Trade-Mark tor Purified Alkyl Sulfate.

have a
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RAVELEROFTHE
By

TOMMY
BAR1LETT
Tommy Bartlett emcees
Welcome Travelers M-F,
10 A.M. EDT, NBC. Sponsor is Procter and Gamble.

HOLD BOB
bobby pins

Mrs. Stephen Loomis — recommended
for the Carnegie medal for her rescue
of three drowning boys — visited Wel-

With every hair In place you are
glamorous no matter what you do.
Gayla HOLD- BOB bobby pins set
curls beautifully; are easy to sleep on.
Easy to open. Keep hair-dos
lovely because they hold better.
There is no finer bobby pin.

More women use
Gau&L HOLD BOB than all
other bobby pins combined

GAYLORD

PRODUCTS,

INCORPORATED
CHICAGO, ILL.

. 8. pat. off.
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the Minnesota stream swirling
its way two miles past Rochester.
Five little overall-clad farm boys
all under twelve rushed to view
the spectacle. There it was . . .
sure enough. An old metal boat
lay abandoned on the shore; the
little explorers pushed it into the
flooded creek and climbed in.
The shaky craft hit a whirlpool
and capsized near a barbed wire
fence jutting out of the bitter cold
water — just a stone's throw from
a rushing gorge that threatened
sudden death for the five. Thrown
into the water, one of the boys dogpaddled his way ashore, then handover-hand crawled along the
rickety fencing to save another of
his companions.
Neck-deep in the icy creek the
other three struggled wildly for
survival.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Stephen Loomis,
mother of one of the youngsters,
was quietly working outdoors
shoveling snow from her walk,
blissfully unaware
of the tragic

scene taking place in the valley
behind her home.
Then she heard screams from
somewhere near the highway —
faint screams,
intuition
told her but
they her
were mother's
serious
distress calls made by little boys.
Instantly she rushed from the yard
listening intently for the direction
of the cries.
Mrs. Loomis rushed to the water
side where she found the three
survivors hysterical, their chins
barely above the flow. Unhesitatingly she waded in, calling constantly to the youngsters . . . reassuring them, attempting by her
consoling manner to quiet them so
they might save their energy.
Unable to carry the boys back to
shore against the heavy current,
she grabbed a fence post and
reached for the first boy in line.
Neck deep now, herself, she
clung desperately to the post while
supporting
the her
boy's
form
— holding
headunconscious
above the
biting waves. For more than an
hour, numbed from the cold, she
shouted
instructions
and encour-

MONTH

So this is the Cocoanut Grove where Hollywood stars

come Travelers during the Chicago
trip, which was awarded to her by
station KROC, Rochester, Minnesota.

Dorit look now..

gather every night! Wonderful to be here, isn't it? And
there's June Allyson! As we pass her table let's sneak
a look. She won't care. She knows that admiring glances
measure a star's success. And she knows that the
Woodbury Powder she wears (in flattering Natural)
plays a big part in her loveliness!

agement to the other two, who, at
her command, had managed to
grip the barbed wire and keep
afloat. And she prayed.
Finally help came. Two Rochester policemen and firemen waded
into the heavy current to bring
out the three half -frozen children
and the heroic Mrs. Loomis.
When I interviewed Mrs. Loomis
on Welcome Travelers in the College Inn of the Hotel Sherman she
told her story modestly, concluding that "God answered my prayers. ..."
Station
KROC of Rochester
awarded Mrs. Loomis the Chicago
trip, where we happily introduced
her to the nation. Our heroine has
been recommended for the Carnegie medal for her act of heroism.
Take another bow, Mrs. Stephen
Loomis, Box 292, Rochester, Minnesota, whom Welcome Travelers
proudly acclaims as its Traveler
of The Month. You are the kind of
heroic woman who has made
America great — courageous women
who, unmindful of danger, risked
their lives to save others.

June is one of the Hollywood stars who chose Woodbury
Powder 6 to 1 in response to a recent survey* . A unique
ingredient in Woodbury Powder gives the smoothest,

J tine Alelryes'osn...
th

satiny finish you've ever known! Magically warm, infinitely fine in texture, enchantingly fragrant, it clings
for hours! 7 heavenly shades glorify every skin type.
15tf, 304, $1-00, plus tax.

RADIO'S OWN LIFE
By LLEWELLYN
art VII: Vaudevilh

1932: It was a black year for everything except radio.
The country foundered deeper and deeper into depression. There were 12,000,000 unemployed. "Hoover villes," the pathetic shelters built of flattened oil drums,
tar paper and kindling wood, were a reminder to those
with jobs that it would be wise to take a salary cut
without argument. The Bonus Army marched on
Washington to plead for immediate payment of money
Congress had voted to pay veterans in 1945. These
desperate people went about getting relief in the wrong
way, but the fact that U.S. troops drove them from
Capitol grounds is something few of us like to remember.
The slacks fad started for two reasons. Women as
well as men were now migrant workers, and the newly
arrived Marlene Dietrich was wearing her trousers
outside of the studio as a publicity stunt following her
The Pickens Sisters — Patti, Jane and Helene —
displayed their bright charms vocally as a trio.

If you remember Show Boat, you'll remember that it
was Charles Winninger who piloted its talented cargo.

flfib

appearance in them in "The Blue Angel." Remember
her throaty singing of "Falling in Love Again" to Emil
Jannings? Other big song hits of the year were the
appropriate "Brother Can You Spare a Dime?" and
the haunting "Night and Day," which was endlessly
on the radio.
Research into the mystery of the air went on. Pro-

Fred Waring brought his Pennsylvanians to the air in '3.^
Here with Rosemary and Priscilla of the singing Lane sister*.

STORY
Calendar above indicates the wonderful

MILLER

Ed Wynn's first anniversary on the air.
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fessor Auguste Piccard rose in a balloon ten miles over
Switzerland to explore the stratosphere, and described
the trip by short wave to America on his return. William Beebe broadcast as he was lowered 2,200 feet into
the ocean off Bermuda.
Radio had to battle three new bids for the public
interest this year. Theater managers, alarmed at the
way free entertainment on the air was cutting into attendance, invented a new bait: the double bill. Then
came Bank Night and Screeno. Soon people were shopping around for shows that offered free dishes,
groceries, a chance at a new car, two shows for the
price of one — as well as a place to keep warm.
Gambling took a heavy toll of listeners. Speakeasies,
hard pressed by the part-time bootlegger, put roulette
wheels in the back room. Slot machines popped up all
over the place. Everybody knew they were heavily
rigged in favor of the house, but still, it was more alluring to take a chance on winning a jackpot than just
sit home.
The third challenge, and it was enormous, was a boom
in sports. Reduced orders put many factories on a fiveday week, and thousands of people used the long week-

Those feudists, ex-vaudevillians Fred Allen and Jack Benny,
often exhibit more vocal irreverence for each other than this.

end for skiing, a sport practically unknown in this
country before 1930. Indoor baseball suddenly became
soft ball. Thousands more idle young people found free
diversion through amateur teams, and night ball games
became a rage.
The election brought the listeners back, and the
words "the forgotten man" came into the language.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt's campaign song was
"Happy Days Are Here Again" (published in 1929 of
all inappropriate years). He flew to the convention to
accept his nomination in person — the first time a candidate had done so — and promised "A New Deal" on
the radio — the first use of the slogan.
Big business shuddered toward a standstill. Banks
began to close. Only on radio were things hopeful. It
was offering so much magnificent new talent that it is
hard to know where to start the list. Let's begin with
a worried man, Jack Benny. He was a vaudeville headliner, but the two-a-day was folding so fast it wasn't
funny even to a top star. One evening the columnist,
Ed Sullivan, who had just started a radio show, asked
him to be a guest star.
"I don't know anything about (Continued on page 18)

Boake Carter's highly opinionated comments pleased some,
distressed others, but no one denied his great reporting ability.

TONI TWINS
Discover New
Shampoo Magic

J^>
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Soft Water Shampooing
Even in Hardest Water
"We made a real discovery
the very first time we used
Toni Creme Shampoo," say
lovely All-American
twins
Eleanor and Jeanne Fulstone
of Smith Valley, Nevada.
,"Our hair was so luxuriously soft... as if
we washed it in rain water. And that delightful softness made it so much easier
to manage."
You, too, will discover Soft
Water Shampooing . . . the
magic of Toni Creme Shampoo !Even in hardest water
you get oceans of creamy
lather that rinses away dirt
and dandruff instantly. Never leaves a
dull, soapy film. That's why your hair
sparkles with all its natural highlights.
And it's so easy to set and style.

TONI CREME

SHAMPOO

• Leaves your hair gloriously soft, easy
to manage
• Helps permanents "take" better, look
lovelier longer
• Rinses
stantly away dirt and dandruff in• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes
hair sparkle with natural highlights.

Enriched
with Lanolin

Singer and TV star Marguerite Piazza owes her lovely figure
to a daily routine. Says she, "If you don't like what your
mirror tells you, now is the time to do something about it."

RADIO
10

Marguerite feels exercise takes
concentration and serious thought.
Whether you set aside a special
amount of time each day, or include
exercises in your housework, be sure
that you are doing those that are
beneficial for your particular figure.
With bathing suits getting briefer
and briefer, you'll want to .pay added
attention to your thighs and legs.
Here's an exercise to help. First,
lie down on the floor, arms by your
sides, and legs stretched out in front
of you. Then, raise your legs, being
careful not to bend your knees. Try
this at least a half dozen times. Another you might like to do is the old
dependable bicycle exercise. Bend
your knees and move your legs up
and down, as if you were actually
riding a bicycle. Keep the small
of your back and your shoulders
on the floor, so that they get the

unfigurea. faults
yourumbrell
Don't
If you're
a beach
I der hide
ed
mirwhat
your
with
' displeas
ror tells you is true, do something
about it right now.
Take a tip from TV's talented
Marguerite Piazza. She watches her
waistline just as carefully as she
does her voice. You'd probably never
guess that the singing star of
WNBT's Saturday Night Revue, ever
spends a minute bending and rolling.
Her slim, pretty figure looks naturally perfect. But, as Marguerite
will tell you, she owes it all to a
daily routine.
For "waistline whittling," Marguerite suggests a simple but effective exercise. Stand with your feet
apart. Keep your knees straight and
your head and shoulders high. Then,
bend forward, swinging your arms
between your legs.

MIRROR

for

BETTER LIVING

womenT^OVC/

kMMxM
With all eyes on you,
you'll want to be sure your
figure is beachwoirthy

Marguerite, who watches her waistline as carefully as her voice, says
"Exercise

requires

concentration."

YOU can create the
flawless complexion you've
always dreamed of with THIS make-up
The Original Cake Make-Up. ..the One and Only

RUN- CAKE 'Mariwtot.

USED BY MORE WOMEN THAN ANY OTHER MAKE-UP IN THE WORLD
The moment you apply Pan-Cake Make-Up, you look different.. .more beautiful.
Pan-Cake actually creates a new complexion for you. ..instantly blends perfect
color flawlessly, smoothly, evenly.. .magically hides tiny blemishes, freckles, offcolored spots. ..takes just seconds to apply for hours of new, thrilling loveliness.

SCREEN

STARS PROVE

Pan-Cake

Protects Your Skin

Pan-Cake

entire bulk of your weight.
Since almost everybody is thinking about the beach these days, and
singer Marguerite is no exception,
she thought she'd like to share some
of her tanning and make-up habits.
Marguerite firmly believes that
sun tan lotion doesn't have to be
poured on the body in great quantity
to be next
effective.
all, does
it's the
lotion
to the After
skin that
the
work. She applies the lotion carefully and smoothly, so that it not
only protects, but it adds a fresh,
clean glow to the skin as well.
The star's make-up includes lipstick, eyebrow pencil and waterproof mascara. She also uses an eyelash curler after she comes out of
the water.
Summertime offers you the opportunity to get out into the open and
enjoy yourself. You will, too, if you
look your loveliest!

has been used for years on deli-

ELLIS

4. That's all there is to it. In just seconds, PanCake creates the original Matte Finish.

years of loveliness.

9 COLOR HARMONY
AND 3 SUN-TAN

PROVE

SHADES
SHADES

IT YOURSELF!

$150
I
Plus Tax

Send for your trial-size Pan-Cake in your correct
Color Harmony Shade, and discover how you can
create a new, flawless complexion. ..plus your very
own Complexion Analysis and Color Harmony
Make-Up Chart.. .plus the 32-page, color-illustrated
"New Art of Make-Up"— all by Max Factor.

Remember. ..there is only one PAN-CAKE,
the original creation of MAX FACTOR

PLEASE RUSH
FILL

IN

AND

ME YOUR

CHECK

CAREFULLY

EXCITING
THE

INFORMATION

Hollywood

PAN-CAKE
CHART

BELOW

OFFER !
AND

Max Factor Make-Up Studio, Dept. 10, Box 941, Hollywood 28, Calif.
I enclose 104 in coin to help cover cost of postage and handling.
Name .

City

PRINT

NAME

AND

Creamy

-Age.

BLONDE

D

Blue . .

Medium - . . . □
Ruddy
D
Sallow
D

Gray
Green . ..

Freckled - . . . O
□
Olive

ADDRESS

DeepOHve. •. . D
SKIN: Normal D
Dry O

Oily D

MAIL
.HAIR

Fair
Q
COMPLEXION

Address.

DORRY

1 . Apply Pan -Cake sparingly with moist sponge
or cotton. 2. Use upward and outward motion.
3. Blot with Kleenex to absorb excess moisture.

cate Screen Stars' skins, both on and off the
Sets, because non-drying Pan-Cake is a
perfect veil of protection from sun, wind
and dust. ..it guards your beauty for extra

PLEASE

BY

Here's how YOU can create
FASHION'S MATTE FINISH
with PAN-CAKE

Brown
Hazel . .
Black .
LASHES \Color\
ODD

Light D
Dari .□
BRUNETTE
Light D
Dark □
SROWNETTE
Light
O
Da'k D
LightREDHEAD
D
Dark D
Clmimir
inocMtf
GRAY rjHAIR

.State .
_Zone_
*Pan-Cake (trademark) is the registered brand name for Max Factor Hollywood Cake Make-Up
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Dental Science

Shows That Brushing Teeth
Right After Eating with

L

COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST
Additional marriage contest prizes: Evans handbag, Evans lighter.

Better Than Any Other
Way of Preventing Tooth Decay
According to Reports in
Authoritative Dental Literature!
2 years' research at 5 great universities —
case histories of hundreds of people who
used Colgate Dental Cream right after eating— shows the Colgate way stops tooth
decay best! Better than any other home
method of oral hygiene known today! Yes,
both clinical and X-ray examinations
showed the Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than ever before
reported in all dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder
Ammoniated or Not
Offers Proof of Such Results!
Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3
who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!
Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all
tooth decay, or help cavities already
started. But the Colgate way is the most
effective way yet known to help your
dentist prevent decay.
ALWAYS

USE

COLGATE'S TO CLEAN
YOUR BREATH WHILE
you CLEAN yOUR
n-EETH-AND HELP
STOP TOOTH DECAy!

Here are the additional prizes which will be awarded in the Happy
Marriage contest as announced in the June Radio Mirror: below
are the names of the beauty products in the treasure chest to be
awarded to the girl not yet married; above is the Evans pocket lighter
to be awarded to the five next-best set of rules from unmarried women;
also above is the Evans handbag, to be awarded to the woman married
one to five years.

April Showers Dusting Powder
April Showers Eau de Toilet
April Showers Perfume
April Showers Talcum Powder
Blue Cross Cuticle Shaper
Blue Waltz Perfume
Breck Perfume
Breck Shampoo
Camay Soap
Cashmere Bouquet Face Powder
Cashmere Bouquet Lipstick
Conti Castile Shampoo
Cutex Nail Polish
Cuticura Soap & Ointment
Djer-Kiss Cologne
Djer-Kiss Sachet
Djer-Kiss Talcum
Dial Deodorant Soap
Drene Shampoo
Early American Old Spice Treasure Chest
Evening In Paris Perfume
Eye Gene Drops
Max Factor "New Worlds of Beauty" Kit
Five-Day Deodorant Pads
Flame-Glo Lipstick
Freezone Corn Remover
Fresh Deodorant
Fresh Deodorant Soap
Halo Shampoo
Heed Spray Deodorant
Helene Curtis Creme Shampoo
Helene Curtis Shampoo Plus Egg
Hinds Honey & Almond Fragrance Cream
Edna Wallace Hopper Homogenized Face Cream
Edna Wallace Hopper White Clay Pack
Richard Hudnut Enriched Creme Shampoo
Richard Hudnut Home Permanent
Irresistible Flaconette
Irresistible Lipstick
Irresistible Perfume
Ivory Bar Soap
Jergens Lotion
Kleenex

Listerine Antiseptic
Listerine Toothpaste
Martha Lorraine Lipstick Brush
Lux
LustreSoap
Creme Shampoo
Marchands Golden Hair Wash
Mavis Talcum
Maybelline
Eye Make-up
Nair Depilatory
Neet Cream Hair Remover
Nestle Colorinse
Noxzema Medicated Cream
Nu-Nails Artificial Fingernails
Pilcher Compacts
Pond's Angel Face
Prell Shampoo
Princess Pat Liquid Liptone Kit
Pro-phy-lac-tic Jewelite Hair Brush
Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth Brush
Rimmel French Mascara
Anatole Robbins Prismatic Make-up Kit
Dr. Sertoli's Foot Lotion
Dr. Scholl's Foot Powder
Dr. Scholl's Pedicreme
Dr. Scholl's Super Soft Zino-Pads
Shasta Beauty Cream Shampoo
Shulton Shampoo
Sitroux Tissues
Sofskin Creme
Softol Manicurette Set
Stillman Preparations
Suave
Tangee Shoulder Bag Set
Tip Top Curlers
Trushay Hand Lotion
House of West more Cosmetics
Woodbury De Luxe Cold Cream
Woodbury
"Dream
Woodbury Dry
Skin Stuff"
Cream
Woodbury De Luxe Liquefying Cleansing Cream
Woodbury Powder
Yodora Deodorant
Z.B.T. Powder

BIG ECONOMY SIZE 59*
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When a Girl Marries, with Mary Jane Higby as Joan Davis, is heard Mon.-Fri., 5:00 P.M. EDT, NBC

By JOAN DAVIS
fifteen
The problem of R.M., red
years old, which appea
in
March Radio Mirror, was that
her mother, a woman with notto-good a reputation, wanted her
to quit school. R.M. wants to
finish her education, be a teacher.
Myrtle E. Hall, Madera, California, sent in, in the opinion of
the editors, the most helpful
answer. To her has gone our
check for $25.00.
Radio Mirror will pay twentyfive dollars for the best answer to
this month's problem letter which
follows:
Dear Joan:
I am a mother of four children,
of whom three girls married early
because of (Continued on page 25)

Each month Joan Davis will answer
your questions on any problem concerning marriage, except problems
of health or law. No letters can be
answered personally. Joan will choose
from these letters each month a
problem which she will ask you, the
readers, to answer.

RADIO

MIRROR

will pay $25

to the person whose problem letter is
chosen and another $25.00 will be paid
to the person submitting the best
answer to that problem in the opinion
of the editors, whose decision will be
final. Letters must be postmarked not
later than July 28. No letters will be
returned. Address Joan Davis, Radio
Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, N. Y. Prize answers,
with the name of the winner, will be
printed each month. Winner of the
prize for the month's best problem
will be notified by mail, as those who
submit problems usually prefer not
to have their names used in the
magazine.

Sponsored by Swansdown

and Calumet.
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Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced . . .
held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.
Be sure that you are always lovely to love; charming and alluring. Your deodorant may make the
difference. That's why so many lovely girls depend
on FRESH Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against
any other deodorant — see which stops perspiration
. . . prevents odor better! FRESH is different from
any deodorant you have ever tried — creamier, more
luxurious, and really effective!
,.r~r^

^^^V^,

I
For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant
%rH SOAP : Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as
other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor.

at the

MIKE
When Milo Boulton
(Bargin' Around with Boulton, WPAT)
emceed We
the People, he interviewed celebrities like the late soprano Grace Moore.
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During the war, Boulton made many special broadcasts.
This one,
in 1944 from Washington, D. C, was with Britain's Lord Halifax.

R
M

14

— he's the man who
took Milo Boulton
Itgreets
people
on WPAT's
Bargin'
Around thewith
Boulton
(M-F, 11
A.M.
EDT) eight years to travel from Denver
to Broadway. Determined to be an actor,
Boulton boarded a New York bound train,
but, while waiting between trains in Chicago, he met a former friend-turned-actor's agent, and ended up with a contract
to play in stock for forty weeks. During
the next seven years, he played leads in
various stock companies, which always led
him farther away from his original destination.
The emcee
of Bargin'
Around Ohio.
with
Boulton
was born
in Covington,
When he was five, his parents moved to
Denver, where Boulton was graduated
from the University of Colorado. Then
came a succession of diverse jobs; but his
most exciting job was as a dirt-track
racer. After three or four near crackups,
however, Boulton decided to go to New
York to become an actor. His first Broadbreak show
was in
Forest,"
and
when waythat
took"Petrified
to the road,
Boulton
went along with it.
When he returned to New York in 1936,
Boulton deserted the stage to make radio
his permanent career and soon he was appearing in many of the airwaves' biggest
shows. He got his first emcee job on Adventures in Photography, and, since his
initial interview with Guy Lombardo, who
was then more interested in camera rolls
than ocean rolls, Boulton has introduced
some 3,000 guests to radio audiences.
Following his "Photography" assignment, Boulton toured the country as emcee of Defense for America. During the
thirty-six weeks the show was heard,
Boulton broadcast from every major war
plant in the U. S., interviewing industrial
leaders, scientists, inventors and skilled
workmen in every field of endeavor. This
provided a good background for his fiveand-a-half years as emcee of We the People and his present Bargin' Around with
Boulton stint from Paterson's WPAT.

Collector's Corner
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By J0IIHY DESMOID
(Starting in his home town,
Detroit, on a children's hour
program, Johnny Desmond has
built his career on such steps as
forming a vocal quartet for Bob
Crosby, playing straight dramatic roles on radio shows, singing with the Glenn Miller Army
band and making a series of
terrific phonograph records. In
addition to his regular chores on
the Breakfast Club, Johnny is
still turning out hit discs for
MGM.)
Even though it may be an admission of some sort of instability,
I'll have
to
confess thatI'm afraid
my favorite
records
are an ever-changing group of
discs. I'm the kind of person
who buys a record and plays it
over and over again until it is
literally
It's ofalso
however, worn
that out.
several
my true,
pet
platters have maintained their
position on my list for a long,
long time.
At present, my favorites include Helen Forrest's "It Was
So Good While It Lasted" and
Peggy
"It'stheA other
Good not
Day."
One is Lee's
new and
so
new — see? Both girls, though,
are great!
I don't think I'll ever stop
liking that fabulous CrosbyMercer disc, "Mr. Meadowlark."
Nor can I see what could possibly top the George Shearing
Quintet recording, "Nothing But
D. Best."
it's an old one
and
a new Again,
one.
Kathryn Grayson's singing on
"Jealousy" was, for me, absolutely wonderful — and who
could dislike a record so unusual as Frankie Laine's "Mule
Train"?
One of the finest girl vocalists
I've ever heard is Fran Warren,
and a perfect example of her
ability is the recording of
"Homework," the
Berlin song. And lovely
believe Irving
it or
not, I'm a Hank Williams fan
too. His "Lovesick Blues" holds
a permanent place in my record
collection.
Also on my favorite list are
Blue Barron's big hit, "Cruising
Down The River." An all-time
favorite is Keenan Wynn's kid
album, to
"ThethatBear
Wasn't."
Listen
set That
of discs
and
I'm
sure
you'll
fall
in
love
with
it and Keenan.
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SHAMPOO
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It's starting a whole new trend in hair-beauty
care . . . this wonderful New Drene Shampoo with
Conditioning Action! For New Drene does more
than "just wash" your hair! It actually conditions
as it cleanses . . . conditions your hair to all
its loveliest natural sheen, natural softness!
Your hair is so beautifully clean and soft . .
so responsive to your hands. See how curls fall
softly into place . . . how they last and last.
You'll see all this the very first time you try
New Drene — the only shampoo with this
Conditioning Action !
ONew Drene conditions your hair to love
liest natural softness, natural sheen
leaves it ever so easy to manage!
©Cleans hair and scalp like a dream — yet
it's gentle, non-drying, baby-mild !

0
O

NEIVPREME
MOW WITH

CONDITIONING- ACTION !
Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
specialdruffrinses.
removes
loose danfrom hairQuickly
and scalp
!
Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly
— even in the hardest water!
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At home in Drexel Hill, WFIL announcer Joe Novenson is
official taster when his wife Louise tries out a new recipe.

V%

HILADELPHIA
RESTIDIGITATOR

announcerof ina
is an Possessed
Novenson
Joeradio
WFIL's
the best
tradition.
mellow baritone voice, he is equally at
home with a newscast, a commercial, or a
celebrity interview.
Joe's radio career began at the most famous
starting gate in the business. He was an NBC
studio guide in Radio City. Among his coworkers there were Efram Zimbalist, Jr., the
current Broadway producer; Murdock Pemberton, current radio producer and son of
Brock Pemberton; and Dave Garroway, the
easy-going gentleman who has relaxed himself into television fame.
While a studio guide, Joe studied voice
with Solon Albert in New York City and
eventuallyandhe toured
joined Ben
Varsity
Eight
singers
the Yost's
country.
Later
he
served as singing emcee on the S. S. Argentina and went on a South American concert
tour.
Joe returned to New York just long enough
to hold a few short conversations and then
headed for North Carolina to join the announcing staff of WAIR. A native Philadelphian, Joe came back home and joined
WFIL in 1940. Shortly after Pearl Harbor
he enlisted in the Air Corps and as a first
lieutenant navigator he spent four years
in the ETO.
After the war Joe returned to announcing
on WFIL. From time to time he has been
starred in his own show, singing under the
name Barry Robert.
Joe is married to the former Louise Dudley
and, with three-year-old daughter Joyce,
they live in suburban Drexel Hill. He's an
amateur magician in his spare time and, in
addition to pulling rabbits out of hats, he
keeps goldfish in the living room.
Radio has complicated the social life of the
Novensons — Joe works the night shift — but
it has taken away one of the most vexing
problems of many a host. When Joe says
goodnight to the people there are no lingering guests
in the
station
off the
air. doorway — he's signing the
16

Three-year-old Joyce Novenson loves to hear her daddy on the air, but
as yet she has shown no inclination towards becoming a radio actress.
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Cashmere
Bouquet
J
Cashmere
Boua«et
0

Keeps you dainty all over
with a "fragrance men love"!
Spring-morning freshness, and fragrance, too —
no matter how hot the day! A wonderful dream come
true, thanks to satin-soft Cashmere Bouquet Talc!
It thirstily absorbs any excess moisture left on your
body after the bath, provides a silky-smooth
sheath of protection for those many little "chafeable"
spots. Yes, for day long daintiness . . . every day,
twice a day . . . sprinkle yourself liberally
with Cashmere Bouquet Talc!

All-Purpose Cream:
Lipstick; Hand Lotior
or Face Powder
—Cashmere
make sure
it's
Bouquet!
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RADIO'S OWN LIFE STORY
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Home Shampoo
It's the real egg* that makes the magic in this luxury shampoo . . .
the very same smooth liquid creme used in. the famous Richard
Hudnut Fifth Avenue Salon to make hair more manageable, tanglefree, easier to do, and permanents "take" better. Whisks in and out"
like a dream, removes loose dandruff, leaves hair extra lustrous because
it's clean, clean, clean! Try.this gentler, kinder, luxury shampoo today.
Wonderfully good for children's hair, good for the whole family!
$1.00; economy size $1.75
From the Fifth Avenue Salon

ENRICHED

CREME

Shampoo
with egg

radio," Benny protested.
Sullivan.
"That's all right — nobody does," said
Reassured,
consented
and introducedBenny
himself with
the immortal
line, "This is Jack Benny talking. Now
there will be a brief pause for everybody to say
'Whocountry
cares?'did.
" Practically
everyone
in the
He was an
immediate hit, and was sponsored by
Canada Dry. By 1934, the big event of
Sunday night was his bland greeting,
"Jell-O again," and his kidding of the
six delicious flavors. Before this, the
sponsors and their products had been
treated with the reverence accorded
royalty, and listeners put up with
deadly serious sales talks as a necessary
bore. Benny changed all that. Jell-O
turned up in gags all through his show,
instead of just fore and aft of the
program. Far from resenting this,
people roared with laughter when Mary
Livingston worked strawberry, raspberry, cherry, orange, lemon and lime
into one of her deadpan poems, or Eddie Anderson
(the them.
grainy- voiced Rochester) mentioned
Benny also started the vogue for the
blisteringly personal crack when his
cast got laughs with remarks about his
toupee, his stinginess and his violin
playing which is better than most people know. At thirteen, he was playing
his fiddle in Waukegan's leading dance
orchestra. In 1911, when he was seventeen years old, he changed his name
from Benjamin Kubelsky to Benny K.
Benny and went into vaudeville teamed
with a pianist. His famous feud with
Fred Allen started when a mere babe
whipped off "The Bee" on Allen's show
and earned the compliment, "Only eight
and you can do that piece? Benny
ought to be ashamed of himself." The
enjoyable battle was on.
Benny employs a big staff of brilliant
gag writers, and also works hard himself on his routines, but he makes a
joke of that, too. Once when Allen,
who writes most of his material himself, launched a scintillating attack
on Benny at a party, Benny at last flung
back, "You couldn"t talk to me like that
and get away with it— if my writers
The here."
fascinating
Allen's
Alley
started
this traffic
year through
and everybody
were
began to say, "Well, as I live and
breathe!" and "Hello-oh!" after Portland joined the show in 1934.
Fred Allen was born in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, in 1894. As a small boy
he worked in the Boston Public
Library, and his fate was determined
when he opened a book on juggling
instead of putting it away on the
shelves. He began to enter amateur
contests, though he was dreadful. One
night a disgusted master of ceremonies
scornfully inquired, "Where are you
learning to juggle?"
correspondence
course"I'm
in taking
baggagea
smashing,"
and found young
that heAllen
had cracked
arrived back,
as a
comedian. His real name is John Florence Sullivan, a name he changed
early and most wisely since the great
heavyweight
his heyday. of the same name was in

It's the real egg in Hudnut Shampoo that makes hair
more manageable. Home permanents "take" better.

"pondered,
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Listen to Walter Winchell, ABC Network Sunday Nights

Speaking
of names,
thoseofinsilent
his wife's
family
deserve
a moment
awe.
Portland was named after the Oregon
town in which she was born. One of
her sisters was christened Dr. Frederica Hoffa — yes, complete with Dr. on
her birth certificate. Then there are
Lebanon, Period and Lastone — the last

one, get it?
The glorious Mrs. Nussbaum (Minerva Pious) was discovered by Allen,
and joined the show in 1933. She, in
turn, discovered Kenny Delmar, who,
though born in Boston, reached fame
as the bombastic southerner, Senator
Claghorn.
"Oh, there you go again, George,"
and "Now, Grade!" were new cries in
1932, also a gift from vaudeville. Grace
Ethel Cecile Rosalie Allen was born in
show business. Her father was a song
and dance man on tour in San Francisco when the great event happened
in 1906. "When I was born in San
Francisco I was so surprised I didn't
speak
a year
a half,"
way
Gracie forputs
it. and
Burns,
bornis the
Nathan
Birnbaum in 1896 in New York, had to
break in under his own power. He
didn't make the grade until he was
ten, when he joined Gus Edwards's
show.
At the beginning of their act, George
was the one who got all the laughs, but
they
On the
Grade's
searchsoonfor switched.
her brother
was air,
a national
runaround in 1933. They bounced in
and out of dozens of other NBC programs during the hunt, and life was
made miserable for Grade's real
brother, a San Francisco accountant.
Though they were married in 1926,
Burns and Allen were not cast as a
married couple on the air until 1942
when Grade's confused goodwill became even funnier.
Sample: "I'm glad you're not a
singer, George. Look what happened to
poor Caruso — thirty years on a desert
island!"
"You've got the wrong man,
Gracie . . ."
"Oh, no, George! You're the one for
me!"
A lovely year that brought them —
and also Ed Wynn as The Fire Chief.
His lisping screams of "Soooo-o-o-oo-o" and of "Tonight it's going to be
different," his zany gags and memorable inventions, such as the bell-less
alarm clock for the people who don't
want to be awakened, mesmerized listeners. When he offered little red fire
hats free, three million people stormed
Texaco stations to get them.
Al Jolson, who had been all over the
air as a guest whenever he wasn't making movies, went on for Chevrolet and
added another bright chapter to the
success story of Asa Yoelson, born in
1886 in what was then St. Petersburg,
Russia. His father was a cantor who
came to this country when Al was a
boy, and Al was trained to follow in his
father's
footsteps.
Hadseventh
he done
so, he
would have
been the
cantor
in
direct line in his family. Show business
called him early, however. He ran away
with a circus, and when the manager
sent him home on account of his youth,
he found a job as a singing waiter. That
led to vaudeville, musical comedy, and
eventually to Larry Parks playing "The
Jolson Story" on the screen which
opened
the door for Al's comeback in
1947.
In 1932 Jack Pearl, the incomparable
Baron Munchausen, began asking "Vos
you dere, Sharlie?" and spinning his
inspired lies. Bert Lahr was saying
"Thome fun, eh kid?" and the sound of
Olsen and Johnson slapping each other
was loud in the land. Mildred Bailey
left the Old Gold Hour to become The
Rockin' Chair Lady. Here was another
case of a beautiful voice coming from
a very big girl. She weighed one hundred and ninety pounds and was singing
with a Fanchon and Marco stage unit
in Los Angeles when her brother, Al
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I like

Stroller
Ensembles
I v>

because...
. . . they're so good looking and practical. In style
and color, they make this
season's smartest combination. Stroller Playshoes
are washable and colorfast, cool and fun to wear.
The matching sport bags
are waterproof inside,
roomy enough for all my
needs. Ask for Stroller
Ensembles at your favorite store. They've got
everything!"

"'■ . Colorfast, washable
fabric.
2, Sponge
rubber
comfort.

cotton and rayon

innersole

for

This ensemble comes in 5 colors: Paprika,
Chartreuse, White, Sunshine Yellow and
Peacock Blue — each with matching bag.

added

■i. Cool cork and crepe outersole insulates
against hot sands and pavements.
,:'. tioht wnnrl hftpl-

PRODUCTS

OF UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY

New tests by
leading skin specialists
PROVE the amazing mildness
of Cashmere Bouquet
on all types of skin!
Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest
conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . . .
Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So
use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily bath
and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin
softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!
The lingering, roman tic /ragrcmce of Cashmere
Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare
perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find
in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere
Bouquet for this "fragrance men love".

Cashmere
Bouquet
20

— In a New Bath Size
Cake, Tool

Now— At the Lowest Price In History!

Rinker, Boys,
one of
Paul Whiteman's
Rhythm
introduced
her to his
boss who promptly signed her.
Ethel Shutta, who was to marry the
band leader, George Olsen, was a big
hit on the Canada Dry program. Irene
Beasley, whose lovely voice had been
heard since 1929, was nominated for the
title started
of radio's
Lawrence
Tibbett
with"It"Thegirl.
Voice
of Firestone
and was a busy man, singing at the
Metropolitan and making "The Rogue
Song" backed up by the better known
film stars, Laurel and Hardy. John
Charles Thomas was on CBS' Five Star
Theatre. The air was bursting with
exciting new talent.
Charles Winninger was starting as
skipper of Show Boat. A whole chapter
could be written about the music and
the personalities of this great show, one
of the best that ever sailed the air
waves. Remember Muriel Wilson as
Mary Lou, Annette Henshaw as Annette, Molasses and January (Malone
and Padgett who were also known as
Pic and Pat) not to mention Lanny
Ross? Launcelot Patrick Ross, mercifully nicknamed Lanny by his track
coach at Yale, came by his musical
talent properly. His mother was accompanist for the ballerina, Anna Pavlova, on one of her tours. She started
her son's piano lessons when he was a
baby, though he was not intended for
a musical career. It is little known
that Lanny holds law degrees from
Yale and Columbia. He worked his way
through two years at the latter university by singing on the air. Then he
decided that there was more profit in
broadcasting than in briefs, and never
practised as an attorney.
The True Story series was developing an extremely effective technique
new to the air. A narrator set the stage
in the first person with a few words
such as "My name is such-and-such,
and I will never forget the day when,
etc." Then his voice faded out and
actors took over — a form that Orson
Welles was to use very extensively in
his Mercury Theatre shows later. The
series, sponsored by True Story Magazine, was heard over both NBC and
CBS, and was extremely popular.
Through the years, it featured many
important names. In 1935, A. L. Alexander's True Story Court of Human
Relations introduced another telling
new form to the air. A jury of prominent legal and medical men listened to
the problems of real people and gave
advice on the air, the first of the big
"letOf ussimilar
straighten
life" people,
shows.
appealouttoyour
worried
though of different format, was The
Voice of Experience. Marion Taylor
wanted to be a doctor, and earned his
way through medical school as an organist. His chosen profession and his
hobby were taken from him when a
motor accident seriously injured both
hands, and he became a social worker.
His own personal disaster and what he
saw of the seamy side of life in his job
gave him a warm personal sympathy
for those in trouble. He started broadcasting in Spokane in 1922, and introduced The Voice of Experience in 1928
on one station, WOR, in New York. He
got ten thousand letters asking for
advice in the first week! After his
show went nationwide in 1932, he sold
eight million little booklets as well as
publishing eight full-length books relating to courage and self-help in the
following five years.
Smilin' Ed McConnell, who began on
WSB in Atlanta in 1922, went on the
CBS network this year as The Singing
Philosopher.
{Continued on -page 78)

POETRY
MY

LODGERS

I have a home for lonely things,
Like — wistful songs that no one sings.
For shy, sweet smiles rebuffed by frowns,
And silent sighs from laughing clowns.
For all the tears that little boys
Shed over lost, beloved toys.
For broken dreams that went astray,
And broken loves that lost their way.
Where is this home, you ask of me?
My heart is— lonely, too, you see!
—Kit C. Morris

ONLY 0D0-R0-N0 CREAM
GIVES YOU ALL
THESE ADVANTAGES!
1 safely.
Stops perspiration quickly and

DESPAIR

2 Banishes odor instantly.

You are the
dream
I dreamed
too late,
the love for
which
I could
not wait
How can I
reconcile
my fate?
-Sue Boyd

THE

ARBOREAL

w The only cream deodorant that
guarantees full protection for 24
hours.
*T Never irritates normal skin— use it
daily. Can be used immediately
after shaving.
5 Absolutely harmless to all fabrics.

6 New, exclusive formula. Never
dries up, never gets gritty or hardensantsin the
jar as ordinary deodoroften do.
# Double your money back if you
aren't satisfied that this wonderful
new Odo-Ro-No Cream is the safest, most effective, most delightful
deodorant you've ever used. Just
return unused portion to Northam
Warren, New York.

FEMININE

I think that I shall never see
A girl
who her
isn't childhood
like a tree:
She
leaves
with a zest
To till the hopeful cedar chest!
She spruces up and pats a curl
And pines to be a poplar girl.
Then comes the day the knot is tied
And she's at last a budding bride.
But like the rest sometime or other,
She'll pack a trunk and go to mother,
Complaining
he won't buy her things
Like firs and sparkling diamond
rings.
But daughter's
is worse
bite,
She
hurries homebarkmeek
and than
contrite
A girl is like a tree it's true,
I won't deny the fact, wood you?
— Swen C. Meza

VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS
Let us have no more — no more!
Bravery, it has been said.
Is a trait they're noted for
In the kingdom of the dead.
— Faye Chilcote Walker

RADIO

MIRROR WILL
FIVE DOLLARS

Don't trust your charm to outdated, ineffective deodorants.
Rely on the new Odo-Ro-No Cream, made by the leader in
the deodorant field for more than 30 years.

PAY

for the best original poems sent in
each month by readers. Limit poems
to 30 lines, address to Poetry, Radio
Mirror Magazine, 205 E. 42 Street,
New York 17, N.Y. Each poem should
be accompanied by this notice. This
is not a contest, but an effort to purchase poetry for use in Radio Mirror.

CREAM

GUARANTEED

FULL 24-HOUR

More cream for your money. New 254 and 50$ sizes, plus tax.

PROTECTION!

Moderator Hank Weaver interviews singer Lena Home, who appeared on ABC's
Hollywoo'd Byline to answer questions
tossed at her by Hollywood
reporters.!

Intermission at a Tex Beneke recording
session. By the time you read this the
bandleader may have added a newspaper
column
to his many
other activities.

In the control room of NBC's New York studios in Radio City, conductor Donald Voorhees, 1., assistant producer Barbara Curham and
announcer Floyd Mack check music cues for the Monday (9 P.M. EDT)
Telephone Hour, which already has celebrated its 500th broadcast.

A little over five years ago, Eddy Arnold was just another country
boy who liked to fool around with a guitar and sing. Now, while
living a typical suburban life in Madison, Tennessee, Eddy is one
of the highest paid performers in the country. He has a network
radio show, records for RCA Victor, makes movies for Monogram,
does a series of personal appearances each year and operates a farm
stocked with some fine "Tennessee walking horses."
Reared on a farm near Henderson, Tennessee, Eddy had only nine
years of formal schooling — seven of them in the one-room, oneteacher variety of schoolhouse. His dad was an old-time fiddler who
encouraged the younger Arnold to practice on his battered old
guitar. From local country dances, Eddy headed for the town of
Jackson and his first job on a radio station when he was only
eighteen. That led to his recording contract just about four years ago.
In 1941, he married Sally Gayheart. They have a little daughter
and live in a modern, eight-room house. The farm is a few miles
outside of Madison.
Although Eddy had recorded a number of songs before RCA Victor
issued record number 20-1948, that was Eddy's lucky number. One
side of that disc was "That's How Much I Love You," the song that
is said to mark the turning point in the Arnold career. Since then,
And the
pace-setter in his field of music.
ined
rema
Eddy sthas
rner,thetoo.
I
y-ea
bigge
mone

By BOB

POOLE

s

Every one knows that rhumba rhythms came to us from South and
Latin America, but few realize that it's the American rhumba bands
that are so popular down in South America. Noro Morales, for exa
ample, was contracted to appear in Caracas, Venezuela, for $3,000 a
night. But, this time the public didn't want Noro to play the usual
1
rhumba
numbers — they demanded be bop! It seems that that's the
"thing" down there.
Lots of news coming from the Hollywood front these days concerns music and recording artists. Sarah Vaughan has completed
two musical shorts for Universal to be released in the Fall. Tony
ng a
and Mrs. (Cyd Charisse) Martin are said to be expecti
Martin er
1
youngst — the Roy Rogerses, too. Dennis Day is working on his first
film in six years. It's tentatively titled "I'll Get By" and also stars
June Haver, Gloria DeHaven and Harry James. Ezio Pinza is slated
to play the role of the king in the MGM flicker, "Mr. Imperium."
Lana Turner will co-star. Jack Smith is taking boxing lessons in
preparation for his role in the
♦ "Marcel
*
*Cerdan Story."
n

In response to many inquiries, it's Monica Lewis who's the voice
in the "Chiquita Banana" singing commercials. Monica now records
for the MGM label — and under her rightful moniker.

Bob Pool* is h««rd M-F, 3 P.M.and
11 itS A.M.. EOT an MBS »tution«
— inrludlnic TFOK in New York.
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Ifthe shoe fits.!

Kenneth Gill, right, who still holds a union card as a plasterer, directs the
Angelus Singers in Sunday afternoon concerts over Buffalo's WBEN. The YMCA's
Walter Spaeth, left, narrates with the assistance of announcer Ward Fenton.
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Back in 1939 Kenneth Gill, a young plastering firm
executive, with singing as a hobby, taught voice to
several young men in Buffalo's Downtown YMCA,
Gradually
visitors at the
the "Y"
group was
and
after a yearother
of rehearsals
YMCAjoined
MaletheChorus
formed. Today the Angelus Singers are the best known
non-professional chorus between New York and Chicago.
The first name change came when the chorus began
broadcasting on the Angelus Hour. Shortly thereafter,
when the draft went into effect. Director Gill turned to
the ladies. The results were so successful that now the
twenty-eight-voice chorus includes twelve girls.
The Angelus Singers currently are featured on the
Angelus Hour over WBEN, Buffalo, every Sunday at 1 P.M.
One of the original members of the chorus — Alvin Kraatz
— is president of Karts Dairy, sponsors of the series.
This unique chorus shuns the name "choir" because it
sings everything from "corn" to opera and includes
occasional hymns. The twenty-eight-voice chorus is
backed by the Angelus Chorale of eighty people. From
this Chorale comes the material from which replacements are made. All the singers are non-professional
and their expenses are paid through money received
from the broadcast series and concerts. The Singers and
the Chorale rehearse at the YMCA which underwrites
part of the expenses for music and wardrobes.
The

Singers give one big concert yearly to cover other
expenses.
Mr. Gill, who has long since given up plastering to
devote his full time to music, is still a member of the
firm of C. H. Gill and Sons, founded by his grandfather.
He also is head of the music department of Nichols School,
chorus director at the New York State Institute of Applied
Arts and Sciences and a music critic for Buffalo newspapers. He also directs other singing groups.
New members of the group are selected on the basis of
voice, personality and size. Because of the extensive
changes of costume in the wardrobe (the men have four
interchangeable outfits and the girls have eight changes)
one understudy
may step into a "regular's" place if the
costume
fits!
During the past year, the Angelus Singers have appeared with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra more
times than any other individual or group. They have
sung at professional football games in Buffalo Civic
Stadium; have given concerts in practically all suburbs
of Buffalo and Niagara Falls and have sung at the
Chautauqua Institution. Their summer tours have taken
them from Ohio to New York State as far east as the
Hudson River. Their extensive library covers twelve
hundred arrangements — sacred music, opera, concert
favorites and the very latest popular music.

-

When a Girl Marries
(Continued from page 13)
all the confusion in the home. Their
father is an habitual drunkard; we had
to depend on his mother for our living.
I am divorced from him and am now
married to a fine man — an extra good
man! But my twelve-year-old son is a
problem. He is large for his age, wants
to quit school with only an eighthgrade education. I have tried to explain
about this future but make no headway— he's inclined to follow in his
father's footsteps. He and some boys
his age and older had been smoking for
some time before I caught up with
them.
However, he is good to his stepfather and me; he helps around the
house
and
by meon ifmeI'mhand
sickand
or
feeling bad, stays
will wait
foot. He never misses kissing his stepdad and me goodnight and giving us a
warm hug. So a child with this disposition should not be let down, do you
think? What can I do to set him right?
Mrs. F. T.
Dear Joan:
I have a problem I would like very
much to have your readers' opinion on.
About three years ago we adopted a
little girl just one year old. Needless
to say, we love her dearly. In the past
year her own sister has been adopted
by some people we know. We can't
keep from seeing them quite often.
Our little Marie has asked often for
a sister to play with. This hurts so bad
when I know her sister is so near.
Neither child remembers the other.
Kay has asked her new mama if some
time she might see her baby sister
which
is Marie.
Kay's weparents
in doubt
as to what
should aredo.also
Should we tell them now and let
them play together while they are little,
or should we keep the knowledge from
them just let them be friends. Will
they hold it against us when they are
older, for in a city of about twenty
thousand, they are almost certain to
find out. Please help me.
Mrs. G. E.
Dear Mrs. G. E.:
As far as I can see, you have no
problem. As perhaps you know, the
best authorities on the adoption of children strongly urge adoptive parents to
tell the child that it is adopted. Letting
your child know that she is adopted,
that you took her into your home because you wanted her, that, among all
the children you might have chosen,
you chose her, will save you and the
child many heartaches through the
years and will keep the child from
serious conflicts as she grows older.
Once you face that fact — that you
must for her good and yours tell her —
your problem is not a problem at all,
but a blessing — how splendid that the
two sisters need not be separated, that
they will not later learn, as some
adopted children have, that their
brothers or sisters are somewhere in
the world, but they do not know where!

DID YOU
EVER

GET

TURN

A LAST

MINUTE

DOWN?
(SEE PAGE 79)
Paid Notice
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{Was dimjp^o h<hju qHmma^. . .

Your skin actually looks younger after cleansing with Woodbury
Cold Cream 1 You'll discover your complexion is prettier than
youFor
knew.
Woodbury Cold Cream cleanses deeper! It contains
Penaten — the amazing new penetrating agent that actually
goes deeper into the pore openings. That means Woodbury's
wonderful cleansing oils go deeper to loosen every trace of
grime and make-up.
And because of Penaten, Woodbury Cold Cream smooths
more effectively, too. Brings rich softening oils to soothe your
skin when it's dry and rough. Recapture that little-girl freshness
again with Woodbury Cold Cream! 20V to $1.39 plus tax.

Woodbury
csEcm
GoMCieam
CUANSts -SMOOTHS

penetrates deeper
because it contains
PENATEN

ELIZABETH TAYLOR as she plays opposite DON TAYLOR in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "FATHER

ll
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I'm a, Iwc Qi£
s ELIZABETH

TAYLOR

OF THE BRIDE'

A bride of dreamlike loveliness — that's Elizabeth
Taylor in her latest picture. Notice the radiant
beauty of her complexion — it's a Lux Complexion,
given the gentlest, most cherishing care with
Hollywood's own beauty soap.
"My Lux Soap facials with ACTIVE lather
give my skin new loveliness — so quickly!" says
Elizabeth. In recent tests by skin specialists,
actually 3 out of 4 complexions improved in a
short time. Try this beautifying care! You'll love
the generous bath size Lux Toilet Soap, too — so
fragrant — so luxurious!

HOLLYWOOD'S

ACTIVE-LATHER

Here's the Active-lather
beauty facial screen stars
never neglect: Smooth
the creamy Lux Soap
lather in well —
Another fine product of
Lever Brother* Company
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FACIAL

2. It's such rich, abundant lather, even in the
hardest water. Just rinse
with warm water, then
splash on cold —

3. Pat gently with a soft
towel to dry. Marvelous
— how soft and smooth
your
skin itfeels
how fresh
looks! now —

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

A HAPPY MESSAGE

FROM:

and Ollie
Each year the Kuklapolitans get into quite a tizzy

appointed

Fran chairman

of the committee

over

vacation

plans.

This

til ,jf|

Witch

First, Buelah S

invitation to everyone to attend the convention of her alma mater, Witch

M^Sk

Kukla

and she called a meeting at which, after a little

refined wrangling, everything was worked out.

Europe was the thing Madame

time,

extended an

Normal.

Touring

0°glePuss assured them. Colonel

Cracky pointed out that their public clamored

for them on the summer

opera circuit. Ollie

reminded them that Ezio Pinza was to leave "South Pacific" and that he was Mr. Pinza's logical
successor.

Cecil

Bill didn't

care where he went — as long as it was fishing.

thought it would be wonderful if they'd visit the television

stations — all

fifty-eight! — on

Kukla, Fran and Ollie are heard.

insisted

going

getting in the movies.

Mercedes

Fletcher

on

to

Then

which

Hollywood,

Rabbit suggested they join him in an

tional tour behind scenes at the Post Office Department.

Kuke

Ollie remembered

educathat his

mother expected them all at Dragon Retreat. That, Fran proposed, would be a fine way to

spend the first two weeks, relaxing and watching TV — because, you know, the big antenna, the

only one in the world that will bring in all television stations at once,

Everyone

Burr

agreed,

f®.^

v

so

there

remained

just two

Tillstrom to join them;

things

to

do:

Kukla

is located

was

chosen

there.

to

invite

Ollie was appointed to write a letter from Dragon

Retreat, telling all about their vacation, for the August Radio

Kukla, Fran and Ollie is telecast Monday thru Friday, 7 P.M.
EDT, NBC-TV. Sponsored Mondays and Fridays by R. C. A.; Tuesdays and Thursdays by Sealtest; Wednesdays by Ford Motor Co.

Mirror Magazine.

It's Always Fine On

THE FOURTH
BY JANEY
DAUGHTER

OF YOUNG

OF JULY

BROWN
WIDDER

BROWN

It's always fine on the fourth of July,
Whether it's wet, or whether it's dry.
Whether it's raining, or whether the sun
Is shining on everything that's being done.
It's always fine on the fourth of July,
For this is the day in years gone by
When we declared, after lots of strife.
That we would live our own way of life.
It's always fine on the fourth of July,
A day when nobody can deny
We're proud to be the people we are,
True to our faith, and true to each star
That shines on the red and the white and the blue
Of the flag, which we do special honor to . . .
The Stars And Stripes! And that is why.
It's always fine on the fourth of July.

Ellen Brown and her children, Janey and Mark, help
Anthony Loring put up the flag. The poem on this page was
written for Radio Mirror by Ellen's daughter Janey.
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Young Widdcr Brown, a daytime drama conceived and produced by Frank and Anno
Hummcrt, is heard M-F, 4 :45 P.M., EDT, NBC, sponsored by Phillips' Milk of Magnesia.
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PEG
ularly hard
a partic
had Junior
you'vewith
n noon
Whe
, trouble with
after
the refrigerator, a cake that won't
rise and/or any one of the other million
things that can go wrong in a home, there
are seven little words a husband — yours
or mine — can say that guarantees a whale
of an argument.
It starts when the wife announces, "Dinner will be a little late."
Husband frowns. Everything is neat
and orderly in his home — but for the
moment he doesn't remember that this
order was accomplished by his wife.
Junior is scrubbed and clean, but he
doesn't remember that this is due to
Mother's efforts. Dinner is on the stove,
but he doesn't remember that the housewife-mother-co k putit there. The salad
vegetables are in the crisper, but he
doesn't remember the housewife-mothercook -purchasing agent bought these. No,
husband looks very unhappy.
It is then that he utters those seven

LYN

CH

It's a healthy way to settle
differences says the girl whose
marital experience — both on
and off the air — qualifies her
as an expert on the subject

fatal words, "What have you been doing
all day?"
This is the straw that breaks his wife's
back, the spark that lights the fuse. And
after the bomb explodes and the dust
settles, he may be either a far wiser and
better husband or hopelessly angry.
In the normal living of a normal couple
there are daily incidents that rock the
domestic ship. No matter who is at fault,
one of two things result: the couple quarrels or they bicker.
Quarrels are bad. They are to marriage
what wars are to nations. Quarrels, like
wars, end up in violence and destruction,
wrecking domestic happiness with recriminations and ' emotional outbursts. No
matter how slight and silly the outward

30

reason for the 'quarrel — whether caused
by leaving the cap off the toothpaste tube
or showing up late for a date — you can
be sure there is a more serious underlying cause, a basic problem in the marriage.
Bickering, on the other hand, is an airing of difference of opinion that clears the
air and leaves no permanent scars. As
Ethel would say, "Bickering is a brisk
exchange of ideas. When something upsets Albert and me, we don't raise our
voices but only bicker about it, sticking
to the subject and getting at the whys
and wherefores. When we've exhausted
the problem, we understand ourselves a
lot better."
In the six years that Ethel and Albert
have been on ABC, Ethel has had a lot
of mail — and so have I. (It doesn't matter
whether the envelope is addressed to the
woman who plays Ethel, or to the writer
of the show — we're both me!) All the mail
is gratifying, and apparently most married
couples have the same trivial household
problems to solve (Continued on page 96)

In real life, Peg is married to Odd Knut
Ronning. They agree on almost everything.

In character: as Ethel Arbuckle, Peggy plays
opposite Alan Bunce, the ever-loving Albert.

iO

WOI'T HURT YOUR MARRIAGE
Ethel and Albert is heard on Monday evenings at 8:00 EDT on American Broadcasting Company stations.

In character: as Ethel Arbuckle, Peggy
plays
opposite Alan Bunce, the everloving Alber
t.
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of an argument.
It starts when the wife announces, "Dinner will be a little late."
Husband frowns. Everything is neat
and orderly in his home — but for the
moment he doesn't remember that this
order was accomplished by his wife.
Junior is scrubbed and clean, but he
doesn't remember that this is due to
Mother's efforts. Dinner is on the stove,
but he doesn't remember that the housewife-mother-co k putit there. The salad
vegetables are in the crisper, but he
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In real life, Peg is married to Odd Knut
Ronning. They agree on almost everything.
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This month's daytime serial problem-question is one
which arises in varying degrees — and with varying
degrees of argument to accompany it— in almost
every home. There's something in nearly all of us
that makes U£ want to offer our advice and assistance
to others. Sometimes those who try to help are
spoken of as Good Samaritans — and sometimes as
meddlers, or as "do-gooders."
But it's true that in a great many cases a person
who can view the problem at hand in a calm and
cool manner, look at it from all sides unhampered by
prejudice or emotional involvement, can offer a way
out for
which
the person under stress can't — or won't —
see
himself.
If the motive of the one who offers advice and help
is selfless — as Nora Drake's is — the advice is usually
sound, and the person advised can profit by it. Under
those circumstances it's the Good Samaritan who
sometimes gets in trouble, and finds herself at odds
with those who do not undertsand the reason behind
her helpfulness.
Each month, Radio Mirror puts before its readerlisteners a problem which confronts a daytime serial
favorite of theirs. This month's problem is the one
which is causing difficulties between Nora Drake and
Charles Dobbs, the man she loves — the man who
loves her and yet feels that she is prone to meddle
into affairs which are not strictly her business. Nora's
efforts to help Tom Morley are widening a rift between Nora and Charles. And for the same reason,
although from a different point of view, her championship of Tom has weakened the warm bond of
friendship between Nora and her roommate, Suzanne
Turrie, who is in love with Tom.
Now Nora must decide — should she continue to
give aid to Tom, although this puts her own happiness in jeopardy? Perhaps you, or someone in your
family or among your friends, have faced a similar
problem. Can you, from your experience, advise
Nora? Listen to This Is Nora Drake on CBS each
day; refresh your memory with the brief recounting
of Nora's story which you will find on the following
pages. Then answer this question: Should You Help
Others— Even If You Hurt Yourself?
RADIO MIRROR WILL PAY $50.00 FOR
THE MOST INTERESTING LETTERS
This is Nora Drake is heard each Monday through Friday at 2:30
P.M. EDT, on CBS stations, sponsored
by the Toni Company

TURN THE PAGE FOR DETAILS OF NORA DRAKE'S PROBLEM

What price noble sacrifice?
Nora Drake faces this universal
problem. Can you, from your
own experience, offer her counsel?

Charles Dobbs, in love with
Nora Drake, resents the time
she spends helping others.
Here, as Charles looks on,
are Nora and Suzanne Tnrrie.
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This month's daytime serial problem-question is one
which arises in varying degrees — and with varying
degrees of argument to accompany it— in almost
all of us
every home. There's something in nearly
that makes us want to offer our advice and assistance
to others. Sometimes those who try to help are
spoken of as Good Samaritans — and sometimes as
meddlers, or as "do-gooders."
But it's true that in a great many cases a person
who can view the problem at hand in a calm and
cool manner, look at it from all sides unhampered by
prejudice or emotional involvement, can offer a way
the person under stress can't — or won't —
which
out for
see
himself.
If the motive of the one who offers advice and help
is selfless— as Nora Drake's is— the advice is usually
sound, and the person advised can profit by it. Under
those circumstances it's the Good Samaritan who
sometimes gets in trouble, and finds herself at odds
with those who do not undertsand the reason behind
her helpfulness.
Each month, Radio Mirror puts before its readerlisteners a problem which confronts a daytime serial
favorite of theirs. This month's problem is the one
which is causing difficulties between Nora Drake and
Charles Dobbs, the man she loves — the man who
loves her and yet feels that she is prone to meddle
into affairs which are not strictly her business. Nora's
efforts to help Tom Morley are widening a rift between Nora and Charles. And for the same reason,
although from a different point of view, her championship of Tom has weakened the warm bond of
friendship between Nora and her roommate, Suzanne
Turrie, who is in love with Tom.
Now Nora must decide — should she continue to
give aid to Tom, although this puts her own happiness in jeopardy? Perhaps you, or someone in your
family or among your friends, have faced a similar
problem. Can you, from your experience, advise
Nora? Listen to This Is Nora Drake on CBS each
day; refresh your memory with the brief recounting
of Nora's story which you will find on the following
pages. Then answer this question: Should You Help
Others— Even If You Hurt Yourself?
RADIO MIRROR WILL PAY $50.00 FOR
THE MOST INTERESTING LETTERS
This is Nora Drake is heard each Monday through Friday at 2:30
P.M. EDT, on CBS stations, sponsored by the Toni Company

TURN THE PAGE FOR DETAILS OF NORA DRAKES PROBLEM

lat price noble sacrifice?
Nora Drake faces this universal
problem. Can you, from your
own experience, offer her counsel?
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Charles Dobbs, in love with
Nor* Drake, reienti the lime
«he upend* helping others.
Here, as Charles looks on,
are Nora and Suianne Turrie.
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Some call women

like Nora, who

Nora Drake's deep-rooted altruism stems from her
childhood — spent in surroundings of need and
want. Where those around her, when she was
very young, competed keenly, with self-preservation
the uppermost thing in their minds, Nora found contentment, an answer to the many lacks in her life,
helping others.
Now, happy in her nursing career at Page Memorial Hospital, Nora has carried over into her adult
life that deep sympathetic insight into the problems
of others — an insight that can be both a blessing and
a curse. Her unswerving belief in people is a steadying factor that has saved many a trying situation.
But it has also made her vulnerable to exploitation
by schemers. And her good efforts have sometimes
been misconstrued as an intrusion.
There's nothing of the sanctimonious Pollyanna
about Nora — her sense of humor is as warm as her
heart. But her rare understanding of people and of
their troubles sometimes brings her into a controversy in the uncomfortable role of mediator.
Most important in Nora's life at the present are
three people. First, Charles Dobbs, whom she loves
and who loves her. Second, Suzanne Turrie, Nora's
friend and roommate — a French pianist, grateful for
Nora's assistance to her when she first came, a warbewildered refugee, to this country. Third is Tom
Morley, whom Nora feels obligated to aid.
Charles Dobbs, an attorney, is defending his
brother, who has been accused of forgery by Tom
Morley. Nora is deeply concerned over the effect
that the trial may have on impressionable young
Tom, who is somewhat unstable. When Tom's father,
a racketeer, was killed, Nora promised the dying man
she would look after his son, and during the trial she
feels more keenly than ever her responsibility toward

devote their

Good

Samaritans—

Tom. She feels that Charles' grueling cross-examination might have serious, permanent effects on him.
Charles is incensed at Nora's suggestion that he
treat Tom gently, and insists, logically, on defending
his brother to the limit of his abilities. He is at a
loss to understand how Nora can champion Tom,
whom

Charles believes to be' exactly like his racketeer father, and he's inclined to interpret Nora's
sympathy toward Tom as an indication that her love
for him, Charles, has weakened.
Suzanne, too, is involved in this, for she is in love
with Tom Morley. At first, Tom sneered at Nora's
efforts in his behalf, but her sincerity so impressed
him that he found himself first admiring her, and
at last falling in love with her. Suzanne, seeing Tom's
infatuation for Nora, misconstrues Nora's desire to
help, so Suzanne, too, has become alienated.
Although Nora doesn't suspect^ the intensity of
Tom's feelings towards her, she does know that
her efforts for him have caused friction with Suzanne,
and, most important of all, she knows that Tom is
becoming a major obstacle to the smooth course of
Charles Dobbs' love for her.
There is another side to the problem, too — a side
which affects Nora's career. Dr. Jenson is about to
start a new clinic for mental cases and has asked
Nora's assistance. But her free time is so involved
in helping Tom, and others, that she cannot do the
necessary studying to fit herself for contributions
to this new clinic.
But can she abandon Tom Morley, confused, bitter,
friendless? Or should she continue to help him,
knowing that her professional life is in jeopardy and
— -much more important to a woman — that her hap-,
piness is at stake? Should she continue to help him,
although she hurts herself?

Tom
Morley — first he sneered at Nora,
then admired her. Then he fell in love!

Charles Dobbs — fears Nora's championing
of Morley means her love is weakening.
Suzanne Turrie — in love with Tom

Mor-

ley, she deeply resents Nora's "intrusion."
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lives to others,

some call them meddlers!

What do you think?

Here Are the Names of Those Who Wrote the Best Letters of Advice to Chichi of Life Can Be Beautiful, Answering the Problem Which Appeared in March.

4*fc

In March Radio Mirror, reader-listeners were told
in brief the story of Chichi and of the three men in
her life — Doug Norman, Toby Nelson and Barry
Markham — and asked which of these Chichi really
loves. Radio Mirror Editors have chosen the best
answers; checks have been sent as follows:
TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS to Mrs. Edward Seigel,
Wheat Ridge, Colorado, for the following letter:
Eliminate Barry because Chichi will always feel
alien to his wealthy background. True love cannot
exist where the heart constantly withdraws itself.
. . . Eliminate Doug, too; pity, disguised as love,
resulted in their engagement, and Doug's gradual
retreat strengthened the illusion — a typical feminine
reaction, this grasping for the unattainable. . . .
Chichi's love for Toby is root-deep because of their
past — that insecure past which' will always be a factor in her love because it is indelibly imprinted on
her soul. Unrealizing, Chichi tries to disguise her
love because of its association with pain — but it's
there, deep in her heart!
FIVE DOLLARS each for the five next-best letters,
sent to: June Harris, New Albany, Indiana; Mrs.
Harold Lawrence, Port Clinton, Ohio; Mrs. Walter
Sambor, Industry, Illinois; June Gregg, Bainbridge,
Ohio; Mrs. V. L. Burns, Oakland, Calif.
Nora Drake— her deep, sympathetic understanding sometimes gets her in trouble.

Radio Mirror will purchase readers' best answers to the question: "Should you help
others — even if you hurt yourself?" To writer of the best answer, $25.00; to writers
of the five next-best answers, $5.00 each.
On these pages you will learn more about Nora
Drake, her friends and the important problems that
she faces.
Ever since sbe can remember, Nora has felt she
must do whatever she can to help those who are in
trouble. Sometimes, in doing so, she makes trouble
for herself — as, at the present time, her efforts to aid
Tom Morley have resulted in misunderstanding between Nora and Charles, and also between Nora and
Suzanne. Sometimes, too, demands on her time made
by her efforts to assist others result in Nora's devoting
less time to her own career.

Should you help others — even if you hurt yourself?
What do you think? State your reasons in a letter
of no more than 100 words; address Nora Drake,
Radio Mirror, 205 E. 42 St, N. Y. 17, N. Y. The editors
will choose the best letter — basing their choice on
originality and understanding of the problem — and
will purchase it for $25.00 for publication in the
October issue. They will choose five next-best letters,
purchase them for $5.00 each. Opinions of the editors
will be final ; no leUers will be returned. Letters must
be postmarked no later than midnight, July 1, 1950.
The coupon below should accompany your letter:

NAME
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Arthur Godfrey and his ukulele
are seen on Tues. and Fri.
at 7:45 P.M. EDT on CBS-TV.
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KflDFRFY .Starts Snmftthino!
Combining a ukulele with video and his varied gifts, Arthur sets
out to instruct his public in the art of coaxing a tune from four
strings.
Here's how he learned — and here's how you can learn

One fine spring night in 1924, a red-headed
young fellow, with a banjo comprising the
bulk of his luggage, turned up in Hasbrouck
Heights, New Jersey. Soon word got around
town, "That Godfrey boy's back!"
He'd been gone quite a while, Arthur had —
ever since that time he'd told his high school
teacher, Miss Twigg, "I'd like to go out and see
the world, even if it's only through a porthole!"
Hasbrouck Heights hadn't changed much. It
was still the sleepy town where Arthur had
come, with his parents, when he was two years
old, back in 1905. Still the same town where, as
a child, he'd played in the big Teterboro swamps
nearby. Where, at eleven, he'd delivered for
Ehler's Grocery during the summer, to help out
at home. Where he'd had other jobs, too: driving Schaeffer's bakery wagon — and "exercising"
the Schaeffer horse by riding it hell-for-leather
down the main street, bareback, past the house
of whichever local girl he wanted to impress at
the moment — and delivering for John Ferrari's
Sweet Shoppe. (Today, Ferrari remembers:
"Arthur was a fine lad. If he earned a two-bit
tip, I happen to know that he turned it straight
over to his mother. And when she could let him
keep a nickel of it for ice cream, he'd come into
my place the happiest youngster alive!").
No, Hasbrouck Heights hadn't changed — it
still didn't offer much in the way of an opportunity for a young fellow who wanted to get
somewhere in the world — even if he wasn't quite
sure, just yet, where "somewhere" was. But
quite a bit happened to Arthur since he'd left.
He'd begun by getting a job as an office boy.
When that didn't turn out the' way he'd expected, he washed dishes for a while. There 'd
been a brief stint of coal-mining which ended
up with a cough and doctor's orders to get a job
above ground; an even briefer stint as a lumberjack— he was so young and thin that he couldn't
TURN

lift the axe! Then tries at being a farm hand, a
typist, a tire-finisher at a rubber plant, among
other things.
At last Arthur had taken a deep breath and
looked at the situation squarely. He was drifting. At fourteen, he was drifting toward being a
lifetime drifter, perhaps. Something had to be
done. He needed, he realized, more education
than the two years of high school behind him, if
he were going to get anywhere.
At that time there were Navy recruiting
posters all over, telling the advantages — some
others besides seeing the world — of joining up.
Arthur had gone to a recruiting office in Cleveland in May of 1920 and signed up for a twoyear hitch, and at the end of the first, he'd resigned for a second two.
Now he was back home to see the family —
but not for long. He'd learned a lot in the Navy,
and he was anxious to get out in the world once
more,
tice. put some of what he'd learned into pracWhat he didn't know was this: one of the
important things he'd learned while in the Navy
had not a thing to do with seamanship, but was
going to stand him in good stead later on. Arthur
had learned to play the banjo. And, at Great
Lakes Naval Training Station, he'd learned to
play the ukulele, too — from a real Hawaiian boy
who was also stationed there.
Right then, though, the banjo and the ukulele
seemed more for pleasure than profit. A fellow
has to work — for more things than the money to
buy food and shelter. A fellow has to work foxself-respect, the respect of others, that necessary feeling of pride in accomplishment. In
search of all those things, Arthur left Hasbrouck
Heights again and headed for Detroit and the
miracles of mass production, the amazing feats
of the assembly line. Five dollars a day, they
were

paying,
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YOU CAN WIN A UKULELE

SPECIAL SECTION on ARTHUR GODFREY and his FRIENDS

Here's how to begin

to PLAY the Ukulele as
ARTHUR GODFREY does
HOW

TO

HOLD

THE

UKULELE
First, pronounce the name of the instrument the way
the Hawaiians do — call it ookelele, not youkelele!
On this page are some charts which show you how to
hold the ukulele, what the various parts of the instrument are called, and diagrams of the three basic chords
which will make it possible for you to accompany any
simple song. You can strum with your fingers, but a felt
pick may be easier for you, at least at first — hold it
between thumb and fingers, as below, and play lightly
with up and down strokes across the strings. The
strokes are made with index finger, held limp. Use your
fingernail for the down stroke and the cushion of the
finger for the upstroke.

#=4=

D
Chord

3,

J

third finger
^here, and
strike all four

If you're just starting out, Arthur advises, you might
find it best not to invest in a too-expensive ukulele at
the start. Later, if you're sure you like to play, you can
buy a more costly one if you want to. Always be sure
your instrument is tuned before you begin. And don't
try to learn too much at once — take it easy! Of course,
you'll want a book of instructions. Arthur Godfrey is
planning one for you — listen to his twice weekly
hi-V TV program for more
information.
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THE UKULELE
AND ITS PARTS

Strike all four strings
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Pick or Strum
Sound Holt
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Here's how YOU can win
a UKULELE
like Arthur Godfreys

Radio Mirror offers its reader-listeners a chance to
win a genuine Islander Ukulele, made by Paramount
Distributors — the same
ukulele
Arthur
Godfrey
uses on his ukulele-lesson
TV show.
Here's how:
1. Finish the sentence on the coupon below, "I'd like
to learn to play the ukulele like Arthur Godfrey because— " in twenty-five words or less. Use the coupon
below. Be sure to fill in your name and address.
2. Mail to Ukulele, Radio Mirror, 205 E. 42nd Street,
New York 17, New York. Entries must be postmarked
not later than midnight, July 10, 1950. Winners will be
announced in a fall issue of Radio Mirror, after Arthur
Godfrey has returned to the air.
3. The editors of Radio Mirror will be the judges,
and their decision will be final. Entries will be judged
on basis of originality, sincerity and interest.
4. Writers of each of the twenty-five most interesting
letters will be awarded a genuine Islander Ukulele,
manufactured by Paramount Distributors, plus a case of
hi-V Concentrated Orange Juice, made by the~ sponsors
of Arthur Godfrey's twice weekly hi-V TV ukulelelesson program, heard on CBS-TV at 7:45 P.M., EDT.

I'D LIKE

TO

LEARN

TO

PLAY

THE

Arthur Godfrey (above, with the Mariners) can
be heard M-F, 10:15 A.M., EDT (radio) ; Mondays, 8:30 P.M., EDT (radio and TV) ; Wednesdays, 8 P.M., EDT (TV) ; Tuesdays and Fridays 7:45 P.M., EDT, (TV), all on CBS network radio and TV stations.

UKULELE

LIKE

ARTHUR

NAME.
STREET
CITY

OR

BOX.
.ZONE.

.STATE.

GODFREY

BECAUSE

On top, hitting bottom,
good times and bad, hard times

A PICTURE-LIFE OF

— but never the easy
way, because Arthur
Godfrey's not the kind
who takes easily
to taking life easy!

1. Introducing Arthur Morton Godfrey. Age: about one year. Born August 31, 1903, son of Kathryn and
Arthur Hansbury Godfrey of N. Y. C.

2. Arthur's the big brother in
sailor suit. Smaller Godfreys
Charles at left, and Robert. By
family had moved to Hasbrouck

the
are
now
Hts.

6. Here's Arthur — complete with white shoes and "ice cream pants" — when he took a brief fling at baton-wielding, back in 1934.
The place was the Club Michel in Washington, D. C, and the pretty featured vocalist with the band was named Ernestine Gardner.
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Today's Godfrey can be heard on these CBS shows: M-F, 10:15 A.M. EDT. sponsored by Chesterfield, Class Wax,
Wildroot, Pillsbury Mills, Nabisco (radio); Mon., 8:30 P.M. EDT, sponsored by Lipton's tea and soups (radio, TV);
Wed., 8P.M. EDT, sponsor— Chesterfield (TV);T-Fri., 7:45 P.M. EDT, sponsored by hi-V Orange Concentrate (TV).

3. Arthur Godfrey, boot recruit. After
school he'd held jobs to help family, decided he was a burden, went off to see
world — "if

only

through

a porthole!"

7. Another version of the younger-day
Godfrey, taken after he'd escaped winning announcers' diction medal, and
before he relaxed into present style.

4. Hitches in Navy ami Coast Guard
taught the boy a lot — and he picked up
useful knowledge, like playing the ukulele. Above, aboard the Ammen, 1927.

5. At time this was taken, Mutual had
just "discovered" Godfrey for some ad
lib talking, al fresco singing programs.
Wonder how these would sound today!

8. Sevenleen-liours-a-week-Artnur, ne was Known as in these days, and he managed
to broadcast at least a few of the seventeen each week from his farm in Fairfax
County, Virginia — by way of WTOP, Washington, and with the help, able then
as now, of invaluable Mug Richardson, who's been his "right hand man" since 1934.

To tell of Arthur Godfrey's life — a complicated,
heart-warming, many-adventured story — it's necessary, as Alice in Wonderland was told was the proper
story-telling method, to begin at the beginning and go
straight through to the end. Otherwise you're sure to
leave out some important incident, some major clue to
the various elements that have gone into the making of
a man who is known and loved and respected — and

watched and listened to! — by some forty million people
through the length and breadth of the land.
Several times before, Radio Mirror has told that story
in words — the whole of it and some of the highlights of it.
Here the story of Arthur Godfrey is brought to readerlistenex-s in pictures — not in its entirety by any means,
but some of the important sides of a delightful man's
fascinating life and times.
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9. A confirmed believer in commuting by air, Arthur is
his own pilot, manages between-broadcast junkets with
leisure

that any

other form

of travel wouldn't

allow.

10. Arthur met and married Mary Bourke when she was a
secretary in a Washington radio station. After a while
along came Mike — two months old when this was taken.

A PICTURE-LIFE OF

11. Television watching is a favorite indoor sport at
the Godfrey farm, as in any other home. Mike is nine,
Pat's

seven.

There's

also

another

Godfrey

son,

Dick.

EIICAI'S PLEDGE
Godfrey says: "I don't care if a man's skin is white, black,
yellow ; his faith Protestant, Jewish, Mohammendan- — all I want is
for him to be a man!" Will you join his fight against prejudice?

each of you in your own home to talk it
over with you — to hear you voice your
willingness to join him in this great fight.
The editors of this magazine agree with
him, and they know that many of you
who listen agree too, would like to do
your part. Here is a way for you to tell
Arthur that you'd like to — that you will —
fight with him against intolerance and
prejudice. Read the pledge below. Search
your heart. Then if you can honestly sign
your name to it, do so. Get others to sign
it, too. Send it to the address given so
that you can be counted among those who
are fighting for a free world for all mankind.

Arthur Godfrey once told an interviewer
who'd asked him how it felt to be
famous, "I don't believe I'll ever feel
a really deep satisfaction until, along with
fame or whatever ypu want to call it, I
have power, too!" Then, seeing the surprise and shock on the other's face, he
went on, "If I've been successful, it's because somehow I have a talent for making each listener feel as though I'm talking to him personally. I'm able to persuade them to buy some article or gadget
to make life a little more enjoyable. But
I'll agree that I have achieved something
worthwhile only when I have leisure
enough, power enough, to influence people on something more important — persuade people to take a stand against all
this bigotry, this intolerance and race

But remember this: signing your name,
getting others to sign — those things are
not enough. You have to believe what
you have promised. You have to do what
you have promised. That's the only way
to make your voice for freedom heard.

hatred in our way of life. Why can't they
realize it's tearing our country apart?"
If he could, Arthur Godfrey would visit

I WILL

judge my fellow man

as a human

being. I will not be afraid to speak my

words, in condemning
that my
and

not by his race, religion or color, but by his heart — his goodness

another.

children are brought

deed, those who

organization

to which

to those I hear using hate-words,

best to fight against intolerance

up in the knowledge

that all men

and

prejudice-

injustice: by seeing

are brothers; by defending,

in word

are unjustly treated; by refusing to vote into public office or office in any club or
I belong, any

citizen's right and duty, to make

SIGNED.

I will do my

mind

or badness

person

who

is intolerant or prejudiced;

this country of ours a place where

all may

by working, as is every

live as equals.

.ADDRESS

Mail signed pledge to Freedom, Radio Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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When Tony Marvin says that the Godfrey show is ai
in the strictest sense of the phrase, he's thinking about
the times when he finds himself right in the middle of
whatever impromptu moment Arthur dreams up. Once
when Tony was called on to sing, as he is from time to time,
Arthur stopped him at the microphone and said:
"Wait a minute, Tony. Listen to this first."
Arthur then read aloud from Josephine Lowman's beauty
column about how good it is for one's circulation and how
it will help people to stay young and attractive if they stand
on their heads every morning for a few minutes, singing the
chorus of a song.
"Now you do that!" said Arthur to Tony.
Tony did. With his head on the floor, his shoulders resting against the top of the huge display box on the stage,

ANNOUNCER PLUS
Godfrey's man at the mike finds that there's
a lot more to the job than meets the ear

Tony somehow got through one chorus of "Old Man River"
in that position.
"I finally got rightside up with the reddest face you ever
saw," said Tony. "And then Arthur told me how beautiful
and healthy I'd be, and what terrific circulation I'd have."
That's typical'of the sort of thing that can and often does
happen on the Godfrey show without preparation or warning. But occasionally Tony manages to throw something at
Arthur without any warning, too.
Once on their TV show, Forrest Tucker, the Western
movie star, was the guest and they rehearsed a skit in which
Tony was to be Chief Yellow Belly, an Indian rebel. As
Yellow Belly, Tony was supposed to come in about half
way through the skit in his Indian (Continued on page 104)

Archie and his wife Kitty live in a Manhattan apartment with an Irish setter mother and daughter team — Terry and Penny.

in the
to people
and virtues
all the traits business,
Of entertainment
down on the
one furthest
the 'credited
the list is modesty. But no one seems to mind. In fact,
modesty is rather incompatible with the exhibitionist qualities and highly developed egos that most show people possess.
There's always an exception, of course, and a shining one
is Archie Bleyer, musical director of the Godfrey shows.
Unlike some modest people, Archie has absolutely nothing
to be modest about. Everyone concedes that he is one of
the finest musical directors in the business. And everyone
who knows him will tell you that he happens to be one of

.D.
Musical director, that is, and according
to all who know, one of the best there is

Ml

the finest persons, too. But don't expect Archie to tell you
so — he'd rather talk about anything but himself. He'll talk
about Arthur or Janette or the Mariners or any one of the
other little Godfreys — but not about Bleyer. If you prod
long enough though, you can find highly interesting data
on Archie Bleyer, M.D.
Archie's story begins in Corona, New York, where he was
born in 1909. His father was a symphonic trumpet player
but, paradoxically, wasn't anxious for Archie to make a
career in music. Instead, Archie took an engineering course
at Columbia University where by junior year, his interest
in electrons had been replaced by a more decided interest
in making arrangements. That interest was strong enough
to make him decide to spend all his time on arranging.
Archie soon organized his own orchestra and between that
time — 1934 — and the year he joined the Godfrey forces — 1946
— he had directed his orchestra
(Continued on page 103)

SEMPER MELODIC
With quiet dignity, Godfrey's male quartet demonstrates a lesson
in human relationships that can benefit everyone, everywhere

MARTIN KARL is not at all nonplussed when Godfrey, without warning, calls on him to sing alone.
Like his fellow Mariners, Martin's vocal background
extends back to his salad days. By the time Martin,
who was born twenty-nine years ago in Stanberry,
Missouri, had graduated from high school in Chicago,
he had four scholarships to choose from. Martin's
family had moved there from Stanberry and he had
attended the Lindblom High School, which stressed
art and music. While
(Continued
on page 75)

JAMES LEWIS: The Mariners have found that
Tony Marvin isn't the only one on the Godfrey show
who is asked to do things on the spur of the .moment. Oftentimes Arthur will make members of his
quartet sing individually. The last time this happened, when Bill Lawrence was ill, Godfrey said:
"Well, we've had the Mariners on this program for
ages. I think this Would be a good time to audition
them. O.K. boys, let's hear you one at a time."
But for someone like James (Continued on page 75)

James
Lewis

THOMAS LOCKARD s When Thomas Lockard met
the other members of what eventually became the
Mariners Quartet, he was a cook at the Manhattan
Beach Coast Guard Station. At recreation time, Tom
used to take part in the musical activities at the base.
But the happy combination of cook-musician was never
allowed to develop, for once morale officers heard the
Lockard voice, Tom was snapped up to sing in the
quartet at musical programs put on by the Coast
Guard. Thus a singer was (Continued on page 76)

Lockard

Nat
Dickerson
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NATHANIEL DICKERSON: It's just by sheer lack
of coincidence that Nathaniel Dickerson didn't meet
up with his fellow Mariners sooner. Although not
a member of the original Coast Guard group, Nathaniel did a stint as a U.S.O. entertainer, and he
very likely could have met the Mariners in one city
or another at bond rallies, or at Navy bases.
Nathaniel didn't actually meet them though until
Mariner James Lewis came to see him about
auditioning for the quartet. (Continued on page 76;
The Mariners are heard M.-F., 10:15 A.M., EDT, CBS and Wednesdays at 8 P.M., EDT* CBS-TV.

mention their names in oHlBU YuAN
And you can tell them where they're at, for the girls who are
known as the Chordettes are a credit to anybody's home town

DOTTIE SCHWARTZ: It's difficult to imagine
blonde, blue-eyed Dottie Schwartz as a hard-slugging
third baseman on a semi-pro softball team. It's even
more difficult to imagine her making melodies in a
minstrel show. But it was in her brother's Sambo
Dixieland Minstrels that Dottie, at the age of twelve,
made her professional singing debut. For seven years
after that, she donned greasepaint and bandana, something she might still be doing if it hadn't been for a
telephone call from her friend {Continued on ■page 83)

JINNY OSBORN: Pretty Jinny is the girl who can
take most of the credit for organizing the Chordettes.
It was her restlessness on a Sunday afternoon in Sheboygan that led to a telephone call, an invitation and,
eventually, the quartet. Sunday afternoons in a small
city like Sheboygan, Wisconsin, where everybody
likes to relax after the week's work, the morning's
sermon and the heavy midday meal, can be just a
trifle tedious to anyone so livery as Jinny. The call
she made was to Dottie Schwartz. (Cont'd on page 84)

JANET ERLET: A woman who can sing bass is a
rare woman indeed, a fact which probably accounts
for the dearth of women barbershop quartets. Fortunately, one existed in Sheboygan, Wisconsin: Janet
Erlet. Janet was not among those present on that
drowsy Sunday afternoon at Virginia Osborn's when
the idea for the Chordettes was conceived. But
her sister was and it was she who supplied the
answer to Jinny's exasperated, "If only we had a
bass!" Tall, poised Janet (Continued on page 83)

CAROL HAGEDORN: Singing in a barbershop
quartet is nothing new to Carol. Way back in junior
high school, she supplied the "baritone" harmony just
as she does today on two of the most widely seen and
heard programs on radio and TV. Like the other
Chordettes, Carol's first interest in singing started at
home and just naturally developed from there. Completing a course in music at the Columbia Radio
School in Chicago, Carol returned to Sheboygan
not quite certain what she (Continued on page 84)
The Chordettes ore heard Man., Wed., Fri., 10:15 A.M. EDT, CBS
and Wed., 8 P.M. EDT, CBS-TV.

Janet
Erlet
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is for CURIOSITY
Arthur Godfrey's alter ego
(Robert Q. Lewis by any other name)
says that his middle initial

stands for exactly nothing. But there's
where the gentleman is wrong!

Iwjmih

Kiwi

For the record, Robert Q. Lewis has no middle name.
He decided, one day six years ago, to stick in that
Q and see if people would be curious about it. They
were. .Now he's stuck with it.
Somewhere in every conversation with strangers the
question comes up, "Why the Q?" The answer varies
from time to time, his favorite being "Quackpot." It's
as good a reason as any you'll get from him.
He isn't, of course. A quackpot, that is. He's a smart
young fellow (twenty-nine last April 5) with a hairline
receding ever so slightly as if trying to make good the
saying that grass doesn't grow on a busy street. He
knows exactly where he's going and he has all his wits
about him.
His wit, too. The easy, relaxed sort, not the lay-'emin-the-aisles socko humor, as you already know if
you've heard him on the big Thursday night television
program, The Show Goes On, repeated on radio Friday
night. Or replacing Godfrey on any of that redhead's
radio and television shows (he's taking some of them
again this summer).
He doesn't try to imitate Godfrey's special kind of
hij inks, either. Never did, even when in 1947 he was
lured over to CBS from another network to be the Old
Master's summer

Being a bachelor has its compensations, but breakfast time's not one.

Robert Q. sings duets with Ezio Pinza
- — but only one voice is on records!

replacement. {Continued on page 99)

See two TV shows at once? Simple,
says Lewis, who adds a pair of glasses.

Robert Q. Lewis is on The Show Goes On, Thurs., 8 P.M. EDT, CBS-TV, last half
hour sponsored by Columbia Records, Inc.; radio version, Fri. 8 P.M. EDT, CBS.
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They're just like their Dad, David and Ricky are. And
Harriet's caught that special something, too, from
long association. As for Ozzie, anything the rest of
us can do, Ozzie can do better — and with less fuss and
fanfare. A family of whizzes, the Nelsons, headed by
Ozzie. The wizards of Oz!
Take Ozzie himself, that collegiate-looking star of
The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet. Watch him as
a family man, as a celebrity. Watch him on the air,
at home, eating in a drive-in restaurant, cheering at
football games, moving like greased lightning on a
tennis court. Watch him guzzling soda with great delight, at an ice cream parlor. See him at the dinner
table. On the band stand.
See him — and admire. Admire his way with his
lovely wife, Harriet Hilliard, with his two strictly chipoff-the-old-block sons, with the actors who perform
in his radio series. Watch and admire, because everyone else does. The wizardry of Oz is a matter of

WIZARDS OF
Doing things well just conies naturally
to the younger Nelsons. And no wonder,
for with parents like Ozzie and Harriet,
how could they possibly do anything else?

By WILLIAM

TUSHER

record, not simply of opinion.
Hollywood. agent Mauriee Morton once heard a man
scoff at a project contemplated by Ozzie.
"Listen," Morton advised the doubting Thomas in
a fatherly tone, "if Ozzie Nelson made up his mind to
run for president of the United States, I wouldn't vote
against him. Because it wouldn't do any good."
Ozzie's is a wizardry that has made the Nelson
family an enduring part of modern American entertainment— the most believable of all radio's average
families. And the Nelsons romp through a real life
startlingly parallel to their on-the-air one.
And there lies the essence of his talent. For the
Nelsons are not the average American family in fact.
They are, instead, what the average American family
would like to be. There aren't enough Ozzie Nelsons
to go around to make his home life either typical or
commonplace, because his unusual personality pervades the Nelson home with exciting effect at all times.

Ozzie Nelson is that movieland paradox— a sane man
in a town famous for breeding mad genius. He's never
ruffled, never fatigued, never wanting, never bored.
And, most significantly, he never indulges in the eccentricities towhich genius is universally conceded license.
He dresses quietly, in good taste — affects neither
bow ties, temperament nor untucked shirts that look
as if they were fashioned from gaudy upholstery yardage. His family life reflects his infectious zest for living, his highly developed intellect, his equally welldeveloped sense of humor, his well-rounded interests,
an uncommonly logical thinking apparatus and an unquestionable gift for organizing.
Inevitably, much of Ozzie's wit, wizardry and versatility have rubbed off on the two Nelson kids, David
Ozzie, thirteen, and Eric Halliard, nine. They are shining tributes to their famous parents — totally unaffected, unimpressed, irrepressible youngsters.
It was not for nothing that (Continued on pagelOl)

The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet is heard Fri., 9:00 P.M. EDT, ABC. Sponsored by H. J. Heinz Co.

Come and visit
It's the only kind, according to the
Casey Aliens — known better, perhaps,
as Big Town's Lorelei and Dusty
By CATHERINE

CLELLAND

The gay. comfortable, easy-to-keep Allen living room is always
ready for entertaining, is never off-bounds
for the children.

Dusty,
Lorelei
famous
visit, toandBigto Town's
your r,first
payreporte
you girl
When
the photographer's assistant on the same
program — who turn out to be, in private life,
Mr. and Mrs. Casey Allen — your first impression is that you've never met so delightful a
pair of baby sitters!
As you ring the bell of their apartment, you
wonder if their home will be done in sophisticated modern style, or in sophisticated traditional— it certainly will be one or the other to
match the urbane careers of these outstandingly successful young actors. What you do
find immediately drives any such ideas out of
your mind, never to return.
The door is opened by a very tall, strikingly
handsome man with his white shirt sleeves
rolled casually to the elbows. That's Casey.
He is nonchalantly carrying a little blonde girl
of three on his shoulder. There are modern
paintings on the walls of the big foyer, but the
articles that catch (Continued on page 94)
Caroline, the maid, takes care of the endless detail department.
She gets breakfast for the children, Fran takes them to school.

Big Town is heard Tues., 10:00 P.M.
EDT, NBC. Sponsored by Lifebuoy.
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The floor's the best place for a chess game — ask anyone who
knows. The green cotton rugs go to the laundry once a month.
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The floor's also a good place for listening to
records. Fran and Casey have over two thousand.

LIVING

a HOME made for CHILDREN

The children's hour finds Casey
obliging Kim and Kerry with a reading' from one of their favorite storybooks. Fran stays around lo hear, too.

*at4

ART LINKLETTER'S

NONSENSE
July brings with it a couple of holidays
other than the day of American Independence. St. Swithin's day, for instance, falls
on the fifteenth. If it rains on the good
saint's day, so they say, it will also rain
some part of every single day for forty,
count 'em, thereafter. And what do you
know — the old Farmer's Almanac predicts
wet weather on the fifteenth. Well, one
man's meat, you know — forty days of showers ought to make the
water-shortage areas heave a sigh of relief, so we can't complain
too much . . . Here's something else to think about: now that
July's here, and now that we've finally managed to remember to
date things 1950 — the year's half gone!

Art Linkletter emcees House Party, which is
heard at 3:30 P.M. EDT, Monday through Friday,
on CBS stations. Sponsored by Pillsbury Mills.

Comes now July, bringing the glorious
Fourth — and picnics, to tarnish the glory
somewhat. Not that I object to picnics.
3 yj ^/ ffr^X^ \
^^ ^R^^i
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mind you — I'm an old nature lover, myself.
But there are objections, most of them of
the insect group. I'm a strong advocate of
the new school of thought on picnics, the

IT HAPPENED

ON HOUSE

PARTY—

Linkletter (to Jim, a 12-year-old guest):
Jim: My Dad.
Linkletter: When?

Who tied your necktie?

Jim: Two weeks ago — I don't untie it 'cause it's easier to slip it
over my head. Can I tell a joke?
Linkletter:
You've already told one — but telj. another.
Jim: Okay — what's the difference between a teen-age girl and
the pastor of a church?
Linkletter: I'll go along with you — what is the difference?
Jim: The pastor says Amen; the girl says Ah. Men!

eat -'em -in- your- own -back -yard school. In
the first place, you know where your own
back yard is. You don't drive halfway across the county trying
to find it, only to discover that your better half hasn't read the road
map right or that Aunt Bessie was terribly misled in recommending the spot as one of nature's gardens. In your backyard, too.
you cope only with your own flora and fauna. Somehow, I've
never felt as resentful toward my own ants as I do toward other
people's. So come on. Mom — whip up a few sandwiches and
let's eat out!

LITTLE LEXICON—
Some additions to a learn-a-new-word department: Do you suffer
from acrophobia? (You do if you have a fear of high places.)
Do you bruit about stories that you hear? (You do, if you're inclined to pass the stories along to others, especially in the rumor
or gossip categories.) Do you escheiv potatoes? (You do if you
54

say, "No, thanks," when they're passed to you — whether you refuse
them for purposes of taste or waistline!)

IT HAPPENED

IN—

753, B.C. — Legendary date for the founding of Rome by Romulus, on the seven hills that had been occupied for centuries by
Sabines, sheepherders . . . 612, B.C. — Nineveh, capital of Assyria,
destroyed by the Babylonians . . . 44, B.C. — Julius Caesar was
assassinated in the Senate, in Rome ; his will made his nephew,
Gaius Octavian, his successor . . . 449, A.D. — Anglo-Saxons
began to migrate from the European continent to Britain, entering at Dover . . . 1000 — Leif Erickson's Norsemen reached Vinland, "land of the grapevines"— variously identified, since, as
Labrador, the coast of New England, and Martha's Vineyard . . .
1513 — Juan Ponce De Leon, who'd been with Columbus on one
of his Voyages, discovered and named Florida ; same year,
Balboa looked. down on. the Pacific Ocean from the vantage
point of his "peak in Darien" . . . 1692 — The delusion of witchcraft was running riot in Salem, Massachusetts; nineteen
women were hanged . . . 1835 — Fire in New York City (December 16, 17) destroyed 674 buildings. . . .

AND SOME-SENSE
READERS

OWN

VERSE— OR
MODERN

BETTER

DEPARTMENT

p&DQG

CLUB [

MIRACLES

In our refrigerator cold,
If we should find a little mold,
The food is spoiled — a total waste
We throw it out with greatest haste.
While research workers guard like gold
Their specimens of cultured mold,
From which evolve the "wonder drugs"
That kill infinitesimal bugs!
— Margaret Lutz Smith
Waynesville, Ohio

Francois Fenelon, born 1651, said it (and it's as true now as
then!): "The more you say, the less people remember!"

SLEEPY-HEAD—

Don't go to church in Deadville, Alabama.
You might drop off, and you can't sleep
through services there — there's a law against
it!

reports that the organization "is going to the dogs — we've lost
money steadily the past three years, but it's been a lot of fun."
Oh, yes — the name of the organization ? Strangely enough,
"The Dog Club!"

OWN

VERSE— OR

BETTER

DEPARTMENT

PEEK OBJECTIVE
When I receive a greeting card,
No other course suffices
Except to peek upon the back
To find out what the price is.
— Philip Lazarus
Brooklyn, N. Y.

QUICK

QUIZ, STATE

OF THE

UNION

DIVISION—

ON HOUSE

PARTY—

(to guest, six years old, who's very pudgy) : "What

do you like to do best?"
Boy: "I like to get skinny instead of fat."
Linkletter: "What does your Daddy do?"
Boy: (with a long, deep sign of frustration and resignation):
"Daddy works at a bakery!"

WILLIAM
READERS'

DEPARTMENT

the streets. To offset that calumny, let's
pay tribute to our four-footed friends- by
passing the word around about a club
with a very exclusive membership — no
humans allowed. The club has branches in all the forty-eight
states, and for its "dues" of $15.50 a year offers canine members a great deal of attention, including twenty-four-hour
medical service the year around, and a foolproof lost and found
system based on hidden tattoos. The club was founded by
Captain H. Graham Conmar, of Brentwood, California, who

Linkletter
A SUNDAY

DOGS

TO THE

"Dog Days" begin in July — the time
when, according to an old — and entirely
untrue — superstition, dogs run mad in

IT HAPPENED

IF YOU'RE

GOING

SHAKESPEARE,

BORN

1564, SAID

IT:

That what we have we prize not to the worth
Whiles we enjoy it, but being lack'd and lost,
Why, then we rack the value; then we find
The virtue that possession would not show us
Whiles it was ours.
Much Ado About Nothing
Act IV, Scene 1

oopceyj m^&h (q) -g
Durjraoju C3) 'Z

(1) The capital of Missouri is (a) Independence (b) Jefferson City (c) Kansas City ... (2) In what state did Custer's
Last Stand take place: (a) Idaho (b) North Dakota (c) Montana . . . The 48th state to be admitted to the union was: (a)
Arkansas (b) New Mexico (c) Arizona.
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NANCY

Heard

CRAIG

at 1:15 P.M.

EDT,

.

RADIO

Mon.-Fri.,

on ABC.

MIRROR

FOOD

(Recipes

tested

COUNSELOR

by the Macfadden

Kitchen)

Let's Eat OUTDOORS
My

family is one that heeds the call of outdoors
at every opportunity. Sometimes we pack
our gear, hop into the car and drive off into
the country. But more often we set up a grill in
our own backyard and rough it in style. Then

eating becomes an adventure! My "best beau"
dons his chef's cap and takes full charge. And I
must say he does very well.
Many times as the delicious odors drift by neighbors' noses, we end up with a bring-your-own
barbecue party. They come over one by one,
offering meat or salad or dessert. We all enjoy
these informal get-togethers so much. And, of
course, it makes cleaning up easier and more fun.
I don't hesitate about placing a pan directly over
a fire anymore. Steel wool soap pads do a fast job
of removing the black film that collects on the
outside.
The backyard barbecue has one great advantage.
So much of the preparation can be done in the
kitchen. The actual cooking can be done in the
cool outside. The house then is kept cool and fresh
for the night.
SAVORY

THICK

HAMBURGERS

Makes 4 servings
Combine very lightly:
1 lb. ground beef
salt and pepper to taste
garlic powder
Divide meat into portions. Shape into patties,
handling as little as possible. Place on grill. Cook
until done, turning occasionally. Serve on hot
buttered buns with a thick slice of Bermuda onion
and a slice of tomato on top or serve with Hamburger Sauce.
HAMBURGER

SAUCE

Makes 1 cup sauce
Cook in a skillet over low heat until soft:
4 tablespoons fat
2 medium onions, sliced thin
1 small green pepper, chopped

Add:
Vs cup chopped celery
2 (8 oz.) cans tomato sauce
salt and pepper to taste
Continue cooking, stirring occasionally, until
thickened. Use 1 tablespoon on each hamburger
bun.
SOUR
CREAM
POTATO
Makes 4-6 servings
Combine:
*4 cup sour cream
Vi cup mayonnaise
1 teaspoon chopped chives
2 slices bacon, diced and fried
Add to:
3 cups cold cooked potatoes, diced

SALAD

Mix only enough to moisten.

BARBECUED

FRANKFURTERS

Makes 4 servings
Cook over low heat until soft:
62 tablespoons
fat
onions, chopped
1 green pepper, chopped
Add:
2 (8 oz.) cans tomato sauce
8 frankfurters
Continue cooking 10 minutes longer stirring occasionally. This can be cooked in your kitchen or in
a pan right on your grill.
SHISH KEBAB
Makes 6
Trim fat
2 lbs. lamb
Cut into
meat
onion
tomato

servings
and bone from:
leg or shoulder
1" cubes:

Combine:
2 tablespoons lemon juice
(Continued on page 77)

Appetites, somehow, seem to enlarge
when food is served outdoors. Setting
at left would tempt even most finicky.
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Translated
to TV, Mr. Barrie's beloved
novel loses none of its original charm
The old minister, Mr. Carfrae, welcomes the new
one, Gavin Dishart, tells of bad times in Thrums.

If ever you sat curled up with a copy of James M.
Barrie's The Little Minister, sighing over his romance with Babbie, the bewitching gypsy, you had
a chance to watch it brought to life recently when
Ford Theatre did a one-hour adaptation over CBSTV. Here was the serious young divine, played beautifully by Tom Drake of the movies, struggling with
a love his congregation frowned upon, only to learn
at last that the girl he wouldn't give up was in reality
a titled lady. As Babbie, the gypsy girl, who is eventually revealed as Lady Barbara Rintoul, Frances
Reid gave a delightfully vibrant performance. Ably
acted, and directed with a fresh, deft touch by Marc
Daniels, the TV adaptation of the Barrie love story
was a tender delight to the eye and heart.

Joe Cruic.kshanks and Rob Dow hide in the woods
to sound a warning horn when soldiers are near.

Babbie meets the little minister by chance and
tricks him into blowing the mighty warning blast.

Ford Theatre is telecast on alternate Fridays at 9:00 P.M.
EDT on CBS-TV. Sponsored by the Ford Motor Company.

The minister pays an unusual visit to Nanny's
cottage because he knows he'll find Babbie there.

1M

SECTION

Babbie's secret is out. The minister faces Lady Barbara, her father Lord Rintoul, and her fiance Captain Halliwell,
discovers he has fallen in love with a great lady instead of a gypsy. "I won't marry anyone but him," she insists.

The

elders

find

the

poetry

the

minister

has

written to Babbie. "Her boy am I," they snort!

The key to the manse is withheld from Gavin and
Babbie, restored when they discover she is titled.
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Rehearsals continue on-stage, but here in the orchestra attention centers on Ken Murray, giving
last briefing to guest-star Johnny Weissmuller. Recognize Jack Mulhall of the movies down front.

What goes into a four star video production?
Hard work and headaches — and plenty of fun
It may be your dinnertime, but on the Ken Murray
Show it's just late Saturday afternoon and time for
dress rehearsal for the evening show. Somebody
yells "Quiet," somebody else echoes it, and off in the
rear of the orchestra a third "Quiet" shatters the
silence. You smile indulgently at the vagaries of
television, but you realize this is serious business
and concentration is essential. The big boss and
emcee of the show, Ken Murray, seems to be everywhere at once, excited but good-humored. Oswald,
whose real name is Tony Labriola, goes through his
dialogue with Ken. Darla Hood does a number with
The Enchanters, former choir group. One of the
quartette is Bob Decker, her husband. Guest stars
do their skits, commercials get fitted in, the music
rises and falls, comes to a close. Another big musicalvariety is ready for the network.
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Miriam Hopkins tests banter with Ken, who gets
thru rehearsal with a minimum
of aspirin.
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TELEVISION

SECTION

lights, and

check that

and last chance

to polish.

The fellows who work backstage are as important as any
you see. Scene and prop shifts are timed to seconds.

Choreographer Virginia Johnson helps a dance team put
those final touches
on the big finale of their act.

The fellow on whose shoulders the whole show rests,
Ken Murray, talks it over with conductor David Broekman

Darla Hood, graduate of "Our Gang" comedies, and Tony
Labriola, known as Oswald, grin approval of a scene.

A gag to amuse fellow actors. The lady, of course, is
wax. The man, that much-alive singing comic Joe Wong.

Watch
sound.

those camera
It's dress

angles and

rehearsal,

The Ken Murray show is telecast on alternate Saturdays at 8:00 P.M. EDT, on CBS-TV.

Sponsored by Budweiser Beer.
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Sleuth every night and
twice on Fridays!

That's the

present career of Ralph Bellamy of
CBS-TV's Man Against Crime

Maybe you think you're busy. Well, then,
consider Ralph Bellamy, an actor you've
seen in many movies, on the stage and
on TV. Six nights and two matinees a week
he dominates the stage of the Hudson Theater in New York as the star of "Detective
Story," playing Detective McLeod with a
realism made possible only by long, intensive
study of police methods, in preparation for
the role. Every Friday night the theater
curtain is held twenty minutes while Bellamy
races across town from CBS television studios
after completing a half-hour broadcast of
Man Against Crime, in which he stars as
Detective Mike Barnett. Program is heard
Fridays, 8:30 P.M., EDT, CBS-TV network,
and is sponsored by Camel Cigarettes.
1. Friday night, when most people sit back, relax,
Ralph Bellamy's week is just beginning. Backstage
at "Detective Story," Kitty Spafford delivers next
Friday's script for his TV show, Man Against Crime.

4. Preliminary rehearsal, with chairs
for scenery. Maurice
Burke plays "corpse."

ttft
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2. TV rehearsals start two hours before his Saturday matinee. First readings are without props.

3. Day of rest? Just Sunday at the Bellamys'.
Mrs. B cues Ralph while he concentrates on memorizing lines and blocks out action for detective
Mike Barnett's next adventure in crime solution.

"With director Paul Nickell, Bellamy discusses dialogue, scenes, helps tighten lines and situations.

6. Completing the circuit. No longer Mike Barnett,
not yet made up as Detective McLeod, Bellamy himself strides past the delayed curtain sign at the

5. Barnett on the air! By this time the cast on
the opposite page (Dulcy Jordan, Bellamy, Betty
Furness, Maurice Burke, cued by assistant producer
Spafford) have rehearsed total of twenty-four hours.

RADIO

MIRROR

theater. But it's Friday, time for another TV script.

TELEVISION

SECTION

Big Sister, with Grace
Matthews as Ruth Wayne,
is heard at 1:00 P.M. EDT,
Mon.-Fri. over CBS. Sponsored by Ivory
Soap.

Dr. Kenneth Morgan came, a while ago, to Glen
Falls. A sensitive, nervous, heartbroken man, he
was seeking refuge from a life which had hurt
him deeply, seeking an occupation which would
keep him from thinking about himself. He found
that refuge with Dr. Reed Bannister and Dr. John
Wayne, at Health Centre in Glen Falls. And, more
important, he found himself again — became once
more the doctor and the man he was meant to be —
through the kindness, understanding and wisdom
of Ruth Wayne, Big Sister. Here, for the first time
in
Radio
Mirror
Morgan's
ownfiction
storyform,
of his
search
for presents
peace of Dr.
mind,
peace
of heart.

Every now and then, when I get a minute, I pull
up and say to myself — Well, Morgan, how goes
it? Think you'll ever grow up and quit being
the guy with the broken torch, the only fellow
in the world who ever made a mistake about a
woman?
And the answer to that is — Sure! I'm not worried any more. I know how to avoid making that
mistake again. Just avoid women.
The funny thing is, I'm not really as adolescent
as all that. I'm known in some places as a pretty
bright guy — even a pretty good doctor. Reed
Bannister seems to think so, and maybe even John
Wayne, who didn't like me much at first, is changing his mind. And not only that — I'm even conscious that there are plenty of women in the world
it might be worthwhile to be on speaking terms
with. Ruth Wayne, John's wife, for instance —
that's an understatement for what I've learned
about her strength and honesty give her a general
Class A rating for character. And there are others.
My common sense tells me so. There must be; the
world goes on and nobody yet has murdered all
the women in it. So maybe, in time, I'll get more
normal about the whole thing ... I may get so
day as
I don't
that there's such
asome
woman
Carol even
Dana remember
in the world.

The end of a love affair, no matter
how devastating, is not necessarily the
end of life.

Wait a minute — what have I said! There isn't
any such woman already! There's a slim, longlegged, white-skinned, black-haired creature called
Mrs. Luther Blaine. But that's no woman. Not if,
by woman, you mean a decent, honorable human
being with a soul and a heart and a capacity for
loving. Mrs. Luther hasn't been blessed with a
thimble-full of any of those. She's just an effigy of
a woman — a puppet who moves around when certain strings are pulled. I never did find out just
how to work those strings. I knew there was one
that was very important — one you pulled by saying over and over, "Carol, you're so lovely, so
lovely, so lovely." You got a dandy response to
that — a slight, compassionate smile that looked
like all the tenderness in the world, and one of
those looks from the corners of her eyes.
But more important even than that string was
the one I never did get to at all — the one that reacts to the words, "Carol, dear, here's a necklace
of matched pearls — a mink stole — a check for
twenty thousand." How could I say that? It
would have been a bad joke, coming from me, a
young doctor just starting out. But coming from
Luther Blaine, with his little fat body and his big
fat advertising-agency salary, it was no joke. You
never saw a puppet move as fast as Carol did when
Luther twitched that string.
I can't hold it against myself that I didn't see
the light right from the beginning. Who was
thinking about money, back in New York in the
days
first met
Carol? Theon men
who'dupbeen
in thewhen
war I were
concentrating
making
for
lost time, building the good life, having fun. Oh,
granted, that takes some money, but most of us
had managed to save that much out of our service salaries. And the girls I knew gave me the
impression that they all felt the same way — they
wanted to enjoy life a while before the post-war
world maybe turned out to be kind of a dull place
after all.
Anyway, inasmuch as (Continued on page 86)
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Ken found this out, but it

took two different women

to help him do it
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AUNT

BRIGHTER

JENNY-

DAYOf

Aunt Jenny's most recent story is about
twenty-five-year-old Jean Barker, whose
romantic dreams about life prevent her
from facing it as it really is. Jean cannot
find the right young man. The ones who
want her, like Gus, are never quite good

Aunt Jenny
heard on
CBS 12:15 P.M. EDT

BACKSTAGE

enough — and the others are usually married. Jean misunderstands the friendly interest of her attractive boss, Larry Emory,
and is brought rudely to earth when he tells
her sharply that he is a happily married
man, and that she is making a fool of herself. It's a hard blow, and Jean suffers over
it. But fortunately, it changes her viewpoint
on Gus, and saves her from making a tragic
mistake.

WIFE-

Althea
heard on
CBS 2:45 P.M. EDT

BIG

SISTER-

DAVID

66

along. Liz may

well

be excited . . . for there's a very interesting relationship waiting for her when she
meets Nathan Eldridge, the dynamic young
genius of Acme.

David Harum has become worried lately
over the affairs of Lorraine Simmons, a
major

depositor

with the

Homeville

Bank

of
which
is with
president.
Lorraine'sis
niece,
Kate,David
in love
Bud Carson,
being pursued by charming Richard Langdon, a distant relative of the Simmons
family.

David Harum
heard on
NBC 11:45 A.M. EDT

FRONT

PAGE

Richard has elements in his personality about which Kate knows nothing.

Though Kate does not realize that Richard's
aim is her money, she is troubled by something about him. She has
a recurring
dream of death. Her dream comes horribly
true when Richard himself is murdered.
David

starts an
ceeds in exposing

investigation — and
the
killer.

suc-

FARRELLDavid Farrell, star reporter on "the New
York Daily Eagle, is assigned to cover
the murder of a circus acrobat who is found
dead near Madison Square Garden, where
the circus performs when it is in New York

in Ruth's family. Ruth's brother Neddie, on
the verge of financial ruin, and Hope,

Dr. John Wayne
heard on
CBS 1 P.M. EDT

than she'll admit, goes

HARUM-

The crafty millionaire, Parker, obsessed with
the desire to revenge himself on Ruth
Wayne, whose distrust of him he fully appreciates, has now arranged the perfect
plan to cause suffering and even tragedy

Neddie's wife, who wants only to help her
husband, accept help from Parker because
he makes what appears to be an advantageous proposition. Though Ruth warns
them against involvement with Parker, Neddie and Hope cannot understand why she
is so suspicious — nor will they until the
sadistic Parker, having coaxed them into
his power,
springs
the waiting
trap.

great
Acme to Pictures
So it'sto safe
for
Althea
go out studios.
to the Coast
try
for a movie career. And Liz, more fluttered

producing

herself. During Barlow's absence, mysterious
Claudia Vincent settles herself at his estate,
and when he returns makes the violent accusation that he swindled and caused the
death of her mother, and owes her, Claudia,
reparation for this. But Claudia is attracted by Larry Noble. . Barlow, realizing
this, senses that it may prove useful to him
in the subtle campaign which he is still
waging to break up the happy marriage of
Mary
and
Larry?

quiet, shy

Marcia, lives in Hollywood with her husband, Ben Batterbury, accountant at the

Julia Dixon, Barlow's secretary, goes instead
— glad of the chance to have Barlow to

some

for Liz Dennis,

a Hollywood contest — and Althea wins.
Fortunately the oldest Dennis daughter,

Rupert Barlow's plan to go to Bermuda at
the same time as Mary Noble is upset when
the illness of Larry Jr. keeps Mary at home.

Mary Noble
heard on
NBC 4 P.M. EDT

all places

young minister's daughter, to find herself
. . . Hollywood! It happens when Grayling
Dennis submits pictures of all his sisters to

City. David's investigations break the case,
leading police to the fantastic, but true
solution . . . and they have another very

David Farrell
heard on
CBS 1:45 P.M. EDT

important result. During his examination of
the body he had a chance to make certain
that the man had been shot with a "zipgun," and the publicity which he and his
paper gave to this circumstance helped
arouse both the authorities and the citizens!
of the city to the hidden
home-made
weapons.

DAYTIME

danger

of these

DIARY—

LIFE

CAN

BE

BEAUTIFULChichi Conrad, Papa David's protegee, has
no lack of courage, but this time even she
wonders if she was wise to become companion to rich Victoria Vandenbush. Not
only are Miss Victoria's nephew Paul and
his wife Christine impatient to get their
hands on her money — now the situation
is complicated by ingratiating Jim Swanson. The very fact that Jim is alive has
already caused plenty of trouble, for he
was missing long enough to be declared

Here's your Radio Mirror guide
to daytime drama — information on
plot, characters, time and station

GUIDING

Toby
heardNelson
on
NBC 3 P.M. EDT

LORENZO

LIGHT-

legally dead, and for his "widow," Alice
Swanson, to marry Chichi's friend Douglas
Norman. Then suddenly, Jim returned. It's
obvious he wants money. Can he get it
from Victoria Vandenbush?

JONESLorenzo, the mechanic who would rather
be an inventor, is well on his way with plans

Charlotte Brandon, recovering from a mental and physical breakdown, faces a new
problem as her husband Ray, believing he
has failed her in a crucial time, tells her
it will be best for her if he goes away.
Meanwhile Meta Bauer White, mother of
little Chuckie, who was once the adopted
child of the Brandons, wonders if she has
not made a fatal error in marrying

Ray Brandon
heard on
CBS 1:45 P.M. EDT

HILLTOP

1

millionaire Ted White, Chuckie's father.
Her family, already upset by the intriguing
of Bertha, young Bill Bauer's wife, is further
upset by a cable from Meta, saying she
is returning with Chuckie, but without Ted!
The return of Chuckie to Selby Flats has a
strange,
unexpected
effect.

HOUSE-

Julie
heard on
CBS 3:15 P.M. EDT

Sandy Matson
heard on
NBC 4:30 P.M. EDT

advantage

MA

PLAIN

Kerry Donovan
heard on
NBC 5:30 P.M. EDT

Julie still doesn't fully understand how those
plans can have failed so completely . . .
but the fact does remain that she knows

to

now that for happiness she will have to
look elsewhere. Fortunately, Julie has a
job which she loves — supervisor of the
Glendale orphanage, Hilltop House. As
guide, friend and proxy-mother to the lovable group of children which Hilltop shelters, Julie can still find stimulation and
satisfaction. But she is a young, attractive

BILL-

plan?

PERKINSShuffle Shober,

Evey Fitz
heard on
CBS 1:15 P.M. EDT

Ma's

dearest, oldest com-

panion, isin terrible danger. Ma's conniving cousin, Ed Hammacher, is determined
oust Shuffle from his confidential job

at Ma's lumber yard and take it over himself. In spite of Ma's loyal defense of
Shuffle, the war of nerves conducted by
Ed and his son Sylvester begins to take
effect, particularly when the Hammachers
learn that once, long ago, Shuffle was in
some kind of serious trouble. Eventually,
after a scene, Shuffle does quit. He goes to
Middleboro to run Mr. Boswell's lumber
yard there, leaving town together with
Marietta, the girl Sylvester deserted. Has
Ed really succeeded

NONA

FROM

in ruining Shuffle's life?

NOWHERE-

Never before has Bill Davidson, barber of
Hartville, been in such personal danger as
his friendship for Ruth Tate and Philip
Conway has created. The murder of Edgar
White, a Chicago gangster, began the
trouble when circumstances made it look

Just as beautiful Nona Brady was embarking on a movie career, her beloved foster
father, Pat Brady, was jailed on a charge

as though Philip Conway had killed him.
When Philip is taken into custody by
Chicago police, Bill and his daughter
Nancy, with her lawyer husband, Kerry
Donovan, go to Chicago with Ruth, who
says that a man named Carl Bennett was
the real murderer. But before action can

her career and tries to help Pat's lawyer,
the eminent Ward Trevor, build a case in

be taken Bill himself is lured into a trap
by Bennett, and is forced to risk his life
for the safety
of his daughter
and
Ruth.

RADIO

of Lorenzo's

Julie Paterno and her husband, Michael
once had splendid plans for their marriage.

woman ... a fact of which Hilltop's visiting
doctor, Dr. Jeff Browning, is very much
aware.

. JUST

for his "escalator oven" when real tragedy
strikes. The plans are stolen, and his prized
workshop burns down. This really plunges
Lorenzo into a hole, for when he tries to
get a loan from the local bank he is turned
down. Bloody but unbowed, Lorenzo decides to turn his experiences to advantage,
and write a mystery story involving a bank
robbery. He has fun working out the details
of the robbery. But what in the world will
happen to Lorenzo now — now that the bank
has really been robbed by the exact method which he created in his story? Who took

MIRROR

READER

of having murdered producer Emery Monaco. To help Daddy Pat prove his innocence,
Nona temporarily puts aside all thought of

Vernon Dutell
heard on
CBS 3 P.M. EDT

Pat's defense. The weight of circumstantial
evidence against Pat is overwhelming until
Nona discovers a record of a conversation
which has an important bearing on the
case. But before she can get this evidence
to Ward Trevor, the records are switched
and the one that can save Pat disappears.
Can

Ward

prove

Pat's

innocence?

BONUS
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OUR

GAL

SUNDAY

RIGHT

Tragedy struck at
band, Lord Henry

TO

HAPPINESS
When

Sunday and her husBrinthrope, when their

son

Dicky was hit by a car which immediately drove off. Now that it seems certain Dicky will live, Lord Henry has
turned his attention to finding out who

Lord Henry
,
heard on
CBS 2:45 P.M. EDT

drove the hit-run car. Sunday tricks a man
named Tippy Rogers into admitting that
the car was being driven by him. With
him at the time was platinum-haired Gale
Kenyon, sister of Norma Kenyon, the
fiancee of Sir Malcolm Spencer. When
Norma learns about Gale, she insists on an
immediate wedding, hoping that as Sir

YOUNG'S

of Dwight's plan to move to Chicago with
Skippy, and makes a desperate attempt
to get the records herself. She is caught
by Kirk, who cleverly uses the incident to
blacken
her character
still further.

OF

LIFE
Dr. Jim Brent, anxious to put behind him
the disturbing events of the recent past,
throws himself into his experimental work
at Wheelock Hospital in Merrimac, Pa.,
into the care of his motherless daughter
Janey, and into a new interest in a lovely

It's very unusual for Ivy Trent, Carter's
wealthy, domineering mother, to find herself balked, but her secretary, Ginny Taylor,
is doing

it now.

About

to consent

to be-

coming Mrs. Trent's heir by signing adoption papers, Ginny learns that the recent
coldness toward her of young pilot Jerry
Feldman is due not to his falling out of
love but to his reluctance to deprive her

Peggy Trent
heard on
NBC 3:30 P.M. EDT

of Mrs. Trent's fortune. Instantly Ginny
halts the adoption proceedings. But meanwhile
Hoyt'sAmerica
pathetic she
faithwill
that
somewhereEdie
in South
find
her

young girl named
has recently come

MASON

ROMANCE

Perry

PORTIA

FACES

Helen Trent
heard on
CBS 12:30 P.M. EDT

top gown

designer

at the new

Jeff Brady

Motion Picture Studio. Betty Mallory's
claim appears well-supported, but Helen
is wise not to lose hope — for Cynthia
Swanson is mixed up somewhere in the
situation. And wherever Cynthia is, trouble
s sure to appear for Helen.

seemed at last
his professional

Will the day come when Rosemary, wife
of Bill Roberts, will actually regret the

feet, as managing editor of Ralph Staley's
newspaper, all of Parkerstown becomes an
armed camp over the accusation of work-

wonderful job that seemed such an opportunity for Bill — the job that brought them
to New York? When Rosemary goes back
to Springdale to visit her family, Bill
becomes friendly with exciting Blanche

men in Staley's lumber mill that, because
insufficient health precautions were taken,
several of them have contracted serious
lead

poisoning.

Since

no

lawyer

Weatherby, his boss's divorcee daughter.
Blanche, Bill tells himself, is lonesome, poor

in town

will take the workmen's case, it looks as
though Portia, a brilliant lawyer, may give
up her retirement temporarily to conduct
their fight. What will this do to her marriage to Walter — already threatened by
the fact that Walter's brother, Christopher,
is secretly
in love with
Portia?
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TRENT

ROSEMARY

Just as Walter Manning
to be getting back on

Portia
heard on
NBC 5:15 P.M. EDT

HELEN

her face the woman's accusation, Helen
miserably drops all marriage plans and
tries to concentrate on her exciting job as

Mason?

LIFE

OF

Almost on the eve of her marriage to Gil
girl.
Whitney, Helen is horrified when a woman
named Betty Mallory suddenly appears in
Hollywood and names Gil as her missing
husband, father of her little daughter.
When Gil is strangely unable to deny to

Walter's attention is divided by trouble
within his ranks — trouble created by his
lieutenant, Mac, and the trade in marijuana cigarettes which Mac cannot bring
himself to give up though Walter has
ordered it curtailed because it has become too dangerous. Is this the "business"
in which Audrey Beekman's husband, Ed,
is suddenly making more money than ever
before? And if Audrey can prove her suspicions, will she take the information to.

who
stay

Jocelyn's life, Jim is puzzled by the hostility
of Reid Overton toward this defenseless

As Allyn Whitlock goes on trial for the
murder of blackmailer Wilfred Palmer, her
powerful boy friend, Walter Bodt, marshals
his underworld kingdom to help her. But

Delia Street
heard on
CBS 2:15 P.M. EDT

Jocelyn McLeod,
to Merrimac to

with the Overtons. Jim's interest, at first
professional, for Jocelyn is suffering from
a peculiar disease, turns rapidly personal
— and then he realizes there is little hope
of her recovery. Beginning a fight to save

Beth Lambert
heard on
NBC 3:15 P.M. EDT

missing husband, Andy, has taken her and
Jerry down there on a trip that he is sure
can
only end
in disappointment.

PERRY

of her

governor, promises to go after this evidence, which consists of some dictaphone
records, as soon as his campaign ends. But
while he is away on a tour, Carolyn learns

Carolyn Kramer
heard on
NBC 3:45 P.M. EDT

ROAD

FAMILY

custody

lost hope if she and her fiance, -Miles
Nelson, were not certain that Dwight won
the suit with evidence faked by his lawyer,
Arnold Kirk. Miles, who is running for

Malcolm's wife she can help Gale avoid
the scandal sure to follow Rogers' confession.

PEPPER

the courts awarded

son, Skippy, to her divorced husband,
Dwight Kramer, Carolyn Kramer would have

Rosemary
heard on
CBS 11:45 A.M. EDT

girl — but he realizes in his heart that her
pursuit of him is not due entirely to loneliness, and what is worse, he knows he
likes it. How will Rosemary feel when she
learns that Bill and Blanche are being
seen here and there around
town?

DAYTIME

DIARY—

SECOND

MRS.

In Europe with her husband Stan and
their daughter Wendy on what pretends
to be a business trip, Terry Burton does
not know that the true purpose of their
trip is a secret mission Stan has undertaken for the government. Stan, in hourly
agony because he knows now that foreign
agents are on his trail who will spare
neither him nor his family, is suspicious
even of the breezy Miss Davis, a writer of
textbooks whom Terry meets while waiting
in a post-office line. Learning that Miss
Davis is broke, Terry hires her to act as
baby-sitter for Wendy. Is the talkative
American merely what she seems to be —
or is there basis for Stan's watchfulness?

Stan Burton
heard on
CBS 2 P.M. EDT

STELLA

WENDY

BURTON

The death of Dorothy Chaffee, officially
listed as suicide, might have passed as
such forever except for one thing — to
newspaperwoman Wendy Warren, her
friend, Dorothy, shortly before her death,
confided an incident which threw a peculiar light on the activities of Peter

Don Smith
heard on
CBS 12 Noon EDT

A

GIRL

The girl who called herself Iris Devin, and
passed herself off as Minnie Grady's niece,
has been unmasked — much to Stella's relief, for she never liked or trusted her.
Jenny, the young girl befriended by
Stella and her daughter Laurel, is the
true Iris Devin. Now an unusual drama of
hate and a strange loyalty come into

Stella Dallas
heard on
NBC 4:15 P.M. EDT

Stella's life, when she meets Mrs. Lenox,
sister-in-law of Laurel's mother-in-law,
aristocratic Mrs. Grosvenor. Stella, sensing at once that there has been a tragedy
in Mrs. Lenox's past, is astonished when
she learns the truth. And when Mrs. Len-

Joan Davis
heard on
NBC 5 P.M. EDT

ox's daughter Maria falls in love, the
situation is further complicated.

THIS

IS NORA

YOUNG

DRAKE

whose

WE

LOVE

AND

LEARN

Dr. Jerry Malone
heard on
CBS 1:30 P.M. EDT

YOUNG

Madame Sophie
heard on
NBC 11 A.M. EDT

Stephen Brent. Despite Madame Sophie's
horrified efforts to prevent him, Bancroft
notifies the police to pick up the couple
for car-stealing. Wendy is wounded when
they attempt to outrace the police.

MALONE

ing with Lucia, Jerry's eyes begin to open
to Lucia's fanatic drive to dominate his
life when she tells him she took it upon
herself to tell Anne that he wanted a
divorce! Is Jerry at last beginning to see
that wealthy
Lucia intends to own
him?

WIDDER

Madame Sophie, the French peasant
woman who has made herself one of New
York's most renowned and exclusive designers, is used to facing down angry
people — for she has a passion for trying
to set right the lives of others and this,
strangely, very often makes them angry.
But seldom has she faced such fury as
John Bancroft's when he learns that his
headstrong daughter Wendy has eloped
with the man he forbade her to see,

Joan Davis, still in the hospital with a
bullet wound in her spine, is supposed to
be on the way to recovery. Her husband
Harry is elated, not knowing what Joan
and her doctors know — that she may never
walk again. A dangerous operation is
her only hope. Harry is not told the nature of the operation, which is fortunate—
because it is not a success. Tragically, the
child Joan is expecting is stillborn as a
result of the shock of the operation. Joan
and Harry have been through many trying
times together. Always before, their great
mutual love has brought them triumphantly
through. Will it give them the strength
they need now?

Ever since Dr. Jerry Malone went to New
York to work, and came under the influence of Lucia Standish, his life has been
confused. Not only does his marriage to
Anne seem definitely to have broken up,
but he has lost the love of their daughter,
Jill. He finds this out when he makes a
quick trip to Three Oaks to bring Jill back
to New York for an exciting visit — and Jill
refuses to go, or even to see him. Return-

Nora have given him of his dead father's
dishonest character, is finally accepted as
a patient by the psychiatrist, Dr. Seargeant,

Nora Drake
heard on
CBS 2:30 P.M. EDT

MARRIES

DOCTOR

Young Tom Morley, his whole mind shaken
by the proof which Charles Dobbs and

legal affairs Charles' firm is handling. But apparently the doctor himself
is in trouble, for to mysterious, lovely
Vivian Jarrett, he turns over all the money
he can lay hands on. Meanwhile, Charles
presses Nora to marry him at once — and
Nora unexpectedly hesitates. Is Charles
becoming too money-hungry? And who is
writing Nora the strange, compelling love
letters which she has begun to receive . . .
unsigned?

Wotton, Dorothy's boss, with whom she
was hopelessly in love. Wendy and her
managing editor, Don Smith, with the help
of Rusty Doyle, begin a campaign which
gives them proof that Wotton is engaged
in illegal drug traffic — and that Dorothy,
learning this, died. After Wotton's confession, Wendy and Don dedicate themselves to eradicate the menace of drugs.

WHEN

DALLAS

WARREN

Ellen Brown
heard on
NBC 4:45 P.M. EDT

BROWN

Louise Hancock, an old friend of Ellen's,
now the wife of Alex Simpson, is made the
pawn in a dangerous game which her
brother-in-law's fiancee, Madeleine Harper,
is playing to win Alex. Madeleine convinces Alex that Louise has always been
in love with Dr. Anthony Loring, the man
to whom Ellen is engaged and whom she
plans to marry as soon as circumstances
permit. Anthony, says Madeleine, arranged
the marriage between Louise and Alex
to rid himself of Louise. Alex, exercising his
power over both Louise and Anthony, insists that Louise divorce him and marry
Anthony or else he, Alex, will see that Anthony loses his appointment at the hospital.
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INSIDE RADIO

Dear Reader-Listener:
A new research system has been set
up in order to insure there being
more up-to-the-minute information in
Inside Radio than ever before. This
new system will enable time, program and station changes to be made
as late as the tenth of the month before Radio Mirror goes on the newsstands. Some changes, of course, will
be received too late to include but on
the whole you'll find the Inside Radio
listing
a precise guideTheto what's
the
dial.
Editors. on

All Times Below are Eastern Daylight Time
For Correct Central Daylight Time Subtract One Hour

A.M.
8:30

ABC

MBS

NBC

Local Programs

String Quartet

Old Fashioned Revival Hour

8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
8:45

World News
Wormwood Forest
Bach Aria Group
Male Quartet

Sunday Morning
Concert Hall

Happiness Hour

CBS
The Garden Gate
Memo From
Lake Success
News
E. Power Biggs

Dixie Quartet
Christian Science

Voice of Prophecy

Radio Bible Class

Message of Israel

Church of the Air

Voice of Prophecy

Negro College Choir

Church of the Air

Foreign Reporter
Frank and Ernest

News Makers
News, Howard K.
Smith
Salt Lake Tabernacle

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

National Radio
Pulpit
Religion in the News
Morning Serenade

11:00
11:15

Faultless Starch Time Back to God
UN is My Beat

11:30
11:45

News Highlights
Solitaire Time

Hour of Faith

Reviewing Stand

AFTERNOON

Trinity Choir of
St. Paul's Chapel

PROGRAMS
Invitation to Learning

College Choirs

Fantasy in Melody

Eternal Light

Lutheran Hour

Piano Playhouse

People's Platform

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

America United

William Hillman
Voices of Strings
Summer Show
Oberlin Choir

Sammy Kaye

Charles Collingwood
Elmo Roper
LP Record Parade

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

NBC Theater

12:15
12:30
12:45

3:00
2:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Chicago Roundtable

National Vespers

Choraliers

The Quiz Kids

Treasury Variety
Show
Summer Show

The Lutheran Hour

Your Invitation to
Music
To be announced

Cloak and Dagger

Hopalong Cassidy

Fine Art Quartet

High Adventure

Martin Kane
Private Eye

Milton Cross Opera
Album

Symphonette

Big Guy

The Shadow

Inspirational Hour

Music For You

James Melton

True Detective
Mysteries

Think Fast

To be announced

Speaking of Songs

Drew Pearson
Don Gardner
Music With the
Girls

The Catholic Hour

Roy Rogers

Henry Morgan

Nick Carter

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

The Falcon

Voices That Live

Summer Show

Affairs of Peter
Salem
The Saint

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Adventures of Sam

A. L. Alexander

Stop the Music

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

Main St. Music Hall

Opera Concert

10:30
10:15

11:15
11:00
11:30
11:45

Welcome Travelers

12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

2:45
2:30
3:00
3:15

Summer. Show

4:30
4:15
4:45
5:00

Guy Lombardo

5:15
5:30
5:45

Breakfast Club

My True Story

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

We Love and Learn
Dave Garroway

Behind the Story
Bob Poole

Modern Romances

Jack Berch
David Harum

Doughboys

Quick As a Flash

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Chuckle Wagon
Heatter's Mailbag

Boston Symphony

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree
Ladies ofFair
Game
the Day*

Today's Children
Light of the World

Queen For A Day

Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air
Victor Lindlahr

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness
Backstage Wife
Local Programs
Stella Dallas
Hoedown Party
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown
When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

EVENING

This is Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Shoppin'
Grand Slam
Rosemarv

Ladies Be Seated
12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs
Baukhage
Hancy Craig

Aunt Jenny
Wendy Warren
HelenGalTrent
Our
Sunday

Ma Perkins
Big Sister
YoungThe Dr.
GuidingMalone
Light

Artbook
Baker's Note-

Double
or Nothing
Quintet

Percy Faith

This Is New York

PROGRAMS

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

George
Art Van Hicks
Damme

Margaret Arlen

Missus Goes A

Double or Nothing

AFTERNOON

Steve Allen Show

Welcome to
Hollywood
Hannibal Cobb

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This Is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Happy Landing

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop Party
House
House
3:55 Cedric Adams

Casey
Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Conversation With

4:55 Hite and the
News

Fun House

Galen Drake
Hits and Misses

Superman

PROGRAMS

Summer Show
Walter Winchell
Louella Parsons
Chance of a Lifetime

Corliss Archer

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

American Album

Sheilah Graham
Twin Views of News

Take It or Leave It

This Is Europe

Jimmie Fidler

Contented Hour

Bob Crosby Show

Phil Napoleon
Orchestra

7:00
7:30
7:15

Jackie Robinson

We Take Your Word

7:45

Horace Heidt

1. ANTHONY SMYTHEL— a bachelor,
he has played Father Barbour in One
Man's Family (M-F 7 P.M. EDT,
NRC)
for the past eighteen years.
70

10:00

3:30
3:45
4:00

Amazing Mr. Malone Hit the Jackpot

Spade
NBC
Symphony with Enchanted Hour
Guest Conductor

Local Programs
8:50 Pauline
Frederick

Local Programs

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Clevelandaires

9:45

2:00
2:15
2:00

PROGRAMS

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

CBS
Do You Remember
Red Foley

9:00
9:30
9:15

12:00

This Week Around
Mutual Chamber
The World
Music
Mr.Drama
President
Bill Cunningham
Veteran's Information

EVENING

8:30
8:45

10:45

American Forum
of the Air

12:00

ABC

MBS

NBC
A.M.

Bob
Clem Warren
McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra
One Man's Family
News of the World
Irving Field's Trio
H. V. Kaltenborn

Local Programs

Fulton Lewis. Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter

Local Programs

Jackson & the News

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
The Lone Ranger

Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas
"You and—"
Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward R. Murrow

I Love A Mystery

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15

Telephone Hour

Murder By Experts

9:45
9:30

Band of America

Murder at Midnight

Rex Maupin

Night Beat

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

Ted Malone

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

The Railroad Hour
Voice of Firestone

Christopher London

Bobby Benson
Crime Fighters
8:55 Bill Henry

Ethel and Albert
Henrv Tavlor
Phil Bovero
Melody Rendezvous

Strictly From Dixie

* Heard in southern & western-central states

Hollywood Star
Playhouse
Talent
Scouts

Lux Radio Theatre

My Friend Irma
The Bob Hawk Show

I

^^[
CLAIRE NIESEN— came East from
her birthplace in Phoenix, Arizona,
to realize a childhood ambition to
become an actress. For the past five
years she has been heard as Mary
Noble in NBC's Backstage Wife
(M-F, 4 P.M. EDT) and she also had
several TV roles. As a result of one
telecast, she received parts in two
Broadway plays. Her favorite sports
are golf, tennis, riding — she also enjoys gardening and knitting.
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Casey
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Hilltop House
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House Party •
3:55 Cedric Adams

Break the Bank
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Yukon
Superman

Dangerous
Assignment

Galen Drake
Hits and Misses
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Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas
"You and — "

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love A Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Lone Ranger
Dr. 1. Q.

International Airport
8:55 Bill Henry

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward R. Murrow
Mr. Chameleon

Cliche Quiz

Dr. Christian

Adventures
of Sherlock Holmes
room
Buzz Adlan's Play-

It Pays to be Ignorant
ABC Club

Lawrence Welk

Summer Show

2000 Plus

Mr. District Attorney Family Theater
The Big Story

Strike It Rich
4:55 Hite and the
News

Can You Top This?
Summer Time

Ma Sister
Perkins
Big
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Conversation Witn

When A Girl Marries
Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

One Man's Family
News of the World

HelenGalTrent
Our
Sunday

Artbook
Baker's Note-

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

7:15
7:00

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
House Party
3:55 Cedric Adams

Wendy Warren

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

On Trial

Summer Show

Heard in southern & west-central states

Curt
"You Massey
and—" Time
Lowell Thomas

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

King's Men

Local Programs

Ladies Be Seated

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

PROGRAMS

Local Programs

Kate Smith Speaks

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

9:45
10:00

EVENING

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

EVENING

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Welcome to
Hollywood
Hannibal Cobb

12:00
12:15

1:45

Modern Romances

Behind the Story
Bob Poole

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15

My True Story

PROGRAMS

Margaret Arlen

8:30
8:45

John Steele Adventure
Mysterious Traveler

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Counter Spy

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward R. Murrow

Carnegie Hall

Mystery Theatre

Gentlemen of the
Press

Satan's Waitin'
Life With Luigi

America's Town
Meeting of the Air
Erwin D. Canham
This Is Your Life
Rex Maupin

Yours Truly, Johnny
Dollar
Labor & Management Philip Marlowe
* Heard in southern & western-central states
Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

Time For Defense

WILLARD WATERMAN— Mr. Mer
riweather in NBC's Halls of Iw
(Wed. 8 P.M. EDT) started out to be
an engineer but throughout hi*»h
school dabbled in dramatics. In his
spare time he sang on the air with a
church choir. At college, outside activities interfered with his studies.
When it was suggested he quit school,
he agreed. Since then he has been so
busy in radio he has had only one tenday vacation in nine years.
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CURT MASSEY— the star of CBS's
Curt Massey Time (M-F, 5:45 P.M.
EDT) learned music from his father,
an old-time fiddler well known in
New Mexico. With his sister Louise,
he organized The Westerners and,
with them, was heard on many network shows. In 1943, he became a
soloist, specializing in popular tunes.
Married in 1932, he has two sons, and
he has taught his wife to play accompaniments for his violin solos.
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Hollywood Theatre

HAZEL SHERMET— the new Miss
Duffy of Duffy's Tavern (NBC, Thurs.
9.30 P.M. EDT) will never need a
press agent — she used to be one herself. Seeking an acting job through
a New York advertising agency, she
was assigned to copywriting instead
and later, to publicity. She finally
landed a job on the Henny Youngman show and from there went to
other shows, where her duties included
imitating babies and cats.
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Clevelandaires

11:00
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Frank Edwards
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Mutual Newsreel
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* Heard in southern & west-central states

Robert Q. Lewis

Up For Parole
Broadway's My Beat
Escape
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MBS
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NBC
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9:15
9:30
9:45

Mind Your Manners

10:00
10:15
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10:45

Fred Waring Show

Local Programs

Galen Drake

Mary Lee Taylor

Leslie Nichols
Helen Hall

Shoppin'
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Gate

11:00
11:15
11:30

Lassie
Stamp Club
Archie Andrews

Vour Home Beautiful
News, Phil Shadel
Almanac
JoeRecordshop
Franklin's
Junior Let's
Miss Pretend
At Home With Music 11:05
Man on the Farm

CBS

ABC
No School Today

Local Programs

This Is New York

Coffee in Washington

TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS

Missus Goes A

AFTERNOON

Here, spotlighted for you, are some of the most popular and
entertaining network shows on television. Eastern daylight saving time is given in all cases and you may merely have to
make a time adjustment if you live in a different time zone.
However, many city stations broadcast transcribed films of the
original
telecast time.
— so play safe and check your local TV station
for the correct

PROGRAMS

SUNDAY
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

News
Man on the Farm
Public Affair
Luncheon With Lopez Dance Music

Theatre of Today

101 Ranch Boys
American Farmer

Grand Central
Station

National Farm Home Joseph McCaffrey
Jerrv & Skye
Summer Show
Cumberland Valley
Barn Dance

Navy Hour

woodOver HollyStars

Roger Dann

Give and Take

Recovery Story

Let's Go to the Opera Get More Out of Life

Singing Men

Game of the Day*
Bands For Bonds

Pioneers of Music

Dance Orchestra

Reports
seas From OverAdventures in
Science
Farm News

Caribbean Crossroads Phil Bovero Orch.
Recorded Music
Racing News

4:00
4:15

Living, 1950

4:30

Matinee at the
Meadowbrook

Sports Parade

Treasury Band

Musical Notebook
At the Chase

5:00
5:30
5:45

Voices and Events
Summer Show
Hollywood Closeups

True or False
Radie Harris
Music

Tea and Crumpets

To be announced

Club Time

Cross Section U. S. A.

Dunn on Discs

EVENING
Bod Warren

6:15

Religion in the News

6:30
6:45

Summer Concert

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

7:00 P.M. Whiteman's Revue
7:30 P.M. Aldrich Family

To be announced

Albert Warner News

Al Heifer
Preston Sellers

Harry Wismer
Vera Massey

Roger Renner Trio

News From WashingtonFrom Lake
Memo
Success
Sports Review
Larry Lesueur

Joe DiMaggio

Summer Show
Delles Operatta
Bert Andrews
Comedy of Error
Chandu the Magician Camel Caravan with
7:55 John B. Kennedy
Vaughn Monroe

Dimension X

Twenty Questions

Dixieland Jambake

Gene Autry Show

Truth or Consequences

Take a Number

Hollywood Byline

The Goldbergs

True or False

A Day in the Life of
Dennis Day

Lombardo Land

Judy Canova

Theatre of the Air

Grand Ole Opry

Rayburn and Finch

Gangbusters
Arthur Godfrey

Sleepy Hollow Gang

8:30 P.M. Godfrey Talent Scouts
9:00 P.M. Lights Out

7:00 P.M. Kukla, Fran and Ollie

9:00 P.M. Candid Camera

8:00 P.M. Silver Theater

9:30 P.M. The Goldbergs

8:00 P.M. Television Theater

Digest
Sing It Again

Voices That Live

9:30 P.M. Robert Montgomery

10:00 P.M. Studio One

TUESDAY
5:30 P.M. Howdy Doody

9:00 P.M. Fireside Theatre

7:00 P.M. Kukla, Fran and Ollie

9:30 P.M. Suspense
10:00 P.M. OriginalAmateurHour

8:00 P.M. Milton Berle

PROGRAMS

Music

7:00 P.M. Captain Video

|

Hawaii Calls

Your Hit Parade

9:00 P.M. Philco Playhouse
10:00 P.M. Celebrity Time

MONDAY
5:30 P.M. Howdy Doody

3:30

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

7:30 P.M. This is Show Business
8:00 P.M. Toast of the Town

To be announced

3:15

6:00

5:00 P.M. Super Circus
5:30 P.M. Hopalong Cassidy

WEDNESDAY
5:30 P.M. Howdy Doody

9:00 P.M. Kraft Theatre

7:00 P.M. Kukla, Fran and Ollie

10:00 P.M. Break the Bank

8:00 P.M. Arthur Godfrey

10:00 P.M. Boxing

THURSDAY
5:30 P.M. Howdy Doody

9:00 P.M. Kay Kyser

7:00 P.M. Kukla, Fran and Ollie

9:00 P.M. Morey Amsterdam

7:30 P.M. The Lone Ranger
8:00 P.M. Stop the Music

9:00 P.M. Alan Young Show
9:30 P.M. Wayne King
10:00 P.M. Martin Kane

8:30 P.M. Inside U.S.A.

10:00 P.M. Roller Derby

' Heard in southern & west-central states

FRIDAY
FRANK LUTHER — specialist in
children's programs and records,
whose NBC show is heard Sat. at
8:30 A.M. EDT, was born on a Kansas cattle ranch in 1907. A pianist
since he was five, Frank worked the
Chautauqua circuit as a singer and
pianist when he was only thirteen. He
later toured with Will Rogers in the
principal cities of the U. S. In seven
years he made 2000 records and aired
more than 1800 network shows.

5:30 P.M. Howdy Doody

8:30 P.M. Man Against Crime

7:00 P.M., Kukla, Fran and Ollie

9:00 P.M. Bonny Maid Varieties

8:00|P.M. Mama
9:30 P.M. Big Sister
10:00 P.M. Calvacade of Sports

SATURDAY
7:30 P.M. Hollywood Screen Test
8:00 P.M. Ken Murray Show ,

9:00 P.M. Calvacade of Stars
9:00 P.M. Ed Wynn Show

Ti
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By TERRY BURTON

A

vacation
is a travel
must." director
That's what
Carol
Lane,
for
the Shell Oil Company, told us
when she visited my family and me
as a Family Counselor.
Carol, who has recently completed
an extensive tour of the United
States perusing vacation spots, feels
that any time is vacation time.
As an example, Carol pointed out
that in New England, you can enjoy
all four seasons. "Some people," she
said, "like to be on hand to watch
nature make its annual debut, and
enjoy the spring air, while others
want to take it easy and see the
leaves turn in the fall. One important advantage in traveling off season," Carol added, "is that you miss
the crowds, and oftentimes it's
"When you think of Florida,"
Carol remarked,
thing
that
cheaper."
comes
to mind is"the
the first
winter
season.
But you can have a lot of fun in
Florida in the summer, too, have the
same things to do, and do them a
whole lot cheaper.
"From my own experience," Carol
said, "I've found that more and more
Americans are becoming interested
in the sensible rather than the fashthing to what
do." she thought a
I askedionableCarol
family should do if they find it impossible to get away for a one or
two week vacation, and she told us
that it's not only important, but possible for everyone to take a vacation— even if it's a short one. "Inasmuch as it's becoming a common
practice for firms to shut down from
Fridays to Monday, this gives us
weekends all around the calendar
forI short
automobileto trips."
was interested
know that the
Shell Oil Company had developed
an idea which they call the tourette. The tourette calls for taking a
road map that shows all historical
and unusual points of interest, and
drawing a 200-mile circle on it, with
your own home town in the center.
Then proceed to make up a series of
trips that will take in as many of
these
circle. spots as possible within the
As Carol
emphasized,
"Don't
worry
about seeing
everything
on
one trip, because you know you can
go back again. These trips can be
taken at any time of the year, and
what is so much fun about them is
that you'll discover places you never
knew existed right in your own
back yard."
"Any time is vacation
time," travel director
Carol Lane told Terry
and her CBS
listeners.

FAMILY

COUNSELOR

Wednesday Is Family Counselor Day On the Second Mrs. Burton, beard Mon.-Fri. at 2 P.M.
EOT
on CBS,
sponsored by General Foods.
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MARTIN

KARL

(Continued from page 46)
there he sang in musicals, the A Capella Choir, and studied with a voice
teacher. This culminated in his winning the All Chicago Vocal Contest.
Martin chose a general school scholarship—to Morgan Park Junior College
in Chicago, where he stayed for six
months before he had to quit and go to
work. While working during the day
as a shipping clerk and demonstrator
for a handicraft company, Martin sang
with an opera company in Chicago at
night.
By 1942, Martin had married Alma
Bedrit, a mezzo soprano with the Opera
Company. In September of that year,
he enlisted in the Coast Guard and was
sent to Manhattan Beach for boot training. He sang in some of the Coast
Guard musical functions and in the
Coast Guard chorus until the Mariners
were formed.
Martin and his wife live in Beechhurst, Queens, with their three children,
Karl Martin, Robin and Aiming Ann.
Karl, who likes tennis when he has
time
for regularly
sports (which
isn't aoften),
still
studies
and has
repertoire
of fifteen grand operas. His wife, who
also studies music, plans to resume her
career when the children are older.
The Karls' recreation is musical, too
— they attend most of the serious musical functions and as a hobby collect
old operatic scores and histories. Martin is building a library of books on
opera.
Having achieved his ambition of
making a living as a professional
singer, Martin hopes some day to do
concerts and, possibly, an operatic lead.

JAMES

LEWIS

(Continued from page 46)
Lewis,
beenof performing
public sincewho's
the age
three, beingin called
on to sing suddenly is no situation at
which to bat an eyelash.
Born in Birmingham, Alabama,
thirty-one years ago, James began singing in kiddie revues at the above-mentioned tender age. While in high
school, he was leader of the orchestra
as well as singer with it. James continued his musical interests at Talladega College and graduated from there
in 1938 with a degree in sociology, a
subj ect he took in preparation for a law
career.
James came to New York in the summer of '38 toDishwashing
get a job before
starting
law school.
jobs were
the
best he could do until he auditioned for
and finally got a job in "The Hot Mikado"studying
(chorus). Forgetting
he
continued
voice and law,
in 1940
organized a quintet, "The Sophistichords." When they broke up, James
soloed for CBS and they signed him as
a staff singer. In 1942, he enlisted in
the Coast Guard, was stationed in
Manhattan Beach, where he met the
Mariners.
James and his wife, Janice Brooks,
whom he married in November, 1948,
live in a Manhattan apartment. James
is a golfer when he has the time, and
his more passive hobby is collecting
records, especially very old classical
recordings.
He hopes his future is with the
Mariners — he likes them and he likes
working with Godfrey. Maybe someday he'll go back to solo work, but
right now he's too happy.

*VWr doty mi do It f
"Doesn't matter how many times a day I need it,
Mother always has a 'change' ready. . ►
I don't know how she does it!"

Your Mother's a smart woman, Baby. She washes
your diapers with Improved Fels-Naptha Soap.
You can thank Fels-Naptha for getting all your things
so clean and sweet it makes you feel good, just to

put 'em on. And there's so much EXTRA washing help
in Fels-Naptha, it's easy to have fresh clothes ready
whenever you need them.
Mother — Remember

This:

ONLY IMPROVED FELS-NAPTHA GIVES YOU
THESE THREE WASHING ADVANTAGES:

1. Mild, golden soap.
2. Gentle, active naptha.
3. Finer 'Sunshine' ingredients
that get white things whiter
whiter than new —

and make washable colors
radiantly bright.
Look for
Improved

Fels-Naptha

at your grocer's — NOW!

IMPROVED

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAN/SHES

"TATTLE-TALE GRAY*
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SENSATIONAL VALUES!
Take All You Want

of

These New, Hard-Bound

BEST SELLERS
ONLY

35

EACH

PERMABOOKS— Handy-Size
Volumes for Fun and Reference

mGOREN'S
UP-TO-DATEH. Goren. CANASTA
The foremost
U. S. -Charles
card expert shows you how to play and win at Canasta!
Brand new, 192-page book covers fundamentals;
latest rules, play for 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 players, etc.
ONLY 35c
P9R
• 'U
so you
to your

WHAT
YOUR
DREAMS
MEAN— Herbert
Hespro. Nearly 1,000 dreams interpreted
can understand their meaning as applied
problems.
ONLY 35c

P7fl
THE PERMA HANDY WORLD ATLAS— Most
• I U sensational low-priced Atlas ever offered —
131 maps, 64 in full color! Includes air route maps,
natural resource maps, all 48 states, all countries
of the world, gazetteer, index, etc.
ONLY 35e
PRQ
FAVORITE VERSE OF EDGAR A. GUEST—
I U«I Cream of the crop from the lifetime writings of America's best-loved poet, from "Out
Fishin' " to "When Father Shook the Stove."
ONLY 35c
P7
EAT AND REDUCE— Victor H. Lindlahr.
I I
Eat three square meals a day — yet reduce
surely and safely! The President of the National
Nutrition Society tells how, in this famous health
book. Complete with tested diets, calorie charts.
ONLY
35c

P7Q
EVERYDAY
(How This
to clever
Say What
IIO You
Mean) —SPEECH
Bess Sondel.
new
guide shows you clearly how to talk naturally,
pleasantly and convincingly before one person or
a hundred.
ONLY 35c
m

SOUTH SEA STORIES OF W. SOMERSET
MAUGHAM. Tales of suspense for which
the great story-teller is most famous. 256 pages of
long stories — "The Letter", "Red", "Honolulu",
"The Vessel of Wrath", — etc. — none ever published before in this low-priced book form.
ONLY 35c
DO
HOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCA■ *■ SIONS — Sheff and Ingalls. Handy guide
with hundreds of sample letters. Two books in
one: Business Correspondence and Social Correspondence. ONLY 35c
MBEST
LOVED
POEMS— AEdited
by chest
Richardof
Charlton
MacKenzie.
treasure
America's
favorite verse for everyday ONLY
enjoyment
and inspiration.
35e
PERSONALITY
Jill theEdwards.
IDfiIV Shows
how easy POINTERS—
it is to become
attractive sort of person everyone admires. Step-by-step
directions on developing your figure, your voice,
your good looks, your poise, etc.
ONLY 35c

NELSON

SEND NO MONEY

NOW

unless you wish. Choose alt you want for FREE
(rial! Pay only for those books you keep.

DOUBLEDAY.

INC..

Dept. R.M.-7, Garden City, N. Y.
Please send me for FREE Examination, the Permabooks whose numbers I have encircled below.
Within one week I will return those I do not want,
or send my payment at the rate of 35 cents each
(plus 5 cents each for postage). Minimum order
$1.05.
PI P2 P7 P26 P69 P70 P71 P73 P74 P79

Address.

City, Zone & State
SAVE MORE. Endow payment with this coupon
and we will pay all postage. Same examination
and return privilege; refund guaranteed.
In Canada:
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Bond

St.,

Toronto
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TOM

LOCKARD

(Continued from page 46)
developed at the expense of a cook.
Singing, however, seems to be the
career for which Tom was slated. Born
in Baltimore, brought up in Brooklyn,
Tom went to college in California at
Pasadena J. C. and UCLA, where he
majored in music. He had to leave
school temporarily and take a job as
shipping clerk for a mail order plant,
and it was then that he started studying at night. Later on, when he went
back to UCLA, Tom worked as an extra
for MGM and sometimes did small
parts with the Los Angeles Opera
Company.
In 1941, Tom left college and enlisted
in the Coast Guard. After boot training
he was sent to Manhattan Beach in
New York, where the Mariners met.
The Mariners, incidentally, got their
first civilian job at NBC. They did a
sustaining show on Saturday nights for
ten weeks and then transferred to CBS
for a summer show. CBS liked them
well enough to sign them to a staff contract. Their first assignment was the
Aruthur Godfrey show in 1947.
Tom is a good friend of Tony Marvin,
announcer on the Godfrey show. They
both live on Long Island — Tom in Merrick.Tony in Amityville. And both are
married
Tom's
Dorothea toisgirls
a girlnamed
he hadDorothea.
gone to school
with at Pasadena and their two children are Marlayna, five and Paula, oneand-a-half.
Tom goes in for gardening, but likes
swimming
Anda he's
still studying voice, more.
learning
complete
opera
and concert repertoire. Eventually, he
hopes to become a solo artist.

NAT

DICKERSON

(Continued from page 46)
The time was February, 1947, and
Nathaniel was playing the geologist in
"Finian's Rainbow." Nathaniel sang
"Hand Me Down My Silver Trumpet,
Gabriel" and because it got him the
job, he considers it his lucky song.
Born twenty-nine years ago in Waycross,
Nathaniel's
familyto
moved toGeorgia,
Philadelphia
and he went
public schools there. After high school
Nathaniel hit New York and tried for
a scholarship at Juilliard — which he
didn't get. Jobs at Macy's were easier
to be had, and while working there he
saved enough money to enter Juilliard
as a student.
After Juilliard, Nathaniel, in 1940,
went to Fisk University in Tennessee,
and it was with the Fisk Jubilee singers
that he toured the U.S.O. circuit. Back
in Philadelphia, Nathaniel won a
Marian Anderson Scholarship. 1946
was the
year heandauditioned
for "Finian's Rainbow,"
the following
year
he was tapped for the Mariners.
Nathaniel married Ellen Hobson of
Philadelphia in June, 1946. They live
in Englewood, New Jersey, with their
two-year-old daughter, Natalie Ellen.
Nathaniel is very proud of the garden
around their new home — and that, of
course, means he had a big part in
bringing about its attractiveness. Other
Dickerson interests are woodshop
work and building furniture.
Like the rest of the Mariners, Nathaniel studies voice regularly. And
even though he made his concert debut
in Little Carnegie Hall, Nathaniel hopes
he'll always be able to stay with the
Mariners — and on the Godfrey show.

Let's Eat Outdoors
(Continued from page 57)
Yz cup white wine
1 cup olive oil
oregano, pepper
1 small onion, sliced
Let meat and vegetables
mixture several hours.
nately on long skewers.
turning frequently until
PICNIC
Makes

BEAN

Are you in the know ?

stand in wine
Thread alterCook on grill
done.

CASSEROLE

6-8 servings.

Combine in a greased casserole:
1 teaspoon dry mustard
2 tablespoons brown sugar
1 tablespoon ketchup
1 (18 oz.) can baked beans
Pat down gently. Bake in a moderately
hot oven (375°F) 30 minutes.
CUCUMBER
Makes

SALAD
Should you talk to a househaven't Qmet?
I I Check wifh your hostess
| J party
Give himguest
the deepyou
freeze
Defrost

6 servings

Peel and slice thin:
6 cucumbers

He didn't happen to be around when introductions were going on. So now, when he

Arrange in layers in a mixing
Sprinkle salt between layers. Let
in refrigerator several hours.
drain and press out excess liquid.
if too salty. Drain well.

bowl.
stand
Then
Rinse

speaks— you're a snub-deb. Defrost! According toEmily you-know-who, it's correct
to talk with any guest. Even if you haven't
met officially. You can talk back to your

calendar, too (when it taunts you with
"outline" qualms.) For Kotex has flat pressed
ends that prevent revealing outlines. And
your new Kotex Wonderform* belt is noncurling, non- twisting. Made with DuPont
nylon elastic: washes and dries fast!

Combine:
Yz cup finely chopped parsley
1 onion, sliced thin
1 clove garlic, mashed
Yz cup salad oil
Yz cup wine vinegar
salt and pepper to taste
Pour over cucumbers.
CHOCOLATE
Makes

Mix well.

Chill.

CRISPS

about 4 dozen cookies

Measure and sift together:
2 cups sifted flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
Yz teaspoon soda
Y\ teaspoon salt
Yz teaspoon cinnamon
Melt over hot water:
3 squares (3 ounces) unsweetened chocolate
Work with a spoon until soft:
Yz cup shortening
IV4 cups sugar
Beat together until light and
Add:
2 eggs, beaten
Yz teaspoon vanilla

What "lobster"
helps, if you've
look? that
[J Antiseptic lotion
I I Tinted makeup base

Stir in cooled chocolate and beat until
well blended. Stir in sifted dry ingredients. Chill dough until firm enough
to handle. Roll out a little at a time,
Ys" thick, on lightly floured board. Cut
with a scalloped 3" cookie cutter. Place
on an ungreased cookie sheet. Bake in
a moderate oven (350°F) 8-10 minutes.

NOTICE
Best Rosemary letters in answer to
the problem, What Sacrifices Should
A Woman Make For Her Husband's
Career?, which appeared in the
April issue, will be published in
the August,
1950, Radio
Mirror.

neckline's best for
your figure?

I□ I Halter
Camisole

I I A flame-colored formal

fluffy.

Which

You got yourself barbecued just before the
big dance! And with white marks left by
your swim-suit straps and bracelet. Next
time, take your sunning sensibly. Meantime,
ease the broil with antiseptic lotion; plus a
tinted makeup base, to cover up. (The first
two answers above are right.) On "difficult"
days, likewise, you'll be comfortable. You
see, Kotex gives downy softness that holds
its shape — because Kotex is made to stay
soft while you wear it!

□

"Little Boy"

Could be you're the buxom type? Or maybe
a build-up is what your figure lacks. No
matter. Choose a "Little Boy" neckline and
lament no more. It's the ideal camouflage for
either figure fault. And for solving "certain"
problems, why not let Kotex be your
choice ? Try all 3 absorbencies: you'll find
Regular, Junior or Super just suited to you.
And the extra protection you get with that
special,
safetymisgivings.
center of Kotex helps belittle
"accident"

More tvome/? cAoose KOTEX*
y/ta/j a// other samYary na/?6/hs
3

ABSOftBWHC/eS ; RE&UCAR.

JUA//OA,

SUfBft.
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Radio's Own Life Story
(Continued from page 20)
In 1944, he began inventing personalities— such characters as Froggy the
Gremlin on The Buster Brown Gang
and today wields such influence with
the younger set that when he read a
letter from a sick child who was afraid
she wouldn't get a birthday card, three
hundred thousand more poured in.
In March, 1932, radio was mobilized
to aid in the search for Charles Lindbergh's baby son, and for appeals to the
kidnapper to break his ominous silence.
The air was full of every detail of the
news, and the whole nation listened to
the flash bulletins in shocked sympathy.
Boake Carter was a news commentator
in Philadelphia when the story broke.
He reached quick national fame because of his caustic criticism of the way
the case was handled.

the

NEW SHAPE
is the

NEWS
The new-shape sweater-top dress is news because there's an
element of surprise to it. The little knitted top, worn with
a day-length skirt, is shaped as dramatically as an evening gown . . .
both front and back cut very low. That's imaginative designing!
The new-shape Modess box is news because it, too, is a triumph
of imaginative designing. Cleverly shaped to resemble many other kinds
of boxes. Wrapped, it might be bath salts, note paper, candy . . .
no one would guess Modess. Another tactful feature
. . . the new box is pre-wrapped before
it even reaches your store.

Only Modess comes
it

in the new-shape,

M

secret-shape box . . . pre-wrapped !
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Boake
Carter's
severe
him to
the big
time,comments
sponsored took
by
Philco, and his clipped British accents
were heard nationwide until his death
in 1947. His frankness drew a large following, but he infuriated the Army and
Navy by telling them how to run themselves though no one had asked him.
He was relentlessly anti-New Deal.
When war came to Europe, he was
violently anti-British. He was so vehemently anti-Labor that for a while
Philco was picketed by labor representatives because it sponsored him.
The important thing about all of this
was not so much what Carter had to
say but the fact that, though he enraged those who disagreed with him,
and they were in high places, nobody
stopped him. Air was free to all for
opinion within the bounds of decency,
and still is.
If you didn't like Boake Carter, you
could turn on something else, like the
series of enchanting lectures by Dr.
Hendrick Willem Van Loon which developed into the WEVD University of
the Air; or an unknown actor named
Orson Welles in The Shadow; or Eleanor Roosevelt in her first sponsored
series. All who remember her rather
painfully slow delivery of those days
honor her all the more for the dignity
and authority of her broadcasts and
United Nations speeches of today, as well
as for the very large sums she has made
for charity by her own efforts.
On the West Coast, One Man's Family was beginning its lengthy run. Carlton Morse, NBC writer and producer in
San Francisco, was taking note of the
increasingly desperate doings in daytime serials and mysteries, and thinking
that maybe people would like a change
from all that blood and thunder. His answer was the Barbour family, a set of
nice people who never met any murderers. The only things that happened
to them was a normal amount of graduations, picnics, marriages, births and
deaths. What novelty! People loved it,
still do.
In 1928 a newspaper man in Kansas
City, Goodman Ace, started reading his
column on a local station. In 1931 he
went to Chicago, and in 1932, he and
his wife, Jane, leaped off nationwide
from New York as The Easy Aces. He
became
firm exchange
friend of by
Jackmail.
Benny's
after a abrisk
Ace
had sent some jokes to the comedian.
Benny liked them and sent a note with
the check, "Your little gags got a lot of
laughs. If you have any more funny
material, send it along." Ace replied

crisply, "Your little check got a lot of
laughs. If you have any more funny
material, airmail it."
In Detroit, the cry, "Hi Yo, Silver,
away!" was sounding on the enchanted
air. When George W. Trendle, president of the Michigan Radio Network
of eight stations thought up a nice little
program for children, he had no idea
that he was thinking up practically an
entire new industry. Today, Lone
Ranger, Inc. produces not only radio
and TV shows, but a comic strip
(started in 1939) and gets a royalty on
puzzles, guns, badges, masks, suits and
other gadgets that sell in the millions.
Not to mention movies.
The man who plays the Lone Ranger
is one of radio's great stars, but, so far
as publicity is concerned, that mask
stays on firmly at all times and his personal life is shrouded in mystery. As
a matter of fact, there have been four
different gentlemen behind that mask.
The original Ranger was played by a
Mr. Deeds whose first name is lost to
history. After six broadcasts, George
Stenius took over. He was followed by
Brace Beemar who became a production executive and was replaced by
Earle Grazer, who rode the program to
fame. When he was killed in an automobile accident in 1941, the news was
kept as quiet as possible in fear that
the shock would be too much for the
children who loved the show, as indeed it would have been. Beemar
quietly put on the mask again and has
been playing the part ever since.
These shows were evidence of a brand
new trend. There was such marked
response to drama, human interest and
comedy that Radio Guide (a weekly
that started this year but is no longer
printed) came out with the coverline
"Are Crooners Doomed?"
Shades of Sinatra, fifteen years old in
high school in Hoboken! Not to mention
Perry Como or the Velvet Fog, all far,
far in our future.
1933: Petting had become necking.
The Century of Progress Fair opened in
Chicago and Sally Rand and her fan
dance became famous. Anthony Adverse was published, a record-setting
1224 pages that set the book business on
its ear. The best selling non-fiction was
Life Begins at Forty. Jigsaw puzzles
became a craze. A new kind of publication, comic books, was invading
the newsstands. On December 5 the
Twenty-first Amendment repealed prohibition. In the movies, Mae West swiveled her hips, ogled a feature player,
Cary Grant, and bit off the line that
was to take the nation by storm.
"Whyn't yuh cum-mup 'n' see me sometime, tall, dark 'n' handsome?" A chain
letter fever broke out — a chance for
those now really rocking under the depression to dream of money. Technocracy, another evidence of the same
longing, filled the papers. There were
15,000,000 unemployed. More banks
were closed.
The new president took over a terrified, collapsing country on the verge of
panic. His inaugural speech went out
over an international hook-up, and the
nation steadied when it heard those
words quoted so many times since, "All
we have to fear is fear itself."
On March 12 there was something
new in radio and in government. It was
the first Fireside Chat. The president
spoke clearly and simply about the
bank "holiday" and told exactly how
banks were going to be opened. The
fourth Fireside Chat, on October 22,

He Broke the Date

Don't Risk DEODORANT FAILURE...
Don'tThe Risk
Unhappiness!
Use/fee</®
Amazing
New Underarm Spray
Deodorant!
ONE SPRAY
IS WORTH A
DOZEN DABS

Millions are now switching to new, spray-on
heed in the flexible squeeze bottle, heed stops
perspiration . . . prevents underarm odor all the
live-long day. heed is so easy, so dainty to use,
say goodbye to messy fingers. No other type
deodorant, no cream or old-fashioned liquid
gives such long-lasting mm^^^mmmm
protection so quickly.
So don't take chances with
short-time deodorants . . .
use
heed, underarm
America's fastest
selling
spray
deodorant. At all cosmetic counters, 49^. Lasts
many months!

Neverbe
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View!

TRAILWAYS
PRESENTS

1950's GREATEST

See . . . 1/l44t. . . Safety
AMERICA'S
FAVORITE
VACATION
PLAYGROUNDS
AND

SCENIC

WONDERLANDS

Begin your wonderful vacation trip on a
TRAILWAYS Pleasure Planned TOUR any
day you choose. The one low price includes
smooth riding, air-conditioned travel in big
new TRAILWAYS luxury buses, plus fine
hotels and deluxe sightseeing. You may select
a regular itinerary or arrange stopovers as
desired.
Make the most of your vacation with good
times, good friends and grand experiences.
TRAILWAYS Pleasure Planned Tours are low
cost . . . easy on the budget . . . show you more
. . . take you farther . . . assure extra spending money. Mail th« Coupon Today.

TRAILWAYS

Pleasure Planned TOURS

changed the whole atmosphere of the
daytime serial, and after that came office wives, mistaken identity, amnesia
and many other plot devices which took
these dramas out of the doldrums.)
Chicago was also enjoying the start
of one of the oldest and most famous of

was a report of progress. There was a
lot of it, the most important being
emergency help for the farmer facing
bankruptcy, and NRA with its clear
permission to management and labor
to bargain collectively.
All of this went out over the radio to
the biggest listening audience in the
history of broadcasting. (What is little
realized is that President Roosevelt did
not "take over" radio. President Hoover
made ninety-five radio speeches during his term of office, only nine less than
FDR made in his first term). However,
radio took on new stature. Suddenly
the government no longer seemed
detached, walled away in distant Washington, unapproachable by the "forgotten man." With lightened hearts
everybody spun the dial to new shows,
and there were plenty of them.
There was the dazzling Kraft Music
Hall, for instance, an hour long program featuring Paul Whiteman, Al Jolson, Helen Jepson and Lou Holtz.
Through the years it was to present a
stunning run of talent: The Pickens
Sisters, Bing
Crosby,
orchestra,
Victor
Borge,Jimmy
Oscar Dorsey's
Levant
among the many, not forgetting the ineffable Bob Burns who was one of its
stars before he became its master of
ceremonies in 1936.
Even more fantastic is the fact that
Fred Waring had a hard time starting
on the air, though by 1933 his Pennsylvanians were a wildly acclaimed
dance band. They had been starred in
"Syncopation," first musical film, with
great success, but still nobody rushed
to sign them for radio. Waring did
thirty-two auditions trying to crash the
air, and no takers. Finally, Old Gold
decided to take a chance on his highly
distinctive style ("Collegiate, collegiyes we the
are rage
collegiate")
and suddenly ate,
he was
of the year.
People
couldn't get enough of him on the air
or in his many movie house dates. His
boys jumped up and down, put on absurd hats, flashed signs, changed coats
and in addition he had Rosemary, Lola
and Priscilla Lane as vocalists. (Remember the girls who went on to Hollywood
to do Don
"Three
Daughters?")
In Chicago,
Ameche
was working

the
early morning
shows, had
Don been
McNeill's
Breakfast
Club. There
other
programs designed to take the curse off
waking up but this program became
quickly irresistible because of its fascinating guests, from Blackstone the
Magician to General Doolittle.
The National Barn Dance had been
heard on Chicago's WLS since 1924
and this
year
it took jigs.
to the NBC network with
its happy
Late in the year a new voice was
heard all over the nation. It was Walter
Winchell, biting off at his inhuman
speed, "Good - evening - Mr. - and-Mrs.America-and-all-the-ships-at-sea - let's
go-to-PRESS!" and signing off with a
typical Winchellian pun, " — with loof love,"
for Woodbury-Jergens.
His tionsrise
to fame
is quite a story. He
was born in a poor sector of New York
in 1897. When he was thirteen, he went
to work as a singing usher. Fellow
warblers were Eddie Cantor and
George Jessel. What a trio! It was not
long before all three were signed for
vaudeville by Gus Edwards, who
picked Winchell as the most promising
stage material of the three in their
first tryout! Winchell's first coined word
was "Newsense." He used it as title on
a couple of typewritten pages of gossip
that he pinned on the bulletin board of
each theater he played in when he returned to vaudeville after serving in
the Navy in World War I. This led to
his first column of Broadway gossip.
He made his first broadcast in 1930,
but not until this year did he begin to
intersperse opinions on national affairs
with inconsequential exclusives about
who was middle-aisling and who was
expecting a bundle from Heaven. It is
impossible
to underestimate
thisthough,
man's
impact on our
current decade,
like all forceful characters, his listeners
are hotly divided for and against him.
There are those who think he ought to
be president. There is a much smaller
group that disagrees with some emotion
and makes an indoor sport of checking
up on his "exclusives" that do not come
off. What no one can fail to respect is
his organization of the Damon Runyon
Cancer Fund which has raised over
three million dollars to date, every
penny of which has gone to research,
with not a dime spent for administration. A great achievement.

up fast. He had studied law at Marquette, Georgetown and Wisconsin universities, but college dramatics took
him into stock, a vaudeville tour with
Texas Guinan and then radio. In 1933,
he was the matinee idol of Chicago,
playing in four daytime serials. (Including the trail-blazing Betty and Bob,
which talked of divorce and another
woman, and in which a child died. This

/»•
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• No make-believe here! That's why
"My True Story" Radio Program is so often called a
"refreshingly different show." These real-life dramas,
picked from the files of True Story Magazine, give
you a further insight into life. You'll readily recognize situations which your closest friends, and even
you, may have to face — and be interested in their
solutions. A complete story every day, Monday
through Friday.
TUNE IN
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BROADCASTING

STATIONS

Jimmy Fidler, who rounds out the
Sunday night trio of Winchell and Parsons in the immensely interesting gossip department, went on this year, too.
He started as an actor after winning a
screen test in a movie magazine contest. In 1920 he began writing for the
Hollywood News, became a press agent
and found his real vocation when
pressed into service as a pinch-hitter
on the old Hollywood on the Air series.
In the east, Jimmy Durante was
grinding
out "Inka
Dinka and
Doo."
George
Givot, born
in Russia
reared
in
Omaha, became the Greek Ambassador
of Good Will and proprietor of the
"Acropolis Number Seven." Ken Murray made his first air appearance, later
went to Hollywood and staged "The
Blackouts" which led to his own TV
show in 1949. Lily Pons was heard in
"Mignon"
with itthe
Metropolitan
and
after that
seemed
as if she opera,
were
always singing the "Bell Song" from
"Lakme" somewhere on the air. Warden Lewis E. Lawes started his absorbing Twenty Thousand Years in Sing
Sing which he continued until 1939. Dr.
Fu Manchu began his derring-do adventures. Dr. William Lyon Phelps,
known as "America's most beloved proafter his of
many
at Yale,
began afessor"series
air years
lectures.
The
University of Chicago Round Table, on
the air since 1931, took to the NBC
network.
Until this year — 1933 — radio had depended on the press almost entirely
for the gathering of news. There were
few exceptions, notably the reports of
Frederick William Wile and other
Washington airmen, and some eye-witness accounts of sports events. For the
main body of news the networks had
an arrangement with the great wire
services, AP, UP and INS, for use of
their material, with the firm understanding that it was not to be broadcast until after newspapers were out.
Independent stations didn't bother to
buy these services, and newspapers
were setting up cries of "piracy!" This
was a pretty accurate description, as a
matter of fact. In 1932, the thing came
to an open fight when someone made a
mistake. The news that FDR was
elected was broadcast as soon as the
flash came over the wire-service tickers. By the time the papers were on
the street the news was cold. The press
was furious. The wire services clamped
down and for a while there was practically no timely news on the air.
Then Paul White, news director of
CBS, formed the first radio news bureau. With only ten full-time reporters
he undertook to cover the whole world.
The press snickered up its sleeve. It
stopped laughing, however, when White
signed up several hundred part-time
reporters all over the country and began to give newspapers a run for their
money. At NBC, A. A. Schecter, news
director, was spending a fortune on
long distance calls, but his staff was
managing to get good hot news for
Lowell Thomas's broadcasts which
were becoming very popular. The fight
came to an end in 1935 when press and
radio worked out an agreement for interchange of facilities.
The public, however, was much more
concerned with the lighter side — such
as the happy comedy of Phil Baker, who
had bought a second-hand accordion
when he was ten, and began his career
when he was fourteen. He ran away
from home in New York and won first
prize in an amateur contest in Boston.
Fifty cents! He was on his way, to for-
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No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide tested
for the douche is so powerful yet safe to tissues
Isn't it much easier and safer for a
daughter to learn about hygiene {internal cleanliness) from her mother than to
rely on 'half-truths' and misinformation
whispered among girl friends?
For this reason, a modern mother
must keep up to date and be able to tell
her daughter to always put zonite in
her fountain syringe for health, charm,
after her periods, and especially to follow
this hygienic
practice
married. She must
makewhen
her she's
daughter
realize there's an offensive odor which
she herself may not detect but is so
apparent to people around her.
And isn't it reassuring for a daughter
to know: no other type liquid antisepticgermicide tested for the douche is so
powerful yet safe to tissues as zonite!
A Modern Miracle!

Modern women no longer have to use
dangerous products, overstrong solutions of which may gradually cause

Zonite
FOR

NEWER

feminine nypiene

serious damage. Nor will they want to
rely on weak homemade solutions —
none of which have zonite's remarkable
deodorizing, germ-killing action.
Developed by a famous surgeon and
scientist, the zonite principle was the
first in the world that was powerful
enough yet positively non-irritating,
non-poisonous. You can use zonite as
directed
injury. as often as you wish without
Gives BOTH Internal and External
Hygienic Protection

zonite deodorizes not by just 'masking'
as many products do. Instead, zonite
actually dissolves and removes odorcausing waste substances. Use zonite
and
be surea soothing,
you won't refreshing
offend, zonite
has such
effect
and promptly relieves any itching and
irritation if present, zonite gives daily
external protection, too. Available at
any drug counter.

FREE!

NEW!

For amazing
enlightening NEW
Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published — mail this coupon to
Zonite Products Corp., Dept. RM-70,
100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.*
State,

♦Offer good only in the U.S.
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tune! In 1917 he teamed in vaudeville
with Ben Bernie, and went on to make
the word "stooge" famous. Beetle (the
man in the box) was Sid Silvers. Bottle
was Henry P. McNaughton, now on the
panel of It Pays to be Ignorant. In
1941, Baker thought up something that
was to start a craze that is still roaring.
It was Take It or Leave It, featuring
the sixty-four dollar question.
In 1933, Jack Armstrong, "the ailAmerican venturesboy,"
haveno his
in such began
numberto that
onead-is
surprised that he still has not graduated
from Hudson High. The giveaway on
this show was a fine thing called the
Hikometer, and the commercial was
the deathless:
Won't you TRY Wheaties,
The best breakfast food in the land?
Once you TRY Wheaties
You'll never use another brand.
They're
crispy and crunchy the whole
year through,
The kiddies never tire of them and
neither will you —
So breakfast
won't youfood
TRY in Wheaties,
the land! the best

PERIODIC PAIN

"Call for Phillip Mor-ris" rang out
for the first time this year. What few
people know is that Johnny is a real
little guy, not a recording. His name is
Johnny Roventini. He lives in Brook-
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stories of the year, revealing a Protestant girl's problems with religion and love.
What would you do?
Read it in July TRUE
at your

finished
through
Allen

STORY

newsstand

now!

and a dozen other heartstirring stories, including
Poison

Pen — a

dramatic

story of intrigue
I Wanted

to be an Actress

— how a teenager learns
what a stage career really
means.

two

the
the

Are Always

With

Me

— the tender story of a love
that was stronger than death.

Show

lyn with his mother and father, who are
average size as are his sister and two
brothers. Johnny is three feet, eleven,
and weighs fifty-nine pounds. He
was working as a real bell-hop in the
Hotel New Yorker when Milton Biow,
head of the agency that handles Phillip
Morris advertising, noticed him and
gave him an audition by asking him to
page a "friend." For the next five minutes little Johnny roved the hotel shouting "Call for Mr. Morris," and hitting
that true B-Flat now so well known.
That was the end of working for fifteen
dollars a week and tips. He now has a
lifetime contract that brings him
twenty thousand dollars a year.
In November, seventeen years ago, a
handsome new monthly took the stands,
Radio Mirror. Its editor was Belle
Landesman. Mary Margaret McBride, a
newspaper woman who was to make a
great success on the air in 1934, was a
regular contributor. So was Jerry
Wald, now a prominent Hollywood producer, Herbert Cruikshank, and Bill
Vallee, Rudy's younger brother. Radio
Mirror's biggest feature story of that
year was a series by Thomas Cowan,
great announcer since the start of WJZ,
who was writing his memories of the
quaint old days of radio! Ah, there,
Thomas!
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One of the outstanding

You
two?"
they
halfway

magazine I was reading."
— CBS' Burns and

R

"I Love a Catholic"

NEXT MONTH
The start of Mutual. The case of
Father Coughlin. Major Bowes invents the Amateur Hour. Bob Hope
and Fibber McGee and Molly arrive.

I ChOse the Hard Way —
the dramatic story of a girl
who went home after a
prison term.
PLUS

a complete Home Service Section
featuring stories and photos on
fashions, beauty, decorating, homemaking and a special article on saving money around the home, with
64 ideas to help you do it.

Get True Story today |
at your newsstand
.

DOTTIE

SCHWARTZ

(Continued from page 47)
Virginia Osborn. The outcome of that
telephone call was the formation of the
Chordettes. And the outcome of the
Chordettes, three years later, was a
chance to audition for Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts. Once past that hurdle,
they took top honors on the September
26, 1949 program and won a permanent
spot as members of the Godfrey cast.
That any of this could happen must
still be something of a surprise to this
quiet young girl who hasn't "gone New
York," who still wears sweaters and
skirts as often as she'd wear them in
Sheboygan and who has secret hopes
of getting back to Wisconsin some day.
Though this desire to return home is
still
a vague
with Dottie
having
much one
too much
fun —in she's
the
meantime — you feel that she really
means it. You feel that for her the
tempestuous life of the big city can
only be a temporary arrangement. New
York has its compensations for Dottie
though. After those long stints on the
road, she thinks it's wonderful to be
settled in one place.
But even though the strain of shunting back and forth between engagements has been eliminated, the Chordettes' schedule is no less strenuous.
When they are not rehearsing for the
morning show or for the Wednesday
evening TV show, there are fittings,
dancing lessons and song conferences.
Sometimes, like the proverbial busman, Dottie spends her holidays in
Jersey City juke joints, listening to
other barbershop quartets and seeing
old friends from the road days. Those
old friends, you can be sure, are always
happy to see this member of the most
famous
the land.women's barbershop quartet in

JANET

ERLET

(Continued from page 47)
is more mature than the rest of the
Chordettes, but she takes no under my-wing attitude. Instead, there's a
kind of pleasant bantering among the
girls, plus the true camaraderie which
is so necessary to any team.
Janet, Sheboygan born and bred, began singing as a child. She had appeared with local bands before the
Chordettes were formed and always
was interested in music and drama, but
her ambitions weren't fired until the
Chordettes were formed. Janet, who
seemscess to
have taken
quartet's
sucin stride,
likes tothetell
tales about
their pre-Godfrey days. Her favorite
is the mixed-up wardrobe incident. The
girls were scheduled for an appearance
at a Chicago night club. Their new
suits and formals had been packed in
Sheboygan and, presumably, shipped
on the same train they were taking.
"You can imagine our faces when we
opened the suitcases and found four
suit jackets, NO suit skirts, four evening skirts, NO evening jackets!
"Of course, it all worked out — we
quickly telegraphed home for our other
bags. But, you know, we never did find
out who was responsible — I guess each
one of us suspected herself!"
Janet's another girl who takes busmen's holidays — listening to other barbershop quartets and swapping stories
with friends from the old days. She
golfs, bowls and would rather eat steak
than anything else. And she has to eat
plenty of it to keep that indispensable
"bass" in condition!

florida
fashions

The Original from Havana, Cuba
Sold For Many $$$ More !

C^iutaTio^c/u^
2-PIECE
JACKET DRESS

• Eye-catching 2 color combinations.
Pinafore dress with separate contrasting bolero
jacket.
Full skirt with contrasting
insert gores.
• Fine cotton fabric . . .
Guaranteed Washable.
COLORS: Aqua with Pink;
Navy with Light Blue.
SIZES: 12, 14, 16, 18, 20; 40,
42, 44.

SIZES
12 to 44

JINNY OSBORN
(Continued from page 47)

Peg's pup upsets trash...

and to Peg it's a dog's life ! She has just
finished vacuuming that rug, and now
she must lug out the cleaner again.
"Drat that dog !" says Peg.

So does Meg's...

but Meg is smart. She has a handy
Bissell® for quick clean-ups, and saves
her vacuum for heavy periodic cleaning.
"It's easier with both!" says Meg. "Easy
on me, too !" says the pup.

Only BISSELL has
"BISCO-MATIC"* brush action
You don't need to bear down on the
handle at all ! This miracle-action brush
adjusts itself instantly to any thickness
of rug. Picks up dirt with an easy glide,
even under beds and chairs.
New

Bissell Sweepers

with "Bisco-motic"
Brush Action as low
as $6.45. Illustrated:
The "Vanity" at $8.45.

Prices a little more in the West.

Bissell Carpet Sweeper
R

Grand

Company

Rapids 2, Michigan

M

•Beg. O. S. Pet. Off. BiweU'i lull spring controlled brush.
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"Come on over," she suggested, "and
ask Carol to come along too."
As an afterthought, she added: "And
bring
music."
The your
number
of afterthoughts that
have paid off are uncounted, but in the
case of the Chordettes, Jinny's was one
that lifted the girls from a parlor in
Sheboygan to radio and TV spots with
Godfrey. Between the two extremes
lies the typical trek of singers: appearances, unpaid, at local functions; appearances, ill-paid, at local night clubs;
and then the road, where the girls
shifted back and forth across the nation
in a series of one-night and one-week
stands.
Jinny, like the others, has been singing almost as long as she can remember. She's the "tenor" of the quartet
and owes her training in that part to
her Dad. He was a traveling salesman
who also liked to sing. Unlike most
traveling salesmen, he took along the
family- while covering his territory. To
while away time on the road, Mr. Osborn taught his wife and daughter how
to harmonize. Jinny's interest in
music developed from there and when
she went to Frances Shimer College in
Mt. Carroll, 111., she chose it as her
major subject. It's still her major interest, for singing in the quartet takes
precedence over everything else in her
life. Most of her activities are geared
toward developing into a better singer;
dancing and bowling account for any
time she does find for recreation. But
despite a certain single-mindedness of
purpose, Jinny seems to enjoy every
minute of what life is now offering her
— and that seems a fair enough reward
for the girl who started something.

CAROL

HAGEDORN

(Continued from page 47)
would do with such training. Going
along
Dottie Schwartz
Jinny's
house with
one Sunday
afternoon toresolved
that problem, and when the Chordettes
made their first public appearance in
a Sheboygan Barber Shop parade, Carol
was convinced that there could be few
more pleasant ways of earning a living.
Carol is a tall, self-contained girl
whose enormous brown eyes have
earned her the charmingly appropriate
nickname "Eyes." She and the other
girls have been taking a ribbing about
their "Dutch accents" but now wiser,
they can give as good as they get,
having discovered that New Yorkese
has as many foibles as Sheboyganese.
Realistic in her views, Carol accepts
the fact that no one is perfect, but
thinks that the ideal man is one who
has a good sense of humor. What does
one baritone think of another, especially one on the same program? "He's
a nice kid and an awful lot of fun,"
Carol
will tell you when discussing
Bill Lawrence. And all the Chordettes
have an especially high regard for
Janette Davis and the Mariners, who
temporarily gave up one of their spots
so that the girls could go on the show
while waiting for their contract.
Outwardly, the girls are less impressed with New York than one might
expect, but the truth is that they have
been too busy to explore and enjoy it.
Carol, for one, is convinced that the
stories about New York's being a cold
town are mythical. But then, anyone
as charming as she will find a warm reception, no matter where she goes.

Imit
June nights are made
for spooning and manin-the-mooning,
but
JOAN LANSING
morning hours mean
dishes and dusting — and
time out for the GREAT EIGHT!
Yes, ma'am, that's what you hear
on your local ABC station— EIGHT
GREAT SHOWS full of exciting
entertainment to make the housework fly. Fresh as a June bud is
our favorite man-of-the-morning,
DON McNEILL, the lad who makes
"THE BREAKFAST CLUB" (sponsored by Swift, General Mills and
Philco, 9-10 AM, EDT) a cheerful
way to start every weekday. DON
and the BREAKFAST CLUB GANG
skip around the breakfast table with
the greatest of ease ... all of which
pleases the gals who like a merry
program pick-up in the morning.
For real
life drama,
Sterling
"MY
TRUE
STORY"
ratesDrug's
as a
great treat with millions of listeners.
Every Monday through Friday at
10 AM, EDT,
"MY stories,
TRUE absorbing
STORY"
presents
complete
tales that form the fabric of our
lives and times. At 10:30 AM, EDT,
America's favorite homemaker,
BETTY CROCKER, gives food,
fashion and decorating hints on her
famous "MAGAZINE OF THE
AIR." BETTY is always sure to
have tips that make housekeeping
lighter and brighter. General Mills
sponsors the "BETTY CROCKER
MAGAZINE OF THE AIR." Another high-light of the EIGHT
GREAT ABC programming is Serutan's VICTOR LINDLAHR heard
every day at 10:45 AM, EDT, giving
expert advice and comment on nutrition and good living through good
health.
The
modernROMANCES"
miss enjoys
"MODERN
at 11ABC's
AM,
EDT. This half hour of romance
combines all the features of dramatic heart-throb, suspense and
thrills. AUNT JEMINA'S boy,
BILL CULLEN, comes around with
"QUICK AS A FLASH" at 11:30
AM, EDT, with questions and prizes
and cash ... a breezy audienceparticipation show that's a real
honey. At high noon, EDT, ohJOHNNY OLSEN says "LADIES
BE SEATED" for music, fun, and
audience and listener frolic (for
Philip Morris Cigarettes) . . . and
at 12:25 PM, EDT, lovely CAROL
DOUGLAS makes "BEAUTY AND
FASHIONS" a daily five-minute
twin delight for the Toni Company.
Yes, ma'am, any day in June (or
July or any month) tune to your
local American Broadcasting Company station and hear marvelous
morning shows . . . the kind of
wonderful entertainment and variety
that rate as the GREAT EIGHT!
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Arthur Godfrey Starts
Something
(Continued from page 37)
heard. Maybe more. So he got a job
in the roaring, dirty factory of the biggest auto body works at the time — and
stuck it out as long as he could.
After that, he drifted again for a
while — all the way from dishwasher
right up to super salesman, with a suite
of rooms at Detroit's Book Cadillac
hotel — where, not long before, he'd
been manicuring vegetables in the
kitchen! Then Arthur bought himself
that last word in cars, a Stutz Bearcat,
and lived — for a while — off the fat of
the land. He was selling cemetery lots,
and all was well until he met an even
better salesman, who asked if Arthur
wouldn't like
to buy
a piece
an with
act — aa
vaudeville
team
of man
and of
wife
few gypsy musicians and a couple of
tumblers. Arthur found, when he left
the place, that he'd bought the whole
kit and kaboodle, including an elegant
rhinestone backdrop, for — by strange
coincidence — every cent he had.
Arthur onremembered
He'd
found,
that visithistobanjo.
Hasbrouck
Heights, that a good-looking guy
plunking away, singing sentimental
songs in a voice like a love-sick tenor
bullfrog, cut a very romantic figure indeed. He got out the banjo, used it in
the vaudeville act. Through bookings
on a minor circuit, through rookings by
theatre managers, until he found himself stranded somewhere in Wyoming,
with a pawn ticket instead of a banjo!
He went on to Hollywood, but Hollywood wasn't having any. So he began
to bum his way East again. It was in
Chicago that Arthur met an old Navy
buddy, and their reunion made Arthur
long for the sea again. So he joined
up — Coast Guard, this time.
In 1927, Arthur graduated from the
Coast Guard's Radio Material School.
Graduation, as it always is, was something to celebrate, and Arthur did — by
buying a new banjo, getting on an
amateur show on WFBR, Baltimore.
The manager of the radio station said
three things to him, "Your singing isn't
half bad," and "Your speaking voice is
terrific," and "Would you like a job as
staff announcer?"
It was a hard decision to make. The
Coast Guard meant security. But on the
other hand . . . well, he took the job.
Red Godfrey, the Warbling Banjoist
with a bird seed and pet shop sponsor.
Soon there were other shows: Red
Godfrey's Melodians, Morning Air Mail.
When a rival Baltimore station began
carrying Amos and Andy, WFBR
turned the time over to Arthur, told
him to go ahead, build up an audience.
Arthur used the time to give ukulele
lessons over the air. Apparently lots
of people wanted to learn to play, because Arthur did build an audience.
And the rest, as they say, is history —
right up to the present moment, when
Arthur is once more teaching listeners,
and TV viewers, to play the ukulele!

Have YOU ever
been'Stood Up?"

(SEE PAGE 79)

Paid Notice

That Qtlwi Uou, Could
Wreck Your Marriage!

Your married happiness depends on the real you * . •
confident you, never doubting your intimate feminine
hygiene. Don't risk becoming another you!
A lways make sure of feminine daintiness
2~Y . . . douche regularly with "Lysol"!
"Lysol" cleanses the vaginal canal even
in the presence of mucous matter. No
makeshift like soap, salt or soda can
possibly act the same way!
"Lysol" is the famous disinfectant with
amazing, proved power to kill germ-life
quickly on contact !
Yet, gentle, non-caustic "Lysol" will
not harm delicate tissue. Correct douching

solution in the simple directions on every
bottle. Many doctors advise patients to
douche regularly with "Lysol," just to
insure daintiness alone, and to use it as
often as needed. No greasy aftereffect.
Don't run this risk! Don't let neglect
create a "dual personality" ... another you,
full of doubts, misgivings and inhibitions !
Don't let that other you destroy your love !
Get "Lysol" brand disinfectant today,
and use it regularly.

Preferred &ib[ over any
other liquid preparation for
Feminine Hygiene!B E 6. U. S.^-^
/# Brand Disinfectant I
PAT. O F F. /^f^^m
Product of Lchn &• Fink

A Concentrated Germ-Killer
8j

Beautiful, Heavenly Lips
For You

WITHOUT LIPSTICK

And These Newly Luscious Colors
Can't Come Off On Anything
Bid "good-bye"
to lipstick
and see See
yourthem
lips
more
beautiful than
ever before.
decked in a clear, rich color of your choice —
a color more alive than lipstick colors,
because — no grease. Yes, this new Liquid
Liptone contains no grease — no wax— no
paste. Just pure, vibrant color. Truly,
Liquid Liptone will bring to your lips color1
beauty that's almost too attractive!
Makes the Sweetest Kiss
Because It Leaves No Mark on Him

Think of it! Not even a tiny bit of your
Liquid Liptone leaves your lips for his— or
for a napkin or tea-cup. It stays true to
your lips alone and one make-up usually
suffices for an entire day or evening.
Feels Marvelous

on Your Lips ...

. . . they stay delightfully soft and smooth.
PLEASE TRY LIQUID LIPTONE AT MY INVITATION

Once you experience the greater beauty of
liquid color and know that your lip make-up
will stay on no matter what your lips touch —
I'm sure you'll thank me for this offer. Let me
send you costume-size Liquid Liptone — one or
more shades. Each is at least a two weeks'
supply. Enclose 25c for each shade to cover
postage, etc. You will be thrilled by the
startling new beauty that
Liquid Liptone instantly
brings to your lips.
Accepted for advertising
in publications ol the
American Medical Association

liquid liptone
SEND

COUPON

for generous

Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 0147
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.
Send Costume Sizes. I enclose 25c, which includes Fed.
tax, for each shade checked below:

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Medium— Natural
true red— very flattering.
Gypsy— Vibrant deep red— ravishing.
Regal— Glamorous rich burgundy.
Orchid— Exotic pink— romantic for evening.
English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.
Clear (colorless)— Use over lipstick, smearproofs.
CHEEKTONE— "Magic" natural color for cheeks.
□ 1 English Tint Q 2 Coral Q 3 Deep Cherry
Miss
Mrs
.
AddressCity
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But Not for Love
(Continued from page
New York has some of the most beautiful girls in the world cluttering up
its streets, I managed to have quite a
bit of this fun I've been talking about.
Then one night, at a party, I found
Carol.
Sitting on a studio couch, with her
wonderful legs sort of folded under
her, she was the most — oh, I'm no poet.
I can't say it. She shone, that's all. Her
hair, which was short and dark, was
like silk, and her skin glimmered and
her eyes sparkled.
I kept looking over at her, and yet I
didn't move. I was either reluctant . . .
or scared. Instinct? No, not instinct.
Believe me, I heard no little bells ringing for "Danger — keep off." I was just
scared because I couldn't remember
ever feeling like this before.
Finally I stood up, and wove my way
over to where she was sitting. If
there were others around I didn't
notice. I was too busy concentrating on
this major effort I planned to make —
the effort of speaking to her. I said
politely,
"You uplookat awfully
She looked
me for healthy."
a second
without speaking, and then her mouth
twitched. "Do I understand by this
that you would like to hold my hand so
that you can check my pulse rate?"
"Madame! You insult — you underme!" I be
swayed
and
decided itestimate
would
better a tolittle,
sit down
and try to explain myself clearly. "Can't
you tell by looking at me," I said reproachfully, "that I am a man with
much bigger ideas than that? Besides
I go around all day holding hands and
feeling pulses. I'm a doctor."
"Oh," said Carol. "Then natural"Naturally," I agreed. For this
seemed•" at the time like a very momenly - .tous conversation.
It was momentous, in a sense. It was
the last time I had to bother drinking
to have fun at a party or anywhere else.
From then on, I only had to be with her
to get that ali's-right-with-the-world
sensation.
Ah, but, you may say, that's all very
well. You were in love. That's fine —
but what about her? Did she get that
feeling too when she was with you?
Yes, pared
you
may well
to answer.
Sheask,
did.and I'm preWhen you get to that stage, you begin
to make plans. You can't help yourself,
— the urge to spend the rest of your
lives together is too strong. Now that
I think about it, it was Carol who was
the cautious one. "Let's not rush ourselves, Ken," she'd say, looking worried. We haven't known each other
long
enough
. . . we getting
don't want
to start
all this
talk about
married,
not
"Don't we?" I'd say, and then she
would glance up and the frown would
disappear,
comeout into
my arms
as naturallyandas she'd
if being
of them
was
just a temporary
accident.
"
yet —
Plans.
Whether I'd go into practice
and make a million bucks or go into research and become the eminent Dr.
Morgan. Sometimes, even whether it
might not be wiser to leave New York,
start out in some smaller town. I told
her a lot about Reed — that's Dr. Reed
Bannister
and liked —sowhom
much. I'd met in the Army
"He makes out pretty well in this
town of his, Glen Falls," I told Carol.
"Maybe in a small town you do get a
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chance to do bigger things. You have
to be more of an all-around guy than
you compartmentalized,
can be in New York,
where just
it's
all
everybody
turning his own particular wheel. Bannister's a pretty vital guy. I bet he accomplishes alot more on Main Street
than I ever do on Park Avenue — "
Carol propped her round little chin
on her palm, and raised an eyebrow.
"Ah," she said sweetly, "I see you've
already arrived on Park Avenue. Wonderful what talking can accomplish,
isn't it? Let's talk some more."
"Yes, let's, but not right now," I said,
reaching for her hand. "Let's talk some
other
."
And time
then,. . with
a crashing suddenness I can't describe, everything was
different — overnight. Different — colored with the menace of Luther Blaine.
That Blaine should have been a menace at all was simply ludicrous. He was
just a man, rather pudgy, with a heavychined face and bothered little eyes,
and I'd say he could have done with a
blood pressure check. He was around
forty-three, give or take a year. The
only important thing about Luther was
the paycheck he got from one of the
biggest ad agencies in New York.
Oh — sorry. There was one other important thing. He wanted Carol.
That didn't mean a thing in my life.
At
a rough
estimate
twothirds
of theguess,
men I'd
Carol
passed that
walking
down Madison Avenue at lunchtime
turned around to get a second look. So
it didn't bother me a bit when Blaine
began to call Carol up and hound her
for dates. Not as long as she told me
all about it, and wondered how to get
rid of him without hurting the guy's
feelings.
Don't ask me how it happened. One
day she was Carol, my Carol, I thought.
The next day she was Mrs. Luther
Blaine, and I was trying to pick myself
up and look around for what hit me.
It didn't take long to find out. An annual salary that runs in five figures
makes a pretty effective bludgeon
against a guy who doesn't even know
if he's going to have a salary next year.
I had a professor once who got a big
kick out of telling us that doctors never
had nervous breakdowns from anyused
to thinkthing butinoverwork.
those days "Brother,"
after Carol I went
up in smoke and square-cut emeralds,
"what you don't know about doctors!"
But all the same I didn't have a nervous breakdown, exactly. I guess what
saved me is that I moved so fast.
What's more, I had a destination. I
hadn't figured it out, but desperation
had pulled it out of the hat for me.
I was going to Glen Falls, Reed Bannister's town.
Reed's talk about the town had stuck
in my mind. And I liked Reed. We
used to talk casually about how it
might be to work together. Reed liked
me. He thought I was a good research
man, a good doctor — and he liked me
besides. And just then it was kind of
important for me to be around somebody who really liked me.
Glen Falls was just about what I expected. Ichecked in at the hotel and
went for a walk; the more I saw, the
more I liked it.
I went down and looked at the Health
Centre, and felt pleased and proud that
Reed had pulled it off — Reed and his
friend Dr. Wayne,
about whom he'd

told me quite a bit. I began to hope
thatdo.they'd find something there for me
to
It's been said before that people in
trouble are the most selfish people in
the world. I can see now how tied up I
was in myself, to really take in what a
surprise it would be to Reed to open
the door and find me on the step. All I
can say, when I think back to it, is,
"What a nerve I had!"
Reed, thank God, didn't seem to think
so. He was swell. So was Valerie, his
wife, whom I hadn't met before. They
welcomed me, rushed me into the
house, fed and wined me, insisted I
check out of the hotel .and become their
guest. And Reed had said there was
certainly work for me at the Centre!
I discovered something about myself
during the next few weeks. I was honestly glad to have been accepted in
Glen Falls by Reed, and for his encouragement and Valerie's that made
me hope I might make this my settlingdown place. And yet there was something wrong with me — I'd become cautious, exactly like a mongrel who'd
been kicked. I'd been mistreated, and
now, where there were people involved,
I circled warily around, sniffing, to be
sure I wasn't going to get kicked again.
That's how I happened to antagonize
John Wayne so much at the beginning.
I rather liked him, too — but I acted like

Little Lulu
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a high school kid with a chip on my
shoulder, couldn't seem to stop myself,
and kept baiting John till it was a wonder he didn't tell Reed to throw me out
on my ear.
Maybe John never would have come
to understand
me, norNow
I him,that
if itI hadn't
been
for his wife.
know
her better I've got an idea that everybody who knows Ruth Wayne is just a
little different from the way they'd be
if they didn't happen to know her.
I ought to write it with a capital P —
Person. I knew she was one the first
time I saw her, when she came to the
Centre one day to pick John up for
lunch.
She gave me her hand with a warm
smile. "Dr. Morgan. I'm so glad you're
going to be with us. I've heard so much
about you from Dr. Bannister."
"And from Dr. Wayne, no doubt?"
"He has spoken of you."
I laughed. "I can imagine," I said
nastily. That's how it was with me then
— even when I wanted to be pleasant
and human with somebody the words
came out all twisted and I ended up by
being nasty. It was as though some inner devil kept prompting me: Remember, scratch first or you'll get scratched;
look out for yourself!
Mrs. Wayne said casually, "Now that
I've met you, I can understand some of
the things John has said."
It was a real struggle, but for once
I said what I wanted to say. "I'm sorry,
Mrs. Wayne. Sometimes when I open
my mouth even I don't know what's
coming out. I deserve what you said.
Can we start all over again from the
shaking-hands
She put herpart?"
hand in mine and
laughed slightly as I squeezed it a bit
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too hard. "No, you misunderstand me,
Dr. Morgan. It's just that John said
you seemed to be under some kind of
strain. I thought when I saw you that

get you transferred to John," she
interrupted with "No — no, it's you I
want to speak with. I'm a bit puzzled
about
"Hopesomething."
I can help."
"Well . . . look here. Do you know
somebody
named
"Why, no,"
I said.Caroline?"
Then suddenly my

he For
was anright."
instant I went stiff with resentment; then I relaxed. Not even to
Reed had I made any mention of what
had driven me to Glen Falls. I'd let him
think it was just a decision to leave the
big city. I'd known that my best chance
for peace of mind was to forget the details of what had happened.
But facing Ruth Wayne, I realized
that if I weren't careful another impulse was going to fight its way to the
top. The impulse to break down and
talk, tell somebody all about it. And
if ever I did that, I'd surely be lost.
Once I fell apart I'd never in the world
be able to get myself together again.
And so I stared at Ruth in silence,
thinking, "If I ever did tell anybody, it
would be you." And on the heels of
that, wondering why I had thought it.
I had only just met the woman, and
maybe she wasn't even going to like
me!

heart flumped. Caroline? What's happened? Why are you asking me?"
"Maybe not Caroline," Ruth said worriedly. "Carol-something. Twice now
it's happened.
had these
distance calls We've
from New
York longand
when I've answered, this girl's voice
comes on asking to speak to somebody.
I know it sounds funny, but the first
time she was either crying or had a bad
cold and I just could not make out
whom she was asking for. She muttered something, and then suddenly
said, 'Oh, never mind, never mind' —
just like that — and rang off! But the
second time the same thing happened.
The call came through, and the same
girl said 'Hello'. Then she said could
she speak to the Doctor, and when I
said Dr. Wayne was out she said — I
think she said — 'No, no, Dr. Morgan.' I
explained
that for
you Dr.
didn't
live there,
and she asked
Bannister,
so I
had to tell her he didn't live there
either. She seemed excited and upset;
I kept wishing I could help her . . ."
I"Well,
wet my
dry lips.
"What
then?"
I asked
if it was
an emergency,
and she said no, it was just — this is
where she began to sound peculiar
again. I believe she said Caroline, but
it could have been any name that be"Or Carol," I said.
gins like that."
"Yes, or Carol." There was a pause.
"Then you do know who it was."
"Yes, I know." I put my free hand
to my forehead and took it away wet
with sweat. "Or rather, I did know,
once." There was a line from a poem
running through my mind all of a sudden, and without thinking, I began to
murmur it aloud. ". . . 'But that was
long
ago, voice
and in came
anotherto country
.'"
Ruth's
me over. . the

I guess she liked me all right. Gradually Isensed that it was getting harder
to pick those childish little run-ins with
John, better
and itcontrol
wasn't as
so because
much because
had
he was I
getting smoother, harder to stir up. It
must be, I told myself, because Ruth
had told him to let me run my course.
There had been a kind of promise that
day, when she said goodbye and went
off for her lunch with John, a promise
of friendship and interest on which I
knew I could rely.
How did I make all this out from just
the brief contact I had with her? It's
not so hard to say. When anyone looked
at me for a half-second too long I made
a quick mental estimate of how he was
looking at me, what he was probably
thinking about me. No doubt about it,
Dr. Ken Morgan was the dead center of
a private little world in those days.
Considering what had happened to me,
I needed some time to pull myself together, granted; but those private little
worlds can become private little hells
if
you yourself
don't catch
in time
and
kick
backyourself
out into
the real
world.
I might not have managed to do it if
circumstances hadn't ganged up on me.
I'm glad it all happened; the shock
probably cleared up a lot of things that
were going wrong with my personality.
It was Ruth Wayne who rang the
first warning. She called up one day
and when I said, "Just a minute; I'll

wire, finishing the quotation, ". . . 'And
besides, the wench is dead.' I see. I
see quite a bit more than I did, now."
"Then you see why you must tell her
I've died or gone away or something, if
she should
callto again?"
It wasseenowthis.
ter-I
ribly urgent
make Ruth
had no emotional reserve to spend; I
knew I was scraping the bottom already. Carol mustn't find me. "Do me
the world's biggest favor — tell her to
go chase herself if she calls again?
I
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won't talk to her, I won't!"
"I'll do what I can," Ruth promised.
"You know, its exciting finding someone who remembers the same poems
you do. When you get a chance come
along and we'll talk about it . . . and
about anything else you want to talk
about. Will you do that?"
"Oh, yes," I said gratefully. "I will.
Oh, and thanks so much for taking this
nuisance so well. I don't know why
you should be bothered.
It's a shame."
Ruth laughed. "That kind of thing is
for strangers, Dr. Morgan. I thought
we Sowere
friends."as I hung up.
we already
are, I thought
And I would go and see her and talk to
her. Maybe about poetry — that would
be pleasant after all these years when
there'd been too much to do to leave
any time for poetry. And maybe, as
she'd
said, late
abouttheother
. . . had
I slept
nextthings
morning,
lunch with Valerie Bannister, and then
after she went out to do her marketing
I found I couldn't settle down to some
reports I'd planned to make out. Wandering around, looking for something
to do, I started turning over some magazines when the doorbell rang. I was
glad of the interruption; I sort of hoped
it might be Ruth, come to see Valerie
as she often did if she happened to be
passing. So I flung the door open with
a smile ... a smile that turned to stone.
Carol was standing there. Carol, in
a wrinkled blue coat and no hat and her
hair all mussed by the wind. When she
saw me she began to cry. "Oh, Ken,"
she said. "Ken, dearest."
I just stood there looking at her.
She pulled out a handkerchief and
mopped at her eyes. "Are you going to
let me in? I've come a long way."

I found my voice — very dry and expressionless, but it served to talk with.
"Not so far," I said. "It's not such a
bad trip. And if you rush you can just
make the five-fifteen express that goes
straight
"Ken!" back to New York."
"Sorry, lady," I said. "We're not buying anything today."
But I couldn't quite close the door in
her face. We stood a moment, staring
at each other, and then somehow she
was in, and the door was shut. I went
into the living room, and waited.
"Ken," she said, "you're like stone!"
I really believed she'd been going to
say,With
What's
happened to gesture,
you?
a discouraged
she
turned from me and went to one of the
windows, and stood 'looking out while
she talked. "I see you won't ask me
anything. I have to do it all myself. I
know I must be punished . . ." She took
a deep, sobbing breath. "I can't stand
it, Ken.- From the first day, I knew . . .
I won't be Luther's wife. It's you, Ken,
you — I love you."
I asked conversationally, "How much
did that coat of yours set Luther back?"
"Plenty." She turned and faced me,
grimly. "It's cashmere, very expensive.
And I've got a mink coat and a sable
cape and a couple of little emeralds and
things to go with them. Go ahead, rub
my nose in it! I tell you I know I was
wrong! I was You
scared,
you
understand?
knewKep,howcan't
scared"Did I?" For the first time she caught
I was!"
me
off guard. "I knew? Knew what?
You never told me much — except how
madly youmember. loved
me." I in
tried
reShe had sketched
her to
background for me growing up in a small

Southern town, coming to the city, hophead.ing to get on the stage ... I shook my
"Oh, I told you. Maybe not so much
in words." Her head lowered, and she
plucked absently at the windowframe.
"But that terrible fear of going back to
poverty — why, it was in my bones, in
everything I did and said. I thought you
knew me so well, it didn't need words."
"Ah, there it is." I shook my head
reprovingly. "Would you believe it, my
dear, I made that same mistake? I too
thought
I knew
you so
well she
..."hadI
picked up
the coat
which
slipped from her shoulders, and held it
out to her. "Remember, as you go out
into the diamond-paved streets of New
York, how wrong you can be about
things like that. And tell Luther I hope
he hasn't been too worried. I never
did trust that blood pressure of his."
"Okay," Carol said. She shrugged into the coat without any offer of help
from me, and went to the door. There
she paused, and said without turning,
"But please get this. I'm not going back
to Luther. I made a terrible mistake
and I've stopped making it. I won't be
his wife. If you don't love me any more,
I guess I'll have to take it. But I don't
believe you." Intensity crept into her
voice. "You do love me still. I know it.
You're just afraid, or punishing me. Oh,
please, Ken, please, think what you're
doing
to both oflook,
us!"andShewent
flashed
one beseeching
out. me
My knees, which had held me up
pretty well till then, suddenly gave. I
sank into a chair and stayed there,
thinking chaotically, until the room lost
itself around me in the early winter
darkness. All I was conscious of was
her name, and a terrible, mad desire to
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rush out after her into the night. Where
had she gone? Where was she staying?
Carol . . . Almost, not quite, I said it
aloud. I put my hand over my mouth.
What would happen now?
One thing I knew. She wouldn't give
up.
last lookThat
she'dI seen,
she'd
knownIn that
the truth.
still loved
her, still trembled to be in the same
room with her. The hours of that night
were a blur to me, with the realization
of that truth sinking deeper and deeper as they went slowly by. I knew the
following day would bring some further
move. She wouldn't let it go . . . and
I, what did I want? What would I do
if she came again, and pleaded . . .?
I got home from the Centre at about
four. There was no message. It was
almost like being reprieved. Then, as
I started up the stairs, the phone
shrilled frantically. I cleared three
steps in one jump, and picked it up in
stiff fingers. It was Carol, all right.
"Glad I caught you," she said. "I just
wanted to tell you goodbye. I'm going
"Oh. Where to?"
tonight."
"Let's not make talk. You don't care,
so why pretend? I just want to tell
you goodbye and good luck and God
bless you. I guess I don't blame you.
I'd come and beg some more, but what's
the"Wait!"
use ..."
I commanded. I struggled to
get my thoughts in order. I was shocked
because I'd been wrong, rocked back
on my heels. I'd been so sure she
wouldn't give up, and yet here she was,
and I didn't know what to do or say.
I could reach out with my voice and
stop her ... or I could let her go. My
heart's
pounding ofcould
heardto
in the stillness
the almost
hall. Ibesaid,
give myself time, "Where

are you

"In the hotel lobby. Paying my bill.
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"Wait!" For one last second I hung
now?"
on. Then I said, "Carol — don't go. Wait.
I'llThat
be right
down.
was it,
as weDon't
used go!"
to say during
theWell—"
war. I developed wings on my feet,
and flew down Green Acre Lane and
around corners, not stopping for
the bus. Breathless, I catapulted into
the lobby, and before I had time to look
around she was in my arms. What was
the use of kidding myself, to figure
things out, to see where we'd gone so
wrong? Carol was back in my arms.
She was going to stay.
Somehow, during the star-spangled
hours that followed, we did find time to
talk. I don't mean the talk that wag
made up of special, disconnected words,
though there was plenty of that. I mean
calm talk, plan-making talk.
We had

dinner in the hotel dining-room, together with three other couples, all
elderly. I remember there was a potted
palm beside our table. I remember
many things — how her hand felt in
mine, how she looked at me, as though
I were some kind of miracle like Halley's
comet, and
how her eyes shone . . .
I remember
all that.
But the practical things, I remember
them too. We decided that everything
must be done quickly, cleanly. She had
left Blaine a note, but had said nothing
specific in it except that she was coming
to look for me. Her trail had been of
the most nebulous kind — just a memory of of
Glen
Falls and with
the man
I'd
spoken
in connection
it, Reed
Bannister. For the first time I learned
that when she had found the Bannister
number
first time,
been toldandto called,
try thethatWayne
houseshe'd
for
him. It must have been the cleaning
woman Valerie sometimes had in for
special jobs. Anyway, that was how the
Waynes got into the picture. "You'll
love Ruth when you know her," I told
Carol. "Not that I really know her yet
myself, but she's the kind whose worthwhileness you can't mistake.
"Would
say that about me?"
Carol
asked you
wistfully.
I covered her hand with mine. "Let's
get back to Blaine," I said. "Do you
think it'll be too much for you, going
backknocked
and telling
him, tomorrow?
You'll
be
out after
two long trips
so
close together. Maybe you'd better rest
here before you take it on — or do you
want
to go her
for hand
you? in I mine.
will — "I felt
Carolme turned
how cold it suddenly became. "No —
better get it over with. I don't want
the poor guy to suffer. He's — he's been
good
to me.herKen."
I gave
a sober look. "I know
what it means to lose you."
"Oh, Ken," she said. "Ken . . ."
The next morning I put her on the
early train and then, not knowing what
to do with the wild elation that was
running through all my veins, I thought
of Ruth Wayne. John, I knew, had early
duty at the hospital, and if Ruth should
be alone, I could talk to her. I'd have a
different story to tell now, with a different ending, but still I wanted to tell
her about it, get her reaction. I walked
from the station and went up the path
to the white clapboard house with the
shingle in the window, and rang.
Ruth herself answered. "Ken — Dr.
Morgan!
How nice. Please come in."
I dropped my hat and coat on the
chair she indicated, and went after her
into the sunny, many-windowed living
room.
I said exuberantly, "I've come to have
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that talk with you. You know, the talk
f that's
about poetry."
She not
regarded
me with penetration
behind her smile. "You look as if something nice had happened."
"Everything's happened. Nice, you
call
it? story
Wonderful!"
then I told
her the
of Carol And
and me.
When I had finished, she gave a little
sigh and looked down at her hands. "I'm
so glad," she murmured. "I've worried
about you. So have we all — Reed and
John and Valerie. We knew the Ken
Morgan we'd been seeing wasn't the
real Ken. We hoped you'd come out of
I it . . . You know," she went on, "you're
lucky,
in a really
way. are
Later.
you'llendings
know
that there
no on
happy
in living. And no happy beginnings.
There are just happy times, mixed in
with the other times. I don't mean the
time to come won't be wonderful. I
hope it will, with all my heart — but
• you'll see one day that it didn't really
begin now, as you think. It's a natural
development
everything
that's
gone
before. But of
it is
fun to sort
of close
one book, and turn to the first clean
page of another, in your own mind . . ."
She glanced up and smiled. "Sermon
over. Now tell me — what happens
when Carol gets back?"
Well—
I hadn't She
thought."
I hesitated,
wondering.
ought not
go back
I to the hotel; it was so depressing. But
she had to live somewhere, while things
were getting arranged — the divorce,
and everything. I said thoughtfully, "I
ought to look around for a room for
her, I guess. Some place she can be
comfortable and at home."
I looked
• questioningly at Ruth, already firmly
convinced that she was the person to
turn to with practical problems as well
as the other kind. She nodded.
"Yes, that's what I meant. Let me
call my friend Mary Winters. She has
a place just outside town. She lets a
room every now and then. I think it's
empty
justandnowI —heard
wait, the
I'll click
call."of She
went out
the
phone, and then a few moments of
murmured talk to which I didn't listen.
I wasn't worried. I walked around the
room, whistling. I knew it would work
out; everything would.
"It's all right," Ruth said, coming
back. "I'll drive you out there now if
you like, and you can see if you like it.
Mary's a natural-born homemaker."
She was right. I thought Mary Winters' house and the room she showed
me were perfect.
I liked Mary Winters too, a thinfaced, graceful woman — not much more
than a girl, really, but with an air of
resignation, of patient acceptance of
sorrow, that made her seem much older than I'm sure she was. Ruth had
told me that she'd lost her husband
in the war, and later on, another man
whom she had come to love had tragically died. From the mountain-top of
my own happiness I smiled at her, wishing I could raise her — raise the whole
world — to the same kind of joy. But I
couldn't. I just arranged for the room
for Carol, and then Ruth and I drove
off.
Ruth drove in silence for a while,
then, as if having made up her mind,
she spoke again. "Ken — if I'm talking
out of turn, forgive me. I'm speaking
as a friend, and they're not always tactful. It's just — I just want to say — to
warn . . ." She shook her head impatiently. about
"Counting chickens,
all. Be careful
counting that's
them
before they're hatched, will you?" Don't
rush on even in your own mind, mak-
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ing plans . . . Take things one at a time.
You and Carol have a lot to go through,
a lot of past to dispose of and . . . well,
you know what I mean."
I nodded. "I do know what you
mean. You know — even now, when
I'm sitting on top of the world, I feel
as if I might fall off any minute? As if
I were walking on the eggs that those
chickens are going to hatch from? I
just what
you mean.
yet and
— "
Iknow
waved
my hand
in theAndair,
grinned. "I'm happy." I said. We
laughed together, and before she let
me out at the Bannister's door she
made me promise to bring Carol for
dinner the very day she got back from
New York. Wednesday, that would be.
Wednesday. At the Centre, the faces
of doctors and nurses and patients
seemed running together; I was too
fluttery in the stomach and too busy
listening for my name to be called for
the phone to be sure all the time which
was which. I know I said impatiently
to
"Bandage,
please!"
whenMrs.
it wasMalloy,
poor Mrs.
Malloy who
was
the patient, with her swollen ankle
right in my hand, and the young probationer standing beside me had the
bandage all ready. But these were
small matters, for I was a man with a
phone call to wait for. And then, suddenly, there it was. They were paging
me through the P.A. system. Carol,
back as she'd promised.
She was phoning from the station, so
I told her about the room I'd taken
and how to get out to the Winters
place, and apologized for not being
able to meet her. "My hours are up
at four today, though, and I'll change
and come straight out," I told her. "We
can have dinner together."
She hesitated. "Oh — well, as long as
it can't be till four, maybe it would be
better if I got some rest?" She laughed
nervously. "I'm bone-tired, I feel as
if I could sleep for weeks. I'll go out
there and try to sleep this afternoon
and then I'll be — " she broke off, and I
said, "What? What did you say, Carol?"
"Fresh for tonight, I was going to
say. I feel like a dishrag right now."
"Poor kid. Go ahead. Mrs. Winters
will let you be. She's not a gabby type.
I'll see you, sweetheart."
"I'll see you," she echoed.
There was a little drum inside me all
the rest of the day, beating out a
sprightly, happy tattoo — Carol's back,
Carol's back, Carol's back, back, back.
It was only then that I let myself adhow frightened
nevermit be
back at all. I'd been that she'd
I gave her all the time I could. When
I got home from the Centre I brushed
and polished myself up as if I were still
in the Army. I preened around in front
of the mirror, carefully examining my
hairline to see if it had receded any, for
at least fifteen minutes. I didn't look
bad at all. Almost good enough for
Carol. Then I couldn't stand it any
longer. I ran for the bus, took it to the
last stop, and ran all the way down
the lane to the Winters place. I was
out of breath when Mary Winters
opened the door and let me in.
"Mrs. Blaine's in there," she told
me, nodding toward the parlor. A
grave, almost compassionate look went
with this, and made me wonder if she
ever, by any chance, forgot herself
and looked happy. Maybe she wasn't
happy, but she could look a little hapus, couldn't
knew about
that
Ruthpy for
must
have toldshe?
her aI little
us.
Then Carol came to the door and said

faintly, "Oh, Ken — it's you." I was going to put my arms around her, but she
held out both hands so" I took them
instead, remembering Mrs. Winters.
Then a closing door indicated that Mrs.
Winters had gone into her dining room.
I pulled Carol to me and kissed her
quickly.
I was a little hurt when she put both
hands on my chest and pushed me
away. Then suddenly I felt it. I sensed
it. Something was wrong.
I didn't have the courage to ask any
questions. I just stared down at her,
waiting, seeing the fear and strain that
were written all over her. Then she
said, scarcely moving her lips, "Luther's here." You mean in Glen Falls?"
"Here?
"Here," she said impatiently. "Here,
here — in that room over there." She
waved toward a door. "Waiting. He
followed me, Ken. He wouldn't listen,
wouldn't let me — then I said I had to
come back to talk to you, and I got
away. And this afternoon, after I got
here — he took the next train. And
found
me, Iwith
don't nervousness,
know how." afraid
She wasto
distraught
look at my face to see how I was
taking it.
"Well, it couldn't be better," I said
grimly. Without giving myself a minute's time for hesitation, I strode to the
door and flung it open. "Come on in,
Blaine. Let's get this over with."
Slowly, but with a firm and dignified
tread, Luther Blaine came in. He was
as I remembered him — heavy-set and
dark-ringed beneath the eyes, and
sober-looking. But there was a certain
pathetic dignity about the man, and
all at once I realized I didn't want to
hurt him either, any more than Carol
did. I stopped looking and feeling
belligerent, and asked him how he was.
"I'm well enough," he said gravely.
"Has Carol told you yet?"
"Well — we've all got a lot to talk
about, I then
guess.
I've hardly
had had
— "
Abruptly
I realized
what he
asked me. I looked from him to Carol
and back. "Has Carol told me what?"
Hysterically, Carol's voice stabbed
,the room. "I told you, Luther, I made
you swear you'd let me! Go away, let
me tell him — go away, go away!" She
began to sob. Instinctively I moved
toward her. As if she'd been a stranger,
I shook her violently, and the sobbing
subsided.
She waited, trembling.
"Now you can tell me," I said. "Go
ahead. I'm waiting. What goes here
anyway? Have you told Luther you're
going to divorce him and marry me?"
It's
no use,I Ken.
I'm going
Luther.
. . . when
I leftback
you toI
really . . . well, I went back. I told him
I loved you. I tried to convince him.
But he convinced me. He can't get on
without me, Ken. You can. You're —
self-sufficient. You'll blot me out and
go "I'm
on. But
. . ." of a milksop,
not Luther
that much
Morgan." Blaine's voice was quiet, but
it held a cutting edge that shut Carol
up. "I love Carol, yes, as she knows.
Deeply. The truth is I understand her
better than she does herself. She
couldn't be happy with you. You're too
alike in temperament. She needs someone like me, someone to balance her
. . . she'll always have the steadiness
she needs with me. Why, even when I
myself was in desperate trouble, when
I lost my job, Carol could still bring
her troubles to me and be helped — "
"Just a minute," I cut in. "You lost
your job? That big fat juicy deal?"
"Didn't Carol tell you?" For a brief
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moment Blaine's eyes met mine, and
there was a strange sort of pity in them.
"There was a big shake-up, you know
how agencies are, and for a couple of
weeks in there I didn't know whether I
was coming or going. Then — while
Carol was away visiting you — something else turned up. Something juicier,
as you term it, than ever. So we shall
be quite all right."
Carol didn't say anything. What could
she say? There it was, and I was readthere my
wasn't
place
else ingtoit because
look. I moved
lips any
painfully,
like a deaf mute learning to talk.
"Luther lost his job, and all of a sudden you couldn't be Luther's wife. You
loved me, Ken Morgan. You went to
tell Luther so, and Luther had another
job. All of a sudden you could be
Luther's wife again. You didn't love me."
Carol began to cry. "It's not that simple, that brutal. Luther needs me, he
always has . . ." She came toward me,
but I put up my hand.
"ForAspity's
sake,struck
don't her,
touchherme,"
said.
if I had
head I
jerked back. For a savage instant I
wished that I had struck her . . . then
all feeling faded away. I looked at her,
and there was nothing.
Nothing at all.
As I went toward the door, I said to
Blaine, "I
owein you
apology.
the
biggest
fool
the anworld
not toI'mhave
known that what you said is true. You
do know her. Boy, how you know her."
Blaine looked at me cynically. "That's
life," he said. "Or love, if you prefer.
I can cope with it, you see."
"You can have it," I told him, and
gently, closed the door behind me.
As I took my coat and hat from the
chair in the hallway, I saw that Mary
Winters had come to the door of the
dining room and was watching me. She
didn't
anything,
did I.I
Then Isayfound
there and
was neither
something
wanted to say. I must have looked, to
Mary Winters, a little mad, as I stood
there in her hallway, quoting poetry.
"... 'and besides' ", I said quietly,
" 'the wench is dead.' And she Won't
rest in peace. Pity, isn't it"
Then, feeling her sorrowful eyes on
me, I opened the door and went out.
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Made for Children

(Continued from page 53)
your eye first are a baby buggy and a
tricycle. As you enter the living room,
a slender young woman is settling a
sturdy little boy of a year and a half in
a swing. That's Fran, who waves you
to a seat on a big couch between a pink
cloth rabbit and a toy train.
"I hope you don't mind children," she
says. "When we took this place, we
turned the dining room into a playroom,
and took off the doors between the two
rooms so we could keep an eye on the
youngsters. By this time every afternoon, the playroom has overflowed in
here. It makes baby-sitting much
easier
us." know only the profesThosefor who
sional side of the Aliens don't suspect
it but they are two of the most experienced baby-tenders in town. Not because they can't find proper help —
because they like it. Unless they really
enjoyed the two full-time enterprises of
acting and bringing up the children,
Fran and Casey couldn't keep up the
pace.
Their
daythe starts
at seven-thirty.
Caroline,
maid, gives
the children
breakfast, and then Fran takes Kerry
to her Work and Play School at nine.
By this time Casey is getting his own
morning meal and is ready to start for
his first rehearsal or show.
After Fran leaves Kerry at school,
she usually goes directly to rehearsal or
to cut a record, finishing in time to keep
her daily lunch date with Casey. They
meet every noon to talk over new parts,
plans and ideas in much the same mood
that other couples meet for dinner,
since there frequently are different demands on their afternoon and evening
hours. Caroline sleeps in two nights a
week, but the rest of the time either
Casey or Fran stays in, depending on
which is doing a radio or television
show, or, in Casey's case, a stage part.
"So we arrange to keep every noon
for each other," explains Fran. "When
we
are both
wantsettle
the
children
lockedhome,
away,we sodon't
we just
down
enjoyCasey
them."
Afterandlunch,
and Fran separate
for their respective broadcasts. Fran
shops or goes home. Casey works out
in a gym for an hour or so, getting home
around seven, frequently just in time
to take over from Fran as she leaves for
a studio. On other days, she gets home
just in time to wave him off. It all
works out very neatly, once Fran solved
the mystery of why Kerry had such
trouble getting to sleep on the nights
her father was in charge.
"What do you do to get her so wide
awake when I'm not here?" she asked
when she found Kerry bouncing
around hours after her bedtime.
"Nothing." said Casey. "Just read a
bedtime story as usual. But she doesn't
seem
drop off."
One to night
when both were home,
Fran listened to Daddy's idea of a
soothing bedtime story and all was
made clear. He had chosen The Three
Bears. Being a really fine actor, he
was giving it his all. Papa Bear, Mama
Bear and Baby Bear emerged as highly
individual characters, and the suspense
was terrific as Goldilocks heard the
tramp, tramp, tramp of their returning
feet and the angry demand, "Who has
been eating with my spoon?"
The tension was so gripping that Fran
found herself sitting on the edge of her
chair.
No wonder Kerry's eyes were

popping
out time
of her
excitement by the
the head
story with
was finished.
"This is going to be hard for you,"
said Fran later. "But let's face it. You've
got to hold yourself in and read real
dull
from thenowAliens
on — real,
When
were real
first dull."
married,
they had a comfortable three-room
apartment in Greenwich Village. When
Kerry began to walk and when young
Kim was expected it was obvious that
more room was essential. Full of happy
confidence, they started the search for
larger quarters. They were prosperous,
busy, and it was their innocent idea
that landlords would welcome two
children as a guarantee that the parents
would be quiet, sober tenants.
They quickly abandoned this unrealistic dream.
demands
Fran "Are
at thelandlords
memory crazy?"
of the
discouraging months of hearing No
children! "Don't they realize that a
little girl and a tiny baby make much
less
noisemonths
than adults?"
After
of search, Casey had
developed a habit of murmuring, "Vacant apartment?" every five minutes to
friends and strangers alike. Eventually
this paid off. A fellow member at his
club heard him. In a matter of seconds,
Casey had Fran on the telephone. In a
matter of minutes they were on their
way to see the place. Its location was
wonderful — only a block from lovely
Riverside Drive Park where the children could play on the grass. It was in
a handsome building and the space was
right — six rooms.
The apartment itself was a dreary
sight, however. The former tenants had
lived there for twenty years and had
left behind them great branching arms
of old-fashioned electric light fixtures.
The paint was a depressing brown of
decayed chocolate tone. There were
large, formal French doors between
dining room, living room and foyer.
Two of the three bedrooms were quite
small — too small to serve as playrooms.
The other rooms were so big that the
Aliens' furniture would not half fill
them. Just the same, Fran and Casey
stood in the middle of this gloomy grandeur, heard the landlord say that he
had no objection to children, and
thought the place was heaven. Without
a second look they signed the lease. Ten
days later, the place was transformed.
Off came all of the wall lights. Off
came all of the French doors — no use
to complicate life for toddlers. Living
room and dining room were painted the
same shade of soft greyed green, cheerful and restful at the same time. The
big downy couch was slip-covered in
flowered cretonne, a stout washable
fabric that little shoes cannot possibly
hurt. Green cotton rugs that can go to
the laundry once a month went on the
floors. The dining room, as such, disappeared completely. It is now the
playroom, though the children are apt
to drag the swing, an enormous, rubber
Schmoo or other toys through the wide
archway into the living room. That is
the way the Aliens want it.
"It's so tiresome for everybody to
say 'No' and 'Don't' and 'Be careful' to
children all the time," they say. "This
is their home. So we just picked furniture that they can't hurt and let them
have the run of the house."
In addition to the freedom
of the .
house,
the children
have
responsibilities, witho sV'-,.f of them as

work. Kerry loves to help care for her
room, wash dishes and dust. She hasn't
found out, yet, that this is work.
"Mothers make the mistake of saying,
'Do your chores and then you can go
out to play,'that
giving
conviction
workyoungsters
and play an
are early
two
different
things,"
says
Fran.
"We
work should be fun. We both think
work
hard, but we like radio so it is rewarding and fun in itself."
Both Fran and Casey worked hard to
get thorough training on the stage before they picked radio as their own.
Fran was born in Indianapolis, trained
in Chicago's famous Goodman Theatre,
played in stock, had a year's contract in
Hollywood before making a success
in Broadway plays. She used radio, at
first, as an answer to the slack summer
season when few plays are running in
New York, but soon found herself in
such demand that now she concentrates
on radio exclusively.
Fran had always been aimed at an acting career from childhood. Casey
took a longer way around. His father is
a distinguished Minneapolis doctor, and
it was taken for granted that Casey
would follow in his footsteps. While
studying pre-Med at the University of
Minnesota, his success in college dramatics led to an offer to do a series of
plays with a semi-professional group.
As he says, "With that, I was gone —
all I wanted was the stage." Instead of
going back to college, he enrolled at the
Pasadena Community Theatre Drama
School. By the time the war started, he
was instructing in the school and acting, directing and producing in the
main theatre as well.
Curiously enough, though their trails
crossed for several years, Fran and
Casey did not meet until Casey came
out of service and decided to make
radio in New, York his career. And a
fantastic fact is that, when they did
meet, each took a rather vague view of
the other. Fran claimed that Casey did
not even see her on the morning they
were introduced, and admits that she
did not give him another thought until
later that afternoon.
It was Dana Andrews who changed
all that. Dana was the guest star of a
broadcast that had brought the three
together that morning for rehearsal,
Fran playing the feminine lead and
Casey being the assistant director.
Dana and Casey had been friends in
Hollywood, and Dana and Fran had
mutual friends. When rehearsal was
over all three went separate ways.
Dana was snowed under with . interviews about his new film, but he made
a date with Casey for the late afternoon. It was a tentative date, and
Casey almost didn't show up. He was
detained at the office. He was trying to
move to a new apartment, and he had
a dinner engagement.
At the last minute, he decided to stop
by the appointed restaurant for just
five minutes. When he arrived he
found Fran and several others from the
studio there. Suddenly, moving to the
new apartment on that particular afternoon seemed extremely unimportant.
There was too much to talk about. He
had studied music very extensively —
Fran had a collection of two thousand
records. He knew people on both coasts
— so did Fran. He had a lot of ideas
about radio — so did Fran. He never
did keep his dinner date.
But there aren't many missed dates
in the Aliens' lives these days. "Not
with two built-in alarm clocks in the
house," says Casey.
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Hurting You ?

Read this new book about
Plastic
Reconstruction.
Tells how easy it is for
noses to truding
be ears,shaped
prothick — lips,
wrinkles, frown lines, and
| signsso of
age
corrected.
Alcleft
palate,
hare-lip
and
pendulous
breasts.
Plastic Surgery explained.
Fully illustrated.
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NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL

FINGERNAILS

and

QUICK-DRYING
GLUE
Cover short, broken, thin nails
with NU-NAILS.
Applied in a
jiffy with onr amazing new quickdrying glue. Can be worn any
length . . . polished any shade.
Help overcome nail-biting
habit. Set of ten . . . only 25c.
At all dime stores.
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16-H
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men love to kiss

(Continued from page 30)

the girl ivilh

Lucky you! You know how
•to be dream bait for your
dreamiest date! Your lips
are irresistible . . . exciting,
delightful to kiss. . . with
Irresistible Lipstick, the
•
lipstick that's WHIP-TEXT
to be smoother, longer
'

Bickering Won't Hurt Marriage

lasting, color right!

Tonight/ Complete ihe spell
with (he fragrant appeal of

and the same minor disagreements, for
the majority of letters say, in effect,
"you have been eavesdropping at our

dear," I reminded him.
He looked
from the is
papers.
clerk
told meup Cheddar
better"The
for

But occasionally someone writes that
she's
acquired a little something extra
house."
from listening to the daily life of Ethel
and Albert Arbuckle. A young girl who
works in a bank wrote, "Dear Peg
Lynch — I once thought I'd never get
married. My parents used to throw
words back and forth so much that I
thought, if this is marriage, I want no
part of it. I know now that if Ethel and
Albert can disagree so often and yet
be in love, I must have the wrong slant
on That
married
letterlife."
was unexpected, for you
know the program has never pretended
to solve listeners' problems. But in
getting a peek at the goings-on of a
fairly average couple, this girl got
closer to reality. She is learning that
bickering can be healthy, not necessarily a sign of frustration and hatred.
After all, if two mature adults agreed
on everything, they would most likely
be very stupid, very dull — and very
bored!

"Who," I asked — and it seemed a
reasonable
question — "does the cooking
rarebit."
around here, the delicatessen clerk or

And let's face it, sometimes differences can't be resolved. If a man wants
to see the fights and his wife prefers
a movie, neither one will be happy with
the compromise. But their happiness in
being together and being in love is
bigger. If there are too many differences in taste, opinion and temperament, they may separate. But if there
were so much differences between two
persons,
it's doubtful
that place.
they should
have married
in the first
No, I
believe that much discontent in marriage results from the way couples go
about settling their peeves.
A quarrel solves nothing, because it
is purely emotional with no discussion
and statement of facts. Sometimes
quarrels end with physical violence.
Usually there is only the violence of
spirit and the death of love. Hatred
becomes a disease. The couple may
share the same home, table and bed but
at the best they are only strangers.
But bickering back and forth won't
hurt your marriage. Done the right
way you will learn more about each
other and perhaps have a little fun at
the same time. My good-natured husband— whose very Norwegian name is
Odd Knut Ronning — and I bicker once
in One
a while.
Who morning
doesn't? we decided to
Sunday
have Welsh rarebit for lunch. Odd went
off to a delicatessen with specific instructions to buy yellow cheese. He
came back with the Sunday papers
and Cheddar.
"I told you to get yellow cheese,

pan,
you?" Pause.
Then, all
"Don't
worry will
— remember,
I'm doing
the

Odd gave me one of those womencan-be-so-difficult-over-nothing
looks
then went a step too far. "Don't worry," he toldYou
me, sit"I'm
the rarebit.
downgoing
and to
readmake
the
I retreated peacefully behind the
comics — but not for long. After fifteen
minutes of rattling and banging, Odd
pokedme?"
his head out of the kitchen and
papers."
said
plaintively, "You might help me
with
something."
I gave
him a look of wounded surprise. "I thought I wasn't supposed to
do anything. I thought I was just supto sit up
here and
and went
read the
But I posedgot
out papers."
to the
kitchen.
"Get the curry powder, please," he
requested.
"And
spoon. Hand
And meI need
some beer for
the ararebit.
that

So hework."
did
the "actual
— which
actual
consisted
of standing
by work"
the stove
and
stirring — while I dashed madly back
and forth trotting out supplies and
handing him utensils.
"It's all right for you to want to
help," he said, as I cut up cheese at
his direction, "but remember, it's my
cooking that will make this an outIt was standing
outstanding,
all right. When
dish!"
you use Cheddar instead of yellow
cheese,
you like
get rarebit,
something
even look
let that
alonedoesn't
taste
like it. The cheese gathers itself together into crumbly lumps instead of
blending smoothly into rich thickness.
But did I cry, raise my voice? Did
Odd swear, sulk or beat me? Of course
not. We • laughed and it's now one of
those family stories that couples who
get along beautifully together love to
tell on themselves.
Neither Odd nor I are native New
Yorkers. Odd is a Norwegian, and I
was raised in Kasson, a small town
near Rochester, Minnesota. My father
died when I was quite young; then
mother and I lived with my grandfather. Untilever
I married,
don't
that I had
drawn I on
my believe
home
life for the stories of the Arbuckles.
But I do think the reading I was encouraged todo as a youngster led to my
studying writing and dramatics at the
University of Minnesota. That took me
TO
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DULL AND

FADED

hair
?

You, too, can be admired, adored, for your beautiful
hair! Learn the secret of popular girls who glorify
dull, faded or graying hair with Nestle Colorinse.
It's breathtaking to see that rich, natural-looking
color give your hair shining beauty! Note— Colorinse's
lemon-rinse action removes soap film. Leaves hair sparkling, silky. Get genuine Co'iorinse, made only by Nestle, d

WARM BROWN . . . shining burnished brown.
CHESTNUT BROWN . . . rich lustrous brown.
DARK BROWN . . . gorgeous, gleaming, dark brown.
BLACK . . . deep satiny black.
6 Other Enchanting Shades !
Also try
NESTLE

COLORTINT

/dPS* f ' /V?'*5'5*5^
/ '% ,'V"

^%^V-

Same
beautiful shades
in a triple-strength
rinse.y£j •" "
Lasts through 3 shampoos
rinses 25$
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into radio, where Ethel and Albert
were mothered into existence.
One of my first radio jobs was supposedly as a continuity writer at Station KATE in Albert Lea, Minnesota. I
arrived there during a blizzard and
was immediately told that beginning
the next day I had to do a daily halfhour program for women.
After only two days of getting bored
talking about fashions and vegetables,
I began to write in skits for Ethel and
Albert. No matter what station I
worked for afterwards, the Arbuckles
stayed with me. In 1944, I took them up
to New York for auditions.
I was jobless for a couple of months,
but very lucky. Lucky to get an apartment in Manhattan's Gramercy Park,
and lucky to get a contract from ABC
in such short time. I don't bank on luck
though. There is a very strong practical streak in me that I've learned from
mother.
a little,
spend by
a little,"
is
one of "Save
her axioms,
fortified
a rule
about never being in debt.
It was right after the war that I first
heard of my future husband. Mother
had renewed her correspondence with
relatives in Norway. One of them wrote
about a young man, Odd Knut Ronning, who was coming to the States to
study.
I envisioned Odd as about nineteen
years old, scholarly, and probably quite
stiff and formal in a European way. My
attempt at clairvoyance was almost a
hundred per cent inaccurate.
The first time he called, Mother
whispered to me, "He isn't at all what
weI expected."
nodded agreement but added, to
myself, "He's better."
Odd is blond and blue-eyed. Like
all wives, I think my husband is handsome. I've known other men as wellmannered and pleasant — but some of
them have shown a peculiar dislike for
women who manage a career, and
others have had a stubborn streak.
Stubbornness leads more often to
quarrels than bickering.
But Odd had a wonderful sense of
humor, and with it, he was quiet and
easy going. And he was not an adolescent, but a full-fledged man. I had forgotten that Norwegians, too, had their
education interrupted by the war. Odd
was after his Masters in chemistry
which he applies as an engineer in the
paper and pulp industry. During the
war he had served in the Norwegian
underground against the Nazis until he
was sent to a concentration camp.
"You have a pair of walking shoes?"
Odd asked on his first visit.
I nodded.
"Let's go for a walk," he suggested,
then explained, "Walking dates are a
Norwegian custom."
After our first date, I saw Odd frequently. Although the School of Forestry is in Syracuse, he made many

week-end trips to New York City. We
did a lot of talking and walking. I've
always kept myself in good condition
for talking, but I've had the taxi habit
for many years. I suppose I looked
forward to his proposal, for the day I
expected it to come I put away my
walking shoes — but not for long. My
husband still likes his exercise. Walking isn't just a Norwegian courting custom.
After our wedding, August 12, 1948,
we had a month's honeymoon in Europe. Our first big chance for an emotional quarrel occurred in Paris. Odd
and I had gone to Cook's office where
I was expecting a letter. The guard at
Cook's wouldn't let us through the
door, although I could see any number
of tourists inside. Our conversation
with the French guard was a bit awkward, inasmuch as Odd understands
Frenchmen but doesn't speak French.
I speak stand
a little
French but can't underFrenchmen.

H^BMSHBfflfiflHSSI

In French, I asked, "Why can't we
He answered in French and in Enggo inside?"
lish, Odd told me, "He says hours are
from noon to two and we're late."
I said to the guard, "But there are
other
The people
guard inside."
spoke to Odd and Odd
translated, "He says he cannot break
theWerules."
continued this maddening exchange for about five minutes while the
guard's head shifted from Odd to me
and back again like a spectator at a
tennis match.
My frustration was simmering and
about to boil over. Neither my husband
nor the guard made any sense. Suddenly, Odd grabbed my arm and propelled me rapidly down the street. We
walked two blocks in silence, while I
fought to keep from bawling with fury,
and then at last I burst out with, "It is
absolutely ridiculous making us come
back later! When there were people
inside getting their mail!"
said, veryright,
quietly,
man
wasOddabsolutely
you "But
know.the Rules
stopped dead and glared at him. I
areI rules."
was so mad I was speechless. That my
own husband should take sides with
that idiotic guard against me!
But I no sooner opened my mouth
to treat Odd to a lengthy discussion of
my opinion of him — than I burst out
laughing instead. And so another family joke was added to the list. To this
day, whenever I start to flare up over
something that doesn't really matter,
after all, Odd says, "Remember the
Cook's man in Paris!"
Back in the United States, Odd continued his studies. We saw each other
only on weekends, when I went to
Syracuse or he came to New York. My
apartment, being limited in size, has
been furnished
with method
rather
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Shower yourself with Mavis Talc.
Its romantic honeymoon fragrance
perfumes every lovely inch of you.
Its exquisitely
fine texture smooths
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your skin to satin
softness. Gives your
arms and shoulders
"kiss appeal."
And Mavis
absorbs moisture...
keeps you and

mflvis
your
daintylingerie
longer.
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BLONDE?

Don't let dull, drab hair cheat you of romance and
exciting dates. Like glamorous girls, beautify your
hair with Nestle Colorinse. Rinses in, shampoos out!
It's like a miracle to see that rich, natural-looking
color give your hair radiant beauty and sheen! And
notice — Colorinse's lemon-rinse action removes soap /
film... leaves hair soft, shining, easy to manage. i

BLONDE . . . true shining honey blonde.
PLATINUM . . . glorious silvery blonde.
AUBURN . . . like red-gold sunshine.
HENNA
Also
try . . . rich glowing red-bronze.
6 Other Enchanting Shades!
NESTLE
COLORTINT
Same beautiful shades
in a triple-strength rinse.
Lasts through 3 shampoos!
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Kool-ftd

r
COOL OFF in a jiffy. Quickly
make a tall glass of frosty
flavorful Kool-Aid. Better still,
make a big pitcher of delicious,
ice-cold Kool-Aid for the whole
family to enjoy. Children love
it. Six tangy flavors. Kool-Aid
costs only 5 § a package !
Copyright, 1950, Perkins Products Co.
"Kool-Aid" Is a registered trademark

NEW
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FINISH

ENLARGEMENT
GOLD

IACH

SILK

TOOLED

FRAME

Beautiful 5x7
enlargement
made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted in a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored
in oil. SEND NO MONEY— simply pay
postman 19c each for the enlargement
and frame plus cost of mailing. Satis\\m faction guaranteed.
Limit two to a
11" customer. Originals returned with your
, enlargement. Offer limited to U. S. A.

HOLLYWOOD

than madness. It has to be both home
and office for me, and we have only
three-and-a-half rooms. The living
room is large — about twenty-two by
eighteen feet, with a fourteen-foot ceiling and long French windows opening
on a narrow balcony. Visitors are
sometimes disappointed to find that it
isn't done up in sleek modern, but I
like to think that the decorating motif
is composed of equal parts of comfort
and necessity.
The walls and ceiling are gray. The
carpeting and two love seats which
flank the fireplace are green. On the
walls are French prints — bought in
New York. Then there's a studio
couch with a gay red cover, a dining
table that seats four or, by raising some
ingenious flaps, seats ten. And there is
my spinet piano, where I relax for half
an hour each day.
My bedroom is divided smack in half
by sectional bookcases. On one side, a
bed and chest of drawers and a closet
— containing, by unanimous vote of
my mother and my husband, simple,
tailored suits. Beginning with the foot,
of the bed, the room suddenly becomes
an office. Here are my file cabinets, refrence books, a table and typewriter.
A window, scientifically located by
chance, throws light over my right
shoulder. On the walls are pictures of
friends and the five men who have
played my radio husband. (Richard
Widmark, now a Hollywood star was
one of the first. Alan Bunce, the present Albert, I think is the best man
we've ever had in the part. With a wife
and three children of his own, he
brings a wonderful understanding to
the part.)
Odd, who has lived most of his life
in Norway, likes Ethel and Albert, and
so do his Norwegian friends. It proves,
I think, that domestic life is about the
same anywhere, with the same underlying humor and love. I found this was
true when I spent last summer in Norway. Odd had to return last spring, for
he During
had only
student's
visa. I was in
thea three
months
Norway, the friends I made had the
same family interests you see in Americans. Mothers and fathers are concerned with their children's education
and progress. And although they are a
bit more formal than Americans (they
wouldn't think of calling each other by
first names at the first meeting) they
are every bit as friendly. In Skien, a
town of fifteen thousand people south
of Oslo, where Odd worked, the people
were very familiar with American mu-

sic and humor and books. Every one of
the six bookstores carried American
magazines.
At the end of those three months,
Odd had to wait in Norway for his immigration visa while I came back to the
States. If we hadn't already decided to
make our home in the United States, I
would have thought twice about making my ship. But now that we are together again, for all time, we can at
last begin to live the normal life of a
husband and wife, with plans for a
permanent home and family.
I'm sure we'll have our share of
bickering. That won't matter — but
quarrels do scare me. They are a kind
of neurotic binge, as inhuman as a dog
fight.
Not often in the life of Ethel and Albert do they ever come close to a quarrel. On one particular program, little
Suzie had cut her finger, the grocer had
failed to deliver some things for a special dinner, a Sunday school teacher
and furnace repairman had called.
Ethel had to iron a table cloth at the
last minute, get the house tidied for
guests. And when Albert walked in he
asked, "Well, my gosh, honey, what
have you been doing all day?"
Ethel felt her hair rising and said, "I
just
dare youshould
to repeat
that."things just
"Women
organize
like a business," Albert advised inno"Why, ifofmy organization,
secretary didn't
have a cently.
sense
she
wouldn't last a minute at the office."
A husband comparing a secretary to
his wife is as- dangerous as a fireman
putting out fire with gasoline. Naturally, Ethel exploded, crying, "Maybe
you'd like your secretary to organize
your house and plan your meals!"
She ran upstairs sobbing, "You probably would like it— they say a wife is
always
the last just
to know."
Now maybe,
maybe, this sounded
funny coming over the air. I doubt it.
For this was the beginning of a serious
quarrel. For a moment, they had forgotten all that their marriage meant.
Albert had made a stupid remark.
Ethel, tired and irritable, reacted only
emotionally. But when they realized
how irrational they were, both sobered
up and began to solve their immediate
problems like adults.
But Ethel and Albert continue to
bicker. And it's as good for them as it
is for every married couple. That's why
I say bickering
mar-it
riage, not if youwon't
can hurt
laughyour
about
later. Only quarrels are dangerous —
there is no laughter in them.

FILM STUDIOS

7021 Santa Monica Blvd.. Dept. M260, Hollywood 38, Calif.
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A BIG $1.00 Box of Beautiful Christmas Cards! Sent with Janes Art
Studios Complete Sample Line.
MAKE QUICK MONEY with 21
Card Feature Box! Also, 50 NameImprinted Cards with Envelopes —
$1.00 — largest size ever offered! Gift
Wraps from Original Creators.
Make up to 500 on every item.
SPARE TIME— FULL TIME— NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED. 15 Days
FREE Home trial. Big Bonus Plan.
All Postage paid by us. You can't
lose so write Janes Art Studios,
Babylon 21F, New York.
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EVERY

SUNDAY

Every week, "True Detective
Mysteries" offers $1000 reward
for information leading to the
capture of a fugitive criminal.

the inside facts taken from actual police
You are right along with the police as
hunt vicious criminals, when you tune in
exciting radio program, "True Detective

Listen every Sunday afternoon to these fastmoving dramatizations of actual crime cases.
Stay
tuned for the details about that $1000
Mysteries."
reward.
5:30 PM, Eastern Daylight Time
4:30 PM, Central Daylight Time
3:30 PM, Mountain Daylight Time
2:30 PM, Pacific Daylight Time
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Q Is for Curiosity

WORMED. ..ABOUT

(Continued from page 49)

DRY

OILY
SKIN?

"I may be brash, but I'm not that
brash," he explains his lack of attempt
at imitation. He's just himself, sometimes gabby, sometimes subdued,
sometimes completely zany, but always
original. (That Q, for instance.)
Right here seems like a good place
to quote one of Mr. Lewis' more serious observations, and he's full of these
too. Says he: "The success of a guy in
television is determined by how much
he can be himself before the cameras,
qualified of course by what kind of guy
he is in the first place."
Which brings us to the kind of guy
Bob Lewis is in the first place.

SKIN?

"COMPLEXION

FORMULA"

Sayman Soaps

Pure all-vegetable soap
. . . quick-acting pore
cleanser. You feel the

Dry,

sensitive

skin?

Now, enjoy a "peaches
and cream complex*
ion!" Rich in Lanolin
• . . rich in lather . . .
a delightfully scented
beauty soap. A de
Luxe sudsy bath treat!

"tingle' ' as it penetrates! Special aid for
adolescent skin problems. Grand for your
shampoo,
tool

If dealer cannot supply you, send 506 and dealer's name
for 3 cakes of either kind. Sayman Dept. TY7,St. Louis (3).
QUICK
RELIEF! Use
for externally caused

Sayman "Camphorated" So
skin rashes, pimples, eczer.,„,

athlete's foot, psoriasis, etc. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Get a jar today . . . only 35p

SAYMAN PRODUCTS CO., St. Louis 3, Mo.

INDIANHEADS
£SOOO; DIMES
$1000.00. SEND DIME FOR CATALOGUE
OF PRICES
WE
PAY.
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Stationery, Kiddy Pop-Up Books, Gift Items, Mono
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size50c;
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Christmas
tree
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Giant 24
plastic
pencil containing- personalized pencils; Santa stocking with
name; Pine scented gift wrapping- paper; Rudolph
the red
nosed
reindeer Over
assortment;
Children's
day party
assortment.
100 Christmas
cardbirthbox
assortments and surprise items. Write today for five
FREE portfolios of personalized Christmas cards.
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I need 500 Men
wear SAMPLE

SUITS!

Pay No Money — Send No Money!

My plan is amazing 1 Just take a few
easy orders for my sensational values
in made-to-measure suits. Get your
own suits WITHOUT A PENNY
COST and make money tool Men
.can't
long resist
wear the
and outstanding
low price ofstyle,
my
made-to-measure suits. You need
no experience. Spare time pays big

profits. Rush name and address today for
completedetails.bigFREESAMPL&OUTFIT
contains more than 100 actual woolen
samples. etyleilluetrationB. etc. Write today I

PIONEER TAILORING CO.. Dept. ^1001
Congress &Throop sts. , Clilcaeo 7, Illinois
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Studio vital statistics say he's five feet
ten, weighs one-hundred and sixty
pounds, has dark hair and eyes — but
they give no hint of the enormous
nervous energy under control or the
dogged one-track mind and determined
concentration he brings to every job.
They
give him
it's
Bob himself
who bachelor
tells you status,
that hebut
wants
to get "more background" for his work
before he takes on family responsibility. (There was a photo on his dresser
of a mighty pretty girl, said picture being carefully removed by Bob just before Radio Mirror's cameraman went
into action.)
Bachelor quarters are set up in a
quiet
New York's
hardly hotel
half in
a channel
away mid-fifties,
from the
CBS studio where he toils. There are
two big rooms, a tiny kitchenette
(cheery with cherry red paint), and a
terrace that scans the skyline to the
west and north, allowing a glimpse
eastward across the river to Long Island. Furnishings are half-Lewis and
half-hotel and add up to a rather
handsome whole.
Drapes are block-printed in squares
combining lime, brown and dark red,
very smart against chocolate brown
walls. The same fabric covers the
davenport. The carpet is tan, and
there are big comfortable chairs in
rough textured fabrics, a square light
wood coffee table, and plenty of lamps.
A Picasso print on one wall and a
Gauguin on another hold their own
against three bathing beauties of the
early 1900's on a third wall. These
last are framed postcards from Bob's
collection of souvenir cards. He's a
demon collector — of old playbills, harmonicas, totem poles of all sizes, cameras, records — you name it! The apartment closets overflow, the rest repose
at The
the bedroom
senior Lewis'
manse.
doubles
as an office, so
a small green settee becomes his bed
at night. Walls are dark green, with
lighter green carpet and sunny yellow
drapes. A big flattop desk in the corner has two rows of bookshelves facing the room, and a businesslike swivel
chair drawn up to the other side.
There's an upholstered chair slip-covered in a green, black and yellow bamboo design, chests of drawers, French
Revue posters on the wall, and a framed
playbill
for theBenefit
Actors' atFund
America Annual
the ofCentury
Theatre, March 1, 1918, listing some of
the greatest names of the day.
The desk overflows with correspondence, bits of memoranda, little
souvenirs, two telephones. There's an
extension phone in the other room —
"too lazy to walk from one room to
the other," Dynamo Lewis explains it!
You'd never know now, peering past

You'll be thrilled at the difference that
touch of Marchand color can mean to
you.
more alluring ... and life
is moreYou're
exciting!
Show him how bewitching your hair
can be! Follow your next shampoo
with a Marchand Rinse. Whatever your
hair shade... blonde, brunette, brownette or redhead, one of Marchand's 12
flattering shades will make it lovelier
by adding warm, natural-looking color.
What's more, Marchand's Rinse removes dulling film . . . leaves your hair
pSSfev shimmering
with tohighlights. Safe, easy
use.
, w/isff£s our
K£AO/i.y/

archands
HAIR RINSE

"MAKE-UP"

2 Rinses 10* • 6 Rinses 254
* By the Makers of Marchand's

Golden Hair Wash
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'For Quick Relief

Ask your Druggist for

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
POULTICE

'S
Happy Is The
DENTDay
When Backache
Goes Away ....
As we get older, stress and strain, over-exertion, excessive smoking or exposure to cold sometimes slows
down kidney function. This may lead many folks to
complain of nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,
headaches and dizziness. Getting up nights or frequent
passages may result from minor bladder irritations
due to cold, dampness or dietary indiscretions.
If your discomforts are due to these causes, don't
wait, try Doan's Pills, a mild diuretic. Used successfully by millions for over 50 years. While these
symptoms may often otherwise occur, it's amazing
how
manyof times
happy flush
relief —outhelp
the
15 miles
kidneyDoan's
tubes give
and niters
waste.
Get Doan's Pills today !
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You'll love this

"FflNTRSIE" BLOUSE
It's a dream blouse — designed for
the Hollywood Glamour Girl. Elasticized double cuff push-up sleeves
in hand WASHABLE FANTASIE
CREPE. Sizes 32 to 38 in White,
Pink, Aqua or Chartreuse.
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

<4%QC

MAIL COUPON

^9

j SCREEN STYLES, 2166 Sunset Blvd.
j Hollywood 26, California
! blouse
"FMOASi'e"
at special
I price of only

Si"

Qu°n-

Postpaid

Dept TSWG7

,sfColor

2nd Color

j
I

| $3.95 POSTPAID
j NAME
J ADDRESS
| CITY
[ D $3.95 enclosed

Amazing

ZONE
STATE
Send C.O.D. plus

□

Offer — $40 Is Yours

■for selling only 50 boxes of Christmas
I Cards. And this can be done in a single
day. Free samples. Other leading boxes
l_ CHEERFU L CARD

CO.,

Dept.

postage

FREE SAMPLES
PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS
CARDS
STATIONERY
NAPKINS

N-31. White Plains,

N . V.

Enjoy This
"Harvest'of
Earn BIG MONEY easily, quickly! Take fast
orders for lovely Christmas Cards. Prices low as
50 for $1 WITH NAME assure big sales. Show
ing FREE Samples brings you excellent profits.
Keep up to 60c on $1 Box Assortments. Samples
on approval. Choose from 164 thrilling Christmas and Everyday money-makers. Prizes and
Cash Bonuses besides big earnings. Fund-raisinp,
plan for clubs, too. Send for Samples TODAY1
WETMORE & SUGDEN. INC.. Dept. 9-F,

749 Monroe Avenue

NOSES
FACE

•

Rochester 2 , N. V

RESHAPED
LIFTING

Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, Dreasts, scars, tattoos— corrected by plastic
surgery. Consultation and
Booklet MC Free.

LINCOLN

542

FIFTH

AVE..

HOUSE
Suite

63,

PUBLISHERS
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Y.

j
j
|
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those horn-rimmed specs into serious
brown eyes, that he spent a large part
of his childhood sitting in back of the
drummer in vaudeville house drinking
in Dutch comedians, Pat and Mike
jokes, tap routines and songs that always rhymed June with moon. Lewis
Senior was a frustrated thespian whose
career on the boards had begun and
ended with college dramatics before
law practice swallowed him up. Therefore, every Saturday afternoon he and
little Bobbie sat in front-row seats in
vaudeville houses, breathing down the
drummer's neck, while Bobbie absorbed that peculiar vaudeville beat
that he thinks is like no other in music.
"It's something special," he tells you.
"Jolson has it in his singing, and maybe
that's why I'm so crazy about him."
The next influence in Bob's life were
the kiddie radio programs. It seems
he was sent to Sunday School, but he
detoured to the Horn and Hardart program, where he shone as a boy soprano.
Movie star Paul Douglas was then an
emcee on the show and nine-year-old
Bobbie was doing just fine until his
mother met the Sunday School teacher
one morning. Teacher reported that
she hadn't seen Bobbie for weeks and
weeks, and what about the postcards of
inquiry she had been mailing to the
house? That question was answered,
regretfully, by little Bobbie himself
who had been waylaying the postman
and tearing them up.
By the time he appeared on a children's shoe program on which Paul
Barron was the pianist, and Paul had
told Bobbie's parents he would like to
coach a youngster who showed such
promise, mother and father Lewis gave
up and in.
By the time he started college he had
decided to be a radio announcer, and
alter his sophomore year at the University of Michigan he worked for a
small local station, getting paid only in
experience. During junior year, with
military service just around the corner, he left school to get a backlog of
commercial radio experience, just in
case he survived the war and wanted a
job later. He wrote to stations all over
the country, got two offers, took the
one at WTRY in Troy, N. Y., because it
was nearest his home city of New York.
He was still in process of learning
the rules when he enlisted in the Air
Force, but a combination of illnesses,
among them two bouts with pneumonia,
interrupted his military career, and a
medical discharge sent him out into
the ranks of the civilian unemployed.
He finally landed an announcing job
at WNEW, New York, took over their

early morning record program, complained bitterly on the air when he
hadn't had time for his morning coffee
(listeners always had it sent in after
that) frequently told his audience to
get back under the covers and get a
good day's sleep, and who cares if the
boss doesn't like it?
Maybe bosses didn't, but listeners
did, especially some of the high brass
at NBC, who offered him a later, shorter show with more money. One day
over there he needed to see a Vice
President, The
but thing
couldn't
the
secretary.
wentgeton past
for days
and, finally, he did a satire on the air
about seeing an NBC VP. Listeners
applauded it, so on a particularly lazy
morning a few weeks later he repeated the satire. That time the VP
happened to be tuned in. Bob got
fired the same day.
There he was, at twenty-four, jobless, a has-been on radio. At last he
got a disc jockey show at WHN (now
WMGM), went right on being irreverent towards VP's, commercials, and
bosses who expected people to be at
their desks on rainy mornings when it
was hard to get up. The CBS high
brass caught some of those shows and
invited him over to do his complaining
from their microphones.
At CBS he began to get all over the
dial. He replaced the vacationing Godfrey, knew he was really accepted when
letters began to come in saying he
was almost
as Godfrey.
Sometimes he didasa good
late stint
into which
he
brought the scrubwoman who cleaned
up after everyone had left. His first
TV show was in 1948, when he subbed
again for Godfrey.
His hour-long program, The Show
Goes On, was the idea of Lester Gottlieb, who produces it, but Bob couldn't
be
of the
doing
if itprouder
was all his
from work
start they're
to finish.
He
tells the expert way the staff goes
about matching
talent
buyers' ofspecifications, how few
flat torefusals
acts
there have been on the show (only two
at this writing) . Some seventy-five
per cent of the twenty-four hour options have been picked up, and many
shows have sold out all the acts.
In addition to being paid for appearing on the show, and besides the immediate engagements offered, the talent receives many other offers from
stage, movies and nightclubs. Bob feels
sure many of the stars of a few years
hence will owe their success to being
seen on The Show Goes On. It fits right
in with his ambition to give more and
more of his time to discovering and
developing young talent.

dynamic!
dramatic!
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LIGHT,
STRONG,
FULL SIZED CHAIRS
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Ideal for travel,
work, play.
Beautifully designed and chrome
plated.
Try it and you'll buy it.
Manufacturers of WING Folding Crutches
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Bill Stern

761 N. Highland Ave., Los Angeles 38, Cal.

Read

BILL STERN'S
;

"Sport Surprise", an exciting new story every month
available at your neighborhood
newsstand
. . .

in SPORT

magazine

The Wizards of Oz

Going Away
for the Weekend?

(Continued from page 51)
Ozzie was welterweight champion of
Rutgers, a member of the Rutgers
swimming and lacrosse teams, and
varsity quarterback. Out of these experiences, his children receive continuing dividends — philosophical as
well as athletic.
Ozzie has done more than teach
David and Ricky football, swimming
and boxing — the latter so well that
David had difficulty finding a boy his
own age who will put on the gloves
with him. Ozzie has taught them to
relate the lessons of these sports — and
good sportsmanship — to daily living.
Further, he has used morals drawn
from years of athletic participation as
touchstones for a way of life.

Take the entertaining
new collection of
lively short stories —

"The Week-End Companion"
Only 35£
At Newsstands

PERMABOOKS
Other PERMABOOKS:
• How

To Read Palms

• How

To Travel For Fun

The Nelsons are at all times very much
aware of the thin line between
their home life and their radio life.
Ricky's
got hestuck
a nail one
afternoonpants
while
was onclimbing
the
back fence. When David noticed his
brother's
ment was:predicament, his only com-

• Goren's Canasta Up-To-Date
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" Lustre Foils • Satins • Brilliants

■ Amazing values bring yoa easy orIders! Sell on sight. Earn extra dolllarsfast. BigLine. Christmas Cards
1 with Name 50 for $1 op. Also Imprinted
I Foil Book Matches, Stationery, many
1 Gifts. 30 FREE Samples with name:
1 two $1 Boxes on Approval. Write to—

$

JOY GREETINGS, Dept.A-54, _
* 507 N. Cardinal, St, Louis 3, Mo.

DRESS forYOU
FOR

ORDERING

3 !

Thrillingnewplan! Your choice of gorgeous new
\ dress in your favorite style, size and color GIVEN
to you for sending orders for only 3 dresses for

yonr friends or family. Write for style presentation
showing scores of latest fashions with actual sample
fabrics. No money needed. You can get complete
wardrobe AND EARN CASH TOO - up to $23.00 a
week in your spare time— EASY 1 Write today I

HARFORD FROCKS, DeptB-7 14,Cincinnati 25, Ohio
Nationally advertised Card Ass'ts — sell
only 100 — make up to $50! Complete line
Xmas, Everydays, Wraps, Stationery.
Also novel "Spang-1-ettes" and "Prize"
Ass'ts; 40Notes;
Xmas
Cards.
for $1 Name
up. Up Imprinted
to 100% profit.
Money
back
guarantee.
Request
"Prize"
and Metallic Boxes on approval.
30

FREE

SAMPLES

WANT

i

I

CHILTON GREETINGS. 147 Essex St., Aiiifif
Dept. P-20, Boston, Mass.
Qj&VtK£\

t How to Make Money with
oonsto 7'draw f
le Cart
Simp
L*s» ^<
'A book
everyone
who likes
should have. It is free;
obligation. Simply address
t ARTOONISTS'
Dept.
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EXCHANGE

Pleasant

Hill,

Ohio

Tiolij year i9so symbol
the SACRED HEARTS
GLOWING

CROSS of PEACE

"Uh, uh — I bet this gets in next week's
For the simple reason, no doubt, that
script."
that's have
just
what theytroupers.
are, the kids belike seasoned
Ricky has become such a confident
little performer that when Ozzie took
a laugh line from him and gave it to
David because it seemed better suited
to the older boy, Ricky shrugged:
"That's okay. I'll get a laugh anyHe happened to be right. Ricky has
an unfailing magic with studio audiHe has only to breathe to conway."vulseences.
the spectators.
Ricky complained once, "My part
isn't big enough this week," but he was
quickly pacified when Harriet — whose
beauty is matched only by her good
sense — gently explained, "It isn't how
big the part is. It's how well you
Neither David nor Ricky is inclined
to whitewash
everything Ozzie does,
do it." as they worship their father.
much
They are
show's sharpest
critics,
as perhaps
Ozzie hasthediscovered
to his
obvious delight.
When the kids aren't turning on their
dad, they think nothing of turning on
each other.
Ozzie didn't like the way David read
a line in rehearsal, and told him, "Try
it again, David, and take the gum out
of David
your complied,
mouth."
but Ricky, who was
an interested onlooker, shook his head.
"You sounded better with the gum in
your mouth, David," was his verdict.
Ozzie's lovein of
hasOccasionally,
strange repercussions
theathletics
Nelson
household. Harriet, whose hobby is designing her own clothes, cuts patterns
and style photos from fashion magazines, and tacks them on her closet door
to catalogue her ideas.
Ricky, by the same token, has a bulletin board on which he posts pinups
of sports stars. When he discovered the
magazine clippings on his mother's
closet door, he thought she was pursuing the same hobby as he, although
not very well. He promptly took care
of it for her — he disposed of all her
designs, and in their place put up pictures of baseball players.
Not only in their criticism but in
enterprises of their own initiative the
boys constantly have at heart the best

RELIEVES
HEADACHE
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS PAIN
i

Here's Why.,
Anacin® is like a doctor's
prescription. That is, it contains not one
but a combination of medically proved
ingredients

that are

specially com-

pounded to give FAST, LONG
relief,

Don't

AMAZING

wait.

Buy

Anacin

LASTING
today.

CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY, SAFELY
ActsWithout
Below Cutting
"Razor Line"
or
Scraping Legs
The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with
Neet® Cream Hair Remover. It
works deeper than a razor, below the surface of the skin.
Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off
and hair disappears like magic.

High
School Course
at Home

iny Finish in 2 Years

lS rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to realSchool work — prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
_ S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. CreditB for M. 8. aubjeo*
completed. Sinzle subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
W American School, Oept.HB53, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

I Was Nearly "Nuts"
With Dr. Fiery
Until I discovered
D. D. Dennis' Itch
amazingly fast
relief — D. D. D. Prescription. World popular, this pure,

cooling, liquid medication speeds peace and comfort
from cruel itching caused by eczema, rashes, scalp
irritation,
chafing, stainless.
athlete's foot
other 35£.
itch troubles. Greaseless,
Trialandbottle,
First
application relieves, soothes that angry red itch or
money back. Ask druggist for D. D. D. Prescription.

Callouses
Pain, Tenderness, Burning Are Quickly Relieved
You'll quickly forget you have
painful callouses, burning or
tenderness on the bottom of
your feet, when you apply Dr.
Scholl's Zino-pads. Thin, soft,
wonderfully soothing, cushioning, cations
protective.
Mediincluded Separate
for quickly
removing callouses. Try them!

R
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D-Scholls Zino-pads
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interests of the show.
They got a bright idea one day while
playing
with Bing
Crosby's
They
asked Lindsay
Crosby
how boys.
he would

u00t
0>£
Kept smooth and
hair-free longer
. . . the safe, odorless depilatory

lotion . . . that removes
leg hair quickly, easily . . .
leaves legs smoother . . .
more exciting . . .

<-—•■

Lady, throw your razor away — use Nair, new
cosmetic lotion that keeps legs hair-free
longer! Dissolves hair skin-close — no ugly
razor stubble. Easy to use — rinses off quickly.
No clinging depilatory odor, no irritation to
normal skin. For free sample, mail this ad before Nov.
30, 1950, to Dept. 12, Nair,
53 Park PL, N. Y. 8, N. Y.
Offer good in U.S.A. only.

MAKE BIG MONEY
TAKE

ORDERS

FOR

CARDS

FAST
— GIFTS!

Profitable, pleasant work full or part time selling
40 stunning Xmas & other high Quality assortments
for every occasion. Xmas boxes; 50 personalized cards
$1.00 & up sell themselves. You make up to 50c per box
plus extra bonuses & special offers. Also dolls, canasta
table tops, utility bags, etc. Small lightweight kit. Orders
filled promptly. Ask for samples of cards & novelties
(4 boxes on approval), & complete portfolio.
41-43-T

Crescent

RICHAR
GREETINGS,
St.

INC.
L. I. City,

N.

Y.
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A frankly candid survey of the mind
and the emotions and how they affect
one another.

like to appear on Ozzie's show. Lindsay asked his
permission
and
the result
was father's
radio history.
Not — only
Lindsay, but Bing, too showed up on
The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet.
Ozzie decided that would be a good
night to try out David and Ricky playing themselves. The kids have been at
it ever since — to the mutual delight of
themselves, their parents and the listening audiences.
Both of them receive a weekly allowance of one dollar. Ricky used to get
only fifty cents, but Harriet just doubled his salary. When the boys borrow from any member of the household,
they must repay out of their allowances. When they want extra money
for something special, they must earn it.
To get a three dollar and ninety-eight
cent toy car. Ricky had to tidy the trash
and clean the incinerator. When David
got a yen for surplus green stuff last
summer, he earned two dollars a week
by dusting both family cars daily, and
washing them on Saturday.
In more than one respect, those boys
are not acting when they portray average kids. Ozzie and Harriet combine
parental wizardry to make sure that
their offspring get no notions apt to
make them behave like pampered brats.
Their ten-year contract with the
American Broadcasting Company is
bolstered with a clause permitting the
youngsters to withdraw from the cast
anytime they might be so inclined, although this happens to be as remote a
likelihood as anybody could imagine.
David asked what he planned to do
when he grows up, replied seriously, "I
suppose Ricky and I will continue the
show just like Mother and Dad, and
then our children will take over."
Also guaranteed in the ABC pact is a
substantial salary for David and Ricky
— money stached away in a trust fund
which they will not be able to touch
until they reach twenty-one.
One day Ozzie proudly showed David
his bank balance.
"At least you can take a look at it,"
Ozzie laughed. "It's your return for
Although it represented a handsome
working."
figure, David
was unimpressed.
"Fifty cents in cash means an awful
lot more, doesn't it?" put in Harriet
sympathetically.
"It sure does, Mom," David agreed.
David and Ricky are trained at every
turn to give everything to and to get

the most out of life. This involves a
certain amount of discipline, but most
of the time any parental pressure is
superfluous.
Family conferences and a barber
shop quartet are underlying factors of
the harmony in the Nelson home. Nobody's will is imposed arbitrarily upon
another. When an issue is thrashed
out, it is done in a discussion in which
all four participate with equal rights.
Compromise rules all questions. No
decision is reached — even on a vacation destination — without the full acquiescence ofall concerned. This makes
for a lot of talk, but also for an atmosphere of rare reasonableness.
The normalcy in a household inhabited by a wizard and his three disarming whizzes is a feat of domestic
balance to be marveled at. But even a
wizard has his Achilles heel, and Oz is
no exception. Although he neither
drinks
nor smokes,
addict— when
it comeshe'sto aniceincurable
cream. Ozzie's passion for ice cream is as strong
as his habit of working while the rest
of the world sleeps. Usually, he waits
until the other members of the family
have retired. At the stroke of twelve,
he sends to Schwab's Drug Store for
his midnight pickup — a quart of vanilla
ice cream!
Whilebusiness
Ozzie claims
is the
worst
man, he
there
areworld's
those
who
will
argue
the
question
— among
them Bing Crosby,
When

Ozzie gave Janet Waldo permission to appear on the Crosby show,
he cautioned her about the squeal she
has made
so popular
on The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet.
"I don't know if they want you to
squeal," Ozzie said, "but if they do, just
be Sure
sure enough,
that theyJanet
call did
you squeal
Emmy onLou."
the
Crosby show. And in the signoff, Bing
acknowledged his debt to Ozzie.
"The squeal by Janet Waldo," the
groaner announced, "was heard through
theAs courtesy
Ozzie curls
Nelson."
Harriet of
Nelson
up on a sofa
and talks about her husband, it's difficult to realize — even with the idyllic
Nelson family background — that she
is his wife of fourteen years rather
than the starry-eyed girl who became
Ozzie's vocalist when he was a band
leader fresh out of Rutgers.
Despite
Ozzie's admirers arethe
vocalfactandthat
ubiquitous,
the
pretty woman who knows him best
continues to cheer him loudest.
"I always expect miracles from Ozzie," says Harriet. "And they generally

PERMABOOKS
35c

At Newsstands
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SPOT
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SKIN

TROUBLE)

DCRmOIL
Prove ityourself no matter

how longyou have suffered
or what you have tried
Beautiful book on psoriasis and Dermoil with
amazing,
true photographic .proof
sen tFREE
Wriof teresults
f or it.

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease
Psoriasis.
ApSEND FOR
plymoil.non-staining
Thousands doDerfor
. GEMEROUS
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
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the scales
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enjoyed
the thrill
of a clear
skin
again. Dermoil Is used by many doctors and is hacked by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
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coin* for generous trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot
Test." Test It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for vour test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
nameplainly.
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WHAT

TO DO IF

POLIO

happen."

COMES

YOUR

WAY

KEEP CHILDREN AWAY FROM STRANGERS AND LARGE GROUPS.
People
who have polio virus can pass the infection on to others without knowing it.
TRY NOT TO GET OVER-TIRED. Fatigue lowers your resistance, making you more
susceptible to the disease.
KEEP FROM GETTING CHILLED. It can lessen your body's protection against polio.
Don't bathe or swim too long in cold water; take off wet clothes at once.
KEEP CLEAN.
Keep hands washed carefully — they may carry polio infection into
the body through the mouth. Keep food clean and covered.
WATCH FOR EARLY SIGNS OF POLIO: It starts in different ways— with headache,
sore throat, upset stomach, sore muscles or fever, nervousness, crossness or dizziness,
trouble in swallowing or breathing, stiffness in back or neck.
ACT QUICKLY: CALL YOUR DOCTOR AT ONCE. Until he comes, keep the
patient quiet, in bed, away from others. Then do what the doctor tells you.
ASK FOR HELP IF YOU NEED IT. Call your own Chapter of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. (Look in the telephone book or call your health department for the address.) No patient need go without care. You pay what you can
afford; your Chapter pays the rest of the cost of care with money supplied by the
MARCH OF DIMES.

FRECKLES

A. Bleyer, M.D.
(Continued from page 45)

Do Freckles
Embarrass You?
Start using Stillman's
Freckle Cream today.
It is not only a freckle
cream, but a beauty
cream Thousands of
w
girls and young worn..i.\.
en use it for a softer, smoother, more radiant, and appealing skin. Do you know that
a radiant, youthful skin adds sparkle to
your personality • . . makes you more
charming and attractive?
For your copy of "The Joy of
New Personal Charm," write

THE STILLMAN
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.. Gets orders fast! Gorgeous Christmas With Name
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60 forBook
$1 up.
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FREE
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NERVOUS

A L L I M I N
relieves distressing symptoms of
"nervous stomach'—' heaviness
after meals, belching, bloating and colic due to gas. ALLIMIN has been
scientifically tested by doctors and found highly effective. More than a 'A billion sold. At all drug stores.

STOMACH
ALLIMIN

!

Garlic Tablets

FAS/iy MADE
iN SPAR£ TIMB

No competition. Sell on light, they're thot
beautiful. 50 cords sell for $1.00. Also 25
cards for $ 1 .00. Name handsomely imprinted.
1 00 other boxes with profits to 1 00%. Bonus.
Free samples. Kit on approval. Write today.
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our
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MAGSECRETARY

in your neighborhood. Earn $10 to $50 in your spare time.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! Take subscription orders for ALL, magazines for your
friends and neighbors. Write TODAY for
FREE material (U.S.A. sales only) to:
Subscript/on Secretary

MACFADDEN

PUBLICATIONS,

205 E. 42nd Street. New

Div.

INC.
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York 17, N. Y.

in such geographically divergent spots
as Earl Carroll's Hollywood Restaurant
and the Cleveland Aquacade and in
such hit Broadway shows as "Best Foot
Forward" and "Meet the People."
Coming to CBS in September, 1943,
Archie arranged and conducted music
for a variety of programs until the
time when he took over for the redhead. It was through Janette Davis
frey.
that Archie got his chance with GodJanette is also responsible for dubbing Archie, Sy Schaeffer the trombonist and Johnny Mince the clarinet
player, the Cherry Sisters. As sometimes happens on the Godfrey A.M.
show, the little Godfreys are called on
to perform outside of their respective
bailiwicks. This particular morning,
Arthur suggested that Archie, Sy and
Johnny pool their vocal talents (if
any). The result was what Janette
called "The Cherry Sisters" — a comic,
semi-corny style that is appealing
enough to have gone on records in
such hits as the "Too Fat Polka," "Heap
Big Smoke" and "Slap Her Down
Most of the moments on the Godfrey
shows are on the lighter side, but
Again."likes to remind people that there
Archie
is a serious streak in Arthur which
manifests itself now and then and always with tremendous sincerity.
As an example of this, Archie tells
about the time shortly after Christmas
when Janette was ill. Arthur looked
out at the audience and asked if there
were any girl present who would care
to sing in her place. He was as much
surprised as anyone when a plumpish
matron of about fifty-five volunteered.
He was even more surprised when she
announced that she had her music with
her. It was "Le Cantique du Noel."
"Well," said Arthur, "you get together with Archie on this and we'll
hear from you later."
As Archie tells it, "It was the most
awful thing. We were all cringing and
when she finished singing, there was
no applause. But Arthur was magnifiHe said,
that'scomes
Amer-in
ica.cent.Your
next 'You
door know,
neighbor
and sings for you. It's his right to do it
and turned
your privilege
to hear and
it.' Then
he
to the woman
said:
'Madam, you sang that song with the
utmost sincerity.'
"Of course, that made everybody feel
like two cents. It certainly made me
feel I had no right to criticize.
"And you know," said Archie, "in a
sense, Arthur was saying that nobody
has the right to criticize anybody for
any deficiency. That has stuck with me
ever
But since."
Archie, you feel, has an innate
sympathy for human beings and needs
no lessons on the subj ect from anybody.
Archie and his wife Kitty live in a
Manhattan apartment all year round
with their Irish setters, Terry and
Penny. Recently Archie decided that
he needed some relaxation from his
rigorous schedule and more exercise
than walking Terry and Penny afforded. He joined the local athletic
club for its chief attraction, a swimpool. exercise.
But he still
been water
able
to get ming
that
Thehasn't
current
shortage in the New York area has left
all pools drier than any reservoir is
ever likely to be. So Archie walks the
dogs for exercise and listens to other
people's music for relaxation.
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possible.
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Overcome Hearing loss

All you do is mail coupon for valuable FREE
book. It reveals amazing se.crets of how deafness can now be overcome, thanks to a tiny,
Ear
new electronic miracle.

t°
id rt Rnnu Tel,sHow
No Button Shows In

Book tells how to hide deafness.
Act now to discover what this
new way to hear may do for
YOU. Mail coupon today for
your FREE book. No obligation.

MONO-PAC
One-Unit Hearing Aid
Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Dept. 389A
1450 W. 19th St., ChicagoJB^JII.
MAIL

THIS

COUPON

TODAY

Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Dept. 389a
1450 W. 19th St., Chicago 8, 111.
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send me FREE book that tells how to overcome hearing loss without a button showing In ear.
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l Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
l leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
{ swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and
FREE BOOK.
R. get
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Dearborn Street, Chicago 2,
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INSECT
BITES

May Cause Infection As Well As Torment
Neglected bites from non-poisonous insects may cause
dangerous infection! Oil-O-Sol soothes, cools, comforts
— acts instantly to ease pain, itch, smarting. At the same
time Oil-O-Sol serves to help control infection, reduce
swelling, speed healing. A wonderful germ-arresting
antiseptic for simple cuts, burns, scratches. Oil-O-Sol
at your drug store.

CHRISTMAS CARDS-UPTO 100% PROFIT
SOnR^A.
samples
- sell free
YOU
FOR $50
EY Easily.
MON
Make Money
profit selling NAME PRINTED
100 Feature Boxes. Complete line big CARDS, NAPKINS
value, fast selling plastic, metallic,
««STATIoNERy
Christmas and Everyday cards. Smart
gift items. Embossed designed cards, stationery, napkins, coasters with name 50 for $1 up. No money or
experience needed to start. Fund raising plan for
churches and clubs. Special bargain offers. Cash
bonus. Write for samples on approval.
Empire Cord Co. 190 Fox St.. Elmira, N. Y.

MILES

When your nerves occasionget Jit-Jit-Jittery
try
Miles allyNERVINE.
Use only
as directed. All drug stores
—two forms— Liquid NervL ine or Effervescent Tablets.
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Tony Marvin, Announcer Plus
costume, a shirt decorated with beads,
a feather head-dress, sandals and other
such redskin paraphernalia. But when
the show went on the air, Tony came
on with no shirt at all — on his bare
chest and middle he had painted "Yellow Belly." Arthur, of course, howled.
In his more serious moments, Tony's
especially grateful to Godfrey for making him a definite personality on the
show instead of just an announcer. And
ever since he found out that Tony was
once a medical student, Godfrey has
made him somewhat of a comedian,
too — with quiz kid shadings. Whenever
a question comes up about something
scientific or medical— or anything else
— Arthur will say: "Well, we'll just ask
Tony about this."
Then he gets Tony to go into a longwinded, detailed account about whatever it is, all the while interrupting
with humorous side remarks.
"I wind up sounding like a poor man's
Einstein," says Tony.
But Arthur loves it. And the public
seems to, too, especially when Arthur
asks Tony something like this:
"What is ST-37, Tony?"
Actually it's a simple gargle sold by
drug stores, but Arthur will make Tony
break it down
to its formula.
This encyclopedic repartee has developed into one of those "You and
Your Education" type running gags
between Godfrey and Tony. Even
though Godfrey says that Tony will
always use one hundred words when
ten or twelve will do, he's usually
satisfied with the answers Tony gives
him. Fortunately, Tony has one of
those minds that has retained most of
the stuff he ever studied and learned.
That learning began back in the
public schools of New York City where
Tony was born thirty-six years ago.
After Tony graduated from Erasmus
Hall High School in Brooklyn he went
on to there
St. John's
College. He graduated
from
in 1932.
His first ambition was to be a doctor.
While he was at St. John's he worked
as an usher in the Paramount Theatre
from six to midnight, and on weekends.
This schedule easily could have played
havoc with his studies, but Tony solved
the problem before it could do him any
harm. While the picture was on and
all the customers presumably in their
seats, Tony would go into the checkroom and study. Luckily for Tony, the
manager of the theatre never knew or
cared, and after Tony had graduated
from St. John's and was a medical student at the Long Island College of
Medicine, he stayed on at the Paramount to help pay his tuition.
But in 1934, after two years at medical school, Tony had to quit and
devote all his time to earning money.
Tony didn't quit his job at the Paramount though. He had always loved
the theatre and anything to do with
the show world. In high school and
college, he had belonged to the Glee
Club and had gone in for dramatics
as an extra-curricular activity. He decided to stay on at the Paramount full
time. But he didn't limit himself to
mere ushering. He went to the Student
Manager's
there,construction
learning everything fromSchool
the basic
of a
theatre right through to how to put on
full productions. When the course was
M finished, Tony was made Chief of
Ushers at the Paramount. Promotion
followed promotion. Tony was with the

(Continued from page 44)
Paramount Publix Chain until 1935
when things went badly with Paramount. They closed a lot of theatres,
fired a lot of people — Tony among them.
In 1935 jobs weren't easily come by.
At that time, his steady girl was Dorothea Wiener whom he had met three
years before when both were counselors
at a children's summer camp in
Pennsylvania. Dorothea attended Cornell University and played the piano
excellently (she used to accompany fellow student Dorothy Sarnoff, the
singer, at recitals). Tony wanted to
marry Dorothea and Dorothea was
willing, but she decided she should
finish school first. Anyway, Tony didn't
have enough money to become a husband. But Dorothea had an uncle who
owned a chain of gas stations in New
York and through him, Tony got a job.
One day a big, black Cadillac, driven
by a distinguished looking man, came
in. The man wanted his car washed.
His name was Rudolph Bressler and he
talked to Tony while the car was being
washed. tionally
Impressed
with Tony's
exceplow, full speaking
voice,
he
asked him what he, a young,, good looking fellow, was doing in a gas station.
Had he ever sung at all? Tony managed to answer yes, that in college he

AL: "I guess I got one of them trigger
IRMA:
"Don't be modest,
Al. You're
much
smarter than Roy Rogers' horse."
minds."
— CBS1 My Friend Irma

sang in the Glee Club and school shows.
Bressler, impressed with Tony, told
him that he'd like him to meet his
uncle, the Mr. Hahn who owned the
Hahn Chocolate Co. Hahn was a patron
of the arts and he liked to sponsor
young people of talent. Bressler then
asked Tony if he could get away from
the station for a little while.
Tony could, of course, so in the now
clean Cadillac and in his unclean overalls, Tony traveled with Bressler to
Hahn's office. Hahn was impressed with
Tony's speaking voice, too. He arranged
for his cousin, Mme. Elizabeth Major,
on" of the most famous and best vocal
teachers, to hear Tony sing. And Mme.
Major, was also impressed. In fact, she
was so enthusiastic about Tony's voice
that Hahn and Bressler right then and
there arranged for Tony to study with
her for five days a week. And they
would pay for the lessons.
Six months later the Opera Guild
auditioned singers to play in their revival of De Koven's "Fencing Master."
In particular, they were looking for
someone to play the lead, Which was a
bass part. Tony got that part. From
there he went into "White Horse Inn,"
a highly successful Broadway musical.
Tony could afford to be a husband by
this time. After "White Horse Inn"
closed, he and Dorothea were married
—on June 6, 1937. The Marvins had
just arrived in Saratoga on their honeymoon when Tony got a wire instructing
him to rush right back. The reason: he
was wanted for the lead in a new group
which was just starting, the Jones
Beach Oper,a Company. Tony thought
it would be a good thing so after only
one day at Saratoga, he did rush back.
But then he found that the Jones Beach

Operafore itCompany
had fallen
through behad a chance
to begin.
Tony seriously began making the
rounds of the New York radio stations
after he had been in a comedy which
flopped out of town. He auditioned
everywhere in an attempt to get a
radio job and on his way to NBC one
day for that purpose, he stopped in at
WNYC to take a look at its new
studios. When he asked to see the
studio manager to get permission to
go through the place, the receptionist
insisted that he fill out a form.
"It's for the dramatic group auditions," she explained.
Tony, unable to convince her that he
wasn't there for the dramatic group
auditions, filled out the forms and
ended up reading an excerpt from a
play for Ted Cott, the head of the
group. Cott, who is now one of the
top men at WNBC, hired Tony on the
spot as narrator for the group and also
to do occasional dramatic parts. His
work for WNYC was good enough to
persuade John S. Young, who was
chief announcer for the World's Fair,
to offer cluded
Tony
a job. and
Young's
offer inmore money
a contract,
so
Tony left WNYC and worked for Young
at the Fair. While meeting many celebrities and handling many important
broadcasts, Tony made up his mind
that radio was for him — for good.
He made another important contact
at the Fair — John Reed King. King
introduced Tony to Jerry Maulsby,
head of network operations for CBS.
Tony auditioned for Maulsby and the
head of the CBS news department.
Sufficiently impressed, they offered
Tony a job as a staff announcer.
As a staff man, Tony did everything
from daytime serials to symphonies and
in 1946, when the Arthur Godfrey
morning show was sustaining, Tony
was assigned to it. It was on only three
times a week then and Tony did this
show along with all the others assigned
to him. When the Godfrey show went
commercial, Tony stayed with it. He also
does the Godfrey TV show, Wednesdays; Talent Scouts on Mondays.
Tony loves to work with Godfrey
and hopes to stay with him as long as
he's in radio. He thinks Arthur is one
of themost
finesttolerant
men he's
met — one of
the
andeverunderstanding,
with the greatest sense of humor.
"Arthur has taught me so much,"
says
Tony,
"especially
how of toall,behowat
ease on
the air.
And most
to be natural and myself while working. That's something I could never
do The
as aMarvins
straightlive
announcer."
in Amityville, Long
Island with their little girl, Lynda,
now seven and a half. When time allows, Tony indulges in his hobbies —
boating, swimming and especially
water skiing, which is very popular in
Amityville. During the winter months
he goes in for weight lifting to keep
in shape. A less strenuous Marvin pastime is painting in oils.
"I'm still trying to get time to finish
that masterpiece Dorothea is waiting
for to hang over the fireplace mantel."
Tony is very happy in his present setup. He likes radio and never wants to
leave it. He's enthusiastic about television, too, but feels he has a lot to
learn about it. Still a staff man for
CBS, Tony does other shows besides
Godfrey's,
are his firstbut
love.the Godfrey activities
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Which Twin has the Toni ?
Tom looks as lovely as a $20* permanent
—feels as soft as naturally curly hair
Now — any day and any time — for
only one dollar you can get a
wave that's caressably soft — like
naturally curly hair . . . and
guaranteed to look just as lovely,
last just as long as a beauty shop
permanent costing $20. (^Including shampoo and set.)
What's Toni's Secret ? It's the lotion. Toni waving
lotion is an exclusive creme formula developed through
years of research. This gentle-action formula was especially created to give you a wave that;s free of harsh
frizziness — a wave that feels and behaves like naturally
curly hair. But remember, only Toni Home Permanent
gives you this superb waving lotion.

Wonderful results — again and again! What better
proof of Toni quality! Only Toni has given over 67
million lovely, long-lasting permanents. Some women
have used Toni ten times or more and say their waves
are always soft, natural-looking, easy to manage. Letters
of praise come from women with every type of hair —
even gray, bleached and baby-fine. So whether you are
buying your first Toni Home Permanent or your tenth,
you can be sure of getting a wave that looks as lovely
as a $20 permanent — feels as soft as naturally curly hair.
Today, ask for Toni Home Permanent. Jean, the twin
on the left, has the Toni.
P. S. For a lovelier you, get Toni Creme Shampoo
Toni Creme Rinse, too.

N£WfTOH\ MID6ET
SP//VCUKLEKS
"Pm not a tivin, but since I tried Toni,
no other permanent will do for me"
says Mrs. Myron Albertson of Los Angeles.
"Toni works wonders for my baby-fine
hair. Never frizzes it . . . always gives me
a soft, natural-looking wave"

For perfect neckline curls
far easier — far faster!
Wonderful

for new, short hair styles. Wind wispy

ends closer to the head for longer-lasting curls.
SPECIAL!

Toni

and Toni Creme

Refill Kit with 6 Midget SPIN
Shampoo.

$1 .50 value . . . ONLY

Curlers
$1.33

and

NewL./Vlennen Baby Magic
the sensational all-purpose baby skin care
that checks diaper odor
checks diaper rash
In the Unbreakable Squeeze Bottle — the new, luxuriously fragrant,
liquefied cream that soothes, smooths, and beautifies baby's skin.
Use all over baby's body after bath and on diaper region at every change.
Makes everyone say, "Sweetest baby I've ever seen!"
Only Mennen Baby Magic contains new miracle ingredient — gentle "Purateen".
More sanitary, easier to use ... in the Unbreakable Safety-Squeeze Bottle.

Msrw**
SKIN CAtf

MAGIC
choice of 3

P. s. You'll love it for your skin, too !

Baby Magic
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Bathe your way
Camay

Beauty Bath! Use the big, economical

CAMAY
MEANS MILDNESS
TO ME!

to beauty with mild Camay

and the d
"Beauty-Bath"

cake of Camay,

and give all your skin the finest kind of complexion
U,

lather is so quick and creamy,

care. Camay's

and it's gentle as a caress. Why, you'll

rise from your bath lovelier from head to toes— touched
perfume

with a

no other soap has ever quite captured— the flattering
fragrance of Camay,

The Soap of Beautiful Women!

PLUNGE INTO
A CAMAY
BEAUTY
BATH TODAY!
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Your mouth and breath are more wholesome, sweeter, cleaner— when
you guard against tooth decay and gum troubles both. So don't risk

halfway dental care. Rely on doubly-effective Ipana care for healthier teeth, healthier gums — better protection for your whole mouth.

Keep your Whole Mouth Wholesome!
Fight tooth decay and gum troubles with the
one leading tooth paste specially designed to do both!'
Naturally, you'd like to have a healthier,
more wholesome mouth. And you will
have, if you do what dentists advise:
fight not only tooth decay but gum
troubles, too.
With one famous tooth paste— *with
Ipana and massage— you can guard your
teeth and gums BOTH.
"I have lots of confidence in Ipana
. . . it's made by Bristol-Myers,"
says Miss Pat Barnard
of Great Neck, N.Y.
Bristol-Myers, makers of Ipana Tooth
Paste, have worked with leading
dental authorities for many years on
scientific studies of teeth and gums.
You can use Ipana with complete
confidence that it provides effective
care for teeth and gums both. It's another reliable Bristol-Myers product.

For no other dentifrice has been proved
more effective than Ipana in fighting tooth

decay. And no other leading tooth paste
is specially designed to stimulate gum
circulation— promote healthier gums.
Remember, Ipana is the only leading tooth
paste made especially to give you this
doubly protective, doubly-effective care.
So be sure of double protection — keep
your whole mouth "Ipana wholesome."
Ipana's wholesome flavor is refreshing,
too — you'll enjoy it. Get Ipana today.

NEW!

Big economy size Ipana
saves you up to 23$

IPANA
For healthier teeth, healthier gums
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Millions now spray perspiration worries
away with amazing Stopette Deodorant
in the famous flexi-plastic bottle.
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The No. 1 catch of the town,
hers for a whole evening on their
first big date. She dreams this is
to be the beginning of a real
romance. But how wrong can a girl be?
What an awful awakening she's in for!
Because, once he gets her back on her own
doorstep, he'll never darken it again . . . and she
won't know why.* It could happen to any girl . . .
even to you if you're careless about one little matter.*
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Never take it for granted. Never risk offending others, needlessly.
Halitosis (unpleasant breath)* is the fault unpardonable. It may be
absent one day and present the next . . . without your realizing it.
That's the insidious thing about it.
Play smart. Rinse your mouth with Listerine Antiseptic night and
morning, and especially before any date when you want to be at your
best. It's the extra-careful precaution against offending that fastidious
people never omit.

a-careful
active be extr

Listerine Antiseptic is the extracareful precaution because it freshens the breath . . . not for mere
seconds or minutes . . . but for
hours, usually. Popular people,
attractive people consider it
almost a passport to popularity.

°«

While some cases of halitosis are of
systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial
fermentation of tiny food particles
clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine
Antiseptic quickly halts such fermentation, then overcomes the odors
fermentation causes.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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for lasting
PIN CURL BEAUTY. . .

No matter how hot it is, pretty Patti Painter can't afford less than perfect make-up.

f bob pins
stronger grip— won't slip out
You don't need a flair for hair styling
to set this newest hair fashion. It's
a breeze with De Long bob pins.
Alluring, natural curls last longer,
for De Long's grip holds hair tighter.
Take the blue De Long card home today.
How

tO Set the eminent
"U" Bobby Mr. Larry,. •
New styled
York hairdresser.
Set top hair in two rows, turning
first row toward face, next row
away from face. (Work with
even strands.) Pin two vertical
frotvs at left temple, the first row
toward face, second away.
Make circlets across the back to
Xf right ear, in two clockwise rows.
Do right temple like left. To
comb out— brush hair up briskly,
then down into a soft halo.
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You're always "set" with De Long Hair Pins •
Curl Setting Pins»Safety Pins» Hooks and Eyes*
Snaps«Pins«Hook and EyeTapes«Sanitary Belts

may
as you under
yourr skin.
way ofn getting
has aComplai
Summe
about the broiling sun, and the
it's. hard to resist
temperat
high call
outdoors
of theures,
the
If you're in a state of despair, because you can't keep your make-up
on your face, here's some advice from
a girl who has to.
Pretty Patti Painter is someone you
haven't met yet. But, one day soon
you'll be seeing her on your TV
screen. At the moment she is busy
at CBS acting as a model for color
television
experiments.
Pattithan
can'ta
afford to have
anything less
perfect make-up, no matter what the
thermometer reading.
Whether she's out on a date, or at
rehearsals, Patti treats herself to a
minute "facial" at least three or four
times a day. She carries a jar of
cleansing pads right in her purse,
and whips them out whenever she
feels the need. These pads, moistened
with a skin-cleanser and freshener,
remove make-up, as well as any particles of dust which have settled on
her skin. All she has to do is reapply

RADIO MIRROR for BETTER LIVING

Here's Marvelous Deodorant \News /
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more effective Mg^!
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her make-up,
and she is all set.
As far as your make-up is concerned, Patti suggests that you keep
it light. Should you like a foundation base before you apply your
rouge and powder, buy a summerweight base. A heavy application of
make-up is inclined to clog the pores,
and before
know condition.
it you'll be
faced
with a you
blackhead
If
you have an oily skin, it is a good
idea to use an astringent lotion before
you make up. You may have a problem with your lipstick, if you are
using one with an oily base. Choose
a lipstick that has long-lasting qualities. You won't have to worry about
it smudging and spoiling your appearance, as it so often does.
Patti doesn't neglect her eyes in
the hot weather, either. She wears a
waterproof mascara, and just a touch
of eye shadow. Of course, her brows
always get a going over with an eyebrow pencil.
Patti has an exceptionally fair skin,
and because of her color television
work, she
tanned
or sunburned.can't
However,get
if you
are addicted
to the sun, keep a close watch on
your skin, and as it begins to tan, increase the color tone of your foundation base and powder. Make as
careful a match as possible. Even
though your skin is tanning, it still
needs make-up for that smooth,
beautiful finish.
The heat may be on, but if you
present a cool front to the weather,
you'll have nothing to worry about.
Don't wait until the sun has melted
your resistance and damaged your
make-up. Have as many facials a day
as you feel are necessary. Admiring
eyes will tell you the "time out" was
well spent.
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PROTECTS
BACTERIA

New Protection! Let the magic of new
Mum protect you — hetter, longer. For today's Mum, with wonder-working M-3,
safely protects against bacteria that cause
underarm perspiration odor. Mum never
merely
"masks"
odor— simply doesn't give
it
a chance
to start.
New Creaminess! Mum is softer, creamier than ever. As gentle as a beauty cream.
Smooths on easily, doesn't cake. And
Mum is non-irritating to skin because it
contains no harsh ingredients. Will not
rot or discolor finest fabrics.
New Fragrance! Even Mum's new perfume isspecial— a delicate flower fragrance
created for Mum alone. This delightful
cream deodorant contains no water to dry
out or decrease its efficiency. Economical
—no shrinkage, no waste.

Mum's protection grows and GROWS!

Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,
Mum not only stops growth of odorcausing bacteria instantly— but keeps
down future bacteria growth. You actually huild up protection with regular, exclusive use of new Mum!
Now at your cosmetic counter1.

JVewMUM
A PRODUCT

OF

BRISTOL-MYERS

THE
NARTEISOTN'S
SO
THROAT
Busy WWDC sportscaster Wolff takes time out to talk to ex-Washington Senators
pitcher Rae Scarborough. Bob often is on from 2-11 P.M., every minute sponsored.

Famed

hoopster

George

Mikan

towers

above

Bob,

left, and former "pro" football star Steve Bagarus.

Washington thinks it has the nation's busiest sportscaster in
young Bob Wolff, and here's the reason why.
On any given day this summer a Bob Wolff fan can tune
Bob in at 1:55 P.M. and not hear him say good-bye until after
eleven at night. And every moment he spends on the air is
sponsored. Beginning with a wire re-creation of an out-oftown baseball game at 1:55 — which sometimes lasts until 6,
Bob goes on WWDC with a fifteen minute sports review, then
races out to Griffith Stadium to record a quarter-hour interview show with the players which is aired on WWDC fifteen
minutes prior to game time. Next comes a fifteen-minute live
television interview show from the field immediately before
game time (WTTG). After that, Bob rushes up to the radio
and television booth to telecast the first three innings of the
Washington Senators' games (WTTG), moves over to the
radio mike to broadcast the middle three (WWDC), shifts
back to TV for the last three innings, and then conducts another fifteen-minute post-game interview show on television
(WTTG).
By the time that show is over Wolff should be gasping for
breath, clawing at his throat, and looking for the earliest train
to Atlantic City, but the man who never stops talking (when
he's sponsored), never stops working, either. Besides the
strenuous daily schedule above, he manages to prepare a
weekly cut-in for the Mutual Broadcasting System (Saturdays, 4:30), write a lengthy sports column for the Washington
Sunday Star, edit and distribute the Bob Wolff score book,
speak at various luncheons and public functions, answer his
voluminous correspondence, and play centerfield for the
WWDC softball team (current batting average: .420 — subject
to change without notice).
Not capitalized
subject to change
many of Bob's
sponsors
who
have
on his are
effervescent
sales loyal
ability.
Accounts
such as Chesterfield, Valley Forge Beer, and a Washington
firm, George's Radio and Television Company, have been
Wolff sponsors for three years running. And newcomers
this summer include Motorola, a local Pontiac distributor —
Arcade-Pontiac, and a local clothier, Regal Clothing Company.
To his family — his pretty young wife, Jane, and twentymonth-old son, Bobby, Jr. — Bob Sr. must be nothing more
than a figure hurtling madly out of the front door of their
apartment, holding his hat, and rehearsing his cues in front
of the startled neighbors he bumps into in the hall. Indeed,
Bob's hectic schedule has made him virtually a Third Man in
his family life: Bobby Jr. readily recognizes his father on the
television screen and cries, "Daddy," but to the strange and
rarely-seen figure which is Bob in person, Junior — sensing
a triangle — pointedly says nothing.
If things keep popping for Bob as they have in the last few
years, it may be quite a spell before his son ever does get to
know him well. For the ex-Phi Beta Kappa from Duke University isalready perched on the top rung of the local ladder,
and he has his best foot forward.

tina leser. famous

toni owEN.renowned
for her sports clothes

for original collections: "My advice is
to wear a playtex—
the girdle that slims
you where you need
slimming, holdsyou in

makes this "playtex
supple,
separates:
slim figure a possibility. And it fits invisibly, even under the

complete comfort."

scantiest swimsuit."

Top American designers say there's only one girdle
for 'round-the-clock wear with all Summer clothes... even under swim suits!

INVISIBLE

PLAYTEr PINK-ICE
Never before have designers
chosen one girdle as the anto all ofNever
Summer's
merswer clothes.
before slimhas
there been a girdle you could
wear under your bathing suit
—then pat completely dry with
a towel and wear again
immediately.
pink-ice looks, feels, fits and
acts like a second skin, moulds
your figure with comfort and
freedom. It hasn't a single
seam, stitch
bone—bathing
it's invisible under or
briefest
suit, the most clinging dress.
And it washes in seconds, dries
with a touch of the towel.
Made by a revolutionary
new latex process, PLAYTEX
pink-ice dispels body heat . . .
slims you in cool comfort.
Light as a snowflake, fresh as
a daisy, pink-ice actually
"breathes" with you.

THE only girdle in the world you can wear under your swimsuit, pat dry and wear immediately under street clothesi

In SUM shimmering pink tubes, playtex pink-ice girdles $3.95 to $4.95
In SLIM silvery tubes, playtex living® girdles ....

$3.50 to $3.95

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large. Extra-large size slightly higher

At all department stores and better specialty shops everywhere
INTERNATIONAL

LATEX

CORPORATION,

Playtex Park ©1950 Dover Del.
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ROLIFIC PENMAN

Daughter Donna watches as producer Gene Brook types a script for one of his WBEN shows.

Gene Brook is a very practical man and,
people, heButdoesn't
other tellers.
a lotinoffortunelike
. . .
believe
shortly before he became engaged to
Myra Singerman, she lunched at a Buffalo tearoom where a gypsy read tealeaves. The gypsy told Myra: "You'll
marry a radio man or journalist." Not
only did Myra marry a "radio man" —
she became the mother of a "radio girl."
Gene is one of Buffalo's best-known
radio figures, even though he is rarely
heard on the air. He is the producer and
script-writer of Breakfast at Laube's
Old Spain on WBEN every morning from
9: 15 to 10. He also writes the nightly
show, Orchid Week-End at the Statler
and he was the elf "Grumbles" in the
Visit to Santa Claus on WBEN-TV last
Christmas.
The "radio girl" in the Brook family
is Donna, five and a half, who was one
of the precocious panel of Half Pints on
the recently completed WBEN-TV series.
The Brooks also have a son — Jimmy,
three and one-half, who "wants to get
on Words,
television,
words,too."
words. As far back as
he can remember, Gene has been a prolific letter writer and has ground out
literally millions of radio words. He
started writing in grade school and during his high school days he was on the
school paper and took part in amateur
theatricals.
At Ohio State he did features, sports,
and every other type of story for the
University paper. For two years he took
the feminine lead in the productions of
the Scarlet Mask, the University's dra-

matic association. He also broadcast regularly over the campus radio station,
WOSU, Columbus.
He was graduated at twenty in 1941
and was then too young for the draft.
When he did become of age he was rejected for the army three times because
of ulcers (acquired at eighteen) .
Gene first wrote seriously in 1941,
doing a comedy script for a Buffalo station. Throughout the war he had very
little extra time for writing but taught
play production at the YWCA at night.
In fact, he still teaches the same three
nights a week at the Buffalo Jewish
Center
A few months after WBEN-TV went
on the air, Gene began writing a television series for cartoonist Stu Hample
and did commercial scripts for another
TV show. A chance luncheon engagement with WBEN officials launched Gene
into radio seriously, early in 1949. For
Breakfast at Laube's Old Spain, he estimates that he penned more than 3000
pages of script and more than 750,000
words
during
program's
year
and he has
been the
known
to write first
as many
as forty pages of script in one day.
His heroes are those two other prolific
comedy writers, S. J. Perelman and
James Thurber. One of his greatest treasures is a personal letter from Bea Lillie,
who airmailed him words of praise after
he submitted a comedy script to her. If
he has any words of advice to young
writers (like himself) they are merely
repetitions of the old adage: "The best
way to write is to apply the seat of the
pants to the seat of a chair — and write."

Collector's Corner

By DOROTHY

SHAY

I've actually earned
Altho
the ugh
title "Park Avenue Hillbilly" by singing the sophisticated Western songs, I'm really
an avid devotee of music in general— as my favorites will show:
1. Bing Crosby's "Chattanoogie
Shoe Shine Boy." His devil-maycare personality comes through
perfectly in this one.
2. Bing Crosby's "White Christa moving
of a mas"—
beautiful
song.interpretation
3. Herb
Girl."
This
disc Jeffries'
creates "Swamp
a tremendous
mood, and is delivered faultlessly
by a great voice.
4. Pearl Bailey's version of
"Tired." Miss Bailey is as much
an actress as a singer, and you
can almost see her singing as you
listen.
5. An awe-inspiring composition, and an interpretation that
gives you a lift every time you
hear it, is Gordon Jenkins' "Manhattan Towers."
6. David Rose's "Holiday For
Strings." Here is a brilliant arrangement and a note-perfect interpretation by some great
musicians.
7. "Go To Sleep," as sung by
Arthur Godfrey and Mary Martin. Just a relaxed, humorous disc
done by two great show people.
8. Glenn Miller's "In The
Mood."
just perfect
on this —Everything
the wonderful
Miller
brass, a stand-out arrangement,
a toe-tapping beat.
9. Kay Starr's "Lonesomest Gal
In Town."
Miss of
Starr's
tive rendition
this interpresensuous
song makes you want to hear it
over and over.
10. Artie Shaw's "All The
Things You Are," is Shaw at his
all-time greatest. Great musicians, great arrangement, great
rhythm, all on one disc.

Hair styles in this picture by Don Rito,f(

Toni looks as lovely as a $20* permanent
—feels as soft as naturally curly hair
When you choose Toni— for only one
dollar you are getting the very finest
permanent there is. A wave that's
caressably soft like naturally
curly hair . . . and guaranteed
to look just as lovely — last
just as long as a permanent
costing $20. (including shampoo and set.)
i What is Toni's secret? It's
the lotion. Toni waving lotion
is an exclusive creme formula
— especially created to give you a
wave that's free of harsh frizziness —
a wave that feels and behaves like
naturally curly hair. But remember,
only Toni Home Permanent has this
superb waving lotion.

" When I'm swimming . . .

Do Your Dates

'Tizzle Out"?
SEE

Paid Notice

PAGE

81

Hollywood hair stylist

playing tennis . . . or
square dancing, I love my
Toni more than ever,"
says teen-ager Renee
Honadel of Milwaukee.
" That wonderful wave
stays and stays — and
always looks so natural.
After I swim, my Toni
wave re-sets in a jiffy!"

Wonderful results — again and again!
What better proof of Toni quality!
Only Toni has given over 93 million lovely, long-lasting permanents. Some women have
used Toni 10 times or more
and say their waves are always
soft, natural-looking, easy to
manage. Letters of praise
come from women with every
type of hair— even gray,
bleached and baby-fine hair.
So whether it's your first Toni or your
tenth, you can be sure of getting a
wave with that natural look. Priscilla,
the twin on the left, has the Toni.
P. S. For a lovelier you — get Toni
Creme Shampoo and Toni Creme
Rinse, too.

ONLY TONI HAS
SP/A/ OXRVBRS
twice as easy- twice as fet
No rubber bands! Grip, spin, lock
with a finger flick I Get regular size
or Midget SPIN Curlers in combination with Toni Home Permanent.

NOW! Dental Science
Shows That Brushing Teeth
Right After Eating with

TRAVELER OF THE

COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST

Better Than Any Other
Way of Preventing Tooth Decay
According to Reports in
Authoritative Dental Literature!
2 years' research at 5 great universities —
case histories of hundreds of people who
used Colgate Dental Cream right after eating—shows the Colgate way stops tooth
decay best! Better than any other home
method of oral hygiene known today! Yes,
both clinical and X-ray examinations
showed the Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than ever before
reported in all dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder
Ammoniated or Not
Offers Proof of Such Results!
Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3
who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!
Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all
tooth decay, or help cavities already
started. But the Colgate way is the most
effective way yet known to help your
dentist prevent decay.

Tommy and the O'Briens (Pat, 1., Terence Kevin and Eloise, r.) heard
the heart-warming story of brave John and Ginzy Collins of Illinois.

as far
ed — name,
has a new
y" concern
of
the name
as I'm
Braver
Johnny Collins.
You've probably never heard of
Johnny, and neither had I until I
met him and his lovely wife, Mary
Virginia, at our NBC microphone in
the College Inn of the Hotel Sherman. The couple were from Ashland,
Illinois, a town near Springfield, and
they were traveling with Johnny's
parents.
"Why are you in Chicago?" I asked
him.
Johnny grinned. "To break in a
newA rather
pair of surprising
shoes," he answer
said. in any
event, but completely surprising
from Johnny — who had come up to
the microphone in a wheelchair!
"This is my first day with my new
pair of legs," Johnny explained, "and
I'm not used to 'em enough to give
the
shoes them
a workout
yet. the
But end
I'll be
breaking
in before
of
the week. I'm already getting handy
with
He the
toldhook."
his story matter-of-factly,
even cheerfully. Five months before,

he had lost both legs and his right
arm in a corn-picker accident. No
matter how casually he spoke of that
accident, nobody who heard him
could help thinking of what must
have been a terrible scene.
"I could describe it," Johnny told
me, "but I won't. Only three people
in the world know about it, and as
far as I'm concerned, that's how it's
"You've developed a wonderfully
going to stay."
cheery attitude," I told him, "but
weren't you terribly depressed when
you first learned that you'd lost your
"I and
was annever
legs
arm?"depressed for one
minute," he told me. "I knew I was
going to be all right. I knew I was
going to live and that things were
going working
to work out
out. with
Things
couldn't
help
a girl
like
"How around."
did you feel about it at first,
Ginzy
Mrs. Collins?" I asked.
"How could I feel?" she countered.
"With Johnny acting so cheerful,
I'd have been ashamed to act any
other way."
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MONTH
By

TOMMY
BARTLETT
Monday-Friday

at 10 A.M.

Bartlett emcees NBC's

EDT,

Welcome

Tommy
Travelers,

sponsored by Procter and Gamble.

"She was with me at the hospital
the whole time," Johnny said, giving
her arm a squeeze. "She never gave
me a chance to feel sorry for myself
and she never once let me see how
worried she was. We understand
each
other pretty
well." emblem in
I noticed
the service
his lapel. Yes, he'd been in the Marine Corps. Where? The Pacific
theater. That was all he said about
it— and it wasn't until later that I
found out, from a fellow townsman,
that Johnny'd served at Iwo Jima.
Johnny's
a firmly
knit, athletic
type
and not
even months
in the
hospital had erased the outdoor look
from his face.
Knowing that he was a farmer, I
asked him how in the world he kept
his farm going after the accident.
Johnny told me a wonderful, heartwarming story of good neighbors. A
hundred and fifty men had come in
from nearby farms, bringing tractors,
corn pickers — everything needed to
complete the harvest. Their wives
had brought food and had taken over
the Collins kitchen. "They were
swell," Johnny said, and better than
words, his eyes told just how grateful
he was to those neighbors of his.
Johnny spoke with enthusiasm
about his hobby, too. "I'm a state
high school official in football, basketball, baseball and track," he said,
"and I'm sure looking forward to
officiating again." He considered.
"I'll be all right everywhere except
on the basketball court. That game
will be too fast for me now."
When I asked about the future,
Johnny told me about his plans.
Farming, he said practically, would
be too rugged. At twenty-six, he felt
that he might be a trifle old to be
starting college — but that was exactly what he'd made up his mind to do,
with Ginzy's help.
"I want to become a certified public
accountant," he explained, "and I
know I'll be able to make it."
I knew it, too, and so did everyone
else in the College Inn — including a
couple of old friends who were our
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Brien of
Hollywood.
Pat wasn't ashamed of the tears in
his eyes when he talked to Johnny
and Ginzy. "Your spirit's the kind
that has made this the greatest country in the world," he said. "God bless
you, Johnny. I'm a better man for
having met you!"

Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced . . . held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.
Be sure you're always lovely to love; sweet . . . alluring. Your deodorant may make
the difference. That's why lovely girls depend on FRESH Cream Deodorant.

Test FRESH against any deodorant — see which stops perspiration, prevents odor
better! FRESH is creamier, more luxurious and really effective!

See for yourself how really effective
FRESH is! Make this simple test.
Put your present deodorant
under one arm. Put FRESH under
the other arm. See which stops
perspiration, prevents odor better.

ads*- ivu <Ks Kj&ur-

For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant
Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as
other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor,
yet mild and gentle to sensitive skin.
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Phil Spitalny and the All-Girl Orchestra, twenty-nine reasons why his show, formed in 1934, was known as the Hour of Charm.

Part VIII: No longer a quaking,
experimental medium,

radio marks its

coming of age by presenting
more and more

Hollywood Hotel's hostess, Louella Parsons, seated, with Spencer
Tracy, Joseph Calleia, Dick Powell, Una Merkel, Jean Harlow.
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By LLEWELLYN

MILLER

original, top-grade talent

1934: The Dionne quintuplets were born. Dillinger,
first man to be declared a "public enemy," was shot as
he came out of a gangster movie, and there were new
names suddenly famous on the air: J. Edgar Hoover
and G-Men. A baby named Shirley Temple played a
role in "Little Miss Marker." Overnight, every little
girl in the country had to have a permanent wave and
tap-dancing lessons. Another unknown, Donald Duck,
made history in a brief supporting part in Mickey
Mouse's "The Orphan's Benefit."
Max Baer became heavyweight champion by a knockout after eleven rounds with Primo Camera. Everybody was trying to learn an exotic new dance, the
rhumba. The candid camera craze was in full swing.
Suddenly not only planes, but cars and trains were

LIFE

STORY

When not conducting the Amateur Hour, Major Edward
Bowes turned skipper and plied his yacht, the Edmar.

The man who made disc jockeying a big time proposition—Martin Block of WNEW's Make Believe Ballroom.
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Parks Johnson and Wally Butterworth ran the popular
Vox Pop which emphasized
human interest stories.

streamlined. So were pens, pencils, lamps, radio sets
and other objects that seldom needed to cut the breeze.
The biggest song hit of the year was "The Object of My
Affections,"
"You're' the Top" was setting a
new style of though
lyric writing.
of the year was the formation
event
The outstanding
of a new national network, Mutual Broadcasting Company. Its beginning is not so dramatic as the start of
NBC and CBS because no one sat down and said, "Let's
start a new network and give the big boys a run for
their money." As a matter of fact, no one had the
huge Mutual system in mind when four powerful independent stations made a sensible business deal. They
were WOR, New York; WGN, Chicago; WLW, Cincinnati; and WXYZ, Detroit (though the latter went to

The late, literary Alexander Woollcott, on as Town
Crier, gave radio wit, erudition — and entertainment.

NBC the following year). Each had programs of strictly
local appeal, but each was also producing some very
expensive programs of wide interest. They arranged a
four-outlet chain for their best attractions, thus cutting
expenses and expanding profits. Sponsors who could
not buy time they wanted on NBC and CBS were
attracted. Then other independent stations asked to
join. By the end of the first year, Mutual had eighteen
stations. In 1936, they signed the thirteen stations of
the Colonial Network in New England and the ten
stations operated by Don Lee in California, Oregon and
Washington — the oldest regional network in the country.
13
That was the beginning.
Ten years later Mutual had two hundred and forty
stations.
Today it has the (Continued on page 18)

\ A GIRL
By

JDAVIS
OAN
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shampoo
to
answer apThe
the writer
problemof oftheR. best
M., which
peared in the April issue of
Radio Mirror, was Jean Wheeler
of Buffalo, N. Y., to whom Radio
Mirror's check for $25.00 has been
sent. ber,The
problem,
you'll
rememwas that
of R. M„
a widower,
who wondered whether he should
tell his daughter that she i- adopted
and that the woman he now loves
and wants to marry — and to whom
his daughter objects — is actually
the girl's real mother. Here is Miss
Wheeler's answer to the problem:
Dear Mr. R. M.:
I think you and your wife made
a mistake by letting your adopted
daughter believe you were her
natural parents. Even if she had
not been told who her real mother
was, it would have been much
easier now to explain the true situation to her. Using deception is
seldom the kindest way.
I wish you had stated in your
letter why the child had been let
out for adoption. But inasmuch as
you wish to marry her mother, I
assume that she is a responsible
person and at the time did what
she considered best for her little

ThC QurtL tfiau ib Yc&bM&j ohms MftwJl flOpMm
It's starting a new trend in shampooing . . . this
wonderful New Drene with Conditioning Action!
For New Drene does far more than "just wash"
your hair! It actually conditions as it cleanses . . .
conditions your hair to all its loveliest natural
sheen, natural softness !
Your hair is so marvelously clean and soft . . .
so easy to manage ... so responsive to your
hands. Only New Drene has this Conditioning
Action. Get some today !

R
M
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Cleans hair and scalp like a dream — yet
it's gentle, non-drying, baby-mild !
Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Removes loose dandruff!

©Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly
— even in the hardest water!

*0W

If I were you I would tell your
daughter that she was adopted, and
do it in as kind a way as possible.
Try to make her understand that
girl.
you and your wife loved her so
you really considered her your
own. That you now realize she
should have been told, but early
in her life you considered her too
young to understand, and instead
of it becoming easier as she grew
older, somehow it became more
difficult. That the real reason you
avoided disclosing the truth was
you feared it would make her unhappy. Tell her that her own
mother loved her dearly and had
only the welfare of her child at

WITH

Conditioning Action !

When A Girl Marries, heard M-F at 5 P.M.EDT

Awake or asleep -FILM is
gjuing acid to your teeth !

W«C0 y j

heart. She unselfishly gave up having her own dear baby with her
because you and your wife could
provide advantages which otherwise would be impossible.
It might not be advisable to disclose at once who her mother is,
that is unless she asks. When she
does request this information, by
all means tell her the truth.
(Continued on page 16)

Each month

J

Joan Davis will answer

your questions on any problem concerning marriage, except problems of health
or law. No letters can be answered personally. Joan will choose from these letters each month a problem which she
will ask you, the readers, to answer.

Pepsodent removes FILMhelps stop tooth decay !

RADIO

Tooth decay is formed by acid that film holds against your
teeth— acid formed by the action of mouth bacteria on many
foods you eat. When you use Pepsodent Tooth Paste right after

MIRROR

will pay $25

to the person whose problem letter is
chosen and another 125.00 will be paid
to the person submitting the best answer
to that problem in the opinion of the
editors, whose decision will be final.
Letters must be postmarked not later
than July 31. No letters will be returned. Address Joan Davis, Radio Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd Street, New
York 17, N. Y. Prize answers, with the
name of the winner, will be printed each
month. Winner of the prize for the
month's best problem will be notified
by mail, as those who submit problems
usually prefer not to have their names
used in the magazine.

on NBC, is sponsored by Swansdown

eating, it helps keep acid from forming. What's more,
Pepsodent removes dulling stains and "bad breath"
germs that collect in film.
FILM NEVER LETS UP! It's forming night and day on
everyone's teeth. Don't neglect it. Always brush with film-removing
Pepsodent right after eating and before retiring. No other tooth paste
can duplicate Pepsodent's film-removing formula. No other
tooth paste contains Irium* or Pepsodent's gentle polishing agent.
Don't let decay start in your mouth! Use Pepsodent every
day— see your dentist twice a year.

YOU'LL HAVE BRIGHTER TEETH AND CLEANER BREATH when you
fight tooth decay with film-removing Pepsodent!

and Calumet.

ANOTHER

FINE PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS

COMPANY

*lrium is Pepsodent's Registered
Trade-Mark for Purified Alkyl Sulfate.

IS

WHEN A GIRL MARRIES
(Continued from page 15)

But under no circumstances
should you sacrifice your own happiness. Marry the woman you love
even if your daughter remains ob-i
durate. However, give her a chance]
to become her normal self again.
Wait a few months so she can recover from the emotional shock
and have time to talk things over
and get straightened out.

frozen
i Vesserfe

f/avotf
IT'S EASY and economical to keep
your family refreshed with KoolAid. There's a world of cooling, satisfying goodness in frosty Kool-Aid
ice box treats. Choice of 6 delicious
flavors. Recipes on every package.
Try them. Kool-Aid costs only 5£!

GROCERS If ■
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And here is a letter which I
have chosen to answer this month,
because of its general interest:
Dear Joan:
I have been a widow for twentysix years, my children are married
and away from home, but I took a
little grandson to raise when he
was born, after his father and my
daughter separated.
The boy whom I love as my own
is now fifteen years old and a very
good boy, but he is my problem,
too.
I have found a friend, a man
about my own age, who is as lonesome as I am for the companionship of someone his own age, and
we wish to get married. But I want
Dennis to be happy, and when he
asked me where he would live
after I got married, I told him with
me, but he was not pleased and
said he wanted to go to live with
his mother, who is married again
and has an idolized twelve-year-old
son who might make Dennis seem
left out of things.
Dennis used to be a happy boy
full of wit and fun; now he is silent
and moody. I would not make him
unhappy for anything, not for all
that a marriage would give me, so
here is the question I would ask
you to answer for me.
Will Dennis be unhappy and his
life spoiled if I make this marriage,
or will he become adjusted to the
new life with me and a man who
will love him?
E. B.
Dear E. B.:
I think the initial steps in solving
your problem lie in the direction
of the man you are going to marry.
What is he like, and what is his
attitude toward Dennis? Have you
made any effort to get this man
and your grandson really to know
each other? Does he like Dennis,
want to know him better? Does
he like the idea of having Dennis
living with you after you are married? Will he be a companion to
Dennis, help fill the place of the
father the boy hasn't known? Will
he be a good influence on Dennis —
that is, is he a temperate man, with
a kindly disposition? Has he ever
had children around him, so he can
be said to have an understanding
of youngsters and their ways?
If you can answer an honest
"yes" to these questions, I think
your problem is half-solved. The
other half lies in biding your time

until your grandson and your prospective husband get acquainted.
Don't rush. And be sure that
Dennis
waiting, thatrealizes,
you lovewhile
him you're
as much
as
ever, want him to be with you as
much as you ever did. Realizes, in
other words, that he will be losing
none of the love and companionship that he has known with you
but will be gaining, rather than
losing, when you marry.
Now,
herewhich
is this
month's
prob-of
lem letter,
I ask
the help
you readers in answering:
Dear Joan Davis:
My sister died when I was eighteen, leaving a three-year-old
orphan daughter, Iris, whom I
promised to look after. My mother
being dead, I took care of Iris in
Father's home. I loved her like a
sister, and still do. When I was
twenty-three and she eight, I met
and married Jess. He owns a ranch
in an isolated valley and loves it
with all his heart, as does Jesse,
our nine-year-old son, and Joyr our
daughter, age four.
Iris stayed on with Dad till his
death three years ago, when she
came to make her home with us.
I loved having her with me again,
and was happy when Jess would
invite her to ride about the ranch
with him, as I knew it was a lonely
life for a young girl.
Though we have been happily
married for ten years, Jess recently
confessed to me that Iris, now
eighteen, is going to have his child.
She adores him, but he says he still
loves me. He is miserable but says
he will do anything to right the
wrong he has done Iris and me. He
says he will give up the ranch and
go away with Iris and marry her
when I get a divorce, or if I will
forgive him, he will provide for her
and the child somewhere else
where she will have a chance at a
new, and perhaps better, life. He
claims it is when
the result
a moment's
madness,
herof youth
and
sweetness temporarily over-powered his usual uprightness.
I know it would break his heart
to have to give up the ranch. And
little Jesse would be inconsolable if
deprived of his father and the
ranch he also loves.
I feel that I was extremely negligent in letting this happen and my
heart bleeds for my little niece, but
I had implicit trust in my husband.
Whatever we do I can see only
heartache for her. What shall I do?
Mrs. J. B.
NOTICE:
Ted Malone's Between the Bookends column has been discontinued.
Please direct all poems to Poetry,
205 E. 42 St., N.Y. 17, N.Y. For
further details see page 75.

YOU Can Have A Lovelier Complexion
in 14 Days with Palmolive Soap, Doctors Prove!
NO MATTER
NOT

JUST A

PROMISE

. . .

but actual proof from 36 leading
skin specialists that Palmolive Soap
facials can bring new complexion
beauty to 2 out of 3 women
Never before these tests have there been such
sensational beauty results! Yes, scientifically
conducted tests on 1285 women — supervised
by 36 leading skin specialists — have proved
conclusively that in just 14 days a new method
of cleansing with Palmolive Soap . . . using
nothing but Palmolive . . . brings lovelier
complexions to 2 out of every 3 women.

WHAT

YOUR AGE OR TYPE OF SKIN!

Here's proof it works!
In 1285 tests on all types of skin — older and
younger, dry and oily — 2 out of every 3 women
showed astonishing complexion improvement
in just 14 days. Conclusive proof of what you
have been seeking — a way to beautify your
complexion that really works. Start this new
Palmolive way to beauty tonight.

• Fresher, Brighter Complexions!
• Less oiliness!
• Added softness, smoothness
even for dry skin!
• Complexions clearer,
more radiant!
• Fewer tiny blemishes —
incipient blackheads!

Here's the easy method:
1. Just wash your face 3 times a day with
Palmolive Soap, massaging Palmolive's remarkable beautifying lather onto your skin
for 60 seconds each time ... as you would
a cream.
2. Now rinse and dry — that's all.
It's these 60-second facials with Palmolive's
rich and gentle lather that work such wonders.

You, Too, May Look For These
Complexion
in 14 Improvements
days!

For Tub
Big
orGet
Shower
Bath Size Palmolive

DOCTORS

PROVE

PALMOLIVE'S

BEAUTY

RESULTS!

Radio's

Own

Dream girt, dream girt, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girt
Hair that gleams and glistens from a Lustre- Creme shampoo

Tonight! . . . Show him how much lovelier
your hair can look . . . after a

\usthe-(ji&mc Shampoo
Exclusive! This magical secret-blend lather with Lanolin!
Exciting! This new three-way hair loveliness . . .

["siAe-de^*

Better than a soap! Better than
a liquid! Kay Daumit's cream
shampoo with lanolin. Jars: $2, $1.
Jars and tubes: 49(5, 25^.

Leaves hair silken soft, instantly manageable
. . . first wondrous result of a Lustre-Creme
shampoo. Makes lavish, lanolin-blessed
lather even in hardest water. No more unruly,
soap-dulled locks. Leaves hair soft,
obedient, for any style hair-do.
Leaves hair sparkling with star-bright sheen.
No other shampoo has the same magic blend
of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin to
bring out every highlight. No special rinse
needed with Lustre-Creme Shampoo.
Leaves hair fragrantly clean, free of loose
dandruff. Famous hairdressers insist on
Lustre-Creme, the world's leading cream
shampoo. Yes, tonight, show him a lovelier you
—after a Lustre-Creme shampoo !

largest number of outlets — five hundred and twenty. From the start, Mutual was a boon to small and remote
independents, though they have many
powerful stations as well. At the beginning, Mutual was strictly a talentsharing pool, and originated no shows
of its own as a network. The central
office operated as a coordinating bureau
only. In 1935, however, a Special
Events Department was set up for the
broadcasting of the World Series, and
in 1941 a standard program department
was started. In other words Mutual
grew because there was public demand
for more shows on the air. In 1934,
however, no one guessed that a new
giant was moving into the scene. People were much more interested in new
shows on the big networks.
There was the Lux Radio Theatre,
for instance, just starting in New York.
This is the oldest continuous theater of
the air, and has always done things with
a high shine. Its first show was "Seventh Heaven" with Miriam Hopkins
and John Boles (Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell had made it as a silent
in 1927). In 1936, Lux Theatre moved
to Hollywood and began to concentrate
on top stars in roles they had made
famous on the screen, with Cecil B. De
Mille as producer and master of ceremonies. His singularly fine radio voice
and
his
masterly
showman's
an enormous following
in thetouch
nextbuilt
ten
years. Few know why he abruptly left
the air in 1945. It is the result of one
of the famous battles of radio.
It began when the Los Angeles unit of
the American Federation of Radio Artists made a special levy by popular vote
of one dollar on each of its members.
The sum was to be spent to fight an
anti-labor bill. De Mille refused to pay
the dollar on grounds that he believed a
majority of a union membership had no
right to dictate political action to its
minority. He said that he did not care
whether the political action was agreeable to him or not, it was the principle
that he objected to. He felt strongly
enough about it to allow himself to be
ruled off the air by his union and to
make a test case of the matter in court.
The decision went against him. De Mille
could have returned to the air by paying the dollar, but he has chosen, instead, to stand by his opinion. William
Keighley replaced him on the program
that continues to be one of the outstandingly popular.
Many new stars came into their own
in 1934. Helen Jepson was voted most
important new air personality. Phil
Spitalny, on the air since 1928, this year
formed his All-Girl Orchestra. Everybody fell in love with the pretty band
that could whip out music with the best,
and The Hour of Charm was on its
way. Pig-tailed, canyon-mouthed Judy
Canova, who had been trained for opera
but who could not resist clowning,
joined Paul Whiteman's show and was
galloping to stardom. Vic and Sade
began their happy domestic arguments.
Parkyakakas, who had been talking
"Grik" on the air since 1931, moved into
the big time with a featured spot on
Eddie Cantor's show. Bill Stern, now
director of sports at NBC, was quitting
his important job as stage manager at
Radio City Music Hall to work for
much
less just
moneybecause
as Graham
McNamee's
assistant,
he wanted
to get
into radio. Frank Gallup was doing
fine as a stock broker in Boston when

Life

Story

on a bet, he auditioned for an announcing job, triumphantly won it and then,
to everybody's surprise, took it.
"Nothing
like seeing
said
his friends,
roaringa gag
with through,"
laughter
at what they considered a humorous
caper on the part of their dignified investment counsellor. A year later Gallup left the Exchange forever to devote
his full time to radio.
Joe Cook was the spark-plug of The
Colgate House Party, which had a novel
format for a variety show. Action took
place in an imaginary country estate
called "Sleepless Hollow" where the
"Servants" were forever cutting loose
and entertaining the guests. Donald
Novis was featured and so was Frances
Langford, a top radio personality since
1930. Few people know that she was
once a soprano. When she was sixteen
she had a severe throat inflammation
and out came her tonsils. Three weeks
later, when she could sing again, she
astounded her friends almost as much
as she surprised herself with a brand
new voice — a sultry, compelling contralto. This brought her an engagement on a Tampa station. Rudy Vallee
heard her, put her on as a guest, and at
seventeen she was well on her way.
From Sleepless Hollow she was to go to
Hollywood, become a star in films and
appear on a great new show that was
getting started in 1934 — Louella ParHollywood did
Hotel.
Misssons'
Parsons
her first series in
1931. She shared fifteen minutes with
Raymond Paige's
orchestra,
did Ina
five-minute
interview
with aand
star.
1932 she did the first "preview" on the
air, presenting Norma Shearer and Herbert Marshall in a scene from their new
movie, "Riptide." This was an important development because studios
were then most reluctant to allow their
new shows on the air, and were permitting Lux Theatre to use only quite
old pictures. Out of these experimental
broadcasts grew Hollywood Hotel, immensely popular for the next four
years. It was a studio show and its
"Orchid Room" was entirely imaginary,
but to this day eager tourists rove Hollywood trying to find it.
Dick Powell, then a singing star in
film musicals, was its master of ceremonies and soloist. Raymond Paige,
Ann Jamison, Igor Gorin and Frances
Langford were featured and just about
every top star in town was booked for a
guest appearance. The dazzling array
of talent that Miss Parsons turned out
focused attention sharply on the West
Coast, and was one of the reasons the
networks were to set up program departments in Hollywood shortly.
Radio was growing up fast. Congress took note of its rapidly expanding influence with the Communications
Act of 1934. It imposed some long
needed new rulings, many are too
technical to be of interest here, but two
clauses were to have far-reaching effect. One banned lotteries and was to
threaten give-away shows on two occasions, the latest in 1949. The other
was the clear statement that Congress
was not giving the newly appointed
Federal Communications Commission
power to censor the air, but it did give
that board the power to renew licenses
of stations on a record of public service.
This enormous power was granted in
order to give authority to the rulings
of the FCC, and was intended to encourage radio as a (Continued on page 78)
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Only one soap
gives your skin this
exciting Douquet

New tests by

id

leading skin specialists
PROVE the amazing mildness
of Cashmere Bouquet
on all types of skin!
Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest
conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . . .
Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So
use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily bath
and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin
softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!
The lingering, romantic fragrance of Cashmere
Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare
perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find
in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere
Bouquet for this "fragrance men love".

Cashmere
Bouquet

— In a New Bath
Cake, Too!

Size

Now— At the Lowest Price In Histor
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... an exciting summer-tan

shade

glowing with the magic of the tropics!

Maybe you've dreamed of being cast adrift on
a magic tropical island. You'll find yourself
deep in the sultry enchantment of this dream
when you wear "Tropic Dream," an exciting,
tawny shade of "Dream Stuff" for any girl
who wants to look like a Sun Goddess!

"Dream Stuff" is a tinted foundation and
powder magically blended into one brand new
make-up! Not a drying cake or a greasy
cream. Pat it on with its puff — it clings for
hours. And it cant spill in your purse! One
of four dreamy shades, for every skin type.
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TONI TWINS
Discover New

INFORMATION
BOOTH

Shampoo Magic

Ask Your Questions — We'll Try To Find The Answers

FOR
if there's
youE. want
radio,YOUR
write INFORMATION—
to Information Booth,
Radiosomething
Mirror, 205
42nd to
St.,know
New about
York.
We'll
answer
if
we
can
either
in
Information
Booth
or
by
mail
—
but
be sure
to sign your full name and address and attach this box to your letter.

IS OUR FACE RED!
Dear Editor:
In the May Information Booth, you published
a picture of a man you call Michael Raffetto,
who
playsThe
Paulphotograph
in One Man's
Family.
You're
wrong.
is of
J. Anthony
Smythe, who is Father Barbour on the same
program.
Pontiac, Mich.
Mrs. S. L. N.

Michael Rafletto

We apologize and thank all of you who wrote
in(orto Paul).
point outForthe more
error. about
Here'shim,
the real
Michael
see page
72.
REQUEST GRANTED
Dear Editor:
I'd like to see a picture of Kay Armen, the
singer on the Bob Crosby Show.
Affton, Mo.
Mrs. K. B.
Kay and the Bob Crosby Show are
Sundays at 10:30 P.M., EDT on NBC.

Kay Armem

heard

TRIPLE THREAT
Dear Editor:
Does Berry Kroeger, who sometimes plays in
the movies and on TV, take the part of Sam
in Young Dr. Malone? Where was he born and
is he married?
Methuen, Mass.
V. H.
Bachelor Berry Kroeger, who does play Sam,
was born in San Antonio, Texas.
COUNT'S CONFIDANTE
Dear Editor:
Would you please print a picture of Parley
Baer,
Rene,of the
Count's
servant,whoin plays
the Count
Monte
Cristo.friend
How and
can
I get in touch with him?
Hamburg, N. Y.
Mrs. E. D. H.
You can write to him in care of station KHJ,
Los Angeles, Calif.
*
*
*
PRIVATE EYE
Dear Editor:
Would you please publish a picture of Mr.
Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons.
New Madrid, Mo.
G. M.

Bennett Kilpack

Soft Water Shampooing
Even in Hardest Water
Wpr — "^H "ToniCreme Shampoo really
U,[,-§^ vl worked wonders the very first
W$%£- *H time we tried **»" sav beau^S^Ss^-ir tiful twins Joan and Jean
hair
was soof shining
soft"Our
...
Houston.
McMillan
li«§^Ns-U
as if we washed
it in rain
water. And
that really marvelous softness made it
much easier to manage, too."
Soft Water Shampooing... that's
the magic of Toni Creme
Shampoo. Even in the hardest water, you get oceans of |
creamy lather that rinses
away dandruff instantly.
Never leaves a soapy film. That's why
your hair sparkles with natural highlights. And it's so easy to set and style.

TONI

CREME

SHAMPOO

• to
Leaves
your hair gloriously soft, easy
manage
• stantly
Helps permanents
"take" better, look
lovelier
longer
• Rinses

away

dirt

and dandruff in-

• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes
hair sparkle with natural highlights.

Enriched

with Lanolin

Pictured above is Bennett Kilpack, who plays
Mr Keen. For more photographs and a story
about "The Tracer of Missing Persons," see
Radio Mirror, June '49.
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Even if you can't see "South Pacific" you can hear Juanita Hall via superb discs like "Love's A Precious Thing."

by BOB

POOLE

The Bob Poole Show is heard M-F at 11:15
A.M. and 3 P.M. EDT on over 500 MBS stations including KBUN,
Bernidji, Maryland.
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Erskine Hawkins recently spoke out on
Bandleader
the subject of dance bands and teenagers. While
that, in itself, is of little news value, his thoughts
on the subj ect were sufficiently important to be echoed
by everyone associated with the music and dance
industries. Decrying the parental aversion toward
allowing their children to attend local dances, the
famous baton-wielder blamed the music business
itself for the situation. He claimed that the bebop
and progressive jazz styles are not danceable and that
these styles have confused parents who are now
averse to letting their youngsters attend dances at
local ballrooms.
the country's
leaders, Hawkins Appealing
asked for atorevival
of good banddance
music. He also said that it is the duty of the music
industry to prove that attending local ballrooms is
a healthful outlet for youthful energy. "Such places
as the Savoy, Roseland, Trianon, Palladium, Arcadia,
and Steel
Pier because
ballrooms,"
maestro,guarded
"have
become
famous
they said
have the
zealously
their hard-won reputations of being clean, comfortable dance halls where people who like to dance
can come and do just that." As an example of Mr.
Hawkins' advice to the industry, his own band was
selected to play at the annual Parent-Teachers Association dance in Farrell, Pennsylvania.
*
*
*
Some good advice was recently handed out by
Antal Dorati, the well-known symphonic conductor,
when he reminded those who "fear" classical music
that "a vast knowledge of the intricate facts and
figures of music and composers is not at all necessary
to the believes
enjoyment
music."to The
Dorati
it is of
necessary
bringonly
to a thing
concertMr.is
"an open mind."
*
*
*
The somewhat unusual piano-playing style used by
TV and record star Al Morgan was developed when
Al discovered that the public was paying little or no
attention to his orthodox method of playing. One day
he started to flop his hands up and down the keyboard in order to attract attention. When the people
started to notice the new style, Al decided to stay

Radio, TV and recording artist Sammy Kaye is puzzled by
the new game Ten Yen shown him by restaurateur Lum Fong.

Loyalty? — bandleader Elliot Lawrence, ardent Phillies fan,
is great friends with Dodgers Jackie Robinson, Rex Barney.

with it— but, at first, he could land his hands correctly
only in the E Flat positions! It took plenty of serious
practice before Al perfected the technique for all
keys. Incidentally, Al Morgan is said to be able to
play and sing any one of about 10,000 different songs
— at the drop of a request from a paying customer.
It is possible, according to Capitol Records, that
Margaret Whiting may yet realize her ambition to
star in a Broadway musical. Johnny Mercer is hard
at work in his California home writing both the book
and the songs for a musical comedy and it was
Johnny who first gave Maggie her big break in radio
and recording work. The interesting title proposed
for the musical is "30 — 26 — 36" and Mercer says it
signifies the male's constant search for the perfect
female figure.
j*c

*

*

Afterjilmost a year, Juanita Hall's fine recording
of the" catchy
a Precious
Thing"
finally
getting
the play"Love's
it deserves
and her
recentis waxing
of "Love Can Hurt You," written in conjunction with
poet Langston Hughes, should prove to be one of the
season's big hits. These records, plus a series of
broadcasts on New York's WNEW and various night
club appearances, have introduced her to a wider
audience since "South Pacific" tickets are still as hard
to get as ever.
#
#
#
Vaughn Monroe has added another Lockheed plane
to his "stable" of aircraft used for flying his entourage
around at
the the
country
. . When
Tex York
Beneke's
band
opened
Hotel .Statler
in New
he made
his date a salute to the late Glenn Miller, who was a
favorite at that hotel when it was known as the
Pennsylvania. Tex and the boys brought out the
original Miller music stands and used them during
their stay in New York . . . The Deep River Boys
were so popular on that recent tour of Europe that
they're
set for another
twenty-two
of
singing already
on the continent
. . . Andre
Previn, aweeks
pianist,
who has been writing film scores, has turned down
another movie offer.
(Continued on page 25)

The "Music, Music, Music" girl Teresa Brewer rehearses with recording director "Tutti" Camerata.
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MORNING
STAR
g

i ood morning mother, dad, sister and
brother . . . it's your old friend Phil
Cook" is the tee-off for Phil Cook's entertaining batch-of-capers heard over WCBS
daily except Sunday at 8: 15 A. M.
Now, in his twenty-eighth year of radio,
Phil is a one-man show. He reports the latest
news in song, accompanying himself on the
ukulele, and he tells "what's cookin' " in
local events of the day. He also plays request numbers and pulls gags which he admits are "corny, but fun to dig up" and he
carries on animated conversations with puppet characters he has created himself —
among them, Sleepy, the slow-motion taximan, and Mr. Peck, the hen-pecked postman.
As a composer, Phil wrote three successful
Broadway musicals, the first of which
"Molly Darling,"
starred and
the ran
famous
dancer
Jack Donohue
for actorthree
years.
Phil admits he more or less "stumbled into
radio." He says, "My real love is painting.
When I was a child my fondest ambition was
to paint magazine covers and it still is." Last
year, when he stopped at the subway arcade
art shop at Forty-Second Street and Sixth
Avenue to order a frame for a painting of
his, the proprietor was so impressed that he
asked Phil for more of his oils to display in
the window. Shortly after, the same pictures
were exhibited at Colbee's Restaurant, offair headquarters for CBS personnel.
Prior to radio, Phil was an art director at
an advertising agency where he had started
as an office boy. His first venture in commercial art came easy — he took twelve of
his paintings to Collier's and ten were selected for the magazine's cover.
"Which," says Phil, "provided a second
honeymoon for my wife and me in Paris."
(The Cooks have two daughters, Sally, sixteen, and Philis, twenty.) The family is extremely proud of their Far Hills, New Jersey,
home — a rambling affair with a lively brook
running right through the middle, separating
it into two parts which are connected by a
bridge. Thoughtfully, Phil built a conservatory from which his guests can fish for trout.
Other animal life includes chickens, hogs,
cows and a French poodle, "Colonel."
A few years ago, Phil considered retiring
from radio to devote his time to illustrating
but fans' clamor gave him a case of radioitis,
so-o . . . he's back at WCBS.
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Listeners donated some 100,000 books
to Phil's "Books for Cook" drive. His
cheerful breakfast show is broadcast
Mon.-Sat. at 8:15 on New York's WCBS.

facing

me

music

(Continued from page 23)
He insists that worrying about the part
in his hair would detract from his
playing . . . One of the strangest
"teamings" of music talent occurred
when the Hotel Ambassador arranged
for Dinah Shore and Benny Strong's
orchestra to work together. Benny
sticks to the old-time tunes, while
Dinah is really a modernist . . . Hildegarde has switched her recording allegience to Capitol Records from Decca,
while Columbia has signed Guy
Mitchell, Tony Bennett and Russ Emery
to platter contracts . . . Capitol has
added Arthur Morton, Fanny Brice and
Dottie O'Brien to their list of disc
artists . . . The first western or hillbilly
singer ever to play the swank Waldorf
Astoria hotel in New York is Spade
Cooley . . . Spike Jones, at last reports,
was still trying to make arrangements
for a regular television program — and
a better bet for some wonderful viewing couldn't be*found
* anywhere.
*
Despite her youth, Eileen Barton has
been a professional singer for a number of years. (Her dad, by the way, is
a well-known music publisher.) Yet it
was Eileen's recording of "If I Knew
You Were Coming, I'd've Baked a
Cake" that was the one lucky break all
singers hope to get. It was lucky, too,
for Lou Walters, who owns the Latin
Quarter night club in New York.
Now that Eileen is a big star she earns
as much as $1,500 a week in night club
engagements, but at the end of April
she appeared at the Latin Quarter for a
whole month at only $200 a week. It
seems that Lou Walters signed the contract just a few days before Eileen's
great record came out!
*
*
*
Tex Beneke is set to become a newspaper columnist in addition to his
bandleading chores . . . Sammy Kaye
was named honorary sheriff of Honolulu by Duke Kahanamoku, the Olympic swimmer who's been actual
sheriff for fifteen years . . . Skitch
Henderson gave up his dance band to
become accompanist and musical director for Frank Sinatra . . . After seven
years as one of the Pied Pipers, June
Hutton has started out on a career as
a single vocalist. She's the younger
sister of band leader Ina Ray Hutton.
While it can't be called a "hoax,"
William Primrose, the world-famous
viola player, created a bit of fuss some
time ago when he finally told all about
the instrument he had been using at
more than two score concerts. Tired of
hearing people boast about the better
quality of old violins and violas, Primrose had a new viola made for him by
William Moennig, Jr. of Philadelphia.
He used this instrument rather than the
extremely valuable Amati viola which
he owns. He shocked many people
when he announced one day that all
the credit given to his "superb Amati"
was sadly misplaced.
Interviewed by Downbeat, the jazz
musicians newspaper, Stan Kenton said,
"Everything that's been done in jazz in
the past forty years is finished. People
have to have something fresh given
to them now. Why should they have to
choose between listening to some old
Mozart or having their ears blown off
at Bop City? I think the answer is
something between the old legitimate
music and popular music."

THE MOST EFFECTIVE
DEODORANT
YOU'VE

EVER USED!

Only New ODO-RO-NO Cream gives
you all these advantages:
1 safely.
Stops perspiration quickly and
2 Banishes odor instantly.
3 The only cream deodorant that
guarantees full protection for 24
hours.
*r Never irritates normal skin— use it
daily. Can be used immediately
after shaving.
5 Absolutely harmless to all fabrics.

6 New, exclusive formula. Never
dries up, never gets gritty or cakes
in the jar as ordinary deodorants
often do.
# Double your money back if you
aren't satisfied that this wonderful
new Odo-Ro-No Cream is the safest, most effective, most delightful
deodorant you've ever used. Just
return unused portion to Northam
Warren, New York.

Don't trust your charm to outdated, ineffective deodorants.
Rely on the new Odo-Ro-No Cream, made by the leader in
the deodorant field for more than 30 years.

^ODORO-PO
CREAM
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TION!
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PROTEC
FULL 24-HOU
GUARAN
More cream for your money. New 254 and 504 sizes, plus tax.
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WTOP engineer Frank Somers, 1., newsman Joe Wershba and assistant Kim Gregory smile with relief after their harrowing flight.

News editor Joe Wershba, currently assigned to "City Desk" on station
WTOP in Washington, D. C, can and
does cover any assignment in the capital
city from sex offenses to the weather.
Although unsuccessful in its original
purpose,
one of
assignments
since joining
theJoe's
CBS biggest
news staff
in 1944,
turned out to be quite a hair-raiser. Joe
was to fly over the North Pole and make
a series of broadcasts surveying U. S. defenses ih the Arctic region, climaxed by
a broadcast from directly over the North
Pole.

"THAT KID,
HAMBURGER"

All went well until they boarded the
"Blizzard Wizard," one of the Army's
B-29's, and headed for the North Pole.
Three and a half hours from the pole, fire
broke out in the plane. For fifteen
minutes it was a question of life, death or
crash-landing on the Polar ice-cap. However, the excellent training of the B-29
crew paid off. Things were brought under
control and the plane's crew, the radio
engineer, and the two newsmen (their
hair standing on end), survived.
Since joining WTOP in December, 1948,
Joe has placed special emphasis on the
use of tape recorders in reporting the
news. He has run the gamut in his interviews, questioning the man in the street
as well as officials and professional people.
He makes good use of these tapes on the
daily five-minute local news program,
Washington City Desk, heard on WTOP
at 6:40 P.M.
Joe, who has been working as a resince 1937,
feels he's still
a writerporterthan
a broadcaster,
but more
he wasof
amply rewarded during the presidential
broadcast of 1948 when CBS bossman,
William Paley, called up and said, "That
kid Hamburger is good — keep him on."
Hamburger
being, in than
Mr. Paley's
easier to pronounce
Wershba.mind,

R
M
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Joe and his wife Shirley interview two young neighbors for WTOP'.s daily newscast, Washington

City Desk.

Coming tat Month

Its the waving lotion
that makes all the difference
in home permanents
For a lovelier wave in every way, use
Richard Hudnut for your next home permanent.
Its gentler, more penetrating creme waving
lotion is faster acting, yet actually leaves hair

Kit $2.75
Refills $2.00 and $1.50
(PRICE?

A

little-known

story

about

springier,
than most
No frizzy
Use with

PLUS

TAX)

stronger. . .less apt to break,*
other home permanent wave lotions.
ends, more natural sheen, more natural-looking curls
any plastic curlers you prefer!

Dinah — in September's issue.
From the Fifth Avenue Salon

is September's
crammed toRadio
the Mirror
covers
with so many exciting features that it's difficult to
determine which one should
be mentioned first. A safe
guess is the story on Dinah
Shore. Dinah, who will
share next month's cover
with her daughter Melissa,
tells about her bout with the
dread disease, polio. Look
for this story — it's too important to miss. The September spotlight is on
another girl singer — Jo Stafford. Songstress Stafford
will tell you about how it
pays to be lazy — yes, lazy!
What do you suppose she
means by that?
Anyone interested in men
— and that means just about
everyone, at least every
woman — will be interested
to read what television's
Eloise McElhone has to say
about them. Eloise's opinion
of the male species is, well,
slightly devastating — see for
yourself.
And Radio
just so Mirror
it can't
be
said that
doesn't believe there are
two sides to every question,
you'll find a feature on
women by Tom Moore. But
the title is fair enough — "I
Love Ladies." Look for it in
the September issue.
Added attractions: Kukla's vacation letter with
news about Fran, Ollie and
all the other Kuklapolitans;
a special offer from Johnny
and Penny Olsen; and the
chance to win a television
set. You'll find all this in
the September issue, on sale
August 11.

Are you always
lovely to love?
See page 11
Paid Notice
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NEW
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Home Permanent

with the waving lotion that leaves your hair
springier and stronger. .. less apt to break
"Tests made by a leading nationally known independent research laboratory. Name on request.
Hear the Walter Winchell Program, ABC Network, Sunday Nights
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125 feet of excellent quality waxed paper — pressure-waxed
WAXTEX — heavy, strong, transparent and protective...
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a KlILA, FRAN and OLLIE
vacation letter

Oliver J. Dragon,

>f.?>

Esq.

Dragon Retreat, Vermont

Monday

Greetings, Television Friends:
Well, we're here. Anyway, some of us are.
Dragon Retreat, as I've explained to you on the air,
is a big, rambling old house set on a high plateau in the
Green Mountains. One of my ancestors built it when my
family fled from Boston and environs during "the late
unpleasantness" when dragons and witches were somewhat
unpopular there. Now that we're socially acceptable again,
my folks have turned the place into a resort.
You ought to see it. The mountain (topped by the big
antenna which brings in every television station in the
country) rises sharply at the back. (Continued on page 80)

Kukla, Fran and OIlie return from vacation in Sept.
and will be seen at 7 P.M. EDT, M.-F., NBC-TV;
Sponsored Mon. & Fri. by R. C. A.; Toes. & Thurs.
by Sealtest;
Wed. by the Ford Motor
Company.
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My Father,
doesn't act like a father
Warren
My atfather,
all. He's
more Hull,
like a brother and, if you'll
pardon a pun, that's the consensus of the
Hull family. In my sixteen years I can't remember any time that he's ordered or forced any of
his sons to do anything.
"But when you do a job," he advises, "put
everything you have into it."
That's always been Dad's philosophy and it's
easy to understand why he gets so much satisfaction out of Strike It Rich when he tells contestants, "If you try hard enough, you can strike
it rich." The words are a little different, but they
say the same thing Dad believes and practices.
And everyone who listens to the show knows
that it is one of the few programs where something tangible is done for people in real need.
It takes a master of ceremonies with a heart and
real interest in people — and that's Dad. My two
brothers will go along with me on that.
There are four Hulls in our white, stucco house
in Scarsdale and the whdle deal is strictly male.
Mother and Dad are (Continued on page 92)
Participants on Strike It Rich don't mind telling its emcee all
their secrets. "I guess that's because he's sympathetic," says his son.

When Paul's high
school class put on
"R;obin Hood,"
they got some professional advice
— from
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guess

who.

WARREN HULL
When a fellow
in this family
needs a friend,
he never has
to go very far

By

PAUL
HULL

Proud father Warren Hull doesn't mind showing off his three attractive sons: John, who works
in television; George, seated left with ukulele, and Paul, who tells story of this all-male household.
Warren Hull emcees Strike It Rich, Mon.-Fri. 4:00 P.M. EDT, CBS. Sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive Peet Co.
The Warren Hull Show is seen Monday at 11 P.M., EDT, WCBS-TV. Sponsored by Doubleday. Warren Hull also
emcees Talent Parade televiewed Saturdays at 7:30 P.M., EDT, WOR-TV, in cooperation with Skouras Theaters.
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Who (tones First Whe

When it comes to a choice between
relations who are in the wrong and
old, trusted friends who are in the
right, where do your loyalties belong?

The daytime serial problem-question this month
is one which may have arisen in your own family.
It concerns a decision difficult to make — a decision between, on the one hand, an old and trusted
friend and, on the other, persons bound to you by
ties of blood relationship. In a case of this sort
there are bound to be many factors to be taken
into consideration — factors determined by the particular circumstances of each separate case.
It's also true that when a problem arises which
concerns those near and dear to us, kindly outsiders, sometimes perfect strangers, are able to
advise and help us, for they are not influenced by
affections and family ties which may sometimes
blind us to the true nature of the problem.
Ma Perkins faces, at the present time, a number
of decisions difficult to make, all of them concerned
with a choice of loyalties; all of them, in essence,
concerned with the truth or lack of truth in the
old adage which says that "Blood is thicker than
water." Perhaps you can help Ma in making up
her mind, reaching the right decision.
Each month, Radio Mirror puts before its readerlisteners a problem confronting a daytime serial
favorite of theirs, like the one confronting Ma Perkins. She is torn between conflicting loyalties —
loyalty on the one hand to Shuffle Shober, her
trusted friend of so many years' standing, and, on
the other hand, to the Hammachers. They are
cousins of Pa Perkins — Bonita and her husband Ed
and their son, Sylvester— whom Ma has not seen
or heard of in many years. But she feels a moving
sense of affection and kinship for the Hammachers,
because of their relationship to Ma's beloved husband, for the deeply-revered memory of Pa Perkins
is an ever-present part of Ma's daily life.
Listen to Ma Perkins on CBS; refresh your memory of her story by reading the brief account on
the following pages. Then answer this question:
"Who comes first — family or friends?"

TINE

IN: Ma Perkins i» heard Monday through Friday at 1:15

V. M. EDT on CBS network Btations. 5pon»ored by Oxydol.
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Ma looks to Shuffle as the Hammachers— Bonita,
Ed

and

their

son,

Sylvester — wait

anxiously.
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Who Comes First

it comes to a choice between

relations who are in the wrong and
old, trusted friends who are in the
right, where do your loyalties belong?

this month
The daytime serial problem-question own
family.
is one which may have arisen in your
decia
—
make
It concerns a decision difficult to
sion between, on the one hand, an old and trusted
friend and, on the other, persons bound to you by
ties of blood relationship. In a case of this sort
there are bound to be many factors to be taken
into consideration — factors determined by the particular circumstances of each separate case.
It's also true that when a problem arises which
concerns those near and dear to us, kindly outsiders, sometimes perfect strangers, are able to
advise and help us, for they are not influenced by
affections and family ties which may sometimes
blind us to the true nature of the problem.
Ma Perkins faces, at the present time, a number
of decisions difficult to make, all of them concerned
with a choice of loyalties; all of them, in essence,
concerned with the truth or lack of truth in the
old adage which says that "Blood is thicker than
water." Perhaps you can help Ma in making up
her mind, reaching the right decision.
Each month, Radio Mirror puts before its readerlisteners a problem confronting a daytime serial
favorite of theirs, like the one confronting Ma Perkins. She is torn between conflicting loyalties —
loyalty on the one hand to Shuffle Shober, her
trusted friend of so many years' standing, and, on
the other hand, to the Hammachers. They are
cousins of Pa Perkins— Bonita and her husband Ed
and their son, Sylvester— whom Ma has not seen
or heard of in many years. But she feels a moving
sense of affection and kinship for the Hammachers,
because of their relationship to Ma's beloved husband, for the deeply-revered memory of Pa Perkins
is an ever-present part of Ma's daily life.
Listen to Ma Perkins on CBS; refresh your memory of her story by reading the brief account on
the following pages. Then answer this question:
"Who comes first — family or friends?"
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Shuffle Shober — long
a loyal friend to Ma.

Ma Perkins — faces making a difficult choice.

Not long ago, Ma Perkins received an unexpected
letter. It was from Cousin Bonita Hammacher who
was, Ma explained, Pa Perkins' second cousin. It
had been a number of years since any of the Perkinses
heard from the Hammachers. At the time of a previous
letter they had been homesteading in Alaska. Now
they were back; of course Ma, with her usual warm
hospitality asked Cousin Bonita and Ed, her husband,
for a visit.
The Hammachers, it developed, had had considerable trouble. Now they had taken their life savings
and were looking for a business to buy so they could
settle down in some nicfe town — like Rushville Center.
Ma felt very close to Cousin Bonita— she looked so
much like Pa, and Ma remembered, too, that Pa had
always been very fond of Bonita. Of course the memory of Pa Perkins is very precious to Ma. It wasn't
hard for her to take Bonita and Ed — and Sylvester,
their son who soon joined them — to her heart. Very
soon, Ma had what seemed to be a wonderful idea —
why not teach Ed and Sylvester the lumber business?
If Fay, Evey and Willy had some doubts about the
Hammachers, they didn't express them to Ma — how
could they hurt her by disparaging Pa's relatives? Fay
and Evey introduced Cousin Bonita to everyone; Willy
and Shuffle Shober, Ma's oldest friend and her assistant at the lumber yard, got Ed initiated into, their
lodges.
Privately, Cousin Ed and his son, Sylvester, were
doing some intensive thinking. They recognized the
Perkins Lumber Yard as a solid, prosperous business
— and decided that they should take it over! Of course
it would have to be accomplished by slow stages, but
once agreed on the project Cousin Ed, with the help
of his son, went to work.
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Fay — Ma's daughter has
a part in the problem.

Their first step was to undermine Shuffle, who had
been Ma's trusted friend and co-worker for so long.
Ed wisely realized that he couldn't manage this with
Ma, so he began to undermine Shuffle with Shuffle
himself — hints about his getting too old, being soon
replaced. And, at one stage, by openly raking up
Shuffle Shober's "old trouble"— the fact that Shuffle
had once been accused of a crime, although he was
quite innocent. Ma set Ed and his son right *on that
score at once, but the damage was done. As they all
realized, once memories are reawakened, it's hard to
quiet them again.
It wasn't, Ma felt sure, malice on the' part of Ed
and Sylvester, but simply innocent misunderstanding
of the true facts. Good-hearted Ma, who could not,
herself, ever intentionally harm anyone, always finds
it hard to believe that others — and especially others
related to Pa! — are not as good-intentioned as she.
Shuffle is very dear to Ma. As she said of him that
night after Ed and Sylvester had let out the secret
of Shuffle's once having been in trouble, "Pa said
't ain't right an innocent man should be persecuted,
and Pa gave Shuffle a regular job. And the years have
gone on . . . Evey getting married, Pa passing on, Fay
getting married, losing her husband, us losing our boy
John — but in all those years, who's been at my side?
Who's been the best, the sweetest, the dearest, the
most unselfish, the most wonderful person — to me, to
my children, to my grandchildren? I won't stand for
one word getting out about Shuffle's oldtime trouble!"
But no matter how dear to Ma Shuffle is, the memory
of Pa Perkins is dearer, of course. And Cousin Bonita
and her family are somehow like a part of Pa. They're
blood kin. She found it impossible to believe them
wrong in any way. Thoughtless, perhaps, but no worse.

AeifiA me omw/

?yuw ccm Mie cnoebe?
Radio Mirror will purchase readers'
best answers to the question: "Who
Comes First When Help Is NeededFamily or Friends?" To the writer of the
best answer, $25.00; the five next-best
answers, $5.00 each.

On these pages you will learn more of
the story of Ma Perkins and her family
and friends, and the present situation in
Rushville Center.
Ever since Ma Perkins can remember,

Evey — another daughter
is worried about Shuffle.

Willy

Fitz — Evey's husband, Shuffle's friend.

However, it soon was apparent that the lumber yard
was not big enough for both Ed and Shuffle, in view
of Ed's constant conflict with Shuffle. Must Ma take
sides, then — and what side could she take? Against
her dear friend Shuffle? Or against Ed and Bonita,
which was almost like taking sides against Pa! She
faces the question which many women have faced —
where does her first loyalty he, with friend or relative!
In April 'Radio Mirror, reader-listeners were told in brief
the story of Rosemary and the problem she is facing due to her
husband's change in jobs and their attendant change in circumstances and way of life. The editors have chosen the best
answers from those sent in ; checks for those letters have been
sent as follows:

TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS • to Helen Huston Boileau,
Covina Highlands, California, for her letter:
Your compromises need only be surface readjustments, not abandonment of basic principles. The ability to make harmonious readjustment reflects strength.
Mere abandonment of ideals is weakness, lack of moral
courage. Your character and background preclude the
possibility of completely changing standards and having any happiness yourself or giving Bill any. Bill
loves you for being you. The glamor of this new life
will not, eventually, prove more important to him
than his happy relationship with you. His love will
be strengthened by the respect he will have for your
ability to "fit in" and yet maintain your standards.
FIVE DOLLARS EACH for the five next-best letters to
— Tex Ann Aldriedge, Duncan, Oklahoma; Mrs. A. F.
Arnold, Saunderstown, Rhode Island; Mrs. T. L.
Stalker, Flint, Mich.; Mrs. Harold W. Throp, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio; Mrs. E. B. Covill, New Bedford, Mass.

she's felt a great compassion for her friends
and her family, a moving need to be of
service wherever and whenever she can.
Now, she is faced with a hard choice. Once
again there is an opportunity for her to
help, but she must choose whether she will
help Shuffle Shober, her faithful, trusted
old friend, or help Bonita Hammacher — Pa
Perkins' cousin — and her family, her husband Ed and their son Sylvester, to whom
she owes a duty. Ma feels that if she
helps Shuffle she will hurt them, and vice
versa.

Considering the question in a general
sense, what do you think? Is it true that
"blood is thicker than water," that one
owes one's first loyalty to relatives rather
than to friends — no matter how close the
friends may be? "Who comes first when
help is needed — family or friends?" State
your reasons in a letter of no more than
100 words; address Ma Perkins, Radio
Mirror, 205 East 42nd St., New York 17,
N. Y. Radio Mirror editors will choose the
best letter, basing the choice on originality
and understanding of the problem; and
will purchase it for $25.00. They will
choose the five next-best letters, purchase
them for $5.00 each. Opinions of the
editors will be final; no letters will be returned. Letters must be postmarked no
later than midnight, August 1, 1950. The
coupon below should accompany your letter.

NAME.
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CITY

ZONE

STATE
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Practicing golf shots— together — is one MacKaymond

hobby

. . and just relaxing and reading — together — is another one.
MB

Meet the MatMiOIDS
Unscramble that name — you'll
have Jeanette MacDonald and Gene
Raymond.

And you'll also have

as happy a marriage and as nice
a couple as you've ever seen!

By FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING
Gene Raymond,
Sunday nights

as The
at 7:30,

Amazing, Mr. Malone,
EDT,
over the ABC

is heard
network.

Every Sunday evening over ABC, Gene Raymond stars
in a breath-catching mystery drama entitled The Amazing Mr. Malone. What happens to Mr. Malone, and what
he does about it, is' truly — as advertised — amazing.
But even more fabulous and interesting is the life of The
Amazing Mr. Raymond, whose charm cannot be exaggerated,
whose experiences have been fascinating, whose talents are
too great to be fully explored by one man (although he tries,
in a relaxed sort of way), and whose accomplishments,
although extensive at this time, threaten to increase to the
point where he will need twenty or thirty lines to be adequately
explained toto the
readers
of Who's
Who. full throttle
Gene is
inclined
think
that his
life reached
about thirteen years ago, when he married Jeanette MacDonald on June 16, 1937 in Wilshire Methodist Church in
Los Angeles. Theirs was one of the great romances of the
film colony. Both were world famous, both were handsome,
gifted, and popular. Their circle of friends was large, and
so was their collection of pets.
Gene had bought a dream house, English Tudor of architecture, in the hills of Bel Air, and into this he moved his
bride, her six dogs and his own watch -hound which had been
a birthday gift from Jeanette. One of his immediate discoveries was that he was always about five dogs distant from his
own fireplace.
This was not his only defeat by the animal kingdom. One
of the reasons Gene had bought the property he selected was
that a- stable had already been erected at the lower end of
the estate. True, it was only a one-horse stable, and Gene
wanted to double it in size to take care of his own mount
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Gene did some remodeling; he made the stable into a study, the
guest house, a music studio. But typewriters .and pianos have
returned to the main house — the MacRaymonds don't like solitude!

and an American saddle horse he had bought to surprise Jeanette. He ordered the work to start at once.
A difficulty developed: the only way to transport
the necessary cement, lumber, and other building
materials from the service entrance to the stable area,
nearly half a mile distant (down a hill), was by hand.
Union regulations allotted one man, at twelve dollars
per day, to this task. Gene broke a bottle of liniment
over a section of manger as it passed on a wheelbarrow
and christened his new horse boudoir "Raymond's
The worst was yet to come, and it was an unpredictable worst at that. During their courtship days,
Gene
Folly."and Jeanette had spent many hours together
cantering along bridle trails, pausing to let their horses
rest, and then continuing over the rolling hills of
California's coastal uplands. Naturally, they anticipated many hours of roving the byways on horseback
after their marriage.
Fruit from trees in your own backyard, and large
daily doses of sunshine and fresh air — two arguments that weigh
in favor
of California
living.
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The remodeling of stable and guest house — and the moving of materials and furnishings — was even more of a
problem than it sounds. Here's the hill down (and up) which all those materials, all that furniture, had to travel.

Jeanette having been unhorsed, Gene sold the
mounts, the saddles, bridles, fancy bits, cockades,
curry combs and brushes, and had the stables scrubbed

For Jeanette's birthday on June 18, two days after
the wedding, Gene coaxed his wife down to the stables
to inspect a snow white mare he had bought for her.
His own black horse was occupying the adjoining stall,
and together the pair represented perfection in horse
flesh.
Thereafter, the sight of a beautiful red-haired
woman wearing the traditional black derby, white
stock, white vest, black coat and full black sidesaddle
skirt, riding a milk white horse in the company of a
blond man in black riding clothes on a black horse
enchanted the eye of many a tourist.
Somehow Jeanette always managed to stifle her
sneezing until she was out of sight of the tourist. At
first she thought the paroxysms were caused by some
shrub along the trail, but a doctor chuckled this notion
away. "You've developed an allergy to horses," he
said. "Better keep away from them or you may
actually impair your resonance chambers."
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and fumigated. "Raymond's Folly" became the "Storage Stables" and a dazzling array of trunks, old
Christmas decorations, extra flower baskets and vases,
masked ball costumes in garment bags, and just plain
junk found its way from the back door of the house,
along a descending path still informally bordered by
wisps of hay.
While Gene had been preparing a home for his bride,
he foresaw the need for a music room separate from
the main house. He knew it would be desirable for
them to get beyond the reach of the telephone and the
business of a house being kept so that Jeanette could
rehearse in peace and Gene could be about his composing. (Three of his most successful songs are "Will
You," "Let Me Always Sing," and "Release.")
On the estate grounds
(Continued
on page 89)
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Come and visit the

HEWITTS'
"lA7e uve>" folk-singer Dolph Hewitt will tell you,
WW when inviting you to drop in, "just west of town
The a town
piece."referred to being Chicago, he might well
mean one of the fashionable suburbs. But he doesn't.
His further directions make the situation clear. "You
cross a bridge," he finishes, "and turn left at the first
trailer camp. Ours is the last trailer at the top of the
hill. There's a white picket fence around it. Ruthie
and I will be glad to see you."
And it's quite true, as you'd find out if you took
Dolph up on his invitation. The Hewitts do five in a
trailer. The reason for wanting to be out of town a
piece is Chuck, their three-year-old son — a city apartment's no place to bring up a boy, they believe. And
the reason for the trailer itself is simply that the
Hewitts don't think of living in terms of fourteenrooins-plus-swimming-pool. They're a nice young
couple, just getting started in life, and a trailer seems to
be an ideal solution to the problem of finding, in the
midst of housing shortages, a place in the country
where they could bring Chuck up the way they want to.
Yes, it's small, the trailer. But it's also compact,
efficiently planned, easy to housekeep — this last no
small matter to take into consideration if you want, as
Ruth does, to spend as much time with your son as possible. And yes, it's a little crowded sometimes, especially when it comes to closet (Continued on page 96)

You can easily pick out the Hewitts' trailer on
the lot — theirs is the one with the picket fence.
40
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By HELEN

BOLSTAD

Hand-me-downs are special here — Ruth remodels a
Western outfit of Dolph's into a suit for Chuck.
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HOME-OI-WHEELS

Although Chuck actually sleeps on the lower level, the top-deck bunk holds great charm for him. It's there that he does his "reading"
of his favorite picture books.
Chuck looks like both his parents, has Ruth's coloring and Dolph's expressions and wide, appealing grin.

Ruth's the best cook in the world, both her menfolks say. Since marriage Dolph's gained weight.

Biggest housekeeping headache: finding space for
Dolph's

costumes

in

too-small,

too-few

closets.

Dolph Hewitt is heard on National Barn
the ABC Network as well; also on WLS,

Dance, 7 :30 to midnight Chicago
Chicago, Mon.-Fri. at 7:30 A.M.

tinfe, Saturdays, parts of which are heard on
CDT, sponsored by the Holly Sales Company.
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LIFE WITH LUIUI:

This

"Dear Mama Mia: Tomorrow is gonna be one of the most important days
of my life — I'm going to take the test for my first citizenship papers.
Already I look more American. Is hard to explain exactly how I feel, Mama."

night

With
at

9

Luigi,

with

P.M.,

EDT,

J.

day

1. Class for prospective citizens
is presided over by lovely Miss
Spaulding, who gives last-minute
encouragement
to nervous Luigi.

Life With Luigi is the story of the
everyday experiences of Luigi Basco,
an Italian immigrant who has come
to — and loves — America, land of equal
opportunity for all who are willing, as
he is, to work for it. Luigi is a new
kind of comedy -program character. You
laugh with him, not at him, as you listen
to his struggles to learn the new language, the customs so different from
those of his native country.
Cy Howard, responsible for My Friend
Irma, is "father" of Luigi, too. J. Carrol
Naish, long known to movie-goers for
his character roles, plays "the little immigrant" with warm understanding.

Cy Howard is the creator of Luigi, the Little Immigrant, and is
also the producer and
director of the Life
With Luigi show.

Life

is a great

Carrol

over

CBS

Naish

in

stations,

the

title

sponsored

role,
by

is

heard

Wrigley's

every
Spearmint

Tuesday
Gum.

5. Incensed by the forged letter,
the judge indignantly turns down
Luigi's application for citizenship. Luigi is dazed, heartbroken.
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:

for Luigi — no longer an immigrant, but a working partner in these United States!

2. Pasquale, Luigi's countryman
and neighbor, agrees to witness
the event— with, as always, daughter Rosa uppermost in his mind.

3. Angry that Luigi doesn't want
to marry Rosa, Pasquale writes to
citizenship court judge offering
a

bribe,

signing

Luigi's

name !

6. Triumphant, Pasquale once more

7. Miss Spaulding hurries to the

offers Rosa's hand, for through
marriage to her Luigi can become
a citizen — sort of a citizen-in-law!

rescue, explains Pasquale's skullduggery to the judge, who' hastily
calls Luigi back to the courtroom.

4. Blissfully unaware of the fateful letter, Luigi goes calling on
the judge, takes a pineapple — not
as a bribe, but a respectful gift.

8. Luigi's life-long ambition is
fulfilled — he gets his first citi43
zenship papers. And no one ever
worked harder, deserved them more.

I
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ADOPTION
W

JEW, mfti^m IkJmm- - ijfr|Wa&l^

As Dick Powell, private citizen, I have adopted a
child and know that an adopted youngster can
make a home the happiest place on earth, provided
the child is brought into the home through proper
channels. As Richard Diamond, a private detective
who typifies the criminal investigators who fight corruption, Iknow that a most shocking racket exists
today in the blackmarket of babies. Each year it is
estimated over 30,000 helpless infants are brought into
homes through improper channels. They are sold

wasn't quite ready for marriage. He suggested an
abortion. Bettyjane refused. Panic-stricken, she listened to a friend suggest going to Miami to have the
baby
and
come back with no one knowing the difference.
"I can always get a job there," Bettyjane told herself. "Besides I have my life savings."
But Bettyjane's three hundred dollars didn't go far
in Miami. She had paid thirty dollars a month for her
room up north. In the resort city, she found herself
lucky to get a room at forty dollars a week. Soon it
became impossible to hide her pregnancy. She lost her
job in a millinery store.

"under the counter" like smuggled narcotics or disposed of in the secrecy of back rooms. For up to
two thousand dollars a baby will be handed over in
the waiting room of a railroad station with no questions of the new parents!
This shameful practice exists in almost every state
and major city in the country. It is unbelievable that
a baby should fall into the hands of unscrupulous men
and women who are nothing more than wholesalers
in humanity, but it happens almost every day.
This is how it happened to Bettyjane Corrining:
Anyone watching Bettyjane get off the train in Miami
saw only a pale, pretty blonde in her early twenties.
No casual observer guessed at the anxiety that had
brought her fifteen hundred miles from home. And
for a moment, Bettyjane forgot as she blinked at the
brilliant sunshine filling the clean streets, the gaily
dressed vacationers walking under the palm trees.
Then a woman walked by with an infant in her arms.
Bettyjane was jolted back into reality.
She, too, would be a mother soon but without the
pride -and blessings that usually come with childbirth.
Her baby would be fatherless and that had led her to
escape the friends in her hometown, in the hope she
would be lost among the thousands of strangers in
the resort city.
"Miami has become a mecca for unwed mothers
from all parts of the country, who feel they can easily
lose themselves there," said Assistant District Attorney
Ernest Mitler, of New York. And he knows, for Manhattan police learned of at least thirty-five babies
shipped into the big city from Miami to be sold to
the highest bidder.
And it was to Miami that Bettyjane went for she
had no family to turn to. Bettyjane had been raised in
an orphanage where she missed the love and security
of a real home. When she left the orphanage, she became a successful sales clerk but her dream was to
have a husband and children in a real home of her
own. She found a man and loved well but not too
wisely. When Bettyjane became pregnant, her fiance
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Her boss said abruptly, "You'd better take good care
of yourself for that baby's sake."
But he didn't tell her what she could do for money.
Desperately, she spent the next few days looking for
work, feeling critical eyes flick over her body. On the
third day, with only a hundred dollars left, she stopped
in a sandwich shop to ask for a cashier's job.
"I'm sorry but we had someone a bit different in
mind," she was told.
She felt the strange dizziness come over her again
and walked over to the service counter. She didn't
even look at the waitress until she found a glass of
milk in front of her instead of the coffee she'd ordered.
Then Bettyjane looked up into the eyes of the waitress.
"Milk is better for you," the woman said.
As Bettyjane sipped the milk, the waitress began
wiping the counter and asked, "Things pretty tough,
Bettyjane nodded.
The waitress pulled a pencil and paper out of her
pocket and walked away. When she came back, she
slipped a note across the counter to Bettyjane.
"Go
kid?"see this woman," she said. "She's helped a lot
of other girls in your fix."
Outside Bettyjane looked at the paper. Written on it
was the name of a Mrs. Windsor, and an address.
Bettyjane took a bus to the (Continued on page 93)

By DICK POWELL
Dick Powell, private citizen, is
well-acquainted with the {sets
behind the vicious adoption
racket. As Richard Diamond,
Private Detective, he's heard
Wed., 10:30 P.M. EDT, NBC.
Sponsored by Rexall Drug Stores.
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IT HAPPENED ON HOUSE PARTY—
Linkletter (to five-year-old boy) : You look like a cowboy today.
Did you punch any cows?
Boy: Nope.
Linkletter: What would they say if you did punch a cOw?
Boy: Ouch!

THOREAU

SAID IT:

"You cannot kill time without
injuring eternity."
August — in which

month

come

the

dog

days, probably called that because they're
so doggone hot. (Sorry; I apologize to
everyone,

including

dogs — of whom

some

If You're a Soup-lover —

of my best friends are . . .) It'll be a run-ofthe-mill

August,

Farmer's

Almanac,

showers

sandwiched

hot,

dry

days

stars from
must

according

the

Old

lightful noise known as "slurping"
if you live in New Jersey — there's
a law against it there!

with the usual thunder
in between

. . . "Watch

plenty of

for

the 9th through

tell the kids about

number

to

Don't get caught making that de-

the

shooting
llth," says the

that. . . . This month

of commemorating

this-or-that days

same

source —

there's the usual

(like, for instance,

the 29th, which is the anniversary — I don't know which one — of the
beheading

of John 'the Baptist) but for me,

memorable

for corn

princes, and

on the cob. Now

working

eat it every day

guys like you

and

me;

as long as it's in season.

course, is to snatch

August

is chiefly

there's a food fit for kings,
I could — and
The

best way,

it off the stalks, run at top speed

house, tear off the husks like a house

afire, and

will —

pop

of

into the

IT HAPPENED ON HOUSE PARTY—
Linkletter
(to small boy) : Do you
know who Pancho Villa was?
Small Boy: I think he rode with the
Cisco Kid. . . .

the lovely

cobs into the pot while the kernels are tender and oozing with milk.
Cook

it just long enough

so it's get-your-teeth-into-able,

with butter, sprinkle with salt — well, pepper
leans that way — and

spread

too, if your fancy

you've got a subject for a lyric poem

could only write one. And

about

with that worth mentioning.

that butter — my

Melted

if I

wife has a trick

butter's the thing, but if you

put it in a dish or a bowl it takes buckets of butter and a lot gets
wasted
way:

which, at thes« prices, is nothing to take lightly. Try Lois's

pour the melted

half-way full, and
and

butter into an ordinary drinking glass, about

dunk

no waste. Ah, me!

the corn in that — every kernel buttered,

READERS'
OWN
VERSE—
Lines To A Thirsy Child
It's fine, indeed, my infant daughter,
To have a healthy thirst for water;
But why must yours, my little gem,
Assert itself at two A.M.?
— Richard Wheeler

m-mSb
FUN

ITS A LAW—
// you cling to the belief that the automobile will never replace the horse,
head for Boston, Massachusetts, on your
travels. By law, all Boston hotels must
supply accommodations for horses as
well as for their riders. How about a
double room, sir?

AND

GAMES—

Here's a game

for a crowd which requires no

equipment — except, perhaps, a good pair of

I . CkU\'liii|ffl

lungs and

a sociable disposition. It's called

"Sardines" and if you'll stick with me you'll find
out why. Sardines is a variation of Hide and
Seek, with a touch of Forfeits thrown in. One
more suggestion — choose a cool day or evening
for this — and

we're

on our way. At a signal

the people, and the more of them the better the
game

works out, disperse to find hiding- places.

But there's strategy in not hiding too soon, because the purpose of the game is to find a spot
in which another person is hidden, and join him

A LITTLE LEARNING—

in the hiding place. The more hiders per hiding

On Becoming A

Citizen of The United

place, the better. The last one left over at the
end of the game — the one, that is, who's found

States:. In general, a person can't become a

no other hiders with whom

citizen unless he's been lawfully admitted to
the United States and intends to make it his

forfeit. This is a good

to hide — must pay a

summer

game,

those sillies that call for a minimum

permanent residence. The first step toward

work

citizenship is to make a "declaration of in-

a

and

a maximum

one of
of brain

of foolish fun, which is

good , recipe for any hot weather

activity.

tention" at the office of the clerk of any
naturalization court. This may be made at
any time after arrival in the country. After
the declaration of intention, five years must
elapse before you can apply for final papers
— five continuous years of residence in this
country, that is, and six months in the state
where application for final papers is made.
Everyone who files for naturalization must
sign the petition in his own handwriting, if
physically able to write ; must be a person of
good, moral character, "attached to the principles of the Constitution and well disposed
to the good order and happiness of the
United States," and have a knowledge and
understanding of our form of government
and the fundamental principles of the Constitution.

STOP AND

THINK DEPARTMENT—

There's a great deed scad about women
drivers, especially concerning the incompetence oisame. And the saying has been
done largely by the all-knowing male of
the species. As is usually true of "they
say" rumors, this one, too, is wrong. Here's
something for the men to chew on for a
while: of the drivers in fatal automobile
accidents last year, 35,660, or 93.6 per cent,
were men; in non-fatal accidents, 1,462,480, or 90.5 per cent, were
men. There, lady, are some statistics to wave in your husband's
face next time he has a few choice remarks to make about women
behind the wheel.

Make a pretty SMDWICH
By NANCY
Heard

at 1:15

CRAIG • RADIO MIRROR
P.M.

EDT,

Mon.-Fri.,

Sluggish appetites wake up when I serve a
sandwich meal. As a family we are sandwich
hounds! We love anything between two slices
of bread — even sliced banana sprinkled with
lemon juice!
When I plan sandwich meals I always try to
follow the rules of good nutrition. It is as important to provide the necessary requirements
in light summer menus as it is when serving
heartier meals. So we always have some cold,
some hot food for balance. We find soup relaxing and easy to digest. I serve it right along
with the sandwich. If we have a hot sandwich,
then the soup is chilled. For a pleasing blend of
flavors, I combine two soups such as tomato
and bouillon or asparagus and cream of celery.
I feel adventurous when preparing sandwich
fillings. It's lots of fun to try new tricks. Perhaps a sauce like the Puffy Sauce. Or a glamorous sandwich loaf like the Tuna and Egg loaf.
The Home-Made Deviled Ham is a wonderful
chance to use various seasonings and combinations of flavors. It is now one of our favorites.
TUNA AND EGG LOAF
1 loaf unsliced bread
4 eggs, hard cooked
% cup stuffed olives,
chopped
Mayonnaise
Melted

1 can (7 oz.) tuna fish
y% small onion, grated
1 can condensed cream of
mushroom soup
4 tablespoons milk
butter

Trim crusts from all sides of bread. Cut lengthwise into three strips. Chop the hardcooked,
eggs. Mix with olives and enough mayonnaise
to moisten. Spread on one strip of bread. Place
next lengthwise strip of bread over egg mixture.
Flake tuna fish and add onion and four tablespoons of mushroom soup undiluted. Spread on
second strip and cover with last strip of bread.
Brush with melted butter. Bake in a moderate
oven (350° F.) 20 minutes. Cut crosswise in
1%" slices. Heat remaining mushroom soup with

on

ABC.

(Recipes

FOOD COUNSELOR

tested

by

the Macfadden

Kitchen)

4 tablespoons milk. Pour some over top of each
slice. Serve with watercress and cranberry jelly.
Makes 6 servings.
HOME

MADE

3 cups cooked ham or
2 cans (12 oz.) pressed
ham
11 egg,
beaten catsup
tablespoon
1 tablespoon chili sauce

DEVILED

HAM

1 tablespoon
Worcestershire Saucechopped
'.•> cup nuts,
fine
1 tablespoon sugar
1 dill pickle, chopped

Chop ham very fine or run it through a meat
grinder twice. Add beaten egg and blend well.
Add all other ingredients. Mix until blended.
Place in a split, buttered frankfurter roll. Serve
with hot canned asparagus tips. Makes 6-8
servings.
PUFFY CHICKEN

SANDWICH

Trim the crusts from two slices of bread. Spread
lightly with butter or margarine. Top with slices
of cookpd chicken. Cover meat with Puffy Sauce.
Place under broiler for 2 minutes, until browned.
Serve with cauliflowerettes dipped in Snappy
Cream Cheese Sauce and corn-on-the-cob.
PUFFY SAUCE
3 eggs, separated % cup mayonnaise
Vi teaspoon salt
Beat egg yolks and mayonnaise together until
light. Add salt to egg whites. Beat until stiff
but not dry. Fold egg yolk mixture gently into
egg whites. Heap on top of chicken sandwich.
SNAPPY CREAM CHEESE SAUCE
1 (3 oz.) package cream
1 teaspoon grated onion
cheese
Chill sauce
2 teaspoons horseradish
Work cream cheese with spoon
horseradish,
onion and enough
make a medium thick sauce for
(Continued on page

until soft. Add
chili sauce to
dipping.
87)

New forms for an old favorite: treat your
family to the sandwich. It's delicious and
nutritious, an ideal all year 'round food.
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This is my life at HILLTOP
Julie Paterno

Creating a real home atmosphere for the children is our
goal. Here are some of the ways Mrs. Dolben and I do it

Deep summer brings special problems to Hilltop. It
is lovely here, and peaceful. The house is surrounded by flowers, greenery and happy children.
But as in any house where children stay home in summer, August brings the old-fussy question . . . "Julie,
what can I do now?" Meaning, of course, what shall
I play with now. Children need guided play, especially
near the end of vacation. Some of this play can have a
useful purpose. So in the play hours we try to direct
their activities to their good, and ours!

Qltj^tLlJkktf
Pixie, our aspiring young writer, was a
bit of a problem for a while. All she
wanted
to do was stay in her room

Croquet
challenging,is

funtoo.
—

day after day and write! I don't like to
discourage
her from this because
she
may blossom into a professional writer,
but children do need to get out and play.
Of course, she felt much too old to play
with the little children for any length
of time. So Dolbie and I put our heads
together

This is a good opportunity to show
Shirley and Johnny how to make a
smooth bed. They've been after Hannah and me to show them how to make

Well-made
insure good

beds
sleep.

coc

with

the

idea

but

yVWuQAC

10,

firmly making "ship's corners." Miter all four corners. Pull
sheet smooth and tuck sides in.
3) Place the top sheet with middle fold in the center of the bed.
Allow enough sheet at the head of the bed to fold over the
blanket edge for protection. Leave enough to tuck in at the foot.
4) Place blankets high enough so that they will cover the
shoulders. Tuck in at foot of bed. Lift edges of top sheet and
blankets together to form a triangle. Tuck in bottom edges of
triangle. Drop the triangle. This is a half-mitered corner. It is
firm enough not to slip out and it gives a neat, finished look.
5) The spread is the final touch. Place it on top of the blankets
and let the sides fall evenly, covering the blanket edge.

MIRROR

up

is full of child activity. The older boys are at Scout Camp

"those ship's corners." A clean, comfortable bed is necessary for full rest
and relaxation for everyone, especially
for children because their days are so
full of activity and excitement. Now
to start: bedding should be aired.
Spread it over two chairs by an open
window. It should air for at least an
hour.
Do this before breakfast.
Now

RADIO
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those that stay here go swimming or hiking with the neighborhood children. We've set up an outdoor shower for the youngsters
to run in and out of. And
the cookie cutters they use make
beautiful sand or mud cookies!

here are the important steps to follow in making ship's corners
or mitered corners.
1) Spread the mattress pad smooth. Place the lower sheet with
the rough sides of the hem down and the middle fold in the
center of bed.
2) Tuck the sheet well under the head of the mattress. Lift the
edge of the sheet with the left hand to form a triangle. With the
right hand tuck in the bottom edge. Drop the triangle. Tuck in

50
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of croquet. Pixie enjoys the game because to play it well she must master
it. She challenges the other children to play against her. She
jiow has reached a nice balance between work and play. Hilltop

A new way to keep
floors shimmering.

The care of floors could be a great
problem at Hilltop with so many
children walking in and out all day.
But cleaning floors and waxing them
can be a "fun" thing. First the floor
is washed with warm mild soapsuds.
We use a mop and wring it almost
dry. Then we rinse with a mop wrung
out of clear warm water. Starting at

this point, our children
floor, waiting for it to be
dry. And now fun begins.
liquid wax in a thin film. Hannah does this on

watch the
absolutely
We spread
her knees!

She says "Too much wax smears and makes the floor slippery." Then comes another half hour of waiting for the wax
to dry. During this period the children draw lots to see who
will be the lucky ones this month. When they are chosen,
they wrap their feet in soft clean rags. This is treated like

for
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Hilltop House is heard at 3:15 P.M.
EDT, Monday through Friday, on
CBS.
Sponsored
by Alka-Seltzer.

Getting ready for the backyard
picnic, Pixie, Henry M. and
Maryann help Julie and Hannah the maid carry out the food.

a ritual. When wrapped up feet step out on the floor the
other children gather in the doorway, ready to do their part.
Strong, sturdy legs skate back and forth buffing and polishing.
Eager eyes follow the feet ready to detect any little area that
has been missed. Of course, the floors could be polished by
hand or (with an electric polisher, if we could afford one),

Combine butter, garlic and onion in a saucepan. Cook slowly
5 minutes. Add all other ingredients. Cover and simmer
20 minutes. Brush on meat frequently while broiling or grilling. Heat remainder and serve separately. Makes 4 cups sauce.

but we wouldn't have half as much fun doing it!

c@i eotoirtflao^

Hilltop looks so gay with its inexpensive plastic draperies. But they'll have
to come down soon to make way for
fall and winter draperies. I must tell
Hannah to wipe them off with a damp
cloth, fold them and store them away

Barbecues aTe enjoyed by all of us. The menu is simple barbecued frankfurters, chicken or hamburgers, tomatoes (from
Maryann's garden) or other raw vegetable, rolls, cookies,
milk and pop for the children. Hannah is sending you her
famous recipe for barbecue sauce.
BARBECUE
V*
1
1
1
1
IV2

cup butter or margarine
clove garlic, minced
large onion, chopped
teaspoon salt
teaspoon dry mustard
cups water

Some old, some new,

SAUCE

all are attractive'.

1 teaspoon paprika
IV2 tablespoons
Worcestershire sauce
IV2 tablespoons horseradish
2 tablespoons vinegar
2 (8 or.) cans tomato sauce
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for next year. We've been able to
keep the house looking fresh by making over old draperies to fit different

rooms. But
ones for the
says we can
saw some inexpensive acetate rayon

we're going to need new
living room, and Dolbie
make them ourselves. I
fabric that would be just

right for our room. And with that new self -pleating tape, it'll
'be simple to make the draperies right here at Hilltop House.

for
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Pages from a photographer's notes: assigned to cover the Crosbys,

nts
made arrangeme
Mirrorto photograp
When
h Bing and
Bing Crosby
with Radio
his sons at their Elko, Nevada, ranch —
where, during out-of-school season, Bing's
four sons work for and with their father —
Hymie Fink, Radio Mirror's Hollywood staff
photographer, was given the assignment. Here's
Hymie's diary of his trip to Elko, oh which he
took the pictures on these pages and on the
cover — exclusive pictures, for color photographs of the Crosby family at the Elko
ranch have never before been printed!
Center
52

of operations:

bungalow

serves

for eating,

sleeping,

recreation.

I

v\.
The boss and his "hands" survey their vast property: I. to
r. Lindsay, Philip and Dennis the twins, Gary and Bing.
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Hymie Fink finds a lot more to record than meets the camera's eye

Thursday — Arrived at Elko about eight
P.M., and went to the Commercial Hotel.
Clerk said that Bing had been in about four
in the afternoon, on his way home from a
hunting trip. Looked very tired, the clerk
said, and went straight on out to the ranch.
I called the ranch, was told Bing had gone to
bed, dead tired, and that I should call him
tomorrow morning at eight if he hadn't called
me earlier. Pretty beat myself, so I took a
quick look around town, followed Der Bingle's
good example and hit the hay.

Friday — Called Bing at eight. He answered
the phone himself, sounded mighty pleasant
when I told him who I was. Said, "Tell me
just what it is you want to get, and when,
and we'll fix it up." I explained what pictures
we wanted. Bing: "Okay — but the boys are
working at near-by ranches and will have to
be rounded up. They leave here at seven
A.M. and when they come home at night
they're too tired for pictures or anything else.
They eat their supper and go right to bed.
Tell you what — you (Continued on page 82)

The Bing Crosby Show is heard Wed., 9:30 P.M. EDT, CBS. Sponsored by Chesterfield.
Bing Crosby is also heard M-F 10 A.M. EDT, CBS, sponsored by Minute Maid Orange Juice.
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Hymie Fink finds a lot more to record than meets the camera's eye

Thursday — Arrived at Elko about eight
P.M., and went to the Commercial Hotel.
Clerk said that Bing had been in about four
111 the afternoon, on his way home from a
hunting trip. Looked very tired, the clerk
said, and went straight on out to the ranch.
1 called the ranch, was told Bing had gone to
bed, dead tired, and that I should call him
tomorrow morning at eight if he hadn't called
m« earlier. Pretty beat myself, so I took a
good example and hit the hay.
quick look around town, followed Der Bingle's

Friday — Called Bing at eight. He answered
the phone himself, sounded mighty ^pleasant
me
when I told him who I was. Said, "Tell
just what it is you want to get, and when,
and we'll fix it up." I explained what pictures
we wanted. Bing: "Okay— but the boys are
working at near-by ranches and will have to
be rounded up. They leave here at seven
AM. and when they come home at night
they're too tired for pictures or anything else.
They eat their supper and go right to bed.
Tell you what— you (Continued on page 82)
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01 MAI'S
In an age when women
are blamed for

A 'man must have a hobby and Walter's is fixing
clocks. And he hardly ever leaves out any parts.

everything, Walter Kiernan
speaks up and says:
By

"¥\id you ever notice that a boy's parents never ask the
II girl he's going with what her intentions are?" asks
Walter Kiernan, ABC commentator. "Well, the parents should — for behind every successful man stands a
good wife!"
And Walter knows what he's talking about. During
twenty-seven years as a working reporter, he's observed
successful men in every kind of business and profession.
He has studied intimately heads of governments and
leaders of industry, bakers and bankers, even cops and
robbers.
"An ideal marriage," he tell you, "is not a division of
responsibilities between husband and wife, but a real active partnership in which both have equal say and vote
in all matters, domestic or business."
Walter, a tall, husky man in his forties, doesn't have
to go far to give you an example of an ideal wife. He
points to his own wife, Helen, (Continued on page 104)

Walter and Helen think times like these with David,
Dick and Jerry are the best part of having children.

"They'd do a good job of

running things — if

it weren't for men!"

CATHERINE
CLELLAND

Walter tackles the lawn, considers the chore good
exercise. The Kiernan home is in Milford, Conn.
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Backyard barbecue and the whole family turns out. Chief chef Walter makes sure the -steak is seasoned right.

Walter Kierna'n is heard on One Man's Opinion, M.-F. at 3:25 P.M. EDT, ABC, sponsored by Philip Morris; on Cliche
EDT.
Quiz, Wed. 8:30 P.M. EDT, ABC; and on WJZ M.-F. at 6:30 A.M. to 7 A.M. and from 7:15 A.M. to 7:55 A.M.
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successful men in every kind of business and profession.
He has studied intimately heads of governments and
leaders of industry, bakers and bankers, even cops and
robbers.
"An ideal marriage," he tell you, "is not a division of
responsibilities between husband and wife, but a real active partnership in which both have equal say and vote
in all matters, domestic or business."
Walter, a tall, husky man in his forties, doesn't have
to go far to give you an example of an ideal wife. He
points to his own wife, Helen, (Continued on page 104)

Walter and Helen think times like these with David,
Dick and Jerry are the best part of having children.
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Walter tackles the lawn, considers the chore good
exercise. The Kiernan home is in Milford, Conn.
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Young

Bobby

Benson, owner

the B-Bar-B Ranch
of

the

Big

Bend

of

in the heart

country,

Texas

and +f»e Floating Ghosh
This is the kind of story with an ageless kind of appeal.
for you, it's for your husband.

It's

And it's for your children, too

— especially when they want a "read aloud"

BY
MARTIN
COHEN

I.twas a dark night in the Big Bend
country of Texas. Along the Mexican border, the Bio Grande writhed
invisibly as clouds crossed the pale
curve of moon, making the moon blink
on and off like a huge lamp. Only the
lights in the B-Bar-B ranch were
constant. And in the living room of
the ranch house, Bobby Benson, the
young ranch owner, leaned against
the window anxiously searching the
range. His foreman, Tex Mason, sat
at a table cleaning his six shooter.
"I'm getting worried!" Bobby said
suddenly.
Tex got up and walked over to the
window. The broad-shouldered foreman looked down at the slim, darkhaired boy.
"What's got into you, Bobby?" he
asked. "I've never seen you like this
Bobby looked away. He was
before."
ashamed to tell Tex what was really
on his mind. . He knew Tex just
laughed when anyone talked about
ghosts.
"Well, partly, Tex," Bobby said.
"I'm wondering why Windy isn't back
"Did Windy go somewhere?"
"He went up to the haunted house
yet."
"I can hardly believe he'd go up
alone."
there during the day," Tex grinned,
"but at night!"
Bobby turned to the window again.
Tex frowned as he saw the anxiety
on Bobby's face.
"Now look here, Bobby, you know

there's nothing much

up there but

spiders
rats."my doubts lately,"
"I'm and
having
Bobby admitted. "'Course the boys
are kidding Windy so much about
those floating ghosts he's seen in the
sky,
he just on
hadtheto ranch
go." knew about
Everyone
Windy's floating ghosts. Twice durpast else
weekhadhe'd
them
but ing
no the one
beenseen
there
to
witness them. And Windy Wales was
dependable. He had his joke occasionally, but if he were joking this
time, he had everyone else fooled for
sure.
Bobby pressed his face to the window again, his hands cupped over his
eyes. "Golly," he said and turned
quickly. "I think that's Windy comback now.
I'm going
out to
see."
Heing ran
out the
door and
crossed
the yard to the corral. The moon
was out of the clouds now and across
the murky range he saw the horse
and its rider. Thei*e was no mistaking
the gallop of Windy's mare, Mabel.
But right then both man and horse
were moving with the speed of a
cannon ball. Windy galloped right
up to the corral and flung himself off
Mabel.
"I heard them this time, Bobby,"
he cried breathlessly. "I knowed there
was"What
ghostsdidthere."
they look like?"
Windy wiped off his forehead and
dropped to a log. Bobby crouched
down beside him.
"I didn't (Continued on page 83)

Bobby

Benson & the B-Bar-B
Riders is heard on MBS
Mon. 8 P.M., M.-F. 5:30 P.M.; on WOR
Mon. 8 P.M., Sat. 5 P.M. and Sun. at 3 P.M.; telecast Tues. 7:30 P.M., WOR-TV. All Times are EDT.
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Five minutes after you walk in his front door,
you begin to wonder if you are visiting one or
two Morey Amsterdams. After ten minutes, you
entertain the suspicion the man is triplets. After
fifteen minutes, you just settle down to watching
the parade of Amsterdams go by.
In that parade, you see the Amsterdam who is
known to every doorman, head waiter and cab
driver in town as an inveterate night-clubber — >
and you also see the Amsterdam who neither
smokes nor drinks, and whose favorite hobby is
developing his own snapshots in a home-made
darkroom.
You will meet the Amsterdam who wrote "Rum
and Coca Cola" and "Why, Oh Why, Did I Ever
Leave Wyoming?", who also plays classical music
on his cello like an angel — and who can type

one of his own gag-packed scripts as fast and as
accurately as a professional stenographer.
You will hear stories about the Amsterdam
whose hair was worn in long, silky curls until
he was six (his mother has them framed in a
shadow box to this day) — and the Amsterdam
who was nearly killed by gangsters when he was
sixteen.
But let's start at the beginning and pay a call
on all these fellows called Morey Amsterdam
whose wise-cracks tumble over each other at torrential speed whenever he gets near a microphone
or stage or television camera.
Your first surprise may come when you ring
his bell, because the door of the smart New York
apartment may be opened by The Lone Ranger!
The Lone Ranger will (Continued on page 95)

Greg, when he's not too engrossed in being a masked, booted, spurred and
ten-gallon-hatted cowpoke, is the center of activities at the Amsterdams'.
Morey Amsterdam may be seen and heard

on DuMont

Television

Network

stations

Kay, before marriage, was a professional
model.

Morey's a song writer on the side.

Thursdays at 9 P. M., EDT. Sponsored by DoMont Television

Co.
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My

twin sister, June, is really ten minutes older
than I am but she never holds it over me so
she can be boss. She has a very nice disposition
and we get along wonderful and share everything.
Her full name is June Doris Keegan and mine is
Joan Diane, but at home they call us Junie and
Joanie.
There are five girls in our family, and no boys.
Dorothy is twenty-three, Kathleen is fourteen, and
Alice is ten. Our thirteenth birthday — June's and
mine — is July 24.
June is the only one in our family in show business. Paul Whiteman, whose two shows she sings
on, tried to get me to go on the TV Teen Club
program over the ABC television network from our
city, Philadelphia, every Saturday night. It's on
station WFIL-TV. June sings on the program every
week, winter and summer, and every other week
she's on Mr. Whiteman's big Sunday night show
from New York, the Paul Whiteman Revue, except
when it's off the air for the summer.
Well, on the Teen Club, I danced this one time
and June sang, and they kept switching the tele-

vision cameras- from June to me, so I think some
people thought it was June oh the screen all the
time. I was very excited about it, and it was fun,
but-I don't think I'd like to go on again. I have my
own ideas of what I want to do, and ever since I
was quite young I have wanted to be a nurse.
You can see that, for twins, June and I are quite
different. We look different, too. June has the
prettiest long, light brown curls with a sort of gold
light in them, and my hair is shorter, much darker,
and not as curly. June's eyes are lighter blue than
mine, but my lashes and eyebrows are darker. I'm
a full three inches taller than she is, because she
hasn't grown much for three years. My mother says
my oldest sister was like that, and then she suddenly shot right up, and she thinks June will be
the same way.
When we were still the same height we dressed
alike. We don't all the time now because it's hard
to find things that fit us both. I like longer dresses
and June wears hers short. She still likes lowheeled Mary Janes and I'm always borrowing Kathleen's shoes because they (Continued on page 86)

TEEN QtiB

"How do I look?"
Joan assures June on the age old question.
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June calls Paul Whiteman "Pops" and, like the rest of the kids
on TV Teen Club, she thinks that he is absolutely the tops.

TV Teen Club is telecast Saturdays, 8 P.M. EDT, ABC-TV. Sponsored by Griffin Shoe Polish.
The Paul Whiteman Revue is on Sundays, 7 P.M. EDT, ABC-TV. Sponsored by Goodyear.

It's fun to be a twin.
Take it fre-m someone who knows
— like TV Teen Club's
June Keegan, for instance.

You

might even take it from
her twin Joan.

She really knows

rwosom

At the Robert Morris School in Philadelphia, June studies
the three R's — and music. Here with teacher Miss Wolaniuk.

RADIO

MIRROR

Pig-tailed, pinafored June has a sweetly sophisticated young
voice, and a completely relaxed and easy manner of delivery.

Though too young for real beaux, Joan and June don't totally
ignore the boys — nor vice-versa ! Comics also rate with them.
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Alan dramatizes the dilemmas of the dentist's chair,
but he manages to make them painless— to you.

Paperhanger's assistant Young finds a perplexing situation on hand. Skits like this typify Alan's comedy.
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Being married to a Mr. Fix-It, who is a perfectionist
about everything he does, has its good points — and I
must confess, some trying ones. For instance, when
I hang a picture I judge the height, and space on each
side, drive in my nail, and it's done. But not Alan.
Oh, no. He gets out a tape line and with all the precision of an engineer calculates the distance to the fraction of an inch, carefully marking the spot before he
touches a nail or hammer. By the time he's through
with any little job, there are enough tools and equipment strewn around to build us another house.
One of my husband's most cherished possessions is a
home mechanic's handbook, which he consults frequently as he goes about his fix-it chores. I suppose his love
for constructing and repairing things started when, as a
little boy, he went to a manual arts class in Vancouver,
Canada. His mother says he was always bringing things
home to her, which frequently fell apart upon use, although Ibelieve she still has a few of them that she
prizes.
In spite of being a professional comedian, Alan goes
about every job he does in dead seriousness, whether it's
his television show or his "home work." His weekly
half-hour CBS program, the Alan Young Show, requires
rehearsals all day Monday and Tuesday, and sometimes
a third day when he wants to get in some extra work on
a scene.
He keeps regular (Continued on page 88)
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Though you'd never suspect
it from watching him on TV, Gini's
husband is as adept with a
hammer as he is with hilarity

By MRS. ALAN

YOUNG

The Alan Young Show is televised Thursdays,
9:00
P.M. EDT, CBS-TV. Sponsored by the Esso Company.
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So nice to come home to— that's what Alan Young thinks of his family. Here he is with Gini and the youngest Young,
Cameron Angus, who delayed coming into the world long enough to be born on his father's birthday — November 19.
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CAPSULE-SIZED COVERAGE

OF PEOPLE AND SHOWS YOU LIKE TO LOOK AT.

SOME ARE

Jeanne Bargy made her television debut a year ago last
January, and her Blues by Bargy program has now converted alot of longhair listeners to her indigo music. Maybe
it's because she sings it so sweet and low and seductive, and you
can really sit back and relax to her brand of blues.
She's the daughter' of Roy Bargy, of radio orchestra fame,
and was born in Chicago. When she was thirteen she went on
a children's program in Toledo and by the time she was sixteen
she had a Voice of the Blues program of her own. At New York
University she majored in music. After college she did nightclub work and entertained servicemen. In between times she
was always composing serious music and trying her hand at
fiction, and there's a suitcase full of both — all unpublished — to
prove it. She can't hide her light under a suitcase for too long,
her friends report.
Although she's Miss Bargy professionally, she's actually an
attractive Mrs. who keeps her private life apart from her job.
She teaches music too, her favorite pupil being an eighty-yearold man who wanted something to do and loved to practice!

Mood indigo is her trade-mark, but she's a
longhair at heart. Sat. 7:15-7:30 EDT CBS-TV.

Since the early 1920's folks have been tuning in to
a smooth dance orchestra introduced by the quiet
announcement, "Lopez Speaking." These words,
and his rippling piano signature, "Nola," are the Vincent Lopez trade-marks. Two years ago he went
into television with a daily early evening show from
the DuMont studios and later, a Saturday night show
from the Hotel Taft, from which he has broadcast
dance music for a decade over NBC.
Lopez' other interests concern astrology and numerology. Betty Hutton and Deanna Durbin are
among the stars whose names he changed just befpre
they hit their stride to success. He predicted some
important World War II happenings, he now predicts a war with Russia next year and a world-shaking conflict with Oriental countries in 1977 (but let's
not worry about that one yet). He predicts that the
moon will be explored by television cameras, carried
by rocket planes which will circle it and return.
Since Lopez is on television, children recognize
him on the street, tell him they like to watch his
fast-moving fingers on the piano. Adults are interested in his astrological references, write in to ask
his birthday. It's December 30; the sign is Capricorn.
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Lopez and friend Amos. Lopez TV shows are on DuMont
evenings Mon., Thurs. 7:30; Fri. 7:45; Sat. 8— EDT.
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IN YOUR AREA, SOME ARE NOT, BUT ALL PROVE WHAT

A VERSATILE MEDIUM VIDEO IS

Now that he's switched from radio to television, it's doubtful
that the Mystery Chef can conceal his identity much longer.
A businessman (advertising and soap) who once made cooking only his hobby, he has kept his secret well.
Necessity started his cooking career when he came here from
England as a young man and had to make his food money
stretch. When he married a girl who couldn't cook, he kept on,
and taught her. After a while his recipes and methods began
to make him famous and he turned his hobby into a popular
radio program. He still works in a business suit, without an
apron, to show watchers how easy and un-messy cooking can be
if done methodically.
When a viewer writes that she had "such wonderful luck"
with something he demonstrated on television, he's tempted to
retort, "You might just as well say you added two and two and
had wonderful luck getting four. Cooking is really a science, not
just luck."
The Mystery Chef lives in New York, commutes to Philadelphia every week to telecast for his sponsor, Philco.

His identity's mysterious, his recipes easy
to follow. NBC-TV, Thurs. 4:30-5 P.M. EDT.

C<7-&tt< eeed-

Norma Gilchrist and Bill Leyden are Helpfully Yours
Mon. and Fri., 2 P.M., PDT over KFI-TV, Hollywood.

RADIO

MIRROR

How Helpfully Yours started is as amazing and
amusing as anything dreamed up for the show
. itself. If you live in the Hollywood and Los Angeles area you know it's an hour-long program you
see twice a week over KFI-TV. You know it's
sponsored by the Broadway Department Stores, and
that its popular co-emcees are pretty Norma Gilchrist
and glib-tongued Bill Leyden.
You may not know that the two young fellows who
own and produce the program decided to go into
television because they shared an apartment and
were looking for ways to keep on paying rent, not
just this year, but the next and the next. Budd
Grossman had a master's degree in journalism, had
been a salesman, even a weather man! Arnold Mills
knew merchandising, had managed movie houses and
boasted some minor New York stage experience.
They worked out a program, but knew so little
about television that they invested seventy-five cents
in a book that could give them a few pointers. After
struggling to learn a thing or two more, assembling
a cast, and selling the show, they finally found themselves deep in TV, and getting more expert with
every program.
Now they're in to stay.

TELEVISION

SECTION
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in Californ
Even
Spring.
Even ia,
in people
Selby notice
Flats.
Nobody could help noticing . . .
Trudy Bauer couldn't help
noticing. It gave her a headache.
that wasn't
fairlittle
— to breeze
blame
herNo,headache
on the
that sneaked in through the office
windows and danced across her
hands as they lay on the typewriter.
Or on the fact that Martha Howard
had brought in little bouquets of
violets for everybody this morning.
Or on anything except — eyestrain.
"Yes, that's convenient," she
thought. "Eyestrain." With a smile
that was just a little wry, she began to type again.

Suddenly the room held more than just the two of them. The image
of Meta hunt.' jn the air, so close to being real and breathing . . .
06
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Trudy knew that miracles rarely occur. What she
had yet to find out was that with a little effort,
almost anything can be made to happen — even love

But her mind, usually so well
disciplined, was rebellious this
afternoon. Like the breeze, it
slipped here and there, freeing itself from the controls she had been
tying so tightly around it, dancing
over many things that only made
her headache worse. She'd been a
fool to make that lunch date with
Martha, a bigger fool to keep it.
She'd never liked the girl. But —
when they left and got married,

in you were glad to see them and
went to lunch with them at Feininger's, just like the old days.
She might have known that
Martha had about as much interest
in her, Trudy Bauer, as she had in
one of the office files. Martha with
her too-tight blue suit, her toobright hair, her wristful of bangles
clanking as she ate — no, she wasn't
interested in Trudy. She wasn't
subtle about it, either; almost before they sat down she was dewedding. manding all the details of Meta's

and you didn't see them for a
while, you somehow forgot whether you had or hadn't liked them
. . . they fell automatically into the
status of old friends, and automatically when they called up or came

Guiding

Light

is heard

Monday

BONUS

READER

MIRROR
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"I saw the pictures when they
left for Europe," she twittered excitedly. "Your sister's just mag-

through

Friday

at

1:45

P.M.

EDT

on

CBS

network

•
stations.

netic, Trudy, magnetic. Beautiful.
And it's like a fairy tale, really it
is — marrying Ted White. So much
money! You must be so excited!"
Trudy's silence hadn't stopped
her. In self defense, Trudy began
to talk, to try to wrest the conversation over to some track that
wasn't quite so bothersome as Meta.
Even talking about Mama was better. In fact that was the only thing
Martha said that sounded sincere
. . . the few words she said about
Mama's death, and how sorry she'd
been to hear; how much she liked
and remembered Mama from the
time she'd gone to the Bauers' for
dinner
(Continued
on page 97)
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AUNT

BRIGHTER

JENNY-

DAY

Small as the town of Littleton is, observant
Aunt Jenny finds in it plenty of material
for the revealing human stories she tells
listeners every weekday. She begins a new
story every five or six days, and in recent

Althea
Dennis
sire— a chance

But Althea's big chance has its effect on
more lives than hers alone. Her quiet older
sister, Elizabeth, accompanying Althea to
Hollywood, is astonished when the dynamic

weeks has handled, dramatically and suspensefully, many important problems of

Aunt Jenny
heard oil
|
CBS 12:15 P.M. EDT

BACKSTAGE

living. Among them are conflict of a tooloving brother who protects a sister unworthy
of his self-sacrifice; the crucial situation
between a philandering husband and a
wife who remains loyal; and the strange
drama of a man who becomes jealous of
his own stepchild, and to his dismay finds
himself competing with the child for the
affection of his wife.

WIFE

young producer Nathan Eldridge starts
"rushing" her. Finding Nathan the most de-

Bruce Bigby
heard on
CBS 2:45 P.M. EDT

HARUM

Directly and indirectly, wealthy Rupert
Barlow continues to make trouble for Mary
and Larry Noble. Claudia Vincent, who

Mary Noble
heard on
NBC 4 P.M. EDT

Claudia's case her hospitality is somewhat
strained because Claudia has become romantically interested in Larry. Is Mary right
in fearing that if Claudia should remain in
the Noble home there cannot help being
many complications?

The Simmons family's money has been the
cause of a tragedy which David Harum,
though he feared it was going to happen,
was unable to prevent. Young Richard
Langdon is murdered. Though his murder
actually enables Kate Simmons, the niece of
Lorraine, to marry the man she really loves,
nobody in Homeville can rest easy until a
trick cleverly engineered by David succeeds

David Harum
heard on
NBC 11:45 A.M. EDT

investigation.

PAGE

The figure of Parker, the millionaire whom
Ruth Wayne has always feared and hated,
now hangs like an evil threat over her
young

Valerie
heard on
CBS 1 P.M. EDT

brother

Neddie

and

Parker's help. When Parker shows his hand
— what will be in it for Neddie and Hope?
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FARRELL
The politics and intrigue that go
the offices of a famous magazine
cate things for star reporter David
when his paper, the New York Daily
assigns him to cover the murder

his wife Hope.

Even Hope now realizes that Parker's large
cash advances to Neddie — help in purchasing a new garage business, money for
clothes, the outright present of a flashy new
car — do not stem from a disinterested desire to help the young Evanses. Parker
wants something; but neither Ruth nor
Hope can be sure what he wants, and so
cannot convince Neddie that he is running
into grave danger by continuing to accept

in bringing Langdon's murderer into the
open. David is also able to show that in
spite of the charming, attentive personality
which Langdon had displayed to Kate, in
reality there had been much about his private life that would not have borne close

FRONT

BIG SISTER

lightful of companions, Liz isn't immediately
aware that his attachment to her is getting
talked about in film circles. But glamorous
Renee Cinetti, the star Eldridge was supposed to marry, is more than aware enough
for both of them. In her own way she begins
to work on the situation — and her way may
wreck Althea's career.

DAVID

claims that Barlow stole her mother's fortune, takes possession of his Long Island
estate while he is away. On his return Barlow forces her out, and Larry Noble sympathetically offers the woman the hospitality
of his own home. Normally Mary too is the
kindest and most helpful of people, but in

has become
gained a her
heart's
deto
movie
actress.

Sally

heard on
NBC 5:45 P.M. EDT

on in
compliFarrell,
Eagle,
of the

magazine's eminent publisher. David calls
this case "The Case of the Man who Expected Murder" because he soon discovers
that the dead publisher left a note saying
that he might be murdered and naming
three people who could be guilty. Even with
the help of his sharp-eyed wife Sally, David
has a difficult time in this investigation, for
he is blocked by the publisher's ambitious
daughter, her husband, and the publisher's
assistant — who may be the cleverest of all.

DAYTIME

DIARY—

LIFE

CAN

BE

BEAUTIFUL
Alice Swanson, wife of Douglas Norman, is
now a bigamist — for her husband Jim,
declared legally dead after a long disappearance, suddenly reappears. Jim proceeds to ingratiate himself with Chichi
Conrad's wealthy employer, Victoria Vandenbush. He finds an eager ally in Christine,

Here's your guide to good listening
on the daytime drama circuit — plot,
character,

GUIDING

time,

station

Papa David
heard on
NBC 3:00 P.M. EOT

information

LORENZO

LIGHT
Meta

Bauer White

JONES
Lorenzo Jones, who would rather be an
inventor than a mechanic, has so far had

finds herself desperately

fighting for her six-year-old son Chuckie
in the most ironical situation of her life.

nothing but trouble from his inventing. This
time the trouble is serious — for when Lorenzo, in a mystery novel he writes, sets
forth an ingenious plan for robbing a bank,
somebody puts the plan into action and

She married Ted White in order to give
their son Chuckie a legitimate name and

Bertha Bauer
heard on
CBS 1:45 P.M. EDT

background, only to learn that Ted's ideas
of child-raising are so far from hers that
Chuckie is changing from a lovable, outgoing little boy to an over-mature, nervous,
cold-mannered child who no longer seems
like hers. Ted refuses to modify his ideas to
allow some of the things Meta considers
essential — such as religious training — and
eventually forces Meta to formulate a desperate plan— a plan which is bound to
result in tragedy.

HILLTOP

Lorenzo Jones
heard on
NBC 4:30 P.M. EDT

fle Shober. Long Ma's assistant at the
lumber yard, Shuffle has left town and gone
to Mr. Boswell's yard in Middleboro because he is unable to get along with Ma's
cousins, Ed and Bonita Hammacher and

new

left at his office. When the child recovers from the effects of shock, Julie realizes there is some connection here with

their son Sylvester. A newcomer to Rushville Center, Ed succeeded in unearthing

Faye
heard on
CBS 1:15 P.M. EDT

Dr. Browning's past, for the child's mother
was Dr. Browning's former wife.

NONA

JUST PLAIN BILL

FROM

who

her father was. With Bill's encouragement Nicholas continues to try to see
Deborah, though the opposition of his
wealthy and prominent father may involve
Bill Davidson
in unpleasant
complications.

story behind Shuffle's leaving town may not
come out for a long, long time because he
will do anything to avoid bringing trouble
upon Ma Perkins.

NOWHERE

has been acquitted of the murder of producer Emery Monaco. But there are many
people

Bill's help, for the discovery that the dead
Bennett, a criminal, was her real father,
has had a very unsettling effect on the

Nancy Donovan
heard on
NBC 5:30 P.M. EDT

some old trouble of Shuffle's and in a quiet
way spreading it around town. But the true

Beautiful Nona Brady can now resume her
film career. Her foster father Pat Brady

Carl Bennett, the gangster who has set a
deadly trap for Bill Davidson, is himself
killed, together with his wife, and Bill
escapes. But Deborah Walsh now needs

young girl's mind. Though she knows that
young Nicholas Webster, a Chicago socialite, is in love with her, Deborah tries
to break with him to keep him from learning

on its way — with Lorenzo's

Ma is heartbroken over the strange turn
that has come in the relationship between
herself and her dearest, oldest friend, Shuf-

is made slightly easier for his wife Julie
because their marriage had been under
strain for the past few months. Her big

was

ously turns detective, Lorenzo's manuscript
is recovered, and with it enough evidence
to put the guilt where it belongs. But a new

PERKINS

With shocking suddenness, Michael Paterno
dies after an automobile accident. His loss

job as supervisor of Hilltop, the orphanage, had roused Mike to jealousy
which was spoiling their relationship. Julie
throws herself into her job, which becomes
complicated when Dr. Jeff Browning asks
her to take care of an unknown child who

uses it to rob the bank in Lorenzo's own
home town! Naturally to the police it
looks very much as if Lorenzo himself must
have done it, and he is jailed. Belle furi-

crisis is already
new invention.

MA

HOUSE

Julie
heard on
CBS 3:15 P.M. EDT

wife of Victoria's nephew Paul, who is so
anxious to get her hands on Victoria's money
that she will join in any kind of scheme.
But when the crisis comes, it is Christine
who is found dead. Will Victoria recover
from the shock soon enough to tell what
she knows? And will the young inspector
Craig Roberts bring both the case and
his interest in Chichi to a successful
end?

Nona
heard on
CBS 3 P.M. EDT

in Hollywood

who

may

find it to

their interests to see that Nona's career
is not a success. Errol Dunbar claims to
have a great interest in the Brady family,
but there is a sinister something about him
that makes Pat Brady wonder. There is also
Viola Vance, famous veteran actress who
has been hired to coach Nona for her part
in a new Palladium Films production, and
who is destined to have a grave effect
on the lives of Nona and Pat Brady and
Vernon
Dutell,
producer
who
loves
Nona.
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RIGHT TO HAPPINESS

OUR GAL SUNDAY

Carolyn Kramer faces the permanent loss
of her son Skippy when the dishonest lawyer,

Kevin Bromfield, brilliant young lawyer whose
friendship with the Brinthropes began some
time ago, comes to Fairbrooke to help clear
Sunday of suspicion in the death of Tippy
Rogers.
whose

Sunday
heard on
CBS 12:45 P.M. EDT

Arnold

Kirk, employed by her divorced husband Dwight Kramer, succeeds in building
a faked case which persuades the court to
grant custody of Skippy to Dwight and his
new wife, the former Constance Wakefield,

When Sunday's innocence is established, Kevin becomes involved as administrator ofthe will of Wilfred Gordon,

widow married Howard Crail, a fortune hunter. When Crail learns that Wilfred

Gordon's money is left to
Marcia, he turns his attentions
girl. But Marcia has fallen
Kevin Bromfield. Will she be

his daughter
to the young
in love with
quick to see

once Carolyn's good friend. Carolyn's
fiance, Miles Nelson, is so preoccupied with
his campaign for the governorship that he

Dwight Kramer
heard on
NBC 3:45 P.M. EDT

that the young lawyer is in love with Sunday? And what will happen when Henry
realizes

PEPPER

Kevin's

feeling?

Ivy Trent, mother

of Carter,

Knowing that his only hope for happiness
lies in putting behind him the events of
the past months which culminated in proof
that his wife was dead, Dr. Jim Brent
plunged into his work at Wheelock Hospital
in Merrimac, Pa. Young Jocelyn McLeod,
a newcomer to town, succeeds in arousing
first his curiosity and then other emotions
to which Jim cannot put a name, when he
learns that she is suffering from a malady

Pepper

Young's brother-in-law, would have left a
fortune to her secretary, Ginny Taylor, if
Ginny had given up Jerry Feldman. But
to Ginny, Jerry means much more than a
fortune. She is waiting now for him to return
from the South American flight on which

Mother Young
heard on
NBC 3:30 P.M. EDT

he is
effort
after
down
from

piloting Edie Hoyt in a last-chance
to find her husband, Andy, missing
a plane crash. Edie insisted on going
to see a stranger, recently rescued
the jungle, who might have some

clue to Andy's fate. She even thinks the
man himself may be Andy, though Jerry

Dr. Jim Brent
heard on
NBC 3:15 P.M. EDT

has told her that her hope is without foundation, for the man is years older than Andy.

PERRY

ROMANCE

MASON
Allyn

Whitlock,

murderer

of

Perry Mason
heard on
CBS 2:15 P.M. EDT

Just as Helen Trent and lawyer Gil Whitney
are making final plans for their wedding,
Cynthia Swanson returns to Hollywood with
a woman named Betty Mallory and a little

blackmailer

marijuana

menace.

Mason,

meanwhile,

is

PORTIA FACES LIFE
The

girl, Mollie Lou. To Helen's horror, Betty
claims to be Gil's wife, saying Mollie Lou
is his child. Postponing the wedding, Helen
waits miserably for Gil to come forward

marijuana distribution against
War between these two is
police and Perry Mason may
them to the center of the

working on it from another angle — the angle
provided by young Kay Clement, who became an accidental victim of the drug and
is now anxious to help fight it. Will Kay
endanger her own life as she helps Mason?

Agatha Anthony
heard on
CBS 12:30 P.M. EDT

mill workers

who

are

suing

Jeff Brady's studio. But gradually Helen's
hope begins to fade, for Gil apparently
cannot prove Betty is lying; and a final
blow falls when he makes a will leaving all
his property to Betty.

Back in New York from her visit home,
Rosemary runs right into the middle of the
situation that involves her husband Bill with
Blanche Weatherby, glamorous divorcee

Walter

case. Bitter at Portia's resuming her law
career as well as at her being on the opposite side in this situation, Walter undertakes
a private investigation, and learns that
Portia is right in believing Staley guilty.
This proof that his judgment is poor is
a

with proof that Betty is lying, and meanwhile tries to calm herself by concentrating
on her new job as top gown designer for

ROSEMARY

Manning's boss, Ralph Staley, for criminal
negligence, cannot find a lawyer until
Portia persuades her friend Murray Lathrop to take their case. Lathrop, however,
is severly injured in an accident, and Portia
tells Walter that in spite of his objections —
in spite of his ultimatum that it will end
their marriage — she herself must take the

Walter Manning
heard on
NBC 5:15 P.M. EDT

which appears to be quite incurable. Turning his attention to helping Jocelyn, Jim
cannot understand the strange attitude
shown by Conrad Overton toward Jocelyn,
since the girl is apparently a family friend.
Is it hatred
Overton
shows or fear?

OF HELEN TRENT

Wilfred Palmer, is given a short manslaughter term as the result of wires effectively
pulled by her sinister, influential boy friend,
Walter Bodt. Bodt is having his own troubles as his erstwhile lieutenant, Mac, takes
over the city's
Bodt's orders.
just what the
need to lead

give full attention to Carolyn's desperate efforts to get Skippy back. It is her

old suitor Dick Campbell who helps Carolyn when she tries — and fails — to get evidence of Kirk's treachery. In doing so she
damages
Miles's political chances.

ROAD OF LIFE

YOUNG'S FAMILY
Mrs.

cannot

serious

blow to

Walter's

self-confidence.

Mother Dawson
heard on
CBS 11:45 A.M. EDT

daughter of his boss. Rosemary's hardboiled, good-hearted neighbor Blondie knows
that Bill has lied to Rosemary about Blanche
— knows too that Bill and Blanche spent a
lot of time together while Rosemary was
out of town — but feels it best to keep Rosemary from finding out. In Blondie's experience these episodes come and go, and
the less a wife knows about them the better.
But will this be Rosemary's philosophy when
she realizes that Blanche and Bill are greatly attracted to one another?

DAYTIME
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SECOND

WENDY

MRS. BURTON
Terry Burton finally learns that
business trip which took her
band Stan abroad is in reality
behalf of the government.

WARREN

the so-called
and her husa mission on
This explains

Has Wendy's boss, the brilliant managing
editor Don Smith, bitten off more than he
can chew in buying a controlling interest
in the newspaper from Mary McKenna?
Furious at changes in the paper made by
Don, Mary insists he find the money to buy
her out completely or she will ruin him, and
Don has no choice but to borrow more

Stan's friendship with Cedric Dulumen, an
experienced secret service worker whose

Terry Burton
heard on
CBS 2 P.M. EDT

help is vital in Stan's assignment. With
horror, Terry learns one day that the Dulumen with whom Stan has just gone off is an
impostor — the real Cedric Dulumen himself comes to see her and explains the deception. He knows where Stan has been
lured . . . but will he and Terry get there
in time to save Stan Burton and the elderly
scientist, Dr. Wolfram Steinbach, whom
Stan was sent to Europe to find?

Wendy Warren
heard on
CBS 12 Noon EDT

WHEN

STELLA DALLAS.
Lenox and her daughter Maria, relatives of the Grosvenor family, are the center
of a strange situation in which Stella Dallas
becomes increasingly involved. An air of
mystery hangs over the past of Mrs. Lenox,
and is deepened by the periodic visits which
she insists on making to her old house in
Boston. Meanwhile, Ted Lamont, a new
guest at the boarding house run by Stella's
good friend Minnie Grady, seems destined
to play a large part in the lives of Stella
and the Lenoxes. Will it complicate or
simplify the situation that Maria has fallen
in love with Andy Conroy? What will Stella
Dallas learn about the mysterious past life
of Mrs. Lenox?

THIS IS NORA DRAKE

Harry Davis
heard on
NBC S P.M. EDT

of certain expectations, has committed himself to a large contribution to the new Mental Hygiene Clinic. It is a horrible shock
to him to learn from lawyer Charles Dobbs
that
the
estate
he inherited
is worthless.

Browne's mental breakdown are paid for
by Lucia herself, Jerry suspects that she
was responsible for it in the first place
with her incessant goading of the mild,
elderly doctor whom Jerry respects so much.

Anne Malone
heard on
NBC 3:15 P.M.

Paul Tracy
heard on
NBC 11 A.M. EDT

wistfully if, even with Madame Sophie's
help, she can ever get Paul Tracy to understand and reciprocate her feeling for him.
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Meanwhile in Three Oaks, Anne, Jerry's
estranged wife, has given Sam Williams
some reason to hope their friendship may
lead to marriage. But his son Gene, also in
love with Anne, becomes a problem when he
uses Crystal Gates, who is attracted to him,
as a trouble-making factor in the situation
between
his father,
Anne
and himself.

WIDDER

BROWN
Ellen Brown

Madame Sophie, the famous dress designer,
thought she could stop worrying about her
young friends Jim and Thelma Carlton when
they patched up their broken marriage. But
then Madame Sophie and lawyer Paul Tracy
learn that Mrs. Carlton, Jim's mother, is
not prepared to give up her son without a
fight. When Thelma goes to a psychiatrist
for mental help, Paul decides to step in,
knowing that if there is anything wrong
with Thelma — which he refuses to believe
— Mrs. Carlton is probably responsible.
Meanwhile pretty Mickey Smith wonders

begins to see the

truth behind wealthy Lucia Standish's gracious mask. Though the expenses of Dr.

YOUNG

WE LOVE AND LEARN.

MALONE _
At last Dr. Jerry Malone

Nora's receipt of an anonymous love letter
becomes a storm center in many lives. Tom
Morley suddenly confesses that he loves her,
and blindly refuses to accept her analysis
that he is turning to her with the affection
he never had the opportunity to give to his
dead mother. But Tom continues his talks

Charles Dobbs
heard on
CBS 2:30 P.M. EDT

The tragic accident from which Joan Davis
barely escaped with her life has left her
completely paralyzed from the waist down.
Her two children, Hope and Sammy, waiting impatiently for their mother to come
home from the hospital, are puzzled when
the whole house is revised, fitted up with
ramps and other aids, to make it easy for
Joan to get about in her wheel chair. Harry,
refusing to lose hope although the verdict
of great specialists is that Joan will never
walk again, borrows $5000 from his brother
to continue his efforts to cure his wife. Are
Joan and Harry justified in continuing to
hope? He is grimly determined that Joan
must recover.

YOUNG DOCTOR

with the psychiatrist, Dr. Seargent, and after
one such talk persuades Suzanne, who still
loves him, to run off and marry him. Suzanne
consents. Meanwhile, Seargent, on the basis

As far as Wendy knows, this interest is
merely friendly, but Aunt Dorrie is beginning to wonder. Has Wendy brought Don
and Mrs. Clement together only to lose the
man
she
loves
to the
glamorous
widow?

A GIRL MARRIES

Eva

Richard Grosvenor
heard on
NBC 4:15 P.M. EDT

money from the fascinating Mrs. Clement,
who is not at all averse to backing Don,
in whom she has become much interested.

and

her fiance, Dr. Anthony

Loring, are caught up in an emotional tangle when wealthy Alex Simpson is killed in
a mysterious fall and his wife Louise comes
into his estate — which includes a big interest in the Health Center Hospital, where
Anthony is on the staff. Since Louise has
always wanted Anthony, her influential position at the hospital may mean trouble now

Dr. Anthony Loring
heard on
NBC 4:45 P.M. EDT

for Ellen. Also, Madeleine Harper, Louise's
sister-in-law, has aggravated the situation
by pressing upon Ellen some letters written
by Louise to Anthony. Greatly upset, Ellen
wonders if serious trouble lies ahead for
herself and the man she loves — and
she can do about it.

what
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INSIDE RADIO

FRANK LOVEJOY— Lucky Stone in
NBC's Nightbeat (Mon. 10 P.M. EDT)
. graduated from a character actor (Sgt.

All Times Below are Eastern Daylight Time
For Correct Central Daylight Time Subtract One Hour

6:30

MBS

NBC

A.M.

ABC
Summer Show

Local Programs

String Quartet

8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Mingo in "Home of the Brave") to
a leading man in one picture ("East
of Java"). Before facing the cameras,
Frank was well-known to New York
radio fans and theater-goers. Married
in 1940, he has a daughter and a son.
CBS

The Garden Gate
Memo From
Lake Success

World News
Wormwood Forest
Bach Aria Group
Male Quartet

Happiness Hour

Sunday Morning
Concert Hall

Dixie Quartet
Christian Science

Voice of Prophecy

Trinity Choir of
St. Paul's Chapel

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

National Radio
Radio Bible Class
Pulpit
Religion in the News Voice of Prophecy
Morning Serenade

Message of Israel

Church of the Air

Negro College Choir

Church of the Air

11:00
11:15

Faultless Starch Time Back to God
UN is My Beat

Foreign Reporter
Frank and Ernest

11:30
11:45

News Highlights
Solitaire Time

News Makers
News, Howard K.
SaltSmith
Lake Tabernacle

Hour of Faith

Reviewing Stand

AFTERNOON

CBS

News
E. Power Biggs
NBC
A.M.
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

10:00
10:15
10:30

PROGRAMS

ABC

MBS
Do You Remember

Local Programs

Local Programs

Southern Shindig

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Clevelandaires

Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

12:15
12:30
12:45

American Forum
of the Air

Kiwanis Series

Arthur Treacher

Lutheran Hour

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

America United

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

NBC Theater

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

The Truitts

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5.15
5:30
5:45

Chicago Roundtable

The Quiz Kids

Fantasy in Melody
Piano Playhouse
Sammy Kaye

William Hillman
Voices of Strings
Chamber Music
Oberlin Choir

National Vespers

Treasury Variety
Show
Hash Knife Hartley

Your Invitation to
Music
To be announced

Hopalong Cassidy

High Adventure

Martin Kane
Private Eye

Big Guy

The Shadow

James Melton

True Detective
Mysteries

Speaking of Songs
The Lutheran Hour

My True Story

Say It With Music

Betty Crocker
azine ofthe MagAir
Victor Lindlahr

The Catholic Hour

Summer Show

Western Caravan

Nick Carter

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

$1,000 Reward

Voices That Live

The Saint

Affairs of Peter
Salem
Under Arrest

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Adventures of Sam

A. L. Alexander

Stop the Music

Amazing Mr. Malone

Spade
NBC Symphony with Enchanted Hour
Guest Conductor
Opera Concert
Music From Canada

Take It or Leave It

This Is Europe

The Milk Show

Phil Napoleon
Orchestra

Music For You
Earn Your Vacation

PROGRAMS
Drew Pearson
Don Gardner
Music With the
Girls

Behind the Story

Phil Bovero

Summer Show
Steve Allen Show
Guy Lombardo
Hit the Jackpot

12:15
12:00
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15

Jimmy Blaine
Love Letters
Jackie Robinson

Horace Heidt
Contented Hour
We Take Your Word

MICHAEL RAFFETTQ— Paul in One
Man's Family (NfiC,M.-F.,7 P.M. EDT)
got his law degree, then promptly began
acting. He's been doing so ever since.

Shoppin'
Grand
Slam
Rosemary

Quick As a Flash

PROGRAMS
Ladies Be Seated

Aunt Jenny
Wendy Warren

Chuckle Wagon
Heatter's Mailbag

12:25 Carol Douglas
Local
Programs
Baukhage

HelenGalTrent
Our
Sunday

Boston Symphony

Cedric Foster
Harvey
Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Nancy Craig

Big
Ma Sister
Perkins
YoungThe Dr.
GuidingMalone
Light

George Hicks
Art Van Damme

Double
or Nothing
Quintet

Game ofFair
the Day *
Ladies

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

Art Baker's Notebook
Welcome to

Second Mrs. Burton
Hollywood
Perry IsMason
This
Nora Drake
Chance of a Lifetime The
Brighter Day

3:00
3:15
3:30

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Summer Show
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
Winner Take All

3:45
4:15
4:00
4:30
4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Hoedown Party
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

Percy Faith

Rate Your Mate

This is Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross

2:00
2:15
2:00
2:30
2:45

This Is New York

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

EVENING

Summer Show
Walter Winchell
Louella Parsons
Crossroads With
Ted Malone

Bob Poole
Doughboys

AFTERNOON

Fun House

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News
Galen Drake
Hits and Misses

Superman

PROGRAMS
Jackson & the News

Local Programs

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love A Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
The Lone Ranger

The Railroad Hour

Bobby Benson

Ethel and Albert

Hollywood
PlayhouseStar

Voice of Firestone

Crime Fighters
8:55 Bill Henry

Henry Taylor
Joe Hasel

Summer Show

Telephone Hour
Band of America

Murder By Experts

Melody Rendezvous
Rex Maupin

Acres
Granby's Green
Count Your Blessings

United or Not

Straw Hat Concert

Strictly From Dixie

The Bob Hawk Show

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra
One's Man's Family
News of the World

7:45
7:30

Irving Field's
Trio
Richard
Harkness

8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:30
9:15

Happy Landing

Local Programs

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15

8:00
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We Love and Learn
Dave Garroway
Jack Berch
David Harum

11:45

1:30
1:45
Symphonette

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

10:00
10:15
10:30

Main St. Music Hall

Old Fashioned
Revival Hour

Milton
AlbumCross Opera
Think Fast

11:00
11:15
11:30

Charles Collingwood
Elmo Roper
LP Record Parade
Choraliers

Cloak and Dagger

MyHusband
Mother's

People's Platform

This Week Around
Top Tunes With
Trendler
The World
Bill Cunningham
Mr. President
Drama
Veteran's Information

EVENING

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Invitation to Learning

Margaret Arlen

Missus Goes A

Cecil Brown
Faith
in Our Time

10:45
12:00

8:50 Pauline
Frederick
Breakfast Club

Murder at Midnight

DwightMassey
Cook Time
Curt
News
Garry Moore
News

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Night Beat
Top Secret

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

* Heard in southern & west-central states

n|il
JOE FORTE— Horowitz on CBS' Life
with Luigi (Tues. 9 P.M. EDT, currently on summer hiatus) left home
at thirteen to join a medicine show.
When only a tot, he used to make
miniature theaters out of cigar boxes,
using a pebble to represent the central character — himself. Married for
thirty years, he has one son, Richard.

A.M.
8:30
8:45

9:15
9:30
i 9:00
9:45

10:00
10:15
10:30

B^^B^BB»JB
M!M
ABC
MBS

NBC
Do You Remember

Local Programs

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Southern Shindig
Clevelandaires
Inside the Doctors

HaB^Fi

My True Story

Cecil Brown

Double or Nothing

Say It With Music

A.M.
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

CBS

MBS

NBC
Do You Remember

ABC
Local Programs
8:50 Pauline
Frederick

Local Programs

Breakfast Club
Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee Jamboree

Southern Shindig
Clevelandaires

Welcome Travelers

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

Double or Nothing

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

We Love And Learn
Dave Garroway
Jack Berch
David Harum

My True Story

Margaret Arlen

This Is New York

Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey
Shoppin'

Betty Crocker Magazine ofthe Air
Victor Lindlahr

Quick As a Flash

AFTERNOON

12:30
12:45
1:00

Missus Goes A

Modern Romances

Behind the Story
Bob Poole

12:00
12:15

Grand
Slam
Rosemary

PROGRAMS

1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners
Vincent Lopez
George Hicks
Art Van Damme
Quintet

I

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross

Ladies Be Seated

Chuckle Wagon
Heatter's Mailbag

12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs
Baukhage
Nancy Craig

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Art Baker's Note-

WendyJenny
Warren
Aunt
Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

Behind the Story
Bob Poole

We Love and Learn
Dave Garroway
Jack Berch
David Harum

WtM

Local Programs
8:55 Pauline
Frederick
Breakfast Club

Modern Romances

Doughboys

Quick As a Flash

AFTERNOON

PROGRAMS

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

Kate Smith Speaks

Vincent Lopez

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Shoppin'
Rosemary
Grand
Slam

Ladies Be Seated
Wendy Warren

Chuckle Wagon
Heatter's Mailbag

George Hicks
Art Van Damme

Ma Perkins
Big Sister
Young
Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light
Art Baker's Note-

Game
the Day*
Ladies ofFair

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For a Day

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

book
Welcome to
Second Mrs. Burton
Hollywood
Perry isMason
Chance of a Lifetime This
Nora Drake
The Brighter Day
Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb
Surprise Package

Local Programs

Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs
Baukhage

Hoedown Party

Young Widder Brown
When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

EVENING

Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

Nancy Craig

Double
or Nothing
Quintet

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr Malone
The Guiding Light

This Is New York

Betty Crocker
azine of the MagAir
Victor Lindlahr

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
Winner Take All

Happy Landing

Strike It Rich
Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the

Challenge of the
Yukon

News
Galen Drake

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Margaret Arlen

Missus Goes A

Office
Welcome Travelers

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

CBS

Hits and Misses
Superman

PROGRAMS

book

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Double or Nothing

Game of the day*
Ladies Fair

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For a Day

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Hoedown Party
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mert Copeland
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

Local Programs

EVENING

Welcome to
Second Mrs. Burton
Hollywood
Perry Mason
Chance of a Lifetime This Is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day
Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
i
Winner Take All

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich
Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

Happy Landing

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15

Bob
Clem Warren
McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
News
Curt
Massey Time

One Man's Family
News of the World

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love A Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Ranger
Davis
Lone

Garry Moore
News

The Hidden Truth

Summer Show

Mr. Chameleon

International Airport
8:55 Bill Henry

Cliche Quiz

Dr. Christian

7:30
7:45

Richard
Harkness
Irving Field's
Trio

8:00
8:30
8:15
8:45

Dangerous Assignment
The Falcon

Fun House

Galen Drake

9:00
9:15

Break the Bank

Sky King

Hits and Misses

9:30
9:45

Mr. District Attorney Family Theater

10:00
10:15
10:30

PROGRAMS

The Big Story
Richard Diamond

2000 Plus

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

Detour

It Pays to be Ignorant

Chandu the

ABC of Music

Magician
Lawrence Welk

Summer Show

On Trial

Dixieland Jazz
Concert

' Heard in southern & west-central states
Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
News

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love A Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Counter Spy

Garry Moore

Count of Monte
Cristo
Official Detective
8:55 Bill Henry

ABC Summer
Concerts
Gentlemen of the
Press

Romance
America's Town
Meeting of the Air
Erwin D. Canham
Candid Microphone
Rex Maupin

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

One Man's Family
News of the World

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Who Said That?

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Penny Singleton

John
tureSteele Adven-

Adventures of
Marcel

Mysterious Traveler

10:00
10:15
10:30

Irving Field's
Trio
Richard
Harkness

Starlight Concert

News
Mystery Theatre
Satan's Waitin'

Yours Truly, Johnny
Frank Edwards
Time For Defense
Mutual Newsreel
Dollar
A Life in Your Hands Dance Bands
Labor & Management Philip Marlowe
* Heard in southern & west-central states
Big Town

Dr.
Clarence
Wellman on Halls ofplays
Ivy
HERB
BUTTERFIELIh-who
(Wed., 8 P.M. EDT, NBC) has been in
all phases of show business. Before
arriving in Hollywood in 1946, he had
spent ten years on almost every day
and night time show in Chicago. In
his spare time, Herb enjoys gardening
at his home in the San Fernando Valley.
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A.M.

MBS

8:30
8:45

Do You Remember

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

Local Programs

Local Programs
8:50PaulineFrederick Margaret Arlen

Southern Shindig

Robert Hurleigh

Breakfast Club

Clevelandaires

Tennessee Jamboree

Welcome Travelers

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

My True Story

Behind the Story
Bob Poole

Modern Romances

Double or Nothing

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

CBS

ABC

NBC

We Love and Learn
Dave Garroway
Jack Berch
David Harum

This Is New York
Missus Goes A

Betty Crocker Magazine ofthe Air
Victor Lindlahr

Quick as a Flash

AFTERNOON

THOMAS CHALMERS— for the past
nine years Father Young in Pepper
Young's Family (M-F, 3:30 P.M. EDT,
NBC) has sung leading operatic roles
both here and abroad. Since turning to
acting, he has appeared in many outstanding productions of the past twenty-five years. (Most recent part was
Uncle Ben in "Death of a Salesman.")

Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey
Shoppin'

Rosemary
Grand Slam

PROGRAMS
A.M.

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

News
The Note Noodlers
Hometowners
Vincent Lopez
George Hicks
Art Van Damme
Quintet

2:00
2:00
2:15
(2:30
2:45

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Chuckle Wagon
Heatter's Mailbag
Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Ladies Be Seated
12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs
Baukhage
Nancy Craig
Artbook
Baker's Note-

Double or Nothing

Game of the Day*
Ladies Fair

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For a Day

Welcome to
Hollywood
Chance of a Lifetime

Aunt
WendyJenny
Warren
Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday
Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Hoedown Party
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mert Copeland
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

EVENING
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7.-30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:16
9:30
9:45

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
Winner Take All

Fun House

Galen Drake

Sky King

Hits and Misses

PROGRAMS

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight
Cooke
Curt Massey

One
News Man's
of the Family
World

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Counter
Spy

Garry Moore

Irving
Trio
RichardField's
Harkness

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love a Mystery

Summer Show

California Caravan

Gregory Hood

Operation Danger

Sports Show
8:55 Bill Henry

Blondie

Mr. Keen

For Your Approval

News

News

Cass Daley

Limerick Show

Duffy's Tavern

Mr. Feathers

10:00

Dragnet

Frank Edwards

Author Meets the
Critics

Summer Show

10:16
10:30

Sara Private Capers

Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

Summer Show

Hollywood Theatre

TedAmateur
Mack's Hour
Original
News, Paul Harvey

Somebody Knows
Crime Photographer

8:45
8:30
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

ABC
NBC
Do You Remember

MBS
Local Programs

Southern Shindig
Clevelandaires

Robert Hurleigh
Breakfast Club
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Welcome Travelers

Cecil
Faith Brown
in Our Time

My True Story

Double or Nothing

Say It With Music

Betty Crocker
azine of the MagAir
Victor Lindlahr

Behind the Story

Modern Romances

We Love and Learn
Dave Garroway
Jack Berch
David Harum

News

12:30
12:45

Echoes From the
Tropics
U. S. Marine Band

Vincent Lopez

1:30
1:45

George
Art Van Hicks
Damme

Shoppin'

PROGRAMS

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Chuckle Wagon
Heatter's Mailbag

Ladies Be Seated
12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs

Aunt
WendyJenny
Warren
HelenGalTrent
Our
Sunday

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner

Nancy Craig

Checkerboard
Jamboree

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

Art Baker's Note-

Game of the Day*
Queen For A Day

Live Like a
Millionaire

Ladies Fair

book
Welcome to
Second Mrs. Burton
Hollywood
Perry isMason
This
Nora Drake
Chance of a Lifetime The Brighter Day
Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
Winner Take All

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb
Surprise Package

4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Hoedown Party
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55
Hite and the
News

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

Fun House

Galen Drake

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30

EVENING

Green Hornet

Strike It Rich

Hits and Misses

PROGRAMS
Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey
News

Local Programs

Local Programs

6:30
6:45

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra
One Man's Family
News of the World
The Playboys
Richard Harkness

Fulton Lewis. Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel
1 Love a Heatter
Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Ranger
Davis
Lone

Garry Moore

7:15
7:00
7:30
7:45
8:00

Stars and Starters

Bandstand U. S. A.

The Fat Man

Summer Show

8:30
8:15

Dimension X

Eddy Bill
Duchin
8:55
Henry

This Is Your FBI

8:45
9:00
9:30
9:15

Summer Show

Army Air Force Show The Thin Man
Press Time, U.S.A.
The Sheriff

6:15
6:00

Confidentially Yours

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
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Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Quick as a Flash

Double
or Nothing
Quintet

Heard in southern & west-central states

GRACE MATTHEWS — Canadianborn heroine of CBS' Big Sister (M-F,
1 P.M. EDT, NBC) toured Europe
after graduation from the U. of Toronto. In 1940, she received three awards
as Canada's leading radio actress and,
in 1947, less than a year after arriving
in New York with actor-husband Court
Benson,
6he got her present role.

Missus Goes A

Baukhage

1:00
1:15

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

This is New York

Rosemary
Grand
Slam1

Bob Poole
Doughboys

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15

CBS

Local Programs
Margaret Arlen
8:50PaulineFrederick

Wanted
Bill Stern

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

News

Up For Parade
Broadway's My Beat
Escape

Orrin Tucker

Steel Pier Orch.
Heard in southern & west-central states

Capital Cloakroom

A.M.
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30

NBC

MBS

Down Homers

ABC
No School Today

Local Programs

Coffee in Washington

This Is New York
Missus Goes A

Fred Waring Show

Local Programs

Mary Lee Tayloi

Leslie Nichols
Helen Hall

Mind Your Manners

Frank Hemingway
Almanac
Hoosier Hot Shots

Archie Andrews

POETRY

CBS

LOVERS'

QUARREL

She said . . . and he said . . .
And oh, they made it plain
That each was through.
Would never do

Galen Drake
Shoppin'
Garden
Gate
News. Phil Shadel
JoeRecordshop
Franklin's
At Home With Music 11:05
Junior Let's
Miss Pretend

A "twosome" thing again.
She cried . . . then he tried

AFTERNOON

To comfort her despair —
In doing this

PROGRAMS

News
Man on the Farm
Public Affair
Luncheon With Lopez Dance Music

101 Ranch Boys

Theatre of Today

American Farmer

Grand Central Station
12:55 Cedric Adams

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

National Farm Home Joseph McCaffrey
Jerry & Skye
Summer Show
Cumberland Valley
Barn Dance

Navy Hour

woodOver HollyStars

Roger Dann

Give and Take

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Summer Show

Game of the Day*

Let's Go to the Opera Hormel Girls

U. S. Army Band

Bands For Bonds

Pioneers of Music

Dance Orchestra

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

3:00
3:15
3:30

Music

Reports From OverAdventures
in
seas
Science
Caribbean Crossroads Hometown, New York Farm News

4:00
4:15

Summer Show

Campus Club

Recorded Music
Racing News

To be announced

4:30
4:45

Matinee at the
Meadow brook

Sports Parade

Treasury Band

Musical Notebook
At the Chase

5:00
5:30
5:45

Summer Show
Summer Show
Hollywood Closeups

True or False
Radie Harris
Twin Views of the
News

Tea and Crumpets

To be announced

Club Time

Cross Section U. S. A

EVENING

He stole a kiss —
The quarrel ended there.
—Helen Howland Prommel

MY PERFECT DAY
We walked the lonely prairie roads today
And watched the sunrise catch at globes of dew.
We saw it throw a sparkling golden lei
Upon the quiet fields. Our rendezvous
Embraced a pond where willow shadows fell.
We talked of hills and rain and poetry . . .
And time became enchanted in our spell.
The moon rose high ... a disk of sorcery.
And languor pressed the earth. You took my hand . .
We walked the silver road back home
. . somehow
This day will live
. each shining, silver strand
I'll pigeon-hole within my heart, and now
Bewitching fireshine and the certain proof
That happiness lives here beneath our roof.
— Ruby Diehr Boerman

PROGRAMS
GLOWING

6:00

Bob Warren

6:15

Bob Considine

6:30
6:45

Music

Albert Warner News

Living, 1950

Al Heifer
Preston Sellers

Harry Wismer
Rex Koury

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Voices and Events

Hawaii Calls

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Summer Show

Twenty Questions

Dixieland Jambake

Summer Show

Take a Number

Hollywood Byline
Summer Show

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

Joe DiMaggio

Roger Renner Trio

Treasury Band
Bert Andrews
Comedy of Error
Adlan's
Playhouse
7:55 John B.Kennedy Buzz

Your Hit Parade

True or False

Tales of Texas
Rangers

Lombardo Land

Chamber Music
Society
Granae Uie Opry

Theatre of the Air

News From Washington
Memo From Lake
Success
Sports Review
Larry Lesueur
Dallas Operetta
Camel Caravan with
Vaughn Monroe
Gene Autry Show
T-Man

What words are left us now that Keats is dead.
His lyric joys were strung with beads of gold.
By such bright gleam St. Agnes's Eve was told,
Through timeless paths his pale young knight was led.
He moulded beauty high upon an urn
While his own spirit measured distant wings.
At dark his nightingale forever sings.
And in our hearts his glowing fires burn.
— Plowden Kernan

Summer Show
Police Line-Up
Digest

Sleepy Hollow Gang

FIRES

Sing It Again

At the Shamrock
* Heard in southern & west-central states

JEFF CLARK — popular singing star
of NBC's Hit Parade (Sat., 9 P.M.
EDT) has become a top favorite in
less than two years — he got his first
break
won Arthur
Talent when
Scouthe show
award Godfrey's
in 1948.
Born in New Castle, Pennsylvania,
Jeff attended Westminster College,
where he edited the school magazine.

BREAKDOWN
It makes no difference how strong the toy is
How large or complex it may be,
Its wear depends upon how strong the boy is—
And /or his curiosity!
— S. H. Dewhurst

RADIO

MIRROR

WILL

PAY

FIVE

DOLLARS

for the best original poems sent in each month by readers.
Limit poems to 30 lines, address to Poetry, Radio Mirror
Magazine, 205 E. 42 Street, New York 17, New York. Each
poem should be accompanied by this notice. When postage
is enclosed, every effort will be made to return unused
manuscripts. This is not a contest, but an effort to purchase
poetry for use in Radio Mirror.
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Placement director Brennan told Terry how she finds temporary jobs for women of all ages.

fould
you like to Brennan,
get a temporary
That's and
the
director job?"
of training
Iquestion Marie
placement
service for Dictaphone Corporation, asked
when she visited us as a Family Counselor.
Marie has found from her experience that many women
want to supplement their family income a bit, or would
like to buy a luxury item or have extra time on their
hands. At any rate, there are many temporary jobs
available — the reason being that in the winter there are
many employees out ill and in the summer there are
very often replacement jobs.
When I asked Marie if it was hard for women to go
about getting jobs after not having worked for quite a
few
she meexplained:
of the
come years,
in to see
are women"Many
who have
beenwomen
out of who
the
business world for many years. If they know typing, it
doesn't take long to brush up and gain speed, and we
can teach them to use a Dictaphone Machine in approximately ten days. She continued by saying: "I've seen
women who haven't worked for as long as fifteen or
twenty years get back into the swing of things in a matter
Every

Wednesday

is Family

Counselor

Day

By TERRY BURTON
76

on The

Second

•

Mrs.

ofI was
a few
weeks.
It really
is important
quite remarkable."
interested
to know
just how
Marie felt
a secretarial background is for a woman. She stressed
the fact that a woman may unexpectedly find herself a
widow, her husband may lose his job, or any number of
things. "That's why it's extremely important to have some
kind of skill, no matter what. You can use it to fall back
on Ininthe
caselastof two
emergency."
years Marie has placed several thousand
women — many in temporary jobs. In addition, she's organized what she calls a "Temporary Club." The memsome stories
extremely
a writer bership
of includes
detective
and interesting
magazine women.
articles, One's
who
does temporary office work on the side. Another is an
actress who does secretarial work between theater jobs.
Last year she trained and found jobs for eleven blind girls
who now have Seeing-Eye dogs to escort them to work.
A few suggestions Marie gave to women looking for
jobs
were: with
Wear makeup.
a suit withEmployers
a fresh blouse
and don't
go
overboard
also prefer
women
in high or medium heels, and a hat "is essential."
Burton, heard M-F at 2 P.M. EDT on CBS. Sponsor is General Foods.

radio mirror for BETTER LIVING

Joan's ring

QjAeJ &m
The news of the engagement of
adorably pretty Joan Delany to tall,
athletic Daniel Gerard Spaeth is
giving New York's younger set a
gay flurry of excitement and parties.
Theirs will be a formal church wedding, with five charming bridesmaids,
and Joan a beautiful, beautiful bride.

You know you will love Joan the first
minute you see her ! Her face tells you
so! Her happy eyes, her endearing
smile, her luminous, petal-smooth
complexion, send you a lovely picture
of Joan's delightful inner self-— let you
see that she is someone extra sweet!
Lovely Joan Delany — Friends of Joan say her
complexion looks as luscious as peaches and cream.
Joan says, "I never miss my Pond's creamings."

qBL%&.aJe<4 'c

77iej?re£tierzjou look, the happier you Jeel '.. . Joan saus
It makes a world of difference to you —
when people like your looks. And Joan
thinks having clear, soft skin is terribly

your face to soften and sweep dirt and make-up
from pore openings. Tissue off — clean.

important. "I find Pond's Cold Cream is
absolutely wonderful to get my skin super

Cold Stimulation — a tonic cold water splash.

clean and soft," she says.
You, too, will find this a magic treatment— use it every night as Joan does —
mornings, too. This is the way:

See how this simple Pond's care makes
your skin soft and fresh as petals !
It is not vanity to help your face look
lovely. It gives you an air of happy confidence that glows out from the real you
within, attracts people to you — on sight!

Hot Stimulation — a quick hot water splash.
Cream Cleanse — swirl Pond's Cold Cream over
Today, get a big jar of snowy Pond's Cold Cream.
Start now to help your face show a lovelier You!

Cream Rinse — more Pond's now, to rinse off last
traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

It

Radio's
Own Life Story
(Continued from page 19)
cultural force. It had just the opposite
effect in some cases, however, because
it made station operators think twice
about giving time to any unpopular
opinion or controversial subject. For a
while, "When in doubt — don't" became
an unwritten law, though this, too, was
changed later.
Alexander Woollcott, the memorable
Town Crier, was sponsored by Cream
of Wheat in 1934 and his program was
a sensation. He had been on New York
radio in such series as The Early Bookworm since 1930. Now the whole country listened, enchanted, to his polished,
intricate, wandering, absorbing sentences and rode his hobbies with him.
If he was collecting spectacles for people who could not afford them, the
mails were jammed with them. When
he went "quietly mad" about an obscure
little book that no one was buying,
there was nothing quiet about the reJames Hilton's
Mr. Chips
zoomedsult.into
the best Goodby,
seller list.
As long as there is radio, Woollcott
will be remembered as a great show
personality — and for the way he met his
death. On an evening in January, 1943,
he was doing a round table discussion
over CBS. Suddenly he lay back in
his chair, white and shaken with a
heart attack, but he made no move to
withdraw. Instead he scribbled, "I am
sick," and motioned the other speakers
to carry on without him. Against his
wishes, one of them assisted him to the
anteroom where he summoned
strength to gasp, "Never mind me. Go
back on news
the air!"
At death
midnight
the Town
radio
carried
of the
of the
Crier who had been faithful in his last
moments to the trouper's credo, "The
Show Must Go On."
1935: More social legislation was
passed than in any other one year in our
history, and radio added dozens of men
to Washington staffs. There was the
Social Security Act and The National
Labor Relations Act (more often known
as the Wagner Act) which replaced
NRA, recently declared unconstitutional. WPA came in, providing work
instead of a dole for the unemployed,
though many of them entertained the
firm belief that some Share-the-Wealth
plan was just around the corner. Radio
was playing an enormous part in these
dreams. Dr. Townsend's Old Age Revolving Pension Plan possessed the
air in California. This called for everybody over sixty to be paid $200 every
month with the provision that the
money be put into circulation within
the next thirty days. Upton Sinclair
came close to being elected governor on
his EPIC ticket (End Poverty in California).
Leading all the rest as a radio spellbinder was Senator Huey Long and
his Share-the-Wealth Clubs. His hypnotizing project was to make "every
man a king" by giving everybody
$5,000 a year, no matter who. Long had
used the radio in Louisiana as early as
1928 to brilliant political effect and his
sensational career would have been impossible without a microphone. He used
to take the air with, "Now I'm not
going to say anything much for the next
five minutes. That'll give you time to
„ call up five friends and tell them Huey
Long's
on country
the air."was
His enormous.
following He
all
over the
had supported the New Deal at first.
This year he lashed out against it, set-

ting the stage for his own campaign
for the presidency in 1936. There are
many who think he might have made it
if he had not been shot in 1935.
Other millions were turning on
Father Charles E. Coughlin who was
throwing his tremendous influence in
with Long on many issues. This was
another amazing radio career. Father
Coughlin had been broadcasting sermons from his church in Royal Oak
near Detroit since 1926. He had organized a "chain" of his own by buying
time on many other stations by 1930,
and was building a big following by
emphatically calling for the government to take over all natural resources
as well as all banks. He, too, was first
for the New Deal and then became its
foe. By 1935 members of several new
organizations began to think he was
wonderful because of statements like
his "I shall fight to my dying day to
hand America back to the Americans."
On the other hand, many people were
entertaining the uneasy feeling that his
magazine, Social Justice, was deceptively named, and were acutely worried
about the large circulation of his pamphlets which many felt encouraged
anti-Jewish feeling.
An antidote for these highly partisan
voices was a most important new show,
America's
of the Air,
which was Town
based Meeting
on free discussion
of
all sides of controversial subjects.
George V. Denny got the idea for the
program when he found out that some
of his friends refused to turn on the
president's radio speeches, no matter
what he had to say, and that many
Democrats, in turn, simply would not
tune in on any Republican
opinion.
Denny entertained the sound idea
that both
all
wrong
andsides
that couldn't
debates possibly
with all besides
represented would make a good and
useful air show. The first subject was
"Which Way, America? Fascism, Communism, Socialism or Democracy?" and
the cry "Town Meeting Tonight" has
been the cry of free speech ever since.
A completely new thing came to radio
in 1935 when a gong sounded on the
air
Major
Bowes' This
Original
Hourandwas
launched.
showAmateur
turned
the spotlight for the first time in any
important fashion on non-professional
talent. It also started the trend to participation by listeners with its then
novel method of judging winners by
telephone response. Within the year it
was voted the most popular show on
the air. It went out from NBC's biggest
theater, seating one thousand two hundred, which was packed for every performance. The Major was getting over
two thousand letters a day from hopefuls who wanted a chance on the air.
The number Murray Hill 8-9933 was the
most famous in the country, and everybody knew
Major's rhyme about
the wheel
of the
fortune:
Round and round she goes
Where she stops, nobody knows.
Bowes conducted the Amateur Hour
until his death in 1946.
Vox Pop, another show featuring
non-professionals, came to national attention in 1935. Its emphasis was on
human interest stories rather than people who wanted to break into show
business. Parks Johnson had local success first over KTRH, Houston, which
led to a network spot as summer replacement for Joe Penner.
After that,

Johnson and his wife, Louise, roved
the whole country looking for remarkable real life stories to feature. Vox
Pop was a pioneer in giving presents
instead of pay. The gifts were nothing
sensational compared to the terrific
awards that were to become the fashion later on the give-away shows, but
they were chosen with much imagination. Delight in voices was genuine
when
the ever
surprised
guest
did you
find out
thatsaid,
was "How
just
what I wanted most?" when he received some such unlikely gift as an
Angora goat or a flag pole. The Johnsons knew because they spent endless
hours querying friends and family in
advance.
Bob Hope did not find "Thanks for
the Memory" as his theme song until
after his first movie, "The Big Broadcast of 1938,"
willsaybethathard
to
find anyone
who but
doesit not
today
in gratitude for the flood of fun he has
brought to the air, not to mention the
million miles he travelled during the
war to do camp shows.
Hope's
first air
startedand
in "1935,
sponsored
by series
Pepsodent,
right
away he began featuring wonderful
talent like Jerry Colonna, Frances
Langford, Vera Vague, Skinny Ennis,
Brenda and Cobina among many others.
Lever Brothers bought Pepsodent in
1944 and Hope went along, so now he
plugs Swan Soap making it painless for
listeners
folks —to
either we bysellexplaining,
it this way "Easy,
or I have
spend Saturdays in Thrifty's window
scrubbing Sydney Greenstreet's back"
and "We make no extraordinary claims
for our soap — but what do you care? We
take it for granted you are reasonably
clean
start about
with." current events keep
His to
cracks
the nation laughing because of their
amiable wry sting. Even the dismayed
GOP had to laugh when he summed
up the results of the 1948 election with
"I guess the only way a Republican
can get into the White House is to
marry
Truman."
roared
at a Margaret
Washington
dinnerFDR
when
he
cracked,
Roosevelt
Churchill "The
met inreason
the Atlantic
was and
to
figure out where they could fight the
war and still keep Eleanor out of the
Hope travelled close to a million miles
during
the war, driving himself to excrossfire."
haustion, giving shows wherever there
were men to listen. These activities
brought him many medals and awards,
and the title "Number One Soldier in
1935 was the year a new term, disc
Greasepaint."
jockey,cause began
to be on
widely
heard
beof the arrival
the air
of one
man, Martin Block, on a small New
York station. Before his time, stations
had been definitely apologetic when
records were played. The only stylish
thing to fill empty spots was the gusty
music of a studio organ. Block changed
all that. Talking his way into a twenty dollar-a-week announcing job at
WNEW, Block approached manager
Bernice Judis with the absurd idea of
doing a program of records, the MakeBelieve Ballroom. Instead of apologizing for playing canned music, he announced each platter with all of the
rah-tah-tah
sicians rated.a show featuring live muThen he had another piece of luck.
WNEW was giving very extensive cov-

Hauptmann in Flemington, New Jersey,
under
the newly-enacted
Lindbergh
law which called for the death penalty
for kidnapping. This trial was the biggest news on the air and was avidly
followed by all who could get to radios.
WNEW poured out bulletins for a good
part of each hour. Block was assigned
to fill the time between with his records. This gave him an enormous new
audience. It stayed with him when the
trial was over. Soon Make Believe Ballroom was running for three hours, independent stations all over the country
were copying the pattern, and the heyday of the disc jockey had arrived.
started on
Moore
In 1935, Grace
Vick's Open House
and was eagerly
awaited by opera lovers until her tragic
death in a plane crash in Denmark in
1947. Lucy
Monroe
started on The
American Album
of Familiar
Music,
and after that it seemed as if no one
else ever sang "The
Star Spangled
Banner."
its
The Hit Parade
began
introduction of the many new singers
who went on to stardom after being
featured on that show. The Cavalcade
of America started its excellent dramatizations ofthe lives of colorful Americans, and Fibber
McGee
and Molly
came into their own, at last.
Marian and Jim Jordan had anything
but an instantaneous success. They
met when Jim was seventeen and Marian was sixteen, at choir practice in
Peoria, Illinois. It was love at first
sight. They were married in 1918. Five
days later Private Jim Jordan went off
to war. Marian taught piano for a living
until he came back and then Jim struggled as an insurance salesman. They
added to their income by singing and
dancing at club affairs and tank-town
vaudeville engagements even after their
daughter, Kathryn, was born in 1920.
The arrival of Jim, Jr., in 1923 ended
their tours, and the young father went
to work as a drygoods clerk.
Life was not much fun until they
took a dare. They had been listening to
a radio show with a critical air. "We
could do a better job of singing than
anyone drygoods
on that clerk.
program," said the
restive
"Ten dollars says you can't prove it
to the station," said his brother.
Without more ado, the Jordans went
to the station, demanded an audition,
and were signed for an appearance.
A chance came to play in one of the
earliest of the daytime dramas, The
Smith Family. In 1931 they met Don
Quinn, cartoonist turned radio writer,
and began to do his serial Smackout.
They have been an inseparable business
trio ever since. In 1935 Fibber McGee
and Molly moved into 79 Wistful Vista
and the Jordans have never again
had to worry about the rent on their
own home. Hal Peary created the Great
Gildersleeve as one of their visitors,
and played it on their show until 1941
when he starred in his own program.
Popeye took the air, sponsored by
Wheatena. His super-human strength
was now attributed to that breakfast
food and his battle cry, "I yam what
I yam!" became the slogan of the
country that was echoing his fighting
spirit and pulling out of the depression.
Next Month
How Charlie McCarthy broke in
The program that took Mae West
off the air for 10 years
Orson Welles and his one-man invasion from Mars

The makers of Improved Fels-Naptha Soap believe
that any housekeeper will understand the plain
facts about whiteness and cleanness, stated below:
Improved Fels-Naptha contains the finest ingredients that give
your washes extra, brilliant whiteness. And Fels-Naptha also
gives you cleaner, sweeter washes— because it combines the
EXTRA WASHING ENERGY of TWO GREAT CLEANERS
— good, golden soap and gentle, active naptha.
Just Remember This: only improved fels-naptha soap
GIVES YOU THESE THREE WASHDAY ADVANTAGES:
1. Mild, golden soap.
2. Gentle, active naptha.

3. Finer "Sunshine" Ingredients
that give white things
extra, brilliant whiteness —
make washable colors
brighter than new.
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Beautiful, Heavenly Lips
For You

WITHOUT LIPSTICK

Kukla, Fran and Ollie
(Continued from page 29)
In front of us, at the foot of a shady
green lawn, there's a spring-fed lake,
clear blue, leading down to a stream.
To start at the beginning, our vacationned.
isn'tAs going
quite
way after
we planwe left
the the
studio
our
last show, Fran told Burr Tillstrom and
Kukla
me, "I'mYounot know
sure Iwhat
want she
to
fly withandBuelah.
did to me last year. We ended up in
California."
B. T. nodded. "How will it be if we
use the station wagon?
I'll drive."
Buelah took it hard. "It isn't fair to
hold
me. I'mcabin,
flyingjeta pronew
broom that
nowagainst
— an enclosed
pelled job fully equipped with radar,
sonar and all the latest devices."

And These Newly Luscious Colors
Can't Come Off On Anything
Bid
to lipstick
and see See
yourthem
lips
more"good-bye"
beautiful than
ever before.
decked in a clear, rich color of your choice —
a color more alive than lipstick colors,
because — no grease. Yes, this new Liquid
Liptone contains no grease — no wax — no
paste. Just pure, vibrant color. Truly,
Liquid Liptone will bring to your lips colorbeauty that's almost too attractive!
Makes the Sweetest Kiss
Because It Leaves No Mark on Him

Think of it! Not even a tiny bit of your
Liquid Liptone leaves your lips for his— or
for a napkin or tea-cup. It stays true to
your lips alone and one make-up usually
suffices for an entire day or evening.
iFeels Marvelous

on Your Lips ...

. . . they stay delightfully soft and smooth.
PLEASE TRY LIQUID LIPTONE AT MY INVITATION

Once you experience the greater beauty of
liquid color and know that your lip make-up
will stay on no matter what your lips touch —
I'm sure you'll thank me for this offer. Let me
send you costume-size Liquid Liptone — one or
more shades. Each is at least a two weeks'
supply. Enclose 25c for each shade to cover
postage, etc. You will be thrilled by the
startling new beauty that
Liquid Liptone instantly
brings to your lips.
Accepted (or advertising
in publications of the
, American Medical Association

liquid liptoi
■ SEND

COUPON

for generous

! PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 0148
j 2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.

Trial Sizes

I Send Costume Sizes. I enclose 25c, which includes Fed.
I tax, for each shade checked below:
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Medium— Natural
true red— very flattering.
Gypsy— Vibrant deep red— ravishing.
Regal— Glamorous rich burgundy.
Orchid— Exotic pink— romantic for evening.
English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.
Clear (colorless)— Use over lipstick, smearproofs.
CHEEKTONE— "Magic" natural color for cheeks.
D 1 English Tint □ 2 Coral □ 3 Deep Cherry
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-State.

Kukla offered a compromise. "Buelah,
you fly
since we're
splitting
up the
for baggage
separate — vacations
at
the end of two weeks, we'll have so
much it'll crowd us."
Mercedes
let me
out aa wild
yelp. "Na!"
Kukla sent
knowing
wink.
"She's just trying to get to Hollywood.
LetRight
her go
on along."
time, Buelah and Mercedes
took off. Back in our dressing rooms,
Kukla spread out the road maps and
traced a route. "We'll go out U. S. 112
to Detroit, see the folks at WWJ, then
go on to WSPD in Toledo. From there
we'll cut over to Highway 6 and — "
B. T. interrupted. "That's going to
take up a lot of time, kid."
"Perhaps I can offer a solution,"
Fletcher Rabbit put in. "By dividing
up our party we can accomplish more.
Cecil Bill and I, being the outdoor type,
would like to travel by canoe. We can
stop at all the Great Lakes stations
while you whiz right up to WHAM in
Rochester and take them from there."
Fran drew her finger in a straight
line across the map from Chicago to
Toledo. "If you want to portage, there's
the place to do it. It's a long paddle
up Lake Michigan, down Lake Huron."
Fletcher's ears twitched. "Why
Frances, I think that's a dandy idea.
We'll paddle right down the Chicago
River to the Union Station and portage
out"Send
from us
there."
postcards," Fran begged.
"Keep in touch." And, after they'd left,
"I worry
about them."
We had another worry, too, we found
out. Madame Ooglepuss insisted on taking the convertible, claiming that all
stage, screen and radio stars traveled
that way and it was time television
people, too, made a good impression.
B.T. was doubtful. "On one condition— you'll have to follow us all the
And a glorious road it was, too, up
to the point where the Colonel hornswaggled us into taking the wrong route.
way."Buffalo, the convertible had swung
Near
out ahead, the Colonel and Madame lifting their voices in song. In the station wagon,
so merry. At
a sign
that things
plainlyweren't
said Chautauqua,
B.T. pulled up even with the convertible and shouted, "What's the big idea?
We're headed for Rochester!"
The Colonel's tone was smooth as
butter. "An excusable subterfuge, I
assure you. Ophelia and I heard a
super-secret report that the Chautauqua
program was unusually good this year,
and the place is full of talent scouts."
Said Fran, "Who wants to see a talent
scout? I want a vacation, really, don't

I could have been mistaken, but I
thought I saw a tear in Madame Ooglepuss' off-eye. Mournfully she said, "Oh,
darling, I'm so sorry. We didn't realize.
The temptation to see old friends,
familiar scenes, was too great . . ."
Kukla came to her rescue. "It'll work
out. You spend a few days at Chautauwe'll and
visit weTV backtracked.
stations."
B.T.qua and
agreed
We
had a wonderful time with the television crews, but we were a little tired
as we headed north, taking our secret
route to Dragon Retreat. Mercedes
was the first to greet us. She wailed,
"Na — you fooled me!"
Buelah, on the other hand, was smug.
Before she could exult too much, however, my folks hurried through the door
and we fell on each other's necks. My
mother was thinner and she'd had her
hair cut stylishly short, but my father
looked just the same. We were about
to go inside when the Colonel and
Madame Ooglepuss drove in, all excited
about in
thea nearby
wonderful
booking
they'd
found
summer
theater.
We've been just loafing until now,
when I sat down to write you this
letter, and Kukla went after the mail.
He came back just a minute ago, carrying a postcard. "Ollie," he said, "it's
the strangest
Here's
first
message
from thing.
Cecil Bill
and the
Fletch.
It says, 'Having wonderful time. Lake
very narrow this point.' And Tuesday
it's postmarked Peoria — that's not on the Great
Fran is out picking wild strawberries,
Buelah is sitting on the verandah swapping stories with my father. Mercedes
Lakes!"
is on the dock, throwing stones to scare
the fish. Colonel Cranky and Madame
Ooglepuss have gone to rehearsal.
Everything was peaceful. Kuke just
came with the mail. There's another
card from Fletcher. It reads, "Have
just sighted antenna. Native identifies
it as KSD-TV. Will visit."
I looked at Kuke. "Gosh, KSD is in
St. Louis. That's on the Mississippi, not
the Lakes. What are we going to do?"
Kukla was firm. "We'll keep it to
ourselves. Let's not spoil everybody's
vacation. I'll wire the folks at KSD to
Wednesday
send them back."
This morning, at the breakfast table,
my father looked up from his newspaper and said, Missouri.
"Here's aThe
funny
one.
From Hannibal,
headline
reads: Is Mark Twain's Ghost Walking
Kuke swallowed hard and looked off
into
middle distance. By great force
The the
River?"
of will I refrained from gulping the
sugar sippi
bowl.
Father
read on:
"MissisRiver boat
captains,
by tradition
long on imagination and short on veracity, are spinning a new yarn today
which might well come from the pages
of Tom Sawyer. They tell of seeing a
small canoe moving upstream, apparently under its own power. They
insist they could not detect passengers."
I said to Kuke, "I think this is a good
dayWe totook
explore
Long
Trail."
a long the
walk.
While
we were
walking, we planned our annual pageant, entitled, "The History of Dragondom on the North American Continent."
We also thought it wise to hide under
a rock today's postcard. It's postmarked
Burlington,
Iowa, visit.
and reads,
to skip TV station
Lots of"Decided
islands.

Must be Thousand Island group."
Thursday
This morning B.T. said, "I wonder
why we don't hear from Fletcher and
Bill?"
Cecil
After breakfast, Kukla and I called
everyone into the living room to give
out the parts for the pageant. Madame
Ooglepuss and Colonel Cracky begged
off, claiming they had to go to the barn
theater. Their show is tonight.
I have twelve parts in the Friday
pageant.

Back Home by 10
*

*

I am the only one up, so far. Everything happened last night . . .
We'd just returned from the barn
theater and were telling the Colonel
and Madame how terrific they were.

My mother was fixing cocoa with
marshmallows in it when the phone
rang. She answered, then turned to
us. "It's long distance. Davenport, Iowa.
I don't know any Ernie Sanders . . ."
B.T. leaped up. "I'll take it. He's
manager
WOC-TV." with the old wall
B.T. wasof struggling
phone. "Operator, it's so faint — please,
you people on the party line, hang up
so I can hear."
There was a long wait while he listened. Finally, he said, "Thanks, Ernie.
Thanks a lot. We'll decide what to do
and call you back."
B.T. told us: "I might have known we
couldn't have a normal vacation. Sanders says this afternoon people began
calling in reports of a small canoe
circling Credit Island. One man had
field glasses, but after a single look he
got so scared he dropped them in the
water. He phoned WOC to insist the
canoe was paddled by midgets from
Mars who must have fallen out of a
flying saucer."
"I know what's coming," Fran put in.
"I hope they're all right."
"Sure they are," B.T. told her.
"They're sleeping like babies, Ernie
just scooped them up, shouted to the
crowd it was driftwood caught in the
current, and told the boys to hide under
a canvas. He waited until dark to
sneak them into the station."
Buelah Witch jumped up. "I'll take
charge. With my new jet-propelled
broomstick I'll have them back in a
jiffy." She zoomed out the door.
B.T. said, "I suppose that's best. But
what happened to the postcards they
claim they wrote, I wonder?"
So I'm kind of in the doghouse. But
I expect the pageant will restore my
jovial spirits. I now have nineteen
parts.
Saturday
Well,
had we
no
more
thanthey're
landedback.
on the Buelah
lawn when
all flocked out. "What on earth hapto you?"
Fran with
asked.a long tattoo
Cecil penedBill
let loose
of tooies.
Fletcher looked a little sheepish.
"Maybe we'd have had better luck if I'd
asked the man what direction to take,
instead of letting Cecil Bill do it."
Madame started, "Of all things—"
but my mother sort of got between
her and our wandering boys. In her
silkiest voice, Olivia said, "You've had
quite a time, but we mustn't let it spoil
your vacation. There's lots to do. Oliver,
do you have their parts ready?"
Gosh, I guess I'll have to give them
two of mine. I've got twenty-three,
now. And I'm going to be so busy with
rehearsals, I'll have to leave it to Kukla
to tell you how it all came out. So
watch for his letter next month in
Radio and Television Mirror.
Love and kisses,
Ollie.

Don't Let "DEODORANT FAILURE"
Rob You
of Good Times-Use Heed
New Spray Deodorant Stops Perspiration!
Don't take chances with short-time deodorants—use new, spray-on HEED in the flexible
squeeze bottle. HEED stops perspiration...
prevents underarm odor all the live-long day.
HEED is so easy, so dainty to use ... no more
messy fingers. No other type deodorant, no
cream or old-fashioned liquid gives such

ONE SPRAY
IS WORTH A
DOZEN DABS

long-lasting protection so quickly. So don't
risk unhappiness. Just join the millions who
have switched to HEED, the wonderful new
underarm spray deodorant. At all cosmetic
counters, 49^. Lasts many months!

Neverbe
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Say Hello to the Crosbys
(Continued from page 53)
get a carmorrowtoaboutbring
up morning.
here to11:30 you
in the
I'll make arrangements to get the boys
in from the other ranches, and I'll be
here! How's that?"
I told him it would be fine. "Get a
driver to bring you who knows the
way," Bing warned, "or you'll get lost.
What do we wear?"
"What you always wear around the
ranch, working," I told him, and suggested that I get there a little ahead of
time to look around, get set up and so
on. We left it at that, and I went out
to find a driver who knew where the
ranches are. (When Bing spoke of the
boys working on near-by places, he
didn't mean they were helping out the
neighbors. He was talking about the
other Crosby ranches — Bing owns five
in the same vicinity.) Hired a car and
a driver — one who was willing to wait
around up at the ranch and bring me
back when I was through.

For your enchanted moment (and
it may come any moment) only
one lipstick will do. It is Tangee !
Because it is made by a newly
perfected secret formula, you will
discover:
(I) A finer texture ... making it
easier to apply. Still more important, itdoes not smear.
(2) Stays on longer... longer than
any lipstick you have ever used.
(3) Comes in enchanting colors—
the pink of perfection, Tangee
Pink Queen— and
six other glamour
shades.
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LtP^y STICK

Saturday— Left Elko at 8:30 in the
morning, because the driver said the
road was in bad condition and driving
was slow. It's a hundred thirty-four
miles to the ranch, round trip — includof a detour where the road's
beinging a beaut
repaired.
Out here, distance means nothing.
Bing, I discovered, has seven ranches —
five of them in this area, aggregating
more than twenty-five thousand acres.
The boys were working on one of the
ranches about twenty miles away — all
except Lindsay, the youngest, that is.
He does chores around the house and
grounds at the home ranch.
Got to the main ranch about eleven.
It's five miles off the road. What a
hideout! No wonder that Bing, who
never was much of a glad-hander anyway, loves this country! Who wouldn't?
BingEacret,
and the
arrived.
Jack
the boys
ranch hadn't
foreman,
was
away, too — in town buying supplies —
but Doris, his wife, was there to meet
me. A really nice woman, Doris Eacret.
She runs the house. While we were
waiting for the Crosbys to get in from
work, Mrs. Eacret showed me around
the pleasant, unpretentious ranch house.
The main house is a bungalow which
consists of living room, den, dining
room and kitchen, with a three-room
wing in the back consisting of Bing's
bedroom, dressing room and bath. Between this section of the house and the
den is a bedroom with built-in double
bunks, where the boys sleep. Around
the main house is a group of five small
ones where the help lives, as well as
several barns and a cook house and
mess hall.
At 11:50 the cook rang a big bell —
looked as if it might have come off a
fire engine — and right then Bing and
the kids arrived. They were starved,
wanted to know if it was okay to put off
pictures until after lunch. Breakfast
was a long time back for me, too, so I
made no objections.
"If you want anything to eat," Bing
advised me, "you'd better nut your
camera away and sit down here, because when those four wolves of mine
getLunch
going— there's
nothing dinner,
left!" really,
well, mid-day
as it has to be for guys who've been
working their heads off since early
morning — consisted of a huge platter of
cold roast beef, another, just as big, of
tripe served on toast, a bowl of freshcooked potatoes with plenty of butter

and parsley, big pitchers of milk at intervals down the table, bread and butter, pickles and jam and all that. For
dessert there was fresh homemade
berry pie with ice cream to top it off.
The boys sure piled into that food!
But not too hungry to remember their
manners, at that, the way some kids
are — they waited until their father and
Mrs. Eacret and I had been served
before going to work on it.
I asked the boys how they liked
working on the ranch, and their answers left no doubt in my mind, believe
me! As far as they're concerned, living in Hollywood and going to school
doesn't hold a candle to Elko, in spite
of the fact that they do regular ranch
hands' work, and for regular ranch
hands'
wages.shirts,
The kids
levisat and
cotton plaid
or nowear
shirts
all,
to work in, and they're brown and
healthy-looking, the way you'd want
your kids to be, ideally. (So's Bing, for
that matter.) For picture-taking the
boys wore Sunday clothes — levis and
brand-clean shirts!
Bing explained that Jack Eacret, the
foreman, is really boss at the ranch.
Bing usually rides during the day,
tours the places where the boys are
working. Bing rates tops with his help
— leads the ordinary life of a rancher,
saddles his own horse and rubs it down,
asks
no favors
and expects
He's
obviously
tops with
the boys,none.
too. Talk
at lunch concerned the work they were
doing, the crop they were getting in,
and baseball. Not a word about radio.
Not a things
word behind,
about movies.
They'd left
those
back in Hollywood.
Lunch over, I got my pictures after
the boys had changed into those clean
shirts as a special concession. Bing explained, while I was shooting, that they
were cutting and stacking hay. The
boys work as a unit with the other
ranch hands— if they aren't on the job,
no one works, because they pull together as a team. When hay is being
cut, stacked and cured, there's no stopping until the job's done, as a rain
during this operation can cause considerable loss. This was why the picture
taking had to be done at the noon
hour so the boys could get back on the
job. Bing, too, had to get back, so I
started on the return trek.
Bing's got a beautiful place there —
nothing pretentious about it, but a swell
situation and just what you'd expect
in a working ranch, not a fancy showplace. Other than about three houses,
there's nothing as far as the eye can see
on that ride back to Elko except a lot
of jack rabbits, so I had plenty of time
on my hands to think about the ranch.
Wish I had one like it.
Last
Shouldn'tfriendly
forget people
to men-in
tion thenote:
wonderfully
Elko and the full account of my stay
there as reported in the Elko Free Press!
I came near to applying for a job. I
hated to leave. Believe me, a life like
that — it's real living!
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Bobby Benson
(Continued from page 57)
stop to look," Windy said. "It was just
a question of who would git here fust,
me or Mabel."
Tex and Harka, the Indian, came up
behind them. Windy turned to Tex and
said, "Don't you reckon we oughta look
around there tomorrow?"
"Afraid we'll have to put off any picnics for a couple of days, Windy," Tex
said. "Too much work to do."
"Guess Tex just don't believe me,"
Windy said.
"No one does."
"Tex just doesn't believe in ghosts,"
Bobby reminded him.
Windy put one hand on Bobby's arm
and said, "Wish I didn't either — but I
been seein' too much the past coupla
days. Jist yesterd'y night I was sittin'
here talkin' and right over there — " His
arm suddenly, tightened on Bobby's arm
and he gasped, "Look, Bobby."

Hurs&y Rh/hne Rehires
on Mermen Bab/ Rwder

Bobby saw it in the distant sky over
the haunted house. He jumped to
his feet and ran toward the house.
"Tex! Tex, come out here," he called.
"Look, now, Tex, look over the
haunted house."
"I don't see anything," Tex said.
"Durned if it ain't gone again," Windy
said disgustedly. "But I got a witness
this time, the boss himself."
"That's right," Bobby said. "I saw it."
Tex studied them both, then asked,
"What did it look like this time?"
"Same as always," Windy told him.
"Just a white thing that floated down
to the haunted house. They always go
down and never come up. Mebbe
they're havin' a ghost convention."
"Sounds like it could be a parachute," Tex said.
Bobby shook his head. "We'd of
heard an airplane, and anyway it was
so
darkup that
parachutewhywouldn't
show
like even
that.a Besides
would
they keep dropping at the same place?"
"Well, there's no sense in investigating after it's over," Tex said. "I'll tell
Harka we're going up there in the
morning."
Windy sighed, "Suits me. I got no
hankerin'
back there
tonight."
The nextto go
morning
it was
hard for
Bobby to remember that just last night
they had been talking about ghosts and
even now they might be riding into
danger.
patted uphis ashorse's
neck.
Then he Bobby
straightened
Tex pulled
the roan to a stop and turned to Harka.
"Think we should all go in together?"
Harka's eyes twinkled as he spoke,
"Ghosts not afraid of men. Men afraid
of ghosts."
Tex grinned and they walked their
horses through the gully. The house
was a ramshackle adobe hut that hadn't
been used in years — and looked it.
"No sense in all of us going in," Tex
said. "Only bring out more snakes."
So Tex and Harka went together into
the shack, their feet kicking up dust.
"Reckon I'll scout around the ravine
in back," Windy told Bobby. "Once
found
bullfrog
there."
He
walked ato cute
the rear
of the
house and
dropped
over the side of the bank.
Alone, Bobby looked through the
trees, over the glint of the river to the
Mexican side. He saw several men
riding the bank and recognized the
Mexican patrol. Bobby wondered if
there had been trouble again with
smugglers. Then he heard a shout behind him.
"Come 'round here," the voice called

with the built-in rattle!
6 different nursery rhyme illustrations in this
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urgently and Bobby realized it was
Windy, calling from down in the ravine.
As Bobby ran toward him, he heard
Harka and Tex moving inside the shack.
Bobby dropped from rock to rock
down the ravine until he saw Windy,
bent over, staring down at something
sprawled on the dust, the body of a man!
"You shouldna come here," Windy
said, when he saw who it was.
Bobby looked at the man stretched
on the rocks. No doubt about it, he was
dead. Tex came running up, took one
look and cried, "Why, it's Chad Jedson,
the"Look
deputy
sheriff!"
at his
eyes," Windy whispered.
"Looks like he was scairt to death.
That's the way a man would look if
he seen a spirit!"
"Or anything he didn't expect," Tex
added.
Frowning, he said to Harka, "See if
you can find anything up there."
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Harka climbed quickly up the side of
the ravine to the spot from which
Chad Jedson had fallen.
"Don't see any bullet holes," Windy
said, looking down again.
"No, but there's that gash on the
side of his head."
"Coulda got that when he fell, backing away from a spirit."
"Or before he got pushed off the
Bobby observed that Jedson's gun
was
still in his holster. If he'd been up
rocks."
againstpulled
a dangerous
man, he'd surely
have
it.
"Better not touch him — leave him for
the Sheriff," Tex advised.
They clambered back to the high
ground. Harka was waiting by the
horses.
"Others here last night," he told Tex.
"Hoofprints
behind
trees."
"Those were the voices you heard
last night, Windy," Tex said. "They
were
real men."
"Mebbe,"
Windy said and Bobby
wondered if Windy, too, was thinking
of that gun untouched in Chad's holster.
"Let's get back to the ranch and
phone the sheriff," Tex said. "Harka
canIt wait
till he
comes." when Bobby
was late
afternoon
saw the whirl of dust racing down the
road — one horse and rider. As he came
up to the ranch house, almost by signal
Tex and Windy were on hand. But it
wasn't the sheriff.
The man had ridden his horse hard,
but he warddidn't
dismount. He leaned forin the saddle.
"Reckon you know me," he said.
"You're Pete Jedson," Windy offered.
"Chad's brother."
The man looked suspiciously from
one
face to the other, then turned to
Bobby.
"Hear you're the owner," he said. "Do
you"What
take orders?"
my orders?"
asked Tex.
Pete shifted in his saddle and stared
down at Tex.
"It's like
this,
he mountains
said. "The
Sheriff
had to
be Mason,"
off into the
suddenly and he deputized me to look
into
my brother's
Jedson
touched killin'."
his gun and there
was a warning in his voice.
"Here's my orders for all of you,"
he said. "Keep away from that 'dobe
shack 'til I tell you different. D'ya
understand?"
"I only make promises I intend to
keep," Tex said quietly. "And I'm not
promising
you anything."
Jedson stared
down at Tex, a threat
in his eyes. Then, with a shrug, he
dug his
took
off. heels into his horse's sides and

"That one's jist as crooked as his
brother was straight," Windy said, as
he disappeared over the rise.
Tex didn't answer.
"What're we goin' to do?" Bobby
asked him.
"Soon as Harka gets back we'll make
plans to go up there tonight and scout
"Can I go?"
"Better not, Bobby," he said. "Too
many
of us might scare them off. We
around."
don't want that."
That night, waiting on the porch,
Bobby
thoughtfully,
me
Tex andsaid
Harka
are walking"Seems
into atotrap.
From the way that Pete Jedson looked
at Tex, he was daring him to come up
"Man's
got a right to act funny when
there
tonight."
his brother's killed," Windy said. "Even
a mean one like Pete."
"Wish we could do something."
"Better sit tight," Windy cautioned.
The telephone rang in the ranch
house.
voice
theBobby
momentrecognized
he pickedtheup Sheriff's
the phone.
"What did Tex find out about Chad's
BobbyBobby?"
told him what had happened,
death,
and then about Pete Jedson's visit.
"Pete Jedson said I deputized him?
Why,
just around.
asked if
he couldn't
go
out andhe look
I told
him to tell
Tex I had to go into the mountains and
that
Tex was
in charge
'til I gotandback."
Bobby
dropped
the phone
ran
out on the porch.
"Windy, that was the Sheriff. Pete
Jedson is lying. He wasn't deputized
"We better warn Tex and Harka,"
Windy said slowly, getting to his feet.
It wasn't more than a few minutes
at all!"they were on their way, but it
before
seemed like hours to Bobby.
They
a walk
they
got
near slowed
the end to
of the
river as
trail.
Windy
waited till Bobby pulled along side him.
"I figger we better leave the horses
out here," he said, "and walk the rest
of Suddenly,
the way to
the the
haunted
house."
from
Mexican
side of
the river, a white object shot up in a
wide arc over the river. Then it began
it
to up.
fall, quickly at first, then more
slowly, as if something were holding
"That's it!" Windy

gasped. "The

The white object dropped to the
ground a hundred yards beyond the
haunted house.
It was a white, shiny box, a third the
size of a man, with a small parachute
dragging
ghost!" on the ground.
"Tex was right," Bobby said. "It was
a parachute." He pulled away from
Windy, ran toward the package.
A man leapt from behind the tree.
He
kneescome
in acrashing
tackle
and struck
Bobby Bobby's
felt Windy
over them.
Bobby thrashed out.
"Stop
"It's
Tex!"it, Bobby," the attacker said.
"Golly," Bobby said.
"Get behind those rocks quick," Tex
ordered.
a trap."
As they "It's
watched,
a roar split the air
and a blinding bolt of flame sprang up
from the clearing. Dirt and stones
showered over them.
"What was that?" Windy gasped.
"Dynamite," said Tex.
The air was full of dust and the smell
of burnt powder. Peering cautiously
over the boulder, they saw a hole in
the middle of the clearing big enough
to hold a truck.
"Tex, the Sheriff called," Bobby re-

membered. He said Jedson wasn t deputized. He's behind this. Let's get him!"
"We can't," Tex said. "We're dead."
Windy cocked an eyebrow at Tex
saying, "I'm not dead, Tex. Least I
don't think so."
Tex grinned. "No, but they think
we're dead. That package was loaded
with dynamite just for us. It was a
trap."
"What do we do now?"
"You and Windy stay here," Tex said
quickly. "Don't make a move unless
I need you."
Near the edge of the clearing Tex
mashed his hat, threw it on the ground,
then dropped into hiding behind a rock
not ten yards from the hat.
He'd barely got under cover when
they heard footsteps coming through
the brush from the direction of the
haunted house.
One of the men was laughing and
talking loudly. As they came near,
Bobby realized it was Pete Jedson.
"Well, Clark, I guess that little explosion blew the B-Bar-B Riders to
Timbuctoo," he roared.
They stepped into the clearing. There
were only two of them. The man Pete
called Clark wasn't laughing.
"What if they weren't here when the
powder blew?" he asked. "Maybe they
didn't get here in time."
" 'Course they did, Clark," Pete said.
"They're too smart for their own good.
Look."
hat.Pete raised his arm, pointing at Tex's
Clark walked toward the hat. As he
bent over, Tex's voice rang out.
"You're both covered," he snapped.
Clark stiffened, his hands over his
head. But Pete whirled at Tex's voice.
He fired twice at Tex, then ran toward
Bobby and Windy.
"Get him!" Bobby cried. "Get him,
Windy!"
Windy, behind the rock, held the
rifle to his shoulder but as Pete came
near them he thrust the barrel toward
Pete's feet. Pete twisted in the air,
then crashed to the ground.
"We got him," Windy said, leaping toward Pete and kicking at his pistol
hand. "Got him the easy way! Saved
him for the sheriff!"
"Tex, he
are saw
you okay?"
Bobby toward
called.
Then
Tex walking
him, with Clark in front, his hands
high.
Windy's rifle covered Jedson, who got
to his feet, glaring at Tex.
"I guess we know who killed your
brother," Tex said, quietly.
As they rode back, Tex explained,
"Harka went back to call the Mexican
patrol. They'll pick up Jedson's accomplices."
"How todid
they work it?" Bobby
wanted
know.
figure the
smugglers
kind
of "Icatapult
across
the riverhadso some
that when
the chute opened, it came down on the
Texas side. They painted the package
with luminous paint so it would be
easy for Jedson to follow."
Bobby looked up in amazement.
"What made you think it was Pete?"
"Well, when I saw Chad's body it
really had me puzzled," Tex said. "His
gun was whoever
in his holster,
just asAndif he'd
trusted
killed him.
that
look on his face could've come from
surprise.
Wouldn't
you out
be surprised
if your brother
turned
to be a
criminal and was going to kill you?"
"You bet!" Bobby said. His voice
was thoughtful. But everything was
all right now. You couldn't go wrong
with friends like Tex and Windy.
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Teen Club Twosome
{Continued from page 60)
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wear swim
suitswear thin
dresses-
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have heels.
We adore jewelry. We're always
looting Dorothy's jewel box and she
gets after us. June has a real diamond
ring now that Mr. and Mrs. Whiteman
gave her last Christmas and a nice
watch she won on the Teen Club program. Her favorite color is baby blue
and mine is pink. We both have Clark
Gable for our favorite movie actor and
June Allyson for our favorite actress,
but neither of us is such a fan as Kathleen. She keeps movie scrapbooks and
knows all about the stars.
June and I are great record fans,
especially jitterbug stuff. We like
"Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy." Perry
Como is our favorite man singer and
Doris Day our favorite girl. We own
all our records together and when it
isn't vacation we bring the girls to our
house after school sometimes and jitterbug. All the kids in our family have
always got together to sing and dance,
and sometimes we almost run my
mother out of the house with our noise.
But I guess she's used to it by now.
On television, we like the variety shows
and the cowboy and gangster pictures.
Our very best girl friends are the
Russell twins. Their names are Barbara and Beatrice, and they live right
near us. They're twelve, and look exactly alike, but we can tell them apart.
June and I think it would be fun to be
identical twins like they are.
At school, some of the kids sometimes
think I'm June, even if we don't look
exactly alike when we're together. They
say we talk alike, too. Sometimes they
ask me for my autograph, and then I
know they have me mixed with June.
I'm extremely proud of June and of her
success,
I don'tJune
mind.is on television
Even so
though
now she still keeps up her part of
things. She likes to sew and do the
mending. I prefer sweeping and dusting and doing dishes and work like that
around the kitchen. We share a bedroom and we each make our own bed.
June
is
neater because
than I am,
slower dresser
she "and
caresshe's
morea
about the effect than I do. She always
looks so nice when she gets dressed up.
-The only time we ever argue is about
socks. Sometimes June thinks I have
hers, and sometimes I think she has
mine, but we don't ever really quarrel.
And if anyone says anything to me,
June takes my part, and so do I for
her.

June likes to cook, in fact we both
do. We take,cooking in school and one
of the first things we learned was how
to bake a plain sponge cake. Then we
try the things out at home by ourselves. Sometimes they turn out good,
sometimes not so good.
I eat more than June does. I mean,
where June will eat one egg and a
small two
piece
hama much
for breakfast,
I'll
have
eggsof and
bigger piece.
June's favorite food is rice, rice with
anything. Mine is ham with salad or
corn or beets, things like that. We
adore ice cream, especially chocolate.
June's favorite wish is a trip to Hollywood, or around the world. My very
favorite wish is to go up in an airplane.
I guess June would like to visit
Hollywood because she wants to be
a singer and an actress. She started
singing on radio when she was eight.
The very first time was when she
sang
Sunday Hour.
Afternoon"
on the
Horn "Some
and Hardart
My mother
took her, and she was quite scared to
go on. A few months after that she got
on Jack Steck's children's show over
WFIL-TV from Woodside Park. She
was on every Sunday afternoon for
about four years. I used to go along
sometimes but I wasn't interested for
myself. It's the same way with dancing lessons. We both took them, but I
stopped
I didn'tballet
take now.
care
about it. because
June is studying
It was about a year ago last April
that my Aunt Lula took June to Mr.
Whiteman for an audition. She heard
about his program from Mr. Steck. Mr.
Whiteman liked June's singing and
he put her in his shows, and she has
been with him ever since. She likes
himdovery
much,
him show.
"Pops."
So
all the
otherand
kidscalls
on the
When school begins again Junie and
I will be in the eighth grade at Robert
Morris public school, in Philadelphia.
June is secretary of the Student Council
and I'm on the Council too as an Aide
of the Class. Her favorite subject is
home economics. Mine is arithmetic.
We're both good spellers and we both
like to write compositions. Our report
cards are good, and Junie gets just as
good marks as she did before she was
on Mr. Whiteman's shows.
We do our homework together, and
play together. And things are pretty
much the same as ever. But I know
that someday my sister will be a big
star — and I'll be even prouder of her.
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says one regular listener to the fascinating radio
program "My True Story" heard every morning,
Monday through Friday. You meet new people
each day, hear their real-life stories taken from
the pages of True Story Magazine. Each morning
there's a complete true drama, prepared in cooperation with the editors of True Story Magazine.
Thousands of women vote this their favorite morning program because the people you meet . . .
with their loves, their fears, their problems ... .
could be you, could be your neighbor.
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Make a Pretty
Sandwich

LITTLE LULU

(Continued from page 48)
FRENCH-TOASTED HAM AND CHEESE
Combine:
2 eggs, slightly beaten
1 cup milk
Yi teaspoon salt
Place a slice of American cheese or
Swiss cheese and a slice of boiled ham
between two slices of bread. Dip each
sandwich in egg-milk mixture.
Fry in
small amount
of fat until browned,
turning to brown on both sides.
MUSHROOM TOASTWICH
Place in skillet:
1 tablespoon fat
4 slices boiled ham
Cook 5 minutes or until ham is well
heated.
Combine in a saucepan:
Ya cup thick sour cream
2 (3 oz.) cans mushrooms,
drained
Heat 5 minutes.
Toast:
8 slices bread
Spread each slice with prepared mustard. Cover 4 slices of toast with a
slice of ham. Top with second slice of
toast. Pour hot sour cream and mushroom mixture over each sandwich.
Serve. Makes 4 sandwiches.
SAUSAGEBURGERS
Combine in skillet:
2 tablespoons fat
3 tablespoons green pepper,
chopped
3 tablespoons onion, chopped
Cook over low heat until green pepper is soft.
Combine:
8 eggs, slightly beaten
% teaspoon salt
% teaspoon pepper
Add to onion and green pepper mixture. Scramble over low heat until
eggs are firm.
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Shape into 8 patties:
1 pound sausage meat
Fry over low heat 15 minutes or until
done.
Split and toast:
8 buns
Serve open faced on dinner plate
with sausage patty on one half and egg
mixture on the other. Makes 8 servings.
CORNED

BEEF

MATERNITY
StyleBookFREE

SPECIAL

Use three slices of whole wheat bread
for each sandwich. Trim crusts. Cover
one slice with sliced cold cooked
corned beef. Top with seasoned
chopped raw spinach. Cover with second slice of bread. Spread with a mixture of softened cream cheese and
shredded lettuce. Add third slice of
bread. Press together. Cut into wedges.
Serve with pickles and potato chips.
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BEAUTY

CONTEST

WINNER

Si

My Mr. Fix-It

(Continued from page 62)

lovely Leona
Fredericks rose
from beauty contest fame to a top-notch
modeling career! Miami's Queen of
Beauty says: "No girl is really beautiful
unless she's exquisitely dainty ! That's why
I love to powder myself with Lander's
flower-fresh talcs after every shower.
You'll love them!"

shows — probably more of them are
based on his own experiences than you,
or I for that matter, know.
But don't think this experience cured
him of fancying himself a painter. At
the
of aa brush
at cleaning
it again.
That drop
means
job forhe'll
me gotoo,
up after him. He starts out neat, but
somehow or other he ends up in a frenzy
of paraphernalia
and mess.on It's
because
he concentrates
the probably
end and
pays little attention to the means.
Among his successes is a lovely arrangement of sconces and shadow
frames he did for one of the living
room walls. They're much admired by
our friends and I really brag about my
Mr. Fix-It Husband when those are
mentioned.

office hours at CBS headquarters,
from ten until six, working with his
writers, doing some writing of his own
(mostly comedy), planning his programs and tending to all the business
connected with the show.
It's over the week-end that my helpmate gets out the paint and turpentine,
the screwdriver and the wrench, and
goes to work on the plumbing, the
furniture, and even the roof. In fact,
he has fallen off the roof twice, but I
have to admit that he did a good job
on our television aerial. We couldn't
seem to get a clear picture until he
went to work on it.
We have a six-room western type
farmhouse in North Hollywood, only
one-story,to so
he himself.
didn't really
fall far
enough
hurt
Besides,
he
was smart enough to pick the low side
for his tumbles!
Absolutely nothing stumps Alan or
deters him. He'll take a crack at any
job, no matter how little he may know
about it. I guess his least successful
experience was the time he decided to
open a pipeline in the kitchen that connected with the drain, which had become clogged. He worked like fury to
get the top off, and finally I persuaded
him to give up and call a plumber.
Angry with himself at being licked by
a minor mechanical problem, he was
even more chagrined when the plumber appeared, gave the top a couple of
turns the other way, and left, whistling,
after five minutes, the job completed
and four dollars richer than when he
came.
The time he decided to paint the
whole house, starting with the laundry,
is another subject that we now speak
about only in hushed whispers and
when the master isn't present.
Alan had read that a roller would put
the paint on faster and better, so he
went to work. From the outset I could
see that the biggest part of my job
would be to clean up the mess he made.
The harder he worked, the more the
marks of the roller showed, and after
the first coat was smeared on I suggested we go out on the badminton
court for a workout and let an expert
take over the painting. We didn't get
to badminton that day, however, because it took the rest of the afternoon
to clean the paint out of Alan's hair. It
turned out exactly like one of the situation comedy skits in one of Alan's

Alan brags a little about me, too,
when he shows people the nursery I
fixed up for Cameron Angus, our little
boy. He was born last November 19,
not the
only
his father's
but
at
veryon same
hour in birthday
which Alan
had entered the world twenty-nine
years
is Alan's
name.) before.
Cammy (Angus
was due
before real
the
19th, but we think now he was stubbornly timing his entrance, to follow in
his dad's footsteps.
Alan was away on tour some months
before the baby came, and I decided to
make his office at home into a nursery.
My mother was visiting me, so she
helped. I had some wood cornices
made and then I covered them with
padding and quilted chintz and did the
same with a wood bench and two
chests. Then I made the bassinet.
When Alan came home I thought he
might mind my taking his office,
but he was so delighted with the way
everything was turning out that he
never said a word, even though I had
stored away his whole collection of
scripts.
Alan and I generally stay home most
evenings, except the night of his show.
I usually watch the program from out
front and then we have dinner afterward at the Derby.
Saturday mornings Alan is apt to get
up singing and whistling, even gayer
than him
on other
days, and
prettyin soon
I'll
see
rummaging
around
his tool
chest. I know the signs now. Mr. FixIt is getting ready to make some "improvements" inthe place, and I'd better
get my rags and scouring power ready
to follow him up!

A Criminal is on the loose!
$1000.00 REWARD
to his arrest.

for information leading

Hear all about it on "True Detective Mysteries"
this Sunday afternoon on your -Mutual Broadcasting System station.
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Meet the MacRaymonds
(Continued from page 39)
stood a second small building which
had been used by the previous owners
as a guest house. Into it, the enthusiastic Mr. Raymond moved twin grand
pianos. Somewhat later a recorderradio-phonograph combination was
added and, during the frantic days of
1939, 1940, and 1941, Gene recorded
many of the radio speeches of President
Roosevelt, Prime Ministers Chamberlain and Winston Churchill.
The music room was a great success,
not only with the MacRaymonds (as
their friends were beginning to call
them) but with those friends and a
circle of relatives — who stopped calling
on the telephone, and simply appeared,
instead, at the door of the music room
to demand private concerts.
This happy state of things was shortlived. Gene was one of the first of the
Hollywood contingent to earn the uniform of the Air Force; after he had
gone, Jeanette found the music room
too lonely, too inclined to echo with
memories, to use. She loaned the recorder unit to the U.S.O. for use in an
Army camp (incidentally the priceless
pre-war and early-wartime recordings
were in the cabinet when it went on
loan-out, but they didn't return when
the cabinet did). She put dust covers
over the pianos; the music room, too,
began to collect the odds and ends of
life as it changed.
When Gene came home at war's end,
having served as a Captain in the
97th Bombardment Group under General Ira Eaker, and having won his majority before being honorably discharged, he decided he wanted to write.
"The thing to do," he announced with
his customary energy, "is to renovate
the stables. I'll be able to write down
there where I'll have quiet, isolation,
and every necessary item of equipment.
This
to be
great."
So is
thegoing
stored
items
were moved into
the music room, and the grand pianos
were sold. The stables were painted
inside and out. Appropriate furniture
was moved — on hand truck — down the
garden path and into the stables, until
the stables were resplendent with a
desk, a typewriter on a movable stand,
file cabinets, reams of yellow and white
typewriting paper, and a stock of carbon and typewriter ribbons. With a
bottle of ink, the amazing Mr. Raymond
christened his new retreat "Fable's
Stables."
The gregarious Mr. Raymond had
trouble, from the first day, remaining in
his hideaway. If Jeanette were around
the house, he would think of things he
needed to discuss with her, and if she
were away, he was afraid she might
telephone and he would miss the call.
In the evening, he developed a habit
of lugging his typewriter back up the
garden path, and up a long flight of
stairs to his second floor study. There
Jeanette would read while Gene
pounded the keys. He could pause to
read a particularly deft paragraph to
her, and she could interrupt with an
anecdote about her day's work. It was
a fine arrangement. "Fable's Stables"
fell into disuse. After many months,
the office equipment was moved
from the stables to the guest
house where the MacRaymonds' secretary now does the family bookkeeping,
answers fan mail, and attends to the
details of running two careers.
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germicidal and effective protection
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non-poisonous, non-irritating — they
are safe to the most delicate tissues.
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Zonitors are greaseless, stainless
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
They come twelve in a package and
each separately sealed in a dainty
glass vial. So easy to slip in your
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The stables are now filled with old
garment
bags and Christmas tree decorations.
Gene loves to tell the story on himself. Unlike some actors, writers, composers, and motion picture producers
(all of which he is) Gene has never become impressed with himself. His favorite story is one in which he comes off
second or third best, not so much because he is a merry andrew, as because
he loves to laugh, but he is so gentle
that he can laugh at no one except
himself.
As might be suspected, because of
Gene's genuine liking for human beings, he is a delightful host. The MacRaymond parties are famous in Hollywood— so famous that a bid to one is
probably the most coveted honor in town.
Usually the parties are sit-down dinners for eight or ten. In the case of a
larger guest list, the dinners are given
in the cosy taproom which Gene, personally, planned, and the construction
of which he supervised. Across one
wall of the room is a massive stone
fireplace, and along the opposite wall,
in a recess, is the bar. The flagstone
floors are sanded smooth. The mullioned windows are hung with draperies
of hennaed monkscloth (just about
the shade of Jeanette's naturally red
hair), and high on the shelves which
encircle the room is the MacRaymond
collection of mugs of every type.
This is a room which inspires comradeship and engenders brilliant conversation. Guests linger long at dinner,
then wander almost reluctantly into
the softly-lit and gracious drawing
room which is dominated by the grand
On one recent occasion the MacRaypiano.
mond guest list included Jose Iturbi,
Lauritz Melchior, Bidu Sayao, and General Ira Eaker.
One of the great rules observed by
professional entertainers is that no one
shall ever be asked, when he is a guest,
to entertain. To do so would be like
inviting an accountant to be your dinner
guest, then asking him to compute your
income tax, or wining and dining
your doctor and then asking him to
remove your appendix in lieu of playing canasta.
There is one exception to the rule:
when every guest in a room is an artist,
it is only natural that artistic discussion
will ensue. "I love the aria that
starts". . . "But that is not quite the
way .confusing
. . it's morethat
likearia
this"with
. . . "Aren't
you
a little
popular
number
." piano,
Suddenly
Jose that
Iturbigoes.
is at. .the
illustrating his point. Once launched,
he plays the entire selection. Melchior,
recognizing one of his favorites — into

which Senor Iturbi has segued — begins
to sing. He motions to Miss Sayao; he
beckons to Jeanette.
There sit the non-singing guests, popeyed with delight to be the audience
for nine million dollars' worth of talent
singing and playing its collective heads
off for the fun of it.
On other evenings, when the guests
are not particularly musical, the MacRaymonds lead their friends into wild
variations of what Hollywood calls "The
Game" and which you knew in your
younger
pantyJeanette,
days asinstead
"Charades."
Gene and
of acting
out book title, epigrams, current
events, and the names of songs, like to
select two team captains and ask them
to draio enough clues for their teammates to guess the puzzle. Afterward,
Gene saves the drawings. One masterpiece is Jack Benny's charcoal (No. 2
pencil) clue to the book title, "Diary
of a Chambermaid." Another is Nelson
Eddy's masterful "Barber of Seville."
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Eddy are frequent guests at the MacRaymonds', and
Nelson's life appears to be inextricably
tangled
Gene's. When
Nelson
first
came towith
Hollywood,
he had
already
achieved fame on the concert stage, but
he was unknown to picture audiences,
hence to autograph hounds.
Wherever he went, he was greeted as
"Mr. Raymond" when he was asked for
an autograph. A humorous man, he
obliged by signing, "Sincerely, Gene
Raymond." Yet, after his first picture
was released, he was as famous as Gene
Raymond, so the confusion increased.
Whenever Gene was approached, the
greeting was likely to be, "May I have
your
Mr. Eddy?"
At autograph,
parties, Gene
and Nelson exchanged sly statistics. Nelson would
say, "This week I was asked for twentythree Raymonds,
twenty-seven
Eddys!"
And
Gene would
parry, dead-pan,
"Strange. This week I was asked for
twenty-three Eddys, but thirty-seven
Gene grew accustomed to having
strange women stop him on the street
Raymonds."
and ask him if he would sing at a
church social come next Michaelmas,
and Nelson got a great kick out of being
told
thatJeanette
his "wife,"
the beautiful
haired
MacDonald,
was redany
man's dream of a sweetheart. At that
time, Nelson wasn't married. Incidentally, it's amazing how many people
in these enlightened United States still
think, according to the fan mail written
both to Nelson and Jeanette, that Miss
MacDonald is Mrs. Eddy in private life.
The real Mrs. Eddy is quite as involved in the confusion as the other
three members who make up two
couples.
When she is traveling with
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Nelson, she expects to be called "Jeanette" quite often and she answers to
that name as readily as she does to her
own, which is Ann.
One of the treasures in the MacRaymond household is the bronze head
which Nelson sculptured of Jeanette
when they were singing their way
through such smash hits as "Naughty
Marietta," "Rose Marie," "Sweethearts,"
and "Maytime." The study occupies a
place of honor in the library opposite
a bronze of Lincoln.
For years Gene collected "Lincolniana" and read everything he could find
about the gaunt Emancipator; this was
one of his first hobbies. Another hobby
is now and has always been the dreaming up of quaint gifts. Shortly before
he and Jeanette were married, he decided to give her an alarm clock. The
idea was entwined around some nonsense about her being on time for their
early-morning horseback rides.
Naturally,
couldn't
content
himself with theGene
usual
alarm.
He spent
weeks finding a clock-maker
build a combination clock
box, the chime to sing the
"You're All I Need."
The

who would
and music
melody of
completed

achieve
the
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LEE: Boy, dis income tax is a tricky thing.
Take my uncle. He was a single man,
payin' big taxes. Den he found out dat
de guvment allowed you a fifteen hundred dollar deduction for havin' a wife.
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ANDY:
He didn't, huh?
LEE: No, only trouble was he got arrested
twelve times for bigamy.
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timepiece was worth a small fortune
and was a gift fit for a queen.
The queen loved it; she said so again
and again, and she played the alarm
until it threatened to sicken both Jeanette and Gene of "their" love song.
However, she finally confessed that a
problem existed: she cannot bear to
have to listen to the ticking of a clock.
From that day to this the clock has
occupied a place of honor in the magnificent breakfront in the MacRaymond
drawing room — but it does not run and
it chimes only for guests who inquire
about it.
Another of Gene's ideas met with
supreme success. He collected a complete set of still pictures made on the
set of every motion picture in which
Jeanette has worked, and had the stills
bound in dark green leather, one motion picture recorded in each volume.
In telling of this resourceful and lavish gift, Jeanette says, "Gene's an
amazing person. I've never known anyone as genuinely thoughtful, as eventempered, as much fun to be around,
as he is. Maybe I'm prejudiced . . ."
But he is. The Amazing Mr. Raymond.
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the deodorant that works

My Father, Warren Hull
(Continued from page 30)
divorced and Mother now lives in California. Last summer Dad bought a car
for my brothers and me so we could
drive out to see her. The Four Musketeers, as we sometimes call ourselves,
start with Dad, then John, who is the
oldest and now getting a foot into television business; George, who is just out
of high school (but his girl friend sees
more of him than we do), and last, but
not least, there is Paul.
That's me.
My
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earliest memory of Dad is that
he always took care of the monkeys.
Unfortunately for both of us, my bedroom was infested by imaginary
monkeys. I couldn't cross the carpet
to
my bed
but feet.
what As
they'd
tickle Dad
the
bottom
of my
I recall,
would throw me over his shoulder with
my feet toward the ceiling so those
monkeys
couldn't
me. and
Afterif
that he would
tell get
me aat poem
I had been good, he would throw in
some additional entertainment. He
might play the trumpet or sing or
dramatize some lines from a movie or
tell me about some of the famous people he'd interviewed. And Dad's done
it all: he's acted and sung in many
Broadway plays plus thirty-six movies,
emceed top radio programs and even
played a trumpet professionally.
"He's got more talent than one man
can find use for in a lifetime," John
once observed. "You're going to have
a tough time of it, Paul."
My brother means that it won't be
easy to live up to my ambition — which
is
to follow
Dad's
It merely
would be
hard toinfill
his footsteps.
shoes let
alone keep up with him. But I'm trying. I'm pretty proud about being a
member of the track team and having
a lead in this high school production
of Robin Hood this past year. At sixDad, too,
track teen,
team
and was
also onin his
the school's
school
operetta in Lockport, N. Y.
Dad's family were musical. They had
a quartet within the family and everyone played some musical instrument.
In fact, one summer Dad and his sister
sang duets on a Lockport radio station.
After one year in business school
at New York University. Dad decided
to enroll at the Eastman Music School to
study voice. It was there, two years
later, that John Charles Thomas heard
Dad.
"Warren, you should be singing professionallyall
now," Mr.
And that was
Dad Thomas
needed. told him.
He made a beeline for Broadway
and walked into a chorus job with the
Shuberts. Then he was an understudy
in several shows but, in a short enough
time, has principal roles in such famous
musicals as "My Maryland," "Rain or
Shine," and "Follow Thru."
I didn't come into the picture until
1934. Dad was on some big radio shows
but before I was one year old we were
in California where he went to work
for Warner Brothers.
My brothers and I had a lot of good
friends out in Hollywood. We played
with Dennis Morgan's kids and Sonny
Jolson, Al's son. It's my teen-age opinion that the stuff you hear about Hollywood being phony is nonsense. All
the boys I knew were as regular as my
friends in Scarsdale.
Dad quit movies before we moved
to Scarsdale and worked as co-emcee
on Vox Pop for seven years, until the
program went off the air in 1948.

I've heard and watched Dad talk to
people on Strike It Rich many times.
It always astounds me the way he can
get men and women to tell the intimate things about themselves and yet
in the end, you have only respect for
their dignity and courage. That's something Dad does that you can't learn:
you either have a real interest and
sympathy for a stranger or you just
"You have to be able to look any
don't. in the face," Dad will tell us. "You
man
can't live with yourself peacefully if
you can't live honestly with others."
I think that's great stuff, that's why
I quote it to you. Of course, Dad has
taught me and my brothers a lot of
practical things. When any of us had
a part singing or acting in a school
production. Dad has always been on
hand to coach us through our lines. We
had the entire cast over to the house
the
Saturday
"Robin most
Hood"of was
presented
and before
Dad worked
the
afternoon with us.
As I said before, our household is all
male. You might think things would
get into quite a mess, lacking the feminine touch but it doesn't. We all chip
in, and we have the help of our good
friend Jim Harvey, who is combination
housekeeper and cook. But most evenings and weekends Dad is with us.
We run to the beach together during
the summer and take hikes through
the woods all year round. All of us
were in the Boy Scouts but Dad has
taught us more than a little about cooking. Among the four of us, we have
invented quite a few special dishes.
One of our favorites is spachili which
is a kind of combination of spaghetti
and chili.
"When you find a girl that wants to
marryon you,"
Dadso counsels,
"trya that
dish
her first
she can have
fair
chance at changing her mind."
Dad isn't always prodding us. If he
hears me slur a note wrong when I'm
singing, he will offer some advice — but
usually he waits till we come around
asking for help. He's quick to lend us
a tie or an extra dollar when we overrun our allowance but, on the other
hand, we take care of our clothes ourselves and have jobs around town to
earn spending money.
The Governor, as I like to call Dad
when I'm teasing, has a great deal of
respect for women and has in his subtle
way taught us a complete set of rules
in etiquette and courtesy.
In writing this I've had to refer to
Warren Hull as "Dad," so it hasn't been
easy to convey the exact feeling of
friendliness that exists among the four
of us. Sure, when I was bitten by a
mad dog, he rushed me to a doctor then
stayed at my bedside until I got over
it. Sure, once in a while he has to
build a fire under us when we sometimes get a little lazy in our school
work. But in spite of the head of the
house responsibilities that he can't —
and doesn't try to — avoid, we always
see Dad as the older brother. There
has never been the feeling that he was
too old and dignified for us to be frank
with. When there are chores around
the house, he strips off his jacket and
pitches in with the rest of us.
It won't be easy for me to follow .
in Warren Hull's footsteps. It wouldn't
be easy — except for one thing: Warren
Hull's my father, and he'll be around
to show me the way!
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(Continued from page 45)
street address in the outskirts of the
city. She found the number on a large,
stucco house, set off by itself. Uncertainly she rang the doorbell.
A gray-haired, plump woman answered the door.
"Does Mrs. Windsor live here?" Bettyjane asked.
"I'm looking for work."
"I'm Mrs. Windsor," the woman said.
There was shrewd appraisal in the
middle-aged woman's eyes as she
quickly took in the desperation in
Bettyjane's eyes, her conspicuous
pregnancy.
But Mrs.
Windsor's voice
was kindly when
she spoke.
"Come in, my dear."
Over a glass of lemonade, Bettyjane
told about her need for a job. Before
long Mrs. Windsor knew practically
everything about Bettyjane.
"Can you get me a job?" Bettyjane
asked eagerly.
"No," the woman said. "But you've
found a friend. I can help you. You see,
I conduct a private agency to place children in foster homes."
The woman went on to explain there
were many childless couples who
were willing to pay for a baby.
"You could live in my home until the
baby comes," the woman said graciously, "And I know of a good doctor. Or do youashamed
already have
one?" she
Bettyjane,
to admit
didn't have one, said, "No one special."
"Then it's all settled. You'll move
in this evening."
During the six weeks she stayed with
Mrs. Windsor, Bettyjane was treated
well. Her room was airy and comfortable. Mrs. Windsor took her regularly to the doctor.
Bettyjane's gratitude was boundless
and more than once she said, "I'll pay
you back some day, Mrs. Windsor."
"Don't worry about it," was the
standard reply.
"I want to help you."
Bettyjane went to a hospital in February and on the second night gave
birth to a little girl. The next morning
her heart filled with joy when she saw
her baby for the first time. On the tenth
day Mrs. Windsor called in a cab and
took the mother and child home.
They were barely home when Mrs.
Windsor said, "They'll pick up the child
tonight."
"Who?"
"The people who are adopting her."
Bettyjane remembered the talk about
foster parents the first day but had
thought this had meant only a temporary home for a child, not adoption.
And she had grown to love her own
child more than she thought possible.
"I've
decided to keep my baby," she
said
quickly.
The gentleness was gone from Mrs.
Windsor's face as she picked a sheet
of paper off the table. The young
mother looked at an itemized list of
expenses. She discovered Mrs. Windsor was a better bookkeeper than a
hostess. The total bill was five hundred
and twenty-five dollars.
"I thought you took me in out of
kindness — " Bettyjane began.
"I can't pay these bills out of kindness. I'm not a wealthy woman," Mrs.
Windsor said, then continued softly,
"But I've found a nice, well-to-do couple with good social position for the
baby. They are willing to give six
hundred dollars, which means you will
have about seventy-five dollars left
over to help you get started again."
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Bettyjane was in a daze as Mrs.
Windsor reminded her that she was
without any means of support and was
already indebted. All of this was true
and Bettyjane gave in.
That was the last time Bettyjane ever
saw her baby. She didn't meet the new
parents but on her way back North she
tried to console herself with the vision
of her infant being cared for by fine,
kindly Mrs.
people.
But had
evenno that
true.
Windsor
idea wasn't
where
the baby was going but she knew her
partners
"baby
would get infarthe
more
than blackmarket"
six hundred
dollars. Most likely fifteen hundred to
two thousand dollars. And what the
parents would pe like, would be anyone's guess.
There tois record
of an
exconvict,
addicted
narcotics
whose
middle-aged wife bought a baby in the
hopes that it would be a stabilizing influence on her husband. Another man
bought a baby for a similar reason —
his wife didn't have enough to do; when
he came home, she was usually drunk.
Many other couples have bought a
child with the best of intentions only to
be terribly hurt. The assembly line
distributor of babies does not check the
mental capacity and physical condition
of babies and some foster parents dealing with marketeers have nourished
babies that were morons or cripples or
diseased with syphilis.

At last you've found it!
The richer, smoother, longer
lipstick that really stays
color-bright! It's "stayon-ized". .
won't smear or blur.
Use it for
"kiss appeal"

MARY: Jack, aren't you gonna bring your
show to Waulcegan?
JACK:
Mary,
I was born in Waukegan.
how can you -follow that?
— The Jack Benny Program

BLUE WALTZ
the perfume after a

man's

But none of these are the real victims,
neither the mother who must give up
her flesh and blood nor the foster parents who are disappointed. The real
victim is a human being who cannot
voice his feelings for he speaks with
only his heart. He is the infant in arms
who is sold in the marketplace. Placed
in a home not properly investigated, his
entire life may be distorted. And at
the present time about two-thirds of
the
placements are made in the black
market.

heart!
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(ENEMY OF BEAUTY)

doesn't keep me
from the beach
"Thanks to Siroil, I am no
longer ashamed to be seen
in my bathing
(Letter onsuit."
file)
Hundreds of thousands
of users have learned that
Siroil tends to remove
external psoriasis lesions
located on outer layer of
skin. If they recur, light
applications of Siroil will help
control them. Does not stain
clothing or bed linen.
Offered on a twoweeks-satisfaction-ormoney-refunded basis.
Write for free booklet.
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Depl. M-54
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DRUG

STORES

Siroil Laboratories, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.
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How can we eliminate the baby
market?
Most people don't realize that only a
few states in the union have laws prohibiting the sale and purchase of infants.
While most states require the same of
adoption agencies. And, of course, only
a few states require an investigation of
the prospective parents and a decent
lapse of time after birth to determine
the baby's physical and mental fitness.
Only through the enactment and enforcement of proper laws can we protect the 50,000 or more babies that are
placed in foster homes each year. The
proper placement of babies is as important as the security of our country
for in the near future it may mean the
difference between peace and chaos.
The price of a baby cannot be reckoned
in dollars, only in happiness.
Editor's Note: The names Bettyjane
Corrining and Mrs. Windsor, used in
the foregoing stories, are not real
names but are fictional; and any
resemblance to real persons is
wholly accidental and unintentional.
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Boy meets girl on vacation, and then
what happens? Here is a documented article based on the findings
of the Gilbert Youth Research organization. Anationwide survey conducted bytrained social workers has
uncovered the never-before-printed
facts of how young people have a
"good time" on vacation. Read this
remarkable feature in August
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"That Kind Of Woman"
It takes a woman with a bad reputation
to save Julie's marriage
"His Parents Didn't Like Me"
Would Mary suffer forever because
parents were separated?

her

"I Walked Into A Man-Trap"
When two scheming women are after a
man, that means trouble!
"The True Life Story Of Janette Davis"
Arthur Godfrey's adorable young singing
discovery tells the story of her life before
and after she
met the fabulous red-head.
There's a gorgeous full-page
color portrait of
Janette with her
boss, Arthur
Godfrey,
you
mi'cc f want
won't
to

GET

1 rue otory today*

The Morey the Merrier!
(Continued from page 59)
be masked, naturally. His trusty sixshooter will be in his hand, and his
sombrero will be worn at the approved
rakish angle, but you will be astonished to note that, in person, The Lone
Ranger is something under four feet
tall and also answers to the name of
"Schnuckle."
This will be Gregory,
seven years old.
The Lone Ranger's father is a chunky,
black-haired, blue-eyed man who manages to look taller than his five feet,
six and a half inches.
Mrs. Amsterdam is the former professional model, Kay Patrick, so beautiful
that she still is in demand by commercial photographers though she gave up
her career when she married in 1941,
because "Just keeping up with Morey
keeps me busy."
Morey was born thirty-six years ago
in Chicago and was christened Maurice,
a name he dropped in favor of his nickname. His father, Max Amsterdam, was
first violinist for the Chicago Opera.
While Morey was still a baby, his father
joined the San Francisco Symphony, so
Morey and his two brothers grew up
in the west.
With his usual lightning speed,
young Morey had raced through high
school and entered the University of
California when he was fourteen. His
brother had a vaudeville act, and when
one of the troupe got sick, Morey was
allowed to substitute. That fall, his
brother joined an orchestra and Morey
returned to college, but his heart was no
longer in his books. He wanted to go
on the stage. His sympathetic family
shipped him to Chicago where relatives
could keep an eye on him.
By the time he was seventeen, Morey
was in demand as master-of-ceremonies
for stage shows and supper-clubs in
cities like Chicago and Detroit.
He made his radio debut in 1930 in
Hollywood, first as a featured comic
and then as star of his own show.
Later Morey joined Al Pearce's Radio
Gang and stayed with that for the next
five years. Theater and night club work
all over the country followed, and then
he went back to Hollywood to write
comedy for MGM's Good News program
and also to put on his own radio show.
For USO camp show tours, he swung
around Uncle Sam's circuit for two
years, playing in the C.B.I, theater.
"I ing
kept
says Morey,
much busy,"
happened.
I looked"but
overnoththe
field and decided I couldn't be the
littlest or the biggest guy in show business, so I'd be the busiest."
His own club, The Playgoers, in a
basement in midtown New York,
started because the energetic Mr. Amsterdam wasn't" working for about
twenty minutes in each twenty-four
hours. This made him nervous so
Morey became The Playgoers' floor
show. He sang, cracked jokes, told
stories, played the cello.
The place stayed jammed to the
doors and won the inexhaustible Morey
a whole new set of admirers.
Now of course, a tremendously enlarged audience is saying the same thing
when they see the Morey Amsterdam
show on the Du Mont TV network.
The secret of his success?
"Taking things easy," says Morey,
"and not wasting time in worry. I
learned early that nothing is ever all
wrong. Even a clock that stops is still
right twice a day."
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Sell only 50 boxes imprinted Xmas
Cards. Sensational profit-sharing plan
fives you choice of over 300 gifts,
and guarantees handsome cash profits
on complete line. Write today! Send
no money! Deluxe boxes on approval.
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5 PRIZES! 5 Complete $255 Art Courses,
including Drawing Outfits!
Here's your big chance, if you want to become a
commercial artist, designer, or illustrator! An
easy-to-try way to win FREE art training!
Whether you win or nol our instructors send you
their comments on your work, if your drawing
shows promise! Trained illustrators and artists
now making big money. Find out now if YOU have profitable art talent. You've nothing to lose — everything to gain,
Start your drawing now. Mail it today.
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Amateurs Only! Our students not eligible.
Make copy of girl 5 ins. high. Pencil or pen
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by Sept. 30, '50. None returned.
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Come and Visit the Hewitts
{Continued from page 41)
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Kept smooth and
hair-free longer . . . by Nair
. . . the safe, odorless depilatory
lotion . . . that removes
leg hair quickly, easily . . .
leaves legs smoother . . .
more exciting . . .

Lady, throw your razor away — use Nair, new
cosmetic lotion that keeps legs hair-free
longer! Dissolves hair skin-close — no ugly
razor stubble. Easy to use — rinses off quickly.
No clinging depilatory odor, no irritation to
normal skin. For free sample, mail this ad before Nov.
30, 1950, to Dept. 42, Nair,
53 Park PL, N. Y. 8, N. Y.
Offer good in U.S.A. only.
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Home Facial Reveals A
Lovelier Complexion!
"k Cleans pore openings
tAt Reduces skin blemishes
T*r Works wonders with
tired lines in face
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If you long for a lovelier, alluring complexion,
give yourself a home facial tonight with
Hopper® White Clay Pack. You'll enjoy this
wonderful sensation — a feeling of freshness,
a delicate, supple complexion such as you may
never have known before. Hopper White Clay
Pack cleans pore openings, reduces skin
blemishes, helps ease tired lines in your face,
refreshes and revitalizes your skin. At drug
and cosmetic counters.

space. But that's not worth being picky
about, Dolph and Ruth think. It's attractive, it's home, it suits them, it provides a place in the country for people
who feel penned-in by city living. And
it's theirs — it's paid for, which can't always be said of the fourteen-room
places.
At this stage of his career, Dolph
might well afford more than the downpayment on such "puttin' on the dog"
living quarters, as he'd call them, for
delighted RCA-Victor executives refer
to him as the newest hillbilly sensation
and add that in their folk music division his recording
of "Ithan
Wish any
I Knew"
has sold
more copies
other
artist's first record. Other contributions
to his bank account are his National
Barn Dance bookings, his five-times-aweek WLS show, TV and personal appearances. Nevertheless, Dolph and
Ruth are happy in their trailer.
Keeping house in a trailer, the Hewitts
explain,
a matter
making
do asisn't
it issoof much
adjustment.
Onceof
you get the routine set, everything is a
breeze. In the first place, the Hewitts'
is a big trailer, not a one-room affair.
The compact, well-laid out plan includes aliving room-dining room combination, ahall, a kitchen, a bathroom,
and two bedrooms. As you enter, the
kitchen faces you, across the hall. To
the left is the living room. A big, comfortable sofa across one end of it, is
upholstered in an attractive print. By
day, this provides a pleasant, place to
relax; at meal times, dinner guests are
seated there. And at night, this piece
of triple threat furniture can be opened
out to full-sized bed.
"It's very convenient when my sisters
come to visit," Ruth says And adds,
"We like company."
Quite obviously they do. The first
act, when a visitor comes, is to plug in
the coffee percolator, and the second is
to take the guest on a grand tour of the
trailer.
First stop on the tour is the kitchen,
which represents something close to
magic from the point of view of equipment and convenience. The electric refrigerator and the stove, which operates
on bottled gas, are full-sized. The oil
heating stove and sink, however, are a
bit smaller than normal. The water
heater, too, is small enough to fit in
the space under the work counter. But,
as Ruth explains, its automatic, which
means she always has plenty of hot
water for all their kitchen and bath
needs. Plumbing, built into the trailer,
connects with the trailer camp's water
supply and sewage disposal systems.
Down a narrow hallway from the
kitchen is the bathroom — a shower instead of a tub is a concession to compactness there. Opposite the bathroom
is one of the bedrooms — Chuck's. It
has a double-deck bunk. "He sleeps in
the lower bunk," Dolph explains, "but
the top deck is his favorite place to
'read' his story books."
Across the far end of the trailer is
master bedroom. Ruth's decorated it in
blue, with a pale blue candlewick
spread on the double bed and ruffled
curtains of a deep tone at the windows.
And with that room, the tour ends,
there isn't any more. No more rooms,
that is, but plenty more to be said for
the efficiency of trailer living, and the
efficiency of Ruth, who has that variety
of living down to a science by now.

"Our only real problem is clothes
closets," Ruth will tell you. "We have
three but honestly — if Dolph gets another Western costume, I don't know
where we'll put it. Dolph believes that
with Western outfits, the more the better, since they are a part of his stock in
trade. And considering that he's an important part
National
Dance, that
he ofhasABC's
daily shows
on Barn
WLS
as well, that he does a number of guest
appearances on TV and many more at
local entertainments and dances around
Chicago, his attitude toward those beloved clothes of his seems justified."
The sewing machine is a very important part of the Hewitt household, for
it is the answer to keeping Dolph's
wardobe
andofChuck's
up
to date. under
When control
an outfit
the older
Hewitt's has outlived its usefulness,
Ruth promptly transforms it into a suit
for the younger one.
Sewing takes time — but thanks to
Ruth's efficient schedule she manages
very well.
The schedule swings into action at
five a.m. when Ruth gets up to make
breakfast. Dolph's morning show on
WLS is at seventy-thirty, so decks are
cleared for Ruth's household chores
early each day. The daily cleaning is
easily done, thanks to the trailer's compactness.
After a round of bed-making and
dusting — and a quick siding up of the
neat kitchen, Ruth's free to sew, to
cook, or to play with Chuck.
Cooking is one of her major accomplishments and there's nothing, she
boasts, that can be turned out in a fullsized kitchen that she can't make in her
pint-sized one. She's an experimenter,
too. Dolph's favorite dessert is apple
pie. One day Ruth found herself without enough apples for a full-sized one,
so she added raisins, half-and-half. It
was such a success that Dolph has now
switched allegiance to the Ruth-style
pie instead. Barbecued ribs are a household favorite, too.
One look at little Chuck with his
mother's strawberry-blonde coloringand his dad's infectious grin, is proof
enough that a trailer kitchen is adequate for a healthy diet, provided the
cook, too, is adequate. As for Dolph,
he's gained thirty pounds since he and
Ruth were married, five years ago.
Those five years have been happy
ones for Ruth and Dolph. And though
Ruth and her sister Mary Jane had been
a well-known singing duo, the Johnson
Sisters, Ruth willingly gave it all up.
As Ruth says, "Dolph and I knew that
two separate careers were too much for
still the dominating sentiment
oneThat's
family."
with the young Hewitts. Ruth adds — a
bit wistfully — that some day, when
Chuck is older, she would like to return to radio. "Just so I can work with
Dolph." She makes it plain, that however such plans are pushed ahead to
the distant future. Other things must
come first, such as building a house.
Says Dolph, "We don't know where
it's going to be yet, but we do know
this. It will be simple, comfortable, and
have plenty of ground around it. It
won't be elaborate. Ruth and I are sort
•of like the songs we sing. We'll let
other people put on the dog if they want
to while we stick to the old-fashioned
ways. We've found out the important
thing is just being together."

Will You Be Waiting?
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(Continued from page 67)

Here's how to take the
worry out of child care
It's not a simple job to raise a healthy,
happy baby. When baby is cranky and
irritable you fret and worry — and then
you can't do a good job. But if you can
have expert advice, available at all times,
you know what to do and you eliminate
worry.
Your baby may have his own doctor, but
there are many ways in which you can
help him by knowing how to handle the
many everyday problems that constantly
confront you.
Here is your opportunity to get expert
advice from someone who really knows
about babies and small children. In his
book, How to Raise Your Baby, Dr. Allan
Roy Dafoe, the famous "quintuplet" doctor, gives you valuable information you
"-need to know about your child.
Dr. Dafoe gives you valuable suggestions
for preventing diphtheria, infantile paralysis, smallpox, scarlet fever, tuberculosis and other common ailments. He also
discusses the nervous child, the shy child
as well as jealousy in children. Dr. Dafoe tells you how to care for your children, year-by-year, from the very first
year through the fifth year. Tells you
what they should be able to do each year
— how they should act, talk, walk, play,
etc.
It is your duty as a mother to read as
much about babies as possible — and to
learn what makes them "tick." With Dr.
Dafoe's book close at hand, you can face
each day with greater confidence and
assurance. The price of this helpful book
is only 50^ postpaid— while they last.
Don't wait another minute — mail coupon
for your copy — today.
Contents: About Quintuplets — Twins and
Premature Babies . . . The Newborn Infant
— How it Should be Fed . . . Feeding the
Growing Baby . . . Sleep — How Much a Child
Needs . . . Early Training in Toilet Habits . . .
Growth of the Child . . . Sunshine and Vitamins . . . Clothing and Health . . . Summer
Care and Feeding . . . Guarding Against Illness and Injuries . . . When the Child is
Backward or Nervous . . . One to Five-Y earOlds — Care and Growth . . . Training Hints
as Child Grows Up.
ONLY

50c

WHILE

THEY

LAST

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE,
Inc.. Dept. RM-850
205 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid, Dr. Dafoe's book How
to Raise Your Baby. I enclose 50c.
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once . . .
Finally Trudy got away. Martha was
still talking about Meta when they
parted in the lobby, and for all Trudy
knew had gone on talking for quite a
while before realizing she was alone.
Suppose she had told Martha that she
didn't want to talk of Meta, Martha
would have leaped to the conclusion
that she hated her sister, and would
have gone around talking about how
Trudy couldn't sleep nights because she
was so jealous of her sister. Whereas
the truth was . . . Trudy paused. What
was the truth? She didn't hate Meta.
She loved her, in a tired-out, disillusioned sisterly fashion.
It wasn't anybody's fault that Meta
has so much extra loveliness, and that
Trudy was — just Trudy. They'd been
friends. Until Ross. A danger signal
flared
in Trudy's
about Ross.
Back brain.
to work.Mustn't think
But with a sudden, piercing stab, as
she boarded her bus, came the
thought, "I wonder how Ross is. I wonder how he's getting along at the hospital." They had talked so often, back
in the days when he was boarding at
the Bauer home, about the hard time a
young doctor had getting started. "I
was interested, too; sympathetic," Trudy thought
rules So
he
should
havewryly.
fallen "By
into allmythearms.
much
She for
wastheanrules."
idiot to ever let her
mind wander back to Ross Boling. He
was gone, though she was achingly
conscious whenever she passed near
the Selby Flats Hospital that only
a few thicknesses of granite and plaster separated her from him at that
moment. He wasn't thinking of her;
he'd never called since Meta had come
and gone. . . . She must stop thinking
of him. "I'll take two aspirins and go
to
bed,"
she promised
herself.
after
dinner.
Get some
sleep "Right
for a
But she had reckoned without Bertha.
change."
At dinner, over a second cup of coffee,
Trudy studied her ninety-eight pound
sister-in-law. She was pretty, all right
— and her hair was pretty, too — wavy
and dark, cut short so that it curved
back from a charming widow's peak
and hugged her small head. "Very
pretty,"
said asked.
aloud.
"What Trudy
is?" Bertha
"I was looking at your hair."
"Oh, I'm glad you like it. I just had
it cut today." Bertha pushed back her
chair and got up. "Want to help tonight, Trudy, or are you too tired? You
looked tired when you came home."
"I'm fine now." Trudy folded her
napkin and started collecting dishes.
"What's up, Bertha? Usually you turn
down my offers of help and do it all
yourself.
You're
not sick
or anything?"
Bertha was
already
on her
way to the
kitchen with a tray full of dishes. She
said over her shoulder, "It's only fair
when everybody works all day for me
to take care of the house. Bring the
coffeepot, Trudy." All at once, perhaps because she couldn't see her face,
Trudy's ear picked up a nervous note
in Bertha's voice. Then Bertha turned,
and Trudy realized for the first time
that she was all keyed up about something. Her color was high and her
movements, normally swift and light,
were jerky. "That's why I picked tonight, after all these weeks, to notice

Beat the heat, girls, the
ABC way! Yes, ma'am,
your local American
station offers the kind
Company
JOAN
of LANSING
programsBroadcasting
that are refreshing
summer "coolers" . . . programs that
win-in-a-breeze for originality and
interest.
For instance, the famous masked
man of justice, THE LONE RANGER, with Silver and Tonto, come
cross-country with undiminished
vigor every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 7:30 PM (EDT). As the
foremost galloping Galahad, THE
LONE RANGER is a real hero to
young and old, and his dramatic
exploits provide enough excitement
to keep you tingle-cool. General
Mills sponsors THE LONE RANGER in his chills-and-thrills adventures via your local ABC station.
On Tuesday and Thursday the 7 :30
PM (EDT) ABC "cool-off" spot is
held down by COUNTER-SPY.
Handsome DAVID HARDING is
chief of this fast-paced, anti-crime
series. As head-man of the CounterSpies HARDING heads into danger
at the drop of a hat. COUNTERSPY has earned many awards for
outstanding public service, and when
you hear it you, too, will agree that
it's a wonderful program ... a
chiller-diller for "cool-off" listening.
Pepsi-Cola spots this twin bill of
"hit-the-spot" broadcasting.
'Terrific TED MACK and the ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR make 9
PM (EDT) on Thursdays a choice
time for ABC tuners. Every week
talented tyros try their wings and
step
up their
to theeyes
"mike"
with stardust in
and great
hope
in their hearts. These amateurs are
the stars of tomorrow, and it's quite
a thrill being "in" on the discovery
of talents that one day will be spotlighted to fame and fortune in the
"big time." The one, the only, the
ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR, is
happily sponsored by Old Gold
Cigarettes.
I'm mad-about-MONTGOMERY!
The romantic ROBERT of stage and
screen fame, now lends his brilliant
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her looks," Trudy thought wonderingly.
"She's all sharpened up and twittery.
I wonder
She was what's
about up?"
to ask a question, but
Bertha spoke first. "You've got a new
lipstick, haven't you?"
"Um." Trudy pressed her lips together.
"I saw the new color. I like it.
But let me tell you — it's not enough!
Trudy, we've got to do something about
you! You have the figure, and there's
nothing
wrongTrudy
with said
yourdrily.
face — "
"Thanks,"
"Oh, you know what I mean. Or do
you? Tonight when I told you I'd had
my hair done, you sounded just like a
man — just like Bill does sometimes. He
never knows just what it is, he just sort
of senses there's a change and he either
likes it or he doesn't — and that's how
you were, Trudy. I don't know another
girl who wouldn't have realized that
I'd had my hair cut a completely difway!" right," Trudy said. "So I
"Well,ferentall
didn't notice. Honestly, Bertha, I
haven't got the faintest idea what
you're getting at." She really was confused by Bertha's harangue, but not
altogether as confused as she made herself sound. She had a vague idea what
her sister-in-law was talking about,
and if her suspicion proved right she
wanted to get out of the enforced intimacy of the kitchen as quickly as possible. Or did she? It would be no
trouble to cut Bertha short, if she really
wanted to. Did she in some corner of
her mind want Bertha to go on and say
what she evidently was bursting to
say? "Very silly," Trudy told herself
sharply. "You go on with this conversation and you'll end up talking
about men. About Ross. And there's
nothing
talkscoured
about. out
It's the
over."
Bertha tohad
sink and
stood rolling down her sleeves. "I'll
put it another way, then," she said
stubbornly. "It's springtime, Trudy.
You noticed? Well, then, you've got to
get yourself a boy friend and start having some fun. "Every girl's entitled to

vorce." Stung by the mention of Meta's
name, Trudy made the retort before
she could stop herself.
"Don't be silly, Meta's not divorcing
Ted White as fast as all that. What
makes you think — well, anyway, that's
not what we're talking about. What
I'm saying is that granted, Meta's kind
of beautiful. Look at me. Am I beautiful? Not me. I'm too short. So I pick
out my clothes very carefully, not to
look too droopy or too fussy. My mouth
is too small — so I take a little trouble
every morning, my lipstick should fill
it out for me. My eyes are pretty good,
so I put a little mascara on here and
there, just a touch — and what happens?
Everybody looks at my eyes!"
"But you didn't get a rich husband."
"No, but what made Bill see me in
the first place was that I knew how to
fix myself up with that extra something
— and Trudy, I'm telling you, it works!"
Trudy sighed. She sat down on a
corner of the kitchen table, folded her
arms, and gazed sternly at Bertha.
"Whattalking
broughtto all
this on? Bertha!
You've
been
somebody,

"Here we go!" Trudy thought. "I
knew I should have gotten out of here."
"I know you think I'm not very
that!"
bright, Trudy. Maybe by your standards I'm not. But there are some things
I know about. Like your sister Meta.
She knew it's not enough to be goodlooking and nice and agreeable. She
knew enough to work over herself and
give herself that — you know, that plus.
So what happens! She takes her good
looks, makes herself into a raving
beauty, gets herself a rich husband — "
" — and pretty soon an expensive di-

"And let me tell you, Bertha, that all
I asked was how Dr. Boling is! It's
natural. He's an — an old friend."
"An old boy friend," Bertha
Bauer — " "Carolyn was saying how he
amended.
never seems to talk about girls or go
out much, and what I want to say to
you, Trudy,
crime,youa
nice
fellow is
likeI think
that — it's
and a here
are, as nice as you can be — and all
because of that sister of yours, Meta!"
"What are you talking about?"
"Oh, it's pretty plain. When Carolyn
tells me, which I didn't really know be-

You're not just pulling this out of thin
Bertha met her eyes. "No, I'm not.
I'll be frank, because I want you to
know I'm your friend, Trudy. I'm
thinking
own Carolyn,
good." you
She know
hesitated. "I—ofmyyour
friend
the one, is in the Selby Flats Hospital
having a baby, and I went over to see
her today. And I— I saw that cute Doctor Ross Boling, and Carolyn said . . ."
Bertha's
air." voice went on, but carried
no meaning to Trudy's brain. I knew
it! she was thinking bitterly. I wanted
her keep
to talkme about
let
her
here! him,
How that's
much why
of a Ifool
could a girl
She right
hadn't after
seen him
months,
notbe?since
Mamain
died.
He hadn't
called
or with
anything.
But
all at once
she was
filled
the need
to say his name, to talk about him. The
question came out with a shamed
eagerness.
"HowOh,is he?"
"Who? Oh!
so you are interested! Well, let me tell you, Trudy
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MY, HOW THE
HOLLYWOOD
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fore, that when Ross was a boarder here
when Meta was away from home — well,
he took you out a few times. So what
happens? Meta comes home. Boom —
Ross Boling has no more time for you.
And she doesn't really marry him anyway. She goes off and marries Ted
White. And where does that leave Miss
Trudy
Bauer?"
I'm punished,
Trudy thought. Just
for the luxury of hearing him talked
about I've let Bertha humiliate me.
She slid off the table. "It leaves me
with a ripping headache," she said, and
went to the door. "Just one thing,
Bertha — please don't go telling everywhat you've
justbetween
said. There
never body
anything
much
Ross was
and
me. You'll be doing me a favor if
you'll forget whatever idea you've gotten into your head."
"I will not," Bertha said loudly.
"Trudy, you've got to listen to me this
one time. Please! Come to Pierre's
with me and let him fix your hair.
And we'll buy you some new clothes —
different, more sophisticated. And a
little, more makeup. And then you'll
see — Ross will — "
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Trudy said fiercely, "Bertha, for
heaven's sake, shut up!" and escaped
into the hall that separated the kitchen
from the rest of the house. She was
full of an urge to get away by herself.
Out was the only place she could go.
She walked for a long time before
her tumbling thoughts began to settle
into some kind of order. That Bertha!
Did everyone have to go poking into
things, leaving you not a single corner
in which you could hide with the griefs
and regrets that you were sort of
ashamed of?
But still she remembered Ross . . .
quiet, serious, sensitive — so much what
she wanted!
Now walking alone on a spring night,
Trudy almost felt Ross beside her and
automatically she began to walk slowly,
as they had walked together in the past.
But what had started so sweetly in
that past was over. Meta had come
home, and for Mama's sake . . . Mama,
who was dying . . even Trudy had
been glad. Then Mama had died, and
Trudy had known the truth, that her
sister's homecoming had functioned in
her life as a plague, murdering the
fragile tendrils that had begun to wind
Ross and Trudy together. Meta hadn't
intended destruction; she was too preoccupied with her own troubles to notice what her presence was doing to
Ross. But Mama, before she died, had
seen; and Trudy, bitterly, had seen;
and finally Ross himself believed he
was in love with Meta.
Bertha
had made
been her
right.
If Meta
hadn't
come
home,
brief,
destructive
pause in the Bauer household before
becoming Ted White's wife, then possibly Ross might have grown to love
Trudy. The beginning had been there.
She straightened and looked around.
She had come a long way. Two miles
or more from home! No wonder her
legs were trembling with tiredness.
She waited a minute until she felt
steadier. Then she began to walk
again. Somewhere down one of these
streets was a drug store. If she could
find it now she'd have a cup of coffee,
and then go home.
After two more blocks, the drug
store's light flashed from the next corner. Gratefully Trudy went in and
found a stool at the counter, and ordered black coffee. Only then, as she
sat watching the bright-eyed teenagers clustered about the magazine

/MOR0
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racks, did it occur to her to wonder
why she was so tired. Normally a twomile walk was nothing. But — she put
her hand to her forehead and it came
away damp — she did feel funny. Her
hand,
shaking.she saw with a slight shock, was
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As it turned out, she had to stand for
Bertha's ministrations. In the mornshe foundthe she
didn't She
care felt
to lift
her
heading from
pillow.
weak,
and her insides were so shaky that
when Bertha tapped on the door and
came in the slight effort of talking
made her feel violently ill. "Don't feel
well," she mumbled.
"I should think not!" Bertha said.
"You look green as anything." She
put a cool hand on Trudy's forehead
and shook her head. "No fever, but
look — your pillow's soaking. My heavens, Trudy! Is your throat sore? Have
you got a pain anywhere?"
"Cold or something, I don't know.
Be all right in a little while." To her
own surprise,
she didn't
want
Bertha
to go away.
The even
knowledge
that her sister-in-law would like nothing better than to make a fuss over her
was comforting. She watched from
halfshut eyes as Bertha moved busily
around
the room,
and didn't
to
her
stream
of chatter
till shelisten
caught
the word "doctor."
"No doctor, Bertha — not that sick.
Just rest a while . . ."
was,cards.
however,
day a towhile,
hold
allItthe
TrudyBertha's
slept for
but when she woke she knew that
Bertha was right. Whether it was Ross
or just call
anybody,
maybe
best let
Bertha
a doctor.
She she'd
remembered
the headache of the night before, and
the spell of chills that had overtaken
her while she was walking. Maybe she
did have a virus infection . . . Ross — a
doctor would be able to tell. She was
about to try to call out when Bertha
came in.
"Now I will call, whether you like
it or not!" she said. "I'm going to call
Dr.Opening
Boling."
drawer,
Bertha tookTrudy's
out thedresser
hairbrush
and
comb, face powder, tissues and rouge.
She put these on the night table and
said briskly, "Now where's the new lip"Good old Bertha," Trudy thought.
"Maybe she's right. Maybe . . . see
Ross
. now Meta's
gone off.
. . ." She was
stick?"
Her. . thoughts
trailed
dimly conscious of being pushed around
a bit, and once of being — it seemed to
her — beaten on the head, but she submitted because it was too much trouble
to do anything else. Fever, I suppose,
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She gulped down the coffee. Her
stomach felt funny, too. A large, lumbering boy brushed by her, and in the
faint breeze created by his passage
Trudy shivered. She put a cold hand
to a hot cheek and thought suddenly,
"Home. I've got to get home." As she
slid off the stool, the clerk handed her
her check, and looked at her sharply.
"Say, lady, you're not sick, are you?
Want
aspirinheror head,
something?"
Trudyan shook
shoved money
at him and headed for the door. A taxi
— if she could find a cab now and get
home", into bed . . . there! There was
one, across the street! Thank goodness.
By the time they pulled up before
the Bauer house, Trudy's teeth were
chattering in earnest. "Whatever it is
I've got it good," she thought. "Better take something. Couldn't stand being sick with Bertha around, she'd
smother the life out of me."
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she thought in one lucid moment. Then
Bertha shoved a mirror into her hands
and said, "It's nice you're as weak as a
kitten, Trudy dear, so I can do what I
want with you! What do you think
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Looking at her reflection, Trudy began to smile. It did look pretty good!
Bertha
now?" had pulled a wave of hair across
the forehead that Trudy usually left
bare and had tied back the rest with a
peach-colored ribbon that exactly
matched the filmy bedjacket she had
brought in from her own closet. You
could still
the pallor
Trudy's
under
the see
powder,
but itof had
takenskin
on
a pearliness that was oddly appealing.
Bertha said contentedly, "Not bad for
a change, eh? Now lean back, and I'll
go call the hospital. Don't muss your
As soon as Bertha was gone, Trudy
wanted desperately to call her back.
The
whole thing was transparent. Ross
hair!"
would
see through it in a minute. But
on the other hand, I am sick, she reminded herself. There were still chills
between her shoulder-blades, and an
inner shakiness. I'm sick all right.
He'll have to admit that. Soon Bertha
bustled in and said. "We're lucky, Dr.
Boling
be here
in half anIn hour."
Trudycan felt
suffocated.
half an
hour Ross would be with her, here . . .
in her bedroom! She gave herself a
mental shake. Ross was a doctor, don't
forget that. Ladies' bedrooms were
nothing in his life. But still . . . oh,
maybe Bertha was right. Maybe what
you had to do was thrust yourself forward, make them notice you. But after they noticed you, what then? He had
noticed
known her
how once
to before,
follow and
up. she
No,hadn't
that

CALLOUSES • BUNIONS • SORE TOES

wasn't true. She had known, because
she had been so — so fond of him, but
then Meta had come.
Suddenly a sound outside, a stir in
the hall sent her hand to her heart. The
time for theory was past then, and she
must face whatever was going to happen as well her
as she door
could —Bertha called
Outside
sweetly,
The doctor
is here!"
and then "Trudy?
quickly entered.
Behind
her,
his head and shoulders towering over
her small figure, was — Ross.
Whether it was the fever, or nervousnes , itseemed to Trudy that it was
a long, long time before Ross crossed
the room and reached the bedside.
When he picked up her hand from the
quilt and patted it, Trudy felt that both
of them were moving with unnatural
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slowness. But thank goodness her
pounding heart had quieted down. She
smiled,
hoped that it looked natural andand
friendly.
Bertha was making for the door. "If
you want anything, Dr. Boling, I'll be
in the his
living
room," she said. Ross
smiled
thanks.
Ross said, "Well, Trudy," and put
down her hand. "From the way your
sister-in-law sounded I thought I'd
find you in a coma." He looked down
at her. "And here you are, looking as
— well, at that, you don't look quite
yourself.
Very and
pretty,
She laughed,
heardthough."
a sound more
like a giggle than anything she had uttered since she was sixteen. "I think
I'm still feverish. I've been saying and
thinking the craziest things all day."
Bending down over his bag, Ross was
smiling. "We'll fix that. Unless you
like the feeling — I can give you a nice
pill to keep you kind of light-headed
if there's anything you want to get off
your chest." They laughed, and Ross
pulled up a chair and sat down, putting
atellstethoscope
"Now
me. Sore around
throat? his
No.neck.
Headache?
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Ross looked at her for a silent moment. Then he said, "How about
your insides? Upset?"
"Shaky," Trudy agreed. They went
on down a brief list of questions, to
almost all of which, to Trudy's relief,
she was able to give an honest "yes."
With allshe
those
have for
to
believe
was symptoms
really sickhe'd
enough
a doctor! While he did his quick check
of her heart and lungs and took her
temperature, Trudy indulged in the luxury of staring at him, taking in carefully each detail to see if it was as she
remembered it. After all there was
very little other place for her to turn
her eyes with a thermometer stuck in
her face like that. Hazily she watched
the stiff, light lashes hide his eyes as he
checked the thermometer he had drawn
from her mouth. It didn't matter what
happened — or if nothing happened. It
was nice just being with him.
He put his instruments away and
looked at her thoughtfully. "You've
had it," he said. "There's nothing much
wrong with you now, but I think you've
fought off a virus infection."
"Fought it off?" Trudy said irritatedly. "I've been sick with whatever
it is. What do you mean, fought it off?"
Ross laughed. "The real thing lasts
about five days, more or less. When a
person with a terrific constitution like
yours catches it, the fever often lasts
just about twenty-four hours, and then
everything's over. So we say you've
fought it off. But you may get it again."
"If I do I'll call another doctor.
You're not soothing enough."
"Please do," Ross said. "I'd rather
come
back to see
as — just a friend."
Somehow
theyou atmosphere
had
changed. The gaiety for which Trudy
had been inwardly congratulating herself slipped out of reach and instead a
too-familiar tenseness crept over her.
Ross, however, showed no such anxiety. He said, "Trudy — how have you
been, really? You said before you didn't
want to — to be sociable. Aren't you
happy
days?" Are you?"
"Who these
is happy?
"No," said Ross. He looked away, and
suddenly the room held more than just
the two of them. The image of Meta
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hung in the air, so close to being real
and breathing that Trudy involuntarily
lifted a hand to touch her. But she's
not here, she told herself. She looked
at him helplessly. What was the use?
Ross was Ross and Trudy was Trudy,
and the image of Meta still had its j
maddening power to cripple both of
them.
Ross said abruptly, "No, I'm not happy, really. But I'm not unhappy,
Trudy. I've been thinking a lot these
past weeks, getting a lot of things
straight. I'm not so mixed up as I was.
I— I've missed you, Trudy — "
Trudy didn't answer. She could only
have said. Then why didn't you come?
"I guess everybody had to reach for
the moon sometime," Ross went on.
"Kind of an adolescent business. Even
if
you Igot
want
it ...
got ita you
note wouldn't
from Metareally
the other
Trudy's heart thumped sickeningly.
"She's coming home," Ross said.
"Home? But they said they'd be
day."
"Yes. Apparently something's wrong.
months."
Meta's coming home. That's what she
wrote
me, to
anyway."
Trying
keep her voice steady,
Trudy asked, "Meta? Not Ted? Not
the little boy, and the governess?"
Ross nodded.
"Evidently just Meta.
JOHN
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I didn't read it too carefully."
"Why not?" Trudy asked. "She
must have wanted you to know . . ."
"That's what I'm trying to tell you,"
Ross said. "I didn't read it carefully.
I read it, and I tore it up. How else
can I put it, Trudy? Whatever . . .
whatever it was, it's not. It's over. I
don't care if Meta comes home or stays
in Ross
England.
Don't her
you this
see?"
was telling
deliberately,
making a big thing out of telling her
so that there would be no mistake.
Ross put his hand lightly down on
hers. "I told you — I've done some
thinking. I must sound like a fool,
Trudy. It's all so — so intangible; just
feelings, nothing you can touch. But I
can tell you about it; I can always talk
He bothered
sighed. "I
have
yousuppose
with allI shouldn't
this now
to you."
when
you're
not
well."
"Who's not well? I feel wonderful."
Trudy took her hand away from her
eyes so that he could see how happy she
had begun to look.
"You go to sleep," Ross ordered.
Tenderly he drew his hand over her
forehead and down her cheek. "I'll
leave a prescription with your sisterin-law. If you feel better tonight,
Trudy, I'll — I'm off tonight; maybe I
could come back and keep you company. I'll read to you or something."
Trudy said, "That would be lovely.
I'm sure I'll be much better tonight."
She turned her face toward the window when Ross left, surprised to see
that it was still bright outside. Of
course, it was still afternoon.
But in a little while she would be
asleep. Maybe she would sleep so long
and wake up so late that when she
opened her eyes Ross would be there
already, waiting for her. . ...
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One(Continued
Man'sfrom Opinion
page 54)
who has earned his high regard in
twenty-six years of marriage with her
easy temper, resourcefulness and love.
Walter believes woman is man's
equal and deserves a full vote in every
matter that concerns a couple. He has
always discussed business matters with
Helen. His success story is that of a
husband and wife who have shared
equally in responsibility and decisions,
happiness and pain.
Walter, son of a mechanic, was the
baby of eight children. His mother died
when he was very young and he began to look out for himself then and
there. This early insecurity, he beis probably
the reason
usually lieves,
doing
more than
one jobhe's
at
a time. Even today he has three jobs:
in addition to his network shows, he
writes a syndicated column and broadcasts a local wake-up program.
"I was led to Helen and my first job
as a reporter because I can't resist a
bargain," he recalls.
An acquaintance had a set of drums
that he was selling cheap. Walter
bought them, and through friendship
with a member of the musician's union,
almost overnight became a drummer.
"You know how everyone has a hidden desire to beat drums," Walter observed. "Well, at one dance the business manager of the town newspaper
asked
to play."
Walter
gave him the drumsticks but
stood by, talking about his ambition to
be a reporter. Before the evening was
over Walter had been promised a job.
His first beat was the police station.
First day at the station he met Helen,
a tall, pretty blonde with a smile that
began to haunt him. Helen was secretary to the chief of police.
They don't remember when he actually proposed but within four months
they were holding hands as they window-shop ed at furniture stores. Less
than half a year later they married.
"From what I've experienced, I believe the first year of marriage is the
most difficult," Walter says. "But we
made a pact that kept us in line."
They learned quickly that worse than
a marital argument is the strained
silence that follows a disagreement. So
they simply agreed that they would
never go to sleep, regardless of what
happened, until they said goodnight. If
anything, Walter thinks they quarreled
less than most couples but he remembers one night after an argument when
both were particularly stubborn. For
hours they lay awake in bed, neither

speaking till dawn, when Helen said,
"Well,
Helen goodnight—
gave up herand
job good
after morning."
they were
married. Walter thinks that if she had
had a separate career, their marriage
would have been more difficult. He
thinks that most husbands with career
wives have a big problem, especially if
the wife outshines the man.
"Behind every successful man stands
a good
wife,"shehe goes
repeats
then and
adds,stands
"But
the
minute
around
in Iffront
of him,
out!" a career, he
Helen
were look
to have
would want it to be something they
could work on as a team. He respects
her ability and judgment. Throughout their marriage, Walter several times
has had to take a drop in salary in order
to get a job that had greater appeal
to him. Each time he and Helen thoroughly discussed the step.
The last difficult decision they made
was in 1944. He had been away from
home most of four months reporting
Wendell Willkie's presidential campaign for International News Service.
Back in New York, he and Walter
O'Keefe began work on an idea for
a radio program. Suddenly ABC asked
Kiernan to go on the air by himself.
"I'd have to give up my job, take
less money," he told Helen, "and I
really don't know anything about
"Do you think you can do it?" Helen
radio."
"Well, I'd like to try."
"Helen is sympathetic but assertive,"
Walter explains. "But when she gets
behind me, she is there one hundred per
He needed her in 1930. At that time
he was carrying five different jobs and
had all of their savings invested in a
cent." newspaper he also edited. He
weekly
was making one hundred and fifty dollars a week. Then in less than a week's
time he lost all five jobs — and the newspaper folded! He frantically looked for
something — anything — to do. and the
best he could find was work with a
wire service at twenty-five dollars a
week. At the end of the first week a
general wage cut went into effect.
Heavy-hearted, he dropped the pay
envelope on the kitchen table. Helen
calmly counted out the money, then
looked at Walter, frowning as he
watched her. She turned her back and
her shoulders began to tremble.
Walter was puzzled. He hadn't expected her to break down. "Don't cry,"
he said.
"It's not that bad."
He put
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reported by Wendy Warren each month in
TRUE EXPERIENCES magazine now at newsstands.

a comforting arm around her, and discovered that she was grinning from ear
to ear.
She was laughing!
"I began to laugh too," Walter recalls. "I knew for certain then that
our happiness was quite independent
of how much money we had."
It's easy to trace the prosperity of
the Kiernans. Their first child, David,
was brought home from the hospital in
a Lincoln; the second, Dick, in a Chevrolet; and their third, Jerry, was born
at home.
Dave and Dick are at Holy Cross.
Dave appears to be following in his
father's
footsteps. at
Last
summer,
he
was an announcer
WNHC
in New
Haven. Back at school in the fall, he
was appointed manager of the campus
station. The first Walter heard of his
son's achievement was when Dick sent
him a clipping from the school paper.
The Kiernans have followed a very
simple rule in raising the children:
they just let them grow. Their companionship isalways available to, but
not forced on, the boys. Walter considers himself "the fifth at bridge." If one
of the boys asks him to catch ball or
go to a game, Walter drops whatever
he is doing and goes along; otherwise
he doesn't intrude.
"Too many parents neglect their kids
when they're young because they think
it doesn't matter but any time they
want
me three
I'm always
Raising
healthy,there."
active boys is
no small chore, and frequently Helen
has
had the job
to herself.
Walter's
assignments
tookallhim
away from
home
for days or months at a time. On Helen
fell the full brunt of responsibility. And
it wasn't always easy, for the Kiernans
seem to have emergency operations
almost as regularly
as birthdays.
Just a few years ago, when they
lived in Long Island, Walter called
Helen around midnight to say he
wouldn't be coming home.
"We're editing some TV newsreels,"
he explained, "and only half-finished.
I may
as well
stay over
a hotel."
"That's
all right,"
Helenat said.
"But
be sure to call me at eight tomorrow
morning,
will recording
you?"
Walter was
his voice on the
sound track of the newsreels. He was
too tired and busy to think twice about
her request but when he called the
next morning, he learned that David
had had an emergency operation.
he "Why
asked.didn't you tell me last night?"
"You couldn't have done anything,"
Helen replied: "And it would have
interfered
with your
The Kiernans
now work."
live in a handsome new house in Milford, a suburb
of New Haven.
And Walter has a suggestion about
our troubled world that fears war,
chaos and annihilation.
"Women think more clearly than men
— they go right to the heart of a problem," Walter will tell you. "Trouble
with men is that they are ruled by the
three P's — pride, prejudice and passion. We'd be in better shape if the
world were in the hands of women," he
says. "Women don't run with the pack
like men. They would keep their eye on
essentials — peace, security, happiness."
You get the feeling he is thinking of
Helen as he says this. Then he smiles
and with typical Kiernan humor adds,
"Women would do a good job running
the world — if it weren't for men."

* NEW SHAPE
U the NEWS
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The new-shape "sheath plus"
makes news ... so cleverly! Designed to attract
by being as contradictory as Woman
First . . . the severest, plainest,
sheath of a dress. Then, over it, an

herself!

intricately draped apron, to lend softness
and a romantic air. That's design
with a plan behind it!

The new-shape Modess box,
too, carries out a clever plan . . .
so discreetly! Because it's the
keep-a-secret box! Wrapped, it resembles
a box of stationery ... or facial tissues . . .
so many things! No one will guess
you're carrying Modess!
Another thoughtful Modess feature . ." .
the boxes are now tactfully pre-wrapped before
thev even reach your store! Regular, Super, and
Junior Modess sizes.

Only Modess comes in the new-shape, secret- shape box... pre-wrapped!
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THROAT

SPECIALISTS

REPORT

ON

30-DAY TEST OF CAMEL SMOKERS . . .

Not one single case of throat irritation
_-:-_ due to smoking CAMELS
Yes, these were the findings of noted throat specialists after a total of 2,470 weekly
of the throats of hundreds

"QUEEN

of men

and women

who

smoked

examinations

Camels— and only Camels— for 30 days

OF SONG"

"My career depends on
my voice. Thanks to the
30-Day Mildness Test, I've
found the cigarette that
agrees with my throatmild, flavorful Camels!"

MAKE

A

NOTE ... REMEMBER

YOUR

THROAT!
Crowned "Queen of Song" by the American
Academy of Entertainment of New York,
pretty Fran Warren rates high among the
nation's most popular radio and recording
vocalists. Her velvety voice has put over
many of the best-selling records of the year.
YOUR "T-ZONE"
WILL TELL Y0U-

N EWSCASTI

SECRETARY Agnes
Doyle: "I use my
voice day in, day
out. I made the
30-Day Test and
found that cool,
mild Camels agree
with my throat!"

G.Hayes: "An announcer can't
take
chances on
throat
irritation. So, for
mildness, I pick
Camel! And I like
Camel flavor!"

INFORMATION
CLERK mon:Jean
Gam-to
"I have
think of my
throat. The 30Day Test proved
to me how mild
Camels are!"

T for Throat, T
for Taste. Smoke
Camels 30 days!
See how mild and
good-tasting a
cigarette can be!

Co.,
R.Tobacco
J. Reynolds
N.C.
Winston-Salem,
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Yours in seconds — a flawless, poreless-looking
complexion ! Solitair goes on easier, quicker. Its
soft, smooth loveliness clings longer — without
retouching. Introductory compact only 29p.
Larger sizes, 60c1 — 1.00. No finer quality at
any price!

"^r You'll find new, exciting loveliness

ft

in this different, feather-weight cake
make-up. Solitair creates flawless complexion beauty — quickly. Goes on easily without streaking.
Takes only seconds to apply! Hides each .little blemish —
yet never looks artificial or "mask-like." Stays fresh and lovely
hour after hour without retouching. It's a complete make-up
combining cre-amy foundation and "wind-blown" powder.

Seven glamorous
complexion-flattering
shades

UGttfr
* FASHION-POINT

SKIN-SAFE SOLITAIR! Protects
against dryness. Only clinically
tested make-up which leading skin
specialists confirm WILL NOT
CLOG PORES! Safe to use!

/
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LIPSTICK

first
and only"Fashio
lipstickn-Point
with "the—
Try Solitair
point actually curved to fit the
lips! Applies creamy-smooth color
evenly — quicker. 39f£ and 1.00.
*U. S. Pat. No. 2162584
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Best Answer to Portia's Problem (Names of Writers of the Five Next-Best
Letters)
A Kukla, Fran and Ollie Vacation Letter
Look At Me Now !
by Dinah Shore
I Love Ladies
by Tom Moore
TV Jingle Jamboree
by Ed Sullivan
Give and Take Man
by Catherine Clelland
It Pays To Be Lazy
by Jo Stafford
Anne Malone Asks: "Should a Threatened Marriage Be Held Together For
the Sake Of the Child?"
Johnny and Penny Olsen Ask You: "Please Name Our New Home".
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Naturally !
When a Girl Marries
Traveler of the Month
This Is My Life —
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Nonsense and Some-Sense
Poetry
Y Is For Youth

by Dorry Ellis
by Joan Davis
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My Son, Mel Allen
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WBEN:
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Radio's Own Life Story
by Llewellyn Miller
Fence Around the Stars — A Road Of Life Bonus Novel by Margaret Lowell
Daytime Diary
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Now

try Stopette— the deodorant

that changed

in the famous flexi-plastic bottle.
A quick squeeze checks annoying perspiration, stops odor. You never touch
Stopette . . . hardly know it touches you.
Wonderfully economical, harmless to
normal skin or clothes.

s$s& "if" ""*^5\

? Guaranteed
by *'A1.
Good
Housekeeping

\£'*j*nu,.„«0iwi*^
Wonderful for men, too!
2 sizes: 7}/a oz. $1.25; 1 oz. 60c.
At cosmetic counters everywhere.
INC., Chicago

l£'

THE ORIGINAL

SPRAY

On the Cover: Dinah Shore and Melissa — Color Portrait by John Meihle
Mother and daughter dresses by Cole of California

a nation's habits!

Millions now spray perspiration worries
away with amazing Stopette Deodorant

JUIES MONTENIER,

8
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Still-to-come warm

weather

CAROLYN SCHNURER, wellknown designer: "My collections reflect wonderfully slim
and slender lines. But that's no
problem if you wear a playtex
under everything. It's invisible
under the scantest swimsuit."

For vacation days to enjoy

For the first fashions of fall

All day, any day, every day

TINA LESER, famous for originality: "My advice is— wear a
playtex, the girdle that slims
you where you need slimming,
moulds you, holds you in complete comfort— and fits invisibly
under the slenderest clothes."

CEIL CHAPMAN, New York designer"The
:
supple lines of this
new silhouette make a woman
look younger, more alive! And
what an easy figure to have —
with playtex. It gives the illu-

MAURICE RENTNER, known for
his fashions: "Every woman
can have the slender, youthful
silhouette with a playtex Girdle. It trims away inches,
moulds your silhouette, combines power with comfort."

sion of no girdle at all."

Here's the girdle that leading fashion designers praise
for every season, every occasion, every time of day !

INVISIBLE

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE
pink-ice washes in ten seconds,
dries with a towel, ready to wear
again immediately. Made of treegrown liquid latex, pink-ice
moulds your figure comfortably,
whether you're sitting, standing
or walking. In panty, panty with
garter, and garter girdle styles
at department stores and better
specialty shops everywhere.
In SLIM, silvery tubes,
PLAYTEX

LIVING®

GIRDLES, $3.50 to $3.95

In SLIM, shimmering Pink Tubes,
PLAYTEX PINK-ICE GIRDLES . . $3.95 to $4.95

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large
Extra-large size slightly higher

MADE

BY A REVOLUTIONARY

NEW

LATEX

PROCESS,

PLAYTEX

PINK-ICE

DISPELS

BODY

HEAT. SLIMS YOU

IN COOL

COMFORT.

INTERNATIONAL
Playtex Park

LATEX

«'9«>

CORP'N.
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have a

all day long

HOLDBOB
bobby pins
With every hair in place you are
glamorous no matter what you do.
Gayla HOLD-BOB bobby pins
set curls beautifully — keep hair-dos

Mindy Carson enhances her natural beauty by a simple hair-do and a minimum of make-up.

lovely — easy to open— hold better.
There is no finer bobby pin.

More women use
Gou^Col HOLDBOB than all
other bobby pins combined

be herver Ito dress
wants
self!n "Whene
or
Mindy Carso
apply make-up," says Mindy,
"I look in the mirror and ask myself if I am making the most of my
And, no wonder! Ever since she
started her NBC radio show, Mindy
Carson Sings, everybody has tried
to talk her into changing her nat" appeal to a more glamorous
type.ural
one.
Mindy has flatly refused. "I just
can't do it," she explains, "why, it
wouldn't
be look
me." at Mindy reveals
One good
she is right. Her soft, natural
beauty is highlighted by her simple hair-do and subtle make-up
application. Mindy has proven that
it doesn't pay to copy another
woman's type. Study your own
face and figure, and then concentrate on the make-up and clothing
that are best for you.

GAYLORD
©Dlig.M,

PRODUCTS,

INCORPORATED

•!. H. KEO. V.t. WftW.

CHIC»0O,

C_L4,

RADIO

When Mindy was a little girl,
her mother emphasized the importance of a smooth, immaculatelooking skin, and she's never forgotten it. Mindy knows that makeup can't take the place of basic
cleanliness. In fact, she cleanses
her face at least three times a day.
Mindy has also learned that heavy,
exaggerated make-up is fine for
the stage or special evening wear,
but it's taboo for daily living. She
uses a make-up base, powder,
rouge and lipstick in careful moderation.
As for Mindy's hair, she likes it
short. "I'm just not the type for
lots of curls around my face. I was
a short hair enthusiast long before
it was accepted as the fashion, because I knew the style was right
Mindy washes and curls her own
set" look.
hair,
too. She can't stand that "just
for me."
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To emphasize her pretty mouth,
Mindy brushes on her lipstick.

NOW
The pretty singer's eyes get special attention every day. In addition to a very light application of
mascara and eyebrow pencil, she
carries a small eyebrow brush to
use through the day. She never
has to worry about straggly brows
spoiling her appearance.
Since Mindy is a mere five foot
three inches, she is extremely careful to choose clothes that are designed for the small figure. Because
she feels she is a tailored type, most
of Mindy's clothes have straight,
simple lines.
She believes that every woman
should always try to include some
extracurricular out-of-doors activity in her schedule. Her favorite
pastime is golfing, and she heads
for the links whenever she can.
Mindy Carson makes the most
of her type whether at work or
play. Learn to know yourself, and
you can, too!

BY DORRY

ELLIS

CONTAINS

INGREDIENT
AGAINST

AMAZING

M-3-THAT

ODOR-CAUSING

NEW

PROTECTS
BACTERIA

New Protection! Let the magic of new
Mum protect you — hetter, longer. For today's Mum, with wonder-working M-3,
safely protects against bacteria that cause
underarm perspiration odor. Mum never
merely
"masks"
odor— simply doesn't give
it
a chance
to start.
New Creaminess ! Mum is softer, creamier than ever. As gentle as a beauty cream.
Smooths on easily, doesn't cake. And
Mum is non-irritating to skin because it
contains no harsh ingredients. Will not
rot or discolor finest fabrics.
New Fragrance! Even Mum's new perfume isspecial— a delicate flower fragrance
created for Mum alone. This delightful
cream deodorant contains no water to dry
out or decrease its efficiency. Economical
— no shrinkage, no waste.

Mum's protection grows and GROWS !
Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,
Mum not only stops growth of odorcausing bacteria — but keeps down
future bacteria growth. You actually
build upclusiveprotection
with !regular exuse of new Mum
Now at your cosmetic counter I

JVewmum
A PRODUCT

OF

BRISTOL-M YERfl

from

BASEBALL
to
BANDSTAND
Ex-sportscaster Ted Husing, now a disc jockey for WMGM, and Benny Goodman (r.)
examine an early gramophone from Columbia Records' museum in Bridgeport, Conn.

The first big name in another field to become a disc
jockey,
Husing
started
nation-wide
—
and he Ted
is one
of the
few awho
survived trend
it. His
WMGM Bandstand program, now in its fourth year,
is notable among deejay programs for its no-guest
appearances policy. Timing is meticulous; emphasis
is on good music. Husing's consistent plugging of the
oldtime jazz beat is one of the major factors in the
spread of the current Dixieland craze in the east.
Though the greater part of his time is now devoted
to the Bandstand (Monday through Saturday from
10 A.M. to Noon and from 5 to 6:30 P.M.) , Husing still
takes on occasional major sports assignments. This
year, he covered both boxing and football. For the
first president of the Sports Broadcasters Association,
sportscasting
much a part of Husing's life for
him
to desert isit too
completely.

The Husing Bandstand, heard Mon.-Sat. at 10 A.M. and again
at 5 P.M.,

features

a "no

guests, just good

music"

policy.

Christened Edward Britt Husing after his father's
favorite fighter, he was nicknamed Ted by a childhood sweetheart. He attended Stuyvesant High, Pace
Institute and Columbia Extension, all in New York
City, participated in all major sports and was a member of the all-State football and soccer teams.
After a stint as payroll clerk with a New York
corporation, he left home to hitch-hike all over the
United States. Having learned to fly with the Students Army Training Corp during World War I, he
worked as a pilot with Aero-Marine Airways, but
was transferred to Miami after a crack-up. Lonesome
for
returned asAna outside
"flying cop"
with the
the bright
N.Y.C. lights,
Police heDepartment.
loop
and he was looking for another job. Next he was
drawn to Florida during a land boom. When it collapsed, he returned to New York.
He won an announcing audition at WJZ in 1924
over 619 applicants because, he says: "I could talk
longer
louder
the other boys."
In
1927, he and
joined
CBS than
as a any
sportsof announcer,
a post he
retained there until he began his WMGM stint in
1946. It was Husing's CBS broadcast of the burial of
war-ace and polar-flier Floyd Bennett at Arlington
Cemetery that gave the brand-new station its first
boost and saved it from flopping.
With his wife, Iris, and his five-year-old son, Duke,
Ted
in ahis
four-story
house inthemselves.
Gramercy Park,
whichlives"
he and
wife remodeled

Coming tot Month
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ESTHER

WILLIAMS,

co -starring in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Technicolor Musical
"PAGAN LOVE SONG"

Everyone knows who this is. You'll
know him better when you read the
surprise story in October's

issue.

S'

I o much has been written about
Arthur Godfrey that you may
very well wonder if there is
anything more to be known about
him. The editors of Radio Mirror
wondered, too. But what they found
out convinced them otherwise — it'll
convince you, too. What it is is a
surprise — you'll have to wait until
next month to find out. It's well
worth waiting for, though, so look
for it, together with pictures of Arthur, in the October' Radio Mirror
which goes on the newsstands Friday, September 8. It might be a
good idea to reserve your copy now,
for you won't want to miss the other
exciting feaures scheduled for next
month's issue. You'll find a tender
story by Morton Downey's mother.
It's called "My Two Generations of
Downey Children," and there are
color pictures to go with it. There
are color pictures of Gene Autry,
too, together with a story about him.
Radio Mirror also has sent its photographer to Marie
Wilson's
home
and he came
back with
delightful
pictures of Marie, her husband, her
dog, her
family.
Youthese.
surely won't
want
to miss
seeing
Next month marks the debut of
another new feature in the pages of
Radio Mirror, the daytime serial
fashion page. There, in color, will
be the new fall styles as worn by
Joan Alexander, who portrays Delia
Street in Perry Mason. This new
feature will carry information about
where you can buy these fashions.
Your old friends will be on hand
in October, too — Art Linkletter's
Nonsense and Some-Sense, Daytime
Diary, the Bonus Novel, another
chapter of Radio's Own Life Story
and the Inside Radio listings. Look
for the October Radio Mirror on the
newsstands, Friday, September 8.
Happy reading!

AreYOUa
"ONE-TIME" Date?
SEE PAGE

Paid Notice
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Don't look now. .

Esther Willsiams
there'

You're at Malibu Beach, near Hollywood, when your
eyes stumble on a beauty to rival Esther Williams!
It is Esther Williams with Ben page! Lucky her head
is turned. You can see she's as beautiful as Technicolor
insists. Psst, Esther knows you're staring! Her complexion isglowingly groomed with Coquette, exciting
new golden rachel shade of satiny Woodbury Powder.

Esther is one of the Hollywood stars who chose
Woodbury Powder 6 to 1 in response to a recent survey. *A unique ingredient in Woodbury Powder gives
the smoothest, satiny finish. No "powdery look"! Magically warm, infinitely fine in texture, enchantingly
fragrant, it clings for hours! 8 heavenly shades glorify
every skin type. 15tf, 30tf, $1.00, plus tax.

People brought their problems, mostly marital, to the Good
Will Hour; John J. Anthony tried his best to solve them.

Part IX: High, low or middle
brow, the medium had something
for everyone as it reached
more and more people each year

RADIO'S

Baby Snooks, Fanny Brice's creation and Daddy's
little problem, first romped onto the air in '36.

1936: Everybody was saying "Knock-knock, who's
there?" The word "pixilated" came in with the two
wonderful zany old girls in Gary Cooper's "Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town." Trailers began to crowd the highways.
Gone with the Wind was published and jumped to the
best seller list. There was big news on the radio. The
C.I.O. split away from the A.F. of L. The newly-formed
United Automobile Workers started a new thing, the sitdown strike in a forty-four day demonstration. H. V.
Kaltenborn covered the Civil War in Spain, and went so
near the front lines that the crackle of machine guns was
heard behind his words. Hitler marched into the Rhineland, and the largest radio audience ever assembled to
that date tuned in to an international broadcast that
started with the portentous BONG of Big Ben in London.
It was Edward VIII's farewell to the Empire. In every
quarter of the globe, streets were deserted and telephones
were silent as the whole world waited by the radio. Who
does not remember the high solemn drama:
"At last I am able to say a few words of my own. I
have found it impossible ... to discharge my duties as
King as I should wish without the help and support of
the woman I love . . . and now we all have a new King.
I wish him and you, his people, happiness and prosperity
with all my heart. God bless you all. God save the King!"
Roosevelt, already nicknamed "that man," was reelected by a landslide over Governor Landon of Kansas,
sweeping all but two states, and the new wisecrack was,
"As Maine goes — so goes Vermont." Radio took another
vast step forward when the opening of the joint session
of Congress was called at the unprecedented hour of nine
p. m. so the nation could hear the President's report.
This was the year that a (Continued on page 18)

Toscanini's baton has guided the NBC Symphony since
1937. It was the first orchestra created expressly for radio.

The dazzling intellects displayed on Information, Please
belonged to Clifton Fadiman, John Kieran, F. P. Adams.
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Remember the "invasion from Mars?" This is the man
who commanded it— Orson Welles, the then boy wonder.

By

LLEWELLYN

As real to their admirers as anyone made of flesh and
blood are Edgar Bergen's creations, Charlie and Mortimer.

MILLER

Meet the Millers is enjoyed by the entire WBEN-TV

staff. That's producer Bernie Ross standing next to Mildred; Bill Miller is at far vu

MEET the
MILLERS

R
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Bill and Mildred exhibit a roast prepared on their twice-weekly TV show.

You
food isas one
a topic
of conversation.
why
Meetcan't
the beat
Millers
of the
most popular That's
local programs on WBEN-TV — especially among the station staff.
The Millers provoke comment in many ways in addition to
the mouth-watering manner in which they prepare anything
from a tossed salad to stuffed squab.
Should you happen to be in the lobby of Hotel Statler
in Buffalo and chance to see a pleasant couple laden with
a roast of lamb and vegetables on a platter, don't think
they're heading for a picnic. They are William and Mildred
Meeker Miller on their way to the eighteenth floor to
present their twice-weekly afternoon program.
There probably is no couple in local television anywhere
with more story material than the Millers. When Thanksgiving Day rolls around soon, chances are that many of the
Miller fans will be eating one of the turkeys raised by them,
even though there is little mention of their fabulous industry on television. The Meeker-Miller turkey farm at
Colden, near Buffalo, is the largest in Western New York.
This year they are raising 7000 of the gobblers. Bill was
president of the New York State Turkey Growers Association for 1944-1948.
But don't let this high-sounding title frighten you. Bill
and Mildred aren't new to show business. Bill was a
Broadway dancer and Mildred his accompanist. They made
frequent radio and TV appearances last winter before
starting a noncommercial series with only a hot-plate for
preparing foods.
They had one sustaining program when the Iroquois Gas
Corporation took over sponsorship of the show and surrounded the Millers with the most modern of ranges, refrigerators and other accessories. The corporation even ran
a gas line up eighteen stories to the studio for the food
demonstrations. Another eighteen-story story: After the
telecast, a dishwasher from the Statler kitchen picks up all
dishes used in preparation or display and more than 8,000
of their recipes are distributed weekly by their sponsor.
For health and show-business, the Millers have traveled
from Texas to California to New York City, cooking in all
climes and under all conditions, since their marriage in
1935. For health reasons, Bill forsook the song-and-dance
stuff in 1941 to settle down in Hayes Hollow Road, Town of
Colden, for peace and quiet.
They love to cook and their enthusiasm permeates their
program. "We want to make people so enthusiastic about
preparing food that they'll create their own recipes or
improve on ours," says Mr. Miller.

enough for all

One of these Twins has a Toni, the other
has a $20* permanent. Can you tell—

WHICH

TWIN

HAS

THE TONI?

Tex McCrary and Perry Como present
Community Chest film to Eloise Walton.

Radio and television stars Tex
McCrary and Perry Como are
the principals in this informal
but momentous presentation ceremony. Here they are handing over
"Penny Parade," their five-minute
melody-movie, to an appreciative
Eloise Walton, Audio-Visual Services Director of Community Chests
of America.
Tex produced the film and Perry
stars in it, along with a chorus of
school kids, who help Perry make
the musical point that the pennies
add up to the dollars which help
support a multitude of Red Feather
health and welfare services which
are dispensed by means of money
collected through 1250 Community
Chests all over the country.
Script, music and lyrics were the
work of Paul Tripp, better known
among TV-conscious small-fry as
"Mr. I. Magination," in collaboration with song writer Ray Carter.
Tex, Perry and Paul are only
three of many outstanding stars of
radio and television who are devoting talent and time to help put
the Red Feather campaigns over
the top this fall. Young and old
viewers are slated to see "Penny
Parade" in Community Chest towns
served by television.
The "red feather," which has
been in use since 1945, is the national symbol of the Community
Chests and Councils of America.
The Red Feather agencies provide
services vital to the welfare of the
American people — services which
include placing children in foster
homes rather than orhpanages;
safeguarding health and providing
medical care; helping the aged and
preventing the break-up of homes.
Through these, and other, services, four out of ten families in
Community Chest areas benefit
directly and the entire community
benefits indirectly because when
whole families get into trouble, the
entire community feels it.

Hair styles hy Don Rito

Look closely! Compare the shining softness
... the live, long- lasting "spring" . . . the
lovely natural look of both permanents.
Which is which? You can't tell! Not even
experts can find any difference between the
$1 Toni and the beauty shop wave. Because
a Toni looks as natural, feels as soft— is
actually guaranteed to be as beautiful and last
as long — as a $20 wave (including sham-

poo and set.) Your Toni has that natural
look from the first day. There's no frizz!
Even if your hair is baby -fine, bleached or
tinted, Toni's gentle Creme Waving Lotion
leaves your wave as satin-soft and easy to
set as Nancy Fletcher's (at left.) You can be
sure of this — for only Toni has given over
93 million natural -looking waves to all
types of hair. Try a Toni— you'll love it!

Toni alone, of all home permanents ■—
looks so natural, feels so soft!
That's why more women choose Toni than
all other home permanents combined.

jiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMi ■■■■■■in unit

Here's the reason! Toni contains an ex
elusive blend of the very same waving ingre
clients used in most expensive beauty e
i costs . . . only
shop

lotions.

Yet Ton'

with SPIN curlers $2.29

I

I Are you lovely... \
OR LONELY?
SEE PAGE 19
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ONLY NEW

ll1

ORO-DO
OD
CREAM GIVES YOU
ALL THESE
ADVANTAGES!

L

By JOAN DAVIS
1 Stops perspiration quickly— safely.
2 Banishes odor instantly.
3 The only cream deodorant that
guarantees full 24-hour protection.
4 Never irritates normal skin— use it
daily— even right after shaving.
5 Absolutely harmless to all fabrics.
O New, exclusive formula. Never
dries up, never gets caked or gritty
as ordinary deodorants often do.
# Double your money back if you
aren't satisfied that new Odo-Ro-No
Cream is the safest, most effective,
most delightful deodorant you've
ever used. Just return unused portion to Northam Warren, N. Y.

Don't trust your charm to outdated, ineffective deodorants. Rely on the new Odo-Ro-No
Cream, made by the leader in the deodorant
field for more than 30 years.

1MJU)

ODORO-nO
CREAM

R

GUARANTEED
FULL 24-HOUR
PROTECTION!

of Radio Mirror,
issueprinted
the May
Inthis
the probcolumn
lem of Mrs. H. L., who asked
advice on whether or not to sell
her home. Of all those who sent
sound and useful advice to Mrs. L.,
the letter of Ila Merle Norris, of
Lubbock, Texas, has been chosen
s
Radio
and has
best,
as the for
sent to
been Mirror'
$25.00
check
Mrs. Norris, whose letter appears
on page 15.
Below What
is this
problemto
letter.
is month's
your answer
it? Your letter may win $25.00.
Dear Miss Davis:
Today is my thirty -ninth birthday and this may be the answer to
the greatest need for advice which
I have ever experienced in my life;
I have no immediate family to
advise me.
My husband — seventeen years
older than I— divorced me five
years ago and took custody of my
three children. At the time he felt
that he had "outgrown" me, as he
had become very wealthy and I
believe the egotism which was always part of him was the real
reason for the divorce. At least, he
never found any other whom he
deemed worthy of sharing his life.
At no time since the divorce has
he contributed in any way to my
support. I was left to work out
my own salvation. 1 did not find
the going easy. My children were,
and always
terest in my will
life. be the ruling inNow, my former husband has
met with business reverses and his
health is very poor; he is in real
need, both financially and physically. He has asked me to return
to the small town where he lives
and work as housekeeper for the
children and himself. I know there
will be no monetary recompense
for me, for despite his troubles he
remain", basically the same. I fear
I would be misunderstood in the
town, possibly ostracized, and such
might be detrimental to the children. Ihave very little money and
am bewildered but not licked.
G. M.
Now here are other letters
which, because of their general in-

terest, I have
this month.

chosen

to

answer

Dear Joan:
Although I enjoyed keeping company with the opposite sex I never
thought of marriage. I worked
hard and saved my money. I lived
with my mother so, before going
overseas when I was twenty-eight,
I bought a home. Mother said she
knew I would come back and when
I met the "right" girl I would have
a home to bring ray bride to.
I did^I met her overseas. At
first everything seemed O.K. on
the surface. But soon Mother began resenting
I can't
imagine.
She Delina.
is sweet, Why,
thoughtful,
and an expert housewife.
Then Junior was born. She resented him even more. We are
now expecting our second child.
Delina is no longer the carefree
girl I brought home. She doesn't
complain, but she is sad. The doctor said her mood isn't good in her
condition. But I can see why. Evdifferent. erything she does Mother would do
Am I a man or mouse, you ask.
Well, my mother spent a fortune
to bring me back to health when
I was a boy. Others gave up but
not Mom; she watched over me
day and night. I am torn between
two loves. We were going to get
an apartment. Mother was sick
over it and said she would move.
My sister offered her a home. Then
she said I wanted to get rid of her
because I no longer needed her. I
really can't afford to keep up two
homes. Mother isn't young any
more. I can't put her out.
I hope you can help me. I
thought war was h — , but this
mental anguish is even worse.
Sometimes
wish me.
I hadn't come
back.
PleaseI help
W. R.
DearW. R.:
I think that you must discount
your mother's care of you, when
you were ill as a child, more than
you seem to. You must remember
that any mother who has a normal
feeling for her child will do everything in her power and means to
keep that child alive. Not just your

M
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More cream for your money.
New 25<i and 504 sizes, plus tax.

When A Girl Marries, heard M-F at S P.M.EDT

Awake or asleep -FILM is
gluing acid to your teeth !

mother — any mother. Your wife,
for instance, should your child fall
ill, would undoubtedly act in the
same way. I'm sure your mother
did not consider it a burden, nor
her duty, but a joy to help you.
Bearing in mind that she acted
only as any normal woman would,
I think you will be able to view
your problem with a less prejudiced eye.
I don't know enough of your financial situation to be able to advise you in exact terms. But I do
strongly urge that you break the
group now living together into two
units, however you manage it. Remember that this is your married
life, and your wife's, and that the
coming years are the best ones
you'll have together — the early
(Continued on page 15)

Each month Joan Davis will answer
your questions on any problem concerning marriage, except problems of health
or law. No letters can be answered personally. Joan will choose from these letters each month a problem which she
will ask you, the readers, to answer.

RADIO MIRROR

Pepsodent removes FILMhelps stop tooth decay !
Tooth decay is caused by acid that film holds against your
teeth — acid formed by the action of mouth bacteria on many
foods you eat. When you use Pepsodent Tooth Paste right after

will pay $25

eating, it helps keep acid from forming. What's more,
Pepsodent removes dulling stains and "bad breath"
germs that collect in film.
FILM NEVER LETS UP! It's forming night and day on
everyone's teeth. Don't neglect it. Always brush with film-removing
Pepsodent right after eating and before retiring. No other tooth paste

to the person whose problem letter is
chosen and another $25.00 will be paid
to the person submitting the best answer
to that problem in the opinion of the
editors, whose decision will be final.
Letters must be postmarked not later
than August 25. No letters will be returned. Address Joan Davis, Radio Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd Street, New
York 17, N. Y. The name of the winner
will be printed each month. "Winner of
the prize for the month's best problem
will be notified by mail, as those who
submit problems usually prefer not to
have their names used in the magazine.

can duplicate Pepsodent's film-removing formula. No other
tooth paste contains Irium* or Pepsodent's gentle polishing agent.
Don't let decay start in your mouth! Use Pepsodent every
day— see your dentist twice a year.

YOU'LL HAVE BRIGHTER TEETH AND CLEANER BREATH when you
fight tooth decay with film-removing Pepsodent!
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ANOTHER
on NBC, i» jpon»oredby Swansdown

and Calumet.

FINE PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS

COMPANY

*lrium is Pepsodent's Registered
Trade-Mark for Purified Alkyl Sulfate.
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Life on their fortyacre Pennsylvania farm
provides more than
enough conversational
fodder for the eleven
programs aired each
week by WFIL's Mary
and
Howard
Jones.

Keeping up with the JONESES

R
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Too many cooks? Not in the Jones family, where cooperation is the hyword.
They share air shows, too.

Thornton Wilder, in his well-remembered play, "Our
Town," included a homey scene in which Dr. Gibbs,
the husband, confessed to his wife after years of marriage that his chief fear at the outset had been that they
would
one day
run out
of conversation.
So far, WFIL's
Mary and
Howard
Jones
have not encountered
that
problem, and between them they find conversation for
eleven radio programs each week — a total of six hours
and forty -five minutes on the air.
As "Farmer Jones," Howard conducts a half-hour
farm news program on Philadelphia's WFIL Monday
through Saturday at 6:00 A.M., and Mary is always on
hand to lend vocal assistance. The show is aired from
their forty-acre farm near Niantic, Pennsylvania, about
fifty miles from central Philadelphia.
Mary presents her own program of comment and interviews from the WFIL studios Monday through Friday
from 1:30 to 2:15 P.M. On these broadcasts, Howard is
a far-from-silent partner, sharing microphone duties
with his talented wife.
What do they find to talk about? Well, for one thing,
their life on the farm — and their daily mail indicates
that the listeners love it. But one of the principal reasons for their popularity is their guest-interview schedule, which includes personalities ranging from foreign
diplomats to any man on the street who has an interesting story to tell. Topics vary from world politics to the
care and feeding of domestic animals.
Both Mary and Howard are in constant demand as
speakers, but they manage to spend enough time at home
to enjoy the rustic life of their Pennsylvania surroundings. Together they have remodeled and redecorated a
number of Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses, one of
which serves as their present home. Their other hobbies include gardening and the raising of livestock.

WHEN A GIRL MARRIES
(Continued from page 13)

Dream

girl, dream

girl, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl

Hair that gleams arid glistens from a Lustre-Creme shampoo
years of marriage, the joy of raising your children. You have a
right to happiness in those years,
and peace, and a pleasant life. So
does your wife. Your mother had
those years — and no woman has the
right to live them twice, at the price
of the happiness of others.
Dear Joan:
I am a widow, age fifty-two, and
all my children are grown and married except one. She is getting
married in June. My problem is
this: All of the children are married to men earning average salaries. They have children of their
own. They seem to think that, as
I will be left alone, I should rent
out my home and take turns living
with each one. (I've four.) All my
life I've devoted to my kiddies and
now at last, I can have a life of my
own. It will be hard to earn my
own way but I can do it. Somehow Ifeel that I don't want to live
as
they
tellhelp
me out
it's
the only suggest.
way and They
it would
as they could have a few free evenings at no cost for a baby-sitter.
I've always said no house is large
enough for two families and I think
it best to try to live alone in my
own home. I don't feel as if I
owe my children anything now.
What do you advise?
Mrs. E. M.
Dear Mrs. E. M.:
Hurray for you! Considering the
very large number of letters which
come to me asking for help on the
"mother-in-law problem" this one
of yours is doubly welcome. My
dear, make any sacrifices necessary to maintain your freedom —
you'll be doing yourself a favor,
and doing your children one, too.
There's very seldom room under
one roof, as you say, for a family
and an in-law, although she may be
the very nicest in-law in the world!
And here is the best answer to
the May problem.
Dear Mrs. H. L.:
I am in sympathy with your husband's views. I admire him for
wanting a home of his own, and I
would not want to put money into a
home I felt belonged to someone
else.
I don't think it would be necessary to sell the home you have now.
You could live in it until your new
home is completed. Then you could
rent it and let the rent pay for it.
I am sure your husband would not
object to this as it would be the
children's
property.
posit the rent
money You
to be could
used defor
their education after the debt on
the house had been cleared.
As for giving up things, there are
many things in life more important
than hardships — courage, pride and
self-respect. And if a few burdens
come your way, just say, "I am going to endure this, so my husband
can keep his self-respect, without
which he wouldn't be worth loving."

Tonight! . . . Show him how much lovelier
your hair can look . . . after a

Exclusive! This magical secret-blend lather with Lanolin!
Exciting! This new three-way hair loveliness . . .
I Leaves hair silken soft, instantly manageable
' ... first wondrous result of a Lustre-Creme
shampoo.
lavish,water.
lanolin-blessed
lather even Makes
in hardest
No more unruly,
soap-dulled locks. Leaves hair soft,
obedient, for any style hair-do.
2 Leaves hair sparkling with star-bright sheen.
*~ No other shampoo has the same magic blend
of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin to
bring out every highlight. No special rinse
needed with Lustre-Creme Shampoo.
3
Better than a soap ! Better than
ashampoo
liquid! Kay
cream $2, $1.
with Daumit's
lanolin. Jars:
Jars and tubes: 49)!, 25)!.

Leaves hair fragrantly clean, free of loose
dandruff. Famous hairdressers insist on
Lustre-Creme, the world's leading cream
shampoo. Yes, tonight, show him a lovelier you
—after a Lustre-Creme shampoo!
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TONI TWINS
Discover New
Shampoo Magic

INFORMATION
BOOTH
Ask Your

Questions — We'll Try To Find The Answers

FOR
if there's
youE. want
radio,YOUR
write INFORMATION—
to Information Booth,
Radiosomething
Mirror, 205
42nd to
St.,know
New about
York.
We'll answer if we can either in Information Booth or by mail — but be sure
to sign your full name and address and attach this box to your letter.

ON AGAIN, OFF

AGAIN

Dear Editor:
Whatever became of that wonderful program.
Against the Storm?
I thought it was the best
serial on the air. Would you please publish a
picture of the girl who played Siri?
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mrs. C. M. C.

Soft Water Shampooing
Even in Hardest Water

Joan Tompkins

AWARD

"We found the magic of Toni
Creme Shampoo the first
time we used it," say lovely
twins Marcelle and Jeanne

Carrington, N. D.
program?

ness makes it lots easier to manage, too."
You,
too, will discover
Soft
Water Shampooing. . . the magic
of Toni
Creme
Shampoo!
Even in hardest water you get
oceans of creamy lather that
rinses away dirt and dandruff
instantly. Never leaves a dull, soapy film.

John

J_«arkin

CREME
hair

soft,

easy

CHARACTERS

*

to
Ian Martin

TALL

*

*

ORDER

Dear Editor:
Would you please tell me who took the part of
Phil in Aunt Jenny and who plays Tom Morley
in This Is Nora Drake and Jerry Malone on Young
Doctor Malone? I also would like to know how
I can get the copy of Radio Mirror which had an
article and pictures of Hilltop House.
Dallas, Tex.
L. S.

• Helps permanenls "lake'''' better, look lovelier
longer
• Rinses away dirt and dandruff instantly
• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes hair
sparkle with natural highlights

Enriched with Lanolin

Sanrty
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Dear Editor:
Would
you please tell me who plays Reed
Bannister in Big Sister and who owns the voice
tha't sounds so much like Arnold Moss?
He is
heard quite often on Grand Central Station.
Dayton, Ore.
Mrs. L. E. S.
Reed Bannister is played by Ian Martin and the
man who sounds so similar to Arnold Moss on
Grand Central Station is none other than Mr.
Moss himself.

SHAMPOO

gloriously

Miss G. M.

It's John Larkin, who was voted "favorite daytime actor" in the Radio Mirror Awards for 1949,
who plays Miles Nelson. Mr. Larkin also is heard
in the title role of *
Perry * Mason.
*

CAST

That's why your hair sparkles with all its
gleaming natural highlights. And it's so
easy to set and style.

• Leaves your
manage

WINNER

Dear Editor:
I am a constant listener to The Right to Happiness and I would like to know who plays the part
of Miles Nelson.
Is he heard
on any other

Pastoret of Long Island, N. Y. "Our hair
was so delightfully soft ... as if we washed
it in rain water. And that marvelous soft-

TONI

Against the Storm, which won the coveted
Peabody Radio Award, has long been waging an
uphill fight to stay on the air. It was last heard
October 21, 1949; Joan Tompkins played Siri.
*
*
*

Becker

It's a tall order, but here's the information
you want. Phil was played by Bill Quinn; Bob
Readick is heard as Tom and Sandy Becker is
Jerry. For the August '50 issue with the Hilltop
House feature, write to Back Issue Department.
Radio Mirror, 205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Cashmere
Bouquet

Upsdclo

8 fashionable shades that
go on, stay on, without smearing!

Smoothly, evenly does it with exciting Cashmere Bouquet
Lipstick — never a fear of a rub or smear! So clinging, creamy,
caressing, your lips take on a new look ... an alive look
. . . one that says, plain as day, "I dare you"! And of course
no other lipstick, at any price, betters Cashmere Bouquet's range
of fashionable reds. Get Cashmere Bouquet today, and then,

Face Powder; Hand
Lotion; All-Purpose
Cream or Talc — Cashmere Bouquet!
make sure it's

i ftp

'~.-l~-

f%

try to go back to your previous brand. Yes, you're
sentenced for life . . . but you'll love it!
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Radio's Own Life Story
vaudeville ventriloquist, Edgar Bergen,
took his dummy to the Lambs' Club one
evening to put on a show for his fellow
actors, never dreaming that the date
was to change his whole life. Before
this it had never occurred to anyone
that a ventriloquist had a future in
radio. What would be the point if you
couldn't see the dummy? It would just
sound
like two
actors
wouldn't
it? What
would
be talking,
different
about
that?
Rudy Vallee was in the audience, and
he had another idea. Six months after
playing a guest spot for Vallee, Bergen
had his own air show and he and
Charlie McCarthy were on their way
to Hollywood fame as well.
Edgar
was His
bornfather
in Chicago,
Illinois,
in 1903.
was a Swedish
immigrant who ran a dairy farm in
Decatur. When he was eleven, young
Edgar spent a qua'rter, earned helping
around the
Manual
and farm,
made for
lifeHermann's
miserable Wizard
for his
family by impersonating all kinds of
little men who weren't there. A sketch
that he drew in a high school history
book was used as a model by a Chicago
whittler, Theodore Mack, who carved
Charlie's head for thirty-five dollars.
Charlie was so successful in helping
Bergen earn his way through premedical courses at Northwestern University that his master abandoned the
idea of graduating and went into Chautauqua instead.
They were just another routine act,
getting none too many bookings, until
Charlie began to cut up one night
when the future looked black and
he had nothing to lose. It was their
last show at the Chez Paree in Chicago. The manager had not renewed
their contract, and they did not
have another. The few late customers
were frankly indifferent until Charlie,
made reckless by their uncertain prospects, reared back and sneered at his
partner, "Who ever told you you were
New tests by
leading skin specialists
PROVE the amazing mildness
of Cashmere Bouquet
on all types of skin!
Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest
conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . . .
Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So
use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily bath
and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin
softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!
The lingering, romantic fragrance of Cashmere
Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare
perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find
in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere
Bouquet for this "fragrance men love".

Cashmere
Bouquet
Now

— In a New Bath
Cake, Too!

Size

At the Lowest Price In History!

Bergen attempted to quiet him, but
Charlie refused to shut up. "You better
funny?"
go
back to the farm," he snapped. "I'll
get by, but you're all through, brother,
all through." He followed this attack
with some pointed personal remarks
about the audience. The more impertinent Charlie became, the better people
liked it. The talk died down, the laughter built up. The manager came rushing around to extend the engagement,
and a new star was born.
This was the year, too, that Fanny
Brice made her big hit with Baby
Snooks on the air and everybody went
aroundwhile.
sayingHerb
"Huh-wy,
for a
long
Shrinerdaddy?"
was getting
his start as Harmonica Herb on a barn
dance program, Hoosier Hop, in Fort
Wayne, Indiana. He was seventeen
years old and had a long way to go
before he was chosen "the most
promising
of tomorrow"
1949. Phil young
-Harris, star
already
famous as ina
dance band leader, joined Jack Benny's
show. So did Kenny Baker, after winning Bob
Eddie Duchin's
Talent
Contest.
Burns was Texaco
signed for
the
Kraft Music Hall, starring Bing Crosby,
and . stayed until he started his own
Arkansas Traveler in 1941, adding
many wonderful new characters to the
colony of the air.
Robin Burns was born in Van
Buren, Arkansas, in 1896. At six years
he was playing (Continued on page 78)

"Does a Working Wife
Cheat Her Family?"
Portia Manning,
heroine of Portia
Faces Life, beard
M-F 5:15 P.M.
EDT, NBC, sponsored by Genetal
Foods.

Here are the names

of those

who wrote the hest letters of
advice to Portia

Manning,

Portia Faces Life, in May's
daytime serial prohlem

o Mirror, reader
May
INlist
enersRadi
were told in brief
the story of Portia Manning,
of Portia Faces Life, and were
asked the question: "Does A
Working Wife Cheat Her Famrs
ror edito
Mirbest
ily?"enRadiothe
answers
have chos
from the letters and checks have
been sent as follows:

TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
to: Mrs. Merle H. Mock,
Guthrie, Oklahoma, for the
following letter:
A woman like Portia, who
works outside the home in order
to protect that home, cheats her
family of nothing but poverty
and tragedy. Especially so if
there is a Miss Daisy for a homekeeper. Our pioneer mothers
often left their children to work
in the fields — to further the family welfare.
A wife and mother who works
only to escape domesticity does
cheat her family. Even more
important, she cheats herself. By
evading the twenty-four-houra-day job of moulding her children's characters and personalities, she cheats herself of a
priceless reward — a lifetime of
memories.
FIVE DOLLARS each for the
five next-best letters in answer
to the question has been sent to:
Mrs. Walter Ackerman
Chicago, Illinois
Miss Bertha Newhoff
Versailles, Kentucky
New

Mrs. Grace Crowe
Orleans, Louisiana

Mrs. Helen M. Burnham
New Britain, Connecticut
Mrs. C. B. Gillespie
Valley Falls, Kansas

Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced . . .
held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.
Be sure that you
ing and alluring.
difference. That's
on FRESH Cream

are always lovely to love; charmYour deodorant may make the
why so many lovely girls depend
Deodorant. Test FRESH against

any other deodorant — see which stops perspiration
. . . prevents odor better! FRESH is different from
any deodorant you have ever tried — creamier, more
luxurious, and really effective!

For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant
Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as
other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor,
yet mild and gentle.
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FACIN

Conductor
Mishel
Piastre
(Symphonette — nightly,
MRS: Sun., CBS I readies a score with aid of Amber.

Eileen "I'd've Baked A C ake" Barton and "Robert Q."
preview a song For CBS' Wed. night ABC's of Music.

There were twelve Page sisters who grew up in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, which makes it quite obvious that Patti
Page
could never
called and
"spoiled"
no matter
what happens
on her betheater
night — club
dates.
Fact is, Patti's first job on a radio station was as staff
artist— the pen and pencil kind — even though she had
auditioned for the job as staff vocalist. And, as is often
the case in show business, it was only when the regular
girl singer quit that Patti got her big chance.
However, none of the people who had faith in
Patti's ability have ever been disappointed. She
moved from the local station through the regular
channels in working toward the top in popular singing.
Her moves included singing. with a touring dance band,
a spot onon CBS
Don and
McNeill's
Club,"
own
show
one on"Breakfast
ABC. While
in her
Chicago,
Mercury Records spotted Patti as the right kind of girl
singer for a company seeking to build its own name
artists. Mercury's success with Frankie Laine and Vic
Damone on was
enough to convince Patti. And Patti's
success
Mercury. her first few records was enough to convince

By BOB POOLE
The Bob Poole Show is heard M-F at
11:15 A.M. and again at 3 P.M. EDT
on MBS stations including WLEW, Erie,
Pennsylvania;
WHK,
Cleveland,
Ohio.
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Most recently, Patti was teamed with Frankie Laine
on a series of record dates and a lengthy run at New
York's Paramount Theater. But the eleven Page sisters
still in Tulsa are convinced that this is only the
beginning.
*
*
*
Columbia Records has arranged for the dancing set
to get their toe-tapping tunes in the exact sequence
that they are played by the big bands appearing in

[ the MUSIC

Wax-spinners Stewart Cornell, Red Rowe, Red Harper, Hank Penny, Lloyd Bouse inspect hat i tesi
mbia
Records' Western artist Hob Will? at a party given for him and his Texas Playboy- by locaJ (California) di>- [oekeyS.

ballrooms. Called the "Dance Date" series, the new
group of long-playing records, which feature TonyPastor, Xavier Cugat, Les Brown and Hal Mclntyre,
consist of four danceable tunes on each side of a
platter. Just as in the ballroom, most songs are
instrumentally performed, with no interruption between numbers. A polished floor and a good imagination does the rest.
*
*
*
What may well have been the longest and most
expensive three-way telephone conversation recently
took place with Paris, New York and Seattle as the
originating points. And nothing was decided after all
the palaver! It happened when a Parisian theater
owner tried to get the Ink Spots to appear at his show
places. The quartet, at the time, was in the State of
Washington, their manager was in New York and the
theater-owner in his office on the Champs Elysee. Even
at this late date, it's not certain whether the foursome
will be able to squeeze in the proposed appearances.
The newest addition to America's disc jockeys is
Chief Traynor Halftown, a full-blooded Seneca
Indian. The Chief replaced Bosh Pritchard on WDAS,
Philadelphia. Bosh is also a professional football
player with the Philadelphia Eagles. This is the Chief's
first assignment as a platter-spinner, but he's been a
singer and entertainer on Buffalo, New York, York and
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, radio stations. The Chief, by
the way, is actually the head man of the Seneca tribe
on the Cornplanter Reservation in Pennsylvania.
Pretty son;;stre^- Jane Froman makes even an ordinary dressing room look like something in a movie.
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'The Albany Godfrey" — Bill Hickok of WXKW — is a family institution from Poughkeepsie to Plattsburg.

LIFE OF THE PARTY

22

If a radio man is known by the companies he
keeps
his sponsor
list, WXKW's
Bill
Hickok on
belongs
to the electronic
elite. The
zaniest performer this side of Betty Hutton, with
the most entertaining sense of nonsense since
Lewis Carroll, he's sold solid to such impressive
advertisers as Ford, Borden, and Mennen. His
friendliness, sincerity, personality and fine singing voice have attracted to his show one of the
two top early-morning platter-chatter audiences
in the area in two years.
One excited little girl, a thirteen-year-old
polio victim, put it this way: "Gosh, Bill Hickok
talked to me on the radio last night. He talked
right to me. Told me to keep my chin up and
played a song just for me."
The twenty-six-year-old disc jockey was born
in Andover, Massachusetts, and the down-East
flavor is still apparent in his broad "a" and rabid
addiction to the Red Sox. After school at Phillips Academy and a short sentence in a fiveand-dime as a floor walker, the Air Forces took
him to the South Pacific as an aerial photo
topographer, but his own mobile map put him
in Special Services. When his superiors saw
him keeping his buddies in non-scheduled
stitches, they transferred him to the morale and
entertainment unit.
After the war "Hicky" landed a job at WHAI
in Greenfield, Massachusetts. An NBC Recording Division representative named Addison
Amor heard him singing over a popular dance
record and was sufficiently impressed to wangle
him a job in New York recording — only suddenly Mr. Petrillo banned the making of
records. So Bill went to work for WCOP in
Boston, then WCON, Atlanta, and, finally Alwhere 6:00
he and
does8:55
three
morning bany's
stintsWXKW,
between
A.M. early
and
another in the evening from 6:00-6:30 P.M.
You never know what's coming next on a
Hickok show, but neither does he. Impulsively
he'll throw away the commercial script and say,

"Wait a minute, folks. I'll show you how good
this dog food is. I'll eat some myself," proceed
to open the can then and there, spoon a mouthful of the stuff, and eat it with mouth-watering
relish. Or he'll announce, "I've got just one
thing to say to you today about Dobler Beer.
It'sHethemakes
beer that
madenoises
Milwaukee
jealous."set of
all the
an inventive
vocal chords can devise. In a metallic bassoprofundo he says he's "Freddie, the friendly
Ford fender." Or he may offer "little known
facts about little known facts" or hold an insane
conversation with his "little people," characters
produced by playing a 33 % rpm recording at
78 rpm; or he'll cajole his mythical dog, Hooper.
The hundreds of letters Bill's fans write him
every week, surprisingly literate, prove that
he's a family institution from Poughkeepsie to
Plattsburg. His is not a solely teen-age audience: many of these letters ten how whole
family groups like to listen together and many
a businessman has become a Hickok fan.
One morning Bill was commiserating publicly
with his 6:00-6:45 A.M. listeners for having to
rise and shine so early. On the spur of the
moment
he organized
"TheHeEarliers'
and
invited his
fans to join.
promisedClub"
to send
them membership cards inscribed with the club
motto,
stand;
we oversleep."
A few "United
weeks we
later
his divided
membership
list was
2,500 names long and he had enrolled factories,
stores, fire departments, and post-offices. Applications for membership are still pouring in from
practically every city, town, and hamlet between
the Canadian border and the Catskills.
Ask Bill to explain his popularity, and he'll
say: "I dunno. Guess I just hold 'em in the
hollow of my head." That's Hickok — not a
straight line in his conversation. But the gag's
wrong. There's far from a void in Willy's head.
He's
smart Heas has
theytocome
the mike-andtonsil astrade.
be inin order
to be the
life of the party every time he hits the air.

Collector's Corner

By SAMMY

This mud-pack was no
beauty treatment !

KAYE

(Sammy Kaye came close
to becoming a civil engineer,
but that profession's loss was
music's gain. Today, Sammy
is one of leaders.
America's
topSunday
bandOn radio, his
Serenade on ABC has gained
quite a following, and so did
his "So You Want To Lead A
Band" feature.)
In my many years of record
collecting, I have accumulated
discs which pleased me
greatly at the time of purchase, but many of them were
"mood" purchases and no
longer rate. The ones I have
listed here are sure to remain
lifelong favorites of mine.
1 — "Marie" by Tommy Dorsey. Bunny Berrigan does a
trumpet solo on this one that
will be hard for anyone to top.
2— "Cry Of The Wild Goose"
by Frankie Laine — perfection
in musical arrangement and
singing.
3. "Begin The Beguine" by
Artie Shaw — another perfect
musical arrangement which
justified Shaw's claim to fame.
4 — "Shine" by Louis Armstrong. Anything Louis does
is a favorite of mine.
5 — "BooThis
Hoo"Lombardo
by Guy Lombardo.
disc
exemplifies the sweet style so
important in the dance band
field.
6 — "Prisoner of Love" by
Perry Como. Como is good
on practically everything, but
this one, in my opinion, is his
best.
7— "White Christmas" by
Bing Crosby. This combination has made a great song an
institution.
8 — "Waltzes of Victor Herbert" by Paul Lavalle. Herbert's many fine waltzes are
at their "Sunday best."
9— "My Hero" by Ralph
Flanagan. Ralph, who is a
former arranger with my
band, is easily one of the best
in the country as indicated
by this wonderful waxing.
10— "In The Mood" by
Glenn Miller. I like most recordings by the late Glenn
Miller. This, in particular, is
indicative of his fine band.

We spent 5 hours rehearsing and retaking this scene in "Come Share
My Love." The cold, wet mud left my hands taut and rough . . .

A dust storm sandpapered
my hands and face . . .

But Jergens Lotion kept my
skin smooth and soft . . .

So it was lovely in closeups with Fred MacMurray.

CAN YOUR LOTION OR HAND
CREAM PASS THIS FILM TEST?
To soften, a lotion or cream
should be absorbed by the
upper layers of the skin.
Water won't "bead" on hand
smoothed with Jergens Lotion
(left hand). It contains
quickly-absorbed ingredients
doctors recommend, no heavy
oils that merely coat skin
with oily film (right hand).

Being a liquid, Jergens is
absorbed by thirsty skin.
More women

Prove it with this simple
test described above . . .

You'll see why Jergens
Lotion is my beauty secret.

use Jergens Lotion than any other hand care in the world

■

Still 10# to $1.00 (plus tax)
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HersDigest

TRAVELER OF THE

REPORTS THE RESEARCH
WHICH PROVES*
Brushing Teeth
Right After Eating with

COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST
Better Than Any Other Way of
Preventing Tooth Decay According
to Published Reports!
Read July Reader's Digest for the results of
"one of the most extensive, costly and practical experiments in dental history"! The
toothpaste used in this research was Colgate
Dental Cream. And read this, too: Two
years' research showed brushing teeth
right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream stopped tooth decay best/Better than
any other home method of oral hygiene!
Yes, the Colgate way stopped more decay
for more people than ever before reported
in dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder
Ammoniated or Not
Offers Proof of Such Results!
Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3
who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!
Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all
tooth decay, or help cavities already started.
But the Colgate way is the most effective
way yet known to help your dentist prevent
decay.

R
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^Colgate Dental Cream was used
exclusively in this scientific research.

Hugh Herbert and emcee Tommy Bartlett share Gladys Meyer's delight as she
holds the puppy given to her by Welcome Travelers to replace her lost pet.

farm
lives ,on a a small
Iittle
nd, Illinois
nearGladys
RichmoMeyer
town right on the Wisconsin
border. Anyone who saw her would
say that she was a typical farm girl.
She's twelve years old and a trifle
shy, with natural blonde hair, a rosy
complexion, deep-set eyes and a
serious look on her face. But she
isn't typical.
Gladys had a dog, and she loved
it with all the affection a shy farm
youngster can lavish on a pet. The
fact that her dog destroyed some
chickens
the neighborhood
lessen herin love
a bit, but thedidn't
dog
had to go.
Gladys knew that the verdict had
been ant.
just,
but justice
She missed
her wasn't
dog andpleasher
natural shyness turned to sad brooding. The Meyer family joked with
her and tried to cheer her with her
favorite delicacies, but Gladys wasn't
hungrywere
and funny.
she didn't
thinklostthea
jokes
She had
friend — a friend she couldn't forget.
The Meyers were concerned about
their daughter. They aren't wealthy
people and a trip to Chicago represented a major expenditure, but
Gladys brightened momentarily at
the suggestion, so the trip was made.
With her mother and grandmother
at the broadcast, her somber face
stood out in sharp contrast in our
audience of nearly a thousand travelers. She was so appealing that we
had to talk to her.
"Why are you traveling?" I asked

her — and I nearly dropped the microphone in astonishment at her
solemnly.
answer. "To forget," she told me
Tears rolled down her cheeks
when she told me the story of her
dog, and our audience suffered right
along with her. When it came time
to give her a remembrance of her
appearance on Welcome Travelers, I
handed her a puppy we'd bought in
a hurry from a Chicago kennel — and
I don't think I ever had a more rewarding experience than seeing her
happy face as she took the dog.
We gave her some other gifts too,
and sent her to lunch and dinner as
our guests — or thought we did. But
Grandma was too tired for the meals
and sight-seeing tour we'd arranged,
so the Meyers went back to Richmond. But Gladys, her mother and
brother returned on Saturday as we
learned from the following letter
Gladys wrote:
"Dear Tommy, I am awful sorry
that I couldn't send a clipping of the
Richmond paper because they said
they lost the story but I am sending
a clipping of the McHenry paper
about me. I have been training the
dog now. She sits up for food and
shakes hands. I had to call her a different name because she is a female.
Her name is Traveling Lassie. I
want to thank you for the things you
gave
"We me.went to Chicago yesterday to
finish
prizesdinner
but didn't
have time
to takemy the
at night.
My

PITH
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llusfWash
By TOMMY

orff% Dhair

BARTLETT

your

Condition it

Welcome Travelers, heard from the College
Inn of the Hotel Sherman (M-F 10 A.M. EDT
NBC)
is sponsored by Procter and Gamble.

mother didn't have money to pay for
a taxi to take us to the depot because
she lost thirty-three dollars and
didn't have any more money to
spend. But the policeman at the
Grayline station gave us a dollar to
help us from the train home."
Mrs. Meyer sent me another letter. "Could
anyget
information as toyouhowgiveI me
could
the
name of the policeman who helped
me last Saturday when Gladys,
Philip and I went back to Chicago
to take the Grayline sight-seeing
tour, the luncheon and dinner. I lost
a thirty-three-dollar check and
didn't discover the loss until about
three o'clock when I went to have it
cashed. I was in quite a predicament because I was depending on the
check getting us back home. I went
to a policeman on State street and
told my story. He offered to help
me, so I accepted enough for street
car fare back to look for the check.
It hadn't been found, but the fellow
who took our tickets for the sightseeing tour remembered us. He gave
me a dollar to get us to the railroad
station, as we had very little time
left. That was why we missed the
dinner. The policeman wouldn't give
his name but I did get his number
from his cap. His number is 7652.
Where would I be able to get his
name? I'd like to send his money
back, too."
Things happen to Gladys — things
like being interviewed on a network
radio show and getting a new puppy
and getting a second trip to the city
— even unpleasant things like being
temporarily stranded — and I have a
hunch that things will keep on happening wherever she is.
She may even be surprised some
Sunday before long by unexpected
dinner guests. My last letter from
Mrs. Meyer said, "I wish I could
have all of your Welcome Travelers
staff out here for dinner. I like to
bake pies and pumpkin is our favorite. Gladys likes cherry pie."
Tommy likes any kind of pie —
and if my mouth keeps watering,
our Travelers of the Month will
have a visit from this traveler sooner
than she expects.

with NEW QRENE shampoo

The sure way to Natural Sheen-Natural Softness
How lovely your hair will look when you use this
exciting New Drene Shampoo with Conditioning
Action! For New Drene does far more than
"just wash" your hair. It actually conditions as it
cleanses . . . conditions your hair to thrilling
natural sheen, natural softness !
Your hair is so wonderfully easy to manage .
so clean, so soft, so responsive to your hands.
No other shampoo has this Conditioning Action.
Get New Drene today!

o
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Cleans hair and scalp like a dream — yet
it's gentle, non-drying, baby-mild!
Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Removes loose dandruff!
Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly
—even in the hardest water!

it's

New Drene
NOW

WITH

Conditioning AcYionl
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THE FIRST 1SSVE OF A

WONDERFUL,

NEW,

USEFUL

MAGAZINE

GOOD COOKING
Here at last is the home magazine which completely
understands your food and cooking problems. It is

IN THE FIRST EXCITING

a magazine which you will keep by your side day-byday throughout the month, breathing new life and
satisfaction into your daily routine.

Good Cooking's Check-List of Recipes for
September
On The Table

You, as an American housewife, spend more than
one-third your waking hours on food. Nearly half
your day goes to marketing, planning meals, preparing and serving them and, of course, cleaning up afterwards. You not only spend one-third your time but
also one-third your income in preparing some 4,380
meals a year.
That's a lot of cooking, so why not let GOOD COOKING show you the way to tastier, more nutritious and
attractive meals.

ISSUE

Home Is In The Kitchen
In The Market Place
Help Your Refrigerator Do A Good Job'
Shopping Is A Homemaker's Business
Mrs.
Henry
Aldrich's
Down
On The
Farm Cooking Keeps Henry
Menu

For The Month

How

To Can Tomatoes

There Is More Than One Way To Cook EggDish Of The Month — Harvest Chicken Stew
plant
"'Garlic Is Awful!" vs. "Garlic Is Wonderful!"
You Can Set A Smart Table From The Five
and Ten

good c

From
Grandmother's
Relishes

Cookbook — Pickles and

Cookies from Cake Mixes
Little Girls Love Playing Hostess
Come

To Dinner

Savory Meat Loaf
It's Grape Time
Taste Test
The Just Married Cook
Casseroles To Please The Inner Man
Back To School — With A Good Lunch
What

Every Home

Bartender Should Know

The Kitchen Bookshelf
They Eat Well In The Southwest
Housedresses Designed To Fit You

GOOD COOKING
ON
23

NEWSSTANDS

WEDNESDAY,

AUGUST
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These Embroidered
Make
Demi Tasse

Placemats Are Easy To

—
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Some days Burr, Kukla, OJlie and Fran just lounged in the sun, sopping up every

ray.

-'^x-'^^ifoiaday morning ~"
/greetings, Television Friends:
"*LP^" - '^*_ ~V
■¥
It's time for us to leave Dragon Retreat, splitting up for separate^. vacation trips around the country. However, before we go, I must
tell you what happened yesterday.
.We'd planned just a nice, quiet picnic, because we'd had all the
excitement we wanted on Saturday night when we presented our
annual pageant, The History of Dragondom on the North American
Continent.
We had a large audience, for in (Continued on page 76)

-.Mwcedes worried lest the Colonel's sessions
in the sun completely
dehydrate
him.

OTTie thought if would be fun to be buried
so Kukla shoveled sand right up to his neck.

i3Ift.iV
Fletcher Rabbit, more energetic than most;
took his little rake out into, the garden.

Buelah was a real heroine when Madame's
canoe got caught in the swift current.

Kukla, Fran and OUie return from vacation in Sept. and will be seen at 7 P.M. EDT, M-F., NBC-TV.
Sponsored
Mon. & Fri.. by R.C.A.;
Tues. & Thurs. by Seattest;
Wed.
by the Ford Motor Company.
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The happy Montgomerys :
George, Missy and Dinah.

thu, NOW I
By DINAH
Polio!

SHORE

It could have stopped

her but she didn't let it. This is the
unknown story of Dinah's fight against
an enemy that turned out to be
a blessing in disguise

Missy's pals, Arabella the cat and Mike the puppy, make
it five in the Montgomerys' San Fernando Valley home.

I had infantile paralysis when I was eighteen months
old! I will always carry the marks of it: a right
foot a whole size smaller than my left, a right leg
which I must exercise faithfully to keep it in symmetry with the left one.
A few years ago, I wouldn't have admitted this to
my best friend, let alone in print.
I had kept my "handicap" a dark secret. People
wouldn't like me, a "perfect" man wouldn't marry
me,
otherI told
girls.myself, if they knew I was "different" from
It was so ridiculously silly. I know that now. But
I didn't know it, at least I didn't admit it, until I met
George Montgomery and fell in love with the man.
Through George I came to realize that my "handicap" had long ago turned into an asset.
It all came out one Sunday night a few months
before we were married. We were all sitting around
— the three girls with whom (Continued on page 103)

Polio may have been the turning point in Dinah's own
life, but she fervently hopes Missy will be spared it.

Sponsored
Dinah Shore sin«. on the Jack Smith Show every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 7:15 P.M. EDT, CBS.

by Oxydol.
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I LOVE
And why not?

With a wife like Bo, a mother like

Fay and his studio audiences, Tom Moore just can't help it!
By TOM

MOORE

Tom met Bo at a party when he was
fourteen. They played postoffice, fell
in love and have been there ever since.

Tom and Tom, Jr. tease Bo constantly, but they say she never lets it
get in the way of her good humor.

I got a letter the other day from a Seattle listener saying, "Dear Tom:
Don't ever quit your smooching.
Even when we're a thousand miles away from the
studio, we all love it."
I hereby answer that letter publicly. "My dear listener: That's the one thing I can assure you will never
happen. When I come dashing into the studio at the
opening of Ladies Fair, make a bee line for the prettiest
woman I can spot in an aisle seat and kiss her, I ain't
kidding. I'm getting just as big a kick out of it as the
audience. I might as well confess — I love ladies."
Now before you get any strange ideas about me being
a guy with a roving eye or envision me as the original
wandering husband, I want to explain a little further.
I love all ladies because of a particular lady named
Bo, and because of another extra-special lady named
Fay. The first is my wife and the second is my mother.
30

Tom's wife, Bo, left, and his mother,
Fay, are the two women in particular
that make Tom love all women in general.

With two women like that in a man's life, he can't help
thinking all women are wonderful.
It was, of course, the lady named Fay who gave me
my start in this direction. She's tiny, spirited, and so
beautiful I can well understand why my father fell in
love with her at first sight. My father, Thomas McNutt,
was a member of a minstrel troupe, adept in songs and
softshoe, quick with the usual "Mr. Bones" jokes. It
didn't take Fay long to see through the blackface. After
they were married she joined the company, playing
piano, writing their songs, arranging their music. I'm
not stretching the truth when I boast I was cradled in
a theatrical trunk. When growing children finally anchored my parents at Mattoon, Illinois, Fay helped my
father switch from being a footloose trouper into a substantial business man. As a charming hostess, she did her
share to build up his real estate and insurance agency.

Vi

/
Kissing the ladies is the activity Tom seems to enjoy most on his program, Ladies Fair, which is heard Monday through Friday, 2 P.M. EDT on MBS. It is sponsored by Miles Laboratories,- makers of Tabcin. The Tom
Moore Show is broadcast on Station WGN in Chicago and is heard Monday through Friday, 10:30 A.M. CDT.

With such a mother, I wasn't very old before I started
wondering how I would ever find a wife to compare with
her. A more pertinent worry might have been how I
would find a girl who could put up with me. Strangely
enough, I found her when I was fourteen, and stranger
yet, it happened when we were playing postoffice.
I was quite condescending, I recall, about attending
that particular party, for at a boy's gawkiest age I was
also suffering from an over-inflated ego due to regarding myself as a professional entertainer.
I had bridged the voice change from boy soprano to
booming baritone by learning to play drums, and now
that I could again sing without suddenly sounding like
a bullfrog in duet with a squeaky fiddle, I was doubling
in a dance band. In my opinion, a performer of such
stature should have outgrown kid 'parties, but my mother
made me go.

Very superior in my bell-bottomed pants, white silk
muffler and bearskin coat, I tramped along through the
raw early Spring night. My ears were cold, I remember,
for I'd succumbed to the new fad of going bareheaded.
Anticipating a dull evening, I punched the doorbell
and was ushered into a parlor where all the girls sat
stiffly on one side of the room and the boys on the other.
I picked a vantage spot to survey the opposition and
noticed that the prettiest girl in the room was a little
blonde in a bright sweater. Her name was Bo Woods.
We danced a little and we sang a little. The girls
giggled and the boys squirmed and then some one said,
"Let's play postoffice."
I kept my eye on little blonde Bo, and it did not please
me when she got a number of "letters." When my turn
came to go into the darkened room, I had a plot seething.
I sent out word that for Bo (Continued on page 85)
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I LOVE
a mother like
And why not? With a wife like Bo,
Moore just can't help it!
Fay and his studio audiences, Tom
By TOM MOORE

Tom met Bo at a party when he was
fourteen. They played postoffice, fell
in love and have heen there ever since.

Tom and Tom, Jr. tease Bo constantly, but they say she never lets it
get in the way of her good humor.

I got a letter the other day from a Seattle listener saying, "Dear Tom: Don't ever quit your smooching.
Even when we're a thousand miles away from the
studio, we all love it."
I hereby answer that letter publicly. "My dear listener: That's the one thing I can assure you will never
happen. When I come dashing into the studio at the
opening of Ladies Fair, make a bee line for the prettiest
woman I can spot in an aisle seat and kiss her, I ain't
kidding. I'm getting just as big a kick out of it as the
audience. I might as well confess — I love ladies."
Now before you get any strange ideas about me being
a guy with a roving eye or envision me as the original
wandering husband, I want to explain a little further.
I love all ladies because of a particular lady named
Bo, and because of another extra-special lady named
Fay. The first is my wife and the second is my mother
30

Tom's wife, Bo, left, and his mother.
ular
Fay, are the two women in inpartic
.
general
women
all
love
Tom
make
that

ul.
life, he can't help
g all
womenlikearethatwonderf
thinkin
in a man's
women
With two
-.m
lady named Fay who ,gave
It was, of course, the on.
She's tiny, spirited ancl
in this directi
my start
beautiful I can well understand why my fath"/ ^itt
love with her at first sight. My father, Thomas Mcwij
was a member of a minstrel troupe, adept in songs ^
softshoe, quick with the usual "Mr. Bones" i0*6?^,,.
didn't take Fay long to see through the blackface. /« g
they were married she joined the company, P1 ^
piano, writing their songs, arranging their mus'c/ j in
not stretching the truth when I boast I was cracu ^
a theatrical trunk. When growing children ""j^ ^y
chored my parents at Mattoon. Illinois, Fay help ^
father switch from being a footloose trouper in*°di(jher
stantial business man. As a charming hostess, she y
share to build up his real estate and insurance

Kissing the ladies is the activity Tom seems to enjoy most on his program, Ladies Fair, which is heard Monday through Friday, 2 P.M. EDT on MBS. It is sponsored by Miles Laboratories,- makers of Tabcin. The Tom
Moore Show is broadcast on Station WGN in Chicago and is heard Monday through Friday, 10:30 A.M. CDT.
With such a mother, I wasn't very old before I started
wondering how I would ever find a wife to compare with
"er. A more pertinent worry might have been how I
would find a girl who could put up with me. Strangely
enough, I found her when I was fourteen, and stranger
vet, it happened when we were playing postoffice.
I was quite condescending, I recall, about attending
that particular party, for at a boy's gawkiest age I was
also myself
suffering
an over-inflated ego due to regardlfig
as afrom
professional
entertainer.
made
go.
I had mebridged
the voice change from boy soprano to
Dooming baritone by learning to play drums, and now
hj»t I could again sing without suddenly sounding like
9 bullfrog in duet with a squeaky fiddle, I was doubling
* a dance band. In my opinion, a performer of such
stature should have outgrown kid parties, but my mother

Very superior in my bell-bottomed pants, white silk
muffler and bearskin coat, I tramped along through the
raw early Spring night. My ears were cold, I remember,
for I'd succumbed to the new fad of going bareheaded.
Anticipating a dull evening, I punched the doorbell
and was ushered into a parlor where all the girls sat
stiffly on one side of the room and the boys on the other.
I picked a vantage spot to survey the opposition and
noticed that the prettiest girl in the room was a little
blonde in a bright sweater. Her name was Bo Woods.
We danced a little and we sang a little. The girls
giggled and the boys squirmed and then some one said,
"Let's play postoffice."
I kept my eye on little blonde Bo, and it did not please
me when she got a number of "letters." When my turn
came to go into the darkened room, I had a plot seething.
I sent out word that for Bo {Continued on page 85)
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Do you want

A man who's served up on Toast,
A CBS Sunday night boast—
Of the Town he's M.C.,
And he'll always be
The
HIS NAME

IS:

non-smilingest man,

coast to coast.

ED SULLIVAN

Faye

We wouldn't mind viewing all day.
Her figure and face
a pace —

We'd guest on her show without pay.1
HER

NAME

IS:

FAYE

e fall — or whafs known in
Com
this business as "the fall season"— there'll be a lot of wellremembered faces coming back on
your television screens, and lots of
new ones, starting new shows.
You'll be missing a lot if you
haven't a television set so that you
can sit back and enjoy all the really
wonderful entertainment that the
TV networks and your local stations carry, all yours for just the
flip of a switch and the turn of a
dial. (Shows like our own Toast of
the Town for instance, and lots
more — I am mighty proud of Toast,
think we have a really good, well-

EMERSON

you'll find the
a look at the
grab a pencil
limerick — and

In a lovely new house with a view
Lives Johnny — his wife, Penny, too.
They've programs galore
And will have even more,

His fun's pantomime,
A viewer will laugh till he cries!
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Toast of the Town, with Ed
Sullivan — heard Sun. 8 :00
P.M., EDT, on CBS-TV.
Sponsor : Lincoln-Mercury.

rules carefully explained. For inspiration, take
prizes. Read over the sample limericks. Then
and write your own last line for the contest
good luck to you!

A part of the time

IS: SID CAESAR

BY
ED SULLIVAN

Now, of course, one good way to get a TV set if you haven't
one already — or to get a replacement, if yours is one of those
old-timers with the postage-stamp screen — is to go to a dealer
and put cash on the line. Here, on this page and the three
following, is another way — an easier-on-the-pocketbook way,
if you're good at writing last lines for limericks. Everyone's
done that at one time or another — why not have a try at it
now? Radio and Television Mirror and the Sylvania people got
together to work out a swell contest, with plenty of worthwhile prizes. All you have to do is write one last line, say why
you'd like to win a TV set. There are lots of examples of
limericks with the last lines already filled in, to help you, and

Sid's program is full of surprise,
And always a treat for the eyes.

HIS NAME

television set in your home?

rounded program for you each week, but I don't say it's the
only show on the air!)

There's a lovely lady named

Set the women

a beautiful new

Bringing added pleasure to you.
THEIR NAMES

ARE:

JOHNNY

AND

PENNY

OLSEN

JA A/I 80REE
Here's a lots-of-fun contest with Ed Sullivan as M.C. — and 15 TV and radio sets as prizes!

FIRST PRIZE
Sylvania "Movie Clear"
Television: beautiful console, 19 inch
screen,

television

combination

radio with mahogany

TVcab-

inet. Approximate retail
value of this first-prize television set is $645.00.

A cigarette salesman is he,
A vendor of soup and of tea.
But better than these is
He does as he pleases —
Vhile leaving his sponsors at sea!

HIS NAME IS: ARTHUR

GODFREY

TURN PAGE FOR RULES AND PICTURES

OF SYLVANIA

TV SET PRIZES^
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Third Prize: Sylvania "Movie
Clear" Television — console model
combination radio and television,
with a 16 inch screen. Walnut or
mahogany cabinet. Approximate
retail value of this prize, $450.00.

Ninth, Tenth

and Eleventh

Prizes: Sylvania "Studio Clear"
clock-radios to waken you tunefully. Colors: 9th, white, 10th walnut; 11th, black. Value $35.00 each.

SECOND

OF

1. Think of a good last line for the "Contest Jingle"
printed on page 33 and repeated on the opposite
page. Your last line should end in a word which
rhymes with "aisle" and "style." Decide the name
of the TV personality pictured with the jingle.
the coupon

on page

35 or on a separate

piece

of paper, fill in the last line* you have written for the
jingle, and also the name of the TV personality pictured with it. Complete, in 25 words or less, the

screen
— Sylvania
Clear"
Television.
Your "Movie
jingle answer
may bring it into your livingroom !
Approximate retail value, $350.00.

Thirteenth, Fourteenth and

THE

Fifteenth Prizes: Sylvania "Studio Clear" table model radios, in
white, walnut, black. Approximate
retail value of these is $18.00 each.

CONTEST
and

Television

Mirror.

Entries in the

contest

will

be judged on originality and aptness of last lines
submitted, plus correct identification of the TV personality. In case of duplication of last lines the
entries will then be judged on the originality and
sincerity of the completed statement; in case of
duplication of statements, duplicate prizes will be
awarded.

cause— ". 0e sure +o fill in your complete name and
address. If you do not use the coupon be sure your
entry has all the information
called for in this rule.

4. Entries must be postmarked no later than October
20, 1950. All entries become the property of Radio
Mirror and none will be returned, nor can the magazine undertake to enter into correspondence concerning
entries.

3. Sole judges of this contest will be Ed Sullivan,
M.C. of Toast of the Town, and the editors of Radio

5. Entries should be addressed
Radio
Mirror, 205
E. 42nd St.,

statement:
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Fourth Prize: Console is mahogany cabinet, with 16 inch

Twelfth Prize: Sylvania "Studio Clear" three-way portable
radio, AC, DC, or battery. Wonderful on vacation, or to use all
year around. Retail value, $30.00.

RULES

2. On

PRIZE

Sylvania "Movie Clear" Television console, with a 19 inch
screen. Winner may choose mahogany or blonde cabinet. The approximate retail value is $540.00.

"1 would

like to win a television set be-

to Jingle Jamboree,
New York
17, N. Y.

JA/H80RE£
jgy m
Sixth Prize: to please any entertainment-minded youngster from
eight to eighty — Sylvania "Movie
Clear" console Television with 14
inch screen, mahogany cabinet.
The approximate value is $240.00.

Here

FIFTH

Seventh

In a mahogany cabinet, this Sylvania "Movie Clear" Television,
with 16 inch screen, will harmonize
with any furnishings. Approximate
retail value of this prize, $310.00.

is my last line for the Contest Jingle:

The name of the man

PRIZE

pictured with the Jingle is:

and

Eighth

Prizes:

just alike: Sylvania "Movie Clear"
Television in table model mahogany cabinet, with a 14 inch
screen. Approximate retail value
of these TV sets is $190.00 each.

El
JINGLE
CONTEST
-:Mk Mi
He'll make you roll in the aisle,
This man with the side-splitting style.
Called Mr. TV,
A top comic is he —

1 would like to win a Sylvania set because:
(Complete this statement in 25 words or less)

MY

NAMF

C.TRFFT

CITY

AND

IS

P.O.

N1JMRFR

OR

BOX

ZONF
STATF
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GIVE

4TAKE

I

Magnetic emcee John Reed King finds that it's fun to do both, but-

kwfajMl
Cooking under three pairs of critical
feminine eyes doesn't fluster John at all.

John Reed King has the stamina of a steam engine,
and he needs it. The handsome, husky quizmaster
of Give and Take roars through the day, tireless,
gay, spouting wisecracks whether he is entertaining
an audience of three at lunch or three hundred in the
studio. Then he goes home to a whirl of activity
involving family, friends and half a dozen hobbies
that he rides with the same verve and bounce that
make Give and Take the top-rated daytime quiz.
Where does he get the fuel for this incessant show
of high spirits? "From people," he says. "They're
more fun than anybody."
It's a wisecrack, but there's truth in it. King is as
friendly as a Great Dane puppy. That is why he has
fun with people . . . his interest in every person he
meets is genuine. His audiences know it the minute
they hear his booming voice and hearty laugh. Within
five minutes of the time he grabs the microphone, he

Give and Take, with John Reed King, is heard Sat.. 1:30 P.M., EDT, CBS, sponsored by

The Kings live in quiet suburban Scarsdale, New York with
their daughters Joanna, who is twelve, and Julianne, ten.

MAN
Home is one place John wishes he could be at more often.

and this is confidential — he'd much rather give !

also has grabbed the confidence and affection of everybody within range. The result is that his entire
audience, from the most dignified matron to giggling
teenagers are happy to join the free-wheeling clowning. No one regrets it. Though some of the gags he
is inspired to pull on contestants are hilariously funny,
he never uses ridicule for a laugh or the embarrassment of one person for the amusement of many.
John's day starts early. With his wife, Jean, and
daughters, Joanna, twelve, and Julianne, ten, he lives
in a large Colonial house in Scarsdale, a semi-country
community within an easy drive of New York. He is
up at the crack of dawn to drive the two little girls
to school after family breakfast.
If he has a daytime rehearsal Or show — which happens three or four times a week — he flashes into the
studio for a conference first with "Uncle Jim" Brown
and the half dozen others who (Continued on page 74)

Toni. John conducts Missus Goes A-Shopping, M.-F.. 9:45 A.M., EDT, heard in N. Y.. CBS.

When he is, he's likely to be found catching up on conversation with Jean or painting a canvas for admiring Julianne.

The Kings live in quiet suburban Scarsdale. New York with
their daughters Joanna, who is twelve, and Julianne, ten.
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Magnetic emcee John Reed King finds that it's fun to do both, but-

Cooking under three pairs of critical
feminine eyes doesn't fluster John at all.

John Reed King has the stamina of a steam engine,
and he needs it. The handsome, husky quizmaster
of Give and Take roars through the day, tireless,
gay, spouting wisecracks whether he is entertaining
an audience of three at lunch or three hundred in the
studio. Then he goes home to a whirl of activity
involving family, friends and half a dozen hobbies
that he rides with the same verve and bounce that
make Give and Take the top-rated daytime quiz.
Where does he get the fuel for this incessant show
of high
"From people," he says. "They re
more
fun spirits?
than anybody."

n

It's a wisecrack, but there's truth in it. King is aS
friendly as a Great Dane puppy. That is why he has
fun with people ... his interest in every person he
meets is genuine. His audiences know it the minute
they hear his booming voice and hearty laugh. Within
five minutes of the time he grabs the microphone, ne

and this is confidential — he'd much

Home is one place John wishes he could he at more often.

rather give !

also has grabbed the confidence and affection of everybody within range. The result is that his entire
audience, from the most dignified matron to giggling
teenagers are happy to join the free-wheeling clowning. No one regrets it. Though some of the gags he
is inspired to pull on contestants are hilariously funny,
he never uses ridicule for a laugh or the embarrassment of one person for the amusement of many.
John's day starts early. With his wife, Jean, and
daughters, Joanna, twelve, and Julianne, ten, he lives
in a large Colonial house in Scarsdale, a semi-country
community within an easy drive of New York. He is
to drive the two little girls
of dawn
crackfamily
at the after
up school
to
breakfast.

show— which hapIf he has a daytime rehearsal or he
flashes into the
pens three or four times a week—
Jim" Brown
"Uncle
a conference first with
studiothe for
half dozen others who (Continued on page 74)
and

""■John cn„ducts MissU5 Goes Chopping. M.-F.. 9:45 A.M., EDT, heard in N. Y.. CBS.
Give and Take, with John Reed Kin*, is heard Sat.. 1 :30 P.M., EDT, CBS,

When he is, he's likely to he found catching up on conversation with Jean or painting a canvas for admiring Julianne.
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By JO STAFFORD

The
is growing, I hear tell, that I
am legend
a lazy girl.
My friends put it more kindly — they say
I'm relaxed — but I have even been described
with that rather curdled word "phlegmatic."
So I am sauntering into print — as a lazy
girl. I couldn't rush into print of course — to
answer these ugly charges. But not to deny
them.
I am a lazy girl — and of all of my accomplishments, with the one exception of singing, this laziness or relaxed-ness, if you
prefer, is the one of which I am proudest.
I'm happy, on account of it, and productive— three concurrent network radio shows,
a full recording schedule, and a book on
American folk music in the writing is a
pretty full schedule of work for a Miss Lazybones. I'm pretty sure I'm going to be
around on this earth a lot longer because
of it, and more importantly, I'm going to
have a wonderful (Continued on page 91)

Jo Stafford is on Club 15, Tues., Thurs., at 7:15 P.M., EDT,
CBS, sponsored by Campbell's Soups, and the Contented Hour,
Sundays at 10 P.M., EDT, CBS, sponsored by Carnation Milk.

Time-saver: Jo puts on morning makeup while having first
— and second and third- — of her daily twelve cups of coffee.

She's turning out a book on folk music, with collaborator
Fred Heider. Jo likes to work late — but get up late, too.

Organization — the old place for everything and everything
in its plap.e theory — saves precious time for being lazy.

Another of Jo's live-long prescriptions: a lengthy, luxurious
bedtime bath. Her preparations are supervised by Bobo.
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Should a threatened marriage be

Torn between love for Anne
and love for Jerry, little
Jill's situation is one that
many youngsters face today.

Young Dr. Malone and his wife, Anne, have been separated
for about two years. During this time Jerry has become
Director of the Institute for Rural Research in New York
— largely through the influence of Lucia Standish, the chief
stockholder of the Institute, who is interested in Jerry personally as well as professionally. Meantime Anne is superintendent ofa clinic in their home town, Three Oaks.
Jerry was impressed by New York, by the importance of
the position offered him, and by Lucia, and he accepted the
job even though he knew Anne didn't want him to. The
greatest point of contention between Anne and Jerry has been
their
Anne
about
Three

n a mcwwaae
necw-$ di&atifap, ttmat awat
M£> mild?

wan ywi new

J/ouna £i/k ^iialone
and Ais wide

-Solve wti fowwem?

differing interpretation of Lucia's" motives, and when
has visited Jerry in New York, it has been argument
Lucia and her intentions which has sent Anne back to
Oaks each time helpless, hopeless — and further estranged from Jerry than ever.
Sam Williams, prosperous Three Oaks businessman, is a
constant admirer, but Anne keeps the relationship on a basis
of friendship. One of her greatest worries is little Jill, and the
fact that she is being deprived of a father's love. Anne decides
it would be wise to have Jill visit Jerry regularly, and arranges to have Jerry pick up the little girl and take her back
to New York for a vacation. Meanwhile, Mother Malone.
angry because of Jerry's actions, has poisoned the child's
mind against her father. Jill refuses to go with him. Lucia,
hearing of this, convinces Jerry that it was Anne who turned
Jill against him. Lucia — without Jerry's knowledge — visits
Anne, discusses divorce. Anne tells her angrily that if her
husband wants a divorce he'll have to ask for it himself.
Each month, Radio Mirror asks its reader-listeners to help
their daytime serial favorites solve their problems. To Anne
Malone, the greatest tragedy of all this is Jill's. She asks herself whether it's wise to make every sacrifice — close her
eyes to Lucia's schemes and to Jerry's blind, stubborn acceptance of them in good faith — in order to preserve the
Malone family relationship intact for Jill's sake. What, under
the circumstances, will be best for Jill?

Radio Mirror Will Purchase Readers' Answers To The Question:
"Should A Threatened Marriage Be Held Together For the Sake
of the Child?" To Writer of Best Answer, $25; Five Next-Best
Answers, $5 Each.
What do you think about this problem? State your answer and reasons in
a letter of no more than 100 words; address to Young Dr. Malone, Radio
Mirror, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. The editors will choose
what they feel to be the best letter — basing their choice on originality
and understanding of the problem — and will purchase it for $25.00. They
will purchase the five next-best letters for $5.00 each. No letter will be
returned: opinions of the editors will be final. Letters must be postmarked
no later than Sept. 1, 1950. This coupon should accompany your letter.

gether for the sake of the child?'
Young Dr. Malone is heard M-F

at 1:30 P.M., EDT,

CBS. sponsored by Crisco.
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Having achieved their dream of a home in the country, the Olsens don't mind at all being fenced in.
42

NEW HOME

n

The Olsens, Johnny and Penny, have moved into
their dream house. The real home they have longed
for ever since they were married. The little place
in the country they talked about so many years. The
peaceful haven they always hoped to find.

Old meets new with the heirloom spinning wheel silhouetted against the spanking modern picture window.

It's everything they wanted in a home, and there's
only one problem. They don't know what to name it.
Maybe they would, if they could take time enough
from their five-day-a-week Rumpus Room television
show and the Johnny Olsen Luncheon Club radio
program, personal appearance tours, and their new
household chores. Maybe, if there were more time
to make little lists, to talk over names . . .
At this point, over good, steaming coffee served in
Penny's precious heirloom cups, we suggested that
Radio Mirror's readers might like to share in naming
the Olsens' house. So Penny and Johnny have turned
it into a contest, and hope you'll join in it. You have
the same chance as anyone else to come up with a
name they will love and be grateful for.
And to help you help Johnny and Penny, here is the
story of the house that needs a name.
You leave Grand Central Station in New York by
express train and in forty minutes you're at Stamford,
Connecticut, where you pick up Johnny's car, parked
near the station, drive about (Continued on page 82)
Olsen fans have been generous with advice on gardening. Johnny and Penny enjoy each and every letter.

RULES

FOR

CONTEST

If you'd like to help Johnny and Penny Olsen name
their new home, if you'd like to win 125.00 for suggesting the best name (there will be additional
prizes of $5.00 each for the five next best names),
then send your idea for a name, together with a
statement of twenty-five words or less telling why
you think this is a good name for the Olsen home
to Olsen Home Name, c/o Radio Mirror, 205 E.
42 St., New York 17, N. Y. All statements become
the property of Radio Mirror; none will be returned.
All entries should be accompanied ,by this, coupon
and postmarked not later than Sept. 1, 1950. Winners, to be determined solely by the editors of Radio
Mirror and the Olsens, will be announced in the
November issue.

Is there anything better than breakfast in the country? Johnny and Penny can't think of a thing.

Johnny Olsen's Luncheon Club is on M-F, 12 Noon EDT, ABC. Sponsor Philip Morris. Rumpus

Room is on 12 :30 P.M. EDT, WABD.

Sponsor Premier Foods.
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Lovely, loquacious
Eloise has never
been one to
keep an opinion
to herself —
especially if it's
about a man!

^

ELOISE McELHONE

Now, don't misunderstand me — I've been in love frequently.
But it's difficult to stay in love because the more you know
about a man, the worse it gets. Some day, of course, I hope
to get married- — and there are a lot of requirements I hope
Mr. Right will fill. Meanwhile, let me list a few Mr. Wrongs I
definitely will not marry.
Before I go ahead, though, I ought to explain that while I
certainly don't set myself up as the supreme authority on this
interesting subject, I've a little more background in the course
than the general run of girls. I've had my share of dates, like
everyone else. I've also been in radio and television for quite
a while, and there you get to study a pretty fair cross-section
of male humanity in all its phases. Most enlightening of all
have been my appearances on television's Leave It To The
Girls. That program, believe me, constitutes a post-graduate
course in how to size up a man with one well-directed, allembracing look!
Having catalogued my qualifications, here goes:
I dearly despise all the Surprise Packages. Like the man
who tells you ahead of time you're going dancing; you put on
your brand-new strapless job and your spike heels — and when
he's got you two miles from home he suddenly yells, "Guess
where we're going? Surprise, surprise! To the amusement
park!" This little thrill happened to me last summer ... I lost
my purse off the roller-coaster, smashed my glasses, and
broke off one of my high heels. My new cocktail dress looked
as if I'd torn it off the back of a lady coal miner. Naturally, I
felt a mite bitter; but I wouldn't have if my date hadn't "surprised" me. Then I'd have worn flat sandals and a cotton
dress — and had the time of my life.
I further hate the Surpriser who dates you up weeks in
advance for a special night, making it sound as if you're heading for Mrs. Astor's ball. When the days have passed and
the date rolls around, where does he take you? To Joe's
Greasy Spoon, where the juke box peals and you go snowblind from the shirt sleeves. You spend the entire evening
kicking sawdust away from your best satin slippers and biting
back the question, "Why did you ask me weeks ahead of
time for this? If you'd called me at the last minute I'd have
loved it— but why the production?"
I also hate the Surprise Package (Continued on page 89)

Eloise McElhone

appears as a regular pane) member

on Leave It To The Girls,

Sun., 7 P.M. EDT, NBC-TV, sponsored by Regent Cigarettes and on Think Fast,
Sun. 8 P.M. EDT, ABC-TV. Her own shows are Eloise Salutes The Stars,
Tues. 7:30 P.M. EDT, WABD-TV, sponsored by Doeskin Products Co., and
Quick On The Draw, Sat. 9 P.M. EDT, NBC-TV, sponsored by Vim.
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Powder

your nose, sharpen

your wits and come on along for
some fun -maybe
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some cash, too!

" 1 nd now," says Walter O'Keefe, "would you
JY breathless
like to try for
the forty dollar
prize?" leans
With
anticipation,
the audience
forward, wondering if the contestant will double
her loot — or go away with nothing. But win or
lose, everyone has fun on Double or Nothing and
if you live in the Los Angeles area or are planning

X

I

I
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4
a trip there, here's your chance to see this program. The scene in the NBC studio looks exactly
like this. From the audience you see the potential
contestants seated on the stage, left. Standing at
the first microphone is the contestant who is trying
to turn the starting two dollars into a forty dollar
jackpot via the right answers to questions that get
Double or Nothing is heard twice daily, M-F. 10:30 A.M.

more difficult as the stakes mount. At the other
microphone is emcee Walter O'Keefe, flanked by
Double or Nothing's staff which includes producer
Lou Crosby, director Harry Spears and organist
Ervin Orton. They'll tell you that no one ever
loses on Double or Nothing for each contestant
gets a package of his favorite

Campbell's soup.

EDT and 2:00 P.M. EDT, NBC. Sponsored by the Campbell Soup Co.
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your nose, sharpen

your wits and come on along
for
some fun -maybe

some cash, too!
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" * nd now," says Walter O'Keefe, "would y°
»v
j\ like to try for the forty dollar prize?
breathless anticipation, the audience ie
forward, wondering if the contestant Will do ^
j
her loot— or go away with nothing. But ^
lose, everyone has fun on Double or Not , *Ling
if you live in the Los Angeles area or are plan11

a trip there, here's your chance to see this program. The scene in the NBC studio looks exactly
!ike this. From the audience you see the potential
contestants seated on the stage, left. Standing at
™e first microphone is the contestant who is trying
to turn the starting two dollars into a forty dollar
Jackpot via the right answers to questions that get
Double or Nothing is heard twice daily, M-F. 10:30 A.M. EDT
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e, flanked by
microphone is emcee Walter O'Keef
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st
Lou Crosby, director Harry Spears and organi
Ervin Orton. They'll tell you that no one ever
contestant
loses on Double or Nothing for each
ll's soup.
gets a package of his favorite Campbe

Carolyn Kramer, in the Right to
Happiness, is heard every M-F at
3 :45 P.M., EDT, over NBC stations,
sponsored by Ivory Soap and Duz.

Carolyn's home is run with grace and efficiency.

Like any mother's.

The heart of my home is my son, eight-year-old Skippy. Even when
he's not with me, I find myself directing my thinking, planning my activities with his next visit in view — deciding what we'll do, what we'll
have to eat, what excursions we'll go on. I suppose that, being alone so
much, without a husband or other children to make demands on my time,
Skippy's even more important to me than most sons are to their mothers.

My mother always packed for the family
when we went on trips. Her ability
amounted to genius — everybody's clothes
arrived in wearable condition, because
she went about it scientifically. Here
^ffk—*ti3T^^&iy$M
Ay\s^Jfc===2^J

°re some

of the things I learned from

her. Heaviest items — shoes and purses —
on the bottom, shoes in bags or tucked
into socks, to protect the rest of the

things. To save space — and wrinkles — pack lingerie this way: lay
slips folded lengthwise on several sheets of tissue paper. Panties
and bras on top of slips. Now roll the whole thing crosswise,
tissue on the outside. To pack a suit, lay jacket in lengthwise.
Open front flaps; lay waist of skirt at shoulder of jacket. Button
jacket and bring skirt hem up over jacket and a rolled sweater.

Youngsters put such whole-hearted energy into everything they do, it's no
wonder they have none left over to use
for being careful! I try to keep an eye
on the market for new devices and gadgets that will help make my home a

f&i

safer place for Skippy. There's a new
plug, for instance, to be inserted in electric outlets which are not being used —
it makes the outlet proof against small boys armed with screwdrivers, bent on seeing what happens when you shove the
screwdriver into the outlet. There's also a new electric cord, with
a reel to take up slack — no lengths of wire to trip hurrying feet.
You can find these safety devices at your local stores now.
They're a good investment for anyone "with children.

(£&'%£& CaM>a*u£'
A boy, if he's healthy, is also hungry — what seems
like ninety per cent of the time, at least! If you
make certain that your child has the minimum
basic requirements in his daily diet, he's very likely
to be healthy — and hungrier than ever. This can
turn into a kind of treadmill for Mother, but I
love to see Skippy's healthy glow, so I don't object to constant prodding in the way of "When's
dinner, Mom? I'm starved!" Dr. Dick Campbell supplied me, a while back, with a list of basic daily
requirements for the diet of a child, and I'd like to
pass this list along to all of you. Milk — one quart (supplies calcium) . . . Vegetables — one serving of potatoes,
two of green or leafy vegetables (supplies iron, vitamins,
minerals, carbohydrates) . . . Fruit — one serving fresh citrus
fruit, one serving other fruit, fresh or dried, cooked or
raw (supplies vitamins, minerals) . . . Eggs — one daily or
at least three or four a week (supplies protein, iron, phosphorus). Eggs can be served endless ways — they need never
become tiresoine . . . Meat, fish and poultry — one serving
daily or at least five days a week; on other days, dried beans
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or peas, peanut butter, nuts, cheese or eggs (supplis vitamins, proteins, iodine) . . . Cereals and
breads — whole-grain or enriched, one serving
cereal daily, one serving bread each meal (supplies carbohydrates, vitamins, iron) . . . Fats and
sugars — butter, or oleomargarine with added
Vitamin A; fat and sugar provide energy, and
should not replace other foods listed here. Planning meals for two, especially when one of the
two is a little boy, is no easy trick. Roasts, steaks and so on
are too big for us — and they're a heavy drain on the budget,
served regularly, anyway. Fortunately, both Skippy and I
like stews, for they're an excellent way to serve meat and
vegetables in combination. There are any number of variations possible, depending on the kinds of meats and vegetables you use, and all sorts of "trimmings" — such as
dumplings. Skippy and I particularly like parsley in
dumplings for lamb stew made with peas and onions, or a
little poultry seasoning in dumplings served with veal.
These are delicious, nutritious dishes and they can be made
with a minimum of effort.

RADIO MIRROR for BETTER LIVING

it centers

around her child

By CAROLYN KRAMER
of

The

Right

to

Happiness

Editor's Note: Each month Radio
Mirror's new feature, This Is My Life,
will take you behind the scenes and
into the home of one of your favorite
daytime drama characters. You'll learn
how she keeps house and what solutions
.the has found for the myriad problems
that face all homemakers. You'll find
new ideas for living — ideas on food,
children, recreation, travel, budgeting,
beauty, buying, decorating and all the
other things that go into making the
home one of the most satisfying careers
a woman can have.
Nice change from
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When I'm alone and feeling a little out
of scrts with the world, I like to take

I'm a confirmed believer in the easy
way, especially in a house where children's high spirits have a way of
translating themselves into extra work
for Mother. I think, for instance, that
rugs which can be shampooed on the
floor at home, or better still, popped
into the washer, are a great blessing.
Here's how my electric washer,
soap — Ivory and Duz — and I cooperate on cotton
First, make sure all tufts are securely sewed. Shake
to get out sand and grit. Know the capacity of

the advice of the old song and "shine
away my blues." To me, there's something very satisfying about bringing
back the beautiful lustre that helps to
make the world look as bright as* my
silver again! Of course, best possible
care for silver is constant service — use

good
rugs.
well
your

it every day and you really won't have to resort to any
particularly special treatment But here's a short-cut that works
wonders on large quantities of tarnished flatware, although it's
not recommended for holloware, oxidized silver, or knives with
hollow bandies. Into a large aluminum or enamel kettle put
sufficient water to cover the amount of silver you have to clean.
Add one teaspoon of baking soda for every quart of water used.
Bring to boiling point. Put in the silver, being sure each piece
is in contact either with the aluminum or. with another piece of
silver. Boil two to five minutes, depending on how tarnished the
pieces are. Wash, rinse, dry, rub with a soft cloth — and there

machine and weight of rugs — don't overload the washer.
Wash in warm suds. If heavily soiled, two short washing
periods are better than one long one. The washing period
should be three to four minutes. Rinse several times in
clear, warrr water. Spin drying will fluff the rugs to some
degree — not more than six minutes. Hang rugs over two
parallel lines away from direct sun or intense heat. Shake
occasionally to fluff. In all cases, follow manufacturer's
washing instructions, if such rules came with your rug.
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By NANCY
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at 1:15

EDT,
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Some like it mild, some like it sharp! But however you like it, there is a cheese to suit your
fancy.
Cheese is a most adaptable menu item. It
blends itself well with other foods. Or it 'can be
eaten bite by bite alternately with fruit or crackers. There is a place for cheese in almost any
part of the menu from appetizer to dessert. A
sprinkling of grated Parmesan over French onion
soup adds heartiness to a delightful dish. Macaroni and cheese is everybody's supper favorite
and a Roquefort Salad Dressing makes a green
salad an elegant dish. And who can resist a
smooth, creamy home-made cheese cake?
Cooking with cheese can be easy and fun.
Remember to cook it slowly. High heat toughens!
Cheese is cooked when it is melted; and when it
is melted it is hot enough.

MACARONI
1
3
2
1
1

FOOD COUNSELOR

CRAIG • RADIO MIRROR

P.M.

pkg-. (8 oz.) macaroni
tablespoons batter
tablespoons flour
teaspoon salt
tablespoon grated

AND CHEESE
% teaspoon dry mustard
2 cnps milk
14 lb. processed cheese,
gratedbuttered
14 cup

COTTAGE
1
3
2
114
%

14
%
14
6
1
1

cup flour salt
teaspoon
teaspoon mace
eggs, separated
teaspoon vanilla
cup light cream

Work butter until soft. Blend in graham crackers and sugar. Press in bottom of 9" spring pan.
Bake in a slow oven (325° F.) 5 minutes. Cool.
Press the cottage cheese through a fine sieve or
whip it thoroughly in an electric mixer. Sift
together Vz cup of the sugar, flour, salt and mace.
Add to cheese. Add well-beaten egg yolks and
vanilla. Blend well. Stir in the cream. Beat egg
whites until stiff but not dry. Gradually beat in
remaining % cup sugar. Fold gently into cheese
mixture. Pour over cracker crumbs. Bake in a
slow oven (325° F.) 1*4 hours or until a knife
inserted in the center of the cake comes out clean.
Allow to cool before removing the cake from pan.
ROQUEFORT

crumbs

Cook macaroni, drain and rinse. Melt butter in
a saucepan over low heat. Blend in flour, salt,
onion and mustard. Remove from heat. Stir in
milk. Continue cooking stirring constantly, until
thickened. Add cheese. Stir until cheese melts.
Add to macaroni. Place in a greased casserole
dish. Top with buttered crumbs. Bake in a moderate oven (375° F.) 25 minutes. Makes 6 servings.

cup
graham cracker
crumbs
tablespoons butter
or margarine
tablespoons sugar
lbs. cottage cheese
cup sugar

CHEESE CAKE

1143
1%
14
14

cups oil
tablespoons
vinegar
teaspoon salt
teaspoon pepper
teaspoon paprika

SALAD

DRESSING

Yt teaspoon celery salt
1 tablespoon lemon

Ya Roquefort
cup crumbled
cheese
juice
Combine all ingredients except the cheese. Beat
with a rotary beater until well blended. Add a
small amount of dressing to the cheese to form a
paste. Pour dressing and paste into a pint jar and
shake well. Makes 1% cups. (Cont'd on -page 93)
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Supei Ciiciis
Hurry, hurry, hurry," says the ringmasterto the greatest television show on earth!"
The brass band blares out. Trapeze artists, highwire daredevils,
artful animal acts and all the famed attractions associated with
tanbark and sawdust parade across the screen. It's Super Circus,
the big top itself, available to all kids all ages who can be reached
via video. It's possible that some of the kids who view Super Circus
would gladly exchange places with Bardie Patton, the boy who
didn't have to run away from home to join the circus. Bardie plays
Scampy, companion to clowns Cliffy and Nick. He had tagged along
with his father, Phfl Patton, producer of the show, to the studio the
day a clown failed to show up. Desperate, Phil handed out a costume, saying, "Pin it up and get on stage, son. Follow Cliffy and do
everything he does." Scampy, an instant hit, has been on Super
Circus ever since.

Blonde

and

beautiful

Mary

Hartline, Super Circus' Queen,
with some of the dogs that
perform under the TV big top.
Upper
clowns

Super Circus is telecast on Sunday afternoons at 5:00 P.M., EDT

over ABC-TV.

right are colorful
Cliffy and Scampy.

Sponsored by Peter Shoes, the M & M Candy Company and Canada Dry.
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'to the greatest television show on earth!"
The brass band blares out. Trapeze artists, highwire daredevils,
artful animal acts and all the famed attractions associated with
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tanbark and sawdust parade across the screen. It's Super Circus,
the big top itself, available to all kids all ages who can be reached
via video. It's possible that some of the kids who view Super Circus
would gladly exchange places with Bardie Patton, the boy who
didn't have to run away from home to join the circus. Bardie plays
Scampy, companion to clowns Cliffy and Nick. He had tagged along
with his father, Phil Patton, producer of the show, to the studio the
day a clown failed to show up. Desperate, Phil handed out a costume, saying, "Pin it up and get on stage, son. Follow Cliffy and do
Circus ever he
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How will the new medium affect your children?
.***
^B
An expert on both subjects takes a long range
view and comes up with some common sense conclusions
54
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There are rumors around that television is hurting
our kids. Making them neglect their school work,
keeping them indoors when they should be out,
dishing out too much blood and thunder.
Maybe those rumors are true of your children, or
of some of you kids who are reading this. But they're
not true of most of the youngsters I know. And I
know a lot of them. About three hundred appear
every Saturday night in Philadelphia on our TV
Teen Club program over the ABC television network,
and several thousand more show up to watch the
program and later to dance in the huge 103rd Engineers' Armory, the only place we could get that's big
enough to house us all at one time.
These are just ordinary kids, most of them, like
everybody else's. The ones that have to ask their
parents if they can go to the movies, who have to get
permission to take the family car on Saturday night,
if they're old enough for that privilege. The kind
whose mothers come in and put out the light if they
think their children are reading when they should
be sleeping. From what they^-and their parents — tell
me, the parents are exercising this same kind of control over their television viewing. Maybe it's a little
harder, but they're doing it.
Harder, because in television we're dealing with a
brand new invention that brings a combination of
motion pictures, radio, theater, sports events and
public forums and programs of all kinds right into the
home, something that has never happened before.
Many of these are things that interest growing children, have enormous impact, and require close concentration. Radio wasn't quite like this, although I
seem to remember the loud, long hue and cry that
went up when kids started doing their homework to
the broadcasts of Como, Crosby and Sinatra.
I mention this trio because it hits home. Our daughter Margo used to keep us in despair because she did
her homework with a radio blaring alongside of her.
Yet we didn't have a leg to stand on when we started
complaining, because she got such good marks. She
very carefully explained to (Continued on page 84)

Like most youngsters, the kids on Paul's show love television.
But they have taken it in their stride, accepting it as another
thing that makes life better. Adult alarmists might take note.

Paul Whiteman's TV Teen Club is telecast Sat., 8 P.M. EDT, ABC-TV,
sponsored by American Dairy Assoc. Paul Whiteman Revue is telecast Sun., 7 P.M. EDT, ABC-TV. Sponsored by Goodyear Rubber Co.
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SPEAKING OF
uMi^MikTelevision's expert

on the subject tells you

how to turn shopping

from a tedious task into
"Hmmm, mommy, that's an interesting item." Four-year-old Pamela frequently wanders onto her mother's show to pick up hints.

a challenging and

creative part of your life

Saturday night shopping in Newark, Ohio, my
home town, was always an exciting adventure for me. Not that I went shopping with
Mother every Saturday. That would have been
too wonderful. Being the youngest of nine children, Ihad to wait my turn, about every third
or fourth week.

Kathi's husband is Wilbur Stark, a producer. Tante, the nurse, keeps
an affectionate eye on Pamela when Kathi is working on the show.
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My mother, who had to be a wise, ca"feful,
systematic shopper, taught me much on ihose
early expeditions. I've learned many more
tricks since then, shopping in New York for my
own family (that means my husband, Wilbur
Stark, better known as "Sweetie," and our fouryear-old Pamela) . And the rest I've learned by
shopping for my television program, the Kathi
Norris Show, from 10 A.M. to 11 EDT Monday
through Friday over WNBT.

Pamela's birthday party, complete with fancy hats and

The most important thing I've learned is that
shopping begins with a list. Cartoonists love to
caricature women who make little lists, but if
said cartoonists were faced with being 'Chief
Purchasing Agent for a household for just one
week, they would find the ubiquitous list indispensable. Ubiquitous is" a handy word I recently
discovered to mean "everywhere at once." That
exactly describes the little shopping lists I keep
at strategic points throughout the house. Old
envelopes and chewing gum wrappers simply
won't do. Shopping is serious business and it
should be done efficiently from beginning (the
lists) to end. Snatch a piece of paper right
now, head it "Shopping," and note the following
items needed:
1 wall

type

jot 'em

down

pad,

with

pencil

noisemakers, was shared

by Kathi's TV audiences, too.

attached, for mounting in kitchen.
1 notebook to use at telephone, pencil handy.
1 chunky pad with pencil for bedside.
1 small purse-size memo pad, with small
I have been looking for a manufacturer who will
pencil.
make waterproof
notepaper so I can use my ball
point pen and make shopping notes while in the
tub. If I find one, I'll let you know.
Before venturing out your door on your next
shopping trip, gather all these lists together and
transfer the items onto your one purse-size
memo. Make certain that you include notes
about color preferences and correctly record all
sizes and measurements. Visualize yourself actually shopping, and block your list according to
stores and departments, (Continued on page 88)

The Kathi Norris Show is telecast M.-F., 10 A.M. on NBC-TV. Sponsored

by

Saks-34th

Street

and

participating

sponsors.
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BY MRS. ANNA

ISRAEL ALLEN

Baseball's most enthusiastic announcer is a Yankee fan
first, last and always — that's one reason why he was
'Boy!

That one went at least 420 feet.'

chosen to report them. But his mother knows many more

tike most mothers, I like to talk about my children, and remember
the things that happened when they were little. It is only now I

. \4»

/ II i

"It's a high pop fly back of first."

Looks like a new pitcher for the Yanks.'

am beginning to realize that so many things which didn't seem
very important at that time were like signs to show me what would
come later.
My son Mel was already an entertainer by the time he was two
and a half, but I never dreamed that some day he would be doing
sports commentary on radio and television and for the newsreels.
When he was hardly more than a baby he used to do a little jig and
if any group in our town wanted to put on a show to raise money
for a church or school fund, they always called on Mel. By the
time
four he was playing end man in a children's minstrel
show he
for was
charity.
Of course no one in our family took any of this seriously. My
brothers are musicians and my father was a well-known cantor,
but neither Mel's father nor I were ever in show business.
The next thing we knew, Mel was interested in sports. I think he
learned to read by poring over the sports pages of the newspapers
as much as from his school books. His father would take him to
baseball games and then Mel would explain baseball to my father,
who decided it must be a fine game to keep a child so interested.
There's a story to tell about Mel's early love for sports, although
it comes later, when he was in high school. All my children got
good marks — Mel, and his brother, Larry, who is eight years
younger, and Esther, who is in between. But I was always worrying
because other children stayed in and studied after school and Mel
would rush right out to the neighborhood drugstore to get the baseball scores and mark them up.
"Listen, son," I would say to him. "Do me a favor and study. If
you don't study you won't pass your grades, and some day they will
send you home with all your "books." (Continued on page 105)

5ft

'A sensational catch! How about that!''
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MEL ALLEN

Mother's cooking is what keeps the menfolk happy and these are no exceptions.
Hard-working Mel is especially appreciative of homecooked meals, but so are his father, Julius and his brother, Larry. The family has had to make room in the apartment for Mel's trophies.

What does a baseball announcer do on his
night off? Listen to other baseball announcers, of courseJ Mel does the commentary on every other Yankees' home
game, telecast by WABD and for all tour
game telecasts ; sponsored by P. Ballantine
& Sons. He also does all radio broadcasts
of Yankee games, on Station WINS in
N. Y., sponsored alternately by P. Ballantine & Sons and the White Owl Cigar Co.

IT HAPPENED

IN . . .

1498 — Savonarola, preacher against luxury and power
of the clergy, was burned as a heretic in Florence . . .
1519 — Cortez invaded Mexico ... 1618 — Thirty Years
War began in Bohemia, between Catholic and Protestant
armies . . . 1620 — Puritan separatists from the Church
of England, some of whom had been living in Holland
since 1609. embarked from Plymouth, England,, on September 16. in the Mayflower, for the New World, one
hundred one passengers, forty-eight crew members . . .
1774 — The Continental Congress, called by Virginia, met
in Philadelphia on September 5.

LORD CHESTERFIELD

SAID:

September . . . now there's a month for you — and me,
too. A lot of people feel that it's a sad month, ushering
in a sad season, the death of summer, and such-like
nonsense. But I'm all for it. Why shouldn't summer
move over and make room for fall, anyway? There
wouldn't be anything very rare about a day in June
if we had 'em all year round. Take what's handed
to you and be grateful, I say — and I'm grateful for
September, and the autumn it brings, with leaves
turning color and chrysanthemums shaking their
shaggy heads and a tang in the air that nips ten
years off your age just like that! ... Of course, the
kids aren't so grateful for September's gift of school,
but they'll get used to it— said he glibly, from the
vantage point of one who never has to go back to
school again . . . September, the Old Farmer's Almanac
predicts, will start out fair (worst of the hay fever

Be wiser than other people

if you

can — but do not

season here,' it adds dismally) will get very cool, get
warm again, cool again, and end up in a blaze of
sunshine. There's a cryptic
which we should all bear
month always has nineteen
explanation. Why nineteen?

so!"
Art emcees House Party, (returning late this month) heard
M.-F., 3:30 P.M. EDT, CBS.
Sponsored- by Pillsbury Mills.

footnote to this forecast
in mind. It says: "N[ext
fine days." Just that. No
Why aliuay s? Well, any-

going toto the
keepeditor.
track, and if they're wrong I'll
write way,a I'mletter

LITTLE LEXICON . . .
Here's our learn-a-new-word-a-day department ... If
someone says your Uncle Gus is taciturn, don't take
offense — it simply means Gus is not a very talkative
fellow ... If someone stops you in the movies to ask
you to show him the nearest egress, point out the door
marked "exit" — he wants out . . . Old ladies often are
given to euphemism — which is not a vice, but simply a
manner of expressing a distasteful thought in terms that
seem more acceptable, like saying "passed away" instead of "dead."

^ * ■V3*r <!^_ -

HOUSE

PARTY

A LITTLE

IT HAPPENED

ON

. . .

Linkletter (to
five to seven):
Little boy: To
Little girl: To

a group of children ranging in age from
What do you think it means to be rich?
be able to buy a whole school.
have a fur coat.

Another boy: To have money in the bank.
Another girl: To have a house.
Linkletter:
Who
is the most important
person
rid to
you/ Claus.
Boy:
Santa
Girl:

in the

A fireman, because he'll save you in a fire.

Another boy:

Daddy.

Another girl:
Another boy:

The postman, because he brings the mail.
God, because he made us.

LEARNING

. . .

Courtship and Marriage Division — Lois (Mrs. L., you
know) has been reading up on courtship and marriage
customs for some reason known only to her charming
self. Anyway, she's come up with some really choice
items, some of which we can't bear to keep to ourselves, so we're going to pass them along to you from
time to time. For instance: by 1850 the custom of
bundling was long out of date (darn it!) and gatherings like quilting bees and corn huskings were all
the rage as proper places for the young folks to gather.
An etiquet book of the period offers the following
conversation as a sample of how a well-bred young
gent should approach a ditto young lady in quest of
the pleasure of seeing her to her door. "Miss. Genevieve, will you allow me to be your protector home?"
Polite answer to such a question, the book announces

// you're a fortune-teller — be sure to have your
college diploma neatly framed and hanging on the
wall, if you want to do business in Knoxville,
Tennessee. There by law, fortune tellers must be
college graduates!

with a straight face, was: "With pleasure, sir — if my
company will repay you for your trouble!" . . . Here's
another little honey: in the eighteen-seventies or thereabouts, the bride, as in the present-day scheme of
things, approached the altar at a church wedding on

READERS'

her father's arm. However, the groom did not, as he
does today, sort of materialize from a door at the
side. He was part of the show. Directly behind Poppa
and daughter, Momma marched down the aisle with
the groom in tow, to deliver him safely into the hands
of the clergyman!

OWN

VERSE— OR

BETTER

....

STOP-GAP
This instinct thing is marvelous,
But overdone, one must confess;
Most of us substitute it for
Intelligence we don't possess!
— -Ray Romine

READERS' OWN

LITTLE WILLIE DEPARTMENT

Willie, in a mood for spoit.
Hacked little Eifie's leg off short.
Pa said, "As anybody knows,
'Twill save us half for shoes and hose!"
J. Homer McLin
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He couldn't talk, he couldn't think. It was as though all his
dreams about Maggie had dissolved
in that one dreadful moment.

Editor's Note: Here, in story form, Radio Mirror brings to
you one of the most memorable moments from Road of Life

|\o you know much about moods? You're a lot better off if
\j you don't, but I guess most women have plenty of experience
with emotional ups and downs. Most men too, probably,

Few loves have faced

only men aren't so quick to admit it. Maybe men don't recognize
their moods. Jim used to say men weren't always going around
looking for trouble — implying that women were.
Not being a placid type, I've had my share of highs and lows
all my life. But not until I came to live in Merrimac — about two
years ago — did I find out just how high I had it within me to
soar ... or how low despair could drag me. This is knowledge
I could very well do without. All I want now is to keep to the
middle of things — the even, quiet middle. When I find out how
to go about arranging this placidity, I'll be happy. Maybe. What
else is there to hope for?
You understand — no town, no place, can have so much
influence of itself. "Merrimac" is just a way of putting off
saying "Jim Brent." For it was when I came to Merrimac and
started to work as a technician in the laboratory of Wheelock

so grave a challenge as the
one confronting .Jim
and Maggie. And few

loves

have faced one more gallantly

Hospital that I met Jim, who is Wheelock's Chief of Staff.
Everything scared me in those days . . . Jim particularly.
Lean, forbiddingly tall, his brown face thrown into sharp relief
by the starched whiteness of his tunic, he moved about the lab
with stern remoteness that would have induced timidity in the
bravest soul. And mine was far from that. I was just beginning
to stand on my feet, to rediscover my personality, after some
harrowing years ... a marriage that had failed, an almost
hopeless fight to recover my son, and my sanity . . . years of the
kind of thing that can happen when once you've made a really
serious error of judgment, like marrying the wrong man. But
Tommy, now seven, was with me again at last; we had our little
house on Spring Street, prim and white and self-respecting.
Tommy had a good school, fresh air and a back lawn to play on,
and he was making friends. Merrimac is a good town to grow up
in; I wasn't much worried now about Tommy. But me . . . well,
I had a job and that was wonderful, but Jim Brent's frowning,
preoccupied manner didn't do much for the self-confidence that
so needed building up.
As far as moods go that was a low period. As I made friends
in town, it got better, of course. (Continued
on page 94)
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BRIGHTER

AUNT JENNY
Aunt

Aunt Jean}
heard on
CBS 12:15 P.M. EDT

BACKSTAGE

Jenny

DAY

is currently telling a story of

misguided sacrifice — the kind of sacrifice
that occurs in many families when complete
honesty does not exist among its members.
In order to send their son through medical
school, his parents have foregone luxuries
that might have eased their lives, and have
indirectly prevented the marriage of their
daughter, who feels she must continue working to help out in family expenses. When
the daughter learns that the money her
brother has received has not paid his way
through school but had gone instead to support the girl he secretly married, she makes
a long-overdue revolution in her own way of
life, and gains the happiness she deserves.

Liz Dennis, minister's daughter, has discovered for herself that you can't go to
Hollywood and come away unchanged. Liz's
original plan to act as companion when her
sister Althea begins a screen career is
rudely upset when she herself falls in love
with the dynamic young producer, Nathan
Eldredge. Frightened by the gulf in their
personalities and outlooks, Liz runs away
from Nathan to Three Rivers and Papa

AJthea
heard on
CBS 2:45 P.M. EDT

her heart, really want to escape? What
will it do to her life when Manny Scott
brings her Nathan's

Rupert

Barlow

agreed

to finance

David faces the ancient problem of an old
husband with a young wife when his friend
Ed Brice returns to Homeville with a wife,

a

new play starring Larry Noble, Mary Noble's
home was threatened, for Rupert found her
so attractive that he began to use every
possible device to separate her from Larry
and persuade her to marry him. Now the
Nobles have become involved with Claudia
Vincent, whose grievance against Rupert
gained her the sympathetic ear of Larry.
Mary protested when Larry invited Claudia
to stay at the Nobles' home, sensing that
Claudia is untrustworthy, but Larry insisted
that Claudia really deserved help. Is Mary

Ina, only two years older than Ed's twentyfive-year-old daughter, Lucy. Scornful and
bitter, Lucy refuses her step-mother's advice
and persists in her determination to break

Aunt Polly
heard on
NBC 11:45 A.M. EDT

right in thinking that Claudia has some reaLarry?sons of her own for wanting to be close to

BIG SISTER

Dr. John Wayne
heard on
CBS 1 P.M. EDT

letter?

DAVID HARUM

WIFE
When

Larry Noble
heard on
NBC 4 P.M. EDT

Dennis's comforting, wise support. But is
Nathan the man to let Liz escape him, now
that he has found her? And does Liz, in

FRONT

her engagement to Herbert Elkins and attach herself, instead, to his good-for-nothing
brother, Denny. To teach Lucy a lesson, Ina
flirts with Denny, and in great distress Lucy
appeals to David for help. Will she accept
his warning that she is headed for trouble
unless she changes her attitude toward Ina?
Or is she too young and headstrong to
make any changes?

PAGE FARRELL

Ruth Wayne, increasingly suspicious of the
strange, wealthy Parker, is relieved when
despite his subtle efforts to cause trouble
the love affair between Mary Winters and
Dr. Ken Morgan comes to a happy ending
with their plans for marriage. But she remains wary, for her young brother Neddie

yacht
of Ted when
Hamilton.
David'sthat
suspicions
are aroused
he realizes
Louise

has put himself foolishly in Parker's power.
And she believes that Parker has every
intention of turning her own husband, John,
against her, as successfully as he has already
interfered in the marriage of Valerie and

Gaylord was a former swimming champion.
It would be most unlikely that she would die
by drowning if her fall overboard had been
just an accident. With the help of Sally,
his wife, David Farrell brings to light the

Reed

Bannister. What are Parker's real motives in this drive of his for power over

Ruth's friends? Will she understand them
in time to prevent his ruining several lives?

David Farrell, star reporter for the New
York Daily Eagle, becomes a key figure in
a glamorous case when his paper assigns
him to get the story of the death of Louise
Gaylord, who falls overboard from the

David Farrell
heard on
NBC 5:45 P.M. EDT

truth behind Louise Gaylord's death — a
mystery in which a parrot named Laura
plays a very important part.

DAYTIME
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LIFE CAN

BE BEAUTIFUL
Texas

is a strange place for Chichi Conrad, born and brought up practically on
the sidewalks of a great metropolis. But she
finds her way there when her old friend
Toby gets himself engaged to the charming
young daughter of a wealthy Texan — a girl
called Kitten, and acting like one. In spite
of the assurances of both Toby and Chichi
that for years and years there has been
only friendship between them, Kitten finds
Chichi too attractive to be trustworthy, and
shows her claws in one or two scenes that

Here's your Radio Mirror guide
to daytime drama — information on

Toby
heardNelson
on
NBC 3:00 P.M. EOT

plot, characters, time and station

leave Toby

slightly shaken.

Is there good

will in Kitten's heart when she introduces
Chichi to the devastating Cal Duncan, with
his good looks and his bad reputation?

GUIDING

LORENZO

LIGHT
People

JONES

usually say that a child is just the

"Double, double toil and trouble," is one
of the most appropriate mottoes that Lorenzo Jones might adopt, if he were interested
in mottoes. The more he toils — over his inventions, that is, not over his legitimate

thing to bring a husband and wife closer together. This has not been the experience of
Meta and Ted White, who have come almost
to a sword's point over the upbringing of
their small son Chuckie. Ruthlessly preventing Meta from exercising any influence
over Chuckie, Ted tries to force the boy
into a pattern which he obviously does not
fit. Infuriated by what seems like cowardice,
Ted takes Chuckie on a camping trip too

Ray Brandon
heard on
CBS 1:45 P.M. F.DT

HILLTOP

rugged for the child's strength. Wild with
fear, Meta tries to control herself, but
cannot suppress the premonition that trouble
of tragic proportions is on the way to
her . . . and
perhaps to Chuckie
himself.

occupation as mechanic at Jim Barker's
garage — the more trouble he stirs up for

Aaiidy Aiataoii
heard on
NBC 4:30 P.M. EDT

time it was a bank robbery accusation.
What, Belle wonders, is going to come next?

PERKINS
Shuffle Shober, old as he is, has started a
new life as the result of the maneuvering of

A few months ago, Julie Paterno was a
happy wife, working at a job she loved.
Now, as the aftermath of a tragic accident,
she is a widow. Only the job is left, and
Julie, knowing her sanity depends on it,
throws herself desperately into her work as
supervisor of Hilltop House, the Glendale
orphanage. Unaware as yet of Dr. Jeff
Browning's personal interest in her, Julie is
disturbed by his mysterious connection with
the little French boy who is placed at Hill-

Grace Dolben
heard on
CBS 3:15 P.M. EDT

top by Jeff himself. Is he Jeff's son? Or is
he connected in some way with the woman
to whom Jeff was once married? As her
problems multiply, will Julie manage
forget that she has lost Michael?

JUST PLAIN

Ed and Sylvester Hammacher, Ma's cousins.
Having decided that if they are to gain
control of Ma's lumber yard they must first
get rid of Shuffle, her confidential assistant,
the Hammachers succeed in doing so by
draaqing up an ancient scandal which
Shuffle cannot face. He leaves Rushville

Mi utile Shotiei
heard on
CBS 1:15 P.M
Kl»l

to

NONA

BILL

FROM

for Nicholas

Webster,

gives him up

his wealthy father. But after a furious fight
with Nicholas, Ronald is accidentally run
over by Nicholas' father, and the situation
takes a turn tragically different from that

RADIO

MIRROR

which

Deborah hoped for. When he recovers, Ronald and his scheming, determined
mother lay their plans to make life very
difficult for both of the Websters, and
Deborah herself is bound to be one of the
chief victims as their plot winds to a climax.

READER

and

takes a job in Middleboro

at

Mr. Boswell's yard, at the same time entering upon a peculiar but mutually beneficial
living arrangement with his young friend,
Marietta. Ma retains affection for Shuffle,
but even he cannot convince her the cousins
have not yet finished disrupting her life.

NOWHERE
Nona Brady's film career gets underway, she and her foster father, Pat Brady,
become the targets for an unscrupulous
group of schemers whose real aims have not
yet become evident. One of them is Viola
Vance, who has been hired to coach Nona
for her first important role. Pat, aware that
there is something familiar about Viola, may
not remember what it is until it is too late.

and plans to marry Ronald Lewis, a ne'erdo-well who is after her money. She hopes
that her sacrifice will reunite Nicholas with

BUI
heard on
NBC 5:30 P.M. EDT

Center

As

Deborah Walsh, a young friend of Bill's, in
a mistaken belief that she is not good
enough

Lorenzo's inventions, instead of making the
millions which he confidently predicts, seem
to have the knack of involving him in
constant difficulties with the law. The last

MA

HOUSE.

himself and his loyal wife Belle. Belle's
loyalty does not prevent her from uttering
an occasional complaint, particularly when

Vernon Dutell
heard on
CBS 3 P.M. EDT

And Errol Dunbar has some part to play in
the plot of which Nona is the center. Also,
there is Daphne Reed, whose confession that
she is Alice Foster whom Vernon Dutell once
loved rings just a bit false. Though Vernon
loves Nona, even he may not be able to
control the threat menacing her career.

BONUS
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SUNDAY
It is one

TO HAPPINESS
In a few short months, Carolyn

of the severest trials of his life to

it was she who was to be her husband's heir
and he has no intention of allowing a fortune to slip through his fingers now. Turning his attentions to Marcia, Howard upsets
Kevin's plan and
in Sunday's life.

PEPPER

YOUNG'S

may

governorship, and that she will have to wait
until the election is over for real assistance

Carolyn Kramer
heard on
NBC 3 45 P.M. EDT

interfere drastically

ROAD

FAMILY.
Pepper

is beginning

to

wonder

local contracting firm put up a big, expensive new dam outside the town. It cost

PERRY

aghast when the town council votes to
award the contract for the new school to
the same, obviously crooked, firm that put
up that dam! At first he is merely angry;
then he begins to wonder who is behind
this action?

Young

PORTIA

FACES

Hospital, the already famous institution of
which Merrimac has reason to be proud.

Beth Lambert
heard on
NBC 3:15 P.M. EDT

Kay

Clement

planning to gain control of the research operations that have been so successfully conducted at Wheelock?

OF HELEN
Once

is learning the hard

TRENT.
again

the wily Cynthia

has

into the dim world of marijuana-smokers
left her shaken and repentant, ready to do
all she could to help Perry Mason clean up

Betty Mallory. Betty's claim that she is
Gil's wife, and that Mollie Lou is his child,

bringing

enough to let the drug-peddlers get their
hands on Kay. How much mercy will they
have on this girl, who can bring fatal evidence against them? And can she ever
recover from such terrifying experiences?

LIFE

strange — and, though he does not know it
yet — murderous pair, Beauty and Paul Ingersoll. Portia and Christopher, having
traced Walter to the scene of the accident,
believe him dead. Will they reach him before the Ingersolls endanger his life?

Hollywood

a

woman

named

goes

who keep the drug-peddling
Though he does his best to

give both Kay and her parents every protection, Perry slips once . . . just long

to

Helen Trent
heard on
CBS 12:30 P.M. EDT

unchallenged by him, and Helen dejectedly cancels her wedding plans. Without advertising his plan, Gil goes to Marble
Hill, Georgia, where he spent some time a
few years ago and where his marriage to
Betty is supposed to have taken place. His
investigation turns up some startling facts
about Betty herself, about the "marriage,"
and about Cynthia Swanson — facts which
will

prove

Helen's

faith

in

Gil

is justified.

ROSEMARY
When

Rosemary Dawson married Bill Roberts, he was recovering from a violent breakdown, the result of his wartime service. Life

looked to
pretty
when But
Bill's now
new job
took
them
Newgood
York.
tragedy
threatens again as Bill, over-tired by the
pace of the big city and terribly confused
because of the strong attraction that

Rosemary
heard on
CBS 11:45 A.M. EDT

Blanche Weatherby exercises over him, begins to fall apart. Tearfully Rosemary confesses to her foster-father, Dr. Jim, that she
fears Bill is headed for another breakdown.
If this is true, what

will happen

to Rose-

mary's marriage? Or is Bill's odd behavior
the result of his realization that he no longer
loves Rosemary?

DAYTIME
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Swanson

managed to break up the proposed marriage of Helen Trent to Gil Whitney, by

Ever since Walter Manning got mixed up
with the industrialist, Staley, his marriage
to Portia has suffered. Finally he decides
to leave town, bitterly declaring that his
attractive brother Christopher, who is in
love with Portia, will be a better husband
for her. A grim roadside accident, however, sends Walter to a nearby hospital with
a serious concussion. Recovering, he is bewildered to find himself involved with a

Portia
heard on
NBC 5:15 P.M. EDT

Dr. Jim Brent, Wheelock's Chief of Staff,
is puzzled by and somewhat suspicious of
the motives behind Conrad Overton's offer.
Knowing Overton, Jim cannot believe he
will attach no strings to his gift. Is Overton

way that it's not always possible to put our
mistakes behind us just by saying we're
sorry we made them. Her brief excursion

the gangsters
racket alive.

Delia Street
heard on
CBS 2:15 P.M. EDT

into a new hospital, his brother's money
should be put into expanding Wheelock

ROMANCE

MASON

rather than better, and results in the indefinite postponement of her marriage to
Miles. With her happiness blocked on all
sides, what will Carolyn do?

By the terms of the will of a member of
the Overton family, a new hospital is to be
built in Merrimac. But Conrad Overton
claims to believe that instead of going

Mayor of Elmwood isn't just a pain in the
neck — as he puts it. Some years ago, a

Father Young
heard on
NBC 3:30 P.M. EDT

from Miles. Carolyn, distraught, makes an
attempt on her own to get Skippy back.
Her unwise action makes her situation worse

OF LIFE

if being

plenty of taxpayers' money, and was just
about up when it came down — the work of
months destroyed in a few moments because
of the inferior quality of cement that was
used in its construction. Now Pepper is

has

Turning for help to her fiance, Miles Nelson,
Carolyn realizes that most of his attention
is concentrated on his campaign for the

Marcia Gordon, whose father's recent death
has made her a wealthy girl. But the fortune-hunting Howard Crale also has designs on Marcia. He had worked hard to
attract her mother when he believed that

Lord Henry
heard on CBS 12:45 P.M. EDI

Kramer

lost every hope of happiness. After a bitter
court contest, her former husband, Dwight
Kramer, wins custody of their son Skippy.

Lord Henry when he learns that the young
lawyer, Kevin Bromfield, is in love with his
wife Sunday. Kevin, anxious not to cause
Sunday any trouble, has offered to marry

DIARY—

SECOND

MRS.

WENDY

BURTON.

WARREN

Far in the past, now, is the fabulous episode
in the lives of Terry and Stan Burton which
took them to Europe on a secret mission for

When

Don Smith began to popularize it in a manner which Wendy did not approve. One of
his changes is the hiring of Queenie, the

the U.S. government. Those days of dreadful danger seem comparatively happy when
Terry thinks back to them, for when they return to the States the baby, Wendy, becomes ill with polio. Watching, praying
through days and nights of terror, Stan and
Terry almost forget that Brad, in spite of
the maturing experiences he has gone
through, is still only a teenager and needs
attention and understanding. Their time
and thoughts had been consumed by Wen-

Stan Burton
heard on
CBS 2 P.M
EDT

Brad's

STELLA

dy's illness. What
resentment

gbssip-mongering columnist whose relations
with Wendy have long been warlike. Wendy,
who has fallen in love with Don, tries hard
to cooperate with his ideas, but life becomes especially difficult for her when

Don Smith
heard on
CBS 12 Noon EDT

will be the outcome of
at
being
"left
out"?

WHEN

DALLAS,
What

connection

has

the

mysterious

Joan Davis, tragically paralyzed as the
aftermath of an attack by a hysterical woman, courageously faces the future, fortified
by the knowledge that her husband, Harry,
has not given up hope for her recovery.

Lamont, a guest at Minnie Grady's boarding house, with Mrs. Lennox and her daughter Maria, Stella Dallas' new friends? When
Maria falls in love with Andy Conroy the
situation tightens and part of the truth
emerges . . . Ted Lamont is the ex-convict
brother of wealthy Mrs. Grosvenor, the

Stella Dallas
heard on
NBC 4:15 P.M. EDT

engagement

to Andy

secret of her mother's

THIS IS NORA

Conroy,
mysterious

and

But Joan's socially prominent mother steps
in to make things hard for the Davises when
she makes the unreasonable accusation that
it is because of Harry and his mother that
Joan is in such a miserable condition. De-

Joan Davis
heard on
NBC 5 P.M. EDT

on the

past?

DRAKE

YOUNG

DOCTOR

Dr. Robert Seargeant, the psychiatrist whose
business affairs are being administered by

Nora Drake
heard on
v.j
CBS
2:30 P.M. EDT

WE

LOVE

AND

Nora

for Nora,

accusing

the just-married Morleys, Tom and Suzanne,
who are starting off badly because Tom still
harbors an infatuation for Nora. Seargeant,
too, is attracted to Nora.

Through

of Lucia's subtle persecution. Will Jerry
discover the years-old connection between
Lucia and Dr. Browne that makes her so

Dr. Jerry Malone
heard on
CBS 1:30 P.M. EDT

WIDDER

interfering in other people's affairs, has long
had an affectionate interest in Thelma and

Madame Sophie
heard on
NBC 1:45 P.M. EDT

Jim, and

is horrified

cuing Thelma, the girl's life is placed in
serious danger, and Jim Carlton has to
make a grim decision.
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READER

is

bound

to

be

hurt.

BROWN.

attempt. She is taken at once to the hospital, where her condition is pronounced
critical. Her fiance, Dr. Anthony Loring,
too involved emotionally with Ellen, finds
himself unable to operate, and calls on an
out-of-town surgeon for help. Too busy to
attend Ellen himself, the surgeon sends his

kidnapped by the gang. Shrewd Madame
Sophie, the New York designer who loves

husband,

somebody

Ellen Brown, who is on the scene when a
series of shots is aimed at Louise Simpson,
tries to help and is seriously wounded in the

accidental combination of circumstances, Thelma Carlton discovers the
truth about a dangerous counterfeiting ring.
Before she can do anything about it, she is

her young

Oaks, Jerry's estranged wife Anne is still
entangled with Sam Williams and his son
Gene. Gene's mistaken assumption that
Anne loves him has led to a situation in

an

when she learns of Thelma's danger. Enlisting the aid of lawyer Paul Tracy, Madame
Sophie tries to re-capture her. But before
this usually resourceful pair succeed in res-

peculiarly vicious against the harmless old
man of whom Jerry is so fond? In Three

which

YOUNG

LEARN

MALONE.
Standish, wealthy patron of the Institute of which she has made Dr. Jerry
Malone the head, has at last gone one
step too far in her passion for gaining power over people. Gentle Dr. Browne has
suffered a nervous breakdown as the result

her of in-

fluencing Seargeant's decision. Peg's hysterical outburst is particularly disturbing to
at this time, when she is worried about

spite Joan's happiness in her marriage, her
snobbish mother is convinced that she married beneath her, and now that Joan is
helpless she has determined to separate her
from Harry. Will this misguided woman
succeed in causing trouble?

Lucia

Nora's fiance, Charles Dobbs, is able to
cure Charles of a paralytic seizure, and
wealthy Peg Martinson becomes obsessed
with the conviction that Seargeant can cure
her too. When Seargeant refuses to take
her as a patient, Peg rakes up all her old
antagonism

Nona, the wife of Wendy's one-time fiance,
Mark Douglas, is killed abroad. Queenie
starts rumors about Mark and Wendy which
make Don furious. Wendy is upset, but is
part of her disturbance due to the fact that
Mark no longer has a wife?

A GIRL MARRIES

Ted

mother-in-law of Stella's beloved daughter
Laurel. Why is Lamont in town? And why
does he arrange for Stella to visit the old
Lennox mansion in Boston? It is obvious to
Stella that Maria Lennox likes and trusts
Lamont. What effect will this have on her

he took over management of the paper on which Wendy is a feature writer,

Ellen Brown
heard on
NBC 4:45 P.M. EDT

woman

assistant, Dr. Alison Shaw, to operate. Meanwhile Louise, who is in love with

Anthony,

is taking every possible advantage

of Ellen's illness to promote her own artful
campaign to attract Dr. Anthony Loring to
herself.
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CARMEN

CBS
MdJ

NBC

8:30
8:45

String Quartet

Local Program;

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

World News
Wormwood Forest
Bach Aria Group
0 and H Miners

Elder Michaux

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

National Radio
Pulpit
Art of Livini
Morning Serenade

11:00
11:15

Faultless Starch Time Back to God
UN is My Beat

11:30
11:45

News Highlights
Solitair Time

ABC
Let There Be Music

Sunday Morning
Concert Hall

The Garden Gate
Carolina Calling
News
E. Power Biggs

Dixie Quartet
Christian Science

Voice of Prophecy

Trinity Choir of
St Paul's Chapel

A.M.

Radio Bible Class

Message of Israel

Church of the Air

Voice cf Prophecy

8:30
8:45

Negro College Choir
Foreign Reporter
Frank and Ernest
Hour of Faith

Reviewing Stand

News Makers
News, Howard K.
Smit.i
Sal: Lake Tabernacle

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:15
10:00
10:30

AFTERNOON

PROGRAMS

American Forum
of the Air
Eternal Light

Ki.vjnis
Groups Cnoral

Music of the Day

Chamber Music

Piano Playhouse

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

America United

William Hillman
Organ Moods
Lutneran Hour

Dr. W. Ward Ayer

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

NBC Theater

-:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

The Truitts

Chicago Roundtable

The Quiz Kids

National Vespers

This Week Around
Top Tunes With
Trendler
The World
Mr. President
Bill Cunningham
Drama
Vete.an's Information
Treasury Variety
Show
Hashkn!fe Hartley

Cloak and Dagger

Hopalong Cassidy

High Adventure

Martin Kane,
Private Eye

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Big Guy

The Shadow

James Melton

True Detective
Mysteres

Tris Coffin
Don Gardner
Music With the
Girls

Roy Rogers

Western Caravan

Nick Carter

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

$1,000 Reward

Affairs of Peter
Salem
Under Arrest

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

A. L. Alexander
Adventures of Sam
Spade
NBC Symphony with Enchanted Hour
Guest Conductor

10:00
10:15
10:30

Syncopation Piece
Main St. Music Hall
Your Invitation to
Music

Opera Concert

Take It or Leave It

The Little Symphonies
This Is Europe

The Milk Show

Dance Bands

MyHusband
Mother's

Music For You

Sunday at the Chase

11:30
11:45

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Main St. Music Hall

4:30
4:45

R
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Double or Nothing

Local Programs
8:50 Pauline
Frederick

Margaret CBS
Arlen

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee Jamboree

Breakfast Club

This Is New York

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

My True Story

Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Terkel Time

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Jack Berch
David Harum

Betty Crocker Magazine ofthe Air
John B. Kennday
Tips, Quips & Tunes

Rosemary
Grand
Slam

Quick As a Flash

News
Echoes From the
Trop cs
Hometowners
Boston Symphony
George Hicks
We Love and Learn
Si

PROGRAMS

Kate Smitn Speaks
Lanny Ross

Ladies Be Seated

Local Program
Doughboys

12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs
Baukhage
Nancy Craig

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

5:15
5:00

Guy Lombardo
Amazing Mr. Malone Hit the Jackpot

5:30
5:45

Double or Nothing

Game ofFair
the Day*
Ladies

Live Like A
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

Jimmy Blaine
Love Letters
Jackie Robinson

Contented Hour

Horace Heidt

Welcome to

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
Hollywood
This
Is Nora Drake
Chance of a Life ime The Brighter
Day
Nona From Nowhere
This Is Nora Drake
Winner Take All

Backstage Wife
Local Programs
Stella Dallas
Chuckle Wagon
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the

When A Girl Marries Mert's Record AdPortia Faces Life
ventures
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

EVENING

Summer Show

STEVE ALLEN_well known in West
Coast comedy circles and now heard
nationally on CBS, Sun. 6:30 P.M.
EDT, is also a composer, poet and
columnist.

Fun House

Hits and Misses

PROGRAMS

Local Programs

One Man's Family
News of the World
Richard
Harkness
Irving Field's
Trio

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love A Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
The Lone Ranger

The Railroad Hour

Bobby Benson

Ethel and Albert

Voice of Firestone

Crime Fighters
8:55 Bill Henry

Henry Taylor
Joe Hasel

Telephone Hour

Murder By Experts

Band of America

Murder at Midnight

Melody Rendezvous
Rex Maupin

10:00
10:15

Night Beat

10:30
10:45

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

United or Not
This Is My Song

Top Secret

6:30
6:15
6:45
7:30
7:15
7:00

8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

News
Galen Drake

Superman

Bob Warren
Clem
McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

6:00

Ma Sister
Perkins
Big

Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb

Percy Faith

We Take Your Word

HelenGalTrent
Our
Sunday

L;fe Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Much About Doolittle
Walter Winchell
Louella Parsons
Crossroads With
Ted Malone

Aunt Jenny
Wendy Warren

YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Steve Allen Show

7:45
8:15
8:00

M

Welcome Travelers

Locai Programs

AFTERNOON

3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15

Voices That Live

Stop the Music

Clevelandaires

1:30
1:15

PROGRAMS

The Catholic Hour

The Saint

Think Fast

Southern Shindig

Charles Collingwood
Elmo Roper
Dallas Operatta

The Lutheran Hour
Old Fashioned
Revival Hour

ABC
Do You Remember

People's Platform

Louis Prima

EVENING

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Invitation to Learning

1:45

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Speaking of Songs

MBS

NBC

11:00
10:45
11:15

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

_music director

of NBC's Railroad Hour (Mon. 8 P.M.
EDT) and star of his own NBC show
(Tues. 8:30 P.M. EDT) left college
three months before graduation to do
one night stands. A year later, he was
on the air after a successful audition
for a San Francisco station. Married
to a former actress, he has three sons.

AH Times Below are Eastern Daylight Time
For Correct Central Daylight Time Subtract One Hour

A.M

DRAGON

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
DwightMassey
Cooke Time
Curt
Bill Costello
Garry Moore
Stepping Out
Larry Lesueur
Hollywood Star
Playhouse
Broadway's My Beat
Too Many Cooks
Granby's
Acres Green
Leave It To Joan
Summer Show

* Heard in southern & west-central states

A.M.

BARTLETT

ROBINSON_ Walter
Manning in Portia Faces Life (NBC,
M-F, 5:15 P.M. EDT) has been in
radio since 1936. He smilingly recalls
the time he was assigned the juvenile
lead in a father-son drama and the
director, after hearing him read, decided his voice was too mature and
made him switch roles with the actor
playing the father.

8:30

NBC

ABC

MBS

Do You Remember

Local Programs

Southern Shindig

Robert Hurleigh
Breakfast Club
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Local Programs
8:50 Pauline
Frederick

8:45
9:00
9:30
9:15
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Clevelandaires
Office
Inside the Doctor's

8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

MBS

NBC
Do You Remember

Southern Shindig
Clevelandaires

ABC

Local Programs

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee Jamboree

Double or Nothing

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

Local Programs
8:50 Pauline
Frederick

Margaret Arlen

Breakfast Club

This Is New York

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowner
Vincent Lopez
George Hicks
We Love and Learn

My True Story

Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Betty Crocker Magazine ofthe Air
John B. Kennedy

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Tips, Quips & Tunes
Quick As A Flash

This Is New York

Double or Nothing

Cecil Brown

My True Story

Say It With Music

Betty Crocker
azine of the MagAir
John B. Kennedy

Behind the Story
Header's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

Tips, Quips & Tunes
Quick As A Flash

Arthur Godfrey

Rosemary
Grand Slam

PROGRAMS

CBS

Barnyard Follies
Welcome Travelers

Margaret Arlen

Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby

Welcome Travelers

AFTERNOON
A.M.

CBS

Grand
Slam
Rosemary

PROGRAMS

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Kate Smith Speaks

Ladies Be Seated

Local Program
Doughboys

12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs
Baukhage

Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Nancy Craig

Big
Ma Sister
Perkins
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Double or Nothing

Game of the Day*
Ladies Fair

Welcome to

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners
Vincent Lopez
George Hicks
We Love and Learn

Wendy Warren

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
Hollywood
Chance of a Lifetime This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
Winner Take All

Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

Local Programs

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Chuckle Wagon

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the

Fun House

News
Galen Drake

Young Widder Brown

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross

Ladies Be Seated

Local Program
Doughboys

12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Baukhage
Nancy Craig

Welcome to
Second Mrs. Burton
Hollywood
Perry Mason
Chance of a Lifetime This Is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

6:00
6:15
6:45
6:30

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Bill Costello

7:00
7:30

One Man's Family
News of the World
RichardField's
Harkness
Irving
Trio

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Ranger
Davis
Lone
Dr. 1. Q.

Garry Moore

7:15
7:45

Fulton Lewis. Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel Heatter
I Love A Mystery

Cliche Club

Dr. Christian

Detour

It Pays to be Ignorant
ABC of Music

WendyJenny
Warren
Aunt

5:00

Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

5:30
5:15
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mert's Record
Portia Faces Life
Adventures
Challenge of the
Just Plain Bill
Yukon
Front Page Farrell

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

EVENING

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Double or Nothing

Game of the Day*
Ladies Fair

Live Like A
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
Winner Take All

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Backstage Wife
Local Programs
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones
Chuckle Wagon
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Dangerous Assignment
The Falcon

Happy Landing

Strike It Rich
Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mert's Record
Portia Faces Life
Adventures
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

Fun House

News
Galen Drake

9:00
9:15

Break the Bank

Sky King

Hits and Misses

9:45
9:30
10:00
10:15

EVENING

PROGRAMS

10:30

PROGRAMS

The Hidden Truth
International Airport
8:55 Bill Henry
2000 Plus

Mr. District Attorney Family Theater
The Big Story
Richard Diamond

Hits and Misses

Superman

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

Chandu the
Magician
Champagne Music
On Trial

Stepping Out
Larry Lesueur
Mr. Chameleon

Philip Marlowe
Dixieland Jazz
Concert

* Heard in southern & west-central states
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Loca, Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Bill Costello

One
News Man's
of the Family
World

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love A Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Counter Spy

Garry Moore

Count of Monte
Cristo
Official Detective
8:55 Bill Henry

Paul Whiteman
Presents
Gentlemen of the
Press

John Steele Adventure
Mysterious Traveler

Romance
America's Town
Meeting of the Air
Erwin D. Canham
Candid Microphone
Rex Maupin

Irving
Trio
RichardField's
Harkness

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Who Said That?

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Penny Singleton

10:00
10:15
10:30

Starlight Concert

Presenting Charles
Boyer

Frank Edwards
Big Town
Mutual Newsreel
A Life in Your Hands Dance Bands

Time For Defense
Labor & Management

: Heard in southern A west-central states

Stepping Out
Larry Lesueur
Mystery Theatre
Satan's Waiting

MARY

JANE

CROFT

_Mrs

Hender.

son on the nightly Beulah show (returning to the air on CBS, 7 P.M.
EDT, Aug. 21) happened into radio
when friend Frank Lovejoy (now a
well-known actor) asked her to read
with him for an audition. Frank didn't
get that job but since then Mary Jane
has had featured roles on almost every
network show.

There's Music in
the Air

69

'
A.M.
8:30
8:45

Do You Remember

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

ABC

MBS

NBC

Local Programs

Local Programs
Margaret Arlen
8:50PaulineFrederick

Southern Shindig

Robert Hurleigh

Breakfast Club

Clevelandaires

Tennessee Jamboree

MINETTA ELLEN— Mother Barbour
of One Man's Family (M-F, 7 P.M.
EDT, NBC) began acting only after
she had raised and married a daughter
of her own. She made her stage
debut opposite J. Anthony Smythe
(now Father Barbour) and in 1932
they were brought together again in
the original casting of the Barbour
saga.

This Is New York
Barnyard Follies

Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

My True Story

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Tips, Quips & Tunes

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

CBS

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

AFTERNOON

Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air
John B. Kennedy

Quick As A Flash

Grand Slam
Rosemary

PROGRAMS
MBS

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

News
The Note Noodlers
Hometowners

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Local Program
Doughboys

Vincent Lopez

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

George Hicks
We Love and Learn

Ladies Be Seated
12:25 Carol Douglas
Local Programs
Baukhage
Nancy Craig

WendyJenny
Warren
Aunt
Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday
Big
Ma Sister
Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Double or Nothing

Game of the Day*
Ladies Fair

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For a Day

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
Winner Take All

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones
Chuckle Wagon
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mert's Record
Adventures
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

EVENING
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Welcome to
Hollywood
Chance of a Lifetime

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Fun House

Galen Drake

Sky King

Hits and Misses

PROGRAMS
Jackson & the News
DwightMassey
Cooke
Curt

One
News Man's
of the Family
World

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer
CounterDavis
Spy

Irving
Trio
RichardField's
Harkness

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel Heatter
I Love a Mystery

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Summer Show

California Caravan

Gregory Hood

The Line-Up

For Your Approval

Mr. Feathers
8:55 Bill Henry

Inner Sanctum

Mr. Keen

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Cass Daley

Limerick Show

TedAmateur
Mack's Hour
Original

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Local Programs

Bill Costello
Garry Moore
Stepping Out
Larry Lesueur

Vincent Lopez

Sara's Private Capers

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

10:00
10:15
10:30

Southern Shindig
Clevelandaires

Crime Photographer

Author Meets the
Critics

Yours Truly, Johnny
Dollar

Rex Maupin

Hollywood Theatre

Local Programs
Margaret Arlen
8:50PaulineFrederick

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Breakfast Club

Double or Nothing

My True Story

Jack Berch
David Harum

12:30
12:45

2:00
2:15
2:00
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:45
4:30

5:15
5:00
5:30
5:45

Tips, Quips & Tunes

U. S. Marine Band

Ladies Be Seated

Aunt Jenny
Wendy Warren

12:25 Carol Douglas

Helen Trent

Baukhage
Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Nancy Craig

Ma
Perkins
Big Sister
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Double or Nothing

Game ofFair
the Day*
Ladies

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

Welcome to
Hollywood
Chance of a Lifetime

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Walter Kiernan
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
Winner Take All

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Chuckle Wagon
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55
Hite and the
News

Fun House

Galen Drake

Green Hornet

Hits and Misses

George Hicks
We Love and Learn

Mert's Record
When A Girl Marries
Portia Faces Life
Adventures
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

EVENING

PROGRAMS

6:00

EDMOND
O'BRIEN— New York
born star of Yours Truly, Johnny
Dollar (Thurs. 10 P.M. EDT, CBS),
started in show business as "Neirbo
(O'Brien backwards) the Magician."
While at college he won a scholarship
to the Neighborhood Playhouse and
began acting in earnest. With wife
Olga San Juan and daughter Bridget,
he lives in Beverly Hills.

70

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:15
8:00
8:30
9:00
8:45
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

Rosemary
Grand
Slam

PROGRAMS

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Local
Program
Doughboys

News
Echoes
TropicsFrom the

* Heard in southern & west-central states

6:15
6:30
6:45

Arthur Godfrey

Quick As A Flash

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15

Bing Crosby

Betty Crocker
azine ofthe MagAir
John B. Kennedy

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Terkel Time

This is New York
Barnyard Follies

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

Welcome Travelers

CBS

Local Programs

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Somebody Knows

News, Paul Harvey

Dragnet

8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Vincent Lopez

Local Programs

Duffy's Tavern

NBC
Do You Remember

1:15
1:00
1:30
1:45

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

ABC

A.M.
8:30

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

Local Programs

One Man's Family
News of the World
The Playhouse
Richard Harkness

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love a Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Ranger
Davis
Lone

Louis Prima

The Fat Man

We The People

8:55
Henry
Eddy Bill
Duchin

This Is Your FBI

Dimension X

Army Air Force Show The Thin Man

Stars and Starters

Confidentially Yours
Wanted
Bill Stern

Reporter's Round- Up
Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

Jackson & the News
Dwight
Cooke
Curt Massey
Bill Costello
Garry Moore
Stepping Out
Larry Lesueur
Cloud 9
Up For Parole

The Sheriff

Songs For Sale
Escape

Claremont Hotel
Steel Pier Orch.

* Heard in southern & west-central states

Capital Cloakroom

if';
^r^- •'' ' I ;:B»MsSSf^f^^
NBCSf^mS^WS MBS
ABC

A.M.
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30

Down Homers

No School Today

Local Programs

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

This Is New York

Coffee in Washington

Galen Drake
Garden Gate

Fred Waring Show

Local Programs

Family Party

Mary Lee Taylor

Leslie Nichols
Helen Hall

Look Your Best

Mind Your Manners

U. S. Marine Band

Archie Andrews

Hoosier Hot Shots

AFTERNOON

News, Phil Shadel
JoeRecordshop
Franklin's
1 1 :05 Let's Pretend
At Home With Music Junior Miss

101 Ranch Boys

Theatre of Today

American Farmer

Grand Central Station
12:55 Cedric Adams

National Farm Home Joseph McCaffrey
Jerry & Skye
Cumberland Valley
Barn Dance

Navy Hour

2:00
2:15
2:30
2.4J

Music

Operetta Matinee

U. S. Army Band

Bands For Bonds

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Music From Hollywood

Dance Orchestra

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Summer Show
Racing News
Choral Music

Carribean Crossroads Recorded Music
Racing News
Treasury Band
Sports Parade

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Music
Herman Hickman
The Sport of Kings

True or False

Tea and Crumpets

To be announced

Radie Harris
Twin Views of the
News

Club Time

Make Way For Youth

Cumberland Music
Festival

Game of the Day*

Roger Dann

QUATRAIN
To them their joys are doubly dear.
known.
Who,
in some
earlier time,
have

Stars
woodOver HollyGive and Take

And buried in a nameless grave,
Some little sorrow
of their own.
— Faye
Chilcote
Walker

Hormel Girls
Fun To Be Young

American Jazz

Overseas Report
Science Adventures

MIDNIGHT

Music

Albert Warner News

Bob Warren

6:15

Bob Considine

6:30
6:45

Living, 1950

Al Heifer
Helen Westbrook

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Voices and Events

Hawaii Calls
Treasury Show
Bert Andrews
Comedy of Error
7:55 John B. Kennedy Buzz
Adlan's
Playhouse

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Saturday Dance Date Twenty Questions

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Joe DiMaggio

To be announced
Musical Notebook
At the Chase

PROGRAMS

6:00

Cliff Cameron

News From Washington
Memo From Lake
Success

Harry Wismer
Rex Koury

Sports Review
Larry Lesueur

Dixieland Jambake

Take a Number

Hollywood Byline

Your Hit Parade

True or False

Summer Show

Tales of Texas
Rangers

Lombardo Land

Chamber Music of
Theatre of the Air
Treasury Show
Lower Basin Street
At the Shamrock
Grand Ole Opry
* Heard in southern & west-central states

HEARTS

Some hearts wear living proudly; length of years
will come to these, and they will garner much
wisdom, tranquillity, surcease from tears,
will be their portion.

Where There's Music

EVENING

10:00
10:15
10:30

SOME

Some hearts wear love proudly, hold it high,
gather it close, and find it warm and good.

But some hearts will touch only the fringe
of living, and will break swiftly
and silently for —beauty's
sake. S/n U.S.N.
W. L. Small

PROGRAMS

Man on the Farm
News
Public Affairs
Luncheon With Lopez Dance Music

POETRY

CBS

Rate Your Mate

HUNT

All night we heard the bell-mouthed hound
And marked the mystic trail he cried.
Through the ravine and down the wood.
Wailing, "Hide . . . hide!"
All furred, four-footed creatures, hide
Before the clangor of a race
That bears the strange dimensions of
A greater quest, a nobler chase.
As though winged beasts in Merlin's grove
Held jewel-eyed fantasies at bay.
If the pursuer gained or failed.
We at our window could not say.
But watched the night out. At the shots.
The magic, starlit world stood still.
Soon after, man and dog came down
What now was —only
Hacketts'
hill.
Margaret
McAndrew

Camel Caravan with
Vaughn Monroe
Summer Show
T-Man

EXPLANATION
My heart looks up that it may
view
White drifting clouds on seas of
blue.
My heart looks up that it may see
A smile,
redbird in a green-laced tree.

Gang Busters
Musical Revue
Sing It Again

DAN SEYMOUR— 1935 was the key
year in the life of the emcee of CBS'
Sing It Again (Sat. 10 P.M. EDT), for
it was then, at the age of twenty, Dan
got himself a wife, a college degree
and a radio job. Since then he has
been heard on some of radio's biggest
shows and lives happily in a New
York suburb with Eloise and their
three children.

My heart looks up to heaven's
Growing lighter all the while.
My heart looks up where there
can be
Naught but beauty . . . beauty
Looking down at me.
— June Brown Harris

RADIO

MIRROR

WILL

PAY

FIVE DOLLARS

for the best original poems sent in each month by readers.
Limit poems to 30 lines, address to Poetry, Radio Mirror
Magazine, 205 E. 42 Street, New York 1, New York. Each
poem should be accompanied by this notice. When postage
is enclosed, every effort will be made to return unused
manuscripts. This is not a contest, but an effort to purchase
poetry for use in Radio Mirror.

R
M
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Home economist and author Ida B. Allen offers living proof of her recent bestseller Youth After Forty. She's kept young for years
i< i tic schedule

be youthfu
busy to Allen
too Bailey
one isIda
No said
one l,"of
a's
Americ
economists when sheleading
visited home
the Burtons
as a Family Counselor.
To prove it, Mrs. Allen has recently
written a best seller entitled Youth
After
Forty
and she's for
certainly
an
excellent
testimonial
her own
book. For years she's been keeping
young while keeping one of the busiest schedules imaginable. It includes
broadcasts, personal appearances and
interviews, plus writing a daily newspaper column. She has also written
forty-four books.
The very first question I asked Mrs.
Allen was what she believed more
than anything else makes a woman
look and feel old before her time?
She explained to us that the relationship of the body to the mind clays
the greatest part in a woman's physical being. Scientists term this relationship "psychosomatic."
"If you let pride master you, you'll
become tense, high-strung and nervous. If you let hatred boil in your
heart you can actually feel your blood
pressure rise. If you indulge in gluttony, you become the prey of organic
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disease. But above all, worry and
fatigue are the worst corroders of
good health, youthfulness and peace of
"If our emotions are so closely tied
up
with our physical self," I asked,
mind."
"what are some ways we can control
these emotions?"
"By devoting regular periods of
time to what I call the three "R's"
Mrs. Allen stressed. These three "R's"
areMrs.
Rest,Allen
Relaxation
and that
Recreation."
explained
each one
of the three R's has a very definite
meaning. Recreation means refreshment of strength and spirit after toil.
Relaxation has a different connotation,
which is to remit, change attention or
effort. And the third of the three
"R's", rest denotes freedom from all
activity — quiet, sleep.
"Recreation can be active or passive.
However, whatever it is, it must be a
complete contrast with your daily
Relaxation, to do any good, must release all tension. Start to "let go" and
relax
periods of enforced inwork."during
activity. For instance, when waiting
for a slow telephone operator to get
your number, un-tense, and benefit
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By TERRY BURTON

from
a few seconds' rest. Don't fret
and fume.
Rest must be a longer period than
the other two R's. It must be quiet,
reposeful; for each period of activity
must be balanced by a corresponding
sustained period of rest. This applies
particularly to every mature woman.
I was interested in Mrs. Allen's
commentbirthday
that along
withto one's
fortieth
is the time
slow
down, to conserve energy. "This
doesn't mean stopping your usual
activities," she said, "but merely
carrying
thempoint
on at that
a less Mrs.
rapid pace."
Another
Allen
brought out was the fact that since the
turn of the century, science has made
it possible for all of us to live from
fifteen to twenty years longer. These
years, Mrs. Allen feels are in effect
bonus years, and plans should be made
early enough on how to spend these
extra years.
When asked how she was going to
spend her bonus years, Mrs. Allen replied, "I'm going to learn to play a
real
pipe
organ.
The offirst
thing I'll
play will be
a chord
thankfulness
for a lifetime of opportunity to love
and serve — a great A-MEN.
EDT, CCS.

Sponsor — General Foods.

• radio mirror for BETTER LIVING

Are you in the know ?

Which

If your makeup melts,
should you try—

□

How

I I Orange

I 1 A cold splash
]

color compliments
a suntan?

The scrubbed-and-shiny look

I I "/ can do anything"

I I Chartreuse

Patchwork

I I "/ want to get experience"
I I "Sell" yourself

I I Cerise

How to save face on humid evenings? First,
before the shindig, use an astringent lotion
(fresh from the ice box)— for a drying
effect. Next, apply sponge cake makeup
base, sparingly, and splash on cold water to
"set it." Blot; then pat on the dazzledust.
At calendar time, too, you can save yourself
many an anxious moment. With Kotex,
you're set to cope with any problem-day
emergency . . . for that special safety center
gives you extra protection.

to score with the
hiring squad?

However you're toasted — well-done or
medium — wear colors that flatter your
suntan. Thumbs down on all three answers
above (fooled you!). Choose cool hues;
blues, for instance. Of course white outwows them all. And on certain days, it pays
to be choosy — about sanitary protection.
That's why Kotex comes in 3 absorbencies
(different sizes, for different days), so you
can select what's best for you. Try Regular,
Junior, Super. Find the one just exactly right.

You may want a job for some extra jingle*
jangle — or a stepping-stone to a Dream
Career. But why should the company want
you? Suggest specific work you believe you
can do, giving the boss -man (or lady)
good reasons. "Sell" yourself. It inspires
confidence. You can be confident, even on
"those" days, with the napkin made to stay
soft while you wear it. For Kotex gives
softness that holds its shape . . . comfort
that helps you hold that job!

How

to learn

your
P's
andsocial
Q's?
M The hard way
CU Via charm school

When
□

Remove

shaking hands do you think it's smooth

your gloves

□

Keep them on

Remove your mitt or apologize for same?

'Taint fittin', kitten! A lady's gloves should
"stay put." At least 'til she's seated in the
theatre,or at a restaurant table. To stay handin-glove with confidence on "trying" days —
put certain worries out of mind. Choose

□

to —

Say "Pardon my glove"

Kotex! Those fiat pressed ends prevent
revealing outlines. And for extra poise, get
the extra comfort of the new Kotex Wonderform* Belt made with DuPont nylon elastic!
It's non-curling. Non-twisting. Washable;
dries like magic!

More wo/net? c/?oose /COTEX
f/ian a// of tier sa/i/fary nafifohs
3 ABSORBENCIES.'

REGULAR.

JUNtOR,

SUPER

□ Get "In The Know"
Want quick answers
to dating dilemmas? Etiquette puzzlers? Send
for the new, fascinating booklet
"Are You In The Know?" -it's free!
It's a collection of important poisepointers selected from "Are You In
The Know?" magazine advertisements (without "commercials") -reprinted in
form.
ful hints booklet
about the Gives help,
man and manners 1
department; smooth
grooming, fashions.
FREE BOOKLET!
Mail the coupon today!

Address P. 0. Box 3434,
City29, Chicago 11, Illinois
Dept.
Please send me the free booklet
"Are You In The Know?"
Name

Address
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Give and Take Man
(Continued from page 37)
assist with script, gags, plans, prizes
and questions on his shows which, in
addition to his regular network Give
and Take performance include Missus
Goes A-Shopping for local listeners five
days a week.
Lunch at two is a business conference, though you'd never know it. The
corner table that is permanently reserved for him in a midtown restaurant has more the aspect of a party.
Friends stop by in a stream for laughs,
gossip or a quick deal for a benefit
show.
In the afternoon he blocks out coming shows, listens to newly recorded
"secret sounds" which are a big feature
of Give and Take, poses for pictures,
dashes to the New York Athletic Club
for a workout, grabs dinner, tosses off
a Missus Goes A-Shopping show, and is
still fresh for the hour's drive home,
often to pack for the many out-of-town
dates he plays each year.
Half of the mornings each week he
works in his tremendous garden in
summer or in his study in winter writing script, answering mail, breaking to
pick up the little girls at 11: 30 for lunch
and again at three when their school is
out, before whirling into town for another show.
Sundays start with church with the
family, then perhaps a session with his
painting, a sail with the kids, a quick
turn with the home-movie camera, or
a barbecue dinner for all comers before the drive to New York for the
show.
John was born in Atlantic Gity,
which is still his mother's home. He
broke into radio by a lucky accident
when he was in his junior year in high
school. Among other skits, his drama
group put on a satire on local radio
shows. The manager of WPG heard it.
Fortunately he had a sense of humor
and he invited the group to repeat the
skit on his big station and to do others
each week until the end of the term.
"It's a good thing vacation was near,
or I never would have been promoted,"
says John. "Show business was far too
fascinating. I hung around the station
every spare minute. For the first time
in my life I regarded the summer holidays with gloom — no more broadcasts.
At the last minute I was spared the
dreary prospect of three months of
nothing but fun. I was offered a job
as replacement announcer for the sum-

mer.
really a glorious
day."
That That
was was
the beginning
of his radio
career, Hethough
he didn't
it at and
the
time.
was headed
for know
Princeton
a career as a teacher of psychology — so
he thought. He worked at WPG for the
next four summers for pocket money.
Gradually, he realized that his real interest was his summer hobby. In 1935,
complete with diploma, he sailed into
New York to let the lucky networks
fight for his talents.
"Curiously enough, there was not
what might be called spirited bidding
for termyof cold
services,"
he says.
"As give
a matfact, nobody
would
me
a job
for lovethe
or future
money."star went home
Gloomily,
for the summer when his funds ran out.
At least he had no housing problem in
Atlantic City. His mother owns the
Kentucky Hotel, so he had a choice
of one hundred and twenty rooms.
From this more than adequate shelter,
he carried on his job campaign by mail,
and another campaign in person. The
latter involved a young lady named
Jean Abbott. CBS broke down and
hired him as an announcer in September. Miss Abbott took longer to convince. They were not married until the
following year.
"Our first place was one of the smallest apartments you ever saw," John
remembers. "The rent was low, but so
was
my salary.
Thereexpenses
wasn't much
left over
after basic
were
paid, so I kept hacking away at various ideas for shows of my own, all of
which were greeted with total lack of
enthusiasm
and I cracked
kept on aannouncing."
Fortune finally
small smile.
One day a CBS salesman flagged John
down in a corridor with, "Hey, do you
play any kind of a musical instrument?"
"No," said John. "Unless you count
the ukulele," he added as an after
thought. (This was before Arthur Godfrey's rise to fame and the ukulele was
considered nothing to boast about.)
"Well," said the salesman doubtfully. "It's better than nothing. Come
on. We're going to a grocery store.
You sing and ask shoppers questions.
Anybody who gets the right answer
gets
dollars.
be a King
sensation."
Thefivestunt
wentIt'llwell.
thought
up
a lot
nonsense
queries
like, "If
takes
oneof hour
to cook
one duck,
howit
many hours does it take to cook two
ducks?" — a question that usually draws

ft
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• No make-believe here! That's why
"My True Story" Radio Program is so often called a
"refreshingly different show." These real-life dramas,
picked from the files of True Story Magazine, give
you a further insight into life. You'll readily recognize situations which your closest friends, and even
you, may have to face — and be interested in their
solutions. A complete story every day, Monday
through Friday.
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the quick
answer,
"Two hours," from
most
flustered
amateurs.
This experiment developed into
Missus Goes A-Shopping, and proved
to be great training for Give and Take,
with its large audience and its enormous prizes. Everyone who joins King
at the microphone for that show goes
home with merchandise worth anywhere from ten to five hundred dollars,
win or lose. King admits that he takes
the most fun from giving the biggest
prizes, and that it is a real thrill to him
when somebody hits the jackpot — either
in the studio or by mailing the right
guess as to the secret sound — because
that prize totals five thousand dollars
worth of merchandise.
The story of the secret sound is interesting. Itstarts with the recording
of many familiar noises — everything
from the regular beat of a skipping
rope swishing across a pavement to a
toothbrush at work.
"It's astonishing how baffling everyday sounds can be when they are magnified," says King. "For instance,
guesses about the toothbrush included
'train
starting'
and sound
'shoe shine'!"
Before
a secret
is chosen for
a broadcast, it is tried out on a board of
twenty listeners. If they guess it
quickly, it is discarded. If it baffles the
board, it goes on the show, where it
does not always baffle the audience,
however. The sound of Niagara Falls
stumped the board, but was guessed the
first time on the air. The same thing
happened to the sound of a man drinking water. The board guessed everything from a goldfish nibbling dinner
to the pouring of syrup on hotcakes,
but the answer came from the audience
the first time out.
"The hardest sound we ever had was
the grinding of a pencil sharpener. It
was eight weeks before an eight-yearold girl finally walked off with five
thousand
dollars'
worth the
of prizes."
King has
to know
answers, of
course, but no one else on the show
shares the secret. Mrs. King gets a
steady trickle of fan mail pleading for
a hint. She couldn't help, even if she
wanted to. She doesn't know either.
King admits that half of the fun in
Give and Take comes from the element
of the unexpected. "Anything can happen when you get amateVtrs in front of
a mike, and you never know what kind
of an
emergency
turnfor upinstance,
next."
I'll
never
forget thewill
time,
that one lady laughed so hard she broke
a vital part of her undercover gear, and
some dainty pink bloomers sank to the
floor. I didn't see them at first, but I
began to get roars of laughter such as
I never had before. It worried me.
Tm
not this
funny,
and Idrowned
know it,'
thought,
as the
audience
me I
out completely. There was nothing I
could self
say,
because
couldn't
make adapt
myheard.
All I Icould
do was
Sir Walter Raleigh's famous gesture to
the occasion. I took off my coat, held it
around my guest's ankles while she
stepped out of her step-ins and retreated, much less embarrassed than I."
Another lady broke up the show recently with a perfectly matter-of-fact
answer. She chose a baby-buggy for
a prize.
"Oh, are you expecting?" King asked.
"No," she said sweetly. "I'm sure."
And the King of Give and Take found
himself taking a roar of laughter instead of giving one . . . and loving it.

BETTY GRABLE

as she plays opposite DAN

DAILEY in the 20th Century-Fox Production "MY

G'BLEd"
*lui **a UBBT?)6y GRA

BLUE

HEAVEN"

Jdetty Grable is more sparkling, more
irresistible than ever in her latest singing
and dancing role. You'll thrill to the beauty
of her Lux Complexion in the close-ups.
"Vve been a Lux Girl for years" says
lovely Betty, "never skip my active-lather
facials a single day."
Try this gentle care Betty Grable uses
for her million -dollar complexion. See
what fresh new loveliness it gives your skin!

HOLLYWOOD'S

FOR ALL-OVER
LUX LOVELINESS
TRY THE NEW

BATH SIZE

ACTIVE-LATHER

"When a gorgeous star
like Betty Grable gives a
beauty tip I listen! And
believe me, these facials
really work! I smooth the
active lather well in —

FACIAL:

"I love the creamy lather

"Then

I pat my face

Lux
Soap water.
gives — So
evenrich
in
hardest
and abundant! I rinse
with warm water, then

gently
soft towel
to dry. with
This a quick
easy
care does wonders for
the skin — gets me lots of

compliments, too!"
9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet
Soap
splash on cold —
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Kukla, Fran and Ollie
(Continued from page 27)
addition to Ollie's parents and the
guests at their lodge, a bunch of pretty
young girls from the barn theater came
across the ridge to see our show.
They made quite a fuss over all of us,
applauding Ollie as the local boy who
made good in the big city, and inviting
Colonel Cracky to be guest director for
their next week's performance.
Maybe that was what did it. Or maybe it was because some one giggled
when Madame Ooglepus missed a high
note in the middle of one of her favorite
arias. Whatever it was, it brought on
an attack of temperament. Honestly, I
didn't realize there was a thing wrong
until the end of the last act. Just as I
was giving the signal for the curtain
to close, Fletcher Rabbit came lippitylopping up the aisle carrying a bunch
of flowers.

Special delivery for Madame Ooglepus," he announced. "She said I'm
not supposed to tell where they came
from." In a stage whisper, he added.
"It's a sort of secret romance."
Madame had quite a time grasping
the flowers as she leaned over the footlights, for they
with ribbon
or weren't
anything,tiedandtogether
again
someone snickered. She just glared.
She wouldn't stay to have ice cream
and cake out on the lawn, either. Nose
in air, she bustled right past, and I
thought I heard her murmur something
about, "Limousine waiting . . . party
at big estate . . . charming gentleman
of wealth and culture . . ."
She still had part of the bouquet
tucked in her hair when, the next
morning, she joined the rest of us at
the dock. Fran glanced at the flowers
and remarked that blue always looked
so nice with auburn hair.
That might have pacified Madame if
Ollie hadn't run up exclaiming, "Guess
what — we must have had a vandal in
the
audience bed
last isnight.
My of
mother's
delphinium
stripped
every
single flower!"
Fletcher's ears turned bright pink.
"Goodness gracious, Ollie, all I did . . ."
Madame cut him short. "Fletcher!
A secret is a secret. I didn't expect
that from you."
Fletcher became suddenly busy helping Cecil Bill with the canoe. Considering themselves old salts, they had
decided to paddle to the picnic grounds
rather than cross in the launch with us.
The weather was perfect and so was
our picnic spot. Oscar, the boatman,
landed us on a lovely sandy beach, protected on two sides by great outcroppings of rock which jutted into the
water to form a little bay. He helped
us set on shore our hampers, blankets,
bathing suits and phonograph, then
called,
"Be back
and
zoomed
acrossfortheyou
lake.after dark,"
Buelah Witch took charge. "Let's
play games, everybody. Have to work
up a good appetite for dinner."
Fletcher teamed with Colonel Cracky
to win the three-legged race. Mercedes' side won the tug o' war. Burr
beat Fran when it came to running
while carrying an egg in a teaspoon.
We were all starving by the time Cecil
Bill shouted, "Tooie, tooie, tooit" and
rang the dinner bell.
He had spread the red and white
R checked table cloth over a big flat rock
m and on it had set everything you could
ever want for a picnic.
There were
76 baked beans, potato salad, sandwiches,

three kinds of pickles and a big jug
of lemonade. To top it all, Burr had
driven to the village for ice cream
and Fran had whipped up a delicious
chocolate cake.
After that, we were quite content to
stretch out and be lazy.
Fran asked, "Have you decided yet
what to do with the rest of your vacation, Kukla?" "I'll spend part of it visitI nodded.
ing all of our television stations, but
right now, Burr Tillstrom and I are
going to Nantucket. Fran, can't you
come to Nantucket for a few days?"
Before she could answer Ollie harrumped for attention.
have an
nouncement. Much as I"Ishould
likeanto
remain here with my parents, I find
that
my he
dutytakes
to my
comes
When
thatpublic
attitude,
we first."
know
something is coming. "I have been told
by outstanding critics that the ballad
"Thar She Blows" is the best in my
repertoire. However, the whaling pageant which accompanies it could stand
revision. Since Nantucket was once the
greatest whaling port in the world, I
have decided to do personal research on
the spot. I shall peruse the documents of
the Historical Association and visit the
Whaling Museum. This summer, I shall
be Ollie, the Scholar."
Fran said, "That's fine. So unselfish of you,weOllie."
While
were talking, the other
Kuklapolitans had gone about their
own interests. Fletcher, hoe in hand,
was searching for new botanical specimens. Cecil Bill, carrying his fishing
tackle, was working his way down the
lake, trying his luck. Colonel Cracky
was snoozing under a tree. Madame
Ooglepus apparently had calmed down,
for she was discussing Fall fashions
with Buelah Witch.
It was Mercedes who broke up this
pleasant scene. Wading at the edge of
the lake, she had been too well behaved
for it to last. I heard a sloshing noise
and looked around just in time to see
her sneaking up on the sleeping Colonel,
carrying a sprinkling can. Madame
Ooglepus sprang into action.
"You
nasty child," she sputtered.
Mercedes whined, "I didn't do anyI, Kukla?"
I had thing.to Didagree
with her. She really
hadn't — yet.
The Colonel sat up and rubbed his eyes.
I thought I heard Madame muttering to herself. "Serves him right.
That's what he gets for encouraging
these young girls." However, I could
have been wrong, for suddenly she was
arch and coy.
"Colonel Cracky," she said sweetly,
"I fear we are not making the most of
this beautiful setting. There's the lake
and there's a canoe. Since we can't go
to Venice, I think it would be delightful to glide over the water, trailing my
finger tips across its glistening surface."
Said the Colonel, "Unaccustomed as
I am to the role of gondolier . . ."
Said Madame, "Nonsense. Anyone
canThe operate
canoe. Come
rest of usa wandered
off. I along."
scrambled to the lonely side of a rock and
brought out paper and pencil to try to
start the book I intend to write this
summer, but I didn't get very far. It
was too nice a day to work, so I just
loafed until Ollie got ambitious and
called to help him gather wood for our
campfire.
We were foraging around

when we heard the most awful sounds
coming from a distance. First there
was a screech and then a bellow.
"What's that?"
Ollie cocked his head. "It's coming
from
EchooneGorge."
"Some
must be in great distress.
We must help them." I shouted for the
rest of the company. And from all
sides they came running, asking, "What
is Worried,
it? What'sI counted
happened?"
noses. As I feared,
the Colonel and Madame Ooglepus were
missing. So was Cecil Bill.
Ollie looked serious. After all, he
knows Dragon Retreat better than any
of us. "Echo Gorge is dangerous,"
he said. "Mother always warned me
to stay out of there. That's where the
great granite cliffs narrow the lake to
a river, and it spills down over Fisherman's Falls to the valley below."
Said Buelah, "Just a moment, kids,
while I look over the situation." Seizing the light rope which had been tied
around the hampers, she lassoed it over
a pinnacle of rock and pulled herself
up the sheer face of the huge boulder in
true mountain climber style.
From this observation point, she called
down Cracky
to us, and
"You're
right.
It's
Colonel
that silly
woman.
She would get him out in that canoe.
It's riding low in the water — at her end
of My
the heart
canoe, going
of course."
pittypat, I shouted
back, "Buelah, what's happening?"
She peered out. "Looks like the current's got them, but don't worry. Nothing could happen to her. Now the
canoe's caught again. Looks like the
Colonel's working to get it loose."
Ollie quivered. "If he does, they'll
go straight over the Falls. We've got
to do something!"
Burr kicked off his beach shoes. "I'm
going
dive, heafter
tookthem."
to the With
water.a long surface
Fran wrung her hands. "It's too far,
and swimming is too slow. Where's
"Cecil Bill?" said Buelah, "Oh, I see
Cecil too.
Bill?" He's just climbing the cliff
him,
right close to them. He must have been
fishing
Falls."
"Has below
he his the
tackle?"
"Sure," said Buelah. "The heavy
deep-sea gear. And — whoops, there
they go again! The Colonel and Madame Ooglepus, I mean. No, now
they're stuck, and she looks plenty mad.
Hope
she falls
in." moaned. "Can't you
"Buelah,"
Fran
see they're in danger? If only you'd
brought your broomstick. You could
flyThe
rightgravity
out andof rescue
them." finally
the situation
struck Buelah. She said, "Sorry, my
dear. I didn't realize. Well, if I haven't
my broomstick, I've got the next best
thing. My portable radar in my bonnet
has a loudspeaker unit. Maybe I can
talk them in like the control tower
talks
an airplane."
Franin turned
to me. "That won't work.
Madame Ooglepus will never do what
Buelah tells her, and she won't let the
Colonel do it, either. I'm going up
there." She began to climb.
I held my breath as she scrambled
over the bad places, but Fran was surefooted. In a moment she was beside
Buelah. She grasped the microphone.
"Cecil Bill," she called, and her amplified voice boomed out over the water.
"Cecil Bill, stay right where you are.

I've got a job for you. Don't move."
I couldn't stand it any longer. I told
Ollie, "Keep Mercedes and Fletcher
calm. I'm climbing up beside Fran."
It was a tough tussle, but I gained a
foothold on a ledge just as Fran was
saying, "Colonel Cracky, you'll be all
right if you do exactly as I say. Now
grab the branch of that sunken tree.
You, too, Madame Ooglepus. Hold on
andShedon't
move until
I tell you."
searched
the water
until she
spotted Burr, his arms flashing in
strong strokes as he swam out from
shore.
turn around.
Don't
to
reach "Burr,
the canoe.
Go to the
foot try
of
the cliff, below Cecil Bill." She drew a
breath. "Ready now? Cecil Bill, take
your
heaviest
canoe."
I saw
his armline.
flipCast
back,it to
buttheI was
too
far away to see clearly. The hook must
have connected, for as he began reeling in, a reddish-orange object sailed
through the air like a strange bird.
"Oh, no!" Fran's voice was pained.
"Not Madame's transformation! Catch
the canoe, Cecil Bill — and take care of
that hairpiece."
Obediently, he removed it from the
hook, placed it carefully in his tackle
box and got ready to cast again. His
arm drew back in what seemed to be
slow motion. Suddenly there was a
snap I could hear clear across the water.
"Grab it, Colonel," Fran shouted.
"Make it fast. All right, Cecil Bill, begin reeling in. Slowly now! Help
guide the canoe, Colonel. Take your paddle— keep it clear of that rock! Watch
out for the next one. There's quiet water
ahead. O.K., you're safe, but don't try
any tricks. It's your turn. Burr."
I watched until I saw Burr grasn the
prow of the canoe and haul it to shore.
Fran said, "Whew, and I never thought
I was the
an rock,
outdoor
girl."
down
sliding
mostThen
of theI went
way.
They were a strange group as they
landed on our beach. Cecil Bill, calm
while everything was going on, had
grown excited now and was chattering
away. Colonel Cracky, crestfallen and
embarrassed, was silent. Burr said to
Fran, "If I ever let those kids out of my
hands again, I hope you'll have my
head examined."
But Madame Ooglepus took the cake.
Sherecovered
reached into
Bill's tackle box.
her Cecil
transformation
and
calmly set it in place before she would
speak a word. Then, in her best grand
opera manner, she said coldly, "Really,
my
Kukla, The
I can't
understand
all
this dear
commotion.
Colonel
and I were
rehearsing our duets when you people
interrupted us."
adjusted it.anWe earring.
can't
sayShe
I appreciate
had just "I
reached
the spot where the echo was divine when
suddenly it was drowned out by Miss
Allison booming across the lake."
Fran said, "But, Madame Ooglepus."
Mciame went on as though she never
heard her. "To my mind, it was a very
undignified performance. No lady
speaks that loudly. And what's this
talk about a falls?
I didn't see any."
She flounced away without thanking
Fran and Cecil Bill and Burr for rescuing her. She wouldn't look at Buelah.
For my part, I want the rest of our
vacation to be calm and peaceful. I
hope
we don't have another adventure
all Summer.
However, if I know the Kuklapolitans,
we'll
on having
We'llto tell
you allgoabout
it when them.
we return
the
air on NBC.
Love to you all,
Kukla.
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Radio's Own Life Story
(Continued from page 18)
the mandolin with a wild free grace.
Lessons on guitar, fiddle, trombone, cornet and piano followed. By the time he
was fifteen he had run out of new
instruments to conquer and was forced
to invent the bazooka. This inspired
arrangement of two lead pipes and a tin
funnel got him a carnival job at three
dollars a week. From then on he was
dedicated to show business, though
Hollywood regarded him with a lacklustre eye and so did radio when he
knocked hopefully at the door. Not
until Rudy Vallee gave him a break did
fortune smile. After that one network
spot, he was signed by Kraft and his
tales of his Uncle Fud, Cousin Dud and
the rest of his accident-prone relations
took him to the movies.
On the soberer side, the Columbia
Workshop, a sustaining show that
ran until 1947, was to have an enormous
influence on radio writing. It was set
up at heavy expense by CBS to explore
new dramatic forms and to encourage
new talent. It served its purpose brilliantly. Irving Reis, an engineer, was
one of its first shining lights. He left
his control room to write and produce,
and brought a fresh new talent, uncomplicated by other literary styles, to
radio drama. He also was responsible
for a new and vivid use of sound effect.
He is now a successful film producer.
Well-known writers such as Archibald MacLeish and Irwin Shaw did
their first radio writing for the Workshop. The most outstanding new author
it developed was Norman Corwin. who
joined it in 1938. His "Plot to Overthrow Christmas" had a big response,
and after thit he went on to write
enough exceptional scripts to fill several books. Most memorable are his
"We
These Pearl
Truths,"
written
white Hold
heat after
Harbor.
It wasat
heard on all four networks and reached
the biggest single audience and playwright ever had — sixty million people.
In
1945
his "On
Note of Triumph"
was an even
more A memorable
program
to mark the end of war.
We, The People turned a bright new
spotlight on the human side of people
in the news. It was the creation of the
resourceful Phillips Lord (Seth Parker). Some seven thousand people have
appeared on We, The People to tell
their experiences at the time they were
making headlines — Joe Louis, Ernie
Pyle, Harold Stassen, Schiaparelli, King
Peter of Yugoslavia, Connie Mack — an
astounding run of the famous as well
as hundreds of lesser-known citizens
who had a unique experience to tell.
Professor Quiz arrived and a new
cycle began. (Its unknown young announcer, Arthur Godfrey, made little
stir though he heckled the performers
in a mild fashion.) Quiz shows were
not exactly new. So far as we know,
KMTR in Hollywood has the distinction of doing the very first in 1927
when the Do You Know and the
Ask Me Another books were a brief
fad. KMTR took advantage of the fever
by urging people to gather quiz parties
around their radios and entertain each
other by calling out answers before the
announcer did. It didn't catch on. Professor Quiz revived the idea and carried it a step farther by allowing audiences in his studio to compete for
prizes. At the time, everyone thought
it was just an inconsequential stunt,
good enough to fill in for a few weeks

until a better show was found. Who
cared whether or not some strangers in
a studio far away won some prizes?
Who, indeed!
1937: Franco was attacking Madrid.
Japan was bombing China in stillundeclared war. Amelia Earhart took
out over the Pacific and disappeareds
though for weeks the radio bulletins
carried a note of hope. Marconi died of
a heart attack at the age of sixty-three,
having lived to see his "ether telegraph" completely change the face of
the world. George Gershwin died at
thirty-eight but left the air alive with
his music. How to Win Friends and
Influence People was a run-away best
seller. Pocket books, a failure when
sold through book shops, this year went
on sale in drugstores and changed the
reading pattern of the nation. The big
song novelty was "Bei Mir Bist Du
Schoen." Joe Louis won the heavyweight title. The Big Apple was the
new dance. The Old Gold Puzzle Contest, started and the huge response to
its bait of a fortune in prizes brought
give-away shows a step nearer.
The thick air over the Dust Bowl
blacked
the sun. "Okies"
to
pour intooutCalifornia.
On Maybegan
12 the
whole world listened as the new King
George VI bravely, slowly, painfully
told his people on the air that he accepted the obligation of Empire. His
coronation was described by dozens of
American air reporters — a dress rehearsal of the news coverage our radio
soon was to pour out of Europe. President Roosevelt's second inaugural
speech was the sober, "I see one-third
of the nation ill-housed, ill-clad, illOne of the. . unforgettable
moments in
nourished.
."
radio was the sobbing, shocked, halfarticulate words cried out by an eye
witness when the German dirigible
Hindenburg burned at Lakehurst, New
Jersey. Herbert Morrision of WLS,
Chicago, was the only radio man left on
the scene as the big airship came in
for the last few hundred feet of a
routine flight over the Atlantic. He was
not on the air. He was making a wire
recording for later use on his home
station. The other reporters had packed
their gear and were leaving the field
when a burst of flame roared five hundred feet into the sky. Morrison's "Oh,
oh, it's terrible, terrible, ladies and
gentleman,
poorby people
. ."
was rushed ohto those
the air
NBC, .thus
ending that company's ten-year ban
against recorded programs. The disaster
also ended the day of lighter-than-air
craft. The mooring mast so hopefully
built at the top of the Empire State
Building
stands
today as an idle monument to this
dream.
Radio played
an important
another disaster
early this part
year inwhen
the tributaries of the Mississippi turned
ominously muddy as an unusually
heavy snow melted in an unseasonably
warm spring. Flood crest hit in February, inundating towns of the whole
valley
and
swamping
delta.credit
Radio's
part in rescue
work isthegiven
for
saving thousands of lives. First the
warnings went out on the air. As the
waters rose, WLAC, Nashville, cleared
all programs for six days to direct
crews carrying food and water. WLAP,
Lexington, Kentucky, was on the air
four days and nights for the same purpose. WOP1, Bristol, Tennessee, was on

-

for ten days and almost as many nights.
WSAZ, Huntington, West Virginia, had
to move equipment to a top floor as the
waters rose but it stayed on the air
as did dozens of other stations, its staff
refusing to flee to safety. The Ohio
flood crest of sixty-nine feet put the
streets of Louisville deep under water
but WHAS stayed on and on, manned
by exhausted people who would not
quit while there was still a job to do.
The whole nation listened as they relayed messages from volunteers roving
with shortwave transmitters to rescue
crews, "Fifty children in a church.
Waters rising above the pews. Aid is
urgent'1 . . . "Insane man at corner of
Eleventh and Walnut. He has a gun"
. . . "Seven people marooned on top of
a house. It is listing badly. Help needed
fast" . . . "Woman in childbirth. Take
blankets if possible." Unforgettable,
those broadcasts so packed with reports
of danger that all emotion was stripped
from the tired voices.
'TFhis is my problem, Mr. Anthony"
1 became a catch-phrase following the
start of The Good Will Hour this same
year. John J. Anthony came to the air
after some years of success as a consultant on marital problems. Some five
thousand people whose wedded lives
were not happy had poured through his
office, so he was accustomed to startling
confessions. He needed to be when he
reached the air and began broadcasting
interviews with people desperate
enough to bare their souls in public.
Names were not used on his program,
but the variety of accents and the unmistakable emotion proved to all listeners that they were tuned in on real
people at a moment of high stress.
Again it was proved that human interest
had an enormous drawing power.
Jean Hersholt's beloved Dr. Christian
also used a form of audience participation in that his adventures were based
on plot suggestions sent in by listeners.
Big Town started with Edward G. Robinson as the crime-busting editor and
Ona Munson as his girl reporter,
Lorelei. Edward Pawley and Fran
Carlon took over the roles in 1943 and
are still hot on the trail of gangsters.
Nancy Craig started a new kind of
woman's show, interspersing news
about food and new domestic gadgets
with reports on shows, fashions and interviews and an impressive run of
guests day after day. Her real name is
Alice Maslin. How she got her professional name is interesting. Nancy
Booth Craig was invented by an NBC
executive board because the initials
were NBC. The Booth was summarily
dropped when she was sold with the
Blue Network to the company that was
to become ABC, but Nancy Craig goes
happily along, longest established of
nationally-heard service shows.
Roy Rogers was emerging as a singing cowboy on the screen after a slow
start as a barnstorming radio singer
under his own name, Leonard Slye. His
start in show business began in 1932
when he took his guitar to an amateur
contest in a suburban Los Angeles
theater and won first prize — a lot of
applause. However, The Rocky Mountaineers heard him and he joined them
on a small station for five dollars a
week. Bob Nolan, author of "Tumbling
Tumbleweeds," was added soon after
and the group began to taste success.
Each member was raised to ten dollars
a week! Recognition at last! They became successively The International
Cowboys, The Texas Outlaws, The
O-Bar-O Boys and finally The Sons of

He said "Good Night"
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the Pioneers. It was a long pull before
a contract at Republic Pictures brought
Trigger into Roy's life and before the
boy who had been glad to work for five
dollars sent his program out over all
520 of the Mutual stations.
1937 was a year of many contrasts
and many important developments in
radio. One was the formation of the
American Federation of Radio Artists,
better known as AFRA. It is an autonomous union that takes in all radio
talent except the musicians under the
A. F. of L. A union of radio talent was
curiously slow in arriving. Stage stars
had been unionized for a long time.
The White Rats (rats is star spelled
backward) had been founded in 1901.
It lost its strength through inner dissension, but was succeeded in 1913 by
the Actors Equity which became a
powerful union after 1919, and has remained so ever since.
Of enormous importance to listeners
was the formation of the NBC Symphony Orchestra. CBS has sponsored
the great New York Philharmonic since
1930 in continuous broadcasts. Other
great organizations like the Boston,
Philadelphia, Cleveland and Chicago
Symphonies have been heard in air
series at various times, but the NBC
Orchestra was the first created entirely
for the radio. David Sarnoff built a
superb group and offered the conductor's baton to Arturo Toscanini, who
was most willing to return to this
country. He had persistently refused
to conduct the Fascist hymn in his
native Italy even after Mussolini had
tried to win him over. He also had
cancelled his Bayreuth and Salzburg
engagements when Hitler took over.
The series started on Christmas night
with announcer Ben Grauer becoming
Bennett Grauer in token of how dignified and important was the occasion. At
various times the radio industry has
been accused of money-madness. No
doubt about the matter, radio is, in the
main, a business. However it is only
fair to remember that both CBS and
NBC have poured staggering sums into
the two wonderful symphonic programs
that come to us free for the turn of a
dial. Naturally the networks are happy when a commercial sponsor pays the
bill, but, sponsored or not, these outstanding concerts have been kept on
the air by their companies — a magnificent gift to the nation.
The end of '37 brought the beginning
of the jitterbug, heralded by the music
of Benny Goodman.
1938: Until this year, people could take
radio or leave it alone. Suddenly it was
different. When Hitler's legions marched
into the Sudeten, everybody rushed
home to a news broadcast. On March
13, CBS invented the International
News Round-up, calling in on the same
program Edgar Mowrer in Paris, William L. Shirer and Ellen Wilkinson in
London, Pierre Huss in Berlin, Bob
Trout in New York, Lewis B. Schwellenback in Washington and Edward R.
Murrow in Vienna. These names were
then unknown to the average listener,
but they were to become more closely
followed than the greatest of the
comedy stars very shortly.
It is interesting how Edward R. Murrow became one of the most famous of
news commentators. It was the result
of one broadcast. He was Director of
Talks and Education at CBS and was in
Europe to arrange for a program of
children's music for the CBS School of
the Air when the Nazis marched into
Vienna. There was no regular CBS
news man there, so Murrow went on
the air and told what
he saw.
He

thought it was to be his first and last
broadcast, but "Listen to Murrow Tomorrow" isa top-rated program to this
day. He is one of the few newsmen
who never worked on a newspaper.
Bob Trout is the only other one of top
stature who started reporting directly
for the air.
During the Sudeten crisis H. V. Kaltenborn went on the air eighty-five
separate times, staying in the studio for
twenty straight days, cat-napping between broadcasts, living on sandwiches
and coffee, translating speech after
speech from Hitler. Kaltenborn was
brought up in Milwaukee, but he spoke
fluent German (if his family had not
chosen to be Americans he Would have
been known as Baron in Germany) . He
was magnificently equipped to comment
on the coming war. He had broadcast
news since 1922. His uncle had been a
German Minister of War. He, himself,
had fought in Cuba in 1898, had covered
the Spanish Civil War, and had interviewed both Hitler and Mussolini. People hung on his words for those twenty
days.
Then Prime Minister Chamberlain
took his umbrella to Munich and came
back to tell the world over the radio,
"I The
believe
it is settled
peace indown
our time."
nation
to its old
pattern of listening to such fascinating
new programs as Information Please,
featuring the dazzling wits of Franklin
P. Adams, John Kieran, Oscar Levant
and Clifton Fadiman. The success of
this super-intelligent panel astounded
everybody. There had been gloomy
warnings when Dan Golenpaul planned
it. Too highbrow! The wiseacres were
stunned when a huge following rallied
to the call, "Wake up, America! Time
to Another
stump thequiz
experts!"
show that gained instantMusical
popularity was
Kay Kyser's.Kollege of
Knowledge,
featuring
the first musical quiz. He came into
his own when he put on cap and gown
and started his show with "Evening,
folks, how y'all? Come on, chillun.
Let's dance." His cry, "How about that
— students?" when someone missed an
answer brought the studio audience into
the act and they loved it. Quizzes,
prizes, give-aways and audience participation all were gaining momentum.
Hobby
evidence
the
trend.Lobby
So waswasBattle
of the ofSexes
run by Julia Sanderson and Frank
Crumit.
Two young men had enormous individual impact on radio this year. One
was Arch Oboler, a writer who had
done some excellent playlets for Grand
Hotel and Lights Out. Successful as
these were, he was not happy. He
knocked unavailingly at doors that
might offer a chance at wider fields. In
one last effort, he had a transcription
made of his best effort, "The Ugliest
Man in the World" which is now a radio
classic. He barged into an NBC office
and started his show before the indignant executive could have him thrown
out. The result was that NBC signed
him for a sustaining spot to experiment with new forms of radio drama in
much the same way as the CBS Workshop was doing. In 1940, Oboler wrote
Oxydol's Everyman's Theatre and some
wonderful short plays now in several
books. Beyond argument, he is one of
the most distinguished of radio playwrights but when radio people talk
over old scandals and mischances, his
"Adam and Eve" is always mentioned.
It kept Mae West off the air for ten
The idea was an innocent one.
years.

Mae

West played Eve. Charlie McCarthy
was Adam. The script was brilliantly
funny. Everyone loved it. In rehearsals, Eve emerged as a very human
wife a little fed up with sitting around
the house. "I want something to happen, a little excitement, a little adventure. A couple of months of peace and
security an a woman's bored ... if
'trouble' means something that makes
you catch your breath . . ." To this
point all was well. Eve sounded just
like a thousand other housewives. However, as do so many seasoned stars, Miss
West did not give her all until actual
performance. Once on the air, she
marshalled her forces and in Diamond
Lil's most significant drawl finished
with, "If trouble is something that
makes your blood race through your
veins . . . mmmmmmmmm, Adum, muh
man, give-uh-me-uh-trouble!"
Adam didn't, but radio did in spite
of the fact that there was nothing wrong
with the words and the idea was meant
to be funny.
Behind all the laughter this year
there was the distant mutter of news
from Europe. An indication of how
conscious all listeners were of impending war came on October 30 when another innocently broadcast drama sent
the entire eastern slope into panic. It
was Orson Welles "War of the Worlds"
on CBS's Mercury Theatre. It made
Welles famous overnight but it almost
wrecked his radio career. He was a
hard-working young man of twentythree, already known as the "boy wonder" of Broadway. He had done eighteen dramas on The Mercury Theatre of
the Air. His voice was widely familiar
as was his "This is your obedient servant— Orson Welles," so it is very hard
to know just why "The War of the
Worlds" was taken as a factual broadcast, especially as it was listed by title
in all radio columns. In addition, clear
announcements were made at the beginning and during the show that it was
the account of an attack from Mars by
a survivor in the year 2,000. To give
the feeble yarn a little novelty, Welles
had modernized it with the use of radio
bulletin technics like "Flash! A space
ship has just landed near Princeton,"
and further announcements that martial law had been declared in New Jersey. Anyone who listened for more
than a few sentences could not fail to
recognize the show as a fantasy, but the
panic among those who tuned in late,
heard
only "Flash!
They're
bombing!
The monsters
from Mars
are landing
by
thousands!" Evidently a great many
people did not wait for more. Women
fled to neighbors' homes crying havoc.
People began to stream out of cities
by car, jamming the highways, before
the fearful Martians could get them.
Two extremely important facts were
brought into sharp focus by this furor.
One was that we were thoroughly conditioned to implicit belief in our news
broadcasts, and subconsciously we
knew the threat of invasion hanging
over Europe could happen here. The
other fact confirmed the sponsors'
gnawing suspicion that the listening audience was developing deafness to commercials. They found the answer the
next year. It was the lusty revival of
the singing commercial.
NEXT MONTH
Give-aways
hit the
big time.
Radio's big role in the shattering
events of 1939-41. ASCAP
vs. the
broadcasters.
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New Home"
Name Our
"Please (Continued
from page 43)
ten minutes, and turn up a street that
runs along a picturesque salt water
cove about half a mile wide.
You open wide the gate in the white
picket fence, and up on a slight rise
of smooth green grass, outlined with
Olsens' dream
the are
beds, islines
bright flower
California
Its general
house.
ranch style, but its shingles are a true
New England barn-red, with gleaming
white trim around windows and doors,
and deep blue roof.
The first thing you will have noticed
as you came up the driveway is the
floor-to-ceiling picture window in the
living room, and the object right inside the glass. That object is one of
the Olsens' dearest possessions, a spinning wheel handed down from
Johnny's
great-great-grandmother.
It came
with
Johnny's mother from Norway when
she was only three months old. You
stare at its worn treadle and your imagination takes you back to the untiring feet that worked it, to the babies
who clung to the spokes of the big
wheel while they were learning to
walk, and to the loving service that
went into its constant use.
Loving
service"
is one
of theat phrases
that keeps
coming
to mind
the Olsens'. You sense it in their attitude toward each other and toward their
guests, and to the home that means so
much to them. You glimpse it in Penny's attachment to certain things that
have been given her — like the ruffled
yellow apron she is wearing because a
little girl brought it as a present to her
on one of the programs and the mother
had patiently worked on it late into the
previous night so the child would have
a gift for her beloved Penny.
There's loving service expressed in
the afghan on the living room sofa, a
Christmas present made by a young
cousin. And in the quilts on the
Olsens' beds. When their New York
apartment was robbed and partially
burned out two years ago, Penny's sister in Minneapolis, Mrs. Helen Pennington, got her friends together for an
old-fashioned quilting bee to help re^
place the lost treasures. Another sister, Mrs. Irene Carpenter, in Madison,
Wisconsin, went to work embroidering
sheets and pillowcases. Penny herself,
with her two aunts who live at Sunny
Slope, Waterford, Wisconsin, made the
matching diamond pattern patchwork
quilts. Each brightly flowered scrap of
cloth is from an apron worn by one of
the aunts, Mrs. Elizabeth Haas, during
fifty years of loving service to her
family. The aunts and Penny worked
on the spreads for six weeks, alternating the diamonds made of apron materials with new white cloth, and the
result is lovely.
This blending of the old and new is
typical of the house itself. They bought
the place from plans, last January,
moved in on March 15, added some
ideas of their own while it was being
built, and have given it a warm, livedin look by bringing in things from
homes of the past to blend with new
possessions.
The breezeway between garage and
the house itself was one of their own
ideas. It's glassed in winter, screened
in summer, and provides a perfect setting for al fresco meals. It will lead
out to a patio that is now being completed.
Indoors at the Olsens' seems like an

extension of outdoors, anyhow, because
of the light and sunshine that stream
through the wide, deep windows and
because of the pale yellow walls and
woodwork of living room and dining
room, and the bright drapes, boldly
patterned in yellow and green and
splashed with orange and tan figures.
The dining table is laid with a soft
green cloth and Penny's lovely Hospitality pattern Spode, the fruit dish of
white milk glass handed down from
her grandmother Powers, and the best
silver, which she loves to use.
In reality, living room, dining room
and kitchen are one continuous room,
built around a central fireplace which
is backed on the kitchen side by an enclosed heating unit, and on the dining
room side by a service bar. It gives
the house a spacious quality far beyond
its actual size. The kitchen is pale
green and terra cotta color, and the
floors are all Kentile in terra cotta or
green with radiant heating beneath.
The living room holds one other
cherished heirloom, in addition to the
spinning wheel. It's a love seat, carved
by hand by Penny's great grandfather.
There are two fine old Windsor rockers that the Olsens found in the Ozarks
on a recent personal appearance tour.
One of these is a much sought-after
comb-back rocker. The old pieces have
been polished until they look like new,
and the new ones have been chosen to
blend with the spirit of the old.
At the edge of the couch you spy
Lena's rubber bone, and if you even
once acknowledge the nudge of her
cold little nose against your hand and
start throwing it out for her, you can
spend the rest of your visit entertaining
this frisky, friendly little white hargis
French poodle. Lena, you'll remember,
is the Olsens' good luck dog. They'd
had a robbery, fire, and illness. Then a
friend and agent, John Gibb, presented
them with Lena, to change their luck —
and she did. The day they got her,
everything turned for the better, and
kept right on. They love Lena for what
she represents, and for herself. If
you're a regular viewer you have no
doubt caught
one Rumpus
of Lena'sRoom
manyshow,
appearances on the
and you know that her rhumba is
something to remember!
The
Olsens'
bedroom
and are
Johnny's
own
little
Rumpus
Room
separated
from the rest of the house by a short
hall. The bedroom has a gray and
white patterned paper, fluffy white curtains looped back at the windows, spool
beds, Early American chests and
mirrors. On one chest stands Penny's
jewel case, originally a little wood butter box in which Johnny's grandmother
brought
time ago. butter from Norway a long
The Rumpus Room was intended for
a second bedroom, but they decided to
have it paneled in a pale reddish wood
in a fluted effect and furnish it as a den
for quick naps after a workout in the
comfortable, green overstuffed chair, a
green patterned studio couch — handy
for quick naps after a workout in the
garden — and wardrobe and storage
space. Johnny's record collection is
temporarily stored away up under the
eaves.
Over the desk is a photograph that
means a lot to him. His former classmates at Windom, Minnesota, high
school, brought it to him when he ap-

,

peared not long ago in the nearby city
of Rochester. When he opened the
package and found an enlargement
from a snapshot of the house where he
had lived as a child, it just about broke
him up. "Ten of us children were
brought up in that old house," he tells
you, looking at it fondly.
The guest house is a separate structure in the corner of the Olsens' back
property, and built to look like a small
edition of the main house. Reservations
from their respective families and their
many friends have been pouring in,
and they're
up solid
The
barbecuebooked
is at the
other for
sidemonths!
of the
yard, for backyard picnics.
Penny has dubbed the white picket
fence Olsen's Folly, because it has
proved so costly. It's really for Lena,
who's the
an excellent
jumper
can't
resist
lure of the
worldandoutside.
Hence, all those pickets — exactly 1,608
according to Penny's count. A double
row, now six feet high, because they
under-rated
Lena's row
jumping
at
first.
So a second
rises prowess
above and
behind the first ones.
Shade trees and pines keep the yard
cool, marigolds and petunias and all
the old-fashioned flowers flash their
colors in the sun. Billie Pederson, the
sixteen-year-old who is the Olsens'
right hand on the shows and is treated
like a son in their home, helps with the
gardening. Bob Maurer, "Silverlips" of
the shows, gets in a little expert advice.
Fans write letters of advice on gardening, and sometimes send cuttings of
their best blooms. Neighborhood children bring bouquets, ring the bell and
drop them, and run away shyly. A few
bolder ones yell for Johnny and Penny
and beg autographs. One neighbor has
given them cuttings of some very fine
ivy. Another brings apple pies — and
such pies! Johnny licks his lips when
he talks about Mrs. Syska's pastry.
Penny herself is no slouch in the
cooking
department.
"I always
seem for,
to
have a lot
of men around
to cook
especially over week-ends," she explains, "so I have to give them the
things I know they go for, like steak,
fried chicken and roast beef, with all
the trimmings."
They use their best china and silver
and linen, except for informal meals
outdoors. "That's when I give them
the paper napkin routine," Penny tells
you. "But I don't hoard my good
things any more, since the fire. I made
up my mind we would use and enjoy
everything
we meal.
still had
them."
Breakfast while
is a big
It usually
starts with prunes, then either hot or
dry cereal, plenty of bacon and eggs,
toast and coffee. Lunch on weekdays
is a quick snack at a New York City
counter, between their television and
radio shows. Dinner is hearty and a
time for talk and relaxation.
The housework is no problem at all
to the efficient Olsens. "Johnny is so
handy," Penny says proudly. "He helps
with everything. We do the dishes together, make the beds, clean and dust.
We're systematic workers so we have
the indoor work done fast and get outside. Our home doesn't seem like any
extra strain on us — in fact, I feel extrarefreshed now after the week-ends.
"We really have no problems at all
about the house," she says, "except the
one we told you. We don't know what
to name it. And we hope that Radio
Mirror's readers will do that for us.
We'lllittle
be so
up
the
signhappy
at ourwhen
gate wethatcanwillputgive
our dream house its final touch."

the

NEW SHAPE
is the

NEWS
The new-shape "poncho" jacket. News because, though it
takes its shape from the traditional blanket-like South
American cloak, it's a high-style modern fashion. That's
new design with an interesting inspiration!
The new-shape Modess box. News because it, too, is an
example of inspired design! Cleverly takes its shape from many
kinds of boxes . . . you'd never guess the wrapped package
held Modess. Another tactful feature . . . the
new box is pre-wrapped before
it even reaches your store.

Only Modess comes
in the new-shape,
secret-shape box. ..pre-wrapped!
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TV — and Your Children
{Continued from page 55)

oumiw w

Unwanted

"Squint Lines"-

deepen from sun glare

A "Sandpaper-Stiff" Face —

dried out by dusty winds

HOT WINDS, TORRID SUN
tend to bake the outer layer
of your skin — make it look
coarser, summer-dry.
HERE IS A QUICK UN-DRIER
to soften and relax your
summer-dried skin.

After you've been out in any strong
sun or wind, smooth your hot,
parched face with soothing, softening Pond's Dry Skin Cream (hands,
arms, too). Don't be stingy. This
rich, rich cream spreads easily.
Your dry, thirsty skin will "soak
it right up" — feel softer, moister,
more comfortable at once!

3 {features
Three
featuresso make
Pond's
Skin Cream
effective.
1. ItDryis
very rich in lanolin, most like the
skin's own oil. 2. It is homogenized
to soak in better. 3. It has a special
softening emulsifier.
At night — work in richly for extra softening. By day — use lightly
under make-up. And all summer —
after any sunny, windy exposure.
R
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START NOW to repair, ease, soften
/our summer- dry skin. Get a jar
of Pond's Dry Skin Cream todayl

us that when her favorites were on
(yes, Como, Crosby and Sinatra!) she
really listened. All others got no more
than half an ear, and some programs
she didn't hear at all, in spite of the
noise they made. Sounds fantastic,
but it's a cinch she couldn't have given
her attention to everything that went
on and got her homework done too. It
must be that by some mysterious
method known only to teen-agers she
could turn her attention on and off.
Of course, some kids have tried to
tell me they can do that with television,
but I have my doubts, because it calls
for watching as well as listening, at
least part of the time. What has happened is that kids I hear about and
know personally get down to their
homework and their household chores
earlier, without all that dawdling they
used to indulge in (hoping by some
miracle to escape work altogether) .
Now they don't wait for miracles, because there's so much at stake. They
get
to
work
and get doneabout
so there
won't
be any arguments
watching
their favorite programs.
Lots of the kids have voluntarily put
themselves on a sort of schedule
(voluntarily, you understand, with a
little prodding and threatening from
Mom and Pop). Fourteen-year-old
Bobbie tells me he never sees a weekday program between seven and eight,
except
during
vacation.
established
after-dinner
studyThat's
hour. his
If
he gets through in the hour, he can
watch until bedtime, but sometimes
he'd rather read or stay out for an hour
with his gang. "The kids in my block
get tired of staying in all the time, no
matter what good programs are on," he
says. Most teen-agers I know will sit
still their
only own
so long,
for
fun. and then they're off
May, who is a high school junior, says
flatly, "My mother won't let me watch
television until I show her my homeis done.
off doing
the
dishes workany
more.I don't
I get put
through
so I can
watch
my father."
Nancytelevision
was one with
of those
who thought
that television and homework could go
together, until her pretty row of "A's"
began to turn into "C's." She now shuts
the door on the television set while she's
studying, but the radio goes full blast.
She did get back to "A's" again before the school term ended, so everybody's satisfied.
hear some industry
people talk,
you'd think
theTo television
invented
this
whole business of kids neglecting their
work. It seems to me that homework
and dishwashing and errand-running
have been a problem to parents — and
kids — since long before my day. I
wasn't too crazy about them myself.
And Margo and her brother, Paul. Jr.,
always preferred to read a story book
or go to the movies or listen to the
swooners, rather than buckle down to
their arithmetic or tidy their rooms or
do their practising. So would I rather
loaf than work, but I look out of my
window at the farm and one of my cows
calls, "Moo, where's that hay you're
supposed to get me?" and I quickly
grab my fiddle and script and hustle off
to earn the hay. Should I blame the
kids if they have to be coaxed along?
Now, then, there's this rumor that
kids aren't playing outdoors any more.
That
staying
darkened
their they're
eyes fixed
on a in
small
screen. rooms,
What
boy or girl do you know who's going to

pass up a lively game with his gang
or a gabfest with her girl friends to
stay indoors on a nice day and watch
television for hours? Tommie's answer
just about covers that. "I have to miss
Hopalong because I have a ballgame
at the same time, but I wouldn't let
any program interfere with other
things.
Not even
cowboy,"
he adds. to
Of course,
when a the
gang decides
see a ter.program,
matThat means that's
they ago different
to one house,
where there's at least one grown-up
around to keep an eye on things.
One of the best points of television is
the way it has brought groups and families together. Children are seeing
more of their male parent than ever
before. Parents are getting to know
how their kids react to a lot of things,
and kids are learning a lot more about
their parents'
point
view. things
"My
mother
and father
and of
I discuss
now," Nancy says. "We have more to
Youngsters are going to the libraries
talk
and about."
asking for books thev have seen
dramatized
on television.
They're
ing the classics,
not because
theyreadare
school assignments, but because television has made them seem interesting.
They tell me that current events programs have helped with school work.
As for blood and thunder on television, who invented that? Our kids were
scared plenty before we ever heard of
the image-orthicon tube. Gangsters
were glorified, on radio and in movies,
and even if crime was shown not to pay
in the end it sometimes ran a long,
glamorous gamut that made just as
much impression on the kids as the final
penalty did. The comics added to it,
too, so I'm afraid no one element is to
blame — except perhaps the parents.
They can demand anything they really
want for their children.
as Sometimes
bowled overthebykids
the themselves
programs asaren't
you
might think. My wife once told Margo
that if she didn't do something she was
supposed
to she couldn't
listenwe tothought
a certain blood-curdling
program
she liked. "I don't care," was Margo's
response. "I decided that was pretty
corny
longtime
timesomeone
ago."
The anext
complains to
you about television ruining our children, remind them that kids have misused automobiles, got into accidents,
stayed out too late — but we didn't sell
the family car. We controlled the kids'
use of it. We didn't throw out the radio,
with all its rich entertainment and education, because the kids kept it going
too loud or too late. We told them to
shut
off.the
We house
didn't because
throw outtheall kids
the
booksit in
read in poor light or sat up when they
should have been asleep. We turned
up the light in one instance, turned it
off in the other, and kept the books.
Why can't we do the same with television? It's up to the parents — but it
would be a mighty fine thing, kids, if
you gave them a little help on it!

(How do YOUR dutes^
say GOODNIGHT?
Pa ul Notice

I Love Ladies
(Continued from page 31)
Woods there was a parcel post package.
She found out what I meant when I
kissed her. Mine was no kid smack.
It was the real thing, and when I caught
my own breath, I announced, "Just as
soon as I get old enough, I'm going to
marry you."
Coolly, Bo replied, "That seems like
a good
Next idea."
day, I went out and traded my
bearskin coat for a Model T. Transportation, Idecided, was absolutely essential if I were to pursue my courtship.
The car's first trip was to take Bo to a
movie at nearby Sullivan. When a long
freight train blocked our road, I kissed
her again and gulped, "Let's go steady."
Going steady lasted two weeks. Then
I concluded that Bo (aged twelve) was
getting serious, so I bolted. I saw to it,
however, that my sister Betty became
her best friend. I didn't intend to lose
sight of that girl.
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My next years were tumultuous ones.
I finished high school at fifteen, was
sent to Marion Military Institute, got
an appointment to Annapolis Naval
Academy and remained two years.
Transferring to DePauw University at
Greencastle, Indiana. I worked one
night a week in a campus band.
Then, when I was nineteen, my father
died. As soon as I came home, my
uncle, who was a judge, sat me down
to talk over my new responsibilities.
"Tom," about
he advised,
up these
crazy
ideas
bands "give
and show
business.
You'rebuckle
now head
family.
You
must
down of
andthetake
over your
father's affairs."
I thought of my mother and my sister.
I thought, too, about my hopes of Bo,
and I agreed. That was 1932, and it
didn't take me long to discover that
what until recently had been a flourishing real estate and insurance agency
had been hard hit by the depression.
But I pitched in. I worked like a slave,
and for me it was slavery. I stood it
until August 13, 1933. That day I
phoned the drug store where Bo was
working and said, "This is my twentyfirst birthday. Today I'm old enough.
When do we get married?"
Bo set the date for August thirtieth.
As our honeymoon, we went to the
Century of Progress in Chicago, then
returned to Mattoon to settle down in
a four-room apartment.
I can still enumerate the furnishings.
There was my set of drums, my
mother's sofa and piano, Grandmother
Moore's old dresser, a bed we bought
ourselves, Mother Woods' discarded dinette set, one skillet, one kettle, and
enough china and crystal to serve a
formal dinner for fifty. Ironically, in
that depression year, when we needed
virtually every household item we
might name, our friends gave us dishes
and glassware. It was beautiful stuff
and we still have it — but right then, Bo
and I admit, we wished we could swap
it for maybe a dishpan.
Skimpy as our kitchen equipment
was, Bo made the best possible use of
it. She already knew something about
■cooking and she learned more. At the
same time Bo was learning to keep
house, I started serious study of the
insurance business. In order to come
home and boast to Bo, I entered every
national contest my companies sponsored and I won a respectable number
of them.
We had just one really deep disap-

Isn't it nice to live in this modern age
where old bugaboos and false modesty
can be tossed out the window and a
mother can speak freely to her daughter
about hygiene (internal cleanliness). A
modern mother won't fail to tell her
grown-up daughter it's just as important for her to put zonite in her fountain syringe for her health, charm, and
after her periods, as it is for an older,
married woman.
And a mother will certainly warn her
daughter about a common odor —
graver than bad breath or body odor —
she herself may not detect but which
is so apparent to others around her.
And isn't it reassuring for your
daughter to know: no other type liquid
antiseptic-germicide tested for this purpose is so powerfully effective yet safe to
tissues as zonite.
A MODERN MIRACLE!
Doctors know that much unhappiness
can be traced to women using dangerous products, overstrong solutions of

Zonite
FOR

NEWER

feminine /it/tfiene
•Offer good only in the U.S.

which can gradually cause serious injury. On the other hand, what woman
wants to rely on weak, homemade
solutions — none of which have the remarkable deodorizing and germ-killing
action of zonite.
Developed by a famous surgeon and
scientist, the zonite principle was the
first in the world that was powerful
enough yet positively non-irritating,
non-poisonous. You can use zonite as
directed as often as you wish without
the slightest risk of injury.

Gives BOTH Internal and External
Hygienic Protection
zonite
just 'masking'
as manydeodorizes
products not
do. byInstead,
zonite
actually dissolves and removes odorcausing waste substances. And zonite
has such a soothing, refreshing effect.
It promptly relieves any itching and
irritation if present, zonite gives daily
external protection, too. Available at
any drug counter.

FREE! NEW!
For amazing
enlightening
new
Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published — mail this coupon to
Zonite Products Corp.. Dept. RM-90,
100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.*
State,
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Jean gets scolded...
You can't cut paper dolls without making snips on the rug. But if mother has
to get out the vacuum again, she's apt
to get pretty snippy herself. And innocent Jean has her fun spoiled.

pointment. We wanted a child. Because we had been the first in our
crowd to marry, we had godchildren
galore, but at the end of five years we
still had none of our own. We were
thinking of adopting a baby when, one
day, Bo walked into my office with an
absolutely
ecstatic expression on her
face.
"I've just come from the doctor," she
announced, "and guess what!"
I suppose my eyes blazed with the
same hope hers held, but all I could say
was, "You don't mean it."
Solemnly Bo nodded. "It's true, and
I've got it all decided. He's going to
have red hair. I've always wanted a
red-headed
boy."source of that desire.
I knew the
Bo's father had wanted a boy when
she was born. He had wanted one so
badly that when a little girl arrived he
had taught her to ride a bike, play ball,
whittle and whistle. Her nickname had
its source in his greeting, "Hi, Bo." I
hadn't even known her real name was
Bernice until she signed the marriage
license application.
I felt like running out to the street
and shouting, "Hey, folks, I'm going to
be a father."
Thank
insistence on a son
kept heaven,
me out Bo's
of such
fine,
fancy
foolishness. I sodidn't
want
her to
be disappointed,
I argued,

e doesn't...

Janimother admires the dolls, and then
Her
whisks out her handy Bissell Sweeper
for a quick clean-up. No need to plug in
the vacuum except for heavy over-all
cleaning. "Saves a lot of time to have
both!" this smiling mother says.
Only BISSELL has
"BISCO-MATIC"* brush action
You don't bear down at all! This miracle-action brush adjusts itself to any
rug, thick or thin, with no handle pressure. Sweeps clean even under low furniture and hard-to-get places !
New
Bissell Sweepers with "Bisco-matic"
Brush Action as low as $6.95.
Illustrated:
the "Vanity" at $8.95.
in the West.

Prices a little more

"What's going to happen if it's a girl?"
"It will be a boy, a red-headed boy,"
said Bo with that same rapt expression.
And she was right, although I swear
no baby on earth ever took longer to
arrive. Maybe that's just the way it
seemed to us and our friends, for we
told everyone, right away, and our
whole gang practically counted minutes, from then on. Tom Jr., when he
made his debut December 21, 1938, had
a build-up like a world championship
fight.
I suppose it was my desire to give Bo
and the baby everything in creation
which forced me to take an extremely
critical view of my insurance agency.
I had brooded over the prospects for a
long while, and although I had increased its volume, I had to recognize
the fact that it was hard to talk investwith people
who and
knowwhoyou've
been inmentsshow
business
also
have seen your own diapers flapping
on the clothes line.
Finally in July, when young Tom was
going on seven months old, I walked in
one night and said, "Mama, I think I'm
going
make
a change."
Tom towas
having
colic and yelling his
head off. Bo picked him up so he
wouldn't cry quite so loud, then turned
to me and said, "What are you con-

I said, "I want to go back into show
It was then that I really found out
this girl Bo has the stuff in her that my
business."
mother had. There she was, secure in
a house we had both worked to make
comfortable. She had a sick baby on
her hands. Yet all she answered was,
"Well, why don't you? It's what you've
always
We'll but
manage.
We'll
be brokewanted.
for a while,
eventually,
you'll
wellthat
at it."
She'sdokept
attitude, too, through
all the rough going which lay between
my first little announcing job at WDZ,
Tuscola, Illinois, and my present programs. She knew it was a gamble, and
she's gambled right along with me,
backing me up a number of times when
I was scared to take a chance. There
was, for instance, the time when I was
first offered a featured network program of my own.
I had bounced around Chicago radio
quite a while, sometimes up and somedown. I had
quit and
a network
outlettimes
seventeen
times
been fired
eighteen. On a local station I had built
up a profitable mail order program and
stuck with it three years. When Bo
said, "That's enough," I returned to the
nets, working in such programs as Captain Midnight, Woman in White, Hymns
of All Churches and News of the World.
I also had a record show on WMAQ
and another daytime spot on WGN.
Taken all together, I was doing nicely,
and this was one time when I was in no
mood to drop everything and gamble.
My fear of risks was largely due to
the state of Bo's health. An automobile
accident had aggravated a back injury
and although no one, from that day to
this, has ever dared call Bo an invalid,
the actual fact was that right then she
could not walk. There had been brutal,
painful years of operations, hospitals
and private nurses. She hated being
sick and she still won't talk about that
She was flat in bed the day I came
period.
home and said, "Johnny Olsen's going
back to New York. They've offered me
Ladies
Be Seated."
Bo laughed.
"What are you fussing
about?
Take
it."
I nyshook
my that
head.
Johnhas built
show"I'mup,scared.
and anyone
who tries to follow him is bound to fall
flat on his face. I don't want it now. I
want
after radio
the next
guy as
hasI busted."
Bo it
knew
as well
did, yet
she said, "Stop being silly. Take it.
Don't try to ape Johnny. Just be yourI looked hard at her then. Looked
hard at the thin white face against
the equally white pillow and I gave

sidering?"

WATCH FOR WE

self."

vicious criminal described on the "True Detective Mysteries" radio program Sunday
afternoon.

$1000 REWARD
Bissell Carpet
Sweeper Company
Grand

Rapids 2, Michigan

is offered for information leading to his arrest.
For complete details, and tor an exciting halfhour of action and suspense, tune in
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"TRUE

Every Sunday afternoon

DETECTIVE

MYSTERIES"
on 502 Mutual radio stations

myself a good swift kick. If Bo had the
nerve
better
enough totogamble,
take theI'dshow
and have
do a nerve
good
job. It was up to me to justify her
faith.
On September 15, 1947, I took over
Ladies Be Seated and during the two
years I emceed it, I had a magnificent
time. I decided this was my chance to
use the colorful minstrel costumes I'd
seen my father wear when I was a kid.
I still wear them now that the original
show has gone back to Johnny in New
York and I've switched over to Mutual
with my own little opus titled Ladies
Fair.
It's the high spot of my day when I
prance into the big WGN studio and
hear the ladies gasp at my swallowtailed coat of cerise broadcloth, my kelly green waistcoat, and my big bow tie
of gold satin. I'm a sight, I tell you, but
it's
the truth,
ladies Iseem
to enjoy,
and ato sight
tell the
do too.
Their
reception is a good start toward a half
hour of fun, foolishness and prizes.
Bo maintains that my love of colorful
attire carries over into my personal life,
and that my sports clothes are not much
more quiet than my stage costumes. I'll
admit
she's right.
I likethesports
and jackets
to be wild,
wildershirts
the
better causenow
that
we're
celebrating
beBo is well and able to join young
Tom and me in some of our expeditions.
Having that boy of ours growing up
has been an incentive to maintaining
such athletic skills as I had and developing new ones. I'll be darned if
I'll let young Tom beat me before he
tops me
height. for
He'salthough
turning heintois
quite
an in
opponent,
only eleven, he's now five feet, nine
inches tall and weighs one hundred
forty pounds.

In the basement of our Evanston
apartment house, we've set up a sort of
gym where we have a wrestling mat
and bar bells. For outdoor sports, we
play golf, hike and hunt. Between seasons, we get our target practice on the
shore of Lake Michigan, which is right
at our front door. In all these activities,
Bo is our interested spectator, and I'll
admit that Tom and I just plain show
off for her.
When our boy grows too obstreperous,
she's quite capable of saying to me,
"Justthelook
at that
which
we begat."
On
other
hand,brat
when
he suffers
one
of those little mishaps which to an
adolescent becomes a major tragedy,
she understands and sits down with
him to analyze the problem sympathetically and helps him work out a solution.
She treats me the same way. Just let
me show any signs of taking myself
seriously and turning into a stuffed
shirt and she'll deflate me fast. Yet
when there's a serious difficulty, she's
right there to bolster my failing nerve.
Quite a girl, this Bo. Small enough
for either Tom or me to pick her up
with one hand, she has a twenty-one
inch waistline and weighs about a hundred pounds soaking
wet. bundle
She's the
most fascinatingly
feminine
of
practicality and frivolity I've ever seen.
She's very practical in the way she
runs our five-room apartment. She gets
the maximum of comfort out of every
dollar of cost and she wastes nothing.
Yet she has her pet extravagances, too.
She's mad about hats. She'll buy some
of the craziest
ever
glimpsed,
then not ones
dare toyou've
wear them.
She turns up hatless most of the time.
And then
shoes.
She's
got
some
sports there
boots are
which
carried
a price

tag that would knock your eye out, but
she explained they were extremely
practical because they enabled her to
follow Tom and me out on the beach.
Her house shoes and dress shoes, on
the other hand, are very moderately
Suits and dresses are governed by
priced.
the
same on
rule.
just scale.
doesn't The
go
overboard
the Bo
fashion
most expensive thing she has is a suede
suit with matching topcoat, and these,
again, are practical because they keep
her comfortable while she watches us
at oura few
sports.
dress
she'll
buy
good Assuits
andclothes,
a couple
of
basic dresses, vary them with different
costume jewelry, and wear them just
about forever.
I must tell you, too, what has happened to that other wonderful woman,
my mother Fay. She's done the very
difficult thing of making a good adjustment to being a widow. She moved to
Chicago about a year before I came
here. Living in her own little apartment, she has developed enough interests to keep her busy and independent.
There's no sense of obligation when I
ask her for a date and we go to dinner
and a show. I'm not inviting her because of duty. I'm
lookingwith
forward
an interesting
evening
a veryto
charming woman.
I'm a lucky guy to have two such
challenging women in my life. With
their sweet gentleness, calm assurance,
and stimulating companionship and
help, they've given me constant inthey've
aided
me
in my workspiration.
byAnd too,
giving
me the
insight
to find some of their own best characteristics in all women. Do you see
now why I really enjoy my programs
and why I love ladies?

YOU Can Have A Lovelier Complexion in 14 Days
with Palmolive Soap, Doctors Prove !
NOT

JUST A PROMISE

. . .

but actual proof from 36 leading
skin specialists that Palmolive Soap
facials can bring new complexion
beauty to 2 out of 3 women
Never before these tests have there been
such sensational beauty results! Yes,
scientific tests on 1285 women — supervised by36 leading skin specialists — proved
conclusively that in H days regular facials
with Palmolive Soap— using nothing but
Palmolive— bring lovelier complexions to
2 out of 3 women.
Here's the easy method:
1. Wash your face three times daily with
Palmolive Soap— each time massaging
its beautifying lather onto your skin
for sixty seconds.
2. Now rinse and dry — that's all.
Remarkable results were proved on women
of all ages, with all types of skin. Proof
that Palmolive facials really work to bring
you a lovelier complexion! Start your
Palmolive facials tonight.

L

DOCTORS

PROVE

PALMOLIVE'S

For Tub
Get Big
or Shower

BEAUTY

RESULTS!

Bath Size Palmolive!
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Speaking of Shopping

has

Every Woman

Unlock

the doorway

(Continued from page 57)
to save steps. The clever shopper tries
to save time, energy and money. If you
feel you can safely use the telephone
for some items, start dialing.
Assuming you now know what you
want and where you're going to look
for it, go straight
ahead.
let those
attractive
displays
and Don't
bargain
aisle
tables distract you too much. Leave
those for more leisurely days. Usually
a quick glance will tell you if the sale
item is something you really need.
to your own

special beauty with True Story's
"Seven Keys To Loveliness" coming
your way in the October issue (on
newsstands
Friday,
September
8).

You'll find the key to a glowing,
glamorous YOU in this 17-page complete home beauty plan. Here are
your

face

"Seven

Keys

To

Loveliness":

— How to highlight your good features and minimize your faults —
the basic essentials of skin care, correction and make-up with careful
consideration for your individual problems.

hdnClS

— Practical advice on proper care of rough, red hands; pointers
on professional-looking home manicures; tips on nail growth and
strength. Helpful hints for smooth lovable hands.

flQlJfQ

— Body beautiful is yours through posture control and corrective
exercise for figure faults; mental attitude toward dieting plus
all you need to know about calories and vitamins.

ClOtneS

hclir

— Correct colors and lines for your particular figure problems;
how to evaluate your own type and choose the right clothes for
an individual look.

— Four C's to hair care — cleaning, conditioning, color and coiffure,
with particular attention to doing it yourself; specific facial problems
overcome by clever hair arrangement.
•

CjrOOminCJ

— Invisible beauty which starts with body cleanliness and
basic good health — and results in the fragrant, wholesome
glow that spells real loveliness.

Personality

— Charm
manners,

in a nutshell; improving
your voice, gestures,
poise; how to keep on the sunny side of life.

Somewhere in the "Seven Keys To Loveliness" lies the key to your
personal happiness. Find it! Use it well! For, if you look your best and feel
your best — you're capable of anything!
Don't forget Friday, September 8th! It's the day
you

get the "Seven
in
October
Keys To Loveliness"

At Your Favorite Newsdealer
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can

Everywhere!

On the other
hand, plan
to take sales
advantage of specially
advertised
on
certain types of merchandise. For instance, it would seem foolish to stock
up on linen, except in an emergency, at
any time other than during the January
white sales.
But this isn't January and today
you're shopping for specific needs.
You're in the right department for that
first ingitem
your list,
waitto be onnoticed
by and
the you're
salesperson.
The thing to remember here is the
"person" in salesperson. There are many
types,
naturally,
they'repersonality.
all human
and respond
to a but
pleasant
A good salesperson, because of her .
familiarity with the stock, will help you
to make a wise selection. Encourage
assistance, and reward her with a sincere "thank you for being so helpful."
Expect, too, to encounter the completely uninterested type now and then.
You might try a little flattery on her.
The really antagonistic clerk is rare,
but when it's your misfortune to find
her, it's better to walk away and return
later to someone else than to risk your
own peace of mind and pleasure.
When a high pressure salesman pulls
out the most expensive item and asks,
"How many, Madame?" assert your
right to see the less expensive item, and
compare them for quality and looks.
Store managers are always trying to
make shopping easier for their customers. Charge
accounts
be a wonderful
convenience.
By can
charging
you
save time while shopping, you have an
accurate account of your purchases at
the end of the month, you have less
trouble making returns, and you're
often notified of special sales in advance of newspaper ads. But a charge
account should be used for expedient,
not extravagant shopping.
Speaking
ads, it'smy
a fine
idea to
follow
them.of During
advertising
agency days I wrote copy. Now, on
television, I "talk" copy. And I know
how much time and money a well informed shopper can save. And how
much she can learn from the tags and
labels on apparel and household goods
that state fabric content, resistance to
creasing, moisture or sun. Advertising
keeps her informed of new labor-saving
devices and time-saving methods.
Naturally, I now believe that the
ideal way to shop is by television, and
I think it will be a wonderful era when
you can sit in your own living room,
and invite
in with
my "good buys"
that
I love me
to talk
about.
Until then, whether you go shopping
every third or fourth Saturday night,
like I did as a child, or every day as I
do now — remember to take those little
lists with you. Read your tags and
labels, before you buy, check colors
and sizes, study price and quality — and
enjoy your job as Chief Purchasing
Agent for that wonderful family of

I've Nothing Against
Men But —
(Continued from page 45)
who's disguised like the wholesomest
guy in town. He's your pal all evening
— until the taxi ride on the way home.
Then comes the mad tackle.
However, I'll admit that there's one
type
Surprise
I can't
liking,ofeven
though Package
he, too, gets
you help
out
under
false
pretenses.
I'll
give
you
an
example of what I mean: a few months
back I met a guy at a party, and we got
to talking. In the course of the conversation Itold him how I madly loved
dancing. "Dancing!" he screamed. "Why,
so do I!" Well, came the dancing date
he asked me on. We got to this place;
the music was divine. But we sat and
sat and sat. Finally he sheepishly admits he can't dance, and what's more
he hates dancing. But he'd put up the
false pretense just to see me again. . . .
As I say, this type of Surprise Package is kind of lovable. But the fact
remains that he's wearing false colors.
If you are under the impression that
I'm running out of types I hate, you're
dead
wrong — hate
I'm just
up steam!
I further
thegetting
Human
Clam.
There are two varieties of this species.
The first one is in camouflage; when
you're out with him alone, nobody could
be more charming and entertaining.
You rave about him to your friends, and
they carol happily, "Bring him around
to a party!" This you do, preening
with pride — and then, boom! He becomes the Clam. Your friends get you
in the pantry and you stammer that
something has changed him for the
worse, get him by the arm, and yank
him out . . . and then you can guess
what happens on the way home! Yes,
sir; of
alone
you once more, he's a
riot
fun with
and color!
The otner type of Human Clam does
not go under protective coloring, and if
you get caught out with him it's your
own fault. He barely got his lips open
to rap out the word, "Date?" and once
you've rapped back "yes" you're in for
an evening of stony silence.
This type always reminds me of that
story about our silent President, Calvin
Coolidge. A woman sitting next to him
at a dinner party said coyly, "Mr. President, Imade a bet that I can make you
say more than three words." Coolidge
replied, "You lose."
I further despise the kind of man who
calls for you, stares at you steelyeyed, and then comes out with a series
of needling remarks about your appearance. Yet have you ever taken a cool
gander at this Neatness-Above-All
type?
If you
have,
observe
he
usually
could
use you'll
a haircut,
thatthat
he
has smudged shoes, dragging socks, and
last week's dinner on his tie. Yet he
can tell you you're disorderly!
And of course I start going up in flame
when I think about the I-Hate-CareerWomen type. He never seems to realize
that women have to eat, too. He starts
out on a date with a chip on his shoulder,
full of suspicion that if you say "It's a
nice
night,"
trying
prove a you're
smarter
thanyou're
he is.
And towhat
to-do
over the little things in life, like lighting
your own cigarette or opening doors for
yourself. "See?" he screams, "you're
too independent — you never act womanly and let a man do these things
for you!" But I notice if I take the
hint and wait for him to open the door,
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NURSES ARE NEEDED!
Train at home in spare time
for success as a Practical
Nurse. G.C.S. Course written
by two doctors and clinicallytested. Earn as you learn. Professional outfit included. High
school unnecessary. Easy
terms. Cancellation privileges. Mail coupon now!
CAREER

Dept.

SCHOOLS

NI-9, Chicago 26,

III.

Send free booklet and full information on Practical Nursing.
Name
Age
Address
City

/'r
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Here's Why... Anaein® is
like a doctor's prescription.
That is, it contains not one but
a combination of medically

proved ingredients that are
specially compounded to give
FAST, LONG LASTING relief.
Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.
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I could freeze to death in the street
before I'd get any action.
Another blight on career women is the
Axe Grinder type, who is apt to be at
any
party.at Just
as you're
your
eyelashes
something
tall waving
and terrific,
up comes Mr. A. Grinder and elbows
your potential romance aside. Why?- So
he can give you a big heart-palpitating
rush? Not at all — so he can sell you his
new diaper service, or get you to plug
his dog food on the air, free. You listen
glassy-eyed to a twenty-minute speech
on theing;virtues
the product
then whenof you
escape he's
from sellhis

WW ITS WS
TO REDUCE

monologue he snarls, "A-a-a-ah, another hard-boiled career dame!"

This Common Sense Way
Here Sylvia explains
Sylvia of Hollywood has
no patience with those
what you can do for yourself to improve your figwho say they can't reure. There is no magic
duce.
She
says,
"A
lot
of
about The Common Sense
women think the beauties
of the screen and stage
Way to a beautiful figure.
are the natural born faBut if you follow the sugvorites of the gods. Let
gestions Sylvia of Hollywood has for you in this
me tell you they all have
book
you
may, perhaps,
to be improved upon bechallenge the beauty of
fore they are presented
the loveliest movie star!
to the public. Yes, I
know, you are going to
Sylvia of Hollywood
come back at me and say,
Names Names
'But look at the money
they have to spend on
Sylvia of Hollywood has
reduced scores of famous
themselves. It's easy to
do it with money.'
stage and screen stars —
successfully. In this book
"Let me tell you someSylvia tells how she helped
Want to be convinced?
thing else. I've been rubbing noses with money
many
Hollywood's
Watch
those
scales.
They
brightestofstars
with their
for a good many years
figure problems. She names
now. Big money. Buckets
will talk in pounds. And
names — tells you how she
of it. I've treated many
watch that tape measure.
developed this star's legs —
moneyed women. But
It will talk in inches.
how she —reduced
thathelped
star's
money has nothing to do
waistline
how she
another star to achieve a
with it. In most cases,
beautiful youthful figure. Perhaps your
money makes people soft. They get
used to having things done for them
own figure problems are identical to
those of your favorite screen star.
and never do anything for themselves."

NEW EDITION . . . NOW YOU GET BOTH
FIGURE HELPS-PERSONALITY SECRETS
Now

we have just published abrand new edi-

tion of Sylvia's famous
book, No More Alibis!
This edition contains all
the text matter of the
original book, plus the
greater part of her splenPARTIAL

Bartholomew
House,
Inc., Dept.
RM-950
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17. N. Y.
Send
rue postpaid
;i copy
of Sylvia
of
M.II'.IS!
COMBINED
WITH
PULL
GETHEB,
BABY)
I enclose «l.UO.
Name

please Print
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Hollywood's
YOURSELF

NO
TO-

did book on personality
development entitled Pull
Yourself Together, Baby.
Now
get Sylvia's
secrets
of charm
as well
as
beauty! The price of this
new edition is only $1.
Order today while supply
is still available.
CONTENTS— NEW

EDITION

Too Much Hips, Reducing Abdomen. Reducing
the Breasts, Firming the Breasts, Fat Pudgy
Arms, Slenderizing the Legs and Ankles, Correcting Bow-legs, Slimming the Thighs and
Upper Legs, Reducing Fat on the Back, Squeezing
Off Fat. Enlarge Your Chest, Develop Your
Legs— Off with That Double Chin! Slenderizing
the Face and Jowls, Refining Your Nose. Advice
For The Adolescent — The Woman Past Forty —
The Personality Figure, Glamour Is Glandular,
This Thing Called Love, Cure-For-The-Blues
Department, Take a Chance!

Ilhen
the Darling
the Tele. phonethere's
Company.
This oneoftelephones,
at the very instant he's due at your door,
to say: "I'm leaving the office right now
and coming by fast pogo-stick. Sorry
I'm late — but pin on your corsage and
grab your gloves — I'm moving in your
direction." So you wait . . . thirty minutes. Then there he is again — by telephone! "Sugar, I ran into the boys and
stopped for a quick one. But I'm really
on
way.
. ." time
And heso gets
on. there
You know
the my
type.
By .the
your
gardenia has turned a bilious brown and
ditto your disposition.
And let us not forget — or forgive —
the old, tired Egomaniac. This bird bends
your ear for hours talking about himself. Then he looks brightly at your
sagging
face Tell
and me,
chirps,
let'sthink
talk
about you.
what"Now
do you
— However,
about me?"in spite of this speech about
the Sad Sacks extant, I'd like to say
rapidly that some day I would like to
be married — and I even believe that
somewhere, somehow, my Mr. Right
really exists. I have a few wild hopes
about him, I'll admit.
I hope, for instance, that he wants to
live in New York City; I was born here,
went to school here, and I really love the
place. Somehow I can't see myself writing, "Dear Mother, here I am in East
Overcoat, Nebraska, and having a
whirl." I'd rather be on East Eightyseventh Street. I also cherish a hope
that he is employed; an unemployed man
around the house would seem to go
under the heading of excess baggage.
I'd kind of like it if he were in the
entertainment business — but it really
doesn't matter to me. After all, I myself have been in both the business
and show worlds; I was supervising a
rationing board (of all things) when I
vaulted into radio in 1945. It was all
because I knew Martha Rountree, who
produces Leave It to the Girls. Martha
suddenly needed someone to pinch-hit
on a program and said, "Eloise talks a
lot — I'll get her!" Presto, I was on
radio, and I've been on radio or TV ever
since.
My dream man doesn't have to be
good-looking, and I don't care whether
he's
a blond or
or two
brunet,
just his
so thatch.
there's
a brain-cell
under
Also, I hope he has a sense of humor.
And I hope he's sentimental enough to
remember that my favorite color is blue
— and to turn up on my birthday with
something-or-other in blue! Furthermore, while
I'm wishing,
the
kind who
actually
noticesI hope
a newhe's
dress,
or
the
times
when
my
hair
is
done
a
new way.
Okay, I can hear your comment:
"Poor Eloise is a bit touched — this man
doesn't breathe!"
Maybe
he doesn'tto— look
but a forward
girl's got to,
to
have
something
doesn't she, even if it's only an illusion?

It Pays to Be Lazy
(Continued from page 38)
time
every
hour
that
I'm
around.
Laziness, you see, doesn't mean doing
nothing. Not to me, anyway. It means
doing the things I must do, plus — -and
this is terribly important — the things I
like best to do, but doing them in my
own way, and at my own tempo. It
doesn't mean wasting time. On the
contrary, it means ducking every useless, unimportant, and unpleasant thing
I can in order to save time to be lazy.
For instance, I loathe shopping. Some
girls love messing around the stores
"just looking," I know, but I hate it.
Still, in my business, I can't go around
in an old pair of blue jeans and a
sweater. My wardrobe is important.
But I don't have to devote my good
lazy time to it. I shop four times a
year, along with the change of seasons.
This way: two or three days before I
am going to descend on the department
store, I telephone my favorite saleslady,
tell her I I'm
coming
things
need.
Whenin, Iwhat
get sorts
there ofI
quickly try on the dresses and suits she
has assembled, select the ones that are
right for me. A package of slips, bras,
girdles, stockings is already wrapped
and waiting — this salesgirl knows all
my sizes. In a couple of hours I have
done my shopping for a whole season.
You could call that laziness — or you
could call it organization. The same
thing goes for that other bugaboo — the
beauty business. I don't want to look
like a frump, any more than any other
girl — but I hate spending hours and
hours being "beautified." So I organize
that too ... I have a standing weekly
appointment at my beauty shop where
my hair is set, and cut if necessary, and
my manicure is done while my hair is
drying. Between times, I forget about
the whole business. I roll up my hair
at night, of course, and freshen my nail
polish if it chips — but I don't break into
a perfectly good, free day by rushing
back to the beauty operator for repairs.
There are other things I've had to
learnage tome: manage
so they
wouldn'tsittings
maninterviews
and picture
and conferences, for instance, the sort
of side activities which go along with
your job when you happen to be in
my kind of business. I know a lot of
people operate on the "do it all at once
and get it over with" theory, but it
doesn't work for me. If I keep my day
uncluttered, I can be cheerful and even
helpful at my appointments — and punctual, too for that matter. And still
have time to be lazy.
I'm so lazy that when I should be
writing letters, or shopping, or having
my hair done, I'm out on the badminton
court playing nineteen or twenty strenuous games of badminton. I hate most
exercise. Ten minutes of calisthenics a
day would kill me, but I can play badminton for hours without feeling a bit
tired. If you're doing something you
like
doing,
I've at
found
isn't in
tiring
at all,
or work
all. out,
Not iteven
my
case, if it is work — my work, singing.
Every day of my life, I make a point
of finding time to do something I really
want to do, if it's just a game of bridge,
or an especially good movie. On my
show days — and there are four of them
a week, remember — the show is that
thing I really want to do. I love singing. I always have. It's the loveliest
"extra"
that people are willing to pay
me
for it!
As a singer, my life has to be some-
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what different from most girls, I guess.
A great deal of my work has to be done
at night — the memorizing, studying, the
research I'm doing for my book and
such, I like to do after the house is
quiet and I can go off to my room with
I my poodle pal, Bobo, close the door,
shut off the phone, be alone and think.
I almost never get to bed before two,
and I and
am alikes
girl ten.
who So
needs
hours'
sleep,
I geteight
up around
noon. I suppose some people would
call that lazy. But for me it is efficient.
Because it works.
So does the long stretch I allow myself for a bath before bedtime. I do up
my hair, cream my face, climb into a
tub full of hot, foamy water. I have all
my toilet accessories right over the tub
on a little glass shelf — the manicure
equipment, the hand cream, the sweet smelling soap, even, if I feel like it, a
good book. I can lie in a hot tub for
an hour, just revelling in relaxation.
It's a longmembertime,
maybe, a but
I don'tnight
reever spending
sleepless
in my life.
On the week-ends, the routine is a
little different. The pace doesn't change,
particularly, but the background does.
My sister, Chris, and I usually drive to
Long Beach on Saturday to stay until
Sunday night with our parents and our
sisters and their families. It's a pleasant, busy time — but for the life of me
I couldn't tell you what makes it so
busy. We sit around the house, and
talk, and drink endless cups of coffee,
cook the meals and do the dishes, and
in the evenings— sometimes — we sing.
Mother gets out her old five-string
banjo and pretty soon all of the Staffords might as well be back in our native hills of Tennessee, for the air is
filled with mountain music. On sunny
Sunday afternoons, I sometimes walk
around the golf course with my father
or go to the beach with my little nieces
and nephews.
It's a far cry, I suppose, from Hollywood, and yet I think my coming from
a big, happy family accounts for whatever success I have had professionally.
In a house full of people you find out
early that you can't have all the attention. That other people have problems,
and, more important, that other people
have talents.
I'm sure I was not five years old
before I knew, deep in my bone":, and
in sharply personal terms that people
in this world are dependent on one another, that we have to help one another
if we are to survive ourselves.
It would never occur to me, for instance, that I had to know everything
about anything. Even when I had almost full responsibility for the Chesterfield show, I managed to delegate work
to people I knew were good, and then
trusted them to do it. I needed help,
I asked for it, and I got it. The writers
did the writing, the conductor did the
conducting. I sang.
It never occurs to me to tell anybody
else how to do his job. I know a lot of
people in my business who feel they
are not fulfilling their roles as stars
unless they have the final word on
every phase of their programs or pictures. But to me that doesn't make
lazy. It's healthier, and happier,
sense.
to be
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Oh, I had a few frantic days when I
first
started
as a and
"star"
singer.andI
worried
and out
fretted
stewed,
then at one point I just sat down and
cooled off. "What can happen if something goes wrong?" I asked myself. The
worst thing, the very worst thing that
could happen, I had to answer, was that

I would be fired. That was mighty unlikely. And even if I did get fired?
Would that be too catastrophic? I relaxed, and tended to my job — the singing. Nothing terrible happened. This
is an important thing. Most of the terthings we worry about happening
never rible
happen.
I know women who can work themselves into a frenzy over a small dinner
party.sible (When
they aren'tI took
even aresponfor the cooking.)
tip on
that score a long time ago from my
good friend, Margaret Ettinger. Maggie
can have as many as thirty peoole at
a party, and yet somehow you still feel
at the end of the evening that she has
spent the whole evening at your side
— making sure you had a good time.
It's nice if the food is good at a party,
I admit that. But it's not the essential
thing. What counts is being relaxed
enough, as a hostess, to make a party
a party.
It's better not to give a party if you're
too tense to enjoy it, and, equally, it's
better
go to
one Iifused
you're
too
tired to not
be ato good
guest.
to find
it
very hard
to say
"no" to oranything
—
whether
a social
invitation,
a request
to do a benefit. But I had to learn how
to do it— and not just because I'm so
"lazy." It's always a mistake, I've found,
to do any more in a day than you can
take on happily and do well.
It all adds up, this laziness business,
it seems to me now, to a state of mind,
a point of view.
All of us are equipped for this life
with a certain amount of inner drive,
or life force or energy. Whatever you
want to call it, it's limited, and it's
precious. The way we spend our precious energies determines, in the long
run, whether we'll be successful or unsuccessful, happy or unhappy. Spending mine the "lazy" way has proved,
for me, at least, the most profitable.
I have watched a close friend of mine,
an intense, terrifically talented young
man, explode away enough energy in
five minutes when he found himself
tied up in traffic at a stop light to see
him calmly — lazily, if you like — through
a whole day. The perfectionists squander theirs, too, and the people who have
to do everything because nobody else
does it quite right. They may enjoy
a briefcome
hourandof go,
triumph
— you'venames
seen
them
but naming
would be unkind. But they wind up
burned out, sick, and alone. They
wouldn't go into the streets and madly
throw their money away. Why are they
willing toenergy?
do it with their even more
valuable
I'm not making a plea here for the
lackadaisical, too-carefree, too-dependent attitude of too many people. Everybody has to move forcefully once
in awhile. Everyone has to get mad
now and then. What I am aiming for,
and urging upon all the unlucky people
who haven't found out what fun it is to
be lazy, is a relaxed and happy medium.
Face up to the pressure — when it's
necessary. Blow up if it's important to
blow up, but only when it's important.
You'll be amazed how many golden,
unhurried hours you save to just lie
back and be lazy!
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Cheese!
(Continued from page 50)
NANCY CRAIG WELSH RAREBIT
Makes 4 servings
Melt in a heavy skillet over low heat:
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
Add:
1 lb. American cheese, diced
Yi teaspoon salt
y<i teaspoon mustard
dash of cayenne
Continue cooking over low heat, stirring constantly until cheese melts.
Stir in: % cup ale or beer
3 eg'g' yolks, slightly beaten
Cook
1 minute
longer,
stirring
constantly.
Beat until stiff but not dry:
3 egg whites
Fold cheese mixture gently into beaten
egg whites. Serve immediately over
toast or crackers.
PINEAPPLE CHEESE PIE
Makes 1-9" pie
Line a 9" pie plate with pastry. Bake
in a hot oven
(450°F.)
until lightly
browned.
Cool slightly.
Drain thoroughly:
% cup crushed pineapple
Spread over bottom of pastry shell.
Combine: % cup sugar
1 tablespoon flour
Add: 4 (3 oz.) pkgs. cream cheese
Blend thoroughly.
Combine:
4 eggs, slightly beaten
% cup cream
% cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
Add to cheese mixture. Blend well.
Pour into pastry shell! Bake in a
moderate
oven a(350°F.)
50 minutesin to
hour or until
knife inserted
the1
center
comes
out clean.
CHEESE SOUFFLE
Makes
6 servings
Melt over boiling water:
4 tablespoons butter or margarine
Add: 4 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon salt
Stir until smooth and well blended.
Stir in: iy2 cups milk
Continue
cooking,
stirring
constantly
until thick.
Add: V2 lb. American cheddar cheese, diced
Stir until melted.
Remove from heat.
Add : 6 egg yolks, beaten
Blend
well.
Beat until stiff but not dry:
6 egg whites
Pour cheese mixture slowly into beaten
egg whites, cutting and folding while
pouring. Pour into a 2 quart casserole.
Bake in a slow oven (300°F.) 1XA hours.
Serve at once.

Leopard
or zebra
fabric
bootie.
Cape
sole, shearling collar. Sizes 4 to 9, medium
width.
Little Miss Honeybugs,
sizes 8 to 3,
medium width.
$2.99
Also in Capeskin, $3.99
At your favorite store, or write to Honeybugs, Dept. 2 — 47 W. 34th St., New York I, N.Y.

TOASTED PARMESAN STRIPS
Cut
into 1" slices:
1 loaf unsliced bread
Trim the crusts and cut each slice into
3 strips.
Brush each strip on all sides with:
1 cup melted butter or margarine
Roll in: 1 cup grated Parmesan cheese
Place on a baking sheet. Bake in a slow
oven (325°F.) 15 minutes.
Place under
broiler until lightly browned.
Serve
with soup or salad.
NOTICE
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Fence Around the Stars
{Continued from page 63)

intimate FEMININE
WGIENE

But it was a low period. I can trace
it back now and I see pretty clearly
that the upward climb 'began when I
grew friendly with red-headed Francie
Brent,
— well,
law is Jim's
the way
youfoster-daughter-inhave to describe
her, for she's the wife of young Dr.
John Brent, nicknamed Butch, who was
adopted by Jim when he was about
twelve and Jim was in his early twenties. They've
beenfather
like two
brothers
ratheralways
than like
and
son. When Francie and I became good
friends she told me about Jim, and
after thathim.
I couldn't
toward
I knew feel
then quite
that so
the rabbity
frown
wasn't sternness, but the grim effort
of an unhappy man to dedicate himself
to his work. You can't be frightened
of a person when you discover that
his unbending air shields experiences
that parallel your own.
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greaseless, stainless vaginal suppositories which give powerful germicidal and effective protection for hours.
Yet Zonitors are safe to the most
delicate tissues. Strictly non-poisonous, non-irritating, non-burning.
Easy To Carry If Away From Home

Zonitors come twelve in a
each separately sealed
glass vial. No mixing — no
ment is required. All you
this dainty snow-white

package and
in a dainty
extra equipneed is just
suppository!

Easy To Use . . .

Zonitors are so easily inserted and
they keep on releasing powerful
germ-killing and deodorizing properties for hours. They help guard
against infection and kill every germ
they touch. While it's not always possible to contact all the germs in the
tract, you can depend on Zonitors to
immediately kill every reachable
germ and stop them from multiplying. Be sure to use Zonitors — the new,
modernized method.

FREE: Mall this coupon today for
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At first I knew only that Jim had a sixyear-old daughter named Janie —
she was one of Tommy's friends; and
a glamorous, impressive wife, Carol.
Carol's glamor was authentic; not only
was she a strikingly attractive woman
but an unusually ambitious and capable
one. So it appeared, at least, because
she had an important job with a big
New York cosmetics firm. I think part
of her glamor arose from the fact that
she was almost never in Merrimac;
she'd fly in and fly out again for a brief
visit, trailing after her the exciting
aura of New York, Miami, San Francisco,her
Hollywood
. stardustec1.
names
to which
work. . took
her.
was who
Francie
home
forIt him,
took who
care kept
of hisJim's
daughter.
"With Butch away so much what else
would I do with myself?" Francie said
wistfully. Butch, working like Jim on
tropic'al
with ata the
research
outfit in diseases,
the South was
Pacific
time.
"And I love Jim and Janie so that my
neart almost breaks for them. Maggie,
he's so lonely . . ."
Lonely. I knew about that. After that
I was never quite the same with Jim.
I saw beyond the mask he wore to the
emptiness of a life that consisted of
sleeping and eating only to build up
strength enough to go on working. I
had done that myself.
I suppose it was the change in my
own manner that brought on the change
in his; I only know for certain that
the whole tempo of life began to
quicken. The mood line was going upward as though on a graph. When I
brushed my hair in the morning and
tucked my blouse neatly into my skirt,
and took pains with my lipstick, it
wasn't because I took pride in looking
neat and workmanlike. Not any more.
It was because once or twice I had
surprised a real consciousness of me
in Jim Brent's grey eyes — when, as
though against his will, they had really
looked into mine and seen me, Maggie
Lowell, instead of just a face above a
white coat like his own.
Jim's eyes would cloud over at those
times; troubled, disturbed, they would
leave mine and drop to the chart which
was almost always in his hand, and he
would busily write a figure or two. How
else could it be? He was still a married
man. But even as my face grew warm
and a sense of cheapness, of shame,
stole over me, I remained conscious of
the pounding elation that carried me
upward. Just his look would do it, and
being with him all day in the lab. After
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quick dash of "FLASH" ... add a
cooling "CAROL" . . . and garnish
with a cheery "CHANCE OF A
LIFETIME"!
You'll find this three-star concoction a ready-made treat for your
leisure-pleasure listening right at
your finger-tips via your local ABC
station. It's a mighty terrific trio,
too. Starting at 11:30 AM (EDT)
every Monday through Friday
BILL CULLEN emcees "QUICK
AS A FLASH," an audience participation show that sets ladies
throughout the nation comfortably
aglow. BILL comes calling with
questions and prizes and cash . . .
all of which make "QUICK AS A
FLASH" a smash radio program.

At 12:25 PM (EDT) famous commentator CAROL DOUGLAS
makes "BEAUTY AND FASHIONS" adaily delight on your local
ABC station. CAROL is a bright,
"fresh up" tonic . . . and her ideas
and suggestions on beating the heat
are useful to every gal from eight
to eighty. Incidentally, BILL CULLEN is featured with CAROL, too,
which makes "BEAUTY AND
FASHIONS" quite a twin-treat for
everyone.
Later in the day, at 2:30 PM (EDT)
to be exact, another breezy audience
participation show is heard on your
local ABC station— "CHANCE OF
A LIFETIME"— a program full of
amazing give-aways, zip and zing!
JOHN REED KING hands out the
fabulous prizes and keeps matters
humming in honey-smooth fashion
every Monday through Friday.
The Toni Company rules the ABC
airwaves with these three great
shows ... all designed for YOUR
permanent at-home pleasure. Which
station has the Toni trio of outstanding programs? YOUR LOCAL ABC STATION ... a sparkling summer
guide tothe"keep
listening
throughout
nation.cool"
For-better-or- verse :
"Which twin has the Toni?"
No one ever knows —
But this I can tell you . . .
ABC has the Toni shows!
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a while I forgot to be ashamed. Not a
word had been said, but I knew and I
thought he did. When I rushed through
breakfast each morning, kissed Tommy
goodbye, traveled unseeingly through
the leaf-patterned streets of the town
and turned through the great iron
gates into the hospital grounds, my
whole being was set for that moment
when I would close the laboratory door
behind me and Jim and I would be
alone. Oh, there were others there —
Dr. Clark, other helpers; to anyone
else's eyes the arrangement was most
businesslike. And outwardly, so were
we; but inwardly, for me, ttie whole
room was filled with Jim. I didn't dare
to hope that he felt the same; and yet,
without hoping, without letting myself
dream of it, I think I knew.
Carol was never in town. I learned
from Francie that for all practical purposes she had left Jim, deserted him;
but the only talk of divorce came from
Francie herself.
"Jim loves you," she burst out at me
one night, as we sat on my front porch
together rocking like two elderly ladies.
We hadher both
felt so
I'd
asked
to come
overlonely
after that
dinner;
but I regretted it when she turned the
conversation ruthlessly to Jim. She insisted, "You know he loves you, Maggie.
Everyone knows it. If only that wife of
his — the amount of wife she's been to
him
you Francie
could put
into the
thissewing
thimble!"
Wildly,
waved
she
had brought over her vivid red hair.
"Why don't the two of you do something about it?"
I said stiffly, "What would you suggest?"
"Oh — " She gritted her teeth and
pulled
hard But
at aitthread.
"You're
of course.
boils me
up toright,
see
Jim with this one skinny chance for
happiness getting skinnier all the time
becausewith
Carol
won'tandletheard
him go.
you'd
lived
them,
theIf things
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I've heard for the last year — there's
only one word for women like Carol,
and the pity of it is that nice women
like me don't use it. She wants and
wants, all the time. She doesn't give a
pin for Janie — and you know, Maggie,
I think she really hates Jim — "

Francie, please I can't listen to this.
What's between Carol and Jim is between them — nobody has the right to
interfere."
"Now you mark my words. This trip
to Paris she's about to make — it's ten
to one she won't come back, Maggie.
You'll see. She'll find some fat oaf
who'll dress her in the size diamonds
she prefers, and Jim will get his dismissal, but fast."
"When's Butch coming back?" I asked
desperately. "What does he write?" My
heart was pounding; my cheeks were
hot. I kept telling myself it was because
I was ashamed, but it wasn't. It was
hope, I was suffering from, the leaping
hope that Francie might be right . . .
Francie was right. Carol Brent never
returned from that trip to Paris. In a
great flurry of taxis and smart luggage
and furs she went off one morning to
catch the New York express, and I
heard vaguely from Francie the next
day that she'd done it — had taken the
Paris plane in spite of Jim's ultimatum
that he regarded her going as an act of
desertion. But there was nothing vague
about what happened after that. The
headlines, the radio made it all too
specifically positive for there to be any
room for doubt. The plane Carol was
on never got to Paris. It went down in
the Atlantic somewhere off France, and
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there were no survivors. There were no
survivors . . .
It was strange, the way Jim and I
sprang apart for a time after that. In
our thoughts and attitudes, I mean, for
as I have said there was not much that
was real, as yet, between us. Shocked
and unsettled, I needed time to myself to appease my conscience. There
was no act of mine involved, I was
guilty of nothing; my little hopes and
miseries had had nothing to do with
what had happened. I was answerable
to nobody on earth for anything . . .
except to myself. I needed time to settle
with
myself, however,
I wasn'toutused
to squeezing
my own for
happiness
of
other people's tragedy.
For Jim the days that followed were
filled with grim detail. In every way he
could, he checked the news reports; I
understood that Carol's firm was investigating too, trying to find out beyond the shadow of a doubt that nobody
on the plane had been rescued. The
headlines faded to second, to fifth-page
stories, and finally disappeared, but the
investigations went on . . . and on . . .
They didn't bring Carol Brent back.
They
And couldn't.
Jim was She
free. was dead.
That's why it was a bitter-sweet moment, the first time we kissed. We
didn't need to do much talking; the
mutualness of our feeling was almost a
taken-for-granted thing by then. One
night we went to dinner, Jim and I,
in a candle-lit place a few miles out of
town along the South Fork River. There
was music, and there were fireflies —
and there were youngsters around us,
starry-eyed, dancing cheek to cheek. I
was faintly wistful as I watched them.
For Jim and me it could never be quite
like that; there was too much behind
both of us for either ever to be rashly,
thoughtlessly ecstatic again. We had
grown too wary, and we each had good
reason . . . That was part of what made
it a little wry, a little bitter. The sweet
came later, when we drove away and
Jim turned not toward town but toward
the hills beyond the town.
"I've never before come here, except
alone," he told me. "It's a special place.
It's been a — lonely one.
Till now."
didn't his
feel hand
bold at
all, mine.
reachingI felt
out
to I brush
with
natural, right. "Till now," I echoed. In a
way, it was all the pledge we needed.
After that
night Jim's
"special
became
our outdoor
living
room.place"
We
went there to be alone, to quarrel, to
make up ... to talk and be silent.
Yes ... I wrote the word "quarrel."
Of course we quarreled. Who doesn't?
Little amiable quarrels, most of them.
One was about the wedding date. I had
begun boldly, and I kept on that way —
it was I who wanted to get married
soon. Jim was perturbed, because the
work had struck a snag.

"Let's wait one more month," he
argued. "We'll be on the right track
then. I wouldn't feel right, leaving
things as uncertain as they are now. I
couldn't take even two weeks off without worrying myself to death — "
"Carson says it's okay," I reminded
him. "She said to take three weeks."
"Carson's an administrator, not a
researcher. She doesn't know how it
We atcompromised,
cutting the time in
nags
you."
half. Six weeks to wait . . . Jim's teasing about my unmaidenly hurry left
me quite unmoved.
couldn't
be hypercritical? Iwanted I my
happiness,
my
home and husband, the ready-made
family we had in Tommy and Janie,
the family we would build ... I wanted
them all now.
Merrimac, which had been a quiet,
pleasant little town, suddenly became
a town in a fairy tale. The windows
sparkled in sunlight, were jewel-spangled when it rained; the grass was unbelievably green; the air was full of
music which only I could hear. Everybody beamedtruth.
at me So
— that
muchpeople
was
the literal
many
seemed to know my name now, greeting
me when I walked swiftly to and from
the laboratory. After all, as the wife of
Dr. Brent I'd be one of the pillars of
the town, practically an elder. I wondered once if I ought to begin to wear a
hat more often; it was unfitting perhaps
for the wife of Wheelock's Chief of Staff
to stride about the streets in flat-heeled
shoes, her hair flying backward in a
breeze created by her own speed.
Away at the back of my mind was the
problem of where we were going to live,
but I didn't know what to do about it
so I left it there. Things were going
so well, it was foolish to worry. Someone would come along with an answer,
and
even if nobody did we'd find one
for ourselves.
It sounded as though Francie were
the someone, when she called me at the
lab the following afternoon. "Can you
get off for a while? Something I want
to show you. I'm afraid if we wait it
might
get snapped
"Francie!
A house?" up — "
"Ssh! Not so loud. There's always
someone
around Meet
who me
hasn't
place
to
live. Listen.
on got
the acorner
of Spruce and Vermont in half an
hour, and I'll show you." She started
to hang up, and added as an afterthought, "Don't tell Jim what you're
coming out for." Then she was gone
before I could object to her restriction.
I don't know what made me obey it.
Maybe the fact that Jim and I had
never talked about a house, and it
seemed so abrupt to say "I'm going
out to look at one." Maybe premonition. But I don't believe in them.
The house Francie had found belonged to a small, whitehaired
lady
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named Mrs. Lewis, who had been ordered South for her health. She was
a perfect little miniature, with a beautiful profile and a delicate kind of oldworld charm that captivated me completely. Iknew when I saw her that I
would love her home and I found mya littleso sorry
she didn't
go withblue
it.
She self
went
well with
the French
of her living room, looked so right
against the pale brown tiles that faced
the big square fireplace.
There wasn't a thing wrong with that
house. It was ideal. My only regret
was that I hadn't told Jim where I was
going, and brought him with me. Then
we could have settled with Mrs. Lewis
on the spot. I could scarcely spare time
for politeness when we had seen it all,
I was so anxious to rush out and tell
him about it. But as we stood in the
doorway Mrs. Lewis held me back for
an instant, one small hand resting
lightly on my arm. She looked very
serious.
"I like people, so I haven't minded
showing them over my home," she
said. "I've shown it to at least fifteen
couples . . . But it is my home, and I
love it dearly. I'd like you to have it,
somehow. I'd like to think of you living
in it, where my husband and I raised
such a wonderful family."
I stood poised there, arrested by the
sudden sharp conviction that she was
trying to tell me something. I didn't
know
was;a moment
perhaps she
either what
. . . itfor
we didn't
stood
frozen, staring into one another's eyes.
I almost said it — "What are you trying
to tell me? Oh, what is it?" But the
moment patient
slid
past the
withgate,
Francie's
call from
which imshe
was already opening. I squeezed Mrs.
Lewis's hand and went down the steps.
It was too late to go back to the lab.
I phoned Jim from a drug store, making
a great mystery out of where I'd been
and how I was going to tell him about
it at night. Then, since I had a luxurious half hour to spare, Francie and I
went over to talk to Mrs. Collins about
my wedding dress. Then Francie had
the wonderful idea of picking up Tommy, and taking him home to eat at the
Brent house with herself and Janie, so
I phoned Jim again and asked him to
meet me downtown for dinner. I was
sorry to see that Jim was preoccupied,
when he came — ten minutes late — to
the lobby. He didn't even smile when
I waved to show where I was; he came
toward me, looking grave. I decided to
save my surprise, and serve it up with
the dessert. Then if it wasn't too late
we could phone Mrs. Lewis, and go
right out there.
It wasn't difficult to keep from talking about it, because Jim was full of
shop talk. "That Number Nine count —
the one you were taking — simply isn't
right," he grumbled as we ate.

"You're not supposed to talk about it
here, are you?" I reminded him. His
voice had been low, as always, but caution had become instinctive with all of
us who were working on the project.
Besides,
to talk about the
work justI didn't
now . .want
.
"You're right," Jim said. He reached
across and took my hand, somewhat absent-mindedly. "Well, what's your big
news that you can't mention on the
phone — which was just as well because
I was rushed to death."
"It's a house! A house for us, for
Tommy,
Janie —over
" A at man
at the
next tableforlooked
us alertly,
and I dropped my voice at once. What
Francie had said was true — everybody
was looking for a place to live. But
nobody else could have this one! At
great length, with gestures and extravagant, elaborate details, I told Jim all
about it. I talked so long and so fast
that I didn't take time to look at Jim's
expression until I had to stop for
breath. Then the breath caught in my
throat. He didn't look the way he was
supposed to. He looked — he looked —
"I don't get it," he said. "Why a
house?
What'swaswrong
mine?" What
Well, that
quite with
a question.
was wrong with it? It wasn't too small;
it wasn't old or ugly. It was simply as
far from being our house as I was far
from flying to the moon. Jim had lived
there, however briefly and unhappily,
with Carol. I tried to phrase some objection that would hold water, and that
could be spoken aloud. "It's right on
the hospital grounds. It wouldn't be
like — like going home at all, at night."
"I've got to be on the hospital grounds
Maggie. I may be called any hour of
the day or night. You know that — "
"That's partly it— you shouldn't be.
Even an ordinary doctor has the right
to some private life. And when one
works as hard in the lab as you do — "
"That's nonsense," Jim said almost
roughly. "It's my work. I don't look
on it as drudgery. I can't afford to go
off the grounds and neither can you.
You'd have that much further to travel
twice
I sata day."
back then, and waited until I
was certain of the meaning of what he
had said. I couldn't take any chances
on misunderstanding. We'd already
spoken more sharply to one another
than ever before. But this — this was incredible. Jim hadn't planned on my
staying home. He thought I would continue working with him at Wheelock,
just as I'd been doing. Was that it? I
put the question to him very carefully.
"But of course," he answered, with a
bewildered
look.
else, the
Maggie?
You know how
vital"How
it is that
work
we've
been
doing
gets
pushed
ahead
—
and that the number of those who know
about it remains as small as humanly
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Suddenly I was angry, furiously
angry. I said through clenched teeth,
"I don't care about the work. Can't you
forget it for a minute? I'm talking about
you and me, about our marriage. I
thought you wanted what I want, a
home,
a family,
a wife."
"We'll
have all
that. All that and
more, Maggie. Later, when this thing

NINETEEN YARDS!

ALL

PRINT

REMNANTS
and Assorted

is "Later?"
finished." I shivered a little. "Maybe
you won't like my saying this, Jim, but
it's what I've come to believe. I don't
think anyone alive can afford to wait
until later for anything. You may have
to
wait through
control,
or you circumstances
may have to you
givecan't
up
wanting whatever it is you want. But
if there's something you want and you
can have it— have it now — you dare
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not wait."
Jimbeen
looked
at me about
gravely.
"Have
you
brooding
this,
Maggie?
Are you frightened, worried about
something? Because if you have been,
and you haven't said anything — "
"Of course I haven't been brooding!
I didn't know there was anything to
worry about. I took it for granted we
hadn't talked about a house because —
well, we've both been so busy."
"I can bear anything, even quarreling, but I cannot bear it if you keep
things to yourself," Jim said doggedly.
"Letting a trivial grievance fester in
silence, instead of dragging it out into
the light
it until
tled. and
Bringinggoing
it out atyears
laterit's
to setuse
as a weapon — I've had too much of that
sort
I can't
morewere
— "
Theof thing.
remnants
of face
my any
anger
swept away on a tide of compassion and
love so fierce that I had to wait, before
I spoke, to steady my voice. I couldn't
recall Jim ever before making so revealing a reference to his life with
Carol. I must be careful, be sure that
what I said was what I really felt. I
mustn't fight Jim just for the triumph
of winning. Carol had done that; so
many women, I knew, did that, and
thought themselves successful wives
because they found that after a few
years of such contests their husbands
gave up arguing. That was not for Jim
and me, not now or ever. For us I
wanted a hand-in-hand approach to
any problems that came up, and the
understanding that we would be strong
enough to bring to these problems only
if we learned the trick of meeting them
as one person.
This -wasn't the time to put my
thoughts into words, and yet I think
something of what was going on in my
mind got through to Jim even without
words. All I said was, "I want your
happiness, Jim. I will have no grievances whether we live in your way or in
my way, so long as it's the right way
for you. If we can't have a real home
right now, I don't deny that I'll still
want one — and if you think it best that
I don't stop working, I can't pretend I'll
be perfectly content. But the one important thing will be that we're living
in the way that's best for you. I trust
you,
and I warning,
love you."I felt the hot sting
Without
of tears behind my eyes. Quickly I put
my hand over them. I couldn't break
down till I finished what I had to say.
"I'm not a managing woman, Jim. I
don't want to be. I want you to make
the decisions and sort of — sort of do the
steering. I'll go along."
"Maggie," Jim said. He reached over
and started to take the hand that was
covering my eyes, but apparently he
realized then that it was there for a
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reason. Tactfully, he just patted it, and
withdrew his own. "Oh, dearest," he
said. "I don't know what to say. I'd
rather cut my hand off than have you
even a little dissatisfied, but I don't see
how ... I just didn't plan on moving,
or doing without you in the lab."
It was almost as if he'd said I didn't
plan on making so drastic a change in
my life. I only planned to marry you,
and go on as before. I fought down a
sudden,that,
unreasonable
Jim shaken
didn't
mean
I knew. He pang.
was only
by his first deep cleavage we had discovered— as I was. Upset by the revelation that in spite of our closeness we
could be so very far apart on so very
important a question . . .
It was our first important difference;
it could be settled, one way or another.
But I felt as though a shadow had fallen
on my heart. When I woke up next
morning more.Merrimac
wasn't singing
anyIt was a pleasant,
quiet town,
where I hoped to live happily for many
years, but the fairy-tale glow had been
turned off. My mood, skittish and unreliable, was turning downward after
its weeks of playing around in the
stratosphere.
"It's healthier this way," I kept telling myself as I checked off Saturday
chores on a list I carried from room to
room. "Feet on the ground. Quarreling— everybody does it. vou're only
human, better face it." After several
cups of coffee I felt better, and when I
had phoned Mrs. CoUins and to1^ her
to go ahead on one of the dresses Francie and I had seen the day before. I felt
almost normal again. At the back of
my mind was a dim, sore feeling, but it
was very dim indeed. It would go
away if I ignored it. And if I never
again reached the peak of elation on
which I'd been living — well, it would be
better for a doctor's wife to be a more
sober-seeming individual anyway.
Nonetheless, when the phone rang
that afternoon my heart zoomed wildly
as I ran for it. It was Jim.
"Maggie? Listen — I've only got a
minute. I wanted to tell you — wait a
minute." There was an indistinct murmur; then his voice returned. "Francie
wants me to tell you it's a surprise.
Would you rather have it that way?"
"Oh, bother Francie," I muttered.
"Tell me now!"
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Jim laughed. "I'll give her your
message. Oh, Maggie, I feel ten years
younger than I did last night! By the
way — how are you?"
I gritted my teeth in exasperation.
"Jim — will you tell me?"
"Okay. All right. I've got it for you,
Maggie. The key. The house. Your
heart's desire."
"Jim . . . ?"
"I mean it. I did my thinking, and the
end result was that I got all the dope
from Francie this morning and went
over and settled with your little lady.
She's a wonder, by the way. And so's
the house, darling. Just right."
"Do you mean it? You really liked
it as much as I did?"
"Loved it. Oh, and Maggie — something else." He was interrupted by a
scuffling noise, and then Francie's voice
came over the phone, breathless and
laughing, saying, "No — this I will tell
her myself. Maggie? What — what do
you think — Butch is coming home!"
"Francie, that's wonderful. When
dear?"
"In about four and a half minutes,
judging from this cable. Well, actually
what he says is he wants to get back for
the baby — you know, when it comes —
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selves, that's all. We're just going to
get into the car and drive, this way,
that
way, any
Francie
cameway."
to the door with me,
and with a warmth she was too brisk,
usually, to show, she put her round
cheek against mine. "It's only two days
now, Maggie. Oh, Maggie, you'll be
kind to Jim, won't you? If he's ever
impatient or — or stubborn — you'll remember that he's out of practice in the
kind of giving and taking you have to
do. He had to learn to be stiff and to
fight all the time, for every inch of independence he had . . ."
I nodded and pressed her hand. I
had made that vow already, to myself.

Two days . . . one day . . . one night.
It was like a special-delivery good
omen when Butch got back, right on the
edge of the time limit. Jim was jubilant; he'd had a strong, sentimental
wish that went very deep to have Butch
beside him, as Francie would be beside
me. Now the picture would be perfect.
The sky was gray when I opened my
eyes on my wedding morning. Ruefully Irealized that I had broken very
thoroughly with tradition by having
closed them the previous night. I should
have been strained, unable to sleep,
a-twitter with nerves. I moved over
in my bed so that I could stare up at
the sky, grateful that for once in my
life my unreliable nerves were under
good control. I felt calm and oddly
composed.
It was
wasn't
a bride-like
sation, but it
a pretty
good waysento
feel considering that there were still
plenty of things to take care of before
the few people we'd invited began to
arrive for the ceremony at eleven. I
rolled over and lay on my face, and
said one of the shortest, most fervent
prayers of my life. A one-sentence
prayer ... a plea that we might be
helped to make ourselves and our children a happy, useful family. When I
looked up again the sky had cleared.
It was going to be a brilliant day, after
all.
By the time Francie came, I was
showered and dressed except for my
gown. I had forced a bit of breakfast
down Tommy's reluctant throat, made a
good show of swallowing some myself,
and had supervised the unusual ritual
of dressing which I had convinced him
he simply had to put up with this one
morning if he really wanted to act as
door usher and show the guests into the
living room. Then, at my wits end to
keep him busy and out of my way, I
had sent him into the living room to arrange the chairs the way he liked them
best. I knew he would end up making
a tunnel through their legs, and have
a wonderful time crawling around until
it was time to take up his post at the
door.
Francie outshone me, with her red
hair in its lovely coronet emphasizing
the
snapping had
blue made
of her her
eyes.
homecoming
moreButch's
vivid
than ever; she fairly sparked with happiness. "Well, you're a calm one," she
greeted me. "Why have you still got
all your fingernails? Do you know
what time it is? Get hopping, bride
— your guests are due to start arriving
in half an hour." She brushed her hand
affectionately over my hair and began
to bustle about, undoing things I had
already done and peering into my suitcase to make sure I'd used every available corner. Finally there was absolutely nothing to do but get me into
my gown.
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and he wants to get back for the wedand he ofsort
of hintsso that
he'sstay
askedin
for a ding,
leave
absence
he can
town a while. I'm breathless. I'm so
excited! Oh, talk to Jim; he's poking
me.Between
See you
the later!"
two of them I was getting breathless myself. Also a little
bit tearful. I brushed the tears away
with the back of my hand and tried to
disguise
from Jim's
was sniffling.
When ear
we the
hungfactup that
I satI
down at the telephone table and cried
out loud, like a child.
We didn't, Jim and I, quite succeed
in bringing back our mood — my mood —
of golden expectation. In the days that
followed, each carrying us closer to our
wedding day, I chided myself many
times for the immature way in which
I let my emotions get out of hand. Up
one minute, down the next . . . Fortunately Iwas too busy to sit around
worrying about my mental condition.
Especially busy after Jim told me what
Butch's return could mean to us if
Butch agreed to a plan Jim was formulating. It was beautifully simple and
logical. It consisted of asking Butch,
who was not only a doctor but an expert technician, if he would consider
taking my place with Jim at Wheelock!
Of course eventually he would be far
more help than I could ever be. And
Butch was as ardent a researcher as his
foster father. I prayed that the idea
would seem as perfect to him as it did
to us and took comfort from Francie's
assurance that it couldn't miss. "I won't
let it," she said grimly. "I'll make him
take over. I want you where I can get
you on the other end of a phone if the
baby kicks up a fuss. If you have nothing to do but be a housewife you'll be a
lot more use to me."
"Nothing but cooking and cleaning
and decorating and taking care of two
rowdy children and backing up Jim's
position as one of the pillars of town." I
sighed happily. "Oh, Francie, it'll be
dreadful!
I can hardly wait!"
"Is it still a secret where you're going on your
honeymoon?"
"It's
no secret.
We don't know our-
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E. Pearson, Chicagoll

MAKE»50.fe)FEE,£fJ
FREE!

Sell only 50 boxes imprinted Xmas
Cards. Sensational profit-sharing plan
gives you choice of over 300 gifts,
and guarantees handsome cash profits
on complete line. Write today! Send
no money! Deluxe boxes on approval.
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Sample
nts.
In
as Cards
Stationery
Napkins— Notes
Gift and
Sample
Catalogs

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS, INC.
45 Warburton

Ave., Dept.Q-2 Vonkers. N.Y.

• / Of
°* Lingerie,
Lingerie. Hosiery,
Hosiery. ApparelSensation of The Party Plan

)»/l0'v>

f Make $10 to $40 evenings, afternoons
holding Home Style Showings of lovely
lingerie, hosiery, children's and men's
quality wear specially priced. Prizes, games, refreshments put guests in buying mood. No experience needed !
CDCC AIITCIT — Write quick for outfit and
rKEC UU I ri I complete Style Showing Plan.
BEELINE FASHIONS. 4145 Lawrence Ave., Dept H, Chicago 30, III.

mn¥*a!$tfl&i

Make big spare-time payl Sell SOUTHERN Christmas
Cards. Gorgeous Folders low as 60 for $1 WITH NAME
IMPRINTED in Brand New Way. Sensation of 1950.
Sell on sight from FREE SAMPLES. Also show
on-approvalsampleof
new "Southern
Beauty"
21-Card $1 Assortment. Make
S60 CASH PROFIT
on 100 Boxesl 60 other fast-sellers including Gift
Wrans.Relisioos. Everyday Boxes. EXTRA CASH
BONUS.
Don't delay.
Write for CARD
samplesCO..
NOW! .
SOUTHERN
GREETING
216S.Pauline.

Dept. E-31,

Memphis

4, 1

Sensational New

NYLON HOSIERY
624 Hours Wear Per Pair
Sensational new kind of Nylons give 624
hours average wear per pair, by actual Laboratory test! Satisfaction guaranteed. Pre-Madeto-Measure in 62 leg sizes . . . they fit smooth
and wrinkle-free all over, not just in foot and
length but also at ankle, calf and thigh.

Make Money-FREE

Sample

Show actual sample stocking to your friends, neighbors. You get 2 pairs for yourself every time yoa
make only $12.00 in commissions. No experience
needed. Spare time fine. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mnmniM11 name and address for plan, including NYLON
STOCKING— sent ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Act TODAY 1

AMERICAN
DKPT.

H-22,

HOSIERY

INDIANAPOLIS

MILLS

7, INDIANA

Reverently, she lifted the frothy blue
stuff from the bed and slipped it over
my head, and zipped it up the back.
The pale chiffon fell softly about me,
clinging in pleats that would sway
when I walked. Below it my feet
looked slim and small in shell-like slippers of tinted satin. Francie stood back
and rolled her eyes. "With that hat,
Maggie, it's just — I have never seen
anything like it. You see how right I
was about that extra spray of flowers
coming down over your ears — it makes
you look like something out of the Middle Ages, I swear!"
"A knight in full armor, perhaps?" I
murmured, but my flippancy was extinguished by the frightening clamor of
the front door bell. I heard Tommy
treading heavily toward it, full of purposeful responsibility. Then I relaxed.
It was the Reverend DeWitt, and his
wife, who had promised to come early
to give me a few moments of calming
talk if I needed them. Amelia DeWitt
came to the foot of the stairs and called.
"Good wedding morn, Margaret . . .
Frances.
Can I do anything at all?"
I shook my head at Francie, and then
added quickly — "Tell her to brush
Tommy's knees off if they need it, will
you?" My hands had suddenly begun
to shake. "Oh Francie," I wailed softly. "I'm scared!"
Francie
threw me a satisfied look.
"That's more like it," she said. "You
were giving me the creeps before with
all that level-headedness. Gosh, I hope
Butchbell
getspealed
Jim ready
time."
The
again, and
and out
she onlistened
at the bedroom door. "Carson," she
said, "it's quarter of. Sit still — no,
walk around if you want to, I guess
that's more relaxing."
She went to the window and leaned
out of it as far as she could. I knew
what she was doing, because it was
something I had been restraining myself from
I'd in
awakened.
If you
lookdoing
out ever
that since
window
just the
right way, and hang out far enough,
and know where to look, you can see
across the row of houses that separates
us from the Wheelock grounds, and off
in one corner if your eyesight is very
good you
can the
seecorner
a corner
Jim's
house.
It was
aroundof which
Jim and Butch would have to come to
get to my house.
Francie's voice came back to me.
"Can't see a thing. Maybe better give
them a call and see if Butch — " She
tensed. "Here they come! Both of
them, thank goodness, and Jim's walking under
his own
I guess he's
really
willing
aftersteam.
all, Maggie,
you
can quit worrying. Gee, they both look
so beautiful! Butch is so big and Jim
is Iso swallowed
distinguished!"
over an annoying dryness in my throat. "You can't really
seeFrancie
a thing pulled
at this her
distance."
head in to grin
at me. "No, but I know them both by
heart anyway." She stuck it out again.
"Oh-oh. What's up? They both stopped
and looked at each other. Now Butch
is going back. Jim's waiting — no, now
he's turned around and going back inside." She came all the way into the
room again and turned her back on the
window. "I won't look again. It's bad
luck or something. I guess they invented a tradition and forgot the
I had
."listened with a sensation of un. . reality
ring
to her description of Butch and
Jim stopping — going back. The sensation began to intensify now, until I
was wrapped in a soundless, sightless

wss*.
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FOR a quick cool-off, drink frosty,
delicious Kool-Aid. Quickly
make a handy glassful or pitcherful
at a time. Millions of thrifty homemakers rely on Kool-Aid for easy-tomake,
inexpensive
refreshment.
It's
a favorite
with children
and the
whole family. Six tangy flavors.
"Kool-Aid" is
a registered
trademark
Perkins Products
Co. of

NEW

SILK

FINISH

ENLARGEMENT
GOLD

)NtT
tACH

TOOLED

Beautiful 5x7 enlargement made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted in a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored
in oil. SEND NO MONEY— simply pay
postman 19c for each enlargement
and each frame plus cost of mailing.
||«
Satisfaction Originals
guaranteed.
Limitwith
two your
to a
IP customer.
returned
jig enlargement. Offer limited to U.S.A.

HOLLYWOOD

FILM STUDIOS

7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. M296,

AMAZING

FRAME

Hollywood

38, Calif.

CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY, SAFELY

19*

ActsWithout
Below Cutting
"Razor Line"
or
Scraping Legs
The

modern

way

to remove

ugly hair from your legs is with
Neet9 Cream Hair Remover. It
works deeper than a razor, below the surface of the skin.
Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off
and hair disappears like magic.
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hush that fended off the physical world.
How can I explain
it? It
monition. Everything
shewasn't
had presaid

MATERNITY
STYLE BOOK

LANE
BRYANT
Maternity clothes are new
Fifth Avenue styles that
keep you smart throughout
pregnancy. Easy to adjust.
50th Anniversary Values.

FREE

Sizes 10 to 20
•• Misses'
Junior Sizes
11 to 19
• Women's Sizes 36 to 46
Dresses from $2.98 up; also
supporters, undies. Everything
for Baby, too. LOW prices.
Mall coupon for your FREE
Style Book In plain wrapper.

<£)ruant

e
Jan
DEPT.
917.752
E. MARKETS!.
INDIANAPOLIS 17, IND.
Mall FREE
Name

Maternity Style Book In plain wrapper.
(917)

I Post Office

Slale_

EASY EXTRA MONEY
SILL

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

to friends, clubs, neighbors, and fellow workers.
It's Easy ! The country's outstanding line. 6 FREE SAMPLES
of name-on cards (low as 50 for $1.00), stationery, napkins.
Box samples on approval. Prompt service.

LIBERTY BELL STUDIOS -Dept. B-.1, 1013 Filbert St., Phita. 7, Pa.

WANT 10 BE
A PRACTICAL
ACT

NOW— HELP

FILL THE

NEED

_ J yoo can prepare for practical experience

i a Trained

Practical Nurse

in spare time.

[Many earn while learning. Agesl8to55. High
7 school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNESheffield
SCHOOLAve.,
OF Desk
PRACTICAL
NURSING,14, INC.
i'2525
E-51. Chicago
III.

WANT

{

Nationally advertised Card Ass'ts — sell
only 100 — make up to $50! Complete line
Xmas, Everydays, Wraps, Stationery.
Also novel "Spang-1-ettes" and "Prize"
Ass'ts; Notes: Name Imprinted Xmas
Cards, 40 for $1 up. Up to 100%_ profit.
MoneyMetallic
back guarantee.
Request "Prize"
and
Boxes on approval.

|
30 GREETINGS.
FREE SAMPLES
Aiti^if
CHILTON
147 Essex St.,"|
wif/ifl
Dept. T-20, Boston, Mass.

STAMPED

LINENS

«S '/2 PRICE

You pay only 1/2 Resale Prices printed in our
catalog. Make money selling, save money buying for your own use. Buy direct from manufacturer: Seamless Tubing Pillow Cases and
Bolster Cases, Show Sheets. Scarfs, Vanity
Sets, Bedspreads, Luncheon Sets, Banquet
Cloths. Show Towels, Fancy Aprons. Infants'
Furnishings, etc. Complete embroidery instructions FREE. It's easy. Write:

EE

ART

EMBROIDERY

22 West 21st St.,

New

York IO.

CO.

N. Y.

for HOME
PERMANENTS!
And all your cosmetic uses.
Dispenses clean cotton
as you need it — special top
holds wave lotion. New,
practical, inexpensive.

COTTON

PICKER

could
weddinghave
day, happened
and was in on
fact anybody's
a part of
the sentimentally comic side of getting
married — the pretense that the groom
was unwilling, the expectation that he
would forget the ring and have to go
back for it — everything fit the pattern.
There was nothing to warn me that the
pattern had been irrevocably destroyed.
Nothing to warn me . . . and yet I was
warned.
I sat there, waiting ... it might have
been an hour. I know now, of course,
that it was a much shorter time than
that. Then down below there was a
rough knock, and the door was opened
without Tommy's offices. I heard
Amelia DeWitt's startled cry, "Dr.
Brent! — He mustn't see the bride now,
it's . . ." Her voice was muffled by the
closing of the living room door, and
Jim's step came on up the stairs.
Francie, tight-lipped, said, "I'll go.
Something's wrong — " I wondered fleet ingly if I were as white as she was;
then Jim's bulk filled the doorway. I
heard him say, "I must speak to Magplease, Francie."
He toward
closed me.
the
door gie,
behind
her and came
I knew, when Jim took me in his
arms and kissed me, that it was for the
last time. He had never kissed me so
before, his arms like steel bands pressing me to him, his lips almost fierce
against mine. When he let me go I
saw that my shoulder had crushed the
white flower in his buttonhole.
He said unsteadily, "All the way over
I've been hoping words would come to
me from somewhere, but they haven't.
There's no help. I can just tell you
what's happened. I don't ask you to
believe it, I Just
can't asmyself.
in a
nightmare.
we left We're
the house
the phone rang. Butch went back,
called me. It was an overseas call.
From Paris. When I put the receiver
to The
my ear
Carol's around
voice." me.
roomI heard
swayed. . .gently
But Carol was dead . . . !
"I told you it was a nightmare!" Jim
cried.
havespoke
spoken
aloud.She
"She's
dead . .I .must
but she
to me.
...
was rescued, she told me. I didn't hear
much. I was . . . She's coming back to
Merrimac." His voice flattened out in
the way it did when he was fighting for
control. "I can't think, Maggie, I don't
want to talk about it. I don't know
what to say or think till I know more.
Then we'll do something, something."
He came close again, but not close
enough to touch me. I was grateful for

that. "One thing I do say. I'll say it
now, and for ever. I'll never love anyday Iofdie.
I won't
speakone but
or you
thinktillorthedream
giving
you
up. This horror will pass. I swear it,
Maggie.
We'll be together . . ."
We'll be together — never, never,
never, my heart echoed mockingly.
How or when Jim left me I didn't
know. I was vaguely aware of stirring down below — the door opening and
closing, quiet movement. Once there
was a tap on my door, a timid one, not
repeated. "Francie," I thought without emotion. "Butch. They'll clean it
all up.a They'll
wrap
up the
After
long time
I went
to wedding."
the closet
and took off my blue chiffon gown, covering it carefully as though it were the
dead face of someone I loved.
I didn't even see it; I saw stars instars time
that Jim
had and
wheeled
headstead,thatthe last
I had overbeen
together on our hilltop. Our voices
came thinly back to me. "Don't teach
me astronomy," I'd said. "I've got my
own version of what goes on up there."
Jim's laugh ... "I could have guessed
it. There's a Maggie version of everything in the world, I've found. What's
I had told him, gesturing airily, about
the
story?"I saw. A castle, with spires
yourhouses
and
turrets ... a cottage, off to the
left. He had squinted upward, and
shaken his head with a laugh.
"You have to be more than willing,
I guess. I don't see a thing except
stars . . . but I'll put a fence around
your cottage, dearest." His arm made
an arc. "From there — to there."
And both of us had laughed at the
idea of putting a fence around the
stars. I smiled bitterly at the echo
of that happy laughter. For it was all
we had now, Jim and I . . . the handful
of stars around which he had traced a
fence for me one night.
I couldn't
think yet about
Truth
and unreality
seemedthe tofuture.
have
traded places; there was no point in
trying to discover which
was which.
I washadin carried
no hurry,
words
such anyway.
conviction Jim's
. . .
"We'll be together," he had said. But
conviction, and love, and Tightness for
one another . . . what good were they
when things like these could happen?
When Carol Brent could come back
from the grave to turn our lives head
over heels?
No ... I was in no hurry to stand up
to what was coming. For if things like
this could happen . . . then that fence
around the stars was the only home
Jim and I would ever have, together . . .
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Cosmetic ond Nursery Cotton

Mi.uuinuwn
A CURITY

*i¥ene& Sty THaney-Saviny Tteurt,!

Product

Division of The Kendall
Company, Chicago 16

TRUE

MAKE 6|G MONEY FAST

WITH

Take Orders for Cards-Gifts

ON

Profitable, pleasant work
full or part time selling
40 stunning Christmas &
other high quality assortments for every occasion.
Christmas boxes: 50 personalized cards .$1 & up
sell themselves. You make up to 50c per box plus
extra bonuses & special offers. Also dolls, canasta table tops, utility bags, etc. small lightweight kit. Orders filled promptly. Ask for
samples of cards and novelties (4 boxes on approval), & complete portfolio.

RICHAR
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Crescent

GREETINGS,

St.,

Long

Island

INC.

City
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EXPERIENCES!

V.

TRUE

ON SALE FOR

THE OCTOBER
NEWSSTANDS

EXPERIENCES

ISSUE
FRIDAY,
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SEPTEMBER

will continue to bring you

8

the thrilling true

dramas by real people you enjoy now at 25c.
is an

experience — read

America's

most

TRUE

For reading that

exciting

magazine —

EXPERIENCES

Look at Me Now!
(Continued from page 29)
I shared an apartment, and their dates,
and George and I.
We had had a busy day, played tennis in the afternoon, gone out to dinner,
and danced for hours.
We were all feeling footsore and deliriously weary, and we took off our
shoes and wriggled our toes.
"Hey," George said suddenly, noticing the unusually high arch in my right
foot, ''did you ever break that foot?"
"Yeah," I said after a moment.
"Yeah.
That was it. I broke my foot."
I felt sick and queer. He had noticed.
Noticed that I was "different." And I
had told a lie — a white lie, I told myself, a necessary lie. George mustn't
know that I was "a cripple."

A BIG $1.00 Box of Beautiful Christmas Cards! Sent with Janes Art
Studios Complete Sample Line.
MAKE QUICK MONEY with 21
Card Feature Box! Also, 50 NameImprinted Cards with Envelopes —
$1.00 — largest size ever offered! Gift
Wraps from Original Creators.
Make up to 50<S on every item.
SPARE TIME— FULL TIME— NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED. 15 Days
FREE Home trial. Big Bonus Plan.
All
by us.
can't
lose Postage
so writepaid
Janes
ArtYou
Studios,
Babylon 21G, New York.

NEW METALLIC!

Christmas Cards i

£**w

Yoa make 75c on every box of Metal Foil
name-imprinted Christmas Cards yoa Bell friends and
others. They bay this new sensation on sight . . . Over
50 other Christmas and Everyday assortments. Nameimprinted Christmas cards, 50 for $1, up. FREE Personal Samples. Assortments on approval. Write now.

0n0nly<
Boxes
50 i

CHAS.C.SCHWERCO..DeDt.36-M,Westfield.Mass.

/Have*50Foryou!

MaKe > su last i sreiioniy iuu sensation - ^b
al value 21 -Card $1 Christmas Assort-^**.

mentsl FREE Book tells you bow to get big
orders easily. Also show Gift Wraps, Stationery,
Children's Action Books, Address Book and over :
70 other fast selling items for all members of the^sEk:;
family. Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards SO for \«ss^ e.
$1 and up. Start earning with FREE Imprint Sam- X^J^
pies. Assortments on approval. Extra Profit Bonus
PHI I I IDC PADI1 Pll
Plant Write nowl Send No Money.
rlTILLIrO

LHliU

t»U.,

442 HUNT

AIRLINES

ST.,

NEWTON,

MASS.

NEED
WOMEN

18-35 YEARS— Air Hostesse s— Ground
Hostess — Ticket Office — Reservations — Space
Control— Secretarial— General Office— Passenger Agent. Dormitories for out of
town students. Prepare for careers in
aviation. Register Now!
Day or eve. classes

Air career course offered by BRACE DOWNS
Licensed
by State of N. Y.
IB West 58th St.. Box 2, N. Y. C. PL-9-1350
Grace Downs, Dean
Ask for booklet
"D"

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempting to do something? Write today for New
Booklet— "THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while vou walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and endorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3250 N. Green Bay Ave.
Dept. 40-J.

Milwaukee,

FREE
BOOKLET

Wisconsin

FOUND!

OVER 100 WAYS TO MAKE
EXTRA MONEY and FRIENDS

Sell friends newest Metallic
Christmas Cards, Gift Wrappings,
Novelties,
Gifts,
Children's
"Action" Books.
Profits
to 100%.
Bonus. Special Offers. Request
Feature samples on approval,
FREE samples 50 for $1 up
Name Imprinted Christmas Cards,
1 00 for $ 1 Stationery, Napkins and FREE Catalog.
NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington
315,
Mass.

Have Exciting Eyes Tonight
• Kurlash curls lashes ... makes
eyes gleam. . .sparkle. For glamorous eyes buy Kurlash today. $1
and $1.2 5 at cosmetic counters.

The Kurlosh

Co

Inc

Rochester

4, N

Y.

But I couldn't stick with it. I had to
tell him. You don't hide the truth
from the man you're going to marry.
We had a few minutes alone, later,
and I blurted out with it.
I had had polio, when I was a baby,
I explained. That mismatched foot was
the only remaining evidence of it.
"Well, for heavens sake, why didn't
you
directtell
wayme?"
of his.George asked, in that
And 1 told him that I was afraid to,
I was afraid that he couldn't love "a
He looked at me for a minute, and a
cripple."
smile
was lurking in the back of his

Have
legs!

Kept smooth
, and hair-free longer ... fay No/r
. . . the safe, odorless depilatory
lotion . . . that removes
leg hair quickly, easily . . .
leaves legs smoother . . .
more exciting . . .

For petal-smooth legs use Nair, new, safe
cosmetic lotion that dissolves hair skin-close.
No ugly razoi stubble — keeps legs haii-free
longer! Easy to use — rinses off quickly. No
clinging depilatory odor, no irritation to normal skin. Slower and softer
regrowth.For'secondlook"
/
legs—
get Nair today! It/

eyes.
"Sure,
see," heI drawled,
that
back I where
come from"You
we knew
shoot
ourAndcripples."
then he laughed. And, to my
own amazement, I laughed too.
Nobody before had ever been able
to kid me — about that.
And then he did something even
better.
"Why," he said, "I should think you'd
shout it from the rooftops. A girl who
can dance like you, play tennis the
way you do- — keep on the go all day and
all night, and never a whimper — and
who's had polio!
"Why,
remarkable!"
It was ahoney,
whole you're
new point
of view on
my life long fight against the crippling
effects of infantile paralysis, and in a
way it made me a whole new woman.
I told him about it, after that, all
about it, and bringing my grim secret
out into the open was one of the most
liberating experiences of my life.
There were five or six cases of polio
in Winchester, Tennessee, the summer
that I was stricken. It was a small
town, and I suppose for us, it was an
epidemic.
But in those days, except for a few
specialists in big city clinics, the doctors knew so little about infantile that
it was almost impossible to get an accurate diagnosis.
At eighteen months, I had just learned
to walk. When I refused my supper
one night, and mother discovered that
I was running a high temperature, she
put me to bed. Our family doctor prescribed the usual medicines for a fever,
and after a few days my temperature
was normal again.
But I wasn't really better. I remained in bed without complaint — I
don't remember any pain, but of course
there must have been some. When I
did get up finally, I refused — or so
my mother must have thought — to walk.
She carried me around in her arms,
and she was worried. I was so white
and drawn.
She told a neighbor I was

Cosmetic lotion to
remove hair safely

//fW

FOR LEGS THAT DELIGHT
USE NAIR TONIGHT

~7 Q u
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$50 EASY!

Leading 21 Card
sortments. Samples on approval.
New, SenChristmas
Assational,
Money making Gift Items. Don't delay. Write
today.
America's

DEPT.

LORAIN ART STUDIOS

24

VERMILION,

OHIO

SAMPLES
FREE
SO & 25 for
Imprinted
CHRISTMAS
SI.
OO. Name
CARDS
and
STATIONERY

High School Course
at Home

iy Finish in 2 Years

j Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to real*
dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subject!
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
»

American

School, Dept

H653, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

FALSE TEETH
KLUTCH holds them tighter
KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dental plates
so much firmer and snugger that one can eat and talk
with greater
comfort
and security;
in many lessens
cases the
almost as well as
with natural
teeth. Klutch
constant fear of a dropping, rocking, chafing plate, 25c
and 50c
at money
druggists.
If your druggist
hasn't
it,
don't
waste
on substitutes,
but send
us 10c
and we will mail you a generous trial box. © I. P. Inc.

Box 5086-1. ELMIRA, N.
!US."«E"!CO.,PS
ORIASIS

KLUTCH

Y.

D€RmOIL

(SCALY

SKIN

TROUBLE)

MAKE THE ONE

TEST .
SPOTs

how longryou have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoriasis and Dermoil
with
amazing,
true
photographic proof of results
sentFREE.Writeforit.

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease
Psoriasis.
Applymoil.non-staining
Thousands doDerfor
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report thethered scales
gone,
patches have
gradually di!.

„,.„ „i,i„ FOR

SENDNEROUS
GE

IAL.*
TRZE
\ SI

appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
doctors and is backed by a
again. Dermoil is used by many
to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
positive isagreement
money
refunded without question. Send XOc (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous One spot
Test." Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directcd.Print
Sold by Liggettanc I Walgreen Drug
delay. Druggists.
Don't
nameplalnly.
Stores and other
leading
UKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925. Strathmoor Station. Dept. «104, Detroit 27, Mich.
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Earn '40 a week

"fading
away incame
frontin the
of her
The neighbor
houseeyes."
and
into my room. She knelt down by my
bed and felt the back of my neck, and
pulled at the tendons in my legs. They
were quite stiff.
"I'll bet you anything," she said,
"that this child has had infantile

AS A TRAINED
PRACTICAL

NURSE!

Practical nurses are alwayB needed!
Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women — 18 to 60 years of
age — nave done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-underetand leBBons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 & day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN I
Mrs. B. C of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
couree. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months Bhe earned $1900! You,
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 5 1st year. Send coupon nowl

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

:-i

Dept. 29,
41 East Pearson Street, Chicago 11. HI.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name_
_Aee_

03

mwmmm
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EARN EXTRA MONEY IN YOUR SPARE TIME!
Showing Smartly exclusive Sunshine line to Friends,
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Mother hurried me to the doctor then,
paralysis."
firmed.
and
our neighbor's guess was conBut there was very little he could do
now. I had had polio. It was all over.
There was an operation some doctors
were recommending — to cut the paralyzed tendons. My father put his foot
down at this. No surgery.
So they took me home and hoped
for the best. When it was clear that
I must learn all over again to walk,
they bought me a tiny wheel chair.
When I was three, my father heard
of a famous Austrian physician, Dr. Lorenz, a specialist in infantile paralysis,
who had just arrived in New York. As
fast as the first train out could carry
us
were in Dr. Lorenz's office in
NewweYork.
I was one of the lucky ones. Surgery
would have only made my problem
worse. My parents were intelligent
enough to know that. And they were
intelligent enough, and fortunately for
me, well-to-do enough to take me to
the best doctors for treatment.
The treatment Dr. Lorenz recommended— and which I suffered through
until I was twelve years old — was the
most modern approach to polio, very
much the same sort of treatment that
is used in the advanced hospitals and
clinics today. I would never have
forgiven Dr. Lorenz, I suppose, except
that it worked, except that I am so
nearly normal physically today.
I still find it hard to forgive Miss
Fitzpatrick, the masseuse, who came to
our house every day for five years and
exercised my right foot and leg, revolving my stiff foot, pushing it up
and back farther than it would go —
to loosen those back tendons so I could
get my heel to the floor — and then
pulling at my leg, until I screamed in
pain. Who made me play hopscotch
on my right leg, and not for fun. It
was painful, and it' was tedious.
But of
forgive
her. and
I'm
grown
up course
enough Inow
to forgive
forget, and be grateful. And I'm well.
When I was six — along with all the
other little girls in my crowd — I began
to take ballet lessons. It was impossible to point my toe — but I pointed it.

I learned to swim, and to dance, to
play tennis. Not just as well as everybody else, but better.
It wasn't that I wanted to win — except over myself. What I wanted was
to be like everybody else, to be normal.
When I went to high school, I played
baseball — like a boy— and I was one
of the stars of the track team. And
nobody knew that my whole right leg
had been paralyzed. The psychologists
could explain it: because I felt inferior, Iwas driven, compelled, to excel at everything.
As George has said since, without my
handicap,
probably
turned out IDinah
Shore. wouldn't have
I still remember the Girl Scout hikes
I used to take as a girl, over hill and
dale, until I could barely lift that poor
little old right foot.
When I reached adolescence, and like
all my friends, was vanity consumed,
I took up my exercises where Miss Fitzpatrick had left off, and worked over
that right leg of mine until nobody,
except me, could know that it was
different from the other one.
Hard work is the one thing I associate with those years, more than the
discomfort, more even than the fun
that I had dancing, swimming, playing
games after I had finally mastered
them, and myself. And hard work was
a habit which I found very useful later
when I began to sing, and wanted — as
always — to do it better, better, best.
I think George is right — I could, without polio, have been a very lazy girl.
My story is not unusual.
I know a boy, Jim Patterson, who
had polio when he was a child, who is
the best swimmer I know. And my
friend, Dave Alber, was terribly crippled as a child and now runs a very successful business. Polio didn't stop Ida
Lupino and everybody knows the part
infantile paralysis played in the life of
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
I have a wonderful husband, and a
wonderful daughter — and I intend to
have three more. And I have my work
and I love it. I have everything.
Thanks to polio?
I have to admit that, like all mothers, I live in constant terror during
"polio season" that our Missy will be
stricken. I watch out for fatigue as
for the Black Plague, and will let
nothing — but nothing — interfere with
her daily naps or her early bedtime.
Polio, as I have indicated, may have
been the turning point in my life.
Just the same, please God, let Missy
be spared it.
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My Son, Mel Allen

GOOD READING FOR
VACATION-TIME —
"Week-End

(Continued from page 58)
"You don't haye to worry, mother,"
he would tell me. "I do my lessons
and my satisfied.
studying in school." But I still
wasn't
Then one morning, a little after ten, I
looked out the front window and saw
Mel coming home with a big pile of
schoolbooks. I ran to the door and
without waiting for any explanation, I
said, "It happened, didn't it?"
"But, mother," he began. I was too
upset to let him go on. "Don't 'mother'
me," I told him. "You had better not
come in because I am very angry."
He put his books down on the steps
and ran down to his father's store. I
knew where he would go, so I telephoned. "Mel just came home with all
his books," I told my husband, "just like
I was to
afraid
it would
started
cry and
hung up.happen." I

Companion"

Delightful collect'on of entertaining
short stories — perfect for lazy hours
in the sun.

"South

Sea Stories"

Exciting sea yarns that will send chills
up your spine. You can carry thrilling
adventures in your pocket or handbag.
These

are

but two of the increasingly popular, hard-bound

PERMABOOKS
35c

Then I saw a man and two women
coming to the door. They told me they
were from the school and I got excited
and started to apologize for Mel.
The man tried to calm me. "We came
to
you," he
said. in
"Melvin congratulate
won the highest
average
his
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NERVOUS

ALL1MIN
relieves distressing symptoms of
"nervous stomach" — heaviness
after meals,
ing, bloating and colic due to gas. ALLIMIN
has belchbeen
scientifically tested by doctors andfound highly effective. More than a 'A billion sold. At all drug stores.
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No Other Method Does All These Things For You!
No wonder Dr. ScholFs Zino-pads are the
largest selling foot reliefs in the world! There
is no other method that does
so many things for you.
So, join the millions who
always get instant reand keep
cornsliefthis
quick,free
easy,of
economical way. Get
a box today. Sold
everywhere.

D-rScholls Zino pads
DANGER!
Help Guard Your Children From
Painful Swelling, Dread Infection
Mothers, neglect of minor injuries, cuts, burns,
scratches, scalds may lead to painful, terrible infection. Help protect your children, family with gentle,
soothing Oil-O-Sol. Helps control infection, ease pain,
speed healing. Get wonderful germ-arresting antiseptic,
first aid Mosso's Oil-O-Sol, 500 today, all drug stores.

classes and he is being sent to the capital, Raleigh, to act as lieutenant governor for a day. At the time we were
living in Greensboro, North Carolina.
Mel had never told me he was getNOSES
RESHAPED
ting honors because he was a modest
FACE LIFTING
boy who didn't like to talk about himself.
Loose skin,
outstandingwrinkles,
ears, lips, baggy
I remember the first money he earned,
eyelids, breasts, scars,
when he was thirteen. We had moved
tattoos — corrected by plassurgery. Consultation
from Birmingham, Alabama, where he j and ticBooklet
MC Free.
was born on Valentine's Day, 1913, to
LINCOLN
HOUSE
Greensboro, N. C. He was in second
PUBLISHERS
542 FIFTH
AVE.,
Suite 63,
LE 2-1596
year high and he wanted to have some
1 UNWANTEDN. J Y. C
money of his own, so he got a Saturday
job in a drygoods store. The first thing
we knew, he came home and told us
HAIR
he was making change at the cash regisTEMPOSABY RELIEF IS NOT ENOUGH
/ ONLY 3Y KltUMC THE HAIC gQOT CAN YOU
ter. Ididn't approve of that, so I spoke
' BE SURE l/NWANT£D HA/ff tS GONE FMttVfB J
BRINGS
REUSE
SOCtAi VN7/L
NARf/NESS.
~
to
"I older
trust
'f DO
NOT ItSe
Ol/NAND
METHOD
YDU
him the
moreowner,
than Iwho
wouldanswered,
a lot of the
HAVE READ OUR /NSTRUCT/OAf
BOOK t
clerks
in my never
store." have worried about
I should
either of my boys, because they never
gave me a day's trouble, but I would
hear about some young boy from a nice
family getting into scrapes and it
would bother me. I knew Mel was
hanging around the ball park and
meeting the players, which was all
right, but when he came home one afternoon with a brand-new bat L asked
him where he got it. "They gave it to
me at the ball park," he explained.
Next day he came home with a baseball. After a while he had more baseballs and several bats.
Then one afternoon I got a fright
when I saw Mel and a policeman coming up the walk. The policeman had his
arm around my son's shoulders. My
knees shook as I opened the door. Mel
just stood there, waiting for the officer
to speak, but I didn't wait. "It isn't my
boy's fault," I told him. "He says you
policemen take those bats, too, so what
do you expect of a little boy?"
The man stopped me. "It's all right,"
he said. "Mel told you the truth. The
players do give us the bats. I came today because Mel and I are friends and
I told him the next time I was up this
way I wanted to meet the mother of a
boyWhen
that Mel
everybody
much." of
entered likes
the so
University
Alabama, at Tuscaloosa, we moved
there. My husband was traveling then
and I thought I should make a home for
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the children where they would be going
to school. We stayed in Tuscaloosa
eleven years until all the children got
through college.
Mel was one of the busiest students
you ever saw. He was in college
dramatics, he wrote and edited for the
school paper, he was on the debating
team. He managed the University
baseball team and both he and Larry
played intramural sports.
All these things were incidental to
his study of law, for which he won his
degree and his membership in the Alabama bar. But he never practised law
because a whole chain of things happened to alter the things he planned. If
they had not happened, we might never
have lived in New York and he might
be a successful lawyer in his home state.
But I'm satisfied just the way things are,
because he is happy and a success in
what he is doing.
I think the first time Mel ever broadcast was in 1935, when Alabama was
playing the Kentucky basketball team.
It wasn't a real broadcast, but the
coach's
wifeand
couldn't
makethethestudents
trip to
the
game
she and
wanted to follow it. She asked why
someone couldn't get wire reports and
re-create the game play by play, as
if it were being announced on radio.
They thought of Mel because he had
been doing things like that on the
campus. Everyone gathered in the
gym and Mel took over. They liked it
so well that they encouraged him to go
to Birmingham and audition as a sports
announcer. But it was through his
staunch friend Frank Thomas, great
football coach at Alabama, that Mel
started in radio. In response to a query
from a Birmingham station — WAPI —
Coach Thomas recommended that they
try Mel as a football announcer.
They did and liked him too and after that he handled two winters of
football broadcasts and a summer of
news.
While he was still an undergraduate Mel temporarily replaced an instructor who was ill and he did so well
that they kept using him. After he got
his degree he was made a full time
speech instructor and debating coach.
One of the men at the radio station
thought he ought to go to New York
and get a radio job but he wanted Mel
to sign a contract to give him half his
earnings if he helped Mel get started.
I told Mel if he was as good as all that
he was good enough to get by on his
own. I said, "You're the one who is going to do the earning of the money."

My husband wanted him to forget radio,
but I thought Mel should have a chance,
if he wanted it. "You have your degree
and you have the law at your fingertips," Itold him. "If you want to try
something else for a while, I think
that's all right."
Well, Mel really went to New York as
a vacation and a lark, over the Christmas holidays. There were some radio
shows he wanted to see and because he
had been doing football broadcasts for
the CBS affiliate in Birmingham —
WBRC— he went to the CBS station in
New York to ask for some broadcast
tickets. They thought Mel had come to
audition for a job that was open and
for which about sixty announcers had
come in from key cities.
"I'm not ready for a New York job,"
Mel told the supervisor. The man said
he was foolish not to try out. "They
won't
holdtheit experience
against you will
if you
don't
win and
be good.
You can try out again next year, if you
The upshot of the matter was that
Mel took the audition and won. He still
had
his could
teaching
andbecause
didn't
lose."he
feel
leavecontract
suddenly
the head of his department was away.
The station said they would hold the
job until he could report, so he went
back and finished out the school year.
Mel tackled his job in New York just
like he did everything else. When he
had to announce the Dartmouth Winter
Carnival, one of the first big sports assignments they gave him, he didn't
know a thing about ski-jumping. After
all, we don't have winter sports in
Alabama and the only skiing he ever
saw was in the newsreels. He spent
the week before the broadcast at the
public library reading everything he
could get hold of on skiing and making notes. When he got to the inn at
Dartmouth he cornered a former Olympic ski champion and drew him out for
almost four hours, so he learned everything else he needed, including the technical terms to describe the events.
Everybody knows how he had to substitute for Ted Husing in a broadcast
from an airplane to cover an auto race,
and when it was almost an hour late in
starting he had to ad lib about a subject on which he knew very little. They
said he did a wonderful job, especially
for such a young and inexperienced announcer.
I have heard that some people accuse Mel of being partial to the Yankees, but I have never heard about the
other clubs complaining.
Maybe
he
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wishes in his heart that his team would
win but he is always fair. According
to what he tells me, he lets the tempo
of the game dictate the amount of excitement he gives to his report. For
his local DuMont telecast, such as the
Yankee games, he can let more of his
own feeling get into it. For the World
Series and All-Star game, he tries to do
the straightest fastest reporting job he
possibly can and keep his personal feelings out of it. He gets very excited because he loves the game so much.
For recreation Mel plays golf and
swims, but he really has very little
time off from his broadcasts and the
Fox Movietone newsreels he does twice
a week, and the charity benefits. He
likes variety shows on television and
of course he watches the fights and
sports events and listens to the other
commentators. When he goes on the
road he catches up on movies. He likes
double features and doesn't care
whether he sees musicals, comedies or
dramastures
— andashe long
they're
can as
relax.
Whengoodhe pichas
time for it at home he takes me along.
He likes me to dress up and go out with
him.
Larry keeps his scrapbooks, and we
haven't room on our walls for all the
citations Mel has received and his wonderful trophies, especially the Sporting News trophies he has won for four
successive years. Our television set
was presented to me at Birmingham by
Tuscaloosa friends on Mel Allen Day.
Birmingham showered many honors on
Mel. Every mother who reads this will
know I am not bragging when I say
that these were among the proudest
days of my life, to see my boy honored by the dignitaries of cities where
he grew up with only the average opportunities and advantages that every
American boy has. If I had never
known before what a wonderful land
of opportunity America is, I did then.
The fans have been wonderful to Mel.
When he was sick they sent so many
flowers that we had to give them to hospitals. Children make him little gifts
and women send presents for me as
well as for Mel.
During the World Series, bags and
bags of mail arrived at our apartment
in the Riverdale section of New York.
We try to keep our number a secret,
much as we don't like to act that way,
for there are so many letters that we
can't handle them from the house
and so many ' telephone calls that we
can't answer them all. Of course
there are cranks, the people who
write to any well-known person. And
women who send expensive gifts that
my son cannot possibly accept. There
is even one girl who sends him a
pressed rose every day. Many of these
things come anonymously, or without
any clue to return addresses.
I don't blame these women, because
my son is a good-looking six-footer
with dark hair and fine gray eyes, who
hasn't yet found the girl he wants to
marry. But like every man, he wants
to do the courting.
The letters that interest Mel most
are the ones from the real fans, of any
age. He wants to hear their criticism,
and of course he loves their praise, as
I think
his greatest joy right now is
who
wouldn't?
playing
with
daughter
Esther's
children. Esthermymarried
a doctor
and
they live on nearby Long Island. Risa
Pearl Kaufman, who is four, and baby
William Joel are the apple of their
Uncle Mel's eye. And I'm sure that he
can hardly wait to be able to teach
them baseball!
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TIME
AND GET YOUR OWN DRESSES WITHOUT COST as an extra bonus
What a happy holiday you can have— with
money worries off your mind! Starting
right away, you can earn up to $23 a week
in spare time, just by showing Fashion
Frocks to your friends and neighbors.

Flattering
tri - color
coat - dress
does wonders for any
wardrobe! ,

Like some exceptional Fashion Frocks representatives, that would mean up to $460 in the 20
weeks before Christmas, to spend any way you
want! And get your own lovely dresses, too, as a
bonus! —without paying a cent! This remarkable
opportunity is offered by FASHION FROCKS,
INC. Our dresses are bought by women in every
state, and nearly every county. We need new
representatives right away to take orders in spare
time and send them to us. Any woman, even without previous experience, can act as our representative. Whether you are married or single —
housewife or employed — you can get the chance
to obtain stunning dresses as a bonus — dresses
that will not cost you a penny. In addition, you
can make splendid weekly cash commissions — up
to $23 and $25 a week, or more! You simply take

IT'S EASY TO
EARN ALL THE
MONEY YOU
NEED FOR
XMAS!

orders when and where you please for FASHION
FROCKS— gorgeous originals of exquisite fabrics,
unbelievably low-priced down to $2.98. For every
order, you get paid in cash on the spot.

NO CANVASSING -NO

EXPERIENCE NEEDED

Each dress carries the Good Housekeeping Seal
of Approval and our own unconditional guarantee of satisfaction or money back. No house-tohouse canvassing is needed. When women see
these exclusive styles— so different from run-of-themill dresses — so easy to buy without going to
crowded stores — they just can't help but order
2 and 3 at a time! Amazing variety of styles,
colors, weaves, and patterns. Famous fabrics that
are soft, rich, enduring. And a complete range
of sizes for every type of figure— Misses, Half-Sizes,
Juniors and Stouts. With these features, you don't
need previous experience to take in steady cash
earnings, week after week! Can't you use a handy
extra income— especially with Christmas coming
on? And wouldn't you like your own lovely
dresses without cost? Just mail the coupon!

START EARNING RIGHT AWAY!
Christmas will be here before you know it. So
don't put off writing in. Get started earning extra
money for the things you want. Your Style Portfolio—with samples of America's finest fabrics— is
absolutely free. Make up your mind right nowthen send the coupon. There's no obligation, nothing to pay. Paste the coupon on a postcard, and
mail it today!

PORTFOLIO
OF

ADVANCED

Desk E3053,

Cincinnati 25, Ohio

PASTE THIS COUPON ON POSTCARD -««#
FASHION

FROCKS,

***.'

INC.

Desk E30S 3, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE
EXCEPTIONAL CASH

EARNINGS LIKE THESE?
Marie Pallon, Illinois - took
in an average of $39- a week.
Mrs. Carl C. Birch, Maryland
— earned an average of $36. a
week and loved every minute of it!
Mrs. Claude Burnett, Alabama-averaged $3150 a week
right in her home community.

YES— I am interested in your opportunity to make money
in spare time and get my own dresses without a penny of
cost. Send me everything I need to start right away, without obligation.
Name
—
,
Address.ZoneStateCity
Dress SizeAge-
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Show the world a lovelier complexionwith your very first cake of Camay !
Wonderful things happen when your
skin is soft and smooth! And you can
be lovelier with your first coke
of Camay! Change to regular care
—use Camay alone. Never let a lesser
soap touch your skin. You'll have a fresher,
clearer complexion— very soon!
Where in the world will you find
a finer beauty soap than Camay?
It's so mild and gentle— so quick
with its rich, creamy lather. And no
other soap has ever quite captured the
flattering fragrance of Camay. Yes—
Camay gives you the finest kind of
complexion care— your very first cake
brings a lovelier complexion!

SCENES

FROM

J ANE'.SY ROMANCE

Courtship in Hipboots! A
trout stream can set the
scene for romance — when
one of the anglers has a
complexion like Jane's! She
says: "Camay is my best
beauty aid. Camay's lather
is so kind to my skin!"
Honeymoon on Wheels! Luray
Caverns in Virginia was one
of the exciting stops on Jane
and Albert's auto trip
through the South. Camay
went
along
Jane's
beauty
kit! Her
firstin cake
of Camay
brought new skin beauty. It
can do the same for you!

Mrs. Albert Molokoff
the former

Jane Kasmer

of Union

City, N. J

Q.it^

Camay-the soap of beautiful women

You can count on keeping your mouth and breath more wholesome,
sweeter, cleaner— if you guard against tooth decay and gum troubles

both. So don't risk halfway dental care. Use doubly-effective Ipana care
for better all-around protection for your whole mouth.

Keep your Whole Mouth Wholesome!
Fight tooth decay and gum troubles with the
one leading tooth paste specially designed to do both!*
To enjoy a healthier, more wholesome
mouth — you must fight tooth decay. But,
dentists warn — you must fight gum troubles, too!
With one famous tooth paste— *with Ipana
and massage — you can guard your teeth
and gums BOTH.
"I have confidence in Ipana . . .
Bristol-Myers makes it,"

says Bobbie Snow
of Woodside, N. Y.
Bristol-Myers, makers of Ipana Tooth
Paste, have worked with leading
dental authorities for many years on
scientific studies of teeth and gums.
You can use Ipana with complete
confidence that it provides effective
care for teeth and gums both. It's another reliable Bristol-Myers product.

No other tooth paste — ammoniated or
otherwise — has been proved more effective than Ipana to fight tooth decay. And

no other leading tooth paste is specially
designed to stimulate gum circulation —
promote healthier gums.
Remember, Ipana is the only leading tooth
paste made especially to give you this
doubly-protective, doubly-effective care.
Now, today, start this double protectionkeep your whole mouth "Ipana wholesome." You'll like Ipana's wholesome, refreshing flavor, too. Get Ipana!

NEW!

Big economy size Ipana
saves you up to 23$

IPANA
For healthier teeth, healthier gums

for lasting
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Why An All-CBS Issue
"I Remember Arthur — "
by Mary B. Quigg
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Heads Above The Crowd
by Dorry Ellis
Traveler Of The Month
by Tommy Bartlett
Come and Visit Marie Wilson
by Viola Moore
Radio Mirror's Daytime Serial Fashions For You
Fine Food — Fine Friends (Favorite Recipes of Godfrey and Friends)
This Is My Life
by Aunt Jenny
Nonsense and Some-Sense
by Art Linkletter
Poetry
When A Girl Marries
by Joan Davis

stronger grip — won't slip out
You don't need a flair for hair styling
to set this newest hair fashion. It's
a breeze with De Long bob pins.
Alluring, natural curls last longer,
for De Long's grip holds hair tighter.
Take the blue De Long card home today.
How

to Set the eminent
"U" Bob-styled
by Mr. tarry,. •
iVeto York hairdresser.
Set top hair in two rows, turning
first row toward face, next row
away from face. (Work with
even strands.) Pin two vertical
rows at left temple, the first row
toward face, second away.
Make circlets across the back to
right ear, in two clockwise rows.
Do right temple like left. To
comb out— brush hair up briskly,
then down into a soft halo.

12
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40
42
46
60
62
71
72
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New Friends, Old Friends On CBS-TV.
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Contest
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How could he treat her this way?
HER

FIRST date with a most attractive man
. . . and hete she was, back home, and on
the point of tears, by half-past ten. What had
she said . . . what had she done to change his
eagerness to indifference? She would never know
: . . didn't even suspect!
Can You Be Sure?
How dare any woman assume that her breath is
always beyond reproach?
Halitosis (unpleasant breath) has a habit of
cropping up when you least expect it ... of putting you in the worst sort of light when you
want to be at your best. And you, of course,
may not know when you're guilty.
Before Any Date

LISTERINE

ANTISEPTIC

Isn't it foolish to risk offending when Listerine
Antiseptic is such an extra-careful, wholly delightful precaution?
You merely rinse the mouth with it night and
morning, and always before any date and, lo!
your breath becomes fresher and sweeter. Moreover, itstays that way, too . . . not for seconds
•. . . not for minutes . . . but for hours, usually.
While some cases of halitosis are of systemic origin,
most cases, say some authorities, are due to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles clinging to
mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts
such fermentation, then overcomes the odors fermentation causes.
Lambert

Pharmacal

Company,

St. Louis, Missouri

The Extra-Careful Precaution Against Offending

July

READER'S
DIGEST
rts the same

repo
research which proves
that brushing teeth
right after eating with

COLGATE
DENTALCREAM
STOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
Better Than Any Other Way of
Preventing Tooth Decay According
to Published Reports!
Reader's Digest for July reports on one
of the most extensive experiments in dental history! And remember these additional
facts: The toothpaste used exclusively in
this research was Colgate Dental Cream.
Two years' research showed brushing teeth
right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream stopped tooth decay best! Better
than any other home method of oral
hygiene! The Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than ever reported
in all dentifrice history!

NEW MEXICO
Once upon a time, the little town of Truth or Consequences, New
Mexico was known as Hot Springs. But that was before its citizens,
8,000 of them, honored the radio show, Truth or Consequences, by
giving its name to their town. Down to the-then Hot Springs came
T. or C. emcee Ralph Edwards and his staff for the rechristening ceremonies and to broadcast T. or C.'s tenth anniversary show. (Truth or
Consequences, on Tues., 9:30 P.M. EDT, CBS. Sponsor: Philip Morris.)

No Other Toothpaste or Powder
Ammoniated or Not
Offers Proof of Such Results!
Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3
who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!
Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all
tooth decay, or help cavities already started.
But the Colgate way is the most effective
way yet known to help your dentist prevent
decay.

*Y0U SHOULD KNOW! Colgate Dental Cream,
while not mentioned by name, was used exclusively inthe research reported in Reader's Digest.

Full-fledged honorary deputy sheriff
Ralph Edwards leads the big parade
at the name-changing
ceremonies.

Members
sheriff'sdeputy,
posse
swear in of
theirthehonorary
T. or C. emcee
Ralph Edwards.

Two young citizens of Truth or
Consequences get a look at the
man whose show their town honored.

Ralph examines his namesake, Ralph
Edwards Paffmoore. born during festivities to Mrs. Edward
Paffmoore.

United States Testing Co. proves—

NVISIBLE PLAYTEX LIVING GIRDLE Gives
More Figure Control with
Greater Freedom of Action
^

than girdles costing
more than three times as much /
lou can't buy a better girdle
for three times the price!" say the
makers of Playtex. As proof, they
authorized the U. S. Testing Company, Inc. to test this girdle against
girdles costing up to $15 !
Six large New York department
stores were asked by consumers to
send a girdle, costing about $15,
which, in the stores' opinions, offered
"the most figure-control." Each store
sent a different girdle— ranging from
$14.09 to $15.00.
Playtex— famous for amazing
figure-slimming power— proved 40%
lighter, demonstrated 60% greater
freedom of action than the average of
all other girdles tested. And Playtex
was the only girdle you could wash in
ten seconds, dry with a towel ! It does
more for you than any other girdle!
In bUM, silvery tubes,
PLAYTEX LIVING GIRDLES

Made

of tree-grown

liquid latex, PLAYTEX

It fits invisibly under clothes, washes

slims without a seam, stitch or bone.

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large
Extra-large size slightly higher

in seconds, dries with a towel.

No Wonder Leading French and
American Designers Acclaim PLAYTEX7

ANTHONY

BLOTTA.

New York originator:
"Playtex gives a lithe
silhouette, fits invisibly under the sliminest clothes."

PIERRE

BALMAIN.

designer:
"Playtex is perfect, it
gives one the line, the
dimness and above all
the freedom."

Paris

ADELE

SIMPSON.

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORP'N.
Playtex Park
©1030
Dover Del.

Ot

York City:
"Playtex allows freedom of action, gives
you grace as well as
slenderness."
New

$3.50 to $3.95

In bum, shimmering Pink Tubes,
PLAYTEX PINK-ICE GIRDLES . $3.95 to $4.95

irene, Hollywood de- pauline

trigere.

signer: "When you winner of Fashion
wear
your and
sil- woman
Critics Award
:"Every
houettePlaytex
is slender
can have
this
supple, with smooth
youthful lines."

lithe, slender silhouette with a Playtex."

Hits and Misses emcee
Harry Marble quizzes
Radio Mirror editors
Doris McFerran, Joan
Pollock,

Jo

Pearson.

A WAY WITH THE WOMEN

Radio was responsible for this marriage: Marble and Doris met
at WCAU, where she was organist and he was program director.

Six mornings a week, Marble shares the conversation with Margaret Arlen on her WCBS
news and interview show designed for women.

Harry
Marble's
first success
was' too
at a much
desk job
but
the lure
of speaking
over intheradio
air was
for —him,
with the result that today he's a very busy fellow before
the
mike at WCBS,
Broadcasting
System.New York's key station of the Columbia
Mornings six days a week find Marble passing the chatter
with Margaret Arlen; evenings, from 5:30 to 6:00 P.M., he
emcees WCBS's cross-the-board quiz show, Hits and Misses.
In addition, several other network assignments make him one
of the airwaves' busiest, best-known and best-liked announcers.
Marble was born in Brownsville, Maine, January 11, 1905.
The family moved to Lynn, Massachusetts, and Marble completed his schooling there. His acting in high school and amateur productions aroused a desire for a theatrical career, so,
against the admonition of his parents who wanted him to enter
college, he headed straight for the footlights.
Marble broke into radio as an announcer at a local Boston
station in 1937 and only six months later he became a program
director at WCAU, CBS's station in Philadelphia.
The monotony of a desk job kept haunting him, and in
September, 1941, Marble left Philadelphia to come to CBS,
New York, as an announcer.
The army took over his career in October, 1942. He was
graduated from Officer Candidate School and was a second
lieutenant when honorably discharged from service in November, 1943. Since that time he has been constantly in
demand as a top-flight announcer.

ON THE COVER
CBS radio and TV stars in programs
new and old. Watch for theni, listen to them on your CBS station

1. Edgar Bergen, back
with friends Charlie and
Mortimer on Sundays at 8
P.M. EDT. Watch for announcement of his television show.

Good, Good, GOOD... this Deodorant News!

JfewiJnerMum
more effective ]mgwl

2. Keeping class on Sundays at 6:30 P.M. EDT is
Eve Arden as Our Miss
Brooks.
3. Arthur Godfrev: heard
Mon.-Fri. 10:15 A.M. EDT
with his friends; on TV
Wed., 8 P.M. EDT. Talent
Scouts is on both radio and
TV, Mon. 8:30 P.M. EDT.
4. Marie Wilson as My
Friend Irma, heard Mon.
10 P.M. EDT.
5. Faye Emerson's thrice
weekly TV show, Fifteen
With Faye, is on Tues.,
Thurs., Sat, 7:45 P.M.
EDT.
6. Fred Waring: Sundays,
9 P.M. EDT on TV.
7. Jo Stafford sings on
Club 15, Tues. and Thurs.,
7:30 P.M. EDT and on the
Contented Hour, Sun., 10
P.M. EDT.
8. Horace Heidt Show,
Sun. 9:30 P.M. EDT.
9. Julie Stevens plays the
title role in The Romance
of Helen Trent, Mon.-Fri.,
12:30 P.M. EDT.

NOW

10. Bing Crosby's show is
on Wed., 9 P.M. EDT. Bing
sings daily, Mon.-Fri. 10
A.M. EDT.

CONTAINS

INGREDIENT

AGAINST

AMAZING

M-3-THAT

ODOR-CAUSING

NEW

PROTECTS

(

BACTERIA

New Protection! Let the magic of new
Mum

protect you— better, longer. For today's Mum, with wonder-working M-3,
safely protects against bacteria that cause
underarm perspiration odor. Mum never
merely
"masks"
odor— simply doesn't give
it a chance
to start.

New Creaminess! Mum is softer, creamier than ever. As gentle as a beauty cream.
Smooths on easily, doesn't cake. And
Mum is non-irritating to skin because it
contains no harsh ingredients. Will not
rot or discolor finest fabrics.

! Even Mum's new perNew Fragrance
fume isspecial— a delicate flower fragrance
created for Mum alone. This delightful
cream deodorant contains no water to dry
out or decrease its efficiency. Economical
—no shrinkage, no waste.

Mum's protection grows and GROWS !
Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,
Mum not only stops growth of odorcausing bacteria — but keeps down
future bacteria growth. You actually
build up protection with regular exclusive use of new Mum !
Now at your cosmetic counter I

A PRODUCT

OF

BRISTOL-MYERS

£2k

Darling of the ladies was Breakfast In Hollywood's orchidgiving, hat-donning Tom Breneman. A parakeet is in this one.

"Henry! HENRY ALDRICH!" When Mother sent forth that call,
Henry came — but quick.
(Katharine
Raht and Ezra Stone.)

RADIO'S
Part X: War news
filled the air, but
radio didn't forget
that its big job

was entertainment

LLEWELLYN
Precocity

and

charm

have

made

the

Quiz

Kids

an

enduring

attraction.

Here

the

Kids

and Joe Kelly, who emcees the ever-changing panel of high I.Q.'s, listen to Smiley Burnette.

MILLER

By

The irresistible Archie and Miss Duffy of you-know-whose
tavern sample some brew, but it's the kind known as coffee.

Radio, via news commentators like Elmer Davis, took on an
increasingly important role when the world moved into war.

OWN LIFE STORY
I U'MJ-

Radio's big rival this year was the juke box
which was turning up in neon-lighted
splendor in bars, grills and soda fountains
all over the country, grinding out "Beer Barrel Polka"
and "Three Little Fishes." (Incidentally, jukes got
their name because in Florida slang "jook" means
roadhouse where the automatic record changers first
came into wide use as "jook organs.")
The long-awaited film, "Gone With the Wind," four
hours long, had its premiere in Atlanta and was broadcast to the nation. Everybody was trying to be called
"glamour girl" except Ann Sheridan
brought a new word into the language,
John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath was
So was a translation of Mein Kampf.

whose studio
"Ooooomph."
a best seller.
Irving Berlin

wrote "God Bless America." The King and Queen of
England paid us a visit (the first time a British
monarch had crossed the Atlantic) and there was hardly anything else on the radio for days. The World's Fair
opened in New York. In the shadow of two curious
structures called Trylon and Perisphere was a central
mall, The Court of Peace. People strolling under the
pretty, multi-colored floodlights noted uneasily that
Germany was not represented and that Czechoslovakia's building was prophetically unfinished.
Through the first half of the year the war of nerves

went on and on in a dreadful electric lull before the
storm. France waited behind the supposedly impregnable Maginot Line. Britain waited under quiet skies.
Madrid fell to Franco and Spain's war was over. On
August 29, Hitler signed a ten-year non-aggression pact
with Russia. The next day he demanded Danzig and a
Polish Corridor. At midnight, September 1, Germany
marched and Hitler took the air to announce that he
was a soldier and would wear the uniform of the
Third Reich until the day of victory. On September
3, the world heard the first declaration of war ever
made over the radio. It was Prime Minister Chamberlain's quiet, tired voice.
"This morning the British Ambassador in Berlin
handed to the German government a final note stating
that, unless we heard from them by eleven o'clock
that they were preparing at once to withdraw their
troops from Poland, a state of war would exist between
us. I have to tell you that no such undertaking has been
received and, in consequence, this country is at war
with
WithGermany."
that, all that anybody listened to without fail
was the news. Radio deserves high honor for the
coverage it gave us during these days. It brought us
hours of free news and commentary, sweeping commercial considerations aside. (Continued on page 18)

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ogilvie
with Laurie Ann and Donald.
The WBEN newscaster and emcee was chosen to announce
a special Harvest of Stars
show
originating
in Buffalo.

NATIVE SON

R
M

10

While in Detroit on business, a WBEN executive
heard the voice of a young announcer over
WJR. He contacted that young man for an
interview and soon learned that Jack Ogilvie was
a native Buffalonian.
A graduate of Lafayette High School where he
played the clarinet and oboe in the school orchestra,
Jack got his start in radio in 1941 as a staff announcer at a small station in Auburn, New York
(WMBO). He later joined WBNY in Buffalo, where
he remained until his induction into the Army Air
Corps in January 1943.
While stationed in Florida with a Special Service
unit, Jack did extensive radio and stage work,
appearing in such plays as "The Eve of St. Mark"
and the G. I. version of "Room Service."
In. 1944, Jack served as a Chaplain's assistant and
organist in California and later in Las Vegas,
Nevada. It was while he was in California that he
met and married a Michigan girl, the former Iris
McBrayne.
After his discharge from the Air Corps in 1946,

he returned to WBNY as a newscaster, but his restlessness got the better of him and a year later he
went to WJTN, Jamestown, as a newscaster and
emcee.
It was in January of 1949 that he became a staff
announcer and an all-night disc-jockey at WJR,
Detroit and in September of that year he joined
WBEN, where he now broadcasts the Esso News
at 6 and 11 P.M. daily.
Jack also pilots the new daily quarter-hour
Orchid Weekend show, during which he invites
listeners to write in identifying the weekly mystery
man and telling why they would like to spend an
Orchid Weekend at the Statler.
Together with Joan Hetzelt, a Buffalo college
girl, Jack co-emceed the originally half-hour fiveday-a-week — later seventy -minute Saturday afternoon— Teen Time, a favorite show of local teensters
who came to the studio to dance during the telecasts.
When not at home with his two children — Donald,
five and Laurie Ann, two — he probably can be found
enjoying a serious game of golf or tennis.

Should You HELP Others
Even If Yod Hurt Yourself?

I did a slow burn
for 180 days !

Nora Drake, heroine of This Is
Nora Drake, heard
M-F,

2:30 P.M.

EDT, CBS. Sponsor— Toni
Co.

Here are the names of those
who wrote the best letters of
advice to Nora Drake, This
Is Nora Drake, in July's daytime serial problem
eror, inread
o Mirr
July
Inlist
s were
enerRadi
told
brief
the story of Nora Drake, of
the daytime drama, This Is Nora
Drake, and were asked the question: "Should You Help Others
?"
en
—Ev
If You
Yourself
ror Hurt
Radio Mir
editors
have
chosen the best answer from the
numerous letters sent in, and
checks have been sent as follows :

TWENTY-FIVE
DOLLARS
to: Mrs. Margaret Ryan,
Larkspur, California, for the
following letter:
Helping at the expense of
anyone's personal happiness is
fair to no one. An
individual's
resourcefulness,
independence
and mental maturity are undermined when he is prevented
from coping with life's troubles,
disappointments and disasters.
To be sure, we all need encouragement and comfort — we
often seek advice, but no character grows great without having faced — and conquered —
tribulations. The "shield" who
takes the sting of life's blows
for another allows the "shielded"
to gain nothing from experience,
does him a grave injustice.
You cannot live another's life,
you cannot fight another's battles
without weakening him whom
you seek to strengthen.
FIVE DOLLARS each for the
five next-best letters in answer
to the problem has been sent to:
Miss Doris Dean
Denver, Colorado
Mrs. H. R. Lawrence
Port Clinton, Ohio
Mrs. George Morgan
Dallas, Texas
Miss Natalie L. Taylor
Boston, Massachusetts
Miss Martha DeKreko
St. Louis, Missouri

Are You As Popular
As You Should Be?
SEE PAGE
I' nid

Xotice
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We trekked 6 months in Africa for "King Solomon's Mines." Sizzling
heat parched me to the bone . . . made my skin unbearably dry!

Acting thirsty took no talent.
Even my skin was thirsty!

Even between scenes the
African sun seared me.

But Jergens kept my hands
soft for romantic scenes.

CAN YOUR LOTION OR HAND
CREAM PASS THIS FILM TEST?
To soften, a lotion or cream
should be absorbed by the
upper layers of the skin.
Water won't "bead" on hand
smoothed with Jergens Lotion
(left hand). It contains
quickly- absorbed ingredients
doctors recommend.no heavy
oils that merely coat skin
with oily film (right hand).

Being a liquid, Jergens is
absorbed by thirsty skin.
More

women

Prove it with this simple
test described above . . .

You'll see why Jergens
Lotion is my beauty secret.

use Jergens Lotion than any other hand
Still 10* to $1.00

(plus tax)

care in the wor!d
11

move m
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So that the hot TV lights don't rob her hair of its natural oils, Doris
Brown always takes time to brush her hair and give it a cream dressing.

C5oli|^Bol
HAIR NET

GLAMOUR

STYLED for the new "neat look"

SAVES WAVES thru Work,"sleep, dampness
TRU-COLOR hair shades blend perfectly
EASY to put on; strong, yet invisible

the pretty
hasn't
Success
head of
TV's turned
Doris Brown.
She
thinks
she's
the
luckiest
girl in the
world to have been chosen Mistress
of
Ceremonies for the puppets on the
CBS Lucky Pup show.
There's no doubt, though, that the
talented Doris deserves the part. In
fact, Lucky Pup fans are so devoted
to the sleek-haired young star that
they violently object to even the
slightest change in her appearance.
They proved this last summer when
she appeared on the TV screen with
her hair tied behind her ears with a
ribbon.
Doris still
all
those listeners
who hasn't
wrote forgotten
in to object
and to tell her to go back to her usual
straight bangs and smooth, short pagesince. boy. She hasn't changed her hair
. Because Doris spends a great deal
of her life under hot television lights,
she has to be very careful that the
heat doesn't rob her hair of its. natural

oils. She always allows herself a few
extra minutes in her dressing room
before the show to brush and treat her
hair to a cream dressing. She pours
the preparation into the palms of her
hands, and gently smooths it over her
hair. Doris is never too busy to include this treatment in her daily routine. It's no wonder she always looks
so well-groomed.
Doris shampoos her hair once a
week, and stimulates her scalp with a
fingertip massage whenever she has
the opportunity. Although her lovely
chestnut-colored hair has an exquisite
sheen of its own, Doris occasionally
adds a rinse to the water to further
accentuate the highlights. She feels
that any woman who is not satisfied
with the color of her hair should
definitely do the same.
Of course, you don't have to worry
about TV lights drying out the oils
in your hair, but chances are it does
need
special
"after-summer"
care.

by the makers of
GaufCoL* HOLD BOB* '

America's best selling bobby pin
GAYLORD

PRODUCTS,

INCORPORATED

*T. M. REG. O. S, PAT. OF
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RADIO MIRROR for BETTER

LIVING

I
Daily brushing, with
a generous application of
elbow grease, is the

best beauty aid for shining, attractive hair

Learn to brush your hair and massage
your scalp every day. Apply a good
cream dressing for lubrication and a
smooth finish. If you are faithful in
your treatments, you will be able to
see a definite difference in practically
no time at all.
Once your hair is back in condition,
concentrate on a new coiffure. Study
pictures of various hair styles, and
then adapt the one that seems to be
the best for you. Consider both your
face and your figure before you make
any decision.
Pin curl your hair as often as is
necessary between shampoos (give
your hair a home permanent, if it
needs it) , and don't be discouraged if
your hair doesn't look professionally
set at first. The longer you practice,
the more skilled you will become.
Won't you join Doris in her daily
hair beauty routine? You can't afford
to miss her advice, if you truly want
to keep your head above the crowd.

COul -u<mo aJLvOJULS jL(^^1o"Jj^/C'
Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced . . .
held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.
Be sure that you are always lovely to love; charming and alluring. Your deodorant may make the
difference. That's why so many lovely girls depend
on FRESH Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against
any other deodorant — see which stops perspiration
. . . prevents odor better! FRESH is different from
any deodorant you have ever tried — creamier, more
luxurious, and really effective!
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By DORRY

ELLIS

ggi

ofOOOfiW por head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodoranc
Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as
^^^
other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor,
yet mild and gentle.
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LONGFELLA
IN STREtMUNED

Mrs. Sankey, Tommy Bartlett, Joy Genunzio, Mrs. Remmert
brate the end of a series of operations
Joy underwent

GOLD FINISH

and Joy's mother celeat a Shrine
hospital.

CASE

now with
/

FASTENOL
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for long-lasting
f

color brilliance

Flame-Glo Longfella
keeps you kissable for hours longer, with
no fear of smudges, smears or blurry
edges. What's more, it's longer, stronger
and better balanced than any lipstick
you've ever used! In a dozen
flattering, seductive fashion
shades, only 39c. Also in 'r *
regular 49<t, 25a & 10<t sizes, \
with matching rouge 25<t.
POPULAR!

IN COLO
FINISH
CASE

o, ad bright,
Genunzi
Joy
year-ol
twelveblonde,pretty,
was
undergoing her eighteenth
operation when I first heard
about her. Most of her traveling,
from the time she was two years
old, had been from home to hospitals and back again.
Joy, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alen Genunzio of Racine,
Wisconsin, had been born with
webbed hands and misshapen feet
and her parents had been having
a series of misfortunes around
the time of her birth. One of
their problems, however, turned
out to be the traditional blessing
in disguise.
Because of a housing shortage,
the John Remmerts of Racine had
arranged to give the Genunzios
a place to live in their home. And
Mrs. Remmert, a kindly, goodnatured, motherly type of person, had warmed instantly to little Joy. She cared for the baby
while Mrs. Genunzio worked, and
as her love for the child grew
she became more and more indignant at injustice which would let
such a sweet, attractive, intelligent baby face life at such a disadvantage.
Mrs. Remmert looks like a
placid, easy-going woman, but
she proved otherwise. She started
a one-woman
campaign
to "do

something" about little Joy.
Most people tried to discourage
her, and a good many told her
that she'd be better off to forget
the child. But someone did remark that if anything could be
done
for Jo,
of the Shriners'
help.
hospitals
foronecrippled
children
would be the logical source of
That was all Mrs. Remmert
needed. She began contacting
Shriners, and she got action. Joy
made her first trip to the hospital
when she was two years old. Doctors weren't too encouraging, but
Mrs. Remmert felt that any
chance was worth taking. Her
spirit was contagious and the
operations continued.
Despite all her surgery and
convalescence, the child managed to keep up her school work,
progressing right along with the
children who started kindergarten with her. Every time she went
to the hospital, her home room at
school hoped and prayed that this
would be the time when everything would be settled.
Joy was in the Shrine Hospital
for Crippled Children at Oak
Park, Illinois, when Mrs. Alice
Sankey of Racine stepped up to
the NBC microphone as a Welcome Travelers guest. Mrs. Sankey a writer
and newspaper

LIPSTICK
GET FLAME GLO AT POPULAR PRICE COSMETIC COUNTERS
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Tommy Bartlett emcees .Welcome Travelers, Mon.-Fri., 10 A. M. EDT,
Sponsor of the show is Procter and Gamble.

NBC.

MONTH
By

WASH

TOMMY
BARTLETT
woman, was reticent about herself but voluble when it came to
talking about Mrs. Remmert and
Joy Genunzio.
When Mrs. Sankey told me that
Joy would be released from the
hospital in about a month, with
full use of her hands and feet, the
story sounded almost incredible
Careful questioning convinced me
that Mrs. Sankey had the news
reporter's high regard for accuracy, however, and that if her information was inaccurate it was
because somebody was misleading her. I played it safe by telling Mrs. Sankey that if and when
Joy left
the hospital,
have
a little
party for we'd
her. like to

• ••••••
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Condition if

Joy had been in the hospital for
five months when she showed up
at Welcome Travelers, along
with her mother, Mrs. Remmert,
Mrs. Sankey and the president of
Racine Shrine, Mr. Rell Barrett.
Her child-like beauty almost
knocked me off my feet. She was
excited, a little awed, but happy
as a child can be. She spoke of
skating and of riding a bicycle
She glowed as she paid tribute to
the nurses at the hospital and she
reached
out to patsheMrs.
hand whenever
got Remmert's
a chance.
Mrs. Genunzio wanted to give
full credit to the Shrine hospital
for crippled children — to tell the
world what a wonderful work the
hospital does was the only thing
that induced her to bring Joy to
Welcome Travelers.
It was great fun to plan Joy's
"coming out" party. We put a
car and chauffeur at her disposal
and sent her
to one offor
Chicago's
smartest
restaurants
lunch.
Then she went to the zoo, because
she'd expressed a desire to see
"Bushman," a gorilla. There was
a theater party where Joy saw her
first musical comedy and then a
dinner.
We gave her a camera, because
we found out that she had always
wanted one. There were presents
for her mother and for Mrs. Remmert and Mrs. Sankey, too.
But I don't know when I've
been so pleased to present anyone with a gift as I was to give
little Joy Genunzio the present
that was proof of a miracle — a
bicycle of her very own.

How can you be sure

Want to discover how naturally lovely your hair
can be? Then use New Drene Shampoo with
Conditioning Action! This New Drene does far
more than "just wash" your hair. It actually
conditions as it cleanses . . . conditions your hair
to its loveliest natural sheen, natural softness!
You'll love the way your hair "manages" . . . it's
so clean, so silky-soft, so responsive to your
hands! No other shampoo has this Conditioning
Action. Try New Drene right away!

/ Cleans hair and scalp like a dream— yet

ya*n4o#e

ty?

SEE PAGE

Paid Notice
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it's gentle, non-drying, baby-mild!
Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Removes loose dandruff!

Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly
— even in the hardest water !

mewDA£N£
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WTOP announcer Lee Vickers prepares to take full-color motion
pictures of the Washington, D. C,
skyline from Jefferson Memorial.

IT PAYS TO BE
Although he hardly considers himself a prophet, WTOP
announcer Lee Vickers for the past sixteen years
or so has wisely kept his ear to the ground studying
courses and pursuing hobbies according to what he's
heard, and the results have been amazingly prophetic.
During his undergraduate days at Duke University
near his home in Durham, North Carolina, Lee took extensive courses in languages, but his major was physics
and he minored in mathematics. His more technical
studies culminated in a postgraduate course in physical
optics, something of a novelty, inasmuch as Vickers was
still an undergraduate at the time.
Some months after graduation in 1933 he entered radio,
not as a technician, but as an announcer for WDNC.
Lee's background in physics stood him in good stead,
for it didn't take him long to realize that he had a
decided advantage over the ordinary announcer. He
not only understood what happened in front of a mike;
he also had a pretty good idea of what went on in the
thousandon and
station
the one
air. "gadgets" that serve to keep a radio
Leaving WDNC in 1938, Lee took up his announcing
duties at As
Washington's
50,000-watt
CBS aaffiliate,
WTOP.
his number present
one hobby,
Lee chose
movie
camera. With its intermittent sprockets and multiple
high quality lenses, his sixteen millimeter camera incorporated and applied in a very practical way virtually
all of the technical principles he had studied so avidly
in college. This was a very interesting hobby, but
seemingly had no connection with radio.
The coming of television, however, changed all that.
With its principles of applied physical optics, television
has combined his vocation and his avocation — announcing and filming motion pictures.
And the prophetic Vickers story still isn't over. When
color television finally arrives on a commercial scale,
Lee will be all set for that too: His thousands of feet
of film are all in full color!

Lee is looking forward to color television, in
which he will be able to combine his vocation,
announcing, with his avocation, color movies.

.

6ertfie luxurious Bid BATH SIZE!
For velvet-smooth Beauty Lather
that caresses your skin, leaves
glowing with a warm blush
of fragrant loveliness, enjoy
with Bath Size Palmolive Soap

IT'S EXQUISITE . . . It's economical. Big, big
Bath Size Palmolive is perfect for tub or shower.
Just the gentlest massage over your body creates a glorious beauty lather that leaves your
skin glowing, alluring. Proper cleansing with
this long-lasting Bath Size smooths and

gives you a lovelier complexion all over.
And its delicate, exciting scent leaves the
merest hint of perfume on your skin— a delightful invitation to romance. Get Bath Size
Palmolive today— for Palmolive's marvelous
beauty lather means you, too, may have a
ovelier complexion head-to-toe.
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RADIO'S OWN LIFE STORY
The refunds to advertisers were staggering. Later many of the analysts
were sponsored, but at first the networks poured in time and talent at
their own expense.
New names came up fast and so did
a new style. Until this year, listeners
could nearly always spot the beginning of the commercial by the unctuous,
mellifluous tones of the professional
announcer. Now, overnight, what was
said, not how, was the important
thing. The following built by Elmer
Davis is an example. When that
grainy voice took the air, it marked
the end of the richly dulcet delivery so
stylish to this time. There were a lot
of new words on the air in those days:
materiel, communique, terrain and
jawcrackers like "procurement, actiand implement"
for fancy
"buy", talk
and
"get" vateand
"use." This
reached its full flower in the blackout
signs, "Illumination is required to be
extinguished
on these
So it is no wonder
that premises,
radio calledetc."
its
authorities "commentators" rather than
the simple and more logical "cornNo matter how they were labelled,
the voices of Major George Fielding
mentors."Eric Sevareid, John B. KenElliott,
nedy, Heatter,
Quincy Howe,
Vandeventer,
Gabriel
Raymond
Gram Swing,
Baukage and so many other brilliant
men became an indispensable part of
the daily life of the nation.
On the lighter side of radio, two
novelties of the year were to change
the whole aspect of air entertainment.
One was the arrival of the first really
mammoth
give-away
show,
Pot O'
Gold. The other
was a little
advertising
jingle:
Pepsi-Cola hits the spot,
Twelve
lot.
Twice asfull
muchounces,
for a that's
nickel,a too.
Pepsi-Cola is the drink for you.

Tonight! . . . Show him how much lovelier
your hair can look . . . after a

Exclusive! This magical secret-blend lather with Lanolin!
Exciting! This new three-way hair loveliness . . .

/ Leaves hair silken soft, instantly manageable . . .
first wondrous result of a Lustre-Creme shampoo.
Makes lavish, lanolin-blessed lather even in hardest
water. No more unruly, soap-dulled locks. Leaves hair
soft, obedient, for any style hair-do.
2. Leaves hair sparkling with star-bright sheen.
No other shampoo has the same magic blend
of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin to bring out
every highlight. No special rinse needed with
Lustre-Creme Shampoo.
R
M
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Better than a soap!
Better than a liquid!
Kay Daumit's cream shampoo
with lanolin. Jars: $2, $1.
Jars and tubes: 490, 250.

3 Leaves hair fragrantly clean, free of loose

dandruff. Famous hairdressers insist on Lustre-Creme,
the world's leading cream shampoo. Yes, tonight, show
him a lovelier you— after a Lustre-Creme shampoo!

The singing commercial had been
known almost as long as radio, but
this little rhyme turned it into a show
in itself. Following the Pepsi-Cola
jingle, scores of advertisers turned to
what is known as the spot announcement— a minute or so on the air between shows sponsored by others.
The whole trend started one evening
when two young men were pondering
the problem, "How can we make an
extra announcer
dollar?" and
One devoted
was Alan
Kent,
NBC
student
of
swing. The other was Austin Hubert
Crome-Johnson, imported from England to supervise light music for NBC.
Both were very well paid, but nonetheless ambitious for more.
"How shall we attract this extra dollar?" inquired Crome-Johnson.
"Let's look around for something that
needs fixing, and fix it," said Kent.
"What do you think stinks, old boy?"
said Crome-Johnson who was rapidly
mastering American slang.
"Commercials," said Kent, adding
darkly,
"I know.was I the
do formation
them."
The upshot
of a
new firm, Kent-Johnson, Inc. They incorporated with the deadly purpose of
writing commercials in rhyme and getting rich, both of which they promptly
did. The Pepsi-Cola song was written
in five minutes and sold for some
thousands of dollars, though they were
to spend days of labor on subsequent
songs, weighing every word and note
as in another
of their trail-blazing

UNIQUE NEWSMAN

Doyourfriends
agoodturn

-tellthem
Newsman Bob Nichols of CBS's Washington, D. C, outlet WTOP
looks over the locks of the canal in front of the old lock
house he and his wife are rerrfaking into a picturesque home.

Ever hear the sound of termites
busy at work — especially working at the White House? Or the
call of an Emperor penguin? These
sounds and many others of a similar
unusual nature are the stock-intrade of Robert E. Nichols, CBSWTOP newsman.
Mr. Nichols first became acquainted with recording natural
sounds via a tape recorder while
covering Admiral Richard Byrd's
U. S. Antarctic Expedition in 1946-47
for the New York Herald Tribune.
Dr. Albert Hoyt Taylor Jr., working
for the Naval Research Laboratory
in Washington, D. C, was picking up
the sounds of shrimp underwater,
among his other experiments, using
delicately sensitive electrical equipment. Mr. Nichols realized the value
and effectiveness of getting the
actual sounds on the spot not only
for interviews, which is an old trick,
but also for the sounds which may
be described by radio, but never
heard.
Using this technique, Mr. Nichols
has been successful in pioneering
"actuality" programs over WTOP,
Washington's
onlyincluded
50,000-watt
tion. These have
Dear staMr.
President, a documentary illustrating
the little things in the life of the
nation's capital which its first citizen,
Mr. Truman, does not have time to
investigate, and Potomac Panorama,
a series which utilized the sounds of
Washington on a variety of civic
subjects.
When the story broke about the

repairs needed on the White House,
Bob Nichols took a tape recorder to
the presidential mansion and recorded the actual sounds of the
timbers and plaster cracking and
creaking. These sounds, magnified
one thousand times via a delicate
instrument loaned to WTOP by the
Naval Research Laboratory, were
spliced into a memorable and effective program.
Born at Daytona Beach, Florida,
Mr. Nichols has lived the greater
part of his life in California. He
began his reporting career with the
San Diego Union.
In July, 1945, he joined the Washington Bureau of the New York
Herald Tribune, where he reported
the reconversion of the many "alphabet" agencies. Following the trip
to the Antarctic, Mr. Nichols was
assigned the labor beat in Washington. He joined the capital news staff
at CBS on September 27, 1948. His
regular news programs include the
Saturday editions of News of America, Story Behind the News and
Washington Tonight, three nights a
week.
Mr. Nichols and his wife, Peggy
Joan, (whom he met when she was
a night receptionist at WTOP) are
spending all their spare time working on "re-constructing" an historic
lock-house built on the old Georgetown Canal in 1827. Their main job
is cleaning, painting, and refinishing
and Mr. Nichols reports that some of
the dust and dirt they are cleaning
away has been there since 1827.

aboutTampax
You will get more thanks than you may
imagine by helping some friend or relato solve her
"woman's way.
problem"
in a tivemodern,
stream-lined
. . .
Methods of monthly sanitary protection have advanced notably in recent
years. Belts that bind, pins that stick,
pads that chafe — all these are useless
and unnecessary if you use Ta??ipax!
Tampax (doctor-invented) puts the
emphasis on neatness, comfort, compactness, lack of bulk, for Tampax is
worn internally. Made entirely of pure
surgical cotton, Tampax is inserted by
means of patented disposable applicators. Your hands needn't touch the
Tampax and actually you cannot feel it
when in place. No odor, no
chafing. Nothing to cause
der clothing.
bumps,
bulges or wrinkles un■
You need not remove the
Tampax during tub or shower bathing,
nor while swimming. It is easily disposable, however, and so small that a whole
month's supply will slip into one of
today's purses. Sold at drug and notion
counters in 3 absorbencies: Regular,
Super, Junior. Prepare now for the next
need! Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,

Mass.

— -an

Accepted for Advertising
[by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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While Johnny Philip Morris looks on, Colonel Allan Reed, commanding officer of the Weisbaden Military Post, greets Horace and Adaline
Heidt at the start of the month's tour of Europe and North Africa during which the Heidt crew gave nineteen three-hour performances.

is
of the
history
the some
When
written,
rather
hep post-war
scholars period
may put
down one large footnote all about America's
Second Army
of Occupation.
They will talk
about a troupe instead of troops . . . and the
name most mentioned will be Horace Heidt.
It all happened this spring when Horace and
his sixty bouncy kids hit Europe and North
Africa and captured the hearts of every American stationed overseas. It wasn't very difficult —
although they have some of the world's greatest
entertainment at their command in Europe,
American GI's are still American GI's — and the
desire for homegrown fun, music and even corn
was just too much.
For the Heidt troupe the overseas entertainment engagement was a regular military movement. Sixty of the singers, dancers, musicians
and acts Heidt discovered in his 100,000 mile
tour through the United States piled into two
C-54 Air Force planes in California one grey
Saturday morning — and (Continued on page 24)
CBS's Horace Heidt Show, heard Sundays at 9:30 P.M. and seen
on CBS-TV
Monday nights at 9, is sponsored by Philip Morris.

Horace Heidt and his talented troupe of
20

Heidt troupers Jesse Owens, Stanley Mueller,
Ralph Sigwald, Donald Spruance tour Tripoli.

In Berlin, Mrs. Heidt describes the sights
to Pierce Knox as dancer Don Sky looks on.

Throughout the tour audiences acclaimed the
artistry of blind xylophonist Pierce Knox.

Carla, the singing dog, sang to the accompaniment of owner Lieutenant George Alles.

Dorothy

Shepard, entertainers' mother, accompanied the troupe and helped backstage.

In Burtonwood, England, Horace and his gang
take time out for a snack at intermission.

Overseas, the entertainers performed in every type of theater— hangars, opera houses, former gambling casinos, desert tents and open air ball
parks. This show, in the Azores, was done on two hours' notice without props, costumes or musical instruments other than a piano and accordion.

earts of thousands of Gi's in faraway lands
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WPEN

emcee Ed Hurst,

Sarajane, his brideto-be, and Pat Grady
sing while co-emcee
Joe Grady accompanies.

Unbeatable Combination
W PEN's
famed
950 Club
got constantly
its start indrawn
May of
1945,studio
and
from the
beginning
it has
large
audiences and its listeners are growing steadily.
Even though the unbeatable combination of emcees Joe
Grady and Ed Hurst slant their 950 Club to teenagers, their
popularity is not restricted to these teenagers; a special
survey showed that sixty-five percent of their listeners are
adults.

R
M
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The 950 Club emcees need strength for their
daily broadcasts to Philadelphia listeners.

Joe Grady,
graduated career
from in
Philadelphia's
La From
Salle
College,
began who
his announcing
1934 at WD AS.
there he went to WHAT, where he was program director,
and WIP. In March 1945 he came to WPEN. Even though
he is thirty years old, teenagers still regard him as their pal.
Ed Hurst attended high school in Atlantic City where he
announced for WFPG. Ed, who is now only twenty-two years
old, embarked on his career in radio when he was sixteen.
When he was graduated in 1943, this career was interrupted
by the Navy. Following his discharge he returned to the
WFPG staff as a disc jockey. Three months later, in January
1946, he joined the WPEN staff, and the team of Grady and
Hurst was born.
Joe and Ed have certainly done their part in combating
juvenile delinquency. With their personalities and gift of
gab they keep youngsters off the streets by packing the
studio every day from 2 to 5:30 P.M. with teenagers and adults.
The "950" team also makes guest appearances in schools
all over Pennsylvania and New Jersey and in their WPEN
studio, Joe and Ed give an annual Hallowe'en and Christmas
party, where
"their kids"
havemusic
an opportunity
to meet many
famous
personalities
in the
world.
On the commercial side, Joe and Ed are known for making
hit tunes. In 1948 they won first place in a disc jockey poll
conducted by a national radio fan magazine and from time
to time, various record distributors have also awarded honors
to the boys for the great selling job their program has done.

Coming Next Month

Louella Parsons — her life and
times — in the November issue.

Jack Smith,
Man's
Family,
VictorOne
Lindlahr,
Louella Parsons, Dorothy
and Dick Doan, Mindy Carson, Amos 'n'Nora
Andy,
Art
Linkletter,
Drake,
Portia Manning, Mary
Noble — these are the names
heading the stunning array
of features scheduled for
the November issue of Radio
Mirror. Taken one by one
you'll find: A story, with
color pictures, of Jack
Smith and his wife at home.
A color portrait, suitable for
framing, of One Man's Family. Victor
Lindlahr's
Reducing Party
with a diet
designed to increase your
energy and efficiency. And
on the cover you'll find
Mary Noble of the daytime
drama, Backstage Wife.
Mary will conduct a contest
based on
the question
Your
Husband
Still "Does
Love
You?" This feature will include a quiz to help you
rate your married happiness. Then
be asked
to recall
an you'll
incident
from
your own life which proved
to you that your husband
still loved you. There are
cash prizes for the best letters. Look for the details
about this interesting, rewarding contest in next
month's issue. And don't
forget to look for the star
ballot for the 1950 Radio
Mirror Awards. It's the one
you'll need to vote for your
favorites in the fourth annual Awards balloting.
Hollywood commnistcommentator, Louella Parsons, usually concerned with
the lives of others, herself
becomes the subject of a
story — her life story. Also
in November: Dorothy and
Dick Doan at home; My
Bosses, Amos 'n' Andy by
Louisa Summa — look for all
these features in the November issue, on sale, Wednesday, October 11.

the

NEW SHAPE
is the

NEWS

The new-shape rounded coat — news because it keeps
the new slim-silhouette. Yet is curved ever so subtly from collar to hem,
to flatter your natural contour.
The new-shape Modess box — news because it, too,
is designed with a subtle silhouette. The box is cleverly shaped
to look like so many other kinds
it held Modess! Another discreet
Modess is now pre-wrapped even
reaching your store!
Same number of fine napkins.

of boxes, you'd never guess
feature —
before
Same price. Regular,

Junior, and Super sizes.

Only Modess comes
in the new-shape, ^^Ki^
secret-shape box . . . pre-wrapped 1
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HORACE HEIDT

For your enchanted moments—
at last a lipstick that will not
smear. ..at last a lipstick of such
exquisite texture that it goes on
easier and stays on longer than
any you have ever used.
Thenew, exclusiveTangeeiormula makes all
this possible for
the first time.
In Tan gee
Pink Queen and
six other enchantingshades.
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(.Continued from page 14)

two days later, after touching Newfoundland and Shannon,, Ireland,
landed at Wiesbaden, Germany. All in
all, the performers put on nineteen
three-hour shows in a month before
65,000 GI's and their dependents and
flew in that period, 23,000 miles . . .
enough to have brought them around
the world.
Names that seemed like something
out of a book became common-place to
the teenage performers . . . Frankfurt,
Rhein Main, Heidelberg, Wiesbaden,
Berlin, Vienna, Munich, Garmisch,
Stuttgart, Paris, Tripoli, Burtonwood
(England), the Azores and Bermuda
...
was Gulliver's
and itexciting
lands. travel into strange
And names that were familiar and
fascinating to American audiences
found popularity overseas — Ralph Sigwald, The Pepperettes, Jesse Owens,
Jerry Singer, Bea Jay, Pierce Knox and
Rudy and Lee, the harmonica duo.
Stars and Stripes called the show
"the greatest ever to hit the European
theatre." And the answer could be
found in the zest with which the kids
went onstage, the knowledge that this
was not just any audience, but a
special command performance. And
the fact that Horace insisted on a full
three-hour show for the GI's complete
down to the last costume and last backdrop, the exact same show as presented
stateside before thousands of American
audiences in the last two years.
Some of the performers found the
trip had more meaning than an ordinary junket. For pianist Conley
Graves it was a return to his old stamping grounds. A veteran of the Battle
of the Bulge, Conley knew his way
around the German cities and knew
every back alley and fighting position
of the Wiesbaden and Frankfurt areas.
For Jerry Singer, a one-legged
Marine who was injured at Okinawa, it
stirred again wartime memories of an
enemy conquered and occupied. Radio
technician Don Wilson remembered
beachheads at Anzio and Salerno when
German Stukas and Messerschmidts
laid down their bombing patterns.
But for all the entertainers, it was
work, work, work and a whale of a
good time. A daily schedule ran something like this: Breakfast, sightseeing
trip, luncheon, rehearsal, dinner, show,
reception until midnight or 1 A.M. five
hours' sleep, breakfast on board a
plane, fly a thousand miles, land at
4 P.M. clean up, eat, show and then
another reception . . . and then another
reception . . . and then another 6 A.M.
departure. At the end of the month,
the Heidt kids knew every hangar, airfield, enlisted man's and officers' club,
hotel and tourist attraction in Europe.
They picked up a few other bits of
knowledge . . . such as how to say good
morning in six languages; how to bargain in four languages for a new purse
or scarf; or how to get around drinking
horrible coffee that they have in European restaurants (get some instant
coffee and just order hot water in European restaurants) . "Buon Giorno,"
"Bon Matin," "Gut Morgen" and just
"alio"
flowed
off their tongues like natives.
But while the kids were taking and
occupying Europe, they were being
taken themselves in typical American
tourist fashion. Although they could
say "how much" in five languages and

could pay for something in the bales of
marks, francs, schillings, groshen and
pounds
they the
carried,
they still
couldn't
beat down
two-price
system
of
European merchants — one price for the
natives and another price (usually
double or triple) for the tourist.
But with all the vim and vigor of
American teen-agers they went at the
purchasing routine with the only limits
being the amount of money each one
had. (At one point their salary advances ran three weeks ahead.) They
loaded up with leather goods, cameras,
400-day clocks, postcards, scarves — and
in Paris, perfume. Most of them just
cleared the custom regulations by a
hairline. In England it was coats and
suits for the gals, shoes for the men.
In France, gloves rated second to
perfume.
While presenting one type of entertainment for the GI's, the members of
the troupe also managed to get to see
some of the very best European performers. In Paris, they saw the BalTabarin show with its very lush production numbers. In Vienna, they saw
one of the outstanding Ballet productions at the Stadtsopera Theatre and in
Germany,
batic acts. the famous nightclub acroThe Heidt show was the most extensive: and largest junket ever conducted by the Air Force. In addition
to the two planes carrying the troupe
and AF personnel, another C-47 hobbled along with the costumes, equipment and band instruments. Of the
nineteen shows, three were broadcasts
taped overseas and flown back to the
States for airing over the CBS networks in Heidt's regular times, Sunday
nights at 9:30 P.M., sponsored by
Philip Morris.
The troupe's Paris performance,
which won plaudits from a packed
French audience, was for the benefit of
the American Legion's fund which aids
the Franco-American Society for Tubercular Children. Although the Heidt
troupers used English throughout the
show, the French knew only one postperformance expression — "Oo-la-la.
Before Heidt and the troupe ever
touched Europe, three of his advance
Terrific!"
men — Jim Rankin, Art Thorsen and
Bill Belcher — were auditioning hundreds of GI's at the overseas bases,
looking for the best talent. When
Heidt arrived, further auditions were
carried out — and the broadcast programs scheduled for Wiesbaden, Berlin
and Vienna.
The winner of the broadcasts, chosen
by his buddies over the cream of the
GI entertainers, was Corp. Emile Dyson, Negro baritone from Bogalusa,
Louisiana. Dyson had studied music
before the war — but enlisted in 1941.
He served with valor in the European
and African campaigns — and is still
suffering from a disability incurred in
North Africa. In addition to the regular $250 prizes he won on each broadcast, Emile got the biggest GI prize of
them all — a return trip to the States with
Heidt on a special leave of absence.
The biggest headache of the whole
trip was carried around by Jerry
Bowne, Heidt's producer on the radio
show. Jerry had to worry about flying
the
program's
back toJerry
the
States.
Not onerecordings
to take chances
did the following on the Wiesbaden

show: the program for the following
Sunday night was finished about midnight, Wednesday. The following
morning duplicate tapes and recordings
were made and distributed on planes
as follows: Pan-American; TWA;
American Overseas Airlines; KLM; and
Military Air Transport for stateside
flights. And just to make sure that the
program reached CBS in time, Jerry
took it to Berlin where it was shortwaved back to New York.
Not all the shows Heidt put on were
originally scheduled. When the troupe
arrived in Tripoli after a 1,000 mile
flight from Paris, they found hundreds
of GI's
standing
line before
outsideshow
the
base
theatre
four in
hours
time . . . and the sad news that only
half the base would be able to see the
one scheduled show. Could they put
the show on again the following night?
Well, the following night happened to
be one of the few nights off, a night
and day they were going to spend
sightseeing in London. Would the kids
give it up for a second show in Tripoli?
The curtain went up for that second
show in Tripoli, even though it meant
another day in the desert wastes, sand
flies, bad plumbing and all.
The day wasn't wasted, however, for
they visited the Casbah and to their
great disappointment discovered it was
much more romantic in the movies.
The second unscheduled show was
put on in the Azores and the annals of
the entertainment world rarely list a
show put on under such strange circumstances. The planes were heading
home from Burtonwood, England, with
the first refueling stop scheduled at
Iceland. A few hours out of England
and word came that weather conditions
forced a change in flight plans to the
Azores. The Azores radioed a request
for a show with a Lt. Colonel saying
that "a show in May would be the
nicest Xmas present you could give
us." Heidt put the question to the
troupe again — an extra show? The answer again — yes. On two hours' notice,
the island prepared for the show —
rigged a stage at the base theatre,
rounded up the only available instruments— a broken down piano and an
out-of-tune accordion. No props or
costumes were available because the
third plane was late. And the island's
only radio station was closed down to
give Heidt and his crew the best microphone. The planes landed and the
troupe proceeded to the theatre where
every American on Lagens, including
the hospital patients were packed into
the tiny theatre. In high heels, moccasins, and assorted "civilian" traveling
clothes, the kids gave one of the great
performances of their lives, with the
piano and accordion their only music —
and during the dance numbers Heidt
turned the mike near his heels and beat
out time.
Immediately after the show, the
planes took off . . . returning the troupe
intact to the States. All of which was
no mean accomplishment for the air
force, especially in view of the number
of people involved. But not a Heidt
trouper was stranded in Vienna or
Germany; nary a one had to run down
a, runaway after a plane soaring aloft;
not a one landed in the brig or in the
arms of the local gendarmerie. In fact
the only mishap was the loss of Al
Tirt's
trumpet
Tripoli
he is
sure some
localinArab
kid— and
is making
like Gabriel under a palm tree playing
a GI's song in praise of the Heidt troupe
and the way they took Europe and
North Africa.

ONE DANCE
was enough for me

//

Don't let DEODORANT FAILURE
spoil your good times . . .
Use/feewC. . . new spray
deodorant . . . stops perspiration

ONE SPRAY
IS WORTH A
DOZEN DABS

There's a big reason why millions of women are
switching to new, spray-on HEED in the flexible,
squeeze bottle. It really stops perspiration . . .
prevents underarm odor all the live-long day.
HEED's so easy, so dainty
to use, too. No more messy
fingers. There's not another
type deodorant... cream or
old-fashioned liquid . . . that
gives such long-lasting protection so quickly. So don't
risk unhappiness. Get HEED
today. At all cosmetic counters, 49tf. Lasts many months.
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a/u/ you'// a/ways be safe/

"Seven 'Ketyb ta
17-page complete new beauty plan
in October
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exclusively featured in the following drug chains:
NORTH

ATLANTIC

Sun Drug
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Key Drug Co. . . . Rochester, N. Y.
Liggetts Drugs
Boston, Mass.
and all of New England
Harvey & Carey
Drugs
Buffalo, N. Y.
Eckerd Drugs
Erie, Pa.
Central Drugs,NewKensington,Pa.
Liggett-Rexall — New York City,
Westchester, New Jersey, Connecticut
Sun Ray Drug Co. —
Philadelphia, Eastern Pennsylvania; Southern and Central
New Jersey
SOUTH

ATLANTIC

Read Drugs
Baltimore, Md.
Cohen Drugs . . Charleston, W. Va.
Garland's Drugs . . . Roanoke, Va.
Lane Rexall Drugs. .Atlanta, Ga.
Patterson Drugs . . Lynchburg, Va.
Ace Pharmacies. . . .Norfolk, Va.
Standard Drugs. .Richmond, Va.
Eckerd Drugs. . .Charlotte, N. C.

Independent Drug Stores and
Michel Pharmacies
Indianapolis, Ind.
Gwinn's Drugs . . . Anderson, Ind.
Jones Pharmacies, Unionville, Mo.
Tarn's Drugs
Elwood, Ind.
Ford Hopkins Drug Stores —
Chicago, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois.
Payless Drug Stores, Bloomington,
111.; South Bend, Ind.
SOUTH CENTRAL
Sommers Drug, San Antonio, Tex.
Taylor Drugs
Louisville, Ky.
Renfro Drugs
Austin, Texas
Mading Drugs. . .Houston, Texas
J . P. Brown Drugs, Nashville,Tenn.
Albright & Wood. . .Mobile, Ala.
Crown Drug Co
Tulsa, Okla.
Veazey Drugs, Okla. City, Okla.
Skillern Drugs
Dallas, Texas
Gunning-Casteel Drugs,
El Paso, Texas

Renf ro-Rexall Drugs, Ft.W'th,Tex.
Economy Drugs, Little Rock, Ark.
Walgreen Drugs, New Orleans, La.
Pantaze Drugs. .Memphis, Tenn.
Van Horn Drugs, Stillwater, Okla.
NORTH CENTRAL
W. P. Pipkin Drugs, Waco, Texas
Thames Drugs, Beaumont, Texas
H. A.Woods Drugs, Evansville, Ind.
MOUNTAIN
Snyder's Drug, Minneapolis, Minn.
Grove Drugs
Pueblo, Colo.
Reed Drugs .... Milwaukee, Wise.
Martin Drugs
Tucson, Ariz.
and surrounding area
Gillis Drugs . . . Terre Haute, Ind.
Ryan-Evans Drugs, Phoenix, Ariz.
Republic Drugs . . . Denver, Colo.
Gasen Drugs
St. Louis, Mo.
Bi Rite Drugs, Rock Springs, Wyo.
Meyer Bros
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Hales Drugs
Reno, Nev.
Thrifty Drugs
Alton, 111.
PACIFIC
Peck Drugs. . . .Gr. Rapids, Mich.
Fred Meyer, Inc., Portland, Ore.
Judd's Drugs
Elkhart, Ind.
Cunningham Drugs, Detroit, Mich.
Thrifty Drugs, Bremerton, Wash.
Dockum Drugs. .Wichita, Kansas
Bartell Drugs
Seattle, Wash.
Schlegel Drugs. . .Davenport, la.
Savon Drugs
Tacoma, Wash.
Gallaher Drugs. . . .Dayton, Ohio
Densow's Drugs, Spokane, Wash.
Katz Drugs. . . .Kansas City, Mo.
Western Thrift
Eugene, Ore.
Shreveport Drugs, Shreveport, La.
Whalen Drugs . . . Southern Calif.
Marshall Drugs . . Cleveland, Ohio
Reliable Drugs, San Francisco, Cal.
Hotel Drug Stores
Liberty Drug Stores — Alabama, Texas, Indiana, Louisiana, Nebraska,
South Carolina, Virginia
Affiliated National Hotels Drug Stores — Galveston, El Paso, Dallas
and Marlin, Texas
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JACK CURTIS

Newsstands

acting and announcing
who does
s, orks
Curtinetw
F. the
and
onk all
Jac
is staff announcer for New
York's WQXR, is one young
n't
could
man
rical
ded ably
a theat
avoiprob
have who
career if he had wanted to.
The "profession" has been a
family business since his
father's
grand
Jack's
firstday.
radio part,
calling for him to play an
old man, came when he was
sixteen. On one of his dramatic shows, the local recruit for the part of Hitler
couldn't read the lines without a Southern accent, so
Jack had to take over that
part as well as playing on
the same script the parts of
Anthony Eden, a Russian
scientist, a Japanese officer
—sides.
and do the narration beOnce, Jack appeared in an
NBC television production
of Abe Lincoln in Illinois,
wearing nineteenth century
sideburns and a Dorian
Gray fore
type
costume.
Justwent
beair-time,
the cast
down for a last minute cup
of coffee in the RCA building, where the restaurant
staff promptly mistook Jack
for Hurd Hatfield of the
movies. From that time on
Jack was treated like royalty— getting two creams for
his coffee and extra large
portions. This went on until
Jack ran out of answers to
the restaurant
questions about lifestaff's
in Hollywood, where he has never
been, and the end came
when he was asked for his
autograph and signed his
own name. Now he finds it
pleasanter to eat at the drug
store around the corner.
Jack was only twentyone when he was offered a
job on thenouncingWOR-MBS
anstaff and he added
four years to his age for he
had been turned down once
because of his youth. The
deception worked — one of
his first assignments was
substituting
as commentator
an "authoritative" news
for senior
newsman
William L. Shirer.

another year...
a BETTER year
Iast October, for the first time in its sixteen-year history, this magazine devoted an entire issue to the entertainment provided by a
single network — the Columbia Broadcasting System. What was
apparent last year — that CBS, with its multitude of top-ranking stars
and excellent variety in programming, was presenting quality as well
as quantity on the air — still holds true. Radio and Television Mirror
again
salutes
the CBS
network's
with this
second
issue. excellent fall line-up of stars and shows
Much has happened in the intervening months. Last year, for
example, television was a lusty infant; today it might well be said to
have attained its adolescence. There has been, too, much speculation
on the future of radio — a great deal of it in tones of gloomy foreboding. "They say" that many listeners have switched permanent
allegiance to TV, that radio is dying. Fortunately, those rumors have
no more basis in fact than most other "they say" statements. True,
television has grown tremendously. True, it has gained many watchers.
But take New York City for example, a metropolitan area where TV
conditions are ideal and the best TV programs are available. Television
viewing has gained almost unbelievably, especially during evening
hours. But radio listening has not fallen off, gloom-mongers to the
contrary. It becomes increasingly apparent that there is plenty of room
for both radio and TV; that they can grow and prosper side by side,
friends rather than enemies.
CBS has much to offer you, on both radio and TV. You'll find a
foretaste of that excellent listening and viewing in this ' CBS issue.
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I first met Arthur Godfrey when he was five
years old and in the kindergarten. He was a
cute youngster with a shock of red hair and
the same winning smile that he has today. I was
a' teacher in the Franklin School in Hasbrouck
Heights, New Jersey at the time and I had been
invited to attend a party the kindergarten teacher was giving for the children.
Arthur was dressed in his best for the occasion,
and occasion it was, for it marked his debut as a
singer. He sat in a little chair, holding a daisy and
picking off the petals, singing, "One I love, two
I love, three I love, I say."
That was my first introduction to the little boy
and because he seemed outstanding even then, I
became interested in him and watched his progress through the grades.
When he reached the eighth grade I met him
again, this time as his teacher. I remember that
Arthur was especially good in mathematics all
through school, but English, the subject I taught,
was a trial to him, especially if written work was
required. His argument, when a paper was due,
was "Why can't I tell you about it? I know it. It
seems a waste of time to write that all out." That
was one thing on which we did not agree.
But he was right about being able to talk. He
always could do that quite well. He was especially fine in debates and his side usually won.
This is not to say that he couldn't put words together. He could. He wrote very well, in fact,
but usually he didn't have the patience to put
down on
paper what he would rather have talked
about
anyway.
There was one memorable exception, however,
and Arthur remembers it as vividly as I do. He
described it in a letter I received from him a few

Reunion in Connecticut:

Miss Quigg meets her most famous

pupil.

BY MARY B. QUIGG
"Why don't you write a story about me, Miss
Quigg? You know more about me than anyone.''

years
Dear,back:
dear Miss Quigg:
It was so grand to hear from you last
spring. I was delighted to know that you
listen occasionally.
I often tell a great story on myself about
an incident which happened when I was one
of your duller pupils in the 8th grade at dear
old Franklin.
It's about the time in a history exam when
you called for an essay on a current event
and I wrote ten or twelve classic pages which
described in minute detail the voyage of Columbus!
Best to you,
Arthur Godfrey

Arthur Godfrey's eighth grade teacher fondly
recalls memories of the redhead as a boy
28

(Continued on page 90)
The Godfrey Shows: Arthur Godfrey and His Friends, Mon.-Fri.,
EDT, sponsored by Chesterfields. Talent Scouts, Mon., 8:30 P-M.

You've probably already spotted Arthur as the wistful boy in the white suit. He was fourteen then and — despite the expression
— the most entertaining boy in the eighth grade at the Franklin School.
"He hasn't changed a bit since," says Miss Quigg.

And this is where Arthur lived as a boy. Born in New York, he
was brought to the Heights by his family when he was a baby.

This is the Franklin School in Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey,
which Arthur attended from kindergarten thru the eighth grade.
0:15

A.M.
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MANY
Twenty years of broadcasting — nearly seven thousand
reports on living history — more than twenty million
words on the air. If I listed only the outstanding
events that have packed my scripts, this magazine
would be filled from cover to cover with nothing
but names and dates, so I give you instead one
highly personal memory from each year — the first that
comes to mind as I look back over the cavalcade of
the news.
In 1930, the last thing I intended to do was go back
to speaking in any field. My wife and I had just finished ten years of non-stop wandering all over the
world. Four million people had heard my talks. I had

BY LOWELL

THOMAS

told the tale of high adventure, "With Allenby in
Palestine and Lawrence in Arabia" three thousand
times. I was fed up with public appearances, with
travel, with talk. I decided never to appear before an
audience again., bought a farm on Quaker Hill near
Pawling, New York, and settled down to write. One
telephone call changed all that. A friend at CBS said,
"As an extremely important personal favor to me,
will you come in to make a short talk without asking
any questions?" He was a friend. I said, "Yes."
He took me to a studio, said, "Here's a mike. Talk
about any subject you like but don't stop for fifteen
minutes." Without preparation or a script, I spoke
about some of my adventures in Asia. When it was
over, I discovered that I had been trapped into an
audition for twenty of the executives of The Literary
Digest, gathered in the board room to hear me — the
hundredth speaker they had tested for their news
program. That was the beginning. I have been on the
air ever since, but I still have managed to expand my
shelf of books to forty-two! (Continued on page 93)
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Under the Singapore sun with
Mrs. Thomas on a far-flung trip.

Arctic explorer Donald
MacMillan, Lowell, author Richard Hallet.

Nelson Case announces for Lowell on his five-a-week newscasts.

MILESTONES

Lowell, Jr., always a close companion to his dad, accompanied him
to Tibet last vear.

Now

Lowell Thomas

twenty-six,

he's a recent

bridegroom.

brings you the news, Mon.-Fri.. 6:45 P.M. EDT,

The late Col. Stoopnagle was one of Nine Old Men, Lowell's softball team, more distinguished for its players than its playing.

CCS. Sponsored by Procter & Gamble, makers of Ivory Soap.

No myth is the Maxwell
And Rochester drives it

NO

NOT ME!
The toupee, "The Bee", the perpetual age of thirty-nine, the
Rochester brushes away the moths and takes you into the vault
as told to GLADYS

HALL

Editor's Note: What's the real story behind Jack Benny? Where
does myth leave off and man begin? Millions of Benny fans want to
know — the editors of Radio Mirror decided to find out. The logical
person to ask, of course, was Benny's man Rochester. And the logical
person to send was ace interviewer, Gladys Hall. Such a collaboration
was bound to reveal one thing, and here it is — the real story behind
Jack Benny.
Coming out of a restaurant one day, Jack Benny handed the hatcheck girl a dollar bill. But she handed it right back to him, saying, "Please, Mr. Benny, leave me some illusions!"
Benny's man Rochester feels the same way.
"I like the Boss stingy," says he. "I like him the way he is on his
radio show, all the way. If the Boss just suddenly became generous
overnight, I'd be out of business!"
Bearing this in mind, Rochester has a lot of fun telling fibs about
the Boss. He lets people think that Jack really is the character he
plays on the air.
"When I'm asked — and I often am — whether Mr. Benny is really
cheap, I say, 'Well, he's never hurt his arm throwing money away!'
When a fan wants to know whether Mr. Benny collects anything, like
stamps, for instance, or first editions, or antique firearms, I say
Laugh at his own joke?

Not Jack

Jack Benny Show is heard Sundays at 7 :00 P.M. EDT

Rochester's silent but eloquent
plea gets the usual rejection
from Jack— but only on the air!
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Maxwell— put them all' together, they spell Jack Benny.
to show you what's truth, what's

fiction concerning

Here
his boss

'Money. The Boss does very well collecting money.'
"Believe it or not, I've even been asked whether it's true that poor
Dennis Day gets only twelve dollars a week for the radio show and, in
addition, has to mow Mr. Benny's lawn. But I never let on that Dennis
makes enough to hire a staff of gardeners and never lays hand to a
lawnmower on his own place, let alone Mr. Benny's."
Rochester travels around the country with the Boss — to Waukegan
which, as everyone knows, is Jack's home, to Plainfield, which is Mary
Livingstone's home town and to the big cities for personal appearance
tours.
"I meet hundreds and hundreds of people and most of them seem
serious in believing that the Boss, in real life, is the same as the character they listen to over CBS every Sunday night at seven. And with
all the work he's done building this character in the mind of the public,
I feel he should stay with it. I believe his fans feel likewise.
"I know that when people ask me is there really a Maxwell, they get
a kick when I tell them there sure enough is that claptrap old vintage
'24 Maxwell, that I drive Mr. Benny around in that old creak, park it
alongside all those Cadillacs in Hollywood, and the parking attendant
wants to know is the Joad family back in town. It doesn't seem
necessary to me to mention the Packard job the Boss really drives.
"And when I'm asked is there sure enough (Continued on page 91)
od

CBS.

Sponsored
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Lucky

Strike

Cigarettes.

Carrying economy to even greater
lengths, Jack got himself a donkey.

By CATHY

CROSBY

One girl in the midst of three brothers —
not to mention four cousins- — constitutes
Cathy a real authority on male Crosbys
Captured: Desperate Robert Crosby, by those courageous defenders of law and order, Cathy, Chris,
Steve and Bobby.

Bob's as young as the others !

I guess
I don't ishave
to tell anybody
thata my
father,
Bob Crosby,
a wonderful
man, and
wonderful
singer.
As his oldest child, though, and his only daughter,
I think I have a pretty special place in his life. Of
course I have to share him with my three brothers,
Chris, Bobby and Steve, but they're just children
and I'm practically eleven and a half.
I miss him when he's gone, hopping back and forth
across the country to do his Club 15 broadcasts, but
it's always so exciting when he comes home. He
always brings surprises. My closet's so full, I have
to put things under the bed. Mommy says it's really
not nice to stack things under the bed, but I can't
think of any other place. Besides, who looks under
a bed?
Anyway, I guess I've got one of the nicest Daddies
in the whole world and I wouldn't trade him for any
other. Of course this doesn't mean that Daddy and
I agree about every single little thing. After all
we're a whole generation apart! But there is one
thing we disagree on which wouldn't be too important, if it weren't the most important thing of all.
What we disagree about is this: I want to sing.
What I mean is I do sing — everybody knows the
Crosbys all sing — but I want to sing well, to be as
good a singer as I possibly can, as good as Daddy,
as my Uncle Bing, as good as Gary, as good as
anybody.
The only fault, according to Cathy, of the pretty,
red-headed mother of the Crosby brood, is her failure to provide Cathy with a sister. Always boys!

Bob Crosby can be heard on Club 15, Monday through
Friday evenings at 7 :30, EDT, Columbia Broadcasting
System
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stations;

his

sponsor

is Campbell's

Soups.

And that means, I think, that I have to start now,
before I'm too old, to study, to practice, to find a
style of my own. I think I ought to take lessons,
lots of lessons, right away, and spend all my time
learning all there is to know about music. I'd skip
school if they'd let me, I'd give up summer camp, I'd
even give up my holidays with the family, if only
Daddy would agree to it.
But what does he say?
"You're only eleven, Cathy. You have lots of time."
Eleven is a lot.
(Continued on page 96)

BOB CROSBY

Of her Daddy, Cathy says:

to stay home and play with us kids."
"When he gets home from one of his trips, he says he just wants
35
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1936: Big Sister went on the air.
Alice Frost was Ruth, then, and
Martin Gabel her groom, Dr. Wayne.
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Myrt and Marge — Myrtle Vail, Donna
Damerel — were mother and daughter
both on the air and in real life.

Sixteen years ago Shuffle Shober
was helping Ma Perkins run the
lumber yard just as he is today.

If you're a long-time listener to day-time
drama, the pictures on the pages may
bring to mind vivid recollections of yesterday's favorites — some of which remain
today's favorites as well. Many of these
serials are still heard on CBS; in some of
them, new faces have replaced those you'll
see in these pictures. Other dramas have
left the air, remain alive only in the memories of the listeners who enjoyed them, who
shared the fortunes of the characters in the
stories.
There were many more than these, of
course. Do you remember Second Husband?
Or Follow the Moon . . . My Son and I . . .
Wilderness Road . . . Bright Horizon . . . the
series called "By Kathleen Norris"? Do you
recall others which have slipped the memories of the editors of this magazine?
It's always fun to reminisce. Perhaps, in
recollecting these old favorites of yours,
you'll remember, too, incidents in your own
life at the time, brought back to mind by
these pictures. . .

When Bachelor's Children left the air listeners mourned
the loss of dear, long-time friends. The family included Ruth Ann and Dr. Bob, Janet and Sam, Ellen.

if

f

Amanda (Joy Hathaway) of Honeymoon Hill left her valley home to marry Edward Leighton (Boyd Crawford),
resented

by

her

people

because

he

was

an

"outsider."

Mary Marlin — story of adventure and politics. Michael
(Francis X. Bushman), Nora (Isobel Randolph), Joe Marlin (Art Jacobsen), Mary (Joan Blaine), Mac (John Daly).

Joyce Jordan, Girl Interne, told of the parallel
experiences of Joyce as a woman, and a physican.
Ann Shepard, right on couch, played Dr. Jordan.

First leader of the Guiding Light community of Five
Points was Dr. Ruthledge (Arthur Peterson) — minister and friend to his underprivileged
parishioners.
For tune-in times of most of these radio

shows,

please consult Daytime Diary.
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Hilltop House— on the air in 1937,
with Bess Johnson, Joseph Curtin.

Valiant Lady: Bart Robinson
Dr. Scott, Joan Blaine his

1947 — Nora Drake went on the air,
Charlotte Holland
the first Nora.

1932 — Helen Trent, one of the first
serials; Virginia Clark played Helen.

The
them

living kept
years.
for

O'Neills' ups and downs of everyday
lists
listening-favorite
of
top
at

was
wife.

1936 — Rich
Man's
Karl Swenson and

Darling,
with
Peggy Allenby.

1937— Our Gal Sunday (Dorothy Lowell) was happy with simple life . . .

Wendy
Warren — on the air in 1947 with combination
of story and news. (Florence Freeman, Les Tremayne.)

Mk%%%i

Alan Bunce
in
1941;

was Young
Dr. Malone
Elizabeth
Reller,
Ann.

The setting of Lone Journey was Montana. Reese Taylor played
Wolfe
Bennett, Laurette
Fillbrant was Sydney- MacKenzie.

. . . Lord Henry (Karl Swenson)
came along; Sunday's
romance
with home
boy (Carleton Young)
was over.

1944: Rosemary
(Betty
few months
later she

Winkler)
married

went on the air; a
Bill (George
Keane).

In

1947,

Mason.

John

Larkin

Today,

he's

Then,

Terry — and

baby.

Now,

played

Stan

Wendy's

a

minor

lawyer-detective

and
a

part

role
Mason

Brad — were
of

the

on

Perry
himself.

expecting
Burton

a

family.

Marie solved her housing problem neatly with twin cottages. Although there's a connecting roof,
she and Allan have their own quarters. At the same time, her family is comfortably nearby.
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BY VIOLA MOORE
Marie's cherished Georgian silver service set
is used
often — even
at breakfast
time.
40

The Brown Derby cookbook plus Mary's skill
insures excellent food at Marie's parties.

MARIE WILSON
Things were getting a bit too crowded in her home, Marie
Wilson reluctantly decided. Since her marriage to Allan
Nixon, the family had gradually increased until it consisted of grandpa, stepfather, mother, two half-brothers
and two visting sisters. Marie realized that she and Allan
just had to have a measure of privacy, and yet she was
so devoted to her whole tribe of relations she wanted them
with her.
(So, strangely enough, did Allan!)
Marie's mother agreed with them that newlyweds should
have a home of their own, and one day she and Marie
climbed into Marie's new yellow convertible and started
combing the Hollywood hills for a place to live.
That was four years ago. Now, the housing problem for
this multiple family is solved in a compact and original
manner that causes clamorous comment from all who come
calling on "My Friend Irma." For Marie and her mother
were lucky enough to find two tiny houses facing a communal driveway, and with a communal backyard. Two
little Normandy cottages, they are, joined together by
an archway. These small stucco houses are so small they
look like doll houses, and remind you, with their chocolate
brown curving roofs and tiny windows, of the gingerbread houses of storybook fame.
Allan and Marie live in one cottage, the rest of the
family in the other. Now that her grandfather and stepfather are dead, and her sisters (Continued on page 87)
This French doll, once owned by 'President
McKinley, is the prize of Marie's collection.

Miserable

At tea time, some member of the family usually drops by for an exchange of
news. Here Marie and brother Frank were joined by the ubiquitous Mr. Hobbs.

My Friend Irma,

with Marie Wilson,

is heard Mon.

10 P.M. EDT,

moment

for

Mr.

Hobbs.

But

he

doesn't hold it against his mistress — for long!

CBS.

Sponsored by Pepsodent Toothpaste.

RADIO MIRROR'S DAYTIME SERIAL

Beginning:
daytime

a series of up^to-the-minute fashions chosen by your

serial favorites, styled for you — and for your budget !

woman, when she thinks
everyclothes,
Nearly
of fall
trends her first
thoughts toward a suit — to be worn early
without a wrap, later under a coat. The
one on the opposite page, by Sacpny, is
bright windowpane plaid, blended wool
fabric. The four-button fitted jacket is
styled with twin breast pockets, cuffed
sleeve, the slim skirt with back kick pleat.
Also in grey, dark royal, and olive green,
each with black. Sizes 10-20, $39.95.
Available in New York, N. Y., at_ Bloomingdale's. Calf bag by Garay, $7.95 plus
tax.
Sophisticated but youthful is the suit
by Bobby Brooks. Its modified box jacket
is unlined, waist-length, has a soft roll
collar, straight sleeve. In banker or men'swear grey flannel, one hundred per cent
wool, sizes 7-15, $17.95. Available at
Franklin Simon's, New York. Madcaps
helmet provides the touch of velvet everyone wants.
For store nearest you write direct to
manufacturer listed on page 96.

Backbone of a fall and
winter wardrobe — grey
flannel suit that can
be dressed up, dressed
down. Joan says it'll be
perfect
for broadcasts.

RADIO

MIRROR

cor BETTER LIVING

Joan Alexander, who is Delia Street on the Perry Mason program, has chosen this
Sacony suit in vivid window-pane plaid, for herself — and for yon. Perry Mason is
heard Monday through Friday at 2:15 P.M., EDT on CBS stations, sponsored by Tide.
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Stan Burton has been married for several years to Terry
his second wife. With Stan and Terry, in the pleasant
little city of Dickston, live Brad, Stan's teen-age son of
his former marriage, and Wendy, Terry and Stan's baby
daughter.
Stan and Terry are happy, love their children, their life
in Dickston. But Stan's mother causes friction. Mother Burton isn't the sort to provoke outright argument. She is a
pleasant, gracious woman — and an intelligent one. And she
realizes that Stan — although he knows that her intentions
are the best — would not tolerate direct interference in his
life. Mother Burton does, however, make Terry feel inadequate; and this, of course, puts Terry on the defensive. If
there are — and there always are, in the happiest of marriages
— differences of opinion between Stan and Terry, it's only to
be expected that Mother Burton would side with Stan, her
own son, and she does. Unfortunately, being a confirmed
pessimist, she has a way of taking the joy out of life, whether
the problem at hand is an important or an unimportant one.
It's Mother Burton's belief that if it were not for Terry,
Stan would be more successful in business — a point impossible to prove either way. She differs with her daughter-inlaw on the handling of the children. But Mother Burton does
not intend to interfere merely for the sake of interfering;
she has honest opinions, makes them known. And it may
well be that, in some cases, she is. right. Both Stan and Terry
realize that she means well. But right or wrong, should she
express her opinions, or let Stan and Terry get along in
their own way, let them make their own mistakes, if they
will, and rectify them in their own way, without her help?
Each month, Radio Mirror asks reader-listeners to offer
advice to their daytime serial favorites. This month's problem is a broad statement of the one now confronting the Burtons. Is a mother ever justified — whether she uses direct or
subtle methods — in siding with her son against her son's
wife, with her daughter against her daughter's husband?
Perhaps experiences of your own, or of friends or neighbors,
will aid you in giving a helpful answer to this question.
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Radio Mirror will purchase readers' answers to the question : "Is A
Mother-in-Law Ever Justified in Taking Sides?" Writer of best answer will be paid $25.00; writers of the five next-best, $5.00 each.

Acme <w itf&mete Afflowembi

What do you think about this problem? State your answer and reasons
in a letter of no more than one hundred words. Address: Second Mrs.
Burton, c/o Radio Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd Street, New York 17,
N. Y. The editors will choose the best letter, basing choice on originality
and understanding, of the problem, and will purchase it for $25.00. They
will purchase five next-best letters at $5.00 each. No letters will be
returned; editors cannot undertake to enter into correspondence about
them. Opinion of the editors will be final. Letters should be postmarked
no later than Oct. 1, 1950. This notice should accompany your letter.
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The Second Mrs. Burton is heard M-F at 2 P.M., EDT, over CBS network stations, sponsored by Swansdown Cake Mixes.

\

decisions— right or wrong. It's normal to resent interferStan and Terry feel they have their own life to live, should make their own interests
at heart. Is she right in expressing her opinions?
ence. But Mother Burton is older, has had more experience, has only their best
45
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The Godfrey gang knows what's good to

ARTHUR GODFREY'S
CORNED BEEF AND
CABBAGE

eat, but pinning them down to favorite
recipes was no easy matter. After much

1 4-pound piece corned beef
1 onion

thought, these are the ones they chose

1 small cabbage
6 medium potatoes
melted butter
chopped parsley

Wash beef well. Place in a large
pot. Cover with cold water.
Cover, bring to a simmer and
skim carefully. Add onion, cover
and simmer until tender (about
3 hours). Twenty minutes before beef is done, add cabbage,
cut in wedges. Remove beef,
drain and slice against grain.
Brush potatoes with butter; roll
in parsley. Makes
6 servings.

ARCHIEMERINGUE
BLEYER'S PIE
LIME

1 cup plus 2 tablespoons sugar
H cup cornstarch
]i teaspoon salt
2 cups water

MUG RICHARDSON'S
CHOCOLATE
COCONUT

PIE

2 egg yolks
2 cups milk
1 package prepared chocolate pudding
2 tablespoons brown sugar
2 tablespoons butter
dash salt

3
2
1
V:2
1

egg yolks, slightly beaten
tablespoons butter
teaspoon grated lime rind
cup lime juice
baked 8-inch pastry shell

Combine sugar, cornstarch and salt in top of
double boiler. Stir in water. Cook over low
heat until thickened. Cover and cook over
hot water 15 minutes. Stir a little of this
mixture into egg yolks; add to remainder.
Cook 2 minutes more stirring constantly.
Add butter. Cool. Add lime rind and juice.
Pour into shell. Top with meringue. Bake
in hot oven (400° F.) 4-5 minutes.

1 baked 9 " pastry shell

Combine egg yolks and milk; stir into pudding mix and sugar in a saucepan. Stir over
medium heat until mixture thickens. Cool
slightly. Add butter and salt. Pour into
baked 9-inch pie shell. Meringue: Beat 2
egg whites until stiff, not dry. Add Va cup
sugar gradually, beating after each addition. Heap on filling. Sprinkle with % cup
shredded coconut. Bake in hot oven (400°
F.) 5 minutes or until delicately browned.

Arthur Godfrey And His Friends are heard
M.-E, 10:15 A.M. EDT, CBS; on TV Wed. 8
P.M. EDT, CBS. Talent Scout), with Arthur
Godfrey, is heard Mon., 8:30 RM. EDT, CBS
on both radio and television at the same time.
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BILL LAWRENCE'S
SHRIMP SAUTE

DEEP DISH APPLE
CHORDETTES'

PIE

5 cups apples, peeled and sliced
1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 s teaspoon salt
1 pound shrimp
l4 cup butter
14 cup sherry

2 tablespoons butter
)/2 recipe pastry

V2 clove'garlic, minced
French bread or toast

Wash shrimp. Remove shell by splitting front
to back and gently removing meat in one piece.
Using a sharp knife, remove dark vein which
runs along center back of shrimp. Bring water
to boil; reduce heat to simmer. Add shrimp.
Simmer, covered, 15 minutes. Melt butter in
skillet. Add garlic, drained shrimp and sherry.
Cook over low heat 5 min. Cover; cook 5 min.
more.
Serve with French bread.
Serves 3.

TONY MARVIN'S
STEAK WITH
ANISE SEED

Mix sugar, flour, cinnamon and
salt. Place a layer of apples in
bottom of 8 inch baking dish;
sprinkle with sugar mixture.
Repeat until all ingredients are
used. Dot with butter. Top with
pastry. Prick well. Bake in hot
oven (425° F.) 30 to 40 minutes,
until apples are tender. Before
serving, top with V\ pound sliced
American cheese and place in
moderate oven to soften cheese.

BROILED
JANETTE DAVIS'
LIVERBURGERS

_ *?/-

3 medium

onions

2 cloves garlic
salt and pepper
1 tablespoon celery salt
\ H teaspoons anise seed
1 beefsteak (about 2 pounds)

Chop onions and garlic; mash to pulp
with a mallet. Add salt, pepper, celery
salt and anise seed. Pound into a paste.
Wipe steak with a clean damp cloth.
Spread paste evenly over both sides of
steak. Broil on hot barbecue. Or broil in
broiler at 550° F. one or
a preheated
two
inches from heat. Tony likes it
slightly charred with inside still pink.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.

2 pounds ground beef
2 teaspoons salt
V2 teaspoon pepper
Vl pound chicken livers, chopped
3 cloves garlic

Preheat broiler. Combine lightly beef,
salt and pepper. Divide into 6 portions. Shape into patties handling as
little as possible. Place on greased
rack; broil 5 minutes, 3 inches from
heat. Turn. Top with livers. Cut each
garlic clove in half and place cut side
down over livers. Broil 5 minutes
more. Janette removes the garlic before serving. (For strong flavor,
mince garlic.) Makes 6 servings.
(More recipes on page 81)

GEIERATIOIS of DOWNBY8
Raising five children leaves a woman
mother

took

on

five

more,

and

with little time of her own.

she

has

time

By MRS. ELIZABETH

It'sten years, now, since my son Morton's five children
— Michael, Sean, Lorelle, Tony and Kevin — came to
live with me. What's it been like, raising a second
generation of Downey young ones? Why, exactly the way
it was raising my own five — just wonderful!
They've been busy, happy, crowded years, of course,
because there's nothing like a houseful of children to
make time pass in a hurry. It seems hardly more than a
few years ago since Morton was a boy, giving me all the
lessons any woman would ever need as preparation for
raising a second brood.
To keep things straight, let's take my first generation
of Downeys first. Lots of incidents from Morton's childhood come back to me, thinking about it now. From the
time he could walk, almost, Morton sang day and night —
started out singing, never stopped. But he always had a
fine head for business, too. He wasn't more than five years
old 'when he caught on that he could make an honest
nickel by keeping quiet Sunday morning when the
neighbors, who didn't go to early mass the way we did,
weren't very appreciative of one of his solos at the crack
of dawn.

There's more than enough room in the
Wallingford, Conn, home for the
Downey family which includes Morton's mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Downey
and his sister, Helen, shown here with
the younger Downey boys, Kevin and
Tony. Upper left, a session in the
backyard pool. Playing some of his
father's records is Sean, who has a fine
singing voice himself. That's Mike at
the desk — he's a Notre Dame sophomore. Away from home at the time was
Lorelle, the only Downey daughter.
Morton was given legal custody of the
children after his divorce from Barbara
Bennett ten years ago.

Morton Downey will be heard Saturdays at
10:30 A.M. EDT, CBS. Sponsor — Coca-Cola.

for

But Morton's

everything — except

regrets

COX DOWNEY

Morton made his first real money using his voice —
instead of keeping it quiet — when he was seven. He was
paid five dollars for singing two nights at the Fireman's
Annual Minstrel Show in Wallingford, Connecticut,
where we lived then and still do. He was so little he fell
asleep on the stage, but he made such a hit that five
dollars was his price for one appearance from then on.
That impressed him so much he stayed awake!
Morton was a good boy, but full of fun and high spirits.
He couldn't resist playing tricks — still can't, for that matter. Morton was bright in school, but he was no student
and he left before he finished high school. As a matter
of fact, he left by request. After he put a pound of
limburger cheese in the hot air furnace and closed the
school for an unscheduled holiday, the principal was
inclined to suspect him of a hand in most of the mischief
that went on. (On that occasion Morton advanced the
theory that the principal was burning his socks in the
furnace.
The principal didn't like this, and I can't say that
I blame him.)
My husband was fire chief, and that made it worse
because Morton was expected (Continued on page 83)
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The new white house with green grillwork trim is
only fifteen minutes from the busy heart of Hollywood, where Gene Autry's CBS studios and Columbia Pictures lot are located. But here you'll find only
mountains and grass and trees. It's not a huge house,
as Hollywood homes go, but the rooms are spacious,
quite big enough to swing a lariat. Downstairs are
Hying room, library and den, sun room, dining room,
kitchen and servants' quarters. Upstairs are a master
bedroom and two guest rooms, all with dressing rooms
and baths.
Gene's den is decorated with an enormous panorama

TELEVISION

SECTION

The Singing Cowboy of radio and rodeo finds
two new abodes.

One's a television show, the

other's a handsome Hollywood home where
he can relax when being just plain Gene Autry

Gene Autry: seen on Sundays, 7 P.M.
EDT, CBS-TV; heard on Melody Ranch,
Saturdays at 8 P.M., EDT on CBS.
Sponsored by Wm, Wrigley Jr., Co.

in tfie HILLS
of the Old West and his collection of Western figurines,
and one guest room has a bed with an old wagon
wheel for headboard. The rest of the furnishings are
mainly fine antiques collected by Ina Autry on the
eighty-seven-city tours she has taken with her husband
and his gang, culminating in the great Madison Square
Garden rodeo in New York every fall. Living and
dining rooms are carpeted in green, with bright drapes
and rich upholstery. The kitchen sparkles with yellow brick walls ornamented with colored tiles. Outside is a big flagstone patio.
Gene's closets are something to see. One holds fifty

pairs of boots, another has rows of embroidered shirts,
another has shelves piled with Stetson hats — white for
his Columbia pictures ("Indian Territory" is the latest), and for his CBS television films, and blue or
yellow for his radio program and rodeo appearances.
There are wardrobes rilled with cowboy suits, and a
row of business suits, though he always wears Stetson
and boots.
On a rise of ground in back of the house, and completed first, are stables for Champion and the rest of
the horsey set. For like all good cowboys, Gene made
his horses comfortable before himself!

NEW FRIENDS, OLD
Coming Into Your Parlor This Fall Via the CBS Channel Is a Parade of Talent With

Coming: Horace Heidt

Returning: Alan Young

Glamor: Faye Emerson

Songs: by Frank Sinatra

Fun for All: Garry Moore

Iast year, when we did a CBS television round-up
for you, we found it hard to fit in all the good
things already on or scheduled. But if you want to
know how amazingly television has grown, consider
this season on CBS-TV. We can't begin to include, in
the same space we had last year, all the famous names,
the fine entertainers, the exciting programs that will
be coming your way next winter. For instance, Jack
Benny isn't pictured here, but he'll undoubtedly be on
your set before the year is out. Bergen promises to
bring at least one newcomer, that lovely lady Podine
Pumngton, to bolster Charlie and Mortimer's TV
debuts. Horace Heidt brings his Youth Opportunity
program to TV. Amos and Andy will be seen as well
as heard. And of course there will be Arthur Godfrey
with his uke and his Friends, Ed Sullivan with his
,Toast of the Town. And many, many others.

You'll see them: Who else but Lum and Abner
52
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Coming: George and Grade, here with the Burns kids.

TELEVISION

SECTION

1

FAVORITES on CBS-TV

Everything at Its Command. Best of All, It's at Your Command for Just the Flick of a Wrist

Entrepreneur: Robert Q.

Toast of Town's Sullivan

Back again: Elsa Maxwell

Kaufman, Burrows and Fadiman, of This Is Show Business

Stork Club TV hosts Hayes, Healy; real host Billingsley

RADIO

MIRROR

New on TV: Ralph Edwards

- Back on TV: Ken Murra

Saturday's The Big Top, r.ingmastered by Jack Sterling

TV Triple Threat: Bergen, McCarthy, Snerd; more to come!

TELEVISION

SECTION

NEW FRIENDS, OLD
Your seat is front row center
for every CBS-TV drama,
and the choice is wide.
There are those loved family
life stories, The Goldbergs and
Mama. There's teen-ager Corliss Archer, from radio. There
are mayhem and mystery in
Man Against Crime and Suspense; comedy, romance and
tragedy on Studio One and
Ford Theatre. Lux Theatre,
Big Town, The Web, Sure as
Fate, Magnavox Theatre. All
waiting on your CBS channel.
Molly Goldberg comes back to her window.

Ralph Bellamy is the Man Against Crime.

Ford Theatre's production of Dear Brutus.
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Studio One: Caesar in Modern dress

Opera at home, complete

Mama— and Papa, and the young Hansens.

MIRROR

TELEVISION

Suspense's production of Steely, Steely Eyes.

and

brilliant.

Teen-ager Corliss Archer came from radio.

SECTION

1

The Bunins pull

John Daly and guest on ^

!

•r Doug Edwards

Bargy: Blues

J\NGl£ JAMBOREE
By

ED SUL
LIV
AN

Ed Sullivan emcees Toast of the Town, Sun., 8
P.M., EDT, CBS-TV. Sponsor: Lincoln- Mercury.

For those of you who missed seeing
last month's issue, here's another
chance to enter Radio Mirror's TV
Jingle Jamboree — a chance to win one
of fifteen beautiful Sylvania radio and
TV sets. Here's all you have to do:
write a last line for the jingle printed
in the next column, identify the personality* pictured with it and write a
statement, in 25 words or less, on why
you'd like to win a TV set. For details
see the contest rules printed on this
page. And here's a sample jingle to
guide you in writing your own last
line:
A Man who's served up on Toast,
A CBS Sunday night boast —
Of the Town he's M.C.,
And he'll always be
The non-smilingest man, coast to
coast.

LIST OF PRIZES
First Prize: (pictured above)
Sylvania 19 inch television screen,
combination TV-radio-phonograph
with .mahogany cabinet.
Second Prize: Sylvania TV console, 19 inch screen.
Third Prize: Sylvania combination radio, phonograph, television,
16 inch screen.
Fourth Prize: Sylvania television
console, 16 inch screen; mahogany.
Fifth Prize: Sylvania television
console, 16 inch screen.
Sixth Prize: Sylvania television
console, 14 inch screen.'
Seventh and Eighth Prizes:
Sylvania television, table model,
14 inch screen.
Ninth,
Tenth
and
Eleventh
Prizes: Sylvania clock radios.
Twelfth
Prize: Sylvania threeway portable radio — AC, DC, or
battery.
Thirteenth, Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Prizes: Sylvania table
model radios.

RULES OF THE CONTEST

1. Think of a good last line for the "Contest Jingle" pictured above. Your
last line should end in a word which rhymes with "aisle" and "style." Decide
the name of the TV personality pictured with the jingle.
2. On a separate piece of paper, fill in the last line you have written for
the jingle, and also the name of the TV personality pictured with it. Complete,
in 25 words or less, the statement: "I would like to win a television set
".
because
3.
Sole —
judges of this contest will be Ed Sullivan, M.C. of Toast of the Town,
and the editors of Radio and Television Mirror. Entries in the contest will be
judged on originality and aptness of last lines submitted, plus correct identification of the TV personality. In case of duplication of last lines the entries
will then be judged on the originality and sincerity of the completed statement; in case of duplication of statements, duplicate prizes will be awarded.
4. Entries must be postmarked no later than October 20, 1950. All entries
become the property of Radio Mirror and none will be returned, nor can
the magazine
undertake to enter into correspondence
concerning
entries.
5. Entries should be addressed to Jingle Jamboree,

Radio Mirror, 205 E.

42nd St., New York 17. N. Y.
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Blanche thought it would be easy to take love
lightly.

But the man she had in mind was Rosemary's husband

name is Blanche Weatherby.
That won't mean a thing to you
unless you know my father, Donald Wilson. Lots of people do know

My

him, since he's head of one of the biggest advertising agencies in New York
City. Or unless you are a friend of
Bill Roberts and his wife, Rosemary.
His wije, Rosemary. I keep telling
myself about . Rosemary. That she's
his wife, and that he loves her. I know
it's a fact that she's his wife, so I
don't have any trouble believing that.
About his loving her . . . yes, I believe
that too. I don't want to believe it,
RADIO
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Heaven knows. Things could be a lot
different if I thought . . . but I don't. I
know that Bill belongs to Rosemary.
The question is, what happens now —
tb me?
If you do know Bill and Rosemary,
you won't much care what happens to
me. You'll figure I'm getting what I
deserve. And I agree — oh, I absolutely agree! I've committed one of the
unpardonable sins . . . broken one of
the great commandments. Punished,
of course, I must be. I'm not complaining about that. What bothers me
is how, how (Continued on page 97)

READER
Rosemary

is heard

BONUS
Mon.-Fri.,

11:45 A.M. EDT

•

by

on CBS.

BLANCHE
Sponsored

by Ivorv

WEATHERBY
Show.

"Since I met you," he
murmured, "I haven't been
able to work, I ■ haven't
been able to think . . ."

Blanche thought it would be easy to take love

lightly.

Hut the man she had in mind was Rosemary's husband

My

name is Blanche Weatherby.
That won't mean a thing to you
unless you know my lather. Donald Wilson. Lots of people do know

him, since he's head of one of the biggest advertising agencies in New York
City. Or unless you are a friend of
Bill Roberts and his wile. Rosemary.
His wife, Rosemary. I keep telling
myself ahoul Rosemary. That she's
his wife, and thai he loves her. 1 know
il S a fact thai she's his wife, so 1
don'1 have any trouble believing that
About his loving her . yes, 1 believe
that too. I don't want to believe it
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READER

Heaven knows. Things could be a lot
different if I thought ... but I don't. I
know that Bill belongs to Rosemary.
The
tb me?question is, what happens now—

If you do know BUI and Rosemary,
you won't much care what happens
me. You'll figure I'm getting what to
deserve. And I agre
e— oh, I absolute- I
ly agree! I've committed one of the
unpardonable sins
. . . broken one of
the great commandments. Punished
of course. I must be. I'm not complaining about that. What bothers me
is how. how (Continued on page
97)
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Aunt Jenny (shown with
Dan Seymour
en) is heard
P.M., EDT,
sor is Lever

Since I was a girl, a lot of new-fangled notions've sprung
up about how to get a husband and how to hold onto him
once you've got him. In my day you used good common
sense, mostly. Nowadays it's psychology, but you'll find if
you read between the lines in all the articles you see on
the subject, it boils down to common sense all the same!
Today, same's it was yesterday — and same as it's going
to be tomorrow, too, I dare say — One of the best and surest
ways to a man's heart is with food. A good meal's still
pretty good psychology, too, if you want to look at it that
way. And a little treat, like a batch of crispy homemade
doughnuts, or your favorite cookies, or a fine, fluffy lemon
meringue pie, can go a long way toward keeping a home
happy.

and spices together.
beat until smooth.
Turn out on floured
possible, roll dough

in her
M-F,
CBS.
Bros.'

kitch12:15
SponSpry.

Add half of flour to first mixture and
Add remaining flour and mix well.
board and, with as little handling as
Ys inch thick. Cut with a 2Va inch

doughnut cutter. Fry in hot Spry (375°) until brown,
turning when first crack appears. Drain on absorbent
paper. While warm, shake in a paper bag with sugar
spiced with cinnamon.
Makes 2 dozen.
Here's a little something to remember about deep-fat
frying: always test the temperature of the hot fat before
you fry. A frying thermometer's most accurate. If you
haven't one, a one-inch cube of bread will turn brown in
one minute in fat that's right temperature for most frying.

(i (Wuk om<L mUwA

Maybe you'd like to mix up a batch of doughnuts today,
to surprise your husband with when he comes home tonight. If you would, here's my way with them — makes
the old-fashioned kind, brown-crusted and crisp on the
outside, tender and sweet inside.
Aunt Jenny's Doughnuts
4 egg yolks or
3% cups sifted
2 whole eggs
all-purpose flour
1 cup sugar
314 teaspoons baking
1 cup less 2 tablespoons
powder
milk
13A teaspoons
nutmeg
3A teaspoon cinnamon
Vi teaspoon vanilla
2 tablespoons Spry
\Va teaspoons salt
Put eggs in mixing bowl and beat very light.. Beat in
sugar gradually. Add milk and vanilla and mix thoroughly. Drop in Spry.
Sift flour, baking powder, salt
60
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I never did hold with calling a cup
of black coffee and a glass of juice
breakfast. Most experts on nutrition agree with my idea that a
good, hearty breakfast puts your
mind and body in shape to face a
day's work. Getting down to cases, a good breakfast
should provide a quarter to a third of daily food requirements, ought to be made up of citrus fruit or juice, hot or
ready-to-eat cereal (enriched or whole grain,) bread in
the form of toast or muffins or pancakes or the like, butter
and a beverage. Eggs, too, if your family skips them at other
meals, and bacon or sausage are nice extras for a hearty
man's for
meal.theBeverage
cocoa
children. can be tea or coffee for you, milk or

for BETTER

LIVING

IS MY LIFE
Aunt Jenny's fame as an extra-good cook,
a marvelous housekeeper, has spread far beyond her
home town.

Here she passes on to you some

By AUNT

JENNY

advice which has helped many Littleton homemakers

Editors Note: Each month on these pages, daytime serial
favorites of yours will tell you about their home lives. You'll
learn their housekeeping shortcuts, share their ideas on
bringing up children, on beauty, home decorating, food,

recreation, travel — all the things which add up to the fulltime job of being a housewife. The methods they've used to
solve housekeeping problems, which they'll pass on to you,
may help you to make your housework lighter and easier.

cause the ease and success and cost of care — the upkeep, you
might say — have to be figured into the original cost of the material. For instance, labels should state the amount of shrinkage
left in the cloth— one percent residual shrinkage means the
fabricll shrink less than half an inch per yard. Colorfast infor-

MnjmyvJU ^Mc6,
I'm not one who likes to see things go
to waste — like a man's shirt, when the
cuffs and collars fray, but the rest is

mation should state if color's fast to washing, perspiration, sunlight, gas fading and dry cleaning. By reading the label carefully, you will be able to buy material that will suit your needs,

still good. I've been making aprons
from Dad's old shirts for years. Maybe
you'd like to try. Cut off the top of
rne shirt straight around under the sleeves. Cut off button and
button-hole bands; hem edges. Trim shirt tail off
hem, or leave as is for scalloped bottom. Gather
top as much as needed to fit your waist. Cut waist
strings, from sleeves. If the shirt had a pocket, sew

and at the same time last longer and look better. There's no
question about it— it really pays to check before buying!

straight and
raw edge at
band, apron
it on. Fancy

(\AbJ(J:dmL

it up with rick-rack or bias tape if you like.

There's nothing so pretty, to my mind,
■ as white or light-painted woodwork.
But seems like you hardly turn around

i

Qi)la dm it m htAl tdd3

and you've
to contend
children in
of visiting

Every once in a while one oi the young-marrieds here in Littleton asks me if 111 go along with her shopping for dress material
or curtain fabrics or some such. "You've had a lot of experience
sewing. Aunt Jenny." she'll say. "You'll know a lot better'n I
what is what when it comes to picking out material." Manufacturers nowadays are pretty helpful, too. The thing is, always
read the label — it can tell you lots. Suppose you want to know
if the fabric's serviceable. Some labels state that the fabric was
tested for the use to which it's to be put — tests for strength, resistance to perspiration, sunfading and shrinkage. More often
than not, washing instructions are on the label, too. Labels can

There's a way with woodwork, though, like with everything
else. First you've got to know what paint you have — semi-gloss
or gloss can be washed, flat paint can't. Mild solution of good
soap or detergent's the thing to start with, using as little as
necessary to make a suds. Wring out a clean cloth in it and
work on a small area at a time, from the bottom up so you
won't have long dark streaks. If necessary with the soap
you're using, rinse with another clean cloth wrung out of clear
water. Dry with soft, dry cloth. Painted woodwork keeps
clean longer with a coat of liquid or self-polishing wax — dustsdown real easy.

help you decide whether a bargain's a real bargain or not, be-
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got a mess of finger marks
with, specially if there're
the house or you have lots
youngsters, like we have.
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It seems to me that little boys who play
With puppy-dogs are always all agog.
A fact that's often prompted me to say
That every little boy should have a dog.
And when I see a puppy-dog pursue
A running lad with tiny yips of joy.
To me it always seems apparent, too.
That every little dog should have a boy !
— Richard Wheeler,

she *r,e*

Some Enchanted Hair-do! — Have a statistic or
two concerning the hair of Mary Martin, star of
"South Pacific" and the things that happen thereto. In the course of washiag that man out of her
hair, Miss Mqrtin has, since the show opened,
given herself an on-stage shampoo eight times —
six evening and two matinee performances — weekly.
Besides, she has. two extra shampoos a day —

Little *'»•

%**

°te *

in the morning, and after each night's show to get
out any soap she may have left behind on stage.
That adds up, if I've used the right fingers to count
on, to twenty-two hair-washings per week, to say

Little

**

nothing of the once-a-week haircut and over-everythree-weeks home permanent. Hats off to Miss M.,
cleanest little lady of the year!
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Po
"I do the very best I know how;
and I mean to keep doing so until
the end. If the end brings me out
all right, what is said against me

e/;

»*r?»

won't amount to anything. If the
end brings me out wrong, ten
angels swearing I was right would
make no difference."
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i<S07 AD. — Capt. John Smith,
along with one hundred five
Cavaliers, in three ships, started
the first permanent English settlement in the New World at
Jamestown, Virginia . . . 1769 —
Napoleon Bonaparte was born
on August 15 at Ajaccio, Corsica . . . 1783 — Massachusetts

--««- proudly .i.

aow

bionj

"^ only a T
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/

Supreme Court outlawed slavery because of the words in the
State Bill of Rights, "all men
are born free and equal" . . .
1804 — Alexander Hamilton fatally wounded in a duel with
Aaron Burr at Weehawken,
N. J. . . . 1866— Ku Klux Klan
formed secredy in South to terrorize Negroes who tried to exercise their legal right to vote . . .
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DAY.

All kinds of trouble can be caused when
people unwisely interfere in the lives of
their friends. Aunt Jenny illustrated this
point dramatically in her recent story of
matchmaking gone wrong, when two young

Aunt Jenny
heard on
CBS 12:15 P.M. EDT

people were
kept them
apart together.
by an olderBetsy
woman's
efforts
to bring
and
Duncan were about ready to fall in love,
but they had to do it in their own time,
and in their own way. When Aunt May
began to try to force them together, she
very nearly caused a catastrophe that might
have turned their love story into a tragedy.
As Aunt Jenny points out, the fact that

Elizabeth Dennis has made up her mind.
In spite of her love for movie producer
Nathan Eldredge, she will not return to
Hollywood, for she fears that the people
she would have to deal with and the life
she would have to live would be too alien
to the gentle, simple daughter of a smalltown minister. But when a girl like Liz falls
Rev. Richard Dennis
heard on
CBS 2:45 P.M. EDT

chance of filling Nathan's place? The Rev.
Dennis, who knows his daughter well, is
afraid she has a harder fight ahead than

Aunt
much, May
then. meant well wouldn't have helped

BACKSTAGE

WIFE.

perhaps she realizes.

DAVID HARUM.

Unaware how desperately strained his marriage to Mary is becoming, Broadway actor
Larry Noble continues to befriend Claudia
Vincent, the scheming woman who understands how to enlist his sympathies. Through

Mary Noble
heard on
NBC 4 P.M. EDT

Larry's influence, Claudia obtains a part
in his play, and while Mary is shocked
enough when she learns of this, she is even
more upset when gossip columns and talkative neighbors make much of the relationship between Larry and Claudia. Rupert
Barlow, the millionaire who refuses to give
up his own pursuit of Mary, loses no time
in assuring her that the rumors of an affair
between Larry and Claudia are well
founded.

BIG SISTER.

Ruth Wayne
heard on
CBS 1 P.M. EDT
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David Harum's old friend, Ed Brice, has
gotten himself into a lot of trouble by
marrying a woman much younger than himself—only two years older than Lucy, the
daughter of Ed's first marriage. The Elkins
brothers, Herbert and Denny, both claim

David Harura
heard A.M.
on EDT
NBC 11:45

FRONT
Parker, the malicious old millionaire whose
quest for power had already upset many
lives in Glen Falls, has managed to force
Ruth Wayne into a dangerous position.
Her suspicions of him, which so far she
has been unable to back up, have made
her sound hysterical and foolish to people
like her own husband, John,' who takes
Parker at face value as a man who is anxious to use his money in good causes.
Soon, however, Ruth will discover an ally
in her effort to show Parker up as the hypocrite she is sure he is. But how will this proof
affect her relationship with John? And will
she be in time, to prevent Parker from causing really big trouble?

in love she doesn't do it lightly. Will she
be able to forget the powerful attraction
of Nathan, and the sincerity of his feeling
for her? Has lawyer Sam Winship any

to be in love with Lucy, but David's belief
that
Denny is nothing
but himself
a ne'er-do-well
is strengthened
when David
is struck
and robbed, and Herbert is beaten so
badly that he has to be hospitalized. Denny
appears to David to be the logical suspect.
Denny's true character is even better known
to Inez, Ed's wife, to whom the young wastrel
has been making love — even though he is
ardent in his protestations of love for Lucy.

PAGE FARRELL.

Sally

heard on
NBC 5:45 P.M. EDT

The murder of a millionaire on a golf course
brings the police and reporter David Farrell
into the case that David calls "The Country
Club Murder Case." Covering the story for
his paper, the New York Daily Eagle, David
questions the people involved and notes
the suspicious stories told by two girls who
happened to be present on the course at
the time of the murder. But David and his
wife Sally, both of whom are old hands at
murder investigation, are too experienced
to be misled by such circumstantial evidence. Their alertness, experience and keen
analyzing ability are once again instrumental in helping the police to force the real
murderer into the open.

DAYTIME

DIARY-

LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL.

Here's your guide to good listening
on the daytime drama circuit — plot,

Papa
heardDavid
on
NBC 3 P.M. EDT

character, time, station information

GUIDING

LORENZO

LIGHT.
Meta

White

JONES.

now believes that the stern

Into Lorenzo's life, with a vengeance, there
suddenly comes the French touch, and gives
Lorenzo's wife Belle still another problem

educational plans laid down by her husband Ted for their son, Chuckie, are not
only mistaken but dangerous. Against Ted's
express command Meta had Chuckie interviewed by a children's psychiatrist, who
encouraged Chuckie to go on with the
hobby he prefers to all others, painting.
Ted, convinced that boxing lessons and
rugged camping expeditions will do Chuckie
Papa Bauer
heard on
CBS 1:45 P.M. EDT

more

good, is infuriated by Meta's interference, but with Meta the conflict has
passed the point of argument. She believes
that something terrible will happen to
Chuckie if he is forced into activities which
cause
him
physical
and
mental
strain.

to
figure
of Paree
the problem's
name
— andout.a Fifi
breath
of oldis Paris
she truly
is. At a dinner in her honor at the Jones

Lorenzo Jones
heard on
NBC 4:30 P.M. EDT

Strange undercurrents stir at the Glendale
orphanage, Hilltop House, as supervisor
Julie Paterno tries to learn the truth behind
the little French boy, Bill, who is so strangely
involved with Hilltop's doctor, Jeff Browning. There is no question that Bill is the
son of Dr. Jeff's former wife, a Frenchwoman named Annette. And there is no
question that Jeff definitely despises this
woman who has evidently caused him a
great deal of trouble. But his relationship
with the boy himself puzzles Julie, as does

Maheard
Perkins
on
CBS 1:15 P.M. EDT

Bill's own strange personality. How much
of Bill's story is true, and how much is. the
clever fabrication of an imaginative, but
possibly unhealthy, youngster?

NONA FROM

JUST PLAIN BILL.
Edna

Lewis, mother

of the unscrupulous

Ronald Lewis, is murdered, and Bill's young
friend Deborah Walsh is in grave danger
as circumstantial evidence points toward
her as the killer. Ronald, who is determined
to get hold of Deborah's money some way,
offers to marry her to show his faith in her
innocence. But the love between Nicholas
Webster and Deborah has never died down,
Nancy Donovan
heard on
NBC 5:30 P.M. EDT
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home, Fifi goes to work on Lorenzo, flatteringly insisting that he is the very man
who would be capable of creating a machine to remove wrinkles. Lorenzo sparks
to the idea as Fifi assures him it will be
possible to devise a machine that will be
a vertible fountain of youth, so effective
in its job that it will make eighty-year-olds
look says?
eighteen. Does Fifi herself believe what
she

MA PERKINS.

HILLTOP HOUSE.

Julie
heard on
CBS 3:15 P.M. EDT

At. long last, the frightening episode involving Jim Swanson draws to a close, as
the desperate man is downed by a bullet
from the gun of Inspector Craig Roberts.
Now Alice, Jim's former wife, can go on
with her plans for happiness with her husband, Douglas Norman. And Chichi, thankful for Alice's happiness, can relax for the
first peaceful moments she's known since
Jim Swanson made his grim threats against
her. Papa David, however, is not so sure
Chichi and peaceful moments go well together. Already young Craig Roberts has
found her intensely disturbing. Papa David
■ knows from experience that where Chichi is,
there's usually trouble.

and finally Ronald decides to .accuse Nicholas of the crime as the most effective
means of getting him out of Deborah's life.
Meanwhile suspicion has also fallen on Bill's
son-in-law Kerry Donovan. Desperately Bill
works to find the murderer, to prevent the
disruption
of several innocent lives.

READER

Nona
heard on
CBS 3 P.M. EDT

In spite of the warnings of her old friend
Shuffle, Ma refuses to see the truth about
her cousins, the Hammachers, and as a
result they have successfully worked the
scheme by which they plan to cut Ma off
from her family and friends and gradually
gain complete control over her lumber
yard. Having driven Shuffle away from
Rushville Center, and caused trouble between Ma and her daughter Evey that
may never be patched up, the Hammachers
turn their attention to Ma's other daughter,
Fay — the one with the money. Somewhere
along the line somebody has got to stop
the Hammachers. Is Shuffle going to be
able to make himself heard in time?

NOWHERE.
Nona Brady's glamorous screen career is
really under way when tragedy threatens.
At a ball given in her honor, Nona wears
the fabulous Rajah's Diamond . . . and it
is stolen under circumstances that point
suspicion toward her foster father, Pat
Brady. Inspector Storm, assigned to the
case, turns some of his attention to three
strange people who one way or another
have recently obtained a foothold in
Nona's life. Viola Vance, Errol Dunbar and
Daphne Reed are actually working together to upset the lives of Nona and Pat.
Will Inspector Storm's investigation unearth any of the true facts about this sinister trio?

BONUS
65

RIGHT TO HAPPINESS.

OUR GAL SUNDAY.
Kevin Bromfield, left blinded as the result
of a brutal, mysterious attack, is the center
of a raging controversy in the circle of
Sunday and Lord Henry Brinthrope. The

Carolyn Kramer's ill-advised effort to regain
custody of her son Skippy, who was awarded
to her divorced husband Dwight as the result of evidence faked by his lawyer, has

young

lawyer's love for Sunday had annoyed Lord Henry, and encouraged his
fiancee, Marcia, to accuse Lord Henry of
the attack. She claims it was motivated by
jealousy which several people had heard

Sunday
heard on
CBS 12:45 P.M. EDT

Lord Henry express. Sunday, however, believes that Lord Henry would never have
done such a thing, and sets herself grimly
to learn the truth. The story behind the
assault upon Kevin is a dreadful shock to
Sunday when she ultimately discovers who
was responsible, and why.

win

Miles.

Despite his efforts to put the past from
his mind, Dr. Jim Brent finds it painfully
recalled to him as the trial of the Rockwell

would be found, and when pilot Jerry Feldman flew North with a story about a broken,
aged man recently rescued from the jungle,
Edie insisted on going down to see him

the actress who posed as Jim's wife and
prevented him from learning the truth about
her death, gives her testimony, the whole

despite Jerry's warning that he couldn't
possibly be Andy. But Edie, undiscouraged,
goes, and to the astonishment of Jerry and

bitter episode comes back to Jim — their
whole life together flashes before his eyes.
For the first time he learns some truths about

of all the Youngs, who feared Edie's trip
would end in bitter disappointment, the
man proves to be Andy beyond any doubt!
Overjoyed for Edie, Pepper and his family
wonder if they would have been capable
of faith as profound as hers.

gang

Dr. Jim Brent
heard on
NBC 3:15 P.M. EDT

The well-organized ring of gangsters which
supplies a great city with dangerous drugs
comes under fire as the police and Perry
Mason close in on the head men. Meanwhile the happy family life for which Audrey
Beekman worked and planned lies in ruins
at her feet, with the realization that her
husband, Ed, is hopelessly involved with the
criminals. For years, while the Beekmans
were poor, Audrey kept hoping for more
money. Then Ed began to make more in
ways that were not clear to Audrey until
her sudden discovery that he was tied up

Lambert,

his wife, which he never had known —
that make him almost glad she died
her life became an unspeakably sordid
But will Jim ever be able to escape

Gil Whitney finally learns part of the truth,
about his- alleged marriage to Betty Mallory,
who claims that they married in Georgia
during the war and that Gil, whom she knew
under an assumed name, is the father of
little Mollie Lou. But before Gil can completely straighten out this trouble, which
was caused by Cynthia Swanson, Cynthia

Agatha Anthony
heard on
CBS 12:30 P.M. EDT

and columnist Daisy Parker go to work planting rumors about a romance between Helen
and her boss and old friend, Jeff Brady.
So successful is their gossip campaign that
Jeff's wife breaks with Helen, and Gil leaves
his investigation in Marble Hill and rushes
back in consternation to Hollywood to learn
the truth for himself.

ROSEMARY.

Walter Manning's tendency toward selfdistrust leads him into a tangle from which
escape will be difficult. When Portia proves
that Staley, Walter's boss, is a criminal,
Walter recalls his own defense of the man
and decides that Portia will be better off
without such an incompetent as himself
around for a husband — particularly since
he has reason to believe that his brilliant
brother, Christopher, is in love with Portia.
On his way out of town, Walter is involved
in an accident as a result of which he
changes places with a dead man. Portia,
mourning Walter whom she believes to be
dead, does not suspect how strangely they
will meet again.

Beth

OF HELEN TRENT.

folly?

PORTIA FACES LIFE.

Carol,
truths
before
mess.

of traitors opens. As

from the burden of the past — will he be able
to achieve a small measure of happiness?

ROMANCE

quences of her husband's
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OF LIFE.

with dope-peddling. Can Audrey protect
herself and her children from the conse-

Walter Manning
heard on
NBC 5:15 P.M. EDT

campaign

Two years ago Pepper's friend Andy Hoyt
was lost in a plane crash in South America.
Edie never gave up hope that her husband

PERRY MASON.

Perry Mason
heard on
CBS 2:15 P.M. EDT

is well aware that Annette Thorpe's interest in Miles is not confined to his campaign
for the governorship, and believes this is
part of Annette's

ROAD

PEPPER YOUNG'S FAMILY.

Pepper Young
heard on
NBC 3:30 P.M. EDT

Dwight Kramer
heard on
NBC 3:45 P.M. EDT

plunged her into a scandal from which —
according to his political backers — her
fiance, Miles Nelson, must be protected.
Carolyn, knowing that publisher Annette
Thorpe is the most influential person behind
Miles, distrusts the decision that Miles and
Carolyn must stop seeing one another. It
is supposed to be temporary, but Carolyn

Rosemary, returning from a visit to Springdale to find her husband in a violently overwrought condition, is stunned to learn from
her friend, Blondie, that he has become
infatuated with another woman. Refusing
at first to credit this, Rosemary finally believes it when Bill leaves her, obviously so

BUI Roberts
heard on
CBS 11:45 A.M. EDT

upset that he hardly knows what he is
doing. Though Rosemary knows that Blanche,
the other woman, has attempted to bow
out of the situation, she wonders if there
is any future for herself and Bill, is any
love, Rosemary wonders, strong enough to
stand the shock of betrayal? Or would it
be wiser if she gave up trying to help Bill,
and left him to find his own peace?

DAYTIME

DIARY—

WENDY

SECOND MRS. BURTON.

WARREN.

When the doctor tells Terry the frightening
news that little Wendy has polio, both she

Wendy's romance with her managing editor,
Don Smith, is rocked by news of the accident in which Nona Douglas is killed.

and Stan turn all their energies to the business of getting Wendy cured, with the result that teen-age Brad, despite his own
love for his half-sister, begins to feel lonely
and unwanted. In quest of new amusement,
Brad joins a boys' group called the River
Club, only to realize shortly that he has
become involved in a gang of juvenile delinquents. When Brad learns the truth about
the activities of his new crowd, uncertainty
and inexperience make him hesitate over
what to do. Finally he goes to his family
minister, who counsels him in a course of
action
that
saves
Brad
from
real danger.

Terry Burton
heard on
CBS 2 P.M. EDT

STELLA

Wendy Warren
heard on
CBS 12 Noon EDT

WHEN

DALLAS.

A GIRL MARRIES.
Joan and Harry Davis, preparing for one
of the hardest trials of their life together,

Stella Dallas' young friend, Maria Lennox,
stands in the midst of a situation that has
tragic possibilities when the stranger, Ted
Lamont, of whom she has grown fond, proves
to be her father. Because Ted is an exconvict, Maria's engagement to Andy Conroy may be upset by Andy's father, Earl
Conroy, who is doing his best to prevent
the marriage. But Earl himself is in a questionable position, since there is a mysterious
connection between him and a proven gangster named Harry Hill, a man responsible
for some of the trouble that has occurred

Richard Grosvenor
heard on
NBC 4:15 P.M. EDT

Wendy, explaining that her concern for
Nona's husband Mark is merely what any
good friend would feel, does not convince
Don, particularly when he learns that at one
time Wendy and Mark were on the brink
of
marriage.
Learning
from
a friend
in
Paris that ever since the accident Mark
has been living a strange and obviously
unhealthy existence, Wendy is so distraught
at this news that she herself begins to wonder if there is any basis to the rumors,
spread by Queenie, the columnist, that her
old love for Mark never really died.

are overwhelmed when Joan's mother steps
in to make things even worse. Joan, paralyzed as the result of a murderous attack
by a deranged woman, faces a future which
only Harry and her children can make
worthwhile.

Harry Davis
heard on
NBC 5 P.M. EDT

Harry

in Ted Lamont's life. Will Stella be able
to keep Maria from being hurt by the mistakes of others?

DRAKE.

YOUNG

WE LOVE

AND

Anne Malone
heard on
TBS 1:30 P.M. EDT

virtually con-

YOUNG

LEARN.

WIDDER

Paul Tracy
heard on
NBC 1:45 P.M. EDT
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does

not

READER

BROWN.
the woman

surgeon

whose

brilliant operation saved Ellen Brown's life,
now wishes to remain in Simpsonville to
join the staff of the hospital where Dr.
Anthony Loring, Ellen's fiance, works. Ellen,
who has grown fond of Alison and feels
indebted to her, is astonished when Anthony
insists that if she remains in town she will

entirely satisfy

Madame Sophie. Her lively interest in people takes her in and out of the troubles
of her friends. There is nothing she likes
better than a well-tangled misunderstanding
and she is always full of ideas about solving
their problems. Sometimes her remedies are
effective, but at other times she is glad
to have lawyer Paul Tracy around to talk
things over from his coldly legal viewpoint.

mother.

town
maymake
get his
the father
worst and
of Gene's
bitter drunkard,
decision to
Anne
as miserable as possible. Meanwhile, in
New York, Jerry faces the ruin of his whole
new life as he realizes that Lucia Standish,
around whom he is building it, is a dangerous neurotic hypocrite, rather than the
idealist he had believed her.

Dr. Alison Shaw,

Madame Sophie, who began life as a
French peasant, has won by her unflagging
energy and dominant personality a unique
position as a leading New York couturiere
whose expensive gowns are worn by the
most beautiful women in the world. This
career, however,

of Joan's

Sam's headstrong son, Gene, may upset
their plans by his violent reaction, for he
has stubbornly believed that Anne was in
love with him despite the difference in their
ages. Young Crystal Gates, daughter of the

about going ahead with marriage plans.
When her old friend Dr. Jensen advises her

hold over the psychiatrist- can
trol his life.

never

Anne Malone, estranged wife of Dr. Jerry
Malone, has found in Sam Williams another
man with whom she might be happy. But

Nora Drake, though she has been engaged for some time to lawyer Charles
Dobbs, discovers certain traits of jealousy
and tension in him that make her wonder

Charles Dobbs
heard on
CBS 2:30 P.M. EDT

who

DR. MALONE.

Nurse

to wait, Nora re-examines her relationship
with Charles in the light of her interest in
the psychiatrist, Dr. Seargent, who has been
finding it hard to disguise his growing love
for her. Just how much good this love will
do Seargent is questionable, for he has
not managed to hide it from the glamorous
Vivian Jarrett, the woman whose mysterious

mother,

gives serious thought to this suggestion, their difficulties are not eased by the

hysteria

THIS IS NORA

But Joan's

got over her opposition to Joan's marriage,
decides that all Joan's troubles are the
direct result of Harry's shortcomings, and
is making a fight to break up the Davis
home. Despite the fact that neither Joan nor

cause trouble. Shortly, however, Anthony's
fears appear justified, for Jim Morrison,

Dr. Anthony Loring
heard on
NBC 4:45 P.M. EDT

Alison's worthless

former

husband,

comes

to Simpsonville. It seems obvious that Jim's
activities will upset everyone who has any
contact with him or Alison Shaw. How will
Jim Morrison's appearance
of Ellen and Anthony?

affect the lives

BONUS
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INSIDE RADIO

GLORIA GORDON —My Friend
Irma's landlady (Mon. 10 P.M. EDT,
CBS) was born in England, votes
American and sounds Irish. She married an American pantomimist she met
at London's Hippodrome while she
was touring with a vaudeville troupe.
She has one daughter and a son, the
well-known radio actor Gale Gordon.

All Times Below are Eastern Daylight Time
For Correct Central Daylight Time Subtract One Hour

BT^B
A.M.

NBC

W*m
ABC

MBS

CBS

8:30
8:45

String Quartet

Local Programs

Let There Be Music

The Garden Gate
Carolina Calling

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

World News
Wormwood Forest
Bach Aria Group
O and H Miners

Elder Michaux

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

National Radio
Pulpit
Art of Living
Morning Serenade

11:00
11:15

Faultless Starch Time Back to God
UN is My Beat

Foreign Reporter
Frank and Ernest

11:30
11:45

News Highlights
Solitair Time

Hour of Faith

Sunday Morning
Concert Hall

News
E.
Power Biggs

Dixie Quartet
Christian Science

Voice of Prophecy

Trinity Choir of
St Paul's Chapel

A.M.

Radio Bible Class

Message of Israel

Church of the Air

Voice of Prophecy

Negro College Choir

8:30
8:45

Reviewing Stand

AFTERNOON

News Makers
News, Howard K
Smit.,
Salt Lake Tabernacle

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

American rorum
of the Air
Eternal Light

Kiwams Onorai
Groups
Chamber Music

ivlusic of tne Day

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

America United

William Hillman
Organ Moods
Lutheran Hour

Sammy Kaye

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

NBC Theater

Top Tunes With
Trendler
Bill Cunningham
Washington Reports

This Week Around
The World
Mr. President
Drama

Choraliers

The Truitts

Bobby Benson
Hashkn'fe Hartley

Music With the
Girls
The Lutheran Hour

Your Invitation to
Music

The Quiz Kids

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Diagnosis
Homicide
High Adventure

Hopalong Cassidy

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Big Guy

The Shadow

Milton Cross Album

James Melton

True Detective
Myster es

Think Fast

Martin Kane
Private Eye

EVENING
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
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Roy Rogers

Western Caravan

Nick Carter

$1,000 Reward

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Adventures of Sam
Spade
Theater Guild on
the Air

10:00
10:15
10:30

R

The Catholic hour

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

M

National Vespers

Phil Harris-Alice
Faye Show

Main St. Music Hall

Les Brown
World News

PROGRAMS

Dance Bands

Double or Nothing

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee lamboree

Break ast Club

This Is New York

My True Story

Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Cec I Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music
Behind the Story

Terkel Time

Heatter's Mailbaq
Bob Poole

Jack Berch
David Harum

12.-00
12:15
12:30
12:45

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

1:00
1:15
1:30

Boston Symphony

1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

4:45
4:30
My Favorite Husband
Our Miss Brooks

Stop the Music

The Milk Show

Margaret Arien

AFTERNOON

4:00
4:15

Singing Marshall

Take It or Leave It

11:30
11:45

3:00
3:15
3:45
3:30

The Jack Benny
Voices That Live
Show
Amazing Mr. Malone Hit the Jackpot

Gabriel Meatier
The Little Symphonies
This Is Europe

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

People - Plrtform

Symphonette

Enchanted Hour

Welcome Travelers

Charles Collingwood
Elmo Roper
Record Parade

Affairs of Peter
Salem
Under Arrest

Opera Concert
American Album

Invitation io Learning

Old Fashioned
Revival Hour

Drew Pearson
Don Gardner
Speak ng of Songs

Cieve.andaires

5:00
5:30
5:15
5:45

Double or Nothing
Live Like A
Millionaire

Betty
Ma jazineCrocker
of the Air
Victor H. Lindlahr
Modern Romances
Qu ck As a F.ash

Grand
Slam
Rosemary

PROGRAMS

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross

George Hicks
We Love and Learn

CBS

Local Programs

10:45
11:00
11:15

Chicago Rouiidtable

ABC

MBS
Do You Remember
Red Foley

PROGRAMS

Piano Playhouse

NBC

Aunt
WendyJenny
Warren
Luncheon Club

Local
Program
Doughboys

JohnnyNews
Olsen's
12:25
Local Program
Baukhage

Our
Sunday
HelenGa.Trent

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Nancy Craiy

Big
Ma Sister
Perkins
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Game of the Day
Ladies Fair
Queen For A Day

Welcome to
Hollywood

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This Is Nora Drake
Chance of a Lifetime The Brighter Dav

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Houseis Party
This
Nora Drake

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Chuckle Wagon
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Happv Landing

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the

Fun House

News
Galen Drake

When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Challenge of Yukon
Front Page Farrell

EVENING

Percy Faith

Hits and Misses
Superman

PROGRAMS

Red Skelton

Horace Heidt

Bob Warren
Clem
McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Locai Programs

6:00
6:15
6:30

Contented Hour

6:45
7:15
7:00
7:30
7:45

One Man's Family
News of the World
Irving Field s Trio
H. V. Kaltenborn

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabr
1 Love elA Heatter
Mystery

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

The Railroad Hour

Bobby Benson
Crime Fighters
8:55 Bill Henry

9:00
9:15

Telephone Hour

9:30
9:45

Murder By Experts
Roundup
Korean War

Treasury Music

Band of America

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Night Beat
Cloak & Dagger

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

United or Not
This Is My Song

Walter Winchell
Louella Parsons
Crossroads With
Ted Malone

Corliss Archer

Ginny Simms
Love Letters
Jackie Robinson

PAT
McGEEHAN -owns
one
of
radio's most familiar voices. Deadeye
is only one of many roles he plays on
CBS' Red Skelton Show, Sun. 8:30
P.M. EDT.

Voice of Firestone

Locai Programs

Jackson & tne News
DwightMassey
Cooke Time
Curt
Lowell Thomas

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
The Lone Ranger
Inner Sanctum
Henry Taylor
Joe Hasel

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward Murrow
Hollywood Star
Playhouse
Talent
Scouts
Radio Theater

Rex Maupin

Heard in southern & west-central states

My Friend Irma
Bob Hawk

B
A.M.

BOB STEVENSON— the thirty-fiveyear-old announcer of CBS's Life with
Luigi, played hookey from his Binghamton, N. Y. high school to accompany afriend who was auditioning for
radio and wound up with the job
himself. Shortly after his discharge
from the Army, he headed west to
resume
radio duties in Hollywood.

MBS

NBC

9:00
9:30
9:15
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

D^lEl
A.M.

8:30
8:45

ABC

Local Programs

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

Margaret Arlen

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Red Foley

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee Jamboree

Breakfast Club

This Is New York

12:00
12:15

Barnyard Follies

12:30
12:45
1:00

Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

1:30
1:15

Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

My True Story

Behind the Story
Heatter's Maiibag
Bob Poole

Modern Romances

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowner
Vincent Lopez
George Hicks
We Love and Learn

Betty Crocker Magazine ofthe Air
Victor H. Lindlahr

Grand Slam
Rosemary

Quick As A Flash

WendyJenny
Warren
Aunt

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross

Luncheon
Club
Johnny
Olsen's

Local Program
Doughboys

12:25 News
Local Program

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Baukhage

Second Mrs. Burton
Welcome to
Hollywood
Perry Mason
This
Is Nora Drake
Chance of a Lifetime
The Brighter Day

Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

™

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

Double or Nothing

Game of the Day*
Ladies Fair

Live Like A
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hann bal Cobb

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones
Chuckle Wagon
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Straight Arrow
Portia Faces Life
Sky King
Just Plain Bill
5:55 Curley Bradley
Front Page Farrell

Fun House

Galen Drake

Space Patrol

Hits and Misses

Happy Landing

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

Local Programs

Red Foley

Robert Hurleigh
Breakfast Club
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Clevelandaires
Office
Inside the Doctor's
Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

Cecil Brown

My True Story

Say It With Music

Betty Crocker
azine ofthe MagAir
Victor H. Lindlahr

Behind the Story
Heatter's Maiibag
Bob Poole

Modern Romances
Quick As A Flash

CBS
Margaret Arlen
This is New York
Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Rosemary
Grand
Slam

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
House Party
Strike It Rich
Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

PROGRAMS

PROGRAMS

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

Kate Smith Speaks

Vincent Lopez

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Nancy Craig

Welcome to
Second Mrs. Burton
Hollywood
Perry isMason
Nora Drake
Chance of a Lifetime This
The Brighter Day

Luncheon Club
Johnny News
Olsen's
12:25
Local Program
Baukhage

Local
Program
Doughboys

1:45
2:00
2:00

Double or Nothing

2:15
2:30
2:45

Game of the Day*
Ladies Fair

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness
Local Programs

Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

Chuckle Wagon

4:45

Young Widder Brown

5:00
5:30
5:15
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Challenge of Yukon
Front Page Farrell

EVENING

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

EVENING

Do You Remember

George Hicks
We Love and Learn

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30

PROGRAMS

Nancy Craig

W*m
ABC

AFTERNOON

Do You Remember

10:00
10:15
10:30

FB»^

MBS

CBS

8:30
8:45

Clevelandaires

B^H»B
NBC

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
7:15
7:45

Bob
Clem Warren
McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra
One Man's Family
News of the World
H.
V. Kaltenborn
Irving
Field's Trio

Wendy Warren
Helen
Our GalTrent
Sunday
Big Sister
Ma Perkins
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Bride and Groom
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
House Party
Hilltop
House

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55
Hite and the
News

Fun House

Galen Drake

Superman

Hits and Misses

PROGRAMS

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel
1 Love A Heatter
Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Lone Ranger
Dr. 1. Q.

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward Murrow
Mr. Chameleon

The Hidden Truth

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Dangerous Assignment
Great Gildersleeve

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Groucho Marx

Mr. District Attorney Family Theater

Chandu the
Magician

10:00
10:15
10:30

The Big Story

Champagne Music

Philip Marlowe

On Trial

Dixieland Jazz
Concert

Richard Diamond

International Airport
8:55 Bill Henry

Cliche Club

Dr. Christian

2000 Plus

Detour

It Pays to be Ignorant
Bing Crosby

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Dance Bands

* Heard in southern & west-central states
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

One Man's Family
News of the World

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel Heatter
1 Love A Mystery

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Drama

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward Murrow

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Cavalcade of America Count of Monte
Cristo
Official Detective
Starlight Concert
8:55 Bill Henry

Paul Whiteman
Presents
Gentlemen of the
Press

Mystery Theatre
Mrs. & Mrs. North

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Bob Hope

10:00
10:15
10:30

Big Town

Irving
Field's Trio
H.
V. Kaltenborn

Fibber McGee
& Molly

People are Funny

Life With Luigi
America's Town
Meeting of the Air
Erwin D. Canham
Truth or ConseFine Arts Quartet
quences
Frank Edwards
Time For Defense
There's Music in
Mutual Newsreel
the Air
Dance Bands
Labor & Management
* Heard in southern & west-central states
John Steele Adventure
Mysterious Traveler

ANNE
— is of
always
"the
menace"BURR
because
her cast
deep asvoice.
Her- surprise was great when she got
the leading lady assignment on radio's
Studio One because "I'm the world's
worst auditioner." She appeared in
Broadway's "Detective Story," is wellknown for her portrayal of Nona in
Wendy Warren; Valerie in Big Sister.

R
M
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A.M.
8:30
8:45
9:00
8:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

MBS

NBC
Do You Remember

Local Programs

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

Margaret Arlen

Breakfast Club

This Is New York

My True Story

Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Red Foley

Robert Hurleigh

Clevelandaires

Tennessee Jamboree

Welcome Travelers

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

Double or Nothing

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Terkel Time

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Jack Berch
David Harum

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

CBS

ABC

JAN MINER — Staats Cotsworth's partner in' crime detection and Julie on
CBS's daily (3:15 P.M. EDT) Hilltop
House, began her drama career as a
stage designer in her hometown of
Boston because she thought she wasn't
pretty enough to be an actress. She and
her husband are camera fiends — he
takes pictures; she develops them.

Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air
Victor H. Lindlahr
Modern Romances
Quick As A Flash

Grand Slam
Rosemary

PROGRAMS

A.M.
8:30

News
The Note Noodlers
Hometowners

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Local Program
Doughboys

Vincent Lopez

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Baukhage
Nancy Craig

Welcome to
Hollywood
Chance of a Lifetime

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

George Hicks
We Love and Learn

Luncheon
Club
Johnny
Olson's
12:25 News
Local Program

8:45

Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

9:00
9:15

Red Foley

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr. Maione
The Guiding Light

9:45
9:30

Clevelandaires

■

Double or Nothing

Game of the Day*
Ladies Fair

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For a Day

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
House Party

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones
Chuckle Wagon
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55
Hite and the
News

When A Girl Marries Straight Arrow
Portia Faces Life
Sky King
Just Plain Bill
5:55 Curley Bradley
Front Page Farrell

EVENING
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Hits and Misses

12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

One
News Man's
of the Family
World

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Drama

Irving
Field's Trio
H.
V. Kaltenborn

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel Heatter
I Love a Mystery

Aldrich Family

California Caravan

Screen Guild Players FBIWarin Peace and

Reporters' Roundup

Frank Edwards
Mutual Newsreel
Sara's Private Capers Dance Bands
Dragnet

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward Murrow

Mr. Keen

Sportsmen's
Club
8:55
Bill Henry

Duffy's Tavern

Jackson & the News
DwightMassey
Cooke
Curt
Lowell Thomas

TedAmateur
Mack's Hour
Original
Robert Montgomery
Author Meets the
Critics
Paul Harvey

Suspense
Crime Photographer
James Hilton
Playhouse
Hollywood Theatre

Local Programs

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music
Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:15
5:00
5:30
5:45

6:30
6:15
6:45

Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Betty Crocker
Magazine of the Air
John S. Kennedy
Modern Romances
Grand
Slam
Rosemary

Luncheon Club
Johnny
Olsen's
12:25 News

Aunt Jenny
Wendy Warren
Helen Trent

Baukhage
Cedric
Harvey Foster
Harding
Harold Turner
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Nancy Craig

Double or Nothing

Game ofFair
the Day*
Ladies

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

Welcome to
Hollywood
Chance of a Lifetime

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This
is Nora Drake
The Brighter
Day

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Bride and Groom
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hannibal Cobb

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop
House
House Party

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Chuckle Wagon
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Happy Landing

Music Matinee
4:55
Hite and the
News

When A Girl Marries Mert's Record
Portia Faces Life
Adventures
Just Plain Bill
Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

Fun House

Galen Drake

George Hicks
Wc Love and Learn

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

.

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Curt
DwightMassey
Cooke
Lowell Thomas

Louis Prima

The Fat Man

8:30

We The People

8:55
Henry
Eddy Bill
Duchin

This Is Your FBI

8:45
9:15
9:00
9:30

Dimension X

Army Air Force Show The Thin Man

Confidentially Yours
Wanted
Bill Stern

-

PROGRAMS

Stars and Starters

8:15
8:00

Ma Sister
Perkins
Big
YoungGuiding
Dr. Maione
The
Light

Hits and Misses

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Lone Ranger

One Man's Family
News of the World
The Playhouse
H. V. Kaltenborn

9:45
10:00

Margaret Arlen

PROGRAMS

Lanny Ross
Local Program
Doughboys

Vincent Lopez,

7:30
7:45

10:15
10:30
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My True Story

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Local Program
Gabriel Heatter
I Love a Mystery

7:15
7:00

COTSWORTH — who appeared in twenty-three Broadway
shows in fifteen years, was among the
first stage actors in radio. (He's CBS's
Crime Photographer, Thurs. 9:30 P.M.
EDT.) Born near Chicago he has been
a sailor, bus driver, book illustrator
and still does excellent water colors,
some of which he has exhibited.

This is New York

Kate Smith Speaks

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
U. S. Marine Band

EVENING
6:00

CBS

ABC
Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan
Breakfast Club

Quick As A Flash

* Heard in southern & west-central states

STAATS

ID

AFTERNOON

Space Patrol

Local Programs

Limerick Show

Double or Nothing

Galen Drake

PROGRAMS

Cass Daley

10:30

Fun House

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Father Knows Best

Welcome Travelers

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

MBS

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

10:00
10:15

12:00
12:15

Local Programs

NBC
Do You Remember

WendyJenny
Warren
Aunt

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

i

The Sheriff
Frank Edwards
Mutual Bands
Newsreel
Dance

Claremont Hotel
Dance Music

* Heard in southern & west-central states

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward Murrow

Up For Parole
Songs For Sale
Escape

Capital Cloakroom

T

VA

NBC

A.M.
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

U

R

MBS

Down Homers

D

A

POETRY

r

ABC
No School Today

Local Programs

This Is New
CBS York

Coffee in Washington

Galen Drake
Garden Gate

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Fred Waring Show

Local Programs

Family Party

Mary Lee Taylor

Leslie Nichols
Helen Hall

Look Your Best

11:00
11:15
11:30

Smilin' Ed McConnell
Archie Andrews

U. S. Marine Band

OCTOBER

October
With

Hoosier Hot Shots

News, Phil Shadel
JoeRecordshop
Franklin's
Let's Pretend
At Home With Music 11:05
Junior Miss

a

harvest

romance

is

in his

Chrysanthemums — a
The

answer

October

AFTERNOON

PROGRAMS

Of

is

News
Man on the Farm
Public Affairs
Luncheon With Lopez

And

101 Ranch Boys

Theatre of Today

American Farmer

Grand Central Station
12:55 Cedric Adams
Stars Over Hollywood
Give and Take

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

National Farm Home Joseph McCaffrey
Jerry & Skye
Cumberland Valley
Barn Dance

Navy Hour

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Music

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Game of the Day*
Bands For Bonds

Operetta Matinee

U. S. Army Band
Wayne Howell Show

Dance Orchestra

American Jazz

Voices Down the
Wind

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Racing News

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Music
Herman Hickman
The Sport of Kings

6:00

Bob Warren

6:15

Bob Considine

6:30
6:45

Living, 1950

True or False

Tea and Crumpets

To be announced

Twin Views of the
News

Club Time

Make Way For Youth

Musical Notebook
At the Chase

Al Heifer
Helen Westbrook
Hawaii Calls

Voices and Events

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Chamber Music of
Twenty Questions
Lower Basin Street
Take a Number

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Your Hit Parade

True or False

Tales of Texas
Rangers
Chamber Music
Society
Grand Ole Opry

Treasury Show
Bert Andrews

field

upon

the

vine,

as tipsying
is a

as wine.

frosty sky

Where
witches roam
and
snowflakes
October is a hearth where I
Would

like to

share

my

dreams

with

brew;
you.

B. Elfstrom

C/eccnd Jww
We'll make a wine of laughter
And see this moment trace
An end to all our heartbreaks.
Unveil love's long lost face.
We'll turn our eyes to morning
Let the young sun dry our tears.
And pause no more in yearning
For all those love-shorn years.
We'll hold the past as pruning
Of youth's too thoughtless grace.
And rest our hearts together

PROGRAMS

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Joe DiMaggio

Overseas Report
Science Adventures

To be announced

Evangelical
Program
Harry
Wismer
Rex Koury

orange
ripe

Hormel Girls

Caribbean Crossroads Recorded Music
Racing News
Treasury Band
Sports Parade

Albert Warner News

tune —

poet's dream.

jars of air Jack Frost unsealed

October

Fun To Be Young

Music

beam;

sweetheart's

— Dorothy

Where There's Music

EVENING

10:00
10:15
10:30

Roger Dann

an

pumpkins

That are
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

to a

moon
genial

News From Washington
Memo From Lake
Success

In love's new time —and
Eulaspace.
G. Klein

Sports Review

SONG

Larry Lesueur '
Winner Take All

FOR

UNDERSTANDING

Camel Caravan with
Vaughn Monroe
Gene Autry
T-Man

This is high understanding: that you know
When I am sorry without telling you,
And I am aware of your regret, although

Norman Brokenshire

Gang Busters

Lombardo Land

Phil Bovero

Musical Revue

You go about your day's work, and pursue
Another subject when you talk with me.
It is not only that we read the eyes,

Theatre of the Air

At the Martinique

Sing It Again

Comedy of Error
7:55 John B.Kennedy Buzz
Playhouse
Adlan's
Dixieland Jambake
Hollywood Byline

At the Shamrock
* Heard in southern & west-central states

Or by each other's very acts can see
The wish to compensate for some unwise
And sudden hurt we managed to inflict —
But, out of this, true understanding springs
Which makes it more easy to predict
The other's feeling long before he brings
Out, "I am sorrier than words can tell."
You know my heart, and I know yours so well!
— Elaine V. Emans

EUGENIE BAIRD — featured singer
on CBS's Sing It Again (Sat. 10 P.M.
EDT) was born in Pittsburgh. She
sang with Tony Pastor, Jan Savitt and
Glen Gray before becoming Bing
Crosby's partner for a season and
touring with Paul Whiteman. For six
months thereafter she was in the Broadway musical "Angel
in the Wings."
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WILL

PAY

FIVE DOLLARS

for the best original poems sent in each month by readers.
Limit poems to 30 lines, address to Poetry, Radio Mirror
Magazine, 205 E. 42 Street, New York 17, New York. Each
poem should be accompanied by this notice. When postage
is enclosed, every effort will be made to return unused
manuscripts. This is not a contest, but an effort to purchase
poetry for use in Radio Mirror.
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In the July issue of Radio Mirror,
this column printed the problem of Mrs. F. T. who wanted to
know what she should do to prevent her son from quitting school
and emulating the bad habits of
others. In the opinion of the editors, the best letter was sent in by
Mrs. Irvin Greer, whose answer is
printed below. A check for $25.00
has been sent to Mrs. Greer.
This pears
month's
problem
apat the end
of theletter
feature.
What is your answer to it? Your
letter may win $25.00.
Dear Mrs. F. T.:
I think your little boy is trying
to "grow himself up" too fast.
Possibly he feels that, like his sisters, he could be out of your way.
He sees that you and your husband
are very happy and he just feels
left out and alone. Both of you
should cultivate an intimate friendship with the boy. Take him out
with you; encourage him in wholesome sports. Invite boys of his own
age to your home and see that they
have a good time. Fix his room up
attractively so that it will be a
place he really likes to come home
to. Try to get him started with an
interesting and absorbing hobby.
Take it for granted he is going on
with his education. Show a great
interest in his schoolwork. See
that he has many good books and
magazines in his room. Talk about
the future and the good jobs coming up, indirectly making education appear as a necessity. Your
boy must be made to feel that he
is needed and wanted in the home.
And that he is an important contribution to your own happiness.
Just give him the right build-up
and he won't let you Mrs.
down!I. G.
Dear Joan Davis:
I am deeply in love with a young
man and he has declared his love
for me. I know he has marriage
on his mind. But his family and
background are all that mine aren't.
Although my mother has never
been married, she has three children, all by different fathers. For
the last ten years she has lived
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with a shiftless drunkard who
beats and mistreats her especially
when drunk. When she needs
money, she comes to me.
I'm the only girl. Life at home
was so unbearable that I ran away
when I was sixteen. I lived with
the family I worked for. By hard
work and saving I put myself
through school. I now have a good
home and a good job. I have bettered myself and have lived a life
that will bear the closest inspection. Itried doubly hard because of
my mother's mistakes.
Yet, I'm so ashamed of my sordid
family
background.
And forI'mfear
afraid
to tell this
young man
his
family will make him drop me
even if his own love is strong
enough to care for me for myself
alone.
N. B.
Dear N. B.:
I believe that it's never safe to
gamble. In this case, I'm sure it
wouldn't be safe for you to keep
your story from the young man
you wish to marry. By accident —
or perhaps by design, for there are
always people in this world who
are
to make
trouble
— it's
most willing
likely that
at some
time
or
another, after you are married, this
story
wouldthink
reach
husband's
ears. And
how your
he would
feel,
knowing
you of
hadn't
trusted
him to thethat
extent
confiding
in
him.
If he loves you — for yourself
alone, which is a good test of the
kind of love which makes for married happiness — he will honor you
for your efforts, rather than holding your past history against you.
As for his family, I suggest that
you let the young man himself decide how much of the story they
need be told.
Dear Joan:
I am a girl of fourteen. I live in
a town where there are plenty of
girls and boys my age, and we all
like to go to movies, and dances.
But it seems I always get left out
for two reasons.
I only get one dollar for allowance and have to stretch it for

church, movies, after school and in
school cokes. I go to church twice
weekly and it costs thirty-five
cents on Sundays without counting
Saturdays. To the cheapest and
still decent theatre it costs fifty
cents just to get in, without bus
fare or a treat.
I'm turned down so much when
I ask for things I'm afraid to ask
anymore. My parents . think I
should be able to go to the show,
church, buy myself new clothes,
and have other treats on a dollar
a week. While all the other kids
get from
three I dollars
dollars a week.
would tobe four
satisfied
with a dollar and a half or two
dollars at least.
My (Continued
second problem
is the
on page
82) tele-

Each month Joan Davis will answer
your questions on any problem concerning marriage, except problems of health
or law. No letters can be answered personally. Joan will choose from these letters each month a problem which she
will ask you, the readers, to answer.
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will pay $25

to the person whose problem letter is
chosen and another $25.00 will be paid
to the person submitting the best answer
to that problem in the opinion of the
editors, whose decision will be final.
Letters must be postmarked not later
than Sept. 22. No letters will be returned. Address Joan Davis, Radio Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd Street, New
York 17, N. Y. The name of the winner
will be printed each month. Winner of
the prize for the month's
will be notified by mail,
submit problems usually
have their names used in

best problem
as those who
prefer not to
the magazine.

When A Girl Marries, heard M-F at 5 P.M.EDT on NBC, is sponsored by Swansdown and Calumet.

Nancy's
engagement
diamond!

Sweet and lovely Nancy Ann Heston is
wearing a bright new diamond ring —
and giving out news of her engagement
to J. Thomas Ligget, Jr., Yale, Class of
1950. They'll be married this fall in the
Presbyterian Church of beautiful Bryn
Mawr, Pennsylvania — a big wedding
and reception, with eight bridesmaids
and Nancy, a completely adorable bride.

Ci4/^w.

/

Nancy Heston has the captivating sort
of face that makes everyone want to
know her better ! Her eyes are like blue
sky— her lips curve in an irresistible
smile — and her complexion is smooth
as cream. It's a face that sends out
the special magic of her Inner Self —
lets you see the darling girl she is !
Nancy Ann Heston — she has a velvety look about her
complexion that makes you want to know how she cares
for it. "I fust never skip my Pond's creamings" Nancy says.

QjA& sUSed c^maj/

When you lookpretty_you feel more confident ...Nancy believes
Haven't you noticed it . . . that much
more confident feeling you have when you
are looking especially nice?
One of a girl's biggest assets is lovely
skin, Nancy feels. "I always clean my face
with Pond's Cold Cream — it's extra softening, just wonderful," she says.
You'll find a magic in this treatment,
too! Use it every night — this icay:
Hot Stimulation — a quick hot water splash.
Cream Cleanse — swirl Pond's Cold Cream over
Today, get a big jar of snowy Pond's Cold Cream!
Start now to help your face show a lovelier "Vou!

your face to soften and
old make-up from pore
Cream Rinse — more
last traces of dirt, leave

sweep skin-dulling dirt and
openings. Tissue off clean.
Pond's now, to rinse off
skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation — a tonic cold water splash.

See your super-clean face ! So soft — too !
It's not vanity to help your face look
lovely. You owe it to others — you owe it
to yourself. It sends a happy confidence
sparkling out from your Inner Self —
attracts people to you on sight.
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Radio's Own Life Story
(Continued from page 18)

Roy-al, Pud-ding!
Rich-rich-rich with flavor,
Smooth- smooth- smooth as silk,
More food energy
Than sweet fresh milk.
For some years they led the field.
"We were the first olive out of the
bottle, and
weresince
the has
best,"turned
says the
modest
Kentwe who
his
talents to other departments of radio,
but not before he and Crome-Johnson
had
stunned
the advertising
world
with another sensation in 1944. This
was the famous silent commercial! It
was the result of another conference
of the partners. A battalion of imitators had followed their lead and the
air was full of tuneful sales talk. Once
again they said to each other, "What
stinks?"
"Commercials," was once again the
answer. "Even singing commercials."
"How can we fix them?"
"Well,
what
is the
opposite
of
sound?"
"Silence!"
Inspired, they went right out and
sold some silence to the makers of a
hair dressing, Admiration. The commercial went something like this: "Admiration for the hair waves presents
the newest thing on the air waves:
SILENCE. Have some."
With that, the air went dead for
some ten seconds before the announcer
murmured, "Like this quiet? Have some
more." Another ten seconds elapsed before the soft invitation, "Come on in —
the nothing's fine. This is the first time
a sponsor gives you a whole minute of
silence! Like it? Have some more."
Listeners were in a fever of curiosity,
naturally, at the end of the minute, and
Admiration's sales took a healthy jump.
Though a noble experiment, this
"?i"ent" commercial did not stem the
tide of the selling rhyme. By this time
the air was full of the works of other
poets. Children no longer skipped rope
to chanted nursery rhymes, but used,
instead, such words as,
I like Chiclets candy-coated chewinggum.
I am going out right quick and buy me
some.
It's refreshing as can be,
Skitty-whoa, skitty-whee!
I like Chiclets candy-coated chewinggum.
Nothing is so tenacious a memory as
the songs of childhood. It is interesting
to project the imagination to the year

2000 and vision a group of middle-aged
people indulging in tender reminiscence and singing, not "I'll Never
Smile der"Again,"
or "South of the Borbut
It's delicious, yum-yum-yum,
It's delightful! Order some!
Now demand it. Here's the name
Piel's Light Beer of Broadway fame.
or the briefer but no less relentlessly
fixed in the memory,
Rinso White!
Rinso White!
Happy little washday song.
Before 1939 there had been other
give-aways, but sponsors and listeners
alike paid them only minor attention
until Horace Heidt started Pot O' Gold
and the trend that is still raging. If
Heidt had not fractured his back plaving football at the University of California, the whole thing might never
have happened. He had planned to be
a football coach. During his weeks of
convalescence he faced the fact that
his athletic career was finished. He
had been making extra money playing
the piano at school dances with some
success, so when he recovered he concentrated on music, formed a dance
band and was on his way — but not
very fast. In spite of his fame as a
dance band leader, radio passed him
by until he started his Answers by
Dancers on a local station during his
engagement at the New York Biltmore.
It was the first broadcast quiz featuring ad-lib interviews from such an
audience, and it added impetus to the
quiz and guessing-game shows that
soon were to spring up on all sides.
Until Pot O' Gold came along, prizes
had been won by an effort of some
kind — the solving of a puzzle, the
writing of a letter, the invention of a
slogan, the answering of a question.
It was obvious that only a small percentage of listeners took the trouble to
compete. How could you interest the
lazy people who wouldn't join in? A
flash of inspiration presented the solution. Each week a name was selected
at random from the telephone books
of the country. All the winner had to
do was answer. If he did, $1,000 was
sent to him for no more than saying
"Hello." If he were so unlucky as to be
out or asleep, $100 was sent to him
anyway, and the remaining $900 was
added to the jackpot. What a sensation! Here was truly something for
nothing. No one seemed to care that

it eveny m<vww<p{
says one regular listener to the fascinating radio
program "My True Story" heard every morning,
Monday through Friday. You meet new people
each day, hear their real-life stories taken from
the pages of True Story Magazine. Each morning
there's a complete true drama, prepared in cooperation with the editors of True Story Magazine.
Thousands of women vote this their favorite morning program because the people you meet . . .
with their loves, their fears, their problems . . ,,
could be you, could be your neighbor.
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chance of being called was one in millions. It could happen, and it was
glorious to listen to someone being
showered with unearned gold each
week. Heidt backed up his give-away
with a splendid show, but the day of
the give-away as entertainment all by
itself was close at hand. The vast interest in Pot O' Gold started another trend
when Heidt started .to broadcast from
a different city each week — the first
major band to make a policy of touring.
"Coming, mother" became a national
catch-phrase in the summer of 1939
when the Aldrich Family went on as a
replacement for Jack Benny's show,
and Ezra Stone has been heard nationally as the befuddled teen-ager ever
since. Dennis Day, then known as
Eugene Dennis McNulty, became an
important addition to the Benny show
this year. He remained with it until he
joined the Navy. After the war, he
started his own show, too, A Day in The
Life of Dennis Day.
Jay Jostyn played the assistant to
Mr. District Attorney at the start but
within the year worked up to the top
spot. What is generally conceded to be
the most literate of the daytime dramas,
Against the Storm, written by Sandra
Michael, was popular until 1942 when
it went off the air for a while. Certain
characters in it were hating Hitler prematurely. There was a Neutrality Act
still in force, so any reference to our
neutrality, pro or con, was judged to
be "controversial." The National Association of Broadcasters' new Code of
Fair Practice clearly defined as "conany subject
the
nation about troversial"
which
there concerning
was a division
of opinion. Political campaigns were
one example. The question of intervention in Europe's
isolation
was another.
It was war
ruledor that
such
matters might not be presented in
dramatic form, and should be discussed
only in straight speeches or debates and
on sustaining, non-paid time except in
the case of political campaigns when
both sides were allowed to buy equal
amounts of time, if they wished.
It was this ruling against controversial subjects on oaid time that
finally took Father Coughlin off the
air. When his advertising agency tried
to renew his contracts for time, they
promised
"will keep
not
attack any that
race his
or broadcasts
creed, but will
the patriotic tenor of trying to keep
America
of that
the such
war." a The
Code
committee out
ruled
discussion
would be controversial and so could be
broadcast only as a sustaining show.
Many stations were willing to sell time
to Father Coughlin, but few cared to
donate it. In 1940, the cleric announced
that he was leaving radio and would
devote himself to his magazine, Social
Justice. So ended a career about which
many listeners had bitterly opposing
opinions.
Another bombshell was tossed in a
different . direction by a brave gentleman by the name of Artie Shaw, who
told the jitterbugs where to get off in
no uncertain terms. This intrepid man
was born in 1910 and grew up in the
years when at least one boy on every
block was making the night hideous
with a saxophone. In 1925, he switched
to a clarinet where there was less
competition, developed a distinctive
hot style under tutelage from the great
Bix Beider(Continued on page 76)

Bath Size l"
"Leaves

my skin so fresh,

exquisitely fragrant, too!"
"77us big luxurious bath size Lux Soap
makes such a wonderfully refreshing beauty
bath" says charming Doris Day. "It leaves
my skin softer, smoother, perfumed with
such a lovely clinging fragrance!"
You will love the generous new
bath size. It gives rich abundant
lather, even in hardest water.
After a Lux Soap beauty bath,
arms and shoulders look satinsmooth; skin all over is fresh,
really sweet!
Try Hollywood's favorite
beauty soap in the luxurious
new bath size!

DORIS DAY and GORDON

MacRAE

in a romantic scene from

WARNER

BROS.' "TEA
FOR
TWO"
COLOR
BY TECHNICOLOR

R

IK

9 out of IO Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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{Continued from page 74) becke, and
by 1938 was a rage with the youngsters, playing for twenty thousand
"shag" enthusiasts in one concert on
Boston Common, of all places. In 1939,
he made "Dancing Co-Ed" with Lana
Turner, one year out of high school but
already responsible for the term
"sweater girl." (She became his third
wife on February 13, 1940 and was
awarded a divorce seven months later) .
The movie inspired his fans to a new
high pitch of the shrieking that was becoming de rigeur in certain junior circles. Their shenanigans were a bore
to nearly everyone but the kids themselves, and other band leaders secretly
cheered when Shaw was quoted as saying that the young, button-grabbing
fans were "morons." The outcry from
the fans against their erstwhile idol
was horrendous, however, even after
he explained that he meant "the few
rowdies who were spoiling the whole
thing for the kids who just wanted to
listen and dance."
They forgave him later, but for a
while the rage of the teenagers made
life so unpleasant for him that other
band leaders decided that the best way
to end the fad was to ignore it. Surely
it would blow over soon. Little did
they know that the bobby-soxers were
just around the corner.
1940: Charlie Chaplin came out in
his first talkie, "The Great Dictator,"
which had been some years in the making. It had been eagerly awaited, but
suddenly the idea of Hitler as a subject for comedy, no matter how caustic,
was no longer funny at all because of
the frightening news that was flooding
the air. Denmark fell in four hours.
Norway was over-run in thirty-two
days, Holland in five, Belgium in eighteen when the Maginot Line was
rounded in one swoop. Then there were
the dreadful days of Dunkirk. On June
10, with Nazi legions cutting deep into
France, Italy declared war. Over the
radio we learned a whole new set of
words — Blitzkreig, Quisling, Commando, slit-trench — and heard a voice
that was to become very familiar.
"All I have to offer is blood, toil,
tears and sweat," said Winston Churchill when he succeeded Neville Chamberlain as Prime Minister.
France fell. Hitler danced in the forest of Compiegne to celebrate the signing of surrender. All that was left was
the death of Britain. Over the radio we
heard
Churchill's
people for
the attack.words bracing his
"The battle of Britain is about to
begin . . . and so bear ourselves that
if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last a thousand years, men will
still say, 'This was their finest hour'."
In October, as the block-busters fell
on London, a heart-breaking program
started on NBC. It was British children,
evacuated to this country, talking to
their parents in England. No one who
heard will ever forget the chirruping
of the brave British voices greeting
each other across the submarine-filled
ocean. Ben Grauer was master of ceremonies and added another distinguished performance to an important
radio career. Grauer was a child star
on the stage before he became an announcer in 1930. He is famous for his
coverage of news on four continents,
including the United Nations since it
was formed in 1945, and for his an1 nouncements of the Toscanini concerts.
" In this country, the Republican nominating convention rocked to the chant,
76 "We Want Willkie!" His acceptance

speech made the nation realize that,
no matter who was elected, we faced
dangerous times, "I shall not lead you
down the easy road. I shall lead you
down the road of sacrifice and service
to your country." The first peacetime
draft was passed in September, and in
November the election returns cut practically everything else off the air until
it was announced that President Rooseterm. velt had won the unprecedented third
Then it was over, and the country
discovered that there was something
new on the radio — the quiz show. Doctor I. Q. had started in 1939 and became rapidly popular. Now there was
a new and fascinating program coming out of Chicago, The Quiz Kids. A
panel of five youngsters under sixteen
appeared each week. They were chosen
through questionnaires and interviews,
and each child received a hundred dollar bond for an appearance. The master of ceremonies, Joe Kelly, was a
happy choice. He had won first prize
in an Indianapolis amateur contest
when he, himself, was five. At eight, he
was traveling
with Neil
Minstrels as a featured
boy O'Brien's
soprano. After
six years on the road, he waked up
one morning "a tuneless baritone," and,
singing career over, turned to acting.
In 1933,monieshe
became
master
cereof The
National
Barnof Dance
and was still there when he was appointed Quizmaster of the new show.
It became an immediate hit to the
astonishment of nearly everyone but
its originator, Louis G. Cowan. Contrary to the gloomy warnings that the
young savants would be a bore if
they weren't rehearsed, and labored
and contrived if they were, the spontaneous remarks of the children were
both fast and funny. To date, some
one hundred and fifty have been "retired" at sixteen, but the supply of
well-informed kids holds up.
Take It Or Leave It also started this
year. Phil Baker joined it as master of
ceremonies in 1941 and ran the $64
question into a national wisecrack.
Truth or Consequences combined
quiz and give-away also. Because its
master of ceremonies, Ralph Edwards,
was to invent so many audience participation stunts, he deserves a spotlight. He was born on a Friday the
13th, in Marino, Colorado, grew up in
Oakland, and was graduated with honors from the University of California.
He intended to be an English professor.
While waiting for an appointment, he
went to work on a San Francisco radio
station and liked broadcasting so much
that he hitch-hiked to New York full
of confidence that a network job would
be easy to find. Several months of tencent meals and sleeping on park
benches changed his opinion. By this
time he finally got a chance to try out
for an announcing job, his one suit had
developed a sizable hole in the elbow
— hardly anemployer.
impressive
sight'
prospective
There
was for
onlya
one thing to do. He nonchalantly covered it with one hand during the audition, and took pains to sidle out when
he won the job over sixty others.
He was an immediate success, rapidly
working up to forty-five announcements a week, but he was not satisfied.
He wanted to produce a show of his
own. But what? Everything had already
been done. The idea of Truth or Consequences came when he was playing
that game at a house party and noticed
how much fun adults were having
with the child's game. "It showed me

that people like to let go. Give them
a chance, and they love to do stunts,
theHemore
better." loved it,
was absurd
right. the
Audiences
though some few were inclined to
agree
inquired,* "Aren't
we
devils?"when
afterhecondemning
some hapless contestant to be the target of a
custard pie or endure an egg shampoo
from a blindfolded operator. The devil
grew very substantial wings, however,
according to several charities. In 1947
when Edwards introduced the "Hush"
series that kept the whole nation guessing, the stunt produced well over a
million dollars for the March of Dimes,
and the Walking Man made $1,612,000
for the Heart Association.
Superman took the air after having
had a dreadful struggle to get started.
His creators had offered him to dozens
of newspapers, but no one would buy
him as a strip. He had to creep up on
his public through pages of a comic
book. Helen Hayes started her first
series of plays on the air and later
starred for the Electric Theatre until
the tragic death of her daughter in
1949. A fine sustaining show, Invitation to Learning, started at CBS where
it was somewhat disrespectfully nicknamed "Columbia's Hour of Silence"
because no one believed that discusPlato's
Republic
and attracted
Racine's
Phedresions ofand
kindred
subjects
any listener whatever. It built a high
rating with highbrows, however, and a
survey showed that it had a million
loyal listeners, a sign that radio could
appeal to a vast unexplored audience if
the offering were right.
The excellent
music this
of The
phone Hour started
year Teleand
became an immediate favorite. The interest in fine music was forcibly demonstrated again when the Metropolitan
Opera was threatened with eviction
and appealed to the air audience for
contributions. It received half a million dollars from 150,000 small contributors, showing that the country was
grateful for the magnificent programs
it had heard free for nine years.
On the lighter side, Bonnie Baker
was cooing "Oh, Johnny, Oh Johnny"
with Orrin
Monroe
made Tucker's
his radio band.
debut Vaughn
and by
the following year was a sensation
with the fans. Dinah Shore, who had
been singing for exactly nothing on a
Nashville station in 1938, was the reigning juke box queen, had exchanged her
first names, Frances Rose, for the name
of her biggest hit tune, and had become a featured singer on Eddie Cantor's show. Trumpeter Harry James
had left Benny Goodman to start his
own calist—
band
Frankfeaturing
Sinatra. an unknown vo1941: News was by far the biggest
thing on the air. Hitler attacked Russia. Hess parachuted to Scotland.
Roosevelt and Churchill met for the
first time out of the country, and the
eight point Atlantic Charter was written onland.
theThe Selective
open oceanService
off NewfoundAct was
extended. The Lend -Lease Act was
passed. We. had more new words: bazooka, buzz-bomb, Spitfire, flack-happy.
On December 7, Americans were
spending a peaceful day eating Sunday snacks (milk, twelve cents, butter
thirty cents). Those who had the radio
on could not believe their ears when
they heard:
"We interrupt this program to bring
you a news flash — the Japanese have
just
Harbor." Roosevelt
On attacked
DecemberPearl
8, President

took the air for the declaration of war
following "a date that will live in infamy." On December
19, allOtherwise
weather
broadcasts
were banned.
there was no move to take over radio
as had been done by the government
in 1918. On December 22, Prime Minister Churchill spoke before a joint
session of Congress, noting that if his
father had been American instead of
his mother, he might have been speakthere, "on
my own."
No ingdoubt
because
there was so much
tragedy in the news, the big shows that
started this year placed heavy emphasis on comedy. Bob Burns began his
own Arkansas Traveller. Harold Peary
graduated from the Fibber McGee and
Molly show to star as The Great Gildersleeve, perennial bachelor and selfstyled Don Juan. Red Skelton emerged
as a star. Satirist Henry Morgan went
on the Mutual network after building
a fanatically devoted following on a
New York station. Tom Breneman beBreakfast
at Sardi's,It featured
an audience
show ganwith
a difference.
the
elderly, and everybody connected with
it turned out at the crack of dawn. It
was nothing unusual to see four hundred women waiting to get into his
restaurant at six a.m. Breneman put
on funny hats, kidded his elderly
guests, gave them orchids, asked highly
personal questions about their love
lives — and they adored it. In 1945 the
show was retitled Tom Breneman's
Breakfast in Hollywood and increased
in popularity until his death in 1948.
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OFFERS THESE
WASHING ADVANTAGES

Mild, golden soap.
Gentle, active naptha.
Finer 'Sunshine' Ingredients
that give white things extra,
brilliant whiteness — make
washable colors
brighter than new.

In 1939 a young writer by the name
of Abe Burrows had dreamed up a
character who offered advice in garbled English ("Leave us not forget
that
of us iswas
mixed
This, some
of course,
the company").
inimitable
Archie who developed into the star of
Duffy's Tavern by 1940. In 1941, Ed
Gardner began to play the part and
the show settled down to steady success. Gardner was born Eddie Poggenburg in Astoria, Long Island, of
Irish and German ancestry. His mother
believed in culture and insisted on
piano lessons. Eddie took to them so
readily that, at fourteen, he arranged
to play at a local saloon in return for
all the free lunch he could eat. This
blissful engagement ended abruptly
when his mother found out why he
toyed with his dinner, and led him
home by the ear. He was briefly a
prizefighter's
manager,
a file
clerk,
dispatcher on the
Long Island
Railroad,
salesman of ink, pianos and paint before he found a job directing for the
WPA theater. That took him into radio.
He produced half a dozen top air shows,
including This Is New York, before he
turned to acting. In searching for just
the right man to play Archie, Gardner
kept showing others how the part
should be played — and ended up by
doing it himself on the air. There have
been ten Miss Duffys on the show which
was produced first in New York, moved
to Hollywood and now comes transcribed from Puerto Rico to its vast
audience.
Behind the scenes of radio there were
big things astir. One was the final
quarrel with the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP), to which virtually all important song writers belonged. The
public was baffled, and never did really
understand what was happening when
all current tunes left the air and ancient favorites like "Jeanie With the
Light Brown Hair" replaced them.
ASCAP, you (.Continued on page 80)
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Yes, littlje girl, your Mother's a very
smart lady . . . she is a regular user
of Fels-Naptha Soap Chips — now
improved for finer washing results.
You and Mother will have your wash
done in a jiffy, with Fels-Naptha and
your wonderful automatic washer
working together. Your play-soiled
dresses will come sparkling clean and
fresh and fragrant, because Fels-'Naptha
combines the extra washing energy of
golden soap and gentle naptha, plus the
special 'Sunshine' ingredient that makes
washes 'sparkle-white and color-bright.'

IMPROVED

Fels-Naptha Soap
WITH NEW

'SUNSHINE' INGREDIENTS

Listen here!

WADC
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Akron

WGPC
WTRY
KGGM
WHOL
WVAM
KLYN
WAIM
WWNC
WCMI
WGAU
WAGA

Albany, Ga.
Albany-Troy
Albuquerque
Allentown
Altoona
A marillo
Anderson
Asheville
Ashland
Athens
Atlanta

WBAB
WRDW
KTBC

Atlantic City
...Augusta
Austin

KERN
WCAO

...Bakersfield
Baltimore

WGUY
WJLS
WNBF
WAPI
KDSH
WEEI

Bangor
Beckley
Binghamton
Birmingham
Boise
Boston

WGR
WCAX

Buffalo
Burlington

KBOW
KAVE
KSUB
WMT
WDWS
WCSC
WCHS
WBT
WDOD
WBBM
KXOC
WKRC
WGAR
KVOR
WMSC
WRBL
WBNS
WHUB

Butte
Carlsbad
CedarCity
Cedar Rapids
Champaign
Charleston, S. C.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte
Chattanooga
Chicago
Chico
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Colo. Springs
Columbia, S.C.
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus, Ohio
Cookeville

KCKY
KEYS
WCUM
KRLD
WDAN

Coolidge, Arizona
Corpus Christi
Cumberland
Dallas
Danville

WHIO
WSOY

Dayton
Decatur

KLZ

Denver

KSO
WJR
WCED
KDAL
WDNC
KROD
WEO A
WMMN
WINK
WANE
WFMD
KFRE
WENT
KILO
WJEF
KFBB.
WBAY
WBIG
KGBS
WHP
WDRC
WHOP
KTRH
WDAD

Des Moines
Detroit
DuBois
Duluth
Durham
El Paso
Evansville
Fairmont
Fort Myers
Fort Wayne
Frederick
Fresno
Gloversville
Grand Forks
Grand Rapids
Great Falls
Green Bay
Greensboro
Harlingen
Harrisburg
Hartford
Hopkinsville
Houston
Indiana, Pa.

WFBM

Indianapolis

In this issue you'll find pictures and stories of the greatest
entertainers in the world . . . the stars appearing on cbs today.
Look around you . . . from ocean to ocean, from our
northern borders to the Gulf . . . wherever you live, there's
a cbs station nearby, ready and waiting to bring
the world's best and most brilliant radio into your home.

WHCU
WJQS
WMBR
KSJB
WARD

Ithaca
Jackson
Jacksonville
Jamestown
Johnstown

KSWM
WKZO

Joplin
Kalamazoo

KMBC
WKNE
WNOX
WIOU
KLOU
KLAS
KLRA

Kansas City, Mo.
Keene
Knoxville
Kokomo
Lake Charles
Las Vegas
Little Rock

KNX
WH AS
WMAZ

Los Angeles
Louisville
Macon

WKOW
WFEA

Madison, Wis.
Manchester

KGLO
WREC
WCOC
WGBS
WISN

MasonCUy
Memphis
Meridian
Miami
Milwaukee

WCCO

Minneapolis

KGVO
WKRG
WCOV
WLBC
WLAC
WWL
WCBS
KOSA
KOMA

Missoula
Mobile
Montgomery
Muncie
Nashville
New Orleans
New York
Odessa
Oklahoma City

KFAB
WDBO
WPAD
KCMJ
WPAR
WMBD

Omaha-Lincoln
Orlando
Paducah
Palm Springs
Parkersburg
Peoria

WCAU
KOOL
WJAS
WGAN
KOIN
WPAY
WPRO
WTAD
KOTA
WHUM

Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
Portsmouth
Providence
Quincy
Rapid City
Reading

KOLO
WRVA
WDBJ
WHEC
KROY

Reno
Richmond
Roanoke
Rochester
Sacramento

WFOY
KMOX

St. A ugustine
St. Louis

KSL
KTS A
KCBQ
KCBS
KVSF
WSPB
WTOC
KOLT
WGBI
KIRO

Salt Lake City
San A ntonio
San Diego
San Francisco
SantaFe
Sarasota
Savannah
Scottsbluff
Scranton
Seattle

WGWC
KWKH
KSIL
KSCJ
WSBT
WSPA
KXLY
WT AX

Selma
Shreveport
Silver City
Sioux City
South Bend
Spartanburg
Spokane
Springfield, III.

WMAS . . Springfield, Mass.
KTTS
Springfield, Mo.
KGDM
Stockton
WFBL
Syracuse
WTAL
Tallahassee
WDAE
Tampa
WTHI
WIBW
KOPO
KTUL
WMBS
WIBX
WTOP
WBRY
WWNY
WJNO
WWVA

TerraHaute
Topeka
Tucson
Tulsa
Uniontown
Utica
Washington
Waterbury
Watertown
W. Palm Beach
Wheeling

KFH
KWFT
WWPA
WGTM

Wichita
Wichita Falls
Williamsport
Wilson, N.C.

WTOB Winston-Salem,N.C.
WT AG
Worcester
KIM A
Yakima
WKBN
Youngstown
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Radio's Own Life Story

That frolicking foursome, the
Hoosier Hotshots, provided
harmony for the very popular National Barn
Dance.

The
Peary

Great
and

Gildersleeve:
"Stuffy"

Hal
Smith.

The man with the $64 question:
Phil Baker of Take It Or Leave It.

R
M
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Young for so distinguished a
career is announcer Ben Grauer.

(Continued from page 77) remember,
collected fees for the use of its members' music, which is only fair. Otherwise, song writers would have very
meager returns for their time and
talent. However, ASCAP drove a hard
bargain, and radio stations had resented itfrom the start. Open warfare
broke out when the renewal of a contract came up in December, 1940.
Broadcasters had been paying about
four million dollars a year in royalties
for tunes. ASCAP thought twice that
would be nice.
The sale of records was enjoying an
enormous come-back and the juke box
was
cutting felt
into
Broadcasters
that radio's
this was audience.
no time
to consider a hundred percent rise in
the cost of music on the air. They got
together, led by NBC and CBS, and
defied ASCAP, saying that they would
manage without popular music entirely before paying such a high fee
for it. They formed Broadcast Music,
Inc. as a rival, signed up what few
song writers they could find outside
of ASCAP, and held firm. The result
was that practically every familiar
song was off the air for almost all of
1941. These included everything from
"Trees" to "The Stars and Stripes
Forever," and even such signature
songs as Rudy Vallee's "My Time is
Your Time." To ASCAP's astonishment, the public did not rebel too
strenuously, so the eighteen-year-old
feud was finally settled, with ASCAP
winning some concessions but the
broadcasters winning more.
The Federal Communications Commission made two momentous rulings
this year. The most far-reaching was
its somewhat delayed permission for
the building of Frequency Modulation
stations. This is so technical a subject
that only engineers are interested in
the details. It is enough for the average
listener to know that the main difference from Amplitude Modulation is
that FM uses the short wave bands in
the radio spectrum, thus finding room
on the air for many more stations and
so expanding the possible services to
the listener immeasurably.
The other ruling had a quicker result. FCC ruled that no one company
could own more than one network,
and that licenses would be no longer
issued to stations in the same area if
owned by the same company. This
decision was based on the growing
opinion that the big networks were approaching monopoly of the air and
that, unless controlled, might soon have
"too much influence on thought." The
immediate result was that NBC, which
operated the Blue and the Red Networks, had to relinquish one or the
other.
In January, 1942, RCA (the parent
company of NBC) set up the smaller
Blue Network as a separate unit with
eventual sale in mind, and so the
groundwork for the fourth great independent network, American Broadcasting Company, was laid.
NEXT MONTH
The start of ABC
How
Frank Sinatra became a star
overnight.
The record of radio in war with the
quotes that live in history.
The give-away shows boom.
Arthur Godfrey becomes a roundthe-clock performer.

Fine Food —
Fine Friends

Are you in the know ?

(Continued from page 47)

THE MARINERS' SPICED
J TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL
1 No. 2 can tomato juice
12 tablespoons lemon juice
<\£ teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
.'!£ teaspoon celery salt
salt and pepper to taste

Combine all ingredients in a beverage
shaker. Chill at least 30 minutes. Shake
oefore serving. Makes 4-5 servings.

CHORDETTES'

FRIED PIES

3 apples, pared and sliced
2 cups sifted flour
Va teaspoon salt
1 '■> tablespoons sugar
'::: cup milk
cinnamon and allspice

If your beau brings his Mom
I I Consider him a "Mama's

3ook apples with Vz cup water and 1
:up sugar until just tender (10 minutes). Drain. Mix and sift flour, salt
and sugar. Add milk a little at a time.
Mix enough to form ball. Roll out on
floured board % inch thick. Cut into
iight 4-inch rounds. Place apple slices
mi one side; sprinkle with spices. Prick
jther side of dough, fold over. Press
adges together. Fry in deep hot fat
(365° F.) 5 minutes or until brown.

boy"

a nd Dad to the game,
I I Make

Begrudge sharing your football date? Not
you!
You appreciate
a steady As
Freddy
considerate
of his parents.
he who's
treats
them he'll be treating you, someday. And a
good man's worth hanging on to. Wherever
you go, on "those" days, defeat discomfort

with the green eyes

should you —
fj

Hong onto him

with Kotex. Made to stay soft while you
wear it, Kotex gives softness that holds its
shape. Keeps you extra comfortable, when
teamed with your new Kotex Wonderform*
Belt. It's made with nylon elastic (noncurling, non-twisting). Washable. Dries fast!

POTATO "
ETTES
CHORD
E ' SOUP
CHEES
2
3
2
li
[-i
''4
2
1
1
1

cups potatoes, diced
cups boiling, salted water
cups milk
cup oil
cup chopped onion
cup flour
teaspoon pepper
teaspoon salt
cup cheese, grated
tablespoon minced parsley

3ook potatoes in boiling water until
lone. Drain. Reserve liquid. Add
;nough milk to make 4 cups. Scald
iquid. Put potatoes through a ricer.
leat oil in saucepan. Add onion. Cook
Jowly 5 minutes. Stir in flour and sealonings. Slowly add hot liquid, potatoes
ind cheese. Cook over low heat until
:heese melts. Add parsley. Serves 4-5.

MARINERS' QUICK
RAISIN BREAD
'■' 2
4
1
Vi
lA
Yi
1
%
2

cups sifted flour
teaspoons baking powder
teaspoon salt
cup sugar
cup all-bran
cup raisins
egg, beaten
cups milk
tablespoons melted butter

Vlix and sift together flour, baking
jowder, salt and sugar. Add all-bran
md raisins. Blend well. Combine
jeaten egg, milk and melted butter.
\dd to dry ingredients. Pour into a
'reased loaf pan (9x5x3"). Bake in
i moderate oven (350° F.) 40 minutes.

Which

helps sidestep

When

dry skin problems?
|~1 A creamy pillow

asked where
like to go —

you'd

I I Have a plan or two

^J A steamy shower

I I Pick the town's top nitery
i I Shrug your shoulders

I I Stay indoors

For that "peaches" look, dry complexions
need cream — (lanolin-rich). No call to
smear Mom's best pillow cases. Just slather
your face and retreat to a steamy shower.
Then blot off excess cream with Kleenex*
tissues. Saves face. And at calendar -time,
to save embarrassment, make it a habit to
choose Kotex — get extra protection with that
special safety center. By trying all 3 absorbencies you'll learn which one suits you.

If he leaves the doings up to you — the "I
don't care" routine's no help. Have a plan
or two. But don't insist on dinner at the
Plush Room. Make several suggestions and
let him choose whatever's in line with his
financial bracket. You can gallivant confidently, even on "certain" occasions — with
Kotex. There's no sign of a telltale line, for
those flat pressed ends prevent revealing outlines. Won't betray your secret.

More tvo/ne/7 c/foose KOTEX*
f/ia/j a// of tier sa/iffary na/tfohs
R

3 /fBSOKBEMC/eS;

REGULAR.

JUA//OK. SUf>£/»

M

J

Tombs
the gentler cream deodorant that works

2WAYS

instantly, efficiently.
Does not merely mask it
with a fragrance of its
own. Trust Yodora for
clock-round protection.

softens

and beautifies underarm skin
because of its face cream base.
Keeps underarm fresh and lovely-looking for new sleeveless
fashions. Safe for fabrics, too.
Tubes or jars, lOtf, 30tf, 60tf.
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McKesson & robbins, Bridgeport, conn

When a Girl Marries
(Continued from page 72)
Dear Joan Davis:
phone, which all the kids have and we
I'm living in a neigborhood where
don't. When boys ask me my number
I never know what to say. The boys
all of the women range from thirtycan never get ahold of a girl if she
six years of age and up, but I'm only
twenty-six years old and I keep myalI'll
guess
I
phone.
a
doesn'tways behave
self up very well at all times because I
left out.
know
my husband appreciates it. Well,
My father thinks just because he got
along without a phone when he was a my problem is that the women that live
boy, everyone can. The last time I all around me are very unfriendly although I have tried my best to be
brought up the subject, he said we
should get a pay phone then we
friendly
but they
they jealous?
think I'mI
either toowith
youngthem,
or are
wouldn't use it so much. That makes
wish I knew what was the matter, I
kids feel that their parents will keep
have never come across anything so
them as long as they will pay for all
their fun.
silly in my life. I would appreciate it
if you could give me a solution.
D. C.
Mrs. P.
Dear D. C:
Dear Mrs. P.:
The first and most important question
is this, I think: Can your parents afford
I think perhaps the clue to your difto give you a larger allowance, afford
ficulty in making friends in your neighto have a telephone installed? If they
borhood lies in a phrase from your own
honestly can, here is my suggestion.
letter, "I keep myself up very well at
all times." Of course I have no way of
Why
don't youbasis?
approach
your father
a business
Perhaps,
being ona
knowing, but I'd venture a guess that
business man, he'll be able to underyour neighbors don't resent you, nor do
stand abusiness proposition. Make out
they resent your being younger than
two budgets for yourself — a dollar-andthey are — after all, thirty-six is far
a-half budget and a two-dollar one.
from old, you know, and you may be
Show, neatly listed, exactly how you
surprised to find, when you reach thirwould like to spend these sums, if your
ty-six, that you feel every bit as young
allowance were raised. List the cost
as you do today! However, perhaps
of the various items — church, treats,
they do resent your "dressiness." Do
movies, etc. Do it on paper, so your
they feel that you're being a bit sufather can read it, rather than discussperior about your clothes, your grooming it. Perhaps this will help. If it
ing? Perhaps they have duties which
don't — as yet — keep you . tied down;
doesn't — or if your parents cannot afchildren particularly, can keep a womford to raise your allowance, why don't
an from being a fashion plate.
you try to earn the money? Consider
what your talents are. Would you make
Why
don't you try the "when in
a good baby sitter? Could you read to
Rome" theory as a solution. See if you
an aged person a few hours a week? Or
can't dress, and act, more like your
neighbors — and see if that, in turn,
help
with ayou
neighbor's
Perhaps
can make ironing?
a business deal
doesn't help you to be more like them.
with your father concerning the teleOf course, if you don't like them, or
phone, provided he is able to afford the
their way of life, don't want to be like
phone. Promise to limit your calls- —
them,
with
and then keep your promise! Limit the
them. you'll
But if never
you do make
want friends
to be part
of
time of both outgoing and in-coming
the dress
group,or don't
be
an outsider in habits
or
way
of
speaking.
calls, and also put a limit on the number of outgoing calls you make.
Dear Joan:
Here is my question, "Can a girl of
twenty-five be happy married to a boy
twenty-one? I have been engaged once
before
our engagement
didn't never
work
out
so Ibut
promised
myself I would
marry. Last December, I was in Chicago and met a soldier of twenty-one
and he asked me to wait for him. He
writes to me regularly and is asking me
to come out there now so we can be
married. I told him about our differin ages
but he assaid
doesn't
make enceany
difference
longthat
as we
love
each other.
E.V.
Dear E. V.:
Although I don't believe that a happy
marriage, in general, can exist for a
man and a woman between whom there
is a vast age difference, I certainly
don't think that four years constitutes
an appreciable difference. However, I
believe that you should consider very
carefully that a man of twenty-one is
still hardly more than a boy, in a great
many cases at least. I suggest a waiting
time of, say, about one year. If your
young man still feels the same way at
the end of that period of time, I think
that you ought to be able to go safely
and happily ahead with your marriage
plans.

And here is this month's problem letter:

Dear Joan:
My husband is an Army officer, frequently transferred from post to post.
Naturally, these transfers often occur
during the school year. This was unimportant when the children were
small, since I could simply pick up,
pack up, and go along with him.
Now, however, my pretty and popular older daughter bitterly resents
being uprooted every time she has
made a new circle of friends. She says
it completely ruins the fun of school
days for her. She also claims, with
some justice, that her studies suffer and
that she will soon be far behind other
girls her age. On the other hand, my
son is at the stubborn and rebellious
small-boy stage when he badly needs
his father's male advice and restraining
influence. I am afraid he will be increasingly difficult with no father at
home
to
guide
him.
my daughter's
sake, I feel that
we For
should
remain in
our present home for the next few
years,
for my
son's his
sake,
it seems
as if webutshould
go with
father.
Naturally, my own feelings at the
idea of being separated from my husband prejudice me in favor of following
him but I do want to do whatever
would be best for all of us.
Mrs. D. C.

.

My Two Generations of
Downeys
(Continued from page 49)
to follow in his father's footsteps on the
side of law and order. The next thing
that happened was that Morton was
clowning around in study hall and accidentally broke the fire alarm just before he had to go up, again, to see the
principal about something. Morton
said he didn't mean to do it, and I believed him.was
But expelled
the principal
and Morton
as all didn't,
of the
other children streamed out in "his"
fire drill. He went to work for the rest
of the term and liked it so much he
never did go back to school.

When Morton got a little older he
could imitate anybody so perfectly
you couldn't tell the difference. I never
will forget the hornet's nest he stirred
up with one telephone call. I had two
good friends, one a lady who did beautiful fancy sewing and the other a close
d. I don't
whogotwasintounmarrie
neighbor
one
Morton, but
know what
day, showing off before friends, he
called up the seamstress in my neighbor's voice saying that it was a big
secret but that she was going to be
married, and ordered half a dozen fancy
camisoles. The seamstress was more
than enthusiastic at the good news. She
called me and half a dozen others right
away saying, "Who is she going to
marry? Who's the man?" Word got
back to my neighbor that Morton was
behind the whole thing and she was so
mad that she wouldn't speak to me for
two weeks. Can't say that I blame her,
either.
Well, my first brood of Downeys grew
up, and then came the second lot.
Sometimes it seems as if I turned
around once and here they are, almost
grown up, that second generation we're
raising!
Michael is grown up. He has just
turned twenty and is in his second year
at Notre Dame. All the children are
musical to some degree, just as my
own five are, but Michael is aimed at a
business career like his two uncles, and
like Morton, too, for that matter.
Sean,
second
is seven-in
teen andMorton's
he will be
goingboy,
to college
another year — if we can hold him down
to his books. He reminds me a lot of
Morton all the time, too. He and the
youngest, Kevin, both have fine voices.
In addition, Sean has the temperament
for show business. He is crazy about
singing, just the way his father was at
his age, so he may get away from his
books early, too.
I don't mean that Sean is in any danger of being expelled, but he is good
enough at his singing to have gotten
tryouts for himself on several talent
scout shows last vacation. He used an
assumed name because he didn't want
to
father's
influence,
so itcoming
looks
as use
if wehishave
another
showman
along.
Lorelle
is sixteen,
and she's
theofone
who
can twist
her father
and all
us
around her little finger. Being the only
girl, she has had to learn to hold her
own with the four boys, and she can.
She took up jiu-jitsu and scientific boxing, so her brothers respect her both
for her quick tongue and for what she
can do if they start a rough-house. She
isn't interested in the stage, though we
think she is very pretty. Her great interest is sports and she is out on the

Only one soap

gives your skin this
exciting Bouquet

PI
New tests by
leading skin specialists
PROVE the amazing mildness
of Cashmere Bouquet
on all types of skin!
Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest
conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . . .
Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So
use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily bath
and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin
softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!
The lingering, romantic fragrance of Cashmere
Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare
perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find
in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere
Bouquet for this "fragrance men love".

Cashmere
Bouquet

—In a New Bath Size
Cake, Tool

golf links across from our house every
chance she gets.
Tony is fifteen. He and Sean are the
most like their father in temperament
— full of pep and tease, though it's never
harmful
Tonyto doesn't
what
career hefun.
wants
follow know
yet. Right
now he is crazy about sports and horses.
He doesn't have a pony of his own but
he spends all of his spare time riding
and helping take care of one that belongs to a friend.
Tony is full of Irish capers just like
his father, but when he's cutting up I
think to myself, "I really can't blame
you because if you aren't your father
all over again, my name isn't Downey."
He's a great one for calling up his Aunt
Helen or his brothers or Lorelle and
pretending to be someone else, just the
way away
his father
But that
Tony nearly
can't
get
with used
thingsto. like
so often because I've been through too
many of Morton's tricks to be taken in.
That's one place a grandmother has a
big advantage in raising a second generation. She's been through the whole
thing and it's a lot harder for her
grandchildren to think up anything she
hasn't already figured out an answer
for.

Mermen Baby Magic in Unbreakable SafetySqueeze. Bottle. New sensational skin care, checks
diaper odor and diaper rash! Smooth this fragrant
liquefied cream on baby's body after bath, on
diaper area at every change. Choice of nursery
colors. Only 49(l.
Mermen Baby Powder. Now-new Nursery
Rhyme pictures on the famous can with the Builtin Rattle! Collect a set of 6 cans of heavenly soft
Mennen Baby Powder, each illustrated with different Mother Goose characters. Onlv 254 and 49(*.
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Kevin is twelve and growing up fast,
too. Being the youngest, Kevin takes
a lot of teasing, but he can hold his own.
He is a good student and he loves his
stamp collection, a good-sized one by
now. It was Morton's when he was a
little boy. Then Michael worked hard
on it in spare time for several years.
Sean and teresLorelle
and Tony
weren't inted, so now Kevin
has inherited
it.
I often think how interesting it is the
way children grow up so different. You
give the same set of children the same
love and discipline and food and schooling, but they turn out five different
sizes and five different temperaments.
My own children are a good example.
They all had an equal opportunity at
music and both of the girls had piano
lessons, but Morton was the only one
deeply interested in singing. Bessie, my
oldest, always wanted a big family of
her own, and she has it. Then came
George, doing well in a loan business
here in Wallingford. Next, Helen — a
great manager. I don't know what on
earth we ever would have done without her at home to help run the house
when Morton's children came to stay.
Morton is my fourth child, and you
know how his career has carried him
all over the world among famous people
from London to Hollywood. Ed, my
youngest, is another successful business
man, with Coco-Cola in Willimantic,
a few miles from Wallingford.
People often ask me what I changed
in raising my own children and raising
Morton's.
greataredeal
is different,There
because the Atimes
so different.
is so much more to watch out for now,
to keep your children safe and steady
and not let them be spoiled.
When my children were little, a
movie once a week was a big treat.
Now it's television every night and
movies are taken for granted as something everybody goes to all the time.
You used to be able to please a child
no matter what you did for him. Now
you
a child
a nickel
won't
look offer
at you.
Morton
got and
his hesummer
entertainment going to a swimming
hole. Today, children think nothing of
jumping into a car or hitch-hiking
twenty miles to a beach — if you let
them, which we don't.
though,
areBasically,
being raised
just Morton's
the way children
he was.

They are getting good, old-fashioned
family life which means learning to be
fair about giving and taking your
share, and doing your part. If you
teach a child to tell the truth and to
have respect for everybody's religion as
well as his own, and give them plenty
of love, they come out all right.
Morton likes to make out that I was
a terror when it came to spankings and
giving him the back of my hand, and
the boys like to say I boil over like a
tea-kettle
them when
they never
don't
mind their atmanners,
but there
have been any spankings in this house
because we haven't needed them. There
are punishments, like taking away
pocket money on occasion, but not much
of that because the children are good.
If they get off the track, a serious talk
puts them back on better than a punishment.
Morton says I am easier on them than
I was on him, and I say I am a little
stricter. I have to be. Just because
Morton can do so much for them, I
don't
wantto them
takefor itthat,
for granted.
We have
watch toout
because
no one can stop him giving them presents. He gives presents to everyone.
He always has. When he first started
earning, long before he was twenty, he
refurnished the living and dining rooms
as a present to me, and every time I
turn around now it's something new,
big or little, to give us comfort and
pleasure.
We try to tell the children that their
father worked hard for everything he
has, but they take it for granted just
the way mine took it for granted that
their father was fire chief. We have
held them down on pocket-money
though, and made them work for it.
Kevin emptied waste-baskets when he
was three for two cents a week, and
Tony helped making beds for a nickel.
When they were big enough, Mike
worked in a silver factory for his pocket
money in the summer, and Sean was a
guard at the pool, just the way my
boys worked during vacations.
Morton lives in an apartment in New

York. The children love to run in and
out of it but all of them, including
Morton, think of Wallingford as home.
Wallingford is a small town, two hours'
drive from New York. My husband
was born here and our roots go far
back. For instance, Sean's best friend
is the son of Morton's childhood pal.
I was born in Brooklyn, but my family
moved here when I was small so it is
my home town, too.
When I was first married we lived
in a flat. After Morton was born, we
bought our own home, an eight-room
cottage. About fifteen years ago we
moved into the fourteen-room house
where we still live.
No matter how big the house, the
dinner table has always been crowded
andit.soI has
yard,
usedI
to
was the
raised
in abutbigwe're
family.
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Banishes
Embarrassing
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BELLY-BULGE
Instantly!
Note

these

Unusual,

Unequalled
Features:
• YOU PLEadjust
SIMSLIDING the
FRONT
PANEL to the flattering slimness YOU want.
• Fan Fair GUARANTEES a Custom-Made
fitting. • Unique Front
panel has 3 firm, airthat slide
to gently
spaced
adjustable
bands
press a large or sagging
stomach in FIRMLY
yet
COMFORTABLY,
insuring
a SLIM.
FLAT FRONT with
no unsightly tummy
bulge. • Air-spaced
controlled expansion
permits garmentwithto
b-r-e-a-t-h-e

had four brothers, and my mother always made all of our friends welcome.
I learned from her how to stretch any
meal to accommodate just one more,
even if there were already three extra
sitting down. It was the same when
my own were growing up. Each always
had his special friend to bring, and welcome. It's the same now, especially
since Morton put in the swimming pool
four years ago. The yard is packed
with children all summer long, screaming and romping and having fun. It's a
racket,
but happy
noise where
doesn'tthebother
us. It means
we know
children are, and it's better to have them
where you can watch them and the
friends they are making than wondering where they are.
Folks are forever saying to me,
"What a big job for you to take on
after your own children were all grown
up and settled and you had earned a
rest. I don't envy you."
Well, itpleasure
is a big job
but toit'ssee
alsogood
the
greatest
in —life
children fulfilling their promise. It
also makes you feel young and happy,
no matter what your age, because
there's nothing like children to put life
into your days and make you feel that
they are worth living!

o $

Complete
you. •
unsightly
adjustability without
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Well
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figureback
conline
boning.trol
•Longtrimses bulgtop to
bottom.
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as it S-M-D-f-S
SLIMS
PanPair Sliding Front Panel GUARANTEES to
make tummy bulge vanish because It permits you
to adjust the panel (as illustrated) to the exact
position, wider or narrower. Try it on. See how the
panels SLIM your figure as they slide into the
correct adjustment. Gives you maximum control
and new figure beauty.
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flat front

• Holds Stomach Muscles in place. • Adjusts inlaundering*
stantly • Strong Cotton
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• No Elastic to Sweat You • Air-Ventilated Bands
• No laces to tangle or bunch

10 DAYS
FREE TRIAL
FanPair Girdle is truly a wonder Health Supporter.
The FanFair Health Supporter Girdle is GUARANTEED to remove the appearance of stomach bulge
— or your purchase price refunded In full. See offer
in coupon. TELL US TO RUSH YOUR FanFair
Supporter without delay.
SEND NO MONEY-TRY
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BUY IT
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! 487 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
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Answering the calls of the autograph fiends outside the CBS studios are
Steve Allen .whose show replaced Our Miss Brooks on Sunday nights last
Durante.
Jimmy
beseiged
much
beloved,
the much
and, obviously,
summer,
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'Heart?
It's September 'fiesta"
time, senoritas ... a
real carnival of colorful
JOAN LANSING
"acts" that are most entertaining. You don't
have to go far for this gay holiday
spirit either . . . because it's actually right at your fingertips. Just
tune your radio to your local ABC
station and enjoy the vivid variety
and fun that are YOURS all day.
In DON
the morning
dias"
to
McNEILLsayand"buenos
the wonderful BREAKFAST CLUB gang at
9 AM (EDT). Everybody likes to
march around the famous breakfast
table con mucho gusto and get in
the sparkling spirit of the day.
McNEILL manages to do a little
toreadoring and keeps activities
moving in marvelous style. SAM
COWLING, AUNT FANNY and
the other BREAKFAST CLUB
amigos make the BREAKFAST
CLUB a gay meeting any day. (The
sponsors who call proceedings to
order on the BREAKFAST CLUB
are Swift, Philco and General
Mills.)
You'll
"caramba!"
you
hear MYsayTRUE
STORY when
at 10 AM
(EDT) on your local ABC station.
This half-hour of real-life drama
features complete stories every day.
Sterling Drug sponsors this sterling
stanza of dramatics that is firework bright!
Another "fiesta" favorite on ABC
is MODERN ROMANCES, a haunting program that appeals to modern
minds and the young-in-heart. Norwich Pharmacal brings you this exciting program at 11 AM (EDT).
There are plenty of quips and
capers
when CLUB
JOHNNY
OLSEN'Sat
LUNCHEON
is in session
12 noon (EDT). Smart senoritas
from coast-to-coast join JOHNNY's
parties and have themselves quite a
time! JOHNNY OLSEN'S LUNCHEON CLUB has Philip Morris Cigarettes on every table, in case you're
wondering who picks up the
LUNCHEON check.
Round about 3 PM (EDT) JOHN
NELSON comes along with the
happiest half-hour of any day . . .
BRIDE AND GROOM time for
delighted, invited listener- guests.
What better way to celebrate a day
than attending a wedding . . . which
is just what you do when you tune
to BRIDE AND GROOM.
When your dial is set to your local
ABC station you know you can say
adios to household drudgery . . .
and settle down to some sparkling
entertainment in gay, colorful company. Join the crowds who gather
at ABC "fiesta" frolics ... on the
air every weekday morning and
afternoon for your listening pleasure. Holay and hasta manana!!
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GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
Dear Editor:
Can you tell me what happened to two of my
favorite daytime serials, Marriage for Two and
Dorothy Dix at home? I would appreciate it if
you could publish a picture of the actress who
portrayed Lela Wallingford on Dorothy Dix.
Lincoln, 111.
Mrs. W. T.
Josephine

Gilbert

Advertisement

Dorothy Dix at home and Marriage for Two
were last heard on March 31 and there is no
indication at present that they will return to
the air. Josephine Gilbert played Lela.
*
*
*
STILL GOING STRONG
Dear Editor:
Does Garry Moore have any other program
since his afternoon show was discontinued?
Carthage, 111.
Mrs. R. K. S.
The Garry Moore Show is now simulcast over
CBS and CBS-TV *Mon.-Fri.
*
* at 7 P.M. EDT.

Garry Moore

Jack

Owens

NO RELATION
Dear Editor:
Would you please tell me if Dennis Day and
Doris Day are brother and sister?
Mancelona, Mich.
J. W.
Dennis Day, whose NBC snow returns to the
air on Saturday, October 7, at 9:30 P.M., and
radio and motion picture star Doris Day are not
related — either by blood or marriage.
*
*
*
ON HIS OWN
Dear Editor:
For some time I have been trying to locate
Jack Owens, who used to sing on the Breakfast
Club. Can you tell me what he is doing at the
present time?
Baltimore,
Md.
E. N.
Jack Owens is currently playing night club
dates and recording under the Decca label.
*
*
*
LADIES' MEN
Dear Editor:
I would like to see a picture of Jack Bailey,
emcee of Queen for a Day. His program follows
Tom Moore's Ladies Fair and they are always
feuding although they have never met.
Galena, 111.
Mrs. F. C. H.

Jack Bailey

cbonUioSinq

Questions — We'll Try To Find The Answers

Here's Jack Bailey. For information on Tom
Moore, see last month's Radio Mirror.

Come and Visit
Marie Wilson
(Continued from page 41)
and one brother have left home, the little house across the drive is quite big
enough for Marie's mother, Mrs. Frank
White, and young Frankie, aged twenty-one. When Marie and her mother
first saw the houses they were delighted. The most they had hoped was
to find two houses for sale on the same
street, but two houses together — that
was real luck! It wasn't until the owner had opened the door of one that their
hearts sank with disappointment.
The living-room was a dark, dull
*^rown inand
so small
felt
stifled
it. seemed
The bedroom
was they
the same
horrible color, and there weren't
enough clothes closets. But they just
couldn't sogive
so easily.
The houses
looked
cuteupfrom
the outside.
There
must be some way of doing them over.
A couple of visits later, they had it all
figured out.
"We could paint the walls light blue,
and the ceiling, too. We could have a
darker blue carpet running wall-towall through into the bedroom," Marie
said thoughtfully, standing in the middle of the living room of the house
where she and Allan were to live.

LUM:

How am I ever going to get that wom-

en to stop thinlcin' marriage is so wonderful?
ABNER:
Marry
her.
That'll do it quicker'n
onything I know of.
— Lum
and Abner
Wed.
10:30 P.M. EDT
CBS

"And mirrors," suggested plump little Mrs. White. "You can do a lot with
mirrors to make a place look larger."
They planned on making the wall behind the fireplace a sheet of solid mirror. They measured the walls in the
small hall that led into the bedroom
and figured on making ceiling-high
clothes closets, with mirrored doors,
on one side. Their eyes began to shine
as they planned, and before she knew it,
Marie was filling out forms and buying
the houses right then and there.
"I got them for a song," she tells you,
"but I must admit it cost every penny
of $24,000 to remodel them both."
Marie and Allan installed a heating
system. They tiled the bathrooms and
kitchens of both houses. They laid
flagstones in the backyard to form a
patio for their garden furniture. Today, the little Disney-character houses
are the most attractive on the block.
If you were to drop in for a cup of
tea on an afternoon when Marie is not
working, you'd be enchanted with the
clever way she's coped with the problem of living on a miniature scale.
Hobbs would be sure to welcome you
first. He's a Yorkshire terrier — an
animated bundle of silken fur with his
bangs tied foppishly back in a bow.
Like everything else in the house,
Hobbs is built to scale. He weighs all
of four pounds, and is just the size to fit
in with the delicate what-nots and
hand-painted
coffee cups Marie's so
fond
of.
Looking about, you realize that the
only thing not built to scale is the six-
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If surface cleansing helps a little — imagine what a radiant
difference deep cleansing will make! Woodbury Cold Cream
gives your skin a brand-new look the very first day!
For Woodbury Cold Cream cleanses deeper! It contains
Penaten — the amazing new penetrating agent that actually
goes deeper into the pore openings. That means Woodbury's
wonderful cleansing oils go deeper to loosen every trace of
grime and make-up.
And because of Penaten, Woodbury Cold Cream smooths
more effectively, too. Brings rich softening oils to soothe your
skin when it's dry and rough. Recapture that little-girl-freshness
again with Woodbury Cold Cream! 20 4 to $1.39 plus tax.

Woodbury
GGEZO
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«
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penetrates deeper
because it contains
PENATEN
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MIMAIE FEMININE
WGIENE?

Then Learn The Advantages of this
Greaseless Suppository. Assures
Continuous Medication for Hours.
If you've been doubtful what to use
for intimate feminine cleanliness —
just listen to the extra advantages
which Zonitors offer.
Zonitors are continuous - action,
greaseless. stainless vaginal suppositories which give powerfully
germicidal and effective protection
for hours. Yet Zonitors are safe to
these most delicate tissues. Strictly
non-poisonous, non-irritating,
non-burning.
Easy To Carry If Away From Home

Zonitors come twelve
and each separately
dainty glass vial. No
extra equipment is
you need is just this
white suppository!

in a package
sealed in a
mixing — no
required. All
dainty snow-

Easy To Use . . .

Zonitors are so easily inserted and
they keep on releasing powerful
germ-killing and deodorizing properties for hours. They help guard
against infection and kill every
germ they
touch.
While it's
always
possible
to contact
all not
the
germs in the tract, you can depend
on Zonitors to immediately kill
every reachable germ and stop them
from multiplying. Be sure to use
Zonitors
method. — the new, modernized

foot-four master of the house. When
Allan Nixon wants to move around a
bit, he takes the rope-rail staircase
two at a time and retreats to his den
up under the eaves. Allan has complete privacy here. With him in his
den, there just isn't room for anyone
else!
Downstairs, the small living-room
now looks twice its size with its mirrored wall, and its dark blue carpet that
leads the eye through the rest of the
house. Marie serves you tea at a
mahogany drop-leaf table under rosepatterned window draperies. Her
Georgian silver tea service is always
here, waiting" for guests, for Marie
loves the cosy tea hour and the exchange of ideas with her friends over
the steaming fragrance of Orange
Pekoe.
If nobody else shows up at tea-time,
Marie can always rely on young
brother Frankie for company. That
lean young man always has room for a
slice of chocolate fudge cake, and
comes bounding across the driveway
when Marie calls to him. He usually
brings a couple of his latest prints
across with him, for Frankie is studying photography and devotes every
waking moment to his work.
Dinnerlight.parties
Marie's where
special deYou mightare wonder
she
would even put four people for dinner,
much less the twenty -two that she says
she can cope with. But it develops that
she has a master plan worked out
which takes care of a couple of dozen
people — comfortably — with airy disregard for space and numbers.
"It's very simple," she tells you,
dropping Hobbs off her lap as she gesturesleaf
towardsin the
table.
"I put
an extra
that tea
table.
I have
the

where Marie had sent her — and was
dying to try out her new skills.
The evening went off as perfectly,

big armchairs moved into mother's
house. Then we get out four cardtables and set out two of them in this
room, one in the kitchen and one in the
bedroom. Of course some conventional
souls might think it sort of strange to
eat in the bedroom, but our gang doesn't
seem
mind."party Marie entertained,
At atorecent
among her twenty-two delighted guests,
Diana Lynn and John Lindsay, John
and Marie Lund, Cathy and Elliott
Lewis, and producer Cy Howard. For
a menu she got out her pet "Brown
Derby" cook book and consulted over it
with Mary, her cook. They decided on
pepper steaks, tossed salad, and chocolate fudge cake. This was a memorable party for the cook, too. She'd
just graduated from cooking school —

Everywhere
you sentimental
look in Marie's
house
you see the
side of
her reflected in her possessions. In her
bedroom is a low dressing table of
cherry wood with three drawers on
either side. This is a carryover from
Marie's earliest childhood when she
shared those drawers with her older
sister, Mildred.
"The little top drawer on the right
was kept for my miniature dolls and
doll furniture," she explains, opening
it with gentle, reminiscent fingers.
"Mildred kept her toys on the opposite side. We were for ever competing with each other in thinking up new
arrangements for our doll families and
their tiny furniture. We were always
bothering mother for tiny scraps of
material, for milk bottle tops, and bits

as smoothly
as a had
mealbeen
at Romanoff's.
After
the guests
dug out of
their eating nooks in bedroom and
kitchen and reassembled in the livingroom, they all got down on their hands
and knees and played the new football
game that Allan had brought home. Actually, Allan had intended to use the
bright
kid's
game totohis
illustrate
fine
points of football
wife. Butthewhen
he spread out the game on the livingroom floor, everyone of the guests had
such fun trying to urge the ball between the goal posts that Marie just
got fleeting glimpses of what was going on. But she hopes to catch onto
the genera] idea before football season
really gets underway.
"We both believe a husband and wife
should have hobbies in common," says
Marie seriously, as she re-ties the white
bow on Hobbs' forelock. "But we work
so hard, we don't have much time off
together. During my summer vacation
I'm going to take up tennis seriously
so that I can play with Allan. By that
time he should have finished his movie
role in "Prehistoric Women" and have
a little time off. Allan is an athlete,
and it's a little hard on him to be married to an unathletic female like me."
Allan has never been heard to complain about this point. But he does
sound off on how much he likes truly
feminine women and how he likes his
own golden girl to drift around in soft
organdie and voile dresses of palest
pastels.
So there
to be
much danger
of hisdoesn't
makingseem
a Gussie
Moran out of her. Marie with a tennis racquet in her hand should look
about as athletic as a Petty girl.
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Listen to
"Wendy Warren and the News"
Monday through Friday
CBS Stations
Check Paper for Time
FREE: Mall this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank, intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. ZRM-100, 100 Park
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.*

Read
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reported by Wendy Warren each month in
TRUE EXPERIENCES magazine now at newsstands.

of wire to make lampshades for our
drawer-houses.
"Even today I love collecting dolls.
Allan brings me new ones from every
trip he takes, even if it's just to Palm
Springs. But I guess my favorite is the
large French doll with the real hair
that Sid Grauman gave me. This doll
once belonged to President McKinley
and has been raffled off and auctioned
off for charities all over the country. I'm going to keep her from now
on, in memory of Sid."
Other sentimental touches are evidren in Marie's Wedgewood blue and
rose kitchen. This room is as tiny and
compact as a ship's galley. Wisely,
Marie has arranged her stove, refrigerator and sink all together under the
windows of one wall. Another wall is
cupboarded and shelved to hold her
fine collection of English Bone China
and her Tiffany glasses. The third wall
shelters a small dining-nook.
Marie's kitchen, with its ceramic pots
arranged on cupboard tops is a sunny
spot. Visitors are apt to crowd into it
to admire the hanging shelves, which
are the setting for the hand-painted
cups, the work of Marie's great-aunt.
Here, too, are the delicately lovely dinner plates
fromherGermany
mother
gave
becausethat
sheMarie's
loved
them so much.
In return, Mrs. White has a set of
Georgian silver that Marie presented
to her.
That's Marie's way. Giving presents is her delight. For instance,
everytime she buys herself a dress, she
looks around for one for her mother,
too. And laughs off her generosity by
saying: "If I didn't watch out for pretty prints for mother, she'd go around
like a fuddy-duddy. She's much too
cute for that."
Marie and her mother have much in
common. They window-shop, do each
other's hair, and are terrific radio fans.
Sunday evenings Mrs. White will be
in her kitchen gossiping with Frankie
as she wipes the dishes when she'll
hear Marie call across the driveway.
"Hurry up, Mother! You'll miss The
Whistler.
It's just coming on."
Suspense is another mother-anddaughter favorite. They love nothing
better than to crouch in their chairs,
looking furtively over their shoulders,
as their blood chills in happy unison.
There is no television set, yet. There's
simply nowhere to put it. Looking
ahead to the future, Marie and Allan
have just one serious plan. But it is a
plan of such importance that it may
mean moving from the quaint gingerbread house forever. "Unless we
swung it from the ceiling — " Marie
broods, her brown eyes serious,
"Where else could we put a baby?"
If and when that event transpires,
look for a sudden upheaval in the
whole tribe. They'll be packing up
and they'll be looking for two more,
slightly bigger houses — preferably side
by side. And there will be a pink
and blue nursery in one of them. And
the life of Marie Wilson will be a song
from morning to night, for a lullaby is
all she needs for complete happiness.

DO MEN EVER
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Little Lulu

You'll like 'em for hay fever, too- Mister !
C/tt/e Lu/u says: to keep weepy eyes ano noses
OUT OF THE REO - NO OTHER
SOFT, STRONG, ABSORBENT
SNfFFLE-SORENESS,
©
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easy to sleep with

Here's your fast, easy, comfortable way to
lovelier curls— Tip-Top Dream Curlers. Made
of soft-as-rubber vinylite— comfortable to sleep
on, not affected by hair preparations. Gives
you soft, smooth, natural-looking curls — no
frizzy ends! Can't catch or snag hair. Last
longer. The only curler of its kind. Try Dream
Curlers tonight!
FREE!
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CURLERS

America i Favorite Curler
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Cabbage

/'s K/A/0
in October

GOOD COOKING

"The Complete

Now

Kitchen

Companion"

On Newsstands

The once lowly cabbage, so rich in
body-building elements, comes into its
own as the delectable, tasty and interesting vegetable it really is— if you
know how to cook it. In this issue of
GOOD COOKING, there are five
exciting new ways to prepare cabbage,
any one of which will add new flavor
to simple meals.
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ber Arthur —
I Remem
(Continued from page 28)
Arthur was a very likable boy, always willing to help his pals, always
loving fun and jokes. He and two other
boys in his class were well-known trappers— the muskrat was their particular
joy. They would set their traps at night
in the swamps and then in the early
morning they would go out to look for
their prizes. Sometimes they were late
to school, but Arthur always had a
good excuse and in his persuasive voice
was able to convince you that it couldn't
be
helped and so they were -admitted
to class.
I first started teaching in Hasbrouck
Heights in 1903. That was the year
Arthur was born in New York City,
which is just across the river from the
Heights. The Heights in those days
was a slow-paced little town, but many
of the people who lived there commuted
to
Arthur's
wasjobs
one inof New
those York.
for when
Arthurfamily
was
a year old, the Godfrey family moved
from crowded Amsterdam Avenue to a
quiet street on the Heights.
I knew the family in those days, too.
— Mrs. Godfrey especially well since
we belonged to the same clubs, The
Shakespearean
and The
Woman's
She
was a concert
singer
and aClub.
fine
pianist. Arthur has inherited his musical taste from his mother, I am sure.
In January, 1949, Arthur came to
Hartford, Connecticut, which is near
where I now live, to put on his Talent
Scouts show. Hartford certainly gave
him a good time. There was a reception
at the Hartford Club and a banquet at
the Hotel Bond. I attended on special
invitation from Arthur. Although I'd
written to him, that was the first time I
had seen him since he left the Heights
in 1919. And I knew him the minute
I saw him. He hasn't changed a bit
since he was a boy. He's older and
heavier, of course, but the expression
is still the same.
He seemed very much pleased to see
me. We talked about the old days in
Hasbrouck Heights and I told him news
about people from the Heights who are
now living in and around Hartford. It
was tothen
I asked
like
comethat
to the
small Arthur
reunion ifI he'd
was
planning for some of my old pupils.
Arthur said he'd come if I could plan
the party
for some day when he didn't
have
a broadcast.
I arranged it for a Sunday and invited twenty-five people. Arthur flew
up from his home in Virginia. He
struck a thunderstorm on the way and
it delayed him, but he finally arrived
at five in the afternoon. I was determined not to tell anyone that he was
coming, so he had no annoyance. I
think he had a good time because of
that.
We took pictures on the lawn and
Arthur told stories about his radio experiences. Other folks answered his
questions about the Heights — we really
had a wonderful time.
Arthur told us about the day, not
very long ago, when he passed the
Franklin School in Hasbrouck Heights.
"I went in and sat down in my old
seat," he said.
"How did you feel?" someone asked
him.
"Depressed!" he answered.
That made everyone laugh, but
despite his jokes I know that Arthur
has a genuine
fondness
for the old

school and his memories of it are quite
keen. Why, he even remembers a picture that hung over my desk more than
thirty years ago. It's a reproduction
of Watts' portrait of Sir Galahad and
his
was won
by Arthur's
classhorse,
in 1917andfor itselling
the most
tickets
to a school exhibit. It remained in
my classroom for many years, and
when I resigned the principal said I
might take it with me. ft now hangs in
my living room in West Hartford.
When Arthur saw it, he said:
"I see you still have the picture that
used to hang over your desk. Who
is When
it supposed
anyway?"
one of tothebe,folks
volunteered
that it was Sir Galahad, Arthur asked,
"Who's he?"
Now he knew very well that it was
Sir Galahad and he knew very well
who Sir Galahad was, but being Arthur
Godfrey he just had to have his little
joke. Later he said to me, "Miss Quigg,
it's just like you to want to have the
purest
knight
of all the
around."
Arthur
enjoyed
reunion immensely, but I think he was a little
bit disappointed because one of the
girls who
be inRamona
his classand
wasn't
there.
Her used
nameto was
she
was the kind of little girl that all little
boys fall in love with and worship at
a distance. She had blonde curls and
the prettiest face. Arthur wasn't her
only admirer but I don't remember that
he paid much attention to her. Nevertheless he was able to remember that
once there had been a Ramona, a golden girl from his golden years.
Sitting in my living room, listening
to Arthur, made me recall that he always had had the faculty of entertaining people. His wit, his expressive
manner, his gift for story-telling were
qualities which, no matter how undeveloped, were apparent in Arthur as a
young boy. I also happen to know
that his other qualities were with him
then, too : compassion for others, generosity, and, if hearhe'll
excuse me,
tednes . Iremember
his tenderhelping
the local baker when that man's family
had the measles. The baker was quarantined, and he asked Arthur, who
worked
part-time
for Arthur
him, ifdid,
he'dbut
takeit
over the whole job.
meant missing school for two weeks and
having to make up all that work.
After graduating from my class.
Arthur entered high school, but family
fortunes forced him to leave when he
was in his sophomore year. After that
I did not hear much about his experiences until one day in June, 1934
I was at home with the radio turned
on when I heard what sounded to me
like a familiar voice. For a moment, I
could not place it. Then I realized that
it was one of my pupils, Arthur Godfrey, singing with that soft persuasive
voice I so well remembered. Every opportunity Ihad after that, I listened to
his program and finally I wrote to him.
When we met at the banquet in
Hartford,
he said,me,
"WhyMiss
don'tQuigg.
you write
a story about
You
know
moresure
about
than anyone."
I'm not
thatmeI know
more about
Arthur Godfrey than anyone, but I do
know that once there was a little redheaded boy in Hasbrouck Heights, of
whom I was sure I'd someday feel
proud. And proud I am, you may be
sure.

No Boss — Not Me
(.Continued from page 33)
that bear, Carmichael, roaming around
the set, I say, 'There sure enough is
that ornery fur rug!'
"Why, if I was to let on there isn't
any Carmichael or that the Boss doesn't
own a toupee and has his own hair (at
least some of it) and his own teeth
(most of them), and that the Ronald
Colmans don't live next door, it would
be like finding out there isn't any Santa
Claus, wouldn't it?
"In my considered opinion it would.
Yet I may be wrong because, well, it's
funny the way people feel about Mr.
Benny. As I say, I believe they want to
believe he's the character he plays on
his show yet they're always trying to
get the low down on him. Like hardly
a week passes that a number of people
don't go to the house next door trying
to get the low down on the Boss from
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Colman. The
doorbell of that house rings so often
that the people who live there, a business couple, have been obliged to put a
sign over the doorbell: 'Ronald Colman Does Not Live Here.' "
Rochester's right-hand man in keeping the Boss in his radio character is
Fred Allen, who writes things like this
about Jack:
"Before shoes were invented, Jack
was a heel. His false teeth are so loose,
they are always clicking. Jack has no
more hair than an elbow. He is so
anemic that if he stays out at night he
has to get a transfusion so his eyes
will be bloodshot in the morning."
"But," says Rochester, "you won't
catch Mr. Allen letting on that when
he is in Hollywood, he and his Missus,
Portland Hoffa, go to dinner at the
Bennys' house always once, sometimes
twice, in exchange for which the Aliens
take the Bennys out to dinner every
other night they are in town. And I
try not to give away that although the
Boss and Mary Livingstone are not
married on the show, they've been
happily married for twenty-three
years. Even though Hollywood is supposed to be a wild place for divorce
and rumors of divorce, there has never
been a rumor about the Boss and his
boss,
Miss Livingstone."
Rochester
has another assistant in
Mary. She does her bit to keep Jack in
character on the air — and in the home,
too.
"The Boss likes to tell about the
time right after he and Miss Livingstone were married. The Friars in New
York gave a big stag dinner in his
honor. It was the first time the Boss
was a guest of honor and he says he
felt very important. Then, right in the
middle of the eulogizings, a telegram
arrived from Miss Livingstone, which
was read to the guests. It said 'When
you come home tonight, be sure to put
out the garbage.'
"But Miss Livingstone will come to
the defense of the Boss at the drop of
his toupee. She never wanted to be an
actress. She just stepped in the show
one night to help the Boss out, and
after that the audience wouldn't let
her go. But she prefers her real life
roles of Mrs. Jack Benny, housewife,
and the mother of Joan Benny, fifteen
years old, to the part she plays on
the air.
so disposed,
she doesn't
go
for"Being
publicity
and interviews
and the
such. But one day she did bust loose
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and tell a reporter, 'My husband, Jack
Benny, is the most maligned man in
town — and all by his own doing. Lest
any of my fiddling husband's fans believe any of this self-inflicted abuse,
I'd like to go on record and say that
Jack is not anemic, is in perfect physical condition, has his own teeth and
hair, can play a pretty good violin,
and, in my opinion, is the greatest guy
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confirms that a
in Rochester
the world.'himself
"
more generous man than Jack Benny
never lived. "When he goes to a restaurant, or a night club or a drive-in,"
says Rochester, "he always overtips.
He pays out five thousand dollars a
year in tips alone, just out of the bigness of that out-sized heart of his —
and
to
isn'tthethepeople
stingiest
man in prove
town.that
He hepays
on
his show, even the bit players, more
than radio actors are paid on comparable shows— that is, if there are any
shows on the air comparable to Mr.
Benny's show. It's still No. 1 on the
networks — and that's after eighteen
consecutive years!
"When the high cost of his cast is
called to his attention, the Boss always says, 'I get a lot of money, why
shouldn't those who work with me
get likewise?' There's one instance
where I don't mind revealing Mr.
Benny out of character!
"But when I ask the Boss what is the
definition of likewise,' he just says
'Rochester!' in such a hurt tone I say no
more, I haven't the heart.
"But you can always kid with the
Boss, that's the point I'm making — and
did you notice that he says 'those who
work with me?' This may be a small
point ence,
to formake
but there's
a bigthediffermy money,
between
man
who says 'those who work with me' and
the man who says 'those who work for
"Another fib I tell about Mr. Benny
me
. . .' I'm asked whether I enjoy
is when
hearing him play the violin to which I
reply, 'By all means, no!'
facta is,
Mr. Benny
startedTo outplay
in
life"The
to be
concert
violinist.
the violin, and play it well, was his
serious ambition and his cherished
dream. He does play it well, too, or
did before he started to use the instrument as just a gag. The great Jascha
Heifetz once said of Mr. Benny that he
has a wonderful wrist action and could
have made a great violinist. Mr. Heifetz meant it, too. But since the only
thing we on the show ever hear the
Boss play is that awful 'Love In Bloom'
and I say 'By all means, no!'
"Everyone who knows the Boss or
hears him on the air admires his wonderful showmanship, his faultless timing. But no one admires him so much
as those who work with him. To work
with him, especially at rehearsals, is
to see the Boss at his super-duperest.
To
begin with,
he's very the
prompt.
so prompt
that although
rest ofHe's
us
are
ahead of time!
also onthetime,
mosthe's
considerate
man I He
haveis
ever met. If the Boss wants me, or
any member of the cast to meet him
at an off time, it's always, 'What time
will be good for you?' There's never
any
stuff. of this 'Be here at nine sharp'
"He just loves the show, the Boss
does. He's that conscientious, that
sincere about it that he never says
'Good enough' to a single line, one
bit of business, unless it's better than
that. He'll throw a whole script away,
if he has to, and work all weekend on
a new one. He works as hard on the

show now, after eighteen years or.
the air, as if next Sunday was his
first broadcast. Yet it's all relaxed,
all easy-does-it, with us all having
fun just
likeair.
we sound like we're having on the
"For the warm-up Sundays, the Boss
always plays his violin. Members of
the cast throw pennies at him, he
picks them up, puts them in his pocket
and never
gives them back neither — no
Boss,
not you!
"There's not a lazy bone in Mr.
Benny's body. He is an inveterate
early riser. On the Coast he gets up
at seven o'clock, has breakfast in the
kitchen with the cook, goes to the
Hillcrest Golf Club and has shot nine
holes of golf before Phil Harris wakes
up enough to remember what it is he
likes about the South.
"Mr. Benny wishes he could shoot
below par like Bob Hope and Bing
sixtybe so
he'd rather
fact,Hooper
Crosby. onIn the
fourth
rating,
he
says, and first in golf. But his only
he didn't beis thatThe
real frustration
come a great violinist.
Boss really
takes this to heart. He loves the violin.
Any town he's in, if there's a great
violinist playing there, he'll drop anything— even
to hear
him. a golf club — to rush off
"If ever I should cut loose and unveil the truth about the Boss as he
life, I'd speak particuis in private
larly, I believe, about his home life
which goes along like one of those old
sweet songs he sometimes plays when
he's alone, on his violin. They live
a very quiet life, the Boss and Miss
Livingstone. Especially quiet now
that Joan, the pretty little apple of
her Daddy's eye, is in boarding school.
They have a circle of good friends,
among which are Barbara Stanwyck
and Robert Taylor, the Bill Goetzs, the
Gary Coopers, and, of course, the
Ronald Colmans and the Fred Aliens.
"When they invite their friends
over they usually run a picture in
room — even 'The Horn
their projection
Blew
At Midnight' which, in my opinion, is sabotaging hospitality. Or they
rummy. On trips, such as
play
when gin
we take the show to New York,
the Boss and Miss Livingstone, or
maybe
it'll be the Boss and Don Wilson,
way!
play gin rummy all the way, the whole
"But if I want to keep Mr. Benny in
his radio character, I can't go on about
his home life. If I do, I'll disillusion
the people who actually believe I live
man's
as the Sunday
man-of-all-work
I am every
in Mr. Benny's house
night on the show. Some people believe it so much they take it to heart.
Like the time I had a letter from a
woman trying to persuade me to sue
the Boss because of the amount of
compensation I get for the amount of
work I do. She was so indignant, she
for me, she said that if I'd
so sorry
felt she'd
sue
help pay for the lawyer!
"I didn't answer the letter. I just
let the matter drop. I ain't never going
to peach on the Boss, not even to my
own praise and glory — no Boss, not

me!"
Paid Notice

Many Milestones
(Continued from page 30)
1931 holds a painful memory. On St.
Patrick's Day, I thought it would be
amusing to give my standard sign-off,
"So the
long
tomorrow,"
in Gaelic.
In
lateuntil
afternoon,
I began
calling
all over town to Irish experts. Everyone was out. I left urgent messages. By
six my telephone lines were jammed
cutting me off from a last minute
check I was giving a news story. At
the last possible minute I left for the
studio — and that night of all nights ran
into a traffic jam. I was late, but not
too late to give most of my broadcast —
and to sign off in Gaelic.
In 1932 I had one of the outstanding
scoops in the history of broadcasting
when I broke the story that everyone
was striving to get first — -news of the
kidnapped Lindbergh baby. While I
was on the air, the flash came in on the
wire that
child's
had to been
found.
The the
bulletin
wasbody
rushed
me,

VOICE:

Beulahhhhhhhhh!

Oh,

Beulahhhhhhh!

Beulahhhhhhhhh!
BEULAH:

Oh

me, that's either Oriole at the

door or those flyin' saucers
close!

are

comin'

awful

— Beulah
Mon.-Fri. 7

P.M. EDT

CBS

EXQUISITE FORM
and so it was by sheer chance that I
was the first to give the shocking news
to the nation.
1933 is marked in my mind by something that happened in Germany. Hitler, newly come to power and not considered seriously, took over the radio
entirely saying, "We consider it our
most precious instrument." This move
by the Nazis passed unnoticed in many
quarters, but was clear indication to
me of the struggle that was to come.
1934 brings a particularly pleasant
memory— the first of the fantastic soft
ball games that were to become a
yearly event on Quaker Hill. Hyde
Park at times is much hotter than
where we live twenty miles away.
One afternoon I called Marvin McIntyre and told him that if any of the
correspondents who had followed the
President home wanted to cool off I
would be delighted to entertain them.
Over a hundred arrived! For fun we
organized a softball game between my
neighbors and the crowd from Hyde
Park. The President asked us for a
return match the following Sunday.
Harry Hopkins played centerfield, and
Rexford Tugwell, Marvin Mclntyre,
Henry Morgenthau, Jr. and assorted
newspaper men, cabinet members and
secret service agents filled out the
President's team. From then on it was
an annual event with my team usually
made up of Lewis Lehr, Gene Tunney,
James Melton, Lanny Ross, Ted Shane,
Colonel Stoopnagle, Lenox Lohr, Eddie
Rickenbacker, Wood Cowan, Homer
Croy, Dan Parker, Eddie Eagan and
others. This rivalry lasted until the
President's death.
In 1935, Germany withdrew from the
League of Nations and so did Japan.
Mussolini invaded Ethiopia. At home
New Deal legislation was pouring out
of Congress. My scripts became tighter
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Here's how to take the
worry out of child care
It's not a simple job to raise a healthy,
happy baby. When baby is cranky and
irritable you fret and worry — and then
you can't
a good available
job. But atifallyoutimes,
can
have
expertdo advice,
you know what to do and you eliminate
worry.
Your baby may have his own doctor, but
there are many ways in which you can
help him by knowing how to handle the
many everyday problems that constantly
confront you.
Here is your opportunity to get expert
advice from someone who really knows
about babies and small children. In his
book, How to Raise Your Baby, Dr. Allan
Roy Dafoe, the famous "quintuplet" doctor, gives you valuable information you
need to know about your child.
Dr. Dafoe gives you valuable suggestions
for preventing diphtheria, infantile paralysis, smallpox, scarlet fever, tuberculosis and other common ailments. He also
discusses the nervous child, the shy child
as well as jealousy in children. Dr. Dafoe tells you how to care for your children, year-by-year, from the very first
year through the fifth year. Tells you
what they should be able to do each year
— how they should act, talk, walk, play,
etc.
It is your duty as a mother to read as
much about babies as possible — and to
learn what makes them "tick." With Dr.
Dafoe's book close at hand, you can face
each day with greater confidence and
assurance. The price of this helpful book
is only 50tf postpaid— while they last.
Don't wait another minute — mail coupon
for your copy — today.
Contents: About Quintuplets — Twins and
Premature Babies . . . The Newborn Infant
— How it Should be Fed . . . Feeding the
Growing Baby . . . Sleep — How Much a Child
Needs . . . Early Training in Toilet Habits . . .
Growth of the Child . . . Sunshine and Vitamins . . . Clothing and Health . . . Summer
Care and Feeding . . . Guarding Against Illness and Injuries . . . When the Child is
Backward or Nervous . . . One to Five-Y earOlds — Care and Growth . . . Training Hints
as Child Grows Up.
ONLY
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— packed with news. That is why my
memory of Christmas Eve is so dismaying. Ileft my office on the thirtyfourth floor for the studio on the sixth
floor, my arms heaped with presents.
I did not discover that I had left my
script behind until I unloaded beside
my mike. I raced back, grabbed it off
my desk, sprinted back through the
corridors and reached the mike one
minute late, and panting. Later I was
complimented on the "breathless urgency" I put
newsworld
that I night.
In 1936
the into
face the
of the
knew
so well from my years of care-free
globe-trotting was changing fast — Hitler marched into the Rhineland — civil
war started in Spain — the rumors
about King Edward's romance with
Mrs. Simpson were making the British
Empire uneasy. I laid off the story at
first, finally mentioned it on the air,
and the uproar from Canada almost
drowned me out. The protest was bitter about my "slander against our
King." Of course it wasn't long before
the story was confirmed and the whole
world heard the abdication speech.
In 1937, after seven years without a
break,
to take
"holiday"
and do Imydecided
broadcasts
by ashort
wave
from Europe. I sailed just before the
coronation of George VI. All other
Americans who were to cover the
event had made elaborate preparations
months in advance. I was told that I
could not possibly obtain an invitation
at that late date, that every seat in
Westminister Abbey had long since
been assigned. They rather rubbed it
in that I was going to be so near and
yet so far. Just the same, I was there.
What's more, I was in the choicest part
of the Abbey, right over the throne
with the Duke
of Windsor's
sentative at my
side and own
withreprefour
kings within arm's reach! No one who
was there will ever forget the pomp
and brilliant pageantry of that ceremony. However, the highlight of the
day, to me, was the incredulity and
envy on the faces of my fellow correspondents all of whom were seated
so far up in the tower that they had to
use binoculars. Had I made my arrangements months in advance, I
would have fared far worse. What happened was that J. P. Morgan had
fallen ill at the last moment, and I
fell heir to his choice seat.
In 1938 the gathering war clouds
turned black over Europe as Hitler
marched into the Sudeten. My son,
Lowell, Jr. was only fourteen, but I
remember, even then, the uneasy feeling I had that what was beginning
might well involve him and millions
of other American boys.
1939 — who can forget the "war of
nerves," and the long wait for the

storm to break as France mobilized behind the "impregnable" Maginot Line?
A year full of tension and strain to
those of us at the end of the news
wires. On the personal side, I have a
lighter memory, however. I did the
first daily news telecast this year in
addition to my regular national broadcasts. They insisted that I use makeup for television. Putting it on and
taking it off was a dreary chore. I
began to turn up at the studio later and
later. One night I arrived so late that
the make-up man had time only to hit
me with a big purple powderpuff as I
went by. Most of the powder landed
on my upper lip, and as I talked, it
drifted up my nose. For three long
minutes I fought off the inevitable
sneeze, every grimace caught by the
camera. Then came the explosion — the
first televised sneeze in all history.
Those who were watching said it was
the funniest thing they have ever seen.
1940 — war everywhere in the lands I
knew so well, and in this country
Wendell Willkie was opposing President Roosevelt for the unprecedented
third term. My first meeting with Willkie is a vivid memory. It happened
when he was with Commonwealth and
Southern and was fighting TVA. One
evening I quoted some remarks Senator Norris had made in Congress
about the matter. Promptly at ten
o'clock the next morning, Willkie telephoned me at my office. "You gave
Norris's side but you didn't give the
other," he said amiably. "I'll tell it
to ' you now if you want it." Most
people would have written a letter, or
called the station, or worked through
someone else to get to me. I was impressed with the way he cut all red
tape, reached me directly, put over his
point. He gave me the impression, then,
that he was a fast worker and someone to watch — as indeed he was.
1941 — all memories, personal and
otherwise, fade as I recall the shock
of Sunday
Pearl
Harbor.afternoon, December 7—
1942 — the most vivid memory of the
year is the day the flash came through
that we had bombed Tokyo — the turn
of the tide — and how we said, "We
might
havelater
guessed!"
when news
was
released
that Jimmy
Doolittle
had led the attack. He is an old friend
of mine. A few weeks later he came to
Pawling and told us the whole inside
story. He stayed briefly, saying only
that he had to leave on something
secret. A few days later he was in the
Casablanca landing. This year my son
went into the Air Force.
In 1943 I took a swing around South
America to see for myself how strong
the German feeling was in to the south.
Under the moon on the sands at Natal,
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I spoke to three thousand U. S. Airmen
waiting to fly the South Atlantic. Every
day of this year was packed with such
terrific stories of individual heroism
on all fronts that they made everything else pale by comparison. I got
out a book about some of them, These
Men Shall Never Die, but there was
such a dazzlement of adventure and
bravery that I dedicated it "to those
American fighting men whose stories
are not included in this volume."
1944— D Day — the most difficult, exciting news day I can remember. Reports flooded in, but they were all of
isolated incidents — paratroops here,
air-flights there, reports from the various beaches. It was impossible to get
an over-all picture or a time sequence,
or anything except that the battle was
raging and that our troops had cracked
the Atlantic Wall.
In 1945, broadcasts from London, Paris,
Rome and in a fighter plane over
Berlin during the final battle, then a
flight around the world and a look at
the Pacific war. On the personal side
I remember a meeting packed with
drama — reunion with Count Luckner
whose biography, The Sea Devil, I
had written after World War One. He
was a gallant foe in that war. He despised the Nazis and spent much of his
time in America. As a result, he was
out of favor with the Nazis and had to
hide out in his home town of Halle. I
was with Terry Allen and his Timber
Wolves when I found the old Sea Devil,
and he threw his arms around me — a
dramatic moment.
In 1946 my son went to Bikini as an
observer for me and turned in vivid
material — a proud milestone for me.
In 1947 — off again, back and forth
across America, broadcasting as I
went. After the crowded war years
the news seemed slow. I found myself
longing for far places.
In 1948, election night stands out in
my mind most vividly. I was running
a special series of broadcasts for CBS.
Like everyone else, I had collected
all background on Governor Dewey,
waiting only for the first returns to
announce his election. Early in the
evening, however, I found myself returning again and again to one big figure on the board — Iowa was going for
Truman — it just wasn't in the cards
that this stronghold of the traditionally
Republican farm vote was going to
Truman. I began to concentrate on
that angle and was the first, I believe,
to broadcast any indication of the surprise that was coming, although I was
pulling for my neighbor, Tom Dewey,
one of the ablest executives in this
nation's history.
In 1949 wanderlust returned full
force. It became irresistible when my
son and I were invited to visit the forbidden city of Lhassa in Tibet. My
impressions of that fabulous adventure
and our interview with the Dalai Lama
were recorded and went out by courier,
yak-back, caravan. I, myself, came out
more slowly — twenty painful days in
a lurching litter carried on the shoulders of relays of Tibetan monks and
ipeasants, after breaking my thigh in
eight places — though my broadcasts
continued.
1950 — the turn of the century — a
completely new face on the world I
started to cover on the air twenty years
ago. I have just thrown away the
crutches I needed after that accident
in far Tibet, and am ready to take off
again — after all, the first twenty million words are the hardest.
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I'll
the first time
I sang
on never
one offorget
his broadcasts.
Everything
was in such a mess that day. Our
family had just got to New York after
a trip from our home in Hollywood, and
our trunks with all our good clothes in
them were stuck somewhere in the
Christmas mail — it was the Christmas
broadcast I was on. And I had hardly
time to learn my song, and I had nothing to wear. Absolutely nothing! I had
to sit in front of the oven in my old
wool bathrobe to keep my teeth from
chattering, while my mother flew
around washing and ironing the skirt
and blouse I had been wearing for
three days on the train.
I was so glad I had any clothes, that
I forgot how disappointed I was at being unable to wear my new dress that
Mother had bought especially for this
occasion. And once the orchestra
started up, I forgot all about how I
looked or didn't look. I forgot about
everything but the music. Daddy said
I was wonderful, so I guess it turned
out all right. He wouldn't fool me.
However much we disagree about
"that one thing" Daddy is always level
with me. He's that way with everyone.
He says it's very important for a father
to be honest with people, and especially his own children. That's what
keeps families together and happy.
He says whenever he gets home from
one of his trips, that he doesn't want
any parties, or to go out, or to dress
up or anything. He just wants to stay
home and play with us kids. And he
means it. He does play with us. Baseball, maybe, if the weather is nice . . .
or if it is rainy, we rig up a stage
indoors and give shows. We had a wonderful stage, a real one, at our apartment in New York, but out here in
Hollywood we have to make do with
mother's sheets for a curtain and boxes
for props. But it's fun.
We try to save the performances for
when
is home, misses
but he'sone.
gone But
so
much Daddy
he sometimes
we make it up to him. We all like to
make a fuss over him when he gets
back, and last time I chased everybody
out of the kitchen, so I could make his
homecoming dinner all by myself.

I made a meat loaf and potatoes,
which burned, but not too much. At
least I didn't think it tasted so awful,
but Chris and Bobby made terrible
faces and refused to eat it. The chocolate brownies came out all right,
though. Daddy had to open up some
Campbell's soup for the boys. "Cathy,"
he chuckled, "if my sponsors knew
about this, they'd have you cooking all
the time." (I'm not quite sure how he
meantsor" isthat,
but word
I guessin it's
"Spona sacred
our OK.
house.)
Maybe it's because I was supposed to
be a boy, but I love all kinds of sports
. . . horseback riding, swimming, baseball, and especially fishing.
I don't suppose anybody in our family but my mother would understand —
and sometimes I think she has more to
put up with than even I do — how
wearing it is for a girl to hold her own
when there are four men, well, boys
anyway, in the house.
I wanted our last baby to be a girl
so bad I even dreamed about it. I
promised mother anything if she'd
have
a girl ...
all thegive
care her
of
her, make
all I'd
her take
clothes,
baths, everything. And mother, who
really understands, said she would try.
And then my Daddy called me up
from the hospital.
"Cathy?" he said sort of weakly,
"Yes,"
said.
over
the Iphone.
"We have a wonderful new baby,"
he told me
"What is it?" I asked him right away.
"A
boy. certainly
A fine red-haired
boy."I can
It was
a letdown,
tell you that. I waited a whole minute
to
say. I could think of anything nice
before
"Well," I said at last. "If that's the
best
you can
do . And
. ." later he went
Daddy
roared.
around telling everyone what I'd said.
You could say for Daddy that it was
nice to have another boy to be a helper around the house. Except that if the
boys turn out to be as terrible with
aa hammer
have to hire
handymanas toDaddy,
repair we'll
the damage.
We're a pretty good family I guess.
We like
being
together.
ably lived
in two
dozen We've
houses probsince
I was born, and I've gone to at least
seven different schools, but no matter
how much we move around, the place
we live in always seems like a real
home, the sort of place we can all be
happy cause
in Mom
together.
probably
beand DadThat's
are such
wonderful people. It takes good parents to
make a place a real home, instead of
just a house to eat in and sleep in.
Maybe I shouldn't disagree with my
father about my singing. Maybe I
should just do like he says and wait,
be patient. For I know in the long run,
I'll win out, even in that argument.
For my Daddy is a Crosby. And he
knows what everybody knows: The
Crosbys have to sing.
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"Girls change their minds, sometimes," he tries to explain, about
careers. "They fall in love, and get
married and have families."
Well, other girls maybe. But not me!
I won't change my mind. I may fall in
love and get married (if I can meet
someone like Glenn Ford or Audie
Murphy) but that won't be for a long,
long time. And even if I do, I won't
want
wouldn't
want to
me marry
to go any
rightboyon who
singing.
But Daddy only laughs when I tell
him this. Actually, I'm not just an
amateur. Daddy has let me sing on
Club 15 several times, and there were
a number of times when I appeared
with him while his show was on a personal appearance tour.
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in the name of sense and experience
and sophistication and all the other
qualities I thought I had, did I manage to get myself into this hopeless
blind alley?
I can even put my finger on the
night, the very moment, when I took
the first step. There was nothing unconscious about it; I knew precisely
what I was doing. But I wasn't quite
bright enough to see that the path
might make a sudden twist that would
catch me off balance . . .
It was the evening I got back into
town from Reno, where I had received
my divorce from Neil Weatherby. It
wasn't a lighthearted homecoming.
Reno had shaken me dreadfully. I had
to keep reminding myself that it was
the simplest way to detach myself from
Neil to make myself go through with it
at all. Those women, those ghastly,
painted, hollow-eyed women swarming over the town in slacks; the jukeboxes blaring along all the streets, the
click of the pin-ball machines night
and day.
The tawdriness.
Surely, I Blanche Wilson Weatherby,
with money and beauty and youth on
my side — surely I had nothing in common with those creatures beyond my
divorce papers? On the train I spent
long hours looking earnestly into my
mirror, and trying to rebuild my selfconfidence. Gradually the details of
Reno faded behind in the distance.
But even when I finally stood in Grand
Central Terminal, with the familiar,
exciting hustle all around me, I felt
lonely, uneasy.
I wanted company.
In my mind as I stood there I ran
through several names, and let them
drop. Those people . . . the same people Neil andthem
I hadsoon
run enough,
around with.
be seeing
unlessI'dI
could find something better to do with
my time. I wanted to be with someone
who wouldn't think it queer if I sat
without speaking for five minutes; who
wouldn't be dumbfounded if I did
something wild, like bursting into
tears . . .
Oddly, I thought of my father. Dad,
who'd erant
always
generous
and very
tolwithout been
bothering
himself
profoundly about me. Why not go to
see him? He'd let me talk if I wanted
to, and if I took my hair down and
cried he'd tactfully forget all about it
by tomorrow. I checked the time,
wondering if I could still catch Dad at
his office. Home was no good, because
then I'd run into Mother, and I wasn't
in any shape to take her on at the
moment. It was barely seven. If I
hurried, I might catch Dad and go out
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to dinner with him. Impulsively I
hurried out and took a taxi to his office.
The luxurious suite, covering a
whole floor, was as empty as a museum
closed for the night, and almost as
frightening. As I went through the
outer office, vacant chairs, pushed back
from their desks, had a waiting look, as
though people had just that moment
risen from them and would sit down
again as soon as I passed through the
room. Hurrying down the corridor to
Dad's office, I tapped and pushed open
the door. But that was empty too.
Maybe Dad had given up working late
in favor of some new and better excuse
to keep from having to go home to dine
with Mother!
I bit my lip hard against its sudden
impulse to tremble. This wasn't much
of a homecoming — closed doors, empty
rooms, silence. Was it an omen — a
foreshadowing of the future? Was it to
be like this from now on, just me alone,
walking down echoing corridors, lookI didn'tit?quite know what — and
nevering forfinding
"Come, come," I told myself sharply.
"Let's not wallow in self-pity. All you
had to do was wire Dad you were getting in, and he'd have met you. The
plain
truth about
is you're
disorganized
and
frightened
being
on your own
again, and you're just plain feeling
sorry
for yourself."
Frightened
about being on my own
. . . yes, that must have something to
do
withbutit.at My
hadn'thaving
been
much,
leastmarriage
it had meant
an escort when I needed one. Neil had
always been graceful about that —
knowing the good places to eat, finding taxis when there weren't any. I sat
down at Dad's desk and sighed tiredly,
wondering if I could face having dinner alone. Without warning a tear
rolled down my cheek, and then another, and then to my amazement I was
burying my head in my folded arms
and sobbing loudly and complainingly
into silent room. Me! I hadn't wept
a real tear in — I couldn't recall how
long. Not even when I found out about
Neil and Sylvie Cameron. Even as I
bawled I couldn't help thinking, "But
what
in thewasworld
am I atcrying
about?"
If there
a knock
the door,
the
sound of my sobbing drowned it out.
All at once I felt a movement beside
me, and a concerned male voice said,
"Good heavens, are you ill? Can I
For an instant I was terrified. The
help you?"
office was empty, I hadn't seen a soul
somebody had been working late, and
I just had missed looking into his office.
I raised my head, grateful for the darkness of the room.
It was a young man who was bending over the chair. A very good-looking young man, as nearly as I could
j udge in the half-light. A long, strongboned face, serious eyes, a wide mouth
that quirked humorously as he said,
"Thank goodness. I was afraid for a
minute you'd fainted."
"With all that noise I was making?"
He said apologetically, "Well, I
haven't had much experience with
faints. Then he smiled. "Better now?
In that case, I don't mean to pry, but
would you mind telling me if you were
looking for somebody special? I mean
— everyone's gone home, you know,
and this is the boss's office — "
"I know," I said. "I'm his daughter.
Have you got a handkerchief?"
He took one from his jacket pocket
and handed it to me. He was looking
a little stunned.
"But when did you

leave Reno? D.W.'s been waiting to
hear from you — I know he planned to
meet your train. Didn't you let him
know? Gosh, what a way to come
In the midst of trying to repair my
face without light enough, I sniveled.
He was making me feel sorry for myself all over again. Then I managed
home."
to laugh. "Cut that out, will you? I'm
already floating on a sea of self-pity. I
just felt I was a big enough girl to
come home by myself and find my way
to the hotel without help. I guess I
over-estimated myself, as usual." As
nearly as I could make out in my commirror, my make-up
too
badly pactstreaked.
Feeling a wasn't
bit more
poised, I snapped shut the case and
said pleasantly, "By the way, how do
you know all about me? It's too bad,
butPerching
we neveron have
met, you
know."
a corner
of the
desk, he
laughed
little. "True.
we have
more in acommon
than youBut
know,
Mrs.
Weatherby.
My do,"
name's
Bill Then
Roberts."
"How do you
I said.
the
name
rang
a
bell
in
my
mind.
"That
Roberts? The one Dad sub-let my
"That one.
It was quite a break, inapartment
to?"
cidentally. When I first got the job
here and we came on we were simply
hopeless over the housing difficulties.
I don't know what we'd have done if
your father hadn't steered us to your
place. I think you'll find it in good
order. My wife's an excellent housekeeper." He added grimly, "I hope
D.W.'s got something else up his sleeve
for us, now you're back. Personally,
I haven't heard of an apartment vacancy of the kind we could swing since
we've been in New York."
I shuddered. "Forget it. I've got
myself a room at the Roosevelt for the
time apartment
being, and for
I wouldn't
back to
that
love nor go
money.
It
holds no gay memories for me, you
Self-pity again! Another minute and
I'd be weeping on that nice broad
shoulder.
I pushed back from the desk
know."
and got up, stretching to uncramp my
back. "I'm starving," I said, surprised
that I hadn't noticed until now. "That's
what's wrong with me! I might have
known — I always get depressed when
I'm hungry. I'd better go get a sandBill Roberts hesitated, then appeared
to come to a decision. "Listen — have
dinner with me, won't you? My secretary went down for some drug-store
stuff,
wich."but that can go into the trash
basket — that's all it's fit for anyway.
Why should we eat lonely sandwiches
when there are two of us?"
"Why indeed?" I said, smiling. Then
abruptly I remembered the 'we' he had
talked about. "On second thought,
you're supposed to be working, aren't
you? And if you're not you ought to
go home — from what I know of Dad's
young executives, Mrs. Roberts probably has to eat plenty of dinners alone
while you're here late. He always
works
He them
lookedhard."
confused. "Rosemary?
But she isn't here. She's back home in
Springdale, visiting her folks. You'd
be doing me a favor — I haven't eaten
a meal since she went."
"Oh. In that case, yes. I must protect my father's investment by helping
youBillkeep
up your"I'll
strength."
laughed.
get my hat and be
back
in ahesecond."
While
was gone, I switched on the
desk light and gave my face a few fin-
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ishing touches. I felt better, much better. Dinner with Bill Roberts was going
to be quite an improvement over my
original plan to dine with Dad. I liked
him — his voice, his mouth, the clean
lines of his body as he moved across
the room to the door. Briefly, as I improved the angle of my hat and pinned
the veil, I speculated about the shadowy Mrs. Roberts. Rosemary . . . you
couldn't tell a thing from a name like
that. Unless she were a doll-faced
child, a flufnly pretty face like the ones
on candy boxes. And she wouldn't be
that; Bill Roberts had too much personality to have married anyone like
that. Yes, I did like him. It was going
to be fun, sitting across a table from
him, finding out what made him tick . . .
An hour or so later, when that
thought recurred to me, I couldn't help
laughing. Bill not only had personality, he had brains. Brains enough to
keep me doing the talking while he sat
figuring out what made me tick. When
he demanded to know what I was
laughing at, I told him.
He grinned.
"You needed it a lot more than I do —
to talk about yourself, I mean. Don't
you feel better?"
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laughed.
"Your wife, probably," I suggested.
"Tell me about her, Bill. Is she won"Rosemary? She's . . . well, she's
derful?"
Rosemary."
It was a simple statement
of fact. She's Rosemary. He might as
well have said everything he was feeling and couldn't put into words. . . .
She's the sun and the moon and the
stars; the touch of a flower-petal,
spring rain in your hair. She's my
love. ... He didn't say any of that,
but looking at him, the words came to
me and I sensed how the mere thought
of her lit up his whole being. Some-

BUNIONS

SOFT CORNS

D-Scholls lino pad:

"Better!" I sighed luxuriously. "I
feel wonderful! Nobody's let me talk
about myself for as long as that in
years! They all want to talk about
themselves, and what their analyst
told them the last time. You're so nice
and normal, Bill." By the time we had
reached Alberto's, just around the corner from the office, we'd agreed that
Mr. Roberts and Mrs. Weatherby were
too foolishly formal for two such old
friends as we were. I liked hearing
him say "Blanche," with a slight drawl
on the "a" that made it sound new and
rather romantic. "Bill," I repeated.
"Even your name is normal."
"Hey, wait a minute. You make me
sound like a glass of orange juice — real
wholesome."
"And you're not wholesome?"
He gave me a look of exaggerated
outrage. "I should say not. I'm very
nearly the most dangerous man in
town. I away
pursue —lamely,
I pursueand
— " His
trailed
we voice
both
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dancing with Bill. What would it be
like, having his arms around me, his
thin cheek above mine, his mouth so
close? Startled at the vividness of the
image, I tried to withdraw my hand.
There
was mya tremor
in it;was
I couldn't
tell
if it was
hand that
trembling,
or Bill's. His fingers tightened, as if of
their own volition, and then abruptly
released mine. When I met his eyes,
I saw that a queerly clouded, bewildered look had come into them, and
color had crept up along his cheekbones. For ato minute
I couldn't think
of anything
say.
Alberto, the proprietor, coming by
just then, released us both from
tongue-tied paralysis. "Everything was
all right,dark
Mr. eyes
Roberts,
Madame?"
bright,
nicked
me with His
an
oddly understanding glance. "The
lasagna,
coffee?"
Bill saidtheheartily
— a trifle too heartily— "Perfect as always, Alberto. By
the way, Madame is Mrs. Weatherby.
Be very nice to her whenever she
comes, won't you — she's a special
"But of course." Alberto howed.
"For a friend of Mr. Roberts there is
always the best in the house. And for
friend."
a lady so lovely, there is even better."
Bill's eyes came back to me, with a
look in them that sent an unexpected
flare
of not
triumph
through that
me. Alberto
"Yes,"
he
said,
even noticing
had already bowed himself away.
"Yes — she is lovely, isn't she?"
Later, as I sat brushing my hair before the mirror in my room at the
hotel, I tried to recall what Bill and I
had talked about. Something, for example, to repeat to Dad when I told
him — as I meant to — that I thought Bill
Roberts was one of the brightest young
men he'd ever discovered. But all I
could remember was that halting,
puzzled tribute, words that seemed to
have come from another man than the
one who had been sitting with me,
before they were spoken. Those words,
and that meeting of hands. I put down
the brush and stared at myself in the
mirror. How much had he realized of
what was going on in that moment?
Did he know what had happened?
No . . . not if I knew men. Men had
the most irritating blindness, sometimes— when they didn't want to see!
I thought regained
of how his
he'dcasually
pulled friendly
himself
together,
tone, and put me in my taxi afterward
with the most comradely of goodbyes.
And he believed it— believed that the
two people who left Alberto's were the
same two people who'd gone in a
couple of hours earlier. Why deny it —
that in one instant we had been transformed from two friendly, interested
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"Neil?" I shrugged, and poured my
self another demi-tasse of strong black
coffee. "Who knows why people like
me do the stupid things we do? Neil
was a little richer and a little betteryou?" than the three other men who
looking
wanted to marry me at the time. And
then — " I caught myself up, biting my
lips. Neil's biggest recommendation
wasn't the kind of thing I could tell
Bill Roberts about. I couldn't explain,
could I, that what had made him desirable was the fact that I had to work
a little to get him? It was all around
town that he and Sylvie Cameron were
pretty serious about each other when
I decided he might be fun. It had been
fun, too, cutting Sylvia out. Lithe,
blonde and sharp-witted, she had put
up quite
battle
before
found
its away
to my
left Neil's
hand emerald
and she
had to admit failure.
In the next two years I had plenty
of time to wonder why I had bothered.
Our marriage was nothing, an emptiness enclosed in the beautifully-decorated apartment Dad bought us for a
wedding
present.
the whole
I'd
been
relieved
when On
it became
obvious
that Neil was drifting back toward
Sylvie. The only bad thing had been
Reno itself, and the sudden shattering
fear that I might grow to become one
of those beaten, aging women. Women
who had failed at the business of being
women, of having husbands, families,
of being cherished.
I looked miserably at Bill. "It's coming back," I said childishly. "Oh, Bill,
say something cheerful. I want to look
ahead,
not backward!"
His hand
shot forward and closed
hard over mine. "I'm a fool. I should
have taken you some place where
there was music, and dancing. This is
His hand over mine on the table
too quiet."
seemed suddenly the only thing in the
room. I stared at it, shaking my head.
"No, this was perfect. Quite . . . perfect." Music. Dancing. Teasingly into
my mind
came
a picture of myself
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thing inside me twisted. Would I ever
mean that to anyone in the world?
Would anyone ever mean that to me?
Or was it too late for me now — too late
for anything but second-best things
like drinking too much and dancing
too much and flirting merely for the
sake of having a man around, any
man . . . ?
A bitter shadow must have reflected
in my face. Bill said gravely, "I have
no problems, nothing to talk about. It's
you who — tell me," he interrupted himself abruptly. "How did you ever come
to marry this guy if it was such a
waste of time? What did he mean to
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human beings sharing a dinner to a
man and a woman, the amiable surface
of our talk shattered by a sudden upsurge of physical awareness that had
left us wordless and tense.
In the mirror, my eyes narrowed
thoughtfully. No . . . Bill had been able
to ignore
it, was
but much
he couldn't
have
missed
it. He
too sensitive
and intelligent for that. And now that
it had happened, I could remind him
of it. At any moment I chose, I could
recreate his awareness of me as a
woman. I picked up the brush again,
noticing as I did the pale gleam of my
shoulder beneath the filmy green
negligee. There was a question teasing
the back of my mind, and for a while
I played with it vaguely before letting
it come to the surface. Perhaps I was
a little ashamed of it— and yet I doubt
that. For a woman like me there is no
special stigma attached to flirting with
a married man. All my friends did it.
But this would be different. Bill was
not merely a married man. He was a
happily married man, deeply in love
with his wife. A strange and wonderkind of animal.
The forward
thought into
I'd
been fulholding
back sprang
words in my mind. Could he be . . .
swerved, a little? Could I attract the
eye of this still-honeymooning husband
in my direction? I laughed a little at
my own hypocrisy. Once a question
like that has been asked, it can have
only one answer. An answer I'd
known before I'd even asked it. I was
going to have a darned good try. . . .
Of course it was a game; I admit that.
I was restless, bored, unwilling to
get back on the same old social merrygo-round I was used to. This was a
game that could be played like chess,
like a general planning a campaign to
take a town. It could do no harm; by
the time his wife got back to town the
little flurry would be over. Rosemary
would never know that her devoted
husband was pretty much like other
men. It would be good for Bill, too —
it would teach him not to throw challenges in the faces of pretty women by
blandly refusing to recognize their
charm. . . .
When I saw Dad the next day, I told
him a carefully edited version of my
meeting with Bill, explaining that I
had hoped to find him and had stumbled instead over his new junior executive.
"He's a terrific guy, Dad," I said with
enthusiasm. "He's so full of fresh ideas
and vitality. He got me so excited
about his job here that I— well, I want
one"One
myself."
what?" my father asked, beaming
broadly.
guy?"look. Dad has no
I gave him a"Asharp
illusions about anybody, including — I
suspect — me. Masking a faint tinge of
annoyance, I said easily, "No, no — a
He stared in amazement. "A job!
You? You're crazy, Blanche. How
much do you need? I'll write you out
a check. I'll buy you a ticket to wherever you want to go. But a job- — my
job."
dear girl, you've never done a day's
work in your life! You can't start
Our eyes met, and it was Dad who
wavered. I didn't have to say a word.
Somehow
I managed to remind him
now!"
without words that he wasn't really in
a position to deny me anything I
— exerwanted. I had done it beforeDad
was
cised a little filial blackmail.
never discreet enough, and he knew
very well that there were one or two
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small episodes hidden in his past which
I happened to know about, and Mother
did not. I'd never tell her, of course;
at least not while Dad and I continued
to be such good friends. ... So I
smiled, and Dad gave in without much
of a fight.
said meglumly,
"I'll ofhave
to arrange
it.HeGive
a couple
days.
I guess
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at that you're good-looking enough to
sit up there at the receptionist's desk.
I'll have to move the gal who's there."
"Take your time," I said happily.
"I've got things to do."
Dad,waiting
resigned too
to the
inevitable,
risk
long.
Just adidn't
few
mornings later I greeted Bill gaily as
he got off the elevator and headed
toward the inner offices. He stopped
short.
"Good heavens!" he exclaimed. "Are

CO., Dept. 129. CHELMSFORD,

MASS.

youBillwish
to see?"
laughed.
I watched with pleasure
the tiny lines crinkling around his eyes
and the way he threw back his head.
Yes, it was going to be fun. Worth
getting
up at
o'clock
the morning to get
to eight
the office
on intime.
"It must feel strange to you, being
up and dressed at this hour," he
teased.

Bill
disappeared
inside
his of
office.
The next hour was miserable. I
cursed the job, myself, and Bill a
dozen times. What was I doing here,
stupidly smiling, checking appointments, saying "Yes, Mr. So-and-so," to
men I wouldn't have troubled to be
polite to at a party? At one point I
had half risen, ready to march into
Dad's office and admit the whole thing
had been a mistake, but just then Miss
Tyson came out. I sat down again. Miss
Tyson, I had learned — had made it my
business
to learn very quickly — was
Bill's
secretary.
She was on her way to the ladies
room, but she paused beside me, asking, "How's it going?" Without waiting
for an answer, she said, "Before I forget— better check with me every time
anyone shows up for an appointment
with my boss. You know, Roberts.
Whatever you do, check me before you
send them in. He makes and breaks
dates so fast I need two heads to keep
up. Now he's breaking dates with McChesney, yet." She shook her head as
if she couldn't believe it.
"Who's McChesney?" I asked.
"Ah,
that big
you'll
He's
merely the
man soon
from learn.
our biggest
account, is all. D.W. isn't going to like
Mr. Roberts' breaking dates with Mcy, Ican drifted
tell you."
StillA shaking
her head, Chesneshe
away.
stir of
pleased excitement ran through me. I
took back all the names I'd been calling
myself. I'd done nothing wrong, made
no mistake, if Bill had broken an appointment with an important client in
order to have lunch with me. . . .
I think the most important thing
about that first lunch date was that
Bill took it for granted that my asking
for help with the job was merely a
pretext. I had expected to have to put
up a pretense of being genuinely worried about it, but to my secret delight
it wasn't necessary. He bypassed all
that with a couple of questions and
made a few encouraging comments,
and then, quite naturally and easily,
we seemed to take up where we had
left off at dinner the other night. "In
other words," I told myself gleefully,
"the time we spent together that night
wasforso granted
pleasant I for
him itthat
he's taken
it
found
pleasant
too,

I nodded. "Another thing — I'm worried. Until I catch on I'm liable to
be doing all the wrong things. I— look,
are
lunch?
the
only you
one busy
I knowforhere.
If IYou're
make any
boners this morning maybe you could
tell me about them and keep me from
making a fool of myself during the
afternoon. I think if I can get through
just
this up
firstat day
be all and
rightthen
— "
I looked
him I'll
seriously,
my heart skipped a beat. Had I made
a boner already, a boner of a more
important kind, by my suggestion? He
met my eyes almost sternly. He looked
aI little
hadn't
oughtbothered.
to know Why
better
thanI waited?
to rush
things.
I opened my lips to say something
that would give him a chance to refuse
gracefully,
but he
"Wonderful,"
he said, with
no nodded.
expression
at all in
his voice. "Alberto's at twelve-thirty?
That's the best time for me." It was
too late to take back my words.
The elevator had stopped again, and
several people were coming toward
us.
I smiled,
nodded
briefly
and

andInwardly,
want to repeat
when Iit."got back to my
desk at the office, I was rubbing my
hands in satisfaction. Not only had
Bill's attitude been right — everything
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had been right. Now I must wait. I
had only to wait. . . . The next move
would come from him. It had to.
I don't remember now whether it
did or did not. Waiting was a little
harder than I'd bargained for. It took
an astonishing amount of self-control,
sitting out there at the desk every day,
knowing that just a few doors away
he was working, dictating, laughing,
talking on the phone. It was rather
obvious of me, but I took to having all
my lunches at Alberto's, knowing as
I did that he usually went there unless
business took him somewhere else that
day. I felt by then that I didn't have
to worry too much about being obvious. IfI read Bill correctly, he would
be grateful to me for creating opportunities for us to meet, to be together.
Several times the trick worked. Once
he was there when I came in,
alone at a table for two, his eyes on
the door. Yes, I read him correctly;
there was no mistaking the swift joy
that swept into his face when he saw
me. . . Another time it was I who
waited, my fingers crossed, hoping
hard that a last-minute call from Mr.
McChesney hadn't kept him in his
office for a sandwich-and-conference
lunch. Again I was lucky, though, for
he did come in, and almost without
pause or search came straight to where
I was sitting. Alberto, that perceptive
fellow, already regarded us as an established twosome. "Mr. Roberts is
joining
would days,
ask
if I cameMadame
in alone.today?"
Or, on heluckier
he would simply smile and motion me
to follow, and lead me directly to the
table where Bill sat. It was never
necessary to say anything to him. As a
matter of fact we never said anything
about it to one another. There was
growing up between us the certain
knowledge that we were involved toin something
that couldn't
be
put intogetherwords,
but which
nonetheless
we both perfectly understood. Bill
might
didn'tthings
understand,
he
might pretend
talk of he
casual
and joke
about the office, but he knew and I
knew that these meetings were none
of them accidents. They happened because we wanted them to happen — he,
as well as I—
A couple of weeks went by, and I
decided to move more boldly. Rosemary, he had told me, was beginning
to speak of coming home very soon.
His voice had been full of forced gaiety
when he said it, but I had seen his eyes.
I knew, probably better than he did,
how he really felt just then about her
returning. One evening when I knew
he had taken some files home and was
planning a long work session, I called
him up. "If it wouldn't bother you,"
I said hesitantly, "there are some things
at the apartment I've been needing for
a long time. I've put it off and put it
off, but now I really must have them —
some clothes and a particular book or
two. I promise not to make any noise
while you're working."
There was a silence on Bill's end.
Then he said quietly, "I'm not getting
much done. You won't bother me.
on over."
Come
My hand
shook slightly as I hung up.
Was I the reason he wasn't getting
much done? Was he thinking about
me, perhaps wanting me there beside
him? Anxiously, before I left my room,
I studied myself in the mirror. I didn't
I'd never
was certain
leave until
looked
more Iseductive
in my life.
It was an odd sensation, having Bill
let me into the familiar — and yet so
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alien — apartment that had once been
mine. "I feel silly playing host," he
said, taking my fur scarf from my
shoulders and laying it across the white
leather chair in the foyer. "It still is
your home — your furniture. Everything."
I went before him into the softlycarpeted living room and looked
around. I shook my head. "No, it isn't
mine. Just the outside. You've put
your stamp on it now. Chairs moved
a little, cushions placed as I never
placed
them with
. . . little
things."
Bill said
a kind
of desperate
stubbornness, "It's Rosemary's stamp,
not mine. All this — " his arm swung
out to include the room and, accidentally, me as well — "all this is none of
affair." until the possible double
myI waited
meaning of his own words came back
to him. Then, very softly, I said, "Isn't
it, Bill? Are you so very sure of that?"
I could count my heartbeats as his worried, tense eyes held mine. He took a
step toward me, and abruptly swerved
and sat down before the littered desk.
My hands clenched in disappointment.
"Not yet," I told myself fiercely. "Be
careful — not yet. Don't frighten him
away." Moving toward the bedrooms,
I said lightly, "I'll be gone in a minute.
I know just where to find my things in
the guestroom closet. Please go on
with what you were doing." From the
corner of my eye I saw that he was
simply sitting there, staring at the
folders before him, seeing — I was sure
— not a single thing that was really
there.
There really were things I wanted in
the guestroom closet. An old tweed
suit, a satin housecoat that had reminded me too unpleasantly of my
honeymoon for me to want to take it
to Reno. I draped them over my arm
and came out into the living room to
get the small suitcase Bill had taken
from me and placed in the foyer. The
silver-colored satin caught his eye as
I passed. He reached out with one
finger and smoothed it.
"What's that thing?" he asked. "It
looks like . . . like moonlight."
"This?" Shaking out the sleek folds,
I draped them against me, one hand at
my shoulder and one at my hip so he
could see the way they fell. "It's a
housecoat. Elegant attire for madame
when she is receiving intimate friends."
Suddenly, shockingly, Bill's arm
swept his desk clean of papers. They
cascaded to the floor in a flutter. 'Before Icould catch my breath he seemed
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to loom over me, his face dark and unfamiliar with tension. "Blanche," he
said.
." floor so
The "Blanche,
housecoatBlanche
slid to. .the
that when he took me in his arms and
kissed me we stood in a pool of silver.
Time stopped. There were no ticking
clocks, no walls, no floor, no world . . .
nothing
of Bill's
on mine, but
his the
armsreality
binding
me tomouth
him,
his voice in my ear saying the things
I'd wanted him to say. The pulse
pounding in my throat said ecstatically
You've won! You've won! But slowly
the pulse died down, and something
deep within answered guardedly No,
wait.theIt's
thinkWait.
it is. It's
not
waynotit what
ought you
to be.
I was breathless and unsteady when
he released me. We stood silent for a
moment, and then he took my hand
and drew me out to the darkness of
the terrace. We stood, just touching,
and let the damp spring breeze wind
lightly around us. Far below, yellow
street lamps gleamed through a blanket
of mist; there were no stars. Nothing
to interfere with our togetherness, out
there.
Bill's voice was very low. "Here we
are," he said. "What are we going to

to me gaily, with laughter, with kisses.
And afterward . . . well, afterward it
would have been a remembered interlude, come and gone with the spring,
something delightful to stir between us
whenever
we chanced to meet . . . it
way.
would never have hurt anybody, that

do "That's
about it?"
quite a question." I figured
myself erable
to look
speak
lightly, me
but for
Bill'sit. misreproached
His
hands gripped the terrace rail.
"Every minute, every second since I
met you," he said. "I haven't been able
to work. I haven't been able to think.
I haven't been — me. It can't go on.
Something's got to give."
"It's been the same for me." Fascinated, I listened to my own words,
knowing suddenly that they were truer
than I'd realized. Every minute since
we'd met his face had been with me
... a blinding obsession, impelling me
along a path I thought I had chosen,
but along which in reality I had moved
as helplessly as a puppet drawn by invisible steel wires. ... A strange, wordless fear stirred in my veins. What had
I done to Bill ... to myself?
Lifting his head, Bill said flatly,
"There's Rosemary, you see. I don't
understand it. Up to now we were
happy together. But now — " he let go
the rail and turned to me. "Now there's
you. Thunder and lightning and you."
The desperate longing that underlined his words beat against me like a
fist. I put my hands to my head to
steady it. Somewhere, somewhere the
game
goneit. wrong.
This have
wasn'tcome
the
way tohadplay
He should

My breath caught in my throat as I
realized what he was going through.
He was thinking of Rosemary, of leaving her to come to me, of the things he
of us." must be done before he and
believed
I could be together . . . Oh Bill, Bill
dearest, it will never happen, I told
him silently. Don't you see? The very
fact that we're here like this is proof
that I'm no good for you. It's because
I schemed and planned and intrigued
that
you're. . standing
there, you,
wretched
and torn
. and I beside
like
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But not like this! This was no game.
Somewhere it had gone off the track
for
as for
Bill. Helike
wasn't
the me
manas towell
share
moments
this
with me and then turn a bland, husbandly face toward his wife when she
came back. He was suffering, and because of that I was suffering too. But
you didn't suffer when it was just a
game. . You
suffered only when you
loved.
..
Wonderingly, unbelievingly, I said it
aloud.
"I love me
you.and
I love
He
moved toward
I putyou."
a hand
against his chest to hold him back.
I said almost hysterically, "But that's
not allowed! Don't you understand?
That's not part of the plan — "
"The plan is changed." Not understanding what I was talking about,
Bill's thoughts moved steadily along
their own tormented path. "All the old
plans . . . we'll have to start again, all

you.
..
He . moved
my arm aside gently and
drew me close to him. "Don't keep me
away," he said against my hair. "If
you knew how terribly I've wanted
youIf here
in myMyarms
. . ."curved around
I knew.
hands
the back of his head, pressing it closer.
I knew everything about us, everything
that had happened, everything that
was to come. Thought and instinct
worked together, giving me a kind of
insight into the future. My eyes were
wide open
as over
I stood
in Bill's
arms,
looking
his there
shoulder
into
the mist-veiled
night.
Bill must not leave Rosemary. Howhe felt
now, it wasn't
what everhe
feltabout
for me
Rosemary
I had
stirred him only because I had worked
to do it, not because there was any
basic reaching out in him for me. How
could there be, for a woman like me? I
wasn't honest. And because I wasn't,
because I had set such a guileful trap
for him, it was fair enough that I
should be caught in the trap myself.
For Bill didn't love me. But I— as 1
knew the word — loved him. Loved him
too much, now, to let him wreck his
life.
I'd have to move but of his arms, out
of the apartment, out of the city. I
knew that; I accepted it. I'd have to
give up that job — that flimsy subterfuge—and pack my bags and disappear.
Bill might follow me, of course. But
then I'd have to disappear again. And
again . . . until the tempest I had stirred
up died down and he became Bill Roberts once more. Like the pieces on a
chessboard, we could only follow our
inevitable patterns. Rosemary must
move toward Bill, and I must move
away. There was no room in his life
for a woman like me.
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the left, has the Toni.
P. S. For a lovelier you — get Toni Creme Shampoo
and Toni Creme Rinse, too.

ONLY TONI HAS
SP//V CURLERS
twice as easy- twice as fct
No rubber bands!

Grip, spin, lock with fhe flick of

fhe finger.' Gef regular size or Midget SPIN Curlers
in combination with Toni Home Permanent.
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Maybe they'll call you a flirt . .

when you willfully, wilefully wear Woodbury's tantalizing new
powder shade . . . Coquette! ... No man or mirror ever saw your skin glow with such exciting,

inviting color! For Coquette is a provocative new mood in powder — warm, golden rachel — charming as a blush and not half
so innocent! ...Remember

— it's Woodbury ... the powder with a unique ingredient that gives
your skin a satin-smooth sheen with no "powdery" look . . . finer texture,
delightful fragrance, longer cling! . . . Whatever your
complexion, see it lovelier in Coquette!
Try it today— 15^, 304, $1.00, plus tax.
... in cream

make-up,

too

Try Coquette Woodbury Cream Make-Up,
in a warm peach of a rachel! A complete
make-up that veils blemishes and tiny
lines. Or match it with Woodbury
Powder for a "beauty look" so
lamorous, it's
unfair Only
to other
women!
39<f
plus tax.
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Special!
BACKSTAGE WIFE
CONTEST-

j

DOES YOUR 1
HUSBAND
STILL LOVE
YOU?
Win Valuable
PrizesRate Your Married
Happiness!
Also: Jack Smith
Amos V Andy
k

One Man's Family
Victor Lindlahr
Mary Noble
Heroine of
Backstage Wife

Capture the
look of New
Loveliness
WITH

YOUR

First Cake
of Camay!

Bridal WILLIAM
portrait byFIELD
MRS.
DE, NEERGAARD
^£^
ixV
the former Cicely Davenport of Chevy Chase, D. C.

*Nt
How thankful you feel— when Someone New wins your heart— if
THE

ROAD

TO

A

ROMANCE

your skin's at its glorious best! And your skin will be softer —clearer,
too— with your first cake of Camay. Change to regular care— use
Camay alone. Marvel at the difference your first cake of Camay makes!
Camay — All That A Beauty Soap Should Be!
A finer beauty soap than Camay does not exist! It's so mild — so quick with its creamy
lather. And no other soap has ever quite captured Camay's flattering fragrance.
When Camay's your complexion care, the first cake can bring new beauty!

It began with a blind date at a
Syracuse sorority. But how
could Bill be blind to Cicely's
complexion? It's so clear— so
fresh-looking— soft as a camellia petal. Cicely found there is
complexion magic in Camay's
creamy lather!

Camay The

It led to a flying honeymoon!
And Cicely brought home a
British sixpence for a charm.
But her special charm is her
complexion. Cicely says:
"Your first cake of Camay
can bring a smoother skin.
See for yourself!"
TRY

THE

BIG, ECONOMICAL
BATH-SIZE CAMAY

Soap of Beautiful Women

Among the SECONDARY

INVADERS are the fallowing: Pneumococcus Type III, Pneumococcus

Type IV, Streptococcus viridans, Friedlander's bacillus. Streptococcus hemolyticus. Bacillus
influenzae. Micrococcus catarrhalis. Staphylococcus aureus.

When this happens . . .

these germs may invade tissue . . .

you start sneezing !

Wet feet, or cold feet, may so
lower body resistance that germs
in the throat called the Secondary
Invaders can get the upper hand.

Here are some of the Secondary Invaders which many authorities think responsible for most of a cold's misery. Anything that lowers body resistance makes
it easier for them to invade the tissue. Listerine Antiseptic often halts such an

That sneeze, or cough, or sniffle
is usually a sign that you may be in
for a cold . . . that you should
start fighting it with Listerine
Antiseptic.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC-0WM.'
The safe, direct way to attack
colds and sore throat
That Listerine Antiseptic gargle gets right
to the seat of the trouble . . . the threatening germs in the throat shown above.
They can cause most of a cold's misery
when they invade the tissue. Listerine
Antiseptic kills them by millions on
throat surfaces.
So, if you gargle Listerine Antiseptic
early, you may head off a cold entirely or
lessen its severity, once started.
The Listerine Antiseptic way is a safeway, a direct way, with none of the
undesirable side-effects of some so-called
"miracle drugs". It has a wonderful record against colds and sore throat.
Tests made during twelve years showed
that those who gargled Listerine Antiseptic
twice a day had fewer colds and sore
throats — and generally milder ones— than
those who did not gargle.
So, if you feel a cold coming on, or
your throat is scratchy, get busy with
Listerine Antiseptic at once, no matter
what else you do. Attack the infection
before it attacks you.
Lambert Pharmacal

Co., St. Louis, Mo.

TONI TWINS
Discover New
Shampoo Magic
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Best Answer to Ma Perkins' Problem
(Names of the Writers of the Five
Next-Best Letters)
101 Ranch Boys
How To Win Contests
by Wilmer S. Shepherd, Jr.
Backstage Wife Asks: Does Your Husband Still Love You?
The Lindlahr Diet
by Victor Lindlahr
A Woman To Remember —
by Ida Zeitlin
One Man's Family
The Radio Mirror Awards Ballot for 1950-51
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32
38
40
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My Bosses, Amos 'n' Andy
"Being A Local Boy Myself . . ."

60
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by Louise Summa
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Like Mother, Like Daughter
Traveler Of The Month
Poetry
When A Girl Marries Contest Winners
Home Is Where You Make It

Soft Water Shampooing
Even in Hardest Water

Soft Water Shampooing. ..that's
the magic of "Toni Creme
Shampoo. Even in the hardest water, you get oceans of
creamy lather that rinses
away dandruff instantly.
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Never leaves a soapy film. That's why
your hair sparkles with natural highlights. And it's so easy to set and style.

TONI

CREME

SHAMPOO

• Leaves your hair gloriously soft, easy
to manage
• Helps permanents "take" better, look
lovelier longer
• Rinses away
stantly

dirt

and

dandruff

in-

• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes
hair sparkle with natural highlights.

by Dorry Ellis 12
by Tommy Bartlett 14
21
22
by Pauline Swanson 44

Radio Mirror's Daytime Fashions For You
This Is My Life
Best Of All—
Nonsense and Some-Sense
Smart
Setting

46
by Nora Drake 48
by Nancy Craig 50
by Art Linkletter 66
76
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D Is For Dorothy and Dick Doan
Hollywood's Hamilton
Especially For Roberta
Zoo
Parade
The Radio Mirror Awards
Break The Bank Quiz

"Toni Creme Shampoo really
worked wonders the very first
time we tried it," say beautiful twins Joan and Jean
McMillan of Houston. "Our
hair was so shining soft . . .
as if we washed it in rain water. And
that really marvelous softness made it
much easier to manage, too."
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HERE'S EXCITING NEWS!
The first new kind of Girdle in 11 years/

Playtex FAB-LINED Girdle
1/

_

8 FABRIC NEXT TO YOUR SKIN >

-A

With amazing Playtex figure-slimming power and
freedom-of-action plus — fabric next to your skin!
You've never seen a girdle like this, never felt a girdle
like this, never enjoyed such comfort in any girdle.
It's a triumph of science— to fuse this new cloud-soft
fabric lining to a pure latex sheath.
It's a secret Playtex process, accomplished without a
seam, stitch or bone— without losing any of the amazing Playtex all-way stretch or power-control.
Slimming you naturally,
smoothly, THE PLAYTEX
FAB-LINED GIRDLE caresses
you to new slenderness,
keeps you cooler, more
comfortable

Next to your skin, you'll say it's smooth as a veil of
powder, airy as a cloud, soft as the touch of an angel.
Yet miracle latex goes right on trimming the inches
away as only latex can do— combining wonderful figure-slimming power with complete freedom of action.
It's years ahead of any other girdle in the world !

At all department stores and better specialty shops everywhere

INTERNATIONAL

LATEX

CORP'N.

Playtex Park ©isso Dover Del.

READER'S DIGEST"

reports the same
research which proves
that brushing teeth
right after eating with

COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST

INFORMATION
BOOTH
Ask Your Questions — We'll Try To Find The Answers
FOR
YOURwriteINFORMATION—
if there's
you E.want
radio,
to Information Booth,
Radiosomething
Mirror, 205
42nd toSt.,know
New about
York
17, N.toY.sign
We'llyour
answer
if we can
Information
Booth
mail letter
— but
be sure
full name
and either
addressin and
attach this
box orto byyour

FAMOUS
Better Than Any Other Way of
Preventing Tooth Decay According
to Published Reports!
Reader's Digest recently reported on one
of the most extensive experiments in dentifrice history! And here are additional
facts: The one and only toothpaste used in
this research was Colgate Dental Cream;
Yes, and two years' research showed brush*
ing teeth right after eating with Colgate
Dental Cream stopped decay best! Better
than any other home method of oral
hygiene! The Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than 'ever reported
in all dentifrice history!

CONDUCTOR

Dear Editor:
Would you please tell me something about the
famous conductor Arturo Toscanini?
Is he married and where does he live?
Dallas Ore.
Miss M. J

Arturo Toscanini

When he's not on tour, Maestro Toscanini
lives in Riverdale, New York. He has a son and
two daughters, one of whom is married to the
well-known pianist Vladimir Horowitz.

MOVED
Dear Editor:
Would you please tell me on what station I can
hear "Big Joe" and Jack Lescoulie. who used to
broadcast WOR's late night show.
Raleigh. N. C.
E. L. K.
"Big Joe"
Exchange
Sat. at 12-2 are
A
at present is
Berle show.

No Other Toothpaste or Powder
Ammoniated or Not
Offers Proof of Such Results'.
Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3
who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!
Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all
tooth decay, or help cavities already started.
But the Colgate way is the most effective
way yet known to help your dentist prevent
decay.

FAN MALE

Rosenfeld and his Happiness
now
on New
York'shisWINS,
Mon.M. Jack
Lescoulie,
predecessor,
assistant producer of the Milton
*
»
«

Dear Editor:
Would you please publish a picture of Alan
Dale, the male vocalist on Sing It Again? I think
he's wonderful.
Sparta. Wis.
Mrs. G. P.

Alan

Dale

You're not the only one. We're printing this
picture of Alan in response to letters from many
of his fans.

DISCUSSION CLOSED
Dear Editor:
My friends and I have been having a discussion
as to whether the Bob Montgomery on the radio
is the same as the movie actor Robert Montgomery Would you please settle the argument?
San Antonio, Tex.
Mrs. E. F.
Movie

actor Montgomery and radio commentator Montgomery are the same person.

HERE'S THE MAN

•
M
4

-YOU SHOULD KNOW! While not mentioned by
name, Colgate's was the only toothpaste used in
the research reported in July Reader's Digest.

Dear Editor:
What is the name of that amusing actor who
plays Frankie Remley, the drummer, on the Phil
Harris show?
What does he look like?
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Miss E. K.
Klliott

Lewis

See for yourself — he's versatile Elliott Lewis.

MOTHERS! R>R A HAPPr BABY

Getihi?
-Booklet
Learn how to keep your
precious baby healthier and happier;
SEND TODAY for this wonderfully

booklet telling you how to give

helpful free booklet, "Ten Ways
to Give Your Baby Security," and
enjoy the peace of mind that
comes with the knowledge that
your child is receiving the best
of care.

your baby that all-important inner security. You owe it to yourself and to him to write for your
free copy today.

BABY AUTHORITIES say that you
have to give your child more than
just the material things in life. It
is most important that he feel
mentally secure in his home life
. . . that you and your husband
help give him emotional stability.
THE MAKERS OF "LYSOL" brand
disinfectant have 'prepared this

ITS

TWENTY-FOUR

PAGES

1.
2.
4.
3.

are

fully illustrated and are filled
with specific, valuable information that will help you bring up a

where 7 made mistakes . . . and how
to correct them."

Brand Disinfectant

Make

Your Marriage

a Secure Setting

6.
7.

Recognize Your Baby as a Person
Rules and Discipline Make a Baby
Feel Secure

9.
10.

is

Friends

Recognize Your Child's Natural
Jealousy of a New Baby
Don't Be An Over-Anxious

Mother

Don't Baby Your Baby Too Long

"LYSOL"
Lehn & Fink Products Corporation
Dept. R.T.M.-5011, Bloomfield, N. J.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.-Mrs. Hayden
Ross-Clunis says, "This booklet
showed us how our child's security
and happiness depend on us, and
..
we're better parents for reading it."

BEG U £ PATOFF. ^

Baby Your Love
Baby Feel He Belongs

Help Your Baby Make

language. Baby's emotional problems as well as his physical needs
are discussed in this book.

M

Show
Make

Make Baby Feel His Home
Trustworthy

8.

as Baby is growing up, are discussed in plain, understandable

For Extra, Continuing
Protection . . .

IMPORTANT
HEADINGS

5.

happier, healthier baby. Problems that arise from day to day,

Hailed by Grateful Parents Everywhere
MAL VERNE, N. Y.-Mrs. J. K. White
writes,I read
"Ourthisboybook.
was Now
a 'crybaby'
until
I know

READ THESE
SECTION

Please send me free 24-page booklet: "Ten
Ways To Give Your Baby SECURITY."
Name
i>>

:

StreetCity—

Barbara Welles is, in private life, the wife of Elmer L. Knoedler— here she has dinner

SPLIT
PERSONALITY

Women's
commentator
Barbara
Welles, whose
show is heard Monday-Friday at 4 P.M., WOR.

with

him

at a night

club.

WOR's women's commentator Barbara Welles is part pugnacious reporter and part dulcet hostess — the acme of
tact. Half her day is spent burrowing the eastern seaboard for news, for items from every field of endeavor, for
new experiences, for guests who will translate their work,
interests and accomplishments to the listening audience of
WOR's The Barbara Welles Show heard Mondays-throughFridays from 4 to 4:30 P.M.
When asked about her sources of information, Barbara
replies, "Everything is grist to my mill. I like to report the
unusual
and conducted
cover events
from the from
middlea submarine
of things." where
She once
a broadcast
she interviewed all hands aboard and recently, she got up
at 5 A.M. to tape-record part of a broadcast from Manhattan's wholesale fruit auction. Another time she went aloft
with the late globe-circling pilot Bill Odum to record an
interview.
Her most extensive broadcasting junket was an eighteenday tour of Great Britain in September 1949. With her portable recorder, Barbara talked to Britons virtually from pub
to palace.
Barbara was born Helen Hall in Kansas City, Missouri.
She spent most of her youth in Florida and attended Wellesley College in Massachusetts for two years. She obtained a
scholarship to the Royal Academy in London but was twice
delayed by illness and decided to study privately with
Tamara Daykarhanova in New York City. She played
summer stock for two seasons with the Davey Jones Locker
Theatre in Rockport, Massachusetts, and the Band Box
Players in Sheffield, Connecticut. On the strength of her
performances with both companies, she was called to New
York for a screen test by 20th Century-Fox, but her film
opportunities were nipped in the bud when the war cancelled all such tests.
She turned to radio in Baltimore, Maryland. There she
was for two years the only woman commentator in that
city's radio history She also wrote and presented her own
women's
program,
special
events
such onas the
the Naval
opera
and elections
and covered
introduced
a new
series
Academy, broadcast from Annapolis, Maryland, over the full
Mutual network. During this period she also broadcast
another Mutual show, a weekly commentary from Washington, D. C, on which she interviewed wives of government officials.
Since 1948, she's been heard as WOR's Barbara Welles,
interviewing celebrities, reporting news features and covering events ranging from the discovery of a new sewing
machine attachment to Broadway openings and international
episodes.

Coining Neil Month

Janette Davis — some remembered
"good old days" by Fran Allison.
That's a December
preview ofRadio
the
beautiful
Mirror cover that you see
up above: Janette Davis,
lovelier than ever! The gowith-the-cover story is by
Fran Allison of Breakfast
Club and Kukla, Fran and
Ollie fame — seems Janette
and Fran worked together,
were friends, when both
lived in Chicago.
In December, too, Radio
Mirror gives you a Christmas present so that you can
give yourself — and your
husband — one. Our present
to you is a complete, quick
and easy, make-yourselfover plan by charm and
beauty expert Carol Douglas. This is not an elaborate
scheme which will cost you
too much time, money and
effort. It's a simple way to
make yourself what the title
of the article says: "A
Brand
You!"
Also New
in December:
a visit
with
"your
rotund
reporter"
Cedric Adams ... A Hilltop
House problem, "How much
trust should you place in
your teen-age daughter?"
. . . Interesting holiday reading in the bonus novel for
the month, a Ma Perkins
story . department
. . Nancy features
Craig's
cooking
scrumptious snacks for you
to serve holiday season
callers . . . Ralph Sigwald,
of Horace Heidt's Youth Opportunity Program tells his
own touching and exciting
story . . Fashions
. Radio For
Mirror's
Daytime
You
features lovely, festive
clothes for you to wear during the lovely and festive
season ahead . . . All the
regulars, too; Art Linkletter,
When A Girl Marries, Traveler of the Month, and Family Counselor, plus a host
of other exciting, entertaining stories and pictures in
your December Radio Mirror Magazine, on your
newsstand on Friday, November 10.

*
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Suddenly, breathtakingly, you'll be embraced . . .
held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.
Be sure that you are always lovely to love,- charming and alluring. Your deodorant may make the
difference. That's why so many lovely girls depend
on FRESH Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against
any other deodorant — see which stops perspiration
. . . prevents odor better! FRESH is different from
any deodorant you have ever tried — creamier, more
luxurious, and really effective!

OEBDOM11.1
!
8ftT» SOAP

For head-to-toe protection, use new Fresh Deodorant
Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as
other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor,
yet mild and gentle.

Unobtrusively introduced on Supper Club, Perry
found fame on a wave of gratified groans from

Como quickly
growing girls.

Ozzie
their

and Harriet Nelson brought
home, children, to listeners.
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This history of

great entertainment
covers the war

years and the years
after till today,
and draws to a close

Hillbilly nobility:
Judy Canova, brother
Zeke,
Anniethey
—
looking sister
the way
sounded
on the air.

Jane Froman flew to entertain GIs,
learned first hand horror of war.

Team
of Hershfield,
Laurie and
Ford prove It Pays To Be Ignorant.

The day of Sinatra, of the bow tie
and the bobby-soxer, was at hand.

OWN LIFE STORY
1942 : Families by the hundreds of thousands clung
to the news broadcasts as American troops poured
into battle, and reporters went with them. The news
was bad. Hong Kong fell. Then Singapore. In March,
Java went silent after the Netherlands government
in exile in London heard the hasty message, "We
are shutting down. Goodbye till better days." Corregidor held on and on. Then it fell, too, and
General MacArthur spoke to the world from Australia, "I shall return!"
The first note of hope was in April when the radio
carried a sparse report that General Doolittle's
planes had bombed Tokyo from "Shangri La." Then
came the dearly bought victory in the Coral Sea, the
landings on Midway, Guadalcanal, the Solomons.
Merchant ships were being sunk by the hundreds
by the Nazi submarine wolf-packs within sight of
our own eastern shores, but on November 7, radios
carried the triumphant news that the greatest armada ever assembled had crossed the Atlantic in
total secrecy and safety and the landings had been
made at Casablanca, Oran and Algiers.
At home, the OPA started, the women's services
in Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard
were organized and even the authors of singing
commercials were mobilized for such contributions
as:
Junk ain't junk no more
Cause junk can win the war
What's junk to you has a job to do
Cause junk ain't junk no more.

It sounds silly to us now, but through such rhymes
radio helped to do the job the government wanted,
just as did the many hours contributed by all stations to plugs for War Bonds, enlistments and civilian defense volunteers.
With the settlement of the fight with ASCAP, the
air was suddenly bursting with new songs that had
been denied radio listeners for nearly a year. War
songs led the hits: "I Left My Heart at the Stage
Door Canteen," "Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition," "This Is the Army, Mr. Jones." Even
"White Christmas" had its greatest appeal because
it echoed the mood of men far away from home.
On January 9, NBC set up its Blue Network as an
independent organization. The biggest news within
the industry concerned a labor dispute and a matter
of taste with the commercials once more under fire.
At this time there were many dignified commercials
but there were many somewhat trying ones, too, like
"Relieve that itching now!" . . . "Our kidneys have
fifteen miles of tubes!" . . . "Are you mouth happy?"
and the deathless prose of a deodorant plug, "Underarming can be charming."
Sensible people felt that sponsors were entitled to
mention a product on the fabulous shows that they
were supplying free, but the recoil against the tooclinical commercial reached its climax this year.
The labor dispute was with James C. Petrillo,
head of the American Federation of Musicians. On
June 25, he notified the makers of records that they
would
not be allowed
(Continued
on page 18)
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FRANK and the FACTS

WBEN's Frank Fredrics can handle just about anything radio or TV have to offer.

R
M
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Frank Fredrics of WBEN and WBEN-TV in
Buffalo has the kind of talent needed to cope
with most any type of program — radio, TV,
or any new medium the future may dream up!
During a decade of radio and television work,
Frank has capably handled such assorted assignments as sportscaster, news commentator, comedian, reporter, emcee, western character, poetry
reader and actor in roles that ranged from
romantic leads to gangsters to college professors.
It seems Frank is not only willing, but also
ready and able, to play any part that comes
along either as an assignment or challenge — or
both. At the moment he's spotlighted on
the WBEN-TV Late News Roundup Monday
through
evenings
shortly State
after 11Teachers
o'clock.
Frank Friday
attended
Milwaukee
College, and first broke into radio in Milwaukee
as an announcer on a fifteen-minute broadcast
of Freddie Fisher and his Schnicklefritz band,
heard over a regional Wisconsin network. This
zany experience convinced him that he should
pursue radio announcing as a career.
"Trying to announce while the Schnicklefritz
band did everything possible to convulse me
with laughter or drown me out provided excellent basic training and taught me to keep talking—and making sense — no matter what was
happening," Frank points out. "And so," he
adds with a smile, "I'm still announcing."
From that first job in Milwaukee, Frank went
on to become staff announcer on stations in

Cleveland and Chicago — where he spent seven
years before the mike with NBC, mostly in the
role
disc jockey.
It was recognition
in the early as1940's
that of
he agained
considerable
one
of the first platter-spinners to sing along with
the recordings he played.
As a matter
of fact, one
Cleveland's
known
voice teachers
triedof to
persuade betterhim to
forsake announcing and devote all his time to
singing. But expounding over a microphone was
his first love, and Frank Fredrics preferred to
save his vocalizing for more informal occasions —
such as singing in the bathtub.
During the War, Frank fought with the
Army's celebrated 42nd Rainbow Division, serving both in the medics and as an infantry
rifleman in France, Germany and Austria. For
outstanding heroism, Frank later had the distinction of being one of the few soldiers ever to
receive the combat badge from both the medical
corps and the infantry. He also was awarded
the Bronze Star for gallant action, and received
several other military citations.
Following his discharge, Frank returned to
radio announcing in Cleveland where he was
heard regularly on the NBC program Do You
Remember? and later Hometowners and Musicana, a show originating from Chicago and starring Jack Haskell and the Art Van Damme
quintet. He was married in 1943 to the former
Lillian Cody of Cleveland. They are the proud
parents of B»ian, six. and Karen, two years old.

Who comes first when
help is needed —
FAMILY or FRIENDS?

PIPSODMT
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Here are the names of those
who wrote the best letters of
advice to Ma Perkins in August's daytime serial problem

st Radio Mirror,
IN Augu
reader-listeners were told in
brief the story of Ma Perkins,
and were asked the question:
Who Comes First When Help Is
Needed — Family Or Friends?
Radio Mirror editors have
chosen the best answers from
the numerous letters that had
been sent in and checks have
been mailed as follows:
TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
to Mrs. R. I. Miller, 1210
Gilbert Ave., Downers
Grove, Illinois, for the following letter:
In the matter of loyalty, there
is no question, "friend or relative?" loyalty is devotion to
one's ideals and principles. If
resolved on that basis, the integrity of the individual remains
unshaken, unchanged.
Whenown
Shakespeare
wrote,
thine
self be true,
and"Toit
must follow, as the night the
day, thou canst not then be false
to
any man,"
wrotefirst
a timeless
axiom.
In thishesense,
loyalty
is to tionone's
self — a moral
obligaof the individual
to consider
objectively all aspects of his
problem before reaching a decision to be based on truth, hope
and prayer.
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Yes, pepsodent's exclusive brighterpolishing agent— effective yet so gentle
— gets your teeth brighter . . . makes
your smile more beautiful. And authoritative scientific tests prove conclusively that even a single brushing
with pepsodent removes acid-film that
causes decay. Only pepsodent has this
film-removing formula !

FIVE DOLLARS each for the
five-next letters in answer to
the question has been sent to:
Mr. Douglas McMunn
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mrs. John B. Bowdre
Macon, Georgia
Miss Elizabeth A. Wright
Bronx, New York
Mrs. Doris Lufburrow
Fair Haven, New Jersey
Mrs. Mabel Wright
San Francisco, California

For that Pepsodent Smile —
Use Pepsodent every day
— see your dentist twice a year.
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Kathi Norris has taken advantage of her four-year-old daughter Pam"s
interest in beauty by showing her how to follow a ritual of her own.

^(ftk

using
Tampax

/
Keep your mother on the young side.
Help her to stay in sympathy with young
ideas and both of you will be the better
for it! The adoption of Tampax (for
monthly sanitary protection) is a fairly
good test of a mother's youthful attitude.
So start her using Tampax — right away.
You will do her a real service.
Tampax is a revolutionary product
(it's used internally) but is thoroughly
scientific. Invented by a physician, it
consists of pure surgical cotton compressed into slender, white applicators
for dainty, convenient insertion. When
in place, the Tampax is conforming in
shape and you cannot feel its presence. It
causes no odor and is readily disposed of.
With Tampax you need no belts, no
pins and no external pads. Being used
internally it absolutely cannot make a
bulge or ridge or wrinkle to "show
through." You may take your tub or
shower without removing the Tampax.
A month's supply fits into a purse
Sold at drug or notion counter in 3 absorbencies— Regular, Super, Junior.
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Like MOTHER, Like
mean
is nomother,
Pamela
matchar-old
for her
famous
Four-ye
Kathi Norris. Whether she's
"guesting" with her mother on the
Kathi Norris Television Show on
WNBT, or giving her latest views on
Kathi's clothes, make-up and hair,
Pam definitely has a delightful personality of her own.
Kathi says her daughter keeps her
in a constant state of surprise. She
never knows what Pam is going to
do and say. Just the other day,
someone asked the youngster what
she wanted to be when she grew
up. Pam answered without a moment's hesitation.
"Why, a mother-in-law, of course."
Kathi's still wondering what gave
Pam that idea.
Of course, Pam, like all little girls,
asks continuous streams of questions. Kathi's positive she may
soon run out of answers. Pam particularly loves to watch her mother
dress and put on her make-up. It's
no wonder they enjoy being together. They're real friends.

RADIO
Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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Kathi has taken advantage of her
daughter's interest in beauty by
showing her how to follow a ritual
of her own. On Pam's small dressing
table are her personal brush, comb,
bubble bath set, cologne, scissors,
nail file and colorless polish. She
has everything she needs to keep her
looking and feeling sweet and fresh.
It hasn't been hard for Pam to
learn about hair care, either. Ever
since she's been old enough to understand, Kathi has been letting Pam
brush, comb and set the hair of her
favorite doll. The little girl thinks
it's
a fascinating
game,how
and much
she loves
to show
her mother
she
has improved. When it comes to
shampooing or setting, though,
Kathi lends a helping hand.
Pam's hair has a slight natural
wave, but Kathi usually gives it a
home permanent about every six
months. Pam is becoming a real
expert, and knows the directions by
heart.
Kathibutgrooms
Pam's
nails toonce
week,
it is up
to Pam
keepa

forBETTER

LIVING

One of these Twins has a Toni, the other
has a $20* permanent. Can you tell—

WHICH

Jh*~b newet*-

TWIN

HAS THE TONI ?

too-

: ^ team teac/i=
ma cieantmeM
and (/scoa awcmmti
id- uc-tw- cmia

DAUGHTER
them clean every day. The little girl
is very serious about her beauty
duties, and keeps her mother informed about everything she does.
She especially delights in using her
miniature manicure set.
Pam is a bubble bath enthusiast,
too. Whenever she has the opportunity, she heads for the tub, and
has to actually be coaxed out. Pam
has also displayed a definite appreciation of cologne. She really likes
to use the pretty bottle and atomizer
and sometimes has to be warned by
her mother Kathi against overdoing
things in the aroma department.
Kathi is very pleased that Pam is
so beauty conscious. She knows that
no mother can ever start a good
grooming routine too soon. Kathi
realizes, too, that the seemingly
effortless building up of a day by
day beauty plan will be an invaluable asset in later life. From all indications, it certainly looks like
Pam is well on her way to a lovely
future.
And,to what's
her
mother
thank. more, she has
Is your little daughter as lucky?

By DORRY

ELLIS

Hairstyles by William

Look closely! Compare the shining softness

last as long. Your Toni has that natural

. . . the live, long -lasting "spring" . . . the
lovely natural look of both permanents.
Which is which? You can't tell! Not even
experts can find any difference between the
$1 Toni and the beauty shop wave. Because
a Toni looks as natural, feels as soft as
a $20 wave (/including shampoo and set.)

look from the first day. There's no frizz!
Even if your hair is baby -fine, bleached or
tinted, Toni's gentle Creme Waving Lotion
leaves your wave as satin-soft and easy to
set as Alva Anderson's (at left). You can be
sure of this — for only Toni has given over
93 million natural -looking waves to all

It's actually guaranteed to be as beautiful and

types of hair. Try a Toni — you'll love it!

Toni alone, of all home permanents—
looks so natural, feels so soft!
That's why more women choose Toni than
all other home permanents combined!
"SHU mr

%rU ft

HOME PERMANENT ^'

Here's the reason! Toni contains its own

I

gentle blend of the very same waving ingredients used in most expensive beauty C
shop lotions. Yet Toni with
costs
only
SPIN curlers $2.29

HOME

PERMANENT

R
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TRAVELER OF THE
Sally got tinsel...
Sally told her husband to get her "just
anything" for Christmas. So — instead
of the new carpet sweeper she needed,
she got some gew-gaws she had to pretend she liked. Silly Sally!

Sue got a time-saver...

Susy came right out and said, "What I
need this year is a new Bissell Carpet
Sweeper. Then I won't have to plug in
my vacuum cleaner every time you folks
spill a few crumbs!" Smart Sue — who
knew it paid to have bothl

Only BISSELL has
"BISCO-MATIC"* brush action
This miracle-action brush adjusts itself
automatically to thick rugs or thin, without any pressure on the handle whatsoever !It even gets the dirt under beds,
where you can't press down.
New Bissell Sweepers with "Bisco-matic"
Brush Action as low as $6.95. Illustrated:
The "Flight" at $9.95.
in the West.

Prices a little more

5I55EU.
Bissell Carpet
Sweeper Company
Grand

JJ

Rapids 2, Michigan

•Ret. V. 8. Pat. Off. Bis»el)'n full aprioB controlled brush.
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Tommy Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Walsh, Michael, three; Billie and Buddy, four;
Patricia, one; Kevin, two; Maureen, three; Kathleen, two, await plane time.

of the
Travelyer singul
our ionall
month,
This
ar
is except
Month
but decidedly plural. It's a family
— the Walsh family of Quincy, Massachuset s— and what a family it is!
In addition to Alice and John Walsh,
the parents, there are seven children
— and the oldest of the seven are
four years old. The Walshes hold
the record of having had six children
within twenty-four months.
Buddy and Billy were born on
October 10, 1945. Michael and Maureen came along on October 16, 1946,
and were followed by Kathleen and
Kevin on October 3, 1947. Patricia
joined the Walshes all by herself on
May 17, 1949.
When the Walshes walked, ran,
scrambled and romped their way up
to my NBC microphone for a Welcome Travelers interview, they were
on their way to a new home in
Fresno,
a story. California. And that's quite
Way back in April, I interviewed
Mrs. D. S. Kavanaugh of Fresno and
she told us about her twins. Mrs.
Walsh got in touch with Mrs. Kavanaugh who is active in an organization
of mothers with twins.
Mr. Kavanaugh is a contractor and
the Walshes appealed to him. Both
Alice and John Walsh were in military service during World War II,

John in the Navy and Alice in the
Spars. John's income last year was
$3,200 and the home he was renting
had been sold from under him. Despite an income that always seemed
too low for a family of nine, the
Walshes had managed to improve
their living standards every year
since John's release from the Navy.
Contractor Kavanaugh investigated
and found everything about the
Walshes to his liking. He offered to
build a new home in Fresno to fit
the Walsh specifications — a home designed for twins.
The Walshes did a little investigating, then, themselves. They
found that there were no strings attached to Mr. Kavanaugh's
The Kavanaughs
even arrangedoffer.
for
John Walsh to get a job in Fresno,
a position in an insurance office
where he will have broader opportunities than he's had before.
Welcome Travelers contributed an
electric refrigerator to the project.
Neighbors of the Kavanaughs, intrigued and enthused at the prospect
of such an unusual family in their
midst, contributed other furniture.
Mr. Kavanaugh followed through on
his promise to keep twins in mind
while building the house.
The minute I started the Walsh
interview, I realized that their story

w

By TOMMY

7 hours in water
left me dry !

BARTLETT

Welcome Travelers, heard from the College
Inn of the Hotel Sherman (M-F 10 A.M. EST
NBC)
is sponsored by Procter and Gamble.

was far more than a novelty. With
an income varying from $50.00 to
$65.00 a week, these young parents
have kept their family well-dressed
and well fed.
"We haven't been able to have a
car," John said without regret, "because playthings and shoes for the
children are more important." Mrs.
Walsh has never had even part-time
help because she's felt that the expenditure would inevitably deprive
the children of something.
"How do you manage a household
this size?" I asked her.
She grinned. "I never have to
worry or plan ahead," she answered.
"You can't plan ahead with a family
like ours. I simply handle things as
they come, and there always seems
to be time enough to take care of
everything. As long as I can get five
or six hours sleep a night, I don't
have any trouble managing the
household."
"How about recreation?" I asked,
and Mrs. Walsh laughed. "You don't
need to go to shows or night clubs
for entertainment when you have a
family that's as much fun as this
one,"
Johnsheandsaid.
Alice met when he had
had to have a minor operation to
pass Navy enlistment requirements.
He fell in love with his nurse but
they dated nearly three years before
they were married. "We hated that
long wait," John admits, "but we
certainly made up for lost time once
we got to the altar."
John and Alice feel that large
families get along, somehow. You
have another baby — or another set
of twins — and something inevitably
happens to take care of the new expense. A miracle, maybe.
"And this move to Fresno," John
shakes his head, "is really a miracle.
Things never looked darker for us
than just before the Kavanaughs got
in touch with us. And now, things
never looked quite so bright."

If dishwashing dries your hands, imagine my skin after shooting swim
scenes for "Pagan Love Song." Some days I was in water 7 full hours!

The salt water left my skin
feeling dry and rough . . .

But soothing Jergens Lotion
(from fingertips to toes) . . .

Kept my skin smooth and
soft for romantic close-ups.

CAN YOUR LOTION OR HAND
CREAM PASS THIS FILM TEST?
To soften, a lotion or cream
should be absorbed by upper
layers
of hand
skin.smoothed
Water won't
"bead" on
with
Jergens Lotion. It contains
quickly-absorbed ingredients
that doctors recommend, no
heavy oils that merely coat
the skin with oily film.

Being a liquid, Jergens is
absorbed by thirsty skin.
More women

Prove it with this simple
test described above . . .

You'll see why Jergens
Lotion is my beauty secret.

use Jergens Lotion than any other hand care in the world
Still )0i to $1.00 (plus tax)
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TRIPLETHREAT
TOM
WFIL sports director Tom Moorehead is swamped with
mail as a result of his daily radio and TV shows.

One look at the current broadcasting schedule of Tom
Moorehead, WFIL sports director, is all that's necessary
to confirm the station's claim that he is one of the
country. most versatile radio-television personalities in the
busiest,
Tom, who qualifies as sportscaster, disc jockey, and quizmaster, now has two daily radio programs, one weekly
radio show, and three weekly telecasts on his list of regular
assignments. All these jobs add up to a grand total of eight
hours, fifty-five minutes a week on the air — but Tom takes
it all in stride, just as he does when performing such
unusual acts as broadcasting a crew race from a blimp or
conducting an auction on television.
(He did such an outstanding job on the WFIL-TV March
of Dimes auction this year that approximately $10,000 was
raised for the drive on polio during his three hours and
forty-five minutes before the cameras.)
An expert ad libber, Moorehead had broadcast fourteen
different types of sports events during his years on the air
as a radio and television commentator — a record in this day
of specialists. One of his greatest assets has been a phenomenal memory which makes it easy for him to keep
track of the athletes.
Last winter Tom was kept busy commuting from Philadelphia to New York, where he did the television commentary for the weekly wrestling bouts at Broadway Arena
and college basketball games at the Columbia University

Jack Kelly, Jr. shows Tom plaque he received as Diamond Sculls rowing champ.
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gymnasium.
A former all-around athlete himself, Tom now confines
his physical exertions to golf, a game which challenges all
his skill and patience. He hasn't been playing long but he
says he's improving every day.
Moorehead's present radio schedule includes a Mondaythrough-Saturday sports show on WFIL and a Mondaythrough-Friday disc jockey program, as well as a weekly
thirty-minute Sports Clinic session on Saturday mornings.
On television, he shares the microphone with Tommy
Loughran, former world's light-heavyweight champion, on
the WFIL-TV telecasts of the Police Athletic League boxing bouts every Friday night. In addition, he conducts two
weekly quiz programs. Name the Star and Keep Going.

Cashmere
.Bouquet
MO&'&ea^cejC

Feels and looks a
part of your complexion!
If it's texture you want, velvety and clinging, then
make this luxuriously-smooth face powder your choice—
If it's naturalness you want, be you blonde, brunette
or titian, there's a "Flower-Fresh" shade to complement
and flatter your own true skin tone— Surely, whatever you
want in fine face powder, you'll find in Cashmere Bouquet. ..

Talc; Lipstick; AllPurpose Cream or
Hand Lotion — make
delicately scented with the famous "fragrance men love"!
sure it's Cashmere Bouquet!

Six fashionable,
"Flower-Fresh" shades!

Radio's Own Life Story

AMERICA'S

"Perfect Sleeper"

FINEST

SMOOTH-TOP

MATTRESS!

The completely satisfying, more refreshing comfort of the
"PERFECT SLEEPER" cannot be found in any other mattress. It is the direct
result of a remarkable, ultra-modern innerspring construction which includes:
PATENTED "VITALIZED CUSHIONING"-gives live, more comfortablemore healthful support— allows you to relax completely.

EXCLUSIVE "UNI-MATIC" TUFTLESS CONSTRUCTION-provides a velvety-smooth,
uniform sleeping surface without buttons, bumps or disturbing pressures
—adjusts automatically to your size and weight.
LABORATORY
comfori and

AND X-RAY TESTS— prove the "PERI ECT SLEEPER'S" greater
more-healthful
support, js recommended
by leading doctors.

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED-ay.unsr
materials, workmanship or construction.

any defects caused

by faulty

Ti-m these qualities yourself— at better furniture and department stores!
"Perfect
"Perfect

Sleeper"
Sleeper

Mottress ond Box Spring
Imperial"

Mattress and Box Spring

b extra-luxury cushioning of SERTA-FOAM
"SERTA-FOAM"
SERTA

latex by FIRESTONE)

Sleep Set, including all latex Mattress and special foundation complete
• • All prices subject to change without notice,

ASSOCIATES,

INC.

• 666

LAKE

SHORE

DRIVE

• CHICAGO,
UL.
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to employ his 138,000 union members
after the current agreement expired on
July 31. His purpose was to create
more work for musicians by forcing stations to hire "live" talent instead of
playing records. As in most disputes
of this kind there were two sides with
some justice on both. There was some
sympathy
in Petrillo's
sturdy
battlehand,
for
his musicians.
On the
other
small stations and restaurants using
juke boxes could not possibly afford
anything but records, and they claimed
that Petrillo, by demanding the hiring
of stand-by musicians when records
were used, was actually forcing an industry to support what amounted to a
private system of unemployment relief
for the musicians' union. The case
came to trial under the anti-trust laws,
but was dismissed because the judge
ruled that it seemed to involve a labor
dispute,
and Petrillo's
ceased
to
make recordings
for use men
on radio
until,
one by one, the broadcasters began to
sign contracts calling for payment to
the union ior each record sold for commercial use.
Few new programs reached the air
this year though People Are Funny and
Can You Top This? were launched and
became popular. Phillips Lord presented Gangbusters, a rousing show
based on crime in the current news.
The outstanding new personality of
the year was a thin young man who had
been singing without undue stir with
Tommy Dorsey's band for a couple of
years — Frank Sinatra. In November,
he was booked for a week at the Paramount Theatre, and the bobbysoxer
was born, right on the spot where the
jitterbug fever had broken out five
years before in honor of Benny Goodman.
Sinatra'sweeks
engagement
extended to eight
and was was
marked
by numbers of happy riots by fans who
developed a new kind of high-pitched
screaming that produced great melancholy in the faces of Times Square
police, but made Frankie a star on the
air and in films.
1943: Our troops poured into England
and Africa. The siege of Stalingrad
was lifted and the Russians started to
move west. We landed in Sicily. Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin met at Teheran and radio carried their agreement
on unconditional surrender to Americans deployed all around the globe. On
September 8, General Eisenhower, as
Commander in Chief of the Allied
Forces in Europe, took to the radio to
announce Italy's surrender.
Many and
of radio's
familiar
voicesplaces,
were
absent
new stars
took their
such as Joan Davis who replaced Rudy
Vallee when he went into uniform.
Hundreds of other radio stars gave
camp shows close to the various fronts.
The Yankee Clipper, carrying an entertainment troupe to Europe, crashed in
Lisbon Harbor, killing and injuring
many aboard. Jane Froman only recently has thrown away the crutches
she had to use for years as the result
of this accident.
Eddie Cantor did a twenty-four-hour
turn on the air, and sold $40,000,000 of
War Bonds. Kate Smith stayed in the
studio for eighteen straight hours, and
sold the same amount; next year she
repeated the stunt and sold $112,000,000. Dick Tracy of the comic strips
graduated to the air. The Falcon started
his adventures.
The biggest news in radio was the
sale of the Blue Network, after brisk
bidding to Edward
John
Noble
for

$8,000,000. He retitled it The American Broadcasting Company and expanded its operation enormously.
Noble's career is another of the fabulous success stories of the first half of
the century. His first job after graduation from Yale in 1913 was selling text
books at twelve dollars a week. Then
he switched to selling carcard advertising. This took him one day to the office of a Cleveland candy manufacturer
who was packaging among other confections, an item called Lifesavers. At
that time the public was refusing to
buy Lifesavers in vast numbers and
with good reason. The peppermint had
the dismaying habit of leaking into the
wrapper. The wrapper, in turn, contributed glue to the candy. Noble ignored this and gave such a fervent
sales talk on their future, if only they
were advertised in his carcards, that the
candy manufacturer said, "If you think
they're so good, why don't you buy me
out and promote them yourself?"
Noble did just that. He and an equally impoverished friend borrowed $1,900 and bought the trademark and
stock on hand of Lifesavers. A new
leak-proof package was designed, a
new advertising campaign launched,
and that was the start of his millions.
The new network owned only three
stations: WJZ New York, KGO San
Francisco; and WENR Chicago, though
it had many outlets through independently owned affiliates. Mark Woods,
who had been operating the Blue Netbecamegreatest
ABC's first
president.
1944: work,
The
moment
of the
year was D-Day, long awaited, long
feared. Radio news of the battle for the
Normandy beachhead was scant, at first.
Then late on the night of June 6, the
warm, crisp Kansas speech of General
Eisenhower was heard on the air. He
spoke
precisely,
of
Western
Europe:unexcitedly,
A landing was"People
made
this morning on the coast of France by
the Allied Expeditionary Force ..." A
great moment to remember.
At home, the radio was hot with the
news of the coming presidential elections. Too busy for political campaigning, FDR gave the anxious country one
of its few moments of laughter when
he took note of the heated Republican
campaign
withattacks
the goodnatured,
content with
on me, and "Not
my
wife, and my sons, they now include
my littlediencedog
Fala." Thewaited
greatest
ever assembled
by authe
radio on election night for news of the
historic fourth-term election.
Two tuneful new personalities
emerged on the Chesterfield Supper
Club this year. One was Jo Stafford
who had made her debut in the show
when it was known as the Chesterfield
Music Shop. Her co-star, Perry Como,
quickly became a contender for the acclaim of the bobbysoxers.
On the West Coast, Harriet Hilliard
and Ozzie Nelson were suggesting
The Adventures of Harriet and Ozzie
to a producer who liked it and promised
to look around for somebody to write
the script. "While you're looking, why
don't
I try to
said Ozzie.
He knock
did so out
well something?"
that he has
been writing the show ever since.
By the end of the year, the extraordinary success of one Chiquita Banana
was turning rival sponsors quite green
with envy. Chiquita was the singing
commercial brought to full flower, lasting one solid minute so engagingly that
she graduated to the hit tune class and
even had the heady honor of being
played by the Boston Symphony!
1945: It was 5:49 in the afternoon in
Washington
when
the bulletin was
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Jnly one soap

gives your skin this
■ exciting .Bouquet ^

New tests by
leading skin specialists
PROVE the amazing mildness
of Cashmere Bouquet
on all types of skin I

Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest
conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . . .
Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So
use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily bath
and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin
softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!
The lingering, romantic fragrance of Cashmere
Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare
perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find
in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere
Bouquet for this "fragrance men love".

Cashmere
Bouquet
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.In a New Bath Size
Cake, Tool

broadcast
12: "Alldied
we today
know so
far
is that ontheApru
President
at
Warm
Springs,
Georgia."
The news
spread
fast. Offices closed.
Telephones were silent. Commercial
shows were swept off the air. Solemn
music or news replaced them for the
next three days. Radio has made some
errors of taste, but all of us can be
proud of the private industry that reacted so quickly to the public mood
without directive or hesitation.
In April,
tions met inrepresentatives
San Francisco oftofifty
draftna-a
charter for the United Nations, and all
sessions open to the public went on the
air. Means for simultaneous translation
to English had not yet been set up for
radio, but the babble of many tongues
added up to a new hope for peace.
The drive to Berlin went on. On May
1, the Hamburg radio reported Hitler
dead and Admiral Doenitz the new
Fuehrer. On May 8, he surrendered. The
announcement of V-E day was greeted
soberly. It was too soon for rejoicing
with the battle still moving at great
cost from island to island in the Pacific.
A magnificent piece of radio writing,
acting and singing had been waiting for
event.
It was Norman Corwin's On
athis
Note
of Triumph.
On August 6 at 9:14 A.M., the Enola
Gay released the atom bomb over Hiroshima, and a minute later 780,150 lives
were wiped out in awful, final proof of
the equation,
that1905.
Albert
stein had firstE=MC2,
stated in
WordEin-of
the beginning of the Atomic Age was
announced in President Truman's matter-of-fact,
"The
world will note
that mid-western
the firstvoice,
atom bomb
was dropped on Hiroshima, a military
base. We have used it to shorten the

The loveliest, freshest-\odkmg skin your mirror has ever seen! Now
it's only a few days away. Days in which you devote minutes, morning
and night, to the miracle of deep-cleansing with Woodbury Cold Cream.
Such deep and thorough cleansing is possible only because of Penaten —
a new, miraculous penetrating agent. Now in Woodbury Cold Cream,
Penaten seeps deeper into pore openings . . . carries the cleansing oils
deeper to float out every speck of clinging soil and stubborn make-up.
And through Penaten, Woodbury Cold Cream smooths more effectively
too. Rich, softening oils are carried deeper to leave a softer, fresher feel
... a look that's younger, beautiful as Spring! 20^ to $1.39, plus tax.

r Woodbury

tOeam
(M
CUANStS-SMOOIHS

.

penetrates deeper
because it contains
PENATEN

The first announcement of the Japaagony of war."
surrender Atwell
came from
Britain's
Prime nese
Minister
on August
14,
"The last of our enemies is laid low."
For the first time in many years, people deserted the radio. For the first
time in years, there was nothing to fear
in the news. In some few cities crowds
poured into public squares, but by far
the greatest number of people went
quietly home in the mood to seek a
church rather than a carnival.
Louella Parsons started her Sunday
night broadcast of Hollywood news,
this year. Judy Canova started her own
show, and the Green Hornet came to
chase spies and arsonists and other enemies of society. A great new program
based on news was Headline Edition,
which featured real people in the news
and made very telling use of recordings.
The Theatre Guild on The Air made
its bow with "Wings over Europe." a
play about the atom bomb written many
years ago. This program has continued
with a notable list of plays. The result
was a stunning list of Broadway hits
available to the remotest farm.
Give-away shows took a big step
forward with the start of Queen for a
Day, first of the big "we'll make your
dreams come true" programs.
The outstanding new personality of
the year was Arthur Godfrey who
started his present daytime series on
CBS, and expanded so rapidly in radio
and television that, by 1950, the wisecrack, "It had to come. Godfrey is his
own network," almost made sense.
Late in 1945 a milestone in radio was
belatedly set in place when a radiopress gallery was dedicated in the Senate wing of the Capitol, and broadcasters at last were formally recognized by
a place to work along with the press.
1946: On June 30, from halfway around
the world we (Continued on page 78)

POETRY
SONG

AFTER

Beauty lies dying on a hundred hills
In anguished splendor. See how bright
blood stains
An earth once eloquent with daffodils.
Lyric with brooks and scented grassy
lanes.
Mourn not her passing, though you
loved her well;
Publish no requiem for loveliness;
Erect no monument, and toll no bell.
But, rather, lay her out in snowy dress,
All deeply-blanketed against the cold.
Cherish the ecstasies that once were
hers.
Resigned to this: all things some day
grow old.
And through all life a deathly spectre
stirs.
Walk, brave, your wintry way,
remembering
The destined resurrection of the spring.
— Adelaide Delora Hinkle
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w/m NEW DRENE shampoo

BOOK

Our lives are like an open bock
Where we can stop to read
And also write sweet memories
Of every worthy deed . . .
We live a life together and
Struggle side by side;
With not a single secret or
Embarrassment to hide . . .
We turn the sorrows, and the tears,
Into happiness and smiles
And take the fortunes, good or bad
With all the coming styles.
— E. F. Kaczmarczyk

ADVICE
Hold fast your dreams.
Let not one go astray
Lest life lose all its flavor
And sunlight shun the day.
Hold fast your dreams.
Have faith . . . enough to borrow
Hope that planted here today
Will bloom tomorrow.
Hold fast your dreams.
Let nothing tear apart
The fragile-petaled yearnings
Of a beauty-haunted heart.
Lest all the world become an empty
scheme . . .
Hold fast . . . Hold fast your dream.
— June Brown Harris

RADIO

MIRROR WILL PAY
FIVE DOLLARS

for the best original poems sent in
each month by readers. Limit poems
to 30 lines, address to Poetry, Radio
Mirror Magazine, 205 E. 42 Street,
New York 17, N. Y. Each poem should
be accompanied by this notice. This
is not a contest, but an effort to purchase poetry for use in Radio Mirror.

The sure way io Nafura/ Sheen -Natural fSoftness
Your hair will be so lovely to look at ... so soft
to the touch . . . when you use New Drene Shampoo
with Conditioning Action! For New Drene does far
more than "just wash" your hair. It actually
conditions as it cleanses . . . conditions your hair to
all its loveliest natural sheen, natural softness!
And your hair is so easy to manage . . . it's so
wonderfully clean, soft and responsive to your hands!
No other shampoo has this Conditioning Action.
Try it . . . see all it does for your hair:
a

Cleans hair and scalp like a dream — yet
it's gentle, non-drying, baby-mild.

New Drene with

f\
^^

Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Removes loose dandruff!

Conditioning Acfion

©Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly
— even in the hardest water!

...krattiypes ofhakl

Mary

and Ray Cole are thrilled with their electric percolator, Radio Mirror's
addition to their "electric kitchen."

Married four years, the Coles are
looking forward to a country home.

IllliSfo.

,*sS§I:lS«Afcs.

Their successful marriage formulas

When A
Mirror JoanherDavis,
Radio announced
JuneMarries
InGirl
Happyof Marriage
Contest, asked readers to send her their three
rules for married happiness. Joan Davis and
the editors of Radio Mirror have read the entries, judged them, and here are the three top
prize winners:
"Unmarried girls" category: Marjorie Goldsmith, Lafayette, Indiana. "Married one to
five years" category: Mrs. Kenneth Raymond
Cole, Springfield, Illinois. "Married five years
or over" category: Mrs. David Waters, Miami,
Florida.

*
Family
M
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portrait:

Mary and
ili Raymond

Ray with Candlish
Jr., two;

Wayne, four
lean, three.

Marjorie Goldsmith is eighteen, still half
tomboy and half grown-up, with red hair cut
in a smooth cap and freckles she worries about.
On the grown-up side, she has very mature
ideas
about
her married
responsibilities
wife. She's
engaged
to be
to Glenn as E.a Steiner,
one
year older than she — quieter of nature than Marjorie, and more set in his ways. Glenn works
in the order department of National Homes Corporation; Marjorie, too, plans to work for a while
after marriage, is engaged at the moment in
setting up, with a friend, a public stenographer's
office. Glenn's and Marjorie's wedding plans —
originally plotted for sometime this autumn —
now depend on Uncle Sam. If Glenn is called
into service, he thinks it would be wiser to
postpone the date than rush into a hasty war

Prelude to a happy marriage: Glenn
and Marjorie discuss wedding plans.

i

This,
dress

like Marjorie Goldsmith's
knit
at left, was one of her prizes.

< l-Goldsmith collaboration:
provides ear, Marjorie supplies

Glenn
lunrh.

m

brought added joy to three happy couples

marriage. She agrees, and thinks that if Glenn's
called up we
she,want
too, will
"for when
we get
married
to beenlist,
together,
live happily
ever after."
Meantime, they're busy being very happy
now. Picnics are their favorite way of having
fun in summer and they're fond of winter ice
skating. It was while skating, that they met.
Marjorie was a good skater; Glenn was just
learning. As Glenn explains it, "She knocked
me down," and that was the beginning.
Mary and Ray Cole have been married for
four years, have three children.
Mary has known her husband since they both
went to Pleasant Hill grade school, but lost
track of him, found him again through his sister with whom Mary worked during the war.
Betty Cole showed Mary a picture of her
brother and Mary said, knowing what she
wanted, "He's the one for me!" Ray returned
to Springfield in 1945, after a siege in a German
prison camp and another in a hospital recovering. Betty helped arrange the first date, and Ray
proposed to Mary five weeks after. Mary thinks
Ray's the most wonderful husband in the world,
says, "He's the kind of man who wants a home
and kids and knows he has to work for them."
Mary
believes,
up to a wife
to plan:
work
with her
husbandtoo,in it's
everything.
Biggest
a place in the country. {Continued on page 25)
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Marjorie needs the whole Goldsmith family — Mom
Dad Sam and hrother Sam, Jr. — to help display

LaVerne.
her eifts.
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Ed King acts as brunchmaster and sets
the pace, which is sometimes a hectic one
— on

KDKA's

popular

show,

Brunch.

usually does — on KDKA's
— and
Anything
show,it Brunch.
variety
timehappen
big noon can
Ed King, who writes the script and who acts as
brunchmaster, builds the show around a format of music,
patter and sparkling chatter, with songstress Elaine Beverly
and Bernie Armstrong, the musical director, as his usual
foils. When it's least expected, however, he works in gags
and stunts with members of the orchestra, or guests from
his studio audience.
He has also added two features to the daily broadcast —
contests for the studio guests and for the listening audience.
For studio guests he has what he calls the "Brunchy Quesknown
only toaudience
King himself.
sealed tion."
in Theanquestion
envelopeis and
the studio
is asked It's
to
answer the question without knowing what it is. Clues are
furnished by Miss Beverly and Armstrong. Winners get
radios, wrist watches and other prizes.
For the listening audience there's the "Week-end at the
William Penn Hotel" contest. Winners are chosen each
week in a letter writing contest. King assigns a new topic
for letter writers each Monday. The prize is a suite at the
hotel for two with dinner and entertainment in the famous
Terrace Room and a weekend in Pittsburgh, which includes
seats at a Pirate baseball game, theater tickets and tickets
for Pittsburgh's Civic Light Opera.
Now in it's seventh year on the air, Brunch is famous for
its "high-noon high-jinx." King delights in poking fun at
everything and everybody, but he's better known for his
modernizations of children's stories, and his facetious travelogues. Miss Beverly takes time out from her vocal chores to
assume the roles of Maharini, who knows all-sees all, and
Evelyn Succatash, a take-off on radio's home economists.

KING
of
BRUNCH
Songstress Elaine Beverly in
one of her dual roles: the
know-all, see -all Maharini
who, blindfolded, identifies
articles held by studio guests.
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WHEN A GIRL HARRIES
CONTEST WINNERS
(Continued from page 23)

Your dream figure

Over five years of happy marriage account for Mrs. David
Waters'

contented

expression.

Winner in the married more than five
years category is: Mrs. David C.
Waters
of Miami, Florida. She's in
Bermuda at the moment, because her
husband, Chief of Communications for
an airline between Caracas and Rome is
unable to get home to Miami, but can
get stopovers at Bermuda. The Waters
just completed a new home in Miami —
lived in it only four days before the
Bermuda trip — and, as Mrs. Waters
said, "We can certainly use the household equipment we were lucky enough
to win!" She added, "I packed up the
children and came over here to Bermuda until some change makes it possible for us to go home to Miami. David
is away two weeks and with us five
days and I call him the world's champion long-distance commuter, since he
comes up each rest period from Caracas,
an'1, has to return there to go to work."
Winners of the runner-up prizes
were, in the unmarried category: Harriet Downing, Honolulu, Hawaii; Elinor Cowles, New York, N. Y.; Sylvia
Jerson, Los Angeles, Calif.; Shirley
Norris, also of Los Angeles, and Evelyn
LaTorra, Boulder, Col. In the married
category: Mrs. Calvin G. Hadley, Chester, Pa.; Mrs. Lawrence C. Gillespie,
Kansas City, Mo.; Mrs. Maye Duncan,
Duncan, Okla.; Mrs. Florence H. Detwiler, Richland, Wash.; Mrs. Edna Vest,
San Francisco, Cal.

can come true

m'SLIPERELLA

figure reformer

Be a sleek shadow of yourself, instantly! Wear this
different rubber girdle with the::'-cool,
! le absorbent cotton
knit lining. All-over perforations . . . fleece lined bottom
edges prevent chafing. Every inch sizes — 24 to 36. $4.95.
FREE: with your Slimderella Girdle.
Helena Rubinstein's Beauty Diet helps you lose
as much as 7 pounds in 10 days, safely, easily.

While Mrs. Waters was in Bermuda her
mother Hortense Parsons accepted the
prizes in her daughter's Miami home.

*Nuvo Sanitary Belt . . .
Kleinert's exclusive comfort
marvel — refuses to twist
t's
or curl.ieiner
Adjustable,
pinless
or anchored-pin styles.
In rayon
5(K. In nylonand-aoetate . . . 65<*
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(or, as ihe French say, "Forward!")

for beauty with
front-hooking ease

:%,
No stretch, no strain,
no squirming now, as
you hook your bra!
For Flexees has created "Avant," the
Bra that hooks in front. Superb bosom
contours; sleek lines across your back.
32 to 44; pink, white, black, in fine
fabrics. See them now— $1 .75 to $3.50
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lvania
in York,
ber,, went
1942.
Septem
air inPennsy
WSBAon, the
The 101 Ranch Boys went on the
same time, have been doing five shows a
week since, as well as an ABC network
ay,
bys lisprogram tenersevery
to more Saturd
all
station
than 200heard
over the country, as well as the Armed
Forces Radio net.
As if that weren't enough to keep
them busy, they make a minimum of
six recordings a year for Columbia
Records. Some of their past releases
are "Sweeter Than The Flowers," "One
Little Kiss," "There's A Bluebird On
Your Window Sill," and their latest,
"I'm Building My Future in Heaven."
Here's
some background information on
the boys:
Andy — Andrew Newcomb — Reynolds
decided, at fourteen, to give up driving
a grocery truck and make music his
career. That was in his home town,
Kansas City. At this crucial point he
splurged
entiretouring
week'staprooms
wages onanda
guitar andanbegan
clubs in town, singing and playing for

whatever cash contributions the customers felt inclined to make.
Today, Andy
handles
most of the
bookings for the 101 Ranch Boys — they
. play dance and club dates besides their
radio work. He's married, has two sons,
rides and does leather work as a hobby.
Cliff — Clifford Leroy — Brown was
born in Argentine, Kansas. He says he
made his first fiddle from a cigar box
while working as a chore boy on a
Kansas farm. He met Andy Reynolds
in Kansas City and joined him in playing and singing for whatever they
could make. Eventually the two of
them got a sustaining program in
KCMO.
Cliff's mother,
who 101
was Ranch
born
on the famous
Oklahoma
suggested that they call their act the
101 Ranch Boys. Cliff, too, is married
and has two children. Composing hoedowns and riding — of course — are his
hobbies. Cliff's music is always earthy
and he can be counted on for real, oldtime shouted hillbilly lyrics. His repertoire includes literally thousands of
hoedown
melodies.

ELISSA

BOYS
The 101 Ranch Boys; Cliff Brown,
fiddle; Rusty Harp, bass;

— at down-to-earth

prices

Andy Reynolds, rhythm guitar-,
Leonard T. Zinn, steel guitar:
Smokey Roberts, accordion.

Five half-hour shows a week on WSBA,
York, Pennsylvania, plus their weekly
ABC program (heard every Saturday
at 12 noon, EST) add up to a mighty
heavy schedule for the 101 Ranch Boys.

Smokey — William R. — Roberts was
born in Pitcher, Oklahoma. He joined
the 101 Ranch Boys when they were
playing over KCMO and making public appearances in and around Kansas
City. Smokey's smooth style offered a
good contrast
to Andy'sfilled
and outCliff's
vocals,
and his accordion
the
group, made it more complete. It was
after he joined up that the boys moved
to Chicago where they worked for WLS;
through this connection they came to
WSBA in York, when that station went
on the air. Smokey is a Navy veteran
with three years' service. He's married,
has a four -year-old daughter.
Leonard T. Zinn learned music by
first studying, then teaching, in a guitar
school in his native Hanover, Pennsylvania. He joined the 101 Ranch Boys at
WSBA in 1945, creates the distinctive
arrangements, both instrumental and
vocal, for which the group has become
so widely known. To him, too, goes the
responsibility of handling most of the
business of the group — keeping their
joint bank account straight, paying
bills, distributing salaries. He's promotion minded, too — believes that the
101 Ranch Boys are a unique group, is
determined to get them the national
publicity and recognition he believes
they deserve. Leonard is married, has
a small daughter, a baby son.
Rusty — DeWitt A. — Harp is the latest
addition to the 101 Ranch Boys, brought
the group up to five in January of this
year. He and Andy and Smokey comprise a smaller group, the 101 Ranch
Boys Trio, which sometimes plays dance
and club dates without the other two,
and he's featured soloist on both the
network and local WSBA programs as
well. Rusty is married, has one son,
and says that collecting traditional folk
ballads is his hobby.
The Boys are heard on WSBA from
five until five-thirty Monday through
Friday afternoons. They're heard on
the ABC network Saturdays.

You '11 be thrilled to find how
■ inexpensively you can have a high fashion
shoe wardrobe with Grace Walkers. For exceptional footwear beauty, style, and fit— at budget
prices — see Grace Walkers at your favorite
store, or write us for nearest dealer's
name: Friedman-Shelby Division,
International Shoe Company,
St. Louis 3, Missouri.

LESTRA

Ft

WW'
DAZZLER

«*>*<^/**4^

Friedman-Shelby Division, International Shoe Company, St. Lovis 3, Mo.
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At Last — Discover How
Mouth-Watering

To Serve Nutritious

Low Cost Meals With This

MONEY SAVING
COOK BOOK
Here's good news for you! A cook book designed to save
you money. Yes, the keynote of the MAGIC COOK BOOK
is economy. The need for such a guide is evident to every
homemaker today.

Here's a money-saving
idea — truss a halt turkey

How fo make your
pies perfect every time

Prepared by the Food Editors
of the True Story Magazine

Win Extra Praise
on Your Cooking

The recipes contained in this book were gathered from
every. section of the country by the Food Editors of True
Story Magazine. In most cases, these recipes were obtained
by talking with the housewives in their own kitchens. Other
recipes were sent to the editors by interested readers. Then
the recipes were put to actual test in the True Story Kitchen.
The result is a collection of 1500 proven recipes that will add
sparkle to your meals and comfort to your pocket book.

How This Book Saves You Money
cooks, will find this book fascinating.
For here are new ways to prepare and
serve mouth-watering dishes to delight
your family — and your friends.

The MAGIC COOK BOOK saves you
money in many different ways. When
you plan your menus as suggested, the
costs are budget-wise, yet the nutritional values are high. This is the important part of meal planning — and it
is your job to get top nutritional value
out of every dollar you spend on food.
Here, also, are new ways to prepare low
cost dishes — also simple ways to make
inexpensive cuts of meat appetizing and
attractive. Also bear in mind that the
ingredients called for in these recipes'
are obtainable anywhere. Yes, the emphasis throughout this entire book is on
economy — of money, time and effort.
Beginners, as well as experienced
MAIL THIS COUPON
BARTHOLOMEW
HOUSE.
Inc.
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
Send me MAGIC COOK BOOK. When
I will pay him $2.98, plus a few pennies
reading it for 5 days I decide that I do
will return it to you and my $2.98 will be
NAME

..

Step by Step Instructions
These wonderful recipes, gathered from
all over the country, are extremely
simple to follow. They are presented in
the step-by-step style. You
simply can't go wrong if you
follow these easy instructions.
Send No Money
Just mail coupon. When the
postman delivers the book, pay
him $2.98, plus a few pennies
postage. Money back if not delighted. Get your copy — now.

TODAY
PARTIAL
Dept.

RM-1150

postman delivers book,
postage. Then if after
not wish to keep it, I
refunded immediately.

Please Print

STREET
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CITY
STATE
D Check here if you prefer to send $2.98 with this coupon and
we will pay postage — same return privilege of course.

CONTENTS

1500 Proven Recipes • BudgetMinded Menus • Nutritional
Needs • Vitamin Facts • Sickroom Diets • Table Settings •
Canning Information • LunchBox Hints • Over 500 Pages •
32 Pages of Illustrations • Bound
in Washable Cloth Cover.

ONLY

$2.98

AT ALL BOOKSTORES
DIRECT

OR

FROM

PUBLISHER

Inexpensive meats
can be appetizing

■■'ir- ■■;:■■■■

New table settings
for your parties

By W1LMER

S. SHEPHERD,

JR.

Owner-Director, Shepherd School of Contest Technique; teacher of
contest methods for 18 years; author of over 100 articles on eontest winning;
winner,
himself,
of more
than 100 contest
prizes.

Have you dreamed of those big prizes radio, TV, magazine, other contests
offer?

Dream no more — here are tested, proved ways you can use to win!

morning seven-year-old Lloyd
magicberg
OneVorden
of Silverton, Ohio, woke up
extra early — but so did all of the other
,kids in the neighborhood. By the time the
to dLloyd's
rolled
truck
big express
with
crowde
was up
street
door the
front
excited boys and girls. Then came the
big moment. Amid squeals of joy from
his audience, the expressman unloaded
"Blackie."
For Lloyd had won Blackie, a genuine
circus pony, in a "Name the Puppy" Con& Co. Lloyd's
Armour Blackie,
sponsored
First test
Prize
lootbyincluded
saddle
outriding
cowboy
complete
a
equipment,
fit, a trip to the circus and five hundred
dollars in cash. . .
One enchanted evening Philip Sasso of
Cleveland, Ohio, was handed a check which
he imagined would be for ten dollars. When
he saw the amount, his comment was a
succinct but exuberant "Wow!" His wife
was more loquacious. She said, "Oh,
brother!"

For Philip, ex -marine, post office clerk
and father of two, had won the First Prize
of ten thousand dollars in the national Lipton Soup Limerick Contest for writing a
last line of nine syllables. For Philip and
Lois Sasso, the American Dream of winning a big prize had come true. Best of
all, it was a ten thousand dollar tax-free
dream, for the thoughtful sponsor had
promised to pay the Federal and State
income tax on the award.
Some magic morning or enchanted evening, that American Dream may come true
for you. The radio contest is the Santa
Claus that brings boys and girls like Lloyd
bikes, puppies and ponies, the Wizard of
Oz who makes fellows like Philip feel eight
feet tall, the Fairy Godmother who transforms Cinderellas into princesses with
prizes of dream homes, travel trips and
mink coats.
Where do these prizes come from? Contests are a form of advertising. Advertising
gold primes the (Continued on page 88)
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Mary Noble, secure in the knowledge of Larry's love,
knows nonetheless that this question may trouble
other wives. Here she helps you learn the real answer !
By MARY

NOBLE

We're a happy family, Larry and Larry Junior and I. I don't
mean that my husband and I don't ever have differences
of opinion — any two thinking people who share a common life are bound to differ. But basically Larry and I are so
sure of each other, so happy that we are sure too, that no
argument can leave a scar on our happiness.
This doesn't hold true, I'm afraid, in all families. Some of
you have written to me about it, and the gist of those letters
is this: "Does my husband still love me? How can I be
sure?" There are, of course, many men who are not demonstrative but whose love for their wives is still as deep and
sure as on the wedding day. Others may have drifted a little
apart from their wives, but the bond between them could be
renewed if the wife understood how to go about that renewal.
I've given the matter a good deal of thought and finally I
asked a psychologist whom Larry and I know if there are any
ways of rating married happiness. Not, he told me, any sure
tests that could be dealt with in a short time. But, he added,
he could work up a set of questions designed to indicate to a
wife how stable her marriage is, whether or not she should
seek help, from the outside or from within herself, toward
the goal of greater married happiness. I asked our friend to
prepare such a quiz for me to pass along to you — a way for
you to evaluate your own married happiness.

DOES YOUR HUSBAND
STILL LOVE YOU?
HOW HAS HE PROVED IT TO YOU?
TELL MARY NOBLE YOUR STORY!
Write a letter of one hundred words or less telling of an
your married life which proved to you that your husband
you. Address your letter to Mary Noble, c/o Radio Mirror
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. Mary Noble and
of Radio Mirror will choose what they believe to be the
send the writer of that letter Radio Mirror's check for

incident in
still loved
Magazine,
the editors
best letter,

$50.00 FOR THE BEST LETTER
Plus a Case of Sterling Drug. Co. Products
Ten next-best letters will be chosen; to the writer of each will go
a check for $5.00. The judges' decisions will be final; no letters
will be returned nor correspondence entered into concerning them.
All letters should be postmarked no later than November 10, 1950,
and this notice should accompany your letter for identification.

Backstage Wife, conceived and produced by Frank and Anne Hummert. is
heard on NBC stations at 4 P.M., EST, sponsored by Dr. Lyon's Toothpowder,
DoubleNoble
Danderine,
Cleaning
M-O, Meighan.
AstringO-Sol.
Mary
is playedEnergine
by Claire
Neisen; Fluid,
Larry Haley's
by James

Mjjf^i

RATE YOUR
MARRIED HAPPINESS
One of the happiest surprises of married life is that the longer you are wed
the stronger love grows. And as time
passes, a husband and wife tend to
express their love more in deeds than
in words. So, if the last time your
husband whispered "I love you" is
only
a hazy
don'tlovefretliesabout
it. The
real memory,
test of his
not
in what he says but in what he does.
Your own actions, too, play a vital
part in determining whether or not
he still loves you. Check up on the
situation
by answering "yes" or "no"
to
these questions:
1. Does he sometimes bring a surprise gift on days other than your
birthday or anniversary?
2. He may not woo you as he did
on your honeymoon, but is there an
occasional spark of romantic fire in
his lovemaking? And in yours?
3. Is he aware of the importance
and responsibility of your role as
homemaker?
4. Do you let him tell a joke or
story without interruption or
correction?
5. Do you praise him for his
achievements and comfort him when
he fails?
6. Does he express his innermost
thoughts and feelings to you?
7. Does he often compliment you
on your appearance?
8. Does be criticize or belittle you
before others?
9. Doestimes
he "go
with the boys"
several
eachoutweek?
10. Do you compete with him for
the love of your children?
Correct answers: 1 through 7, "yes";
If you have seven or more right
answers
you are managing your
S, 9, 10— "no"
marriage well and can be sure he
still loves you. 5 to 7 right answers —
he's probably bored, but a little
effort on your part may bring a
surprisingly warm and affectionate
response. Below 5— love can hardly
be
thriving
case, but
all's not
lost.
Look in
as your
attractive
as possible.
Make him feel that his home is his
castle. Try to be a good companion.
Above all, give him lots of affection
— remember that a kiss in time
might save nine — from some other

NOW! IN COMPLETE PRINTED FORM! RADIO MIRROR PRESENTS

THE UNI
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You can't properly get rid of unsightly fat
on a starvation diet. You only lose energy
that way,

and

health

and

good

looks —

and your husband ! Here's the tested and
proved eat-and-be-fit way you can reduce!

"YJou don't have to stop eating to start losing!
■ Starving is foolish at best — dangerous at worst.
It's exactly the other way around. You must
eat, and eat well, to lose weight. We learned that
years ago at the health spa of my father, a doctor
who pioneered in dietetics, and I remember well
the case that first brought this important truth to
our attenion:
A woman had come to us for the express purpose
of losing thirty pounds in thirty days, for she was
getting married in a month. Our patients were regaining health on a daily six -hundred calorie diet.
But the bride-to-be insisted on taking nothing but
a quart of fruit juice daily.
The result: in a week she had lost only four
pounds — while patients eating the prescribed diet
had lost as much as eight! A miracle? At the time
it seemed like one, for then nobody understood
how a person could eat and lose at the same time.
Today we know that the enzymes of select foods
actually split the fat molecules that are crammed
into corsets and girdles, turning that excess fat
into useful energy.
Up to the time you're thirty, it's healthy to be
slightly overweight— but not excessively, unless
you want to ruin a career or a romance. But after
thirty-five, life expectancy is decreased by one

LAHR DIET
THE FAMOUS RADIO WAY TO EAT WELL AND LOSE WEIGHT
By VICTOR LINDLAHR
Editor's Note: Radio Mirror's editors are
proud to be able to bring reader-listeners Victor
Lindlahr's sound, sensible — and workable — ideas
on reducing, the most talked about, argued about
subject whenever women gather! On these pages
you'll find not only the result-bringing Lindlahr
seven day diet, but a clear, easily understood
statement of the principles behind the diet. Victor Lindlahr, leading popular authority on diet
and nutrition is author of numerous books on food
and health, the sales of which have reached more
than seven million copies.
Victor Lindlahr, who has made teaching
of better eating habits his life work.

percent for each pound of overweight. Most of us
condemn alcoholics and drug addicts for self-destruction— yet each year more people literally kill
themselves overeating!
A woman of thirty-five who weighs 184 pounds,
when she should tip the scales at 134, cuts her remaining life span in half. Bluntly, it comes down to
this: by maintaining or adding to excess fat, you
are committing suicide!
But you need not — must not! — starve or fast.
"It does mean, though," says the overweight
woman, "dieting, with a limited choice of foods."
Diet? We call it a party, for a party consists of
meeting the good friends who make you feel better. The catalytic foods in our menus are your best
friends, and if you associate with them regularly
they work for your greater enjoyment of life. In
the seven-day diet you'll find such regulars as
chicken, hamburger, veal and ham — but along with
them are catalytic foods with enzymes that break
up fat you find such an ugly burden. And what are
the catalytic foods— complicated recipes? Strange
plants? Expensive drugs? No! There are more
than thirty catalytic foods and they are common,
inexpensive vegetables and fruits like lettuce, celery, melons, tomatoes.
"Maybe that's all right for some women," you

may say. "But my family has always tended to be
overweight.
It's hereditary."
That's just a poor excuse. There's no medical
evidence that fat is hereditary. You may have developed an appetite for thick gravy at your mother's table, but that's all.
"But I can't help it if my glands don't work
Those poor glands — how much they get blamed
for!
Actually their chief function, so far as fat is
properly."
concerned, is to determine where it is to be deposited. Of course, glands don't work properly if
you're overweight! Only in rare cases is overweight caused by glandular disturbances. Nearly
always you must blame your appetite. "But I lack
will power," you may admit.
Perhaps you've tried diets so skimpy that you
never felt satisfied after a meal. Well, our diet
adds up to three and a half pounds of food each
day. Or perhaps you admit to sneaking an occasional piece of candy? Candy, cream, sugar,
bread and butter all rocket the calorie intake.
How can nibbling be controlled? Doctors generally agree that excessive eating is a result of
custom, habit or nervousness caused by frustration, loneliness, failure and other unhappy circumstances. The basic cause of these should be
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THE LINILAHR DIET

THE FAMOUS RADIO WAY TO EAT WELL AND LOS
E WEIGHT
By VICTOR

LINDLAHR

You can't properly get rid of unsightly fat
on a starvation diet. You only lose energy
that way, and health and good looks —
and your husband! Here's the tested and
proved eat-and-be-fit way you can reduce!

Editor's -Note: Radio Mirror's editors are
proud to be able to bring reader-listeners Victor
Lindlahr's sound, sensible — and workable — ideas
on reducing, the most talked about, argued about
subject whenever women gather! On these pages
you'll find not only the result-bringing Lindlahr
seven day diet, but a clear, easily understood
statement of the principles behind the diet. Victor Lindlahr, leading popular authority on diet
and nutrition is author oj numerous books on food
and health, the sales of which have reached more
than seven million copies.
\ ii i'ii I indlahr, who hu madt teai King
■•I bell
ibiti Ins life work,

17ou don't have to stop eating to start losing!
■ Starving is foolish at best — dangerous at worst.
\ It's exactly the other way around. You must
eat, and eat well, to lose weight. We learned that
years ago at the health spa of my father, a doctor
who pioneered in dietetics, and I remember well
the case
that first brought this important truth to
our
attenion:
A woman had come to us for the express purpose
of losing thirty pounds in thirty days, for she was
getting married in a month. Our patients were regaining health on a daily six-hundred calorie diet.
the of
bride-to-be
aButquart
fruit juice insisted
daily. on taking nothing but
The result: in a week she had lost only four
pounds — while patients eating the prescribed diet
had lost as much as eight! A miracle? At the time
it seemed like one, for then nobody understood
how a person could eat and lose at the same time.
Today we know that the enzymes of select foods
actually
split
the fat molecules that are crammed
into useful
energy.
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You Must EAT WELL

Mrs. Lindlahr was a dancer before marriage — in those
days she could eat without worrying about her weight.

From
the moment
she settled into less athletic
as a housewife
she was in danger of losing her

duties
figure.

discovered and, if possible, removed. Meanwhile,
;Why, you eat as much
as I do," friends say,
"'and yet you're not fat!"

to conquer this urge to overeat, you can get "appetite depressors" — good ones can be supplied by
your doctor or druggist. Harmless, they will help
you win the battle of the bulge.
"But it's dangerous to lose weight quickly," some
women say. "Reducing as much as a pound a day
would endanger my health."
That's an old wives' tale. If you don't have it to
lose, you don't lose it. That doesn't mean there
aren't rare exceptions — a medical check is essential before going on any diet.
"Being a housewife, I have a lot of work — two
children and a husband and a house to look after.
I need my food for energy."
Don't worry. All the fat you have stored is concentrated energy. The meals in our diet contain an
ample supply of vitamins, minerals and proteins;
two pounds of food will be catalytic foods, help
turn accumulated fat into energy.
"Now I'm convinced the diet is necessary. Is
there anything else I have to do?"
Carry on your usual activities at home or office.
But you cannot nibble between meals or allow
yourself an occasional sweet sin. It's possible the
scales may not show a loss of weight the first fortyeight hours because of adjustments in the body
water balance. You'll make it much more difficult
to lose this water if you use too much salt on food,
for salt holds water in the tissues. However, don't
swear off salt completely except on advice of a
physician. Also it is important that your bowels

Victor
Lindlahr'g
expert
comment
M-F at 10:45 A.M. EST, on ABC
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on food and health
is heard
stations, sponsored by Serutan.

to LOSE WEIGHT!
INSTANT WEIGHT FINDER for WOMEN
Your Ideal Weight in Pounds, According to Age, Height and From*4
H = Kormdfrtme

H = H*avy frame

AGE

I = light from*

II

GROUPS

M

21-24

Mm

N
10*

H

I

N
110

H

are regular. Weigh yourself mornings, after elimination.
"How can you be so sure the diet will work?"
Last year, on ABC reducing parties, 105,000 people followed the diet with us. Letters from these
people are the best proof that the diet works. Coming closer to home, I can point with satisfaction
to the slender figures of my wife and friends.
"I'll go on the diet," you say determinedly.
Fine! Confidence is what you need and perhaps
even there I can be of some help. Pledge tonight
that you'll go on the diet for at least a week. If
that seems too long, start with three days. You can
begin with the meals you find most appealing,
whether it's Monday or Wednesday. You may even
repeat the same menu on successive days. The
catalytic foods are capitalized in the menus; remember that you must eat two pounds of those
foods a day for, on the average, it takes that
amount to "metabolize" a pound of fat.
Get the habit of checking every morning with
the bathroom scales. Stand in front of a mirror
and get a good look at the distressing bulges and
flab. If it isn't easy to follow the daily diet, then
budget yourself on alternating days or weeks, depending on how much fat you carry around. Some
people watch their diet for months, then go on an
eating spree. Many prefer to eat a reducing breakfast and lunch, then relax vigilance at dinner. It
depends on you, and how much weight you must
lose. You can't cheat the diet — you can only cheat
yourself. Good luck!
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Mrs. Lindlahr doesn't starve — she watches diet, makes
sure she gets two pounds of catalytic foods every day.
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YOU

MUST

EAT

Here's Lindlahr's famous diet to follow for wonderful slim-and-fit results!

Pay strict attention

TUESDAY

THE LINDLAHR
7-DAY REDUCING

WELL

DIET

Calories

BREAKFAST
Standard

197
LUNCH

STANDARD

BREAKFAST

for Entire 7 Days of Diet
ORANGE,

Calories

1 medium

80 '

Melba Toast, 1 slice

20

(Note: If you must have sweetening for
your coffee, use saccharin instead of sugar.
Saccharin has no calorie count.)
DO NOT SKIP BREAKFAST— it nourishes
you while reducing — REMEMBER YOU
MUST EAT TO REDUCE

MONDAY

Standard

197

Skim Milk,

150
25
50

1 cup

90

DINNER

Calories

BREAKFAST
Standard

197
LUNCH

TOMATO, 1 medium
CUCUMBER, i/2 small
LETTUCE, green, 3 leaves
Melba Toas"t. 1 slice
APRICOTS, canned, no syrup, 4 halves
Skim Milk, 1 cup
DINNER
Raw Celery and Carrot Sticks:
CELERY, green, 2 stalks
CARROT, raw, 1
Liver, broiled, 4 oz
Green Pepper and Onion, sauteed:
GREEN PEPPER, %
ONION, medium, %

25
7
10
20
35
90

5
25
160

Parsley Coleslaw : (CABBAGE, shredded, x/2 cup
PARSLEY, fresh, y, cup)

20
6

CELERY, stewed, 1 cup
CARROTS, diced, 14 cup

10
30

Potato, boiled, y, medium

40

90

GRAPEFRUIT,
"canned, no syrup, % cup..Skim
Milk, 1 cup

50
90

Skim Milk, 1 cup

Total calories for day.

Here

Artichokes
Asparagus
Canned
Green Beans, canned
Blackberries
36

25
3
10
175
15
20
50
90

Salmon Salad Plate:

LUNCH
Hamburger, broiled, 3 oz
TOMATO, 1 medium, sliced
PEAS and ONION, y2 cup

100
7
10
3
6
20
35
90

WEDNESDAY
Calories

BREAKFAST

Cottage Cheese Salad Plate:
Cottage Cheese, 5 tablespoons
CUCUMBER, y, small
RADISHES, red, 3
CELERY, 1 stalk
PARSLEY, y, cup
Melba Toast, 1 slice
APRICOTS, canned, no syrup, 4 halves
Skim Milk, 1 cup
DINNER
Parslied Tomato and Lettuce Salad:
TOMATO, 1 medium
PARSLEY, 5 sprigs
LETTUCE, green, 3 leaves
Round Steak, broiled, 4 oz
SPINACH, y2 cup
STRINGBEANS, diced, y2 cup
PINEAPPLE, canned, no syrup, 1 slice
Skim Milk, 1 cup

CALORIES
91
26
21
27
68

Broccoli, cooked
Brussels Sprouts .
Cabbage, raw . .
Chinese,
raw .
Cooked

CALORIES
34
24
28
21
19

are

'.

a few of the

Red
Sauerkraut
Cantaloupe
Carrots, raw
Cooked

10
12

896

many

other catalytic foods
CALORIES
38
31
29
53
36

TO

LOSE

WEIGHT!

to "Catalytic Foods" (capitalized) — make substitutions if you wish from list below the menus
T

H

U

R

S

D

^"Y^
Calories

BREAKFAST

SATURDAY

1

Calories
BREAKFAST

LUNCH

Salmon Salad Plate:

Hamburger, broiled, 3 oz
TOMATO, 1 medium, sliced
CARROTS, cooked, diced, y2 cup

150
25
30

TOMATO, 1 medium
CUCUMBER, y2 small
LETTUCE, green, 3 leaves
Melba Toast, 1 slice

25
7
10
20

Skim Milk, 1 cup

90

DINNER

DINNER

Green Pepper Coleslaw:
CABBAGE,
shredded,i/2 ty cup
GREEN PEPPER,
Veal Chop, broiled, 4 oz
TOMATOES, stewed, */, cup
SPINACH, y, cup
PEAR, canned, no syrup, Y->
Skim Milk, 1 cup

F

R

1 D

LUNCH

' 20
10
175
25
15
3Q
90

A

7
3
135
50
40
50

Total calories for the day

854

Y

SUNDAY
Calories

BREAKFAST
Standard

Cucumber and Parsley Salad:
CUCUMBER, J/2 small
PARSLEY, 5 sprigs
Baked Ham, lean, 3 oz
CABBAGE, cooked, 1 cup
STRINGBEANS, cup
PINEAPPLE, 1 slice....:

:

197

LUNCH
Tomato Juice, 4^4 oz
Cottage Cheese Salad Plate:

30

CUCUMBER, % small
RADISHES, red, 3
CELERY, 1 stalk
PARSLEY, fresh. % cup
Melba Toast, 1 slice

7
10
3
6
20

Skim Milk, 1 cup

.'

25
130
30
50
90

197

DINNER
Lettuce and Green Pepper Salad :
LETTUCE, green, wedge
GREEN PEPPER, %

20
10

TOMATO, broiled
MUSHROOMS, broiled, 5
Butter for broiling, 1 teaspoon
STRINGBEANS, % cup
CHERRIES, Queen Anne, % cup

25
0
30
20
50

SUPPER

90

DINNER
Beet Salad:
1 BEET, cooked or canned,
sliced on shredded LETTUCE
:
Halibut, broiled, 4 oz. with lemon and parsley
SPINACH, 1 cup
PINEAPPLE, 1 slice
Skim Milk 1 run

Calories
BREAKFAST
Standard

Poached Egg on Spinach*
Egg, 1
SPINACH, 1 cup
Melba Toast, 1 slice
Celery and Apple Salad:
CELERY, y2 cup, diced
APPLE, i/2 sliced
Skim Milk, 1 cup

75
30
20
12
40
90

Total food weight for day, oz
58.7
*You may substitute Hamburger Plate, Cottage Cheese
Salad Plate or Salmon Salad Plate.

calorie content shown is for a four-ounce portion
CALORIES

CALORIES
Cauliflower,
Coolted
Chicory
Chives
Endive

raw

35
17
30
56
24

Honeydew melon
Kale, cooked
Onions, fresh
Boiled
Peaches, fresh

33
29
48
47
47

Pears, Bartlett, fresh
Plums, Damson, fresh
Rutabagas
Turnips, raw
Cooked

CALORIES
48
48
47
40
27

37

A WOMAN

H

I

The Fabulous Life Story of Louella
By IDA
They'll celebrate the anniversary of the Louella
Parsons show — sixth one coming up on December third — this year as they do every year. The
sponsor will send over a cake, and Louella will order
ice cream and coffee for the gang, and everyone will
sit around and "remember when." The gang referred to consists of the case-hardened studio techCourage, curiosity and confidence were young Louella's assets.

um name,
twice— bheb a t&oman
ucw/d uJce ie '/mom, leawi

She knew them all : Conrad Nagel, Marion
Davies, Monty Bell and Ramon Navarro.
38

fo wve

nicians, and they are Miss Parsons' knights. Theirs
is a simple slogan: she can do no wrong!
So far as an outsider can observe, it's Louella's
warmth to which their own responds. She's considerate oftheir problems, appreciative of their help
and, by temperament and principle, quicker to
praise than blame. ("As a bromide-user from way
back," she'll remark, "you can catch more flies with
honey than with vinegar.") She knows her aides as
humans, not as cogs in a machine. She knows their
backgrounds, wives, and best of all, the names and
numbers of their children, for she has a passion for
children. Every Christmas she gives a party at a .
swank hotel for her radio and newspaper staffs, plus
families.

On a Honolulu holiday with her husband,
Dr. Martin, Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon.

To the kids there's no perceptible differ-

Early Broadcast:
Powell, George

Lynn
Overman,
Dick
Raft, Carole Lombard.

RUM
O. Parsons, Hollywood's First Lady
ZEITLIN
ences between Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny, and
Louella Parsons.
Louella's kindliness has hardly been overdone.
We'll wade in deeper, and say it's hardly been
touched. No newspaper figure has been more consistently flayed in print — and for obvious reasons.
Being colorful, she presents a target for satire.
Rising head and shoulders above her -competitors,
she presents a target for envy. Her legend, like
most, combines a grain of fact with an avalanche
of fancy.
Johnny-come-latelies like to call her a chatter
artist. Those who know her record salute her as
a crack reporter, with thirty-five tight-packed
years behind her of chasing and nailing the news.
Born in Freeport, Illinois, the printer's ink in her
veins came flooding through while other youngsters played with dolls. At the age of ten she
penned her first major effort, hurried over to the
local newspaper with it, and got turned down flat.
Soon after, she fell out of a hayloft, all but breaking her neck. This she (Continued on page 81)
She's warmer, mellower now — but those three C's

assets.

Louella Parsons can be
heard on Sunday nights
at 9:15, EST, over ABC
stations, sponsored by
the Andrew

The

Gay

Illiterate,
Louella's autobiography, brought chuckles — and frowns.

Jergens Co.

Louella follows her stars — to the Stork
Club this time — with Docky for escort.
39

One Man's Family, in all its conviviality, sits for an informal

i

portrait at Father Barbour's home.

I

m.
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ONE MANS FAMILY
yAe tdfawScecM a/ home — mcuirlma me new a&neralwn t/iafo awxtm uA
40

nn
i

•

celebrated its
Man's Family
One anniversa
When
ry on the air three
fifteenth
years ago, its creator and writer,
Carlton Morse, said: "I have worn out
three typewriters and the seats of twentyseven pairs of pants while pounding out
28,000 pages of script — the equivalent of
sixty-three book-length novels." Since
then Morse has written approximately
8,000 words a week for the Barbours to
speak. (You can figure out that total!)
It was back in April, 1932, on NBC's San
Francisco station that listeners were first
introduced to the Barbours. Morse, who
had a hunch that radio listeners were tiring of blood-and-thunder tales, told about
the births, deaths, marriages and tragedies
and happiness that can visit a real family.
The show's long lease on the air is proof
that his intuition was correct. Here's something to add to your believe - it - or - not
collection: J. Anthony Smythe, who has
played Father Barbour since the debut
show, is — a bachelor!

imiirBifiimwfiiifflitiTOi1 in iniiyiJinfMHi

dmce urn met mem, eiyAfeen weav-k two-/.

Father Barbour is a man who likes to have his whole family
around him at the same time. Here he achieves his goal : 1.
to r. : Margaret, Hazel's daughter; Sharon Ann (on the floor),
Jack and Betty's daughter; Jack, married to Betty; Claudia,
married to Nicky; Betty: Nicky; Hazel; Dan, Hazel's husband; Clifford; Paul; Hank and Pinky, Hazel's twin sons;
Joan, Claudia's daughter by a former marriage; Mother Barbour (partially hidden by the lamp), and Father himself.

One Man's Family is heard
on
stations
of the
NBC

Monday through
Friday at 7 P. M. EST
network.
Sponsor — Miles
Laboratories.
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MIRROR
The opportunity that comes but
once a year — voice your feelings about
radio shows and stars — cast your vote now!

The time has come again for all Radio
Mirror reader-listeners to start thinking about which radio performers
pleased you most during the past year.
Which comedian made you laugh the
hardest? Whose emceeing did you especially enjoy? Which orchestra provided
the kind of music you like best?
When you decide the answers to these
questions, when you know the names of
the radio stars who, in your opinion, fit
these categories and those listed on the
ballot on the opposite page, then let Radio
Mirror know, too. You can do this by
filling in the ballot and mailing it to
Radio Mirror, Box 1505, Grand Central
Station, New York 17, N. Y. Your ballot
should be postmarked no later than November 1, 1950. In next month's issue,
you'll find the Radio Mirror Program
Awards ballot which will give you the
chance to vote for your favorite radio
programs. (See page 59 for the Radio
Mirror Television Star Awards. This
year marks the first time Radio Mirror
has set up a separate television ballot.
As you know, if you've voted in previous years, the Radio Mirror Awards are
the only national polls reflecting reader listener preferences. Other polls are conducted among the editors and columnists
and critics of the medium.
These polls
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taken among professionals undoubtedly
have their place, but the editors of Radio
Mirror have always felt that it was far
more interesting to study the reactions of
the average listener to the entertainment
offered on the air. This information is
valuable to the editors of Radio Mirror:
it helps them to decide which stars and
programs to feature in the magazine. It
is valuable to the broadcasting companies: it helps them to decide if they are
hiring the right kind of entertainers. And,
above all, it is valuable to the entertainers
themselves. It is a gesture of appreciation;
in effect, it says, "Thank you for making
radio listening so entertaining this year."
That's why the editors of Radio Mirror
urge you to cast your votes now. Look
over the categories listed on the opposite
page. Decide whose names should fill
those blank spaces. And when all the
spaces are filled, mail the ballot to Radio
Mirror, Box 1505, Grand Central Station,
New York 17, N. Y. Remember, your
ballot should be postmarked no later than
November 1. Don't forget to look for the
program ballot in the December issue, on
sale Friday, November 10.
Winners of the Fourth Annual Radio
and Television Mirror Awards for 1950-51
will be announced in a spring, 1951, issue
of the magazine.

AWARDS for 1950-51
VOTE

FOR YOUR

(Write in the name

FAVORITE

of one favorite star opposite

RADIO

STARS

each classification

My Favorite
SINGER (man) is

My Favorite
SINGER
(woman)

My Favorite
ORCHESTRA
LEADER
is

My Favorite
NEWS COMMENTATOR

My Favorite
ANNOUNCER
is

My Favorite
SPORTS ANNOUNCER

My Favorite
COMEDIAN
(man)
is

My Favorite
COMEDIENNE

My Favorite Daytime
SERIAL ACTOR is

My Favorite Daytime
SERIAL ACTRESS is

My Favorite Nighttime
DRAMATIC ACTOR is

My Favorite Nighttime
DRAMATIC ACTRESS is

My Favorite Daytime
QUIZMASTER is

My Favorite Nighttime
QUIZMASTER is

My Favorite
WOMAN'S COMMENTATOR is

My Favorite
HUSBAND-WIFE

My Favorite
MASTER of CEREMONIES is

My Favorite
DISC JOCKEY

My Favorite Radio
DETECTIVE is

MyJavol?te^^^„
COWBOY ACTOR is

Mv Favorite Man
NEWCOMER TO RADIO is

My Favorite Woman
NEWCOMER TO RADIO

Cut

out

below)

is
is

is

(woman)

TEAM

is

is

is

is

Box 1505, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. ?•
this ballot and mail to RADIO MIRHOR,
postmarked not later than Nov. 1, 1950.
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The Jack Smiths make their home in
Hollywood, proving that a happy, harmonious one can
be achieved anywhere — if you want it badly enough
By
No pose is this. Jack's proud of his practical
abilities, whether with saw, paint brush, or elbow.

PAULINE

SWANSON

0

in a hill-top overlooking the famous Sunset strip stands a
mellowed old brick house, its clipped green lawns and
spreading shade trees emphasizing an air of Eastern permanence which is rare in Hollywood.
Alongside of houses which look as temporal as movie sets put

together with bailing wire and glue and "struck" after the day's
shooting, the house shrieks of solidity and respectability. "Early
settlers live here," it seems to say, adding "early settlers who
made their money in oil — or something a good deal more substantial than the entertainment business."
Actually, it is the home of Jack Smith — radio's "voice with a
smile" — and his charming wife Vickii, who are not early settlers
at all, having "settled" in Hollywood — as much as they could
ever settle anywhere — less than two years ago.
"And we don't even own the place," the Smiths confess, blushing with pleasure when visitors compliment them on turning
memory.
their temporary diggings into the "old home place" of youth and

Cocker
notable

spaniel Butt
for comfort,

shares
good

the Smith
food, good

house,
times.

When the sponsors of Jack's marathon-run musical show decided two years ago to move their program to the West Coast
Jack and Vickii danced a small fandango in the living room of
their East River apartment in New York. (It was a small fandango, Jack says, because it was a small living room.)
"At last," they chorused, "we can have a home of our own."
A home of their own had been their dream for years, ever
since their marriage — on their mutual birthday — on November
16, 1936. But the dream was not to come true as quickly as "they
thought. Vickii, who preceded Jack to California to stake out
their claim on a piece of California earth, ran smack into the
peak of the West Coast real estate boom, and found that buying
a house at that time was a little like buying the Republic of
Luxembourg.
"We can have a house," she telephoned Jack, "if we skip our
trip next summer."
"Nothing doing," said Jack, to whom summer traveling is one
of life's essentials.
So Vickii compromised and leased the big, old brick house on
the hill, redecorated it with an emphasis on good, strong color,
furnished it with her transplanted collection of English and early
American antiques and came up with a house that is a very
reasonable facsimile of their dream.
Spread all over two floors, twelve rooms, and a spacious
walled-in garden, the Smiths look back on their eleven long
years as New York "cave dwellers" and wonder, they confess,
that they called it living.
(Continued on page 91)
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The Jack Smith Show is heard Mon.-Fri., 7-15 P.M. EST on CBS.
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Chichi of Life Can Be Beautiful models clothes* you want to wear,
can afford to wear — chosen for you each month

by fashion experts !

housewives
Casual dresses, to make busy young
look carefree, feel -comfortable, are wardrobe
basics. These are both one piece for easy-on,
easy-off changes. Opposite page: rayon gabardine
wears velvet (who doesn't, this year?) on peter pan
collar, cuffs, surprise sunburst tucks. Self belt,
three-quarter sleeves, soft skirt, wonderful hip pockets
— all plus points. In fall-feeling colors: gold, red,
green, teal, taupe, purple. By Pat Hartley, in sizes
9-15, 10-16; $14.95. Available at Crowley's, Detroit,
Michigan, and at all Oppenheim Collins stores.
For sparkle,. Coro jewelry. This page:
blended wool and rayon checks — trim mandarin collar, gay gold disc buttons, even on the deep, cuffed .
pockets. Three-quarter sleeves, clever sloping
shoulders, deep armhole, four-gore skirt — all this and
exciting colors, too: green or navy with red, green
or royal with black. By Nali Bee in 10-18, priced at
$10.95. Available at Stone and Thomas, Wheeling,
Brooklyn, New York.
and Loeser's,
Virginia, interest
West neckline
with Baar
Add
and Beard's silk stock . . . For stores near you
write to the manufacturers listed on page 86.

Teri Keane, who wears this
month's daytime fashions,
is Chichi on Life Can Be
Beautiful, heard MondayFriday 3 P.M., EST, on NBC
stations, sponsored by
Procter and Gamble's Tide.
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THIS IS
By NORA

DRAKE

In spite of the fact
that I must — all
course — be away
manage to entertain

that my
working
from it
a good

apartment is small and
women have to be, of
most of the day, I still
deal. I love people and

there's no better way of getting together with friends
than in your own home. Especially on holidays, I
detest restaurant dinners which, even if they manage a home-taste don't have a home atmosphere. I'm
having company for dinner on Thanksgiving, despite
lack of time and of space. Here's how:

^ilTMllMXA^
Our festive dinner may have to be
cooked in a kitchenette, on a smallsized stove, but it's going to be an
honest-to-goodness traditional meal,
all the same. Whoever heard of
Thanksgiving dinner without turkey?
Here's what we're going to have, serving four: tomato juice cocktail, half
roast turkey with pan gravy, bread
stuffing, mashed white potatoes, green beans, celery hearts,
cranberry sauce, lemon sherbet with strawberries, cookies
and coffee. Sounds good, doesn't it? A great deal will be
accomplished by short cuts — tomato juice and cranberry
sauce, green beans, the strawberries frozen. And much

'U^^^^^iwM

can be done in advance. Wednesday evening I'll prepare
the turkey — singe it, wash under cold water, remove pinfeathers, dry it, wrap in waxed paper and store in the refrigerator. Thursday morning, right after breakfast, I'll
heat the oven for the turkey and then set the table. While
the turkey is cooking everything else can be fixed. About

Kitchenette meals aren't the only problem in a small apartment. But if you

forty minutes before the turkey's done I'll put the potatoes
on, then do the last-minute things' at the table — pouring
water, putting on the celery and so on. Meanwhile dishes
can be warming, then gravy made. When we sit down to

set up housekeeping or when you replace old pieces with new, on a doubleduty scheme, you can make out very
well. Of course everybody knows about
sofas that make up into beds. There
are loveseats, now, to serve the same

dinner I'll put the coffee on, and while the table's being
cleared I'll get the dessert ready, just top the sherbet with
strawberries and surround with cookies — it's really simple.
Cooking half a turkey is easy, too. Salted, it goes cut side
down in a rack, is roasted in a moderate oven, allowing 25
min. per pound. Dressing, mounded on well-greased brown
paper, goes on the rack under the turkey when the bird is
about half done. Hope you enjoy your dinner as we will!
48
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plan your furniture, when you start to

purpose, and even chairs. A table isn't just a table anymore
— you can get them with swivel tops for TV sets, with cabinet
space for folding chairs, with outlets to plug in radios, lamps
or cooking appliances. Lamp tables have folding leaves, become
card tables at will. There's even a new table with storage for
silver — it can be purchased complete with flatware for eight!

for BETTER

LIVING

MY LIFE

Ingredients: a small
apartment, a job, a love of
entertaining.

Problem: to

make them all fit a schedule.

It

can be done — Nora tells how

This is Nora Drake is
heard Monday through
Friday, 2:30 P.M. EST
on CBS stations. Sponsored by the Toni Co.

fowTw
Mbmw

OHMMM

One of the universal wishes of womankind is for more closet space. It's possible to have more. I found out not long
ago — in exactly the same amount of
room you now have! Organization, not
breaking a wall through to the neighbors', is the answer, and a department
store's closet shop can become your
best friend. First, garment bags. The
standard size measures 21 by 9 by 57 inches, holds up to
eight dresses. Suit bags are 42 inches long, blouse bags 36.
Take everything out of your closet and measure; allow about
an inch between bags and calculate the number your closet
will hold. For ease in opening bags there should be 2>/2 to 3
inches between the clothes rod and the shelf above it Now
analyze your wardrobe; separate all articles to be stored far
You'll surely be getting out the best
glassware for Thanksgiving dinner — did
you ever stop to think that there's an
"expert method" for everything, including care and storage of glasses? First,
hot water won't harm them. Wash in hot
water with ammonia or detergent in the
water — soap may leave streaks. Don't
put glasses that had ice in them immediately into hot water. Rinse milk glasses in cool water before
washing. Don't crowd glasses in dishpan, and it's best to place
a folded cloth on the bottom of the pan— helps prevent breakage. To store: upright on shelf in rows front-to-back — this
to prevent reaching over low pieces to get at goblets. Don't
stack unless you don't like the glasses— they'll stick, chip!

a season — like summer garments, now winter's coming on —
and keep them together, suits and dresses in a bag you won't
open till spring, shoes in boxes, stacked, sweaters and blouses
and such in a drawer or an under-bed chest if you need to.
This frees space for the things you're going to be using now
and through the winter. Now classify those clothes, putting
all dresses together, all blouses together, and the same with
sweaters', hats, shoes, suits and the rest. Divide hats into
special-occasion wear and everyday. Put the best ones in a
large box, the everyday ones in drop-front box on shelf or in
one of the new hanging hat bags. Shoes go in boxes or on
racks. Knitted things should go in drawers or boxes to avoid
stretching. Special blouse hangers save space, so do multiple
slacks-hangers. When you shop for these closet accessories
take along a floor plan of your closet; budget to buy* most
needed items first, adding a piece or two at a time.

radio mirror for BETTER LIVING
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Ingredients: a small

apartment, a job, a love of
entertaining.

Problem: to

make them all 6t a schedule.

It

can be done— Nora tells how

By NORA

DRAKE
This is Nora Drake is
heard Monday through

ment is small and
In spite of the fact that my apartn have to be, of
that I must— all working wome
course— be away from it most of the day, I still
manage to entertain a good deal. I love people and
there's no better way of getting together with friends
than in your own home. Especially on holidays, I
detest restaurant dinners which, even if they manage a home-taste don't have a home atmosphere. I'm
having company for dinner on Thanksgiving, despite
lack of time and of space. Here's how:

Friday, 2:30 P.M. EST
on CBS stations. Sponsored by the Toni Co.
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Thanksgiving dinner without turkey?
Here's what we're going to have, serving four: tomato juice cocktail, half
roast turkey with pan gravy, bread
white potatoes, green beans, celery hearts,
lemon sherbet with strawberries, cookies

kind is for more closet space. It's possible to have more, I found out not long
ago — in exactly the same amount of
room you now have! Organization, not

frigerator. Thursday morning, right after breakfast, I'll
heat the oven for the turkey and then set the table. While
the turkey is cooking everything else can be fixed. About

Kitchenette meals aren't the only problem in a small apartment. But it you
to
plan your furniture, when you start

forty minutes before the turkey's done I'll put the potatoes
on, then do the last-minute things' at the table — pouring
water, putting on the celery and so on. Meanwhile dishes
can be warming, then gravy made.
When we sit down to

reset up housekeeping or when you
place old pieces with new, on a doublevery
duty scheme, you can make out
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are loveseats, now, to serve the same
,
purpose, and even chairs. A table isn't just a table anymore
—you can get them with swivel tops for TV sets, with cabme

space for folding chairs, with outlets to plug in radios, lamps
or cooking oppliances. Lamp tables have folding leaves, become
card tables at will. There's even a new table with storage
silver— it can
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eight dresses. Suit bags are 42 inches long, blouse bags 36.
Take everything out of your closet and measure; allow about
an inch between bags and calculate the number your closet
will hold. For ease in opening bags there should be 2V4 to 3
inches between the clothes rod and the shelf above it. Now

can be done in advance.
Wednesday evening I'll prepare
the turkey — singe it, wash under cold water, remove pinfeathers, dry it, wrap in waxed paper and store in the re-
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breaking a wall through to the neighbors', is the answer, and a department
store's closet shop can become your
best friend. First, garment bags. The
standard size measures 21 by 9 by 57 inches, holds up to

stuffing, mashed
cranberry sauce,
and coffee. Sounds good, doesn't it? A great deal will be
accomplished by short cuts — tomato juice and cranberry
sauce, green beans, the strawberries frozen.
And much

dinner I'll put the coffee on, and while the table's being
cleared I'll get the dessert ready, just top the sherbet with
strawberries and surround with cookies — it's really simple.
Cooking half a turkey is easy, too. Salted, it goes cut side
down in a rack, is roasted in a moderate oven, allowing 25
min. per pound. Dressing, mounded on well-greased brown
paper, goes on the rack under the turkey when the bird is
about half done. Hope you enjoy your dinner as we will!
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complete with flatware for «'

You'll surely be getting out the best
glassware for Thanksgiving dinner — did
you ever stop to think that there's an
expert method" for everything, including care and storage of glasses? First,
hot water won't harm them. Wash in hot
water with ammonia or detergent in the
water — soap may leave streaks. Don't
PM glasses that had ice in them immed'Mely into hot water. Rinse milk glasses in cool water be ore
ashing. Don't crowd glasses in dishpan, and it's best to place
a folded cloth on the bottom of the pan-helps prevent breaka6°- To store: upright on shelf in rows front-to-back-this
t0 Prevent reaching over low pieces to get at goblets. JJont
st** unless you don't like the glasses-they'll stick, ch.p-

analyze your wardrobe; separate all articles to be stored for
a season — like summer garments, now winter's coming on —
and keep them together, suits and dresses in a bag you won't
open till spring, shoes in boxes, stacked, sweaters and blouses
and such in a drawer or an under-bed chest if you need to.
This frees space for the things you're going to be using now
and through the winter. Now classify those clothes, putting
all dresses together, all blouses together, and the same with
sweaters', hats, shoes, suits and the rest. Divide hate into
special-occasion wear and everyday. Put the best ones in a
large box, the everyday ones in drop-front box on shelf or in
one of the new hanging hat bags. Shoes go in boxes or on
racks. Knitted things should go in drawers or boxes to avoid
stretching. Special blouse hangers save space, so do multiple
slacks-hangers. When you shop for these closet accessories
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buy* most
take along a floor plan of your closet; budget totime.
needed items first, adding a piece or two at a
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BEST OF ALT
By NANCY
Heard

at 1:15

CRAIG • RADIO MIRROR FOOD COUNSELOR
P.M.

EST,

Mon.-Fri.,

on

ABC.

(Recipes

tested

by

Kitchen)

STUFFED

Apple time is here! Bright cool November
brings plenty of crisp apples. I make the
most of them in my meal planning. We get
apple hungry! We eat them out of hand — wonderful with a piece of sharp Cheddar for a
between-meal snack or for dessert. Every school
lunch box has a shining apple. And we all agree
that now's the time for delicious apple pie or
apple cake. The family asks for seconds when
we serve steaming apple dumplings. Try it! Then
give them apple fritters, crisp with batter, sweet
with custard sauce. Serve apples for breakfast —
apple pancakes, and don't forget big bursting
baked apples. With a puff of whipped cream
they'll be good for dessert. Apple names for
this month? Fall Pippin, Jonathan, Tompkins
King (excellent for making jelly), Mcintosh,
Gravenstein, Wealthy, Snow, Rome Beauty, and
Grimes Golden.

APPLE

3 cups sifted flour
3 teaspoons baking
]/2
2
V2
1

teaspoon salt
powder
tablespoons sugar
cup shortening
cup milk

DUMPLINGS
6 medium apples, pared
and cored
Yz cup brown sugar,
firmly packed
% teaspoon cinnamon
%2 cup
raisins butter or
tablespoons
margarine

Mix and sift flour, baking powder, salt and 2
tablespoons sugar. Cut in shortening very fine.
Make a well in the center, add milk and stir
quickly until a dough is formed. Press into a
ball. Roll out on a lightly floured board xk"
thick. Cut into six 6" squares. Place an apple
in the center of each square. Combine the sugar,
cinnamon, and raisins. Spoon some in the center
of each apple and dot with butter. Moisten edges
of squares with water and bring points up over
apple. Seal edges by pressing together with fingers. Place on a greased baking sheet. Bake in
a hot oven C450° F.) 10 minutes. Reduce heat to
moderate (350° F.) and continue baking 30 minutes more.

APPLE PIE
1
%
2
V2
%

the Macfadden

recipe pastry
% teasoon salt
cup sugar
6 cups apples, peeled
and sliced
tablespoons flour
teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon lemon juice
teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon lemon rind
2 tablespoons butter

APPLE FRITTERS
y> teaspoon salt
1 cup sifted flour
1 teaspoon baking
1 egg, separated
largemilk
apple
%1 cup
1 teaspoon sugar
powder
Mix and sift flour, baking powder, sugar and
salt in mixing bowl. Add egg yolk and milk.
Blend well. Beat egg white until stiff. Fold into
batter. Pare, core, cube apple and add to mixture.

Roll out half the pastry. Line the bottom of a
9" pie pan. Combine sugar, flour and spices.
Sprinkle half this mixture over pastry lined pan.
Add apples and sprinkle remainder over the
apples. Sprinkle with lemon juice and rind and
dot with butter. Roll, fit and seal top crust.
Bake in a hot oven (425° F.) 40 minutes or until
apples are tender. Makes 1 9" pie.
Apple Pie Supreme: Whip Vi cup heavy cream.
Spread over apples before placing top crust.
Proceed as directed above.

Drop from spoon into deep,hotfat(365°F.). Cook
until deep golden brown 3 to 5 minutes. Drain
on absorbent paper. Serve hot with powdered
sugar. Makes 4-6 servings.

The apple: in pies, in tarts, as dumplings and fritters, or just out of hand.
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the program where Dorothy

plays hostess as
delightfully as she does
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in her Connecticut home
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Dorothy's cheerful kitchen has shelves
to show off her china and silverware.

Dorothy made her dressing table skirt
from old embroidered organdy curtains.

TELEVISION
The Richard Doans, of Silvermine, Conn., can tell
you something amusing or sentimental about most
of the furnishings in their house, especially the four

SECTION

tuna fish or ham, or asparagus. But no matter how
many Dorothy flips over on the griddle, there is always
someone who can eat "just one more."
When Ken, who creates Joe Palooka and Asbestos
when he's not practicing cookery, was a guest on Dorothy's program she put him in the opening spot, worried while he began to mix the batter, and had to
leave him a few minutes while she interviewed her
second guest. When she got back to Ken, he was
pouring some thin, watery stuff on the griddle. She
thought, "He'll never get that off again, and what
will my viewers think!" But off came a golden-brown
pancake into which Mr. Kling had put some preserves
before folding it over. After the first bite, she could
hardly bear to leave it and go on with her show. Try
it for yourself and see what (Continued on page 94)

pieces that started them off. They'll tell you how Dick
acquired a garden tractor, just at the time he had decided atractor was beyond his budget. And how Dorothy learned one of her most useful recipes from a guest
on her CBS television show, Vanity Fair, although at
the time she was sure he was bluffing and had never
cooked before in his life.
Ever since then, guests have been practically assured of getting some version of Ken Kling's Pancakes at one of the generous meals the Doans serve. At
breakfast, the thin cakes may be eaten with syrup or
honey, or filled with preserves. For Sunday evening
supper, they may be chock-full of creamed chicken or
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The loom on the right holds the beginnings of a big hooked rug for this room.
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Painter David Robinson, Doans' friend
and neighbor, did this scene for them.
Mon.-Fri., 4:30 P.M.

EST

on

CBS-TV.

Sponsored

Tea for two in front of the fire — a lazy,
luxurious moment to talk things over.
by

Maiden-Form

Brassieres.
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Hamilton in Hollywood: Scene is Bebe Daniels' dressing room
(some years hack!) Cast includes Jean Arthur and Clara Bow.

He's been the teen-agers'
Dream Boy since silent movies.
Want his secret of charm
and success — the lasting kind?

By

LESTER

and

JULIET

LEWIS

Show's producers Lester and Juliet Lewis
with show's star, Neil, and Mrs. Hamilton.

HOLLYWOOD'S

Hamilton publicity: All Hollywood glamor boys posed
tennis racquets. But Neil really knew how to swing

with
one.

Hamilton
discusses

on TV: Polished emcee of Hollywood
newest show-business career with guest

Screen Test
Janis Paige.

v

i

HAMILTON
Neil Hamilton, who plays the director on our
Hollywood Screen Test program, is easily
the most relaxed fellow we've ever worked
with. He never gets flustered. He never frets.
He doesn't worry about tomorrow. He's sure
everything — and everybody — will turn out right.
Some of that ease must come through on the
television screen, because you never saw a man
who has so many fans who have never really
met him, yet talk to him like old cronies. A
fellow on a truck will recognize him in the
traffic, wave wildly and yell, "Hi, Neil. Saw your
show on television last night. That second scene
was great. Best you've done."
Or it can be a newsboy, or a waitress, or a
judge. The point is that they all call him by his
first name and feel free to comment on the show.
They get as relaxed as he is. The thing seems
to be contagious.
Neil, of course, has starred in several show
business careers, and we still laugh when we
think of Lester's spontaneous comment a couple
of years ago, after Neil made his first guest appearance on our show. "You have a great future
in television," Lester told him solemnly — as if
anyone needed a crystal ball to figure that out!
For Neil had been one of the handsome young

stars in motion pictures even before they learned
to talk, and his fine voice had carried him into
talking pictures and helped make him one of
the idols of the new sound films. The great
D. W. Griffith had discovered him in a stock
company, before he was hardly grown up, and
had given him a small role ifi a silent movie, "The
White Rose." A little later Neil was playing the
lead in Griffith's epic film, "America."
Meantime, his clean-cut features were seen as
the typical American male of collar and hat ads,
and magazine illustrations. His fans still send
him clippings saved from that period. Recently,
a woman forwarded an old knitting instruction
book for which Neil posed wearing mufflers and
sweaters and stocking caps. He gets a great
bang out of all these things and takes them home
to show Mrs. Hamilton and Patricia, their daughter. Pat, by the way, played in stock with Neil*
three summers ago, but is now working in a
department store with her eye on a buyer's job.
Anything she chooses is all right with her dad —
as long as she's good at it.
Neil and Pat and Eisa, who is Mrs. Hamilton,
live in a two-family house in Mamaroneck, a
suburban community near New York, the very
same town in which Neil (Continued on page 93)
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Most of Roberta Quinlan's
fan mail is from women — but
the letters invariably
read: "My husband is your
most ardent admirer.

He

insists on seeing every show!"

ESPECIALLY FOR
First Quinlan recording
was "Buffalo Billy" — a
fast sell-out. Now she
wants to do her TV theme.

There's a five-foot honey-haired blonde with wide
hazel eyes who sings a song "Especially for You"
three evenings a week over .NBC television. When
she isn't on TV you're apt to find Roberta Quinlan
looking over her apartment with an appraising eye,
deciding what to redecorate next. Not that the chic
four-roomer on Long Island isn't the envy of visitors
as it stands — it's only that Roberta is a frustrated
decorator, always planning new color schemes. Jack,
her stockbroker bridegroom of four years, has learned
now to recognize the "it's time for a change" look in
his wife's eyes. He saw it just before she asked him
to scrape down the walnut piano and finish it in
black to match the living room tables. And when
she decided the foyer bookcases should be refinished
to match the black modern desk at which she answers fan mail (heaps of it, about eighty per cent
from women who write how much their husbands
adore Roberta on TV!).
Roberta chose the white-painted wrought iron set
that gives the dinette a lighter, gayer look than the
The

Mohawk

Showroom

with

Roberta

Quinlan:

The metal furniture, Roberta decided, would add
lightness, feeling of space, to this small room.

ROBERTA
usual wood furniture. She picked the bold green
and white striped foyer paper, planned the living
room with its harmony of dark and lime greens,
with a few red accents. The bedroom is in light
greens and peach, the dressing table being a lime
green modern desk converted by Roberta. Bedspread and pillow covers are gaily flowered. The
kitchen is red and white, with philodendron growing
in two small red holders made in the shape of inverted umbrellas. Bonga, pedigreed black French
poodle, gift of a viewer, wanders in from the hall.
Telecast, the canary, another gift, chirps in a corner
of the dinette. A lion cub is to arrive shortly, from
still another viewer, unless Jack can intercept it.
Roberta plans to record her theme song, "Especially for You," as one of her Mercury recordings.
Written in the 1930's and revived by her for the
program, it has brought new success to its composer
and lyricist, Phil Brogan. In fact, he's so pleased
with what she has done for his music that he has
done some
new numbers — especially for Roberta.
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. at 7:30 P.M. EST, NBC-TV, sponsored by Mohawk Carpets.

Roberta's dining and living rooms are both done
in varying greens with accents of black and red.

The Quinlans enjoy no-show nights at home. Bonga
the poodle considers herself one of the family.

"You're
as

zoo

Hurlbut

funny,

Jim,"

Nero

quips,

mutters,

"Well,

pun's

pun!"

ZOO

PARADE
"Who «ives a noot for the viewers," sneers
Hooty. But Heinle studies up on his new act.

Iong known as a top-flight reporter skilled in getting
generals, politicians, chorus girls, con men and Mr.
Average Citizen to talk, Jim Hurlbut now turns interviewing talent to Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo, on a program called Zoo Parade, seen on the NBC-TV network
Sundays at 3:30 P.M. EST, originating from station
WNBQ.
Hurlbut's ad libs provide the show's pace. Zoo director
R. Maiiin Perkins interprets and supplies scientific data.
But the eloquent expressions and totally unrehearsed
stunts are the products of the furred, and feathered stars
of the program. Although they pay no dues to actors'
organizations they've been playing to the gallery practically all their lives, so television has no terrors for them.
It has none for Jim Hurlbut either. He's the sympathetic
emcee of WNBQ's Reported Missing program, on television, (Wednesdays, 9:45 P.M. CST) and on radio he
covers WMAQ's news every night at 11:00 CST.
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THE RADIO MIRROR AWARDS for 1950S!

1

W STARS BALLOT

Vote for your favorite TV stars — if they've entertained you, they deserve
your applause. Study the categories, choose the performer who's given
you top viewing, listening pleasure. It's your big chance to have your say !

Write in the name

of one television star opposite each of the classifications below

My Favorite Daytime
* TV STAR (man) is

^

My Favorite Daytime
TV STAR (woman) is

Mv Favorite Nighttime
TV STAR (man) is

My Favorite Nighttime
TV STAR (woman) is

My Favorite TV
COMEDIAN is

My Favorite TV
QUIZMASTER is
My Favorite TV
DRAMATIC ACTRESS

is

My Favorite TV
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

My Favorite TV
HUSBAND- WIFE

TEAM

My Favorite TV
SINGER
(woman)

is

My Favorite TV
NEWS COMMENTATOR

is

is

is

My Favorite TV Entertainer
FOR CHILDREN is

Cut out this ballot and mail to Radio Mirror, Box 1505, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N.Y. postmarked
not later than Nov. 1, 1950.

AMOS

\.

By LOUISE SUMMA
Founded on friendship and faith, no wonder

Freeman Gosden — Amos — is married to Jane Stoneham,
has three children: Virginia, Freeman Jr., and baby Craig.

Besides regular secretary's duties, Louise deals ivith
such things as sending out (sometimes strange) gifts.
80
\mos

V

Andy

are

heard

every

Sunday

night

at

7:30,

this

EST,

over

CBS

network

stations,

sponsored

by

Lever

Bros.'

Rinso.

anw
partnership flourished says the woman

who's been secretary to "The Boys" eighteen years!

— as
Boys then
The them
to work
went everybo
When
dy for
just Iabout
called
and just about everybody still does — I
decided almost immediately to reform them.
There was nothing wrong, of course, with
their radio programs; I'd been listening to
them and enjoying them for a long time.
But the office routine of Freeman Gosden
and Charles Correll left just about everything
desirable to be desired. I considered myself
a brisk and efficient secretary and I set about
making my bosses brisk and efficient, too.
Buying paper, for instance. Anyone who
uses up paper the way radio script writers
do ought to know that buying it a ream at
a time is a waste of money and effort. I
looked into the matter of volume purchasing, found I could buy the kind of paper
they used in twelve-ream lots, or hundredream lots, or even thousand-ream lots. I
promptly ordered a thousand reams. Written down on an order blank it seemed quite
reasonable — a perfect first way to demonstrate my theories of how a business should
be run.
Have you ever seen a thousand reams of
The Corrells' family ranges in age from ten to two, consists of Dorothy, Barbara, Charles, Jr., Jackie, Richard.

paper all at once? I'm inclined to think that
Amos and Andy and (Continued on page 79)
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A
What's the magic formula for

making good in the big city?

That's a

question Lawrence Welk is often
asked.

His answer will surprise you

I

rom
Lawrence learned how to play the accordion fium
his father. Now he's teaching young Lawrence.

By

HELEN

CAMBRIA

BOLSTAD
Welk sideline is. the "squeezeburger" — a super hamburger

This is a story for everybody — but with a special
aside to all talented people who live outside the
big talent centers, New York, Chicago and Hollywood. The special message is this: read this — and
take heart!
All over the country there are people rehearsing
songs, practicing their music, reading lines of a skit
or play. And they harbor in their hearts the conviction that they, too, possess the golden gift of making people laugh or cry or just enjoy themselves.
They revel in their dreams — but they wonder how to

make those dreams come true. If they lived in those
three big cities where most of the network radio
programs originate, they tell themselves, things
would be different. "But," they sigh, "here I am —
stuck in the sticks!"
Some of them write letters: "Dear Radio Mirror —
I live in a small city (or town, or village) and my
friends say that I can sing (or dance or play the
oboe) very well. Please tell me, how do I get my
Then the editors get together and ask each other,
Lawrencestart?"
Welk stars in the

62

Miller High

Life Revue, -which is broadcast on ABC

LOCAL BOY MYSELF. . ."

Young Lawrence seems to be the winner here.

Losers Shirley, Lawrence, Donna Jean and Fern take it with a smile.

"What can we tell them? Whose story shall we tell
that will prove to them that a Hollywood background,
or a Chicago one, or a New York one, isn't necessary?"
Someone poses the question: "How far from Radio
City can you get?"
After that, it's easy. Because all signs point to
Lawrence Welk. Since he's one of the travelingest
stars, many of you have danced to his band. Others
have heard his light-hearted champagne music ripple
out over ABC network, as if he'd never had a worry
in the world. When next you hear him, remember

this: he started about as far from Radio City as
you can get!
Fate endowed Lawrence Welk with a burning desire to be a musician, taunted him with a taste of
success, and smacked him down with reverses. It
has taken real ingenuity for him to achieve his own
happy ending.
You see how happy that ending is when you go to
call on him at his comfortable home in River Forest,
a suburb just west of Chicago. When Welk greets
you, you enter a house
(Continued on page 95)
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network stations Wed., 10:00 P.M. .EST. Sponsored by the Miller Brewing Company.

Very alike, these two, Portia's mind told
her. And very different, her heart said!

THE SILENT
64
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New York agent, with .a short note saying that it
wasn't "up to form." And after that, glum depression from which, try as he might, he could not pull
himself. Portia's attempts to cheer him up had
merely irritated him, making him conscious that
she understood what he was going through and

Very softly, Walter Manning came out of the
bedroom and closed the door behind him. He
stood for a moment, staring down the dark
stairway, but he did not move toward it to descend. He had no wish, any longer, to run away
from the problem that he had just left in the room
behind him. Now, he knew, it must be faced;
there could be no more running away. His study
downstairs, the typewriter at which he had so
often lately tapped in a pretense of working — they
must no longer be counted on for escape. This was
the gravest crisis of his married life, the life he had
shared with Portia; the lie he had just told her
might mean the end of that life. Now he must face
the whole thing, decide once and for all what kind
of man he was, and was going to be. The whole
thing — the thing that had started when his brother
Christopher, whom he hadn't seen for twenty years,
had rung the bell last week . . .
Oh — wait a minute, Walter told himself roughly.
Let's not begin by lying all over again. Christopher's coming made a difference — but not all the
difference. You were in trouble before that. You
were feeling yourself to be a failure before Christopher came along to measure himself against you
— his glamorous, much-traveled background, his
world-wide reputation in his field, his wonderful
clothes and the hand-made shoes that had all
Parkerstown discreetly gaping; and his warm,
brilliant personality. It had started months before—
It was so easy for a writer to see himself as a
failure. One story that didn't sell, and there you
were. Walter knew that he could write now as well
as ever — better, in fact. But there had been that
one thing that came back from Jonathan Hale, his

wanted to help. He didn't want help. He only
wanted her to go on looking up to him, treating
him as a successful, creative human being who
never needed help. Once, just a short time before,
he had been such a person. They'd even said so in
Hollywood, hadn't they? And when you were successful there, you really were way up on top. Well
— he'd been there once, hadn't he? Walter Manning, brilliant author of "Challenge." Walter
Manning at the Brown Derby with the star of his
new picture . . . and so on and so on. He'd had it
all. Portia had had it all, too — the excitement, the
money, the big-time thrill of achievement. He
wasn't just a small-town hack who couldn't sell his
stuff. He was Walter Manning, who'd done it once
— and would do it again.
It was a happy thing for the Mannings that little
Shirley came along when she did. Occupied with
the new baby, Portia had less time to hover — as he
secretly expressed it — over Walter. Even though
Miss Daisy, the housekeeper, took partial charge of
Shirley, Portia and everyone else in the house had
the infant's well-being, schedule, activities, her
new and exciting presence, constantly in mind.
Even young Dickie, who'd had a bit of a struggle
taking into his heart a baby sister instead of the
brother he'd naturally expected, now found her
irresistible. And Walter had set to work at his
typewriter with a fresh and fierce conviction that
now, surely now — for (Continued on page 96)
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Pause and Consider: according to a recent study
by the National Safety Council, it's not kitchen,
as is generally supposed, that's the scene of the
most home accidents. The bedroom is probably
because of the bedroom's easy-to-slip-on combination of bare floors and scatter rugs, to say nothing of bare feet — and those heelless, crippling contraptions women put on their feet and call, for
reasons known only to their kind, "mules".
Anyway, take care — twenty-five percent of fatal
home accidents take place in bedrooms, ten per
cent in kitchens, seven percent on inside stairways, and eighteen percent in the yard, on the
porch and outside stairways combined. Why not
make a safety check of those places right now?

NOVEMBER
. . . which
the Old ofFarmer's
Almanac
reminds
us, theis, month
Indian
Summer — in fact, they pin down the opening
date of that wonderful season as the 13th.
(They throw cold water on this pleasant prospect, however,
by warning nor
thattooit'searly
also not
too late
for hurricanes
for
killing frosts, and admonish us to get to our
potato digging and the harvesting of late
apples. Wish I had some potatoes to dig
and/or some apples to harvest, said he wistfully.) Whether or not we get an Indian Summer this year, we'll indisputably have
Thanksgiving come the 23rd.
On the subject of Thanksgiving dinners, I
belong to the stuff-till-you-burst school of
thought.
your eatingest
larks'-tongues-underglass
for None
me onof that
of holidays.
What was good enough for Grandpa is good
enough for me on Thanksgiving, and Grandpa didn't think dinner on that day was
worth the powder to blow it where it ought
to be blown unless the menu included turkey
and goose, four or five kinds of vegetables,
mince pie with hard sauce and pumpkin pie
with whipped cream — man-sized portions of
both, sending up heavenly smells. I just noticed it's an hour till dinner — excuse me
while I go see what's in the cookie jar.
INCIDENTAL INTELLIGENCE DEPT.— In
the old days of France, the people
had a way of nick-naming their kings —
sometimes with considerable lack of tact,
although the old boys doubtless brought
it on themselves. For instance Pepin, son
of Charles Martel, was called The Short.
After him came a great rash of Charleses,
Louises and Phillips, all sub-titled in one
way or another by their subjects. Take the
Charleses, for instance, you'll find Charles
the Bald, the Gross, the Fair, the Wise, the

John Gay Said It: "When we
risk no contradiction, it
prompts the tongue to deal
in fiction."

Beloved, the Victorious and the Affable —
a pretty good set of joes, these Charleses,
one would gather. Now the Louises: the
Just and the Great don't sound too bad,
but on the other hand there were the
Headstrong and the Cruel, with the Lion
and the Gross in the damned-with-faintpraise middle. As for the Phillips, we
have the Fair, the Hardy, the Fair (they
were

getting

in

a

rut)

and

the

Tall.

HERE COME THE BRIDES— Remember
how I told you, a couple oi months
back, that my wiie had been looking
up information about old-time weddings?
Here are a few more tidbits that Lois unearthed. In the late nineteenth century, the
groom, the best man, the ushers and the
"groomsmen" (who used to walk down the
aisle two-and-two with the bridesmaids)
always wore white tie and tails at society
weddings, in spite of the fact that the
most fashionable matrimonial hour was
high noon . . . The "first bridesmaid" —
she didn't emerge as maid of honor until
later — was considerably weighed down;
besides her dress and all the assorted
layers of undergarments no lady would
be caught without in those days, she
had to carry, in addition to her bouquet, a fan and a bottle of smelling
salts. Those were the days of stays, you
know. A bride naturally wanted to appear at her best, and what with the tightness of her laced-upness and the excitement, she might swoon any number
of times . . . Quote- from a newspaper
description of a wedding of the period:
"Evergreens festooned the pillars, and
chaste decorations adorned the chancel,
over which a brilliant light was shed by
a star composed of gas jets."
FUN AND GAMES— Here's a treasure hunt
that's not as strenuous as the usual kind for
those among us whose bones sometimes seem
a bit brittle, but which is fun for youngsters
as well — and educational, too, only don't tell
'em so. It can be worked to fit any group —
young or old, up-and-at-'em or don't-make-mework. It does require however that the hostess
— or in our case, the father of the kids
do a
bit of work in advance. She makes out a list of
definitions or queries, for the game is a word
treasure hunt. List can be as long or as short
as you wish, and there should be as many identical copies of the list as there are players. You
can get in special subjects, such as items like
this: List five different kinds of sparrows or
Name ten common garden flowers. Or straight
vocabulary tests, such as: List six words beginning with the letters "qu." Or synonyms:
Give two words which mean the same thing as
"jump"; or antonyms: Give two words which
mean the opposite of "run". (Suggested ammunition for the list-maker-upper: a dictionary
and a crossword puzzle book.) There should
be, of course, a prize for the one who correctly
completes his list first — what's the fun of
playing a game if there's no prize?

•// you're an animal lover — by all
means pack up and head for Clawson
City, Michigan. In contrast to the usual
laws which forbid something, Clawson
City has an ordinance which encourages its residents — encourages them, in
this case to sleep in the same habitation with their pigs, cows, chickens and
goats,

if they feel so inclined.

IT HAPPENED ON HOUSE PARTY—
Linkletter (to little girl): What do you like to do best?
Girl: I like What
to tell else?
tales.'
Linkletter:
Girl: I want a pet skunk. And I'm saving money, I've
got $17.32.
Linkletter: Are you saving for anyone you know?
Girl:

No — I'm going to buy a skunk, not a person!

AUNT

JENNY.

BRIGHTER

DAY.
Liz Dennis makes a great decision when
she refuses to marry Hollywood executive
Nathan Eldredge. It is a hard decision
for Liz is very much in love with Nathan,

Have you ever wanted a look-in at the lives
of others? Aunt Jenny can give that to you.
From the vantage point of her home in the
pleasant town of Littleton, she watches the
dramas that are acted out all around her.

Aunt Jenny
beard on
CBS 12:15 P.M. KST

Monday through Friday, she tells these
stories for her listeners — stories taken from
every age group and every walk of life, to
provide a cross-section of the problems of
modern living. Adolescent troubles; romantic entanglements, business failures and
successes, marriage problems, the triumphs
and defeats of old age — all these and many
other tales of emotion and suspense have
their place on the stage of the little kitchen
of Aunt

BACKSTAGE

Larry Noble
heard on
NBC 4 P.M. EST

but she feels her background as the daughter of a small-town minister is very bad
preparation for Hollywood life. She writes
Nathan her final answer, but Nath.an, knowing what he will lose if he loses Liz, comes
in person to Three Rivers to try to get her

Bobby

CBS

heard on
2:45 P.M.

Jenny's house.

WIFE.

DAVID

HARUM.

Clever Claudia Vincent, having convinced
famous stage star Larry Noble that she is
good acting material, talks herself into a
part in his new play and manages to spend
so much time with him that his wife Mary
is seriously disturbed. Maude Marlowe, an

When
young,

old friend of the Nobles', introduces the
ambitious Claudia to dashing young Oliver

proves of Herbert Elkins, Denny's brother,
to whom Lucy was engaged, and is dismayed when Lucy breaks this engagement
and plans to marry Denny. Knowing that
Denny must be discredited if Lucy is to be
saved, David obtains proof that Denny is

Wilson, a fortune-hunting Englishman, and
succeeds in making each of them believe
that the other is wealthy and prominent.
Maude expects only to distract Claudia
from her artful pursuit of Larry, and does
not dream that her little plan will very likely
result in the sudden elopement of Claudia
and
Oliver.

BIG SISTER.

NBC

David Harum
heard on
11:45 P.M. EST

Dr.

John Wayne
heard on
I P.M. K.ST

real nature, will Ruth be able to foil Parker's

getting large sums of money from a mysterious source. When he is able to present
Lucy with the complete story, will he succeed in stopping
her marriage
to Denny?

FRONT

Hope are already on the verge of disaster,
but so skillfully has Parker managed his
intriguing that Ruth cannot prove her suspicions to anyone. She does manage, however, to catch Parker without his usual suave
surface manner, and causes him to lose his
temper so violently as to provide her with
a guide to her future actions with regard
to him. Armed with this knowledge of his

David's friend Ed Brice married
attractive Ina, he ran into trouble

with Lucy, the daughter of his first marriage. Resentment of Ina prompts Lucy to
some rash actions, among them an interest
in worthless young Denny Elkins. David ap-

PAGE

Ruth Wayne watches anxiously as wealthy
old Parker gains increasing power over her
friends and family — power which she suspects he will use to ruin as many people
as he can. Her brother Neddie and his wife

CBS

to reconsider. Nathan's coming — and going
— perpetuate a tragedy which wipes out the
sensible planning which Liz has done, and
which will have such far-reaching effects
on her future that she cannot possibly foresee them.

EST

FARRELL.
"The Garden of Eden Murder Case" is the
exotic name that David Farrell, star reporter for the New York Daily Eagle.
has given to one of his recent assignments.
David's introduction to the case comes
when he is assigned to interview a retired

David Farrell
heard on
NBC 5:45 P.M. EST

inventor, the famous Alexander -Eden, who
spends all his time cultivating a fabulous
garden. Some time afterward Eden is found
dead in the garden, ostensibly of snakebite,
but search of the garden uncovers no snake.
However, David does find an interesting clue
which leads to four suspects, and enables
him and his wife Sally finally to break the
case Eagle.
and get the entire story exclusively for
the

plans?
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DAYTIME

DIARY—

LIFE CAN

BE BEAUTIFUL.
On their recent trip to Texas, Chichi and
Papa David met the handsome rancher Cai
Duncan, and were delighted to see him
again when he came East. It turned out
that Cal was not pursuing Chichi so much
as a singing career, something he wants

Here's your Radio Mirror guide

with all his heart. Cat's break into the big
time is not entirely successful, and he takes

to daytime drama — information on
plot, characters, time and station

NBC

the incident so deeply to heart as to disappear. Before he is found again, Chichi
goes through some serious heart-searching
and Papa David, always sharp-eyed where
Chichi is concerned as he is over most people whom he loves, really believes that Cal
Duncan may become a very important per-

Toby Nelson
heard on
3 P.M. EST

son in Chichi's life.

GUIDING

LIGHT.

LORENZO

JONES.
Fifi, the beautician

Once again little Chuckie is the pawn in a
desperate game between his mother, Meta,
and his father, wealthy advertising executive
Ted White, as their difference over Chuckle's
education breaks out into open conflict. Because he controls Bill Bauer's job, he is able
to suggest to Bertha, Bill's wife, that she
support certain statements about Meta
which he plans to make. Suddenly, however,

Ray Brandon
heard on
CBS
1:45 P.M. EST

HILLTOP

all Meta's fears that Chuckie will be harmed
by the rugged regime his father has dictated for him are justified. The child is
severely injured during a boxing lesson. As
he lies near death in Selby Flats Hospital,
Meta wonders if there is any way out for
herself and her child.

HOUSE.

Sandy Matson
heard on
NBC 4:30 P.M. EST

and Julie Paterno, Hilltop's supervisor, is
especially delighted when plans for Pixie's
adoption are actually put into motion.
Adoption plans take some time, however,
and before they are put through, Pixie makes
the shocking discovery that her real father
died in jail. Pixie, an extremely sensitive

Shuffle Shober is about to begin to fight.
Horrified as he sees his old friend, Ma
Perkins, increasingly at the mercy of her
cousins, the Hammachers, Shuffle begins to
gather proof to show Ma of the dishonesty
of the cousins. Since they've been in town
they have managed to drive Shuffle out of
it, alienate Ma from most of her family and

CBS

Evey
heard Fitz
on
1:15 P.M.

EST

NONA

FROM

Lewis's son, Ronald, was responsible for his
mother's death. In his frenzy over being discovered, Ronald shoots and seriously wounds

Dutell, Pat's old friend, has asked Nona to
marry him, and Nona has accepted. Every
promise of happiness appears in store for
Nona when J.M.L., head of Palladium, gives

Medical advice
for surgeon Dr.

"Nathan Drew, the only man who can save
Nancy's life, but when Bill discovers Drew
at his summer camp the doctor has a
sprained ankle and cannot be moved. He
urges Bill to allow his son, Leonard, to perform the operation. Is Bill right in thinking
that the emotionally upset condition of Dr.
Leonard Drew might cause him to perform
an unsuccessful operation?

NOWHERE.
Nona Brady, adopted daughter of Pat
Brady, is now well on her way to screen
stardom, with a glamorous career planned
for her at Palladium Films. Producer Vernon

Bill Davidson brings his investigation of the
Lewis case to a close by revealing that Mrs.

Bill's daughter, Nancy.
sends Bill on a search

have now started to work on Fay, Ma's
widowed daughter . . . the one with the
money. Sylvester Hammacher asks Fay to
marry him, and when she doubtfully consults
Shuffle he decides the time has come to
bring the cousins out into the open. Can
he convince Ma of what he knows — that the
cousins are no good?

for the girl

BILL.

Bill Davidson
heard on
5:30 P.M. EST

body else in Paris working on a youth machine. So naturally Lorenzo throws himself
into the youth machine project in an effort

MA PERKINS

the bright future she envisioned
may not really materialize.

NBC

a

to complete the first machine and be recognized as the original inventor. Is this the
wise choice for him to make at this point?
Has
his wife
Belle real cause
for alarm?

adolescent, reacts violently to the revelation and Julie sees with some concern that

JUST PLAIN

Paris, has done

about to agree to Jim Barker's request,
Uncle Pierre writes Fifi that there is some-

It isn't often that one of the older children
of the orphanage known as Hilltop House
gets a chance at adoption. Most people
want babies but fourteen-year-old Pixie has
appealed strongly to one childless couple

Grace Dolben
heard on
CBS 3:15 P.M. EST

from

lot to complicate Lorenzo's life of late. He
is working on an invention financed by her
uncle Pierre — a youth machine — when his
boss, Jim Barker, tries to talk him into perfecting ahalf-finished previous invention, a
self-winding carjack. Just as Lorenzo is

a party at which Vernon

Vernon Dutell
heard on
CBS 3 P.M. EST

once

again meets

J.M.L.'s daughter, Kay. Nona discovers that
Kay and Vernon were at one time very close,
and it is evident that Vernon is much disturbed by the meeting. Has Kay made
him re-examine his love for Nona? Is his
feeling for Kay
thing more?

just friendship — or

some-
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Life at Black Swan Hall, the Virginia estate
of Sunday Brinthrope and her husband, Lord
Henry Brinthrope, is about to resume an
even keel after the recent trouble involving
Kevin Bromfield when, unexpectedly, Lord
Henry is called to England. His uncle, Lord
Percy, requests his presence under circumstances so strange that despite their reluctance to leave Virginia and their home,
neither Sunday nor Lord Henry questions
the necessity for going at once to Lord
Percy. They are both terribly upset and
speedily make plans for departure. Together,
they board a transatlantic plane, not knowing what they will find when they arrive in
England, or howthey will be called on to help.

LordHenryBrinthrope
heard on
CBS 12:45 P.M. EST

PEPPER

YOUNGS

Mother Young
heard on
NBC 3:30 P.M. EST

PERRY

heard on
2:15 P.M.

PORTIA

FAMILY.

FACES

NBC

EST

Carolyn
heardKramer
on
NBC 3:45 P.M. EST

ROAD

court's decision to award custody of her
son, Skippy, to her divorced husband, Dwight
Kramer. When Dwight plans to move to
Chicago, taking Skippy with him, Carolyn
becomes hysterical in the face of the realization that this will make it almost impossible for her to see Skippy. She takes the child
with her for a day's outing and on impulse
drives over the state line, knowing that
somehow she must prevent Dwight from taking Skippy out of her life. But so far there
is no practical way for Carolyn to do this.
Will she ever regain custody of her son?

OF LIFE.
Although Beth Lambert has been the cause
of
much
in Dr. impelled
Jim Brent's
recent
past,
he suffering
finds himself
to try
to
help her while she is on trial with the rest
of the Rockwell gang for treason. Jim is
particularly upset when Rockwell manages
very cleverly to put the chief portion of the
blame on Beth — an accusation which Jim
knows is unfounded, although he knows bet-

to South America as to when they'll be coming back. But Edie has found that her troubles were not ended merely because she
found Andy. The harrowing months during
which Andy was lost have left their mark
on his whole personality. He has changed
almost beyond recognition, perhaps beyond
any help that Edie might be able to give
him.

Beth Lambert
heard on
3:15 P.M. EST

NBC

ROMANCE

A photograph which comes into Perry's possession provides him with the single clue
that may turn out to be the most important
— a picture that proves the link between
socialite Allyn Whitlock and the crime ring.

LIFE.
How

Portia
heard on
5:15 P.M.

Carolyn Kramer seems unable to extricate
herself from the increasingly tragic set of
circumstances which have followed on the

Pepper and his family are overjoyed that

In spite of many red herrings drawn across
the trail and many narrow escapes from
death, Perry Mason, working with the metropolitan police, is drawing constantly closer
to the mysterious man who controls almost
all the criminal operations in the city. Intensive investigation of the drug racket has
turned up many clues for both Perry and
the police. With the help of his secretary,
Delia Street, Perry begins to narrow down
the possible roads to the man he is after.
EST

TO HAPPINESS.

Edie Hoyt's trip to South America was not
a wild goose chase after all; she has really
found her husband Andy who disappeared
some time ago after a plane crash. Impatiently the Youngs await word from Edie
and pilot Jerry Feldman who flew her down

MASON.

Delia Street

CBS

RIGHT

GAL SUNDAY

ter than anyone else the degree of Beth's
complicity in Rockwell's plot. Meanwhile,
Jocelyn McLeod, the sick girl in whom Jim
has recently become interested, faces possibly tragic news of her physical condition.
Will Jim, who has aided many other people,
be able to help Jocelyn?

OF HELEN TRENT.
Once again Cynthia Swanson manages to
prevent Helen and Gil Whitney from coming to an understanding with one another.
Although
Gil apparently
went savings
out of Helen's
life, she used
some of her
to buy
his beautiful Bel-Air home, where she once
expected to live as his wife. Learning of

Helen Trent
heard on
CBS 12:30 P.M. EST

this,
from the
South"
to
accuseGilherreturns
of wanting
to sell
the ready
house at
a profit, but when he makes an offer for
the house through an agent and Helen refuses it he realizes that he has misjudged
her, and that she bought the house out of
a sincere attachment to him. He tries to
reach her, but again Cynthia Swanson successfully interferes.

ROSEMARY.
much of a turning point will Walter

Manning's disappearance mark in the life
of his wife, Portia? Still stunned by news
of Walter's death in an accident, Portia
tries to obtain more information but the
only survivor of the accident is suffering
too severely from shock and amnesia to be
able to help. In her bereavement, Portia
turns for comfort to Walter's brother Christopher, who has been trying for some time
to suppress his own feeling for her. Now
that Walter is gone, will Portia turn to
Christopher for more than comfort? Or will
she turn instead to reviving f.er own legal
career, which many peopiehave urged her
to do?

What Rosemary tried desperately to avoid
has come to pass. Her family now knows
that she and Bill are on the verge of dissolving their marriage. Unable to strugoH
alone with her problem any longer, Rosemary phoned her stepfetfier, Dr. Jim, from

Rosemary
heard on
CBS 11:45 A.M. EST

New York and fr&id him of Bill's strange actions, which culminated in his walking out
of their apartment. Dr. Jim went to Rosemary's aid, promising that he would keep
the
disturbing
Rosemary's
mother,
but Mrs. situation
Cotter hasfrom
too keen
an ear
for the voices of those she loves. During
a talk with Dr. Jim she forces him to confess
that all is not well with Rosemary. The question is . . . how bad is it?

DAYTIME
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WENDY

MRS. BURTON

WARREN.
Wendy

Even a well-brought-up boy can be brought
to the edge of delinquency, the Burtons
learn, when their teen-age son Brad becomes
involved in a kind of trouble they certainly
never expected would touch him. Suffering
from a confused feeling of neglect because
both Terry and Stan were concentrating on

be equally successful as a woman. Almost
engaged to her managing editor, Don
Smith, Wendy encourages his friendship with
wealthy Mrs. Clement, whose interest in
Don appears at first to be purely professional and financial. It is she who makes it

the baby, Wendy, during the latter's recent
illness, Brad fell in with a group of boys
whose true activities he did not understand

Stan Burton
heard on
CBS 2 P.M. EST

until it was almost too late. However, realizing that it is up to him to prevent a
crime, Brad does some quick thinking, and
finds that in a crisis his own good sense and
fine upbringing help him turn in the right
direction.

Warren, successful newspaperwoman, wonders of late whether she will

possible for Don to take over the paper.
As Don and Kay Clement see more and

Don Smith

more

heard on
CBS 12 Noon EST

of one another, Wendy cannot continue to convince herself that their meetings are made necessary by business affairs.

Is Kay Clement pursuing Don — or would it
be true to say that he is quite willing to be
pursued?

STELLA

WHEN

DALLAS

A GIRL MARRIES.
One of the most difficult trials of their
married life confronts Joan and Harry
Davis when Joan returns from the hospital

For a long time, Phil Baxter, Stella's dear
friend, has also been her devoted suitor.
Now she has finally consented to marry

a

hopeless cripple. Patiently and cheerfully they begin to reconstruct their lives
to adjust to this new trouble, still feeling

him, and they become engaged. Stella's
daughter Laurel is not too happy over the
engagement, but her reaction is mild compared to that of her mother-in-law, aristocratic Mrs. Grosvenor, for Mrs. Grosvenor
herself has become much interested in Phil.

Stella Dallas
heard on
NBC 4:15 P.M. EST

THIS IS NORA

Shortly after the news is made known, Stella
begins receiving threatening notes from an
extremely mysterious source. Can there be
any

connection between these curious messages and the fact that Mrs. Grosvenor herself is really very much attracted to Phil
Baxter?

that having each other and their two children gives them much to be thankful for.
Mother Davis, Harry's mother, understands
and sympathizes with this point of view,

Joan Davis
heard on
NBC 5 P.M. EST

YOUNG

DRAKE.

DOCTOR

Any possibility of marriage for nurse Nora
Drake and lawyer Charles Dobbs now seems
definitely over. Disappointed and confused

Malone's separation from her husband, Dr. Jerry Malone, is about to end in
divorce. Anne has at last allowed herself

One

Nora Drake
heard on
CBS 2:30 P.M. EST

WE

LOVE

AND

LEARN

Dr. Jerry Malone
heard on
1:30 P.M. EST

CBS

YOUNG

WIDDER

BROWN.
Although Ellen Brown's plans to marry Dr.
Anthony Loring were not immediate, there
existed a binding attachment which neither
of them had cause to question. Now, however, Anthony finds himself irresistibly attracted to Dr. Alison Shaw, who recently

trouble for the young couple. Jim's inability
to make a success of any job he gets, the
susceptibility to his mother and the strange
disappearance of the valuable jewelry he
gave Thelma sometime ago, all add up to a
disturbing picture for Thelma, who is expecting ababy. What further complications
will result between Thelma and Jane Doe,
the would-be actress to whom Mickey Smith
has been so kind? Is Thelma right in distrusting Jane in spite of the fact that
Madame Sophie herself is sponsoring the

to hope that she can find happiness with
Sam Williams, whose love for her has
deepened and strengthened ever since they
first met. Believing that Jerry will welcome
release from their marriage in order to go
ahead with his own plans, in which wealthy
Lucia Standish is an important factor, Anne
is stunnned to learn that Jerry cannot be
reached at the Institute in New York. She
does not know that he has learned some
truths about Lucia which upset the whole
structure of his life. But she cannot go ahead
with her plans until Jerry reappears.

In spite of Madame Sophie's efforts to
straighten out the marriage of Thelma and
Jim Carlton, it looks as though there will be

Madame Sophie
heard on
NBC 1:45 P.M. EST

MALONE.
Anne

by Dobbs's peculiar actions of late, Nora
discusses them with psychiatrist Dr. Seargent, only to make a startling discovery.
of Charles Dobbs' persistent accusations was that Seargent was actually in love
with Nora. This appears to her to be a
sheer invention until, during her long talk
with Dr. Seargent, she realizes that it is
probably true. But even if there should be
an attraction between Nora and the psychiatrist, itseems quite evident that Seargent is
not at liberty to act as he chooses in this
particular situation.

but Joan's mother is a different sort of person. She had never wanted Joan to marry
Harry and her hysterical accusations against
him and her efforts to get Joan to leave
home create a situation which rapidly becomes unendurable.

Ellen Brown
heard on
NBC 4:45 P.M. EST

performed an operation which saved Ellen's
life. Alison, more than returning Anthony's
interest, takes every adventage of the rift
between him and Ellen. Suddenly Ellen
learns that her husband, William Brown,
who was supposed to have died years ago,
is alive, living in Chicago. Through a mysterious visitor, Ellen learns that William
a divorce, and sets out for Chicago

wants

to see him.

girl?
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INSIDE RADIO

DAWN

MBS

NBC

CBS

8:30
8:45

String Quartet

Local Programs

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

World News
Wormwood Forest
Bach Aria Group
Hudson Coal Miners

Dixie Quartet
Christian Science

ABC
Let There Be Music

Elder Michaux

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

National Radio
Pulpit
Art of Living
Morning Serenade

11:00
11:15

Faultless Starch Time Back to God
UN is My Beat

11:30
11:45

News Highlights
Soiitair Time

Sunday Morning
Concert Hall
Voice of Prophecy

Radio Bible Class
Voice of Prophecy

Reviewing Stand

AFTERNOON

Message of Israel

The Garden Gate
Carolina Calling
News
E. Power Biggs
MBS
Trinity Choir of
St. Paul's Chapel

A.M.

Church of the Air

8:30
8:45

Negro College Choir
Foreign Reporter
Frank and Ernest

News Makers
News,
SmithHoward K.

Hour of Faith

Salt Lake Tabernacle

PROGRAMS

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

American Forum
of the Air
Eternal Light

Kiwanis
Groups Choral
Chamber Music

Piano Playhouse

Elmo Roper
Charles Collingwood

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

America United

William Hillman
Organ Moods
Lutheran Hour

Sammy Kaye

Charles Collingwood
Elmo Roper

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

The Catholic Honr

Top Tunes With
Trendler
Bill Cunningham
Washington Reports

This Week Around
The World
Mr.Drama
President

3:00
3:15
3:33
3:45

The Truitts

Bobby Benson

Music With the

The Quiz Kids

Juvenile Jury

TheGirls
Lutheran Hour

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Falcon

Hashknife Hartley

High Adventure

Martin Kane
Private Eye

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Big Guy

Invitation to Learning

Choraliers
Treasury Bandstand
Newmonic
YorkSymphony
Philhar-

Old Fashioned
Revival Hour
Symphonette

Charlie Wild, Private True Detective
Mysteries
Eye

11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Milton Cross Album

Lbs Brown

The Greatest Story
I Ever Told

I

World News

PROGRAMS

Phil Harris-Alice
Faye Show

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Adventures of Sam
Spade
Theater Guild on
the Air

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Drew Pearson
Don Gardner
Speaking of Songs

Roy Rogers
Nick Carter

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Affairs of Peter
Salem
Under Arrest

Voices That Live

Singing Marshall

Stop the Music

Amazing Mr. Malone

Gabriel Heatter
George F. Eliot

This Is Europe
10:00 Vri Question
10:15
10:30 (Meet Me in St. Louis Dance Bands

BOB

Clevelandaires

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee Jamboree

Breakfast Club

This is New York

Welcome Travelers

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

My True Story
10:25 Edwin C. Hill
Betty Crocker
azine ofthe MagAir
Victor H. Lindlahr

Double or Nothing

Behind the Story
Heatter 's Mailbag
Bob Poole
Doughboys

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

Modern Romances
Quick As a Flash

Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Rosemary
Grand Slam

PROGRAMS

Dave Garroway

1:30
1:45

George
We LoveHicks
and Learn

2:00
2:00
2:15

Double or Nothing

Bands for Bonds

Harold Turner

Welcome to
Ladies Fair
Variety Show*
Queen For A Day

Live Like A
Millionaire

3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Read of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

Our Miss Brooks

Young Widder Brown

TheShow
Jack Benny

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Front Page Farrell

Charlie McCarthy

Baukhage .
Nancy Craig

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding

4:45

Amos V Andy

Luncheon Club
Johnny Olsen's
12:25 News
Local Program

Lanny Ross

2:30
2:45
3:00

Rate Your Mate

Aunt
WendyJenny
Warren

Kate Smith Speaks

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

1:00
1:15

4:00

Walter Winchell
Louella Parsons
Crossroads With
Ted Malone

Hollywood
John B. Kennedy
Peace of Mind
Chance of a Lifetime
Casey Cobb
Hannibal
Talk Back

Local Programs

Surprise Package

Chuckle Wagon

Conversation with
Ted Malone

Mark Trail
Challenge of Yukon

EVENING

Our
Sunday
HelenGalTrent

Ma Perkins
Big Sister
-*
Young
Or. Malone
The Guiding
Light

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This Is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day
Nona From Nowhere
Houseis Party
This
Nora Drake
3:55 Cedric Adams
Strike It Rich
Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

Jimmy Wakelv Show Galen Drake
Hits and Misses
Space Patrol
5:55 Falstaff's Fables

PROGRAMS

Ginny Simms
Love Letters
Jackie Robinson

6:15
6:00

Local Programs

Local Programs

6:30
6:45

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas

Contented Hour

7:00
7:30
7:15

One Man's Family
News of the World

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
The Lone Ranger

Beulah
Club
Jack 15
Smith Show

One Nation Indivisible

7:45
8:15
8:00

H.
V. Kaltenborn
Irving
Field's Trio

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

The Railroad Hour

Bobby Benson

Inner Sanctum

8:45
8:30

Voice of Firestone

Crime Fighters
8:55 Bill Henry

HenryHasel
Taylor
Joe

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Telephone Hour

Murder By Experts
Roundup
Korean War

Treasury Show
Rex Maupin

Frank Edwards
1 Love Bands
A Mystery
Dance

United or Not
John B. Kennedy

Corliss Archer
Horace Heidt

I EMOND_Texas.born

an.
nouncer of CBS' Our Miss Brooks has
done everything from sweeping the
studio to emceeing Hollywood shows
in fourteen years in radio and TV.
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Margaret Arlen

Red Skelton

Enchanted Hour
Opera Concert

American Album

Local Programs

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

Red Foley

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

4:15
4:30
The Dream Show

Do You Remember

National Vespers

The Shadow

EVENING

9:00
9:30
9:15

CBS

ABC

NBC

10:45

Music of the Day

Chicago Roundtable

her first

screen appearance when a mere two
weeks old. Her first speaking role
was at the age of two years and she has
made several movies since. This summer the fifteen-year-old girl was heard
as Maggie on The Trouble with the
Truitts and she is well-known for her
Man's Family.
portrayal of Margaret on NBC's One

All Times Below are Eastern Standard Time
For Correct Central Standard Time Subtract One Hour

M.M.

BENDER^made

Band of America

10:00
10:15

Night Beat

10:30
10:45

Top Secret

Edward Murrow

* Heard in southern * west-central states

Hollywood Star
Playhouse
Talent
Scouts
Radio Theater

My Friend Irma
Bob Hawk

_

A.M.
NBC

KARL

SWENSON,_Lord
Henry on
Our Gal Sunday and hero of Lorenzo
Jones was expelled from college because he studied too hard — at acting!
Born in Brooklyn, he was Sunday
School elocutionist and choir boy of
the Calvary Episcopal Church, A master of dialects, Swenson also speaks
Swedish, German and French.

8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

MBS

Do You Remember
Red Foley
Clevelandaires

A.M.

MBS

NBC

ABC

Do You Remember

Local Programs

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

Margaret Arlen

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Red Foley

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee Jamboree

Breakfast Club

This Is New York

10:00
10:15
10:30

Clevelandaires

Barnyard Follies
Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

My True Story
10:25 Edwin C. Hill
Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air
Victor H. Lindlahr

Behind the Story
Heatter's Maiibag
Bob Poole

Modern Romances

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

Quick As A Flash

Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:15
1:00
1:30
1:45

Grand
Slam
Rosemary

Double or Nothing

12:30
12:45

Luncheon
Club
Johnny
Olsen's

Bands for Bonds

12:25 News
Local Program

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner

Baukhage
Nancy Craig

WendyJenny
Warren
Aunt
Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

Dave Garroway
George Hicks
We Love and Learn

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Double or Nothing

Variety
Show*
Ladies Fair

Live Like A
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Backstage Wife
Local Programs
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones
Chuckle Wagon
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Front Page Farrell

Straight Arrow

Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake

Sky King
5:55 Curley Bradley

Superman
5:55 Falstaff's Fables

EVENING

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

Welcome to
Hollywood
John B. Kennedy
Peace of Mind

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This Is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Chance of a Lifetime

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
House Party

Hannibal Cobb
Talk Back

Casey
Conversation
with

This Is New York

Cecil Brown

My True Story
10:25 Edwin C. Hill

Say It With Music

Betty Crocker
azine of the MagAir
Victor H. Lindlahr

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole
Doughboys

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

News

Quick As A Flash

Luncheon Club
Johnny Olsen's
12:25 News
Local Program
Baukhage

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner

Dave Garroway

Rosemary
Grand
Slam

PROGRAMS

Bands for Bonds

George Hicks
We Love and Learn

Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

Modern Romances

Kate Smith Speaks

Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

2:15
2:00

Double or Nothing

2:45
2:30

Live Like a
Millionaire

3:15
3:30
3:45

PROGRAMS

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowner

Breakfast Club

Wendy Warren
HelenGalTrent
Our
Sunday

Nancy Craig

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Welcome to
Hollywood
John
B. Kennedy

Second Mrs. Burton

2:00

4:15
4:00
4:30
12:00
12:15

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

AFTERNOON

3:00

AFTERNOON

CBS
Margaret Arlen

Barnyard Follies

Welcome Travelers

CBS

8:30
8:45

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

Officethe Doctor's
Inside

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

ABC

Local Programs

3:55 Cedric Adams
Strike It Rich
Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

Hits and Misses

4:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

When A Girl Marries
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Front Page Farrell

7:15
7:00
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

10:30

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Nona From Nowhere
House Party
Hilltop
House
3:55 Cedric Adams

Local Programs

Surprise Package

Strike It Rich

Chuckle Wagon

Conversation with

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the

Ted Malone

News

Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake

Mark Trail
Challenge of Yukon

Black Hawk

Hits and Misses

5:55 Falstaff's Fables

PROGRAMS

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
DwightMassey
Cooke Time
Curt
Lowell Thomas

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

One Man's Family
News of the World
H.
V. Kaltenborn
Irving
Field's Trio
Halls of Ivy

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer
Davis
Lone Ranger
Dr. 1. Q.

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward Murrow
Mr. Chameleon

The Hidden Truth

Great Gildersleeve

International Airport
8:55 Bill Henry

Cliche Club

Groucho Marx

2000 Plus

Mr. District Attorney

Family Theater

Detour
Chandu the

The Big Story

Frank Edwards
1 Love A Mystery
Dance Bands

Richard Diamond

Perry isMason
This
Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Hannibal Cobb
Talk Back
Casey

EVENING
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Peace of Mind
Chance of a Lifetime

Young Widder Brown
5:00
5:15
5:45
5:30

10:00
10:15

PROGRAMS

Ladies Fair
Variety Show*
Queen For A Day

Magician
Champagne Music
John B. Kennedy

Dr. Christian

It Pays to be Ignorant
Bing Crosby

Dixieland Jazz
Concert

* Heard in southern & west-central states
6.00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

One Man's Family
News of the World

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Jack Armstrong

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward Murrow

8:00
8:15
8:30
1:45

Cavalcade of America Count of Monte
Cristo
Official Detective
Baby Snooks
8:55 Bill Henry

Paul Whiteman
Presents
Gentlemen of the
Press

Mystery Theatre
Mr. & Mrs. North

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Bob Hope

10:00
10:15
10:30

Irving
Field's Trio
H.
V. Kaltenborn

Fibber McGee
& Molly
Big Town

John Steele Adventure
Mysterious Traveler

America's Town
Meeting of the Air
Erwin D. Canham
Fine Arts Quartet

Time For Defense
Frank Edwards
1 Love A Mystery
John B. Kennedy
Dance Bands
• Heard in southern & west-central states

Life With Luigi
Truth or Consequences
Dance Band

RONALD

COLMAN

_this

English

born actor (Halls of Iyy, NBC, Wed.,
8 P.M. EST) and motion picture star
landed in New York in 1920 with fiftyseven dollars and three clean collars
and within a few years was a movie
idol. Prior to "Ivy" his radio experience was limited to highly successful
guest appearances with Jack Benny.
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8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

ABC

MBS

NBC

A.M.

Do Vou Remember

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan
Breakfast Club

Local Programs

Red Foley

Robert Hurleigh

Clevelandaires

Tennessee Jamboree

Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

Mv True Storv
10:25 Edwin C. Hill
Betty Crocxer Magazine of the Air
Victor H. Lindlahr

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Modern Romances

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

AFTERNOON

Quick As A Flash

CBS

GERALD MOHR— better-known as
Detective Philip Marlowe is also famous as the French teacher on Our
Miss Brooks and the French salesman
on the Beulah show. In addition Mohr

Margaret Arlen

This Is New York

has played a variety of other nationalities in radio. The thirty-four-yearold actor has also appeared in movies

Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

including "It Had to Be You."

Grand
Slam
Rosemary

PROGRAMS

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

News
The Note Noodlers
Hometowners

Dave Garroway
George Hicks
We Love and Learn

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Bands for Bonds
Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner

Luncheon
Club
Johnny
Olsen's
12:25 News
Local Program
Baukhage
Nancy Craig

WendyJenny
Warren
Aunt
Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday
Big
Ma Sister
Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

Live Like a
Millionaire

Variety
Show*
Ladies Fair
Queen For a Day

Welcome to
Hollywood
John B. Kennedy
Peace of Mind

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Chance of a Lifetime Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop Party
House
House
Hannibal Cobb
Talk Back
3:55 Cedric Adams

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Chuckle Wagon
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package
Casey
Conversation with

When A Girl Marries Straight Arrow
Portia Faces Life
Sky King
Just Plain Bill
5:55 Curley Bradley
Front Page Farrell

EVENING
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake
Hits and Misses
Superman
5:55 Falstaff's Fables

Local Programs

One
News Man's
of the Family
World

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Jack Armstrong

Screen Guild Players FBIWarin Peace and

Irving
Field's Trio
H.
V. Kaltenborn

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Aldrich Family

California Caravan

Father Knows Best

Rod and Gun Club
8:55 Bill Henry

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Dragnet

Limerick Show

Duffy's Tavern

Reporters' Roundup

Sara's Private Capers Frank Edwards
1 Love A Mystery
Dance Bands
Presenting Charles
Boyer

Jackson & the News
DwightMassey
Cooke
Curt
Lowell Thomas
Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15
Edward Murrow

Mr. Keen

TedAmateur
Mack's Hour
Original

Author Meets the
Critics
John B. Kennedy

12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

2:00
2:00
2:30
2:15
2:45
3:00
3:30
3:15
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Suspense
j
Crime Photographer

5:00

James Hilton
Playhouse
Hollywood Theatre

5:45

Robert Montgomery

R
M
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ELSTNER— was born in Louisiana, went to school in Chicago, West
Virginia and Arkansas. An outstanding high school athlete, she also was
active in dramatics . . . played parts
from Hamlet to old character women,
and made costumes. First major theater assignment was in "Liliom." She
entered radio in 1923 and is heard in
the title role of Stella Dallas.

Margaret CBS
Arlen

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Breakfast Club

This is New York

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time

My True Story
10:25 Edwin C. Hill
Betty Crocker
azine of the MagAir
John B. Kennedy

Local Programs

Red Foley
Clevelandaires
Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

Say It With Music
Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Doughboys
Boo Poole

Terkel Time
Jack Berch
David Harum

5:30
5:15

Modern Romances
Quick As A Flash

Grand
Slam
Rosemary

PROGRAMS
Aunt Jenny
Wendy Warren

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Bands for Bonds

Johnny
Olsen's
12:25 News
Baukhage

Helen Trent

Dave Garroway

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner

Nancy Craig

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Welcome to
Hollvwond
John
B. Kennedy

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Georqe hicks
We Love and Learn

Double or Nothing
Live Like a
Millionaire

Ladies Fair
Variety*
Queen For A Day

Luncheon Club

Peace of Mind

Life Can Be Beautiful Bob Poole
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Chance of a Lifetime
Hannibal Cobb
Talk
Back
Casey

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Chuckle Wagon
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown

Surprise Package
Conversation with

PROGRAMS

Local Programs

Local Programs

7:30
7:15
7:00

One Man's Family
News of the World
The Playhouse
H. V. Kaltenborn

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Football Preview
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Lone Ranger

Cloak and Dagger

Louis Prima

The Fat Man

We The People

DanceBillOrchestra
8:55
Henry

This Is Your FBI

9:00
9:30
8:45
9:15

Jimmy Durante

Army Air Force Show Ozzie and Harriet
The Sheriff

9:45

Bill Stern

Jackson & the News
Curt
DwightMassey
Cooke
Lowell Thomas

8:15
8:30

10:30

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

Space Patrol
5:55 Falstaff's Fables

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Life of Riley

Strike It Rich

Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake
Hits and Misses

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

10:00
10:15

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
House Partv
3:55 Cedric Adams

Ted Malone

When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Challenge of Yukon
Front Page Farrell

EVENING

7:45
8:00

Barnyard Follies
Bing Crosby
Arthur Godfrey

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
U. S. Marine Band

* Heard in southern & west-central states

ANNE

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

AFTERNOON

1:15
1:00
1:30
1:45

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Do You Remember
NBC

Strike It Rich

PROGRAMS

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

9:45
I10:00
9:30
10:15
10:30

Double or Nothing

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15

ABC

MBS

A.M.
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

Frank Edwards
1 Love A Mystery
Dance Bands

Jack Smith Show
Beulah
Club 15
Edward Murrow
Songs for Sale

Up For Parole
Philip Marlowe

Cavalcade of Sports I We Take Your Word
Dance Music
Capital Cloakroom
* Heard in southern & west-central states

^illl»>'W^
A.M.
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30

^^S ,►

NBC

|^||ij
MBS

Down Homers

This Is New York

No School Today

Local Programs

Galen Drake
Garden Gate

Coffee in Washington

Fred Waring Show

Local Programs

Family Party

Mary Lee Tayloi

Leslie Nichols
Helen Hall

Morton Downey

Smiiin' Ed McConnell
Archie Andrews

U. S. Marine Band
Hoosier Hot Shots

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

CBS

ABC

New Junior Junction
Shop
JoeRecord
Franklin's

News, Phil Shadel
11:05 Let's Pretend
Junior Miss

PROGRAMS

Man on the Farm
News
Public Affairs
Luncheon With Lopez

101 Ranch Boys

Theatre of Today

American Farmer

Grand Central Station
12:55 Cedric Adams

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

National Farm Home Everett Holies
Jerry & Skye
Cumberland Valley
Barn Dance

Navy Hour
Roger Dann

woodOver HollyStars
Give and Take

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Football

Football

Football

Football

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

QUIZ

Bert Parks emcees Break the
Bank, Wed., 10 P.M. EST
on NBC-TV. On radio, it is
heard M-F, 11 A.M. EST,
NBC, emceed by Bud Collyer.
Both programs are sponsored
by Bristol-Myers.

TV

TESTING

1. Who writes and stars as Molly in The Goldbergs?
2. Who is the famous orchestra leader on Break The
Bank?

'

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

BREAK
the
BANK

3. Who is the man that gives life to Kukla, Ollie and
all the Kuklapolitan players?
Music
Herman Hickman
The Sport of King:

True or False

Tea and Crumpets

At the Chase

Ben Pollack Show
Twin Views of the
News

Club Time

Maxe Wa

EVENING

For Youth

4. Who is the man and wife team behind Foodini,
Pinhead and all the other Lucky Pup characters?
5. Who is the producer of Studio One?
6. Who is the famous motion picture director
directs Martin Kane, Private Eye?

PROGRAMS

7. Who
Bob Warren

Music

Bob Considine
Living, 1950

Preston Sellers
Helen Westbrook

Voices and Events

Football Review
Twin Views of the
News
Comedy of Error
7:55 Cecil Brown

People Are Funny

Chamber Music of
Twenty Questions
Lower Basin Street
Take a Number

Albert Warner News News From Washington
Faith for the Future Memo From Lake
Success
Harry Wismer
Sports Review
Your Business
Larry Lesueur
Robert R. Nathan
Bert Andrews
Playhouse
Buzz
Adlan's

A/inner Take All

Vaughn Monroe

Shoot the Moon

Gene Autry

Marry Go Round

Hopalong Cassidy

Your Hit Parade

Hawaii Calls
Lbmbardo Land

What Makes You
Tick?
Can You Top This?

Gangbusters

Dennis Day
Judy Canova

Theatre of the Air

At the Shamrock

Sing It Again

Grand Ole Opry

My Favorite Husband

that

is the stage actor that plays Captain Video?

8. Who is the famous stage and screen star that stars
as the Private Eye in Man Against Crime?
9. Who is the screen comedian that plays Rocky King
in Rocky King, Inside Detective?
10. Who is the famous stage star that plays

Father

Barber in One Man's Family?
11. Who is the screen comedian that plays the hotel
manager in Holiday Hotel?
12. Who
are the three regulars
Business?
13. Who is the dead-pan
Large?

comedian

on

This
on

is

Show

Garroway

at

Dixieland Jambake
* Heard in southern & west-central states

ANSWERS
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SMOJjng

EILEEN WILSON— vocalist on Your
Hit Parade was born in San Diego,
California and received her A.B. degree from U. C. L. A. While attending
college, she began singing over local
stations. Skitch Henderson gave her a
break on his radio show. She met
husband Ray Kellogg while singing
with Les Brown.
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"fllhere
no price
tag in
on table
beauty
and emphasized
imagination!!!"
what usCarole
I Stupel,is top
authority
decor,
when That's
she visited
as a
Jl Family Counselor guest recently.
Miss Stupel is a crusader for beauty, color, and comfort in every day table
settings. She feels that American women show too little imagination with
their settings. Not when company comes, of course, but for every day usage.
When I asked if interesting table settings were an expensive proposition,
her reply was "Definitely not." The most important basic idea in lovely
settings is correlation — correlating color, texture, and form.
Carole suggested using place mats in such unusual materials as raffia,
plastic,
wicker,
wood,
all make and
for gilt-shot
striking cloths.
settings."And
An old
pewter
tea pewter,
pot filledand
withcolorful
garden ceramics
flowers
for a centerpiece is very effective."
I was interested in Carole's hints to the couple buying their first table wardrobe— on a budget. She said that if theirs is a limited amount of money set
aside, then by all means select a lovely pottery service and at the same time
select the glassware, flatware, linens and table decoration — all as a unit. Pottery, she added, is infinitely less than a china service, and in pottery one can
achieve so much more drama.
One point Carole emphasized was: "Don't buy table settings separately if
you can help it. You can pay as much as $1000 for a set of service plates and
then buy the most expensive linens and silver, but if selected independently,
you usually end up with a hodge-podge. Price is no factor or criterion in
achieving table glamor."
Carole's idea of good correlation, or "carolation" as she calls it, is to select
a color in your mats and napkins, that is picked up in the dinnerware pattern.
Then follow through with your centerpiece, in the same color or a good contrasting shade.
In parting Carole said, "Mealtime — especially dinner, is one time of day
when the family comes together as a unit. So make it a real occasion by
having the right setting."

An inexpensive tabJe setting can he
just as pretty — and as effective — a>
one costing infinitely more, advised
table decor authoritj ' arole Stupel.
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By TERRY BURTON . radio mirror for BETTER LIVING
Every Wednesday i8 Family Counselor Day on The Second Mrs. Burton, heard M-F
at 2 P.M. EST. CBS. Sponsored

by General Foods.

Ring —
a Her
star-sapphire,
diamond set

She s Engaged !
Bobette Sloan Hilton of New York will
be the bride of Frederick Stanton Wicks of
Boston this fall. Right now, her days are
filled with excitement — parties, gifts and
plans ! The plans include a bridal party of
sixteen, a church wedding in picturesque
Millbrook, New York, a wonderful reception at her family's country home there.

>he's Lovely!
Just looking at Bobette's lovely face
makes you feel the bright charm of her
real Inner Self. For her face lets you see
the completely darling girl she is. Her
friendly, wide-set eyes, her flower-fresh
complexion, her adorable smile — promise
you that you will like her very much indeed.
Bobette Hilton — every<

sh, cle

Sh e uses Pond's !

//

yfeg #&U $x>& y*^ &&f^^- — #v*C ac^~Y^^ &&fifc
It's easier to be poised when you know
you look your nicest. And, Bobette feels,
a lovely complexion helps every girl's
beauty score. "I love Pond's Cold Cream
for face care. It cleans my face extra clean,
never dries it, and keeps it soft," she says.
You, too, will find Pond's beauty care a
magic treatment. Use it every night at bedtime (and mornings).
This is the way:

Cream all over your face to soften dirt and makeup, sweep them from pore openings. Tissue off well.
Cream Rinse — more Pond's now, to rinse off last
traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.
Cold Stimulation — a tonic cold water splash.

Doesn't your face feel super clean, extra
soft? And see how glowing you look !

Hot Stimulation — a quick hot water splash.

It's not vanity to help your face look
lovely. It sends a happy confidence winging out from the real you within, attracts

Cream

people to you — on sight!

Cleanse — swirl fluffy-soft Pond's Cold

/t5#&&Cf£s Jayzf

Get a big jar of fluffy Pond's Cold Cream today
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Radio's Own Life Story
(Continued from page 20)
heard, "Firing time — plus thirty seconds— plus twenty seconds — ten seconds— three seconds — two seconds —
one second" — and then through the
radio came the roar as the fourth atom
bomb picked up Bikini Atoll and flung
it to the skies in a writhing mushroom
of flame and smoke. The full results
of the experiment were not released to
the public, but they were staggering
enough to take Bernard Baruch to the
newly formed United Nations with a
plan to share our knowledge, destroy
all existing bombs and cease manufacture of more, provided other countries would do the same and international control and inspection could be
established. "We are here to choose
between
the quick and the dead," he
said.
The offer could not have been stated
more forcefully, but nothing happened. Instead, several new words came
into the language. Speaking in this
country on the radio, Winston Churchill
used the words, "The Iron Curtain,"
for the first time. "Veto" took on international significance. Gromyko
walked out of the United Nations for
the first time. The "Cold War" was on.
The radio was full of campaign
speeches. For the first time since 1928,
the Republican party had a majority in
both houses. New shows were A Day in
the Life of Dennis Day and Hi Jinx
with Jinx Falkenberg and Tex McCrary. Benny Goodman became the
first international disc jockey when he
was appointed Director of Popular
Music for The Voice of America and
did six broadcasts weekly, beamed
overseas by short wave. The OPA
ended and prices rose fast. That was
one of the reasons that give-away
shows had another immense boom.
For the first time since before the war,
goods for civilian consumption could be
manufactured without restriction. Hundreds of manufacturers eagerly competed to supply items in return for free
publicity. Some forty different companies supplied Queen for a Day with
$250,000 worth of prizes this year.
Bride and Groom, featuring a real wedding on the air, gave away $550,000
worth of stoves, refrigerators, washers,
freezers, radios, watches, jewelry, cars,
and the like. No wonder that a prize
"broker" set up shop in Hollywood and
made a good thing from taking over
such unwieldy winnings as airplanes,
boats and trailers.
1947: This was the year of the "new
look," of droopy circular skirts, flowing cloaks and ballet slippers; the year
of the flying saucers; the year Princess
Elizabeth married Philip and Margaret
Truman made her professional debut
with the Detroit Symphony. Though
all of these events were widely covered, the biggest news on the air was
when General George C. Marshall,
Secretary of State, speaking at Harvard
on June 5 outlined the Marshall Plan
for European Recovery that was to become law the following year.
The biggest change in radio was the
concentration on sober sustaining documentary shows, notably a series on
ABC dealing with such problems as
under-payment of teachers, plight of
r displaced persons, slums, and commuM nism in the U.S. for which the network
won the highly prized Peabody Award.
The greatest novelty of the year was
Helen Parkhurst's A Child's World, an

unrehearsed half hour show in which
children from four to fourteen were
led to discuss with staggering frankness
such subjects as lying, stealing, running away, jealousy of a new baby, fear
of death and ideas of God.
CBS bought The Housewives Protectivespun
League
and Galen
Drake's
homephilosophy
became
nationally
popular. The outstanding new humorist of the year was Abe Burrows, at
last graduated from writing to monologue and the singing of his own weird
ditties like "The Girl With The Three
Blue
1948: Eyes."
This was the year of bebop on
the air. General Eisenhower meant it
when he said "No." General MacArthur
and Henry was
Wallace
"Yes,"
and everybody
goingmeant
to vote
for
Governor Dewey. Nobody paid much
attention to the man who doggedly
stumped the whistle stops and broadcast, "I'm Harry S. Truman. I work for
the government and I'm out to keep my
job." The Kinsey Report was a hotter
topic. One of the smallest radio audiences known for such an event listened to the election returns. Even
Truman was asleep in a Kansas City
Hotel, but the next day he gave his now
famous imitation of H. V. Kaltenborn,
and the nation sang the new hit "Baby,
It's Cold Outside" to the dismayed pollsters. There was big news in the news
broadcasts. Israel was born, the Air
lift to Berlin started, Whittaker Chambers opened his pumpkin. The air was
packed with his charges against Alger
Hiss and with the continuing Congressional investigations many of which
had top listener appeal.
Phil Harris and Alice Faye started
their own show featuring their home
life and their little ones, a growing
trend. Lassie took to the air. Vic
Damone was a new rage with the bobbysoxers. Ralph Edwards started This
is Your Life, a staggering undertaking
in which relatives and friends, flown to
a central point from all parts of the
country, reenacted scenes from the life
of an individual who was supposed not
to know a thing about the show until he
heard it on the air. Good, too.
Bob Trout was firmly promoted to
Robert Trout by NBC when he began
a new quiz show, Who Said That? It
had a wonderful new idea: his witty
panel of experts didn't get prizes
they
paid out ten dollars every time
they missed a question!
Bert Parks emerged as an engaging
new personality on Stop the Music, a
show that mesmerized listeners with
the size of its prizes. The first winner, aMr. Reginald Turner, got $17 000
in gifts.
The end of the year was marked by
the departure of Amos 'n' Andy and
Jack Benny from NBC to CBS, folthe next
by ' Bing
Crosby, lowed
RedduringSkelton
and year
others.
1949: It was the year of love in the
news. The romance of Ingrid Bergman
and Roberto Rossellini was the subject
of many a broadcast bulletin and, after
intensively reported romances, marriages were celebrated between Rita
Hayworth and Aly Khan, Tyrone Power and Linda Christian, The Veep and
Mrs. Hadley, Mayor O'Dwyer of New
York and Sloan Simpson, Jimmy Stewart and Gloria McLean, Clark Gable
and Lady Sylvia Ashley, Cary Grant
and Betsy Drake.
Even the perpetual

bachelor, cumbedAmos
of Amos
Andy Abisucto the trend
and 'n'
married
gail. It was a clean sweep of all romantic possibilities when Dick Tracy
eloped
ber 24. with Tess Truehart on DecemIt was the year of canasta, of the
Welfare State, of a brief but nationwide fever of Pyramid Clubs. Gargantua died. Everybody and his family went abroad. This included Lowell
Thomas who went farther than most,
broadcasting
the "forbidden
city"
of Lhassa andfrom
causing
a concentration
of public concern, unequalled since the
"sinking" of the Seth Parker in the
Pacific, when he broke his leg on the
way out of Tibet. The main difference
was that Thomas really did break himself, most severely in eight places, and
only a few months ago was able to
throw away his crutches, though his
broadcasts have continued. Mary Margaret McBride's fifteenth anniversary
on the air was celebrated with a rally
of 42,648 fans in Yankee Stadium in
New York. Frankie Laine and "Mule
Train" became simultaneously famous.
Every time you turned on the radio you
heard "Some Enchanted Evening" and
someone's imitation of Ezio Pinza's "you
will
. ."
Onemeet
of athestrainjooooor
memorable .moments
of
the year in radio was when genial
Arthur Godfrey had the good taste and
courage to reprove his studio audience
in the middle of a broadcast. One of
his guests was a distinguished authority
on the atom bomb. The interview was
dignified and informative. When some
of the thoughtless youngsters in the
studio, many of them fans of the engaging young soloist, Bill Lawrence,
displayed a certain restiveness, Godfrey
spoke up.
"I am not very happy about the reception you folks give to a serious discussion ... if we can't be polite to a
guest, there'll be no more audiences, at
all,
thesedots
broadcasts!"
1950:forFaint
and dashes of wireless
crossed the Atlantic for the first time in
1901. In 1919, the very first broadcasting for entertainment was heard when
the experimental station 8XK in Pittsburgh played records twice weekly for
the benefit of a hundred "hams" hired
to check reception at various distances.
It is only thirty years since the very
first news program was broadcast in
this country. It is only twenty-eight
years since the first commercial sponsor
took the adr. Only twenty-five years
ago, most radios were still being powered by storage batteries, coast-tocoast hook-ups were still quite a
novelty, and there were vast reaches of
the
land where no broacasts at all were
available.
Today in the remotest forest or the
deepest valley, we can choose from
the fabulous flow of entertainment anything we want for the turn of a dial —
symphony or serial, recipes or religion,
or
bebop.
comedy or congress, drama or news
There is much to be proud of — the inventions that made it all possible, the
enterprise that seized an idea and made
it an industry, the rich talents that
made that industry a success. We can
be proud of radio's record in war and
as an implement of public service, but
most of all we can be proud that it refree —life.
a constant expression of
our waymainsof

My Bosses
Amos 'n' Andy

I just hated tr> ,

(Continued from page 61)
Louise Summa are the only people outside the paper business who have. I
was still staring at it when the boys arfor the up
day's
work.me and let out
Theyrivedlined
beside
long, admiring whistles. Said Gosden,
patting my shoulder, "We may not believe in ourselves, but it's plain that
you think we're going to be in business
a long
Said time!"
Correll, removing a package of
paper from one of the piles and striding into the private office, "One down
— nine hundred and ninety-nine to go!"
However, I was young and eager. A few
days later I decided I'd better tidy
up a welter of old check stubs that were
lurking in various unseemly places. A
cursory investigation of these, plus a
little questioning, supplied me with
fascinating information that during the
six years of partnership, from 1926 until 1932 when I came to work for them,
the boys had never reconciled a single
one of their monthly bank statements.
They had simply deposited their money,
withdrawn their salaries, and paid
their expenses. Innocently they assumed, at that point, that they were at
peace with the financial world. I spent
months, in my "spare" time, tracing
missing checks, correcting vagaries in
addition and subtraction, and reconciling seventy-two bank statements!
I soon discovered, however, that even
if Correll and Gosden might be a bit
inefficient in small matters, they were
doing just fine in general, thanks. I
might have known that, even before
I went to work for them, simply by
their powers of persuasion.
It was in 1932 — the depths of the depres ion— and I was working for an
advertising company in Chicago. I
saw the boys, who were even then a
radio phenomenon, occasionally around
the building where I worked. At one
of these chance meetings they cornered
me to ask, without emphasis, "How
would you like to work for us?"
I said I didn't know offhand, but I'd
think it over. A day or so later I telephoned to say that I would.
"Okay — how about coming to work
tomorrow morning?"
That wasn't my idea of the ways
things were done at all. I'd report on
April 6th, I said.
I reported
on March
28th. ever
I've since.
been
that
much ahead
of myself
Those early days were hectic beyond
belief — even without my contributions
to efficiency. From 1928 until 1934 the
boys did two original fifteen-minute
broadcasts every day of the week, plus
a third broadcast for the West Coast.
They had no writers. They did all
the scripting themselves. Until they
cornered me, they had no secretary.
But they did have a routine, roughand-ready but it worked: They reported for work mid-morning and —
under normal circumstances — the rough
draft of the script was complete in
about two hours.
Part of this natural script-writing
talent of theirs came from their early
training. Freeman Gosden — Amoswas born in Richmond, Virginia, raised
with a little Negro boy named Snowball. When mentally groping for an
effective phrase or incident for the
shows
Gosden
always
asks himself

/
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An unusually sound and sensible
article on how women can recognize
sex criminals and what you can do
to protect yourself against molestation and attack! Read this vital
article which employs factual case
histories to illustrate the twofold
need for an informed community
and instructions in self-defense for
every woman
in November
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Don't Marry Me Off — When Mama is a
determined matchmaker, watch out! A delightful tale of how to get your man despite
an over-anxious mother.
I Am Waiting For My Darling — Disgraced
and shamed, 16-year-old Sara runs away
from home only to find there is love and
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How would Snowball say that? How
would he react? His memory of his
little friend, along with other vivid
his wondermemories,of plus
boyhood
ful understanding
the Negro people,
have all been priceless to the boys.
Charlie Correll — Andy — planned, as
a youngster, to go into business and
prepared himself accordingly. He takes
the most beautiful shorthand I've ever
seen,
and he's
fastest
typist there
I've
ever watched
— Ithe
always
suspect
are burned-out
bearings when he's
finished
typing a script.
When the boys first moved into the
Palmolive Building, in 1926, they cautiously contracted for one room, and
at that begged out of signing a lease.
they didn't regard Amos 'n'
Obviously,
Andy
— or Sam 'n' Henry, as the characters were known in those days — as
the institution they were about to become. But as the fame of the Fresh
Air Taxi Company spread, the boys
were compelled to branch out, add another room and then another and then
another, until they found themselves —
slightly dazed — in the suite of offices
they occupied when I went to work.
llfowadays the boys' library boasts
11 forty-nine bound volumes of scripts.
They're a treasure — single-spaced, x-ed
out here and there, penned in with
plot lines and changes of mind, many of
them showing traces of hair oil. In the
old days, Gosden owned and operated
an unbelievably thick thatch of extremely curly hair. It was his ambition
to find a means of making it lie sleek as
a panther's coat. In order to keep the
mop even somewhat under control the
process was to wet his hair, apply liberal hair-dressing, put on a skull cap.
Whenever Gosden emerged from the
office he'd sweep off this cap and stuff
it into his right rear pocket — where
he also kept, neatly folded, his script
for that day. The script came out of
the pocket folded, no longer neat.
(Nowadays Gosden is as troubled by
receding hair as he once was by a toobountiful supply. Charlie kids him
about it— and Charlie can afford to, because his wavy hair has merely grown
wavier, has turned the grey that is al"distinguished,"
and has
stuck ways
by termed
him in
unabated quantities.)
If you're old enough to remember
1933, you'll also remember that it was
a year of terrifying conditions: millions
were out of work, banks were closing
left and right, panic was something that
walked beside us as we passed the
corner where an ex-corporation president sold apples. In the midst of this
troubled time the boys worked up the
program I speak of, based on a story
published by a Chicago advertising
agency. It concerned the life of a boy
of humble background, whose future
was without one ray of promise. His
childhood was a battle with hunger and
cold, without any advantages except
for the things his mother could teach
him. By his own efforts, he finally
earned a law degree and for seven years
afterwards worked like a slave to get
together enough money to go into law
practice. At the end of the seven years
he lost everything. The girl he loved
died. His first law partner drank away
the income from their joint venture.
Every time Gosden, in rehearsal,
came to the final, triumphant last line,
"This, my friend, was Abraham Lincoln," his voice broke. For hours he
paced the office floor reading the script,
trying, by familiarity, to overcome the
choking
emotion
which
flooded him.
Gosden, too, has one program that
touches his heart more than any other

— in his case one which is repeated each
year: the traditional Christmas proexplainingask
the me,
Lord's
Whengram,people
as Prayer.
of course
they do, what the boys are like off
the air, I can only say — like that. Good,
kind, generous, and sentimental.
Both are great family men. Gosden
has three children. The eldest, Freeman Jr., was graduated from Princeton
last June. His daughter, Virginia, is
a graduate of Bradford Junior College.
These are the children of his first wife,
who died in 1942. Several years later
Gosden married Jane Stoneham, and
they have a delightful baby boy whose
name is Craig Leigh Gosden.
The Correll family is larger. There
are five youngsters: Dorothy, ten; Barbara, eight; Charles Jr., six; Jackie,
four;
Richard,
also
"adopted"
a little two.
French They've
war orphan,
taking on responsibility for her care
and education. When they were recently in France, the Corrells had a
wonderful time getting acquainted.
Between the boys' sentimental love
of holidays and their large families, our
offices on occasion look more like a gift
shop than a place of business. At
Christmas toys must be hidden at the
office lest the children lay eyes on them
ahead of time. But even at off-seasons
we have our share of odd items.
I hope to heaven the boys never develop an interest in lions, alligators or
other hand-out presents equipped with
teeth. The nearest to such an emergency was the time Gosden shipped a
black bear cub from Alaska to Frank
Buck, with a telegram which read: "If
you're afraid to open this our secretary,
Louise, will do it for you!"
Gosden — "The Dapper Mr. Gosden"
he's known as — is extremely styleconscious in his own masculine way.
His greatest enthusiasm is for comfort
combined with flair, and not long ago
he found these two ideally mated in a
sportshirt made of batiste, soft and
cool as a handkerchief. He promptly
bought a half dozen. By nightfall he
had only one — the one on his back —
left. He'd given the others away. The
next morning he purchased six more
and sent them, air express, to as many
friends who "needed" just such a shirt.
As I'm writing this the give-away
count on these shirts is in the thirties.
As you — can
see, our
isn'tway
strictly
business
at least,
notoffice
in the
that
one
thinks with
of "strictly
in
connection
a bank, business"
say, or an
insurance company.
curricular is always Something
going on,extrayear
'round. But on holidays and other special occasions we take on a carnival air.
There's Charlie CorrelPs birthday, for
instance. No one likes to have people around him more than Charlie does,
and there's no day on which he enjoys
people more than on his birthday. Give
him
piano
which
crowda to
sing— at
along
withhe's
him,expert
and —hea
can ask for no more. Of course there's
cake to be eaten, toasts to be made.
It's the toast of Freeman Gosden, Charlie's long-time partner, which always
tops them all — in sentiment, in seriousness, in warm expression of the
deep regard the boys have for each
other. Each year the toast is different,
but always it is the final one, always it
sums up and reaffirms what the others
have said. And always it speaks, in
one wording or another, of the basis on
which this truly great team was
founded and has lasted: we are two
parts of one partnership, but more important, two parts of one fine friendship,
always have been, always will be.

A Woman to
Remember —
(Continued from page 39)
considered an accident from heaven.
To comfort his young friend, the editor
printed her story — The Flower Girl of
New York by Louella Oettinger. Contemplating the miracle on a bed of
pain, her spirit soared into dizzying
space. She was now a writer.
That conviction remained undimmed.
Manuscripts might come shooting back
as fast as she mailed them. Next day
she'd be pouring her heart into another. Her family might laugh, and did,
waiting for her to get over it like the
measles. Their skepticism hurt her, but
never grazed her faith. The outward
details of life made small impact on
her. She'd been too young when her
father died to remember him clearly.
Her mother, brother, and a brood of
close kinfolk formed a background of
warmth which she took for granted.
When they moved to Dixon, she
scarcely noted the change. Her real life
was with the people she created, among
whom walked Louella, heroine-in-chief.
Dixon, nevertheless, marked a turning point. Weary of being nagged for
a job, the editor of the Dixon Star forked
out five dollars a week and put her to
work during summer vacations. She
covered music, society and ran off her
willing legs as errand girl. More important, she made a discovery: that the
lush figures she dreamed up weren't as
fascinating as the Smiths and Joneses.
This was a lesson she never forgot.
A beauty at sixteen, she was ripe for
love as any other romantic adolescent.
At seventeen, she stood in her mother's
parlor and married John Parsons,
Dixon's most eligible bachelor. The
happiest outcome of that marriage was
her daughter Harriet. Louella blames
neither herself nor her much older husband for the fact that they drifted apart.
If there must be a villain, call it the
difference in age which made for too
great a difference in viewpoint. They
were never divorced. John Parsons
went to war. From the hospital at St.
Nazaire he wrote many letters, looking
forward to his return and perhaps a
new beginning with his wife. But he
died on the ship bringing him home.
Louella doesn't lie about her age.
With complete good humor and equal
firmness, she merely refuses to give it.
So let's say she arrived in Chicago one
anonymous day, bag, baggage and baby,
and landed a newspaper job on the
Tribune at nine dollars a week. Her
assets were courage, curiosity, a tremendous zest for life and the vitality
of ten. She gained others along the
way, but
never
lost. those she started with she's
There was a brief but valuable interlude at Essanay, where she read manuscripts, wrote scenarios and formed
some of the friendships with youngsters
as green as herself, who were to become top Hollywood stars and executives. Yet, exciting though Essanay
might be, it had one great drawback: it
wasn't a newspaper. Louella hired herself to the Herald. Having gone through
the Essanay mill made her an expert.
She produced a series of articles on
How to Write for the Movies, which
some misguided publisher put between covers. This sent her head spinning with fresh inspiration. "How about
a movie gossip column?" she inquired

Ik&e Qrim^Vk^MTffib ?

Isn't it a comfort in this modern age
for a mother to be able to speak frankly
and openly to her daughter about
hygiene (internal cleanliness). And of
course a modern mother keeps up to
date and is able to tell her daughter why
she should always put zonite in her
fountain syringe for health, womanly
charm, after her periods and especially
to follow this practice in her married
life ahead.
She must make her daughter realize
there's an offensive odor graver than
bad breath or body odor which she herself may not detect but is so apparent
to people around her.
And isn't it reassuring for a daughter
to know: no other type liquid antisepticgermicide tested for the douche is so
powerful yet safe to tissues as zonite.
A Modern Miracle!

Modern women no longer have to use
dangerous products, overstrong solu-

tions of which may gradually cause
serious damage. Nor will they want to
rely on weak, homemade solutions —
none of which
have zonite's
deodorizing
and germicidal
action.great
Developed by a world-famous surgeon and scientist — the zonite principle was the first in the world that was
powerful enough yet positively nonirritating, non-poisonous. You can use
zonite as often as you wish without
the slightest risk of injury.
Gives BOTH Internal and External
Hygienic Protection
zonite actually
dissolves and removes
odor-causing waste substances. It gives
external protection from odor, too!
zonite helps guard against infection
and kills every germ it touches. You
know it's not always possible to contact
all the germs in the tract but you CAN
be sure zonite immediately kills every
reachable germ and keeps germs from
multiplying. Buy zonite today!
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Is%ur Daughter a

SUM-HOME
Because of
Periodic Pain ?
Have you told her \
about Midol?
/

No modern girl need "stay at home",
miss parties and break dates because
of the time of month. Midol has
changed all that by bringing quick
comfort from menstrual suffering.

^we&T0"**
Midol brings amazingly fas
relief from menstrual headache because it contains two
highly effective, proven medical ingredients that are often
prescribed by many doctors.

Midol contains an exclusive
anti-spasmodic ingredient
which quickly eases cramps.
Even women who have suffered severely report that
Midol brings quick comfort.
And Midol does not interfere
in any way with the natural
menstrual process.

The mild stimulant in Midol
helps lift her out of the depression and "blues"
which
often attend
the menstrual
process. So see that your
daughter takes Midol and
takes it in time. She'll be her
charming self even on days
she used to suffer most.

MIDOL

"Might try it. Use your byline. We'll
do — at" forty-five dollars a week — "
they you
start
That's how movie gossip columns
were born, and how Miss Parsons
achieved the upper brackets. No more
need to worry about Harriet, the lodestar of her mother's existence. She
loved her work, yes, but she worked
first of all for love of Harriet. Harriet
must have the best. Whatever she'd
missed, Harriet mustn't miss a thing.
The column proved popular. Louella
had learned her creed well: your first
loyalty's to the paper and you stick on
the scent of a story till you track it
down. But you never reveal a confidential source and whatever's said off
the record stays off the record, so that
you bury more stories than you write
even if it kills you. Harriet thrived, life
was gay. And to cap the climax, Louella
was being sent on her first trip to New
York to cover the Motion Picture Ball
— all expenses paid, including a thirtyfive dollar evening gown. From this high
adventure she returned to discover that
the
Herald was
was taking
dying. over.
Hearst's
Chicago
Examiner
Stunned
and
disbelieving, she stood at the office
window, staring sightlessly down at the
rain-drenched street. Dick Little joined
her. He'd been the paper's brilliant dramatic critic and her own good friend. A
milkman hove into view, and out of his
bitterness Dick spoke, "See that guy,
Louella? Well, go take his job — scrub
floors, wash dishes, anything— only
don't ever work for Hearst — "
. . . She didn't, at first. And when she
did, it was almost against her will.
Decision Number One, after she'd
picked up the pieces, was to head for
New York. Train fare melted her capital down to twenty dollars, but brother
Ed and his wife took the pilgrims in.
Louella's idea was to sell her column
to W. E. Lewis of the Morning Telegraph. She did.
On the old Telegraph, Louella flourished. Presently she was made motion
picture editor, her salary mounting to
one hundred and ten dollars. A large
section of it went in rent for a pleasant
apartment, and in fees to the school
which Harriet attended. But twice and
ten times the sum would have dribbled
through her fingers — and did, in time.
She was born with two talents — earning
money and spending it. That she can't
hang on can
to the
bother her.
Neither
she stuff
take doesn't
it along.
Louella met Hearst through Marion
Davies. "When Knighthood Was in
Flower" presented Davies as a come-
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• No make-believe here! That's why
"My True Story" Radio Program is so often called a
"refreshingly different show." These real-life dramas,
picked from the files of True Story Magazine, give
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dienne and made her a star. Along with
most of her co-reviewers, Louella said
so. To counteract any effect of sweetness and light, she then proceeded to
give Hearst a piece of her mind. Why,
she demanded in a Sunday editorial, did
he keep bragging about the money that
went into his productions? Talent, she
informed him, could be pulverized
under mere mountains of gold. Having
dusted him off, she felt pleased with
herself and went on home.
A few days later she was to speak
at an exhibitors' dinner. Marion called
to ask if she might go along. This
startled
Louella,
they weren't
that
good friends,
but since
of course
she agreed.
She was due to be further startled.
Marion arrived with an escort to pick
her up. The escort was none other than
that braggart, William Randolph Hearst.
For once, Miss Parsons was speechless. So, for his own good reasons, was
Mr. Hearst. In the car, Marion talked
for all three. As they neared their destination, Louella's eye fluttered helplessly toward the man in the corner. He
smiled. "I liked your editorial. You
ought
write more
of themproved
— "
Theirto second
encounter
still
more unnerving. Through one of his
executives, Hearst invited her to dinner,
which could mean just one thing. She
didn't like it. The Telegraph had come
to be home and haven, and she clung
to it now like a kid to its mother's
skirt. Dick Little's voice rang in her
ears: "Never work for Hearst — " All
right, she'd play it smart. She'd ask
for
much money that he'd laugh in
her so
face.
She asked for two hundred and fifty
dollars. He agreed. Caught in her own
net, she flailed wildly around for an
out. "I can't possibly sign the form
contract.
have The
to see
a lawyer
— "
Again he I'll
agreed.
contract
Louella
came up with was a honey — stuffed
with demands like a chocolate bar with
peanuts. Hearst refused to sign it. Parsons went happily on her way for the
Telegraph, using the contract as scratch
paper. After an out-of-town trip,
Hearst sent for her again. She arrived
complete with contract, and laid it on
his desk, lipstick smears, scribblings
and all. Making no comment, he picked
up a pen and signed it. Then he eyed her
gravely. "Miss Parsons, I'm disappointed in you. There's one thing you
neglected
to ask for.
Hairpinsemployers,
— "
Like Louella's
previous
Hearst became a friend as well. How
good a friend, Louella was to learn in
a dark hour. The years flew by. Harriet
entered Wellesley. Louella, working her
head off, was happy in her work. Her
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"You know
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social and professional life blended into
one. What happened at parties became
grist for next day's column. Sleep was
something you snatched between times,
and if it was only a couple of hours,
who cared? Forever on the run, forever
on deadline, the routine would have
taxed an iron constitution. Louella took
it for granted that hers was steel. Even
though
she,Even
who'd
never
been cough
tired,
grew tired.
though
a stupid
hung on and on. The less attention you
paid to such nonsense, the better. One
Election Day she could hardly find the
strength to dress. Nevertheless, she
dressed, went to a luncheon, voted for
Jimmy
Walker,
waltzed
to a atpartyand returned
to the
office.offAlone
her
desk, a cough seized and racked her
body and, before it was done, brought
her bright world to a standstill. She'd
had a hemorrhage.
Others followed. For a week she tried
to keep this agony to herself. Dazed and
shaken, her logic was still her own. To
meet the bills, she must go on working.
To goone on
she just
mustn't
know.working,
There was
one let
flawany-in
her scheme. Tuberculosis is rarely a
reticent disease. At a dinner party given
by Mr. Hearst, Louella collapsed. Frances and Sam Goldwyn took her home.
All night she walked the floor of her
bedroom, and in every corner met the
faces of death and despair.
From the start Louella had liked and
admired Hearst. But the deep devotion,
the rockribbed loyalty that has never
flagged through the years, stemmed
from a phone call he made her the folmorning.
"You're
discharged,
Louella. lowing
On full
salary,
of course.
Until
you're completely well — "
If ever a rope was flung to a drowning swimmer, this was it. Hearst made

all the arrangements. He insisted on her
going to Colton, California, where
Jimmy Swinnerton, his pet cartoonist,
had recovered from t.b. He sent train
tickets for herself and Harriet, a frightened youngster hastily summoned from
Wellesley and told by some kind informant that her mother couldn't live.
At first, Louella seemed too exhausted
to care, but as strength began oozing
back, she began to fight. Her salary
checks arrived on the dot. Messages of
cheer streamed across the continent
from the Chief, determined to free her
of every obligation but getting well.
It took about a year, with the help of
rest, peace of mind and a mild climate.
Louella sent Harriet packing back to
Wellesley and telephoned her boss.
"I've got my release. I'm coming back
"
her back on her
York —bounced
Newanswer
to His
own springs. "If you want to please me,
Louella, you'll go to Hollywood. The
winters here wouldn't do you any good.
Besides, you belong where the movies
are, and they're in California — "
"But what about my column?"
syndicate your column," said
Mr."We'll
Hearst.
The story of Louella in Hollywood is
the story of Louella in New York, only
more so. Her column, syndicated, spread
wherever movie news is devoured —
through the country, through Europe
and the world. As the industry grew in
importance, other columns popped like
corn
in aindifferent.
popper. They've
good,
bad and
But no been
Hollywood
byline has ever approached the magic
of Louella O. Parsons.
For this eminence she's slaved, and
continues
slave. competitive
You don't keep
crown in a tofiercely
game the
by
resting on your laurels. She goes after

stories today with unjaded gusto — and
the sixth sense she's acquired through
years at her trade. Long before the
woes of Shirley Temple and John Agar
were so much as whispered, she saw
them dancing at Ciro's cheek to cheek.
"I have a hunch they're not getting
along," she said almost absently.
Her companion wondered if she'd
gone outtically
of her
mind.
smooching
right"They're
under pracyour
"That's the point. It's not like them.
They're trying too hard — " She turned
out beto called
be right.
It's happened too often
to
guesswork.
A true" newspaper woman, she draws
— between rumor and fact, checks
thenose
line
every story, and prefers the direct
method. Only a docile telephone wire
separates Miss Parsons from the stars.
"Did I get you out of bed, dear?" she'll
inquire blandly. "Are you suing for
divorce?" Throwing the question fast,
she catches them off guard.
To a layman, this may sound like invasion of privacy. To a reporter, it's
getting the news. Moreover, by checking, she protects the players. Hardpressed writers have been known to fill
up space with imaginary tidbits. "Why?"
scream the victims. "All you had to do
was
pick uphas
a phone
— " This
complaint
never and
beencallhurled
at
Louella. She picks up the phone.
As far back as 1931, her name was
potent enough for the Sunkist Orange
Company to sponsor her on a fifteenminute radio program — ten minutes for
an interview with some star, five minutes for commercials and music by Raymond Paige. "I chose the material," she
recalls, "I wrote the scripts, I produced
the shows — which will give you a general idea of how bad they were — " At
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but actual proof from 36 leading
skin specialists that Palmolive Soap
facials can bring new complexion
beauty to 2 out of 3 women
Never before these tests have there been
such sensational beauty results! Yes,
scientific tests on 1285 women— supervised by36 leading skin specialists— proved
conclusively that in Ik days regular facials
with Palmolive Soap— using nothing but
Palmolive— bring lovelier complexions to
2 out of 3 women.
Here's the easy method:

1. Wash your face three times daily with
Palmolive Soap— each time massaging
its beautifying lather onto your skin
for sixty seconds.
2. Now rinse and dry— that's all.
Remarkable results were proved on women
of all ages, with all types of skin. Proof
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This is discovery month,
gals! Old Chris Columbus crossed the oceans
JOAN LANSING blue in 1492 and discovered America and all
its pleasures. Well, all YOU have
to do to discover America (n) is
cross the room, turn the radio dial
and let yourself relax to the greatest "discoveries" in pleasurable listening.
Yes, ma'am, there's a treasure of
wealth on the American Broadcasting Company — and through your
local station you can enjoy the
"riches" of great programming.
Just take Thursday night, for instance.
At 7:30 PM (EST) JACK ARMSTRONG, the famous young man
of heroic action, is heard in an
exciting new series, ARMSTRONG
OF THE S.B.I. You'll find JACK
engaged in scientific adventure on
Tuesdays as well as Thursdays . . .
a double treat from General Mills.
Another ABC Thursday-discovery is
SCREEN GUILD PLAYERS, the
most fabulous show in dramatic
radio, now presented on your local
station for a full hour, 8-9 PM
(EST). The greatest stars of Hollywood fame lend their considerable
talents to SCREEN GUILD PLAYERS, appearing in thrilling dramatizations of well-known screen
stories. Here is a program of diamond-studded brightness. You'll be
missing a real treasure-trove if you
don't ' discover SCREEN GUILD
PLAYERS by NEXT Thursday!
Next in this luminous line-up is the
biggest "discovery" of them all . . .
the program that specializes in exploring talent. ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR, heard on your local
ABC station at 9 PM (EST), has
zoomed many an unknown into the
star-spotlight of fame and fortune.
Wonderful TED MACK, of course,
is staunchly in back of every ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR performer
in Old Gold's treasure-of-a-program!
Coming up at 9:45 PM (EST),
via your local American Broadcasting Company station, is ROBERT
MONTGOMERY . . . speaking on
events that make news of today and
tomorrow. This outstanding commentator has been in on many an
astonishing news "discovery" . . .
which he doesn't keep under his
hat (even though it's a Lee) but
passes right along to you every
Thursday night.
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the time, however, that program was
her baby and she loved it. She loved it
so dearly that she saw no good reason
for
So she'd there.
go onButtalking,
and
leavePaige.
him standing
Paige was
no dope either. One day he sneaked
the sound men to another studio, and
had her cut off in the middle of a
breezy chat with Connie Bennett. "What
you should have done," she told him
in retrospect, "was to clout me over
Sunkist— was
followed by Charis Corthe sethead
and then" by the famous Hollywood
Hotel, which ran so successfully for
four years that Campbell's Soup had to
build a new factory to take care of the
orders. And with every year, Louella
grew more unhappy.
The producer was good but wildly
temperamental. From where he sat,
Hollywood Hotel was the only broadcast on the air. Each program had to
be more colossal than the last. To get
results, he used the yelling system,
shattering his own nerves and everyone else's. Dick Powell, who combined
the jobs of emcee and star soloist,
couldn't take it. Their battles still ring
down the annals of radio history. In
the end, the producer yelled his emcee
right off the show.
Originally, Louella's part of the program consisted of a news period plus
the preview of some unreleased picture.
It happened that between Christmas
and the New Year, Lowell Sherman
died. As a reporter, Louella put this
item on the air. As a friend, she commented on the tragedy of Sherman's
sudden death. As a realistic human who
knows that men die and millions of
lives go on, she wished her audience a
happy new year.
"It was sadly.
one of Few
my worst
boners,"
she
explains
of her
audience
knew Sherman. Most of them doubtless
wished themselves a happy new year.
But sensitive feelings were shocked by
this bracketing of death and happiness.
A storm of protest went up, and the
foot of the sponsor came down. No
more news, he decreed. If people died,
that was their own business. He
wouldn't have show.
them injected into an
entertainment
Louella found her air time shaved
down to sixty seconds of introduction.
Off the air, her job was more exacting
but equally thankless. She was supposed to bring the stars in, and did—
though not, as the story goes, through
bullying and threats. It hadn't been
her idea to get them for nothing, and
it made her miserable. With little to do
on the program, Louella felt more and
more that her name was being used as
a decoy. Her sympathies lay with the
actors who didn't get paid. Yet, short
of paying them out of her own pocket—
which she couldn't afford and they
wouldn't have accepted — the situation
was beyond her power to mend. She remained the whipping-girl. Studios and
sponsors are impersonal things. It was
more fun to snipe at a concrete Louella
From every broadcast, she returned
deeper in the dumps. Till someone said
"Why not get off it—" And she wondered why that sweet solution hadn't
occurred to her a lot earlier.
Louella vowed herself a vow. "Never
again, unless it's my own show and I
can do it my own way. Never again,
guests are paid — " The
unless the
Louella
Parsons
Show is her own show.
She does it her own way — with news
and interviews. The guests are paid.
The rise of the show has been due to
a number of factors, including Louella's
zeal for sel£-improvement and the de-
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voted teamwork of her staff. She herself hands much of the credit to Dick
Diggs. "I've had lots of producers, but
never one who gave me such confidence
in myself
as hebecomes
does — " understandable.
Watching them
at
work, this
Diggs has authority without selfassertiveness. He's there for one purpose— to help make the show good.
Recording an interview between Parsons and Betty Hutton, he went over
and over it to establish the right relationship in their voices. Asked why, he
explained: "Betty must be loud, but
she can't drown Louella out. This is
It used show
to be— that
had to sell
Louella's
" Nowthey
stars the program.
they can pick
and choose. Plenty of thought goes into
each selection. "The day's past," says
Louella, "when you could burble,
'Darling, you look so beautiful,' and
expect the hearers to palpitate — " They
like guests with ideas. Cary Grant expressed himself candidly on bad manners in fans. Gregory Peck aired his
views on the hurtfulness of censorship.
Spencer Tracy spoke not only of the
John Tracy Clinic, but of the scholastic
honors won by his handicapped son.
This brought letters of hope from mothcountry.
ers of deaf children all over the
Louella calls Claudette Colbert her
lucky star. She was first guest on both
Hollywood Hotel and the Woodbury
show, providing moral support each
time. "You're so frightened, Louella,
that I can't be frightened myself — "
Bing Crosby's been a Christmas visitor
for the past three years, and once he
and Louella between them almost
snared Dixie, his wife. The flight to
Pebble Beach was all arranged, when
Dixie phoned. "I can't, Louella. Suppose
I blew my lines! Think how ashamed
Bing and the boys would be. Please call
it
it off,
off. I'm too scared — " Louella called
Rita Hayworth provided Louella's
most jittery moment. She's been as
close to Rita as anyone — the only newspaper person invited to her wedding.
Before the marriage, while Aly was
over here, an interview had been scheduled. Though the newspapers blared
their names, Rita turned coy, refusing
to mention the man's existence. With
the sponsor's hot breath down her
neck and Miss Hayworth suddenly inaccessible, Louella called the studio.
"Let's just skip the whole thing — " Two
minutes later, Rita was on the phone.
A compromise was effected. Louella
could mention Aly, Rita wouldn't.
Looking back, Louella doesn't blame
her. "Why take a chance on displeasing
your prince?"
One
broadcast
she'll never
featured
Ethel Barrymore
and forget
John,
Junior. That his aunt believes in her
nephew goes without saying. But she
holds with no truck about inherited
glamor. In the Barrymore book, what
you"I get,
earnexpect
—
don'tyouever
to be as good
as my father," said young John . . .
Came the briefest pause, unmarked
in the script. Only Louella could see
Miss Barrymore's eyes, filling with
memories of the brother she'd adored.
Then the matchless voice spoke, tender
and proud and sorrowful. "No one will
be Tears
as goodstung
as your
father — throat.
"
Louella's
Nor
was hers the only throat thus affected.
Reader-listeners who don't know her
are apt to think of Louella Parsons as
a voice on the air, a name in the newspaper, without a home-life existence.
That's so wrong. The year before she

bowed on radio, a more significant I
factor entered Louella's life. On January 4, 1930, she and Dr. Harry Martin,
an Irishman of wit and charm, married
f r love. It's been love ever since. Brazenly they hold hands in nightclubs
while the band plays their favorite
tune- "I Can't Give You Anything but
Love, Baby." As a matter of fact, he
still calls her baby, though this she's
diffident to admit. About her marriage
she feels only one regret. "I wish we
might have met earlier," she says wistfully, "and had children. Docky's crazy
about children — "
It was he who nicknamed her Lolly,
and from him it's all right, Otherwise,
it jars on her — especially from people
she hardly knows. In a town of first
names at first sight, Louella keeps a
touch of old-fashioned formality. She
learned manners from her mother who
taught her that being late is a breach
of etiquette and that one is courteous,
but never familiar with strangers. (Her
mother, by the way, didn't think too
highly of movies. On -learning that her
daughter had entered the field, she
offered a suggestion. "Can't you just
say you're writing for magazines?")
Louella's energy continues unabated.
One day, after finishing her column,
she appeared at the studio, did a radio
spot with four newcomers, took time
out to have an aching throat sprayed,
drove to Alan Ladd's for a Christmas
interview, dictated a story in the car
on
Clark dinner
Gable'swith
marriage,
went home
to have
her husband
who
was ill, then on to a party. She gets her
best material at parties, and folks rib
her about it. They insist that she says,
"Any news?" before saying hello.
Louella insists that she says hello first.
Several years ago, for the first time
since her t.b. siege, she began feeling
tired again. Doctors found that her
blood count was very low and that
she was bleeding internally from a
diaphragmatic rupture. An operation
was indicated.
"Pooh!" said Louella. "Too many
people get operated at the drop of a
hat — " She agreed to blood transfusions.
These would help for a while, then exhaustion set in once more. Another
woman would have been flat on her
back. This one stayed on her normal
schedule, which would have killed a
normal horse. Till her husband raged:
"For a woman who's supposed to have
sense, you're a stubborn mule. I'm taking you to Dr. Johnny Jones tomorrow— "
After the examination. Dr. Jones
said. "If you were my wife, you'd be
on the train tonight for the Mayo
Clinic—"
Louella declined the Mayo Clinic with
thanks. If she had to be operated on,
let Dr. Jones do it. He explained the
risks: the stomach would have to be
moved and a lung collapsed; she wasn't
as young as she had been. Doggedly
Louella maintained her faith in God and
Dr. Jones. The latter sent for an Eastern
consultant. They put her to bed for a
month and built her corpuscles up. Just
before going under the anesthetic, she
murmured:
forget
St. Teresa
— "
This referred"Don't
to the
medal
she wore
round her neck. As someone was about
to remove it, her husband stepped in.
"If she wants it on, she's going to keep
it on — " And he tied it round her ankle.
The operation was successful and the
patient lived, though she stayed off the
air five months that year — a silly piece
of self-indulgence, to hear her tell it.
Today, far from being slowed down, she
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wears her juniors out. With radio, seven
columns a week, special news stories
running from five hundred words to
ten thousand, monthly contributions to
three magazines, the dynamo works at
top speed.
hours'
sleep,
canShedoneeds
with only
less. sixTwo
rooms
in and
her
home comprise the offices. Long before
the arrival of the kids, as she calls them,
she's hard at work. The kids are Dorothy Manners, her assistant, Dotty May
and Virginia Boyle, her secretaries, Earl
Donovan, reviewer. At ten, Neil Rau,
her legman, calls. Till one-thirty the
place is a madhouse, with three phones
going at once. Lunch for five is served
on trayspense.
— naturally,
Louella's exThrough all theathurlyburly,
she
dictates or writes. The house could be
burning down and, as a trained journalist, she'd still write. By the time the
column's put on the teletype, the kids
are flopping around with their tongues
hanging
out. Louella's just getting her
second wind.
Much has been said about her grammatical blunders. Nobody bothers to
mention that she works under heavy
pressure to meet a daily deadline, which
alone could account for any number of
slips. To Parsons, the story's the thing.
She's never pretended to be a master of
prose. She is, in fact, downright humble
about her style and will take criticism
from anyone. A messenger boy, coming
in while she dictates, may wrinkle his
nose. "Terrible, huh?" says Miss Parsons. "I'll write it over — "
The one thing she does pride herself
on
being Hollywood's
reporter.
Her isposition
as such has ace
never
been
faintly challenged. She still goes after
a story like a bloodhound, pointing out
that "as long as you're a newspaper
person, you've got to. The minute you
let up, you're licked. I expect to fight
for stories to my dying day. But maybe,"
she smiles, "without yelling so much.
My throat won't let me — "
It's true that she'll battle through hell
and highwater for a scoop. It's true that
she suffers over her rare failures. It's
not true that, if the scoop goes elsewhere, she'sto
yourbeenemy
for life.
too short
cluttered
up "Life's
with
enemies. I may bawl them out, but it's
nothing personal. My notion is, get 'em
told and forget about it— " This notion
was illustrated one day when she ripped
Susan Hay ward up and down the phone.
Later, she sailed over to Romanoff's for
lunch. There sat Miss Hayward. "Hello,
Susie," smiled Louella. Susie nodded.
Louella's face took on a puzzled look.
She turned to Dorothy Manners. "D'you
think she was a little cool to me?" With
the phone conversation still hot in her
ears, Dorothy broke up.
She has no patience with the muchtouted Hopper feud. "The idea of two
women at each other's throats revolts
me. I'm sure Hedda's as sick of the
whole business as I am." They've never
been intimates, and aren't now. But
they're on easy terms — or would be, if
the hecklers quit heckling. When
Hopper gave a tea for Mrs. James Patterson, Parsons went. When Parsons
had a bad throat, Hopper called with
friendly advice.

Louella's quickness to spare others'
feelings may be partly due to the fact
that her own have been so frequently
mauled. She knows well enough what
it means to be attacked. This story is
no
for Louella.
doesn't
needapology
one. The
potshots She
are on
the
picayune side. Her vagueness, for instance. She's about as vague as the
Empire State Building. Her gaze may
go forward, but she still doesn't miss
a trick. Certainly, her beloved Harriet's affairs are of paramount concern
to her. Yet even Harriet's been known
to blow up. "Mother, you're not listening. You haven't
a word
— "right
"Haven't
I?" Andheard
Mother
spins
back at her every word she's said.
Louella's so-called vagueness is merely
a spectacular ability to keep her mind
on six different things at once.
It likewise becomes a bit tiresome
to hear about all the presents she gets
for Christmas. The practice of sending
Christmas gifts to the press started long
before Louella appeared on the scene.
She didn't initiate and doesn't control
it. What they don't publicize is that she
gives as good and better than she gets.
Her annual gift list is a pain in the neck
to her business manager. But gifts
are for friends. If some player she
doesn't know seeks to ingratiate himself through a Christmas token, his
money's ill spent. Nothing irks her
more than the foolish assumption that
she can be bought
Because she's been so often and so
thoroughly panned in print, Louella is
all-out-of-proportion grateful for recognition in print. Last season, readerlisteners of Radio Mirror chose her
their favorite woman commentator in
the annual Radio Mirror Awards poll.
The presentation, made on her broadcast, left Louella glowing and somewhat
bemused. Her smile, believe it or not,
held the kind of shy pleasure you see
in a child. Later, as she was going on to
a dinner date, someone offered to take
charge of the Awards scroll for her, "No
thank you," said Louella. "I wouldn't
Louella
be Ifparted
fromhasit!"been — and she must
have been — hurt by the ceaseless jabbing of critics, professional and selfconstituted, she's kept the hurt well
hidden and taken most of the jabs goodhumoredly. As a public figure she considers herself fair game. Only when
she's hit below the belt does she fight
back. And if anyone tries to get at her
through Harriet or Docky, the gloves
are off and no holds barred.
She has enemies of course. No
woman in her spot could please everyone and keep that spot. But her detractors are mostly the rumor-and*
hearsay boys. Those who know her,
know her as a warmhearted, lovable
person with her fair share of foibles
and more than her share of generosity.
Very
few peopleshed
leavebitter
Louella's
One secretary
tears employ.
because
her husband insisted that she quit to
keep house.
To Collins,
the
world
with a her
fencebutler,
aroundLouella's
it. Nobody
knows just how long he's been with her,
since they both keep adding on years
to make him sound like a family re-
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tainer from way back. As a retainer,
Collins feels he has the right to boss
her. He disapproves of her diets, and
sneaks butter on her eggs when the
cook's not looking. Sometimes he disapproves of the people she visits. Once,
while her husband was away, she had
a dinner date that Collins tried to talk
her out of. "They say the lady's loose,
Mrs. Martin. The doctor wouldn't like
it— " She told him he could call for her
at the safe hour of eleven. He arrived
at ten and waited within the hallway,
which is not his custom.
In the seventeen years of association
with Dorothy Manners, they've had
words just once — a record made more
notable by the fact that Manners is
another positive character. Their words
rose from the Chaplin-Barry paternity
case:
"I don't think he's the father," said
Louella.
"I do," said Dorothy.
"You know nothing about it," snapped
Louella.
"I can still have my opinion," snapped
Dorothy back.
On her desk next morning she found
six pairs of stockings and a bottle of
her favorite perfume. On the typewriter sat a note in the boss's execrable
typing, all hashed up with crosses and
asterisks. "Are you mad at me?"
Her lavish way with a dollar drives
her business manager crazy. She regards him as a combination watchdog
and revenue agent. When he says there's
no money in the bank, she thinks he's
bluffing and calls up to find out. Once
she asked him for a large sum of cash.
He said she couldn't have it. "I'll fix
him," she thought, and drew a five
thousand-dollar-bond out of the vault.
To her intense amazement, he hit the
ceiling at this maneuver, and quit. It
took all her wiles to lure him back.
She's a good cook and likes to brag
about
it. On
go lunch
farther.
One noon
she occasion,
took her she'll
staff to
in
the American Room at the Brown
Derby. "Oh, that reminds me. I cooked
the most marvelous spaghetti for Docky
last night — " All afire, she launched
into details, down to the last ingredients
and how she'd mixed them.
When the head chef looked in: "Hello,
Miss Parsons. How was the spaghetti
I sent over last night?"
Caught
rights,
Louella's laugh
rose
louderdead
thanto all
the rest.
The great and serious ambition of her
life was to give Harriet college training, because she'd felt the lack of it
herself. Now it pays off in more ways
than one. To her mother, Harriet's the
source of infallible knowledge. She
knows more than the books. Let some
question arise in the Parsons office, and
at RKO a certain phone will ring.
"Darling, how do you spell juxtaposition?" Harriet, a busy producer, may
be in conference with eleven guys. Her
mother could of course look up the
word. So could Dorothy, Virginia or
Dotty May. But none of them would
deny Louella the bang she gets out of
asking her daughter.
You don't even have to know Louella
well to like her. For the first time you
may be attending an industry dinner,
where Miss Parsons is scheduled to
speak. She gets up. Her eyes sweep the
tables, graced by lovely glamorous
creatures whose job includes glamor
and loveliness. Her smile takes them
all in. "Well," she begins, "as the
youngest and prettiest woman in the
room — " And the house comes down.
That's Louella's. Exclusive.
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How to Win Contests
(Continued from page 29)
pump and this golden largess cascades
out in a steady stream of homes, travel
trips and cruises, automobiles, fur coats,
television sets, automatic washers, refrigerators, ranges, radios, toasters,
bikes, roller skates, movie passes and,
last but not least, cash awards. There
are some two hundred national contests each year, paying off about ten
million in cash and merchandise prizes.
There are many times that many local
and regional contests. In these, the
prizes are not as large but your chances
of winning are better.
Where do the prizes go? They go
everywhere; North, East, South and
West; farm, small town and big city.
Wherever you are, you can win!
What kind of people win? The winners are people like you. Most of them
are housewives. Women win eighty per
cent of the prizes. The composite picture of the big winners is a typical middle class American housewife of about
thirty-five with a couple of children, a
home to care for and a high school education tucked away in her background.
To her, contesting is a game, diversion
and hobby, an intriguing and challenging pastime that keeps her mind alert
and adds zest to life.
Does lightning ever strick twice? Yes!
Kate Spain of Tulsa, Oklahoma, a
grandmother of seventy-five, won the
five-thousand-dollar First Prize in the
O-Cedar Contest. Six months later she
won the One-thousand dollar Diamond
Ring First Prize in the Betty Crocker
Soup Contest.
Helen D. Radie of New Haven, Connecticut, a housewife, won the first
Nash car to be awarded in the "Car a
Day" Oxydol Limerick Last Line Contest— and the first Nash car to be
awarded inLimerick
the "Car Last
a Day"
Dutch
Cleanser
LineOldContest.
Perhaps your lament is that you have
entered many contests, but you've never
won a prize. Were your entries read?
Yes! In the big contests, the judging is
turned over to professional judging
agencies, who pride themselves upon
their impartiality in picking the winners. These agencies read and grade all
entries submitted. Each entry is initialed by a judge to show that it has
been read. The best entries go from
the junior judges to the senior judges
and then to the final judges.
So you haven't won and want to do
something about it. Here are Seven
Secrets of Winning that have helped
others win and may be just what you
need to ring the bell. They will give you
a sporting chance to be in at the finish.
1. Go in to win and to win, go in! You
can't win if you don't enter! Being in
on the big contests adds an anticipatory
flavor to life. Some day that mailman
of yours may hand you a long, thin
envelope with the thrill of a lifetime
in it.
2. Enter the little contests too! Your
chances of winning are better because
competition is lighter. The real hobbyist
gets a bang out of bagging any prize,
large or small.
3. Obey the rules! Read them carefully and adhere to them without deviation. In every contest, more than half of
the entries break one or more of the
rules and are discarded for that reason.
4. Avoid the obvious! Your first
thoughts about any subject or product
are likely to be the first thoughts of
thousands of others also. The big secret

is to go on where others leave off. Try
to make every entry you write a bit
original and individual.
5. Be specific and you are likely to be
terrific! Most entries fail to win because
they are too broad and vague. Customtailor your entries to fit the product
or subject. Delve a little deeper than
the other fellow; write a little more
explicitly.
6. Be sincere! Glib, tongue-in-cheek
entries fall by the wayside. No sponsor
wants to award real money for counterfeit sentiments. To win, tell how the
product benefits you in a personal way.
7. Stay in there and pitch! Don't become discouraged too easily. The winners are the losers who keep on trying!
Most contests are announced on the
air and your radio can be a passport to
prizes if you tune in with a notebook
at hand, ready to jot down the rules
of a contest when one comes along.
Often a contest is announced on a radio
program and entry blanks are available
at your dealer's also. This is ideal, as
you don't have to jot down the rules
hurriedly as the announcer gives them
on the air. You have them in black and
white on the entry blank.
Before you embark on your contest
career, it will be well for you to see
and study some winning entries. It is
probable that the entries that have
failed to win for you in the past were
well-worded entries. The chances are
that you were licked by duplication of
idea or wording. Duplication is the
Number One Goblin in naming contests. In a contest to name a baby or a
puppy or a toothbrush, there will be
thousands of duplicate names. As all
names are filed alphabetically prior to
the judging,
"words
of win.
a feather"
flock
togetherthe
— and
fail to
In a contest announced on The Great
Gildersleeve radio program, you were
asked to name a baby girl that Gildy
found in the back of his car. Over one
hundred thousand entrants submitted
the name "Gilda" for the waif. This was
a very appropriate name for the baby
but another name was chosen to receive the First Prize of a Ford car and
one thousand dollars in cash. The sponsor could not afford to award one hundred thousand Fords and one hundred
million though
dollars
cash made
for "Gilda,"
alit wouldin have
him very
popular.
The best way to be sure that you are
whipping
naming
contests isto coinduplication
your names.in For
example,
the First Prize Winning Name in The
Great Gildersleeve contest was Romerry," minted from "roamer" and
"merry." Here is a cooked-up word that
sounds
name.as
You maysomething
not thinklike
it aas girl's
suitable
"Gilda" but it is original and unique.
It was not duplicated!
Another way to whip duplication is
to borrow a word from some other field.
When Esther Whitefield of Hollywood,
California, saw the announcement of
Down Beat Magazine's "New Name for
Jazz" Contest, she went about her minting of the magic word by recalling that
musicians refer to classical music as
"longhair." This seemed to be a good
jumping off place. She thought of
"short hair — no hair — bald head — fuzz
head — clipped hair — crewcut." "Crewcut" was the opposite word she sought
and
won the one-thousanddollar"Crewcut"
First Prize.

Contest winners are the highest paid
writers in the world. A California lady
tops the field by winning a five-thousand-dollar Prize with a single letter
of the alphabet. Some years ago a
builder in the Sunshine State offered
a tempting five-thousand-dollar Award
for the best name for his new California
Bungalow, the kind with plenty of glass
to let the sunshine in. The winner
dropped the "b" from "bungalow," put
an "s" in its place, bobbed up with
"California Sungalow" and banked the
prize.
In slogan contests, your entries
should be catchy and rememberable. A
superb example is the Damon Runyon
Cancer Fund Winning Slogan: "Arrest
Cancer! It's Wanted For Murder!" This
top winner won a home and lot for its
writer.
Short words are best. In a Jimmy
Fidler Kids Day Foundation Slogan
Contest, the Grand Prize was a thirtythree-thousand-dollar jackpot of prizes
and the winning slogan was: "Child By
Child, We Build Our Nation!" Similar
words help to make slogans catchy.
"There's More Pick-Up Per Cup" won
the one -thousand-dollar First Prize in
a Nash Coffee Slogan Contest and
"More Styleage, More Mileage, More
Smileage" won the same amount in an
Arch Preserver Shoe Slogan Contest.
Last line contests are very popular at
the present time. The sponsor supplies
an incompleted jingle or limerick and
you add a last line of your own to it.
One important thing to keep in mind is
that your last line must not only rhyme
with the designated line but it must
contain the same number of syllables
also. Morever, it should swing along
with the same rhythm or meter. To test
the rippling rhythm of your last line,
read it aloud. Does it have the rhythm
of the line with which it rhymes? If
not, reword it so that it does. "It won't
winIn aa thing
it ain't
that swing!"
recent if Old
Dutchgot Cleanser
Last
Line Contest, Ruth Parnell of Shreveport, Louisiana won a Ford car. Old
Dutch had been stressing speed in their
advertising and the first word of the
jingle
was dramatized
"Faster." Ruth
this line.
key
word and
it in took
her last
She flagged the judges with a vivid
picture of the speed of Old Dutch as
compared with less modern cleansers.
Here are the three lines supplied by the
sponsor
Last Line:and Mrs. Parnell's Winning
Faster, easier — saves you work
Old Dutch
Cleanser
chases dirt
With Activated Seismotite
Dutch
"telegraphs"
while others
"write!"
Read aloud the third line of the Old
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Utterly different'from ordinary cream or liquid shampoos.
New double rich Easy Curl LIQUID cream shampoo
works up a rich lather, that thoroughly cleans, and this
remarkable lather curls your hair and keeps it curled
until your next shampoo.
SAFE, EASY TO CURL CHILDREN'S HAIR
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If jittery nerves occasionally get
you
keyed-up Use
you only
can'tas relax,
try
Milesso Nervine.
directed.
All drug stores — two forms — Liquid
Nervine or effervescent tablets^

Dutch jingle and you will find that the
accent or beat falls on every other
syllable.
Readwillaloud
Parnell's
last
line
and you
find Mrs.
this same
rhythm:
ta-boom ta-boom ta-boom ta-boom.
Both lines contain eight syllables.
We come now to that hardy perennial,
the twenty-five word statement contest.
You complete the sentence "I like Super
Sourpussty-fivePickles
because . . ." in twenwords or less.
In entering statement contests, buy
and try the product. Get acquainted
with its special purposes and virtues.
Aptness is supremely important in
statement contests. Write sincerely, concisely and specifically, telling how the
product benefits you in a personal way.
As the tempo of modern judging is fast,
tuck in a word or phrase to flag the eye
of the judge and to win for your entry a
second and more leisurely reading.
Here is a statement written by Lois
Pauls of Tampa, Florida, which won
a Daily Prize of one hundred dollars, the
Weekly Prize of one thousand dollars
and the Grand Prize of five thousand
dollars
an Oxydol
contest:
like
Oxydol in
because
its rich,
lasting"I suds
give me the same pleasing results week
after week — every piece washed clean,
rinsed clear and dried soft."
Of the twenty-two words used in this
statement, seventeen are of one syllable.
Big words are likely to slow down your
entries. This entry is apt, concise and
complete. What more could be said?
Here is a winning entry in a different
kind of statement contest. It won the
Grand Prize of a Coast-to-Coast Trip
in the Vacation Queen Contest on the
Queen For A Day radio show. It is
apt, pictorial
and I personal.
"I needmya
vacation
because
want to recover
identity which I lost somewhere between the maternity ward and the
washing
machine."statement on juvenile
The following
delinquency won a television set. It is
an excellent example of an eye-flagging
entry: "STOP Juvenile Delinquency by
encouraging STRAYWARDS to do the
RIGHT THING now, instead of discouraging WAYWARDS from doing the
WRONG THING later."
The quiz contests on radio and television are a gold mine of prizes for
listeners as well as for studio contestants. The awards are not as spectacular
as those of the last line and statement
contests, but they keep flowing out to
listeners week after week, month after
month. This adds up to a lot of prizes.
Take the popular Quiz Kids radio
show. Since the show first came on the
air in 1940, five thousand four hundred
ninty-seven radios have been given
away to fans whose questions have been
used. For questions missed on the radio
show, two hundred twenty-four radiophonograph combinations have been
awarded,
and twenty-five
TV
sets.
Researching for quiz material is like
going on a treasure hunt. You never
know when you are going to hit pay
dirt. Your best sources of reference for
quiz questions are dictionaries, encyclopedias, the Bible, standard books of
reference on sports, music, history and
literature, almanacs, year books, magazines and newspapers. Unless your
question is one of opinion, always give

the answer and the source of reference.
It is desirable to formulate your questions from sources of information easily
procurable by the judges, in case they
want to verify your answers.
An old Persian proverb reads: "Luck
is infatuated with the efficient!" Here
are Seven Special Secrets of Winning for
contests. They will help you go about
phrasing your entries efficiently.
1. Make your quiz questions interesting! Quiz shows are put on for entertainment. Select material with wide appeal and phrase questions cleverly.
2. Be sure that your entries are easily
read at a glance. If your handwriting is
not clear, type or print your entries.
Illegible entries are wastebasketed.
3. Style and slant your questons to
the radio show. If you plan to submit
some entries to the Quiz Kids, listen in
on three or four of their programs
and note carefully the kind of subjects
and the kind of questions they prefer.
4. Submit timely questions — and time
their arrival! For example, questions
about Easter or Christmas should be
mailed at least a month before, as the
programs are planned in advance.
5. Do not make your questions too
easy and do not make them too hard.
Slant them to the show. The Quiz Kids
and experts on Information, Please can
handle harder questions than the average person selected from an audience.
6. Phrase your questions clearly,
simply and concisely. Never mind the
literary flourishes. Do not use fifty
words when ten will suffice. Time is
precious on the radio.
7. Keep plenty of hooks in the water!
Keep studying the different quiz shows
and keep submitting timely, interesting,
correct questions and answers with
sources of information.
Here is a Quiz Kids winning question that illustrates good showmanship
in subject matter and in wording: Question: If you wanted to sponsor a concert
under water what kind of fish would
you select to play in the orchestra?
Answer: Trumpet Fish, Cornet Fish,
Bugler Fish, Guitar Fish, Fiddler Crab,
Drum
Fish. Reference:
International
Dictionary. Webster's New
This is an interesting question, interestingly worded. The obvious way to
phrase it would be: "What fish have
musical
names?"
This entertaining
winner phrased
it in a more
novel and
way.
Luck plays a role in contesting. Good
entries do not always win. On the
other hand, good entries cannot always
lose. In the long run, the good and bad
breaks even up.
Pluck plays a bigger role. George
Santayana
difficult
is that whichonce
can wrote:
be done "The
immediately;
the
a little
The impossible
impossible istakes
achieved
dailylonger!"
in the
contest
pastime.
One
of
America's
gest winners is blind and paralyzed. bigBut
his alert mind and unconquerable spirit
carry him on to prize after prize.
It can happen to you! You can win!
But you must work harder, think harder than the other fellow if you want to
bag the prizes. For this is the American
Dream — and the American Way.
If you want to cut yourself a piece
of the Golden Fleece, be sure to
sharpen your shears!

SWAMPED!
Because of the overwhelming response to the Johnny and Penny Olsen Home
Name Contest (Sept. issue), RADIO MIRROR's staff has not had time to read
all the entries. Therefore, names of winners will be announced in the December
issue instead of in this issue as originally planned.

Home Is Where You
Make It

Little Lulu

(Continued from page 45)
Success is meaningless to Jack unless
it is used for a pleasanter life. He looks
with wonder upon the routines of other
Big Timers in his business who eat and
sleep and Work, Work, Work. Of
course they pile up more money, but
what, he asks, is money for?
For the Smiths, it is for more good
times with more good friends, for more
good food, and more travel — to South
America in the summer of '47, to
Hawaii in summer of '48, the last two
summers to Europe, next summer to
India and the Middle East.
It should follow that the house that
Jack leased (since building was out of
the question) would be as cheerful and
relaxed as the Smiths themselves. And
it does. From the minute you walk in
to the big red and green living room
you know that it's a happy house.
Grouped around the big fireplace in
the living room are a vast, curving
green velvet sofa, two downy magenta
chairs and a circular coffee table of
heroic proportions. A deep pile green
string rug is laid wall to wall, in this
room, the center foyer, and the dining
room across the hall. The same green,
with magenta highlights is repeated in
the ceiling-to-floor draperies which are
pulled back in the daytime to highlight
the view, drawn at night to make the
big room warm and intimate.
Except for the upholstered pieces —
and a spectacular mahogany cabinet
which houses the radio, phonograph
and television receiver — all of the pieces
in the room are antiques, the fine old
wood pieces enhanced by old pewter
candle holders from Pennsylvania,
brass fireplace fixtures, a globe lamp.
Across the hall, in the dining room,
comfortable arm chairs are drawn up
to a vast, round Lazy Suzan dining
table. One whole wall of this room is
given over to a fine Williamsburg sideboard— "it weighs over six hundred
and
— whichof
is thefifty
onlypounds,"
one of Jack
their brags
collection
antiques Jack bought sight unseen.
"I was sick in bed," he recalls, "and
I saw it in an ad in an antique magazine. Wired them to ship it on." The
freight bill must have cut at least one
country out of the summer's travel.
"We've had more than sixty dinner
guests in these two rooms," Jack marvels. Vickii has used her imagination
to make the house, which looks intimate and compact, expandable. One
trick, which turns the big coffee table
— with its permanent centerpiece of
philodendron — into dining space for
twelve, is her idea of using little green
leather hassocks for extra seating. They
are stored in a handy closet.
In ters
a atroom
designed
for house,
maid's Vickii
quarthe back
of the
used more cupboards and a Stuart
plaid wallpaper to turn a small, fairly
cheerless cubbyhole into combination
office and sewing room. All of Jack's
transcriptions are stored in one wall of
the cupboards, Vickii's sewing machine
and dress-making form in another.
This intelligent use of otherwise wasted
space left the library free of clutter,
added in fact a second "living room,"
used by the family for reading and
relaxing on stay-at-home nights.
The really easy chairs are in the
library — chairs chosen for comfort,
with beauty
incidental.
A big sofa
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and the drapes are in a gay red and
mustard yellow chintz. Jack has a
small bar there, loaded with pewter
mugs, an old hutch table holds stacks
of magazines and Vickii's scrapbooks.
Antique lovers who set foot for the
first time in the Smiths' cheery house
immediately demand the full tour, and
Vickii conducts them upstairs to see
the canopy beds, spool beds, and Victorian marble-topped wash stands.
The bedroom,
canopy beds
are haven
in thewith
Smiths'
big
a restful
pale
blue wallpaper and crisp white organdy curtains.
transplanted
one"You've
awestruck
visitor said.Connecticut,"
"And New Hampshire, Pennsylvania,
and upper New York," Jack reminds
them, remembering the exhaustive
searching trips which procured all this
wealth of antiquity as well, no doubt,
as the muscle aches from scraping,
waxing, polishing and staining which
followed the trips.
Most of their guests are agreeably
impressed with antiques. George Montgomery, for instance, who is a furniture maker of no mean talent himself.
"When Dinah brought George to dinner the first time," Vickii recalls, "he
came m the door and promptly disappeared. We found him on his back on
the floor under the Lazy Suzan — trying
to The
find Smiths
out howrealize
it was that
put they
together."
have
had a lot more time and energy than
most young couples for scrounging
about the countryside in search of antiques. They have no children — which
has been a grave disappointment — and
so have had a maximum of free hours
to pursue their hobby.
Old furniture is fine, so is freedom,
but it is obvious to the Smiths' friends
that they would have traded both
cheerfully for Grand Rapids tables
decorated with crayon scrawls and carpets disfigured with spilled milk.
Their house is by no means childless.
Jack's brother, Walter Reed, has three
small sprouts, who have the run of the
Smith house. Jack sponsors a baseball
team of teen-agers. And there are always home-made cookies in the cookie
jar for small fry who drop by with
their parents.
The Smiths make up for the lack of
a family of their own by making their
friends all feel as welcome in their
house as their sisters and their cousins
and their aunts. They like nothing
better than having mobs of people for
dinner, and usually can find a good excuse.
In warm weather, dinner is served
in the garden, by the light of old ship's
lanterns. Jack, who says he can't boil
water on an ordinary stove, can barbe-

cue a steaK 01
trie spit with
turns out her
the giant size

iui n a toast on hit> eiei
na trouble at all. Vick
famous salad in one o'
wooden bowls which an

her
favorite
in the
antiqueIn co"
lection,
and items
the gang
is fed.
tl
winter the parties move indoors, ar
Vickii moves into the kitchen.
She has a collection of cook boofrom every country she has ever visite
and every country she hopes to vi it
which leaves very few countries outand manages never to cook the san
dinner twice.
Friends with sensitiv
(Hollywood ulcer type) stomachs ai
warned to bring their own health food
What comes out of the big copper porn Vickii's kitchen are East Indian cui
ries, Chinese lobster with black be;
sauce, Mexican guacamole or Hawaiian
"Our friends keep coming back, so :
guess
food isn't
too frightening,'
Vickii the
comments
modestly.
Some of the more frequent comersback are Dinah and George Montpoi.
gomery, the Jeff Alexanders, the Mort
Sperzels, the Garry Moores, and the
Meredith Willsons.
fully.
"I like lots of people," Jack says.
"And all at once," Vickii adds cheerHe also likes lots of food, good food
and parties and lots of good food are
synonymous with the Smiths. Parties
and travel. But they love coming back
to the house with a view, and to their
cocker spaniel Buff — who was not ex
pected to live for a week when they
bought him and is now a dignified old
gentleman of eleven. They come back
to make plans for the next summer, and
the next, and the next.
The house which was a compromise
only two years ago, looked welcoming
— like home. And, since Jack and
Vickii have made it theirs with their
lovely things and their skills, it is
home.
The dream
home abandoned.
of our own,"
however,
has ofnot"a been
"I have my eyes on a lot," Jack says,
"an acre and a half, with a breathtaking
view. with
If I lots
can get
build — a
house
and it,
lotswe'll
of windows,
and a whole room with nothing but
Vickii is keeping up a dozen scrap
books against the happy day that they
can build their house. One is full of
closets."
just fireplaces. Another front doors
Bedrooms. And kitchens. Especially
kitchens.
The Smiths will get their house ont
day, and no doubt live happily in it—
with summers off for travel — ever
after. tinueInto live
the happily,
meantime,
they'll conwherever
they
are.
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read Jack Benny's own story plus color portrait of him and
Livingston
in TRUE STORY
Magazine
now
on the newsstands.

Neil Hamilton
(Continued from page 55)
first faced Griffith's cameras. Their
downstairs neighbors never miss a
Hollywood Screen Test program, and
although they appreciate the bright new
screen talent Neil introduces on the
show, for them it's mostly Hamilton:
The better Neil's part, the better the
show.
Besides being a good neighbor, and a
handy man with a vacuum cleaner or
lawn mower, he's active in civic affairs
and asked frequently to give informal
talks on television and a variety of subjects at women's clubs, churches, synagogues and local organizations. During
the last war he toured the Aleutians
with a USO unit, doing a magic show
and a memory act he worked up.
Only one of us had seen Neil on the
screen before we met him in person
on April 15, 1948, the night he made his
TV debut as a guest on our first Hollywood Screen Test show. I (and this is
Lester Lewis talking now) had seen
that when
fine silent
"Beau Geste,"
and
I was movie,
about thirteen.
The
male stars were Neil, Ronald Colman,
William Powell, and while I still remember them I have to confess that it
was the beautiful Alice Joyce who sent
me home dreaming. As I grew older I
became a Hamilton fan, too.
And I (this is Juliet Lewis talking
now) had the fun of seeing Neil Hamilton on the screen for the first time with
Neil sitting next to me, laughing at
the younger Hamilton in "Beau Geste."
"Wait," he said, "until you catch this
next scene coming up. That camel
hated me like poison, I'm sure."
The shot showed Legionnaire Neil
on a camel, and he told me that every
time he got himself fixed up nice and
tidy for the cameras with his jacket
pulled down trimly, the camel would
turn his head sidewise and pull at his
coat. But Neil's characteristic calm
won out over the camel's vagaries.
We both think that one great underlying reason for his poise on television,
apart from the long training on stage
and screen, is his profound faith. He
doesn't hesitate to tell you that as a
devout Catholic he believes in prayer.
When he was an infant, his mother
tripped with him in her arms while
getting off a street car, and in trying
to protect him she twisted her spine.
Doctors said she would always walk
slightly bent over. Then, when Neil
was six, he hurt his right elbow in a
fall dict
andwas permanent
once again disability,
the doctor's
with verloss
of control of the arm.
Neil's mother turned to prayer and
with her little boy she visited the shrine
of St. Anne de Beaupre, celebrated for
its healing power. Neil tells you, quite
simply and directly, that on the third
day both mother and son were healed.
Time and time again since, he says, his
faith has been justified, when it has
been sufficient.
When, more than two years ago, Neil
took the permanent assignment of playing the director on Hollywood Screen
Test, he told us, with a grin, that it was
a sign of progress for him. The ABC
studio from which we telecast is at 7
West Sixty-sixth Street, in New York.
Said Neil, "I began my professional
career, as a photographer's model, at
7 West Sixty-fifth Street. So, in thirty
years, I have moved a block up. And
moving up is always progress!"

. . . when you wear this firm,
feminine Bestform bra. styled in
shining satin. It molds and holds
a perfect bra line. Satin band
bottom for greater uplift.
■ Style 6192. A and B cups
sizes 32 to 40. White and pink.

$1.50
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MAKE MONEY with
Bostonian SHIRTS

GOOD PAY, BIG DEMAND FIELD
Overl,250,000morebirthsinU.S.eachyearthan
10 years ago.Help fill this growing demandfor ^£2$
nurses in this pleasant, well-paid work. PreEare at home in spare time. Classes supervised
y registered nurses.
Simplified, practical
coarse; modern methods. High school diploma not needed. Write now for FREE book
FREEBook!
and sample lesson pages. No obligation.
Wayne School of Practical Nursing lesson Pages
2525 Sheffield, Dept. G 45. CHICAGO 14, ILL.

'PAKE orders for old, reliable line finest
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... fabrics . . . colors . . . sizes. Sensational
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CDCC Kit
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FUSE SAMPLES!

to aU NEED

I 11 help you get extra cash to fill your
pocketbook— to live on. Supply my food
and household products to regular customers. No previous experience or capital needed. I'll send FREK an assortment
of fine, full-size products to test and
show. Start near your home, full or
spare time. Gift premiums, big monthly
premiums. Rush your name and home
address today for free outfit. Hurry!
BLAIR, Dept. 188 FX, Lynchburg, Va,
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HAIR?
MAKE THIS EASY

GLOW IN THE DARK!
BIG PROFITS showing amazing Luminous
Specialties — house numbers, pictures, plastic novelties, religious and nursery objects, ash trays, keyholders, etc. Large manufacturer. Enormousdemand.
Sell on sight. WRITE AT ONCE.for FREE samples.
Madison Mills, 303 4th Ave., Dept. P39 , New York 10.N.Y.
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1 Jnst try this SYSTEM on your hair 7 days
and see if yoa are really enjoying the pleasure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very
often capture Love and Romance for you.

MARVELOUS
BRITTLE,

HELP

Don't buy any radio or television
receiver until you've seen the new
1951 Midweit Line — it's the finest

for DRY.

Breaking-Of f HAIR

FACTORY-TO-YOU

WHEN SCALP and 'HAIR CONDITIONS are
normal and dry, brittle, brealring-off hair can be retarded,
ft has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

MIDWEST RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
I Dept. 28C, 909 Broadway,

SEND NO MONEY-Fuffy Guaranteed
Jnst try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
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"D" Is for Dorothy and Dick

NINETEEN YARDS!

HOW!

(Continued from page 53)

POUNDS

ALL

she means.
3Vz eggs
cup prepared pancake mix
Vz teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons olive oil
Vz cup milk
All soup.
mixed to give the consistency of a
thin
Spoon out on flat, liberally buttered
griddle, not too hot, about the temperature you would use for ordinary pancakes. Tip griddle back and forth so the
mixture runs out paper thin. Let
brown, add your favorite filling, fold
ends over to hold it in, and serve piping
hot. Serves six.
Dick, who is program director for
WCBS-TV, New York, has a favorite
his wife's profrom later.
too,Morelearned
recipe, gram.
about that
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BIG Patches
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LARGE paces' Full
width dress goods
material included
Broadcloth and percale in pastel shades.
ALL SIZES USABLE!
Make
aprons, skirts,
patchwork quilts, play
clothes, rompers, etc
FREE patterns. 4 lbs in
sturdy box Only SI 95 plus postage SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED or money refunded. Sent
C.O.D. Order by mail today!

QUALITY
Box 747

PATCH

Dept. M

CO.

Fall River, Mass.

lAmazing
Offer— $40.00 Is Yours
!for selling only 50 boxes of Christmas

FREE SAMPLES
PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS
ICards. And this can be done in a single
CARDS
■day. Free samples.
Other leading boxes STATIONERY
Ion approval. Many surprise items. Write
NAPKINS
today. It costs nothing to try.
White
Plains,
N. Y.
, CHEERFUL
CARD
CO., Dept. N.

OLD

LEG TROUBLE

i Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
, leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.
R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North

Dearborn Street,

Chicago 2, Illinois

MAKf»50»?EoG'f?
FREE!
42 Sample
Imprints.
Xmas Cards
Stationery
Napkins— Notes
Gift and
Sample
Catalogs

Sell only 50 boxes imprinted Xmas
Cards. Sensational profit-sharing plan
gives you choice of over 300 gifts,
and guarantees handsome cash profits
on complete line. Write today! Send
no money! Deluxe boxes on approval.
CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS, INC.
45 Warburton Ave., Dept.Q-d. vonkers. N.V.

INGROWN

NAIL

Hurting You?
Immediate
Relief!
A few drops of OTJTGBO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of Ingrown nail. OUTGEO toughens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
be cut and thus prevents further pain and discomfort. OUTGEO is available at all drug counters.

FALSE
KLUTCH

TEETH

holds them tighter

KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dental plates
so much firmer and snugger that one can eat and talk
with greater comfort and security; in many cases almost as well as with natural teeth. Klutch lessens the
constant fear of a dropping, rocking, charing plate, 25c
and 50c at druggists. If your druggist hasn't it,
don'twe waste
money
substitntes,
and
will mail
you on
a generous
trial but
box. send us 10c

KLUTCH

I
M
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CO.. Box 5086-K, ELMIRA,

N. Y.

The Doans moved to their house in the
Silvermine woods a year ago last
summer, and with them, of course,
went the four precious pieces of furniture that they bought when Dick went
into the Navy. Freshened with new
blue slip covers, bound and tufted with
white, they were the first things set in
place in the Doans' upstairs combination bed and sitting room in their Silvermine home. The quartette consists
of a bed and lamp, a love seat and
matching chair with ottoman, now
grouped in front of the red brick fireThis upstairs room runs the full
place.
width of the house, and is reached by
an enclosed stairway from one end of
the living room. The ceiling is peaked,
the glass doors that lead to a roof terrace let in the sky by day or night.
Walls are pale green, curtains frilly
yellow. Dorothy made the dressing
table skirt from a pair of embroidered
organdy curtains, caught up with
bunches of daisies. There's a Peter
Hunt desk, decorated with hearts and
romantic French phrases.
Downstairs are the living room,
kitchen, another bedroom and bath, a
television room, and a complete guest
wing with its own entrance.
From the outside, the house looks
like a Hansel and Gretel cottage that
has grown right up out of the woods — a
log house, with blue-green trim around
the white window frames, its hospitable
front door lighted by a golden lantern.
You enter the little front hall, deca framed
replica
of Dick's
family orated
coatwith of
arms, and
the big
living
room spreads invitingly before you,
with its superb view of the Silvermine
River. The two-story room is paneled
in dark wood, with high peaked ceiling.
A rough-hewn log, planed only across
the top side, forms the mantel shelf
over the fieldstone fireplace. An oval
Cape Cod braid rug, predominantly
blue, and some New England throw
rugs cover the floor now, until Dorothy
finishes the big hooked rug of tulip
design she is making square by square
on the loom in the corner.
Decoy ducks from Kansas, used on
hunting
in Dick's
stand on trips
the sills
of two home
small state,
high
set windows on the fireplace side.
There's pewter on the mantel shelf,
acquired in Cape Cod fishing villages,
and a Hepplewhite chest and tilt top
table. A warm rose couch flanks one
wall and big, comfortable upholstered
chairs, ottomans cluster round the fireIt's here the dining table is set on
place.
winter
evenings,
but
breakfast
is

served in the adjoining kitchen, and
you couldn't imagine a pleasanter place
to begin the day. The first thing you
notice is an easy chair, just the thing
for the guest who isn't quite awake yet
but wants to know what's cooking. The
walls are splashed with pale yellow,
the linoleum is yellow-patterned, the
woodwork cobalt blue, while the curtains are a gay yellow, gray and pink
Shelves are filled with lovely china
and glassware and some cherished old
plaid.
pieces the Doans have been holding on
to since their first housekeeping days.
The coffee pot stands ready on the
electric range, because Dorothy is a
coffee-lover, although she often forgets
to
eat when
often
served
in a she's
littlebusy.
patioCoffee
just is
outside,
from which you get a sweeping view of
the cozy little river that widens out
just at this point to give the Doans
their own small private island. You go
down a long flight of stairs made of
rock, to the barbecue where steaks
and frankfurters are roasted for summer evening parties, and to the swimming hole.
The woods come up to meet the
bright flower gardens, and it's here
that Dick's tractor has been such a
help. Dick had been pricing tractors
and deciding to do without one for a
while, when someone told him about a
secretary for a New York corporation,
living in a little apartment, who had
won a radio quiz show jackpot that included a live steer, a nine cubic foot
deep freeze, and a garden tractor with
all the attachments. A rancher had
bought the steer, and by the time Dick
got wind of her windfall only the
tractor was left. He bought it and
week-ends it works overtime.
Monday mornings, of course, and
straight
Friday, and
there's
8:18 from through
nearby Norwalk
the 6:the
02
out
Grand enough
Central toat make
night, it.
if
bothof lucky
is necessarily late, but they both
to get it themselves rather than
cook's schedule.

they're
Dinner
prefer
meet a

nn the train, Dorothy pores over the
commercials for the show, translating them into her own direct, sincere
phraseology, and Dick maps out program plans. But once home, everything
changes. Both pitch in, and soon the
house is filled with good cooking smells.
Dick scrambles eggs like ambrosia, and
you haven't lived until you've tasted
his special sauce for baked potatoes. A
deep freeze has now solved most of
their marketing problems, and Dorothy
cooks up a lot of things over weekends. When they're alone she gets Sunday breakfast in bed, served by Dick.
Here's Dick's favorite supper recipe,
learned too from a guest on the Vanity
Suey!
Fair program. It's called Brazilian Chop
Heat Vi cup peanut oil in skillet and
Saute 1 large diced onion, I green
pepper quartered, and 1 stalk of celery,
cut in 1-inch lengths, tops included.
Add Vz small can tomato paste
One small can mushrooms
Vz cup whole cashew nuts
One No. 2 can of tomatoes (drained)
1
can whole cooked shrimp (or
freshsmall
shrimp)
Let simmer for ten minutes, season
with
salt, hot
pepper,
Serve
over all-spice
steamed and
rice.nutmeg.
Serves four dainty eaters, or two
Doans, according to Dorothy!

If YOU want to enjoy that

"Being a (Continued
Local from
BoypageMyself
..."
63)
planned for pleasant family life rather
than for display. There's a wide living
room with deep carpet, bright chairs,
convenient tables and a grand piano
stacked with music. The dining room
is a size ample for family dinners and
behind that there's a new room built
across the back of the house, Lawrence
explains, "Now that the children are
getting big, we needed more space, but
we liked this house and didn't want to
move. So we just built another room.
It's
my office
when
amusement
room
for I'm
all ofhome
us. and the
"All" means Fern, Lawrence's lovely
wife and Shirley Jean, Donna Lee and
Lawrence Jr., their three children.
We stated our problem, and Lawrence flashed that sudden smile.
"Tell
them first,"
said, "I
it's
an advantage
to behe born
outthink
in the
wide open spaces."
On that score, Lawrence Welk should
be an authority, for his own birthplace would make a good setting for a
Hopalong Cassidy movie. The North Dakota prairie rolled almost unbroken
around the sod house which his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig Welk had built
themselves.
There were eight children and the
Welks were the musical family of the
frontier community. While the father
played the accordion, the boys played
fiddle and clarinet and the mother and
daughters sang. Lawrence learned the
old world waltzes and polkas which
later grew into his characteristic champagne music. When he progressed to
playing for Saturday night dances in
the town of Winona, father was far
from
"ButIt amade
little me
opposition
good happy.
for a boy.
work foris
what I wanted and value it after I
gotIt it."
was a magnificent understatement.
The little opposition of which he spoke
came to a head when Lawrence was
seventeen and saw a picture of a piano
accordion in a mail order catalog. It
cost $400. Minus cash but rich in plan,
he consulted his father.
Recalling the conference, Lawrence
said, "Dad had a peculiar philosophy.
Instead of watching out for his own
selfish interests, he would ask, 'Is it
good for the other fellow?' He decided
this would be good for me. Either I
Would become a good accordion player,
or I'd meet
girl,farmer
fall in he
lovewanted
and settle
down
to be a the
me
to be. When I stuck to my music, he
kept his bargain, gave me his blessing."
With one of his first jobs came another important part of his education.
"There was a band leader," he recounts, "who booked us into small
towns all over the Dakotas and Nebraska. Once in a while we could pry
a little change away from the guy for
eating money. Then came the morning
when I walked down the street of a
littel Nebraska town, and there was my
boss, luxuriating in a twenty-five cent
shave.
"I stood a long minute staring
through
the glass,
'The quarter it costs
wouldthinking,
have bought
five
hamburgers for the band.' I'll never
forget how hungry I was and how mad
I was. That was the point where I left
the band, and it also was the spot
where I realized I must learn to be a
good business man. I never wanted
anyone to feel about me as I felt about
that band leader."

SLIM 'TEE
N size
feel ing . .

Welk made the decision pay dividends on his next job. An old trouper,
George T. Kelly, brought vaudeville to
the rural regions. His offer sounded
good, but Lawrence held out for a
partnership.
"And then," says Lawrence with a
little twist to his smile, "I found out
about booking — that one section's star
can be another area's poison. We
headed South, into a district where the
dance was regarded as mortal sin.
Wiser and poorer, Lawrence returned to North Dakota to start over.
He got a band together, gained some
popularity — but little cash— and received his first offer to make recordings.
"Just about then," says Lawrence "I
found the most important of all assets.
I married the right wife."
Fern takes up the story. "I was a
student nurse, and hearing the kids in
the dormitory rave over Lawrence
Welk, I thought, "Now isn't that just
like a bunch of silly girls."
When the group persuaded her to
attend a broadcast with them, the
handsome young man back of the
microphone was introduced and
promptly invited her to dinner.
Lawrence and Fern were married in
Sioux City, April 18, 1931. The booker
called right after the wedding to inform Lawrence an engagement had
been cancelled and a replacement made.
As a honeymoon, the Welks made a
long jump to the next dance date.
The longest jump of all almost a
year later from Albany to Phoenix.
There the worst jolt awaited them. The
ballroom, too had gone broke. What's
more, Fern was pregnant. It was by
far the worst situation Lawrence had
ever faced.
The experience scared him enough
to put him into the hotel business.
Fern, to have the baby, went on to
Dallas. Lawrence, on arrival, leased a
small residential hotel. Income from
the property was their living.
Texans for two years they returned
to North Dakota and Lawrence went
back to the band.
It was the sleeper which, indirectly,
brought his chance to achieve name
band status. On a long swing into
Minnesota, the gang decided to go into
St. Paul to lunch at the Hotel Lowry
and hear Will Osborn.
Lawrence says, of his hunch, "On the
way to the parking lot, I told the boys
to wait, I was going to book us into
the St. Paul. I must have caught the
manager at the right moment.
"His gamble paid off. We followed a
band highly popular with the Coke set,
but the Coke set was pretty broke in
those days. We drew a smaller, older
crowd, but they had money in their
pockets. The St. Paul made a profit,
and because they did, we were able to
go on to the William Penn in PittsNew Year's himself,
Eve, 1938."
And burgh,
as opening
for Lawrence
the
days
of
sleeper
busses
aren't
wasted
on
him, either. His latest venture is the
Lawrence
Squeezeburger.
snack withWelk
carrot
sticks, onions It's
anda
radishes surrounding a luscious hamburger and served in an attractive
basket.
"I'm almost satisfied with it," he
concludes. "When I get it just right,
it will be delicious as the hamburger
I dreamed about, when I didn't have a
nickel in my pocket."

DoeR a bulging tummy make you
look years older than you really
are? Are ordinary girdles uncomfortable to wear . . . do thev fail
to flatten out your abdomen the
way you want? Then here 81 last
is the answer to your problem I
SLIM-MODE, the wonderful new
adjustable health supporter girdle
is scientifically constructed to help
you look and feel like a "Slim
So why go on day after day with
a tired back that
needs posture
lief? Why suplook
port to bring re-

Sixteen."

your years
droopyyondand
besection bulges
because your midand
don'tyour
fit clothes
right?
SLIM-MODE
brings you vital
control where you
ned it most . . .
monize" your fighelps
to "harureishto more
lines
. styl. .
it's so comfortable to wear. And
you can havu a
SLIM-MODE
sent to you to
wear on TRIAL
OFFER. See offer
in coupon.

AFTER
See what derful
a wonchange
SLIM-MODE
makes — instantly.
Xewty ! New
figure poise
beau- !
Order your
SLIM-MODE
day.
on free trial to-

BEFORE
Typical figure
problem of a
Stout"
—"Stylish
note the
sag-

$4 98

ging abdomen.

4

ONLY

TOewt The ADJUSTABLE
HEALTH SUPPORTER

sum-IDE

LIFTS AND FLATTENS
BULGING TUMMY

GIRDLE

YOUR

SLIM-MODE has a builtin front -laced panel. Adjust
the est
laces
to your
great-is
comfort.
Your own
tummy
lifted in to shape, flattened
out . . . yet you feel truly
comfortable.
You can wear SLIM-MODE
all day long. Will not bind
or make you feel constricted.
That's
becausecloth
the plus
two-way
s-t-r-e-t-c-h
the
front-laced panel brings you
perfect personalized fit. The
design
is ofbased
on scientific facts
healthful
figure
control. Made by experts of
quality
materials.
Detachable crotch of rayon satin
material:
4 All
detachable
carters. Nude.
sizes. $4.
08
in regular sizes. Sent on
Free Trial.
Give
measurements asked for in coupon
below.
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The Silent Challenge
(Continued from page 65)
Shirley's sake! — he must produce something very special.
And so he had. The day he ripped
the final page from his machine, he
knew he'd written a story to be proud
of. Hale would think so too — he must!
It was right there in black and white,
a story that was exciting, unusual,
written by a man who obviously knew
his job. For this story Hale might be
able to get two thousand, maybe even
twenty-five hundred. Enough to prove
to himself, to Portia, to all of Parkerstown
that his
Walter
Manning
wasn't
just
wasting
time when
he sat
day
after day locked in his study.
Ifthat
only time
Christopher
to show hadn't
up. Orchosen
if he just
had
to do it, if there was some timetable of
fate that brought him to their door at
just that moment, after twenty years of
silence — if only he had gone away
again at once! Back to South America. Back to his fooling with poisonous
plants, his research in toxicology that
took him to corners of the globe so
glamorous that even Portia, a sensible
and level-headed woman, hadn't been
able to keep the excitement out of her
eyes that first night at dinner when
Christopher was persuaded to talk about
his work. Reluctantly, Walter acknowledged to himself that they'd had to
persuade Chris to talk.
"I want to know about you, Walter,"
Chris
I'vedetails
been
doing had
is allprotested.
dull stuff,"What
clinical
you couldn't possibly care about — "
"We're not so uneducated as all that,"
Walter had interrupted swiftly. He
had remembered to smile as he said it,
but he caught a puzzled glance from
Portia's dark eyes and warned himself not to be so childishly defensive
again.
DickieChris.
added About
eagerly,
tell and
us,
Uncle
the"Yeah,
Amazon
that stuff. What you were telling me
Chris smilingly turned the topic
upstairs.""It's not fair to me," he said
aside.
firmly. "It was my curiosity about you
folks that reunited us. If you had all
been so anxious to ask questions about
me, Walter would have come looking
for me." His eyes sparkled as he appealed to Portia. "As a lawyer, Portia, you know a logical argument when
you hear one.
Isn't that one logical?"
"Faultless," Portia agreed. "But as
a woman — as your sister-in-law I must
confess I'm twice as curious as Walter
would ever admit being. So about that
trip
up the watched
Amazon — them,
"
Walter
while he
seemed to give all his attention to
lighting a cigarette. Their laughing
faces showed fondness and affection already, though they had known one
another only a few hours. After Christopher had arrived, after the first excited and somewhat awkward introductions were over, after they had
argued and persuaded until Christopher
finally agreed to make it at least an
overnight visit, Portia had cornered
Walter as he was changing his shirt for
dinner and had attacked him at once
on the subject of his long estrangement
from Christopher. "Why?" she had
insisted. "Why, why didn't you ever
even mention him, Walter? He's a treperson!" her eyes, bent to
Walter, mendous
evading
pick out a pair of socks. He muttered
something he knew she couldn't hear.

"Walter, I can't hear you. What did
He straightened up, annoyed because
he knew he was flushing.
"I said
say?" we quarreled." Inwardly he
you
was
waiting, knowing that the next
question would be. Quarreled? But
what about? What could two young
brothers quarrel over that would be
bitter enough to separate them for
twenty years?
It was quite a question. Now, sitting
at the table, watching Christopher being charming, Walter felt, absolutely
felt, that Portia was framing the question over again in her mind. But of
course she couldn't ask it out loud.
And yet amazingly she did. Walter
couldn't believe his ears. Outraged, he
heard her saying, laughing a little, "Do
tell me Christopher, if you remember —
what on earth was it you and Walter
quarreled about, that time? I can't
forgive either of you, since it's meant
that you haven't met Walter's family
Christopher paused, frowning.
until
now."
"Darned
if I do remember. How about
it, You
Walter?
bet I Do
do, you?"
Walter said to himself.
I couldn't forget. Not in twenty years
or a million. How could I? It was a
fight over the very essence of what
makes us different people, you and I.
It was the truth of why I can never be
your friend, Chris, even though I am
your brother. It was your arrogance
we fought about. Aloud, he only said,
"I can't exactly recall. I have a faint
recollection of myself saying I could,
andTheof you
saying
funny
partI could
of it not."
was that he
couldn't really remember what it was
he'd wanted to do, or where he'd
wanted
go. That didn't
matter.
When heto remembered
the quarrels
with Chris, he remembered, always,
the
sameauthority.
quarrel — his rebellion against
Chris's
Walter came back to the dinner table
with a start, and looked nervously
round. Portia and Chris were chatting amiably, but he thought he caught
in their talk an undercurrent of embar as ment, as when people talk feverishly to cover a silence. This wouldn't
do! Portia wasn't an easy woman to
deceive. By now she must know that
in spite of the front he was trying to
put on, he wasn't glad to see his
brother.
(ihris was saying, "After all, why try
/ to remember? The mistake wasn't in
quarreling but in taking it all so seriously. Iguess both the Mannings took
themselves a little over-seriously back
in Walter
those days."
began to relax. Back in those
days . . . that was a good point! Here
he was, a mature — supposedly mature,
anyway — man with a wife and two children. And although nobody could tell
by looking at him, inwardly he had
reverted to an eighteen-year-old stage
— squirming with envy of his older,
more successful, better-looking brother,
convinced that Chris was trying to
show him up, make him feel small; sure
that Chris would very soon begin to
offer him advice which Walter would
resent all the more because of his own
secret suspicion that it was good advice. At eighteen, all this had happened. But it was ridiculous to feel
the same way now! It was worse than
ridiculous — it was shameful. Chris had

come with outstretched hand and the
desire to be friendly. It was unspeakably petty not to meet him in the same
spirit. If Portia knew . . . Walter
glanced almost guiltily at her. If she
knew what had been going through his
mind, wouldn't she be ashamed? Especially if she knew he'd gone so far as
to sketch the possibility that she might
think him wrong and Chris, whatever
the argument had been, right? He was
so wrapped up in his resentment of
Chris that he was ready to turn it
against Portia too — Portia, whose love
and loyalty were boundless!
Things went along much better after
that silent calling-down Walter gave
himself. His own resentments out of
the way, he found it easy to see why
Portia looked at Chris with starry eyes,
and why Dickie hung on every word.
His brother was quite a guy! Shamefacedly, Walter admitted that he was a
brother to be proud of . . .
And everything would have been
fine if Chris had gone off again the next
day as he'd planned.
But hehe and
didn't
go. came
Duringdown
the night
both
Dickie
with
violent attacks of sickness which were
diagnosed, the next day, by the doctor
as botulinus poisoning. They had evidently gotten it from a jar of green
beans which they'd sneaked into the
kitchen to pilfer from while Miss Daisy
was getting dinner. The rest of the
family had eaten the beans at dinner,
but as Chris explained to Walter, by
that time they'd been heated, and the
heat had destroyed the germs.
Walter was torn between consternation and irritation, but after a few
days, when he was assured that the illness was not serious, irritation began
to creep uppermost. It seemed to him
that all at once the whole house — in
fact the whole darned town — had begun to revolve about Christopher. Little Shirley was quite in the background.
To keep Chris from being bored, Portia invited their friends to make bedside visits every night, and Walter
watched with increasing annoyance^
mixed, however, with that strange, unwilling pride — as Christopher made
conquest after conquest of all the people who met him. Dickie was beside
himself with pride, particularly since
Portia had moved him into the extra
guestroom bed beside Christopher's,
thus creating a kind of men's-dormitory
effect. To be sharing a room, man-toman, with an uncle who had spoken to
headhunters — who knew the Amazon
country like the back of his own hand!
Walter saw Dickie's admiration bloom
into adoration, and was annoyed with
himself for the twinges of envy he felt.

There was the morning Chris said, in
answer to a question of Dickie's, that
the most important thing a man could
do, was find work that he liked and was
good at, and buckle down to it. "Take
me," he said. "I'm one of the lucky
ones. When I started out in medicine
I had no idea I'd end up in this special field of poisons. But all the same
I was working toward it without really
knowing I was, and now here I am —
fascinated, not caring how hard I have
to work because to me it's the most
absorbingportant,
stuff
world.
Dickie, in
to the
be the
right It's
man imin
the job that's right for you . . ."
What's he making that speech for?
Walter thought at once. His willingness to distrust Christopher, always
near the surface, boiled up and over.
All the way down the stairs and into
his
study
he turned
remark
overit
in his
mind,
trying Chris's
to squeeze
from
some meaning that would amount to a
criticism of himself. Did Chris mean
to
that he, That
Walter,
thesuggest
right work?
he hadn't
was a found
misfit
as a writer? That he ought to be doing something else instead of sitting
here staring at a typewriter?
"Oh, nonsense!" Walter thought.
"What's the matter with me, anyway?
There's no reason for Chris to think
that. This house doesn't look like a
poor man's house — these rooms are
comfortable, attractive, well-furnished;
Portia and the kids are happy and
well-looked-after. Why in the world
should he get the idea that I'm not
doing
well athimself.
my work?"
No reason,
he
answered
No reason
at all
— and yet the teasing, nervous question
remained. No reason, unless one
counted as a reason his own self distrust. Nobody knew about that, not
Portia, not anyone except Walter himself. Nobody in the world knew how
he had lately begun to doubt himself.
How worried he was that Jonathan
Hale might . . . just possibly . . . not
accept his story at all. Nobody knew,
nobody need ever know. When the
story was accepted and the check came
in, all these doubts would vanish as
though they'd never been. Unless
Christopher managed to guess. . . .
For a long time Walter sat motionless, staring at his hands as they lay
idly one on either side of the typewriter. They looked so slender and
weak, compared to Christopher's hands
—short
Christopher's
hands
brown,blond
the
hairs on the
back were
bleached
by much
tropicalboyish,
sun. Aineffectual.
man's hands.
His
own looked
But
they weren't. He'd proved that, many
times. Stories had gone out, checks
had come in, the world's approval of
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Walter Manning as a writer. That
would happen again. But he must
work! He couldn't go on like this,
waste morning after morning. With
sudden fierce energy, he found paper,
carbons, rolled them into the machine,
poised his hands on the keys. And
door-chimes
then,
sounded.melodiously,
Once. Twice.the
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Walter's hands fell away from the
keys. He listened, but there were no
footsteps going to answer the doorbell.
He'd better go himself. Another interruption. Or— could it be what he was
waiting for? The telegram from Jonathan Hale, about his story? He went
quickly to the door, flung it open and
started for the hall door, but before he
got there he realized he was needlessly
excited. swering
Hale
couldn't possibly be anthis quickly.

ning. Sorry I couldn't make it come
Walter left the
outMuttering
any other thanks,
way."
man's desk and went across the corridor into Bill Baker's office. He felt
as though he were being twisted in a
vise. How in the world could he or
any man
a millionaire
just
reach
intowho
his wasn't
bank account
and hand
over more than twenty-five hundred
dollars? Who did they think he was?
There wasn't that much money in the
Manning bank account even if they
added in the little they'd saved for
Dickiemuch
and money,
Shirley period.
. . . there just wasn't
that
Bill looked up. "Well?" Walter had
explained the situation to him on the
phone, and Bill's concern for the outcome of the accountant's figuring was
written plainly on his kindly face.
Walter shook his head.

"I guess the government doesn't make
Nonetheless it was the mailman who
stood there, a white envelope in his
mistakes,
that,"
he said.
owe
them at
every
penny
of it. "Seems
And we I
hands. "Special delivery, Mr. Manjust
don't
have
it.
I
don't
know
what
Sign here, please — thank you."
I'm going to do. If only they could
gone, moving slowly down toHe was ning.
ward the fence in the sunlight, leaving
wait, I've got a story in New York right
now that will bring me that much and
Walter holding the white envelope between stiff, cold fingers. He turned it maybe more. But they only give me
as he went back in and closed the door,
Both men were silent, thinking. Then
and his fingers relaxed. Not from Hale.
Bill
said hesitantly, "Say, Walter —
Of course not — there hadn't been time.
a week."
So that was all right for the time bewhat
about your brother?"
Walter's hands tightened. "My
ing. But what on earth was it, then?
brother?
What about him?"
Department of Taxation and Finance
"Well . . . it's pretty evident he's well
. . . Out of the envelope slid a letter
fixed.
I
mean
— well, you know, all
with a pink slip attached. He glanced
those consulting jobs he holds, direcat them, then unbelievingly stood and
read them again. And again. Then he
torships andspeak
what nots.
And I've
him myself
of property
hereheard
and
leaned against the wall and stared
there. I don't want to butt in," Bill
down at them, his mind washed clean
of all activity by the figures that stood
said apologetically. "It's so obvious
that he's the man for you to ask that I
boldly out from the typewritten words.
figure there must be some good reason
le
to take this in. It
It was impossib
was impossible to believe that he owed
why
haven't But
goneis straight
to him
with you
this mess.
it good enough
the government two thousand eight
reason,
Walter?
This
is
a
pretty
bad
hundred and sixty-five dollars and
seventy-five cents, for — what did it
Walter stood
up. "Listen, Bill —
say? — comeatax mistake
return. made in his 1947 indon't
throw in
my— "brother's success in my
spot you're
teeth, will you? Not right at this minMoving like a much older man,
Walter went back into the study and
ute. I don't care to discuss Chrisshut the door. 1947. His mind began
topher's wealth or his property or his
directorships. For that matter I don't
to operate
again.
He'd
been
in
Hollywood, then. It had to be a mistake!
care to discuss Christopher. He's the
last man in the world I'd go to for
He'd made a lot of money that year,
sure enough — but the studio accountant ' money or help of any kind, get that
himself had prepared Walter's return!
through your head."
Twenty-five hundred dollars? It was
inconceivable that a professional acBill stood up too his face flaming.
countant could make an error like that.
"Hold on to yourself, Walter," he
The government must have made the
said sharply. "I don't know what it is
error. It happened. Of course it hapbetween
youit two
Mannings
I don't
care, since
seems
to be soandpersonal,
pened. Accountants didn't go around
leaving out a matter of over two thoubut you've got no right to shove my
sand dollars
. . . pumping.
Walter's heart
words down
my throat
like that.
a more
normal
His began
mind
perfectly
reasonable
to assume
thatIt'sa
brother
will
be
willing
to
help
a
picked up speed. Something had better be done about this, right away.
brother, and plenty of other folks will
He reached for the phone and called
make the same assumption." He
paused, breathing hard, getting himBill Baker's office. Bill Baker's accountant would help him figure it out.
self under control. "What is it anyway,
Walter?" he asked more gently. "Why
He'd ask Bill to lend him the guy for
a couple of hours, take all his 1947
do you get that look on your face every
time Christopher comes into the conpapers down and they'd go over it together. By tonight he'd have it
straightened out.
Ignoring Bill's question, Walter went
versation?"
to the door
said shortly,
"Please
But it didn't even take that long.
forgive
me forandshouting,
Bill. Just
put
Bill's accountant had some free time
before lunch, and in something less
it
down
to
shock
and
nerves.
I've
got
than half an hour had broken down the
some tall figuring to do, so I'll just run
material Walter brought him into two
along. See you later." He went out,
impervious to the puzzled, worried
long, frightening columns of figures.
look his friend directed against his
Figures whose information was unconstiffly-held shoulders until he was out
tradictable. Figures which proved beof sight.
yond any doubt that the studio accountant, in 1947, had simply forgotChristopher . . . Christopher . . .
ten to include certain royalties which
Christopher. Back in his study, Walter
came to grips with the problem. Of
a book of Walter's had earned. "And
course it was the obvious thing, to ask
now," Bill's man said regretfully, "it
Christopher.
Portia, even, would suglooks like they've got you, Mr. Man-
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gest it when he told her what had happened. He couldn't
himself
to
tell her quite
yet. Notbring
without
having
any alternative when she said, as she
would say, "But let's borrow it from
Chris, darling. He's your brother, and
he'd be more than glad . . ." He
couldn't listen to that and not burst out
with the whole nasty story of his envy
of Chris, his resentment of Chris, his
twenty-year-long battle to be as good
as Chris, his conviction that he never
would be.
If only that check would come from
Hale! Then he could go to Portia and
say owe
lightly,
"Look what's
We
the government
this,happened.
can you
believe it?" And then when she looked
concerned, he would take out Hale's
check and place it before her and say
soothingly, "Well, this takes care of it,
at any rate. With a bit left over, as a
matter of fact." How her eyes would
glow. With pride, with love, with confidence that her husband would always
be able to make things right . . .
Aloud, with finality and desperation,
Walter said, "But this is a daydream.
None of this is going to happen. The
check from Hale may never come. It
may come and be too small — a couple
of hundred. Maybe nobody but a second-rate magazine will buy the story.
Maybe nobody at all will buy the story.
Face it, Walter. You have no certain
way of getting that money unless you
go The
begging
it to inyour
wordsforhung
the brother."
air before him.
They formed a rope, dragging him upward toward the room where Christopher lay. In one part of his mind he
knew that if he asked Christopher the
humiliation would be entirely of his
own imagining. Christopher wouldn't
see it that way. He'd see it as a chance
to perform a brotherly act — to do something that members of the same family
were bound by decency and affection to
do for one another, if they could. Christopher would be proud to lend him the
money. Yes, in one part of his mind,
Walter acknowledged, he knew this to
be true. But was the humiliation any
less real if it was only in his own mind?
How odd that as yet Portia knew
nothing. She'd been out shopping all
the morning. Why, she didn't even
know about the letter from the government .. . strange, that he should be going through something so dreadful and
that she should be unconscious of it all
unless and until he told her about it.
But maybe the thing to do was to
simply ask Christopher, pay the government and never tell Portia at all.
Why should she be worried? Why —
this was the real question — why should
she be the witness to his humiliation,
why should she have to know that he
had been forced to turn to Christopher
io'- help? That would only make her
admire Christopher more.
Tn sion
thefor himself.
end, he didn't
deciIt wasmake
the the
telegram
that decided him. It came as he was
sitting there, wondering what to do —
a rmg at the bell.
He knew before he slit open the yellow envelope that it was from Hale. It
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had come very quickly . . . was that
good? Or was it bad, fatal, big No that
would shatter his hope and leave him
only Christopher? It could so easily
say Yes, ifs a terrific story, best you
ever did. We've sold it already; your
check is on the way to you. Three
thousand dollars . . .
Walter stood in the dim hallway,
fingering the open envelope. Then
abruptly he reached inside and pulled
out the message. It was from Hale,
right enough. But he'd written it all
wrong. The message was different, entirely different. "Story well plotted,
but lacking punch. Keep trying. Let
us Just
hear."that. Nothing more. Nothing
about whether Hale thought he could
sell it or thought it hopeless. Nothing
that would help him to know whether
he must ask Christopher. . . .
He told himself, as he stood there,
"Don't be -tupid. This is it. This is
what says you must ask Christopher, if
you're
going to getThere
the money
pay
the government.
are no tomore
ifs or buts."
Slowly, but steadily, he went right
upstairs and into the guestroom. He
couldn't afford any more time to sit
around with his head in his hands. He'd
ask, and get it over with.
It was over very quickly. It hardly
hurt at all. Only a few words, and
Chris looked up alertly. "Money? For
Pete's sake, Walter, what else is it for?
Just get my checkbook out of my coat
pocket, will you, and a pen, and tell me
how much." He scarcely seemed to
listen to Walter's explanation about the
government's letter, the mistake in the
accountant's figures. It didn't seem to
matter to him. The only thing that
mattered was that his brother was in a
jam, and that he, Christopher, could
get him out of it quite easily. Why
can't I be like that, Walter wondered.
So big and simple and generous? Why
did he always have to search and pry
until he'd scraped up some double mofor people's
he
have tiveto
think, inactions?
the faceWhyof did
Christopher's open-heartedness, that all the
same Chris was getting a big kick out
of being able to hand out that much
money without a blink? Dickie, in the
other bed, looked on solemnly, unable
quite to envision the huge figures that
the grown-ups had been discussing.
Seeing his impressed face, Walter was
driven to offering an excuse for himself. "If my check had come through,"
he said in a low voice, "I wouldn't have
had to bother you, Chris. But there's
been some delay — "
Christopher glanced at the telegram
which protruded from Walter's jacket

pocket.
"Did they say anything at all,
yet?" he asked.
I could lie, Walter thought. But he
said, "Yes. There's some doubt about
whether they can sell it at all, it ap"Tough,"
Chris said softly. "But
pears .. ."
what the
heck, Walter — go on down and
toss off another one. You've done it
"As soon as I do, you'll get this back,"
before." said grimly. "The next story I
Walter
sell.
No, I his
mean
as
Chris moved
handit,"as he
if toinsisted
brush the
subject out of the room. "This is just a
loan,
"If Chris."
that's the way you want it."
Walter nodded. "That's the way.
Just a loan." He thanked Chris, gave
Dickie a pat, and went out. As he
started down the stairs, he came face
to face with Portia, coming up. She
was out of breath and glowing. "I've
bought out the town," she said gaily.
"That was a linen sale downtown —
Walter!
What's
the muttered.
matter?"
"Matter?"
Walter
If only
he hadn't had to face her now, before he'd had a chance to compose
himself.
Portia's glow had faded, leaving a
look of apprehension behind. She put
her hand on his arm and drew him back
upstairs
her.light,
"Aren't
Come herewith
to the
let meyou
see well?
your
"I'm all right," he said shortly. His
hand tightened on the telegram and the
check in his pocket. Suppose he told
her, told
" her now. Got it over with,
eyes — the
wiped
glow completely from her
eyes and saw her falter in her adoration. Saw her begin to wonder what
kind
of man
that she'd
married.
Whatit was,
kind really,
of failure.
Why
drag it out?
He took a breath and said, "Well,
that's not quite true. I've heard from
"Walter!" Her cry was delighted.
"Why didn't you tell me! Oh darling,
he must have thought it was wonderful
toHale—"
have wired you so quickly. Has he
sold
it yet? Trying
Oh, tellto me—"
"Wait!"
stop her, Walter
realized that she was drawing him
quickly toward the guestroom. "Wait
a minute, he — " But by that time she
had burst open the door and was almost singing to the two surprised faces
before them, "Haven't you heard? Why
isn't everyone up dancing? Walter's
sold this story! Chris, Dickie — don't
youThere
feel was
better
already?"of blank silence.
a moment
Walter stood dumbly, unable to think
of anything to say. Over Portia's shoulder, he met his brother's eyes . . . un-
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believing, puzzled, slowly changing to
shocked dismay. Did Chris think he
had deliberately lied to Portia? He
glanced at Dickie. The boy was waiting, watching, not quite understanding what was
going on. InWalter
one second's
confused
helplessness,
knew
that if he chose he need say nothing.
Chris would never betray him. Dickie
would never say anything about what
had gone on between the two men just
a few moments before. Nobody would
say anything, and he could just let Portia go on assuming that everything was
fine in their little world. Walter had
sold his story. Walter was a good
writer, a fine writer, a man who could
make money with his writing. Chris
would rather die than betray him. . He
could tell Portia about the government's bill, and let her think it was his
story that had really earned the money
to pay it. It was all clearly before him,
an upside - down version of reality
that he could make come true if he
chose.
"Wait a minute," he mumbled, "I'll
be right back." He stepped out of the
bedroom very softly, and closed the
door behind him.
It was then, in those moments above
the dark stairway, that Walter stood
still and allowed his problem to marshal all its strength around him. It
had to be faced, here and now; he had to
think it out. It might possibly mean
that his whole life with Portia hung in
the balance.
He could allow the lie to stand. Christopher would not betray him. But
what would he buy with his lie? What
would it be worth to have Portia look
at him with love and pride each day
when he was intensely, increasingly
aware how little he merited that pride?
It was hardly a problem, now that he
put it into words. There was only one
answer. No man could love his wife
as he loved Portia and allow her to go
for any length of time under such a
false impression of him. There was no
problem, only the problem of what
words to use when he told her. Simply
and clearly and straightforwardly —
what other way was there? He would
just go in and explain all from the
beginning
. theit government's
the refusal .— . for
amounted to letter;
that —
of his story; the borrowing from Christopher. He would even have to explain
his moment of silence back in the bedroom, when he allowed her — even for
so short a time — to think that the story
had been sold.
Surprising, Walter thought, how very
simple it all was, once a decision was
made. Taking a deep breath, he turned
the knob and went slowly back into the
guestroom.
eyes Walter,
turned
toward
him Christopher's
expectantly, and
not knowing quite why he did it,
nodded slightly. Then he said quietly,
"Portia, would you come outside for a
few moments, please? There's somewant knew,
to tell afterwards,
you, darling that
. . ." he
But thing Ihe
had done the easy thing, not the hard,
in telling her. With anyone but Portia it would have been simpler to let
it go. But with her it was different.
She saw into your heart, Portia did, and
saw, too, a lie if there was one there.
And then, because, loving her, he
could see into her heart too, he would
have to see the hurt that the lie had
brought her.
Portia understood. Of course she
would, being Portia. Walter knew it
by the warmth of her arm, tucked into
his, as they went downstairs. And by
the eyes.
smile — pride, it looked like! — in
her
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Thirty-one-year-old bandleader Skitch
now on WNBC
as a piano-playing

p
Henderson is
disc jockey.

1 •

June of this year, New York mornings have
Since
been brightened by the appearance of the noted
pianist-bandleader Skitch Henderson in WNBC's
early morning (6-8:30) time spot.
Not the usual platter spinner, Skitch jockeys both
discs and offers
a Steinway.
A painless news,
awakener,
program
light commentary,
time Skitch's
signals,
weather reports and oral and musical Hendersonisms
as well as recordings and piano music.
His other disc show, Skitch's Scrapbook, features
records plus his own piano arrangements and, in addihe is heard
WNBC's
PromTalent
Date Search,
(Saturday,
11:30 tion,
A.M.).
On TV,on Skitch
emcees
seen
Mondays at 10:30 P.M. on WNBT.
Born in England, Skitch studied music in London
with the intention of becoming a concert pianist. After
arriving in America at sixteen, however, he was so
affected by our popular music that he decir'°d to switch
specialties. Breaking into vaudeville as an s ^companist
to Cliff (Ukulele Ike) Edwards, he subsequently toured
with
many in"name"
bands. after a wartime career as a
Settling
Hollywood
pilot, Skitch was signed for motion picture work, where
he scored an immediate success. In one of his first pictures, the Jimmy Stewart-Henry Ponda sequences of
"A Miracle Can Happen" he wrote the musical background; conducted the score; wrote a song; instructed
Jimmy Stewart in how a band's pianist works; ghosted
the piano for Stewart and appeared in the picture as
the bandleader.
Commanding the largest salary ever paid to a performer by WNBC, Skitch is one of the first major
night-time network personalities to move into early
morning
part the
of the
station's
over-all plan to
bring top radio
talentas into
daytime
picture.
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and keep not just once, but
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1951. Take the January
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de stor
Fred
aboutTher
insifor
an e,
Waring that really is an inside story — it's by Daisy
Bernier, one of the bright
young singers on the Waring
shows. Daisy will give you
a new glimpse of the man
whose brand of music has
been one of your favorites
for^how many years is it
now? Look for "My Boss,
" — you'll find
d Waringes
Freor
with it of
pictur
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and Daisy and the
Fre
Pennsylvanians. It's an item
to miss. The
won't want
you gi
McNellis story is
Mag
another one. Beautiful
Maggi discusses a subject
for which she is justly famous and that subject, of
course, is "How to Be A
Best Dressed Woman."
And there are more reasons why you should plan to
keep December 8 in mind
(that's the date the January
issue goes on the newsstands) :Dave Garroway is
at large again and he's concerned with a most important subject, we think —
women! — don't you? Dave
agrees
it's of
a the
woman's
world inthat
a story
same
name. Extra added attraction: an at-home in Miami,
Florida with Walter Winchell, a story with pictures
of the famous columnistcommentator. Around, too,
in January will be all the
regulars: Art Linkletter,
Nancy Craig and the Bonus
Novel. Remember the date
— it's Friday, December 8
for the January issue. Reserve your copies now!
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—no shrinkage, no waste.

Mum's protection grows and GROWS !
Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,
Mum not only stops growth of odorcausing bacteria — but keeps down
future bacteria growth. You actually
build upclusiveprotection
with !regular exuse of new Mum
Now at your cosmetic counter I

JVewi
A PRODUCT

OF

BRISTOL-MYERS

Problems, even the
most trying ones, are
less of a burden
when shared with
someone like

The best
in the
Bowdre
check for

Joan

k^,.

answer to the problem of Mrs. J. B., printed
August issue, was submitted by Mrs. John
of Macon,
Georgia,
$25.00
has been
sent. to whom Radio Mirror's

Here Radio
is this Mirror
month'sreaders
prize problem
I am
asking
to help meletter,
solvewhich
with their
letters of advice:
Dear Joan:
Three years ago I married Bob, a widower, with two
boys: Ira nine and Donald ten. His first wife died in
childbirth when Ira was born. When we decided to
marry, I promised Bob I would mother his children as
if they were my very own, and at that time Bob told
me with his love for me, my love for him and our love
for the boys, we were going to have a happy home. I
have tried my utmost to keep that promise and have that
happy home. However, now, three years later, I feel
we are very near admitting failure. The boys had different ideas, and make no hesitation in letting me know
they resent my being here, they resent having a stepmother, and most of the time they get downright rude.
If I request correction on their conduct, Bob jumps to
their defense and the day ends in a bitter quarrel.
Things that ordinary families do just don't happen
any more. If I plan a picnic basket, the boys won't go.
They will take the picnic lunch and go fishing with Bob,
but make it plain it's their and their Dad's outing. To
keep zinepeace
in the family I'm usually home with a magaor friend.
I have suggested leaving and getting started again for
myself, but Bob insists he loves me very much and his
home cannot be happy without me. I love Bob too, and

in all other respects he is a very fine, honorable person.
We have tried evenings going out, but again Ira and
Donald give us an evening of agony, for they will not
mind a sitter, and cannot be left alone. He states, since
they do resent me, in spite of my efforts, it would be best
if I leave them alone and let him handle their upbringing
because they are his. He absolutely refuses any punishment, because he feels he wants them to get
adjusted. I feel now, if they haven't become adjusted in
three years, they never will. The way things stand now,
none of us are happy, and our situation has been growing steadily worse. I do not know why they resent me,
I certainly have tried to be, in all fairness, a happy comBob will admit I've tried
and even
panion to them,
harder than
most women
would.
I do not want to give up. I only want to find happiness
for my husband, our boys and myself.
Mrs. L. P.
Now here are other problem letters and the answers
which I have given to them:
Dear Joan Davis:
Five years ago my wife was committed to an asylum,
hopelessly insane. She left in my care two wonderful
children who are now six and eight years of age.
I have done my best to raise them with the affection
and care that a capable mother would give them, but
a succession of not too satisfactory housekeepers and
my limited time away from business has made the job
difficult and hard on my little ones.
About a year ago, I met a wonderful woman who
adores the children, and has given every indication that

By JOAN DAVIS

Joan Davis, of When A Girl Marries,
is heard M-F at 5:15 P.M. EST,
NBC.
Sponsored
by General
Foods.

she would be a' fine wife and mother. Dora and I love
each other very much, and my son and daughter welcome her into my home with great affection.
Dora and I feel that together we could make a happy
family unit, and that the children would benefit greatly
from a woman's care. Since my wife's mental illness
has been pronounced incurable by specialists, tops in
their field, would I be justified in seeking a divorce? My
wife's parents object strongly, but I feel it is not only
I, but the children who must be considered. Am I right
in thinking of remarriage?
M. M.
Dear M. M.:
I feel that, especially in view of the fact that your
children welcome Dora into your home, you might be
justified in seeking a divorce and in marrying Dora.
However, there are several things which should be taken
into consideration. First is a technical matter — some
states do not allow divorce on grounds of insanity. Second, medical science has been making great strides in
recent years toward the cure of those who seemed, until
a short while ago, hopeless mental cases. I think you
owe it to yourself, your children, and to both the women
involved, to make sure before you take any steps that
there are not new methods and techniques which might
change the diagnosis "hopeless" that was made five years
ago. Third, if your children are of an age where they
can be consulted on such a step, by all means you should
take them into your confidence and, although the choice
is not entirely theirs, at least have their opinion before
you make any step. There might be a great difference,
you know, in your children's (Continued on page 9)

Each month Joan Davis will answer your questions on any problem concerning marriage,
except problems of health or law. No letters can
be answered personally. Joan will choose from
these letters each month a problem which she
will ask you, the readers, to answer.
RADIO MIRROR will pay $25
to the person whose problem letter is chosen
and another $25.00 will be paid to the person
submitting the best answer to that problem in
the opinion of the editors, whose decision will
be final. Letters must be postmarked not later
than November 30. No letters will be returned.
Address Joan Davis, Radio Mirror Magazine, 205
East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. The name
of the winner will be printed each month.
Winner of the prize for the month's best problem will be notified by mail, as those who submit
problems usually prefer not to have their names
used in the magazine.

"BEST FRIENDS . . . "

Heading for the top
Grapes, lead Al Shea

are WBEN's
Buffalo Bills — tenor Vernon Reed,
and bass William Spangenberg — heard Tuesdays

York, whenever
Buffalo, New an,
Up a incertain
patrolm
an executive
of a boy's club, r,
a clerk and a truck
driver get togethe
they form just
about
where. the best barbershop quartet anyUnder the name of the Buffalo Bills,
they are the International Barbershop
Quartet Champions, having won that
proud title against the stiffest competition in Omaha, Nebraska, last June.
All are married and their wives are
credited with a loud round of applause
for their title-winning performance at
Omaha.
They and
practice
in each
other's
living rooms
the girls
accompany
their husbands by playing cards or sewing, and most important of all, criticizing their singing when necessary. They
are also stopwatch-holders, making
sure
that
the
Bills
conform
with

baritone
at 7:45

Dick
P.M.

SPEBSQSA rules, which require no
less than four minutes and not more
than six of actual singing.
The Bills have gained an enviable
reputation although they have been
singing as a group for only two years.
When they first sang in the Nationals
in Oklahoma City in 1948, they finished
sixteenth. The following year, however,
they moved up to sixth, and last June
the ascended to the title.
One of the Bills' best boosters has
been Budd Tesch, WBEN staff announcer, who has emceed both their
video and radio shows. Budd has constantly encouraged and advised them.
And the Bills listen to Budd, too, since
he is a recognized authority on group
singing
he emcees his own Barbershop
Sunday — Time
Quartet
program on WBEN every

.

When

A Girl Marries

(Continued from page 7)
attitude, between welcoming a woman
into your home as a friend and as a
stepmother!
Dear Joan:
My problem is one that is uncommon.
When I married, I had several thousand
dollars. I married a farmer and during
the depression of the 30's we used that
■ money to carry on. Now, with prices
improved and better crops we have
been able to make the farm a paying
proposition.
In the house though, I still have no
improvements. Am I foolish not to ask
for equal modernization of home?
Mrs. E. G.
Dear Mrs. E. G.
I think you are quite right in insisting, if your family budget will allow
it, on improvements for the home as
well as for the farm. However, your
insistence on these improvements
should be made on the basis that they
will make for a better way of life for
the family — for your husband as well
as for you — and that they will allow
you to conduct the business of homemaking on a more efficient satisfactory
basis, just as farm improvements have
enabled your husband to conduct his
business more efficiently. In other
words, remember that everything in
your marriage belongs, not to one or
another, but to both.
Dear Joan:
I am an ex G.I.'s wife. We have two
small boys. Recently my husband had
an accident and lost one of his arms.
We had planned on a family of four, do
you think it fair to ourselves to go
ahead with our plans, when we are not
sure of our financial future?
Mrs. T. C. G.
Dear Mrs. G.:
It doesn't seem to me that it should
be necessary for you to make the decision either way at the moment. Why
don't you wait a little, until your husband has had an opportunity to make
his adjustment to his unfortunate injury— until he has had time to learn,
if necessary, a new way of earning a
living or adjust to earning it at his old
trade under this handicap. When his
adjustment to living under these new
conditions has been made — will be time
enough for the two of you to decide
whether your financial position will allow you to add to your family.
Dear Joan Davis:
I am writing in regard to my daughter and her girl friend — one is fourteen
and the other will be thirteen next
month. They want to go out on dates.
I feel they are old enough to go out in
couples and come home early.
Mrs. M. M. D.
Dear Mrs. D.:
I'm inclined to agree that fourteen —
certainly not yet thirteen! — is too early
an age for girls to go out on actual
"dates," if by that word we mean a
girl and boy going out alone together.
However, I think that groups of boys
and girls of this age should be allowed
to gather at each other's houses both
for parties and informal get-togethers,
and might also be allowed to go in
groups to an early movie at night provided that a curfew hour is agreed on
with their parents, and kept by the
youngsters.

PEPSOMJJT
does./frrmore than
reduce tooth decay
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Yes, PEPSODENT's exclusive brighterpolishing agent— effective yet so gentle
— gets your teeth brighter . . . makes
your smile more beautiful. And authoritative scientific tests prove conclusively that even a single brushing
with pepsodent removes acid-film that
causes decay. Only pepsodent has this
film-removing formula !
Trade-Mark

For that Rpsodent Smile—
Use Pepsodent every day
—see your dentist twice a year.
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These beauty accessories make ideal
gifts for "that certain someone" at
Christmas or any other time of year
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Should a Threatened Marriage
be held together for the Sake
of the Child?

Which girl has the natural curl
and which girl has the Toni ?

Anne Malone is heroine
of Young Doctor Malone,
M-F 1 :30 P. M. EST on
CBS.
Sponsor : Crisco.

Here are the names
who

of those

wrote the hest letters of

advice to the Malones in September's daytime drama

problem.

Mirror
s Radio
mber'
Septe
Inreader
ners
-liste
were told in
brief the story of the Malones
and were asked: Should a Threatened Marriage Be Held Together
for the Sake of the Child? Radio
r
Mirro editors have chosen the
best answers from the numerous
letters that had been sent in and
checks have been mailed as
follows:

.

TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS to
Mrs. Tina Principato, 4467
Washington St., Roslindale,
Massachusetts, for the following letter:
Yes. A threatened marriage is
not a shipwrecked marriage.
There is still time to salvage
Anne and Jerry's. Anne should
steer her course straight to Jerry.
She has unwittingly hurt Jerry
by trying to prove Lucia what he
has not judged her to be. Ignore
Lucia. Time will find her out.
Meanwhile be patient and present
or Lucia will win out.
Fortunately children do not
hold their hatreds especially
when they have no foundation.
Jill will sail back into her father's
arms naturally when she sees
standing beside him his mate,
her mommy.
FIVE DOLLARS each for the
five next letters in answer to
the question has been sent to:
Mrs. Floyd McGimsey
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Helen L. Altimus
Indiana, Pennsylvania
Margaret L. Crawford
Newark, New Jersey
Mrs. E. M. Miller
Richmond, Virginia
Mrs. E. E. Stone
Celina, Texas

The beautiful girl with the Toni says: "From the
very first moment my new Toni with Permafix had a
the beauty of naturally curly hair." Can you tell
which girl was born with naturally curly hair, and
which girl has the Toni? See answer below.

New improved Toni guarantees
your wave will look soft and natural
from the very first day!
Permafix is a new wonder discovery of Toni research. Far
more effective than any other
neutralizer known. It actually
conditions your hair . . . leaves
your wave silky-soft at first
combing — more natural month
after month.
From the first thrilling moment your
hair will feel like naturally curly hair
—comb like naturally curly hair —
look like naturally curly hair. That's
because Toni's gentle creme waving
lotion working in combination with

1

amazing new Permafix leaves your hair
in a softer, more natural condition.
With wonderful Permafix your wave
is angel-soft at first combing— yet lasts
longer than ever before. So, month
after month, your Toni will require
no more care than naturally curly hair.
There are many imitators— but
remember there is only one Toni— the
only permanent that guarantees your
wave will look soft and natural from
the very first day . . . and last far longer.
Ask for Toni today. Jean Worth, the
lovely girl at the right, has the Toni.
TONI

REFILL

ONLY
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Having a 6 A.M. show means WPEN's Stu Wayne must rise early but
wife Agnes always is on hand to brighten the early morning hours.

"DISC JOCKEY
with a HEART"

12

In their country home Stu, Agnes and Tiny, the Toy

Studisc
Wayne,
Philadelphians
as the
jockeyknown
with to
theallpleasant,
easy manner,
greets his listeners every morning on WPEN
at 6 A.M., and chats informally with his many
fans until 9 A.M.
Getting up early is not new to Stu because he
spent his early life on his father's North Canton,
Connecticut, farm. Stu attributes his radio successes to "Mommy" because it was she who got
him
started
radio. "You see,"
says talent,
Stu, "after
she saw
an in
advertisement
for radio
she
answered in my name and I received an application, auditioned, and got the job. I feel this
was all due to 'Mommy's' faith in my ability."
After this first announcer's job, Stu went to
New York. Several experience-packed years of
free-lancing in New York qualified him for
staff work, but later he went to Hartford as
production manager because he wanted to learn
about all phases of radio. His next move, to
KYW in Philadelphia, spiraled him to the top
in the local radio talent field and, in January
of 1950, Stu became a WPEN man.
His early morning Stu Wayne Show is
slanted toward housewives, children, and shutins. He started a "Shut-in Club" which now
has over 200 members who constantly receive
cheer-up mail and cards from listeners. In
addition, Stu often takes celebrities to visit these
people. Once a week "Uncle Stu" goes to the
Philadelphia Children's Heart Hospital and
tapes interviews with the children so that they
may say "hello" to their families via his
Saturday radio show.
Another group to whom "Uncle Stu" caters
are his "Tiny Tots." He devotes fifteen minutes
daily to these youngsters, one to five years of
age, playing music recorded especially for them.
Each Saturday Stu has a half-hour show called
Big Tot Time for children from five to ten
years of age. At this time the children are permitted to come down to the WPEN studios, with
their
parents,
see "UncleandStu,"
be interviewed
by him on theto program,
receive
little gifts
and goodies.

Bull, are joined by Mom

and Pop Wayne and their dog Butch.
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Johnny and Penny Olsen's new
cut home is complete — it has

Connectia name!

THANKS for Namin
our New Home"
Johnny and Penny Olsen
When
issued a plea for a name for
their new home through the
pages of Radio Mirror (September,
1950), the response was so overwhelming that the editors had to
uncement of winpostpone the anno
ners for a month in order to give
the Olsens — and themselves! — a
chance to read through the mammoth mounds of mail that came
into the office. Finally, after the last
letter was opened and the last name
read, Johnny and Penny picked the
one suggested by Mrs. Frances E.
Troxel of Esterly, Pennsylvania.
"Keepsake Cove" is the name Mrs.
el ns
estedbest
TroxOlse
suggliked
and
it's the
thename
one
. For
the
and for her letter explaining why
she chose it, Mrs. Troxel is receiving
a check for $25.00 This is what she
wrote:

My idea of a name for Johnny and
Penny sakeOlsen's
new home
Cove. I think
this isis a Keepgood
name for the Olsen home because
the home, located along a cove, contains many mementoes and souvenirs of generous fans, personal
friends and relatives.
For suggesting the five next-best
names and for their letters of explanation, the following persons are
being sent $5.00 apiece:
Helen Hood
Los Angeles, California
Mrs. Ruth E. Schaefer
Sayreville, New Jersey
Elizabeth A. Murphy
Grand Prairie, Texas

Do YOU

Know About This Grave Womanly

Too many wives are careless, too tired
or simply don't know how to practice
a complete hygiene (including internal
cleanliness). Failure to do this so often
results in broken marriages.
A modern woman realizes how important it is to put zonite in her fountain
syringe for health, womanly charm,
after her periods and for marriage happines .. . and to combat an odor even
more offensive than bad breath or body
odor. She seldom detects this odor herit's soa apparent
Andself, butwhat
comfort to
for others.
a wife to
know that no other type liquid antiseptic-germicide TESTED FOR THE
DOUCHE

IS SO POWERFUL

YET SAFE TO

tissues as zonite. Just listen to this —
Zonite's Miracle-Action
The zonite principle was developed by
a famous surgeon and a scientist. It is
the first in the world to be so powerfully
effective yet absolutely safe to tissues.

Johnny Olsen's Luncheon Club is on M.-F.,
12 Noon EST, ABC, sponsored by Philip Morris. Johnny Olsen's Rumpus Room is on 12:30
P.M. F.ST. WARD, sponsored by Premier Foods.

Scientists tested every known antisepticgermicide they could find on sale for the
douche and no other type was so powerful yet safe as zonite! zonite is positively non-poisonous, non-irritating.
You can use this wonderful antisepticgermicide as directed as often as needed
without the slightest risk of injury.
Gives BOTH internal and External
Hygienic Protection

zonite dissolves and removes odorcausing waste substances. It promptly
relieves any itching or irritation if present. It helps guard against infection and
kills every germ it touches. You know
it's not always possible to contact all
the germs in the tract but you can be
sure zonite immediately kills every
reachable germ and keeps germs from
multiplying, zonite gives external protection, too. Instructions in detail with
every bottle. At any drugstore.

FREE! NEW!

James N. Rice, Jr.
Portland 12, Oregon
Mrs. H. R. Hughes
Painesville, Ohio

Offense?

Zom'te
FOR

NEWER

feminine /typiene
•Offer good only in the U.S.

For amazing
enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published — mail this coupon
to
Zonite Produces Corp., Depc. KM-12U.
100 Park Avenue. New York 17, N. Y.*

Name_

Address.
S»ale_
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A SANTA CLAUS?
By

TERRY BURTON

r

s there a Santa Claus?" has been
asked by children all over the
world. But I think I heard the
most beautiful answer to that ageold question when Mrs. L. V. Douglas visited us as Family Counselor.
Fifty-two years ago, Mrs. Douglas
asked the question, "Is there a Santa
Claus?" in a letter to the Editor of
the New York Sun. She wrote:
"Dear Editor: I am eight years old.
Some of my friends say there is no
Santa Claus. Papa says, 'If you see
it in The Sun, it's so.' Please tell me
the truth,
is thereHanlon,
a Santa115Claus?"
signed,
Virginia
West
Ninety-fifth Street, New York City.
Today Virginia is Junior Principal
of Public School 31, New York City.
The answer to her letter, written by
Francis P. Church in 1897, has been
printed every year by The Sun and
here it is:
"Virginia, your little friends are
wrong. They have been affected by
the skepticism of a skeptical age.
They do not believe except they see.
They think that nothing can be
which is not comprehensible by their
little minds. All minds, Virginia,
whether
be men's
children's
are little.they
In this
great oruniverse
of
ours, man is a mere insect, an ant, in
his intellect, as compared with the
boundless world about him, as measured by the intelligence capable of
grasping the whole of truth and
knowledge. Yes Virginia, there is a
Santa Claus. He exists as certainly
as love and generosity and devotion
exists, and you know that they
abound and give to your life its
highest beauty and joy.
Alas! how dreary would be the
world if there were no Santa Claus!
It would be as dreary as if there
were no Virginias. There would be
no childlike faith then, no poetry, no
romance to make tolerable this existence. We should have no enjoyment, except in sense and sight. The
eternal light with which childhood
fills the world would be extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus! You
might as well not believe in fairies!
You might get your papa to hire
men to watch in all the chimneys on
Christmas Eve to catch Santa Claus,

Mrs. Douglas provided the Burtons with one of the most beautiful answers to the age-old query, "Is there a Santa Claus?"

but even if they did not see Santa
Claus coming down what would that
prove? Nobody sees Santa Claus,
but that is no sign that there is no
Santa Claus. The most real things
in the world are those that neither
children nor men can see. Did you
ever see fairies dancing on the
lawn? Of course not, but that's no
proof that they are not there. Nobody can conceive or imagine all the
wonders there are unseen and unseeable in the world. You tear apart
the baby's rattle and see what makes
the noise inside, but there is a veil
covering the unseen world which not
the strongest man, nor even the
united strength of all the strongest

men that ever lived, could tear
apart. Only faith, fancy, poetry, love,
romance, can push aside that curtain
and view and picture the supernal
beauty and glory beyond. Is it all
real?
Virginia, in all this world
abiding-Ah,
there
is nothing else real and
No Santa Claus! Thank God! he
lives and he lives forever. A thousand years from now, Virginia, nay
ten times ten thousand years from
now, he will continue to make glad
theAnd
heart
childhood."
the ofwhole
Burton Family reecho Francis Church's sentiment,
"Thank God! He lives and he lives

forever."

radio mirror for BETTER LIVING
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Every
heard

Wednesday
is Family Counselor
Monday-Friday at 2 P.M. EST

Day
on
on CBS.

the Second
Mrs.
Sponsor: General

Burton,
Foods.

We sailed 3 oceans
without leaving port!
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*L HELPER
for a hitch in the
ept duri
Excnavy
ng the war years
when he served as a line
and commanding officer both
ashore and afloat, Al Heifer
has been broadcasting sports
for radio and TV since 1930.
During the baseball season,
Heifer handled the Game of
the Day for the Mutual network. This assignment
brought big-league ball games
to the small city and town
for the first time in history.
Over 365 communities tuned
in
and Al's
the program
program every
landed day
an
astounding total of local
sponsors.
In sporting circles, Heifer
is known the nation over for
his various sports coverages.
Last year he teamed with
Russ Hodges on radio and TV
to deliver Giant baseball accounts. Before the war, he
performed a similar task with
Red Barber for the Dodgers.
He also has relayed Yankee
baseball to the armed forces
around the world.
Although Heifer has handled three All-Star Games, a
World Series and baseball in
Cincinnati and Pittsburgh, he
also has done basketball, boxing, golf, tennis and auto
racing. For a while, his voice
was familiar to the numerous
boxing followers of ABC's
popular show, Cavalcade of
Sports.
On other occasions, Heifer
has moved to movies, doing
"News hasof also
the been
Day," heard
and his
voice
on
Pathe News describing the
National Collegiate Invitation
Basketball Tournaments.
Heifer himself, is quite an
athlete, having been a football and basketball star at
Washington and Jefferson, and
he received several professional offers before he decided to go into the broadcasting end of sports.
During the football season,
every Saturday afternoon,
Heifer airs the top-flight
game of each week with the
indispensable
Art Gleason. aid of Mutual's

Shooting the "3-ocean" voyage for "Captain Horatio Hornblower" kept us in
the English Channel for weeks. Day after day, stinging winds bit my skin raw!
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The ropes on the bosun's
chair rasped my hands . . .

But soothing Jergens on my
hands, arms and face . . .

Softened and smoothed my
skin for romantic close-ups.

CAN YOUR LOTION OR RAND
CREAM PASS THIS FILM TEST?
To soften, a lotion or cream
should be absorbed by upper
layers
of hand
skin.smoothed
Water won't
"bead" on
with
Jergens Lotion. It contains
quickly- absorbed ingredients
that doctors recommend, no
heavy oils that merely coat
the skin with oily film.

Being a liquid, Jergens is
absorbed by thirsty skin.
More women

Prove it with this simple
test described above

You'll see why Jergens
Lotion is my beauty secret.

use Jergens Lotion than any other hand care in the world
STIU 100 TO $1.00 IPLUS TAXI
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KDKA-land there are thousands
Throughout es
of housewiv
who have dreamed of a weekend in New York, and now because of
KDKA's Cinderella Weekend program many of
them are finding their dreams come true, for
a Weekend provides just that opporCinderell
tunity.

KDKA's
of Stan

Cinderella Weekend is enjoyable partly because
Norman's humorous antics — as illustrated below.

Every Friday some lucky couple is flown to
Gotham by Capitol Airlines. They are given
their own hotel suite and for three days they
are treated to a quickie vacation with visits to
supper clubs, night spots and other attractions
in Winners
the Big Town.
And it's
are chosen
on all
thefree.
daily Cinderella
Weekend programs which are conducted by the
district's favorite quizmaster, Stan Norman. On
Friday morning the daily winners compete to
determine the grand prize winner.
Prizes of all kinds are showered on the winners— wearing apparel, jewelry, cosmetics,
household articles — with the New York trip and
a new the
traveling
prize. relative
What's
more,
winner suit
can as
takethehergrand
husband,
or friend with her.
GI's have spent belated honeymoons in New
York; wedding anniversaries and birthdays
have been celebrated there and many winners
have used their orize as an opportunity to
visit friends and relatives.
Cinderella has provided most of them with
their first radio prize; their first airplane trip
and their first visit to New York.
It's a favorite program with women in
KDKA-land, one that they all want to take part
in. Participants must write in for reservations
and reservations have piled up until now the
show is booked many weeks ahead.

Fairy Tale Weekend
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The show is frequently broadcast from conventions, fairs and the like. This picture was taken during
a summer "remote.'

My FAVORITE Husband

Dream girl, dream girl, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl .
Hair that glebms and glistens from a Lustre-Creme shampoo
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Lucille Ball's real life favorite
husband is Desi Arnaz, of course !

in the April issue,
Way
le Ball, the sparkling
Lucilback
star of the radio comedy,
My Favorite Husband, wrote
about her favorite husband —
he's Desi Arnaz, as all Lucille
le's
knowto and
Ball fans
for ten
him Lucil
married
been
years. She knows exactly why
he is her favorite husband and
she told you why in her story.
If you remember that story,
mber
Lureme
also
you'll cille
rs that
and the
of Radio
edito
Mirror invited you to tell who
is your favorite husband and
why. For writing the best letter, Mrs. William Glasgow of
Crandon, Wisconsin receives
$25.00 from Radio Mirror and
a case of Jell-O from General
Foods, sponsor of the My Favorite Husband program. Here
is Mrs. Glasgow's letter:
My favorite husband isn't
perfect, no, but his imperfections seem so insignificant compared to the way he measures
up in things that really matter.
I'm
proud of him and
his extremely
love.
Even after ten years of marriage he still makes me feel I
am someone special. And the
thoughtful little attentions that
keep me glowing and happy
result in a cheerful, contented
home atmosphere that is beneficial to the whole family — all
becaus% he is such a grand
person.
Five dollars each is being sent
to the writers of the five next
best letters; also a case of
Jello-O apiece from General
Foods, sponsors of My Favorite
Husband:

Tonight! . . . Show him how much lovelier
your hair can look . . . after a

Exclusive! This magical secret-blend lather with Lanolin!
Exciting! This new three-way hair loveliness . . .
/ Leaves hair silken soft, instantly manageable
. . . first wondrous result of a Lustre-Creme
shampoo. Makes lavish, lanolin-blessed
lather even in hardest water. No more unruly,
soap-dulled locks. Leaves hair soft,
obedient, for any style hair-do.

Mrs. James L. McMillan, Lone
Tree, Iowa; Mrs. Gladys Cook,
Weston, Ohio; Mrs. Laurie J.
Maki, Virginia, Minnesota; Mrs.
John H. Hudspeth, Lubbock,
Texas; Mrs. Edgar Miller, Logan,
Kansas.
My Favorite Husband is heard
Saturday evenings at 9:30. EST,
on CBS.
Sponsor — General
Foods.

2 Leaves hair sparkling with star-bright sheen.
No other shampoo has the same magic blend
of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin to
bring out every highlight. No special rinse
needed with Lustre-Creme Shampoo.
2 Leaves hair fragrantly clean, free of loose
dandruff. Famous hairdressers insist on
Better than a soap! Better than
a liquid ! Kay
cream$2, $1.
shampoo
with Daumit's
lanolin. Jars:
Jars and tubes: 49tf, 25tf.

Lustre-Creme, the world's leading cream
shampoo. Yes, tonight, show him a lovelier you
— after a Lustre-Creme shampoo!
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Taking such deadly aim at radio was only a gag
for Gracie Allen and the R. M. photographer.

RADIO
MIRRORS
Memoirs of the magazine that is

T

The

13

crooning
Crosby
in his
ture period. Here
he's with

collegiate
picLona
Andre.

he month was November, the year 1933 -when
Volume 1, Number 1 of Radio Mirror Magazine
appeared on the newsstands of America. On the
cover was the portrait of a man who had rapidly
established himself in the comparatively new medium to which the new magazine was dedicated.
Anyone looking at that cover knew immediately
who the man was— there was no mistaking those
enormous eyes. The man, of course, was Eddie
Cantor, who might very well be regarded as a
symbol of all those personalities who made the
transition from medium to medium — from vaudeville to musical comedy to movies to radio and now,
in
1950,
to the
television.
It's featured
significant
that first
the
majority of
entertainers
in that
issue of Radio Mirror are delighting the same
millions — and many more — today that they were
seventeen years ago.
In 1933 those millions were concerned with a
crisis more terrible than any in their previous experience. Radio Mirror's cover reflected it. In the
upper right hand corner was the NRA Eagle with
its familiar slogan, We Do Our Part. Inside, the
new magazine began on a sober note. The opening
editorial, nominating as the "outstanding broad-

In 1933, young singer Phil Harris
hailed as "a new Romeo
out of

OfVJV LIFE
dedicated

to bringing

you

the

story

was being
the West."

STORY
of the

medium

caster of this era" not an entertainer or a newscaster but the new president, Franklin D. Roosevelt, said "...hasOne
of theto greatest
this President
brought
his officeassets
is his which
radio
personality . . . Today (he) steps before a microphone and gives his encouragement to the industrial
worker in the east, the planter in the south and to
the more jobless hordes along the Pacific. He believes what he says and they believe him. The
farmer is encouraged to plant another crop, the mill
worker looks for a job and gets it, the planter is
convinced his product will be sold ... In a fateful
time it was radio, originated little more than a
dozen years ago as a pleasant medium of entertainment, which provided an able man with the instrument of contact. If broadcasting did nothing
more, it has served in this tempestuous and critical
year for Roosevelt and Radio to lineup the nation."
Radio Mirror's real accent, however, was on what
the editorial had designated as "a pleasant medium
of entertainment." There was a picture gallery
featuring singers Vera Van, Gertrude Niesen, Howard Marsh, Romona, Leah Ray, Tamara and "that
prince ofabout
dance hisrhythm,"
Vincent inLopez.
Al Jolson
talked
radio career
a story
called

"From Mammy To Mike: " "I'm enjoying every minute of the time ... of course, I get paid for it. But,
sincerely, I'd do it for nothin', and I mean it!" Mary
Margaret McBride interviewed the then president
of
Aylesworth,
we
had NBC,
radio Merlin
. . . thousands
of men who
and said,
women "Until
. . . read
no national dailies and knew and cared little of
what went on in the nation and the world. Radio
has brought the world to them in a very real sense
that theyquestion
recognizeandthemselves
as part
of it."
In
aso straight
answer story,
Bing
Crosby
admitted that his middle name is Lillis, that he loves
lobster and wants to write a novel. Then, as now.
parents and educators — but not the kids themselves
— were worried about the fare for small fry being
offered over the air. The article was entitled,
"Whathas Will
Give The
Children?"—
question
that
been Wereworded
a thousand
times a since
and
which doubtless will be reworded a thousand times
more to apply to television. And on the last editorial
page, the new magazine self-consciously asked
"How Do You Like it? This First Issue Of Your
New Radio Mirror." Very well, indeed was the
eventual
answer that the breath-holding editors of
1933 received.
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To the Campbells, "home" means "far away

places with

This month emcee
Tommy Bartlett came
up with three veteran travelers: Mrs.
Pearl Campbell,
little Jov and Mania.

It's a long ways from Ecuador to
an"
theme
be the
Afghanist
Campbell,
Pearl
for Mrs.could
song
our traveler of the month. Even
more, it could apply to little threeand-a-half year old Joy Campbell.
Little Joy was born in the Ecuadorian wilderness, but not to Mrs.
Campbell.
Mrs. in
Campbell's
was stationed
Ecuador husband
in the
diplomatic service, and she used
native help around the house. Her
cleaning woman had fourteen blackhaired, white-toothed, bright-eyed
children and Mrs. Campbell found
them fascinating. "Why don't you
let me have one of them?" she asked
the cleaning woman jokingly, time
after time. The cleaning woman appreciated the joke, too, and always
chuckled over it, even after it had
become a little worn from use.
But there came a time when it
was no longer a joke. The Ecuadorian woman gave birth to a fifteenth child, a daughter,
and she
20

knew she was on her deathbed. She
called Mrs. Campbell to her hut and,
in the presence of her husband, said
simply, "We give this child to you.
Her
is Joy,"
and then she
closedname
her eyes
and died.
The Campbells, with two teen-age
sons, wanted a daughter. They
adopted the baby and little Joy
brought them luck. A year later,
they had a daughter of their own,
little blonde, blue-eyed Marcia.
The Campbells had lived for seven
years in Ecuador and had come to
love much of the country. "We'll
never be able to forget it now," Mrs.
Campbell told me when she appeared before my NBC microphone
at Welcome Travelers.
When I asked her if it had occurred
to her that there might be any problems in connection with the adoption
of a foreign child with obviously
foreign features, she looked astonished. "I couldn't have let that
poor mother die without promising

to take care of her baby," she said
simply. "And Joy is every bit as
dear to
Marcia.
One's and
a brunette andustheas other
is blonde
we
think the combination gives us a
Our Welcome
perfect
family." Travelers audience
in the College Inn of the Hotel Sherman in Chicago was interested in
hearing
storiesservice
about
Ecuador Mrs.
and Campbell's
the diplomatic
— but I'm afraid my mind wandered.
I kept looking at Joy and Marcia as
they happily played together.
Joy's already a traveler, and she's
going to trotter.
beShe had
even gone
morefrom
of aEcuador
globeto Florida, original home of Mrs.
Campbell. The brief stop in Chicago
was for a visit with young John
twenty.
Campbell, her foster-brother, now
And whether Joy realized it or
not, she was on her way to another
home. When Mrs. Campbell and her
daughters left Chicago by plane for

I thought my face was clean...
strange-sounding names'

By
TOMMY
BARTLETT

Welcome Travelers, heard MondayFriday at 10 A.M. EST, NBC, is
sponsored by Procter and Gamble.

Until I took the "tissue test"/
The "Tissue Test" convinced Rosalind Russell, star of Independent Artists'
"Listen— the Night" that there really is a difference in cleansing creams.
We asked her to get her face as clean as she could with her regular cleansing
cream. Then we invited her to try Woodbury Cold Cream on her "immaculately
clean" face and handed her a tissue to take it off.

New York, they were on the first leg
of a long journey.
You see, members of the diplomatic service get around, and Mr.
Campbell is now stationed in Kubul
at Afghanistan. His wife and daughters will board a freighter out of
New York for the Near East, where
they'll set up a new household.
Mrs. Campbell
wasn't
at all concerned about life
in Afghanistan
when I talked to her. "We enjoy
ourselves wherever we are," she said
philosophically, "and we've found
fine, warm-hearted, interesting peowe'veleftgone."
ple wherever
Mrs.
Campbell
no doubt that
her mother-love has shoved out all
differences. That's
of racial
athought
wonderful
thing — and proving that
it's such an easy thing to accomplish
is even more wonderful. For being a
fine mother and a great person, I
think Mrs. Campbell well deserves
the honor of being the traveler of
the month.

The tissue told a startling story. Even after a thorough cleansing with her
former cream, Woodbury Cold Cream floated out hidden dirt !
Why is Woodbury so different? Because it has Penaten, a new miracle ingredient that actually penetrates deeper into your pores . . . lets Woodbury's
wonderful cleansing oils loosen every trace of grime and make-up.
It's wonder-working Penaten, too, that helps Woodbury to smooth your skin
more effectively. Tiny, dry-skin lines, little rough flakes just melt away.
Do you really think your face is clean? Try the "Tissue Test"— and be sure!
Buy a jar today— 20$i to 97^, plus tax.
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Cold Cream
floats out hidden dirt. . .

penetrates deeper because it contains Penaten
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CAL
the
COLORFUL
Author,

orld travel and a residence on millionaire row
in Tulsa hasn't changed him. The fact that he's
written for three national magazines and that
his syndicated newspaper column has been read
by
impress
him. andIt'sa television
true he's
been millions
heard ondoesn't
three AM
networks
network — but the homespun humor and whimsical
philosophies heard on The Cal Tinney Show on
ABC and NBC are as much a part of the real Cal
Tinney as the large hat he wears.
He wrote his first column in the New York Post
in 1934 "on a subject that has stuck to me for a
good cast
many
my underwear."
His Cal
first Tinney
broadon his years
new —morning
series, The
Show which originates in the KRMG studios in
Tulsa, was on "how to catch a husband."
Cal was born in Pontotoc County, Oklahoma,
and, as a youngster, he walked eight miles to
school. At high school in Tulsa, he wrote for the
local papers, but after five long years, he failed to
graduate.
Since then, his life has been a series of adventures. He worked his way around the world —
leaving with seventeen dollars and returning in
two years with three cents. In Germany, despite

KRMG
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lecturer,

columnist,

commentator — Cal's no slouch.

his ignorance of the country, he worked as a tourist
guide; in Paris he got a job on the Paris edition
of the New York Herald Tribune "changing over
the fancy words in the English newspapers so's
American tourists 'd be able to understand them.
You know, 'elevator' for 'lift,' 'janitor,' for 'caretaker'— that sort of thing."
Back in the states, after a stint as secretary to
a Congressman, Cal decided to go to college. At
the University of Oklahoma, it took them less than
aschool
year and
to he
discover
that he asked
hadn'tto leave.
finished high
was promptly
Recently, when Cal moved to his twenty-room
mansion, he brought with him a hen and her
thirteen baby chicks which he put into an abandoned dog house. Rats got into the dog house and
disturbed the chickens so Cal let them run around
his expansive grounds. Ordinarily, white fowl on
the green lawns of Tulsa cause little comment
because many yards are decorated with statues of
ducks, but consternation reigned on millionaire
row when one of Cal's neighbors brought her
limousine to an abrupt halt in front of the Tinney
manse and, staring in wild-eyed amazement
shouted, "My G — , they're moving!"

humorist Tinney and family— Cal, Maxine (Mrs. Cal), David, Lon, Scott and Linda Lee— stand inspection.
The Cal Tinney
Show is heard M-F on NBC at 10:30 A. M., EST and on ABC at 7:15 A. M.. CST.

INFORMATION
BOOTH
Ask

Your

Questions — We'll

Try

To

Find

The

Answers

11
OR YOUR
if there's
you E.want
I radio,
write INFORMATION—
to Information Booth,
Radiosomething
Mirror, 205
42nd toSt.,know
New about
York
.
17,
N.
Y.
We'll
answer
if
we
can
either
in
Information
Booth
or
by
mail — but
be sure to sign your full name and address and attach this box to your letter.

SLIGHTLY OFF-KEY
Dear Editor:
Please tell me what time Hearts in Harmony
is on the air. I would also like to see a picture
of Johnny Keith.
Glenwood, W. Va.
Miss C. M.

LARRY

HAINES

You'll have to check your local paper — Hearts
in Harmony is no longer on any network, but
here's Johnny, played by Larry Haines.

GOOD

GUESS

Dear Editor:
I would appreciate a picture and some information about the actress who portrays Dorothy
on This Is Nora Drake and Lucia Standish on
Young Doctor Malone. I'm sure it's the same
person.
Newport News, Va.
Mrs. A. D.
ELSl'ETH

ERIC

You're right. It's Elspeth Eric of Chicago. As
secretary to author-dramatist J. P. McEvoy, she
accompanied him to Woodstock, New York, where
she appeared in summer stock. This led to her
Broadway debut and in 1937 she turned to radio.

MUSICIAN AND BANDLEADER
Dear Editor:
I would like to see a picture of Russ Morgan,
the musician
and
bandleader.
Rodman, N. Y.
Mrs. E. S. T.
RCfeS

MORGAN

Here's Morgan — Russ, that is.

DERS DIGEST*
REA
reports the same
research which proves
that brushing teeth
right after eating with

COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
SIOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST

Better Than Any Other Way of
Preventing Tooth Decay According
to Published Reports!
Reader's Digest recently reported on one
of the most extensive experiments in dentifrice history! And here are additional
facts: The one and only toothpaste used in
this research was Colgate Dental Cream.
Yes, and two years' research showed brushing teeth right after eating with Colgate
Dental Cream stopped decay best! Better
than any other home method of oral
hygiene! The Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than ever reported
in all dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder
Ammoniated or Not
Offers Proof of Such Results!
Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3
who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!
Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all
tooth decay, or help cavities already started.
But the Colgate way is the most effective
way
yet known to help your dentist prevent
decay.

ALWAYS

USE

COLGATE'S TO CLEAN
YOUR BREATH WHILE
you CLEAN YOUR
TEETH -AND HELP
STOP TOOTH DECAY!

SEEN AND HEARD
Dear Editor:
Can you tell me what has become of Kate
Smith? I never hear her on the radio anymore.
Flint, Mich.
Mrs. M. N. W.

KATE

SMITH

Kate is still very much in evidence. She is heard
Friday night at 8 P.M. on WOR and M-F at 11:45
P M on the Mutual network and can be seen Monday through Friday at 4 P.M. on WNBC-TV.

*Y0U SHOULD KNOW! While not mentioned by
name, Colgate's was the only toothpaste used in
the research reported in July Reader's Digest.
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MAGIC COOK BOOK
THE KEY TO KITCHEN

ECONOMY

Prepared by the Food Editors of True Story Magazine
Now — just what you have always
wanted — a cook book designed to save
you money! Yes, the keynote of the
MAGIC COOK BOOK is economy.
And with today's high prices, the need
for such a guide is evident to every
homemaker.
Choice Recipes
from Every Port of the Country
The recipes contained in this book were
gathered from every section of the
country by the Food Editors of True

Story Magazine. In most cases, these
recipes were obtained by talking with
housewives in their own kitchens. Other
recipes were sent to the editors by interested readers. Naturally, only the
prized recipes were submost highly
mitted for consideration. Then all the
recipes were put to actual test in the
True Story Kitchen. The result is a
collection of 1500 proven recipes that
will add sparkle to your meals and
comfort to your pocketbook

How to Cut Costs on Your Food Bills
The MAGIC COOK BOOK saves you
money in many different ways. When
you plan your menus as suggested, the
costs are budget-wise, yet the nutritional values are high. This is the important part of meal planning — and it
is your job to get top nutritional value
out of every dollar you spend on food.
Here, also, are new ways to prepare
low-cost dishes — also, simple ways to
make inexpensive cuts of meat appetizing and attractive.
Here, too, are tips on how to judge beef,
pork and poultry — and information on
the quantities to buy per serving. The
shopper with an eye to thrift and good
management will buy just what she can
use.

in simple, easy-to-understand language,
important facts on nutrition . . . special
sickroom diets . . everyday menus, as
well as menus for holidays and important occasions . . suggestions on cooking for two . . . lunch-box hints for
children and workers . . . new ways to
use package mixes . . . canning and preserving instructions . . . rules for table
setting and service. Also many useful
charts and tables to help make your
cooking chores easier.

mouth-watering dishes to delight your
family and your friends.
Send No Money
You need send no money now. Merely
mail coupon at once and this giant 500
page book containing 32 pages of photographic illustrations will be sent to
you. When the postman delivers the
book, pay him $2.98, plus a few pennies
postage. Money back if not delighted.
Get your copy now.

Step by Step Instructions
The recipes in the MAGIC COOK
BOOK are described in the convenient

step-by-step style. This is the natural
way of presenting recipes — it is the
way you describe a favorite recipe to a
A Complete Cook Book
friend. You simply can't go wrong
The MAGIC COOK BOOK is more when you use these easy instructions.
than a collection of mouth-watering Beginners, as well as experienced cooks,
recipes. It is a complete storehouse of will find this book fascinating. For
cooking information. Here you will find here are new ways to prepare and serve
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
PARTIAL CONTENTS

BARTHOLOMEW
205 E. 42nd St., New

HOUSE.

Inc.

York 17, N. Y

Send me MAGIC COOK BOOK. When
I will pay him $2.98, plus a few pennies
reading it for 5 days 1 decide that I do
will return it to you and my $2.98 will be
NAME

Please

Dept.

RM-1250

postman delivers book,
postage. Then if after
not wish to keep it, 1
refunded immediately

"•»»■«■

Print

STREET.
CITY
STATE
□ Check here if you prefer to send $2.98 with thi9 coupon and
we will pay postage — same return privilege of course.
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I SOU Proven Recipes • BudgetMinded Menus • Nutritional
Needs • Vitamin Facts • Sickroom Diets • Table Settings •
Canning Information • LunchBox Hints • Over 500 Pages •
32 Pages of Illustrations • Bound
in Washable Fahrikoid Cover

ONLY

$2.98

AT ALL BOOKSTORES
DIRECT

FROM

OR

PUBLISHER

CO*

RROR AWARDS
for 1950-51
Second ballot — vote for favorite programs!
I ere is your yearly — and only — chance, as a radio
listener, to voice your approval of the radio programs which have given you greatest enjoyment this

season: the annual Radio Mirror Awards balloting.
Vote in each category. And remember — this ballot is
for radio; TV program ballot is on page 61.

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE RADIO PROGRAMS
(Write in the name

of one favorite program

opposite each classification)

My Favorite
DRAMATIC PROGRAM is

My Favorite
VARIETY PROGRAM

My Favorite
COMEDY
SHOW
is

My Favorite
COMEDY STORY

My Favorite
MUSICAL PROGRAM is

My Favorite
AMATEUR
PROGRAM

My Favorite
DAYTIME SERIAL is

My Favorite
WOMEN'S PROGRAM

My Favorite Audience
PARTICIPATION PROGRAM

My Favorite (non-serial)
DAYTIME PROGRAM is

is

is

PROGRAM
is

is

My Favorite (daytime)
QUIZ SHOW is

My Favorite (nighttime)
QUIZ SHOW is

My Favorite
MYSTERY PROGRAM is

My Favorite
EDUCATIONAL

My Favorite
RELIGIOUS
PROGRAM
is

My Favorite
CHILDREN'S

My Favorite
TEEN-AGE
PROGRAM
is

I Think That The
BEST PROGRAM ON THE

I Think that the BEST

NEW

PROGRAM

is

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

is

is
AIR is

on the air this year is

(Cut out this ballot and mail to RADIO MIRROR, Box 1505, Grand Central Station, New York 17,
New York, postmarked not later than December 1, 1950.)
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me
zJAeu wnew eacA omw
iwwn . . , and wiat wab urna
Seiche J/mMa and (l/Uie
and a man named c/odwwi

my telephone rang and a
Thursday,
recent
One
voice
which
now is as familiar to millions as
it is to me announced, "Fran, it's Jan. I'm
homesick for Chicago. May I come out to spend
theI took
weekend
you and
a lookwith
around
me. Archie?"
In plain Aunt Fanny
English, the place was a mess — rugs off the floors,
furniture out being cleaned. It was pure luck I had
even received the call, for while our near northside
carriage house was being renovated, my husband,
Archie Levington, and my mother and I were staying at the home of a friend who was touring
Europe. I'd merely stopped in for a few minutes
to see how the work was coming along.
But all the commotion of redecorating was forgotten in my pleasure at hearing from Janette
Davis. I sidestepped a canvas the painters were
spreading over the remaining furniture and sat
down for a real talk.
"Come along," I said, (Continued on page 76)

Jan wouldn't dream of missing a Kukla,
Fran and Ollie show. But then who would?

mvy men d!

FRAN
ALLISON

Distance doesn't mean a thing — not when there are airplanes and the deep kind of friendship that exists between Janette
Davis and Fran Allison. The last time Jan visited Fran, Bill Lawrence came along to see the sights of Chicago.

This is how they looked
in their near northside
days: both were singers
and Fran, an occasional
daytime serial player.

Janette Davis sings on Arthur Godfrey Time, M.-F., 10 A.M. EST, CBS; sponsored by Lever Brothers for Spry and Rinso; Piltsbury
Mills, Wildroot, Gold Seal Wax, the National Biscuit Co., and Chesterfield Cigarettes. She also sings on Arthur Godfrey and
His Friends, Wed., 8 P.M. EST, CBS-TV, sponsored by Toni, Pillsbury Mills and Chester6eld Cigarettes, and on the Godfrey Digest,
Sun., 4:30 P.M., EST, CBS, sponsored by Reddi-Wip. Fran Allison can be seen on Kukla, Fran and Ollie. M.-F., 7 P.M., EST, NBC-TV,
sponsored M. & F. by RCA; Tues. & Thurs. bv Sealtest, Wed. by Ford. Fran is on the Don McNeill Breakfast Club as Aunt Fanny,
M.-F., 9 A.M., EST, ABC, sponsor: General Mills, Philco, Swift & Co.;
on TV Wed.,
9 P.M.,
EST,
ABC-TV,
sponsor:
Philco.
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Cedric Adams: whom

everyone,

friend and stranger alike, calls

by his first name.

No, that's not

right either — for no one in
the world's a stranger to Cedric !
Realization

,

of

a life-long

ambition:

Cedric's

cruiser,

the

Adams

X.

Camera-fan Stephen poses Pop serenading Mom with a Godfrey-gift uke.

People!

iNiecy's housekeeping
quarters on the boat are
cramped hut efficient. Behind her, the hungry boys.

A man who firmly believes radio listeners as well as radio
broadcasters should have their say on the airwaves
hunched his wide shoulders over a typewriter a couple
years ago, ran his fingers through his wiry black hair, popped
his thick black eyebrows above his owlish spectacles and
swiftly pecked out a letter which began, "Dear Arthur Godfrey: You'll be interested in a little item I ran into the other
day . . ."
While the item itself has long been lost in a jungle of filing
cabinets, it contributed toward putting a new show on the
radio schedule, for the writer was Cedric Adams, who as
news commentator at WCCO was rated Minnesota's best
known radio personality but was then unknown to the national audience.
Godfrey, who also believes there should be two-way communication between listener and broadcaster, recognized a
kindred uninhibited spirit. Their correspondence was on.
They met face to face a few months later when Cedric arranged for Godfrey to guest star at the Minneapolis Aquatennial, an annual Summer celebration offering as entertainment
everything from yacht races to gala stage shows.
Listeners of each would have liked to have witnessed that
meeting, but Cedric who is singularly unimpressed by events
in his own life insists there was nothing to it. He reports he
said, "Hello, Arthur. Nice of you to come." Godfrey replied,
"Hi, Cedric. Nice of you to ask me."
Ni ecy, Cedric's wife, and the Adams' sons added their welcome and the Redhead moved into the (Continued on page 74)

"Thoughts while shaving" time — Cedric and sons
discuss everything: today, tomorrow,
the world.

Cedric Adams is on M-F, 3:55 P.M., Sat., 12:55 P.M., EST, CBS, sponsored by Pillsbury Mills, and on numerous WCCO

(Minneapolis-St. Paul) programs.
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"When you're poor," says Ralph, "you learn
how to use your hands." He proves he hasn't
forgotten at the workshop on Heidt's ranch.

Ralph's Aunt Frances, who reared the or
phaned Sigwald kids, shows him seventy-fivefoot telegram from Charleston well-wishers.
Ralph decided that the world isn't as big
as it seems when he met a fellow Charlestonian during a stopover in the Azores.

Spare time on the Heidt tour was used for
sightseeing. Here is Ralph in Tripoli. He
also saw Vienna, Paris, Berlin, Munich.
TUNE IN: The Horace Heidt show is heard Sunday evenings at
9 :30 on CBS. It is televised over CBS-TV on Monday evenings
at 9:00. Both shows are sponsored by Philip Morris Cigarettes.
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He's been called Mr. Cinderella,
he's been compared to a Horatio Alger
hero — he's the man who was a
janitor last year, who's the entertainer
of millions this year

By RALPH SIGWALD

ane minute I was a janitor. The next minute I was on
a stage singing before ten thousand people.
Until one day last year I was earning one hundred and seventy-five dollars a month and it had to
feed and house and clothe nine people. Last year I
earned twenty thousand dollars. This year looks like
I'll earn more.
Before I went on tour with Horace Heidtfs "Parade
of Stars" show I'd never been out of South Carolina in
my life. As a machinist and sheet metal worker at the
Charleston Navy Yard I'd worked on many a ship but
never so much as left the Yard. Now suddenly I'm
singing in every city in the USA. (Continued on page 78)

*
Horace Heidt gave Ray
his big chance and is
now making it possible
for him to study music.
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JOY

Eddie first met Mindy when she was a self-conscious bobbysoxer — a
long way from the poised young singer he first managed, then married.

From bobbysocks to silk stockings, from tomboy to wife
— my wife — from a sales job to star billing over NBC:
that is the telescoped story of Mrs. Eddie Joy, nee Mindy
Carson.

•

Mindy, at twenty-two, has a radiant smile, beautiful blue
eyes and soft brown hair. She was always that way. She
has poise and feminine grace. But she wasn't always that
way. Certainly not the first time I saw her.
"Who's the kid?" I asked.
The "kid" wore saddle shoes, a gingham skirt and a
wholesome smile. The time was May, 1946. I had been
back from the war two weeks, after piloting air force transports over the hump. And I was sitting in the outer office
of my father's music publishing company, beginning the
process of what was called "the soldier's readjustment."
I was in the midst of promoting a new song, "Rumors are
Flying," and wondering who I'd use to record the vocal.
That was when I saw the girl in bobbysocks. If there was
any anxiety in her eyes, I figured she was only worried
about a truant officer tagging after her.
My father walked over then and said, "Eddie, this is
Mindy Carson. She'll be a famous singer one day."
From that moment, I looked on her with respect. My
father, once a vaudeville star and still a judge of talent,
never makes casual observations. Also, I took a better
personal look — and saw that this was actually a very attractive young woman. That same day, Mindy made a
recording of "Rumors are Flying" so I could play the song
for orchestra leaders. In her voice I recognized the qualities
critics were to call "hypnotic," "contagious," and "refreshtalent. ing." Iwanted to hear more of this "kid" and her amazing
She began amazing me immediately. "If I'm not well
along to being successful within a (Continued on page 90)

A husband and a career—

Mindy Carson found these when she traded her baseball

Jf

H

Mindy still remembers
the proper batting stance,
but these days she's
likely to be found,
nine and fragile,
glamorous evening

more
femiin a
gown.

i

■ . ■-

Mindy Carson Sings is heard
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 11 :1S P.M., EST, NBC.

bat for a lipstick
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Eddie first met Mindy when she was a self-conscious bobhysoxer— a
long way from the poised young singer he first managed, then married.

From bobbysocks to silk stockings, from tomboy to wife
—my wife— from a sales job to star billing over NBC:
that
Carson. is the telescoped story of Mrs. Eddie Joy, nee Mindy

Mindy, at twenty-two, has a radiant smile, beautiful blue
eyes and soft brown hair. She was always that way. She
has poise and feminine grace. But she
always that
way. Certainly not the first time I saw wasn't
her
"Who's the kid?" I asked.
The "kid" wore saddle shoes, a gingham skirt
wholesome smile. The time was May, 1946. I had and a
been
back from the war two weeks, after piloting air force transports over the hump. And I was sitting in the outer office
of my father's music publishing compan
beginning the
process of what was called "the soldiery,
's readjustment"
I was in the midst of promoting a new song, "Rumors are
Flying, and wondering who I'd use to record the vocal
That was when I saw the girl in bobbysocks. If there
was
any anxiety in her eyes, I figured she was only worrie
d
about a truant officer tagging after her.
My father walked over then and said, "Eddie this
is
Mindy Carson. She'll be a famous singer one. day "
From that moment, I looked on her with respe
ct My
father, once a vaudeville star and still a judge
of talent
never makes casual observations. Also, I took
a better
personal look— and saw that this was actual
ly a very at
tractive young woman. That same day,
Mindy made a
recording of "Rumors are Flying" so I could
for orchestra leaders In her voice I recognized play the song
the qualities
critics were to caU "hypnotic," "contagious," and
"refresh-

ment W3nted t0 hCar m°re °f thlS "ldd" and her ^^ng
She began amazing me immediately. "If I'm not
wen
along to being successful within a {Continued
on page 90)

Mindy still remembers
the proper batting stance,
but these days she's more
likely to be found, feminine and fragile, in a
glamorous evening gown.

"V, 11:15 P.M., EST, NBC.
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MARTIN

ABC's Philadelphia-born
Martin Agronsky handles the
news from the nation's capital every a,m. A Rutgers
graduate,

Martin was a correspondent during the war,
covering Cairo when Rommel
struck, Singapore when the
Japs attacked, and N. Y.
when the UN first met. He
joined ABC in 1943 as Washington correspondent, and
lives there
with
his family.

ERWIN

does a Tues-

day evening news commentary for ABC and, as editor
the Christian Science

Monitor, is considered one
of the most distinguished
newspapermen in America.
He was born in Auburn,
Maine, graduated from Bates
and went to Oxford as a
Rhodes

Scholar. His first job

for the Monitor
ing the League

JOHN

was reportof Nations.

B. KENNEDY

The voice of John B. Kennedy
is one of the more familiar
ones on the air. He began
his radio career in 1934,
which makes him one of the
first star newscasters. Born
in Quebec, Canada, in 1894
of an Irish father and a
French

mother, Kennedy attended schools in Canada,
England and the U. S. He
left St. Louis to become a

34

reporter.

"Baukhage Talking" labels H.
R. Baukhage's news commentary for ABC. Talking or writing, Baukhage has been

ABC's

his

station.

Who?

keeping people well-informed
since his first job, which was
on a newspaper abroad. Born
in LaSalle, III., in 1889, he

What? Why?

always

asked.

When?

And these

Where? and
are the people

graduated from the U. of Chicago, studied in Germany and
and worked in Paris for AP
before returning to U. S. to
do radio and newspaper work.

ELMER

CANHAM

Erwin Canham

of

H. R. BAUKHAGE

AGRONSKY

The

succinct

DAVIS
style of Elmer

Davis' news commentating is,
no doubt, the product of his
Hoosier background. He was
born in Aurora, Indiana —
also the birthplace of his
fellow ABC
commentator,
Edwin C. Hill— in 1890 and
went to nearby. Franklin College, also
.
to Oxford as a
Rhodes Scholar. During the
war he was internationally
famous
as director of OWI.

ROBERT

PAULINE

TAYLOR

woman reporter on all of the
networks. A Pennsylvanian,
she went to American Univ.
in Washington,

D. O,

and

did newspaper work and occasional radio appearances
in that city. Coming to New
York, she got her first assignment from ABC, for which
station she covers the UN
beat
with
Gordon
Frasef.

MONTGOMERY

Radio news commentating is
a new field for Robert Montgomery, whose reputation as
a top-flight actor and director had already been established before he took to the
airwaves for ABC. Montgomery was born in Beacon,
New York and was a star
on Broadway before being
recruited for the movies. During the war he served as
a
lieutenant
commander.

FREDERICK

Pauline Frederick has the distinction of being the only

DREW
Drew
most

PEARSON

Pearson

is one

newspaper column is the
most widely syndicated. This
ABC newsman was born in
Evanston, Illinois, in 1897
and was graduated from
Swarthmore. He has been a
seaman, a teacher, and has
written for newspapers in
South Africa, Australia and New
Zealand.

GRANT

considers Taylor Grant

one of its ace political re-porters. As an unlikely
start to earning this reputation, Grant was a sportscaster on a station in Philadelphia, his home town. He
also emceed audience participation and quiz shows. He
joined ABC in 1945 where
he bosses Headline Edition,
covers special events. He is
married,
has
two
children.

GEORGE
of the

widely listened-to commentators on the air and his

India,

ABC

SOKOLSKY

George Sokolsky is another
ABC commentator who manages to combine newspaper
work

and

radio to the satisfaction of vast audiences.
Sokolsky was born in Utica,
N. Y., in 1893 and grew up
in Manhattan, attending Columbia U. For several years
he worked

in China as correspondent and editor. He

divides his time between Massachusetts and Manhattan.

HENRY

J. TAYLOR

Henry J* Taylor brings to his

How?

These

are the questions

weekly ABC news commentary a background steeped
in economics and government. Educated at the U. of
Virginia, his first job was on
the Kansas City Journal.
Also a businessman, the Chicago born commentator successfully built up a corn
products company and has
his own paper company. He
was a W.W. II correspondent.

that are

who answer them, both in war and in peace

NED

CALMER

Ned Calmer is a CBS news
analyst and reporter who
also happens to be a novelist, a not very common combination. His most recent
novel is The Strange Land,
based on World War II. Calmer was. born in Chicago,
grew up in Boston, went to
the U. of Virginia. He came
to CBS in 1940 alter having
worked for several years on
newspapers here and abroad.

ALLAN

JACKSON

To Allan Jackson, like most
CBS news analysts, the centers of world news are no
mystery. He, along with other
CBS staffers, can usually say,
"I've been there." Jackson
spent two years in the network's London office and was
in Berlin during the crucial
months of 1948. Then assigned to Washington, he
covered the State Department. He's now in New York.

CHARLES

COLLINGWOOD

Charles Collingwood, CBS's
White House correspondent,
like so many of his colleagues,
came to radio directly from
a press bureau abroad. In
his case it wos UP; the place,
London. He received the job
while studying at Oxford. In
1940 he became a CBS war
correspondent and until his
White House assignment,
was
West

that network's chief
Coast
correspondent.

LARRY

LeSUEUR

CBS's United Nations correspondent isLarry LeSueur,
who won a 1949 Peabody
Award for his coverage of
that institution. LeSueur
started with the UP in 1932,
went abroad for CBS at the
start of World War II. He
covered the Blitz, the fall of
France, the Russian defense
against Germany and was
the first to broadcast from
the
Normandy
beachhead.

BILL -COSTELLO
Bill Costello's interest in Far
Eastern affairs extends back
to his undergraduate days
at the University of Minnesota. Now, as CBS's chief
correspondent in the Far
East, he reports on the
Korean situation, being
brought in by transpacific
circuit fordiences.
theCostello
network's
auhad worked
for the Honolulu Star Bulletin before joining
CBS.

EDWARD

R. MURROW

Edwardexperience
R. Murrow's
torial
ranges reporfrom
Hitler's march into Austria
to the invasion of South
Korea. In between he has
covered the London blitz,
the North African camwedding, paigns,.
and Princess
the Elizabeth's
Berlin airlift— all for CBS. His achievements have been acknowledged twice by George
Foster
Peabody
Awards.

WALTER

WINCHELL

Walter Winchell's Sunday
night fifteen minutes over
ABC are among the most
widely heard in the history
of radio.
electricallyWinchell's
charged delivery
of
news plus his endless fountain of information on Hollywood and Broadway add up
to a quarter hour millions
are loath to miss. Manhattan-born Winchell is also a
widely

syndicated

DON

columnist.

HOLLENBECK

Nebraska-born
Don
Hollenbeck's career can be summed
up in a series of initials: AP, I
PM, OWI, CBS. Spelled out,
he was a picture editor for |
the Associated Press; picture \
editor
for
the
newspaper
PM, also its national affairs
editor; and European broadcaster for the Office of War
Information.
Don
is now
a

I
\
|
i

news analyst
for the System.
Colum- [
bia
Broadcasting

ERIC SEVAREID
Eric Sevareid, CBS's chief
Washington correspondent,
was honored this year with
a George Foster Peabody
Award. A native of Velka,
N. D. — he was born there in ■
1912— he studied at the University of Minnesota and
started his career on the
Minneapolis Journal. Later
he worked in the Paris bureau of the UP. It was in
Paris that he joined CBS.|j

WILLARD
Bill Shadel

SHADEL

is another

HOWARD
CBS

correspondent with a predilection for being in the
thick of things. He was with
a Navy task force off Utah
Beach on D-Day. He was
with General Patton's Third
Army through the Battle of
the Bulge. He also covered
the discovery of Hermann
Soering's salt mine art
cache. He's npw heard daily
on
CBS
from
Washington.

LOWELL

K. SMITH

Howard K. Smith, CBS's
European News Chief, is a
Tulane graduate and a
Rhodes Scholar. As CBS's
Berlin correspondent, he was
asked by the Nazis to leave
Germany. Last Train From
Berlin was the best seller he
wrote a.bout this experience.
His European staff includes
David Shoebrun, Paris; Richard Hottelet, Berlin; Winston
Burdett, Rome.

THOMAS

CECIL

This is the year that marks
Lowell Thomas' twentieth anniversary on the air. (See
the October RADIO MIRROR for Lowell's own story
of the years he's spent bringing you the news.) Almost
as impressive as his two decades on radio are his doctorates, twelve, and his
books, forty. His most famous
one is Lawrence of Arabia.
Lowell is heard M.-F. on CBS.

BROWN

Mutual's commentator Cecil
Brown holds one of the prized
Peabody Awards for his radio headlining. He's also been
honored by the Overseas
Press Club and the National
Headliners

Club. Past performances have included

broadcasting
Crete and

the invasion of
reporting the

sinking of the British cruiser
Repulse
he'd
been by ontheit!Japanese —

iff EC
FRANK

EDWARDS

Frank Edwards started his radio career as a special
events broadcaster, now hannews

dles MBS's late-evening
series. He was born in

Mattoan,

III., in 1908, went

to college at U.C.L.A. Politically a liberal, his crusades
for progressive objectives
have earned him a reputation as one of the most independent commentators. He's
also a successful lecturer.

BILL

HENRY

GEORGE

FIELDING

FOSTER

,

HEATTER

Cedric

name

analyzers of military information. A one time editor of
the Hartford Times, he also
has worked for the UP and

the evening in 1936 when he
spoke extemporaneously for
an hour over a hook-up at
Trenton, N. J., where the
Lindbergh baby kidnapper

the AP.
His journalistic
jaunts have taken him. all
over the world but he prefers
his- native New England as a

then, the Manhattan- born,
Brooklyn -bred Mutual commentator has found huge

place 4o live. Foster is married and has two daughters.

audiences for his
thetic reporting of

is widely known in writing and radio circles. Part

of his youth was spent in Australia where his family had
moved when he was eight.
Eliot attended the U. of
Melbourne's Trinity College.
His first military experience
was with the Australian Imperial Forces as a lieutenant.

WILLIAM

HILLMAN

William Hillman, veteran foreign correspondent, is now a
permanent member of Mu-

in 1923. He spoke over a
telephone-crystal set job, but
it was sufficiently exciting to
convince Bill that he should
devote his future to the new

tual's Washington news staff.
During his days in Europe he
interviewed such shapers of
destiny as Churchill, Hitler,
Goebbels, Goering and Mussolini. He is credited with
breaking the first story of the
British ultimatum to Germany
over Poland. Hillman is also
a Collier's Magazine

editor.

as

one

Foster, Mutual commentator, is acknowledged
of the most astute

GABRIEL

Gabriel Heatter has been a
radio institution ever since

MBS's Major George Fielding Eliot is a Brooklyn-born
military affairs expert whose

Bill Henry is one of the few
reporters who can say that
he made his first broadcast

medium. He's been in front
of one version or another of
a microphone ever since.
Bill now has a daily five minute news spot over
Mutual.

CEDRIC

ELIOT

EVERETT

HOLLES

Experience as a war correspondent and foreign editor
makes MBS's Everett Holies
a natural for jobs behind
the microphones in the nation's capital. Holies does a
commentary program for
MBS, is moderator for Reporters' Roundup, the program which allows listeners
to ask questions, along with
newspapermen, of a guest
currently
in the headlines.

was

being

FULTON
Fulton

executed.

LEWIS,

Since

sympaevents.

JR.

Lewis, Jr., who

has

one of the Mutual network's
largest audiences, was born
in the city that he covered
for so many years as a columnist and reporter, and
from where his broadcasts
now come. The city, of
course, is Washington, D. C.
He went to the University of
Virginia, graduating from
there in 1924. Fulton is married and has two children.

Hn
HARRISON
Harrison

Wood

WOOD
started

MORGAN
his

radio career doing book reviews. He soon expanded his
topics until now there are
few subjects upon which he

W.

BEATTY

Morgan Beatty, who handles
a daily news of the world
program for NBC, has been
called

"America's

outstand-

ing disaster
The
holder
of thisreporter."
title has been

doesn't comment with knowledge and authority. His particular field is the Orient and

acknowledged

his discussions of its peoples
have been heard on both the

the Headliner's Award, 194-7
and the DuPont Radio Com-

lecture platform and over the
air waves. He is a graduate
of the University of Kentucky.

mentator's Award, 1949. Born
in Little Rock, he worked for

JAMES
James
NBC's

Fleming, who

handles

MacArthur's headquarters as
radio reporter during the
war, and until he joined NBC
in 1949, had been supervisor
of ECA's radio activities.
Fleming is a native of Baraboo, Wis., and holds a B.A.
from the U. of Chicago. He
was once asked to leave Russia for arguing with a censor.

formally

for his abilities — namely

the AP, came

FLEMING

Voices and Events program, served in General

more

GEORGE

to NBC

T.

with

in '41.

FOLSTER

George Thomas Folster, who
was with the 1st Cavalry Division when it invaded Eastern Korea in July, heads the
NBC Tokyo News Bureau. His
tape recordings of the landings were among the first to
reach American audiences.
Folster's acquaintance with
the Orient stems back to a
South Seas expedition he
made for the American Museum of Natural
History.

W.

CHAPLIN

LOCKWOOD
Lockwood

Doty

DOTY
worked

on

W. W. Chaplin is NBC's roving reporter. As such, he has
covered the atom bomb tests
at Bikini, the UN Security
Council opening in London,
and thefifty-one nation peace
conference in Paris. He came

member of NBC's News and
Special Events Department.
Born in 1921 in Lockport,

to NBC's news staff in 1943,
working out of the London
office. Before joining NBC,

New York, he went to school
in Avon, Conn., and on to
Trinity College in Hartford,

Chaplin worked for the Syracuse Journal, the AP and the
International
News
Service.

graduating
1942.old
He's
married, has a inyear
daugh-

radio stations in Buffalo, Boston and Atlanta before coming to New York as a staff

ter

RICHARD

HARKNESS

nicknamed

RAY

"Trinket."

HENLE

Commentator on the Washington scene for NBC
is
Richard Harkness who first

Ray Henle, along with Felix
Morley and Ned Brooks, handles NBC's Three Star Extra.

distinguished himself when,
as a reporter for the UP, he

This distinguished trio (Henle is credited with having
some of the best news

exposed

the Pendergast machine. As a writer for the
Philadelphia Inquirer, the
White House was his beat.
During the 1940 presidential
campaign, he toured with
both Willkie and Roosevelt.
He
came
to NBC
in 1942.

sources in Washington; Morley, a Pulitzer Prize winner,
is also a former college president; and Brooks, is a crack
writer for Scripps-Howard )

c%

presents
analysis

a

of

discussion and
the
news.
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GEORGE
Among

other

H.

HICKS
distinctions,

Few

V.
news

LEON

KALTENBORN
commentators

are

a job other than one in radio. While at Georgetown
U., he found a part-time job
as staff announcer on WRC,

better known than H. V. Kaltenborn, especially since his
coverage of the Munich
crisis in 1938. Kaltenborn
was born in Milwaukee, Wis.,
in 1878, won a Phi Beta

NBC's Washington, D. C,
station. That was in 1928 and

Kappa key from Harvard,
worked for the Brooklyn

NBC's that
George
can
boast
he has Hicks
never held

the announcing and reporting voice of Hicks has been
a part of the NBC scene ever
since. Married, he has one son.

PEARSON

TROUT

Leon Pearson, who covers
the United Nations for NBC,
has been close to that or-

Robert Trout's radio career
began in Washington, D. C,
a city which seems to have

ganization since its inception. He was at Dumbarton
Oaks, San Francisco and the
first London meeting of the
General Assembly. Like his
famous brother Drew, Leon

given impetus to the careers
of a number of famous radio
commentators. Bob came to

Eagle

was graduated from Swarthmore. He was a member

his

of the Washington MerryGo-Round staff for ten years.

and in 1922, in an address to the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, launched
celebrated
career.

ROBERT

NBC's news
before that
newscaster

staff in 1948;
he had been

for another

net-

work, assigned to such strategic spots as England during the Blitz, and San Francisco for the UN conference:.
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THIS IS

1

husband, Bill, and I live in an apartment in New York
City. As apartments go, it's big — but for me, it just
couldn't be big enough, for I'm a collector and ours is
a hobby house. The whole thing started when one of my
best friends, Madeleine Pierce, who is also a radio actress,

My

^l*"

gave me a lovely "Alice" doll — Alice in Wonderland had
always been one of my favorite books. With her came
the White Rabbit, complete with his gloves. Then a map,

^"

By ALICE FROST

showing Alice's travels. Then china figurines of the characters, lampshades, framed illustrations from the book. All at
once, we had an Alice in Wonderland room!

n.

When

f %?-

Bill left town

prise him by doing needed

I found
than
important.

First step, wash

wax. With

a cloth wrung
water

would

around

I went
and

cover

after reading

there

meets

mars.

around
At

last,

was

to painting

Preparation

the furniture to remove
a small area

for

is

soil and
and

at a time, rinsing
So the new

paint

1 used 4/0 sandpaper

block, working with the grain, wiping

narrow

wadded

or curved
cloth. Next

enamel.

Quite

spots, I wrapped

the

step, undercoater

to

a

it!

job — but

worth

t^liaKina ^a/mAbAadm

1

^_ <

My Alice in Wonderland lampshades set
the stage, make the purpose of the room
plain. And — I made them myself! I did
it the easy way, using ready-made, undecorated artificial parchment shades.

First I got a good copy of "Alice" and
looked through the book to pick out the
pages I like best — about 30 in all. I
needed rubber cement and a good brush
with which to put it on. A can of white shellac and a new
brush completed my needs. I played with the pages to make
sure I had enough, laid them out exactly the way I wanted
to put them on the shade.
Next step had to go quickly — I
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In our apartment there's only one way to entertain and that's buffet style. It doesn't take much
egg Christmas time I
space, and it's easy, too. Around
trot out my Swedish specialties, serve Smorgasbord.
A favorite is:
SWEDISH

MEAT

BALLS WITH

SOUR CREAM

GRAVY

the label,

out in light lather of mild soap
over

the

more

the brush.

drying immediately.-

a wood

with a soft cloth. On
sandpaper

redecorat-

I chose a dry-dull enamel

stick, surfaces had to be sanded.

wrapped

to sur-

ing myself, particularly the tall louvered
screens and the double chest in our
bedroom.

lukewarm

for a three-weeic

trip not long ago, I decided

the job, and

with clear water

€41
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cup flue bread crumbs
cup milk
pound beef
pound
veal
pound pork
teaspoon salt

1
1
minced onion
% tablespoon
teaspoon pepper
pinch allspice
4 tablespoons fat
1
cup sour cream

Soak bread crumbs in milk 5-10 minutes. Have meat
ground together or combine well. Combine with
soaked crumbs, salt, egg, onion, pepper and allspice.
Shape into tiny balls. Heat fat in heavy skillet. Add
meat balls; brown on all sides. Add sour cream and
warm, stirring often. Makes six delicious servings.

*JAe Soliice Wa/ti
covered one shade completely and very

\
evenly with rubber cement. Then I turned over the first page to be mounted
and gave that a coat of cement. Then I
pressed it on the shade.
And so on —
page by page — until a shade was covered. Second shade, repeat process. Next,
I brushed on shellac carefully from top
to bottom. A few hours of patient waiting and they were dry. The job was done. And very perky and
cute they ' looked, too. The shellac stiffened the pages so
they have a little ripple.
I like them that way, but there
is a method — read on — to do shades so the pages lie flat.

for BETTER

LIVING

MY LIFE

Here are some of the things Alice Frost has
done in her home that make it distinctively hers

Alice is Pam North of Radio's Mr. and Mrs. North, heard Tuesdays at 8:30 P.M.; EST, on CBS, sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
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For a pattern, use an old lamp shade.
Cut or steam apart carefully along
the seam. Iron it flat. Trace its outline on artificial parchment and cut
out. Then apply the pages as I did,
first coating the shade, then each
page separately, with rubber cement.
After the pages are in place, weight
the whole shade evenly so the pages

will dry flat. Then shellac. When it's dry, put the shade
together the way your pattern shade was fastened. Or, if
you doubt your ability to attach the shade to the frame,
visit a handicraft shop for materials — they'll show you how.

Recently, when I went into a fabric store to buy some curtain
material i found myself, talking to one of those particularly
pleasant — and informative — salesgirls you run across every
now and then. We got into an interesting discussion of the information on fabric and garment labels — well worth knowing, I
think. For instance: "Sanforized" means

the remaining shrink-

age in the fabric won't exceed one per cent. "Sanforset" is
the word with the same meaning to be found on rayon fabrics.
"Sanforlan" on woolens. (These are trade names.) "Tebalized"
Is a process often used for cottons, linens, rayons and spun
rayons to make the fabric crease resistant — does not wear off.
Other names for same process: T.B.L., Unidure, Vitalized. "Vatdyed color" means resistant to sunlight, washing with good soaps.
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Julie Paterno mothers the children who live at the orphanage, Hilltop House, as if they were her own. One of these,
Pixie, past fourteen, presents all the joys and problems
that occur in any household in which a teen-age daughter
lives. She's beginning to feel herself an individual with rights
and privileges as such — no longer a child, to be governed by
rules and denied what she considers more grown up experiences to which she feels she is entitled. She wants to make
her own decisions — her own mistakes, if need be. She's filled
with a sense of power and believes she has a good deal of
knowledge— which to Pixie, as to any adolescent, is a feeling
of knowing everything that there is to know! All of these
throw her judgment out of balance and make for too-hasty
decisions. Pfxie has become, for the first time in her life,
interested in a boy — a boy who has, unfortunately, an undesirable character.
Julie, of course, realizes Pixie is growing up, must be
treated accordingly. But she knows, too, that Pixie hasn't
yet the experience and wisdom that the future years will bring
to her, wants to help her in whatever way she can, without
imposing discipline of the sort that works well with younger
children, but doesn't work at all with adolescents. Discipline
without an understanding of the adolescent's needs and his
changing personality will only cause a revolt, be harmful,
solve nothing. She has gently and tactfully made it clear to
Pixie the girl's behavior will reflect in a way on Hilltop House
and on Julie who, taking a mother's place, gave Pixie^ her
childhood training. Beyond that, Julie lets Pixie know she
has complete faith in her, which Julie feels is most important.
What are your feelings on the subject of the "amount of
rope" a teen-ager should be given? How far should her
judgment be deferred to, her decisions allowed to stand?
What should she be allowed to decide for herself, in what be
guided by her parents? Consider it from a broad point of
view — that is, taking teen-agers generally, as well as the
specific question of Pixie — and tell Julie what you think.

It isn't fair to a girl in her
teens — nor to yourself — to treat her
as if she were still a child.

But

neither is it right to expect her to

:

conform to adult standards.
must be a middle ground.

There
What should

be the quality, the quantity, of
your trust in an adolescent daughter?

Radio Mirror will purchase readers' answers to the question : "How
Much Trust Should You Place in Your Teen-Age Daughter?"
Writer of best answer will be paid $25.00; writers of five next best
$5 each.
What do you think about this problem? State your answer and reasons
in a letter of no more than one hundred words. Address to Hilltop House,
c/o Radio Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
The editors will choose the best letter, basing choice on originality and
understanding of the problem, and will purchase it for 125.00, and the
five next-best for $5.00 each. No letters will be returned; editors cannot
enter into correspondence concerning them. The opinion of the editors
will be final. Letters should be postmarked no later than Dec. 1, 1950.
This notice should accompany your letter.

fue
Ume tyaf&wW' adm:

How much trust should you
Hilltop House is heard Mon.-Fri. at 3:15 P.M., EST, on CBS stations, sponsored by Alka Seltzer.
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Talking things over's a good
plan, Julie and Dr. Jeff try
to convince a troubled Pixie.
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place in your teen-age daughter?
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won't tax holiday-strained
budgets — just right
for Christmas entertaining

the coming holidays are
? Ofmind
whe—n
course
'stioonnedyour
Whatmen
parties! The versatile separates
Pat Wheel of Road of Life
wears on these two pages should
be just right for whatever this
season brings. Opposite: holiday-mood jersey, one hundred
per cent wool, prettied-up with
studding of rhinestones on deep
cuffs -of the blouse, big patch
pockets of the skirt. Fitted
blouse has the new, flattering
U-neckline; matching skirt is
soft with unpressed pleats. Also
comes in green, black or white,
10-18; blouse $8.95, skirt
$12.95. By Koret of California.
Available at Saks-34th, New
York, N, Y.; Jordan Marsh,
Boston, Mass. For glitter:
Coro's rhinestone necklace.

This page: young-gentleman
look in wonderfully switchable
separates. Double-breasted vest
comes in green, black, orange
too; skirt in black only. Pique
blouse boasts tucked bib front.
Vest $8.95, skirt. $12.95, blouse
$5.95— all by McArthur in 1018. Available at Crowley's,
Detroit, Mich.; McCreery's,
New York, N. Y. For stores
nearest turersyou,
listed onwrite
page manufac80.
Road of Life's Pat Wheel
models these holiday garments. Road of Life is
heard M-F at 3:15 PJM.,
EST, over NBC stations,
is
Qnick-change trio of separates: each piece will go well with other things you own
or want to buy. The jet-buttoned velveteen vest looks holiday-right in red, contrasting smartly with the black velveteen skirt, dandy-collared white pique blouse.
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Boy: Say, you know those Santa Clauses who
stand on street corners around this time of year
ringing bells?

to

Linkletter: Sure. What about them?
Boy: Know why they always have chicken wire
over the top of the pot?
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Story: There wo. Oie man who
bought his son a present.
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By NANCY
Heard

at 4:00

CRAIG • RADIO MIRROR
P.M.

EST,

Mon.-Fri.,

on ABC.

Christmas Eve! Time to trim the tree, hang up
stockings, and start festivities for the big day.
We spend a quiet Christmas Eve alone at our
house. Just our family. But the house is filled
with the children's excitement and expectation.
The peak is reached when the children start
trimming the tree. My "best beau" and I stand by
to help them reach the high spots. Nearby is
a tray of cookies which are munched with much
gusto throughout the evening.
I know that many people find Christmas Eve
a time to get together, to exchange greetings
and good wishes. Then fill the punch bowl to
overflowing. Serve a tray of sandwiches, not too
sweet, and a bowl of fruit or nuts. One of my
favorite punches is made simply by pouring
domestic champagne over orange ice. I start
with one pint of orange ice and two quarts of
champagne. More orange ice can be added if
desired. It's easy, beautiful in color and sparkle,
quick to get together, even for a large party. No
matter whether you celebrate on Christmas eve
or Christmas day — have a very merry time!
HOLIDAY

EGG NOG

12 eggs, separated
1
1 cap sugar
3
1 cup brandy, rye or
1
bourbon
nutmeg

enp Jamaica Bum
cups milk
cup heavy cream,
whipped

Beat egg yolks until thick and lemon colored.
Gradually beat in sugar. Stir in brandy and rum
very slowly. Cover and chill. Just before serving,

(Recipes

tested

FOOD COUNSELOR
by

the

Macfadden

Kitchen)

stir in milk. Beat egg whites until stiff. Fold
into mixture. Whip cream until stiff, fold carefully into mixture. Makes about 3 quarts. Serve
with hot ham biscuits, salted nuts, 'open sandwiches, fresh or dried fruit.
Note: If desired, omit brandy and rum; increase
milk to one quart. Use three tablespoons of vanilla
.or one cup of fruit juice for flavoring.
WATERCRESS

HAM

RISCUITS

2 tablespoons chopped
watercress
1 (2% oz.) can
Devilled ham

2 cups prepared
biscuit mix
2/3 cup milk

Prepare biscuit dough following directions on
package. Add watercress and blend well. Turn
out onto a floured board. Knead and roll Va inch
thick. Cut with a 1% inch floured biscuit cutter.
Place on an ungreased baking sheet. Bake in a
hot oven (450° F.) 10 minutes. Remove from
oven; split. Spread while still warm with devilled
ham. Serve hot. Makes 18 1% inch biscuits.
SANDWICH

IDEAS

Rolled Sandwiches:
Remove crusts from thin slices of very fresh
bread. Spread with cream cheese, mayonnaise
or pimiento cheese spread. Place watercress at
both ends of center of slice. Roll; fasten with
toothpicks and chill.
{Continued on -page 84)

The traditional punch bowl
marks the center of activities on the
traditionally festive Eve.
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GIVE YOURSELF

^BEFORE
Anne Lyon wears the wrong
hair style; chooses colors
unflattering
to her
type.

AFTER*
The right hairdo, natural
make-up and smart clothes
emphasize her new beauty.
Two-piece dress by Henry ■Rosenfeld
Coiffure
by Antoinette of the Plaza

AND YOUR

HUSBAND -A CHRISTMAS

GIFT

Tl
L
By CAROL

DOUGLAS

— Charm and beauty expert famous for her helpful, practical,
easy-to-follow plan for self-improvement, heard on This Is
Nora Drake- and other Toni radio and TV programs, and
presented here for the first time in complete, printed form.

Radio Mirror reader Anne Lyon tried this new make-yourself-over
method at home. It worked wonders for her — and will for you, too!

Wfc

hen I first met Mrs. Anne Lyon, a young homemaker from River Edge, New

Jersey, I knew she could easily be transformed into a stunning woman.

If you

follow the same beauty routine I outlined for her, you can become a beauty, too!

FOOD

I What you eat makes a big difference in how you look and feel. Plan

to include these beauty builders in your diet: Fruit, vegetables, meat, eggs,
green salad, milk, cheese, bread and cereal. Avoid fried foods that tend to
blemish your skin; too many starches, sweets or alcoholic beverages that cause
you to add those extra pounds and unwanted bulges. Don't skip lunch or breakfast and then try to make up for the lost meal by nibbling candy or cookies.

EXERCISE

: To be sure that your figure is perfectly proportioned, you

must take time out each day to do corrective exercise. If your particular
problem is your hips, you must concentrate on whittling them away. Whatever
you do, though, don't expect overnight results. Whether you are slimming your
figure, or just remodeling it, only time, exercise and persistent effort will reveal
the difference.
You can be exactly what you are willing to make yourself!

POSTURE

: If you neglect your posture, all the exercise in the world will

never make your figure lovely. A truly graceful and gracious woman is the one
who knows how to enter and leave a room, to sit and stand, and, of course, to
put everyone else at ease by her assurance and manner. You can be such a woman,
if you will always remember to stand tall, walk with smooth, easy strides, and
sit

with

calm

dignity.

It's

a

matter

of

practice.

Why

not

start

today?

GIVE

YOURSELF—

HAIR: Anne finds side bangs
suit her face. A permanent adds
body, makes hair easier to manage, can be done right at home.

BATH: Your daily bath serves the double purpose of keeping you
fragrantly clean and giving you a few minutes to relax completely. Fill
the tub with warm water, add bath salts; then lie quietly before washing.
Rub yourself dry with a rough towel and pat on your favorite bath powder.

Carol Douglas is beauty expert for the Toni Company, heard on This Is Nora Drake, M-F 2:30 P.M.,
EST, CBS, and is beauty consultant for other Toni programs— Give and Take, Sat. 1 :30 P.M., EST,
CBS, and Arthur Godfrey and His Friends, 8 P.M., EST, Wed., CBS-TV.

NAILS: A home manicure is a
"must" for good grooming. Always be sure polish looks fresh,
and cuticles are neatly trimmed.

THE

COMPLETE

CAROL

DOUGLAS

WAY

TO-

<t BMD 1W YOU!

COJLOCrrNE : Cologne didn't mean too much in Anne's life before she began
to take her own personal beauty seriously. Now she doesn't feel dressed without it.
A cologne which suits your own personality should be sprayed on before you put on
your dress. Keep it in an atomizer which adds to the beauty of your vanity table.

freshening up moments, always

DRESS: The basic black dress
comes to life with vivid Glentex

carry some of your favorite perfume in a purse size portion (vial) .

scarves. Change your appearance
with pearls or costume jewelry.

PERFUME:

For those brief

bJuLOEa : Select footwear to
fit your feet and wardrobe as
well as your pocketbook. Choose
shoes with sturdy leather soles.
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GIVE

CLEANING

BEFORE

MAKE-UP:

Since beauty is more than skin deep, be sure to remove
every last particle of dust and stale make-up before putting
on a new "face." For dry skin, apply a rich cleansing
cream and rinse with warm water. For oily skin, use soap
and water followed by astringent.

MASCARA: Eyes wide and
handsome can be yours, as Anne
finds out, through careful use of
mascara, pencil and eye shadow.

LIPSTICK: A lipstick brush
makes for a prettier lip-line. Try
the newest shades of lipstick that
will contrast with your clothes.

Apply make-up base.

YOVRSELF-

THE

COMPLETE

CAROL

DOUGLAS

WAY

TO

^\ BRMD IEW YOU!

SUCCESS STORY: Anne asks her husband, "Well, how do I look, Charlie?"
His smile of approval tells her that she is groomed to perfection. She is radiant with
the self-confidence that comes from knowing she looks her best. Now that Anne has
learned to make the most of her own good looks, an exciting new world awaits her.

YOUR
MY HAIR IS
BLONDE
Light □
Dark
BRUNETTE
Light □
Dark
BROWNETTE
Light □
Dark
REDHEAD
Light □
Dark
GRAY □
Write
to: New
You
snapshot
of myself,

PERSONAL
MY EYES ARE
BLUE

□

GRAY
GREEN
HAZEL
BROWN
BLACK

n
□
□

Analysis, Box
and six cents

a
a
a

□

a
a

BEAUTY

CHART

MY SKIN IS
FAIR
□
MEDIUM
OLIVE

□
□

MY HEIGHT IS.
MY WEIGHT

SALLOW
□
FRECKLED □

1577, Grand
Central
Post Office, New
York
in stamps
to cover the cost of mailing and

17, New
handling.

IS.

MY AGE IS

York.
Please

I am
send

enclosing
a photograph
or
me my free beauty
analysis.

NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY

^^\^^^i^^^i^^^^

.STATE.
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BY JACK CARTER

is
where
ian — to
comedlaugh
be a next
to your
you rwant
Sowonde
coming from . . . what you can
possibly do to amuse your audience,
once you step out on that stage . . .
whether the fellow from Hohokus will
get the joke about Oshkosh, or vice
versa.
Maybe you'll start out by being the
life of the neighborhood parties.
You're the one they turn the radio
off for, and say, "Let him do something now." So you have to cook up
something fast, and good, or you get
a quick brush. Then, suddenly, the
party's over, and you're left wondering: were you invited for yourself, or
because you could entertain?
That's your first taste of show business. By that time it's too late to
turn back. It's in your blood.
For me, it all started in my father's
candy store in the Coney Island section of Brooklyn. Show folks packed
the place in off seasons and they all
dropped in at the store. They were

He made good substituting for Berle— but by being himself, not trying to
out-Berle Mr. Television.

all friends of Pop's.
I was a cut-up, even at seven, entertaining the customers with gags
and impressions of movie stars. All
strictly my own material. I had a
knack for remembering everything I
heard, and I devoured everything I
could read. (Continued on page 82)

The Jack Carter Show is heard every Saturday
at 8 P.M., EST, NBC-TV, sponsored by Campbell's
Soups, Johnson's Wax, Whitman Candy, Wildroot.

±V

SECTION

He loves TV, Jack says, will
never give it up— unless, of course,
they want to put a comedian in
the White House instead of a pianist!

Best test of a joke: try it on your wife. Jack tries his out on Joan.

A comedian can't even play solitaire in solitude — home life includes "try it on the boss" conferences with gag writers.

FOUR
WITH

CHRISTMAS

AND ITS ATTENDANT

from

GIFTS, DECORATING

AND FESTIVITIES IN MIND,

(AtAj

f^cUumd,

Fashions are Tina's field. She says that clothes
at holiday-season parties are women's "decorations."

Festive fashions are the most important of all
Christmas decorations believes vivacious, clever
Tina Redmond who combines glamor and practicality on alternating shows, Sewing Is Fun and
Cooking Is Fun. (WBKB, 10.30 A.M., M-F) To
meet the problem of looking different through a
series of parties attended by the same circle of
friends, Tina suggests you can be both solvent
and svelte by starting with a basic dress. Vary it
with this season's high style tunic jacket, a crisp
peplum, or a drape. You'll find designs for them
in most of the pattern books. For the youngsters
in the family, a set of easily-made plastic aprons
will keep clothes looking Christmasy. Tina studied
home economics at Mundelein College, paying her
expenses by modeling on the side. After graduation, she taught at a girls' school. Tina's married
and runs her own household — a simple matter for
a girl who's made homemaking both her careers!

fytf ffStiatl
The bright and beautiful feminine partner of
the Bob and Kay show (WENR, 11 A.M., M-F)
finds popcorn a versatile prop in setting the
stage for holiday drama in her household. There's
a big, inviting dish of well-buttered popcorn by the
fireplace. Old fashioned strings of popcorn deck
the tree. Popcorn balls, wrapped in red and green
cellophane, are ready as impromptu gifts for small
neighbors. And a popcorn snowman, flanked by
popcorn trees, makes a novel decoration. To .make
the snowman, set three popcorn balls on top of
each other while the syrup is warm enough to stick.
Cut gumdrops to make the face, and give him a
paper hat. To make the trees, roll the popcorn and
syrup mixture around a center support stick.
Shape into cones. Before the syrup hardens, set
red birthday candles into the top. Blonde, browneyed Kay is Chicagp-born, attended Lake View
High and has a B.A. degree from DePaul U.
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Kay has ideas on using popcorn for Christmas trimmings, and she tells you how to carry them out.

TELEVISION

SECTION

CHICAGO
THESE TV HOMEMAKERS

OFFER SUGGESTIONS

TO HELP YOU WITH HOLIDAY

PROBLEMS

)atfafc£i
If you're the kind of homemaker who is famous
for a particular dish, a thoughtful and literally
priceless gift to send a distant friend is directions for preparing it. Barbara Barkley, capable,
tall blonde home economist who presides over
Chicago Cooks With Barbara Barkley (WGN, 11
A.M., M-F) suggests you copy your favorite recipe
on a file card, write a little note saying "Wish you
were here to enjoy this with us," and enclose it
with your holiday greeting. It's a bit of cheer which
will long outlast the season. The same idea can be
applied to your Christmas cookies to make them a
year-round treat. Copy the recipes in advance,
deck the cards with a gummed seal, and have them
ready to hand out to those guests who, after tasting, say, "My, these are good. I wish I knew how to
make them." Barbara studied home economics
at Northern Illinois State Teachers College, is Mrs.
Edward Zellers in her near northside private life!

Barbara thinks sharing your homemaking secrets is
a warm and friendly way to say "Merry Christmas."

'now*

When everything except your pocketbook is rich
with Yuletide spirit, it's time to use your
ingenuity as a substitute for cash. As a
specialist in making decorating dollars stretch,
Dorsey Connors (WMAQ, 10: 10 P.M., M-F) confides that soap flakes put a professional-looking
mantle of snow on your Christmas tree. Play safe
by fireproofing the tree with one of the commercial preparations. Next, empty a half-package of
soap flakes into a big bowl of water. Whisk into a
very thick lather, and use a paint brush to apply

If your holiday spirit is great but your
doesn't

match,

you'll

like

Dorsey's

budget

suggestions..

it to the branches. When it dries, you'll have a
sparkling reflector to enhance your lights. Your
Christmas cards, too, should be worked into your
decorating scheme. Try threading them on a string
to festoon your windows or tack them on a screen.
Chicago-born Dorsey, the mother of an elevenyear-old daughter, works hard for charity, is a
founder of the Illinois Epilepsy League.
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"He believes in being honest about what he likes
or doesn't like," says Mary Gargan about her Bill.

By MARY

GARGAN

If it hadn't been for Brooklyn, my
mother's old squirrel hat, and the
fact that a certain young red-head
had a compulsion one afternoon, I
wouldn't be telling this story, because
mySometimes
name wouldn't
when be
BillGargan.
wants to tease
me, he'll start telling people about the
way we met, but he never tells it the
same way twice. He keeps adding
things. "To give it pathos," he explains
to me.
I never mind, because I know how he
really feels about marriage and about
me. We've had twenty-three rich, wonderful years together, and there's never
been so much as a frayed thread in the
marriage bond that changed me from
Mary Kenny into Mary Gargan. I do

Mary and Barrie, the elder Gargan son, listen carefully
as Bill goes over a pre-rehearsal Martin Kane script.
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Martin Kane, Private Eye, seen Thurs., 10 P.M., EST, NBC-TV;

think, however, that it's high time that
I had a chance to tell the story of our
first meeting in its true version. And
if Bill has any complaints about it,
maybe he can persuade the sponsors of
Martin Kane Private Eye to let him
ad lib his protest at the end of his show.
This is the way it really happened:
I had lived in New York all my life
and loved it. One Saturday, when I was
about thirteen, my cousin Ellen, who
had recently moved to Brooklyn, persuaded me to (Continued on page 85)
heard Sun., 4:30 P.M. EST, MBS. Sponsor: US Tobacco Co.

From Brooklyn to Broadway to Beverly Hills, it's been a love story
all the way for the Gargans.

"We've

together," says Bill's Mrs.

had

twenty-three

wonderful

Is there any better tribute to a marriage?

The Gargans had to leave behind
their pet turtle and cat when they
visited New York recently. Bill
made up for the missing menagerie

\

by taking care of a friend's poodle.
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Beany has his say in a
conference with writer
Charles Shows and producer Boh Clampett.

TIME FOR
Captain Horaiio Huffanpuff

!

When it's time for Beany, a hush falls over the house. Restless feet
grow quiet and voices get low as the kids close in on the televi, sion set to watch little Beany, Cecil the Seasick Sea Serpent,
Captain HuffanpUfT and the rest of the puppet crew get themselves in
and out of all sorts of fantastic scrapes. Oh, things like finding the
fifth corner of the world, when all they expected was four! There's a
sinister character, Dishonest John, whose evil designs are always
foiled by the spirit of fair play and comradeship of Beany and his gang.
That's why educators, parents, and the kids themselves go on finding
time for Beany.
Time For Beany is currently carried on these stations: WSB-TV, Atlanta; WAFMTV, Birmingham; WNAC-TV, Boston; WBKB, Chicago; WFAA-TV, Dallas-Fort
Worth; WXYZ-TV, Detroit; KTLA, Los Angeles (Mon.-Fri., 6:30 P.M. PST, sponsored by Budget Pak candies); WTCN-TV, Minneapolis; WNHC-TV, New Haven;
WOR-TV, New York City (Mon.-Fri., 6:45 P.M. EST, sponsored by Quaker Oats);
WOW-TV, Omaha; WJAR-TV, Providence; WHBF-TV, Rock Island; KSD-TV, St.
Louis; KEYL, San Antonio; KFMB-TV, San Diego; KPIX, San Francisco; KINGTV, Seattle; KOTV, Tulsa.

Hunnv

Bear

The

Pirate

Dishonest John, the meanie

Cecil, the seasick serpent

T«ADIO«PR

AWARDS for 1950-51

PROGRAM BILLOT

Vote for your favorite TV programs — the shows that have entertained you
deserve your approval in this, the only nationwide listener-viewer poll!
In each category, vote for the show that's given you greatest enjoyment.
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GOOD
PLACE
TO BE
Shuffle tells of the time
Rushville Center was chosen
the typical American town

It reminded me of a movie I'd seen down at the Cameo with one of those big cocktail parties

Have you ever had what they call an inferiority complex? You know what I mean — when you're always thinking the other fellow knows more or has
more or is more than you? It can sure make you suffer,
can't it? Worst of it is, half the time that's just what
the other fellow is thinking about you, too, if you only
knew it.
Now I'm too old a citizen to fall into that kind of trap
very easy. One way and another I've been through
enough, in my life, so I've got a fair idea what I'm

RADIO
162

MIRROR

READER

worth, and how I fit into the general scheme of things:
But even so, there was a time not so long ago when I
woke up one morning and said to myself, "Shuffle
Shober, darn if you ain't suffering from one of them
complexes. At your age!" Then I thought about it a
while, and I knew that it wasn't just me. The whole
danged town was in the same boat — all of Rushville
Center, suffering from an inferiority complex. And
you know why? Because it had all of a sudden received the biggest honor, in its whole history! Sounds

BONUS

•

By

SHUFFLE

SHOBER

it where dressed-up people rushed around from group to group, chattering away

mixed-up, doesn't it? It was. I better begin at the beginning, and you'll see how it all came about.
First thing was, this big magazine down there in New
York City, they had a contest or something. I don't
rightly know how our town got into it, but it was a
contest for finding out which little town in the whole
of the USA was the most typical town — in other words,
which was the most American, which came the closest
to having the kind of people and streets and ideals and
so on that we come to think of as real, rock-bottom

Ma Perkins

is heard

every

Monday through Friday at 1 :15 P.M., EST,

American. And one bright day— well, it was a rainy
day as a matter of fact, but that's no matter — one day it
was all over town that the town they'd picked was us.
Us — Rushville Center!
It was Charley, the fellow down at the Mansion
House Coffee Shop, passed the news on to me while I
was having breakfast there. Charley gets his news
straight from the folks who make it, I guess, for I've
never seen the time when he wasn't the first to hear
whatever's going on. Stirring (Continued on page 92)
on Columbia Broadcasting System

stations, sponsored

by Oxydol.
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BRIGHTER

AUNT JENNY

DAY
Elizabeth Dennis has made

One of Aunt Jenny's latest stories tells of
a marriage that almost ended in dreadful
tragedy

through

a combination

of a hus-

band's over-ambitious plans and his
unselfishness. Molly's efforts to sell her
made jams to help out with family
grew into a large-scale business of
her husband Griff took eager charge.

Aunt Jenny
heard on
CBS 12:15 P.M. EST

wife's
homefunds
which
What

Griff did not know was that Molly's activities
were actually endangering her health, and
she hesitated to tell him because the new
business had given them their first hope of
attaining financial security they so badly

BACKSTAGE

most

dramatic

Althea
heard on
CBS 2:45 P.M. EST

DAVID HARUM.
Claudia Vincent has been very busy mixing
into the lives of Mary and Larry Noble.

Trying to help straighten out the family
troubles of his old friend Ed Brice, David
Harum learns that young Denny Elkins, with

First she talks her way into a part opposite Larry in the new Broadway play in
which he stars. Then she elopes with Oliver
Wilson, each of them under the impression
that the other is well supplied with money.
When the truth comes out that they are
both penniless, their infatuation changes to
hatred. Claudia goes on with her work in

Mary Noble
heard on
NBC 4 P.M. EST

Larry's' play. After her debut Mary and
several others go backstage to see the
actors, and it is then that Mary stumbles

whom Ed's wife Ina was infatuated, is in
the stolen car racket. Besides reuniting Ed
and Ina, this bit of information gives David
all the assistance he needs in preventing
Ed's daughter

BIG SISTER

Lucy from

making

a mistake

that
mightactivities
have ruined
her life. With
criminal
an established
fact,Denny's
David

Aunt Polly
heard on
NBC 11:45 P.M. EST

over the body of Oliver Wilson — murdered.
The shadow of suspicion hangs darkly over
the Nobles.

Kuth Wayne
heard on
CBS I P.M. KST

Dennis wonders if Liz isn't doing the wrong
thing, since it is so obvious that she and
Nathan love each other deeply. But Liz
sticks to her decision, and only Sam Winship
seems to understand . . . Sam, who is resigned to occupying
the position
Liz's
best friend.
Is Liz working
her way of
toward
a different relationship with Sam?

climaxes.

WIFE

not

making a mistake. From Hollywood, Liz's
young sister Althea tries hard to talk Liz
into marrying Nathan. Even gentle Dr.

needed. Griff's enlightenment came barely
in time to save Molly, in one of Aunt
Jenny's

up her mind

to marry Hollywood producer Nathan Eldredge, in spite of the tragic accident in
which he nearly died — and in spite of the
fact that her whole family thinks she is

is able

to

make

loves her, Lucy
happiness

FRONT

Lucy

see

that

Herbert

Elkins, Denny's brother, is the man she really
ought to marry. With Herbert, who is as
honest as his brother was crooked, and who
will be

able

to find real

at last.

PAGE FARRELL

The marriage of young Neddie Evans and
his wife Hope is almost shattered by the
influence of the millionaire, Parker, who has

David Farrell, star reporter for the New
York Daily Eagle, was recently assigned

laid his plans to just such an end. Neddie's
sister Ruth has long suspected that if nobody stops him Parker will succeed in ruining many lives in Glen Falls, but so far she
has been handicapped in her efforts to stop
him by the clever manner in which he has
ingratiated himself with enough people to
enable him to pursue his plans. Now, however, Ruth has become confused in Parker's
mind with Selena, a woman who once had

known as the "Deep Freezer Murder Case."
In this grotesque case the body of o department store executive is found in a refrigeration unit. When the police get busy,

a vital place in his life. Will his peculiarities reveal themselves as Ruth and the dead
Selena join forces in his twisted mind?

by his paper to cover a story which became

Sally
heard on
NBC 5:45 P.M. EST

it develops that one of the store's employees
quarreled with the executive shortly before
the discovery of the body. In spite of many
false trails that have surrounded the murder, and the frantic efforts of the guilty
party to successfully conceal the facts,
David and his wife Sally succeeded in
learning what the 'police need to know
lay their hands on the murderer.

DAYTIME

to

DIARY-
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LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL
Col Duncan, the small-town Texas singer,
learned fast to take advantage of his opportunities. Chichi, trying to further Col's
career, enlisted the help of glamorous actress Lise Martaine, and Cal quickly saw
that making love to Lise would be more
profitable than continuing to charm the
unimportant Chichi. Recklessly deciding that

Here's your guide to good listening
on the daytime drama circuit — plot,
character,

time,

station

it's a mistake to get serious about any man,
Chichi embarks on a life dedicated to having fun — mainly at the Sapphire Room, a
chic rendezvous run by an old friend of

Papa
heardDavid
on
NBC 3 P.M. EST

hers, Reynolds Coleman, who may— or may
not — be going straight. In an effort to find
out just what Coley is up to, Detective Craig

information

Roberts

LORENZO

GUIDING LIGHT.
Little Chuckie
accident

White

which,

does

his mother

The Joneses,
a pact never
the Parisienne
machine on

bitterly

believes, was the direct result of his father's
mistaken theories about how to bring up a
child. So determined was Ted White to

Bertha Bauer
heard on
CBS 1:45 P.M. EST

reduce Meta's control over their child and
bring Chuckie up to be a real boy that he
forced the child into vigorous activities
completely unsuited to his personality and
needs, and prevented him from doing what
he really enjoyed, painting. Strained beyond
endurance by the dreadful situation in

Lorenzo Jones
heard on
NBC 4:30 P.M. EST

Chuckie's death, Meta finally explodes in a
desperately tragic action. She shoots Ted
White, and does not even seem to mind when
she is jailed. What does life hold for Meta?

escort.

Belle and Lorenzo, have made
to mention the name of Fifi,
whose stories about the youth
which she and Lorenzo were

going to make a fortune turned out to be
a complete fake. Unfortunately Lorenzo
learned the truth about Fifi only after he
had borrowed money to pay her passage
back to France. Chastened but still eager
to keep working on his inventions, Lorenzo
advertises in the local paper for ideas,
and after giving the answers much thought
decides to start work on a noiseless vacuum
cleaner. The first and most important step
is taken when
ing . . . but

Shuffle Shober,

Julie Paterno, supervisor of the orphanage
Hilltop House, sees the shadowy threat of
a serious problem as one of her charges,
teen-age Pixie, falls into the "wrong crowd"
at high school. Pixie was a delightful child
until recently when she learned that her
real father had died in jail. Believing that
the family who had planned to adopt her
would not want her when this fact came
out, Pixie believes her entire life is ruined,
and starts going out with a boy who has
already built up a record at Children's
Court. Will Pixie's instinctive knowledge of
right and wrong help her to work out this
situation? How much can Julie do to control her, otherwise?

he acquires financial backwhat
happens
after
that?

Fay

heard on
CBS 1:15 P.M. EST

that

and his son Sylvester to obtain control of
her lumber yard, and Shuffle knows they
have plans too for Ma's daughter Fay and
Fay's considerable fortune. Anxiously trying
to show Ma what the Hammachers are doing to her whole little world, Shuffle runs
into nothing but trouble. Shuffle himself
has virtually been driven out of Rushville

NOWHERE
Nona Brady's career as a film star has begun to develop unexpected snags. First of
all her picture is not the tremendous success predicted. Producer Vernon Dutell, who
wants to marry Nona, is suddenly confronted
with a girl out of his past, Kay Lanier, who
is so determined to win Vernon back that
she has threatened to kill Nona . . . and

operation, is believed by Nancy's husband,
Kerry, to be in love with her. Dr. Drew's
divorced wife, Vivian, still jealous of her
former husband, seems to have the same

that he is exaggerating. However, to Bill's
astonishment, it suddenly appears that maybe he is wrong and Kerry and Vivian are
right, for in a dramatic moment Dr. Drew
himself admits his fondness for Nancy.

for certain

Center by the Hammachers; Willy, Ma's
son-in-law, has been forced out of the lumber yard — can nobody see the truth?

Bill Davidson is upset at the disturbance
caused in the marriage of his daughter,
Nancy, by Dr. Leonard Drew. The young
doctor, who pulled Nancy through a serious

idea, and this strengthens Kerry's suspicions
to the point where even Bill, for whom he
has great regard, cannot persuade him

knowing

Ma's cousins, the Hammachers, are up to
no good, is still unable to prove his conviction. Ma's affection and family loyalty
blind her to all the machinations of Ed

NONA FROM

JUST PLAIN BILL.

Kerry Donovan
heard on
NBC 5:30 P.M. EST

frequent

MA PERKINS.

HILLTOP HOUSE.

Dr. Jeff Browning
heard on
CBS 3:15 P.M. EST

Chichi's

JONES.

not survive the
Meta

becomes

Nona
heard on
CBS 3 P.M. EST

has won the help of Vernon's brother, Alvin,
who resents Nona's influence over Vernon.
Alvin is afraid that he won't be able to
get as much out of Vernon with Nona
around. Now Nona wonders what effect the
mysterious Countess Zelma Armand is going
to have on her foster father, Pat Brady. Is
Pat interested in the glamorous
European?
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OUR GAL SUNDAY.

Sunday
heard on
CBS 12:45 P.M.

At the urgent request of his uncle, Lord
Percy, Lord Henry Brinthrope and his wife
Sunday leave their Virginia home and fly
to England. There Henry learns from his
cousin, Sir Stewart Brinthrope, that their
old friend Diane Caulfield is possibly involved with a ring of international jewel
thieves. Sir Stewart himself is hospitalized after a brutal, mysterious attack, and
after cautioning Henry to reveal nothing
about Diane to anyone, not even Sunday,
EST

asks him to try to get evidence of Diane's
activities^ Sunday meanwhile is puzzled by
the

TO HAPPINESS.
Frantically trying to regain custody of her
son Skippy, which was awarded to her divorced husband Dwight Kramer, Carolyn
Kramer encounters a ray of hope when an
impartial judge speaks of reopening the
case. Dwight, meanwhile, completely at the
mercy of his unscrupulous lawyer, Arnold
Kirk, faces the ruin of his second marriage,
for Constance cannot sympathize with

Dwight
heardKramer
on
NBC 3:45 P.M. EST

possessive attitude Diane displays toward Lord Henry. Will Diane succeed in her

Dwight's continued struggle to discredit
Carolyn and get Skippy back. Knowing that
Skippy wants to be with Carolyn and will
not be happy with Dwight, Constance asks
how Dwight can bear to tear Skippy from
his mother
. . . and
gets
no satisfactory

obvious plan to break up Sunday's marriage?

PEPPER

YOUNGS

FAMILY.

ROAD

OF LIFE.

Though Pepper and his family are still
worried about their friend Edie Hoyt, whose
husband Andy is very ill in South America,
they are forced to concentrate on trouble
closer to home when a robbery with violence
occurs at the Elmwood Bank. Mike, the
watchman, tells a story that turns suspicion

Father Young
heard on
I NBC 3:30 P.M. EST

PERRY

against Pepper's father, Sam Young, and
in spite of the greatly respected position
which Dad Young has for so many years held
in the community, he feels impelled to resign
his job at the bank. Pepper, furious that
anybody could believe such a thing of his
father, begins a determined fight to clear
the Young name and discover who actually
was responsible for the robbery.

MASON.

There is no reason why Dr. Jim Brent should
make any effort to help Beth Lambert, the
woman who deceived him so terribly by
posing as his dead wife, Carol. But as Beth
stands her trial for treason with the rest
of the Rockwell gang, it becomes evident
that Rockwell plans to fix things so that all

Dr. Jim Brent
heard on
NBC 3:15 P.M. EST

with the

police, Perry Mason

rupts the youngsters. Perry's friend, reporter
Helen Henderson, is daringly "planted" in
such a way that she becomes friendly with
Allyn Whitlock, of whom Perry is suspicious
without knowing the full truth — that Allyn
is the girl friend of the man he is after,
Walter Bodt. Will Helen's
Allyn lead
Perry to Bodt?

PORTIA

With
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Gil Whitney

on the

Helen
he

Agatha Anthony
heard on
CBS 12:30 P.M. EST

buy Gil's house when Gil left Hollywood, thinks he is doing her a favor when
resells the house at a huge price to

Cynthia

and

gives Helen

a bankbook

show-

ing her profit.she
When
Jeff'sthewife
discovers
this bankbook
believes
worst
of her
husband and Helen, and columnist Daisy
Parker spreads the news

around

Hollywood.

ROSEMARY.
How tragically
different isfrom
Rosemary's
homecoming to Springdale
the exciting
departure so short a time ago! When she
and Bill went to New York for Bill's wonderful new job, Rosemary thought they were
on their way to success and happiness, not
suspecting that they were also on their
way to a meeting with beautiful Blanche
Weatherby. Madly infatuated with Blanche,
Bill behaves so cruelly to Rosemary that she

Walter's memory, confused by the accident
in which he was supposed to have died, is
not strong enough to refute the Ingersolls'
identification, and when they sorrowfully
have him committed to a mental hospital
he actually believes that he is of unsound
mind. However, in a daring maneuver he
escapes and finds his way back to Parkerstown,
where
he
is reunited
with
Portia.

Trent and

even though Helen and Gil have come
together again so much misunderstanding
persists that their plans to marry may never
be resumed. Producer Jeff Brady, who helped

Despite the fact that Walter's death is apparently proved, Portia cannot get over her
desperate conviction that he is still alive.
She does not know that Beauty and Paul
Ingersoll, a malevolent couple of schemers,
have cleverly obtained control over Walter
by identifying him as one Stewart Prescott.

Walter Manning
heard on
NBC 5:15 P.M. EST

Helen

verge of marriage, Cynthia Swanson worked
hard to separate them, and managed to
create such a web of confusion and lies that

friendship with

FACES LIFE.

life?

OF HELEN TRENT.

is

striving to find out who is behind the empire of crime which has spread its tentacles
through so much of the life of his city.
Relentlessly Perry tracks down the clues
that he knows will one day lead him to the
head of the ring which not only takes
financial toll of the community, but cor-

Perry Mason
heard on
CBS 2:15 P.M. EST

young girl, Jocelyn McLeod, whose gallant
fight for health has engaged his wholehearted admiration and sympathy. Will
Jim be able to bring Jocelyn back to a
healthy, normal

ROMANCE
Together

the guilt
thrown
on Beth,
andimpels
Jim's him
inherent is
urge to
see justice
done
to try to save Beth. Meanwhile, he wonders
what part in his life will be played by the

Mother Dawson
heard on
CBS 11:45 A.M. EST

goes back to Springdale convinced that
everything is over. In New York her friend,
Blondie, tries vigorously to keep Blanche and
Bill apart. Will Bill ever come back to Rosemary . . . and if he does, will she still
him?

want
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WENDY

SECOND MRS. BURTON.

WARREN.

The danger of neglecting a teen-age child
is brought -forcibly home to Terry and Stan
Burton when the illness of their baby, Wendy,
concentrates all household activities on her

Reporter Wendy Warren's romance with
managing editor Don Smith suffers a setback when wealthy Kay Clement, an important backer of Don's paper, develops
a strong interest in Don. Gossip columnists
begin to pair off Kay and Don, and Wendy
is wondering if she has lost him completely,

and leaves young Brad feeling lonely and
unwanted. Brad becomes involved with a
group of boys in what he believes to be a
social club, but after a rather short period
of time he realizes they are engaged in
activities which are not entirely social —
and far from entirely legal. Under the guidance of a man named Rocky who has an
unsavory background, this gang of boys
is rapidly on its way to becoming a seasoned group of criminals, and when Brad
tries to back
out
it is almost
too
late.

Terry Burton
heard on
CBS 2 P.M. EST

STELLA DALLAS.

Wendy Warren
heard on
CBS 12 Noon EST

Don

WHEN

at work

to

prevent

her

The accident which left Joan
alyzed also threw her husband,
financial difficulties. He had

Charles Dobbs
heard on
CBS 2:30 P.M. EST

DRAKE.

to bear by Lola, Tom's wife, who insists on
immediate repayment of the loan. Trying

Harry Davis
heard on
NBC 5 P.M. EST

YOUNG

After much heartache Nora Drake finally
breaks her engagement to lawyer Charles
Dobbs, only to find that the man in whom
she has begun to be interested may never
be able to ask her to marry him. Psychiatrist Dr. Robert Seargent is still involved
with his former wife, Vivian, largely because
he is desperately attempting to prevent
her from ruining the life of their young
daughter Grace, and Vivian cleverly
strengthens this hold over him. Also, Nora's
break-up with Charles greatly disappointed
Peg Martinson, who hoped that her husband,
Ken, would lose interest in Nora if she married Charles. And Peg Martinson is dangerous when she can't get her own

DOCTOR

Anne Malone
heard on
CBS 1:30 P.M. EST

ever take an independent stand on his job or
his home life. His mother, despotic Mrs.
Carlton, insists she is doing the best thing
for him, but continues to interfere in his

o

W1DDER

life in such a way that Jim's marriage to
Thelma can never reach a secure footing.
In spite of the efforts of his friend, Madame

Paul Tracy
heard on
NBC 1:45 P.M. EST

Sophie, to help Jim and Thelma, Jim's
weakness and his mother's influence combine
to make it look as though the baby Thelma
is expecting will be coming into a very
unhappy, mixed-up home. And if this happens, Madame Sophie believes that young
Thelma
may do something
desperate.

MALONE.

thing that
has occurred
life — something
has upsetin itJerry's
so violently
that
Jerry has disappeared. That whatever has
happened concerns wealthy Lucia Standish
Anne does not doubt, but she does not yet
know that Jerry, completely disillusioned
about Lucia, is about to give up everything she helped him to achieve in his
career and his personal life, and start all
over again. What effect will this have on
Anne

YOUNG

Will Jim Carlton ever learn to stand on his
own two feet? It does not seem as if he will

to help, Joan's sister Sylvia is instrumental
in getting Harry involved with a mysterious
Englishwoman who wants to buy all the oil
rights to the Davis land. Sylvia means well,
but what kind of scheme is it in which Harry,
with her eager help, is becoming so deeply
involved?

Anne Malone's separation from her husband,
Dr. Jerry Malone, is finally about to end
in divorce as Anne makes up her mind to
marry devoted Sam Williams. But as she
does so she learns that in New York some-

way.

WE LOVE AND LEARN.

Davis parHarry, into
to borrow

and beginning to rebuild her life, Harry's
happiness is marred by the pressure brought

concrete form when Stella falls — apparently
by accident — in the garden. What will
happen as she and Phil continue their plans?

THIS IS NORA

writ-

heavily from his brother, Tom, to pay Joan's
hospital expenses. Now that Joan is home

marriage.

while Stella and Phil plan their engagement
party they are receiving threatening notes,
and the evil at work around them takes

wants her father Sam to continue
ing editorials for the paper.

A GIRL MARRIES.

Mrs. Grosvenor, mother-in-law of Stella's
beloved daughter Laurel, is determined to
keep Phil from marrying Stella, as are also
Maxine Booth and Clark Marshall. Even

Richard Grosvenor
heard on
NBC 4:15 P.M. EST

immediearlier,
but now
getting
before,

fie had given every sign of waning interest
in her. Also, Wendy is wondering just why

Phil Baxter is made the happiest man in
the world when Stella finally consents to
marry him. Stella, too, looks forward to a
contented life with Phil, but is rudely
shocked when she realizes that there are
forces

when, all of a sudden, he proposes
ate marriage. If this had happened
-Wendy would have been delighted
she is disturbed at his insistence on
married at once when, a short while

Dr. Anthony Loring
heard on
NBC 4:45 P.M. EST

Malone's

plans?

BROWN.
Ellen Brown, the young widow who is devoting herself to bringing up her two children,
is incredulous when she hears that her husband William is still alive. Going to Chicago
to verify the news, she falls into the hands
of a ruthless man posing as William. With
his accomplice, Jackson, he outlines a plan
whereby Ellen must marry and then divorce
him, and promises her a vast sum of money.
Ellen refuses, but is in a desperate plight
since nobody in Simpsonville knows where
she is except her friend, Norine Temple. Dr.
Anthony Loring, the man to whom Ellen is
engaged, believes she has gone to Chicago
to see Jim Morrison, and his jealousy may
prevent him from coming

to Ellen's aid.
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MAUREEN KEATINC — young
and
talented actress who is often featured
on CBS' Aunt Jenny's Stories (Monday-Friday, 12:15 P.M. EST) is a New
Yorker by birth. Before entering radio
she got her dramatic training with
stock companies. In addition to her air
work, Maureen studies voice and writes
for magazines as a hobby.

All Times Below are Eastern Standard Time
For Correct Central Standard Time Subtract One Hour

A.M.

MBS

NBC
String Quartet

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Elder Michaux
World News
Wormwood Forest
Bach Aria Group
Dixie Quartet
Hudson Coal Miners Christian Science

Local Programs

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

National Radio
Pulpit
Religion in the News
Morning Serenade

11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Faultless Starch Time Back to God
UN is My Beat
News Highlights
Reviewing Stand
Solitair Time

Radio Bible Class
Voice of Prophecy

American Forum
of the Air
Eternal Light

Kiwanis Choral
Groups
Chamber Music

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

America United

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

The Catholic Hour

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

The Garden Gate
Carolina Calling

Milton Cross Album

News
E. Power Biggs
Trinity Choir of
St. Paul's Chapel

Message of Israel

Church of the Air

Salt Lake Tabernacle
Choir
Bill Shadel, News
11:35
Invitation to
Learning

PROGRAMS
Music of the Day

People's Platform

American Warblers
Organ Moods
Lutheran Hour

Sammy Kaye

N.

Top Tunes With
Trendler
Bill Cunningham
Washington Reports

Billy Graham

The Truitts

Bobby Benson

The Quiz Kids

Juvenile Jury

Music With the
Girls
The Lutheran Hour

Falcon

Hashknife Hartley
Martin Kane
Private Eye

5:00

Big Guy

The Shadow

5:30
5:45

Charlie
Wild, Private True Detective
Eye
Mysteries

EVENING
The Dream Show

National Vespers

Mr. President
Drama

The Symphonette
Escape

Old Fashioned
Revival Hour

Author Meets the
Critics
The Greatest Story
Ever Told

Make-Believe Town
Earn Your Vacation

Meet Frank Sinatra
World News

PROGRAMS

Nick Carter

Drew Pearson
Don Gardner
Norman Brokenshire

Show Time, USA

Sammy Kaye

Rate Your Mate
Our Miss Brooks
The Jack Benny
Show
Amos 'n' Andy

Phil Harris-Alice
Faye Show

Under Arrest

The Cliche Club

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Adventures of Sam
Spade
Theater Guild on
the Air

Singing Marshall

Stop the Music

Bergen-McCarthy
Show
Red Skelton

Walter Winchell
Louella Parsons
Crossroads With
Ted Malone

Meet Corliss Archer

10:00
10:15
10:30

Enchanted Hour
Opera Concert

American Album

Gabriel Heatter
George F. Eliot

Oklahoma Symphony Ginny Simms
Jimmy Blaine
Jackie Robinson
Meet Me in St. Louis

$64 Question

SARA

Horace Heidt
Contented Hour
The Choraliers

BERNER— well-known as Mabel, the telephone operator, on the
Jack Benny show, has also been in five
movies — with only her voice showing.

68

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
11:55

Do You Remember

CBS
Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

Local Programs

Jack Baker Show

Robert Hurleigh
Breakfast Club
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee Jamboree

Clevelandaires
Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time

My True Story

Say It With Music

Betty Crocker
azine ofthe MagAir
Victor H. Lindlahr

Behind the Story
Heatter' s Mailbag
Bob
Poole
Doughboys

Break the Bank
Jack Berth
David Harum

12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30

Modern Romances

Margaret Arlen
This is New York
Barnyard Follies
Arthur Godfrey

Rosemary
Grand Slam

Quick As a Flash
Gems of Thought

AFTERNOON
12:00

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

MBS

Y. Philharmonic
Symphony Orch.

Arthur
DigestGodfrey's

Roy Rogers

8:45
8:30

B»B ^i^
ABC

NBC
A.M.

10:00
10:15
10:30

Word Affairs
Charles Collingwood

Voices and Events

tCm

Negro College Choir

Piano Playhouse

Chicago Roundtable

K»ja

Voice of Prophecy

Foreign Reporter

The Saint

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Let There Be Music

Hour of Faith

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

CBS

ABC

8:30
8:45

News

PROGRAMS

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross

Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

Bands for Bonds

Dave Garroway
George Hicks
We Love and Learn
Double or Nothing
Live Like A
Millionaire

Aunt Jenny
Wendy Warren
Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
The Star Noters

Mary Margaret
McBride

Big
Ma Sister
Perkins
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Ladies Fair
Variety Show*
Queen For A Day

Welcome to
Hollywood
John
B. Kennedy

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This Is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Peace of Mind

Nona From Nowhere
Chance of a Lifetime House
This is Party
Nora Drake
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hannibal Cobb
3:55 Cedric Adams
Talk Back
CaseyCraig
Nancy
Strike It Rich

Life Can Be Beautiful Poole's Paradise
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

Luncheon Club
Johnny Olsen's
12:25 Edwin C. Hill
Local Program

Local Programs
Chuckle Wagon

Conversation with

Music Matinee
4:55
Hite and the
News

4:45

Young Widder Brown

Ted Malone

5:00
5:30
5:15

When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Challenge of Yukon
Front Page Farrell

Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake

5:45

EVENING
6:00
6:15
6:45
6:30
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Hits and Misses
Space Falstaff's
Patrol Fables
5:55

PROGRAMS

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas
Beulah

H. V. Kaltenborn

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
The Lone Ranger

Jack Smith
Show
Club
15

Inner Sanctum

Hollywood Star
Playhouse
Talent Scouts

Irving ofField's
Trio
News
the World
One Man's Family
The Railroad Hour

Bobby Benson

Voice of Firestone

Crime Fighters
8:55 Bill Henry

Henry Taylor
Treasury Show

Telephone Hour
Band of America

Murder By Experts
Roundup
Korean War

Dance
Music
Paul Harvey
Tin Pan Alley

Frank
1 Love Edwards
A Mystery
Dance Bands

United or Not
John B. Kennedy

NBC Symphony

10:35 Symphonette
* Heard in southern & west-central states

Edward Murrow

Radio Theater

My Friend Irma
Bob Hawk

ABC

GALE GORDON —became a leading
man in radio after his first audition. He
comes by his acting talents rightly —
both his father and mother were on the
stage and today his mother Gloria Gordon is a well-known radio actress. Since
1940, Gale has been heard as the likable
but confused Mayor LaTrivia on the
Fibber McGee and Molly show.

A.M.
8:30

9:00
9:15
9:45
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30

11:30
11:45
11:55

mhB»^ n
NBC

A.M.

ABC

MBS

Do You Remember

Local Programs

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

Margaret Arlen

8:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Jack Baker Show

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbors
Tennessee Jamboree

Breakfast Club

This Is New York

10:00
10:15
10:30

Double or Nothing

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
11:55

Break the Bank

Behind the Story
H eatter"s
Bod
Poole Mailbag

Jack Berch
David Harum

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

My True Story

Arthur Godfrey

Modern Romances
Quick As A Flash

12:30
12:45

Grand
Slam
Rosemary

1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

PROGRAMS

3:15
3:00
3:30
3:45

Luncheon
Club
Johnny
Olsen's

Bands for Bonds

12:25 Edwin C. Hill
Local Program

Breakfast Club
Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Welcome Travelers
Double or Nothing

Break the Bank
Jack Berch
David Harum

Queen For A Day

Welcome to
Hollywood
John B. Kennedy
Peace of Mind

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This Is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Poole's Paradise
Road of Life
Pepper Younq
Right to Happiness

Chance of a Lifetime
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hannibal Cobb
Talk Back

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop House
House Party
3:55 Cedric Adams

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones
Chuckle Wagon
Young Widde.r Brown

Nancy Craig
Casey
Conversation with

Strike It Rich
Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Bob Hope

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

10:00
10:15
10:30

Big Town

Fibber McGee
& Molly

Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake
Hits and Misses
Superman
5:55 Falstaff's Fables

PROGRAMS

People Are Funny

Frank Edwards
1 Love A Mystery
Dance Bands

Quick As A Flash
Gems of Thought

This Is New York

Arthur Godfrey

Rosemary
Grand Slam

PROGRAMS
Luncheon Club
Jonnny Olsen's
12:25 Edwin C. Hill
Local Program

Bands for Bonds
Cedric Foster
Dave Garroway

Mary
Margaret
McBride

Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
The Star Noters

George Hicks
We Love and Learn
Double or Nothing

Ladies Fair
Variety Show*

Live Like a
Millionaire

Queen For A Day

Life Can Be Beautiful Poole's Paradise
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas

Welcome to
Hollywood
John B. Kennedy
Peace of Mind
Chance of a Lifetime
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hannibal Cobb
Talk Back
Casey
Nancy Craig

Local Programs

Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

Chuckle Wagon

Conversation with
Ted Malone

EVENING

7:45

John Steele Adventure
Mysterious Traveler

Modern Romances

Kate Smitn Speaks

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
Hometowners

Wendy Warren
Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
YoungGuiding
Dr. Malone
The
Light

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This Brighter
is Nora Drake
The
Day
-iouse Party
Nona From Nowhere
Hillton House
3:55 Cedric Adams
Strike It Rich
Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
News

Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake
Black Hawk

Hits and Misses

5:55 Falsta'" s Fables

PROGRAMS

Bob
Clem Warren
McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

Local Programs

Jackson & the News
Dwight Cooke
Curt Massey Time
Lowell Thomas

H. V. Kaltenborn

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Ranger
Davis
Lone

Beulah
Jack 15
Smith Show
Club

Irving ofField's
Trio
News
the World
One Man's Family
Halls of Ivy

Dr. 1. Q.

Edward Murrow

The Hidden Truth

Mr. Chameleon

Great Gildersleeve

International Airport
8:55 Bill Henry

Dr. Christian

8:45
9:15
9:00

Groucho Marx

2000 Plus

9:30
9:45

Mr. District Attorney Family Theater

8:00
8:15
8:30

The Big Story

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole
Doughboys

5:15
5:45
5:30

Variety Fair
Show*
Ladies

Richard Harkness
Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Irving of
Field's
Trio
Gabriel Heatter
News
the World
Mutual Newsreel
One Man's Family
Cavalcade of America Count of Monte
Cristo
Official Detective
Baby Snooks
8:55 Bill Henry

Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air
Victor H. Lindlahr

When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Challenge of Yukon
Just Plain Bill
Front Page Farrell

Double or Nothing

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Say It With Music

Young Widder Brown

Live Like A
Millionaire

Local Programs

My True Story

4:45
5:00

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Local Programs

Cecil Brown

Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

Mary Margaret
McBride

Bob Warren
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Margaret Arlen

Barnyard Follies

WendyJenny
warren
Aunt

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
The Star Noters

b:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

4:00
4:15
4:30

Dave Garroway
George Hicks
We Love and Learn

EVENING

12:00

Gems of Thought

Kate Smitn Speaks
Lanny Ross

When A Girl Marries Straight Arrow
Portia Faces Life
Sky King
Just Plain Bill
5:55 Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

Jack Baker Show
Clevelandaires
Office
Inside the Doctor's

1:00
Betty Crocker Magazine ofthe Air
Victor H. Lindlahr

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Local Programs

AFTERNOON
12:1 o

Barnyard Follies
Welcome Travelers

CBS

Do You Remember

CBS

8:30
8:45

Clevelandaires

MBS

8:45

10:45
11:00
11:15

1

NBC

10:15
10:00
10:30

Richard Diamond

Detour

Frank Edwards
I Love A Mystery
Dance Bands

Harold Peary Show
Bing Crosby

Lawrence Welk

10:35 Symphonette
* Heard in southern & west-central states

Dollar A Minute
Dixieland Jazz
Concert

Edwin C. Hill
Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Elmer Davis
Armstrong of the SBI Club 15
Edward Murrow
Paul Whiteman
Presents
Time For Defense

Mystery Theatre
Mr. & Mrs. North

Life With Luigi
America's Town
Meeting of the Air
Erwin D. Canham
Truth or ConseFine Arts Quartet
Hitquences
the Jackpot
On Trial
10:35 Symphonette

* Heard in southern & west-central states

LES
DAMON (currently
— one of radio's
busiest
crime-busters
The Falcon;
he's also Dr. Seargent on This Is Nora
Drake) landed in show business quite
accidentally when, as an architectural
student, he went to repair some scenery.
While at work he was asked to read for
an actor who hadn't shown up and
promptly received a contract.

Capitol Cloakroom
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8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

MBS

NBC

A.M.

Do You Remember

Local Programs

Margaret Arlen

Breakfast Club

This Is New York

My True Story

Barnyard Follies
Arthur Godfrey

Jack Baker Show

Robert Hurleigh

Clevelandaires

Tennessee Jamboree

Welcome Travelers

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time
Say It With Music

Double or Nothing

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
11:55

Break the Bank

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob Poole

Jack Berch
David Harum

CBS

ABC
Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

ROSEMARY CLOONEY— vocalist of
Songs For Sale, Fri., 9 P.M. EST, NBC.
began singing publicly at the age of
three at election rallies for her grandfather, who was mayor of Maysville,
Kentucky. As a result of radio appearances while still in high school, she
signed with Tony Pastor, who later encouraged her to solo.

Betty Crocker Mag-j
azine of the Air
Victor H. Lindlahr
Modern Romances
Quick As A Flash
Gems of Thought

Rosemary
Grand
Slam
MBS

NBC

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

News
The Note Noodlers
Hometowners

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Live Like a
Millionaire

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

PROGRAMS

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross
Bands for Bonds

Luncheon
Club
Johnny
Olsen's
12:25 Edwin C. Hill
Local Program

Dave Garroway
George Hicks
We Love and Learn

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
The Star Noters

Mary Margaret
McBride

Double or Nothing

Variety Fair
Show*
Ladies

Welcome to
Hollywood
John B. Kennedy
Peace of Mind

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Life Can Be Beautiful Poole's Paradise
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

Chance of a Lifetime
3:25 Bryson Rash
Hannibal Cobb
Talk Back

Nona From Nowhere
Hilltop
House
House Party

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

Local Programs
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones
Chuckle Wagon
Young Widder Brown

Nancy Craig
Casey
Conversation with

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Straight Arrow
Portia Faces Life
Sky King
Just Plain Bill
5:55 Bobby Benson
Front Page Farrell

Queen For A Day

EVENING
Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Local Programs

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Richard Harkness
Irving ofField's
Trio
News
the World
One Man's Family

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Dinner Date
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

Aldrich Family

California Caravan

Father Knows Best

Rod and Gun Club
8:55 Bill Henry

Dragnet

Limerick Show

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young Dr. Malone
The Guiding Light

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the

Hits and Misses
Superman
5:55 Falstaff's Fables

Clevelandaires

10:00
10:15
10:30

Jackson & the News
DwightMassey
Cooke
Curt

Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15

SBI
Screen Guild Players FBI in Peace and
War
Mr. Keen

TedAmateur
Mack's Hour
Original

Reporters' Roundup

Robert Montgomery

NBC Theater

Frank Edwards
1 Love A Mystery
Dance Bands

Hollywood By-Line
10:35 Symphonette

Double or Nothing

Margaret Arlen

Robert Hurleigh
Tell Your Neighbor
Tennessee Jamboree

Breakfast Club

This is New York

Cecil Brown
Faith in Our Time

My True Story

Barnyard Follies
Arthur Godfrey

Say It With Music

Betty Crocker
ofthe MagAir
John B. azineKennedy

Behind the Story
Heatter's Mailbag
Bob
Poole
Doughboys

Modern Romances

10:45
11:00
11:15

Break the Bank

11:30
11:45
11:55

Jack Berch
David Harum

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30

Rosemary
Quick As A Flash
Gems of Thought

Grand Slam

PROGRAMS

Kate Smith Speaks
Lanny Ross

News
Echoes From the
Tropics
U. S. Marine Band

Luncheon Club

Aunt Jenny
Wendy Warren

Johnny Olsen's
12:25 Edwin C. Hill

Helen Trent

Cedric Foster
Harvey Harding
Harold Turner
George Hicks
You Love and Learn The Star Noters

Mary Margaret
McBride

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Young
Dr. Malone
The Guiding
Light

Double or Nothing

Welcome to
Hollywood
John B. Kennedy

Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
This is Nora Drake
The Brighter Day

Bands for Bonds
Dave Garroway

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Live
Like a
Millionaire

3:15
3:00
3:30
3:45

Life Can Be Beautiful Poole's Paradise
Road of Life
Pepper Young
Right to Happiness

4:00
4:15
4:30

Edward Murrow

We, the People

Welcome Travelers

Local Program
Pauline Frederick
8:55 Walter Kiernan

1:45

Lowell Thomas
Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Armstrong of the

9:30
9:45

Local Programs

Strike It Rich

News
Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake

Local Programs

Do You Remember

3:55 Cedric Adams

PROGRAMS

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45

8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
WendyJenny
Warren
Aunt
Helen Trent
Our Gal Sunday

CBS

ABC

A.M.

Suspense

Ladies Fair
Variety*
Queen For A Day

Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

Casey
Talk
Back
Nancy Craig

Local Programs

Young Widder Brown

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

When A Girl Marries Mark Trail
Portia Faces Life
Just Plain Bill
Challenge of Yukon
Front Page Farrell

•Heard in southern and west-central states

EVENING
6:00
6:30
6:15
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

CONRAD BINYON —Hollywoodborn actor heard as Hank on One
Man's Family, has been on the radio
for eleven of his nineteen years. His
first professional appearance was a bit
part in a movie when he was sixteen
months old. Conrad spends his spare
time flying and taking pictures of
everything connected with planes.

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:30
9:15
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

Space Patrol
5:55 Falstaff's Fables

Local Programs

H. V. Kaltenborn
The Playhouse
News of the World
One Man's Family

Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Football Tomorrow
Gabriel Heatter
Mutual Newsreel

Edwin C. Hill
Elmer Davis
Lone Ranger

Jackson & the News
Curt
DwightMassey
Cooke
Lowell Thomas

Beulah

Nero Wolfe

Louis Prima

The Man Called X

DanceBillOrchestra
8:55
Henry
Army Air Force Show

Club
Jack 15
Smith Show
Edward Murrow

The Fat Man

Songs For Sale

This Is Your FBI
Ozzie and Harriet
The Sheriff

Confidential

Bill Stern

Hits and Misses

PROGRAMS

Local Programs

Life of Riley

Strike It Rich

Music Matinee
4:55 Hite and the
Ted Malone
News
Jimmy Wakely Show Galen Drake

Lionel Ricau
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in Melody
Three Star Extra

Nightbeat
Jack Lait:

3:55 Cedric Adams

Conversation with

Chuckle Wagon

4:45

Crime Photographer
James Hilton
Playhouse
One Nation Indivisible

Peace of Mind

Chance of a Lifetime Nona From Nowhere
House
Hilltop Party
House
3:25
BrysonCobb
Rash
Hannibal

Frank Edwards
I Love A Mystery

Cavalcade of Sports

Dance Bands

Dance Music

* Heard in southern & west-central states

Up For Parole
Broidway's My Beat

We Take Your Word
Capitol Cloakroom

S
9:00
9:15
9:30
3:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

A

T

U

R

MBS

NBC

A.M.

ABC
No School Today

Coffee in Washington Local Programs

1:00
1:15
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

CBS
This Is New York

Mind Your Manners

Local Programs

Family Party

Archie Andrews

Leslie Nichols
Helen Hall

Morton Downey

Archie Andrews

U. S. Marine Band

Smilin' Ed McConnell

Hoosier Hot Shots

New Junior Junction News, Phil Shadel
11:05 Let's Pretend
Junior Miss
Shop
JoeRecord
Franklin's

PROGRAMS

News
Man on the Farm
Public Affairs
Luncheon With Lopez

101 Ranch Boys

Theatre of Today

American Farmer

Grand Central Station
12:55 Cedric Adams

Navy Hour

National Farm Home Everett Holies
Jerry & Skye
Cumberland Valley
Barn Dance

American Jazz

woodOver HollyStars
Give and Take

Wayne Howell Show

Football

Music With the Girls

Coast Guard on
Parade

Football

SKIDROW
New masterpieces in misfortune, old
Chipped marbles, bronzes traced by tragedy:
Hamlet is here, grown grim in misery,
And Lochinvar in rags, and Hotspur cold,
Silently conning yesterdays he sold
For pittances of flesh; they make their plea
For dimes and butts in whined biography:
Park benches, cops and jails and being rolled.
Blind as old Milton and yet blinder still,
Exiled as Dante seeing hell again;
And yet their muted presence seems to fill
Galleries of our contemporaneous night:
Cullen
"Move over, Mister, we shall —meet
you Jones
then."

SEA REQUIEM
Football Roundup

Football

At rest at last in your arms I lie.
Stirred by the wind and touched by the sky.

3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Kissed by the moon since time was begun,
• Watched by the stars and caressed by the sun.
Fed by the raindrops, enriched by the streams.

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

POETRY

Y
Galen Drake
Garden Gate

Boston Symphony in
Rehearsal

AFTERNOON
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

DA

Singing a song full of sailors' dreams —
Soft in melody, sweet in rhyme.
Music
Herman Hickman
Wayne Howell Show

True or False

Tea and Crumpets

Ben Pollack Show
Twin Views of the
News

Club Time

EVENING
6:00

Bob Warren

6:15

Bob Considine

Strong as for ever, faithful as time.
Eternal rest within your doors.
Your peace is mine and I am yours.
—Walter S. Starkey

PROGRAMS

Music

Albert Warner News
KOREAN

INCIDENT

6:30
6:45

Living, 1950

Preston Sellers
Helen Westbrook

Harry Wismer
Your Business

Memo From Lake
Success
Sports Review
Larry Lesueur

7:00
7:15

Voices and Events

Robert R. Nathan
Bert Andrews

Yours Truly, Johnny
Dollar

To stand upon these timeless sands.

7:30
7:45

People Are Funny

Al Heifer, Sports
Twin Views of the
News
Comedy of Error
7:55 Cecil Brown

Vaughn Monroe

I am

Gene Autry

These fields and hills. I've stood
This sky and felt this dew

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

Faith for the Future

Cass Daley Snow

Twenty Questions

Hedda Hopper

Take a Number

Your Hit Parade
Dennis Day
Judy Canova
Grand Ole Opry

Buzz
Adian's
Playhouse
Shoot the Moon
Merry Go Round

Hopalong Cassidy

Hawaii Calls

What Makes You

Lombardo Land

Tick?
Can You Top This?

My Favorite Husband

Chicago Theatre of
the Air

At the Shamrock

Sing It Again

Gangbusters

Dixieland Jambake

I've walked

these roads

before

In other times, in other lands
I've walked

the foreign shore

not stranger to
beneath

Fall like the evening tears of death.
Nor

are these folk unknown

To me for in familiar eyes
I see the ancient tone
Of

recognition's

I am

old

surprise.

not stranger here.

A piece of earth somewhere
This road I walk is near

beside

—Dan Kelly
The time and place where once I died.

JANE PICKENS— the lovely singing
star well known to theater, night club,
radio and TV audiences, has been making herself heard musically since early
childhood. Born in Atlanta, Georgia,
Jane began singing professionally with
her two sisters, might never have
soloed if matrimony hadn't claimed
the other girls.

RADIO

MIRROR

WILL

PAY

FIVE DOLLARS

for the best original poems sent in each month by readers.
Limit poems to 30 lines, address to Poetry, Radio Mirror
Magazine, 205 E. 42 Street, New York 17, New York. Each
poem should be accompanied by this notice. When postage
is enclosed, every effort will be made to return unused
manuscripts. This is not a contest, but an effort to purchase
poetry for use in Radio Mirror.
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EATING II RESTAURANTS
By

HOW

TO AVOID HIGH CALORIE

FOODS AWAY

VICTOR

FROM

HOME

LINDLAHR

Noted Nutritionist

This new series, planned by an authority on weight control,
will help you look well and

feel well — while

Every diet-conscious person knows the hazards of
eating out whether it be at a soda fountain or at
a fashionable restaurant. Everything sounds so
good, looks so tempting! But eating wisely is merely
a matter of cleverly outwitting tantalizing menus.
The first obstacle to overcome is the bread and
butter habit. While checking a menu, most people
nibble a buttered roll. It's not safe for a person
watching their weight. A 2" x 2" piece of buttered
corn bread equals 375 calories, enough to lose the
fight against fat for a couple of days. An ordinary
slice of bread is worth 60 to 65 calories. And those
thin, papier-mache types you find in so many restaurants are even trickier— they average one hundred
and fifty calories each, double the value of a piece of
bread.
butter
to any
a losingAdd
battle
against
fat.of them and you're fighting
How do you ward off tantalizing rolls, especially if
you're hungry?
Well, I order my salad first. I always ask the waiter
to bring me some celery or sliced tomatoes while
my companions debate the menu. Fresh vegetables,
like radishes, lettuce, cucumbers, carrots, minus
dressings, take the edge off your appetite and supply
your body with necessary vitamins as well as the
wonder working enzymes that actually burn up fat.
Another great friend of the weight-conscious person
is soup. Consomme is safe and nutritious. Julienne
soups are particularly good, because the vegetables
have a minus value. Clear chicken soups and other
broths are tasty and non-fattening. But beware of the
rice or noodles floating in the bowl. Leave them alone
or they may cost you ten points. Avoid all thick
soups. Your enemies are bean, pea and cream of
mushroom and tomato soups. Bouillons, too, are a
bit deceitful because they are salty. However, many
soups that seem complicated, like clam chowder or
pepper pot, can be brought into the safe class by
asking the waiter to strain them for you.
When it comes to the main course, you must order
more wisely than ever. Since you have already satisfied your appetite to a certain extent with soup or
vegetables, it shouldn't require as much will power
to resist fatty foods. And in the next column you'll
find a handy list to guide you.

Victor Lindlahr's expert comment
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on food and health is heard M-F,

eating well !

MEATS: Always order broiled meats — lean slices,
aSteer
chop,
hamburger
it dishes,
isn't fatty.
awaysteak
from orfried
and oven when
roasted
and
meats that are breaded, served with gravies or
cooked in a pie.
FOWL: Take broiled chicken or stewed chicken,
provided the luscious cream gravy and dumplings
are ignored. Shun fowl that is roasted, casseroled
or served in croquettes.
FISH: In salads or cocktails, shrimps, lobsters,
oysters and clams are particularly recommended
when eaten with a chili sauce dressing. Safe cooked
fish are sea bass, cod steak and flounder when
served without butter or flour sauces. Take yours
with lemon or chili sauce.
EGGS : Boiled are best. Fried eggs are dangerous
in calorie content. But eggs scrambled slowly in a
pan dabbed with just enough butter to prevent
sticking are friends. A plain omelet is safe, too,
when the cook uses his grease spoon sparingly. .
Substitute chipped beef for ham or bacon.
DRINKS : Safest are lemonade, orange juice, unsalted tomato juice and skimmed milk. Beware of
soda fountain concoctions. All alcoholic beverages,
without exception, are fattening and stimulate the

.

appetite.

•

DESSERTS : Almost any fruit is the answer to
the desire for sweets at the end of a meal. With
canned fruits, just pass up the syrup.

10:45 A.M., EST,

over ABC,

sponsored by Serutan.

Very young, very charming, Sally Wilshire
of Old Greenwich is engaged to Leslie
C. Bruce III. They met two years ago at
a smart dance at the Yacht Club, and their
engagement was announced this June.
Theirs will be one of Connecticut's most
prominent fall weddings — with Sally's pretty
sister as her Maid of Honor and Sally a
bewitching bride.

es -Lovely!
Sally is winsomely blonde and petite — and
her face just enchants you! Her eyes are
gay, her complexion fresh as springtime,
her smile goes straight to your heart. It's
a face that gives out the sweet charm
of her Inner Self — brings friends to
Sally wherever she is.

SALLY WILSHIRE — her complexion is soft and smooth and enviably lovely
Sally's ring is a large
marquise emerald

Sh e uses

1W'

??l&£&

Titcet <y<w

Cream Cleanse — swirl Pond's Cold Cream over
your face to soften dirt and old make-up, sweep
them from pore openings. Tissue off clean.

Isn't it true that you enjoy yourself more
when you know you are your prettiest?
And Sally feels you absolutely must have
a nice-to-see complexion. "I use Pond's
Cold Cream on my face every single night,"
she says, "because this cream cleansing is
so thorough, never drying — and softens
my skin so beautifully."
Use this Pond's treatment as Sally does,
every night, (mornings, too), this way:
Hot Stimulation—a quick hot water splash.

Cream Rinse — more Pond's now, to rinse off last
traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.
Cold Stimulation — a tonic cold water splash.

Now — doesn't your face look glowingclean . . . feel wonderfully soft?
It's not vanity to help your face look
lovely. It lets a happy confidence brim out
from the real you within — attracts other
people to you on sight!
Get a big jar of fluffy Pond's Cold Cream today

START

NOW

TO

HELP

YOUR

FACE

SHOW

A LOVELIER

YOU!
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Cedric Likes People!
(Continued from page 29)
family guest room. The kids took Godfrey for a speedboat ride and he retaliated by stunting in a borrowed
small plane. When the public appearances were over, Arthur and Cedric
boarded the Adams X, a forty-six-foot
cabin cruiser.
Out in the middle of Lake Minnetonka, they settled down to talk shop.
Later, Godfrey invited Adams to his
place in Virginia for more of the same.
The result of their encounter became
public when Adams auditioned for a
network show. Godfrey reminded CBS
brass, "Now
is a great
guy."when
He
repeated
it tohere
his own
audience
Cedric'sTune,
program,
Little
Little
went Acoast
to Talk
coast. and
He
underscored it by arranging to have
Adams emcee Prize Performance, Summer replacement for his televised Talent Scouts.
Everyone calls him Cedric, and listeners feel they have a cousin's interest in the Adams family. When the
Adamses moved into their new house
so many people drove by to look at it
that they caused a full scale traffic jam
which broke the surface of a road not
designed to carry a heavy flow of
automobiles.
The house, built into the side of a
hill in the Frank Lloyd Wright manner, combines both living and working
quarters, although Cedric also has
downtown offices both at WCCO and
at the Minneapolis Star Tribune.
On the street level floor, there's an
entrance hall, Cedric's microphoneequipped workroom, the living room
and the bedrooms. Below it, opening
onto a terrace, are the recreation room,
dining room, kitchen and storage rooms.
The establishment runs smoothly
thanks to a wife and mother who, in
her way, is as remarkable as Cedric
is in his. Niecy uses her intelligence,
quick wit and dry humor to knit together the complicated Adams schedule
which must be wrapped around at least
three radio broadcasts and a newspaper
column each day, plus the demands of
personal appearances and the preparation of weekly columns for three national magazines.
The family's day begins at seven.
Niecy rustles up breakfast while Cedric
writes his Star Journal column on a
teletype in the corner of a storage locker conveniently close to the kitchen and
that first cup of coffee.
Cedric estimates he saves forty-five
minutes a day by teletyping his copy
to the office. He uses this time for his
daily ritual of dressing with the boys.
All three youngsters are husky kids.
David, now preparing for Yale, is a
high school senior. Tall as his father,
but sharing his mother's fair coloring,
he's a well-mannered lad who has
asked Cedric to keep his name out of
broadcasts— it makes it difficult to get
along with the kids at school.
Cedric Jr., called Rick, reverses the
complexion combination by being dark
as his dad and slender and wiry as his
mother. His greatest enthusiasm is his
horse, a dappled pony presented to him
by a rodeo owner. Rick shares his
dad's
interest inandpeople and public
communication
wants to know
R everything about what makes newspapers, radio and television tick.
Stephen, the youngest, also views
television with more than a fan's attitude, for he's a camera bug with his

own
Speed
Graphic
and darkroom.
When the father-son conclave concludes, breakfast is ready. Afterwards,
the boys depart on their own pursuits,
Niecy tackles her-, housekeeping, and
Cedric retires to his work room for an
hour before going either to his offices
or his boat. Like the house, the boat is
equipped with microphone, typewriter
and telephone, with the teletype located
in Minnetonka Boat Works.
Boats have been a major love since
childhood. "We didn't even have a
swimming hole in my inland town," he
explains. "With the first money I made
in Minneapolis I bought a -brokendown launch and finally achieved what
I wanted in this cruiser. It sleeps eight
and we live on it during the Summer."
Born in Adrian, Minnesota, Cedric
hit his stride writing for a humor
magazine at the University of Minnesota. Soon he discovered he could sell
a gossip column to Stiffy, impresario of
a restaurant, for fifteen dollars a week.
The pithy Adams prose, when used as
an ad in the student newspaper, made
Stiffy's the campus Stork Club, turned
Cedric into a hero superior to a football player, and eventually earned him
a job on the Minneapolis Star.
Cedric's first Star column was shortlived. While he considered it a fulltime job, his managing editor regarded
it as a bit of spare-time fluff and assigned him to the rewrite desk. Cedric
obliged until the managing editor imposed the further task of typing stock
market reports, ordinarily the copy
boy's job.
The two disagreeable tasks produced
an explosion and he resigned in a fiery
letter which precipitated a longtime
feud with the managing editor.
Next and
stop The
was Calgary
Captain Eye
Billy's
Whiz
Bang
Opener,
earthy humor magazines published in
nearby Robbinsdale. Because he knew
all the jokes, he was often invited to be
toastmaster
at banquets.
A mutual acquaintance introduced
him to Bernice Lenont of Virginia,
Minnesota, and they were married July
13, 1931.
Cedric's publisher moved East and left
him stranded. Their finacial problem
became acute when David, their first
son, was born. Cedric's feud with the
newspaper editor barred him from
Twin Cities dailies, and the best he
could do was to sell a column to the
Shopping News, a weekly all-advertising publication delivered free to homes.
Toastmaster bookings helped out for a
while, and these paved the way for a
radio chatter program which, as Cedric
is the first to admit, was far from sensational.
Niecy, took it in stride, for that was
early in the depression. They learned
to keep their fun low-cost, playing
bridge with friends. Cedric now acknowledges the importance of those evenings. He found if he stumbled on an
idea which made his own circle break
into heated discussion, he could use the
same topic in a column. Today he says
an ideal program is "Something which
will provoke card-table conversation."
Finally, in 1934, WCCO signed him to
do a 10 P.M. newscast. Niecy, recalling it, says, "Wonderful as it was to
have some real cash, it messed up our
social life. I never accept a dinner invitation without warning our hostess
Cedric
would
haveintroduction
to leave early."
That was her
to living

with a man with an unlimited capacity
for work. The pace intensified when
newspapers changed ownership and
Cedric signed on to write a daily column for the Minneapolis Star.
First evidence of his popularity came
when he heard of a couple whose tax
money had been stolen. Remembering
how it felt to be broke, he appealed,
"Don't strain your own pocketbooks.
Just send a penny. Help these folks
getMore
enough
pay their
taxes."
thanto 57,000
pennies
came in, a
testimonial to Cedric. The annual Parade of Pennies now reaches major proportions and the most recent one
bought a home and furnishings for a
destitute blind woman and her children.
Radio advertisers responded in a different fashion by offering Cedric programs. This left little time for home
life, but Niecy took it in her stride.
Today her ability to make swift adjustments has contributed to two
Adams features which the public is
now hearing. It was early last Spring
when Cedric burst through the door
one evening, on fire with a new idea.
"Niecy," he shouted, "what do you
think of interviewing the wives of
well-known
"Sure," she men?"
said, "women are always
curious how other women live."
"Good," said Cedric. "How soon can
you leave to set up interviews?"
IText day, she was on the train to
11 Washington, armed with exactly one
telephone number. But despite difficulties, she got what she went after,
both there and in New York and Hollywood. She also made the involved
technical arrangements needed for tape
recordings which permitted Cedric to
ask the questions by telephone from
Minneapolis. Thanks to her success in
this venture, she is also participating
in a local program, new this season,
Dinner at the Adamses, which originates at their home.
Managing
details
of and
Cedric's
work
requiresthequite
a staff
the
services of an accounting firm. Ted
Dahl is business assistant. Margery
Gustafson and Irene Edstrom take care
of the research, correspondence and
scripts. Doreen Myhre is in charge of
network operations and Meredith
Woods is secretary at the newspaper
Cedric has two part-time handicapped
persons and a driver.
Cedric's endurance has increased, he
says, since he went on the wagon by
betting
a friend
he wouldn't
the stuffwith
until
October
2, 1950. touch
Each
drink prior to that time will cost him
measureAdams
of hisoccurred
home town's
of ACedric
last opinion
Spring,
when, on his return from his vacation,
$500.
the Civic and Commerce Association
presented him with a new Cadillac.
Taken by surprise, Adams said the
usual,
"You shouldn't
then specified
he would have
acceptdone
onlyit,"
if
he were permitted to give a sum
equal to its cost to be divided between
a Protestant, Roman Catholic and Jewish charity. Donors of the car were to
name two groups, and as his nomination he gave Little Sisters of the Poor,
an organization he admires.
His favorite among his shows is his
local talent hunt, for it enables him to
know his listeners. "Gotta get out where
people live," he says. "They can't come
to me, so it's up to me to go to them."

ANN

BLYTH

AND

CRA

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

/faa, luyc£fa&
««l« ANN

BLYTH

HOLLYWOOD'S

PICTURE

Sparkling little Ann Blyth has appeal you can't
resist in her newest screen role. Her lovely Lux
Complexion is so radiantly fresh in the close-ups !
"Naturally I'm a Lux Girl," says Ann. "Activelather facials give my skin wonderful, protecting care!"
There's no finer care for delicate skin than these
//
gentle beauty facials famous screen stars recommend.
Use Lux Toilet Soap regularly — discover how truly
lovely your complexion can be!

ACTIVE-LATHER

Ann Blyth is right when she
says a Lux Soap facial gives
skin new beauty — so
quickly. First smooth the
Active Lather well in . . .

FACIAL:

"Such
even
rinse
water
Skin

rich abundant lather
in hardest water! Now
with plenty of warm
— a quick dash of cold.
feels smoother already!

"After you pat your face with
a soft towel look in your
mirror. Your skin feels so
much smoother now — it's
exquisitely fresh, appealing I"

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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Lucky Me
— Jan's My Friend!
(Continued from page 26)
"Gee, I can hardly wait to see you."
Her bubbling laugh melted miles of
distance. "That's good, for we've already made our plane reservations."
There was an instant's pause, and she
added, "I'd better tell you. I invited
Bill Lawrence to come along. He'd like
to see Chicago, too. He's heard me talk
about it so much."
"Fine thing," I said. "Bill and Archie
can go play golf or something while
we talk, because oh Jan, I've got so
much
tell you!"
As Itowent
on downtown to keep my
daily date with Kukla, Ollie and their
boss, Burr Tillstrom, I kept thinking
about Jan and how long I'd known her.
Counting it in terms of years it seemed
forever, but in terms of friendship it
was only yesterday.
It's
good,
I thought,
to have
a friend
such
as Jan.
Our liking
for each
other
is so strong, so sure, that even if we
don't see each other for a year the relationship isjust the same as though
we had parted ten minutes ago.
You take such friendship for granted
when
you're
starts about
the time
youa youngster.
enter yourIt teens.
You
may have played dolls with the girl
down the block from the time you were
able to toddle, but it isn't until you enter high school that the close association becomes really important to you.
Then all of a sudden, about the time
you go out on your first date, you need
a confidante — some girl to whom you
can tell everything, but everything.
You exchange secrets about a telephone call from Jack or a note from
Joe. You face into the same mirror and
feel ultra-sophisticated as you draw
on your first lipstick mouth or experiment with eyebrow pencil. You worry
together about getting a new dress for
that very important dance. You daydream endlessly about the future as
you explore the exciting idea of growing up. There's a period when you and
your girl friend are closer than sisters.
And then before you know it, you
really are grown up, and that teen-age
friendship is over, too. Perhaps you go
to different schools, or work at different
jobs, or get married. Whatever it is, the
two of you take different paths. You
meet new people, your interests change,
and nothing is ever the same again.
When you happen to think about it,
you wonder if ever again you'll find
a friend who so completely shares your
thoughts. But as the years pass, you
realize you never do.
Unless you're lucky. Or, unless you
enter a phase of your life which in
some way duplicates earlier conditions.
It was reverting to a teen-age situation
of being neighbors and of having common interests which cemented the
friendship between Jan and me.
I had known her for a number of
years. It was that vitally alive look of
hers which first caught my attention
when we met at NBC, soon after I came
to Chicago. I learned she, too, was a
singer.
We said hello when we met in the
halls, and there the association remained. Iwas working hard and I was
going with Archie. While I had many
acquaintances, there was no room just
R then,
life. for any close friendships in my
M
Archie and I were married, and then
— almost before we had a chance to
settle down — he went into the Army.

For a time, my whole life seemed to be
at loose ends.
It wasn't
a matter
of missing
the
man
I love. just
I missed
our show
business
shop talk, too. I was a singer on the
CBS staff by that time, and since
Archie was — still is — Chicago representative for Leeds Music Company, we
had always known the same people and
been interested in the same work.
I wasn't entirely alone after he left,
for Nan, my mother, and I shared an
apartment up on Marine Drive. Close
as we are, it wasn't the same as talking
things over with Archie, for you
wouldn't exactly call Nan my sharpest
critic. From the time I'd climb up on a
kitchen chair to sing nursery rhymes,
dear Nan has thought her darling
daughter was wonderful. I loved her
for it, but to do my best work, I needed
the challenge of a more objective
attitude.
That was my state of mind when I
opened the door of the apartment house
one afternoon and encountered Janette
Davis. After mutual exclamations of
"I didn't know you lived here!" we adjourned to my place for a cup of coffee
and much conversation.
A short time later, a third singer
moved in. Marian Mann, then the vocalist on Don McNeill's Breakfast Club,
took an apartment on the floor above
me. We had a common interest, for
Marion's and Jan's young men were in
service, like Archie, and they were as
lonely as I. After we had done our jobs
and played our war benefit shows,
there was nothing for us to do.
Nothing, that is, until all of us landed
under the same roof. What a foursome
of females that became — Jan, Nan,
Fran and Mann! Because of Nan, we
usually ended up in our apartment.
Dinner each evening started out to
be a division of labor. Jan, Marian and
I would dutifully plan and promise to
do our share of the work, but soon we'd
start to chatter about what had happened at the studios that day and there
Nan would be, left to do all the cooking alone. Engrossed as we were in our
own talk, she was lucky if we even
set the table.
Nan, bless her, loved it. She had
three girls to fuss over instead of one,
and she was thoroughly happy mothering the bunch of us. She'd let us talk
away to our heart's content before dinonce
it was
hand ner.
out(Butthe
towels
and finished,
inform usshe'd
we
had better do dishes or else!)
Then
afterof dinner,
play cards.
Not one
us couldwe'd
be serious
long
enough to enjoy bridge, so we resorted
to an ultra-simple little opus titled
"Idiot's Delight", and believe me, it
was. Childhood games of Flinch and Old
Maid back in Iowa were complicated
in comparison. Elementary as it was,
each of us could get tangled up in mistakes, and when one did, the other
three
would
rock with
I've
never been certain
any laughter.
of us could
count.
The last time she was in Chicago,
Jan reminded me of a side of those card
games that I'd forgotten. Veritable fortunes exchanged hands among us — all
on paper, of course. It gave us an illusory feeling of great affluence to say,
at the end of an evening's play, "You
owe me $946.68." And then to add, with
awasgracious
it!" Jan
once in gesture,
my debt, "Forget
she remembered,

to the tune of $20,000 — at a time when,
among us, we would have been hard
put to it to scare up that many cents
on short notice. Actually, though, we
did play for pennies sometimes when
we felt extra devilish. Usually they
were Jan's pennies. She put what she
won into a little money box. By the
time the next game came around the
rest of us would be temporarily out of
funds, so we'd all dip happily into Jan's
hoard in order to finance our evening's
operations.
They sound silly now, those evenings
at
cards, they
but actually
weren't,
I know
saved methey
many
hours for
of
worry about what was going to happen
to Archie and me, and how soon the
war would end and let us be together
Gradually, a sort of family feeling
again.
grew up among us, with Nan watching
over our welfare. When Marian, who
was mad about clothes, spent too much
money on them, Nan shook her head.
When Jan caught a heel in a hem. Nan
was there with thread and needle to
catch it up. When I forgot something,
they were all quick to remind me.
As we learned to know each other
better, I became familiar, too, with
Jan's tremendous enthusiasms. About
the time the first robin cheeped, Jan
would announce, "Now this year, I am
going
get a real
good herself
suntan."to She
would to
thereupon
betake
the
roof and soak up sun. Unfortunately,
however, she has a redhead's complexion. Instead of tanning, she'd fry. At
least once each Summer she'd come
down blistered and feverish and we'd
all have to pitch in to play nurse, covering her with oils and baking soda
and anything else we had heard was
good for sunburn.
It was the same way with her golf
game. She'd start out each Spring as
though she were training for the
Women's Open, yet before long the
sun
and she'd
Jan would
never get
was her
meant
to be be
an through.
outdoor
But life on Marine Drive wasn't all
giggles and Cokes. We'd spend hours
listening
each other's
WhenJan,toMarian
or I didrecords.
an important
girl. ever
show
or even one we wondered about,
we'd have a transcription disc made
two.
and bring it home to play for the other
We all learned from those sessions.
It was then that I gained a great respect for Jan's talent and intelligence.
When
a record
was put
listen
for a few
minutes,
her on,
headshe'd
tilted
to
one side, her eyes focused far away,
her face wiped clean of all expression.
Completely
intent,
she tumbled
wouldn't down
have
noticed
if the
house
around her.
And then suddenly she'd find the
idea she was groping for and she'd
come alive. Tersely, she'd state what
was wrong and what was right. Never
did she remark vaguely that she either
liked or disliked something. She knew
why, exactly.
Eventually I realized she applied the
same critical thinking to her career. As
I saw her sharply analytical mind attack a problem and arrive at a solution,
I could well understand how Jan, the
sweet little girl from the South, had
developed into a potential star.
Jan's story had a touch of the fabulous. The eldest of eight children, she

j'W on an audition at fourteen which gave

her her own program on a Memphis
radio station. A bit later she came to
Quincy, Illinois to live with her great
aunt. There, too, she stood on her own
feet, paying for her music lessons by
singing on the radio. At seventeen she
had her own show on a Shreveport
station. From
there she moved
to
: Cleveland, then to Chicago.
Everything
she'd
^earned
herself. sheShe had
had gained
talent, to
be

sure, but in addition she had the in' telligence and common sense to know
what to do with that talent. She also
had an objective. Each booking was a
bit better than the last. Yet ambitious
as she was, she also had a warmth and
charm which made her a delightful
person to see every day.
It was I who broke up our foursome.
As soon as Archie finished officers'
training I rushed out to join him in
California, and I stayed with him until
it became too complicated keeping up
with Army transfers. By the time I
returned to Chicago I found things had
changed. The daytime serials, which
always offered acting roles to supplement my singing engagements, were
moving out. Other shows too, were
going to the two coasts. Performers
were worrying whether to go or stay.
For me the decision was ready made,
for Archie's business was in Chicago.
I picked up my Aunt Fanny role and
went on to Breakfast Club. Jan took
the opposite course and headed for New
York. Just to play safe, she held onto
her apartment in Chicago. When Archie
returned from the Army, we sublet it.
Her New York venture was a gamble,
and I was almost as anxious as she.
When she phoned to say she had that
first solid booking on a sustaining network program, Archie and I celebrated.
Since the program was not broadcast
in Chicago, we hurried over to WBBM
to hear it. We were delighted that Jan,
who had worked so hard, was getting
the chance she deserved.
We were much more excited about
that than we were about the first Godfrey show. At that time, it, too, was a
sustainer — not a sponsor in sight. It
makes us doubly happy now that it's
built up into such a wonder.
Jan felt the same way when Kukla,
Fran and Ollie followed suit. Whenever
KF&O or Breakfast Club goes into
New York, I spend every available moment with Jan. For me, her apartment
has been an oasis of quiet — a place
where I can take my shoes off and put
my hair up.
Our reunions, however, haven't all
been placid. Take for instance, the
time she stopped in Chicago after being
home to Shreveport and Pine Bluff.
Archie and I returned to our carriage
house one afternoon to find a huge
heap of roses before our door. Puzzled,
we hunted until we found a card which
read, "Best wishes for continued success— Chamber of Commerce." We
hunted some more before we found the
other note which read, "I'm at the
Ambassador.
Jan."
Dashing around the corner, we found
her sitting solitary in the Pump Room.
Close to tears, she demanded, "Why
didn't you meet me? I told you I was
coming Thursday."
Archie whooped, "You're more forgetful than
This iswisdom
Wednesday."
For all
herFran.
farsighted
about
her career, she's the same old Jan — the
girl who, like me, can make mistakes
playing
Idiot's
This last
visit,Delight.
however, proved to be

Easy as pressing a button! Hold bottle
with one hand — press plunger — the
right amount flows out.
No more caps to remove. Take off
regular
cap, usel
insert dispenser. It's ready
for
instant
No mess, no waste, no spill. Saves
time, money. More sanitary!
Protect baby's precious
economical way. Ask
flower-fragrant Mennen
handy, new easy-flo
cluded, free.

skin this easy,
for soothing,
Baby Oil with
dispenser in-

other, Jan and I get on the phone and
just the kind we'd always planned and
saying, "What do you want for luncheon?
chatter for half an hour steady. Somenever got around to. Archie and I met
Bill and Jan at the airport. Just to show
times, too, we "visit" on the air In
As though I didn't know the answer
how much alike two friends can bespite of the fact that we're on rival netJan said, "Sweet corn." Bill remarked
he d sort of
come, Jan and I had done a switch
like some chili.
works, Arthur Godfrey— not one to be
She, who ordinarily is hatless, had on
We had both. Archie knew what to
upset by a small detail like that— often
creation big as a buggy wheel— and shea
expect, but Bill, who'd never
Jan
about the Kukla, Fran and Ollie show.
had a smile to match. I, who stop just
and me eat sweet corn before, seen
sat popWasnt it wonderful yesterday when
short of wearing one hat on top of the
eyed as he watched the huge stack on
talk
says.his"Let's
Uilie
£ J~n?$e
the
was
Swff
platter
talking?,nd
other,
dimmis
didn't
about
h
and
even
the
have
pageant,
cobs
a scarf around
pile
my head.
up beside our plates. Jan and I love
and Fran said . . ." By the same token
By the time we had gone to dinner
sweet corn, and when we eat it we
Godfrey and all the "little Godfreys"
don t want anything else.
and showed them through the grandeur
are good friends of the
Kuklapolitan
of our borrowed house, everyone was
players, are discussed regularly on our
I must say, however, that Bill's entired and thought it would be a good
thusiasm for the chili matched ours for
idea to go to bed early.
the corn. To my surprise, he asked for
I understand that this is not a matter
and Bill
held to it. But Jan and Archie
I—
the red pepper and dusted on so much
to
be taken
lightly m.
in the eyes J of netgra
pro
1 expected him to go up in a puff of
work vice
presidents— so we take it
*uWelA af„ter I had climbed into bed, I smoke
any
minute.
thought of just one more thing I wanted
seriously, and go on doing it. Actually
Altogether, it was a wonderful weekto tell Janette. So I put on my robe
its surprising how many friends— we
and slippers and went into her
end. Jan and I talked again about our
can tell from letters we get from lisroom
Any woman who has ever been sixteen
dream reunion— the one when we'll be
I for her. teners—Jan's made this way for me
and
years old or is sixteen years old now
able to juggle schedules sufficiently so
knows what happened next. Jan said
Whether we see each other next week
that we can both go to Cleveland to see
*ran I just have to tell you about the
Marian Mann. She's married now and
or not till next year, we'll always have
we want to meet at her home, see her
a million things to talk about, Jan and
new house I've bought out on Long
youngsters, and have a long, lazy visit
l> a million confidences to share a
S!?d
■
'i
uAfter
that'
we
couldn't
stop
talking When her room got chilly, we
But until that happens, we'll have to
million ideas to discuss and plans' to
went downstairs, lit the logs in the
be content with phone calls. We aren't
dreamg ! up.
reelin
That's what
friendship
fireplace, and sat up until all hours.
letter writers, and when something
like ours is for— and it's aa wonde
rful
comes up that we just have to tell each
Next morning, I started the day by

Can't Believe It Myself
(Continued from
page 31)

I'F. singing in Tripoli, Frankfort, Mu?i!cVY
« llm singing in places like
ienn Palace
the
Tvtania
m Berlin, the Palais
Chaillot in Paris, Stadt Opera House
in
Wiesbaden— most of them names I'd
never heard tell of let alone knew how
to spell.
In Vienna I had a hotel bedroom in
which I could have held a track meet,
in Charleston, where I was born and
raised, my aunt, my five sisters and two
brothers and I never had
of space for the lot of us that amount
This isn't the half of it. I've just put
down a few of the highli
ghts of a story
you probably won't believe because
even though it's my story, I can't believe it myself ...
Some
people call me "Mr. CindevhSI'
*
ave- to. laugh
Sounds
kind of delicate
for at
a thatfellow that
weighs three hundred and thirty
pounds. (I used to weigh three hundred and sixty pounds. That's my normal weight. Now I'm down to where
my clothes are getting too big
me.)
Others say that the story of a for
poor lad
who went from janitor's job to national
fame in less time than it takes me to
drawl "Horace Heidt" is the Horatio
Alger legend of America. It sure is It
sure belongs in a book or a picture
show more than it does in the life of
Ralph Sigwald.

I just don't know how this happened
to me. I couldn't presume— not by myself, Icouldn't. But I wasn't by myself
1 say my prayers every
of my
life. I always say a prayernight
as I stand
in the wings just before I go on a stage
. so its my belief that it happened to
me because He helped me. He
only One who can really help youis the
I started my life so comparatively
poor, though, it's no wonder I can't
believe my own story . .
I was born in Charleston, South
Carolina, on November 11, 1920
Mv
%Tas a fireman. When I was
«' of
the age
" the
two my mother and father
dn^N0t *°#eth«. That is, not quite
toget
her. My mother died first of a
?8 heart complaint and my father grieved

himself to death after a short while
After my father's death
aunt,
Miss Frances Meyer, took allmyeight
of
us orphan children under her wing and
u
We all
raised
of s
us had.
to work befores we
were grown— and we went to work
willingly. Some ways it was a good
thing because we know the value
of
money. I earned more last year than
1 ever expected to see in a lifetime but
l haven t gone overboard about anywhich
I badly
r^eC \Vt
bpugntneeded
me .a few
My new
auntclothes
cares
mostly for things like cameos, brooches
watches and clocks so I brought her
some watches from Europe, also a
hundred-day clock. Other thanfourthe
items mentioned, I haven't done any
extra
en
Whensp
. learny
you'r
e a di
poor ng
kid you
how to use your hands, too.
I know how
Uue mme- I can
thing with
my hands. I can sew.do I every
can cook. I can
paint, do carpentry work, machinist
work. At Horace Heidt's ranch in California Ispent my spare time there
stringing up chicken wire, fixing up the
swimming pool, repairing the plumbing
and the like. A good thing, too— you
never can tell when the voice,
which
is a tricky thing, will give out, but the
work you do with your hands will put
bread in your mouth till your day is
Our house in Charleston was an old
house built in the 1800's. It was small
and kind of shabby and on
wrong
side of the tracks, and my the
aunt was
often hard put to it to feed and clothe
us but we were happy kids. We
Cod, we loved each other and we loved
loved
music— so we had good times. We didn't
have any money,
of course, for a
entertainment,?r such
as the
?nt°iSg?:aph
a ladio
or movies,
for outside
but
we made our own entertainment. My
Aunt pounded the keys of the old ups 6sang
I alway
ed r°Und
CrOWdthat
made and
^ songs
me
^ed"
Smon
1 sing The Lord's Prayer with tears in
?3i,i ThidT°- ^opJe have noticed th^

my eyes. I ve got to sing with my heart
as well as with my throat for unless
feel a song so deeply it brings the tearsI
to my eyes, I can't sing.
Of all the
one I feel the deepest.
Every last one of my sisters and
onegTsers
ls\nl
Lord's Prayer is thl
broth
has Th,e
a fine voice.
of my
brothers is a lyric tenor; theOne
other is a
bass basso and all of us, brothers and

hunSnrSfpiest ofS*
s at
the the-+
lot ?CaJe
us—
he'sover
not two
an ounce
over one hundof
and that
sixty
skim—
the
is
my
S„V£mwtVured
nny
y
brother, the bass basso!
was the only musical training I ever
w«timg
my .Asters
brothers
had
i sangWiith
because
it cameandnatural
me to sing and I loved it. I sang someto
in churches. This comes later
but
while I was working as a janitor onI was
singing in three churches
(from 9-10
11"1J:15
in a Methodist church
and from A.M.
8-9 P.M. in
a Baptist
Church)
from
Chapel;
Yard
nil .?« Ae^avy
party or a bysmall
banquet.
wedfor aearned
singing
d°llar
%„Z ding
The
money
came bl11
in real
O^sional
handy lybut I even
till SdTu
so
—down in Charleston, South Carolinait just never struck me that you could
earn your living by singing. I thought
you earned it by sweating. That's what
I prepared to do.
I went through public school. Then I

S ^ ist1cofs
ft ate
Murr
Vocat
est gradu
ional
Ididn
K
where
IT learne
toaybe the
a machi
nd from
school
i had to go to work so when, midway
through, I got offered a job at the Charleston Shipyard, I took it
years.
I was at
satisfied.
I was earning
™t Sta/ed
Jhl shipyard
about mv
six
living supporting my aunt and the kids
and that was plenty good enough for
When the war came along my weight
kept me out of the armed services but
many times I worked twice
three
times around the clock on and
damaged
ships brought into the yard which
gave me the feeling that I
my country as best I could was helping

A short time after the war was over
al at Murray Vo>ny old school princip
cational, Mr. John Clark, asked me to
-ome back to the school in the capacity
3i what he called a "maintenance" man.
Now the only difference between a
^maintenance man and a janitor is that
a janitor just purely cleans up a place
and a maintenance man has to fix anything that goes wrong from a blownout fuse to a blown-off roof. My real
reason for taking the job was that it
was my school and it looked shabby
and that's reason enough.
I stayed on as school janitor for three
years. Happy as could be, too.
I'm
Then on January 2, 1949— a date told
not likely ever to forget— I wasHeidt,
that an advance scout for Horace
name of Jim Rankin, was in Charleston
to audition talent.
I couldn't for the life of me see what
1 this had to do with me until my friends
—and my boss, John Clark— urged me
to audition for Rankin. At first I just
laughed.
They urged some more:

Well, sir, they never let up on me until
they wore me down to a Yes. Even
so, at five minutes before seven, with
the audition scheduled for 7 P.M., I still
didn't known whether or not I'd enter
that auditio hall. But I did.
I sang "Thine Alone." When I was
asked to sing again (this was unusual
but I didn't know it) , I sang "Old Man
River" (that's the one that proves
whether you're a baritone or not) and
the show — or I wouldn't be writI woning this
story.
A
few
I'm notified
that I
am one ofdays
the later
five chosen
to audition
for Horace Heidt upon his arrival in
our town.
When I sang for the boss, I sang the
same songs I'd sung at the first audition.
Things
The that
also sang
II won
the the"Allshow
night,Youtoo,Are."
and
the boss wanted me to go to Savannah
with him right away, that very night,
to be guest star on his local talent
contest there. He was offering me a job
with his traveling "Parade of Stars"
show, he explained, which meant a
chance at the radio competition.
But I told him no, I couldn't go. I said
it was too quick. I told him I'd have
to get someone to take over my job as
janitor before I could quit.
"There are six hundred students
there at the school," I said, "I can't
walk out on that."
I went on to say that if I could make
it, I'd meet him in Savannah within
the week, and be glad to. If that didn't
do, I said, why, thanks kindly just the
same . . .
But I went to Savannah bright and
early the next morning. They got someone right off to take my job and Mr.
Clark, the principal himself, drove me
to Savannah in his car.
It was the first time I'd ever crossed
the line out of my state. I was crossing
more than a dividing line between
states, though, and I knew it. I was
crossing the line that divided my old
life from my new life and I prayed
I was doing right.
It comes to me here that some kids
may not know how the Heidt set-up
works. I didn't. So I'll try to explain
whatbelief
we that
call if"Operation
with
the
I can help Heidt"
one talented
youngster to the chance Horace Heidt
gave me it will be a small down payment on my life-time debt.
It's like this: Horace Heidt keeps
eight advance scouts on the road seeking out talented young people who are
looking for their first big break in show
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Have you seen the new
"channel" winners,
girls?television
I'm talkingchannel
about
JOAN LANSING the
program winners you
see on American Broadcasting Company Television Network shows
. . . winners by a mile for great
class and style.

Just take a good look at the line-up
of shows "in the swim" these nights
on ABC-TV. The famous LONE
RANGER rides into view as he and
Silver, along with Tonto, fight for
right and justice . . . and head into
the hills for General Mills. *
THE LONE RANGER comes to a
full STOP! as handsome BERT
PARKS issues the call to STOP
THE MUSIC! Now you can see this
radio "sweetheart" on TV . . . and
is he cute! BERT bounces along in
a full hour of fun for everyone who
tries to STOP THE MUSIC! Old
Gold and Admiral are the sponsors.
Business is booming at HOLIDAY
HOTEL, so check in for a fine
time at this happy hostelry. DON
AMECHE, the movie favorite, is
the genial, general manager . . .
with the entertainment-key to TV
pleasure. Packard sponsors this
ABC treat that's ridin' high with
every girl and guy.
You might find this same guy and
girl still a-whirl for BLIND DATE.
ARLENE FRANCIS femcees this
wit-and-woo show that's timed to
perfect televiewing. Timed by
Gruen, of course.
ABC-TV channel activities get into
terrific action with I COVER TIMES
SQUARE. Follow newspaper ace,
JOHNNY WARREN, as he covers
the beat of these famous streets.
There's dynamite in the air ... as
you watch I COVER TIMES
SQUARE. Appropriately sponsored
by Airwick.
You'll see more high-tension TV on
ABC's ROLLER DERBY ... a fastpaced, high-speed program that
gives you lightning looks at the
sport that's sweeping the nation.
It's quite lady-like, too, to cool off
with Blatz Beer while you watch
the torrid whizzing!
The great pig-skin pro, RED
GRANGE, takes over your local
ABC-TV Channel -with his outstanding PREDICTIONS for football
games from coast-to-coast. Florsheim Shoes "foots" the bill.
You can see most of these programs
on your local American Broadcasting Company Network Television
Channel on Thursdays. However,
there is some variation in many
cities ... so please BE SURE to
check your local newspapers' television logs for exact day and time.
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Advertisement

business. The boss believes that there
are hundreds of performers in every
city in America, who have the talent
to become professional entertainers but
can't afford to leave their homes to take
a chance in New York or Hollywood. So
he has broken with the you-gotta-goto-New York by taking his show right
into the home towns of candidates for
fame and fortune. In this way thousands are auditioned every week as I,
one of these thousands, was auditioned
in Charleston, S. C. Following the first
audition, five contestants are chosen to
appear on Heidt's Sunday night broadcast over CBS for Philip Morris' Original Youth Opportunity Program on
which they compete for the weekly
prize of $250. The contestant who wins
that broadcast appears on the following
week's show to compete with four new
contestants. As long as you keep winning you keep competing each week for
the $250 prize money. At the end of
each thirteen-week period (of which,
for the survivors, there are three, making fifty-two weeks in all) a quarterfinal competition is held in which the
outstanding performers of the thirteen
weeks just past compete. The winners
of the four quarter-finals receive an
additional seven-hundred and fifty dollars and enter into the Grand Finals in
which they compete against one another for the grand prize of $5000 and
the gold championship belt.
Except for the gold championship
belt which, because of my vast girth
couldn't be found for me (I got one
later!) this is the way it went with me
— which is what makes the Horatio
Alger story even I, who am living it,
can scarcely believe . . .
In Savannah, I won again and then I,
with the rest of the troupe, rolled
merrily across the South, working
North to Chicago where I made my
first appearance on the air in the Chicago Opera House before an audience
of eighteen thousand people I could
see and a radio audience of uncounted
thousands I could not see.
But just before I went on the air, I
said my prayers. I asked God to please
help me, and He did. I won with my
rendition of The Lord's Prayer.
After the Chicago broadcast, I kept
on winning and it was then I got the
Lawd-a-mercy-can-this-be-I feeling
about the whole thing. In my biography, written
up by after
CBS, Chicago,
it says "As
Ralph kept
winning
his
popularity
zoom."
sure
enough did.began
Lettersto and
phoneIt calls,
folks wanting autographs, agents offering to "handle" me, people asking me
to endorse everything from toothpaste
to television.
As the show travelled West, with me
winning each week, the whole city of
Charleston became Sigwald town. You
never in your life heard the like! Every
Monday morning the Charleston News
Courier carried the headline, "Sigwald
Wins Again." My aunt wrote me, "The
whole town is in a frenzy — and so am I."
At the Fresno, California, quarterfinals Ireceived the longest wire ever
transmitted by Western Union. It was
seventy-five feet long and jam-packed

with more than twenty-five thousand!
Charleston signatures wishing me luck
in the grand finals. The head of the1
Western Union office in Fresno brought
me the wire himself. After I'd looked
at it for a dumbfounded minute or so,
it got all blurred with tears. I was
thinking, twenty-five thousand signatures from — twenty-five thousand
friends!
After I won the quarter-finals title
(and the cash prize of seven hundred
and fifty dollars) — this was in May, 1949
— the House and the Senate of South
Carolina passed. a joint resolution honoring me and requesting my appearance at a joint session which was to be
proclaimed "Ralph Sigwald Joint Session in Columbia." At the same time
the Charleston Azalea Festival named
me fetch
"KingmeForhome
A Day"
plane
to
from and
the sent
West a Coast.
On the way to Charleston the plane was
ordered to land in Columbia, S. C, the
state capital, where a motorcycle escort whisked and whirled me — me! — to
the legislature. There, with Governor
Strom J. Thurman in attendance, plus
a crowd of 5,000 legislators and state
employees I sang under the capitol
dome for the first time in the state's
history. The place was so crowded —
some people sitting two on a seat — that
the Senate couldn't get in and sit down.
So I was obliged to sing twice, first for
the House of Representatives and then
for the Senate. After which, to make
up for lost time, the Governor — the
Governor — the Governor himself —
drove me back to Charleston, in his
own car, too, so that I would be on
time to catch the Azalea Festival.
Nowhere — nowhere in the world, except only in to
America,
"could
like of
this happen
the like
of antheordinary
working man like me.
On the night of December 18, 1949,
I went into the Grand Finals of the
Heidt Arena.
show inOf Washington,
D. C.'s
Uline
the eight thousand
audience, a good one thousand were my
good friends from Charleston who had
come up to Washington, to be with
me
I needed
'embad.
and needed 'em,
you when
can count
on it,
I didn't think I had much of any
chance on that final and fearsome night,
the competition being what it was.
There was little Tommy Check, eleven
years old, from Allentown, Pa., — a
drummer and boy, what a drummer!
A little Gene Krupa. There was Al
Hirt, a terrific triple-tongueing trumpeter— a twenty-five-year-old Harry
James. There were Gilbert and Wayne
Shepard, fifteen- and seventeen-yearold kids, Swiss bell-ringers, from Pasadena, California, and they were terrific.
On this night of nights the regular
stage show of the Heidt Parade of Stars
was, as always, presented first. Then
the gong sounded for the Grand Finals
with its five thousand dollar first prize
and it's though
goldthe echo
championship
belt may
and alof that gong
go
out of my ears one day, I doubt it.
Tommy went on first. He was terrific.
He was so terrific and the applause so
deafening
I said,
"That's
it!" The
ard Brothers
were
on next
and Shepagain

RADIO MIRROR DAYTIME FASHIONS: Pages 42 and 43*
'// the preceding pages do not list the stores in your vicinity where Radio Mirror
Fashions are sold, write to the manufacturers, listed below:
Skirt, vest and blouse: McArthur, 1372 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Jersey skirt and blouse: Koret of California, 611 Mission Street,
San Francisco, California

the applause was a heat wave. Then
Al Hirt for whose hot trumpet there
was clapping and cheers.
I knew I needed help from Above.
Standing there in the wings I prayed,
as I always pray, for that help. Then
I went on. I just went out there and
gave it everything I had.
When first
I finished
Prayer,
there singing
was a The
hushLord's
like
there is in church. Then there was such
applause, such cheering, such cries and
yells as I have not the words in me to
express. Even the people from Pennsylvania, Tommy's folks, cheered me to a
man and to a woman. That's what did
i't, I'll always believe, Tommy's folks
cheering for me. That's a feeling nobody can express. Then the thousand
members of the Charleston delegation,
my folks, broke into yells, went crazy,
started a parade and I, all 360 pounds
of me, was tossed about by dancing
cheering fans.
I felt so proud and, at the same time,
so humble. It made me feel funny,
too, sort of sad— about Tommy Check.
I knew the kid so well, had been trouping with him all that year, and what a
little trouper he was and how his heart
was set on the big prize and the golden
belt. Yet he was wonderful about it, he
was very wonderful. He ran up, put his
arms around me — that is, around most
of me — said he was glad for me, glad
it was me. No wonder it says in the
Bible, "Unless ye be as a little child . . ."
The only dark note of that night was
sounded by the judges who said — as
I've told you — that they couldn't find a
championship belt big enough to go
around my mammoth middle. They
couldn't have found a belt big enough
to go around my chest, that night, or
the heart in my chest!
Or in my heart today — for Horace
Heidt and Philip Morris.
Immediately following the Grand
Finals we continued our tour of the
USA and then, sponsored by the Air
Force, we went to Europe, all sixty of
us, the whole troupe. It was a stay-athome
of being Marco Polo
come boy's
more dream
than true.
Today I'm still with the stage unit,
occasionally do a guest broadcast, cut
records (I am told that almost half a
million
my Lord's
have
beenof sold)
and as Prayer
I write Irecords
am in
New York City where Mr. Heidt sent
me to study singing, for concert work,
with Professor Emilio Roxas, one of the
finest voice culturists in the country.
Mr. Heidt wants me to sing at Carnegie
Hall this winter. He says he wants me
to have "something to look forward to."
I try to keep my head down to size
because in this business when you start
thinking you're the best, you're the
worst. I don't want to get that way.
I don't feel I will. ...
I've changed my old life for a new
life altogether, but it hasn't changed
me. Dating doesn't really interest me.
I don't know how to dance. I've never
been in love. Never had a romance.
I haven't a big car or a big house or
any of the so-called luxuries. I never
had them. They don't interest me now.
My pastimes are reading and listening
to the radio. And I try to do things to
keep the Boss happy. He gave me my
chance.
By doing what I love to do, which is
sing, I am able to take good care of my
aunt who took such loving care of me.
I'm able to help my sisters and brothers
if ever they need help and, in the ways
that matter to me, to help myself.
I just thank God for everything.
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New Veto positively says no,gnofe
to underarm
"O". Super-effective Veto stops odor instantly

J/

Veto Gives All-Day Protection Against
Perspiration and Odor_ln Just 5 Seconds!

. . . checks perspiration more effectively! It's
an exclusive "wonder-formula."'
&
Veto is light, fluffy — smooths
&/ on and absorbs
as easily as vanishing cream. Never cakes or
dries out in the jar. Has a delightful fragrance
you'll love. And it's mild, won't irritate
normal skin. Harmless to fabrics.
Guard daintiness from bath to bath. Use
super-effective Veto daily. Get it now at any
cosmetic counter.

Veto Protection Lasts from Bath to Bath!
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What's So Funny?
(Continued from page 54)
And I could imitate everyone who came
into the store.
When I wasn't trying to be a comic,
Coney Island was a fascinating playground. The beach in winter was an
air-conditioned desert to be endlessly
explored. My pals and I climbed on the
silent, ghostly rides and wandered
through the empty amusement concessions, now stripped of their summer
glamour. The long hallway that led
from the store to our apartment seemed
dark and sinister in the late winter
afternoons, and the seltzer machine
gave off a weird whirr in the dusk.
One day when I sneaked back into
the store for candy, the machine caught
my leg and held me. After that, I never
again tried to help myself to anything,
without
parents'
O.K.
In fact, I waiting
used to for
look my
forward
to being
sick, because after the castor oil was
down my father would let me choose
any toy in the store. But when I won
a fine fire engine at a Saturday afternoon movie, he promptly put it on sale.
No castor oil, no need of a toy, was
his philosophy.

GREYHOUND
AMAZfNG TfiTTD
AMERICA lUUn
Come away to carefree adventure this Winter—on any one of hundreds of different
Greyhound Amazing America Tours! These
low-cost pleasure trips include hotel accommodations, sightseeing, entertainment —
everything planned in advance by experts.
Whether you have a weekend, a week, or a
month, you'll find just the Tour for you!
12-Day

MEXICO

11-Day

FLORIDA

TOUR

.

.

.

$124.85

A special escorted Tour from San Antonio to
Mexico City, Cuernavaca, Taxco, Puebla, and
dozens of other romantic Mexican attractions.
Eleven nights' hotel, 19 meals included.
CIRCLE

.

.

.

$81.05

See "everything under the sun" in this fabulous
Florida adventure. Begin at Jacksonville, swing
through St. Augustine, Miami, Key West, other
spots. Ten nights at smart hotels.
NEW YORK CITY, 5 Days
$25.05
BOSTON, 3 Days
13.75
WASHINGTON, D. C, 4 Days . . . 19.75
LAS VEGAS-HOOVER DAM, 3 Days
.
9.25
CHICAGO, 3 Days
12.00
LOS ANGELES-CATALINA, 6 Days . . 25.05
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, 3 Days . 45.50
COLONIAL VIRGINIA, 6 Days . . . 40.45
EVERGREEN CIRCLE, 3 Days
. . . . 21.85
DETROIT, 3 Days
12.10
HAVANA, 3 Days
50.50
(By Bus from Miami to Key West, air to Cuba)
To all prices shown above, add Greyhound round-trip fare
from your city. U.S. tax extra. Prices are subject to change.

FREE! "AMAZING AMERICA" TOUR FOLDER
Greyhound Information Center, 105 W.Madison,
Chicago 2, III.— Send me your illustrated Greyhound
folder telling all about Amazing America Tours.
Name
R
M

Address..
City & State...
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By the time I was eleven my candy
store and party clowning began to
pay off. My father decided I was ready
for better things, and we approached
the local children's radio show. I became a member of Aunt Shirley's Kiddie Hour, you might say on a coast to
coast hookup — from the Coney Island
coast to the beach at Far Rockaway.
There must have been forty kids doing imitations of Lionel Barrymore. I
have to confess that Lionel was my star
act too. I got a chance to work with a
little girl who did a Betty Boop number, and came into my own when we
all joined in the finale and sang, "Let's
All Sing
Sing,"at because IgotLike
to dothea Birdies
solo whistle
the
end of each line. I also got the bird.
The weekly big deal of the program
was a cake, a sort of seven-layer custard payoff (topped with marshmallow) to the youngster who got the
most applause. The week I finally won
the cake I brought it home proudly,
and quit the show figuring I had now
hit the heights and there was nothing
more to strive for. My father put the
cake on sale in the store — probably to
show
me itthat
and eat
too. you can't have your cake
When I got into New Utrecht High
School I began going half a dozen ways
at once. Of course I was in with the jitterbug crowd, but I also joined up with
the Great Intellects, the students of
Serious Drama, the commercial art
crowd, and a couple of others. I was
still a comic at heart, and pretty soon
my favorite subject got to be recess,
when I could clown around. Finally, it
got so my mother was spending more
time in school than I was, and I figured
she'd get the diploma. So I straightened
out and kept my marks high. All except my marks for conduct. They were
neversisttoo
because for
I couldn't
replayinggood,
everything
laughs. My
imitation of the principal really killed
them. And finished me.
Utrecht had no amateur theatricals,
except for the annual play. I did Cyrano in a super production of that
classic and won a scholarship to the
Feagin Dramatic School, but after six
months under good teachers I got restless and decided I knew enough. With
three or four other students I migrated

to Christopher Morley's MillponH
Playhouse, at Roslyn, Long Island, and
got
part Eddie
in "The
TrojanForHorse."
was aa bit
Greek
Arcaro.
twentyI
weeks, at five bucks a week and room
and board, I blacked my face and
played a slave.
The trouble
I'd interrupt
a rehearsal to givewas
a Jolson
imitation
of
"Mammy." Morley would remark that
even Jolson didn't date, back to the
Greek era, and for a while rehearsal
would proceed. Finally, half in friendship and I suspect half in desperation
he told me I should be doing comedy,
preferably a single. He gave me an introduction toMajor Bowes, who in turn
auditioned me for his Amateur Hour.
I won three times and went out on tour.
Those tours with the Major Bowes
units forced me to develop a fast line
of patter. Then if a joke died, I had
another ready to follow it. I learned
how to hold an audience and put across
a comedy song, and in six months I
was hitting my stride and doing club
dates and small theaters. Also a few
super market openings. I dropped the
regular run of impressions that all the
other mimics were doing and developed
my own comedy style, using fresh new
material, interspersed with a few imitations. By the time World War II broke
out I was touring with name bands and
hitting the big theaters. On Pearl Harbor Sunday I was playing a theater in
Pennsylvania. There was a Japanese
juggling act on the same bill and the
manager asked me to introduce them
as Hawaiians. It didn't work too well,
so next show I called them Filipinos.
The audience decided they were Japanese, so we gave up and the act did a
quick
folderoo and spent the duration
in
barrels.
I joined the Hollywood Victory Committee bond drive at nineteen and was
sent to the Aleutians and Alaska. Finally, my draft notice caught up with me
there, and I went back to New York
to report and take my physical. Three
days later, after being needled and reneedled, I wound up back in the same
camp as Private Carter, singing "There's
no place like Nome." The doc said my
eyesfront
wereline
bad,
they'd
put me in
the
so Ibut
could
see everything.
The outfit I finally landed in was the
Medical Corps. I couldn't figure out
why, except that for years I'd been
making
done
Dr. jokes
Kildareabout
once doctors,
too often! or I'd
After a year of this, I was sent out with
Flying Varieties, an air force entertainment unit, and flown all over
the world to do shows for servicemen
and work for bond drives. Then came
the desperate period of The Bulge, and
I was thrown into combat training. Rehearsing a raid one day, in the wide
open spaces of Texas, I got hit with a
grenade,
and on V-J day I got a medical discharge.
When I got back to work I did theater and nightclub dates and brought a
brand-new
Army
act into I Loew's
State,
in New York.
I thought
was through
with uniforms, when a call came
through to Las Vegas, where I was
working in a club, offering me one of
the
spots inon"Call
Me Mister,"
which
was top
opening
Broadway.
I learned
the part on the flight to New York and
went on the following week, back in
uniform for a full year. Then I was
back in clubs, and hoping for Broadway.

Then it happened. Television, I mean.
(Television
that's adollar
Brownie
with a five —thousand
lens!)camera
A lot
of actors were waiting for it to blow
over. Just a fad, they said. But I loved
it from the first. It took me right back
to where I started — working to a few
people grouped together, expecting to
be entertained. Back to the neighborhood parties where they'd asked me to
perform. To the folks sitting in their
own living room. I felt right at home.
Milton Berle put me on as a guest on
his NBC-TV Texaco show in the
summer of 1948, and I was interlocutor
on the Pick and Pat Minstrel show on
ABC-TV. When Berle took an unscheduled vacation in the middle of the season I got my first big TV job, as
substitute emcee. Everybody thought I
ought to be scared of taking over where
Berle left off, but I was too dumb to
worry about it. So they couldn't have
Berle, I figured — they had to take me.
I didn't try to do what he did, but
what I could do, so it worked out. Then
DuMont took me, for Cavalcade, for
seven weeks that stretched on and on
until NBC signed me to a long-term
TV contract and my present program,
the Jack Carter Show, on Saturdays.
You still think you want to be a
comedian? To be called on for half a
dozen benefits a month? (I once played
a meat market opening and they gave
me a blue ribbon-tied ham. My father
didn't
sell I it,
because
was retired.
This time
could
eat thehe loot.)
So you want to listen to jokes all
day? Like the guy who meets you
and says he has a brand-new joke
for you. Of course you couldn't use it
on television but you could clean it
up. After you clean it up, there's only
one word left: "Hello."
You find the best way to test a joke
is to tell it to your wife. If she laughs,
you don't use it.
Then, of course, there's the sponsor's
joke — the one he starts with, "A funny
thing happened, Jack, at our board
meeting this morning." The only way
you can get out of using this one is to
change sponsors.
Now, do you still want to be a comedian? On television? Where you can't
even see most of your audience? And
you don't know whether they're laughing or yawning? Where you hear a
little click on the stage, and it reminds
you of all the dials that may be clicking away from you?
If
you're Ime,
yes! say
Would
I give
up
television?
should
not ...
unless
they're
tiring
a pianist in
in fresh
the White
House and
are ofinterested
routines by an up and coming comic!
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To'RE NO-COST TRIAL OFFER!
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NOW— HELP FILL THE NEED
prepare for practical experience
_j a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.
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for free information and sample lesson pages.
WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
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5 PRIZES! 5 Complete $255 Art Courses,
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way to win FREE art training!
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The Night Before Christmas
(Continued from page 47)

He

likes to shock people,
reveals Elsa Maxwell —

he uses bad language, his table manners are primitive, his appearance
leaves much to be desired YET he
would give a friend his last cent!

:\

Don't miss Elsa's penetrating article
on Marlon Brando, the man of many
moods and much talent
in December

PHOTOPLAY
On Newsstands Friday, November 10

EXCLUSIVE —June Allyson and
Dick Powell with baby Pamela
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• Four pages of gorgeous pictures in color and
in black and white taken at their Bel Air home.

Pinwheel Sandwiches:
Remove all crusts from a very fresh
loaf of unsliced bread. Cut bread
lengthwise with a very sharp knife
in slices Vs-Vi" thick. Flatten a bit
with a rolling pin. Spread with
softened cream cheese or any desired soft sandwich filling. At one
end lay stuffed olives or small
sweet pickles. Beginning at this end
roll as for jelly roll. Spread a little
soft butter on the last lap of bread
to make it stick. Wrap rolls in wax
paper. Chill thoroughly in refrigerator. When ready to serve, slice
%" thick. For variety, tint softened
cream cheese. Spread on bread.
Lay maraschino cherries at one
end. Proceed as above. Or lay alternating strips of green pepper
and
pimiento
apart,
over entire slicecrosswise,
of bread. 1"Proceed
as above.
Open Sandwiches :
Cut bread into desired shapes using
various cookie cutters. Spread with
filling and decorate with nuts, red
and green cherries, black olives,
sley.
stuffed olives, watercress or parThese sandwiches can be made a day
ahead and stored in the refrigerator
covered with a damp towel until serving time.
HOT CIDER CUP
2 cups cider
Vz cup brown sugar
Vz cup sugar
XA teaspoon salt
3 whole cloves
3 whole allspice
2 sticks cinnamon
1 quart orange juice
1 cup lemon juice
Combine cider, sugars, and spices in a
saucepan. Place over low heat. Bring to
a boil. Reduce heat and simmer 5 minutes. Strain. Return to saucepan. Add
orange and lemon juice. Heat very
slowly to boiling point. Serve hot in
cups or earthenware mugs. Makes 15
servings. Complement this by serving
with thin slices of Steamed Fig Pudding and a bowl of nuts.
STEAMED FIG PUDDING
1 pound dried figs
1% cups milk
1% cups fresh bread crumbs
2/3 cup shortening
3 eggs, well beaten
1% cups sifted flour
2y2 teaspoons baking powder
1 cup sugar
1 teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 teasDoon salt
Snip off stems from figs with scissors.
Then cut in small pieces. Place in the
top of a double boiler. Add milk; cook
over hot water 20 minutes. Trim crusts
from Vz loaf bread, then shred with a
fork. Place in a bowl. Add shortening
and eggs. Blend well. Mix and sift together flour, baking powder, sugar, nutmeg, cinnamon and salt. Add to bread
mixture. Then add cooked fig mixture.
Stir until well blended. Turn into a
greased 2 quart mold. Cover tightly.
Place mold in a large saucepan on a
rack. Add enough hot water to cover
% of the mold. Cover steamer. Steam 2
hours. Remove from water. Let stand 2
minutes then unmold. Serve hot with
hard sauce. Store left-over pudding in
refrigerator. Steam 30 minutes before
serving to reheat.
SPARKLING FRUIT PUNCH
2J4 cups orange juice
1 cup pineapple juice

2 cups cold water
Y22 cup
powderedgrated
sugar
tablespoons
1 tablespoon
honey lemon rind
6 whole cloves
Yz . teaspoon nutmeg
Y26 teaspoon
cinnamon
cups ginger
crushed
ice ale
Combine all ingredients except ginger
ale and ice. Chill thoroughly for at
least 3 hours. Strain into a punch bowl,
over ice, just before serving. Add ginger ale. Makes about 3 quarts. Serve
with cookies.
SURPRISE COOKIES
1 cup sifted flour
'/i teaspoon salt
butter sugar, firmly packed
%y2 cup brown
1 egg, separated
J41 cup
teaspoon
vanilla
chopped
nuts
Sift together flour and salt. Work butter with a spoon until soft. Gradually
work in sugar. Add egg yolk and vanilla. Blend well. Stir in sifted flour.
Roll into 1" balls. Dip in slightly beaten
egg
thenungreased
roll in nuts.
Place
2"
apartwhite
on an
cookie
sheet.
Press down flat using the bottom of a
glass. Bake in a moderate oven
(375°F.) 5 minutes. Remove from oven.
Make a depression in the center of each
cookie with the back of a teaspoon. Return to oven and cook 8 minutes longer.
When cool, fill centers with currant
jelly, chopped candied fruit or tinted
confectioners'
dozen
cookies. sugar icing. Makes 2
CHRISTMAS WREATHS
1/41 cups
shortening (half butter)
cup
2 eggs sugar
Grated rind of one orange
i cups sifted flour
12 egg
white
tablespoons
sugar
Work shortening with a spoon until
soft. Blend in sugar. Add orange rind
and eggs. Beat together until thoroughly mixed. Stir in flour. Wrap
dough in wax paper. Chill thoroughly
in refrigerator. Break off small pieces.
On a lightly floured board, roll with the
palm of the hand to a stick about 6"
long and Va," thick. Form each piece
into a circle. Bring one end over and
through in a single knot. Leave W
end on each side. Place on an ungreased cookie sheet. Beat egg white
until stiff but not dry. Gradually beat
in 2 tablespoons sugar. Brush tops of
wreaths with egg white mixture. Decorate with bits of red candied cherries
and green citron. Bake in a hot oven
(400° F.)
10 minutes. Makes about 6
dozen
cookies.
TOYLAND COOKIES
3 cups sifted flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
y21 teaspoon
salt
cup shortening
\y2 cups sugar
2 eggSj beaten
3 tablespoons, sour cream
y?, teaspoon vanilla
Mix and sift together flour, baking soda
and salt. Work shortening with a spoon
until soft. Add sugar gradually. Beat
together until light and fluffy. Add
eggs, sour cream and vanilla. Blend
well. Stir in sifted dry ingredients.
Wrap inerator.waxed
Chill
Roll out paper.
W thick
on ina refriglightly
floured board. Cut in desired shapes
with a floured cookie cutter. Place on a
lightly greased cookie sheet. Bake in a
moderate
oven4 dozen
(375°F.)cookies.
8-10 minutes.
Makes about

That's My Bill

(.Continued from page 59)
spend the week-end with her. We both
loved to ice skate, and we decided to
try the skating rink near her house.
I had secured for this occasion a
magnificent outfit — at least that was my
impression at the time — consisting of a
bright red wool skirt and jacket, topped
off by a squirrel cap, which I had borrowed from my mother and hastily remodelled. The tail of the cap part stuck
out a little in back, giving it a rakish
Daniel Boone quality.
Feeling distinctly superior to anyone
in Brooklyn, I swirled around the rink
doing figure eights, and tricky loops,
positive that I was cutting a very dashing figure. I was extremely pleased
with myself, and completely oblivious
to the fascinated stare of a young
Brooklynite who was standing by the
sidelines, apparently mesmerized by
the squirrel tail at the back of my cap.
I had just completed a graceful turn
when suddenly a blurred figure
hurtled toward me. I felt a hand grab
for my cap, and the next thing I know
I was knocked square on the ice. The
figure materialized into a boy with red
hair, who was also sprawled on the ice.
Apparently there had been a slight miscalculation. But he didn't stay around
to explain. He scrambled to his feet and
whizzed away into the crowd, before I
realized what was happening.
Irish temper boiled inside me. My
skirt had a rip from stem to stern, and
my cap — my beautiful cap — lay mortally wounded on the ice.
Ellen came rushing over to me. "Did
you see that?" I sputtered furiously.
"Did you see what that . . . that creature did to me?" I was so mad I could
hardly talk, which was very unusual
for me. "If I just knew who he was."
"I know who he is," Ellen said. "He
goes to school with my brother. His
name's Bill, but everyone calls him Red.
His last name is Deegan or something
like that. No— Gargan. That's it— Bill
Gargan."
"Well," I said, meaningfully, "that's
very
to know.
Gargan,
Thenicemain
problem,
the huh?"
next few
weeks was to figure out when I could
manage to meet this Gargan fellow
again. Ellen told me there was going
to be a school dance, where he would
probably be, and we decided we should
go.
Through Ellen's brother I maneuvered an introduction to red-headed
Mr. G. Before the evening was over,
Bill Gargan, boy steam-roller, was following me around like a dreamy-eyed
spaniel. "Gee," he'd say every once in
a while. "You sure look familiar." And
I would smile innocently up at him.
Revenge was sweet. I decided to let
Bill take me to the next dance, where
I promptly ditched him and gave all
my attention to his arch rival, the baseball captain. Then I'd accept dates for
the movies, and just not show up. I did
all sorts of terrible things to him, and
he'd just look more bewildered and
crestfallen — and keep calling me up.
One day I let him take me for a walk
in Central Park. We were just walking
along, with me chattering away a mile
a minute, when all of a sudden I looked
at
him,it and
I don't
what
was I— felt
the funny.
red hair,
the know
hurt
look in the blue eyes that met mine
so squarely, or maybe a touch of spring.
Whatever it was, that's when I fell in
love with Bill because that's when I

put yoitr curves
in their proper place
. . . give your good lines a chance to show, Jo it firmly
and with flattery—just slip into Bestform's all
nylon girdle. It has nylon taffeta front, sides and back
and boned nylon diaphragm, with four sections
of nylon Ieno elastic that trims and slims.
■ Style 5667-16" sizes 25 to 34. White and
pink. $5.95. ■ Nylon taffeta bra with embroidered
nylon marquisette trim — style 6077. $2.00
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"I've really got to reduce!" — how
many times have you promised yourself that and then kept putting it off.
Delay no longer — let Sylvia of Hollywood tell you how to reduce The
Common Sense Way. There is no
magic at all about The Common Sense
Way to a beautiful figure. But if you
follow the suggestions Sylvia of Hollywood has for you in her book No
More Alibis you may, perhaps, challenge the beauty of the loveliest movie
star!

Sylvia of Hollywood
Names Names
Sylvia of Hollywood has reduced
scores of famous stage and screen
stars — successfully. In this book Sylvia tells how she helped many of Hollywood's brightest stars with their
figure problems. She names names —
tells you how she developed this star's
legs — how she reduced that star's
waistline — how she helped another
star to achieve a beautiful youthful
figure. Perhaps your own figure problems are identical to those of your
favorite screen star.

New

Edition Now

Ready

A brand new edition of Sylvia's famous book, No More Alibis is now
ready for you. This edition contains all
the text matter of the original book,
plus the greatest part of her splendid
book on personality development entitled Pull Yourselj Together, Baby.
Now get Sylvia's secrets of charm as
well as beauty! The price of this new
edition is only $1 postpaid. Order today while supply is still available.
Partial Contents — New

Edition

Too Much Hips. Reducing Abdomen, Reducing the Breasts. Firming the Breasts.
Fat Pudgy Arms. Slenderizing the Legs
and Ankles. Correcting Bow-Legs. Slimming the Thighs and Upper Legs, Reducing Fat on the Back, Squeezing Off Fat.
Enlarge Your Chest, Develop Your Legs
—Off with That Double Chin! Slenderizing the Face and Jowls. Refining Your
Nose. Advice For The Adolescent— The
Woman Past Forty— The Personality Figure, Glamour Is Glandular, This Thing
Called Love, Cure-For-The-Blues Department, Take a Chance!

had any great ambition to act or be on
the stage, but I did want to be part of
the world that Bill lived in and loved.
It was fun, though. We'd meet after
our respective shows and spend hours
over coffee with other theatrical people
in those little restaurants where show
people inevitably gather. The only
thing that disturbed us both was that
when Bill went on the road it got terribly lonesome. One weekend while he
was playing a ten-week run in Baltimore, Ipacked my mother and father
and we went to visit him. The folks
were very fond of Bill and had no objections to our romance, although
they were a mite concerned about his
being an actor. They were tolerant
people, however — they told us we were
crazy to stay in show business, and
went on loving us anyway.
When the three of us appeared at the
station, Bill raised his eyebrow in that
way of his and a glimmer of appreciation came into his eyes. He looked at

told him that I was really Squirrel Cap.
He just looked at me in horrified
amazement, and then we both started
to laugh. It was a beautiful moment!
From then on there was never anyone
else for either of us. We started going
together and just never stopped, that's
all — although we didn't actually talk
of marriage until years later.
We used to scrap a lot at first, but
even that was fun. Bill's sense of
humor always got the better of my
temper. It's a private joke between us
that no matter what happens, I always
end up having things my way. Bill
bases this largely on the fact that since
he wanted daughters, we have sons,
boys being my preference. But Bill
made just as much fuss about Barrie,
our first child, as any father possibly
could. He went around for six months
with a book on child care under his arm,
and behaved more like an anxious
mother than a proud papa. He was the
same way with Leslie, our second boy.
I hadn't even finished high school
when Bill got his first part on Broadway. A speaking part — that is, if you
use the term loosely. He played a Hawaiian banana peddler in something
called "Aloma of the South Seas." For
this he spent two hours every night
applying the dark makeup, which in
those days came in buckets and behaved like a mixture of frozen lard and
dried glue. Actually this was what he
must have been paid for, because his
time on the stage was a matter of seconds, and the speaking consisted of
just one word . . ."Ugh!"
"It's always tough in the beginning,"
he told me. "I'll get something better,

myIn father
said, "Oh?"
beamingandinnocence
Dad came over
and shook Bill's hand. "How are you,
my boy?" he greeted him fondly.
Bill grinned impishly. "Fine thank
youDad
sir,"looked
he replied.
"I hope."
slightly
puzzled. My
mother came over and kissed Bill, and
then I kissed him. Bill raised his hands
in the air. "O. K." he said, "I surrender.
Where's the wedding going to be?"
"Idiot," I said, but I kissed him again.
"Whatever gave you the idea I wanted
to "Imarry
can't you?"
possibly imagine," said Bill,
his
eyes
bright
amusement.
"It's
just that I got towith
thinking.
These long
distance phone calls every night. Do
you know they cost me practically a
week's salary? I figured you'd be a
nice kid and help me cut expenses. I
can't think of a better reason for getting married," Bill finished and the
tenderness in his eyes took all the tease
out of his smile. We started making
plans on the spot, and two weeks later
we were married.
There didn't have to be any more
long distance calls, but we still didn't
have much time together at the beginning.moon.We Bill
didn't
even
honeyhad to
be have
at thea theatre

you'll
And see."
he did. In a few months he'd
persuaded the director to let him understudy the leading role, which was
then being played by Harry Bannister.
Then one night, as in every understudy's dream, Bannister became ill
and
actor Bill's
came chance
at last. to go on as a real live
He marched out on the stage as
though
he'dandplayed
the role
a hundred times,
performed
so well
that
the Shuberts were impressed enough
to let him continue in the lead when
the show went out on the road. From
then on, Gargan became one of the
regular leading men for the Shubert
productions. He got top billing in practically all the sIiqws which followed.
During this time I finished school
and managed to get myself a few small
parts in musicals around town. I never

most of the time. We just barely managed to have dinner alone.
To this day, as a matter of fact, we
still don't have dinner alone very often.
Bill's one of the most gregarious souls
I've ever met. He loves people, and
he loves to cook for them. He won't let

wAat *} 6#uwt now. ..
said an

unhappy

marriage.
■ Bartholomew
205 E. 42nd
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me get near
stove. He's a regular
kitchen
prima the
donna.
Bill is full . of un-Gargan-like surprises. One much more important than
culinary skill was his friendship with
Leslie Howard. I believe that friendship was one of the most important
things that ever happened to him.
They seemed such an odd combination— this big, garrulous Irishman and
the slender, quiet-spoken Britisher
whose tastes were as delicate as Bill's
were hearty. It was nevertheless a deep
and genuine friendship and lasted until
Howard's
years with
ago.
Bill met tragic
Lesliedeath
whilea few
working
the Theatre Guild during the middle
Twenties. Bill > had developed an interest in the more cultural aspects of
show
business.
(His
"arty"
phase heI
sometimes
call it,
though
I know

Little Lulu

was did
deadlearn
serious
aboutdeal.)
it "at the time,
and
a great
He and Leslie Howard were doing a
play called "Out of the Blue Sky"
which, although it wasn't very successful, gave Bill a chance to give his
abilities a wider range. Howard told
him he had the makings of a really
fine actor, and taught him things about
the theater Bill never knew. That was
the beginning of their friendship, and
even though
work ofwith
the Leslie
Guild
lasted
only aBill's
couple
years,
and his wonderful wife Ruth became
a permanent part of our lives.
When Leslie was in Europe one year,
we learned he was returning to New
Yorkcabled
to produce
"Animal
Kingdom."
He
us the date
of their
arrival
and asked us to meet them at the boat.
I got a copy of the play and read it.
And it was the funniest thing, I just
knew the part of Red Reagan was absolutely the role for Bill. He was it.
Ordinarily I don't go about casting my
husband into everything I read, but
this was different. The only trouble
was the role had already been assigned
to Clark Gable.
Bill agreed that it was the kind of
thing he'd been waiting -to do all his
life, but he saw no point in making
himself miserable about it. If Gable
had the part, that was that. Bill was
used to the fact that Clark very often
got parts that Bill himself was up for.
They used to be rather close rivals in
those days. Bill says when he'd see
Gable coming out of a producer's office,
he wouldn't even bother to go in.
"You might as well forget it, sweet"If would
Leslie have
had
wanted heart,"
me he told
to dome.
it, he
flaked
me." Bill
Beingbusied
professional
his career,
himself abont
with
other projects. But I very unprofessionally spent the days chewing away
at some angle which would show Leslie right off the bat what a natural for
the part Bill really was.
Then, just a few days before the
Howards were to arrive, one of those
once-in-a-lifetime miracles happened.
We were visiting my cousin Ellen on
Long Island (she'd finally moved from
Brooklyn) and were having one of
those nice lazy afternoons in the yard,
when all of a sudden we saw a yellow
roadster come tearing down the road
and smack head-on into a car that was
parked across the street.
We ran over to haul out the occupants— a man and a woman — who, beyond a little shaking up, were unhurt.
Prohibition was in full flower then,
and the first thing that occurred to me
was that if there was any liquor in
the car the man would probably get
into real trouble. I don't know why
it was the first thought, since I was
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barely eighteen and none of us drank,
but it was. So I asked him. He nodded
and mumbled something about a jug in
the rumble seat.
By the time the boys in blue arrived,
the incriminating evidence was safely
out of sight.
The man was so grateful for having
been saved from what probably would
have been a nasty time in court that
he couldn't seem to thank me enough.
"If there's anything I can ever do
for you," he fairly begged, "please,
please
me the
know."
He of
handed
his
card. Helet was
owner
a largemeNew
York beauty shop.
"Thank you," I began, "but there
really isn't . . ." And then an incredible
idea exploded in my mind! "See him?"
I said, pointing to Bill who was standing nearby talking with the others.
"Well," I went on, taking a deep breath,
"I want his hair dyed. Red."
The man looked at me questioningly.
"But it's red now," he said. "Auburn,
"I know," I said. "But I want it real
anyway."
red.BillBlazing
looked red,
up, Fireman
and saw red."
us eyeing
him.
"Hey," he said coming over, "what's
on here?"
going
I grinned
at
"A secret,"
said,
and
refused
to him.
tell him
until we I were
alone. When I did tell him, he let out
a roar of protest that must have been
heard for miles. But remember what I
said? There's a family joke (?) that I
usually get my way.
The next day my erstwhile auburnhaired husband emerged from a shop
in mid-town Manhattan a little pale
around the gills, but with the loudest
red hair this side of Killarney.
"I feel terrible," he kept moaning.
"You don't either," I told him. "And
few days
youA look
grand."later we were at the
dock waiting for the Howards. They
came down the gangplank, eagerly
searching us out in the crowd. Then
Leslie saw Bill. He took one look, and
his eyes widened in amazement. Then
he said in a kind of awed whisper,
"Red Reagan!"
It was the beginning of a new career
for Bill. It was his first part of any
dramatic significance, and the one
which brought him national recognition. It brought him his first Hollywood
offer, for Lewis Milestone came across
the countryBill
to to
seecome
"Red toReagan,"
persuaded
Californiathen
to

to New York after the picture was
over. "Don't buy anything we can't
take on the Chief," Bill kept warning me.
I didn't intend to buy so much as
a pair of Mexican jumping beans. All
I was thinking about was how lovely
it was back in New York.
The thing that changed my attitude
toward California was simple — an invitation to Palm Springs. In the old
days, mousbefore
became"
faas a resortthefor Springs
the wealthy
and the
weary, it was just another hole in the
desert. But there was something about
it
that to
got tantalize
me. The me,
"landand
for asale"
began
few signs
days
later I found myself writing a check
payable to a real estate man.
When I got back to Hollywood and
the magic had dimmed slightly, I felt
that I'd been a weak and foolish female. Whatever would Bill say? Well,
we could always sell it back, I decided,
and with this reassuring thought I confessed to my husband that I had made
awith
purchase
we Chief.
couldn't possibly take
us on the
When I finished, he said, "Well, I
guess I better go have a look at it.
Man ought to see what his wife's been
up to. For better or for worse, remember?" He gave me one of those funny,
quick grins and patted me on the head
with an air of paternal forgiveness.
The next thing I knew, Bill had collected an architect, and a contractor.
Six months later we had a ranch house
in Palm Springs. And a few months
later still, we had the beginnings of a
bona fide ranch.
Bill said there was no point in just
pretending to be ranchers. Besides, it
would be good for us to have a sound
investment like a ranch to fall back
on if times ever got tough. It was an
unromantic approach I felt, but then
Bill is much more of a realist than I am.
There was certainly nothing romantic in the way Bill went about learning
to be a rancher. It was sheer, unadulterated hard work. He approached it as
he did everything else — with all of him.
He read some books, but mostly he
just went out and tried it out with his
own hands. If blisters were pennies
we'd have had a fortune.
The bovs and I spent most of our
time at the ranch while Bill was in
pictures,
and through
when we the
weren't
or trekking
desertthere
we
stayed at home in Beverly Hills. Life
was pleasant, and the kids and the
ranch and Bill's career all grew and
Then came 1941, when life stopped
prospered.
being pleasant and predictable for
everyone.

play
part ofheSergeant
O'Hara
in a
motionthepicture
was about
to make.
Perhaps some of you remember "Rain."
It was Bill's first picture.
We had every intention of returning
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Bill tried to enlist, but they wouldn't
have him. He did, however, join the
USO and spent most of the war years
overseas. He was the first actor to fly
the Hump, and the first one to reach
the boys in India. Those were agonizing
times of worry for me, even though I
know that husband of mine is as indestructible asthey come. But he came
back, and in a major's uniform, too.
Of course, when he returned Bill
found the picture industry had changed
along with everything else. It was
tough to regain his old position and he
found the parts, he did get were very
uninspiring. Bill didn't just want to be
in pictures, he wanted to act. It looked
as if Hollywood no longer had a real
place for him.
Characteristically Bill looked the
problem square in the eye and decided
to start elsewhere to rebuild his career.
Radio was a possibility, but it was
not new to him. He'd done a number of
air shows before Martin Kane, Private
Eye. But television . . . that was a
challenge! Perhaps, he confided to me,
he could figure a way to find a niche
in both radio and TV. If he could get
an idea that would be suitable, he'd
have a chance to try a lot of things he
wasn't able to do in pictures.
He made some careful investigations
into the TV set-up and then went
into a huddle with his writer Ted Heddiger. Together they created Martin
Kane, Private Eye. Bill's always had
a soft spot for the detective character
for his father was one in Brooklyn
years ago.
Bill had no idea how or to whom
"Martin Kane" was going to be sold. He
just was sure it would be. He knew he
had a good idea and when Bill believes
in something he can talk anyone into
believing it, too.
A few weeks later he called from
New York to give me the joyous tidings that his present sponsors had just
bought themselves a radio and television show entitled Martin Kane, Private Eye, starring William Gargan.
There was only one unhappy note.
We would have to leave California for
most of the year.
So I packed up the suitcases and
went to say goodbye to George and
Scrovney.
is ourhundred
turtle. We
at George
least three
yearsfigure
old. he's
Bill
found him touring around the back
yard one day and thought maybe the
old fellow needed a home. He built
him a little wooden shelter out in the
garden and he's been, with us since.
I didn't mind saying goodbye to
George, because he seems to enjoy
solitude. But I knew Scrovney would
be a different problem. He's our Siamese cat, and Bill's special pet. From
the day he brought him home, a little
bright-eyed bundle peering out from
under Bill's jacket, Scrovney was my
husband's constant companion.
"It isn't that we don't want you," I
found myself explaining to him, in
some desperation. "It's just that New
York is too hectic for you." I hoped he
would understand, but he was determined to be difficult. He gave me a
bitter
look.
"Phooey,"
he said. And
quite distinctly,
too.
Hectic was just the word, too. Not
since the early days in pictures was
there so much scrambling, confusion
and crisis. Getting the radio show
under way wasn't so bad. It was the
television debut that had us on edge.
The day of the first program was
nerve-racking.
didn't
even him
comeat
home
for dinner. Bill
I was
to meet

the studio after the show.
A few minutes before I was to leave,
the
phone
it, but
how rang.
glad I Ialmost
am nowdidn't
that answer
I did!
It was a call from Leslie Howard's
daughter,
New
York "Doody",
just that who
day. had landed in
To me it was a wonderful omen.
Doody, who is really named Leslie
after her father, seemed to me to be a
kind of sign
Leslie'sBill
spirit
hovering
about,that
bringing
luckwasat
the beginning of this new career. Leslie
had always brought Bill luck. So I insisted that Doody come to the show,
but I didn't tell Bill.
When it was over, we walked out of
the client's booth as Bill was delivering
the last handshakes. He looked up,
and saw me. Then he saw Doody.
His eyebrows shot up in amazement.
He let out a wild yell and came tearing
over. "Doody" he shouted as he lifted
her into the air with one of his huge
bear hugs.
called when
just before
I left simmered
tonight,"
I "She
explained
Bill had
down. "I knew it meant good luck."
Bill gave me a quick understanding
smile. He looked at Doody for a quiet
moment and took both her hands in
his. "Good old Leslie," he said in a
kind of choked whisper. That Gargan
is a very sentimental guy.
It's an odd thing that our younger
son, Leslie Howard Gargan, who is
also named after the famous actor,
resembles him in so many ways. He
has something of the same shy, pensive
quality. And that same look of quiet
amusement when he's observing people. When our son was four, the elder
Leslie had the boy's portrait painted.
It's still hanging in our living room.
I remember Leslie saying, "It isn't so
much like him now, Mary, but he'll
grow ud to it. Your son's an old soul.
Barrie,
me." our older son, is very differLike
ent. He's the garrulous extrovert and
his energy is as boundless as his
father's. He looks so much like Bill
it's a little startling. Except for the fact
that Barrie's several inches taller and
a good thirty pounds heavier, they look
almost like twins.
The boys adore their father, and I
think the main reason is that Bill was
always on the level with them, even
when they were little. He was a stern
disciplinarian when they behaved badly, but he was ready to admit when he
was wrong, too.
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Bill's
that inway
everyone.
He
believes
beingwith
honest
about what
he likes or doesn't like. Not being
honest means being a phony to him,
and
he with
hates that
phonies.
he isn't
afflicted
air ofAnd
conceit
that
marks so many actors. In fact he hates
talking shop when he's away from the
studio. He'd much rather talk about
cooking or horses.
"I can't relax and think about my
work at
the same
time,"
"Be-at
sides, if more
actors
left he
theirsays.
roles
the studio they'd be a lot better off."
Right now, however. Bill seldom <*ets
out of the studio. Doing a television
show keeps him constantly on the run.
The days are packed with countless
crises. Unlike the movies there is no
chance for a "retake" on TV.
Bill loves it thoueh. He likes the
challenge and the sense of goin? forward with something new. As far as
we know he'll continue with Martin
Kane for at least another year. What
will happen after that I can't tell. But
as I said before, with Gargan around
anything
can happen.
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(Continued from page 33)
year," seventeen-year-old Mindy told
me, "I've got to give up singing."
I might have thought she was joking
if it hadn't, been for her looks. In show
business, beginners as well as stars
usually gild the lily and sometimes add
a few petals of their own where nature
is remiss. Nature had given Mindy as
much beauty as woman has a right to.
But Mindy looked as if she had chosen
her clothes while playing blindman's
buff.
"You've got charm and a wonderful
voice," I advised her cautiously, "but,
well, you don't dress properly."
"How should I dress?"
That was a sensible question but she
stumped me. After all, like most men,
I always had my opinion of when a
woman looked right or wrong, but I
realized that training in aeronautics
and the music business had hardly prepared me for grooming a young woman.
The only thing I'm sure of," I told
her, "is that a band-leader, for example, would not want a vocalist who
looks like a fugitive from high school.
Beyond that we must get advice."
So friends of mine looked at Mindy.
And their counsel boiled down to this:
"Dye your hair blonde . . . use heavy
make-up . . . dress in low-cut gowns."
"Eddie, what do you think?" Mindy
asked.
I was confused. I valued their
opinions but couldn't agree with them.
"I like you the way you are," I told
■her frankly. "Let's see if we can find
some clothes that match your perSo I accompanied Mindy on shopping
sonality."
excursions and, believe me, it was quite
a strain. I was never able to acquire
the suavity of movie characters who
accompany women to a dress salon. I
was strictly awkward and embarrassed.
I should have known then that to go
through this for any girl, I must have
been in love. Mindy must have known,
too, but we never talked about it. Actually, there didn't seem to be any
"falling" in love — it was as if it had
been there all the time!
But to get back to gowns. "I'm not
much help," Mindy said.
"You aren't," I agreed. I discovered
that Mindy was one of those rare women
who could walk by the most fashionable
dress shop in New York and never
glance at the window.
"I'm thinking of more important
things," she explained.
"Like baseball."
That, she said, with a grin, was true.
Strangely enough, my trying to convert Mindy from a girl who dressed
and acted like a tomboy was quite
similar to the problem that had been
confronting her mother. The Carson
children consisted theoretically of two
boys and a girl. But Mindy was a girl
by fact, not by choice. In their Bronx
neighborhood, she was recognized as a
hot infielder with a batting average as
good as her male playmates.
Her family doctor has recorded two
black eyes, several loose teeth and a
split head that Mindy suffered in rhubarbs. You can realize the work that
had to be done in making her into the
girl critics now describe as "so feminine
and graceful." And you can appreciate
that her mother didn't know whether
Mindy would grow into a lady or the
Yankee ball club's first woman shortstop. But the Carsons let Mindy make

her own decision except on one point:
her becoming a singer.
And every two months on the dot she
reopened the subject with her parents
and each time they said no. But it was
more than mere nagging with Mindy.
She has a great deal of independence.
She proved that in high school when
she took an after-school stenographical
job with a candy company.
her."Why did you do that?" I once asked

"Well, I needed more spending
money," she explained. "I didn't want
to ask Dad for a bigger allowance."
By the time she graduated, she advanced to assistant-sales-manager in
the candy company — quite a lot of responsibility for a seventeen-year-old —
and earned herself a winter vacation at
her aunt's Florida home. Her singing
ambition got another lift in Miami. A
night club owner heard her voice in a
community sing and offered her a job
at one hundred twenty-five dollars a
week. She turned it down — but came
back north with a new argument for
her parents.
The first night home she spoke eloquently, as only a teen-ager can. She
spoke rapidly, not allowing them to
get a word in edgewise. Then she sat
back breathless, waiting for the usual
objections, and preparing her rebuttal.
Instead of arguing, her father asked,
"Do you think you could get this idea
of singing out of your system in a
"Yes," she said.
"Then go ahead."
I met Mindy only a month after her
parents consented. In those few weeks,
she had learned that a dozen important people may like your voice but
nothing comes of it. But her luck
year?" after she recorded "Rumors
changed
are Flying." I played the disc for Harry
Cool, who was taking his band into the
Glen Island Casino.
"By the way, I haven't got a vocalist yet," he said.
"Do you have anyone in mind?"
He shook his head and, as an afterthought, said, "I like the girl on this
record.
Who
she?"her right now," I
"You can is
meet
told him. "She's out in the reception
I kept my fingers crossed, for to a
bandleader the appearance of a vocalist is almost as important as her
room."Mindy came in wearing a simple,
voice.
tailored suit she had just bought. To
me, she still looked a little awkward
on high heels. But Harry took his time
talking to her and watching her.
"She'll do," he said and hired her
for the duration of his engagement.
Mindy and I knew that we were
headed in the right direction. And it
was then that I, too, made a decision.
I had returned from the army to my
father's publishing business. When
Mindy came along, I decided to try my
hand at being a manager. Naturally,
she was my first client.
"We're starting out together," she
said.
In a subtle way, she became an important part of my personal life. I
realize now that someone should have
written a song, "You'd be so Nice to Adjust to." It would have applied to
Mindy, although our meetings always
appeared to be for business reasons —
engagements, or auditions that I was

continually trying to set up for her.
We saw so much of each other that
it was inevitable that we should either
end up hating each other — or loving
each other. With us, love. But our
business tie-up complicated terribly
any opportunity for announcing our engagement. I couldn't very well get
Mindy an audition or a job if people in
show business knew we were engaged.
They'd think my interest in getting her
bookings was purely personal.
"I don't know when the romance began," Mindy
says now.
It grew
in spite
of the "It
factjust
thatgrew."
most
of the time I had to work her hard to
make her improve her poise and grace.
And when her first big chance came, I
was as eager and tense as she. That
happened when Mindy had used up six
months of the year her parents had
allowed. Paul Whiteman was auditioning for his program, Stairway to the
Stars, and he agreed to hear Mindy.

She had every reason to be nervous.
; With only two months of actual
singing experience, she was about to
audition for the most famous bandleader of our time. Pops Whiteman
sized up the state of her nerves immediately.
"Relax," he told her. "Just imagine
you're singing at home."
"I'll try," she said.
Pops grinned, saying, "That's foolish
advice. You'll be scared anyway."
And she was scared — until she got to
the microphone. But when she sang
you knew that she was thinking only
of the song. Pops was so pleased he
gave her a permanent job on the show.
It was a wonderful experience for her,
but when the radio series came to an
end I had other plans.
"You need night club experience —
but it'll be tough," I announced.
I explained that a singer must have
real showmanship to hold her audience
in a club. The people must fall completely under her spell or they rattle
their glasses and start table conversation. Clothes, appearance and poise,
which have no significance on radio,
mean everything to a night club audience. And in these departments, Mindy
still had a short-stop-ish appearance.
"I moved like an all-star athlete,"
Mindy
says II
walked freely
out to admits.
the mike"Eddie
as though
were going to first base after hitting a
home run."
We began rehearsing immediately
with me — and I can think of nothing
funnier — teaching Mindy to walk gracefully. My experience had included
neither acting nor female impersonation. And my physique is in the
standard male tradition. But there I
was demonstrating how a woman
should walk from her hips and carry
her shoulders and head.
"Now, Mindy, let's see you curtsy,"
I finished.
Two days later, as we traveled to
Baltimore in a train compartment, I
was still trying to teach Mindy to
curtsy. It looks simple enough: you
merely put one foot behind the other
and sort of sink at the knees. Every
time I demonstrated I twisted my ankles
and lost my balance. When Mindy
tried, she tripped over her skirt and
fell flat on her face. Just before show
time, however, a dancer showed her
how to curtsy. Mindy learned all right
— but the first time she tried before an
audience, she dropped so low that she
had to use her hands to help her up.
Just the same, she was highly praised
during the engagement and other offers
came in. Mindy then made a swing

around the country preparing for her
biggest night club job at the New York
Copacabana. And when she arrived
there, she made history. After her
initial four-week date, she was held
over for another month and upped to
star billing, becoming the youngest performer ever to be so honored. That was
followed by a movie contract offer.
"You open at Ciro's in a few days,"
I told her. "Why don't you decide about
movies after you get to Hollywood?"
"Will you be coming with me?" she
asked.
"I want to go with you," I told Mindy.
"But in a new capacity. Wouldn't you
rather introduce me as your husband
than your manager? I'd like it a lot
better that way!"
We'd never been officially engaged —
for business reasons, as I explained.
Now there wasn't time. So we announced our engagement and our wedding all at once — three hours after we
were married!
"Now I'm a boss, too," was Mindy's
comment.
I
way. was right. I like it a lot better this
When we are both in Manhattan our
day starts at ten in the morning. Mindy
comes down to her office, which is next
to mine. There she rehearses, keeps up
her music files, plans her NBC programs
and answers fan mail. During the day,
I am still boss. After work, however,
she takes over. And as a housewife, she
manages very well now — although, at
first, she had her problems.
"It won't jell," she told me, after
following the "simple" instructions for
gelatin dessert. "Cooking seemed so
easy, watching mother, but it's another
matter
when you
do had
it yourself."
Of course,
Mindy
been playing
ball when most girls were in the kitchen. But her mother gallantly came
through with advice. The first month
Mindy averaged about ten telephone
calls per meal to her mother. Now her
specialties,
far as
I'm concerned,
are
fried
chickenso and
French
toast.
About every third week end we
get away from Manhattan for relaxation at my father's home on Long Island.
There we try to act like a normal couple, lounging and talking. And Mindy
spends a lot of time playing with the
children of other guests.
"I want a medium-sized family," she
tells everyone. "About three children."
S'ie
verywants
much that
— and medium-size
so do I— but family
at the
present Mindy's work is too demanding.
When you realize that such established
stars as Jack Benny and Bob Hope tour
the country regularly to maintain their
prestige, youfor can
why it's so
important
suchunderstand
a young entertainer
as Mindy
to be
the road.call
Butfrom
I'll
never
forget
her ontelephone
San Francisco last spring. I knew at
once she was blue.
"What's the matter?" I asked. "Are
Then she told me. She had left her
hotel
that morning with her music
you sick?"
cradled in her arm. In the lobby she
met a young woman, carrying her baby
in one arm exactly the way Mindy
carried her music.
you for
can asee
everything
candy
andSo cake
young
singer. isn't
But Mindy
has made the transition from tomboy
to wife. When she sings, you know she
has left the baseball mitt behind.
But I like best the way Mindy's
mother phrases it.
"This is truly the age of miracles,"
she says. "Mindy has become a real
lady, and married a nice young man!"
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A Good Place to Be
(Continued from page 63)
my coffee to cool it, I said, "No kidding,
Charley? Rushville Center got this big
"No kidding, Shuffle." Charley shook
honor?"a magazine, one of those big
open
slippery ones, and turned it around on
the counter so I could see. And so help
me, there was a picture of Main Street,
looking North, with the Cameo and
Prince's Store and the General Drug all
showing up big as life. At the top of
the page was "The Town that Tells
America's Story." It was real exciting,
like suddenly seeing a familiar face in
a crowd you thought was all strangers.
"Well gosh," I said to Charley, "that's
something for sure, ain't it!"
"Sure over
is. And
you knowand what?"
leaned
the counter
pointed He
to
the cover of the magazine. "See this?
People USA, that's the name of this
magazine, and it goes all over the
world, Shuffle. Right now maybe in
London, England they're looking at this
picture and reading all about us here.
Charley said soMakes you think," the
magazine and
berly, taking back
carefully putting it beneath the counter.
I bent down and hooked my rubbers
to hurry
up over my heels. I wanted Yard
and
down to the Perkins Lumber
talk this big thing over with Ma— like I
usually do with everything that happens, Iguess. Having a friend like Ma
Perkins is sure a wonderful thing for
a feller like me. I'm alone, you knowgot no family, nothing but myself. That
is, I've got no family but Ma's. She's
I know she'd be
it. heard
part ifof she
made me mad
hopping
me say I
hadn't any of my own. "What are we,
Shuffle?" she'd say— matter of fact she
has said it, couple of times when I hurt
her feelings by not coming straight to
her when I had a problem. "What are
we, Fay and Evey and Willy and me?
Aren't we your family? Land, Shuffle,
you been a part of this family so long
we
couldn't
get on than
without
you."
Thata
makes
me luckier
most,
having
family with Ma Perkins in it, looking
out for me and caring what happens to
me. What's more she's my boss — or
was when this thing happened about
Rushville Center. Means a lot when
your boss is your friend too.
When I got to the office, what do you
think — there sat Ma with a copy of this
magazine, People USA, open in front of
her! "Well," I said. "Sure takes the
pleasure out of life, the way you get to
finding
so fastyoua feller
be the things
first toout bring
the can't
good

news." I went over in the corner and
took off my rubbers and hooked my
umbrella over the clothes-horse, taking
the opportunity
to see if
coat
was
hanging up there.
ForWilly's
a wonder,
it was. married
Willy — Willy
is Ma's Evey
sonin-law,
to herFitz
daughter
— he's not the earliest bird in town. But
he's sure been shaping up well since he
began working with us at the Yard.
Ma's blue eyes were sparkling behind
her glasses. "It is good news, isn't it,
Shuffle? My land, how proud it makes
you to be a part of this town of ours.
All the things it says here about us —
they must have had somebody down
here reporting on us, Shuffle, you know
that? — and taking the pictures and all."
"You always been proud of this
town, Ma," I reminded her. "Don't
know of another citizen that's felt the
way you do about it. Matter of fact,
don't know of another one that's done
more'n you have to make it worthy of
"Well
that's a speech you ought
this
greatnow,
honor."
to have left Mayor Ross to make." Willy
had come in behind us without me seeing him, and now he stood there grinning. "Say, Shuffle, you turn a right
pretty phrase when you want. They
ought to make you part of the welcoming committee."
"What
welcoming committee?"
"Wait'll you hear!" Willy sat on a
corner of the desk to tell us. "They're
sending a delegation to present something to us for winning this. From
New York City, or wherever this magazine has its office. Right down here to
Rushville Center they're sending it.
Shouldn't wonder if it was a silver cup
or something like that."
Ma shook her head gently. "Now
wait, Willy. We don't know for sure
they're doing any such thing. This being mentioned in the magazine and all,
that's honor enough for us. We don't
need silver cups to remind us."
"Well, maybe not a silver cup. But
Evey was to this luncheon thing yesterday— the Garden Club, you know —
and she heard it from somebody who
heard it straight from Mayor Ross's
office himself! And they're getting up
a whole reception with bands and stuff.
Great, isn't it? A little excitement
around his
townhands
aftertogether
all this happily.
quiet." He
rubbed
I snorted. "All this quiet! Willy Fitz,
you know darn well you like this town
just the way she is. I know I do. What
do we need with excitement and com-
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mittees and si l er cups and whatnot?
We got everything we need right here
in Rushville Center, and we had it before these smart fellers came down
here and told us we had it. What they're
just finding out I known about all the
years I been here, that this is the best
place in the whole world to be living —
this and the other towns that are like
it! They don't have to give us no silver
cups to go on being the kind of place
that's fit for decent human beings to
live!"
The little office was so quiet I could
hear the echo of my last words. Ma
and Willy were both looking at me in
some surprise. "Land o'goshen, Shuffle," Ma said at last, "maybe Willy here
is right. Maybe they ought to put you
up there making speeches. I don't know
when I've heard a nicer way of thinking." She continued to look at me as if
she was just getting to know something
new about me, and I went over and sat
down at my own desk and started shuffling around with my papers because I
was feeling a little uncomfortable.
Bashful. Wasn't like me to go shooting
my mouth off that way.
•Tell you the truth, though, Shuffle
' and Willy." Ma's voice had a worried
tone in it now. "I got to thinking myself last night, after Evey came home
and told us. Even if we don't get a
silver cup, if Evey didn't hear the truth
about what they got planned for us
down there at the magazine — well,
there's bound to be something going on
in town to celebrate this. And I just
hope nobody does . . . well, nothing
foolish. Like . . ." Ma shook her head
again, not quite knowing what it was
she wanted to say, or maybe not knowing just how to say it, so as not to hurt
anyone's feelings.
"Oho," Willy said. "I get you. You're
afraid the Pendletons, maybe, will promote themselves a big slice of celebration. All dressed up in fancy clothes
and such, furs and jewels and whatnot."
"Well . . ." Ma sighed. "It just ain't
Rushville Center, really — not the plain
folks who live here. It would be a
shame if Mayor Ross got talked into
doing something flashy that didn't
really look like the rest of town."
"Sure would," I said. "It wouldn't be
representative, that's what — wouldn't
represent the real life that goes on here
in town. And after all that's what we
got this silver cup for, for being representative."
Speaking of representative, what we
were doing that morning at the Lumber
Yard was absoluately representative of
what was going on all over town. It
must have been, because if people
hadn't of been sitting around hashing
over the news all day they couldn't
have come up with all the different
stories about what was going to happen
that were going around town by nightfall.
Stories! You never heard such! First
the whole staff of the magazine was
coming down in a body with the key
to New York City in its hand. Then
Mayor Ross was getting called to go
up to New York to get the silver cup
and about eight million dollars or
thereabouts
as part of the award.
Joseph, the young feller who's practically like a son to Ma — Joseph came
round to Ma's house that night after
dinner and said, laughing, that down
at the Lodge Hall they were saying
President Truman himself was going
to make a speech about Rushville Center. Having just had one of Ma's good
dinners, finished off with apple dump-

ling and coffee, I was feeling too mellow to be hard on anybody, but I
couldn't help saying a thing or two
about a any
such
story.danged fool who'd repeat
"Not you, Joseph," I made sure to tell
him, "but these other chaps down there
making fools out of themselves. By
gosh, this whole town's acting like a
bunch of children judging from what I
been hearing all day. Makes you almost
ashamed to be associated with them."
You see, it was beginning, that inferiority complex I spoke about. I was
starting to be afraid that Rushville
Center would look foolish — not in my
eyes exactly, but in the eyes of these
important magazine people from New
York. I was afraid one or two people
in town would make the rest of us look
ridiculous.
"Well, nobody really thinks President Truman is going to take any notice," Joseph said mildly. "Only thing
is, there's something going on down in
the Mayor's
and that's
one so
reason
these
stories office,
are going
around
fast
and furious. There's something brewYou'll see."
Fay,ing. who's
Ma's younger daughter,
looked
at
me
with
a smile.
"Don't
you
feel proud of Rushville
Center,
Shuffle?
Don't you want to celebrate' our being
chosen as the typical American town."
"Well sure, Fay, who wouldn't? But
I don't ..." I struggled with it for a
minute and then gave up. I just
couldn't say what it was bothering me,
why I had this grumpy feeling about it.
I know now, though — I think I was
mainly annoyed that just the fact that
we were taken notice of by some outpeople could get everyone in town
all hetsideup.
But Joseph was right. Something
was brewing for sure, and a few days
later we all found out what it was.
Not a silver cup, and not a key to any
city either, nor yet a million dollars.
Purely and simply, this magazine was
sending some writers down to Rushville Center to do a whole bunch of
stories about us, not just the one that
had already been printed. A whole
series, with pictures and everything.
And after that, after all the articles had
been printed one by one, they would be
collected together into a real book and
sold!
'147 ell," I said to Ma down at the Yard
" the day we found out, "this beats
-all. A book about Rushville Center is
something I never thought I'd see."
"No, it's not the sort of thing that
comes to mind," Ma agreed. She sighed.
"I guess now the plans will begin to get
made, Shuffle — for the greeting and all.
I do hope they do the right thing by
Rushville Center. Something pleasant
and friendly and dignified. Let them
get to know us like we really are."
"I'll bet. More likely they'll be hanging out the Memorial Day flags and getting the kids from the high school in
their band uniforms." The picture depressed me so much I made it even
better. "And a big dinner at the Pendletons' with finger-bowls. And banners hanging all over Main Street like
it Well,
was a and
carnival
or something."
you know
something? All
those far-fetched ideas I was sprouting
off there in the office, about a carnival
and what-not — you know how farfetched they were? Why, practically
the first thing anybody suggested (it
was all reported in the paper) was a
Fair! Then after a few days that
petered out, and they began developing
all kinds of things. A water show, a
darned old Aqua-something they were
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going to put on down at the Lake.
Finally the plans got shaved down
to a big delegation of welcome to meet
the train that was bringing the writers
from the city. Old Miss Marcella Purdy,
from the high school, she told Ma that
they were going to put on a parade
with a band and have the prettiest gals
dressed up like drum majors, twirling
batons, and Ma got so unhappy over
that that she did something about it. I
don't know what. I suspect she kind of
made a chance to have a little talk, informal-like, with Mayor Ross and sort
of talked him out of it. Ma appears to
keep pretty quiet as a rule, but she can
sure get around when there's something she wants to get done!
Whatever she did, it got done thorough. There weren't going to be any
drum major or majorettes or much of
a committee either.
Just enough to
make the newcomers feel welcome to
Rushville Center, and help them find
their way around.
You see, in her
quiet way I don't know
of another
single person that's got as much influence in Rushville
Center
as Ma
Perkins.
She don't always use it, in
fact I don't know as she knows how
much of it she really has, but there are
times when she feels so strong about
the town or somebody in it that she
just naturally puts forth her hand to
help it come out right. Never saw the
time when it wasn't the right thing
that she tried to get done, either. Folks
m Rushville Center, they're likely to
listen to what Ma has to say, and I
guess Mayor Ross lent an ear that time.
But there was one person I should've
known you couldn't keep down, and
that was Mathilda
Pendleton.
I never
will forget the day I got that letter in
the mail at the rooming house.
I had
to tear through about six envelopes and
then it finally fell out, and I turned it
all around and even then it looked so
strange to me I barged right on down
to the Lumber Yard without even stopping for breakfast.
"Say, Ma," I said
to her almost before I was really
in.
"Ma, look here — did you get one of
these too?
What in tarnation is it?"
"Why,
it's an
invitation,
Shuffle
dear." Ma glanced at it and nodded.
I got one this morning too. It's what's
called a formal note of invitation, Fay
tells me." Then, because she can't help
being
just
plain
nice-natured,
she
added, "I
it'll be a fine party, or
reception expect
or whatever.
I believe I'll
get me a nice new
dress for the
occasion."
"Just like
woman," I snorted "For
gosh sakes, aMa,
this sounds like Mathilda Pendleton is going to do just
what we hoped she wouldn't— have one

of them parties with finger bowls and all."
(i
"I don't
Shuffle," Ma said.
'Seems
to meknow,
might've
been so much
worse, with theit Water
Carnival and
all
. . . Fay tells me this Mr. Sinclair is a
famous writer. Wrote some books
about the war. She's all excited about
meeting him."
"Fay ought to know," I said grudgingly. "She reads more'n anybody I
know. She wants to meet him, eh?" I
folded the card and put it away in my
pocket. Ma was right, I guessed. If
Mathilda Pendleton didn't go off the
deep end with it, just a plain party
might be as good a way as any to have
them meet Rushville Center folks. Just
then Willy walked in, so I took the occasion to ask him something that was
bothering at the back of my mind.
"Assuming you got one of these here
invites too, Willy," I began, and Willy
nodded and said yes, they'd got one
that morning. "Well," I said, "you figuring— that is, you aim to do anything
about getting yourself a new suit for
this affair?" I'd begun to wonder,
with the printed-up invitation andwhat
all,
if I had anything grand enough to wear
to this tony set-up.
'.'Why, I didn't figure on it, Shuffle,"
Willy said sadly. "I don't think
the
budget runs to it, right now, what with
Evey going to have to get herself
decked out like royalty. Nope, I'll just
brush up the old blue gabardine."
"Well, I'll join you, son," I said. Fact
was, I was relieved to hear he wasn't
getting a new suit. "I'll stick to the old
faithful serge I got. I'm too old and
ugly to be setting myself off in a tail-

Ma laughed in her comfortable way.
"Now Shuffle, you know the Pendlecoat."don't expect anyone coming in a
tons
tailcoat. Land o'goshen, old friend
they're just Augustus and Mathilda,'
same's they were
before this Alfred Sinclair or thisway
Miss Morrison
was
thought of. We'll all go together and
have a fine time — like always. And it'll
be interesting to see what these
folks
make of Rushville Center, now won't
it? That's the big thing, Shuffle. What
they 11 be writing about us, and the pictures they'll be taking— I believe it's
this Miss
Anne Morrison who takes the
pictures. We got to see they get the
true impression of our town."
It was a good thing the night of the
party finally came round, because I
don't believe anyone could've stood another minute of suspense and waiting.
Like it says in the Bible, I arrayed
myself splendid that night, laying on
liberally with the bay rum. Felt pretty
nice, getting spruced up for a change.
Felt even better when I got over to
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Ma's and she said, "My, Shuffle, you
look
awful upnice!"
I took
her hand and patted it.
Tell you something, Ma Perkins,
you
look pretty nice yourself. Nice as any
lady there is going to look."
Ma twinkled at me. "You know, Shuffle, 'she said. "No matter how old a
woman gets, come the time she's going
out to a big affair like this, she feels
real bad if somebody don't tell her she's
looking pretty. Thank you, old friend."
Brought a lump to my throat, that did.
I d like to see the day when Ma Perkins
couldn't look grander than anybody
just by looking like herself. To cover
up my feelings, I looked around at
everybody— Fay in a long something,
with her shiny hair pretty as a picture,
and Evey, brushing off the shoulders
of Willy's snappy gabardine suit and
fussing over everythi
ng the way she
does. She had on a few too many frills
it looked
to me, but it'll be a sad day
for
the ladies
when they have to come
to Shuffle Shober for stylish advice, so
maybe I'm wrong. And Joseph looking bashful, like always, but real handsome in his good suit. I said to Ma,
"Well, we've done the best we could.
Let's hope this big city bunch thinks
we're good enough."
"Shuffle dear," Ma said reprovingly.
"Let's go in the right spirit. If this Mr.
Sinclair is as good a writer as Fay says,
he must be a real smart man. And if
he is, don't you think he'll be able to
see what
Rushville Center's really like?
Even
if there
are a few who try to
make it look like a bigger, fancier,
richer place than it really is— don't
you think he might be able to see what
life here is really like?"
"I deserve that, Ma," I told her. "I
surely do. I just wish it was you entertaining these folks, then I wouldn't give
it a thought. But as it is," I finished
gloomily,
"with
thatworrying
gilt-edged invitation and all,
I keep
about the
finger-bowls. What on earth do you do
with them anyway — supposing they
Willy exploded in a guffaw. "Drink
have of'em?"
out
them, Shuffle!" He slapped me
on the shoulder and laughed. "Drink
outEverybody
of them, that's
what."
laughed,
and we started
off, me in a happier frame of mind than
I'd been. This lasted till about when
we got there, and then, when I saw the
Pendleton house, I began worrying all
over again. Couldn't help it. You
should've seen what they'd done to it.
First off, they had a new fancy iron
gate down at the end of the path, and in
the yard — pardon me, on the grounds —
they'd stuck a couple of lights on poles,
looking like street lights. I guess they
were meant to look like an old mansion-house in England, or something.
Then, if you please, when we got up to
the door and rang and it opened, there
was this maid in uniform.
Well, at the Pendleton house that's
not so strange. What was comical was
noticing behind her as she took our hats
and things, there were two other maids
going about their business. Two, making three altogether, and in these fancy
uniforms that looked like something
off the stage.
Willy breathed in my ear, "Gee. Get
that, Shuffle." Then Evey gave him a
twitch on the elbow and kind of
dragged him forward, and I followed
with Ma. When we got to the living
room door we came face to face with
the Big Wheels themselves — the Pendletons, I mean, and two people I
figured
Morrison.were Alfred Sinclair and Anne
Well, Mathilda Pendleton was in red,

and she fairly blinded me so I couldn't
really get to see what the others looked
like.
It wasn't
till we
had ourselves
passed intoa
the room
and had
found
kind of corner that I had a chance to
look back, casual-like, and get myself
a peek at them. I saw that Evey was
doing the same, and so was Joseph —
practically everybody in the room, in
fact, excepting Ma, who had too good
manners to stare. Too good self-control,
too. She sat down next to Marcella
Purdy and was calmly chatting away.
But not the rest of us. We were too
busy trying to size up the visitors.
This Sinclair fellow, now ... he was a
tall, thin chap. Bony. I was surprised
to see there was some gray at the side
of his hair. Not so awfully young,
then. Not one of these young smartalec types. He had a thin, bony face,
with small dark eyes that looked very
piercing. "Why, it's a nice face," I
thought. "Smart-looking but not wiselooking. He looks like a real intelligent feller." Passing on to the girl, I
saw why Joseph hadn't been able to
take his eyes off her ever since we'd
come in. I'd noticed that — he acted as
though his eyes were stuck to her or
something. Beautiful? I wouldn't say
that. She was on the tall side too, but
not so very thin Her dress was gray,
and her eyes were light — maybe gray,
too. They were so enormous I could see
that much even way across the room.
Her hair was short and curly, and reddish. But what was making Joseph stare
wasn't anything you can put it in words.
It was a something — a certain kind of
personality that you could see in her
face and in the rest of her too, that kind
of caught you and made you look twice.
I felt suddenly sorry for Joseph, and yet
in a way I envied him too . . . for being
young, I guess. For being able to feel
that struck by a girl, and hope she
might throw a look his way.
"Gee, she's beautiful." Evey's voice
came out in a sigh. Fay, beside me,
nodded, without looking toward Anne
Morrison. She'd seen enough in that
first look, I guess, as a woman can.
"Very," she answered her sister.
"She's very sophisticated-looking, too.
So is he."
"Just what I was thinking," Evey
said. She cast a dissatisfied glance at
Willy's gabardine suit. "I wish Willy
would get himself one of them . . ." her
voice trailed off. It was plain enough
that no matter what Willy ever got
himself he wasn't going to end up looking like Alfred Sinclair. Even Evey
could see that. She sighed and turned
her attention to the rest of the room.
"Some party!" I thought to myself.
Why, the few people who were speaking were doing it in whispers, like in
a museum. I got to do something
about it, I decided, and cleared my
throat to begin. I don't know what I
would have said, but just that minute
I caught Willy's eyes, and I saw he was
doing the same as I was, trying to think
of something to say. So I shut up and
let him do the thinking.
He coughed. "Say, Shuffle," he bellowed. "How's about . . ." Then he
stood there with his mouth half open,
just looking at me. He hadn't meant
to shout like that. He hadn't any idea
just how his voice was going to come
out. But it echoed around that quiet
room something terrible. We stared at
each other, and then I couldn't help it
— the corners of my mouth began to
twitch. Gosh knows what would have
happened if one of them maids hadn't
come round right then with a tray with
some glasses on it. She shoved it be-

tween us, and Willy took one and I took
one, and the bad minutes passed over.
Without meaning to, we had helped
things somewhat. After that noise
Willy made people started to talk a little louder. One or two laughs came
sounding down the room. Things were
warming up a bit. Folks began moving
around from place to place, and I was
reminded of a movie I'd seen down at
the Cameo with one of those big cocktail parties in it, where dressed-up people rushed around from group to group,
chattering away and nobody being able
to hear a thing anybody else said. That
was what Mathilda Pendleton wanted
us to do, I guess; act like those people
in a Hollywood movie. Well, she'd be
lucky if she got any kind of a party at
all, the way things were going. Rushville Center folks just ain't the cockandsending
you couldn't
make them intotail-chattering
it type,by
out a
printed-up invitation.
"Say, when do we eat?" Willy's voice
was low now, but worried. "I'm hungry.
We got to do something besides stand
around." Just as he spoke, some doors
at one end of the room were opened,
and people began going into another
room. It looked as though it might
turn out to be food, so we went too. It
was food all right. Around and around
we went, and you never saw such a
table. All I could think was the Pendletons must have hired the plates and
silver and stuff. No one family ever
could've outright owned anything like
that. It was like a palace. It was just
too good to be true. And furthermore
the danged food looked so fancy nobody
had the heart to lay a fork to it. We
just kept pushing one another round
and round.
Finally I decided I'd had enough, and
I got myself a plateful of something I
still can't make head nor tail of. But it
didn't matter, because right about then
I happened to look up and see Joseph
and Anne Morrison, and my appetite
went anyway.
There they stood, just staring at each
other. It's a mystery to me how they
ever got together, but as I said it was
a big room, and crowded, and plenty
of things went on I never got to see.
Somehow or other Joseph had managed
to make her feel the way he was looking at her, and evidently she'd been
interested enough to start looking at
him. I felt suddenly that I had to get
Joseph out of it. I don't know out of
what, or why, but it was like I'd heard
a cry for help. She was so outright
glamorous, and so different from him,
as they stood there. Like two different
worlds. "Notice him or not," I thought,
"it won't help him any if she does.
More likely she'd hurt him. He's not
her kind . . ." With a confused feeling
that I must help I put down my food
and turned to go to them, but just then
I felt a hand on my arm. It was Ma.
She looked over where I'd been looking, where Joseph and Anne Morrison
were now at last starting to talk to each
other.
She shook her head.
"But Ma," I said, "it's no good for
Joseph to get interested in a woman
like that. She—"
"He's only just met her, Shuffle, dear,"
Ma said softly. "Oh, I know what you
mean — I saw how he was looking at
her, when we came in. I know he's not
just talking to her like to any stranger
. . . maybethem,
there's
to be was
something
between
whengot there
such a
look in his eyes. I don't know." She
hesitated. "You know, Shuffle, how I
feel about Joseph. I'd do anything to
spare him getting hurt. And yet there
are some things we can't any of us do
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much as we'd likeis
for those we love,from
getting hurt
to. Saving them
one of the things. Sometimes we can
make it easier, but most of the time
they've just got to learn in their own
way." She sighed, and I sat down again,
knowing she was right. What could I
have done anyway — gone over like an
up Joseph's talking
old bear
with
this and
girl?broken
And then what?
"And anyway," Ma added, "a little
flirtation might be just the thing for
Joseph right now. He's been sort of
unhappy lately, just drifting ... A
little flirtation never hurt anybody,
Shuffle."
Somebody laughed behind us, and I
turned to see Alfred Sinclair standing
there. "Those are wonderful words,
Mrs. Perkins," he said. "It is Mrs. Perkins, isn't it? Something tells me I
ought to have a long talk with you.
You say the kind of things that I like
to hear."
Ma said calmly, "I'd be glad to talk
with you, Mr. Sinclair, any time."
Mr. Sinclair was looking at her closely, as if he was trying to find out something by just looking, without asking
don't
said,I "I
Finally he but
questions.
any
mean to be impertinent,
wonder
. . . have you lived here a long time,
Mrs. Perkins I mean — do you know
the town well?"
"The town, Mr. Sinclair?" Ma smiled,
friendly,
smiled
"Youofdon't
mean doandI he
know
theback.
names
the
streets and so on, I guess. You want to
know if I know the people? I think I
do. I've been friends with many of
them for so very long now . . . and I've
been fond of many of them."
"Yes," Mr. Sinclair said. "I believe
you do know and love the whole town.
I want to talk to you very much. I
want to learn something about this
town
from you,listening,
if I may —I "remembered
Suddenly,
what excitement
I'd lost sight
of completely
all
the
about
Mr. Sinclairin and
Miss Morrison — the reason they were in
Rushville Center at all. We had won a
title, I reminded myself. America's
typical town — the town that tells
America's story. They were after us,
trying to find out what makes us tick.
It wasn't
as Ma would
had said,
that a
man
like likely,
Mr. Sinclair
be fooled
into thinking that this house and this
party were real Rushville Center. Not
on your life. He knew too much. He'd
been around too much, anybody could
see that. He must have seen in a minute
how Mathilda Pendleton was putting
it on for show, and how underneath
this was a place for plain and simple
folks. For the first time that night I

began to really relax.
"I want to see the way people here
really live," Mr. Sinclair was saying.
"The only way I can do the job I was
sent down to do is by getting to be a
part of Rushville Center."
"Come and see us, Mr. Sinclair," Ma
said graciously. "Come tomorrow night
if you can, and have dinner with us —
me and my family, and Shuffle here.
And maybe Joseph will come too.
That'd be a good way to start."
"Perfect. Just the—"
"Ah, Mr. Sinclair." Like a school of
sharks, Mayor Ross with the Pendletons behind him surrounded us. Mawas trying
hardreally
to look'
sweet,
but youthildacould
see she
wanted
to
glare at us. I guess because her guest
of honor was sitting there beside us as
if he liked it. "We were just wondernight,"
Mayor Ross
wenting about
on. tomorrow
He coughed
apologetically.
"Unfortunately, culture is . . . well, we
can't offer much in the way of culture.
Pictures
you his
know,
music, and . . ."
He stopped,
mouthandopen.
"Ballet," Augustus put in helpfully.
"Can't take you to a ballet, say — "
Mayor Ross had figured out what else
to say. "But there are certain things
we feel you should see. The old church
out on the back road, for example. They
dug up some Indian tools there once.
Arrowheads.
Flints."
Mr. Sinclair smiled. "Please don't
go tofact
any Mrs.
trouble,"
he said.
a matter
of
Perkins
has"Asbeen
kind
enough to ask me to have dinner with
her family tomorrow night, so I— "
"But you — that is, we planned . . ."
Mayor Ross paused again. He seemed to
having a hard time talking to Mr. Sinclair, who just looked at him patiently
and waited for him to finish. The Mayor
fiddled with his watch chain. "You have
found a true gold mine of information
in Mrs. Perkins," he said. Never have
I wanted to take a poke at a fellow
much as I did right then, but in another way I was enjoying myself too
much.
can
tell you A a gold
greatmine,
deal indeed!
about . "She
. . about
people, and so on, who live here. However we'd
like you between
not to miss
our and
— "
he gave
something
a laugh
another cough — "our few points of real
interest. The old church, now. And the
Grange Hall. And there's a big new
bottle
factory kind
going ofupunfolded
— "
Mr. Sinclair
himself.
He was very tall, very solemn as he
stood looking down at Mayor Ross. His
voice was real gentle, like talking to a
child.
"These things about Rushville Center
are probably extremely interesting," he
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said in that quiet way. "But I believe
I'll wait for a while before I see them.
You see ... I have an idea that it's
more important, far more, for me to
learn about the Rushville Center that
Mrs. Perkins knows." He turned slightly and smiled down at Ma somehow as
though they understood each other.
"You see," he went on, "I have a feeling
that Mrs. Perkins is Rushville Center."
Mayor Ross got red as a beet. Mathilda gasped out "Well!" Augustus, he
didn't do anything, and right then I
felt he was the smartest of them. What
was there he could do, when you got
right down to it?
I don't know as Mathilda ever got
over what happened after that. Mr.
Sinclair just concentrated on Ma like
nobody else mattered in the whole
room — I don't mean he showed bad
manners or anything, but it was pretty
plain he found her real interesting to
talk to. Not just that evening, but all
the rest of the time he was in town.
Matter of fact they got to be real good
friends after a while. Mr. Sinclair spent
most of his days just sitting and talking
with Ma, and I noticed that he never
turned down any of her wonderful
meals, either. Said he hadn't tasted
that kind of cooking in so long, he'd
almost forgotten it existed. Ma's apple
cake and chicken pies and potato pancakes impressed Mr. Sinclair so much
Ibook
thought
he'd begin
writing
recipe
instead.
Ma was
verya happy
when, just before they left Rushville
Center when their work here was done,
Mr. Sinclair and Anne Morrison decided to be married. Turned out Mr.
Sinclair himself was from a town jusi
like Rushville Center ... so what can
you
by justI looking
at a feller,
I'd
like tell
to know?
guess maybe
that was
why he had sense enough to see that
Ma — like he said — is Rushville Center.
You'd have to understand a town like
ours to see how a simple, plain person
like Ma could be the heart and soul of
it — -the one that folks come running to
with their good news and bad, the one
who's the most trusted friend of every
livingthree
soul maids
in theandplace.
Ma doesn't
need
diamonds
in the
chandeliers to make her impression —
not on the .right kind of people, those
who know the real from the put-on.
Which brings me back to what I was
saying about inferiority complexes and
how unnecessary they are. There I was,
thinking Mr. Sinclair, being from the
big city, would come round maybe pokfun at ordinary,
the things plain
I'm fondest
—
the ing
quiet,
things of
that
make Rushville Center the good place
it is to live. Working hard, and sitting
around a family dinner-table, and going
downstreet to see a friend, and maybe
walking up Main Street on a summer
night. Things like that. But need I have
bothered myself? Not on your life. If
Mr. Sinclair himself had been a false
front kind of a feller, with no real
brains, then maybe he'd have sneered
at our small-town ways. But if he'd
been that
kindwhat
it wouldn't
haveit mattered a darn
he did! As
was,
being he was a real worthwhile person,
he understood. He turned to Ma, didn't
he, like he'd known her always? And
don't I turn to Ma, and haven't I from
the first
ing how day
manyI knew
years her
ago?I'm not countSo there you are. Mr. Sinclair and
me, we look different, we think different, we live different. But down deep,
where it matters, there's a lot goes on
in both of us that's just the same. Come
to think of it, I guess you can count
on that being true with most decent,
honest human beings.
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• Is that an extravagant hint? Not a bit of it!
^Samsonite luggagefit&isM'kind
to young budgets.
Two pieces cost less than you'd expect to pay
for just one 0*s piece of such quality! • Besides,
this handsome luggage wears for years and
years. Words can't tell you but time will show
what it means to have Samsonite's better-thanleather coverings . . . construction strong
enough to stand on ... luxurious long-wearing
linings... fittings and locks of solid brass...
shock absorber handles • Maybe you'd better
not trust to a hint! Maybe you'd better Clay
come right out and say there's nothing like
Samsonite and that's what you'd like to have!
MATCHING
Admiral
Blue

Saddle

I1

isonite Matched
in stunning
tural Rawhide Finish
c.

-

a. Train Case . . . $17.50
b. Vanity O'Nite . . 17.50
c. Men's Overnight
17.50
d. Ladies'
O'Nite
(Regular)
. . . 19.50

W*"™*

e. Ladies'
O'Nite .
(Convertible)
f. Ladies' Wardrobe
g. Two-Suiter . . .
h. Pullman
f. Hand Wardrobe.

.._

*ALL

PRICES

SUBJECT

EXISTING TAXES

22.50
25.00
25.00
27.50
35.00

Beige

SETS ALSO IN:

Cordovan

Bermuda

Pink

Brown

Green

Copper

Samsonite
Luggage

TO

vayder Bros., Inc. Luggage Division, Denver 9, Colorado. Also makers of Samson
Folding Tables and Chairs. Folding Furniture Division/Detroit 29, Michigan
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